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Scope 

The 8th European Continuous Casting Conference 
focusses on new developments in the casting of steel 
and will continue the tradition of a successful series of 
events which took place in Florence (1991), Duesseldorf 
(1994 and 2011), Madrid (1998), Birmingham (2002), 
Nice (2005) and Riccione (2008).
The ECCC is a unique forum for the European 
continuous casting community to exchange views 
on the status and future development of the 
continuous casting process.

The conference program is abreast of the latest 
developments in control and automation, advanced 
continuous casting technologies and the continuing
improvement of product quality. 
Steel metallurgical issues will be addressed as their
physical and numerical simulation. The exchange of 
experience in operational practise, maintenance and 
first results from recently commissioned plants will 
complement the program. The conference aims to 
stimulate the communication among delegates with 
industrial and academic background and among 
participants in many conferences and new members 
of the continuous casting community.
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Topics

 Advanced technologies for the casting 
 of slabs, blooms and billets 

 Modernization and new implementations 
 Operational practice and maintenance 
 Measurement, automation 

 and process control  
 Safety and environmental aspects 
 Ladle metallurgical innovations 

 and steel cleannes
 Flow control, refractories and clogging 
 Mold lubrication and heat transfer  
 Product quality control: Surface quality 

 and internal soundness
 Numerical simulation and modelling 

 (solidification, metallurgy, fluid flow, 
 benchmark experiments) 

 Thin slab casting and direct rolling
 New developments in casting 

 technologies
 Casting of stainless steels 

 and special steel grades 
 Postprocessing of semi-finished products 

 (Scarfing, machining and heat treatment)
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Conference Chairman

C. Bernhard
MU Leoben, Austria

Organising Committee

B. Hribernik
Austrian Society for Metallurgy and Materials, 

ASMET 

Y. Dworak
Austrian Society for Metallurgy and Materials, 

ASMET
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Scientific Committee

M. Bellet, Cemef - MINES ParisTech, France 

B. Blanpain, KU Leuven, Belgium 
R. Boom, TU Delft, Netherlands 
M. Erker, voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH, Austria 
R. Fandrich, Steel Institute VDEh, Germany 
A. Flick, Siemens VAI Metals Technologies, Austria 
K.V. Grigorovich, MISIS, Russia 
H. Harmuth, MU Leoben, Austria 
G. Kemper, HKM, Germany 
J.A. Kromhout, Tata Steel R&D,  Netherlands 
J. J. Laraudogoitia, Gerdau I + D Europa, Spain 
S. Louhenkilpi, Aalto University, Finland 
C. Mapelli, Politecnico di Milano, Italy 

C. McDonald, Tata Steel R&D, United Kingdom 

H. Moser, voestalpine Stahl Linz, Austria

J. Odenthal, SMS Siemag AG, Germany 

M. Knights, Danieli HQ Buttrio, Italy 

P. Reisinger, voestalpine Stahl Linz, Austria 

B. Rogberg, Sandvik Materials Technology AB, Sweden 
D. Senk, RWTH Aachen, Germany 

K.-H. Tacke, TU Berlin, Germany 

B.G. Thomas, University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, USA  
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Monday 23rd June

Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

8:00 Registration

9:30
- 11:00 Physical modeling

11:00 Coffee Break

11:30
- 12:30 Solidification and microstructure evolution

12:30 Blauer Salon Poster Session / Coffee Break

13:15
- 15:15 Simulations in fluid mechanics

Timetable Symposium

 

Symposium

Numerical and 

physical modeling
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Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

9:30  
- 11:00 Session Physical modeling

Chair M. Wu, E. Gamsjäger, University of Leoben, Austria

9:30 
- 9:45

Experimental investigation of liquid metal 
two-phase flows in a continuous casting model
S. Eckert, K. Timmel, N. Shevchenko, M. Röder, 
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), 
Germany
M. Anderhuber, P. Gardin, ArcelorMittal, Germany

9:45 
- 10:00

Modeling and industrial investigation refining 
processes in tundish CCM with argon injection 
O. Smirnov, A. Kravchenko, V. Efimova, A. Serdjukov, 
Donetsk National Technical University, Ukraine

10:00 
- 10:15

Experimental verification of the 3-phase con-
tinuous casting simulation using a water model 
A. Vakhrushev, A. Ludwig, M. Wu, University of 
Leoben, Austria
G. Nitzl, Y. Tang, G. Hackl, RHI AG, Austria

10:15 
- 10:30

Investigation of the flow in a full-scale water-
model of a vertical twin-roll-strip caster 
A. Pelss, A. Rückert, H. Pfeifer, 
RWTH Aachen University, Germany

10:30 
- 10:45

Liquid steel at low pressure: Experimental 
investigation of a water air flow in a convergent 
divergent nozzle  
M. Thumfart, M. Javurek, 
Johannes Kepler Universität (JKU), Austria

10:45
- 11:00

The fundamental research of vertical electro-
magnetic brake in continuous casting of mold
E. Wang, F.Li,  Z. Li, Northeastern University, China

11.00 
- 11.30 Coffee Break

SymposiumProgram Symposium
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Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

11:30 
- 12:30  

Session Solidification 
and microstructure evolution

11:30 
- 11:45

Phase transformations in steel - from in-situ 
experiments to thermodynamically based models 
E. Gamsjäger, Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
S. Schider, M. Wießner, Materials Center Leoben 
(MCL), Austria

11:45 
- 12:00

Phase-field investigation of the influence of the 
solid-liquid interface energy, chemical composition 
and forced convection on the dendrite growth 
morphology for high manganese steels 
J. Rezende, C. Schankies, C. Alves, D. Hüttenmeis-
ter, D. Senk, RWTH Aachen University, Germany

12:00 
- 12:15

Adding argon injection to an advanced model 
for continuous casting of steel 
P. E. Ramirez-Lopez, J. Björkvall, C. Olofsson, 
P. Nazem Jalali, T. Jonsson, Swerea MEFOS AB, 
Sweden

12:15 
- 12:30

3D numerical simulation of flow and solidification 
of molten steel in bloom continuous casting 
mold with electromagnetic stirring
Q. Liu, Y. Wang, X. Zhang, University of Science and 
Technology Beijing, China

12:30 
- 13:15 Blauer Salon Coffee Break / Poster Session

SymposiumProgram Symposium
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Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time Blauer Salon

12:30 
- 13:15 Poster Session

a) Material parameter influence on the modeling 
of heat transfer and solidification in horizontal 
twin-roll casting of magnesium AZ31
A. Miehe, U. Gross, Technische Universität 
Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany

b) The effect of spray water temperature on 
secondary cooling spray heat transfer coefficients 
and methods for implementing the effect in a 
dynamic cooling control model
J. Horsky, University of Brno, Czech Republic 
R. Moravec, K. Blazek, ArcelorMittal Global Research 
& Development, USA

c) Application of mathematical models to optimize 
operating conditions during the continuous 
casting of round bars
G. Poltarak, M. Vazquez, S. Ferro, A. Campos, 
C. Cicutti, Tenaris R & D, Argentina

d) The influences of different submerged entry 
nozzle on the flow and solidification of molten 
steel in the CSP mold with EMBR
Q. Liu, C. Nie, X. Zhang, University of Science and 
Technology Beijing, China

SymposiumPoster Session Symposium
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Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

13:15 
- 15:15 

Session 
Simulations in fluid mechanics

13:15 
- 13:30

Numerical simulation of secondary flow 
instabilities in submerged entry nozzle 
(SEN) flow 
S. Pirker, J. Kerbl, M. Thumfart, M. Javurek, 
Johannes Kepler Universität (JKU), Austria

13:30 
- 13:45

Fluid flow in continuous casting affected by 
magnetic fields 
N. Vogl, H.-J. Odenthal, M. Reifferscheid, SMS 
Siemag AG, Germany

13:45 
- 14:00

A full 3D simulation of the beginning of the 
slab casting process using a new coupled 
fluid/structure model 
O. Jaouen, F. Costes, P. Lasne, C. Fourment, 
Transvalor S.A., France

14:00
- 14:15

Mulit-physical process simulation of continuous 
casting - full interactive simulation
A. Horr, R. Kretz, A. Petz, Austrian Institute of 
Technology, Austria

Program Symposium
Symposium
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Monday, 23rd June 2014

Kammermusiksaal / Room B

14:15 
- 14:30

Modeling the continuous casting mold flow 
under influence of magnetic fields 
C. Kratzsch, R. Schwarze, Institute of mechanics 
and fluid flow dynamics, TU Freiberg, Germany

14:30 
- 14:45

Measurement techniques for the flow in a model 
of a continuous caster
T. Wondrak, K. Klotsche, K. Timmel, F. Stefani, 
N. Shevchenko, S. Eckert, G. Gerbeth, Helmholtz-
Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Germany

14:45 
- 15:00

The role of mushy zone permeability in 
formation of centerline segregation in slab 
casting technology 
M. Réger, Obuda University, Hungary
B. Vero, Bay Zoltán Nonprofit Ltd. for Applied 
Research, Hungary
R. Józsa, Z.Csepeli, ISD Dunaferr Co. Ltd., Hungary

15:00 
- 15:15

Challenges in numerical modeling of 
continuous steel casting - very fast GPU 
dynamic solidification model and its use in 
continuous casting control  
L. Klimes, J. Stetina, T. Mauder, Brno University of 
Technology, Czech Republic
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Monday 23rd June

Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

12:00 Registration

15:30 Opening Session

15:50 Wolf Memorial Lecture
sponsored by

16:50 Coffee Break

17:20 Plenary Talk 1

17:50 Plenary Talk 2

18:20 Foyer Congress Welcome Reception

20:00 Tour „Graz by Night“

Timetable eccc
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Tuesday  24th June

Time
Stefanien-
saal
Room A

Kammer-
musiksaal 
Room B

Saal 
Steiermark 
Room C

8:30 Advanced 
technologies 
for the casting 
of slabs

Flow control: 
Submerged 
entry nozzle

Thin slab 
casting and 
direct rolling: 
Plant concepts

10:20 Coffee Break

10:50 Advanced 
technologies 
for the casting 
of blooms 
and billets

Young 
Scientist Award
sponsored by

Thin slab 
casting and 
direct rolling: 
Operation 
practice and 
modeling

12:30 Lunch

14:10 Modernization 
and new 
implementations: 
Casting of slabs

Flow control: 
Steel cleanness 
and 
measurement 
of fluid flow

Product quality 
control: 
Surface quality

15:40 Coffee Break

16:10 Modernization 
and new 
implementations: 
Casting of billets 
and blooms

Flow control 
by means of 
electromagnetic 
fields

Product quality 
control: 
Peritectics and 
internal quality

19:00 Conference Dinner „Brauhaus Puntigam“

Timetable eccc
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Wednesday,  25th June

Time
Stefanien-
saal
Room A

Kammer-
musiksaal 
Room B

Saal 
Steiermark 
Room C

8:30 Operational 
practices: 
Casting of 
thick slabs

Mold fluxes I Numerical 
simulation 
and modeling: 
Benchmark 
experiments

10:00 Blauer Salon Poster Session / Coffee Break

10:50 Operational 
practices: 
Blooms and 
billets and mold 
level stability

Mold fluxes II Numerical 
simulation and 
modeling: 
Secondary 
cooling

12:30 Lunch

14:00 Measurement 
and 
automation

Mold fluxes III Numerical 
simulation and 
modeling: 
Thermo-
mechanical 
simulation

15:40 Coffee Break

16:10 Production 
management 
and energy 
management

New tundish 
technologies 
and Argon 
control systems

New casting 
technologies 
for new steel 
grades

19:00 Dinner „Alte Universität“

Timetable eccc

Thursday,  26th June

Time Plant Visits

8:30
- 18:30

voestalpine Stahl Linz, voestalpine Stahl Donawitz
Acroni d.o.o.

End of Conference
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Program eccc

Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

15:30 
- 15:50 Opening Session

15:50 
- 16:50 Wolf Memorial Lecture

Modeling solidification microstructure and 
δ/γ transformation in continuous casting of steel
Wilfried Kurz, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland

16:50
- 17:20

Coffee Break

17:20 
- 17:50 Plenary Talk 1

Steel Industry: culture and futures 
Jean-Pierre Birat, European Steel Technology 
Platform (ESTEP), Belgium

17:50 
- 18:20 Plenary Talk 2

Continuous casting research at european 
RFCS program, emerging trends and challenges
Juan Jose Laraudogoitia, Gerdau Investigación y 
Desarrollo Europa S.A., Spain
Renata Bachorczyk-Nagy, Alain Haigh, European 
Commission, DG Research and Innovation, Belgium

18:20 
- 20:00

Foyer Congress Welcome Reception

20:00 Graz “Tour by night”
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

8:30
- 10:20

Advanced technologies 
for the casting of slabs

Chair G. Kemper, HKM, Germany

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote The future of continuous casting: 
challenges and opportunities
Andreas Flick, Siemens VAI Metals Technologies 
GmbH, Austria

9:00 
- 9:20

Well-proven continuous casting technology and 
favorable new products 
L. Fischer, C. Geerkens, A. Weyer, SMS Siemag AG, 
Germany

9:20 
- 9:40

New mold design for improved cooling 
conditions ASM advanced slab mold 
H.-D. Piwowar, KME Germany GmbH & Co KG, 
Germany
P. Flores, KME México, Mexico
J.C. Delgado, ArcelorMittal Lázaro Cárdenas Flat 
Carbon, Mexico

9:40 
- 10:00

Strand surface temperature tracking inside the 
first segment of a slab caster
M. Schäperkötter, P. Müller, S. Roßius, Salzgitter 
Flachstahl GmbH, Germany
T. Lamp, VDEh-Betriebsforschungsinstitut GmbH, 
Germany

10:00 
- 10:20

Q-Map: A new advanced system for mold 
phenomena detection and analysis
M. Fornasier, F. Vecchiet, Danieli Officine 
Meccaniche Spa, Italy
M. Lena, Danieli Automation Spa, Italy

10:20
- 10:50

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50
- 12:30

Advanced technologies for the 
casting of blooms and billets

Chair J. Penn, Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

10:50 
- 11:10

New spray cooling technology for advanced 
control of heat transfer in long product casting
R. Wolff, Lechler GmbH, Germany

11:10 
- 11:30

How can we increase the cast format without 
changing continuous casting machine radius? 
S. Michelic, H. Rumpler, 
INTECO TBR casting technologies, Austria
N. Bormann, Arcelor Mittal Belval, Luxembourg

11:30 
- 11:50

A new benchmark in special steel casting: 
New twin strand vertical caster at POSCO 
specialty steel, Korea 
A. Sgro, M. Rinaldi, Danieli CentroMet, 
Danieli Officine Meccaniche SpA, Italy

11:50 
- 12:10

WAVE mold design for improved billet shape 
and quality
I. Bakshi, KME America Inc., America
H.-D. Piwowar, KME Germany GmbH & Co KG, 
Germany

12:10 
- 12:30

High speed casting of billets with SIEMENS VAI 
casting solutions casting
H. Sezar, A. Önder, B. Calca, EGE Celik, Turkey 
J. Morton, Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH
U. Zanelli, Siemens S.p.A, Italy

12:30 
- 14:10

Lunch
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

14:10 
- 15:40

Modernization and new 
implementations: Casting of slabs

Chair P. Reisinger, voestalpine Stahl Linz GmbH, Austria

14:10 
- 14:40

Keynote New challenges in long and flat 
products casting: Danieli innovative solutions 
for an evolving market
M. Knights, Danieli HQ Buttio, Italy
T. Narholz, Danieli Centro Met, Switzerland
C. Piemonte, Danieli Wean United, Italy

14:40 
- 15:00

Highlights of flat product caster references 
starting from new implementations up to 
modernizations
O. Schulz, F. Waltenberger, Siemens VAI Metals 
Technologies GmbH, Austria

15:00 
- 15:20

Design of slab continuous caster of produce 
high strengh steel
S.-M. Lee, Y.-H. Kang, G. Shin, 
POSCO, Engineering Research Center, South Korea

15:20 
- 15:40

What is coming next in continuous casting?
J. Penn, D. Aschauer, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

15:40 
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10 
- 17:50

Modernization and new 
implementations: 
Casting of Billets and Blooms

Chair M. Erker, voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH, Austria

16:10 
- 16:30

Design and first operational results from 
5 strand billet, bloom and beam blank 
combi-caster at Kardemir, Turkey
A. N. Grundy, S. Feldhaus, 
SMS Concast AG, Switzerland
M. Yeke, Kardemir A. Ş., Turkey

16:30 
- 16:50

Rail steel production at Evraz ZSMK with MSR 
L. Morsut, R. Rinaldi, A. Urbano, 
Danieli Centro Met, Italy
M. Lena, Danieli Automation, Italy

16:50 
- 17:10

Productivity and quality enhancement through 
new hydraulic twin divider solution 
T. Bolender,  A. Otmar, J. Wittpoth, 
Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann GmbH, Germany
J. Hoechtl, G. Leitner, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technology GmbH, Linz, Austria

17:10 
- 17:30

The new continuous casting machine 
at ArcelorMittal Temirau (Kazakhstan)
P. Turolo, D. Ertas, 
CVS Technologies Europe S.r.l., Turkey

17:30 
- 17:50

800-mm round blooms in special engineering 
steels cast on a 5-strand caster at 
Laiwu Steel Co., in China
L. Libanori, Danieli Centro Met, Italy
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

8:30
- 10:50

Flow control: 
Submerged Entry Nozzle 

Chair
L. Zhang, University of Science and Technology 
Beijing (USTB), China

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote Multiphase flow and low pressure 
effects in the SEN
M. Javurek, Johannes Kepler Universität, Austria

9:00
- 9:20

Implementation of four port submerged entry 
nozzle to improve the stability of the thin slab 
casting process at the Ijmuiden DSP plant
H. Visser, G. Abbel, R. Schimmel, T. Spierings, 
D. van der Plas, Tata Steel, Netherlands
M. Reifferscheid, SMS Siemag AG, Germany

9:20
- 9:40

A comparative study of multiport nozzles in a 
square billet mold
K. Morales-Higa, R. Guthrie, M. Isac, 
McGill University, Canada
R. Morales, 
Instituto Politecnico Nacional-ESIQIE, Mexico
C. Labrecque, F. Lapointe, 
Rio Tinto Iron & Titanium, Sorel-Tracy, Canada

9:40
- 10:00

Optimization of submerged entry nozzles to 
improve steel cleanliness and productivity
Y. Tang, G. Hackl, G. Nitzl, RHI AG, Austria

10:00
- 10:20

Continuous casting simulator for measurement 
and control of liquid metal flows during casting
P. E. Ramirez-Lopez, J. Björkvall, C. Olofsson, 
P. Nazem Jalali, T. Jonsson, 
Swerea MEFOS AB, Sweden

10:20 
- 10:50

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50
- 12:31 Young Scientist Award 

Chair
C. Bernhard, University of Leoben, Austria
D. Senk, RWTH Aachen, Germany

10:50
- 10:55 Opening

10:55 
- 11:07

Analysis of different continuous casting 
practices through numerical modelling 
P. Nazem Jalali, Swerea MEFOS AB, Sweden

11:07 
- 11:19

Correlation between interparticle distance of 
precipitates and the high-temperature part of the 
second ductility minimum of micro-alloyed steels 
J. Six, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

11:19 
- 11:31

Melting behavior of mould powders for the 
continuous casting process of steel
I. Marschall, University of Leoben, Austria

11:31 
- 11:43

Thermo-mechanical properties and cracking 
during solidification of thin slab casting of steel
M. B. Santillana, Tata Steel R & D, Netherlands

11:43 
- 11:55

Development of a measurement system for 
detecting subcutaneous inclusions in steel sheet
J. Atzlesberger, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

11:55 
- 12:07

Design and laboratory test of a lorentz force 
flowmeter for pipe flows
C. Weidermann, TU Ilmenau, Germany

12:07 
- 12:19

Residual stresses in continuously cast steel slabs
M. Schöbel, 
Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum, TU München, Germany

12:19 
- 12:31

In situ observation of the melting and 
crystallizing behavior of mold powders and slags 
using high temperature investing methods
N. Kölbl, University of Leoben, Austria

12:31 
- 14:10 Lunch
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

14:10 
- 15:40

Flow control: Steel cleanness 
and measurement of fluid flow 

Chair M. Javurek, University of Linz (JKU), Austria

14:10 
- 14:40

Keynote 
Detection and Control of Inclusions in Steel
L. Zhang, University of Science and Technology 
Beijing, China

14:40 
- 15:00

A new sensor to monitor 2-phase steel/argon 
flow in the submerged entry nozzle and to 
assess its impact on the steel flow pattern 
into the mold
B. Bele, J.-M. Galpin, 
ArcelorMittal Global Research and Development, France
A. Asselborn, AMEPA, Germany

15:00 
- 15:20

New technology for flow measurement of liquid 
steel in continuous casting
C. Weidermann, A. Thess, 
Ilmenau University of Technology, Germany
D. Lieftucht, M. Reifferscheid, 
SMS Siemag AG, Germany

15:20 
- 15:40

Recent activities for experimental modeling 
and investigation of the steel flow within the 
LIMCAST program at HZDR
S. Eckert, G. Gerbeth, N. Shevchenko, F. Stefani, 
K. Timmel, T. Wondrak, Helmholtz-Zentrum 
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Germany

15:40 
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10 
- 17:50

Flow control by means 
of electromagnetic fields 

Chair B. Rogberg, Sandvik Materials Technology AB, Sweden

16:10 
- 16:30

Development and validation of multi-mode EMB, 
a new electromagnetic brake for thin slab
S. Kunstreich, T. Gautreau, J. Y. Ren, Danieli Rotelec, Italy
A. Codutti, F. Guastini, Danieli R&D Center, Italy

16:30 
- 16:50

Control of flow behavior by FC mold G3 in slab 
casting process 
M. Seden, Y. Hongliang, ABB Metallurgy, Sweden

16:50 
- 17:10

Electromagnetic mold level measurement on 
bloom continuous casting machines equipped 
with electromagnetic mold stirrer
A. Pawlik, J. Rohac, VUHZ, Czech Republic
J. E. Eriksson, ABB Västerås, Sweden
D. A. Domanski, ABB Whitby, Canada
K. Välimaa, Ovako Imatra, Finland
D. Bocek, J. Cupek, Třinecké železárny Třinec, Czech Republic

17:10 
- 17:30

Investigation of the liquid steel flow in 
slab casters with electromagnetic brakes and 
bloom casters with electromagnetic stirring
M. Barna, M. Javurek, Johannes Kepler University 
(JKU), Austria
J. Reiter, voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH, Austria
S. Eckert, B. Willers, Helmholtz-Zentrum 
Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Germany

17:30 
- 17:50

The effect of FC mold on the fluid flow and the 
qualities of slabs in a slab caster mold
C. Zhang, H. Pan, ABB Metallurgy Limited, China 
B. Jin, J.Wang, L. Li, Angang Steel Company Limited, China
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Saal Steiermark / Room C

8:30
- 10:20

Thin slab casting and direct rolling: 
Plant concepts

Chair C. Bernhard, University of Leoben, Austria

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote Relevance of as-cast microstructure 
on final characteristics in TSDR technologies
J.M. Rodriguez-Ibabe, B. López, 
CEIT and Tecnun (Univ. Navarra), Spain

9:00
- 9:20

Influence of thin slab thickness on final strip 
property in Arvedi ESP plant
B. Linzer, J. Watzinger, S. Bragin, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria
C. Bernhard, Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
A. Bianchi, Acciaieria Arvedi Spa, Italy

9:20
- 9:40

The evolution of thin slab casters: 
from first pioneering experiences to ultra-high 
speed casting technology
M. Knights, Danieli Wean United, Italy

9:40
- 10:00

CSP® casting technology – 25 years of success
J. Müller, C. Geerkens, SMS Siemag AG, Germany

10:00
- 10:20

25 years of refractory development for thin slab 
application
J. Richaud, G. Baehren, Vesuvius, France

10:20 
- 10:50

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50
- 12:30

Thin slab casting and direct rolling: 
Operation practise and modelling

Chair J. J. Laraudogoitia, Gerdau I + D Europa, Spain

10:50 
- 11:10

Mold powders for high-speed casting 
J. Kromhout, R. Schimmel, 
Tata Steel R&D, Netherlands

11:10 
- 11:30

Experimental and numerical investigations 
of flow phenomena in a 1:1 scale water model 
of an extra-wide CSP-mold 
A. Rückert, A. Pelss, H. Pfeifer, 
Department for Industrial Furnaces and 
Heat Engineering, RWTH Aachen University, Germany
R. Bahrmann, ANDRITZ Maerz GmbH, Germany

11:30 
- 11:50

Simulation and online measurement of narrow 
face mold distortion in thin-slab casting
L. C. Hibbeler, B. G. Thomas, 
J. University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA
R. Schimmel, H. Visser, Tata Steel Ijmuiden, 
Netherlands

11:50 
- 12:10

Thermomechanical FEM modeling of thin slab 
casting by ANSYS package
O. Khlybov, O. Isaev, Vyksa Steel Works, Russia

12:10
- 12:30

Development of newly-designed Press 
Hardened Steel (PHS) for Thin Slab Direct 
Rolling (TSDR) processing conditions
J. Lee, Y. Lee, B. C. de Cooman, 
POSTECH/ Graduated Institute of Ferrous Technology 
(GIFT), South Korea

12:30 
- 14:10 Lunch
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time Saal Steiermark / Room C

14:10
- 15:40

Product quality control: 
Surface quality

Chair M. Reifferscheid, SMS Siemag AG, Germany

14:10
- 14:40

Keynote Irregular and fluctuating phenomena 
in continuous casting
K.-H. Tacke, Technische Universität Berlin, Germany

14:40
- 15:00

Influence of composition and continuous 
casting parameters on the cracking of 
B-microalloyed high Mn steel grades
G. Alvarez de Toledo, 
Gerdau Investigación y Desarrollo Europa S.A., Spain
J. Komenda, K. Frisk, Swerea KIMAB AB, Sweden
B. Stewart, A. Smith, 
Tata Steel Europe, United Kingdom
T. Brune, RWTH Aachen University, Germany

15:00
- 15:20

Hot –ductility and precipitation behavior of 
boron in Nb-V-Ti microalloyed steels for CC
T. Brune, D. Senk, F. Haberl, 
RWTH Aachen University, Germany

15:20
- 15:40

Investigation of steel composition on the crack 
formation on casting slabs by means of literature, 
modeling, laboratory experiment and practical 
observation
G. Xia, K. Burgstaller, C. Fürst, B. Harrer, E. Milosch, 
voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

15:40
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10
- 17:50

Product quality control: 
Peritectics and  internal quality 

Chair K.-H. Tacke, TU Berlin, Germany

16:10
- 16:30

Identification of peritectic steel grades by thermal 
mold monitoring and DSC measurements 
P. Presoly, C. Bernhard, Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
G. Xia, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

16:30
- 16:50

Increase of maximum casting speed for peritectic 
and medium carbon steels at Hadeed slab casters 
C. Pinheiro, K. Al-Jarba, SABIC – Saudi Basic 
Industries Corporation, Saudi Arabia
M. Al-Shammari, S. Pillai, A. Al-Suwaidan, 
Saudi Iron & Steel Company (HADEED)

16:50
- 17:10

Optimization of mold taper design for preventing 
flange tip internal cracks in beam blank
T. Nishimura, S. Nabeshima, S. Itoyama, 
JFE steel Corporation, Japan

17:10
- 17:30

Hot tearing prediction during slab continuous cast-
ing of steel through thermomechanical simulation
B. Rivaux, M. Bobadilla, 
ArcelorMittal Global Research & Development, France
K. Chérif, ArcelorMittal Fos-sur-Mer, France

17:30
- 17:50

Hot tearing in continuous casting: Experiment, 
prediction and importance for product quality
G. Arth, C. Bernhard, Montanuniversitaet Leoben, Austria
R. Pierer, 
INTECO special melting technologies GmbH, Austria
S. Ilie, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria
T. Schaden, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

19:00 Conference Dinner – “Brauhaus Puntigam”
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

8:30 
- 10:00

Operational practices: 
Casting of thick slabs

Chair H. Moser, voestalpine Stahl Linz, Austria

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote New Market Demands drive 
Continuous Casting to exceptional Solutions
J. Kempken, C. Geerkens, SMS Siemag AG
S. Feldhaus, SMS Concast AG

9:00 
- 9:20

Latest technology for thick slab casters: 
Yingkou experience
M. Fornasier, S. Baf, G. Busolin, 
Danieli Officine Meccaniche SpA, Italy

9:20 
- 9:40

Characterization and description of final 
solidification and centerline segregation 
in thick CC slabs
T. Brune, D. Senk, K. Kortzak, Institute of Ferrous 
Metallurgy RWTH Aachen University, Germany
M. Schäperkötter, N. Reuther, 
Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH, Germany

9:40 
- 10:00

Researches on the center segregation 
of F550 shipbuilding steel
Y. Ji, J. Liu, Engineering Research Institute, 
University of Science and Technology Beijing, China

10:00 
- 10:50 

Blauer Salon Poster Session / Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50 
- 12:30

Operational practices: Blooms and 
Billets and mold level stability 

Chair T. Narholz, Danieli Centro Met, Italy

10:50 
- 11:10

Soft reduction at a round bloom caster: 
Implementation and results
W. Rauter, J. Reiter, K. Srienc, W. Brandl, 
M. Erker, K. Huemer, A. Mair, 
voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH, Austria

11:10 
- 11:30

Quality improvement of the Acciaierie di Calvisano 
continuous casting machine through 
the electromagnetic multistirring technology: 
Preliminary results 
L. Angelini, F. Guerra, Accierie di Calvisano, Italy
C. Persi, Ergolines Lab S.r.l., Italy
G. Straffelini, P. Botelho, Università degli Studi di 
Trento, Italy

11:30 
- 11:50

Central segregation improvement of high carbon 
steel at CSC #3 bloom caster
M.-H. Chen, C.-Y. Lu, K.-J. Lin, C.-L. Kao, 
S.-Y. Huang, M.-F. Tsai, A.-N. Kuo, A-Nan, 
China Steel Corporation, Taiwan

11:50 
- 12:10

Bulging, waving, clogging – Difficult challenges 
for automatic mold level control
S. Michelic, R. Zirkl, S. Cecchini, 
INTECO TBR casting technologies GmbH, Austria

12:10 
- 12:30

Maximal mold level stability during unsteady 
bulging and clogging – New innovative control 
strategies
P. Wieser, C. Fröhlich, S. Guoxin, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

12:30 
- 14:00

Lunch
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Stefaniensaal / Room A

14:00 
- 15:40 Measurement and automation

Chair M. Wu, University of Leoben, Austria

14:00 
- 14:20

Bloom quality control using 
the fiber optical “HD mold” monitoring system
D. Lieftucht, A. Krasilnikov, M. Reifferscheid, 
SMS Siemag AG, Germany
T. Schramm, D. Kirsch, Arcelor Mittal, Germany

14:20 
- 14:40

Advanced automatic slab 
grading for a continuous caster 
H. Peintinger, QuinLogic GmbH, Germany
J. Xu, Shougang Corporation Beijing, China

14:40 
- 15:00

TMCP – Temperature and microstructure 
monitoring for continuously cast products
U. Plociennik, M. Hönig, M. Reifferscheid, U. Kerp, 
SMS Siemag AG, Germany
M. Nüllmann, 
Outuoumpu Nirosta Precision GmbH, Germany

15:00 
- 15:20

SIMETAL mold expert: Assistant system for 
caster operation guidance and new applications 
for CSP, billet and bloom casters
O. Lang, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

15:20 
- 15:40

Experience and evolution – 10 years of robotics 
in continuous casting technology
J. Meisel, S. Pfeil, R. Scheidegger, 
M. Huegel, G. Prinz, A. Priesner, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

15:40 
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10 
- 17:50

Production management and 
energy management

Chair R. Fandrich, Steel Institute VDEh, Germany

16:10 
- 16:30

Optimization of multiple grade and width changes 
per ladle by caster scheduling
P. Knoop, G. van der Marcken, V. de Smedt, 
PSI Metals nv, Belgium
J. Hackmann, PSI Metals GmbH, Germany

16:30 
- 16:50

CONSYMS, bringing mobile technology 
in the storage yard
D. Messina, G. Michelon, 
SMS Concast Italia SpA, Italy
F. D’Orlando , SMS Concast AG, Germany

16:50 
- 17:10

Modernization of continuous casting plant 
saves costs and offers plant asset management 
opportunities
J. Hundrieser, 
Endress+Hauser Messtechnik GmbH+Co. KG, Germany

17:10 
- 17:30

Reliable performance and simplified maintenance 
achieved with the new Timken ADAPT bearing for 
continuous casters slab support rolls
K. Johnson, J.-S. Durand, 
The Timken Company / Timken Europe, Germany
N. Los, The Timken Company,
G. Daberger, Timken GmbH, Germany

17:30 
- 17:50

BLUE RECOVERY®Andritz technology for highest 
energy efficiency
V. Levaggi, ANDRITZ Metal – Maerz, Germany

19:00 Dinner „Alte Universität“
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

8:30 
- 10:00 Mold fluxes I

Chair J.A. Kromhout, Tata Steel R&D, Netherlands

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote Interfacial phenomena between fluxes 
and liquid metal in CC process
P. R. Scheller, 
former TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany

9:00 
- 9:20

Change of mold slag composition during slab 
casting of steel with high Al content 
H. Harmuth, Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
G. Xia, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

9:20 
- 9:40

Mold slag film investigation 
for high Al AHSS casting
H. Yin, K. Blazek, 
ArcelorMittal Global R&D East Chicago Center, USA
J. Macino, J. Cottrell, ArcelorMittal Cleveland, USA

9:40 
- 10:00

Development of CaO-Al2O3 based flux for 
continuous casting of high-aluminium steels
C.-B. Shi, M.-D. Seo, J.-W. Cho, S.-H. Kim, 
Pohang University of Science and Technology, Korea

10:00 
- 10:50 

Blauer Saloon Poster Session / Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50 
- 12:30 Mold fluxes II

Chair H. Harmuth, University of Leoben, Austria

10:50 
- 11:10

Revealing the unknown: Monitoring the in-mold 
performance during continuous casting of steel
J. Kromhout, S. Carless, E. Dekker, C. van Kralingen, 
Tata Steel Research, Netherlands

11:10 
- 11:30

Liquid powder for steel continuous casting
R. Carli, M. Alloni, Prosimet SpA, Italy
C. Mapelli, S. Barella, Politecnico di Milano, Italy
L. Levrangi, Ferriere Valsabbia Odolo, Italy

11:30 
- 11:50

Inflluence of mold flux on initial solidification of 
hypoperitectic steel in a continuous casting mold
M. Hanao, M. Kawamoto, A. Yamanaka, 
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, Japan

11:50 
- 12:10

Investigation of CaO-Al2O3 pick up in mold slag 
during continuous casting of Al containing steels
J. Rudnitzki, R. Shepherd, S. Karrasch, F. Krüger, 
E. Balichev, ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, Germany

12:10 
- 12:30

Continuous online characterization 
of the meniscus cover
T. Lamp, M. Tamminga, H. Köchner, 
VDEh Betriebsforschungsinstitut GmbH, Germany
S. Schiewe, D. Kirsch, ArcelorMittal Ruhrort, Germany

12:30 
- 14:00

Lunch
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Kammermusiksaal / Room B

14:00 
- 15:40 Mold fluxes III

Chair P. Scheller, former TU Freiberg, Germany

14:00 
- 14:20

Application of environmental friendly fluorine 
free mold powder
C. Zhang, D. Cai, 
Baoshan Iron & Steel Co.,Ltd., China

14:20 
- 14:40

Crystallization behavior of 
CaO-SiO2-Al2O3-Na2O-CaF2-(Li2O-B2O3) 
mold fluxes
M.-D. Seo, C.-B. Shi, J.-W. Cho, S.-H. Kim, 
Pohang University of Science and Technology, Korea

14:40 
- 15:00

Impact of an increase of Al2O3, MnO, TiO2 
and ZrO2 on mold slag properties
V. Kircher, I. Marschall, H. Harmuth, N. Koelbl, 
Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria

15:00 
- 15:20

Development of a thermodynamic database 
for mold flux and application to the continuous 
casting process
M.-A. van Ende, I.-H. Jung, 
McGill University, Canada

15:20 
- 15:40

Latest enhancements in mold powder thickness 
control as a result of a new propulsion system 
implemented in the flux feeding
F. Mantovani, S. Spagnul, M. Padovan, A. Bianco, 
Ergolines Lab S.r.l., Italy

15:40 
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10 
- 17:50

New tundish technologies and 
Argon control systems

Chair A. Sormann, voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH, Austria

16:10 
- 16:30

Argon control systems for the steel industry
R. Ehrengruber, R. Bühlmann, 
STOPNIC AG, Switzerland

16:30 
- 16:50

Cost savings through consistent recycling 
of vibratable tundish lining materials ’endless 
recycling concept’
M. Knoll, INTOCAST AG, Germany
A. Kaiser, Mineralmahlwerk Rhein Ruhr, Germany

16:50 
- 17:10

CFD simulation of tundish 
at Georgsmarienhütte GmbH
Z. Carncarevic, E. Runschke, H. Schliephake, 
Georgsmarienhütte GmbH, Germany

17:10 
- 17:30

Development of a T-shape tundish with concave 
side wall for promoting inclusion floatation
H. Onoda, M. Morishita, Y. Yoshida, H. Sakai, 
Iron & Steel Business, Kobe Steel. LTD, Japan

17:30 
- 17:50

Developments and improvements to the 
castemp continuous temperature measurement 
in liquid steel
P. Hughes-Narborough, 
Heraeus Electro-Nite Ltd., United Kingdom

19:00 Dinner „Alte Universität“
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Saal Steiermark / Room C

8:30 
- 10:00

Numerical simulation and modeling: 
Benchmark experiments

Chair M. Bellet, Cemef – MINES ParisTech, France

8:30 
- 9:00

Keynote Combining models and measurements 
to better understand steel continuous casting
B. G. Thomas, R. Liu, 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA

9:00 
- 9:20

The development of the 
mold cracking simulator
B. Santillana, M. Cruijff, S. Sengo, 
Tata Steel R&D, Netherlands
R. Boom, Delft University of Technology, 
Materials innovation institute M2i, Netherlands
D. G. Eskin, Brunel Centre for 
Advanced Solidification Technology, United Kingdom

9:20 
- 9:40

Initial solidification behaviors of low 
and medium carbon steel grades during 
continuous casting
W. Wang, H. Zhang, D. Zhou, School of Metallurgy 
and Environment, Central South University, China

9:40 
- 10:00

A novel approach for the simulation of surface 
crack formation in continuous casting
P. Krajewski, C. Bernhard, R. Krobath, 
Montanuniversität Leoben, Austria
S. Louhenkilpi, Aalto University, Finland
S. Ilie, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria
T. Schaden, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

10:00 
- 10:50 

Blauer Salon Poster Session / Coffee Break

Program eccc
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10:50 
- 12:30

Numerical simulation and modeling: 
Secondary cooling

Chair S. Louhenkilpi, Aalto University, Finland

10:50 
- 11:10 

DynaPhase: Online calculation of thermodynamic 
properties during continuous casting
S. Hahn, T. Schaden, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

11:10 
- 11:30

Operational experiences with the optimization 
of secondary cooling
J. Stetina, T. Mauder, L. Klimes, 
Brno University of Technology, 
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Czech Republic
M. Masarik, 
EVRAZ VITKOVICE STEEL a.s., Czech Republic

11:30 
- 11:50

Improvement of slab quality 
at ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe 
through Dynacs 3D strand cooling model
H. G. Braß, F. Krüger, N. Schmidt, C. Linneweber,
ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, Germany
J. Bogner, W. Oberaigner, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

11:50 
- 12:10

Modeling of water spray cooling. Impact on 
thermomechanics of solid shell and automatic 
monitoring to keep metallurgical length constant
M. Bellet, L. Salazar-Betancourt CEMEF, 
Mines ParisTech, France
O. Jaouen, F. Costes, Transvalor S.A., France

12:10 
- 12:30

Slab corner temperature with the “HD spray” 
secondary cooling concept
A. Krasilnikov, M. Reifferscheid, 
SMS Siemag AG, Germany

12:30 
- 14:00

Lunch
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Saal Steiermark / Room C

14:00 
- 15:40

Numerical simulation and modelling: 
Thermomechanical simulation

Chair
B.G. Thomas, 
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign, USA

14:00 
- 14:20

3D finite element thermomechanical modeling 
of the primary cooling for beam-blanks 
continuous casting
M. Bellet, C. Perez-Brokate, 
MINES ParisTech – CEMEF, France
P. Hubsch, ArcelorMittal, Luxemburg

14:20 
- 14:40

Effect of ununiform solidification on unsteady 
bulging by FEM simulation 
K. Toishi, Y. Miki, JFE Steel Corporation/ 
Steel Research Laboratory, Japan

14:40 
- 15:00

New approaches for numerical simulation of 
solidification and resulting strains/stresses in the 
strand shell also for transient casting conditions
C. Tscheuschner, S. Rödl, 
VDEh-Betriebsforschungsinstitut GmbH, Germany

15:00 
- 15:20

Transformation stresses and phase morphology 
in continuously cast steel
M. Schöbel, G. Baumgartner, TU Munich, Germany
S. Großeiber, J. Jonke, G. Requena, TU Vienna, Austria
R. Wimpory, Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin, Germany
S. Ilie, voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Austria

15:20 
- 15:40

High temperature deformation behavior of 
solidified shell of ultra low carbon steel during 
solidification
H. Mizukami, A. Yamanaka, 
Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation, Japan

15:40 
- 16:10

Coffee Break

Program eccc
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16:10 
- 17:50

New casting technologies for new 
steel grades

Chair D. Senk, RWTH Aachen, Germany

16:10 
- 16:30

Belt casting technology-experiences based on the 
worldwide first BCT caster
J. Wans, C. Geerkens, H. Cremers, 
SMS Siemag AG, Germany

16:30 
- 16:50

High-manganese steels produced via conventional 
continuous casting and strip casting
C. Höckling, E. Balichev, J.-U. Becker, 
ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, Germany
W. Klos, Outokumpu Nirosta, Germany

16:50 
- 17:10

Strip casting and ingot casting: Comparison 
of different cooling conditions regarding 
the as cast quality
M. Daamen, P. von Schweinichen, 
S. Richter, G. Hirt, D. Senk, 
RWTH Aachen University, Germany

17:10 
- 17:30

Behavior of Al segregation in high-Al AHSS slabs
H. Yin, 
ArcelorMittal Global Research & Development, USA

17:30 
- 17:50

New refractory distributor for 
Outokumpu Krefeld thin strip caster
J. Richaud, M. Kreierhoff, Vesuvius, France
W. Klos, M. Bruckner, Outokumpu Nirosta, Germany

19:00 Dinner „Alte Universität“
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Blauer Salon

10:00 
- 10:50 Poster Session

1) Decision tree approach for plants stoppage 
decision process due to power limitation
M. Saied,  AL EZZ Dekheila Steel Co. EZDK, Egypt

2) Round continuous casting with EMS-CFD 
coupled simulation 
P. Galdiz, J. Palacios, J. L. Arana, B. G. Thomas, 
Tecnalia Research & Innovation, Spain

3) Strain energy considerations for the continuous 
casting of high quality Nb-Ti-V microalloyed steels
S. Jansto, CBMM North America Inc., USA

4) Technical advances in ladle gate design
R. Bühlmann, R. Ehrengruber, 
Stopnic AG, Switzerland

5) Gradient solidifications study of peritectic steels
F. Shahbazian, Swerea/KIMAB, Sweden
G. Heravi, Royal Institute of technology, KTH, Sweden

6) Shrinkage estimation at U.S.Steel fairfield works 
rounds caster
T. Piccone, R. Bunger, N. Fowler, W. Nicholson, 
L. Long, D. Ramsey, S. Bellow, 
United States Steel Corporation, USA
G. McCutcheon, M. Nagle, L. Demysh, 
Metallurgical Sensors Inc., USA

7) SIEMENS VAI long products casting technology
A. Eichinger, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

8) Condition monitoring - solutions for continuous 
casting
O. Lang, M. Hirth, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies, Austria

Poster Session eccc
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9) Secondary cooling - technologies and 
development
H. Wahl, T. Fuernhammer, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

10) Special mold shapes in bloom and slab casting
F. Wimmer, 
Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH, Austria

11) New development of mold flux for high 
aluminium containing steels 
L. Zhou, B. Lu, H. Zhao, W. Wang, 
School of Metallurgy and Environment, 
Central South University, China

12) Analysing the performance of mold powders 
for niche steels through advanced numerical 
modeling
P. Nazem Jalali, P. Ramirez-Lopez, 
C.-A. Däcker, C. Nilsson, P. Jönsson, 
Swerea MEFOS AB/KTH University, Sweden

13) Development of stroke controlled mechanical 
oscilation table
O. Celik, B. Levent, 
CVS Technologies Europe S.r.l., Turkey

14) Influence of flow control devices on alloy 
addition behaviour in al liquid steel flowed 
through one strand slab tundish
A. Cwudzinski, 
Czestochowa University of Technology, Poland

15) Dependence of billet liquid pool shape 
on various continuous casting parameters
A. Ivanova, IAMM NASU, Ukraine
S. Strichenko, METINVEST, Ukraine
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Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time Blauer Salon

10:00 
- 10:50 Poster Session

16) Wireless, passive SAW based RFID and 
temperature condition monitoring 
in Steel Industry
A. Binder, G. Bruckner, J. Bardong,  
CTR Carinthian Tech Research AG, Austria
G. Michelon, M. Fabrizioli, 
SMS Concast AG, Switzerland

17) Advanced mold level control technologies 
for DANIELI slab and thin slab casters
G. Donati, M. Ometto, Danieli Automation SpA, Italy
M. Fornasier, Danieli Officine Meccaniche SpA, Italy

18) Recent Danieli experiences for electromagnetic 
stirrer optimisation in round blooms 
continuous Casting 
A. Sgro, M. Rinaldi, Danieli Centro Met, Italy
S. Kunstreich, D. Yves, Danieli Rotolec, France

19) The effect of local cooling rates upon 
solidification phenomena in the continuous 
casting of carbon steels
P. Sismanis, Sidenor SA, Greece

20) Comparison of rans and les for turbulent flow 
in thin slab continuous casting mold
F. Qi, Z. Liu, P. Liu, B. Li, 
NEU Northeastern University, China

21) Numerical simulation of particle transport 
behavior in a continuous casting mold 
with solidification
Z. Liu, F. Qi, M. Jiang, B. Li, 
NEU Northeastern University, China

Poster Session eccc
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Thursday, 26th June 2014
Time
8:15

Meeting Point 
in front of the Congress Graz

8:15 
-

17:30 / 
18:30

voestalpine Stahl Linz

http://www.voestalpine.com/group/en/

8:15 
- 13:30 voestalpine Stahl Donawitz

http://www.voestalpine.com/stahldonawitz/en/

8:15 
- 16:30 Acroni d.o.o.

http://www.acroni.si/en/

Plant Visits

http://www.voestalpine.com/group/en
http://www.voestalpine.com/stahldonawitz/en
http://www.acroni.si/en
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Monday, 23rd June 2014
Time

18:20
Meeting Point:        
foyer congress/ exhibition hall 

Welcome Reception

sponsored by

Time
20:00

Meeting Point:        
in front of the information desk

Guided City Walk by Night 

Time Duration: 1 hour
Graz by night enchants. Walk through narrow lanes 
lit by antique lanterns, city facades glowing in the 
evening light. Encounter the mesmerizing flashing 
lights of an alien and a glowing island. 
See Graz in a different light.

Social Program
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time

18:45
Meeting Point:        
in front of the congress

Conference Dinner - 
Brauhaus Puntigam
(we will go by bus to the Brauhaus)

Wednesday, 25th June 2014
Time

18:45
Meeting Point:        
in front of the congress

Dinner „Alte Universität“ 

sponsored by

Social Program
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Tuesday, 24th June 2014
Time
9:00

Meeting Point:        
in front of the congress 

White Horses – Red Wine

Duration: 6 Hours 

Off we go over the hills to the home of the famous white 

horses of the Spanish Riding School, the Lipizzaner stud 

farm in Western Styria! This trip is not only for horse 

enthusiasts, though. It is for anyone who has a taste for 

the play of the light on the hills, a hearty snack of assorted 

home-made Styrian delicacies, a glass of the unique 

Schilcher wine, that glows with the colour of onion skin.

Accompanying Program
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Graz - City of Design

With its strong history of design culture, the city of Graz is committed 

to ebracing design and the creative industries as a strategic tool for 

socio-economic and cultural development. Graz or rather Austria is well 

known for its great hospitality, the fantastic white wines, unique pumpkin 

seed oil, top class cuisine and its short distances.

Conference Venue

congress|graz

During comprehensive renovation in 1970 and again in 1999, the building 

was revitalised by introducing modern art and equipping it with the latest 

conference and event equipment. Contemporary Austrian art gives the 

19 halls and rooms a distinctive flair which has won plaudits from many 

international celebrities from the worlds of the arts, business and science.
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Platin Sponsor

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

Bronze Sponsor
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Answers for industry.

siemens-vai.com

Meet the pioneers 
of continuous casting
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Meet-the-pioneers-of-continuous-casting.indd   1 27.05.2014   09:44:58
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 61TECHNOLOGIST
CONTINUOUS CASTING

THE

INTECO TBR offers continuous 
casting machines for long products 
as well as special solutions for the 
production of special steels. Our 
portfolio covers complete green 
field projects and revamps of exis-
ting casters. Based on our long-term 
experience in engineering and de-
sign of individual bloom casters, we 
offer tailor-made solutions for all 
kinds of steel producers. 
Bloom and Billet Casters
The continuous casting of blooms 
has become a well-established tech-
nology for the production of semis 
for high-quality applications. Simil-
arly, continuous casting of billets is 
the basis for highly productive steel-
making.
INTECO TBR supplies robust con-
tinuous casting machines with hig-
hest quality of the final product, low 
maintenance requirements and high 
operator friendliness.

Edition 1/1

INTECO TBR casting technologies GmbH
Prettachstraße 51 = 8700 Leoben = Austria 

  +43 (0) 3842 25836-0 =  +43 (0) 3842 25836-16
office@tbr-casting.com= www.tbr-casting.com

Design Criteria
• Bow-type or vertical-bending ma- 
 chines
• Modular design with the pro- 
 visions for upgrading features of  
 the caster at a later stage
• Operator-friendly casting floor
• Advanced mould level control  
 solution
• Quick change of mould and seg- 
 ments
• High-precision, robust mould os- 
 cillator
• Mould and final stirrer
• Dynamic secondary cooling 
 (water and air-mist)
• Customized run-out area con- 
 figuration
• Rigid cooling bed
• Performance assurance by inte- 
 grated automation system
• Highest final product quality by  
 quality modules of the Level 2  
 automation

Special Casting Applications
Continuous casting machines for 
special techniques, such as hori-
zontal or vertical casting round up 
the product portfolio in the field of 
the production of special steels. A 
flexible and intelligent design and 
the implementation of customer de-
mands emphasize our competence 
in this product segment.

INTECO special melting technologies GmbH
Wienerstraße 25 = 8600 Bruck a.d. Mur = Austria 
  +43 (0) 3862 53110-0 =  +43 (0) 3862 53844

inteco.austria@inteco.at = www.inteco.at

Programmheft_ECCC_EN.indd   1 05.06.2014   10:22:31

mailto:office@tbr-casting.com
http://www.tbr-casting.com
mailto:inteco.austria@inteco.at
http://www.inteco.at
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Exhibitors

 1 PSI Metals GmbH
 2 Minkon GmbH
 3 Siemens VAI Metals Technologies GmbH
 4 INTECO special melting technologies GmbH
 5 EM Moulds Coppermoulds
 6 Danieli Centro Met
 7 KME Germany GmbH & Co. KG
 8 ABB AB
 9 SMS Siemag AG
 10 VESUVIUS
 11 S&B Industrial Minerals GmbH
 12 CVS Technologies
 13 AGELLIS Group AB
 14 Transvalor SA
 15 Spraying Systems Deutschland GmbH
 16 Indutherm GmbH
 17 Heraeus Electro-Nite International N.V
 18 RHI AG
 19 VUHZ a.s. Automation Division
 20 QuinLogic GmbH 
 21 ANDRITZ Maerz GmbH
 22 Endress + Hauser
 23 Timken Europe
 24 Sider Sistem SRL
 25 & 27 Ergolines Lab s.r.l.
 26 Sheffield Hi-Tech Refractories Germany GmbH
 28 Berthold technologies
 29 PROSIMET S.p.A.
 30 Lechler GmbH
 31 ESI Group
 32 & 33 REINGUSS
 34 ASM Automotion s.r.o.
 35 Corewire Ltd.
 C Coffee
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S. ECKERT, K. TIMMEL, N. SHEVCHENKO, M. RÖDER 1 
M. ANDERHUBER, P. GARDIN 2  

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF LIQUID METAL TWO-PHASE FLOWS IN A 
CONTINUOUS CASTING MODEL 

Abstract 

We present an experimental study concerned with the two-phase flow in a mockup of 
the continuous casting process of steel. A specific experimental facility was designed and 
constructed at HZDR for visualizing two-phase flows in the mould and the SEN by means of 
X-ray radioscopy. This setup utilizes the low melting, eutectic alloy GaInSn as model liquid. 
The argon gas is injected through the tip of the stopper rod into the liquid metal flow. The 
system operates continuously under isothermal conditions. First results about the two-phase 
flow will be presented here accompanied by a discussion of the advantages and limitations of 
the X-ray method. 

The position of the X-ray observation window can be changed, which allows the 
inspection of regions around the gas injection point at the tip of the stopper rod or the 
development of the bubbly flow in the mould. The X-ray images reveal complex flow 
situations, for instance, argon bubbles might be attracted by the wall of the SEN near the inlet 
forming huge bubbles there. Smaller bubbles are generated at the bottom of the SEN, where 
high shear flows exist. The bubbles in the mould are entrapped by the liquid metal jet. The 
tendency to rise towards the mould level increases with growing bubble size. 

Keywords 

Liquid metal model, two-phase flow, X-ray imaging 

Introduction 

In steel casting, argon gas is injected into the steel flow through the submerged entry 
nozzle (SEN) in order to avoid clogging. Ingress of air through the walls of the SEN is 
prevented by high pressure inside the stopper rod [1] and the SEN. Moreover, the argon 
bubbles are supposed to drag alumina particles into the mould and then to the free surface. 
The complex gas-liquid flows within the SEN and the mould have been addressed by several 
numerical and experimental studies. The numerical simulations consider mostly dispersed 
bubbly flows and show a considerable influence of bubble sizes on both: flow structure and 
transport phenomena [2]. The dynamics of a downward two-phase flow inside the SEN was 
investigated in many water models so far (see for instance [3] and [4]). 

However, water models are of limited value in some cases, particularly in situations 
where strong temperature gradients occur, flows are exposed to electromagnetic fields or gas 
bubbles are injected into the liquid as considered here [5]. There is a serious deficit of 
experimental data, which can be employed for numerical code validations. To get a 
substantial database for the validation of numerical simulations, it is necessary to perform 
additional model experiments using low melting alloys (e.g. [6]). The advantage of such cold 

                                                
1 Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (HZDR), Germany 
2 ArcelorMittal, Germany 



metal laboratory experiments is the capability to obtain quantitative flow measurements with 
a reasonable spatial and temporal resolution. Table 1 compares the parameters and 
dimensionless numbers for a typical steel plant and a one-to-one scale water model from 
literature with the corresponding values of the experimental setup presented here. The listed 
dimensionless numbers are the Reynolds number for the mould ( Re = ρ vc D / η ), the Morton 
number ( Mo = Δρ g η4 / ( ρ σ ) ), the Eötvös number ( Eo = Δρ g dB

2 / σ ) and the Weber 
number for the port opening of the SEN ( We = ρ vp

2 dB
 / σ ). The dimensionless parameters 

of our experimental facility achieve values being in the same order of magnitude as those for 
a real caster. The main difference between water and GaInSn has to be noticed in case of the 
Morton number, which is only dependent on material properties and cannot be compensated 
by geometric scaling. The Morton-number in water is about two orders of magnitude higher 
than those in the liquid metals. This fact has consequences on the bubble shape. If we 
extrapolate the known flow regime maps [7] for our experimental conditions we have to 
expect the occurrence of heavily wobbling bubbles in liquid metals. The same bubble would 
show still an ellipsoidal shape in water.  

   Water Steel GaInSn 
Material properties      
Liquidus ϑL (°C) 0 1517 10.5 
Solidus ϑS (°C) - 1456 - 
Liquid Density  ρL (kg/m3) 998 7200 6360 

Viscosity η (106 
m2/s) 1.00 0.86 0.30 

Surface Tension σ (N/m) 0.073 1.6 0.53 
Injected Gas   Air Argon Argon 
Setup properties   from reference [8] X-LIMMCAST 
Mould Thickness D (m) 0.220 0.015 
Casting speed vc (m/s) 0.017 0.093 
Port opening H × B  (m2) 0.060 × 0.038 0.015 × 0.012 
Mean port speed vp (m/s) 1.06 0.39 
Estimated bubble size dB (m) 0.005 
Non-dim. numbers      
Reynolds number Re (mould) (103) 3.7 4.3 4.1 
Morton number Mo (10-13) 253 4.3 1.3 
Eötvös number Eo (-) 3.35 1.1 2.9 
Weber number We (port) (-) 77.5 25.4 9.1 

Table 1: Comparison of properties and dimensionless numbers for a direct scale water model with 
the corresponding standard [8], and the X-LIMMCAST facility. 

 

Model experiments with low melting point liquid metals are an important tool for the 
investigation of melt velocity and the related transport processes in metallurgical applications. 
Several experimental facilities are now available at HZDR within the LIMMCAST program 
(LIquid Metal Models for continuous CASTing of steel) [9]. The scientific objectives of this 
program aim to model the essential features of the various flow fields that are of relevance for 
the continuous casting process, namely the flow structure in the tundish, in the submerged 
entry nozzle (SEN) and in the mould. In particular, the behaviour of gas bubbles within the 
liquid metal flow is of peculiar interest here. Important questions concern the flow regime in 



the SEN, the size and the spatio-temporal distribution of the gas bubbles. At the moment, 
there are existing three different experimental facilities LIMMCAST, Mini-LIMMCASAT 
and X-LIMMCAST with slightly different and complementally focus in the experiments. The 
X-LIMMCAST was especially designed to investigate bubbly flows in the SEN and the 
mould by means of X-ray radiography. Previous two-phase flow studies have already been 
conducted at mini-LIMMCAST. The Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) [10-13] 
was used here for determining the flow pattern inside the mould cavity. The Electromagnetic 
Inductance Tomography (EMT) [14,15] has been applied to detect the gas distribution along 
the cross section of the SEN. Results of those two-phase-flow experiments at the Mini-
LIMMCAST facility have already been reported in [15,16]. 

The present paper is concerned with experimental investigations of the behaviour of gas 
bubbles in the small-scale mockup of a continuous slab caster. We present the first 
experimental results for the visualization of the liquid metal two-phase flows in the SEN and 
the mould obtained by means of the small-scale mockup X-LIMMCAST, which uses the 
eutectic alloy GaInSn as model fluid and operate at room temperature [17,18]. The objectives 
of this study were to uncover the flow regimes in the SEN and the mould and to assess 
qualitatively the size and the motion of the gas bubbles in the downward flow. 

Experimental setup 

X-LIMMCAST 

The X-LIMMCAST facility is a liquid metal loop operating with the model fluid 
GaInSn at room temperature. The liquid metal is circulated by an electromagnetic pump 
working with rotating permanent magnets. The pump is mechanically decoupled from the 
loop by flexible hoses in order to avoid the transfer of mechanical vibrations from the pump 
engine onto the test section, because this effect might worsen the quality of acquired images. 
Moreover, the large distance between the pump and the X-ray equipment minimizes any 
inference of the measurements by electromagnetic fields. An electromagnetic flow meter 
FXL4000-DL43F (ABB, DL43F.T10HF3.A.S.A.A.K.04.x.1.1.G) is used to monitor the flow 
rate of the liquid metal. A maximum liquid metal flow rate of about 142 ml/s was achieved in 
the experiments if the stopper rod was brought into the highest position. The limiting factor of 
the liquid flow rate is the balance of frictional forces in the nozzle on the one hand and the 
gravitational forces driving the free outflow into the mould on the other hand. The liquid 
metal pump conveys the melt from the catchment tank back to the modelled tundish. A 
photograph and a schematic drawing of the X-LIMMCAST facility are displayed in Figure 1.  



  

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing 
(a) and setup photo (b) of 
the X-LIMMCAST facility 
operating with GaInSn at 
room temperature. 

 

(a) (b) 

A stainless steel cylinder serves as a model for the tundish. A funnel shaped inlet into 
the SEN is attached at the bottom of the cylinder. The melt is discharged through an acrylic 
glass tube with a square cross section of 12 x 12 mm2 side into the mould. The mould was 
also made from acrylic glass with a rectangular horizontal cross section of 15 x 100 mm2 and 
a total length from the top lid to the bottom outlet of 426 mm. Due to the square geometry of 
the nozzle, the strength of X-ray-signal on the detector is only dependent on the phase 
distribution in the nozzle and not by the geometry or the curvature of the nozzle itself. This 
simplifies the data analysis and avoids potential overexposures on the X-ray detector along 
the SEN side walls. The two nozzle ports have a rectangular cross section with the same width 
as the SEN-tube and a vertical extension of 15 mm.  

 

Fig. 2: Example for the measured 
process parameters: levels in the 
tanks and the stopper rod lift at the 
top;  pressure values in the middle; 
pump speed and fluid flow rates at 
the bottom 

 



During the two-phase flow experiments argon gas was injected at the tip of the stopper 
rod. Gas flow rates were adjusted in a wide range between 50 and 500 cm3/min by means of a 
mass flow controller (MKS1359C from MKS Instruments) combined with the power supply 
& readout unit PR4000 (MKS Instruments). Pressure measurements were carried out within 
the gas feeding system using a pressure sensor (DMP331i from Leitenberger). Moreover, 
further experimental parameters were recorded, such as the lift of the stopper rod, the liquid 
level in the tundish and in the storage vessel, respectively. The stopper rod lift was kept 
constant during the experiment. The pump speed was adjusted in that way, that the liquid flow 
rate and the tundish level remained constant too, as it can be seen exemplarily in the diagram 
of Figure 2. 

X-ray equipment 

The visualization experiments were carried out in the X-ray laboratory at HZDR. A high 
intensity X-ray tube was used (ISOVOLT 320HS) operating with up to 300 kV and 13 mA. A 
scintillation Gd2O2S screen (GR 800, Rego X-ray) was installed directly behind the fluid 
domain. The imaging chain was completed with a lens system (Thalheim Spezial Optik) and a 
CCD camera (pixelfly QE, PCO), which provides a resolution of 696 x 512 pixels. The 
images were acquired at a frame rate of 22.3 fps. The exposure time was varied between 3 and 
20 milliseconds, whereas exposure times of 5 and 10 ms were found to be optimal to achieve 
an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio and a sufficient contrast. 

As the SEN and the mould are made of acrylic glass, the walls of the test section do not 
cause a remarkable attenuation of the X-ray intensity. A sufficient image contrast and a good 
resolution of the argon bubbles inside the liquid metal at a reasonable time resolution restrict 
the inner dimension of the mould in direction of the X-rays to a maximum value of 15 mm. 
The installation of lead shielding was necessary in order to guarantee a reasonable contrast in 
the X-ray images. The shielding has to reduce the background noise, which arises from 
scattered radiation originating from regions outside the fluid volume. The shielding has to 
prevent that this scattered region can reach the fluorescence screen. The lead plates were 
mounted around the observation areas as shown in Fig. 3. In this way, the background noise 
was reduced and the image quality was significantly improved. A photograph of the SEN and 
the mould with the mounted shielding is depicted in Figure 3(a). The frame of the 
experimental setup was adjustable in height by a lifting table. This allowed the positioning of 
the X-ray observation window on different parts of the model experiment. Two locations of 
the x-ray observation window were realized in the present study. The first one comprises the 
location of stopper rod with the lower part of the funnel and the upper part of the SEN. This 
position allows for the observation of the formation and detachment of argon bubbles from 
the tip of the stopper rod. The second one covers the upper part of the mould with the 
immersed SEN and the nozzle ports. The release of argon bubbles through the ports and their 
behaviour in the region of the liquid metal jet was in the focus of interest here. These two 
observation windows are highlighted in Figure 3(b). 



  

Fig. 3: Photo on the model SEN 
and mould with lead shielding 
(a),and sectional view of with 
the X-ray observation areas 
highlighted in green (b). 

(a) (b) 

Results and Discussion 

Series of measurements were conducted with different positions of the stopper rod 
between 8 and 27 mm resulting in liquid flow rates in a range from 100 to 140 ml/s, 
respectively. The gas flow rate was varied between 0 and 250 cm3/min. The behaviour of a 
gas bubble in the liquid metal flow is mainly determined by the bubble size which is why the 
bubble diameter is an important input parameter for respective numerical simulations. We 
observed the gas injection for different positions of the stopper rod corresponding to different 
liquid flow rates. Figure 4 shows exemplary snapshots for a gas flow rate of 100 cm3/s. It 
becomes apparent that large void zones are formed just beneath the inlet of the nozzle. The 
liquid undergoes a significant acceleration in this region resulting in a pressure being 
significantly below the atmospheric pressure. A distinct constriction of the liquid metal flow 
occurs here. At the lowest position of the stopper rod the gas injection is enforced just in the 
low-pressure region (see Figure 4(a)). In this case, three void zones become visible. A large 
stationary “bubble” exists directly at the tip of the stopper rod. Gas bubbles detaching from all 
these three void zones. This stationary bubble becomes smaller at a higher position of the 
stopper rod at 17 mm (Figure 4(b)) and disappears at a stopper rod position at 19 mm (Figure 
4(c)). Only in the last case we can observe a detachment of gas bubbles directly at the stopper 
rod. There is a strong interaction between the forming bubbles and the void zones at the 
nozzle wall. Many bubbles merge with the void zone. Bubble entrainment occurs by 
separation from the bottom part of the void zones. This is the dominating mechanism for 
bubble formation at lower positions of the stopper rod. The resulting gas bubbles show rather 
large dimensions and a non-spherical shape. Rough estimations from the X-ray images reveal 
values between 7 and 10 mm.  A liquid metal flow rate of 140 ml/s corresponds to a mean 
velocity of about 1 m/s in the SEN. Such a high velocity makes it difficult to get sharp images 
from small bubbles in the nozzle. But, the blurring of the bubbles arising from the movement 
during the exposure time allows for a rough assessment of the bubble velocity. The estimation 
delivers a bubble velocity of about 0.7 to 0.8 m/s. 



   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4: Snapshots showing the gas distribution around the gas injection at the tip of the stopper rod 
for different values of the stopper rod position zs and the liquid flow rate QL: (a) zs = 9.5 mm, QL = 
115 ml/s, (b) zs = 17 mm, QL = 133 ml/s, (c) zs = 19 mm, QL = 134 ml/s 

Figure 5 displays corresponding flow visualizations obtained in the lower observation 
window showing the bottom part of the SEN and the upper part of the mould. It is interesting 
to note that larger void zones occur also in the lower part of the nozzle (Figure 5(a)). 
However, a considerable amount of smaller gas bubbles (2 … 5 mm) can be detected in the 
mould (Figure 5(b)), whereas only larger bubbles were observed in the SEN. This finding 
might be explained by the strong shear forces in the flow near the nozzle ports, which can be 
responsible for a breakdown of larger bubbles in smaller ones just at the nozzle ports. 

  

Fig. 5: Snapshots showing 
the gas distribution in the 
bottom part of the SEN  
and the upper part of the 
mould:  
(a)  zs = 9.5 mm,  
 QL = 110 ml/s,  
 Qg = 150 cm3/min,  
 
(b)  zs = 19 mm,  
 QL = 142 ml/s,  
 Qg = 20 cm3/min 

(a) (b) 

The bubble distribution in the mould becomes apparent in Figure 5 (b). The majority of 
bubbles can be found in the region below the SEN. This area is occupied by the lower roll of 



the mould flow pattern driven by the submerged jet discharging from the nozzle ports. A large 
number of gas bubbles are accumulated within this recirculation zone. The strong inertial 
forces and the high-intensity jet obstruct a rise of the bubbles toward the free surface. 
However, the accumulation of bubbles in this domain promotes coalescence of bubbles 
leading to the formation of larger bubbles. With growing bubble size the probability increases 
that the bubble escapes from the recirculation zone and ascends near the narrow toward the 
free surface. 

Summary and Conclusions 

Liquid metal experiments are an important tool for the investigation of the continuous 
casting process and the allocation of a measurement data base for numerical code validation. 
The characterisation of liquid metal two-phase-flows occurring in SEN and mould are of 
peculiar interest for flow modelling of the continuous casting process. 

This paper described first experiments performed at the X-LIMMCAST facility, which 
was especially designed for the visualization of the two-phase-flow by X-ray radiography. 
The X-ray visualizations of the region around the stopper rod revealed a rather complex gas 
injection process which is affected by the occurrence of void zones in the upper, low-pressure 
region of the SEN. The process of bubble formation is dominated by a separation of relatively 
large bubbles from the bottom domain of the void zones. The final size of the gas bubbles 
getting out from the nozzle are primary influenced by the shear flow at the bottom of the 
nozzle. The bubbles in the mould exhibit a long residence time in the lower circulation roll of 
the mould flow. Larger bubbles develop owing to coalescence and rise sporadically towards 
the free surface. 

The application of the X-ray radioscopic technique implies limits of the dimension of 
the fluid vessel parallel to the direction of X-ray penetration. A maximum thickness of the 
fluid layer of about 15 mm gives a sufficient contrast in the X-ray images to detect gas 
bubbles down to about 1 mm. The chosen geometry imposes a quasi 2D-flow structure in the 
mould. Larger bubbles will be significantly affected by the mould wall. Because the nozzle 
port has almost the same size as the narrow width of the mould the submerged jet will occupy 
almost the entire narrow width of the mould. That could be the reason that a rising of the gas 
bubbles towards the free surface is only observed along the narrow face of the mould. The 
geometrical restrictions of the model impede a direct comparison with the situation in a real 
caster. Nevertheless, the experimental results from X-LIMMCAST provide a valuable data 
base for numerical simulations with respect to a proper modelling of two-phase-flows in the 
continuous casting process. 
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MODELLING AND INDUSTRIAL INVESTIGATION OF REFINING 
PROCESSES IN CCM  TUNDISH WITH ARGON INJECTION 

 
Abstract 

 
Analytical analysis and physical modeling of the main technological factors which 

affecting on the amount non-metallic inclusions under inert gas injection into liquid steel in 
the tundish. As a result of the research, the optimal parameters were blowing when using a 
ring purge lance: consumption gas and argon bubble diameter at the moment of their 
separation from the pores, that achieves the best refining effect. Since using physical 
modeling analysis the phenomenon of mixing metal and slag in the place argon bubbles 
output into atmosphere had been explored. Research results were used to create the original 
purging block for industrial tests on slab caster PJSC "Alchevsky Iron and Steel Works". 
Design feature of the purge block is its geometrical form as a ring covering the tundish 
nozzle. This injection argon through calibrated holes made in special refractory tubes. As a 
result of tests, that maximum refining effect is achieved at a flow rate of 10-12 l/min. 
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Introduction 

 
Modern trends of the development of steel-making and casting technologies have 

shown strengthening of requirements imposed on steel products quality. Meanwhile, state-of-
the-art rolling technologies place demands on high-quality billets cast at continuous casting 
machines. Therefore, continuous casting of steel is viewed as a closing stage of steelmaking 
process with a decisive influence on steel products quality. Continuous casting is vital in 
terms of interaction between stringent quality requirements and steel products purity, 
sophistication of individual process stages, price competitiveness, manufacturing flexibility 
and the like. 

In the integrated manufacturing system of continuous casting, the fundamental role in 
liquid steel transfer from steel-teeming ladles to CCM molds, is played by a tundish. 
Herewith, it is important to secure chemical and thermal homogeneity of the liquid steel, as 
well as necessary flow-rate of steel outflow to molds [1-4]. The significant requirement to the 
arranging of steel flows motion in the tundish, is the assurance of non-metallic inclusions 
flotation from the liquid steel to the slag [1,2]. 

Among the main sources of non-metallic inclusions penetration to the steel molten 
bath, are as follows: steel secondary oxidation caused by steel flow transfers, slag pick-up 
under steel transfer from the steel ladle to the tundish, mixing of steel and slag in the tundish, 
and destruction of the lining working layer in steel-teeming ladles and tundishes, as well. The 
sizes of non-metallic inclusions range from 3-5 micrometers to tens of micrometers [3]. With 
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the aim of steel purity enhancement, steel casting practices seek to create favourable 
conditions for inclusions upfloat during continuous casting process. 

The greatest potential in terms of non-metallic inclusions flotation upwards is 
available at the tundish, which features an extensive surface of the steel bath. In this respect, 
the efficiency of non-metallic inclusions upfloating rises together with the increase of steel 
residence time in the tundish, and with arrangement of convective flows optimum motion. It 
is commonly supposed that non-metallic inclusions are removed most efficiently, when the 
convective flows assure steel motion along the steel surface [4]. 

On the whole, the tundish design and its operating conditions, are to be optimised such 
that to minimize the possibility of micro-inclusions penetration in the molten bath and 
formation of aluminium oxide conglomerates, as well as to promote their climb to the molten 
bath surface. In practical work, the arrangement of optimum flows motion in the tundish, 
involves installation of additional dams and baffles of specific design to account for the 
tundish engineering features and steel quality requirements. Tundish box geometry, as well as 
the position of baffles and dams is selected individually in view of the tundish design [5]. 

The deeper refining of steel in steel-making practice, employs argon injection via 
plugs (blocks) installed at the tundish bottom [1-5]. As a result of steel purging by argon, 30-
50% of medium- and large-sized non-metallic inclusions, are removed from the steel. 
However, the refining effect is attained only by steel injection in the bubbling mode. 
Respectively, purging units imply blocks with porous inserts. Therewith, the excess of the 
flow-rate over definite (critical) values, leads to the reduction of the refining effect due to the 
turbulization in the exit area of argon bubbles during steel and slag mixing. 

 
 

Modelling 
 
Due to the fact that the industrial test aimed at the investigation of processes taking 

place in the tundish, is associated with a number of practical complexities (high test costs, 
impossibility to visualize specific stages of the process, difficulty to measure physical values), 
the present paper applies physical modelling method for experimental research. 

Summarizing numerous studies in the area of physical modelling of convective flows 
in the tundish, the following common approaches should be mentioned [6-7]: 

● Froude number is employed by the majority of researches as a principal criteria of 
hydrodynamic similarity; 

● to enable processes visualization in the physical model, water is used as a working 
fluid; 

● scaled-down models (several times reduced) are given preference over industrial 
facilities to reduce labour intensity of performed tests; 

● the most crucial factor to secure consistency of results obtained through physical 
modelling, is the observance of models’ complete geometrical similarity, inclusive of liquid 
level in the tundish; 

● the value of liquid residence time, i.e., the period of liquid stay in the tundish to be 
determined by means of specifically introduced indicators, is taken as a key quantitative 
criterion of the tundish efficient operation. 

For the present study, the tundish physical model and its basic functional units were 
fabricated from transparent material (plexiglass). The model’s scale is 1:4. This scale 
appeared to be sufficient for visual monitoring of all hydrodynamic processes taking place in 
the tundish, almost in online mode. The overall view of the test unit is presented in Figure 1. 

 



 
 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the laboratory unit to study mixing processes occurring in the 
tundish: 1 –steel-teeming ladle; 2 – tundish; 3 – collecting tank for water outflowing the 
tundish with a pump for water recovery to the steel-teeming ladle; 4 – digital camera. 

 
 
Water was applied as a working liquid, as its kinematic viscosity is similar to the liquid 

steel (Table 1). Silicone or transformer oil with high values of surface tension, was used to 
simulate the covering slag on the liquid steel surface in the tundish. This has enabled us to 
investigate process of fluid mixing in the tundish together with the phenomenon of top slag 
involvement in the mixing. Furthermore, water-oil system allows simulating process of 
purged gas bubbles ingress to the liquid bath surface in the tundish, and estimating the 
performance of the said purging. 

 
Table 1. Physical properties of water at 20°С temperature and steel at 1600°С temperature 

 
Parameter Water Steel 

Molecular viscosity, µ (kg/m·s) 0,001 0,0064 
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 1000 7014 
Kinematic viscosity, υ=µ/ρ (m2/s) 10-6 0,913·10-6 
Surface tension, σ (N/m) 0,073 1,6 

 
 
The behaviour and upfloating pattern of non-metallic inclusions was investigated by 

means of introduction of dedicated mechanical mixture (suspended solids) of hydrophobic 
particles into the shroud placed between the steel-teeming ladle and the tundish, the mixture 
density being lower than the water’s density. For this purpose, a dedicated multi-component 
mixture to include several types of oils and emulsions and very fine solid particles, was 
developed. Therewith, in the course of tests, the motion trajectory of “slag” particles in the 
tundish liquid bath, was assessed, as well as the approximate portion of particles upfloated to 
the surface and outflown from the tundish together with the water. 

The motion of liquid convective flows in the tundish originated at the jet location 
incoming from the steel-teeming ladle, until liquid outflow from nozzles, was recorded by a 
digital camera. Concurrently, volumes of liquid outflowing from the ladle, were painted with 
coloured dyes. 



To blow air in the liquid bath, dedicated purging plugs placed at the tundish bottom, 
were applied. At selection of criteria of mixing performance evaluation in the tundish molten 
bath, the pattern behaviour of liquid and solid particles of various density, was considered. 
Also, the areas of quasi-laminar and eddy flows development, were assessed, as well as the 
fields of their interaction. 

The overview of the laboratory tundish to simulate the tundish of a slab continuous 
caster with key functional components, which govern the development and pattern of 
convective flows in the molten bath, is presented in Figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Overview of the laboratory tundish (top view): 1 – ring-shaped lance for argon 
injection; 2 – stopper rod; 3 – purging plug; 4 – filter baffle; 5 – tundish box; 6 – shroud. 

 
 

Under modelling of steel mixing processes in the tundish, it was established that the 
efficiency of prevention of non-metallic inclusions ingress to CCM molds, is mostly 
determined by the pattern of interaction between convective downward flows with liquid 
flows generated by the tundish box. In this respect, the direction of flows motion is selected 
such that they are bound to pass along the steel surface and ensure upfloating of non-metallic 
inclusions. 

 
 

Results 
 

The physical model was applied to compare efficiency of various methods of liquid 
steel refining in the tundish. For this purpose, a certain volume of substance imitating non-
metallic inclusions (oil and fine solid particles mixture), was fed into the shroud. Following 
that, the liquid outflowing from the tundish, was collected in the dedicated vessel and settled 
down for several hours. Concurrently, the substance imitating non-metallic inclusions floated 
up to the surface. This part of simulating substance was collected in the dedicated tank and 
weighted. Each test was repeated for three times, and the results were determined as 
arithmetic average. The efficiency of inclusions separation was defined as a weight fraction of 
the substance floated up to the liquid surface in the tundish according to the following 
formula: 

 

P = [(М – m) / M] 100,  (%)     (1) 

M – weight of the substance – simulating non-metallic inclusions – fed into the shroud; 
m – weight of the substance, which rose to the liquid surface in the tundish. 

 
 



The obtained experimental results are summarized in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Performance evaluation of non-metallic inclusions removal from the tundish 
under various patterns of circulating flows’ motion 

 

№ 

Control elements placed in the tundish 

Share of the 
substance 

trapped by 
the slag (%) 

Tundish box 
“turbostop”-

type 
Baffle Purging plug 

Ring-
shaped 
lance 

 

1 — — — — 60-65 
2 ● — — — 75-80 
3 — ● — — 78-82 
4 ● ● — — 84-89 
5 — — ●  (6)* — 75-80 
6 ● — ●  (6) — 86-90 
7 ● — ● (10) — 82-86 
8 — — — ●  (6) 74-78 
9 ● — — ●  (6) 88-93 

10 ● ● — ●  (2) 86-90 
11 ● ● — ●  (4) 93-96 
12 ● ● — ●  (6) 91-95 
13 ● ● — ●  (8) 88-92 
14 ● ● — ● (10) 84-88 

*In brackets: injected gas flow rate (l/min) 
 
 
The highest efficiency of non-metallic inclusions removal was observed at gas injection 

to the molten bath via purging blocks placed at the tundish bottom. This is accounted for a 
transportation phenomenon, which accompanies flotation of the purged gas bubbles. The 
visual observations have established that the refining performance (removal of non-metallic 
inclusions) under gas injection, is increased provided that the convective flows outcoming 
from the tundish box, move towards the liquid surface. The horizontal motion of convective 
flows in the lower third part of the liquid level in the tundish, adds to the liquid intensive 
entrapment into the nozzle cavity. 

The highest efficiency of gas injection via a ring-shaped lance, was registered in the 
tundish upper part, thus preventing from slag inclusions entrapment into the nozzle. In this 
respect, the crucial role in reaching maximum refining performance, is played by the injected 
gas flow-rate and bubbles diameter. As may be inferred from pictures presented in Figure 3, 
the rise of gas flow-rate exceeding a certain limit (approximately 5-6 l/min) causes intensive 
mixing of oil particles with water. At the same time, smaller particles of oil are trapped by 
convective flows into the tundish molten bath. This should be considered as a limiting factor, 
which restricts the blowing intensity. 

 
 

Discussion 
 

The cumulative effect of the ring-shaped purging block application, can be considered 
as a reasonably efficient practice to enable flotation of non-metallic inclusions. To enhance 



performance of the ring-shaped purging lance, it is necessary to control behaviour of bubbles 
ingress to the liquid surface in the tundish, since this ingress can lead to steel and slag mixing. 
This process causes entrapment of non-metallic inclusions by steel convective flows. As it 
will be clear from Figure 4, the significant influence on the turbulence of steel and slag 
mixing, is exerted by the injected gas flow-rate. It should be also considered that the 
minimum mixing of steel and slag was observed under liquid bath purging in the bubbling 
mode. 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Influence of the blowing intensity via a ring-shaped lance on the mixing behaviour of 
water and oil during physical modelling (side elevation) 
 

The emersion of gas bubbles from steel into slag and further to the air (bubbling mode) 
was modelled with system “water – silicon oil”. The primary modelling result is the 
following: under bubbling mode bubbles ingress to the surface is not accompanied with the 
swirling (Figure 5). Furthermore, gas bubbles penetrating the slag entrain some part of steel 
particles (lower diagram). These steel particles upfloat to the slag-air interface, and then, once 
the bubble destroyed, immerse back into the slag and pass to the steel. At this very moment, 
from our point of view, steel refining and removal of non-metallic inclusions located within 
these steel drops, take place. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Influence of the blowing intensity via a ring-shaped lance on the mixing behaviour of 
water and oil during physical modelling (top view) 



 
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Photograms of gas bubbles penetration into the slag (oil) and their ingress to the 
surface (upper row), as well as diagram representation of this process 

 
The practical experience of steel blowing with gas, has demonstrated that the flotation 
performance is greatly influenced by bubble size, gas flow-rate and number of collisions of 
non-metallic inclusions with the gas bubble. The total amount of productive stickings per 
second, is determined by the following equation [8, 9]: 
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where stV  - molten steel volume transferred by a bubble in the course of flotation at free 

surface (m3); τρ  - inclusion density through time 3−⋅mkg ; H  - steel bath level (m); id  - 
inclusion diameter (m); gQ  - gas flow-rate (l·min-1); bR  - bubble size (m); Т – input gas 

temperature (25°C); iT  - gas temperature in the tundish (1520°C). 
At the same time, the speed of inclusions removal will be as follows: 
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Integrating this equation allows us to find the share of removed non-metallic inclusions 
according to the following equations: 
 

 
( )[ ]τδ 3exp1100 K−−=  (4) 

 
The calculations have proved that the most efficient removal of non-metallic inclusions 

occurs at bubbles size of 1.0-3.25 mm radii. However, bubbles of smaller sizes feature certain 
limitations, which should be recognized under blowing process in industrial environment. The 
first limitation is the bubbles’ long upfloating time, the second limitation is the possibility of 
bubbles pickup by convective flows and their entrainment to the area of nozzle’s outlet. 
Therefore, while selecting the bubbles optimum size, it is essential to consider not only high 
performance of inclusions removal, but also minimum time values of the refining process τp 
(time required for bubbles upfloating through 1 m of molten steel) at high flotation rate.  

 
 
 



 
Industrial trials 

 
Industrial trials on the efficiency of steel purging in the tundish via a ring-shaped lance, 

were performed in the converter shop of Alchevsk Iron and Steel Works, PJSC (Ukraine), at 
60t tundish of the two-strand slab caster. The pattern of purging blocks arrangement was 
selected based on the physical modelling results. 

To enhance the performance of steel refining in the tundish, the purging was exercised 
in the bubbling mode. As purging blocks, ceramic tubes (Figure 6) with narrow blow-off 
channels of definite diameter (PRCO company manufacture, PRC), were used during the 
tests. 

 
Fig. 6.  Photograph of the blow-off ceramic tube edge (tube diameter 10 mm) 

 
Pursuant to the performed study, the diameter of blow-off openings was taken in the 

range of 0.14-0.16 mm. In addition, the purging block design implies that these blow-off 
tubes are arranged at a definite distance from one another in the concrete ring, which is 
adjacent to the nozzle (Figure 7). The purging block is located at the same place as the weld-
block in a standard arrangement. However, argon was fed from the same purging system as 
the one provided in the tundish. 

 

 
                                                 

 
Fig. 7.  Schematic diagram of the nozzle modification with installation of purging 

blocks (б) 
 
The arrangement of blow-off tubes in the ring-shaped block was selected from 

consideration of mutual overlapping of rising gas-fluid flows. The physical modelling results 
for one blow-off tube and representation of flows overlapping areas, are pictured in Figure 8. 

Purging lance installation at the tundish bottom, did not entail additional mounting 
challenges, and its complexity was comparable with scheduled procedures under tundish 
lining. In total, 4 series with 6-8 heats per each series, were cast. Purging blocks were 
installed at one of the strands, while the other strand was used as a benchmark. The tests have 
demonstrated that purging blocks have secured stable blow-off process (without swirling) in 
the course of operation, and have enabled immediate adjustment of the injected gas flow-rate 



within the range of 6 – 16 l/min. The photographs of slag surface in the stopper-rod area at 
gas injection of 12 l/min (a) and 15 l/min (б) flow-rates, are presented in Figure 9. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Blow-off tubes arrangement in the weld-block based on physical modelling results 
 

   
 

а)                         б) 
 
Fig. 9.  Photographs of slag surface in the tundish at the stopper-rod area, with 12 l/min (a) 
and 15 l/min (б) injected gas flow-rate 

 
In the course of investigations, BVA steel grade was cast to 200x1245 mm slabs. Steel 

was preliminary treated at the ladle-furnace facility and following that, at the vacuum-
degasser. Research findings of reference and experimental templates on sulphur prints and 
following deep etching, have much in common. The chemical analysis of the collected 
samples, was also alike. 

Cast slabs were visually evaluated on the presence of surface defects, and after that, 
they were rolled into 12 mm thickness plates. Subsequently, comparative analysis of 
chemistry composition and nature of non-metallic inclusions distribution in flat products 
samples rolled from experimental (with employed argon injection) and reference (without 
argon injection in the tundish) slabs, was performed according to three standards: GOST 
1778, ASTM EN 45-05, DIN 50602. 

The quantitative estimations of standards of an experience and comparative metal 
showed that maintenance of large non-metallic’s (more than 50 mcm) went down on the 
average on 45-75 mcm for including, measuring 20-45 mcm on 15-25 at the use of blowing 
out rare gas. 

 
 

Conclusions 
 
Steel purging in the tundish of the continuous casting machine, can appear an effective 

means to ensure steel refining in terms of non-metallic inclusions removal. Meanwhile, the 
efficiency of non-metallic inclusions removal is governed by argon injection rate, design and 
location of the purging plug in the tundish, as well as some other parameters. All these 
parameters claim further study and optimization with regard to specific casting conditions. 



In terms of design, the purging lance accomplished as a ring with inserts of dedicated 
ceramic hollow tubes with small-diameter openings (0.14-0.16 mm), promotes expedient 
motion of upward-directed flows in the steel molten bath in the tundish. Employment of 
purging plugs with small-diameter outlets assures small-diameter gas bubbles and purging in 
the bubbling mode. 

In terms of process, the developed design of the purging plug is easily installed at the 
tundish bottom and does not involve disruption of the overall lining configuration. Ring-
shaped purging blocks have demonstrated high performance under casting at two-strands slab 
CCM of Alchevsk Iron and Steel Works, PJSC (Alchevsk, Ukraine), and have ensured stable 
argon injection within the entire casting cycle (7-8 heats). Purging blocks were installed at 
one strand, while the other strand was used as a benchmark. Steel in the slab caster tundish 
was blown-off with argon at 5-16 l/min per a strand. Moreover, slag swirling in the area 
adjacent to the stopper-rod, was not recorded. 

Performed studies included casting of BVA steel grade to 200x1245 mm slabs. 
Investigation results of reference and experimental templates on sulphur prints and following 
deep etching, have much in common. Cast slabs were visually assessed and after that, were 
rolled at the plate shop into 12 mm thickness plates. Further, comparative analysis of non-
metallic inclusions in flat products rolled from experimental slabs – with argon injection and 
without – was carried out according to three standards: GOST 1778, ASTM EN 45-05, DIN 
50602. It was established that the overwhelming majority of steel samples taken from 
experimental slabs, are characterized by higher cleanliness in terms of non-metallic 
inclusions, compared to those from benchmark slabs. This should be explained by the refining 
effect, which was attained by argon injection through a ring-shaped lance. The cleanest 
samples have proved to be flat products samples rolled from slabs purged with argon at 12 
l/min flow-rate. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF A 3-PHASE CONTINUOUS 

CASTING SIMULATION USING A WATER MODEL 
 
 

Abstract 
 

In the continuous casting (CC) mold, a stable meniscus is crucial so the covering slag 
layer effectively protects molten steel from oxidation. In practice it is difficult to control due 
to the special flow pattern in the mold region. Therefore, a modeling approach was 
investigated to predict and optimize the casting process by stabilizing the meniscus. The 
volume-of-fluid (VOF) approach was utilized to model the mold flow including the free 
surface behavior in a 3-phase liquid steel/slag/air system on the basis of the OpenFOAM® 
finite volume method (FVM) open-source CFD package. Before applying this approach to 
industry, laboratory experiments with a water model, comprising a 1/3 scaled-down 
conventional mold, were performed to evaluate the numerical model. An oil layer was used to 
mimic the slag layer covering the meniscus. The evolution of the meniscus and distribution of 
the oil layer in response to the mold flow were experimentally recorded. In the numerical 
model, three phases were considered: water, oil and air. The preliminary simulation results 
were compared to the water modeling data. Some sensitive parameters for this model such as 
surface tension (interface free energy) and contact angle were also investigated. 
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1. Introduction 
 

An accurate representation of the coupled effects between turbulent fluid flow and 
moving fluid-fluid interfaces is necessary for a realistic prediction/control of the continuous 
casting process. The evolution of the free interface, slag entrapment etc., makes this a very 
challenging task. After more than 30 years of numerical model and algorithm development, 
this is still not a concluded topic in CFD. A review of the wide range of computational 
methods (unstructured, structured and block-structured) is provided by Cross et al. [1] and 
reintroduces the challenges of generating rapid solutions with high-performance parallel 
cluster technology, as well as the computational speed issues when using various methods and 
different commercial CFD software. In the current studies the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method 
was employed based on its implementation in the OpenFOAM® open-source CFD software 
package [2]. 

Free-surface methodologies can be classified into surface tracking, moving mesh and 
volume tracking methods [3]:  
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• surface tracking methods define a sharp interface. The interface is marked and its 
motion is tracked; 

• moving mesh methods couple the interface with a set of nodal points from the 
computational mesh. In this way, a sharp interface is maintained; the mesh is moved to 
fit the interface; 

• volume tracking methods mark different phases with massless particles or an indicator 
function, which can be a volume fraction [4], a level set [5] or a phase field [6].  
 
Moving mesh and surface tracking methods maintain the exact position of the interface, 

which simplifies analysis near the interface. In contrast, the mesh or marker particles have to 
be relocated and quite often re-meshed when the interface undergoes large deformations, 
which leads to additional complexity. 

Volume tracking methods utilize an indicator function (volume fraction, level set or 
phase field) to represent the interface. The complexity starts when the convection scheme has 
to guarantee that the volume fraction stays bound, i.e., remains within its physical bounds 
between 0 and 1. This problem has been addressed by a number of authors and led to 
development of the VOF method, which utilizes convection schemes to reconstruct the 
interface from the volume fraction distribution before advecting it [4]. 

The surface tension (interface free energy) term in the Navier-Stokes equation creates 
additional difficulties because it is a singular term. Here, the continuum surface force (CSF) 
formulation by Brackbill et al., [7] is used to calculate the surface tension force from the 
distribution of the indicator function. 

 
Fig. 1. Examples of flow-related phenomena during continuous casting that can be 
tracked by means of the VOF multiphase simulation: (a) mechanisms of slag 
entrapment; (b) SEN refractory erosion kinetics; (c) free surface oscillation/waves; 
(d) patterns of turbulent jet flow; (e) sensitivity of all the above phenomena to the 
SEN design.  

 
A comprehensive review and analyzes that focus on the VOF methods to track 

interfaces in multiphase flows can be found in the work of Gopala et al., [8]. Recently a 
number of approaches and enhanced numerical schemes were developed by other authors to 
overcome the limitations of the VOF method by increasing the accuracy of the interface 
reconstruction using high-order interpolation [9] and to provide a sharper interface with the 
high density ratios in the order of 1000 to 1 [10], or to introduce interface compressing 
schemes [11]. 

The numerical simulation helps to understand many advanced aspects of the multiphase 
flow phenomenon during the continuous casting process (Fig. 1). Important criteria such as 
slag entrapment due to the critical casting speed, swirl formation, free surface waves, the 



kinetics of SEN refractory erosion, turbulent jet stability and melt mixing mechanisms can be 
studied and analyzed based on the numerical simulation results. 

The objective of this work was to evaluate the capabilities and accuracy of the VOF 
method when applied to continuous casting (CC) and compare the results with data obtained 
using water modeling. The mathematical formulation of the 3-phase VOF method, 
experimental setup of the water model and numerical simulations are presented and compared; 
challenges and further requirements are also discussed. 
 
2. Numerical model 

 
Implementation of the VOF model was based on work described in the PhD thesis of 

Ubbink [12] and the Ubbink and Issa publication [13]. Different fluids were modeled as a 
single continuum obeying the same set of governing equations. Different fluid phases were 
identified locally by their volume fractions. In this paper a 3-phase (melt or water, slag and 
air) system was considered. The volume fractions of all phases must sum up to one.  

 
 𝛼!"#$ + 𝛼!"#$ + 𝛼!"# = 1. (1) 
 
The mixture properties such as density and dynamic viscosity were calculated as a 

weighted average according to the volume fractions of the phases: 
 
 𝜌!"#$%&' = 𝛼!"#$ ⋅ 𝜌!"#$ + 𝛼!"#$ ⋅ 𝜌!"#$ + 𝛼!"# ⋅ 𝜌!"# (2) 
   
 𝜇!"#$%&' = 𝛼!"#$ ⋅ 𝜌!"#$ ⋅ 𝜂!"#$ + 𝛼!"#$ ⋅ 𝜌!"#$ ⋅ 𝜂!"#$ + 𝛼!"# ⋅ 𝜌!"# ⋅ 𝜂!"# (3) 
 

Kinematic viscosity was obtained from the mixture’s dynamic viscosity and density: 
 
 𝜂!"#$%&' = 𝜇!"#$%&' 𝜌!"#$%&' (4) 
 
Hereafter all properties/quantities without subscripts refer to the mixture and those with 

subscripts correspond to a particular phase. The governing equations of the unsteady, 
turbulent and incompressible flow for the mixture were as follows: 

 
 ∇ ∙ 𝑢 = 0 (5) 
   
 𝜕𝜌𝑢

𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑢⊗ 𝑢 = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 2𝜇!""𝐃 + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝑆!"#$ (6) 

 
Where 𝑢  is the velocity, 𝑝 is the pressure and 𝑔  is the gravitational acceleration. The 

buoyancy force was taken into account using the Boussinesq approximation. The rate of strain 
tensor was defined by:  

 
 𝐃 =

1
2 ∇𝑢 + ∇𝑢 !  (7) 

 
The continuum surface force (CSF) is given according to Brackbill et al. [7] by 

including the surface tension (interface free energy) as an additional source term, 𝑆!"#$, on the 
right-hand side of the momentum equation (6). 

 



 𝑆!"#$ = 𝜎𝜅𝐧 (8) 
 

Where 𝐧 is the interface normal vector that can be estimated from: 
 𝐧 = ∇𝛼 (9) 
 
The fraction gradient function ∇𝛼 is continuous and non-zero at the transitional area of 

the interface only. 
The curvature of the interface 𝜅 was expressed in terms of the divergence of the unit 

normal vector as follows: 
 
 𝜅 = −∇ ∙

∇𝛼
∇𝛼 . (10) 

 
It should be noted that formulas (8)–(10) are valid for the 2-phase system. The 

numerical implementation in the OpenFOAM® source code includes an incompressible 
multi-phase mixture with a built-in solution for the arbitrary phases with interface 
compression to capture the interface [2]. Hence the surface tension force for the interface 
between each phase pair was evaluated as follows:  

 
 𝑆!"#$ = 𝜎!"𝜅!" α!∇α! − α!∇α!   

!,!

 (11) 

 
for all phase pairs (i, j), where the corresponding curvature 𝜅!" was calculated as: 

 
 

𝜅!" = −∇ ∙
α!∇α! − α!∇α!
α!∇α! − α!∇α!

 (12) 

 
The formulas (11) and (12) use a pair-averaged gradient of the phase fraction, in 

comparison to the 2-phase formulas for the interface normal vector (9) and curvature (10): 
 
 ∇α !" = α!∇α! − α!∇α! (13) 
 
The scalar transport equation of the volume fraction 𝛼! for each phase was: 
 
 𝜕𝛼!

𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ 𝑢𝛼! = 0 (14) 

 
A realizable 𝑘 − 𝜖  model was employed for the turbulence, providing improved 

performance for flow calculations involving boundary layers under strong pressure gradients 
and strong streamline curvature. The governing equations for the turbulence were:  

 
 𝜕𝜌𝑘

𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑢𝑘 = ∇ ⋅ 𝜇 +
𝜇!
𝑃𝑟!,!

∇𝑘 + 𝐺 − 𝜌𝜖 (15) 

   
 𝜕𝜌𝜖

𝜕𝑡 + ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑢𝜖 = ∇ ⋅ 𝜇 +
𝜇!
𝑃𝑟!,!

∇𝜖 + 𝜌𝐶!!𝜖 − 𝐶!!𝜌
𝜖!

𝑆𝑘
   (16) 

 



where 𝑆 = 2𝐷!"𝐷!"; the turbulence Prandtl number for 𝑘 is given as 𝑃𝑟!,! = 1 and for 𝜖 is 
given as 𝑃𝑟!,! = 1.2. In equation (15), 𝐺 is the shear production of turbulence kinetic energy. 
The influence of turbulence on the momentum transport was considered by the effective 
viscosity, 𝜇!"" = 𝜇 + 𝜇!, where 𝜇! = 𝜌𝐶! 𝑘! 𝜖; 𝐶! is a function of the velocity gradient and 
ensures positive normal stresses. 

The governing equations of the 3-phase VOF model, including turbulence as described 
above, were implemented in an OpenFOAM® CFD software package [2] and could be run 
both in serial mode or in parallel mode using high performance cluster. Some functionalities 
of the standard solver were extended by the current authors: 
• adaptive mesh refinement on the unstructured grids to improve resolution of the 

interface to track the slag entrapment by the flow; 
• dumping the momentum transfer from the slag and melt into the air region. 

 
3. Experimental setup 

 
The laboratory water modeling experiment was performed at the RHI Technology 

Center (Leoben, Austria). The setup represented a 1/3 scaled-down water model of a 
conventional CC mold (Fig. 2). The mold was manufactured from transparent material 
(plexiglass); therefore, it was possible to record evolution of the flow and the free surface 
during the experiment. 

Water was used to mimic the melt due to the fact that the kinematic viscosity of liquid 
steel and water are similar. The properties of actual materials in CC and their analogs used in 
the laboratory experiment are listed in Table 1. The properties of real slag are not specified in 
the table because they are highly temperature, composition and state dependent. For 
comparison with the water modeling experiment, an isothermal simulation was performed. 
Therefore all properties corresponded to those at room temperature (20 °C). 

 
Fig. 2. Experimental/simulation setup: (a) mold with SEN and outflow system in the 
water modeling experiment; (b) initial phase distribution in the simulation; (c) details 
of the numerical mesh. 
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In this paper only results from the water modeling system are described in detail. 
Different casting speeds were tested, ranging from minimal when the liquid slag/melt 
interface was almost undisturbed up to the maximum casting speed when intensive slag 
entrapment was observed. Only the results with the maximum casting speed are analyzed in 
the following sections. 

 
Table 1. Material properties and throughput in the CC process and water modeling experiment 
 

Parameter Steel Slag Water Oil Air 
Molecular viscosity, µ (kg/m·s) 5.6·10-3 - 1.0·10-3 0.53 1.82·10-5 
Density, ρ (kg/m3) 7000 2700 1000 921 1.205 
Kinematic viscosity, 𝜂 = 𝜇/𝜌 (m2/s) 8.0·10-7 - 1.0·10-6 5.8·10-4 1.51·10-5 
Casting speed (m/min) 1.5  4.5   
Throughput (m3/h) 28.1  9.4   

 
The mold/SEN system design is schematically represented in Fig. 2(a). It included a 

vertical model of a conventional CC mold that was connected at the bottom to an outflow 
system, which was opened and thereby naturally maintained the meniscus level. The SEN was 
mounted in the top of the mold and provided the desired water throughput. 

 
Fig. 3. Experimentally measured oil phase distribution: (a) an instantaneous 
snapshot and (b) a time-averaged image. 
 

A special SEN design was used in the current study that provides very stable flowing 
jets coming out of the SEN ports. 

The experimental procedure was performed in the following manner: 
1. Mineral oil was poured on top of the still water and allowed to float up to form a 

uniform layer approx. 10 mm thick. 
2. Water flow through the SEN was started and adjusted until the volumetric 

throughput reached steady state. 
3. An experimental run was performed using a digital camera to record the oil layer 

position, possible entrapment of oil droplets and swirl formation near the SEN. 
The sequence of images acquired during experiments was recorded, and an example of 

the snapshot of the oil phase distribution is shown in Fig. 3(a). Additionally, post-processing 
of the images was performed to obtain a time-averaged oil phase distribution, as shown in 
Fig. 3(b). 

𝛼!"#$ 

a) b) 



4. Simulation results 

The simulation domain was limited to 2 m in the upper mold region (Fig. 2(b)) to avoid 
huge computational expense on very large grids. 

The results of the simulation are displayed in Fig. 4, namely the instantaneous slag 
position in black with the velocity vector field representing the flow directions, the magnitude 
of the mixture velocity in the center plane and the streamlines, showing the flow complexity 
inside the simulation domain, and oscillations of the slag layer. 

 
 
Fig. 4. Oil layer distribution and velocity field (a), velocity magnitude distribution (b) 
and the flow streamlines (c) in the center plane. 
 
One issue should be highlighted: due to the low air viscosity and intensive momentum 

transfer from the water and slag layer to the air phase, the air velocity was over-predicted. 
This high air velocity did not influence the calculation of the slag and water regions 
significantly, but a high Courant number appeared in the air region that slowed down the 
calculation. The solution to this issue was quite simple: the momentum conservation equation 
was reduced in the air by limiting it to the diffusion mechanism by multiplying the convective 
term on the left-hand side of the equation (6) by (1− 𝛼!"#) as follows:  

𝑢!⃗ , (m s⁄ ) 

a) b) 

c) 



 𝜕𝜌𝑢
𝜕𝑡 + 1− 𝛼!"#   ∇ ∙ 𝜌𝑢⊗ 𝑢 = −∇𝑝 + ∇ ∙ 2𝜇!""𝐃 + 𝜌𝑔 + 𝑆!"#$ (17) 

 
Consequently the velocities and turbulence level in the air region were reduced, as 

evident in Fig. 5. The turbulence kinetic energy field is shown for the middle plane based on 
the results obtained with the standard (Fig. 5(a)) and improved (Fig.5(b)) models. 

 
Fig. 5. Dumping the turbulence in the air region: (a) standard model and 
(b) the convective term modified in the air region. 

 
Fig. 6. Evolution of the slag position at different time points according to 
the numerical simulation. 
 
The dynamics of the simulated slag layer distribution are shown in Fig. 6, visualizing  

how the interface was deformed by the flow: starting from a completely flat interface it was 
gradually deformed by the upper rolls of the melt flow (Fig. 4(c)). 

 
5. Discussion 

  
After the numerical model was established and the multiphase solver was developed 

and tuned, verification of the VOF modeling was performed. 
In the first stage a time-averaged gray-scaled image was obtained (Fig. 3(b)). Using the 

open-source graphic tool all the experimental images in the series were blended using the 
uniform weighting factor. Applying additional threshold filters to the time-averaged image, a 
boundary of the most stable region was determined. It is marked as a red line in Fig. 7 and 

a) b) 

𝑘  (𝑚!𝑠!!) 



compared with the time-averaged slag distribution from the water modeling in Fig. 7(a) and 
with the time-averaged slag distribution from the numerical simulation in Fig. 7(b).  

It is evident that even if the SEN design provides a very stable flow, the slag interface is 
highly distorted due to the high sub-meniscus velocities. As mentioned previously, an extreme 
case of maximum casting speed was examined.  

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the time-averaged slag distribution from the water modeling 
experiment (a) with results from the numerical simulation (b). The time-averaged 
interface position from the water modeling, after applying additional threshold 
filters, is marked as a red line on the numerical simulation.  
 
The numerical simulation setup was verified regarding the importance of the following 

VOF model parameters: 
• surface tension between phases; 
• contact angles at the walls. 
It was found that the contact angle doesn’t play an important role when critical casting 

speeds are dealt with and the dominant flow is highly convective. Therefore some default 
values can be used. In a 3-phase water/oil/air system the most important parameter is the 
surface tension between the water and oil. The aim of the studies was to find an appropriate 
value for the surface tension. 

It was observed that the surface tension for the interface between air and other phases 
did not have such a dramatic influence on the simulation results, hence the standard value of 
0.07 N/m for the air/water and air/oil interface was used. The interface free energy 𝜎 was 
varied for the water/oil phase pair in the range from 0.02–0.5 N/m, as reported in literature 
[14]. It was observed that for the lowest value, the slag layer was washed away immediately 
by the flow due to its low resistance to the shear forces. On the other hand, for the highest 
values of 𝜎 (around 0.5 N/m) the surface tension was too strong, dragging the slag and 
causing it to gather together and form a ring around the SEN at the end of the simulation 
leaving the entire meniscus open to the air.  

The optimal value was found to be around 0.07 N/m and the time averaged results gave 
quite good qualitative agreement with the experimental data (see Fig. 7(b)). A better match 
with the experimental results could be achieved using an additional mesh refinement strategy 
and by obtaining the flow pattern from the water model using tracers, dye injection etc. 

 
6. Summary 

 
A numerical approach (VOF model, OpenFOAM® open-source CFD package) was 

used to model the 3-phase liquid steel/slag/air system during continuous casting. The water 
modeling experiment was performed to verify the computational method. A time-averaged 
oil-water interface position was obtained from the water modeling and compared with the 
numerical results. The surface tension (interface free energy) was varied in the simulation to 
match the experimental oil distribution profiles, because values for the water-oil interface free 

b) a) 



energy reported in literature are scattered (~ 0.02–0.5 N/m). A quite good qualitative 
agreement was achieved with a water-oil interface free energy of 0.07 N/m. However, 
reliability of this interface free energy and contact angle at some triple points, as well as 
sensitivity of the final modeling result to these parameters need to be further verified.  

In future work additional experiments should be performed to obtain the 3D flow 
pattern. The actual water-oil interface profile is a complex 3D feature, but the images 
obtained using the digital camera only provide 2D information. Some important information 
in the third dimension concerning the turbulent flow and its interaction with the oil is missing 
with the current approach.  

From the modeling perspective, local mesh adaptation (refinement) should be 
performed to examine the slag (droplets) entrainment since the convective schemes became 
too diffuse on the coarse (for the droplets size) mesh. An alternative approach based on an 
initial fine grid is not acceptable due to the extremely high computational costs. 
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FLOW IN A FULL SCALE WATER MODEL 

OF A VERTICAL TWIN ROLL STRIP CASTER 
 
 

Abstract 
 

Twin-roll strip casting is a further development of continuous casting. It is a near-net 
shape method for the production of metal strips. The benefit in comparison to other methods 
is the short length of the facility and the lowered energy consumption in comparison to 
conventional continuous slab casting. The result is a reduction of costs and large energy 
savings. According to de Beer [1] the specific energy consumption of casting and shaping can 
be reduced by up to 90%. The possible strip thicknesses are in the range of several mm. It is a 
fast process with casting speeds in the range of 1m/s. This results in high demands on the 
control technology [2]. For this process a calm flow with an even meniscus and a preferably 
homogeneous temperature distribution along the strip-width near the casting-gap are 
favoured. In this work the flow inside the pool is investigated. A modular SEN was designed. 
It allows an adjustment of the flow for the single faces which are submerged in the pool. This 
makes it possible to control the flow in several ways, to create different flow patterns. The 
measurements were made for a steady state. For the measurements in the pool the Particle 
Image Velocimetry-method (PIV) was used to determine two-dimensional velocity fields. 
Also the motion of the surface at the rolls was investigated via video analysis. 

 
Keywords:  

 
Twin-roll strip casting, physical flow simulation, water model, particle image velocimetry, 

 
1. Introduction 
 

The vertical twin-roll strip casting is a near net shape method for the production of 
strips. The principle itself was invented by Sir Henry Bessemer in 1865, while it took more 
than a century until it was technical realizable. It differs from previous methods in the fact, 
that in this process a completely solidified strip is directly produced from the liquid phase 
without reheating and rolling. According to de Beer [1] this can lead to savings in energy and 
facility costs up to 90%. With this process it is possible to produce strips with thicknesses in 
the range of 1-10 mm [2]. 

For other nonferrous metals, such as aluminium and copper, the hazelett-caster 
established as a tool for strip production in the last decades. The difference corresponding to 
steel strip casting is the process temperature. This results in high requirements for the plant 
and the materials used. Despite these requirements there are some strip-casters for steel 
sheets, like the CASTRIP® plants in the USA [3-5], which are commercially producing strips. 

Due to the small volume of the pool between the casting rolls and the high casting 
speed, the flow inside of the pool has a strong influence on the quality of the produced strip 
and the stability of the process itself [6]. An inhomogeneous temperature distribution across 
the width can lead to differences in strip thickness or even make the process fail [7]. 
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The influence of different SEN designs was investigated earlier in water models in 
several other works [6, 8, 9, 10]. Ohler [9] made physical and numerical simulations for a 
strip-caster in laboratory scale. He studied the influence of two different SEN-systems on the 
flow within the flow with laser-optical measuring techniques in a water model. 

The influence of immersion depth, pool height and flow rate was analysed by Bouchard 
[10] for four different nozzle designs in a full scale water model of an experimental caster. He 
found that the design of the nozzle has an influence on the pool level variation and the 
residence time distribution. 

The influence of the pool surface, especially of the meniscus on the surface quality, was 
investigated by Hwang et al [11]. He researched an inclined twin-roll strip caster with a non-
immersed feeding system. It showed up, that the quality of the strip was influenced by the 
position of the feeding system and the inclination of the plant. Hwang is of the opinion that 
this results from the flow behaviour inside the pool. 
 
2. Experimental 

 
2.1 Water model 

There are several approaches for the design of physical water models of vertical twin 
roll strip casters. In this case the model was built with standing rolls and a closed casting gap. 
In this connection the fluid sink is modelled by horizontal rows of drilled holes on the rolls. 
The gap between the rolls is closed, so the fluid has to leave the pool through these holes. In 
reality the liquid melt leaves the pool by solidification on the surface on the casting roll. The 
rolls are made of curved acrylic glass. To guarantee optical access for the laser and the 
cameras of the used PIV system the external basin (dashed box) of the model and the SEN are 
also made of acrylic glass (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1: Full scale water model of the vertical twin-roll strip caster 

The vertical position of the boreholes depends on the shell thickness. According to 
Büchner [12] it can be described by a √t-law: 

 
0.5s(t) C t= ⋅      (1) 



where s is the thickness of the strip, t is the time and C is a solidification constant for the 
√t-law. Further investigations [13] have shown that an exponent of 0.66 provides better 
results. 

 
0.66

1s(t) C t= ⋅      (2) 
In this equation C1 is the solidification constant, which corresponds to the exponent 

0.66. With the assumption of a constant casting velocity ug, which can be made for a steady 
state, this equation can be reformulated to: 

 
0.66

0.66
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G

as(a) C C a
u
⎛ ⎞

= ⋅ = ⋅⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠     (3) 

where a is the contact length for a constant casting velocity ug, and the solidification 
constant C2 for the exponent 0.66 [14]. For a correct design of the physical water model, the 
local volume flow per area must be equal to the volume flow, which is removed by 
solidification from the melting pool. Therefore after transformation of equation (3), one 
obtains: 
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n
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N segment number
N total number of segments
a total contact length of the strip on the casting roll

=

=

=  
With this equation the position of every borehole row on the roll, can be calculated in 

dependence of the total number of rows. 
Informations about the size of the model are summarized in Table 1. To get realizable 

results, a full scale water model was built, to maintain Reynolds- and Froude-similarity. The 
values of Re and Fr must be the same for the physical model and the process. The kinematic 
viscosity of liquid steel and water at room temperature are in the same range, so that in the 
1:1-scale model the Re-numbers are about the same, when the velocities are in the same 
range. This also leads to accordance for the Fr-number. So the flow in the model is 
comparable in reference to flow behaviour and wave motion. 

 
Table 1: Technical data of the used water model 

Roll diameter 750 mm 
Strip width 1400 mm 
Pool height 435 mm 
Volume flow 240 l/min 

 
For the investigation of the influence of the supply distribution a modular submerged 

entry nozzle (SEN) was designed. This SEN consists of five chambers, two front-, one 
bottom- and two long-chambers, so it is possible to control the volume flow through every 
submerged face of the SEN (Figure 2). Every chamber is supplied by an individual pump to 
adjust the volume flow. Therefore it is possible to create several different flow fields inside 
the pool. Figure 2 shows a CAD sketch of the modular SEN used on the left and a schematic 
top view of the SEN with flow directions on the right. On the top are five ports for the 
connection with the pumps. The total volume flow was kept constantly at 240 l/min, which is 
equivalent to the average volume flow in industrial plants. 



 
a) 

 

b) 
 
 

 

Figure 2: a) CAD-drawing of the modular SEN, b) schematic top view of the modular SEN with flow 
directions 

The geometrical data of the SEN are listed in Table 2. All nozzles are horizontal except 
the bottom-nozzles, which are arranged vertically. 

 
Table 2: Geometrical data of the modular SEN 

 Front-chamber Long-chamber Bottom-chamber 
Number of nozzles 2 each side 13 each side 6 

Diameter in mm 18 15 14 
 
2.2 Measurement technique 
 

The flow was measured with the Particle Image Velocimetry method (PIV). This is a 
contactless, optical in-situ method for the measurement of time-dependent velocity fields. It is 
based on the visualization, tracking and recording of the movement of particles, respectively 
particle-patterns in the flow. The particles are illuminated in defined time intervals in a thin 
light section. This light section is generated with a pulsed Nd:YAG-laser and a suitable 
optical system. The light, which is reflected by the particles, is monitored by CCD-cameras. 
The cameras are positioned perpendicular to the light section. Particles which are inside the 
section reflect the light and stand out clearly from the background, while particles outside of 
the section are not illuminated and thus they do not appear in the records. From the 
Displacement of the particle patterns within a defined time interval ΔtPIV with respect to the 
position inside a plane the local velocity vector can be derived. From this the velocity field 
can be determined, under the assumption that the velocity of the particles is equal to the flow 
velocity. 

The measurements were done with a frequency of 5 Hz and a time 
interval ΔtPIV = 4000 µs. The frequency specifies how many double frames are taken per 
second, while ΔtPIV is the time between the individual frames of one double frame. The 2D-
flow fields obtained at the end are the averaged velocities of 75 single flow fields. The third 
component of the particle velocity, perpendicular to the measurement section, cannot be 
detected with the PIV-system used. 

Four planar sections inside the pool were investigated, one longitudinal in the z-
symmetry plane and three cross sections parallel to the side dams. 

In Figure 3 a) the schematic setup of the experimental plant is shown without the 
boreholes in the bended acrylic-plates. The arrangement of the laser and the cameras 
perpendicular to the light-sheet can be seen for the longitudinal cross section. The cross 
sections are displayed without the external basin and the equipment in Figure 3 b). 



 

a)  b)  
Figure 3: Schematic view of the experimental setup with the investigated longitudinal light sheet (a) 

and the position of the cross sections (b) 

In this paper only the longitudinal plane and the according cross-sectional plane in the 
centre of the pool are shown, because they give the best impression about the flow pattern in 
the pool. The PIV-measurements were evaluated using the software Davis 8. 

Additional the surface motion was analysed by video analysis. For that the meniscus 
was recorded with a conventional digital camera in Full-HD-resolution of 1920 x 1080 px at a 
frame rate of 24 fps. The video is separated into single frames. In each frame the meniscus is 
tracked via video analysis in the software Matlab. This tracking is carried out for 1024 single 
frames. After that an averaged meniscus can be calculated from the 1024 single meniscuses. 
 
3. Mathematical model 
 

 
Figure 4: Numerical model of the water model 

For the numerical simulations of the water model the commercial CFD-Software 
ANSYS FLUENT was used. The modelled geometry of the investigated water-model is 
shown in Figure 4. Several attempts to simplify the geometry for the simulation showed huge 
differences between physical experiment and numerical simulation. So the water model was 



simulated under the consideration of the outer basin. To keep the number of elements at an 
acceptable amount, the boreholes were replaced by bigger rectangular slots. The free surfaces 
were treated like symmetry planes. Every chamber of the SEN has an individual inlet (green 
surfaces in Figure 4). For further simplification the five single outlets were replaced by one 
big outlet. Simulations were carried out for a steady state. 
 
4. Results 
 

With the modular SEN several volume flow combinations were investigated. In this 
paper two flow cases are compared in detail. These are shown in Table 3. Case #1 is 
generated by flow rates of 70 l/min through each long chamber and 100 l/min through the 
bottom. Case #2 consists of flow rates of 70 l/min at both front chambers and 100 l/min at the 
bottom. The total volume flow was held constantly at 240 l/min for all measurements.  

 
Table 3: Investigated volume flow combinations 

Flow 
case 

V̇fc in l/min per front 
chamber 

V̇lc in l/min per long 
chamber 

V̇bc in l/min through bottom 
chamber 

#1 0 70 100 
#2 70 0 100 

 

 

 
 
 
V̇fc  = 0 l/min 
V̇lc = 70 l/min 
V̇bc = 100 l/min 
 

Figure 5: Flow field of flow case #1 in the longitudinal symmetry plane 

In Figure 5 the measured flow pattern for case #1 is shown. It is created by a high flow 
rate through the bottom of 100 l/min and a mid-flow rate of 70 l/min on the long sides. The 
front-chambers are not used in this case. 

Beneath the SEN the position of the six bottom nozzles can be seen by the downstream 
flows. In Between the downstream flows the fluid is redirected upwards against the bottom of 
the SEN. From the outer nozzles in the bottom the fluid flows down towards the casting gap 
between the rolls, where it is horizontally redirected until it streams upwards along the side 
dams. This creates big vortices between the side dams and the SEN near the surface of the 
pool. Because the pool widens toward the surface, the velocities near the surface are relatively 
low, compared to the lower part of the vortices. 



 

 
 
 
 
V̇fc  = 0 l/min 
V̇lc = 70 l/min 
V̇bc = 100 l/min 
 

Figure 6: Flow field of flow case #1 in the cross-sectional symmetry plane 

In the appropriate cross section, Figure 6, the location of the centre nozzles in the long-
chambers can be seen by the emerging jets. These jets create vortices above, which circulate 
between the rolls and the SEN. Beneath the SEN a large vortex can be seen.  

 
Figure 7: Meniscus of the left half of the Pool of flow case #1 (dashed box in Figure 5) 

Figure 7 shows a photo of the relevant meniscus over one half of the roll. The position 
of the displayed section is marked as a dashed box in Figure 5. The picture extends from the 
side dam of the pool on the left side up to the centre of the SEN on the right. The meniscus 
shown is the contact line between melt (water), gas (air) and casting-roll (curved acrylic 
plate). It is visualized as a black line in the figure. To generate a better contrast for the 
analysis the water was colorized blue. The shape of the meniscus shows that flow case #1 
generates a very calm and homogeneous surface. 

Flow case #2 consists of a high flow of 70 l/min into each front side, 100 l/min at the 
bottom and no flow through the long sides. It creates another characteristic flow field. 

 

 
 
 
V̇fc  = 70 l/min 
V̇lc = 0 l/min 
V̇bc = 100 l/min 
 

Figure 8: Flow field of flow case #2 in the longitudinal symmetry plane 



In this cross section it is again obvious, that the flow below the SEN is once again 
strongly influenced by the jets out of the bottom-nozzles. In the area between the side dams 
and the SEN, the flow from the bottom holes and the flow coming out of the front-nozzles 
merge with each other. By that a flow directed diagonally upwards towards the SEN is 
formed.  

Figure 9 shows the resulting surface motion of this flow configuration (dashed box in 
Figure 8). It is relatively high, which results in an uneven meniscus, especially in the area near 
the side dam on the left side of the image. 

 
Figure 9: Meniscus of the left half of the Pool of flow case #2 (dashed box in Figure 8) 

 

 
 
 
 
 

V̇fc  = 70 l/min 
V̇lc = 0 l/min 
V̇bc = 100 l/min 

 

Figure 10: Flow field of flow case #2 in the cross-sectional symmetry plane 

The corresponding central cross-section, Figure 10, shows an asymmetric flow. Except 
the missing emerging jets from the long sides, this flow field matches the pattern shown in 
Figure 6 in the lower half beneath the SEN. 

 
Figure 11: exemplary averaged wave height of the meniscus 

The quality of the meniscus can be determined by the difference between the maximum 
and the minimum Δmax of the wave height, Figure 11. Smaller values represent calmer 



surfaces, while high values correspond to turbulent surfaces. The difference is equal to a 
difference in contact length of melt and casting-roll and thus conform a difference in 
solidification time. Is this difference to large, it can cause an inhomogeneous strip thickness 
over the width. 

In Table 4 are the maximum differences of the weight height of the meniscus and the 
maxima of the standard deviation for a couple of volume flow combinations listed. 

 
Table 4: Maximum difference of wave height and std. deviation 

Volume flow [l/min] 
(front-, long-, bottom-chamber) 

Maximum difference of mean 
values [cm] 

Maximum of std. deviation 
[cm] 

45 – 75 – 0 1,14 0,31 
0 – 70 – 100 (case #1) 1,08 0,15 
0 – 100 – 40 1,46 0,22 
20 – 100 – 0 1,42 0,28 
70 – 0 – 100 (case #2) Not evaluable Not evaluable 

 
For the case #2 with a volume flow of 70 l/min through the front chamber, the data were 

not evaluable because the surface was so turbulent, that the waves began to break. This leads 
to mistakes in the analysis. From the measured values in Table 4 it can be seen, that the 
investigated flow combinations are in the same range. The maximum of the standard 
deviation gives information about the stability of the meniscus, which was in this research 
comparable for all measured cases. 

 
Figure 12: Numerical simulation of flow case #2 

The numerical simulation of the water model including the outer basin has shown 
qualitatively good accordance, as can be seen from Figure 12, where flow case #2 is 
simulated. 

The PIV measurements have shown that the bottom-nozzles create a very characteristic 
flow, which dominates the centre area of the pool, beneath the SEN. This flow might help to 
eliminate cold spots in the middle of the strip. The flow of the front-chambers has a large 
effect on the surface flow. This could be used to influence the behaviour of particles, such as 
impurities, on the surface. It was found, that a flow rate larger than 45 l/min per front-
chamber creates a high amount of surface motion and breaking waves on the roll surface. 

High flow rates through the long chambers resulted in a more uneven meniscus. But 
even for the maximum flow rate of 100 l/min per long-chamber the increase in meniscus 
height was acceptable. 
 



5. Conclusion 
 

The measurements have shown that the modular SEN is capable of creating different 
flow patterns inside the pool. It was found that the different nozzles influence the flow in 
different ways, which can be combined. Especially the bottom-nozzles show a large influence 
on the flow, and are capable to reach large penetration depth. This could cause high 
temperatures underneath the SEN, which can be critical.  

The Investigation of the surface flow has shown that volume flows greater than 45 l/min 
per front side create an uneven meniscus. This can result in an inhomogeneous beginning of 
solidification. At even higher volume flows it was found, that air bubbles were entrained into 
the water and waves began to break. This can be detrimental for the process and therefore lead 
to a loss of production, due to bad quality. 

The results of this work have shown the independent influence of several different flow 
directions from the SEN-chambers and their contributions to the flow field inside the pool. In 
order to further study the phenomena, additional numerical simulations under consideration of 
heat fluxes and solidifications are necessary to make predictable assumptions for the process. 
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LIQUID STEEL AT LOW PRESSURE: EXPERIMENTAL 
INVESTIGATION OF A WATER AIR FLOW IN A CONVERGENT 

DIVERGENT NOZZLE 
  
  

Abstract  
  

In the continuous casting of steel controlling the flow rate to the mould is a critical issue 
as a constant mould level is essential for a good quality of the cast product. A stopper rod is a 
commonly used device to control this flow rate. Agglomeration of solid material near the 
stopper rod can lead to a reduced cross section and thus to a decreased casting speed or even 
total blockage (“clogging”). The mechanisms involved in clogging are still not fully 
understood. Single phase considerations of the flow in the region of the stopper rod result in a 
low or even negative pressure at the smallest cross section. This can cause degassing of 
dissolved gases from the melt, evaporation of alloys and entrainment of air through the 
refractory material. In the first part of this paper the criteria for degassing of liquid steel at 
low pressures are analysed and compared to water. It can be shown that the degassing process 
in liquid steel is mainly taking place directly at the stopper rod and its surrounding.  The steel 
flow past the stopper is highly turbulent.  In addition refractory material in general is non 
wetting to liquid steel. So the first step to understand the flow situation near the stopper is to 
understand the behaviour of this two phase flow.  Accordingly water experiments are 
conducted using a convergent divergent nozzle. These experiments show the strong impact of 
the wettability of the wall material on the actual flow structure. 
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1. Introduction 
  

In the continuous casting process a stopper rod is a commonly used device to control the 
steel flow from the tundish to the mould. During the casting process solid material mainly 
consisting of oxides tends to agglomerate at the stopper and the submerged entry nozzle 
(SEN) generally known as clogging [1] [2] [3]. This can lead to a reduced throughput or even 
to a total blockage of the SEN as well as severe holdup in the casting process. 

Clogging is the end product of a wide range of complex mechanisms such as chemical 
reactions, heat transfer, particle transport and deposition, degassing, diffusion, bubble 
formation and bubble transport [2], which influence each other. The chemical reactions can 
produce gas bubbles and inclusions. Gas bubbles in the flow can trigger chemical reactions, 
collect inclusions and change large scale flow characteristics. Inclusions can nucleate bubbles 
or agglomerate at the walls and thus change their properties.  
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The amount and distribution of gas in the liquid steel highly influences the flow field 
and thus all other phenomena included in clogging as well. So the first step towards 
understanding the flow situation near the stopper rod is to understand the two phase flow.  

  
2. Single phase model 

  
Figure 1 shows the pressure along a streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow 

ports of the SEN considering a single phase flow. The pressure is plotted as a function of the 
vertical coordinate for liquid steel and water (1:1 scale water model).  

 

 
Figure 1: pressure along a streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow ports of the SEN 
for steel (black line) and water (grey line) [4] 

 
Bernoulli’s equation can be used to describe the flow from the surface of the tundish to 

the narrowest point in the stopper rod gap as no flow separation occurs. The pressure at the 
surface of the tundish is equal to the atmospheric pressure. Then it rises due to the increasing 
hydrostatic pressure. Near the bottom of the tundish the flow acceleration of the fluid causes a 
pressure drop. It reaches a minimum at the point of the smallest cross section. Underneath the 
stopper a free jet forms [5], which causes the main pressure loss. In the SEN the pressure rises 
again due to gravity. 

Assuming a single phase flow the pressure in the stopper rod gap reaches negative 
values. Negative pressure contradicts the common concept of pressure as a representation of 
collision force of the molecules. Nevertheless a negative pressure can occur in very clean 
liquids. Theoretical considerations predict a tensile strength of water as low as 10 000 bar due 
to the Van-der-Waals forces [6]. Less than 200 bar were already measured in water 



experiments [6]. This tensile strength can be observed in pure liquids where the near order of 
the molecules is not disturbed. Any discontinuity in the near order can be the starting point of 
rupture and thus gas accumulation. This process is called nucleation. 

 
  

3. Gas nucleation 
  

As already mentioned above, low pressures are reached near the stopper rod gap which 
probably leads to degassing of the liquid steel. In order to determine if and where degassing 
takes place, possible nuclei for the formation of gas in the flow have to be identified. These 
possible nuclei can be micro bubbles, particles and cavities in the ambient walls [6].  

Micro bubbles are pre-existing small bubbles in the flow which expand rapidly in 
regions of low pressure. These small bubbles can be a result of random thermal movement of 
the molecules, gas entrainment or cavitation upstream. Micro bubbles are unstable. There is a 
defined radius which marks equilibrium. Smaller bubbles shrink due to diffusion until they 
vanish. Bigger bubbles grow until they rise and are extracted at a surface.  

Particles can serve as bubble nuclei as well. This was proven by investigations on 
cavitation inception in water. Arora and Borkent [7] could show experimentally that the 
surface structure of the particles determines whether a bubble is nucleated or not. Only rough 
particles resulted in bubble formation. Smooth particles in the water did not result in 
cavitation. Accordingly the cavities at the surface of the particle are the cause of bubble 
nucleation not the particle itself. 

The third type of possible nuclei for bubbles are pores of the wall. The walls in the 
continuous casting process consist of refractory material.  Measurements of the surface 
roughness have shown that cavities up to some 100 µm are present. Therefore they need to be 
considered to be rough.  

Summing up there are only two different types of nuclei: micro bubbles and cavities. 
Cavities are attached either to particles or to the ambient walls. Figure 2 shows the two types. 
The cavity is shown for a constant gas pressure pg and at different liquid pressures pfl with the 
highest pressure at the left and the lowest at the right. In case of a micro bubble, the pressure 
in the gas volume can be calculated to  
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with the gas pressure pg, the liquid pressure pfl, the surface tension coefficient σ and the 

radius of curvature of the interface R. In case of a cavity the direction of the surface tension 
pressure changes. It is pointing towards the liquid phase in the first two cases. It is zero for the 
third case and it is pointing towards the gas phase for the last case shown in figure 2. This 
change in sign can be included in equation (1) using a negative radius R. This change of the 
sign of the surface tension pressure as well results in stabilizing the nucleus. Accordingly it 
can withstand higher liquid pressure.  

The gas pressure pg in equation (1) depends on the sources of the gas. Possible sources 
are gases dissolved in the liquid steel, evaporation of the liquid metal and ambient gases (air) 
sucked in through the refractory material. In the following considerations the air entrainment 
through the refractory material is not considered. 
 



 
 

Gases dissolved in the steel can rapidly degas due to the high diffusion coefficients [8]. 
Accordingly the partial pressure of these gases can be approximated using the equilibrium 
pressure   
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with the gas concentration in the liquid c, the reference pressure p0 and the 

corresponding concentration c0. 
Accordingly the equilibrium gas pressure inside the bubble calculates to 
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with the vapour pressure pv, and the sum of the partial pressures of the dissolved gases. 

Using the values of a standard steel grade [9] pg reaches approximately 6000 Pa. 
Evaporation is as well considered using the equilibrium pressure hence the vapour 

pressure. The vapour pressure of liquid iron at a temperature of 1900 K is 3 Pa. Accordingly 
the vapour pressure of iron is negligible. Nevertheless the vapour pressure of certain alloys is 
much higher. For instance the vapour pressure of the manganese is 2800 Pa. 

As the gas pressure for equilibrium is determined, equation (1) can be solved for the 
radius R. 
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In case of a micro bubble this critical radius marks the transition between collapse and 

bubble growth for a given liquid pressure. Smaller bubbles collapse, bigger bubbles grow.  In 
case of a cavity this radius marks the transition between inactive nuclei and nuclei forming 
bubbles. Bigger cavities are the source of bubbles, smaller cavities stay inactive but their gas 
volume is stable as already indicated in figure 2.    

Figure 3 shows the critical radius in liquid steel (dashed line) and in water (solid line). 
The values used were taken from [8], [10] and [11]. The difference in the two curves results 
from the different surface tensions and gas pressures. A rise in the gas pressure shifts the 
curve to the right. A rise in the surface tension shifts the curve up.   

 

Figure 2: Stabilizing effect of gas volume in cavity at high contact angle (non wetting). 
Rp σσ 2=  is the pressure jump due to surface tension, with the surface tension coefficient 

σ  and the radius of curvature R 



 
 

Figure 3 clearly shows that nuclei in liquid steel need to be much larger compared to 
water. While in water nuclei of a few micrometers are sufficient, nuclei in liquid steel need to 
be at least some 100 µm. As micro bubbles of that size are very unlikely to reach the stopper 
rod gap and the density of particles of that size is expected to be comparably low, only the 
refractory walls remain as a main source of gas formation as they contain cavities of that size. 

Taking a closer view at a cavity at the wall it can be assumed that the gas pressure is 
higher than stated in the model, as ambient air can be sucked in through the refractory 
material [2]. This shifts the curve in figure 3 slightly to the right. Accordingly smaller cavities 
can serve as nuclei. 

  
  

4. Flow structure 
  

In the previous section the refractory walls are determined as the main source of the gas 
generation at low pressures. There are three possible regimes for the resulting phase 
distribution: 

• Bubbly flow: distinct bubbles form at the walls and travel with the liquid. 
• A gas film at the wall: The nucleated gas almost fully covers the refractory 

material and is ripped apart by the turbulent flow at its end. 
• A partly filled SEN: The top of the SEN is mostly filled with gas and the liquid 

steel forms a free jet. 
The resulting multiphase flow can be a complex and unsteady combination of all three 

regimes. Numerical simulations of such a complex flow are still not feasible as the density 
ratio and the surface tension are large. In addition the refractory walls are non wetting to 
liquid steel. So an experimental investigation of the flow using water was chosen.  

So far the actual gas pressure in the SEN cannot be easily predicted as it depends on the 
amount of gas nucleated and carried away by the flow. So the gas pressure and accordingly 
the volume filled by gas needs to be considered unknown in the further investigation. 
Accordingly different gas flow rates will be investigated in the experiments which correspond 
to different equilibrium gas pressures. In addition an analytic model for the influence of the 
gas phase on the throughput of the SEN is presented in [4].  

 
5. Experimental setup 

Figure 3: Equilibrium radius Req; solid line: N2 in 
water, dashed line: H2, O2 and N2 in Fe 



 
For the experiment the surrounding of the SEN was modelled as a convergent divergent 

nozzle. Figure 4 shows the water circuit (a) and the measurement section in detail (b). The 
desalted water is pumped from the reservoir (five litres) through ¾’’ pipes to the measurement 
section. 

 

 
 

At the beginning of the measurement section a flow conditioner is placed which consists 
of 2 mm pipes with a length of 60 mm. Then a transition section from circular to rectangular 
follows.  At the end the convergent divergent nozzle is placed. It ends above the water 
reservoir.  

The left wall of the measurement section consists of Teflon coated aluminium. This wall 
contains a circular 2 mm hole to inject air. The air flow can range from 0.01 l/min to 1 l/min. 
The other walls consist of acrylic glass.   

The contact angle of the water on the Teflon coated aluminium (figure 5) has been 
measured and ranges from 86° to 90°.  Compared to liquid steel on refractory material this is a 
rather low value. Depending on the steel grade and the refractory material contact angles from 
80° to 135° [14] are possible. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Contact angle measurement on Teflon coated aluminium. The water drop height 
ranges from 2 mm to 3 mm. The contact angle detected ranges from 86° to 90° 

Figure 4: Experimental setup; (a) The water circuit consists of a reservoir containing five 
litres of water.  The pump (Grundfos UPS 25-50 180) transports the water to the test section 
(b). The test section consists of Teflon coated aluminium plate at the left side. Through a 
2 mm nozzle air can be injected. All the other parts of the test section are formed of acrylic 
gals.  

(a) (b) 



For the observation of the flow structures two different camera arrangements were used. 
Figure 6 shows the top view of both setups. In the first setup a mirror is placed next to the 
measurement channel with an angle of 45°. So the flow situation can be observed from both 
sides simultaneously. Results of this illumination are shown in figure 7. In the course of 
evaluating the exact position of the interface between water and air a background illumination 
(figure 6 second scheme) turned out to be more efficient. Unfortunately the second view 
(mirror) could not be illuminated properly this way (figure 7 (c)). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Results of the experiments 
 
Basically four different flow structures could be observed in the course of the 

experiments (figure 7) ranging from a fully developed gas wall film (b) to single bubble 
formation. The parameters varied to achieve the different flow structures are the gas flow rate, 
the contact angle at the wall and the water flow rate.   

Figure 7 (a) shows the result of a water flow rate of 2.4 l/min and an air flow rate of 
0.5 l/min. The air exiting the nozzle forms a conical bubble which sticks to the wall. This gas 
film detaches at the beginning of the divergent part of the nozzle and is ripped into small 
bubbles subsequently. A small increase or decrease of the air flow rate results in a longer or 
shorter gas film.  

If the air flow rate is increased to 0.8 l/min the gas film reaches the end of the 
measurement section (figure 7 (b)). This flow situation is rather stable. Even if the air flow 
rate is decreased to 0.1 l/min no change can be observed. As in this case air can be sucked in 
at the bottom of the measurement section it is sufficient to maintain the starting point of the 
gas film at the air nozzle. 

The environment of the lab is not perfectly dust free. So after some time the contact 
angle of the Teflon decreased approximately 3°. With this decreased contact angle the flow 
structure changed (figure 7 (c)). The water flow rate is again 2.4 l/min and the air flow rate 
1 l/min. Although the air flow rate is large, no gas film develops. Only long cylindrical 
bubbles are formed which are close to the wall but the wall is fully wetted by the water.  

An increase of the water flow rate to 3.4 l/min leads to the flow situation depicted in 
figure 7 (d): single bubble formation.   

 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Two camera setups were used: Direct illumination in 
combination with a mirror to see both directions at a time and 
background illumination using either frosted glass or white paper.   



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
So only a slight change in the contact angle results in a total change of the two phase 

flow structure. Such a change surely influences other phenomena like particle transport and 
deposition. Accordingly a change in the clogging behaviour due to a change in the wetting 
conditions in the steel plant seems to be very likely.   

To investigate the phenomena observed so far further experiments with different wall 
materials  are planned. In the course of these experiments the stationary and dynamic contact 
angle will be quantified as it is expected to be one of the key values in this flow problem. The 
long term goal is to derive a criterion to predict the flow structure.  

 
  

7. Conclusions 
   

The model of a single phase flow of a completely filled SEN results in very low or even 
negative pressure in the vicinity of the gap between stopper rod and SEN walls. While pure 
liquids are able to stand certain negative pressures, in “real” liquids like water and liquid steel 
degassing starts at gas bubbles and impurities (nuclei). Depending on the surface tension of 
the liquid, a certain critical size of the nuclei has to be reached in order to enable gas bubbles 
to grow. Due to the high surface tension of liquid steel, these nuclei need to be much larger 
than in water. While cavitation in water can take place in the whole liquid due to the dense 
distribution of micro-particles (order of magnitude 1 µm), cavitational effects in liquid steel 
can only arise at rough SEN and stopper rod wall pores or at very dilute large non-metallic 
particles (all of them order of magnitude 100 µm). Without the extra addition of inert gas, the 
formation of gas curtains at the SEN and stopper rod walls filled with gasses dissolved from 
the liquid steel (Nitrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen) and possibly sucked gasses from the 
surrounding atmosphere is expected.  

Figure 7: Flow structures observed in the experiment: (a) Partial wall gas film which is 
ripped into small bubbles; (b) Fully developed wall gas film; (c) Strongly elongated initial 
bubble attached to nozzle which breaks into large bubbles; (d) single bubble formation;   

 Air nozzle 

(a) (b) (d) (c) 



Water experiments with air injection at the walls will be set up to gain better 
understanding of the dynamics of the two phase flow. This work will focus on the influence of 
the wall contact angle and roughness as the influence of the contact angle on the structure of 
the two phase flow has already been shown by [12]. Hints towards a large gas volume near 
the refractory walls are as well given by [13]. 
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PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS IN STEELS – FROM IN-SITU 
EXPERIMENTS TO THERMODYNAMICALLY BASED MODELS 

 
 
Abstract 

Depending on pressure, temperature and composition various phase transformations 
may occur in steels, e.g. solidification or melting, transformation from austenite-to-ferrite or 
vice versa and bainitic or martensitic transformations. The properties of the final casting 
product are determined by the kinetics of the occurring phase transformations. Microstructural 
changes can be investigated in-situ by means of high temperature laser scanning confocal 
microscopy. These investigations accompanied by measurements like high temperature X-ray 
diffraction, differential calorimetry and dilatometry are expected to result in a comprehensive 
experimental data set. Efforts are made to describe so far available experimental results by 
thermodynamically based models. Predictions of simulated transformation kinetics are 
compared with the experimental results. 
 
Keywords 
Steel, laser scanning confocal microscope, X-ray diffraction, diffusive phase transformations. 
 
1. Introduction 

When considering the manufacturing of steels various phase transformations may occur. 
During continuous casting of low alloyed steels the molten steel solidifies below about   
1537°C, and δ-ferrite crystals are formed. Further cooling results in a transformation from δ-
ferrite to γ-austenite below about 1400°C. Finally, the austenite grains will transform to α-
ferrite below 910°C. Depending on the composition of the steel grade and the heat treatment 
different morphologic variants of ferrite may occur (allotriomorphic grain boundary ferrite, 
Widmanstätten ferrite, massive ferrite). Furthermore off-equilibrium phases like bainite or 
martensite may be formed or the final microstructure appears to be pearlitic. It is clear that a 
profound knowledge of these transformation processes is necessary to improve systematically 
the properties of the steels. This will contribute to a functionally oriented steels design.  

The microstructure of materials is usually studied at room temperature. However, it is 
now possible to investigate phase transformations in-situ e.g. by high temperature laser 
scanning confocal microscopy (HT LSCM) or by high temperature X-ray diffraction 
measurements. In the first part of this paper examples for these in-situ experiments are 
provided, in the second part the evolution of the austenite to ferrite transformation during 
cycling in the two phase region is studied by HT LSCM-measurements, which can be 
quantitatively described by a sharp interface local equilibrium model, see also [1]. However, 
for higher interface velocities dissipative processes connected with the migrating interface 
become more important. As recently described in detail in [2] and [3] an effective interface 
mobility can at least qualitatively account for dissipation due to diffusion processes in the 
migrating interface.  
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2. In-situ experiments 
 

2.1. HT LSCM 
Already in 1909 P. Oberhoffer constructed a microscope with a vacuum sealed heating fixture 
for investigating microstructural changes [4]. This experimental technique has been further 
developed by Mitsche et al. [5], F. Jeglitsch [6] and A. Kulmburg [7], when the experiments 
were documented by photographs. Later, about 15 to 20 years ago, films have replaced the 
photographs, and now real time recording of dynamic processes is possible.  The HT LSCM 
Yonekura VL 2000 DX as it is used in these measurements goes back to Minski [8], the 
mirror furnace was developed by Cho [9]. The schematic set up of the microscope is 
presented in Fig. 1.  
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Schematic set up of the HT LSCM Yonekura VL 2000 DX 
 
The microstructure appears by thermal etching. Phase transformations lead to structural 
changes of the surface, which become visible due to differences in contrast.  
 
Steel samples with the following composition (mass fractions 0,54%C, 1%Mn und 1%Cr) 
were heated just below solidus, 600s held at this temperature and then cooled down by two 
different cooling regimes A and B, as shown in Fig. 2.  



 
                     Fig. 2: Heat treatment A and B. 
  
Depending on the cooling regime special microstructures with different fractions of pearlite, 
bainite and martensite were obtained. The microstructure as shown in Fig. 3a has been 
recorded at a temperature of 295°C and evolved due to cooling regime A. First bainite has 
formed during cooling and later small regions transformed from retained austenite to 
martensite. A pearlitic/bainitic microstructure is presented in Fig. 3b as it evolved due to 
cooling regime B. Pearlite growth started from the former austenite grain boundaries to the 
centres of the grains. By intermediate heating a certain fraction of austenite has been 
stabilized. This austenite fraction finally transformed to bainite. 
 

  
 
Fig. 3:  (a) Bainite with small amounts of retained austenite and martensite due to cooling 

programme A (recorded at 295°C).             
(b) Perlitic bainitic microstructure due to cooling programme B (recorded at room 
temperature). 



  
2.2. High temperature X-ray diffraction (HT XRD) 
 
The HT XRD measurements were performed with an D8 Advance Diffractometer (Bruker 
AXS) and an high temperature chamber HTK1200 from Anton Paar, which however differs 
from the classical Bragg Brentano experimental set up. The primary beam is transformed to a 
parallel beam by a Göbel mirror. This set up is advantageous due to fact that even if the 
sample is not perfectly positioned the obtained intensities are still high.      
 
As an example the transformation behaviour of a chromium steel with the composition (mass 
fractions 0,04%C, 0.4%Si, 0.4%Mn, 15.4%Cr, 0.9%Mo, 5.3%Ni and 0.04%N) and in 
particular the formation of reverted austenite has been investigated. The samples were heated 
linearly to 1010°C, austenized for a time of 600s and then cooled down exponentially with a 
cooling time of 300s from 800°C to 500°C. The subsequent tempering temperatures ranged 
between 200°C and 900°C and tempering time was 7200s. Depending on the tempering 
temperatures the formation of reverted austenite occurred (Fig. 4). In addition the martensite 
start temperature depends on the tempering temperatures, as plotted in Fig. 5. 
 

 
Fig. 4:   Maximum mass fraction of austenite during tempering (solid squares) and after 
tempering at room temperature.    
 
 



 
Fig. 5:   Martensite start temperature as a function of the tempering temperature determined 

by HT XRD.  
 
3. Austenite-to-ferrite transformation (Experiments and modelling) 

 
The kinetics of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation in low alloyed steels has been 

investigated by means of a cyclic heat treatment in the austenite/ferrite two phase region. This 
experimental method has been developed by H. Chen und S. van der Zwaag [10]. HT LSCM 
experiments of the cyclic austenite to ferrite transformation can be found in [1]. It is 
demonstrated that the interface velocity of the growing or shrinking ferrite plates can be 
calculated  by considering diffusion controlled growth [1]. This cyclic phase transformation 
has been investigated for a steel composition (mass fraction 0,023%C and 0,17%Mn). It is 
presented in Figs. 6a and 6b, how an austenite grain shrinks in favour of the surrounding 
ferrite phase.  

  
 
 



  
 
Fig 6: (a) Austenite/ferrite arrangement at 875°C.   (b) Austenite/ferrite arrangement at 840°C. 
Whereas the black arrows indicate the position of the former grain boundaries (875°C) the 
white arrows point to the boundaries of the shrunken grain (840°C) . 
 
In case that diffusion of the components in the bulk phases is exclusively rate controlling, the 
local equilibrium assumption at the migrating interface holds true. However, for higher 
interface velocities the interfacial reaction itself becomes at least partly rate controlling. This 
reaction includes processes like the short range diffusion (e.g. from face centered cubic to 
body centered cubic) and diffusion of substitutional alloying components in the interfacial 
region. The latter also known as solute drag retards transformation kinetics and has to be 
considered, too. Dissipation due to interfacial reaction can be considered by an effective 
mobility as described in [2] and [3]. As an example the austenite-ferrite transformation in a 
dual phase steel (mass fractions 0,091%C, 1.622%Mn and 1.01%Si) for a heat treatment 
described in Fig. 7 is modelled by using the effective mobility concept. The evolution of the 
volume fraction ξα has been observed from dilatometric measurements. The experimental 
results have been compared with simulations assuming different ferrite geometries (plate, 
sphere and spherical shell), see Fig. 8. 



 

 
Fig. 7:  Schematic representation of the heat treatment for the dual phase steel. 
 

 
Fig. 8: Experimentally obtained ferrite fraction ξα compared with simulations based on an 
effective mobility model [2]. 

 
 



4. Conclusions and outlook 
 
 The results of various in-situ experiments are presented. The potential of these in-situ 
experiments with respect to controlling microstructures and thereby designing new steel 
grades is pointed out. As an example the evolution of the phase fractions of bainite, martensite 
and pearlite depending on the heat treatment is shown and can be directly observed by HT 
LSCM. From HT XRD measurements evaluated by the Rietveld method the fraction of 
reverted austenite has been obtained and martensitic start temperatures can be determined. In 
case of the austenite-to-ferrite transformation it is shown how experimental results can be 
interpreted by means of thermodynamically based modelling.  
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PHASE-FIELD INVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE SOLID-LIQUID 
INTERFACE ENERGY, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION AND FORCED CONVECTION ON 

THE DENDRITE GROWTH MORPHOLOGY FOR HIGH MANGANESE STEELS  
 

Abstract  
 

High manganese steel alloys may deform by a combination of various mechanisms and 
are, for this reason, quite promising materials for mechanical construction. The operative 
deformation mechanism depends on the local chemical composition of the material. Phase-
field simulations may be utilized to simulate microsegregation during the solidification. 
Reliable values for certain physical properties, e.g. for the liquid-solid interface energy must 
be used as an input of the phase-field model. In the first part of this paper, the liquid-solid 
interface energy is experimentally accessed and its influence on the simulation results is 
analyzed. In the second part, the effect of convection on the dendrite morphology is also 
considered. 

 
 

Keywords 
 

Phase-field, microsegregation, microstructure simulation, high-manganese steel, peritectics.  
 
 

1. Introduction   
 

In the collaborative research centre SFB 761 at RWTH Aachen University “Steel ab-
initio” a new methodology for the development of materials is being developed. In parallel, a 
new steel class based on Fe-Mn-C-Al system should also be developed, that should be highly 
formable and, at the same time, present a high tensile stress and toughness. Segregation 
behaviour of these steels during and after casting is of primary importance, because of its 
influence on the deformation mechanism. 

Phase-field simulation may be utilized to investigate microstructure formation and the 
development of microsegregation in high manganese steels. Nevertheless, performing 
quantitative simulations is only possible when reliable values for the Gibbs energy of the 
phases, for the diffusional mobilities and for certain thermophysical properties (e.g. for the 
solid-liquid interface energies) are available. 

Through utilization of the sessile-drop method, first measurements of the solid-liquid 
interface energy in the system Fe-Mn-C for carbon contents in the range from 0.0wt.-% to 
0.7wt.-% and manganese contents in the range from 12.0wt.-% to 25.0wt.-% were performed. 
By utilizing the accessed values for the interface energy as an input, phase-field simulations 
were then run. The simulations were intended to show the sensitivity of the microstructure 
simulations against changes of the interface energy. Additionally, simulations with convection 
were also performed for the Fe-Mn system. These were intended to investigate the 
interactions between microstructure and fluid flow in these alloys, that will reflect on the CET 
behaviour during continuous casting with SEMS. In the case of the Fe-Mn-C-Al, the 
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peritectic delta phase may show up and DICTRA simulations were performed for this case. It 
is well known that the continuous casting of peritectic steels may lead to problems of surface 
cracking. 

This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 the experimental procedure for the 
interface energy measurement is shortly explained. In section 3.1 the phase field approach is 
introduced and the simulations results for the case without convection are presented. In 
section 3.2 the results of simulations with convection are presented. In section 3.3 we present 
some results of DICTRA simulations of the peritectic reaction. In section 4 the conclusions 
and future prospects are exposed. 

 
 

2. Experimental procedure and results 
 

The solid-liquid interface energy is a fundamental physical property in solidification 
and casting science. Nevertheless, direct measurements of this property are relatively rare. 
Turnbull[1] performed an indirect determination of the solid-liquid interface energy (σsl ) of 
iron by measuring the critical undercooling for homogeneous nucleation of the solid phase 
forming from the liquid phase. A well-known method for the direct determination of σsl is the 
“sessile-drop” method. In this method, a droplet of the liquid alloy is deposited on a solid 
substrate consisting of the same or of another material[2]. The system is then maintained 
under well-defined thermodynamic conditions for a sufficient length of time. By analysing the 
drop/substrate geometry next to the vapour-liquid-solid triple line, it is possible to calculate a 
value for σsl  from the two other interface energies for the remaining phases in the system. 
From Fig. 1, it may be assumed that local equilibrium exists for the forces (along the 
horizontal axis) acting on the triple point, as expressed by the Young's equation below:  

 
)(cos θlvvssl σσ=σ −     (1) 

 

 
Fig. 1 Definition of the contact angle in the sessile-drop experiment 
 

In the scope of a Diploma-work, one of the authors of the present paper [3] measured 
the solid-liquid interface energy in the Fe-Mn-C system by utilizing the sessile-drop method. 
Details of the procedure can be found in [3, 4]. In [3] the equation (1) was used to calculate 
the value of  σsl for the following steel compositions (in weight percentages): 
 

- S1: Fe - 0,302% C - 12,74% Mn 

- S2: Fe - 0,403%C - 23,39% Mn 



- S3: Fe - 0,708%C - 20,98% Mn 

Taking the value for the interface energy for pure iron (σsl = 0.204 J/m2) obtained by 
Turnbull as a reference value and from the values for the contact angle measured in the 
experiments for the alloys S1, S2, S3 and for pure iron [3], it was possible to determine the 
σsl-values shown on Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Measured values for the solid-liquid interface energy 
 

Alloy σsl  (J/m2) 
S1 0.461 
S2 0.358 
S3 0.280 

 
According to [3], the minimum value for the solid-liquid interface energy determined in 

the investigated alloys of the Fe-Mn-C system was 0.204 J/m2 (designated by E1) and the 
correspondent maximum value was 0.461 J/m2 (E2). If instead of taking the value of σsl  by 
Turnbull as a reference for pure iron,  the more recently obtained value from [5,6] is 
considered, which was checked against experiments using the grain boundary groove method, 
we get σsl (pure iron) = 0.336 J/m2 (E3) and σsl (S1) = 0.671 J/m2 (E4). Consequently, the 
values that were used in the present work as an input for the PFM simulations are like 
following: 

 
E1 → σsl (pure iron) = 0.204 J/m2  E2 → σsl (alloy S1) = 0.461 J/m2  
E3 → σsl (pure iron) = 0.336 J/m2  E4 → σsl (alloy S1) = 0.671 J/m2 

 
 

3. Simulation results and discussion 
 
3.1 Phase-field simulations with diffusion as the sole transport mechanism 

 
In the last years, the phase-field method has become one of the most utilized methods 

for the simulation of microstructure evolution in materials. The method is based on 
approaches from the theory of phase transitions and from irreversible thermodynamics [7, 8]. 
With this method it is possible to investigate the microstructure evolution during solidification 
under conditions of diffusion control[9,10], to study the influence of elastic/plastic effects on 
phase transformations[11,12,13], to investigate the interactions between microstructure 
evolution during solidification and fluid flow[14,15] and to investigate the influence of 
microstructure formation at the end of solidification on the susceptibility for hot cracking 
during continuous casting[16]. 

In this contribution, simulations taking only diffusion into account were performed for 
two steel compositions, which were defined for being of interest in the SFB 761 project: 

 
- C1: Fe-23%Mn 
- C2: Fe-23%Mn-0.3%C 
 
The domain temperature was fixed to a value which corresponded to an equilibrium 

solid fraction of Ω=0.82 in the two cases. This corresponds to a high undercooling condition. 
For the solidification simulation of alloy C1, the model according to [17] was used. In 

the case of alloy C2, the model from [18] was used. 



Table 2 and Table 3 contain the values of all physical parameters that are necessary to 
define the simulation parameters. Additional parameters from Thermocalc (Database TCFE6) 
and DICTRA (Database MOB2) were used in the case of the ternary alloy. 

 
Table 2 Physical parameters for phase-field simulation of the solidification for alloy C1. All 
parameters were determined at the given domain temperature of 1687 K. 
 

Parameter value used 
 L       (domain size) 1.80x10-5 m 
 T       (domain temperature) 1687 K 
 W      (interface thickness) 3.00x10-8 m 
 m      (liquidus slope) -4.08 K/%wt 
 k       (partition coefficient) 0.816 

L
MnMnD (diffusion coefficient) 2.50x10-9 m2/s 

 
Table 3 Physical parameters for phase-field simulation of the solidification for alloy C2. All 
parameters were determined at the given domain temperature of 1640 K. 
 

Parameter value used 
 L      (domain size) 2.50x10-4 m 
 T      (domain temperature) 1640 K 
 W     (interface thickness) 3.86x10-7 m 

γ
CCD   (diffusion coefficient) 5.21x10-10 m2/s 
γ
CMnD  (diffusion coefficient) -1.14x10-11 m2/s 
γ
MnCD  (diffusion coefficient) -5.83x10-14 m2/s 
γ
MnMnD (diffusion coefficient) 1.20x10-13 m2/s 
L
CCD    (diffusion coefficient) 1.00x10-8 m2/s 
L
MnMnD (diffusion coefficient) 2.50x10-9 m2/s 

 
In order to investigate the effect of changing the interface energy on the simulation 

results, simulations were performed for both steels (C1 and C2) by varying the interface 
energy values according to the simulation set-ups on Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Matrix describing the simulation set-ups 

 Alloy composition 
σ sl  (J/m2) Fe-23%Mn Fe-23%Mn-0.3%C 
0.204 C1E1 C2E1 
0.461 C1E2 C2E2 
0.336 C1E3 ------ 
0.671 C1E4 ------ 

 
Fig. 2 shows a typical simulation for the Fe-Mn alloy. Table 5 describes the effect of the 

alloy composition and of the value for the interface energy on the dendrite tip radius. Fig. 3 
shows a comparison between the simulations C2E1 and C2E2 for the Fe-Mn-C alloy. 
 



Table 5 Results of dendrite tip radius for the various simulation set-ups 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2 Simulation for the Fe-Mn alloy.  σsl = 0.336 J/m2. Area is 180µm x 180µm large. 
Resolution 2.5x lower than the one of Table 2. Only one fourth of the domain was simulated 
and then reflected by symmetry. 
 

For the Fe-Mn binary alloy, an increase of the interface energy leads to a direct increase 
of the dendrite tip radius. As a matter of fact, the radius of the dendrite main stem, which 
shows stable growth after an initial transient, is directly proportional to the value of the 
interface energy. In the scope of the model that was utilized for the binary alloy, the whole 
structure scales automatically with the value of the interface energy, i.e. if the radius increases 
by a factor of 2.25 between simulations C1E1 and C1E2, the same increase occurs for the 
secondary dendrite spacing. Previous simulations results showed the same tendency for the 
dependence of the structure on the interface energy but because of the utilized resolution, no 
sidebranches showed up and the radius was bigger [4]. In the present simulations, 
convergence was guaranteed by an increase of the spatial and time resolutions and by 
parallelizing the code. The very fine structure is explained by the high supersaturation and the 
short diffusion range of manganese in the liquid.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Simulation results for the Fe-Mn-C alloy. Left-hand side: σsl = 0.204 J/m2, Right-hand 
side: σsl= 0.461 J/m2. Both areas are 360µm x 360µm large. Figures show only a cut-out of 
the original simulation domain. Only one fourth of the domain was simulated. 

 Simulation Set-up 
C1E1 C1E2 C2E1 C2E2 C1E3 C1E4 

Rtip(µm) 0.04 0.09 4.1 4.2 0.06 0.13 



For the Fe-Mn-C alloy (C2) the increase of the dendrite tip radius with the interface 
energy was much smaller, though still present. Ramification of dendrites was, analogously to 
the case of the Fe-Mn alloy, much more intense for the lower value of the interface energy. 
Because diffusion of carbon in the liquid is slower than the one of manganese, the ternary 
alloy, when solidified under analogous conditions, shows a rougher dendritic structure.  

The present simulations demonstrate the importance of setting the right value for the 
interface energy, in order to obtain reliable simulation results. It must also be said that the 
Ostwald ripening of dendrites depends decisively on the interface energy value. This 
phenomenon is responsible for defining the dendrite spacing in the ready casting 
microstructure[19]. 
 
 
3.2 Phase-field simulations with convection 

 
Convection in the liquid phase, either natural or forced, is always present in 

solidification. It plays presumably a role in dendrite fragmentation, although its precise 
mechanism deserves more attention to be properly clarified. The interactions between 
dendritic growth in the columnar zone and fluid flow are especially important for phenomena 
related to CET in continuously cast products which are subjected to electromagnetic stirring. 
Normally, it is assumed that convection has an important effect on macrosegregation. Fig. 4 
shows a simulation of solidification for a Fe-9.6%Mn alloy[14]. It compares the situation with 
and without the presence of convection. Fig. 5 compares the corresponding concentration 
fields. Convection disturbs the symmetry of the equiaxed dendrite. In the case without 
convection, all main stems tend to grow with approximately the same radius and velocity 
from them central nucleus. Sidebranches also emanate symmetrically from each of the main 
stems. In the case with convection, the primary dendrite growing upstream moves faster than 
the one growing downstream. This difference comes from the asymmetry of the diffusion 
field around the growing dendrite. In the region of the upstream growth, the flow steadily 
supplies fresh liquid (with the original alloy composition) to the solidification front, what 
keeps the supersaturation high and stimulates the growth. In the wake region, there is an 
excess of solute, which tends to inhibit the growth by reducing the local supersaturation. A 
question that comes out from the simulations is whether fluid flow, by altering the 
concentration field around a growing dendrite, may also lead to changes in the 
microsegregation behaviour. This should be clarified in investigations to come. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 4 
Comparison between the dendrite morphology between the situation without flow (left) and 
with flow (right). Inflow velocity 3µm/s. 



Fig. 5 Comparison between solute pile-ups in front of the upstream dendritic tip (left) and in 
front of the downstream dendritic tip (right), for the cases with and without flow. 
 
3.3 DICTRA simulations of the peritectic reaction 

  
In the case of Fe-Mn-C-Al alloys and for increasing aluminium contents, delta ferrite 

dendrites eventually form primarily from the melt. In the previously shown simulations there 
was always formation of austenite dendrites. Once aluminium is a ferrite former, increasing 
the aluminium content stimulates ferrite formation and the formed ferrite is subsequently 
partially or totally converted into austenite through a peritectic reaction. Fig. 6 shows a 
DICTRA simulation for the alloy Fe-23%Mn-0.3%C-4%Al. A dendrite spacing of 80 µm and 
a cooling rate 5K/s were assumed. It is clear that manganese shows a strong positive 
segregation. Aluminium shows a negative segregation. Table 6 shows how the aluminium 
content influences the fraction of delta ferrite immediately after completion of solidification. 
It is well known, that because of the associated volume changes in the transformation δ−>γ, 
casting an alloy that contains δ+γ in the as-cast microstructure probably generates internal 
stresses and even cracks, especially in the case of continuous casting. According to Table 6, 
this may happen for aluminium contents of 4% and above. Even if cracks do not form during 
casting, the hot/cold rolling of the material may show a greater probability for crack 
development. 

 



 
Fig. 6 Time evolution of the concentration profile for manganese and aluminium for 
following conditions: cooling rate 5 K/s, dendrite spacing 80 µm, initial temperature 1500°C. 
 
Table 6 Delta-ferrite content after the end of solidification for different aluminium contents. 
Simulation conditions are the same of simulation of Fig. 6. 
 

 Simulation Set-up Fe-23%Mn-0.3%C-X%Al 
+0% Al +2% Al +4% Al +6% Al 

δ−ferrite (%) 0 0 5 45 
 
4. Conclusions  

 
In this work it was shown how the value set for the liquid-solid interface energy affects 

microstructures simulated by the phase-field method. As a consequence, experimental 
investigations of this property deserve to be given much importance in the future. Many 
residual elements present in steels may affect this important property. This should be also 
subject of more intensive research in the future. 

The investigations of convection effects on solidification are of great importance, not 
only from a fundamental but also from a technological point of view. This work showed that, 
for Fe-Mn alloys, convection may potentially affect microsegregation behavior. The aspects 
related to dendrite fragmentation and CET behaviour should be investigated in the future. 
Finally, first simulations of peritectic reaction in Fe-Mn-C-Al alloys show that the continuous 
casting of these alloys must be conducted with proper care, in order to avoid cracking 
problems. Simulations of the microstructure formation with the phase-field or similar methods 
show a great potential for future applications. 
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ADDING ARGON INJECTION TO AN ADVANCED MODEL FOR 
CONTINUOUS CASTING OF STEEL 

Abstract 

An advanced numerical model for Continuous Casting of steel able to account for argon 
injection effects is presented. This includes the coupling of multiphase flow, heat transfer and 
solidification predictions with the tracking of bubble trajectories in the nozzle, metal bulk and 
across the slag bed. Hence, a description of a state-of-art method for adding gas injection 
(Discrete Phase Model, DPM) in combination with a multiphase model for tracking 
metal/slag interfaces (Volume Of Fluid, VOF) is provided. The present methodology allows 
studying the effect of argon injection on process stability; particularly, the influence of argon 
on steel-slag flow dynamics, powder consumption, solidification and shell growth. Different 
injection parameters such as bubble diameter and gas flow rate were combined with specific 
casting practices to emulate the real process. Application to the industrial practice is an 
ongoing task and preliminary results are illustrated. For instance, identification of stable or 
unstable flows within the mould as a function of different argon flow rates under a variety of 
casting conditions (casting speed, nozzle submergence depth, etc.). Moreover, the predicted 
flow behaviour and bubble trajectories demonstrate good agreement with level fluctuations, 
standing waves and gas departure positions on a Continuous Casting Simulator and industrial 
observations. Ultimately, the increased process knowledge can be used to optimize the 
distribution of gas bubbles within the mould to increase process stability (i.e. steady metal 
level). The robustness of the model combined with physical model observations make 
possible the description of phenomena difficult to observe in the caster, but crucial for its 
performance and the quality of final products. 

Keywords 

Numerical modelling, multiphase, Argon injection, shell growth, heat transfer, solidification.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Argon injection is frequently used during continuous casting to improve the removal of 
inclusions, which are transported by the argon-bubbles stream to the slag bed; to be later 
assimilated in the liquid slag pool. A good deal of research has been done in this subject in the 
past 20 years, with mainly 2 numerical approaches to address the argon injection phenomena; 
namely Euler-Euler approach and Euler-Lagrangian approach[1-3]. The Euler-Euler approach 
requires tracking of two different sets of equations, one for the continuum phase (steel in this 
case) and one for the dispersed phase (argon). The phases are solved as non-interpenetrating, 
immiscible media with their own material properties (density, viscosity, thermal conductivity, 
etc.) [4]; thus, a complete set of flow equations (Navier-Stokes) is solved for each phase. In 
contrast, the fluid is treated as a continuum by solving the Navier-Stokes equations, while the 
dispersed phase is solved in a “superimposed” way by tracking the bubbles through the 
calculated flow field in the Euler-Lagrangian approach. The dispersed phase can exchange 
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momentum, mass, and energy with the fluid phase; but the trajectories of bubbles or particles 
are computed individually at specific intervals (i.e. particle or flow time step) during the 
continuum phase calculation [5]. Both methods have advantages and limitations. The Euler-
Euler is very accurate and normally favoured for analyzing flow columns with high volumes 
of gas (i.e. slug or annular flows, where the calculation of individual bubbles cannot be 
resolved or is not of particular importance, Fig. 1).  

 
Fig. 1: Different flow-gas regimes after Ghajar et al. [6]. 

On the negative side, the Euler-Euler method is already computationally expensive for 2 
phases and becomes unrealistically time consuming for a multiphase system such as the 
continuous casting process where slag, metal and argon are present. In contrast, the Euler-
Lagrange method allows individual tracking of the bubbles at lower gas fractions, but former 
versions of the model used to be inaccurate when the dispersed phase occupied a large 
volume fraction ( ). However, improved versions of this approach are readily 
available in CFD codes such as FLUENT; which make possible to account for higher gas 
fractions. These are called Discrete Phase Model (DPM) and Dense DPM model[5]. The 
DPM model allows more flexibility when coupled to other models such as turbulence, heat 
transfer and solidification. Moreover, DPM can be efficiently coupled to the Volume of Fluid 
(VOF) technique to track the metal level (free surface) in a transient or steady mode. This 
VOF approach has been used successfully to track the evolution of the slag/metal interface on 
a model recently developed by the authors[7,8]. Nevertheless, the addition of a dispersed 
phase (argon) to the multiphase system (metal-slag) by DPM has not been tested before. Prior 
work has been done by Thomas et al.[9] and Pfeifer et al.[10] to use the DPM approach to 
analyze argon injection within the CC mould, but lacks the calculation of the free metal 
surface. Consequently, it was not possible to directly determine the effect of argon injection 
on metal level stability or initial solidification at the meniscus. Recent application of the DPM 
technique combined with the VOF method for surface tracking to analyze metallurgical 
processes should be attributed to Cloete et al. [11,12] who applied the technique to analyze 
the stirring of steel ladles with argon. However, the slag phase is absent from calculations. 
The use of the DPM+VOF technique in this work is based on such work, but has been 
extended to account for the slag phase in liquid, solid and powdered state. The fundamentals 
behind the DPM model can be found elsewhere and will not be reviewed in this 
manuscript[5]. Instead, the present text focuses on the description of new modelling 
techniques for adding argon injection to the multiphase-multiscale CC numerical model 
developed by the authors and validation of these predictions through experiments on a 
physical model with liquid metal and industrial observations.  
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2. BASE CONTINUOUS CASTING MODEL 

The “base” CC model developed by the authors couples a multiphase steel-slag approach with 
heat transfer, mould oscillation and resultant solidification within the mould. The model uses 
the commercial code ANSYS-FLUENT v.14.0 to solve the Navier-Stokes equations together 
with the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for calculation of the phase fractions (steel or slag) 
and the Continuum Surface Force (CSF) to account for surface tension effects in the 
meniscus[13,14]. The κ-ε RNG turbulence model is used to capture flow turbulence, while 
heat transfer is solved through the Fourier equation. Heat extracted through the mould is 
calculated through a constant convection heat transfer coefficient based on the Nusselt 
number using typical water flow rates measured in the plants and a free stream 
temperature of 20°C . The heat flow through the slag bed is solved explicitly by addition of 
casting powder on top of the metal bulk and the calculation of the standard energy equation 
for a multiphase system on the VOF model [5]. The boundary condition for powder feeding at 
the mould top depends on the industrial practice, being an air inlet if the slag bed does not fill 
the mould entirely; otherwise, a powder inlet is used. The slag-bed surface temperature 
measured with a thermal-camera is used as boundary condition at the mould top. 
Consequently, the thicknesses of the powdered, sinter and liquid slag layer are determined by 
the thermal conductivity of the slag as a function of temperature. Full details of the solution 
method have been published elsewhere [7,8] and Fig. 2 shows the boundary conditions used 
for the base model and argon injection. Predictions include the calculation of the metal flow 
pattern inside the mould, the metal level height (i.e. metal-slag interface) as well as the 
behaviour of slag in the bed. The withdrawal of the solidified shell drags liquid slag into the 
gap to produce a slag film (i.e. lubrication or infiltration). The interfacial resistance between 
the solid slag and the mould or contact resistance due to the slag film as described by Spitzer 
et al.[15] has been computed as a function of the powder’s basicity[16].  This process is 
affected by casting conditions such as mould oscillation, powder composition, mould level 
control, rim formation, etc. Typical metal flow pattern predictions are shown in Fig. 2. These 
reveal typical flow structures such as jet and rolls but also the formation of a standing wave 
towards the narrow face resulting from the particular SEN design.  

 
a)               b) 

Fig. 2: Numerical model for Continuous Casting, a) Boundary conditions used for base model and 
argon injection and b) Schematics of multiple phases present during casting (left) and typical metal 

flow predictions (right) after P.E. Ramirez Lopez et al. [17]. 
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3. MODELLING ARGON INJECTION THROUGH THE DPM+VOF APPROACH 

Although the fundamentals behind the DPM model can be found in the ANSYS-
FLUENT v. 14 theory guide [5], some specific extra source terms (e.g. buoyancy, drag, lift, 
virtual mass and turbulent dispersion) were added as User Defined Functions 
(UDF’s)[11,12,18]  based on a combination of coefficients as suggested by Cloete et al.[12]. 
Hence, the momentum equation for the DPM model is: 

                         (1)  

where  is velocity in the ,  or  axis;  and  are the density of the bulk flow and bubbles 

and , and  are the source terms for drag, virtual mass and lift, respectively. The drag 
source term is defined as:  

               (2)  

where , which is a function of the Eotvos number. The virtual mass and 
lift source terms are defined as: 

              (3)  

                    (4)  

Different approaches have been used and a variety of experiments have been performed to 
determine the evolution of drag and lift for bubble columns and single bubbles [19]; however, 
such discussion is beyond the scope of this work.  Regarding turbulence modelling, Johansen 
et al. have already highlighted deficiencies on early κ-ε formulations for tracking bubbly 
flows since turbulence is scaled on mean flow gradients rather than bubble size [20]. The 
random walk model was applied in the calculations to address this issue. This approach is a 
type of “eddy lifetime” model that describes the effects of small-scale turbulent eddies on 
bubbly flows by using the fluctuating velocity components and a characteristic timescale [5]. 
Vakrushev et al. made a detailed treatment of this characteristic dissipation time and the 
“crossing time” of bubbles through the eddies [21]. However, the approach employed here is 
based on FLUENTS’s native approach of a Gaussian distribution for the fluctuating velocities 
and a random variation of the eddy lifetime; that performed robustly. A possible limitation for 
the κ-ε RNG case is that the effective turbulent viscosity is assumed to be isotropic. However, 
this is not entirely the case at the slag-metal interface, where turbulence effects can be quite 
significant. For instance, κ may be redistributed from a normal component into parallel 
component due to surface tension effects [22]. Olsen and Cloete addressed the problem by 
accounting for bubble induced turbulence by adjusting the turbulent viscosity ( [12]. 
Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that a more sophisticated turbulence model such as LES 
is required to capture accurately the turbulent fluctuations in bubble columns as illustrated by 
Deen et al. [23]; however, its combination with free surface flows, heat transfer and 
solidification is not as robust and still too computationally expensive to be of immediate use 
for the industry. A coalescence model was also used in the calculations[5] with an initial 
bubble size as determined from experiments by Iguchi et al. [24], where the diameter of the 
bubble was proven to depend on the inner diameter of the injection pipe for stagnant flow 
conditions. The robustness and accuracy of the DPM+VOF technique was validated by 
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comparing to an experimental benchmark by Deen et al.[4,23]. The benchmark consists of a 
quadrangular base column of water, where air is supplied at the bottom with a given velocity, 
mass flowrate, bubble size, etc. Details of the benchmark are presented on Fig. 3.  

           
a)       b)          c) 

 Fig. 3: Bubble column experiment after Deen et al.[4,23], a) Experiment dimensions, b) schematics of 
gas plume and c) Velocity comparison along a centreline at y=0.25 m for experiments and simulations 

by Zhang et al.[4] and present model with DPM+VOF approach for different drag and turbulence 
conditions. 

The main validation process consisted on measuring flow velocities along a transversal 
centreline (  axis) at different  positions (height positions); and later compare them to model 
predictions. The DPM+VOF model showed good overall agreement at a transversal line; 
y=0.25m, when compared to PIV experiments in the benchmark, with a peak in positive  
velocity (upwards) at the centre of the bubble column that decreases towards the exterior and 
switches to negative  velocity values (downwards) along the walls (Fig. 3c).  Furthermore, 
the standard spherical and non-spherical drag functions in FLUENT were compared to the 
VOF+DPM model with extra source terms added as UDF’s (Fig. 4). The spherical drag law 
provided closer results to experiments when compared to the non-spherical approach with 0.5 
and 0.75 shape factor coefficients. However, native spherical and non-spherical laws 
underpredict the spreading of the bubble column (Fig. 4 bottom-left).The addition of modified 
drag, lift and virtual mass forces provided a better agreement with the benchmark; with minor 
differences in velocity magnitude, but capturing satisfactorily the bubble column spread and 
overall intensity (Fig.4 bottom-right). This is due to the fact that the built-in spherical and 
non-spherical produce a more closely packed column (e.g. lower drag); whereas, the modified 
drag law provides a more realistic spreading of bubbles. Consequently, the combination of 
DPM+VOF with modified source terms was used as base to simulate argon injection within 
the mould during continuous casting. 
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Fig. 4: Comparison of bubble column spreading for different drag laws: top) Numerical simulations 

with several turbulence models after Deen and Zhang [4,23],  bottom) This work with standard 
functions (from left to right): Non-spherical with shape factor=0.5, b) Spherical and c) Additional 

source terms. 

Once validated, the DPM technique was coupled to the “base” model developed previously by 
the authors. The model runs in transient mode until a stable flow is achieved (approximately 
100-200 seconds after argon injection). This “stable period” is representative of the flow at a 
constant casting speed, fixed SEN immersion depth and constant cooling conditions (i.e. no 
casting speed ramping or SEN depth changes). Boundary conditions for argon injection (DPM 
model) are as follows:  Inlet: single point at the nozzle top-centre; SEN walls and solid 
surfaces: reflection; Mould top and outlet of numerical domain: escape; Metal-slag interface 
and slag bed: not preconditioned (free transit between boundaries). 

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS AND VALIDATION 

2D Simulations show that injected argon bubbles travel rapidly to reach the SEN ports (~2 s), 
while the bubble distribution along the SEN bore is considerably irregular along most of the 
nozzle height. However, before leaving the nozzle, the bubbles accumulate around the upper 
port and are dragged into the mould by the metal as it leaves the nozzle. After leaving the 
port, the bubbles are entrained by the discharging jet for a distance clearly related to the 
bubble size and argon-flow rate. A variety of tests were carried out to compare FLUENT’s 
built-in drag and numerical schemes (accuracy control, two-way turbulence coupling, tracking 
scheme selection, etc.)[5] (Fig. 5).  

 
a)         b)         c) 

Fig. 5: Fully developed bubble distribution for DPM+VOF model:left) DPM+VOF with Non-
spherical-drag laws, bubble ∅=2000 µm, centre) DPM+VOF with Spherical-drag laws, 

bubble ∅=2000 µm, and right) DPM+VOF with drag laws via UDFs’, bubble ∅=2000 µm. 
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Results demonstrate clearly that the only approach producing spreading of bubbles is the 
DPM+VOF+additional UDF’s approach (Fig. 5c). In contrast, the non-spherical drag laws 
cause total entrainment of bubbles along the discharging jet (Fig. 5a), whilst the spherical 
laws cause departure of most bubbles close to the nozzle (Fig. 5b). Simulations were 
performed to explore the influence of bubble size and different gas flow-rates in the 
calculations. For instance, Fig. 6 shows the predicted velocity fields and bubble distribution 
for 4 and 5 lt/min at constant casting speed; which shows clear differences in bubble 
departure positions and flow behaviour. The 4 lt/min case produces a more even distribution 
of bubbles, which are carried deeper into the melt by the discharging jet (Fig. 6a). Thus, a 
lower increase in velocity close to the SEN is observed for the 4 lt/min case. In contrast, the 5 
lt/min case leads to bubbles rising closer to the SEN due to coalescence and enhanced 
buoyancy and drag forces. Hence, bubbles leave “high velocity traces” when escaping the jet 
and reaching the surface.  This creates higher departure velocities close to the SEN (e.g. dark 
red area adjacent to ports); and weakening of the discharging jet, which is also shorter and 
more distorted at higher argon flow rates (Fig. 6b). 

 
a)               b) 

Fig. 6: Simulated gas distributions and velocity fields for DPM+VOF model: left) Gas distribution for 
bubble ∅=4mm and 4 lt/min and right) Gas distribution for bubble ∅=4mm 5 lt/min. 

This has deep implications when compared to the industrial praxis. Not incidentally, a 
transition from stable to unstable flow is detected when increasing the argon flow rate higher 
than 4.5 lt/min on industrial casters (which is the maximum gas flow rate employed by 
operators to avoid a “boiling effect” at the metal surface). Such boiling effect is known to be 
detrimental to mould level control due to unstable metal flows and produce more surface 
defects in the final product such as deep oscillation marks and cracks. This effect is a limiting 
factor since higher argon flow rates are desirable to improve flotation of inclusions but not at 
the expense of process stability. A key point on the simulations is the use of slag as secondary 
phase for the VOF model with properties that make possible to distinguish between the liquid 
phase (slag pool), sintered layer and loose powder bed. The test runs with the new model 
show that argon bubbles can reach the slag-metal interface, travel across it and exit the bed 
through the powdered layer with a corresponding change in bubble rising velocity through 
each of the slag layers due to viscosity changes (Fig. 7). A great effort has been made to 
minimize the effect of the thermal conductivity gradients naturally produced by the VOF 
approach at the slag-metal interface by using a minimum cell size in the order of microns for 
the slag film; however, this has not been applied to the slag bed since the main aim of this 
investigation was to assess the effect of bubbles in the overall flow pattern. However, the 
model represented accurately enough the largest fluctuations at the interface such as the slag 
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opening due to excessive argon flows close to the to the nozzle and the interaction of bubbles 
with the standing wave closer to the narrow face. 

 
Fig. 7: Argon bubble distribution and displacement through the slag-metal interface and through the 

slag with DPM+VOF embedded into existing CC model. 

The behaviour of bubbles at the metal surface is taken as basis for comparisons with a 
Continuous Casting Simulator (CCS-1) at Swerea MEFOS [25,26]. The simulator is based on 
a liquid alloy (Bismuth-Tin) with properties close to steel (e.g. viscosity and density). Silicon 
oil is used to simulate the slag pool, while argon is supplied through the stopper-SEN (Fig. 8). 
Observations in CCS-1 at various flow-rates used typically during casting show that in all 
cases the bubbles have the following behaviour (Fig. 8): 

 
Fig. 8: Top view of the metal level and oil simulating slag in CCS-1 

• Bubbles leave the metal bulk through the metal surface (opposite to results in Fig. 5a) 
• Bubbles are distributed along the whole metal surface (opposite to results in Fig. 5b) 
• Bubbles exit the metal surface along the whole mould width; with a higher amount 

bursting close to the SEN (in line with results on Fig. 5c). 

This demonstrates that the VOF+DPM approach with extra source terms is predicting 
realistically the behaviour of argon in the Casting Simulator and industrial practice. 
Furthermore, it is possible to deduct that the effect of higher argon flow-rates (e.g. from 
4lt/min to 5lt/min) is an evident increase of instabilities in the mould due to bubble 
coalescence and augmented drag. In other words, the grouping of bubbles around the nozzle 
at higher argon loads would favour their collapse into larger bubbles, which offer a higher 
resistance to the discharging jet and reduce the number of smaller bubbles entrained deeper 
into the mould. This mechanism was observed by taking video sequences during tests in 
CCS-1 under the same argon flow rates: 4lt/min and 5 lt/min (Fig. 9). 
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a)               b) 

Fig. 9: Video snapshots of the metal slag interface during argon injection tests at CCS-1 (taken every 
10 seconds for a total time of 1 minute), a):4 lt/min and b)5 lt/min. 

Differences in stability of the metal surface are easily noticeable by comparing the image-
sequences. Lower argon flow rates produce a more stable flow pattern at the surface, with 
evidence of the well known “double roll flow pattern”[27] (e.g. upper roll pushing constantly 
the oil layer towards the nozzle). In this case, argon bubbles depart uniformly along the mould 
width with smaller bubbles bursting closer to the narrow face; while slightly larger bubbles 
burst next to the SEN. In contrast, a higher argon flow rate produces an unstable metal surface 
(e.g. random oil distribution) with some medium size bubbles bursting at random positions 
and large bubbles exploding close to the SEN. At this stage, comparison between the 2D 
numerical model and CCS-1 is only qualitative. Therefore, 3D runs were performed to 
analyze the bubble distribution along the metal surface (Fig. 10). 

 
Fig. 10: Snapshots every 0.5 s for a total of 3 s for 3D DPM+VOF model at 4lt/min and vc=1.2 m/min. 

Tracking of the bubbles bursting at the metal surface was performed by counting the number 
of bubbles departing at different position along the mould thickness and width. Statistics after 
100 seconds show that approximately 60% of the bubbles depart close to a central plane 
parallel to the wide faces; while the rest burst randomly closer to the mould walls. This 
demonstrates that a 2D model is not far from the 3D case as long as slight corrections to the 
argon flow rate and bubble frequency are performed. This has significant implications for 
nozzle design and finding optimal argon flow rates for improved process windows. These are 
ongoing tasks by means of parametric studies, further tests in CCS-1 and plant trials in a 
Research Fund for Coal and Steel project denominated Direct Defect Toolbox [28].  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

A novel numerical technique able to predict the multiphase (steel/slag) flow dynamics 
coupled with argon injection within the CC mould has been presented. The technique is based 
on the coupling of the DPM Lagrangian approach, which allows individual tracking of gas 
bubbles in a continuum phase; together with the Volume of Fluid method for calculation of 
free surfaces on multiphase flows. The model has been developed with the aim of analysing 
industrial practices (e.g. argon injection) by comparing results with physical modelling in a 
Continuous Casting Simulator (CCS-1) and industrial observations. The following 
conclusions can be drawn from the preliminary application of these models: 

- Coupling of the DPM technique to an advanced CC model based on the multiphase 
VOF method has proven possible. This includes the displacement of bubbles across 
the slag-metal interface and through the slag layers. 

- The modified DPM+VOF model with additional source terms is capable of describing 
realistically the distribution of bubbles as seen in liquid metal model experiments and 
the industrial practice. 

- Both the numerical and physical model presented are capable of matching phenomena 
observed in the industrial practice such as the “boiling effect” at excessive argon flow 
rates, which is detrimental to process stability and allow a deeper understanding of the 
mechanisms responsible for achieving stable or unstable flows during casting. 

- Findings provide enough evidence to consider the DPM+VOF technique as reliable for 
analysis of argon injection in the Continuous Casting process. 
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3D Numerical Simulation of Flow and Solidification of Molten Steel in 

Bloom Continuous Casting Mold with Electromagnetic Stirring 

 
Abstract  In this article, a three-dimensional mathematical model was used to analyze the 
characteristics of magnetic field, flow field and solidification of molten steel in the mold for 
260mm×300mm bloom with electromagnetic stirring. The results show that the simulated 
magnetic induction is consistent with the measured data. The flow in the mold is characterized 
by a dominant swirling movement at the transverse section. In addition, an upper recirculation 
zone and a lower recirculation zone with the reverse melt flowing are found at the 
longitudinal section. The shell thickness increases slightly with the effect of electromagnetic 
stirring, however, the liquid zone expands obviously in the effective stirring region. Air gap in 
the mold has a great influence on the temperature of strand corners and flow field of molten 
steel is obviously affected by solidification process. 
 
Keywords bloom; mold electromagnetic stirring; numerical simulation; flow field; heat 
transfer 

1. Introduction 

As an important technology to improve bloom quality, electromagnetic stirring has been 
widely used in the process of continuous casting. Electromagnetic stirring improves the bloom 
quality by controlling the flow, heat transfer and mass transfer of molten steel. Owing to the 
complexity of  continuous casting process, it is relatively difficult to research the flow and 
heat transfer of molten steel in mold through actual measurement. Therefore, numerical 
simulation is very necessary for the research of electromagnetic stirring. In the past few 
decades, domestic and international scholars conducted numerous simulation and 
experimental studies on effect of electromagnetic stirring on the flow of molten steel in 
mold[1-12], especially in recent years, research of electromagnetic stirring has gradually 
extended from 2-D to 3-D. However, these researchers mostly focused only on the flow field 
distribution of molten steel under electromagnetic stirring, and they generally did not consider 
the impact of solidification on the flow field. Thus, numerical simulation of three-dimensional 
flow and solidification of molten steel in bloom mold with electromagnetic stirring has rarely 
been reported. 

In this study, electromagnetic stirring was carried out on the 260 mm × 300 mm bloom 
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mold in a steel plant. A method combining numerical simulation and field measurement was 
employed to study effects of solidification on the flow of molten steel. And flow and 
solidification behaviors of molten steel in the mold with electromagnetic stirring were 
analysed.  

2. Mathematical model 

Because of the complexity of mold electromagnetic stirring, the following assumptions are 
made for building a mathematical model:  

(1) Molten steel is a homogeneous incompressible fluid; 
(2) The impact of curvature and vibration of mold on molten steel flow is negligible; 
(3) The impact of displacement current and flow field in the bloom on the magnetic field is 

not considered; 
(4) Heat transfer on the free surface and volume shrinkage of molten steel due to 

solidification are not considered. 

2.1 Electromagnetic field equation  

The electromagnetic field formula for mold electromagnetic stirring includes Faraday law 
of electromagnetic induction, Ampere circuit law, Gauss law for magnetic fields, Ohm law, 
and constitutive equation.  

2.2 Flow control equation  
With regard to the three-dimensional incompressible flow, the equations for flow field 

controls include the continuity equation, momentum equation, and turbulence k ε− equation. 
Continuity equation: 
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where, p is pressure (Pa); 
→
F  is electromagnetic force (N·m-3); effµ is the effective 

viscosity coefficient (kg·m-1·s-1) determined using the k ε−  turbulence model ( eff tµ µ µ= + ; 

tµ  is the turbulence viscosity coefficient, kg·m-1·s-1); and dS  is a source item generated by 

the flow between dendrites of a two-phase zone. Sd can be expressed by the following 
equation: 
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where, ξ  is a very small positive number that has been adopted in order to prevent the 



denominator from being reduced to 0, mushA  is a two-phase zone constant, cv
uur

 is the casting 

speed, and β  is the liquid volume fraction, which is given by formula (4). 
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2.3 Energy equation 
Energy control equations for heat transfer solidification are given by equations (5) and (6): 
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where, T and rT  are temperature and reference temperature, respectively (K); H  and rh  

are enthalpy and reference enthalpy, respectively (J·kg-1); λ  is thermal conductivity 

(w·m-1·K-1); pc  is specific heat (J·kg-1·K-1); and L is latent heat (J·kg-1). 

2.4  Boundary conditions and solution methods 
For the calculation of electromagnetic fields, three-phase AC power is supplied to the coil 

and the boundary difference of each current phase is 120°. The boundary conditions for the 
magnetic field calculation is flux-parallel boundary condition, which means the magnetic flux 
is parallel with the external surfaces of the surrounding air cylinder. 

For calculating the flow field, the boundary conditions are as follows: 
(1) Nozzle inlet: Inlet velocity is adopted. The velocity as determined by the casting speed 

is obtained according to the flow rate balance of molten steel. For the determination of 
turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate, please refer to an earlier report [13]. 

(2) Free surface: The free surface is defined as non-shear force surface. 
(3) Outlet of computational domain: The outflow boundary condition is adopted. 
(4) Other walls: The no-slip insulated surface is adopted. 
For the coupling simulation of flow field and temperature field, the calculation region is 

properly extended(mold effective length mL is 0.7m, length of computational domain is 2m) in 

order to reduce the effects of back flow on flow field and temperature field, as shown in Fig.1. 



 
Fig.1  Geometric model of mold and mesh systems for flow and temperature simulation 

Therefore, the heat transfer boundary conditions of the computational domain are divided 
into three parts, namely, mold zone, foot roller zone, and the first secondary cooling zone. 
The specific boundary conditions are as follows: 

(1) Nozzle inlet: The temperature is the casting temperature of molten steel. 
(2) Surface of mold: The no-slip insulated surface is employed. In this case, the heat 

transfer boundary utilizes the second type of heat transfer boundary conditions. Based on the 
actual situation of continuous casting. The expression for its heat flux density is as follows: 

2680000 2595780q z= −          (7) 

where, q is the heat flux density (w·m-2), and z is the distance from the meniscus (m). 

(3) Surface of extension region: The no-slip insulated surface is employed. In this case, the 
heat transfer boundary utilizes the third type of heat transfer boundary conditions. The heat 
transfer coefficient is calculated using the following equation: 

Foot roller zone: 0.351
0 00.42h w=        kw·m-2·K     (8) 

First secondary cooling zone: 0.815
1 1116 10.44h w= +    w·m-2·K    (9) 

where, 0w and 1w are water flow rate. Their units are L·m-2·s-1 and L·m-2·min-1, respectively. 

(4) Other walls: Adiabatic surface is adopted. 
 The simulation is divided into two stages. Firstly, ANSYS software and the Edge-based 
method are used to obtain the magnetic field distribution of the bloom under electromagnetic 
stirring. Secondly, the magnetic field data is compiled to a file format required by FLUENT 
software through self-programming, and is imported via a file to the MHD module of 
FLUENT. Three-dimensional coupling calculations for the magnetic, flow, and temperature 
fields are then carried out by FLUENT. The steel grade of this simulation is GCr15 bearing 
steel, detailed simulation conditions applied are listed in Table 1. 
 
 
 



Table 1  Simulation conditions  
Parameter Value 

Calculated region/mm×mm×mm 260×300×2000 
SEN external diameter/mm 75 

SEN inner diameter/mm 36 
SEN depth from the meniscus/mm 100 

Casting speed/(m·min-1) 0.55 
Casting temperature/K 1749 

Density of molten steel/(kg·m-3) 7000 
Viscosity of liquid steel/(kg·m-1·s-1) 0.0055 

Resistivity of steel/Ω·m 1.4×10-6 
Liquidus temperature/K 1729 
Solidus temperature/K 1607 

Specific heat of liquid steel/(J·kg-1·K-1) 811 
Steel thermal conductivity(w·m-1·K-1) 29.7 

Latent heat of liquid steel/(J·kg-1) 270000 
Resistivity of copper mold/Ω·m 1.75×10-8 
Iron core relative permeability 1000 

Relative permeability of the steel, air, copper 
mold, stirring coil 

1 

 

3. Results and discussion 

According to the above-described mathematical model, the finite element method is used to 
get the three-dimensional magnetic field distribution of mold electromagnetic stirring. Then, 
the magnetic field data is fed to the FLUENT software, and the finite volume method is 
employed to obtain the molten steel flow and temperature fields under electromagnetic 
stirring. The impact of electromagnetic stirring on the flow and solidification of molten steel 
is then researched. And on this basis, the effect of solidification on flow field of molten steel 
is discussed. 

3.1 Model validation 

In order to verify the accuracy of the model, the magnetic field distribution in the mold is 
simulated on idling condition, when current intensity is 200 A and frequency is 3 Hz. The 
magnetic induction intensity on the central axis lines of the mold electromagnetic stirring 
device is measured using a gauss meter (model 5180, American Bell). The comparison of the 
measured and calculated values is showed in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that the 
changing trend in calculated values and measured values is consistent. The peak value of 
magnetic induction intensity do not appear at the centre of the stirrer. The calculated values 
and measured values in Fig. 2 are not equal. This may be due to: (1) measurement error of 
equipment and the impact of ferromagnetic materials in the environment, (2) the fact that 
magnetic flux leakage was not considered, resulting in the calculated values being slightly 
higher than the measured values. 



 

Fig. 2  Comparison of the calculated and measured magnetic induction along the axial 
direction in the center of stirrer 

3.2 Effects of air gap on the flow and heat transfer of molten steel 

 In the heat transfer process of molten steel in the mold, solidification shrinkage can generate 
air gap, which can affect the heat transfer of steel. Because of two-dimensional heat transfer, 
the solidification rate of molten steel is fastest at the mold corner, the air gap will first appears 
in the there. With the downward movement of bloom, the air gap extends from corner to 
center. If the difference of air gap in lateral direction is not considered, the calculated 
temperature of bloom corner may be too low, resulting in inaccurate simulation results. 
Therefore, according to the difference stage of air gap generation, the heat flux in bloom 
corner are amended segmentally in this paper as follows: 

 (1) from meniscus to 0.1 mL below meniscus, the heat flux is q , 

 (2) from 0.1 mL to 0.25 mL below meniscus, the heat flux in bloom central zone is q , heat flux 

in bloom corner region is 0.7 q , 

 (3) from 0.25 mL below meniscus to mold exit, the heat flux in bloom central zone is q , heat 

flux in bloom corner region is 0.5 q . 

  



 
Fig. 3  Distribution of velocity vector and streamline on y-z plane at x=0 m.  

(a) ignoring air gap ; (b) considering air gap 

 Fig. 3 shows the the distribution of velocity vector and streamline on the longitudinal section 
through mold center ignoring air gap (Fig. 3(a)) and considering air gap (Fig. 3(b)). From Fig. 
3, it can be seen that the flow field of molten steel changes little whether the correction of air 
gap is considering or not. And the impact depth of molten steel is basically the same in both 
cases. 

 
Fig. 4  Effects of air gap on the temperature distribution along the centerline of wide and 
narrow side of bloom. (a) centerline of wide side of bloom; (b) centerline of wide side of 

bloom 

 Fig. 4 gives the temperature distribution along the centerline of wide and narrow side of 
bloom when ignoring air gap and considering air gap. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the air 
gap has little effect on the temperature distribution along the center line of bloom surface. 
When molten steel enters the mold, the temperature of bloom surface rapidly reduces by the 
cooling effects of mold. At a distance from meniscus, the temperature of bloom surface 
increases because the cooling intensity is not sufficient to remove the heat released by molten 
steel solidification process. When the bloom enters the secondary cooling zones, the 
temperature of bloom surface increases again because of cooling intensity decreasing. 



 
Fig. 5  Effects of air gap on the temperature distribution at bloom corner 

 The effect of air gap on temperature distribution at the bloom corner is given in Fig. 5. It can 
been seen evidently from Fig. 5 that air gap has great influence on the distribution of 
temperature at bloom corner. When ignoring or considering air gap amendment, the 
temperature of bloom corner at mold exit is 553.9K and 1099K, respectively. The calculated 
temperature of bloom corner is inconsistent obviously with the actual situation when ignoring 
air gap. In addition, Fig. 5 also shows that the two temperature distribution curves of bloom 
corner converge gradually when the bloom leaves mold.  

3.3 Effects of electromagnetic stirring on the flow and heat transfer of molten steel 

 Metallurgical principle of electromagnetic stirring is to use electromagnetic force to create 
rotational flow of molten steel and produce effects of force and heat, thereby improving the 
quality of bloom. Research the flow and temperature fields of molten steel with 
electromagnetic stirring can give theoretical guidance for better use of electromagnetic 
stirring technology. Therefore, in this section, the effects of electromagnetic stirring on flow 
and heat transfer behavior of molten steel are analyzed on the basis of air gap amendment 
when current intensity is 300A and frequency is 3Hz.(The current intensity and frequency are 
chosen on the basis of simulation and experimental results, which are better working 
conditions) 

 
Fig. 6  Distribution of velocity vector on y-z plane at x=0 m. (a)without M-EMS; (b) with 

M-EMS 



 

Fig. 7  Distribution of velocity vector on x-y plane at z=0.1 m.(a)without M-EMS; (b) with 
M-EMS 

Fig. 6 gives the distribution of velocity vector on the longitudinal section through mold 
center without electromagnetic stirring (Fig. 6(a)) and with electromagnetic stirring (Fig. 6(b)). 
From Fig. 6, it can be seen that after applying electromagnetic stirring, the molten steel flow 
field undergo significant changes. Without electromagnetic stirring, molten steel discharges 
from the immersion nozzle and then refluxed upward along the side of the solidification 
surface. Owing to the continuity of the fluid, a single circulation is formed at both sides of the 
main stream. The molten steel that is not solidified yet on the horizontal section of the mold 
showed only radial velocity from the centre toward the outside, as shown in Fig. 7(a). After 
applying electromagnetic stirring, in addition to a recirculation zone formed at the upper part, 
the molten steel discharged from the immersion nozzle also forms a recirculation zone that 
flows downwards along the solidification surface and flows upwards to the centre under the 
effect of tangential electromagnetic force and gradient of axial magnetic force. Its reflux 
direction is opposite to the upward zone, which shows a unique secondary flow phenomenon. 
The tangential electromagnetic force causes the molten steel to swirl on the horizontal section, 
as shown in Fig. 7(b). The rotational flow of molten steel can break columnar crystal tips and 
promote the formation of equiaxed crystals.  

 

 Fig. 8  Distribution of tangential velocity along the line of y=0 m, z=0.1 m 

Fig. 8 presents the distribution of tangential velocity at cross section through the center of 
electromagnetic stirrer. The horizontal line segment of the velocity curve in Fig. 8 shows the 
area that the molten steel has already solidified. From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the tangential 
velocity of molten steel is largest at the interface of the two-phase region and the liquid region 



and gradually decreases when it is closer to the centre of the bloom. The magnitude of 
tangential velocity is proportional to the radial distance from center of bloom.  
 In order to get good metallurgical results, it is necessary for electromagnetic stirring to reach 
a certain level of stirring intensity to produce sufficient shearing force to break columnar 
crystals. Extensive practices and theoretical analysis indicate that the maximum speed of 
electromagnetic stirring should be maintained within the range of 0.3m·s-1–0.6m·s-1 for 
blooms14). From Fig. 8, it can be seen that the maximum tangential velocity at cross section 
through the center of electromagnetic stirrer is 0.36m·s-1.This indicates that for 
260mm×300mm bloom continuous casting, the tangential velocity can meet the requirements 
of stirring intensity when the current intensity is 300A and the frequency is 3Hz. On this 
working condition, mold electromagnetic stirring can improve macrosegregation and 
equiaxed crystal ratio of the bloom. 

 
Fig. 9  Distribution of molten steel superheart on y-z plane at x=0 m.  

(a) without M-EMS; (b) with M-EMS 

Fig. 9 shows the contour distribution of the superheat degree of molten steel on the central 
longitudinal section of the mold with M-EMS(Fig. 9(a)) and without M-EMS(Fig. 9(b)). The 
Fig. shows that after applying electromagnetic stirring, the contour distribution of superheat 
changes obviously and the contour lines of superheat move up. At the mold exit, the superheat 
changes from 4K to 2K under the effects of electromagnetic stirring. It indicates that 
electromagnetic stirring can make the temperature of molten steel uniform and reduce the 
superheat degree of molten steel.  

Fig. 10 gives the liquid phase distribution on the cross section at the mold exit with 
M-EMS(Fig. 10(a)) and without M-EMS(Fig. 10(b)). The impact of electromagnetic stirring 
on the solid zone distribution at the mold exit is not apparent. However, the liquid zone at the 
outlet cross section of the mold expands after applying electromagnetic stirring. The main 
reasons for this are as follows. Under the effects of tangential and radial electromagnetic force, 
molten steel moves from centre toward outside, resulting the liquid region at the mold exit 
expands when the temperature of molten steel become uniform. 

 



 
Fig. 10  Distribution of liquid phase on x-y plane at z=0.13 m. (a) without M-EMS; (b) with 

M-EMS 
  

 

Fig. 11  Distribution of solidification shell. (a) along the line of x=-0.13 m, y=0 m, (b) along 
the line of x=0 m, y=-0.15 m. 

 Fig. 11 shows the changes in the solidification shell of bloom on its broad and narrow 
surfaces with changes in the distance from the meniscus surface. From Fig. 11, it can be found 
that without electromagnetic stirring, the solidification shell gradually thickens with 
increasing distance from the meniscus surface. At the exit of the mold, the thickness of the 
solidification shell at the middle of the broad and narrow surfaces is 18.9 mm and 19.5 mm, 
respectively. This is consistent with the thickness of the solidification shell at the mold exit 
under the same working conditions when a breakout happens, which is between 18 mm and 
20 mm. After applying electromagnetic stirring, in the effective stirring length of the stirrer 
(iron core height), the solidification shell become thicker. In addition, it is clear from Fig. 11 
that a zero growth zone emerges in the solidification shell thickness curve in the effective 
region of the stirrer under the effects of electromagnetic stirring. This is mainly due to the 
heat released by the solidification of molten steel and the heat carried away by the 
surroundings having reached local equilibrium. 

3.4 Effects of solidification on the flow field of molten steel 
 In the study of flow field of molten steel in the mold, researchers usually ignore the effects 
of solidified shell on the flow field. During their studies, they usually do not consider the heat 
transfer of molten steel and regard the steel as pure liquid. Although the solidified shell in the 
mold is not thick, the existence of two-phase region in the mold may affect the flow field of 



molten steel. Therefore, in this section, the effects of solidification on flow field of molten 
steel are analyzed on the basis of the above analysis. 

 
Fig. 12  Distribution of velocity vector on y-z plane at x=0 m without M-EMS. 

(a) ignoring solidification, (b) considering solidification 

Fig. 12 shows the distribution of velocity vector on the central longitudinal section of the 
mold when ignoring solidification (Fig. 12(a)) and considering solidification (Fig. 12(b)) 
without electromagnetic stirring. As can be seen from Fig. 12, in the two different cases, 
molten steel can form recirculation zone on both sides of mainstream, while the flow field 
near meniscus shows difference in the two cases. The reason is that when considering the 
solidification, molten steel near the meniscus moves downwards due to the drag of solidified 
shell. In addition, after considering solidification, the impact depth of molten steel becomes 
shallow and the vortex core of recirculation zone on the both sides of mainstream shifts up 
significantly.  

 
Fig. 13   Distribution of axial velocity along the line of x=0 m, y=0 m without M-EMS 

 The distribution of axial velocity at the bloom centre is shown in Fig. 13. When ignoring 
solidification, the axial velocity magnitude of molten steel is higher than that of considering 
solidification at the exit of mold. When considering solidification, molten steel discharges 
from the immersion nozzle and moves downwards, the axial velocity reduces to the casting 



speed in the position which is 1.02m from meniscus. While, when ignoring solidification, the 
distance needed for molten steel to reach the casting speed is 1.26m. It indicates that the 
impact depth of molten steel becomes shallow when considering solidification. 

 
Fig. 14  Distribution of velocity vector on y-z plane at x=0 m with M-EMS. 

(a) ignoring solidification, (b) considering solidification 

Fig. 14 shows the distribution of velocity vector on the central longitudinal section of the 
mold when ignoring solidification (Fig. 14(a)) and considering solidification (Fig. 14(b)) 
under  electromagnetic stirring. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the flow field is obviously 
influenced by the solidification process. When ignoring solidification, the lower recirculation 
region is so large that obvious backflow behavior of molten steel appears at the exit of 
calculated region. When considering solidification, the lower recirculation region becomes 
smaller and the backflow behavior at the exit of calculated region disappears. 
 In conclusion, when there is no electromagnetic stirring, the molten steel discharges from the 
submerged nozzle and moves downwards, and a single circulation is formed at both sides of 
the main stream owing to the continuity of fluid. After applying electromagnetic stirring, 
molten steel swirls on the cross section, and two recirculation zones with opposite reflux 
directions form on the longitudinal section. For 260mm×300mm bloom casting, when the 
current intensity is 300A and the current frequency is 3Hz, the tangential velocity of molten 
steel on the cross section through the center of stirrer is 0.36m·s-1, which can meet the 
requirements of mold electromagnetic stirring intensity(0.3 m·s-1-0.6m·s-1). Under the effects 
of electromagnetic stirring, the location of hot zone in the mold to move upwards and the 
liquid region at the cross section of mold exit expands. In the effective stirring zone, a zero 
growth zone of the solidified shell emerges owing to electromagnetic stirring. The air gap in 
the mold has significant effects on the corner temperature of solidified shell, however, its 
effects on flow field of molten steel are not notable. Solidification process can influence the 
flow field significantly, so the reasonability of the assumption, which is ignoring the impact 
of solidified shell, is worth discussing when researching the flow field in the mold. 

4. Conclusion 

 (1) The effects of air gap in the mold on the flow and heat transfer of molten steel is 



researched by revising the heat flux, the temperature distribution of bloom is more reasonable 
after considering air gap. 
 (2) After applying electromagnetic stirring, molten steel swirls on the cross section, and two 
recirculation zones with opposite reflux directions form on the longitudinal section. The 
impact of molten steel moving upwards against the molten steel moving downwards can make 
the impact depth become shallow. Under the effects of electromagnetic stirring, the location 
of hot zone in the mold to move upwards and the liquid region on the cross section at mold 
exit expands. In the effective stirring zone, a zero growth zone of the solidified shell emerges 
owing to electromagnetic stirring. 
 (3) For 260mm×300mm bloom casting, when the current intensity is 300A and the current 
frequency is 3Hz, the tangential velocity of molten steel at the cross section through the center 
of stirrer is 0.36m·s-1, which can meet the requirements of mold electromagnetic stirring 
intensity. 
 (4) Solidification process has a significant influence on the flow field of molten steel, 
therefore, ignoring the effects of solidified shell is not reasonable when studying the flow 
field of molten steel in the mold. 
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MATERIAL PARAMETER INFLUENCE ON THE MODELING OF 

HEAT TRANSFER AND SOLIDIFCATION IN HORIZONTAL 
TWIN-ROLL CASTING OF MAGNESIUM AZ31 

 
 

Abstract 
 

Magnesium is a desirable material for lightweight production due to its low density and 
high strength-to-weight ratio. Unfortunately, the low cold formability makes magnesium sheet 
production a challenge because of the necessary reheating between the rolling passes. To 
overcome this disadvantage, casting and forming may be combined within the horizontal 
twin-roll casting (TRC) process. To study and improve it, numerical simulations were carried 
out using an OpenFOAM implementation to model the laminar fluid flow, heat transfer and 
solidification. This paper focuses on the investigation of the set-up sensitivity due to uncer-
tainties in thermophysical properties of the magnesium alloy AZ31 such as density, thermal 
conductivity, specific and latent heat as well as viscosity. For a comparison of the results, two 
significant points were selected, namely the final point of solidification and the last contact 
point between the magnesium sheet and the roll. It will be shown that the location of the final 
point varies with differences in properties as does the minimum sheet temperature at the last 
roll contact. The paper points out the thermophysical data with the most severe impact. 
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1. Introduction 
 

With a density of 1740 kg/m³ at 20°C, magnesium is 36% lighter per unit volume than 
aluminum (2700 kg/m³), and 78% lighter than iron (7800 kg/m³). A Young's modulus of 
about 45 GPa or the shear modulus of 17 GPa imply a high strength-to-weight ratio in me-
chanical properties. Consequently, magnesium seems to be the choice for lightweight produc-
tion. The main disadvantage of magnesium alloys is the low cold formability. During produc-
tion, magnesium is therefore best formed at temperatures above 498 K [1], for example direct-
ly after the casting process. A technology to combine the two production steps namely casting 
and forming is given by twin-roll casting. The first mentioning of this production method 
dates back to the middle of the nineteenth century, naming an invention of Sir Henry Besse-
mer in 1865 [2] for the manufacturing of steel strip. 

The scheme of the model geometry according to the pilot plant of the Institute of Metal 
Forming at the TU Bergakademie Freiberg and the MgF Magnesium Flachprodukte GmbH 
Freiberg [3] is shown in Figure 1. During twin-roll casting, from the left side the molten metal 
is fed between two counter-rotating rolls being water cooled from the inside. The setback in-
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dicates the distance between the roll gap and the end of the die. Touching the surface of the 
two rolls, the metal starts to solidify. The thin solidified layers grow until they meet in the so 
called final point of solidification, which has to lie before the minimum roll distance, called 
roll gap. At this final point, casting is finished and the rolling process starts. The intensity of 
water-cooling from the inside of the rolls determines the solidification speed as well as the 
rotational speed of the rolls which itself defines the casting speed. The employed constant 
average heat transfer coefficient is obtained from temperature measurements of the alloy at 
the inlet and outlet of the pilot plant as well as the cooling water temperature difference. Ac-
cording to [3], the pilot plant can produce magnesium alloy AZ31 sheet with a thickness of 4-

7 mm and a width up to 700 mm. 
 
The paper at hand builds on an earlier publication [4], where the simulation of twin-roll-

casting using the commercial code STAR-CCM+ was presented. Following the findings of 
that article, the inlet region is taken into account as is the full domain, despite the symmetric 
geometry and boundary conditions. Pursuant to the grid independence test, a structured mesh 
with 50 cells over the y-direction of the inlet region is used. 

 
 

2. Model Description 
 

The cases presented here are based on simplifying assumptions. The geometry is re-
duced to two dimensions, the fluid is Newtonian employing a constant density except for the 
buoyancy term and the flow is laminar. The heat transfer coefficient at the rolls is simplified 
to be constant. A temperature-based solidification model is applied following [5], [6]. The 
solid fraction  is used to indicate the phase fraction according to temperature and to describe 
the release of latent heat. The describing set of governing equations is the following. 

   (1) 

 
(2) 

 
(3) 

 In the preceding equations,  is the velocity,  is the time,  is the pressure,  is the 
density,  is the kinematic viscosity,  is a characteristic length scale,  is a small number to 

 
Figure 1: Not-true to scale simulation domain; the roll gap - the minimal distance between the 
two rolls - is as large as the die / inlet thickness 



avoid division by zero,  is the gravity,  is the thermal expansion coefficient,  is the tem-
perature in general, is the alloy liquidus temperature,  is the specific and the amount 
of latent heat,  is the thermal conductivity. The solid velocity  is estimated using a Stokes 
flow solution as proposed in [7]. The effect of solidification within the momentum conserva-
tion is modelled using the d'Arcy approach, where the characteristic length  may be chosen 
to be the secondary dendrite arm spacing, for example. This also implies that the kinematic 
viscosity is the one of the still liquid material only . The energy conservation equa-
tion is derived using the enthalpy-temperature relation  and . 

 
 

3. Test Case Description 
  

In order to evaluate the effect of uncertainty within the material properties, test cases are 
set up with a solution domain as displayed in Figure 1 and boundary conditions as show in 
Table 1. The heat transfer coefficients given include forced and natural convection as well as 
radiation. The characteristic length is set to 0.001 m. 

Table 1: Boundary conditions as indicated in Figure 1 
Boundary Thermal condition Kinematic condition 

inlet superheat 700°C constant pressure 0 Pa 
die superheat 700°C no-slip wall - 
meniscus convection 30 W/(m² K), 30°C slip wall - 
rolls convection 5500 W/(m² K), 30°C constant rotation 0.815 rpm 
solid surface convection 1 W/(m² K), 30°C constant velocity 2.15 m/min 
outlet zero gradient - constant velocity 2.15 m/min 

 
The domain dimensions are normalized with the die thickness . The length of the die is 

about 8 , the setback 15  and the length of the solid sheet 3 . The sheet is as thick as the die 
and the radius of the rolls is about 85 . The x-extension of the meniscus – i.e. the distance 
between the detachment from the die to the reattachment to the roll – is about 2 . The shape 
of the meniscus is predefined through the mesh as there is no gas phase taken into account. It 
was estimated according to images from the pilot plant where the final shape of the meniscus 
is a result of inlet pressure, casting velocity, surface conditions and material properties. 

 
 

4. Material Properties 
  

Magnesium AZ31 is a magnesium alloy with 3 weight % aluminium and 1 weight % 
zinc [1]. There are few material handbooks providing thermophysical property data for this 
alloy ( [8], [9]). Research groups doing simulations with AZ31 like ( [10] - [16]) sometimes 
cite this data piecewise or for some properties only, or add data for temperatures beyond the 
mushy zone, if not presented. There are two commercial CFD codes providing thermophysi-
cal data as well ( [17], [18]). One research group dealing with the direct-chill casting of a 
magnesium AZ31 billet employed both FEM and CFD models, and validated their results 
with experiments on a pilot plant ( [19], [20], [21]). In its well documented CFD version [21], 
this continuous casting test case was used to validate the code at hand in OpenFOAM. The 
solution showed a very good harmonisation between material properties and boundary condi-



tions and the numerical solution to the experimental curves, that the thermophysical data is 
used as a basic choice for the sensitivity studies presented here. Employed constant properties 
are a density of 1780 kg/m³, latent heat of 339 kJ/kg and kinematic viscosity of 3.93·10-7 m²/s. 
The gravity was set to zero, the buoyancy was not taken into account for the reference. An 
additional test demonstrated that the effect of buoyancy is negligible due to the dominant cast-
ing velocity. The thermal conductivity and specific heat are temperature dependent (see Fig-
ure 2). 

 
The average value of the specific heat in [21] is 1211.6 J/(kg K) and 93.5 W/(m K) for 

the thermal conductivity. The sensitivity analysis is carried out for the density, thermal con-
ductivity, specific and latent heat and for the viscosity. The complete set of values given in  
[21] will be tested and set as the basic choice. In addition, for the thermal conductivity and the 
specific heat, the constant average values will be used as well as the temperature dependent 
curves. Starting from the constant or average value of [21], 5%, 10%, 20% and 50% are both 
added and subtracted from each property value and simulations are carried out. 

In addition, the entire set of properties of the four cited references in Figure 2 are tested 
and compared. The references are chosen for different reasons. [10] employs the same density 
and latent heat as [21] but both the thermal conductivity and specific heat differ, the average 
values indicate -20.8 % and +8.5 %, respectively. Reference [15] does not indicate a value for 
the density or the latent heat, so the chosen basic value is used. The average values for the 
shown thermal conductivity and specific heat yield +9.5 % and +17.5 %, respectively. Finally, 
[13] specifies only constant values as ρ = 1810 kg/m³, k = 51 W/(m K), cp = 1020 J/(Kg K), 
L = 370 kJ/kg and η = 0.001 Pa s where the differences to the average value of [21] are 

 
Figure 2: Temperature dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat from selected refer-
ences; In order to fill the whole needed temperature range, missing values are extrapolated 
from the known ones 



. Here the influence of com-
bined deviations is of interest. 

The temperature - solid fraction relation of reference [21] is used for all test cases in-
cluding its solidus temperature of 733 K and the liquidus temperature of 896 K. The values 
are given in Table 2. Neither the influence of the liquidus or solidus temperature nor the run 
of the relation curve is tested. 
       

Table 2: Temperature - solid fraction relation according to the Scheil model for fast 
solidification taken from [21] for all test cases 

T in K  T in K  T in K  
733.00 1.000000000 858.89 0.651493598 873.00 0.301564722 
823.23 0.953058321 860.59 0.600284495 875.17 0.250355618 
837.34 0.901849217 862.92 0.547652916 877.49 0.201991465 
844.31 0.852062588 865.09 0.499288762 880.13 0.149359886 
849.27 0.802275960 867.26 0.448079658 882.92 0.102418207 
852.84 0.746799431 869.12 0.398293029 886.48 0.049786628 
855.79 0.698435277 871.13 0.352773826 896.00 0.000000000 

 
 

5. Results and Discussions 
  

For the basic configuration of material properties taken from [21], Figure 3 shows solid 
fraction isolines and the velocity magnitude field. 

The maximum velocities are reached in the midplane of the inlet region and the Rey-
nolds number there is about 9. For the minimum kinematic viscosity of reference [13] 
(4.35·10 -7 m²/s), the resulting Reynolds number is about 670 justifying the laminar calcula-

 
Figure 3: Solid fraction isolines and velocity magnitude field for the basic choice of material 
properties. The two green points are the locations of comparison for the following figures. 



tion. When magnesium touches the rolls, solidification starts and the alloy begins to move 
with the impressed roll velocity. Before the black solid fraction isoline indicating the start of 
solidification, around the midplane a zone of reduced velocity establishes. Depending on the 
chosen model for the simulation of solidification in the momentum equation, also a recircula-
tion zone is predicted. 

The solidification advances with increasing roll contact length. The completed solidifi-
cation is displayed by a white line symbolising a solid fraction of 1 and lying at about 20 mm 
before the minimum roll gap, where the final sheet leaves the rolls. The final point is accented 
with a green dot. The axial location of this point will be used to compare the influence of the 
material parameters in Figure 4. Here, solidification ends and forming begins determining 
also the microstructure of the final sheet metal. This point may neither approach 0 mm as no 
forming would take place, nor draw too near to the die resulting in extraordinarily high rolling 
forces. The next green mark in Figure 3 is located on the sheet surface at the last contact point 
of the sheet with the roll. There, the minimum temperature of the whole forming process will 
be found and it should not fall below 498 K, where above magnesium is best formed. Figure 5 
shows a comparison of the temperatures at this point for the tested material properties. 

In Figure 4, the locations of the final point of solidification are compared for different 
densities, thermal conductivities, specific and latent heats and kinematic viscosities. 

 
In addition, the results for the selected sources are shown to give an idea about what 

happens when differences within the properties fall together in a data set. The black line sym-
bolises the basic choice [21], the red line an important limit for the location of the final point. 

 
Figure 4: Results of material parameter sensitivity: final point of solidification location for 
different properties and variations compared to [21]. For  and , * shows results for the 
average value of [21], in  the value  4.35·10 -7 m²/s is tested. The red line indicates a limit as 
the magnesium alloy should not be still mushy after losing roll contact. The grey boxes 
demonstrate the variation within a thermophysical property throughout the references. 
 



Beyond the last contact with the rolls indicated by the red line, the sheet should be completely 
solidified not mushy anymore to prevent accidents. Figure 4 shows that the influence of un-
certainties in thermophysical properties is most serious for the density, followed by the specif-
ic and latent heat and finally the thermal conductivity. No influence is recognised for the vis-
cosity. The only critical case is a density deviation of more than 50 % which is not to be 
found within the cited references, whose ranges for each property are denoted by grey areas. 
Another striking detail is that the deviation test cases are not symmetrically arranged around 
the base value for the thermal conductivity and the specific heat. The base test case is calcu-
lated with temperature dependent properties and the percentage deviation is calculated starting 
from the average value. The red star in these two rows shows the result for the constant aver-
age property value. The difference between the black diamond sign and the red star implies 
that it does matter whether the property data is averaged and used as a constant value or em-
ployed in a temperature dependent manner. Although the variation within the kinematic vis-
cosity is the largest within the tests, there is no influence to be recognised as far as the loca-
tion of the final point of solidification is concerned. The last row expresses the influence of 
combined property variations. The effects do not cancel but level each other out significantly.   

A comparison for the minimal temperature at the last roll contact is shown in Figure 5.  

 
Here again the black line with diamonds shows the basic choice with temperature de-

pendent values and the red lines indicate important limits. The temperature at the last roll con-
tact should neither exceed the solidus temperature leading to accidents, nor should it fall be-
low the forming temperature of 498 K. The most significant influence is once more to be 

 
Figure 5: Results of material parameter sensitivity: Temperature at the surface when leaving 
the rolls for different properties and variations compared to [21]. * and the grey boxes are 
used as in Figure 4. The red lines indicate important limits as the magnesium alloy should 
neither be still mushy ( ) nor below the forming temperature ( ) when 
loosing roll contact. 

 



found for the density, followed by the specific and latent heat as well as the thermal conduc-
tivity. Likewise, the viscosity has no influence on the results in this point. In contrast to the 
preceding figure, here properties found in the references (similarly presented by grey areas) 
yield in results approaching an important limit: the specific heat seems to be most crucial in 
order not to fall below the forming temperature. Luckily, the references showing the largest 
negative deviation for the specific heat with -15.8 % as [13] also use the largest positive var-
iation for the latent heat with +9.1 % which level out the combined result shown in the last 
row of  Figure 5. The large difference of -45 % for the thermal conductivity does not play a 
role for the chosen criteria. 

To have a better idea how variations within the thermal conductivity influence the solid-
ification, another comparison is done. Along the thin black horizontal line in the midplane in 
Figure 3, from the setback at -67 mm to the location of the last roll contact at 0 mm, the tem-
perature data was sampled for selected cases and the results are presented in Figure 6. 

 
The upper figure shows the temperature curve along this line. The magnesium alloy 

AZ31 leaves the die in the midplane with a temperature of 973 K. After touching the rolls at 
about -57 mm, the decline of the curve gets steeper. Touching the red line marking the liqui-
dus temperature, solidification starts and the run of the curve is additionally influenced by the 
temperature - solid fraction relation. Beyond -30 mm when the solid fraction exceeds 90 %, 
the run of the curve is smooth. The bottom figure only indicates the difference of the other 
test cases compared to [21] in order to spread the lines to see more details. Supplementary to 
the four chosen references, the results of the basic choice incorporating the constant average 
values for the thermal conductivity and the specific heat are shown. The two preceding fig-
ures suggested that the influence of the thermal conductivity and viscosity is negligible. The 
curve drawn with grey circles proves the affect to temperature gradients through the run of the 

 
Figure 6: Temperature distribution along the midplane and differences from that run for the 
tested sets of properties 

 



temperature curves. Especially around -30 mm, there is a steep incline within the temperature 
difference changing the gradient which influences the cooling rate and thus the final micro-
structure. Again the change in specific heat shows the more significant influence. For temper-
atures below 800K, the blue curve symbolising the results for [10] is affected by a very low 
thermal conductivity and a still high specific heat where last mentioned characteristic also 
applies for [15] whereas its thermal conductivity curve in Figure 2 has a similar run compared 
to the basic choice. Thus, again the specific heat has the more appreciable effect. The results 
for [13] are more driven by the low kinematic viscosity than by the differences within the 
other thermophysical properties. In contrast to Figure 3 where the magnesium spreads equally 
after leaving the die creating a zone of small velocities around the midplane, for a reduced 
viscosity a type of jet leaves the die creating recirculation zones in the upper and lower me-
niscus part. As a result, the hot alloy is transported further into the mushy zone and significant 
positive temperature differences presented in the lower part of Figure 6 establish. 

  
 

6. Summary and Conclusions 
  

Horizontal twin-roll casting is a very efficient mean to produce magnesium sheet prod-
ucts avoiding to fall below the forming temperature of 498 K causing costly reheating. The 
influence of different thermophysical properties such as density, thermal conductivity, specif-
ic and latent heat as well as viscosity on the simulation results are shown. For a comparison of 
the results, two significant points were selected, namely the final point of solidification and 
the last contact point between the magnesium sheet and the roll. As far as the final solidifica-
tion point is concerned, the location varies with a variation in properties, drawing either closer 
to the die for diminished values in density, specific and latent heat or approaching the outlet 
for increased property data. The influence of the thermal conductivity and the viscosity is 
negligible. For the minimum sheet temperature at the last roll contact, the results are similar 
except for their severity. At this point, values for the specific heat found within the references 
lead to results where the sheet temperature alarmingly approaches the critical forming tem-
perature. Tests with the entire set of given values for such a reference showed, that the effect 
smooth out one another partially reducing the risk. Both comparison figures show that there is 
a significant influence of temperature dependent values compared to their employed constant 
average. A comparison of the temperature distribution along the midplane identifies an im-
portant influence of viscosity and thermal conductivity leading to different temperature gradi-
ents which affect the solidification rate and thus the microstructure. 
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Abstract 

Dynamic secondary cooling models developed at ArcelorMittal Global R&D use online 
calculated surface temperatures at various slab positions to adjust secondary cooling water 
based on aim surface temperatures. The latest development for this model is full 
implementation of experimentally measured heat transfer coefficients determined as a 
function of spray water volume, position under the spray nozzle and slab surface temperature. 
Water inlet temperature can have a significant influence on the heat transfer coefficient and 
hence cooling efficiency of the sprays.  The Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Laboratory of 
Brno Technical University (Brno) conducted experiments to determine the effect of the 
incoming spray water temperature on the HTC.  They tested two different nozzles, one 
hydraulic and the other air mist.  The incoming spray temperatures were 10, 20, 30, 50, and 
70 °C.   

Keywords 

Solidification model, Slab surface temperature, Heat transfer coefficients, Secondary cooling  

1. Introduction 

The use of solidification models in continuous casting operations is a widely accepted 
practice. These models are currently a standard part of the process control package supplied 
by the machine manufacturer or are an “in-house” development of the steel producer.  Many 
features desired by AM are not available in these models and therefore ArcelorMittal Global 
Research-East Chicago (AM) decided to develop its own model [1]which utilizes measured 
heat transfer coefficients for each nozzle configuration and all operating parameters  that 
occur at the caster (nozzle type, orientation, casting speed, water, air flows, etc.). The cooling 
intensity of spray nozzles is a very important parameter in the secondary cooling zone of a 
continuous caster since it can affect the cast slab quality. This parameter is defined by the 
heat transfer coefficient (HTC), which is one of the boundary conditions for the heat 
conduction problem. At the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Laboratory the HTCs of nozzles 
are measured in an experimental apparatus [2], [3]. Temperatures in a test plate are obtained 
from experiments and surface temperatures as well as heat transfer coefficients are computed 
from these temperatures by an inverse heat conduction solution. The standard procedure for 
testing this experimental apparatus is to position the spray nozzles below a preheated 
austenitic stainless steel substrate. The water temperature used in the standard experiments is 
usually around 20oC and is precisely controlled from one experiment to the next.  However 
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the water temperature used for secondary cooling on commercial casters can vary greatly 
depending on the time of the year and the geographical location of the caster. Therefore a 
series of experiments was conducted using spray water temperatures ranging from 10oC to 
70oC keeping all other experimental variables constant on an air mist nozzle and a hydraulic 
nozzle.  

2. Heatlab Brno HTC Measurement Technique  

The Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Laboratory is a part of the Brno University of Technology, the second largest 
technical university in the Czech Republic. The laboratory is conducting both academic and 
industrial projects. A unique technique utilizing the inverse computation of HTCs 
(computation of the thermal boundary conditions from experimental measurements) and 
calibration of thermal sensors has been developed in the theoretical branch of the laboratory. 
The Heat Lab uses a stainless steel plate with two rows of thermocouples embedded in holes 
machined into the plate to ensure a continuous path for the thermal diffusion from the surface 
of the plate to the thermocouple, Figure 1. The thermocouples are inserted into the holes from 
the rear of the plate. The plate is then placed into a radiant heating device to bring the plate to 
about 1250°C. The plate is removed from the radiant heater after being uniformly heated and 
placed above either a single nozzle or a pair of nozzles. Figure 2 shows the side view of the 
same plate in Figure 1. The plate is held stationary and the nozzle(s) are moved in a direction 
north to south in Figure 1 or into the picture in Figure 2 at the same speed as the casting 
speed being investigated. Once the nozzles go past the plate a cover is placed over the 
nozzles and the direction is reversed until the nozzles are again clear of the plate. The cover is 
then removed and the nozzles travel over the plate in the same direction as previously. This 
step is repeated over and over again until the plate has cooled down to a temperature of about 
100°C.  At this point the experiment is terminated.   

 
Figure 1: Example of test plate with two 
rows of thermocouples (top view) 

  

Figure 2: Side view same test plate as 
Figure 1 

 

The test stand is shown in Figure 3 during a test of two nozzles as shown in Figure 2. The 
axis of the nozzle, designated as the position A in Figure 2 is passing along the dotted yellow 
line shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the heat removal is much stronger along the path 
traversed by position A then the path traversed by either position B or C since this area is 
much darker. An example of the information gathered from each thermocouple is shown in 
Figure 4. This figure is a plot of the surface temperature calculated using the temperature of 
the thermocouple as a function of time as input to an inverse heat transfer solution program 
developed by the personnel at Brno. The first readings of the thermocouple are on the top left. 
The initial surface temperature is about 1250°C. The first pass of the sprays over the plate 



 

occurs at about 1150°C and a large decrease in the slope of the line occurs due to the 
increased value of the HTC under the spray. The slope of the line plus the depression in 
temperature during the nozzle passage is an indication of the magnitude of the HTC at 
1150°C. The exact value of the HTC at this point is calculated by Brno’s computer program. 
The effect of the Leidenfrost Temperature can be seen at the temperature noted in Figure 4 by 
the yellow arrow. Below this temperature the HTC is increasing significantly as indicated by 
the increased magnitude of the drop in temperature during one pass of the sprays. With this 
data an average HTC over a fixed temperature range can be calculated. For Figure 4 the range 
selected is 900 to 1100 °C.  This same average HTC can then be determined for the locations 
A, B, and C as indicated in Figure 2. These numbers could be used in a model as long as they 
are fairly constant and it is known that the surface temperature will remain in this temperature 
range when under this type of spray nozzle. The information from plots like this for the 
surface temperature as a function of time at different locations can be used to establish plots 
of the HTC versus distance from the axis of the spray nozzle in the casting direction. An 
example of this type of plot is shown in Figure 5.  

 Figure 3: Test stand during spray test 
 

Figure 4: Plot of computed surface temp. vs. 
time 

The information in Figure 5 is interpolated into a single line and it represents all of the HTC 
data over a temperature range in which the HTC is relatively constant.  For this plot the 
temperature range is indicated by the two vertical lines in Figure 4. Figure 6 is the single line 
plot of the data in Figure 5 for position A directly below the nozzle as indicated in Figure 2 
and two additional locations B and C. The distribution of the HTC shown in Figure 6 can be 
displayed as a three dimensional plot as shown in Figure 7. Plots like Figure 7 can be used to 
compare the cooling efficiency and homogeneity of different types of sprays nozzles and 
different spray nozzle configurations. The variation in the casting direction of the HTC can 
be simplified for use in solidification models by taking the integrated average over a specified 
interval in the casting direction at various locations transverse to the casting direction. The 
technique is demonstrated in Figure 8.  In this case an interval of plus or minus 100 
millimeters was selected but the effective footprint for the spray nozzle indicates that a plus 
or minus 50 millimeters would more accurately describe the distance in the casting direction 
that is affected by the spray nozzle. These integrated average HTC values for the various 
locations transverse to the casting direction can then be displayed on a bar chart as shown in 
Figure 9. This plot would be for certain operating conditions for the spray nozzle. In this case, 
these values would be good for a slab surface temperature from 900 to 1100 °C and a 
particular water flow velocity, standoff distance from the slab surface and inter-nozzle 
distance between two nozzles. 
 



 

  

Figure 5: Plot of HTC at one location as a 
function of distance from the axis of the 
nozzle in the casting direction 

 

 

Figure 6: Single line representations of HTC 
as a function of distance from the nozzle axis 
in the casting direction for different 
locations under the nozzle (A,B,C) 

Another way to display the results which was found to be particularly useful for application 
to the solidification model is to plot the dependence of the integrated average HTC at 
different transverse locations as a function of temperature.  An example is shown in Figure 10.  
This type of data was found to be needed for several different water spray flow rates through 
the entire range of water spray flow rates possible for the particular spray nozzle being 
modeled.  For most cases these curves were determined for the minimum and maximum 
water flows plus one other water flow approximately one-half way through the flow range. If 
there was some type of non- linear behavior over the range of water flows investigated then 
more than three water flow values might be needed. 

 

Figure 7: Example of the HTC distribution 
displayed in a three dimensional format 

 

Figure 8: Example of applying the 
integrated average over a selected interval 
in the casting direction to characterize the 
HTC in this dimension 



 

  

Figure 9: Example of the integrated average 
HTC distribution in a direction transverse to 
the casting direction for a given temperature 
range  

  
Figure 10: Example of the integrated 
average HTC in the casting direction as a 
function of slab surface temperature 

 
 

 
Figure 11: Configuration of experiment 
 

3. Experimental 

The maximum size test plate that can be used at Brno Technical University‘s HEATLAB, 
600x320 mm, was employed for these tests. The test plate, location of the thermocouples and 
thermocouple location designations with respect to the point directly under the nozzle are 
shown in Figure 11.  The parameters for each individual test are provided in Table I.  The 
standoff distance between the nozzle and the bottom of the plate was 190 mm for the air mist 
nozzle (W19917-15 8.0 90) and 207 mm for the hydraulic nozzle (8510XT).  The change in 
HTC along the casting direction was determined using Brno’s inverse heat transfer 
calculation as shown in Figure 12 for each pass of the nozzle over the plate and each location 
under the nozzle.  The average HTC +/- 20 mm from the center of the nozzle in the casting 
direction was determined for each pass.  These average HTCs were then plotted as a function 
of temperature at each location under the nozzle as shown in Figure 10.  The average HTC in 
the range from 900-1100 oC for each location was then plotted as shown in Figure 9.  A three 
dimensional plot of the HTC distribution under the nozzle was then constructed from the 
information as shown in Figure 7.  This was done for each of the 20 experiments. 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Table I: Experimental conditions for each experiment 
 

 

Figure 12: HTC as a function of distance from the nozzle axis, air mist nozzle, 

20oC water 

 

 

Water 
temp, °C Nozzle 

Standoff 
distance, 

mm 

Flow, 
liter/min 

Air 
pressure, 

PSI 

Casting speed, 
m/min 

10 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 17 30 1 
20 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 17 30 1 
30 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 17 30 1 
50 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 17 30 1 
70 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 17 30 1 
10 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 22.7 30 1 
20 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 22.7 30 1 
30 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 22.7 30 1 
50 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 22.7 30 1 
70 W19917-15 8.0 90 190 22.7 30 1 
10 8510XT 207 3.79 - 1 
20 8510XT 207 3.79 - 1 
30 8510XT 207 3.79 - 1 
50 8510XT 207 3.79 - 1 
70 8510XT 207 3.79 - 1 
10 8510XT 207 7.58 - 1 
20 8510XT 207 7.58 - 1 
30 8510XT 207 7.58 - 1 
50 8510XT 207 7.58 - 1 
70 8510XT 207 7.58 - 1 



 

4. Results and Discussion 

Table II shows the results of all 20 tests and the average HTCs in the range from 900-1100 oC 
for each location under the nozzle.  The plots of the average HTCs as a function of water 
temperature at the various positions under the nozzle for the two nozzles and two different 
flow volumes are shown in Figures 13 to 16.  The width of the W19917-15 8.0 90 nozzle 
footprint is about 380 mm or 190 mm on either side of the nozzle.  The width of the 8510XT 
footprint is about 280 mm or 140 mm on either side of the nozzle.  The positions A to F are 
66.7 mm apart therefore positions A, B, C, and D are directly under the W19917-15 8.0 90 
nozzle. Positions A, B, and C are directly under the 8510XT nozzle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table II: HTC results for each individual experiment 

Water 
temp, °C Nozzle 

Average HTC (W/M2.K) 

A B C D E F 

10 W19917-15 8.0 
90 4097 3528 1162 395 353 282 

20 W19917-15 8.0 
90 4374 3185 1051 353 224 206 

30 W19917-15 8.0 
90 1510 1274 897 353 195 170 

50 W19917-15 8.0 
90 1358 1395 846 370 193 191 

70 W19917-15 8.0 
90 1287 1321 891 493 210 200 

10 W19917-15 8.0 
90 4261 4425 3139 282 209 210 

20 W19917-15 8.0 
90 4865 4324 1645 380 223 200 

30 W19917-15 8.0 
90 4014 1707 1157 354 220 209 

50 W19917-15 8.0 
90 3724 1651 1093 395 319 244 

70 W19917-15 8.0 
90 1334 1186 956 490 255 221 

10 8510XT 726 566 332 216 161 130 
20 8510XT 594 390 281 176 139 126 
30 8510XT 667 463 302 205 167 135 
50 8510XT 564 344 273 176 139 135 
70 8510XT 514 317 275 183 142 140 
10 8510XT 1599 1308 455 302 196 157 
20 8510XT 1305 986 521 252 170 159 
30 8510XT 1285 1084 536 327 199 162 
50 8510XT 1035 638 453 257 177 167 
70 8510XT 1051 669 459 240 183 171 



 

Figure 13 shows a 60% decrease for positions A and B between 20 and 30 oC which is about 
67 mm from the nozzle location for the air mist nozzle at 17 l/min flow.  The other positions 
are not affected.  Figure 14 shows approximately the same 60% decrease for positions B, and 
C which is about 134 mm from the nozzle location for the same nozzle at a flow of 22.7 l/min 
while position. Position A shows the same magnitude of decrease but not until the water 
temperature is between 50 and 70 oC. 

Figure 15 shows a 50% decrease for positions A and B between 50 and 70 oC which is about 
67 mm from the nozzle location for the hydraulic nozzle at 3.79 l/min flow.  The other 
positions are not affected.  Figure 16 shows approximately the same 50% decrease for 
positions A, and B for the same nozzle at a flow of 7.58 l/min between 50 and 70 oC while 
again the other positions are not affected. 

For both nozzles the cooling water temperature can significantly decrease the HTC at 
locations close to the nozzle tip.  The magnitude of the decrease for the air mist nozzle is 
between 50 to 60% within 67 mm from the nozzle tip and will occur between 20 and 30 oC at 
the lower flow rate. At the higher flow rate, the area directly below the nozzle will not 
experience this magnitude of decrease until between 50 and 70 oC while the area from 67 to 
134 mm will experience about the same order magnitude decrease between 20 and 30 oC.  
For the hydraulic nozzle the decrease will come between 50 and 70 oC for both flow rates and 
the order of magnitude of the decrease is the same. 

Since the decrease in HTC occurs at the earliest at 20 oC and is essentially constant before 
this threshold, it is safe to assume that in most instances this will rarely occur in our industrial 
plants.  The supply water will usually be well below 20 oC at which the air mist nozzle will 
be affected and certainly always below 50 oC at which the hydraulic nozzle will be affected. 

 

 

Figure 13: Variation of average HTC from 
900-1100 oC as a function of water 
temperature at different locations under the 
nozzle being tested, W19917-15 8.0 90 at 17 
l/min 

 

 

Figure 14: Variation of average HTC from 
900-1100 oC as a function of water 
temperature at different locations under the 
nozzle being tested, W19917-15 8.0 90 at 
22.7 l/min 
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Figure 15: Variation of average HTC from 
900-1100 oC as a function of water 
temperature at different locations under the 
nozzle being tested, 8510XT at 3.79 l/min 

 

Figure 16: Variation of average HTC from 
900-1100 oC as a function of water 
temperature at different locations under the 
nozzle being tested, 8510XT at 7.58 l/min 

 
5. Conclusions 

The conclusions that can be reached from this study are the following. 

1) As the incoming water temperature increases above 20 oC the HTC decreases by about 
60% directly under the spray nozzle for the air mist nozzle (17 l/min).  The variation 
elsewhere is almost negligible. 

2) As the flow rate increases (22.7 l/min) the area directly below the air mist nozzle 
doesn’t experience a decrease until the water temperature reaches 50 oC and the 
affected area around the nozzle tip increases and the area affected under the nozzles 
doubles. 

3) As the incoming water temperature increases above 50 oC the HTC decreases by about 
60% directly under the spray nozzle for the hydraulic nozzle (3.79 l/min).  The 
variation elsewhere is almost negligible.  As the flow rate increases (7.58 l/min) for 
this nozzle the effect remains the same. 
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APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS TO OPTIMIZE 

OPERATING CONDITIONS DURING THE CONTINUOUS CASTING 
OF ROUND BARS 

 
 

Abstract 
 
In recent years, several actions were taken to increase the productivity of Tenaris casters 

and to ensure high quality standards in the produced round blooms. Most of these actions 
were supported by the application of thermal and thermo-mechanical models, which were 
used to optimize different aspects of the process. 

Thermal models were mostly applied to improve the design of the secondary cooling 
conditions, while thermo-mechanical models were employed to estimate stresses and strains 
generated during strand straightening. Failure criteria developed by several authors were 
compiled to calculate straightening cracking risk. 

The impact of different actions, such as operative settings or geometrical modifications, 
was analyzed to address optimal casting conditions. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Tenaris produces seamless pipes for different applications, but with a strong focus on 
products devoted to the oil & gas industry. The steel used in these seamless pipes is mostly 
produced in six continuous casting machines located in different countries. A modeling 
methodology was implemented to assist the industrial decisions related to a productivity 
increase. 

A heat transfer model was developed to review location, design and water flow rates on 
the secondary cooling sprays, in order to improve surface temperature homogeneity. Then, a 
thermo-mechanical simulation was committed to assess the potential risk of internal and 
surface cracking. Model results were finally applied to evaluate different straightening 
configurations, and to select the most suitable geometrical design that could minimize both 
internal and surface cracks.  
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2. Numerical models 
 

This study has been carried out by the implementation of a heat transfer model [1] 
followed by a mechanical simulation [2]. The thermal model main output are the phase and 
temperature distribution, which may be used to optimize water spraying, or to know the 
metallurgical length, thus allowing to determine the ultimate casting speed [3]. Then, a 
mechanical simulation is performed to calculate stress and strains along the bar. Since the 
steel properties are strongly dependent on temperature [4-5], an interdependence between both 
models is established, as seen in Fig. 1. Plastic deformation and friction heat generation are 
neglected, meaning that the mechanical model depends on the thermal, but not vice versa. 
Mechanical variables are contrasted to existent failure criteria [6-15] in order to assess 
internal and surface cracking risks due to straightening.  
 

 
Fig. 1 – Developed models and their interdependence. 

 
The above described procedure is applied to predict the mechanical response of 

continuous casters under exigent operative conditions, such as a casting speed increase, 
changes in the cooling strategy, or the production of a new grade of steel. The impact of each 
action can be quantified through cracking indicators. At last, machinery geometrical 
modifications are proposed to keep bar quality in a safe range. 
 
2.1. Thermal simulation 
 

Heat transfer problem is solved numerically by an in-house model [1], under the 
hypothesis that longitudinal heat flow is much lower than the radial flow. Hence, the domain 
is a transversal section of the casting bar, at which the two-dimensional heat transfer equation 
is solved, 

 
𝑑ℋ
𝑑𝑇

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡 = ∇ ∙ 𝑘∇𝑇 + 𝑞! (1) 

 
where ℋ is the volumetric enthalpy, 𝑘 the thermal conductivity, and 𝑞! the volumetric heat 
generation. Eq. (1) has the following boundary conditions: 
 
𝑇 = 𝑇!    initial bar temperature at the meniscus (liquid steel) 
𝑞 ∙ 𝑛 = 𝑞!"#$   heat flux imposed at the mold (primary cooling) [16] 
𝑞 ∙ 𝑛 = ℎ 𝑇 − 𝑇!"#   convection and radiation to the environment at bar surface  

Mechanical model 
 
 
 
 

Failure criteria 
 
 
 
 

Thermal model 
 
 
 
 



 
where 𝑞 = −𝑘∇𝑇 is the heat flux according to Fourier’s Law. Convective heat transfer is used 
to simulate air and water sprays heat losses, and also to model radiation with the environment, 
by the application of an effective convection coefficient ℎ which takes into account both 
effects. 

Eq. (1) is solved numerically by the finite elements method, making use of an implicit 
time integration. Nonlinearities, such as phase changes and parameters dependence with 
temperature, require the implementation of an iterative algorithm. Roll contact heat losses and 
radiation between bars are not taken into account. 
 
2.2. Mechanical simulation 
 

The mechanical simulation is carried out using a three-dimensional finite element 
eulerian model [2] which considers the metal as a viscoplastic fluid. Different material states, 
such as liquid steel, mushy zone, solid material and air are modeled by changing viscosity 
magnitude along the bar. The mesh is fixed and the free-surface of the material is defined by 
an auxiliary variable called pseudo-concentration. This variable takes positive values at the 
nodes where material is present, while negative values indicate that there is no material at that 
point (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 – Pseudo-concentrations in a strip-rolling analysis. Nodes in the grey region present 
𝑐 > 0 (material) while nodes in the white zone have 𝑐 < 0 (no material). Free surface is then 

determined by interpolating the values of adjacent nodes. 
 

Assuming that the pseudo-concentrations are known, the velocity field at the material 
has to satisfy the equilibrium equations. The momentum equation leads to the principle of 
virtual power, 

 

𝜎 ∶ 𝛿𝜀  𝑑𝑉
!

= 𝑓! ⋅ 𝛿𝑢  𝑑𝑉
!

+ 𝑡 ⋅ 𝛿𝑢  𝑑𝑆
!"

 (2) 

 
where 𝑉 is the material calculation domain, 𝜎 is the Cauchy stress tensor, 𝜀 the strain rate 
tensor, 𝑓! the volumetric forces vector, 𝑢 the material velocity vector, 𝑆𝜎 the domain 
boundaries, and 𝑡 the surface forces vector. The model entry section is defined by imposing 
the initial pseudo-concentration corresponding to the bar diameter, and the casting speed. 
Rolls are considered as rigid surfaces. As the material cannot penetrate them, the velocity in 
the direction of the die is imposed as zero. The driving torque present at the upper rolls of the 
pinch-roll unit is simulated as a friction force, accompanied by a die velocity, which can or 
cannot be equal to the material velocity (as in rolling processes, contact sliding is possible). 
Rolls that do not have the ability to generate driving torque are set frictionless. Finally, the 
exit section is assumed to be completely solid, meaning that the velocity is uniform in that 
section. 



 

 
 

Fig. 3 – Boundary conditions of the eulerian analysis 
 

Experimental observations performed on the viscoplastic flow of metals at elevated 
temperature suggest that the material is incompressible. A mixed 𝑢 − 𝑝 formulation is then 
applied, imposing the incompressibility equation, 

 
∇ ∙ 𝑢 = 0 (3) 

 
The constitutive relation can be written in terms of, 
 

𝜎! = 2𝜇  𝜀! (4) 
 
where 𝜎! is the deviatoric stress tensor, 𝜇 is the viscosity and 𝜀! is the deviatoric strain rate 
tensor. Both deviatoric tensors come up from the additive decompositions, 
 

𝜎 = 𝜎! + 𝑝𝐼 (5a) 

𝜀 = 𝜀! +
𝜀!
3 𝐼 

(5b) 

 
where 𝑝 is the mechanical pressure and 𝜀! is the volumetric strain rate. For an incompressible 
material, eq. (3) leads to 𝜀! = 0. For a plastic isotropic material, the viscosity in eq. (4) holds, 
 

𝜇 =
𝜎!
3𝜀
𝐹!"#!! (6) 

 

where 𝜎! is the yield stress, 𝜀 = !
!
𝜀 ∶ 𝜀

!/!
 is the effective strain rate and 𝐹!"#!! is a factor 

depending on the solid fraction of the material. Finally, material mechanical behavior is given 
as a function of temperature, strain and strain rate. A Kozlowski material law [4] is employed 
in the austenitic range (i.e. when temperature is lower than the corresponding to a 10% 
content of ferrite), and a Thomas law [5] in the ferritic range (when temperature is higher than 
the corresponding to a 10% content of ferrite). 

Entry (mould): 
fixed pseudo-
concentration 

Pinch rolls: null 
radial speed, 

friction, die velocity 

Rolls: null 
radial speed 

Exit: solid material, 
uniform velocity 



 

Austenitic range (𝑇 < 𝑇!"%  !"), Kozlowski: 𝜎 =
!"# !

!
!

𝜀

!
!

+ 𝑎!𝜀
!! (7a) 

Ferritic range (𝑇 > 𝑇!"%  !"), Thomas: 𝜎 = 𝑓!
!
!""

!!.!"
1+ 1000𝜀 ! 10𝜀

!
! (7b) 

 
being 𝜎 the equivalent stress, 𝜀 the equivalent strain, 𝐶 and 𝑓!  constants depending on carbon 
content, 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑎! and 𝑛! constants as a function of temperature, and 𝑄 the activation energy 
constant. 

Once the velocity field is obtained, pseudo-concentrations are updated through the 
transport equation, 
 

𝑢 ∙ ∇𝑐 = 0 (8) 
 
whose boundary conditions were explained above. 

The contact algorithm imposes zero normal velocity in the die – bar interface in points 
where material is present  (𝑐 > 0) and free velocity otherwise (𝑐 < 0). In the case of die- 
workpiece contact, friction between them is implemented through the following law, 

 
𝜏! = 𝑚

𝜎!
3

 (9) 

 
where 𝜏! is the frictional shear stress, and 0 < 𝑚 < 1 is a friction factor. A value of 𝑚 = 0 
means frictionless contact. 

Phase changes, solidus and liquidus temperatures are extracted from a previously 
developed segregation model [17] as a function of steel chemical composition. Thermal 
strains and bar ovalization are analyzed separately and are not included in this paper. 
 
2.3. Failure criteria 
 

The thermo-mechanical model provides temperature and stress / strain distribution 
along the bar.  However, additional criteria is required to quantify the risk of material failure 
or to predict the location of critical areas where cracks are likely to occur. Several authors [6-
15] performed laboratory tests which simulate the conditions present in continuous casting 
and correlated mechanical variables to the appearance of cracks in the samples. Liquid-core 
steel samples were tested to assess internal cracking risk at the solidification front, while 
standard reduction of area tests were related to surface cracking. 
 
2.3.1. Internal cracking risk 
 

Hot tears are defects that may form in the solidification front when it undergoes tensile 
stresses. The aim of hot tearing criteria is to quantify the cracking risk of the casting bar under 
particular operative conditions. Several cracking criteria can be found in the literature. Some 
of them are based on critical stress [18] and some on critical strain rate [19], but most authors 
[6-15] agree in stating that hot tears occur when the effective deformation exceeds a critical 
value, which is a function of steel chemical composition and strain rate. In particular, Won 
[15] proposed an analytical expression, 
 



𝜀! =
𝐴

Δ𝑇!!𝜀!
 (10) 

 
where 𝜀! is the critical strain, Δ𝑇! is the brittle temperature range, 𝜀 is the strain rate, 𝐴, 𝑛 and 
𝑚 are fitting constants. The temperature range Δ𝑇! is the difference between ZDT (zero 
ductility temperature), corresponding to a solid fraction of 1.0, and LIT (liquid impenetrable 
temperature), corresponding to a solid fraction of 0.9. These temperatures vary with steel 
composition and are typically between 1400 and 1500 °C. Under these temperatures, 
solidifying dendrites are unable to stand tensile stresses  -such as those produced by bar 
straightening- neither can the liquid steel penetrate into the forming cracks. Carbon and 
phosphorus are typical components that increase the Δ𝑇!. 

The effective deformation for internal crack formation 𝜀! occurs between ZDT and ZST 
(zero strength temperature, corresponding to a solid fraction of 0.8 [20]). Only strains 
occurring under this temperature range may generate hot tearing: If the material is hotter than 
ZST, any strain is absorbed by the liquid, whereas if the material is colder than ZDT, it is 
completely solidified in a phase able to deform ductiely. 

Lastly, the internal cracking risk indicator is calculated as, 
 

𝐿!"# =
𝜀!
𝜀!

 (11) 

 
Here, if 𝐿!"# > 1 bar deformation exceeds critical strain, meaning that is a high chance 

of cracking, while values of 𝐿!"# < 1 indicate low cracking risk. Additionally, this indicator is 
useful for comparative analysis between different scenarios, establishing operational windows 
for casting parameters. 
 
2.3.2 Surface cracking risk 
 

The predominant cracking mechanisms of solid steel between 700 and 1000 °C is 
originated by the precipitation of ferrite in the grain boundaries. This softer phase promotes 
intergranular cracks and is manifested macroscopically as a ductility loss, whose effects are 
increased by micro-alloys such as niobium and vanadium [21]. Reduction of area tests, at 
controlled values of temperature and strain rate, are applied to measure this phenomenon. 

If the sample undergoes a constriction (smaller final section) the material is ductile and 
able to absorb a high deformation before fracture. If, however, the final section is similar to 
the initial, the material is brittle and breaks suddenly. In other words, the critical strain that the 
material can withstand before breaking is closely related to the reduction of area. 

While temperature and strain rate can be kept under control in the laboratory, the 
situation is different in the mill, since these parameters fluctuate along the bar. Schwerdtfeger 
[22] developed a failure criterion based on RA-T trials, which estimates the critical strain that 
the material is able to resist as, 
 

𝜀! =
0.4

𝑓!"#$%𝑓!"#$"#𝑓!"#$!
𝑅𝐴
100 (12) 

 
where 𝑓!"#$%, 𝑓!"#$"# and 𝑓!"#$! are parameters depending on the grain size, solute 
segregation at grain boundaries and oscillation marks, and 𝑅𝐴 is the reduction of area at each 
point. Although Schwerdtfeger proposed an expression to calculate the RA-T diagram based 



on several parameters, laboratory tests to evaluate the ductility of specific Tenaris steel 
compositions were performed. 

Finally, a “damage integral” that takes into account the cumulative damage at each fiber 
of the bar is calculated, 
 

𝐿!"#$ =
∆𝜀!
𝜀!  !

!

!!!

 (13) 

 
where i = 1,2, ... n represents each time step, ∆𝜀! is the strain increase at time i, and 𝜀!  ! is the 
critical strain the material can withstand at that moment, according to eq. (12). As in eq. (11), 
if 𝐿!"#$ exceeds a value of 1, surface cracking is likely to take place. 
 
 
3. Industrial applications 
 
3.1. Temperature homogeneity improvement 
 

Primary cooling occurs when the bar begins to solidify in contact with the copper mold, 
and secondary cooling takes place afterwards by water spraying directly over the bar surface. 
Both stages, if not controlled, can be associated with defectology in the final product. 

In the present application, thermal model was used to modify the secondary cooling 
strategy in order to improve the thermal homogeneity of the bar. Foot roller “flat” sprays were 
replaced by “full cone” sprays, and a wider angle “hollow cone” sprays were placed in the 
subsequent zones. A water flow map over the developed bar surface is shown on Fig. 4, for 
both original and modified layouts. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 – Water flow map over bar surface for original and modified layouts. 
 

Thermal model results are shown in Fig. 5. A reduction in bar reheating beneath the 
mold is achieved.  The modified layout also shows a more even surface temperature 
distribution.  This is confirmed by direct bar inspection (Fig. 6):  the concentrated water spots 
(black spots in the photographs) are suppressed in the new configuration. 
 



 
 

Fig. 5 – Surface bar temperature in both configurations. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6 – Pictures of the casting bar at the secondary cooling. 
 
3.2. Straightening cracking risk indicators 
 

Seven scenarios have been simulated to evaluate the influence of different casting 
parameters on internal and surface cracking risk. A standard casting speed has been compared 
with a 20% higher speed, as in the case of a productivity increase, and with a 20% lower 
speed. Low, medium and high carbon content steels were considered. Finally, geometrical 
modifications were contemplated. An original 2-radii configuration was compared with a 3-
radii proposal, and with a minimum curvature variation (MCV) set-up. This last criterion 
seeks for the bar curvature with smoothest variation  in the straightening zone. This condition 
is satisfied by minimizing the following functional: 
 

Φ =
𝜕𝑘
𝜕𝑥

!

𝑑𝑥
!

 (14) 

 
where L is the straightening length, k is the curvature and x is the horizontal distance. 
Minimizing and expanding eq. (14), a 6th order differential equation is obtained, whose 
boundary conditions are position, angle and curvature of the caster pass-line, upstream and 
downstream the straightening sector. 

Model results have been sort out so that the influence of each variable can be observed. 
 



Casting speed Lint  Configuration Lint  Carbon content Lint 
Std – 20% 0.15  2 radii (original) 0.42  Low C 0.26 
Standard 0.26  3 radii proposal 0.32  Mid C 0.42 
Std + 20% 0.34  MCV proposal 0.27  High C 0.54 
     
2 radii config, low C steel  Standard speed, mid C steel  Standard speed, 2 radii config 
 

Table 1 – Internal cracking risk dependence on casting speed (a), geometrical configuration 
(b), and carbon content (c). 

 
Lint values are critical with increasing casting speed and with higher carbon content 

(Table 1a and 1c). Both of these parameters are not easily reduced since the speed is needed to 
increase productivity, and steel composition is determined by the future use of the product. A 
suitable possibility to control bar quality is then to modify the caster geometry through a 
revamping. Cracking risk can be reduced by multi-radii and MCV proposals (Table 1b). 

Surface damage has been evaluated at different casting speeds (Table 2). Geometrical 
configuration influence on Lsurf is negligible, since the final strain is the same for every set-up, 
depending only on the first radius of the caster. Carbon content has been also disregarded 
because the main embrittling agents of these steels are Nb, V and Ti, alloys that promote the 
formation of small precipitates. 
 

Casting speed Lsurf 
Std – 20% 0.55 
Standard 0.47 
Std + 20% 0.44 
 
2 radii config, low C steel 

 
Table 2 – Surface cracking risk dependence on casting speed. 

 
Unlike in internal hot-tearing, surface cracking is critical at low casting speed, since a 

cooler bar tends to fall in the brittle temperature range at straightening. Secondary cooling can 
be softened to prevent this situation. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 

 
A modeling methodology has been developed and implemented in order to predict bar 

temperatures, stress and strain distribution, and cracking risk. This procedure may be used to 
analyze the influence of casting conditions on the final quality of the product. 

The potential of this methodology is exemplified by its application to two different 
continuous casting problems: the optimization of nozzles layout in the secondary cooling and 
the estimation of cracking risk during straightening. In the first example, the thermal model 
was used to successfully reduce both circumferential temperature unevenness and mold exit 
reheating in the bar. In the second one, internal and surface cracking risk were determined for 
different operative conditions, including casting speed, machinery geometry and steel 
composition. 

These numerical models proved to be reliable and robust and may be applied to a 
number of scenarios of interest in continuous casting such as determination of the ultimate 
casting speed of a mill and the study of caster revamping proposals committed by suppliers.  
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THE INFLUENCES OF DIFFERENT SUBMERGED ENTRY NOZZLE 
ON THE FLOW AND SOLIDIFICATION OF MOLTEN STEEL IN THE 

CSP MOLD WITH EMBR 

 
 
Abstract 
 

A three dimensional mathematical model of the magnetic field, flow field, and 
temperature field in a 1500 mm × 70mm CSP funnel-type mold is used to numerically 
study the effect of an electromagnetic brake (EMBr) on solidification and flow behavior 
of molten steel. A number of effects of EMBr on the flow pattern and temperature 
distribution of molten steel are simulated. The jet flow discharge from the submerged 
entry nozzle (SEN) is significantly suppressed. In addition, heat transfer in the upper part 
of the mold increases under the influence of EMBr, which can improve the mobility of 
liquid steel at the meniscus and achieve low superheat casting. The relations between 
solidified shell thickness and liquids steel flow, and between SEN angle and the 
installation position of the EMBr device, are taken into account to study the effects of 
braking on molten steel. An optimal braking effect for molten steel can be obtained by 
the comprehensive analysis in order to improve the quality of thin slab. 
 
 
Keywords 
 

CSP funnel type mold, magnetic field, flow field, temperature field, submerged 
entry nozzle, braking effect  
 
 
Introduction 
 

The flow characteristics of molten steel in mold are complicated physical and 
chemical behavior including solidification, mass transfer and so on. They affect the 
quality of thin slab significantly. The unreasonable flow state often causes 
entrapped slag, slab surface defects and even leads to problems such as breakout of 
liquid steel, shrinkage defects and so on. A large number of fundamental research and 
industrial experiments have proved that electromagnetic braking (EMBR) was effective 
for controlling the flow pattern to improve the quality of the steel slab [1-7].The braking 
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force is generated by the interaction between an applied magnetic field and eddy currents 
induced in the molten steel. The jet flow with a high speed from the SEN exit is supposed to 
supposed to be restrained due to the electromagnetic force which has a direction opposite to 
to that of fluid flow. The electromagnetic force reduces the impact of the jet on the narrow 
narrow side of mold and the decreased fluctuation of liquid surface on the meniscus is 
acquired. 

An applied magnetic field also promotes the removal of inclusions and reduces mold 
powder entrapment, thus both the surface and internal quality of the thin slab are improved. 
Wei et al. [5] studied  the metallurgical effect of the use of CSP molds with EMBR and the 
macro inclusions was reduced 61%, which can improve the quality of the thin slab. Authors 
of this article have analyzed the influence of solidification and EMBR on flow pattern in CSP 
mold in the past [9, 10]. The flow behavior and temperature distribution of molten steel in the 
CSP mold is discussed using different SEN in this paper. 

In this study, A three dimensional mathematical model of the magnetic field, flow field 
and temperature field in a 1500 mm × 70 mm CSP funnel-type mold is used to study the 
effect of an electromagnetic brake (EMBR) on solidification and flow behavior of molten 
steel. A number of effects of EMBR on the flow pattern and temperature distribution of 
molten steel are simulated. And the jet flow discharge from the submerged entry nozzle 
(SEN) is significantly suppressed. In addition, heat transfer in the upper part of the mold 
increases under the influence of EMBR, which can improve the mobility of liquid steel at the 
meniscus and achieve low superheat casting. The electromagnetic field, flow characteristics 
and the temperature distribution are taken into account to elaborate the effects of 
electromagnetic braking on molten steel. Further, the temperature difference is reduced 
from 110K to 30K when choosing type A SEN. And the large temperature gradient appears at 
the large deformation zone, which maybe help us to reveal the formation of longitudinal 
cracks.  
 
 
Mathematical model 
 

A finite element model based on ANSYS is applied to the calculation of electromagnetic 
fields. In addition, a three dimensional mathematical model of fluid flow and heat transfer is 
established based on FLUENT using the finite volume method. A magnetohydrodynamics 
(MHD) module included in FLUENT is applied for electromagnetic computing. Then the 
coupled models including flow, temperature, solidification, and the electromagnetic are used 
for simulation with the purpose of  discussing the effect of EMBR on fluid flow and heat 
transfer behavior in a CSP funnel-type mold. 

On the basis of CSP thin slab continuous casting process parameters, the longitudinal 
calculation domain is extended to 2.0 m in this paper in order to ensure the molten steel 
turbulent fully developed in the exit of the mold and to improve the calculation precision. And 
a quarter of the entire mold is selected as computation zone according to the symmetry 
principle. 

The flow pattern and heat transfer phenomena of molten steel in the mold under the 
influence of electromagnetic field can be described by the continuity equation, 



momentum equation, turbulence equations of k-ε and energy equation. The porous 
medium model is adopted to describe the mushy zone for casting solidification process. 
The detailed description is as literature [11, 12]. 

 

 

 
 
Fig.1: The schematic diagram 
Electromagnetic braking device 

 

 
The lorentz force is the main factor to restrain the jet flowing from the SEN exit, 

which is generated by the interaction of steady magnetic field and molten steel flow. It is 
described as equation (1), 

 

emF j B
→ → →

= ×                              （1） 

 
The magnetic field result calculated by ANSYS is imported to the MHD model in 

FLUENT by compiling the corresponding format file. The coupling mathematical model 
for magnetic field, flow field and temperature distribution is established. The 
induced current density is obtained by solving electric potential equation.   

 

)B(2
→→

×⋅∇=∇ νϕ                          （2） 
 

[- ( )]j Bσ ϕ ν
→ → →

= ∇ + ×                         （3） 

 

Where, B
→

-magnetic flux density, T; j
→

 -induced current density, 

A/m2;σ -Electrical conductivity, S/m; ϕ -potential，V; 
→

v -The molten steel flow velocity, 

m/s; emF
ur

-Lorentz force, N. 

The number of coil turns and the current density are used to impose 
boundary conditions for the magnetic field calculation model. And the parallel magnetic 
flux boundary condition is on the symmetry plane and air surface. The main calculated 
parameters are shown in Table 1. 

In order to ensure the accuracy of the model, the grid quality needs to control in a 
numerical simulation process. In this paper, the ICEM software is used to create the grid. 
The grid of the model and the grid quality are showed as Figure 2. According to the 



experience of CFD simulation, the grid quality of this model is so much higher that the 
calculation results can meet the requirements of computing.  

Table 1  Model dimension and computational parameters 
 

Parameters Value 
The mold zone /mm 

The calculation zone /mm 
Width1500× thickness 70×height 1100 
Width 1500×thickness 70×height 2000 

The SEN shape Two side hole 
The immersion depth of SEN /mm 250 

Casting speed/（m·min-1） 4 
Density /（kg·m-3） 7020 

Viscosity /（kg·m-1·s-1） 0.0065 
Solidus temperature/K 1777 

Liquidus temperature /K 1804 
Thermal conductivity coefficient of liquid phase /（w·m-1·K-1） 27 
Thermal conductivity coefficient of solid phase /（w·m-1·K-1） 30 

Specific heat  /J·kg-1·K-1 720 
Electrical conductivity (S/m) 7.14×105 
Copper conductivity (S/m) 1.78×107 

 

 

(a) The grid 

 

(b) The grid quality 

 
 
 
Fig.2: The grid of the 
model and the grid quality 

 

 
Boundary conditions of the coupling calculation model are as follows：  
(1) The entrance of molten steel: The velocity inlet boundary condition is adopted. It is 

calculated according to the mass conservation principle. The molten steel temperature of 
entrance is set as the pouring temperature. Moreover, initial K and epsilon turbulence 
characteristics are calculated by the equation (4) and equation (5): 

 

inlet
20.01νk =                            （4） 

 

nozzle
1.5 d2kε =                             （5） 

 



(2)  Symmetry faces: Velocity components which are perpendicular to the 
symmetry faces and various physical quantities of gradient along the normal direction 
of symmetry faces are all considered as zero. 

(3) Free surface: No shear stress calculation surface condition is applied on the 
meniscus to calculate.  

(4) Exports of the model: The outflow condition is set for assuming 
full development flow on the exports of the model. 

(5) Wall boundary: Both walls in the mold are considered to be non-slip standard 
walls with normal velocity and current density components of zero. And the heat flux 
on the cooling wall in the mold is as equation (6): 

 

2680 mq tβ= −                         （6） 
 

Where，the β is heat flux coefficient，and the value is 355. tm is the residence time 

of the molten steel in the mold. In addition, the heat transfer coefficient of the slab broad 
surface and the narrow surface on secondary cooling zone are 1450 w/ (m2, K) and 1300 
w/ (m2, K), respectively. 

In order to show，quantitatively and with great detail, the magnetic flux densities 
and the temperature distribution etc., three typical lines (the lines A, B, and C) are shown 
in Figure 3. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Fig.3: Typical lines in the mold region 
 

 
Where, line A is the center line of the model on symmetry plane; line B is the center 

line of the slab broad surface; line C is on the slab broad surface, and the distance 
between the symmetry plane and line C is 160 mm. 
 
 
Distribution of the electromagnetic field 
 

The magnetic field analysis model is set up applying the software ANSYS 14.0. 
The influence of different magnetomotive force on the magnetic flux density can be 
analyzed by changing the current density. In order to illustrate the magnetic field 



distribution characteristics, The 10000 a•n magnetomotive force are applied to the model 
and the calculation result is shown as Figure 4. 
 

 

 
 

Fig.4: The magnetic flux density distribution 
in the iron core 
 

 
As shown in Figure 4, the largest magnetic flux density appears at the corner of the 

ferrite core. When an electric current is applied to the coil winding, the magnetic flux density 
is generated and the electromagnetic force is formed to restrain the impact of the flows as well 
as to reduce the intensity of turbulence. Thus, a stable and low flow rate is obtained in CSP 
mold. 
 

 

 
 
 

Fig.5: The magnetic flux density along the 
CSP mold height direction (Line A) 
 

 
The Figure 5 shows the magnetic flux density distribution of line A by varying the 

magnetomotive force in the CSP mold. As can be seen from Figure 5, the value of the largest 
magnetic flux density appears at the position, the height of EMBR installation, where the 
distance from the meniscus is 0.6m.In the casting direction, the magnetic flux density reduces 
gradually away from location of EMBR device (shown as Figure 3).Thus, the weak magnetic 
flux density appears at the exit of the mold or near the meniscus. In addition, when changing 
the EMBR installation height, the magnetic flux density distribution is moving only at height 
direction. The EMBR installation height has little influence upon the strength of the magnetic 
flux density. The main reason is that the mold copper plate has less effect on magnetic field 
with direct current. 

 
 



 

 
 
 
Fig.6: The maximum magnetic flux density 
with the current intensity changed in the mold 
 

 
Moreover, there is a linear relationship between the current intensity and the max 

magnetic flux density, as shown in Figure 6. Obviously, with the current intensity 
enhancing, the maximum magnetic induction intensity increases linearly. 
 
 
The influence of EMBR on flow characteristics using different SEN 
 

The main effect of electromagnetic brake is generating electromagnetic force. The 
electromagnetic force can reduce the high flow speed to avoid the larger liquid 
fluctuation near the meniscus. That is the important function of the EMBR for the slag 
entrapment controlling.  

The EMBR has a greater influence on molten steel flow in CSP thin slab mold from 
above analysis. For slab continuous casting production process, the molten steel is 
injected into the mold from the submerged nozzle. The influence of different SEN shapes 
on fluid flow in the CSP mold using EMBR are shown as Figure 7 and Figure 8.  
 

 
  with EMB     without EMBR 

 
 
 
 
 

Fig.7: Flow streamline in the mold 
with type A SEN 
 

 



 
with EMBR  without EMBR 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8: Flow streamline in the mold 
with type B SEN 

 

 
In fact, high speed liquid jet flow impacts the narrow side of the mold. Then the jet 

develops into two obviously backflow zones. On the one hand, the upward backflow zone 
provides heat for melting near the meniscus. On the other hand, the higher velocity of flow 
exacerbates fluctuations near the meniscus in CSP funnel type mold. Thus, mold flux 
entrapment in the thin slab is more likely to occur. The impact depth and the vortex core 
height of the downward flow directly affect inclusions and the bubbles floatation in the mold 
as well as the molten steel temperature distribution, which affect the solidified shell growth 
of the thin slab. The high rate flow impact often leads to slag entrapment in production 
process. Once using EMBR, the high speed rate is suppressed effectively by lorentz force in 
the CSP mold.  

 
 
The influence of EMBR on the temperature distribution of thin slab surface 
 

The electromagnetic brake has a great influence on flow conditions of molten steel in the 
mold, which changes the temperature distribution on slab surface. Figure 9 shows the 
temperature distribution on the slab broad surface.  
 

 

 
 
 
Fig.9: The temperature distribution on the 
slab broad surface (Temperature, K) 
 

 
The large temperature gradient  appears on line C, shown as Figure 9，which is on the 

slab broad surface and the distance between the symmetry plane and line C is 160 mm. At this 



position, the solidified shell bears more thermal stress due to the bigger temperature 
gradient during the solidification process. More remarkably, the large deformation area 
is just near the line C in the CSP mold, where slab surface bears the high mechanical 
stress. It may be the formation reason of longitudinal cracks on the thin slab surface. 
Therefore, the influence of electromagnetic brake on the temperature of line B and line C 
is analyzed in the section below.  
 

 

(a)Type A SEN 
 

(b) Type B SEN 

 
 
Fig.10: The temperature 
difference between line B and 
line C using different Types 
of SEN 
 

 
The temperature difference between line B and line C, at a certain height along the 

casting direction, is for the description of the temperature gradient. The influences of 
EMBR on temperature differential using two types of SEN are shown as Figure 10. In 
view of the different types of SEN, temperature data on line C and line B are calculated 
to assess slab longitudinal cracks. It has a large influence on temperature distribution of 
slab surface when using EMBR. Comparing two different types of SEN, the temperature 
gradient of slab surface near the exit of the mold are much the same at 110 K without the 
effect of EMBR. Compared with type B SEN, when adopting type A SEN, the effect of 
EMBR on the temperature gradient reduction is more significant. And the temperature 
gradient is reduced from 110K to 30 K. When adopting the type B SEN, the temperature 
gradient of slab surface at the exit of the mold is the higher one. Thus，the solidified shell 
sustains the more thermal stress using the type B SEN. For this reason, the type A is a 
favorable shape for adopting during 70mm thickness CSP thin slab casting process. And 
with the influence of EMBR, it can effectively decrease the occurrence of longitudinal 
cracks on thin slab surface. The gradient of temperature on the slab surface is reduced 
significantly when installing electromagnetic braking device. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

A three dimensional mathematical model of fluid flow and heat transfer with 
electromagnetic effect is established in this paper. The electromagnetic features in the 
mold calculated by ANSYS have been discussed. Then the influences of EMBR and two 
shapes of submerged entry nozzle on flow characteristic have been analyzed, as well as 
the temperature distribution of thin slab surface.  

(1)When enhancing the current in the mold, the maximum magnetic induction 



intensity almost increases linearly.  
(2)The high temperature gradient near the large deformation area may be the reason of 

slab longitudinal cracks. Therefore, it will improve the thin slab quality significantly to 
enhance the intensity current on EMBR. 

(3)The flow characteristic and the temperature gradient with two shapes of SEN have 
been analyzed. When adopted type A SEN，The slab temperature distribution is more uniform 
on the solidified shell .  

(4) With the analysis of the influence of braking effects, that focused on the temperature 
gradient of the slab surface provides a good reference for us to reveal the formation of 
longitudinal cracks. 
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SECONDARY FLOW INSTABILITIES 

IN SUBMERGED ENTRY NOZZLE (SEN) FLOW 
 
 

Abstract 
 

In some two-port SEN configurations a dominant secondary vortex is formed in 
addition to the quasi-planar flow field of the two emerging jets. Water experiments show that 
in single-phase flows this horizontal secondary vortex irregularly establishes and decays with 
changing orientation of rotation at high alternation rates. This flow configuration is believed 
to be favourable for delayed clogging near the SEN outlet. 

In this study this flow instability phenomenon is investigated by means of detailed 
numerical simulations. It is shown that common turbulence models like Unsteady Reynolds 
Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) and Large Eddy Simulations (LES) fail in predicting the 
dynamics of the secondary vortex even with very high grid resolution.   

In contrast, a recently developed lattice-Boltzmann based LES model which is 
embedded into a classical finite volume based URANS simulation yields a realistic 
representation of the dynamics of the secondary vortex at very low computational costs. 
Additional bubble tracking indicates that individual bubbles are captured by secondary vortex 
axes forming characteristic threads of bubbles, which agree with experimental observations. 
Finally, the corresponding distribution of wall shear stress indicates that these secondary 
vortices might help in delaying particle accretion and clogging. 

This paper ends with a conclusion and an outlook of how embedded lattice-Boltzmann 
methods can be applied in metallurgical flows. 

 
Keywords 

 
Mould flow – submerged entry nozzle –URANS – LES – lattice Boltzmann Simulations – 
secondary vortices 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Submerged Entry Nozzles (SEN) are a key component of Continuous Casting (CC) 

machines. In two-port SEN the liquid steel is guided from the tundish into the mould where 
this down-pouring liquid stream is re-directed to the two opposing ports, defining the origin of 
two confined jets. More precisely, the SEN geometry, i.e. the realisation of this re-direction 
determines the macroscopic flow conditions inside the mould, which, in turn, are responsible 
for smooth CC operation and finally product quality. 

During operation small non-metallic inclusions can hit the inner walls of a SEN and due 
to the non-wetting surface conditions between SEN and liquid steel, they can easily build up 
dominant accretions. This process, called clogging, favourably occurs at flow deflections and 
recirculation areas. In a two-port SEN clogging is known to occur at the bottom section, 
directly in the region of flow deflection. This clogging phenomenon is of major concern for 
steel producers, since (i) it constricts the effective port opening, leading to asymmetric jets of 
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higher initial momentum, which changes the global flow pattern and (ii) it might deteriorate 
steel quality, if junks of accreted material are washed into the mould. In CC operation it is 
therefore necessary to exchange the SEN, if clogging starts to become dominant. 

In this purely numerical study the flow deflection inside a two-port SEN is focused by 
conventional finite volume simulations and newly developed embedded lattice Boltzmann 
(LB) simulations. In the latter case a multi-scale approach is realised with the embedded LB 
simulation acting as a magnification lens, which is considered in addition to a global finite 
volume simulation. Although this investigation does not include dedicated experimental 
validation, numerical results are substantiated by experimental evidence obtained by previous 
studies. 
 
2. Modelling 

 
The hybrid turbulence model has been presented in detail in a previous publication [1]. For 

sake of completeness in this place an abbreviated version of this presentation is given.  

2.1 Finite Volume Simulations 
The incompressible Navier-Stokes equations comprise mass balance   

 0FV∇⋅ =u  (1) 
with the macroscopic velocity FVu  and momentum balance 

 1FV
FV FV FVp

t ρ
∂

+∇⋅ = − ∇ +∇⋅ +
∂

u u u bτ  (2) 

with t , ρ  and p  denoting time, fluid density and fluid pressure. The subscript FV  
indicated that this flow field is resolved by Finite Volume simulations. The stress tensor can 
be expressed as 

 ( )TFV
m

FV
µ
ρ

∇ +∇=τ u u  (3) 

with mµ  as the dynamic viscosity. Finally, b  denotes a specific acceleration which will be 
described later. 

Osborne Reynolds proposed that in turbulent flows the actual fluid velocity FVU  can be 
composed of a mean velocity FVu  and a fluctuating velocity FVʹ′u ,   

 FV FV FVʹ′= +U u u  (4) 
If this velocity decomposition is applied to the Navier-Stokes equations and the resulting 

equations are ensemble averaged, then additional terms emerge in the momentum equation. 
These Reynolds stresses act as additional diffusive terms and can be modelled either directly 
by a Reynolds Stress Model or indirectly by assuming an additional eddy viscosity (e.g. [2]).  

2.2 Lattice Boltzmann Simulations 

In contrast to the Navier-Stokes equations the Boltzmann equation considers the behaviour 
of fluid particles rather than the behaviour of a continuum. Motivated by Newton’s second 
law the Boltzmann equation reads 

 LB LB coll
f f f f
t
∂

+ ⋅∇ + ⋅∇ =
∂

&
uu b  (5) 

where ( ), ,f f t= x c  denotes the particle distribution function, and u  and b  velocity and 
body forces. 



 The collision operator collf&  relates the changes of the particle distribution function to 

interparticle collisions. The most popular model for collf&  is the Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook 
(BGK) approximation [3], which assumes that relaxation towards a local equilibrium happens 
on a single timescale τ  by 

 ( )1 eq
collf f f

τ
= − −&  (6) 

with eqf  denoting the Maxwellian equilibrium state. The relaxation parameter τ  can be 
directly linked to fluid viscosity by 3 1 2τ µ ρ= + . 

In the Lattice Boltzmann version of LES the strain rate tensor can be related to the distance 
of the actual thermodynamic state from the equilibrium state by 

 2
0

1
2

eq
ij i j

s

S f f
c α α α α

α

ε ε
ρ τ

⎡ ⎤= − −⎣ ⎦∑  (7) 

with 1 3sc =  denoting the speed of sound on an equidistant lattice and iαε  as the thα  
component of the lattice velocity ie . Based on Smagorinky’s model [4] this leads to a subgrid 
relaxation parameter 

 ( ) ( ) 122 2 1
0 0

1 4 2
2

n n
SG S x s t effC c Sτ τ δ τ τ

− −⎛ ⎞= + Δ −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (8) 

with 1 1
0

n n
eff SGτ τ τ− −= +  taken from the last timestep. Finally, 0

n n
eff SGτ τ τ= +  is utilized for the 

current timestep relaxation. Further information of Lattice Boltzmann based LES can be 
found in e.g. [5]. 

2.3 Hybrid FV-LB Simulations 

Throughout this study the local lattice Boltzmann region is assumed as an equidistant 
lattice which extends over a distinct hexahedral sub-region of the computational domain. In 
order to guarantee mass conservation the outermost lattice points are defined as bounce back 
points representing a wall. As a consequence the amount of fluid particles inside the lattice 
Boltzmann domain remains constant which reflects the situation of incompressible flow. 
Next, a corona region is defined which reaches from the outermost bounce back hull a 
distance of three lattice points into the inner lattice Boltzmann region.  

In a communication step each Finite Volume cell checks, if its cell midpoint is inside the 
Lattice Boltzmann corona region. If this is the case the particle distribution functions of the 
closest lattice point are set to the corresponding equilibrium functions which are obtained by 
the finite volume based velocity by parameter 

 ( )2 2

, 0 2 4 2

9 31 3
2 2

a FVeq a FV FV
a cor af w

c c c
ρ
⎡ ⎤⋅⋅

= + + −⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

e ue u u  (9) 

where aw  are weighting factors, c  is the lattice speed and ae  are the unit direction vectors 
of the computational molecule. 

Within the embedded Lattice Boltzmann region the standard turbulence model of the Finite 
Volume simulation – RANS or coarse grid LES – is switched off. That is for cells inside the 
Lattice Boltzmann sub region the turbulent viscosity is set to zero.  

Next the locally averaged Lattice Boltzmann velocity influences the coarse grid Finite 
Volume simulation by a direct forcing immersed boundary method [6]. Thereby, the actual 
velocity pattern which has been obtained from the underlying Lattice Boltzmann calculation 
is transferred into a force field by 



 
( )LB FV

FV
FVt
−

=
Δ

u u
b  (10) 

In the framework of this hybrid turbulence model passive Lagrangian bubble tracking can 
be realised by substituting the local steel velocity by steel LB=u u  in the region of the 
embedded Lattice Boltzmann simulation and by steel FV=u u  elsewhere. 
 
3. Modelling Setup 

  
In creating an environment of embedded LB simulations special attention has been laid 

on user friendly applicability. Based on the commercial finite volume solver ANSYS/Fluent 
[7] a dedicated LB code has been realised by user defined functions (udf’s). After specifying 
the region of interest, the embedded LB simulation is automatically set-up based on a set of 
pre-defined simulation parameters (like the maximum lattice speed or the global lattice size).  

After a finite volume simulation step flow the corona boundary is set for the embedded 
LB simulation. Subsequently, a series of LB sub iterations is performed depending on the 
global time-step size and the lattice spacing. Finally, the direct forcing field is returned to the 
finite volume simulation (Fig. 1). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Flow sheet of embedded LB simulations; after one global finite volume simulation step a series of N  
LB sub iterations are performed to update the direct forcing field of the subsequent next finite volume simulation 
step. 

 
Fig. 2: Communication between finite volume simulation and lattice Boltzmann simulation by many to many 
parallelisation; finite volume parallelisation with 12 processors (left) and LB parallelisation (right); a finite 
volume cell of processor i exchanges data with LB lattice points of processors j and k. 
  

Because of its explicit formulation LB simulations are well accessible for 
parallelisation, motivating the development of a hybrid parallelisation concept. While the 
finite volume domain is subdivided by an arbitrary partitioning algorithm (e.g. by the Metris 
algorithm), the embedded sub-domain is partitioned into regular slices in Cartesian x-
direction (see Fig. 2). Communication between those parallelization concepts is realised by 



many to many parallelisation in a way that a finite volume cell of processor i  can exchange 
data with LB lattice points of different processors (e.g. j  and k ). 
 
4. Results  
 

Since no direct experimental validation is available for this study we concentrate on 
phenomenological results rather than on quantitative evidence. In a first presentation of results 
we investigate the occurrence and dynamical behaviour of secondary vortices. Water 
experiments show that in single-phase flows horizontal secondary vortices irregularly 
establish and decay with changing orientation of rotation at high alternation rates [8].  

However, classical finite volume simulations based on URANS turbulence models 
cannot recover this phenomenon (Fig. 3, left). Instead of highly unsteady secondary vortex 
pairs those simulations result in a single secondary vortex with persisting position and 
orientation. Even very expensive finite volume bases LES do not result in the highly unsteady 
secondary vortex pair interaction, which is reported from experiments. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: Contour plots of vorticity magnitude in a SEN mid plane normal to the port openings picturing secondary 
vortex formation in case of URANS simulations (left) and embedded LB simulations (two snap-shots, right), in 
case of URANS simulations the secondary vortex remains stationary.  

 
In contrast to that, embedded LB simulations immediately result in highly unsteady 

interaction of secondary vortices of alternating orientations, which from a phenomenological 
point of view agrees well with experimental observations. Interestingly, these results come 
along with only eight percent of additional computational time. In the right side of Fig. 3 are 
two snap shots of the vorticity field in the SEN’s mid plane (facing the port openings in 
normal direction), exhibiting the detailed formation, movement and decay of these secondary 
vortices. 

While it is very difficult to observe these secondary vortices by classical experimental 
methods like Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) due to their high dynamics and restricted 
optical accessibility inside the SEN, it is easy to visualize them by adding a small amount of 
stopper gas injection. Small gas bubbles tend to be captured in the cores of secondary vortices 
forming characteristic bubble threads, which can be recorded by high speed camera. Fig. 4 
shows a snap shot of a corresponding video with the dashed lines indicating the bubble 
threads and the arrows hinting to vortex orientation. 
 



 
Fig. 4: Bubble distribution during a SEN water experiment; snap shot of a high speed video (left) and additional 
sketch of vortex axis and vortex orientation as obtained by visual observation of the video (right). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Bubble distribution as result of conventional finite volume based URANS simulations (left) and 
embedded LB simulations (right); bubbles are coloured by local fluid vorticity (± 100 1/s). 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Wall shear stress distribution as result of conventional finite volume based URANS simulations (left) and 
two snap shots of embedded LB simulations (right); the horizontal stripes of the contour plots of embedded LB 
simulation correspond to the position of secondary vortices. 

 
In case of low gas injection it is reasonable to assume only two-way momentum 

coupling between (point) bubbles and the surrounding liquid. If this simplified bubble tracing 
is added to a conventional finite volume based URANS simulation, no bubble threads can be 
observed (Fig. 5, left). Obviously, in this case the simulated secondary vortex is too weak to 
capture bubbles. Instead a multitude of bubbles is collected in the upper region of the port 
opening, locally violating the assumption of independent bubble tracking. In contrast to this, 
embedded LB simulations render a completely different picture. In this case gas bubbles are 
more dispersed in the lower part of the SEN and they are obviously captured by the secondary 
vortices, forming characteristic bubble threads. Once again, from a phenomenological point of 
view this simulation results agrees well with corresponding experimental observations. 



From a metallurgical point of view these results are only of limited relevance at first 
glance. However, the unsteady flow field of the secondary vortices governs the local wall 
shear pattern which controls the stability of wall attached particle aggregates (i.e. clogging). 
In Fig. 6 the wall shear pattern are in line with the previous results. While classical finite 
volume simulations based on URANS turbulence models predict a low and homogeneous 
wall shear distribution, the embedded LB simulation exhibits a heterogeneous and unsteady 
wall shear pattern. It seems to be reasonable to assume, that those highly unsteady secondary 
vortices and their subsequent impact on local wall shear might be favourable for a delayed 
onset of clogging. However, more in depth research is necessary in order to verify this 
assumption. 

 
5. Conclusion and Outlook 

 
Secondary vortex behaviour in two-port vortices has been studied by conventional finite 

volume based simulations and embedded lattice Boltzmann (LB) simulations. Embedded LB 
simulations work numerically stable and produce reasonable results at very low computational 
costs, exhibiting highly unsteady behaviour of secondary vortices. From a phenomenological 
point of view, the results of embedded LB simulations agree well with corresponding 
experimental observations. Numerical results hint to the assumption that secondary vortex 
behaviour might have a direct impact on SEN clogging. 

In future embedded LB simulations will be applied to different multi-scale flow 
configuration. Whenever, a detailed magnification lens is required, a conventional finite 
volume based simulation can be locally augmented by an embedded LB simulation, which is 
capable of resolving flow details at very low computational costs. This might for instance be 
of interest at the mould surface, in order to study the detailed mechanism of slag entrainment 
in dependence of the global flow pattern.  
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FLUID FLOW IN CONTINUOUS CASTING AFFECTED BY 
MAGNETIC FIELDS 

  
 Abstract  

Affecting the mold flow by magnetic fields is a common practice for producing high-
quality steels in a wide range of formats and casting speeds in a continuous caster. Numerical 
models (CFD-FEM) based on the equations for the fluid flow and the electromagnetic fields 
are used to design and rate magnetic devices that are integrated into the mold. These devices 
have a high impact on the construction with respect to stability and manufacturing costs. 
Examples of braking and stirring devices are presented. The jet braking concept is based on 
the local field method. The interaction between the SEN jets and the local magnetic fields is 
discussed. This is the basis for an efficient and energy-conserving way of steering the mold 
flow. Another example shows the steel flow in the vicinity of the solidifying strand shell 
controlled by a magnetic stirring device. 

 
 Keywords 

CFD, electromagnetic field, local-field electromagnetic brake, MHD, mold flow, 
multiphase flow, stirring. 

 
 

1. Introduction 
  
The flow in the mold of a continuous caster can be characterized as inherently instable 

and strongly time-dependent. The melt jets emerging from the SEN interact with each other 
and with the free surface. Small-scale turbulence is induced by the jet velocity gradients and 
superimposed by large-scale turbulence, leading to an instable, time-dependent behavior of 
the jets. If these flow disturbances are large, meniscus level fluctuation can occur and cause 
defects in the strand. In conventional casters inert gas (argon, nitrogen) is usually injected into 
the SEN to avoid infiltration of oxygen and to prevent clogging which influences the mold 
flow as well.  

The design of the SEN enables the velocity distribution and the jet angles to be affected, 
but it is a challenge to meet the requirement of a controlled mold flow over the full range of 
casting conditions. 

Controlling the mold flow by magnetic fields is a common practice for producing high-
quality steels in a wide range of formats and casting speeds. Static magnetic fields are used as 
EMBr (Electromagnetic Brake) to reduce velocity peaks and to homogenize the flow pattern. 
Stirring devices with moving magnetic fields are used to accelerate the meniscus flow and to 
improve the mold powder melting. The solidification structure can be affected by forcing a 
certain internal flow structure near the strand shell. An overview of possible electromagnetic 
applications is given by Thomas and Chaudhary [1].  

However, the interaction between solidification, thermal dependency of properties, size 
and distribution of inert gas bubbles, transient flow structure and magnetic field is very 
complex. The only chance for obtaining a deeper insight is to simulate these physical 
processes in the mold. SMS Siemag has developed a numerical model based on CFD and 
FEM codes to describe these processes. In this paper, which is to be seen as extension of a 
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previous paper [2], the implementation of the models for solidification, gas bubbles as well as 
static and time-dependent magnetic fields in the CFD code is described. This model is applied 
to two experimental benchmarks (chap. 3), a CSP caster (chap. 4), a conventional caster 
(chap. 5), and a billet caster (chap. 6). 

  
2. Governing equations 

  
Magnetic field model 

There are many ways to calculate steady-state and transient magnetic fields in a mold. A 
common method as described in [3,4] is to calculate the empty field, i. e. no liquid steel in the 
domain, in a pre-processing step and then to calculate the superimposed magnetic field 
induced by the moving melt. To avoid non-physical artifacts, the empty magnetic field must 
be divergence-free. This is achieved by using the commercial FEM tool ANSYS for the 
calculation of magnetic fields in the flow domain driven by the current in the coils. For 
stirrers, the harmonic approach of ANSYS is used. In the case of a static magnetic field, only 
magnetic material is included; all other materials are treated as air.  

In the harmonic case, all conductive materials such as the copper plates are included in 
the calculation. Due to the fact that the magnetic flux lines have to form closed loops in the 
computational domain, the ambient air surrounding the magnetic installation is considered in 
the calculation. Fig. 1 shows the FEM domain of an EMBr in a CSP caster. The 
computational domain has a size of 10 x 10 x 5 m³.  

 

core

mold

coil

water jacket

yoke

Fig. 1: a) CAD geometry of the main parts that belong to the EMBr of a CSP mold, shown 
without the ambient air; b) Simplified geometry of the corresponding FEM model with the 
calculated magnetic flux density vectors  
 

The harmonic approach is only applicable when the material properties are constant in 
time. Otherwise, the oscillations of the flux density are not sinusoidal. In the case of an empty 
field all material properties are supposed to be constant. Magnetic saturation effects that arise 
in the core at high magnetic flux densities cannot be simulated with this approach.  

The simulation results for the empty field must always be adapted to measurement data 
by multiplication with a constant factor. The empty field of the magnetic flux density is 
imported into the CFD tool OpenFOAM®. Due to the fact that the time-dependent simulation 
of the flow field requires time-steps of about 1 ms and the stirring frequency is between 1 Hz 
and 10 Hz, it is decided to generate a time-dependent empty magnetic field from the harmonic 
solution.  

During the calculation the following transport equation for the induced magnetic flux 
density vector b

!
 is solved:  
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Here, u!  is the velocity vector, 0B
!

 is the flux density vector of the empty field, µ is the 
permeability and σ the electrical conductivity. Eq. (1) considers the interaction between flow 
and magnetic field and is solved throughout the fluid domain. Thus, the global field 0B

!
 and 

the induced field b
!

 are decoupled. 
The boundary conditions for b

!
 are deduced from the assumption of a fully electrically 

insulated boundary. This leads to the requirement that b
!

 has to be orthogonal to the copper 
plate and all other walls of the steel domain. The Lorentz force Lf  in the fluid is calculated 
by: 
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The temperature dependency of the material properties is also taken into account. A sink 
term Sk is added to the equation for the turbulent kinetic energy k to simulate the damping 
effect of the magnetic field [5]. However, this has to be seen as approximation because the 
isotropic turbulence is damped in a non-isotropic manner. In the sink term 

kBc    S 2
0MHDk

ρ

σ
=  (3) 

cMHD is the adjusting factor and ρ the density. 
 

Solidification model 
High electric currents parallel to walls are induced in the near-wall region of the steel 

domain. Because the electrical conductivity of steel varies significantly with temperature, it is 
necessary to calculate the temperature distribution in the steel (liquid, mushy, solid) by use of 
an appropriate solidification model. In the present case the porosity-based solidification 
model according to Voller and Swaminathan [7] is used: 
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where LH  is the latent heat and cp the specific heat capacity; the subscript s indicates 
the solid values. The solid fraction fs is defined piecewise dependent on temperature for the 
chosen steel grade. The variables ρ, u!  and cp are averaged values of both the solid and the 
liquid phases in the cell. 

The permeability K in the mushy zone is calculated according to Schneider and 
Beckermann [8]: 
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where lf  is liquid fraction, 1d , 2d  are the primary and secondary dendrite arm spacings. 
 
Multiphase model 

In conventional casters with rather low casting speed, inert gas is often injected into the 
upper part of the SEN to avoid clogging. In the mold, gas bubbles have a strong impact on the 
steel flow. In general, two methods are available for modeling gas bubbles in melt, the 



Lagrangian and the Eulerian method. In the current case, the Lagrangian method is not 
selected due to its limitation to gas volume fractions lower than 10%. Therefore, an 
appropriate Eulerian model, the mixture model is chosen. Here, only one momentum equation 
has to be solved. The gas bubble velocity is calculated under the assumption that inertial 
forces of the gaseous phase are negligible and a local equilibrium of buoyancy, drag, MHD 
(magneto-hydrodynamics) and centrifugal forces is established [9]. The momentum equations 
are formulated for the mixture density and the mixture velocity: 
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where iα  is the volume fraction of the phase i.  
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The relative velocity riu
!  of the gaseous phase i is calculated by an algebraic equation:  
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with the mean bubble diameter di. The magneto-hydrodynamic forces, last term on the 
right side of eq. (8), acting on the gas bubbles are calculated under the assumption of a non-
conducting gas phase [10].  

 
Turbulence model 

The standard k-ε or k-ω model is well suited for fully turbulent flows. However, in the 
present case, only the flow inside the SEN is fully turbulent. In the mold and the strand, the 
turbulence is decaying to a much lower level. Low-Reynolds models contain adjusting 
parameters or functions for low turbulence regimes, but they are only valid for near-wall 
flows. Therefore, the k-ω SST-SAS (Shear Stress Transport-Scale Adaptive Simulation) 
model according to Menter and Ergov [11,12] is used. This model has been developed and 
validated for the transition region of turbulent flows. In fully turbulent regions, the model 
behaves like a conventional k-ω  SST model. With decreasing turbulence, the model switches 
to a large eddy mode so that flow instabilities are simulated directly. The transition behavior 
is controlled by the grid size and the time-step interval. 

 
Solution procedure 

All simulations are done in a time-dependent manner. In each time-step, the equations 
are solved implicitly one after another until the convergence criteria are reached. Relaxation is 
not used during the solution. The time-step interval is set small enough to ensure a convergent 
solution in each time-step. The thermal boundary conditions are imported from in-house 
engineering tools. Thus, the cooling plan for a certain steel grade at given casting speed is 
reproduced in the simulation model. 

 
3. Model validation 
 
Channel flow 

The CFD model has been validated by means of an experimental test case with available 
velocity data [13]. This is a channel flow of a cold liquid metal with a transverse in-
homogeneous magnetic field generated by two permanent magnets. Despite its geometric 
simplicity, the fundamental flow characteristics are similar to those in a continuous caster. 
Fig. 2 gives an overview of the magnetic setup with two magnets and the connecting yoke. 

 



 a) b) 
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup [13] of a channel flow with a transverse inhomogeneous magnetic 
field; the velocity data have been measured; a) Magnetic setup with the calculated magnetic 
flux density distribution; b) Calculated velocity profiles in several cross-sections to visualize 
the flow structure 
 

The empty magnetic field is calculated with ANSYS. The material properties of the 
permanent magnets are numerically adjusted such that the calculated magnetic field is in a 
good agreement with the measured data. This solution approach ensures a divergence-free 
field of the magnetic flux density. 

The CFD simulations are performed with ANSYS FLUENT or OpenFOAM® using the 
k-ω SST-SAS model. The comparison between measured and calculated velocity profiles is 
shown in Fig. 3. The differences for the local channel velocity are within an acceptable range. 
However, the comparison of the velocity fluctuations derived from the calculated turbulent 
kinetic energy k with the measured velocity fluctuations shows significant differences. For 
that reason, an extension of the k-ω SST SAS model according to Widlund et al. [5] is 
implemented in the CFD model. 

a)                                                                         b) 
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Fig. 3: a) Measured and calculated normalized axial mean velocities at x/h = 6, Re = 4000;  
b) Measured and calculated normalized axial velocity fluctuations at x/h = 6, Re = 4000 

 
Widlund et al. [5] use the source term Sk in the k-equation and an additional source term 

in the ε-equation. In this case, the best agreement with the measurements concerning the 
velocity fluctuations is achieved when the Sk term is implemented and for cMHD = 0.05. This is 
to be seen as an estimation because the damping of the turbulence by the magnetic field is 
highly non-isotropic and the application of a two-equation turbulence model assumes 
isotropic turbulence. However, the error only affects small turbulent scales, whereas large 
eddies and their interactions with the magnetic fields are resolved properly. 



In general, the use of a turbulence model extended by an additional source term Sk leads 
to small differences in the mean velocity profiles. The fluctuating velocities calculated from 
the turbulent kinetic energy k show a higher deviation between measurement and simulation, 
Fig. 3. If the additional source term Sk in the k-equation and the cMHD factor are used, these 
fluctuations will be reduced significantly. 

 
Caster model 

Since the mold flow is more complex than in the simplified channel model, further trials 
have been carried out at the Helmholtz Center Dresden-Rossendorf on a conventional caster 
model to a scale of 1:8. Here, liquid metal (GaInSn) at ambient temperature is used as a fluid 
[6]. In Fig. 4a, the acrylic glass mold model filled with GaInSn is shown. The SEN is 
manufactured by 3D printing with a geometrical resolution of approx. 0.1 mm. The flow in 
the acrylic glass model is measured by ultrasonic sensors in horizontal and in vertical 
direction, but not at the meniscus. For the EMBr configuration, a local-field variant is 
selected. Cores and coils are shown in Fig. 4b. 

The calculated magnetic field normalized by the peak value shows very small 
differences against the measured data, likewise normalized with the peak value. To take 
account of saturation effects of the magnetic system, the peak value of the magnetic flux 
density is measured as a function of the coil current. For the flow calculation, the magnetic 
field for a certain coil current is used by multiplying the normalized field with the peak value 
of the field strength. In this case, the normalized magnetic flux density matches the 
measurement data, Fig. 4c. 

 

a)       b)                                               c) 

  
Fig. 4: a) Acrylic glass model of the mold (225 x 28.8 x 400 mm³ filled with GaInSn; b) Local 
field EMBr with four coils and cores; c) Comparison between measured and calculated values 
on the horizontal line through the magnetic flux density 
 

The comparison of measured and calculated horizontal velocity components is shown in 
Fig. 5a, b, the SEN jet angles match quite well. The characteristic counter-flow directly beside 
the jets is to be found in the simulation and in the experiment. However, the horizontal 
velocity magnitude profiles in Fig. 5c are showing a slightly asymmetric flow in the 
experiments, but a more symmetrical flow for the simulation. A possible source of error in the 
experiment is, on the one hand, the SEN geometry. The spatial resolution of 0.1 mm of the 
SEN made by rapid-prototyping is relatively coarse for the scale of 1:8, and therefore, uneven 
edges may influence the flow. Another limitation on the validity of the experimental data is to 
be found in the measuring method. The ultrasonic Doppler velocimeter TR0405LS has a 
conically shaped measured volume, see Fig. 5 a. The cone diameter at a distance from the 
measuring device of 100 mm is around 9 mm (SEN position) and at a distance of 200 mm 



(left narrow face) is about 19 mm. The simulation data in Fig. 5c have not been averaged via 
the cone-shaped measured volume. Thus, as compared to the measurement, it can only be 
stated that the characteristic flow pattern such as spray angle and counter-flow are correctly 
reproduced. Due to the limitations of the measurement method absolute values only have 
limited authoritative. 
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Fig. 5: Horizontal velocity components; a) Measured and b) calculated values for I = 500 A 
and 0B
!

 = 4500 Gauss; c) Measured and simulated horizontal velocity magnitude at a distance 
to the meniscus of 0.04 m, 0.06 m and 0.08 m  

 
4. Static magnetic field – ruler-type EMBr in a CSP mold 
 

In the CSP plant, the implementation of a ruler-type EMBr, see Fig. 1, is state-of-the-art 
in order to provide a high product quality even at throughputs higher than 4 t/min. Fig. 6 
shows the basic influence of the ruler-type EMBr applied to a CSP mold with the dimensions 
1250 x 100 mm2 at a casting speed of uc = 6 m/min. As mentioned before, the mold flow 
without EMBr is transient in terms of time and space. Large eddies develop in the core region 
below the SEN and move downwards in casting direction. These eddies force the jets to 
change their main flow direction slightly up- or downwards, see jet swiveling in Fig. 6a. The 
instability of the jet position cause local fluctuations in the meniscus. The EMBr stabilizes the 
flow pattern, Fig. 6b. The melt flow is nearly symmetrical and the jets behave more 
stationary. The ruler-type EMBr affects the jets and the upward-directed flow close to the 
narrow faces. This way, the flow is stabilized both in the core region and at the meniscus 
level. The turbulence in the region between SEN and narrow side is damped visibly. The 
maximum mean velocity in the meniscus is reduced from 0.2 m/s without EMBr to 0.09 m/s 
with EMBr. The standard deviation σU of the surface velocity is reduced from 0.14 m/s to 0.05 
m/s. As can be seen in Fig. 7a,b the cases without and with EMBr are symmetrical over an 
average of time which is important for a high product quality and a long service life of the 
SEN. 
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Fig. 6: Transient CFD of CSP mold (1250 x 100 mm2, uc = 6 m/min), instantaneous flow 
field; velocity vectors in the symmetry plane at a certain time-step; a) Without EMBr, the 
transient motion of eddies and jets is indicated; b) With ruler-type EMBr; peak value of 
magnetic flux density in the symmetry plane is 0B
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Fig. 7: Transient CFD of the CSP mold (1250 x 100 mm2, uc = 6 m/min), time-averaged flow 
field; mean velocity vectors in the symmetry plane; a) Without EMBr; b) With ruler-type 
EMBr; peak value of magnetic flux density in the symmetry plane is 0B

!
= 2500 Gauss  

 
5. Static magnetic field - local field EMBr in conventional caster 
 

The SEN design enables the velocity distribution and the angle of the SEN jets to be af-
fected and optimized for a certain range of casting formats and casting speeds. Even today, 
casting widths and casting speeds of conventional casters have to be increased. However, it is 
becoming more and more difficult to fulfill the requirement of a controlled flow in the mold 
over the full range of the casting conditions with a single SEN design. The installation of an 
EMBr offers new possibilities for extending the operational range. 



SMS Siemag Jet Brakes for conventional casters, Fig. 8, are used as melt flow guide and 
for direct deceleration of the flow. As compared to other EMBr configurations, the jet flow is 
stabilized with lower energy consumption, less impact on the construction, and lower mold 
weight. 
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Tilt able cores

Retracting unit

Tilting unit

Fixed carrier frame
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Fig. 8: Mold and water jacket of a conventional caster with local field EMBr (Jet Brake)  

 
An example for the interaction of the Jet Brake with argon bubbles is given in Fig. 9. As 

can be seen from the distribution of the argon bubble volume fraction, the jets emerging from 
the SEN directly impinge onto the local field. Due to the deceleration of the jets by the Lo-
rentz-forces, the depth of penetration is distinctly reduced. 

Local field

 a) without EMBr  b) Bmax 500 Gauss  c) Bmax 1000 Gauss

bubble penetration depth

bubble penetration depth

bubble penetration depth

 
Fig. 9: Snapshot of the argon bubble (d = 0.5 mm) distribution in the symmetry plane of a 
conventional caster (1300 x 220 mm², uc = 1.6 m/min); a) without EMBr; b) Jet Brake EMBr 
at 0B
!

= 500 Gauss and c) Jet Brake EMBr at 0B
!

= 1000 Gauss in the symmetry plane 
 

Fig. 10 shows an example of flow guiding. The jets emerging from the SEN are stabi-
lized and guided in a direction more downwards to the strand, depending on the strength of 
the magnetic field. The resulting flow structure shows similarities to the typical flow structure 
in CSP casters where the jets are directed downwards to the strand. This reduces the melt ve-
locity in the meniscus significantly. In general, the melt velocity in the meniscus can be de-
creased by increasing the magnetic field strength. 



EMBr position
 a) Bmax= 500 Gauss  a) Bmax= 1000 Gauss

 
Fig. 10: Snapshot of the flow simulation of a conventional caster (2200 x 220 mm2, 
uc = 2 m/min); the flow is stabilized by the Jet Brake EMBr with a) 0B

!
= 500 Gauss and  

b) 0B
!

= 1000 Gauss in the symmetry plane 
 
6. Stirring in a billet caster 
 

The geometric configuration of the stirrer, the copper mold (155 x 155 mm2) and the 
flow domain are shown in Fig. 11a. In this case, the details of the water slots in the copper 
mold are not considered in the calculation of the empty imaginary and real magnetic fields be-
cause of the restricted available computational resources. This approach leads to a higher sim-
ulated damping of the magnetic field due to an over-prediction of the induced currents in the 
copper plates. The results are equipped with a constant factor relating to available measure-
ments, see Fig. 11b. The stirring frequency is 5 Hz, inert gas is not injected and the casting 
speed is 2.4 m/min. The calculation time-step interval is 0.5 ms, so that the stirring frequency 
is resolved properly. 

Stirring device

Copper mold

Flow domain

Stirring  
direction 

Top of copper 
(TOC)

  
Fig. 11: Billet caster (155 x 155 mm2), a) Computational domain for the mold stirrer with 
modeled devices; b) Magnetic flux density in vertical direction in the centerline measured and 
calculated; the vertical axis shows the distance to the top of copper 



In Fig. 12 the influence of the stirring force on the flow structure is shown. In the un-
stirred case, Fig. 12a, the local velocity close to the meniscus is randomly oriented and in the 
region of 0.1 m/s. Stirring increases the meniscus velocity and a rotational flow in stirring di-
rection is induced, Fig. 12b. In the stirred case, the averaged flow velocity in the meniscus is 
approx. 0.3 m/s. This preferable phenomenon enhances the melting of the mold powder. 

The development of the maximum value of the velocity magnitude in the meniscus area 
over time is shown in Fig. 12c. It can be seen that the stirrer intensifies the velocity fluctua-
tions in the meniscus in addition to the average velocity value. The maximum values are lo-
cated in the center of the free surface near to the SEN. The solidification process is not af-
fected by the rather high peak velocity of more than 0.4 m/s.  
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Fig. 12: Flow in a billet caster (155 x 155 mm2), velocity vectors (velocities larger than 1 m/s 
omitted) in horizontal planes; a) without stirring; b) with stirring; c) meniscus velocity 
magnitude vs. time at a sampling rate of 10 Hz 

 
The flow situations of the unstirred and the stirred cases at six time-steps are shown in 

Fig. 13. At each time-step, the velocity magnitude at several horizontal planes is shown on the 
left side without stirring and on the right side with stirring. In the lower part of the mold, the 
unstirred flow stays stable in the mold whereas in the stirred case, the maximum values at 
each plane have different locations in each time-step. In case of stirring, the flow meanders 
around and is not stable in time; this behavior can be described as highly stochastic and tur-
bulent. If the stirring device is put into operation, the computing time increases by a factor of 
nearly four as compared to the unstirred case. This drastic increase may not only be related to 
the increased number of equations that have to be solved at each time-step, but also to the in-
creased turbulence; more iterations are required for each time-step. A typical calculation of 
100 s real process time for the stirred case takes about 15 days on a computation cluster. 
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Fig. 13: Velocity magnitude in five horizontal planes (200, 400, 600, 800 and 1000 mm below 
TOC - top of copper) over time t; a) t = 0 s; b) t = 0.5 s; c) t = 1 s; d) t = 1.5 s; e) t = 2 s; f) 
t = 2.5 s; unstirred case (left side) and stirred case (right side) 
 
7. Conclusions 

A tool for the transient simulation of metallurgical flows is presented which takes into 
account magneto-hydrodynamic effects, solidification of steel and the presence of a gaseous 
phase. The selected turbulence model allows the modeling of self-induced flow instabilities. 
Therefore, stochastic disturbances at the free surface in the mold can be evaluated as well. 

The MHD model is based on a pre-calculated empty magnetic field, stationary for an 
EMBr, and time-dependent with the harmonic approach for stirrers. Due to nonlinear mag-
netic effects and the complex geometry, it is required to match the results of the empty field 
calculation with measured values. For the stirring case, the empty harmonic magnetic field is 
converted into the time domain as a basis for the time-dependent calculations. The interaction 
of the flow field with magnetic fields is fully resolved.  

The comparison of the simulated velocity profiles with experimental data shows a good 
agreement. The simulation approach has been validated for applications to static magnetic 
fields. 

The simulation tool allows an excellent insight into the complex physical processes in 
the mold of continuous casters. The braking effect of static magnetic fields is demonstrated 
for CSP and conventional casters. The effect of inert gas bubble entrapment can be simulated 
as well. The simulated flow in a stirred billet caster shows that stirring may increase the ve-
locity fluctuations and may enhance flow instability. 
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A FULL 3D SIMULATION OF THE BEGINNING OF THE SLAB 

CASTING PROCESS USING A NEW COUPLED FLUID/STRUCTURE 
MODEL  

 
 

Abstract 
It is well known now that the slab defects like hot tears or cracks are rooted at the first 
beginning of the solid shell birth. Damages result from the competition between hydrostatic 
pressure within the turbulent flow of the liquid zone and the solidifying skin under tensile 
stresses and strains state. In addition, the thermal energy extracted from the cast product by 
the mould has huge effect of the thickness of the shell. Among other parameters, it depends 
on the air gap growth issued from the shrinkage of the solidifying metal together with the 
deformation of the copper plates. Numerically speaking, the method able at taking all that 
phenomena into account through an accurate way is a fluid/structure model. Indeed, a 
standard CFD method does not represent the solid behaviour, so that the stresses, strains, air 
gap evolution due to the shrinkage of the shell are not reachable. In that paper, a new 3D 
fluid/structure model involving the turbulent fluid flow and the solid constitutive equation is 
described. An application on a slab casting process taken into account the coupling with the 
deformation of the mould is presented.  
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3D finite elements, continuous casting, fluid mechanics, hot tearing, thermo-mechanical 
coupling, heat transfers 
 

 
1. Introduction 

 
In the process of continuous casting, all the different phases of the steel, from the liquid 

to the complete solidified zones are coexisting at the same time all over the process, from the 
meniscus to the end of the casting length. For sure, behaviour of the different metal phases is 
fully coupled during the process. This is described for example in the illustration coming from 
B. Thomas [1], where the competition between solidifying skin and liquid metal is mentioned 
via the ferrostatic pressure (Fig.1). It appears that defects like porosities, cracks or hot tears 
take their roots from the strains, stresses and distortions occurring at the first instants of 
solidification in the brittle temperature range (BTR) of the alloy. Depending on the tonnage, 
solidified areas at the end of the pouring of ingots can represent up to 30% to 40% of the total 
mass. Hence, it is easy to imagine that in such amount of transformed alloy, defects have 
already occurred in the shell. In case of continuous casting, immediately after the meniscus, 
near the mould corners, the solidified shell is stressed and deformed thermally and 
mechanically, creating internal cracks and macro-porosities. Within this framework, thermo-
mechanical modelling is of interest for steel makers. It can be helpful in the adjustment of the 
different process parameters in order to improve casting productivity while maintaining a 
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satisfying product quality. Here, parameters are casting speed, secondary cooling piloting, 
bulging control, mould and machine bending, EMS, taper, etc. for the continuous caster 
concerned. However, optimization of the parameters requires a quite complex model that 
delivers very precise responses. From this point of view, the use of a CFD model sequenced 
with a structure model to simulate respectively the liquid and the solid phases, and to forecast 
the defects, is not well suited. Indeed, it is necessary to take into account at the same time 
liquid, mushy and solid areas in a coupled model. In addition, at each instant and locally, the 
air gap growth should be taken into account for its influence on the heat transfers between 
metal shell and moulds that dramatically change throughout the solidification. 

In this paper, thermo-mechanical models developed in Thercast®, casting software 
dedicated to the simulation of metal solidification are presented. The way of taking into 
account the coupling between metal and moulds during solidification is shown. A model of 
determination of the liquid and mushy zones’ constituted equation parameters is developed. 
Industrial applications in slab continuous casting are proposed. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic of phenomena in the mould region in continuous casting process [1]. 

 
 

2. Thermo-mechanical model 
 

A 3D finite element thermo-mechanical solver based on an Arbitrary Lagrangian 
Eulerian (ALE) formulation within the cast product is used. Regarding the components of the 
cooling system, copper plates, steel frames, running system, slag, etc. the formulation is 
Lagrangian. One of the special features of the casting software is that a specific contact 
analysis is applied in order to define the face to face correspondence between the different 
meshes interfaces. Indeed, each body is independent from others with its own mesh. Only the 
geometric matching at interface has to be ensured initially. This will also be a boarded later.  

 
At any time, the mechanical equilibrium is governed by the momentum equation:  

Turbulent 
Fluid  

Solid Skin  

Strong 
coupling  



0. =−+∇ γgσ ρρ       (1) 
 

where σ  is the Cauchy stress tensor, g  is the gravity vector, and γ  is the acceleration vector.   
The very different behaviours of liquid and solid metal is considered by a clear 

distinction between constitutive equations associated to the liquid, the mushy and the solid 
states respectively. In order to fit the complex behaviour of solidifying alloys, a hybrid 
constitutive model is accounted. In the one-phase modelling, the liquid (respectively, mushy) 
metal is considered as a thermo-Newtonian (respectively thermo-viscoplastic, VP) fluid. In 
the solid state, the metal is assumed to be thermo-elastic-viscoplastic (EVP) (Fig. 2). In 
particular, moulds are treated through an EVP model that can derive to elastic-plastic (EP) 
behaviour depending on yield stress values, when considered as deformable. Solid regions are 
treated in a Lagrangian formulation, while liquid regions are treated using ALE [2]. More 
precisely, a so called, transient temperature, or coherency temperature, is used to distinguish 
the two different behaviours. It is typically defined between liquidus and solidus, and usually 
set close to solidus. For more information, the interested reader can refer to [3] to [5]. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the rheological behavior for the different phases of the 
metal in solidification conditions 

 
Following Fig. 2 scheme, the Cauchy stress tensor σ  is that way, respectively locally 

expressed as the corresponding behavior to the cooling metal state. However, this scheme has 
a drawback. Indeed, the resolution is carried out in one shot, taking account the total range of 
temperature. But, what is possible in thermal point of view is not mechanically speaking. Due 
to the limits of actual algorithms and hardware precision, it cannot consider the corresponding 
total range of concerned viscosity. That is why, in order to override that limits and to account 
the very large range of data, namely the viscosity, from liquid to solid metal, a two steps 
scheme is applied for the global resolution of mechanical equations (1). So that, one step is 
dedicated to the liquid and mushy zones, the “liquid solver”, and the second one is dedicated 
to the mushy and solid ones, the “solid solver”, typically, the one above (Fig. 2). Under that 
context, two cases are possible. On the one hand, option 1, with the transient temperature that 
bounds the two steps. The full coupling liquid/solid is ensured by the control of liquid 
velocities and pressure with the solid corresponding ones at “transient temperature volume 
interface” [6]. On the other hand, option 2, an overlap within the mushy zone is also available. 
So that, both “liquid solver” and “solid solver” are applied on the total or partial range 
between liquidus and solidus (Fig. 3).  

Another advantage of such a scheme is that any model can be associated to each solver. 
In particular, turbulent fluid flow within the liquid zone of the metal is managed by the 
Navier-Stokes equations completed by terms coming from LES method [7]. But, any other 
model can be called. 



 

 
 

Fig. 3: Schematic representation of the option 2 for the 2 steps algorithm. The high level 
of temperature for the step 1 (Tstep1) is within the mushy zone range. Same, the low level of 
temperature for the step 2 (Tstep2) is within the mushy zone, such that Tstep 1> Tstep2. In 
case of Tstep1 = Tstep2, it is similar to the option 1. The choice of the two temperatures 
Tstep1 and Tstep2 is depending on the structure of the alloy within the mushy zone, typically, 
it can depend on the viscosity and/or the solid fraction and the composition. 

 
 

The thermal problem treatment is based on the resolution of the heat transfer equation, 
which is the general energy conservation equation:  

 

))(.()( TT
dt
TdH
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where T is the temperature, λ  (W/m/°C) denotes the thermal conductivity and H (J) the 
specific enthalpy which can be defined as: 
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0T  (°C) is an arbitrary reference temperature,ρ  (kg/m3) the density, sT (°C)the solidus 

temperature, pC (J/kg/°C) the specific heat, lg  the volume fraction of liquid, and L  (J/kg) the 
specific latent heat of fusion. In the one-phase modeling, )(Tgl can be previously calculated 
using the micro-segregation model PTIMEC_CEQCSI [8] or results from micro-segregation 
model that can be used [9].  

The boundary conditions applied on free surface of the metal could be of classical 
different types: 

• average convection: )(n. extTThT −=∇−λ where h  (W/m²/°C) is the heat transfer 
coefficient, and extT  is the external temperature 

• radiation: )(n. 44
extstef TTT −=∇− εσλ , where ε  is the steel emissivity, stefσ  is the 

Stephan – Boltzmann constant. 



• external imposed heat flux: impT Φ=∇− n.λ n  denotes the outward normal unit vector.  

At part/molds interface, heat transfers are taken into account with a Fourier type 
equation: 

)(1n. mold
eq

TT
R

T −=∇−λ       (4) 

 
where moldT  is the interface temperature of the mold and eqR (W/m²/°C) 1− , the heat transfer 
resistance that can depend on the air gap and/or the local normal stress, as presented below: 
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resistance taking into account the normal stress nσ , A and m being the parameters of the law. 
As mentioned above, the transfers, thermal and mechanical, between components of the 

cooling system are carried out via connections established through a dedicated contact 
analysis. Yield, at each Gauss point of the surface mesh and at each time step, the distance to 
the in front faces is computed. Hence, the air gap growth is permanently updated, so the heat 
transfers following (5). That way, the full thermo-mechanic coupling between cast product 
and molds is ensured. 

 
 

3. Slab casting application  
 
As an example of the power of such a model, a slab casting application is proposed. Fig. 

4 presents the configuration of the initial setting. The case is representing the very first 
beginning of the slab casting. The dummy bar is firstly fixed until the cavity is fulfilled. Once 
the volume full at 100%, the dummy bar is moving down at casting speed. The water channel 
cooling is ensured by a convection boundary condition at external face of the copper plates. 
The slag is taken into account by a dedicated meshed body on top of the cavity. 

 In that scheme, the step 2 of the algorithm is not only dealing with the liquid metal, but 
also with the air within the cavity till this one is full. Fig. 5 shows how the flow front of the 
liquid metal is evolving during the pouring. This is possible thanks to use of a level-set 



method. Level-set represents the distance )(tα  to the interface )(tΓ  between fluids at time t , 
here liquid metal and air; its expression is: 
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where Ω  is the cavity space, )(tΩ  is the space occupied by the liquid metal into the cavity, 
and )(/ tΩΩ  is the remaining space, meaning the air space. Considering definition (6), flow 
front of the metal is the 0 value iso-surface of )(tα [6], [7].  

 
 

 
Fig. 4: Illustration of the initial setting of the slab casting. The second wide copper plate has 
been hidden. 

 
 

 On Fig. 5, it can be seen that the copper plates are warmed at internal side by the hot 
metal filling the cavity. At the same time, the cooling channels are maintaining the external 
side quite cold, ensuring the control of the heat extraction from the cast product. The same 
phenomenon is continuing all over the process as shown Fig. 6, where the action of the 
dummy bar is on.  
 As explained above, the 2 steps algorithm allows the full thermo-mechanical coupling 
between liquid and solid, so that, the competition presented Fig. 1 is perfectly caught by the 
solver as illustrated Fig.7. It shows on the one hand, the ferrostatic pressure within the liquid 
zone, on the other hand, the strain and stresses into the solid skin. From these distributions, it 
is easy to determine the probability to get some cracks or hot tearing localized at end of 
solidification into the brittle range of temperature of the alloy. Indeed, Yamanaka criterion is 
based on strain under tensile stress state and is dedicated to the prediction of cracks 
occurrence [10].  
 Associated to thermo-mechanic computation, the shrink of the solidifying alloy is 
rendered. Fig 8 shows how the solidified skin shrinks at corner creating an air gap. This air 
gap has immediate influence on heat transfers that is taken account through (5). The thickness 
of solid skin changes depending on heat extraction. Hence it is thinner at corner due to the air 
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gap that modifies heat transfers acting like a local insulator. This is the phenomena at origin 
of under solidification at corner and can lead to a break out at mould exit.  
 
 

a) b)

c) d) 
 

Fig. 5: Illustration of the pouring of the cavity, before activating the dummy bar. 0 value iso-
surface represents the liquid metal flow front. Iso-values are the corresponding temperature 
distribution within the cooling system. a) 10%, b) 25% c) 50% and d) 75% of filling. 

 
 

 With such a tool, it is so possible to control the cooling of the moulds with water 
channels and prevent from troubles by ensuring solid skin thickness big enough to avoid 
break out. 
 Coupled with the cast product history, the copper plates are also taken into account as 
deformable bodies. Hence, the stresses and strains are so calculated within the moulds while 
the metal is cast. Fig. 9 shows how the copper plates are thermally and mechanically loading 
following of the passing of the hot metal. Also, the tensile stresses into the copper are 
illustrated. 
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c) d) 
 

Fig. 6: Illustration of the pouring of the cavity, once the dummy bar activated. The 
temperature within the cooling system is shown, together with the mesh adaptation that 
applies fine mesh size in order to catch gradients of fields, like heat gradient or cooling rate. 
 
 

a)  b) 

c) 
Fig. 7: Ferrostatic pressure within the liquid metal (a). Tensile stresses distribution into 
solidifying alloy (b). Strain distribution at solid skin (c). Illustration on a cutting plan at 
middle of the mould. White lines show the mushy zone. 
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Fig. 8: Illustration of the air gap effect on solid shell thickness on a cutting plane at mould 
exit. The solid skin is thinner at air gap location, while it is broader at contact with copper 
plates. Depending on its thickness at moulds exit, the solid wall can break under the hot 
molten alloy pressure if it’s not strong enough to resist to, yielding a catastrophic breaking 
out. Note the mesh adaptation, in that case around the mushy zone. 

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Illustration of hot metal passing in front of the copper plates (two cutting planes have 
been applied on the wide and small plates). The tensile stresses are shown on the plates; the 
expansion is exaggerated 100 times. Note the shape of the stress distribution at corner. It 
results from the air gap effect, changing the local heat transfers and so impacting the resulting 
stresses.  

 
 

6. Conclusion  
 

Thercast® is industrially used. Thanks to the original model aimed at coupling liquid 
behaviour together with solid deformation, considering the whole range of data variations, it 
allows determining the thermo-mechanical comportment of the solidifying metal in 
continuous casting processes. In addition, associated to specific boundary conditions, it leads 
to forecast accurately the defects of slabs or billets. The power of this model is such that it 

50 Mpa 

10 Mpa 



gives access at the same time, to phenomena occurring at different scales. Indeed, fluid flow 
with turbulent behaviour in the liquid zone of the alloy is shown, together with stresses and 
strains within the solid metal. Hence, it allows to better understand the impact of phases on 
each other through a two steps full coupling algorithm. In particular, the root of defects 
occurring at the very beginning of solidification is now much easier to catch. With such a 
tool, steel makers are able to foresee and so, to control and optimize their process. The 
presented example illustrates how nowadays numerical models could be used in the steel 
industry to improve the quality of production and the productivity [11], [12].  
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MULTI-PHYSICAL PROCESS SIMULATION OF CONTINUES CASTING – 

FULL INTERACTIVE SIMULATION 
 
 
Abstract 
 

Full multi-physical (thermal-fluid-solid) simulation of the continuous and semi-continuous 
casting process, for industrial and also laboratory scale productions, is one of the important parts in 
controlling the material quality, design and fabrication. The complex aspects of continuous casting 
process including its multi-physical dimension (fluid flow, cooling rates, air gaps and mechanical 
stress) as well as material phase changes, makes the process simulation awkward. The casting 
material characteristics (i.e., workability, strength, durability, fatigue…) would depend on the heat 
and mass transfer during casting process and the possible further heat treatment process. One of the 
main contributions of this paper is to show the advantages of using full multi-physical casting 
simulation using Eulerian-Lagrangian technique to limit the defect. A series of  experimental 
programs along with a comprehensive multi-physical simulation runs have been setup to optimize 
the continuous casting process and the results were presented for real world case studies. The basic 
formulations and also algorithms of the proposed method are presented in a graphical manner where 
the results are extended further to show a full comparative study.  

Keywords: Multi-physical, process simulation, solidification, computational fluid dynamics, 
continuous casting 

1. Introduction 

Thermal-mechanical analyses of cast process using finite element/volume methods are 
popular and have gain widespread popularity among researches and also industry during last two 
decades. However, in recent years, in order to limit the product defects, novel through process 
simulation methods have been employed to investigate casting issues. These methods give an 
insight into the detail of casting process from melt feeding to the formation of full solid products. In 
the numerical simulation of a casting process, governing equations, thermodynamics & thermo-
physical properties and also boundary conditions are required for a successful modelling. For most 
practical casting processes the thermal boundary conditions are difficult to define thoroughly for all 
points of the mold-melt interface. The heat transfer at interface can vary considerably with time and 
temperature along the face of the casting. While, thermal energy transfer at these boundary 
conditions influences the results of thermal as well as thermo-mechanical modelling of the process. 

In the research work herein, experiments and simulation tasks have been carried out to 
develop an advanced modelling technique for the cast process simulation. The experimental works 
have been carried out to verify the simulation results and thermal energy transfer. A series of 
advanced Lagranigian moving mesh, pure Eulerian, Arbitrary/Mixed Lagrangian-Eulerian 
(ALE/MiLE) and advanced coupled dynamic mesh simulation techniques have also been used in 
the numerical work to model the casting experiment runs. These simulation runs have been 
performed using user-defined routines and available software tools. The different thermo-
mechanical approaches used by different simulation software have been taken into account in the 
simulation work. The results of the simulations regarding the solidification process as well as heat 
transfer have been compared to the experimental results. 



 

 
 

2. Experimental Research Work 

A comprehensive experimental work has been carried out to study the continuous casting 
process of lightweight alloys. The fluid-thermal conditions along with cooling rates and also 
calculation of HTC were the main goal of these experimental works. The experimental study has 
been spilt up into two stages, firstly; an experimental work using a mold with a rectangular cross 
section, secondly; a casting experiment using a new round shape mold. The first experiment has 
been carried out to measure the transient temperature-time curves across the billet cross section, 
while the second experiment has been setup to calculate the HTC and cooling rates. The first 
experimental work has been carried out, where two series of thermo-couples are installed across the 
cross section at different time during the casting. These two thermo-couple series are installed on a 
newly design supporting “frame system” (see Fig. 1) which is fixed on the bottom tray during 
casting. 
 

       
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 1 – Experimental setup for Temperature measurement 
 

The transient (start of cast condition) and steady state (during cast condition) temperature 
measurements have been performed using 0.25mm fast response thermo-couples (high 
performance) with a data logger system which is capable of storing data at the rate of 10Hz. The 
detail description of the temperature measurements are as follows: 

- For the transient (start of cast) condition, four thermo-couples are installed on the lower 
beam of the supporting frame system. The position of these thermo-couples on the cross 
section of the casted billet is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
- For the continuous casting process herein, it has been assumed that the steady state 

thermal condition would be achieved after 400mm of casting (about 500 seconds into the 
casting process). This has been confirmed by our past experiments and also numerical 
simulations. The second series of thermo-couples are installed on the elevated beam of 
the supporting frame system with the height of 600mm from the bottom tray. 

Fig. 2 shows the recorded temperature during the experiment where first four thermo-couples 
were recorded the billet temperature at “start of cast” condition. The second series of thermo-
couples has measured the temperature after 600mm of casting (about 12 minutes into cast process) 
where the temperature of mold is in stable condition (warmed-up mold). All thermo-couples 
performed well during the experiment where temperature data collected with the rate of ten times 
per second. An interesting measurement during experiment was the billet “surface temperature” 
measurement. It has been carried out for the duration of thermal contact with mold and also the 
thermal effect of secondary water cooling (water spray) on the surface of the cast billet. As shown 
in Fig. 2, the surface temperature is dropping suddenly when the billet is sprayed with the water. 
The temperature of the surface would recover slightly when fluid filming effects limits the 
convection and the internal thermal-mass effect starts to dominate (through thermal conduction).  



 

 
 

The slope of the time-temperature curves for transient condition (“start of cast” condition) has 
higher gradient which does suggest a higher overall cooling rates at thermal contact with the cold 
mold. In steady state condition the mold was warmed up and the cooling rate due to thermal contact 
is reduced. 
 

 

Fig. 2 – Thermo-couples submerging in melt and Time-Temperature measurement results 
 

The cooling rate has been calculated for both transient and steady state condition by taking the 
derivatives of time-temperature curves. Both instantaneous (slope at every 0.1 seconds) and average 
cooling rates per seconds are calculated and the variations of these rates are shown in Fig. 3. In 
general, the cooling rates are higher during thermal contact with mold where primary water cooling 
system (water inside the mold) is absorbing the thermal heat. By the time the billet comes off the 
mold the air cooling would be the only heat dissipating system in place, before the billet is sprayed 
with the water (secondary water cooling system).    

Fig. 3 also shows the variation of the cooling rate on the billet surface for the duration of 
casting. A detail analysis of this curve shows that the cooling rate is increasing as the billet 
approaching the bottom of the mold (coldest part of the mold). The highest peak of the “cooling 
rate” curve is corresponding to impact of the water spray (secondary cooling system) below the 
mold. The cooling rate increases up to six times of the average value temporarily before the 
isolation, bubbling and filming effect decreases the cooling rate again.    

 

  

Fig. 3 – Variation of cooling rates for the duration of casting  

 



 

 
 

3. Cast Process Simulation 

Fluid-thermal-mechanical coupled field analyses using finite element/volume methods are 
popular and widely used in simulation for manufacturing, material science, automotive, aerospace 
and mechanical designs. Basic formulations and algorithms are well-established and known to be 
accurate and reliable for engineering analyses. However, in material science process simulations, 
the extent of analyses has become more complex. The heat transfer coefficient, solidification (phase 
change) and the problem of contacts between the metal and mold have to be analyzed in detail. 
Such problems involve the full coupling between the thermal, mechanical, contact, and fluid flow 
effects where difficult challenges can be raises.  
 
3.1 Solidification and thermal numerical modelling 
 

The solidification process and its complex phase changing nature demand an equally 
sophisticated numerical methodology for the cast process simulation. It involves liquid-mushy-solid 
multi-phase changes where the thermal conduction and convection plays an important role. The 
numerical approach towards the solidification modelling can simply start with considering the 
conduction-based energy transfer mechanism. However, the effect of mass transfer and convection 
cannot be ignored for many cast process simulations. The heat energy transfer during solidification 
is calculated based on conduction-convection-radiation heat transfer. To account for the convection 
heat transfer effects, a simple artificial high fluid conductivity can be defined for initial estimation.  
The more precise approach is to account for convection explicitly in fluid equations. The mass 
transfer and thermal convections are taken into account using governing differential equations for 
the melt flow. However, in the numerical implementation of the method, the temperature, velocity 
and latent heat evolution at the solidifying front need to be resolved explicitly. This has been proven 
to be difficult to implement using the classical fixed-based mesh in Finite Element (FE) and Finite 
Volume (FV) methods.  

An alternative way of accounting for both conduction and convection in numerical modelling 
of solidification is to use the enthalpy concept. Enthalpy is a thermodynamic quantity for the total 
heat energy of a system, including the internal heat energy and the amount of energy required to 
make a stable existence of the process/material. It is a general state function that describes (in 
quantity) changes in heat (under constant pressure) for a process. The use of enthalpy removes the 
complications associated with the second approach, where the solidifying front can be defined 
explicitly using conventional FE or FV meshes.  

For casting (solidification) process the enthalpy of a system can be written [1] as , 

where h is called sensible enthalpy,  , and , ,  and  are 
reference enthalpy, reference temperature, latent heat and specific heat. The latent heat for each 
element in the mesh is assigned, in this method, and the corresponding energy equation for the 
element is adjusted for the nodal heat values. The energy conservation condition is satisfied by 
introduction of heat source or heat sink (solidifying/melting) in the energy equation. The 
momentum equation must be damped at solidifying front where the velocity field needs to be 
reduced to zero for the material in solid state. Different methods have been proposed in the 
literature to damp the momentum equation at solidifying front. A practical method of damping the 
momentum equation is proposed by Voller et al. [2] in which the solidifying front is modelled as a 
pseudo porous media. In this approach, the porosity is defined as a function of latent heat in the 
element and it varies between 0 (fully solid state) to 1 (fully liquid state). This enthalpy-porosity 
approach has been adapted in various FE and FV software and proven to be a reliable way to 
numerically simulate the solidification process. The liquid fraction in the mushy zone is defined as: 
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The governing energy equation for the solidifying material based on the enthalpy can be 
written as [3]: 

     (2) 
where , ,  and  are thermal diffusivity, velocity vector, density and energy source/sink and 
the mathematical operators  and  are divergence and gradient operators. In the liquid and 
mushy zones the full Navier Stokes equations along with energy equation are solved for fluid 
motion while for the solid zone a Lagrangian approach would be employed to solve the governing 
differential equation of motion. For the numerical simulation of solidifying front, accounting for the 
heat and mass transfer (convection) is presenting particular complications and difficulties. To 
overcome these difficulties, the definition of energy source/sink for the latent heat evolution can be 
defined as [3],  

              (3) 
The latent heat values are defined as a function of calculated temperature in this equation as, 

, where  is the latent heat of the material in the element. To treat the mushy zone in the 
enthalpy-porosity method as a porous medium, each cell has to be assigned with an initial porosity 
value (equal to the liquid fraction in the cell). In the solid zone, the porosity is set to zero and the 
momentum equation is fully damped. The momentum sink term in the mushy zone can be written 
as: 

     (4) 
 where ,  are fluid and pulling velocities, ,  are mushy zone constant and a small number 
(to avoid dividing by zero) respectively. An additional sink term would also be added to turbulence 
equations in mushy zone to account for damping of turbulence energy when the turbulent flow is 
simulated during filling. The turbulent sink term can be written as; 
 

      (5) 
Where  is the turbulence quantity considered in the solution.   
 
3.2 Moving mesh Lagrangian approach 
 

The transient thermal-mechanical behavior of continues casting process can be simulated 
using Lagrangian finite element analyses with element-based coupled formulation. The objective of 
this type of simulation is to predict the thermal gradient, spatial temperature mapping and stress-
strain response of the cast alloys during the continuous casting process. Transient non-linear 
thermal-mechanical finite element analyses are employed in this simulation approach using element 
based coupled solver and moving mesh technology.   

Although it is also possible to use an Eulerian or mixed or arbitrary Eulerian/Lagrangian 
formulations to simulate the continuous casting process, a simple alternative way is to use the 
transient moving mesh Lagrangian simulation. However, the element-based coupled Lagrangian 
method would not simulate the melt flow and usually involves just one step analysis (thermal-
mechanical) that uses a coupled-field element type (which containing all necessary degrees of 
freedom). Coupling in the nonlinear transient simulation is handled by calculating element matrices 
or element load vectors that contain all necessary terms. This method of coupling typically requires 
less computing power and user-intervention because the coupled-field elements handle the load 
transfer.  

Contact problems appear in many engineering applications, notably in metal forming 
operations. With the development of new contact algorithms and the availability of more powerful 
computers more sophisticated mathematical interface models can now be solved that allow for more 
insight into the physical problems. The thermal energy transfer and the effect of Heat Transfer 



 

 
 

Coefficient (HTC) on cooling rate during casting process have to be taken into account in the melt-
mold and billet-air/water interfaces. The billet cooling effects has to be considered using the 
temperature-dependent heat capacity of the flowing water (primary water cooling system), water 
spray (secondary water cooling system) and/or air cooling which must be accounted for using 
thermal heat gradients. As clearly established, the elements must satisfy the continuity of the heat 
flux along the interfaces where conservation of the energy needs to be satisfied. In addition 
movement of the mesh need to be adjusted to simulate the casting speed achieved in real world. An 
efficient algorithm for heat transfer must be used (using HTC) at interfaces to guarantee the 
accuracy of the simulation. An iterative nonlinear scheme with appropriate mesh mobility and an 
efficient contact solution algorithm has been employed herein.  

The first simple numerical model has been generated for continuous casting with cylindrical 
cross section (Fig. 4). An axisymmetric two dimensional geometry has been generated and meshed 
to create a coupled field simulation of the continuous casting using moving mesh Lagranian 
method.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 - Axisymmetric FE mesh, temperature and Von Mises stress contours and developed mushy zone 
 

A sequential coupled thermal-mechanical simulation has then been performed (for 150 sec) to 
calculate the transient temperature contours and stress distribution. Fig. 4 shows the FE mesh, 
temperature contour, the extent of mushy zone and Von Mises stress contour in the cast alloy. The 
more sophisticated three dimensional numerical model for the gravity continuous casting process 
includes a quarter of a rectangular mold (three dimensional double symmetry) geometry and also 
boundary parts for air, water spray and water cooling system.  

Fig. 5 shows the geometry of the casting setup imported to the simulation software tool. This 
geometry is then converted into solid volume parts where volumetric meshing has been performed 
to obtain a structured-mapped mesh for the whole model. The extent of the geometry is adjusted to 
model a 0.8 meter long cast model for 1000sec transient simulation. The air, water spray and water 
cooling effects on the alloy has been modeled using boundary volumes with brick elements and 
thermal-mechanical contact surfaces are adjusted for body-to-body interface condition.  

The simulation runs for 1000 sec where the thermal contact properties between the cast metal 
and mold, billet-air and billet-water spray have been setup to simulate the heat transfer during 
casting process. As the solidified metal leaves the mold, an air gap starts to appear between the 
mold and the metal due to metal reducing temperature. The contact between the metal and mold 
becomes de-bonded at this stage and the overall heat transfer (cooling rate) is reduced.   
The extent of mushy zone in the cast alloy during the casting simulation and the temperature spatial 
distribution can be computed transiently where the temperature contours can be plotted at different 
time steps to visualize the solidification process.   

 



 

 
 

                

Fig. 5 – Geometry, mold-metal mesh and temperature contours at different time steps 
 
3.3 Lagrangian-Eulerian approach 
 

As stated earlier, there are different numerical approaches for the cast process simulation using 
Eulerian-based mechanics. The pure Eulerian, Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) and Mixed 
Lagrangian-Eulerain (MiLE) formulations have been used in recent decades to simulate the 
continuous casting process as an alternative to the Lagrangian-based simulation methods. Many of 
the current commercial cast process simulation tools are based on either Eulerian, MiLE or ALE 
computational techniques. In MiLE cast process approach, the analysis domain can be split into 
three mesh zones; Eulerian mesh zone where the melt flow would be simulated, Lagrangian mesh 
zone for solidified alloy, and finally, unfolding mesh zone to simulate the new layers of mesh for 
dynamic part of the casting (continuous casting). The zero thickness elements are introduced at the 
interface of Lagrangian and Eulerian subdomains, where they can be unfolded and given periodic 
boundary conditions for continuity of cast process (see Fig. 6). The method has produced 
reasonable results, although the issues of varying HTC at boundaries and also thermal heat loss 
variation (e.g., with an air gap) are still needed to be resolved.   

 

 

   
Fig. 6 – MiLE  transient continuous cast process simulation with temperature contours   

 
3.4 Eulerian Coupled dynamic mesh generation approach 
 

Since pure Eulerian technique has some limitation concerning free surface tracking and also 
precise calculation of HTC when dealing with air gap opening, other alternative method like ALE 
has attract some researchers/developer. The developers of some modern cast process simulation 

 

 



 

 
 

tools have already developed some advanced modules based on the Arbitrary/Mixed Lagrangian-
Eulerian formulations. In the ALE method, the rigid mesh can be given a velocity where it can 
move as the material interface advances. However, this velocity is different from material velocity 
field which makes the ALE method something between the Lagrangian method (mesh velocity = 
material velocity) and the Eulerian one (mesh velocity = 0).  

To improve the simulation technique for continuous casting process a novel coupled (fluid-
thermal-mechanical) dynamic mesh technique has been developed. A simple axisymmetric two 
dimensional model has been employed as part of a strategic project to simulate the light weight 
continues casting process for a round straight billet. The geometry of the round continuous casting 
process have been generated using CAD features. The two dimensional geometry has been meshed 
with structured axisymmetric elements for transient simulation. A series of novel user define 
routines have been written in C++ language to generate and unfold new element layers at the 
bottom of the mold (inference of mold and billet domains). These C++ routines have been complied 
and linked to Fluent [4] software through Dynamic Link Library (DLL). They can be called upon in 
the Fluent user interface page, where they would be assigned as boundary conditions for domain 
interfaces. These user routines can unfold new layers of structured mesh at the interface, simulating 
continuous movement of the billet during casting. The sizes and frequency of the unfolded mesh 
layers need to be specified to start adding them into the domain. To achieve continuity in material 
advection and temperature fields between new generated mesh layer and adjacent existing layers, a 
special type of boundary conditions (i.e., periodic boundary condition) have to be applied.  

The governing equations for prediction of compressible Navier–Stokes equations have already 
been established in many engineering textbooks [5-7]. The standard formulation of the conservation 
of the variable φ for a control volume V with moving boundaries can be written as [5,6], 
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where ρ and u are the fluid density and velocity respectively, ug, Γ and φS are the velocity of moving 
mesh, diffusion coefficient and the source term. The time varying conservation term in Eq. (6) can 
be numerically calculated using backward difference method, 
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The change in the control volume during the simulation can be written as, 
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where Aj is the face area vector and f is the number of faces on the control volume. More 
comprehensive discussions about the dynamic mesh theory can be found in [8-10]. For this study, a 
finite volume dynamic mesh method has been employed as [5,6], 
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where Vj is the velocity of boundary (i.e., casting tray) and dnj are the differential Cartesian 
components of the outward normal surface vector. The conservation equation for the control 
volume boundary can be written as,  

( ) 0=−+ ∫∫ jjj
V
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dt
d

ρρ      (10) 

where jU is boundary velocity (i.e., mold bottom surface). This gives the integral conservation 
equations along with the Eq. (1). The original finite volume and the swept volume calculations 
would both be satisfied at each time step for the analysis to converge at acceptable solution. The 
method uses a natural formulation to control mesh movement using both the solution to the 
differential equation and mesh by a process closely associated with equi-distribution of one error 



 

 
 

measure. In this method the residual of the original differential equation is written in finite volume 
form.  

 

          

             
Fig. 7 – Melt liquid fraction contours and flat dynamic mesh generation   

     
The newly linked dynamic mesh routine has then combined with Fluent solidification module 

for the cast process simulation. The whole fluid-mushy-solid domain along with its thermal 
properties and complex boundary conditions have been solved using transient Fluent solver. A 
series of initial simulation runs have been performed to assess the feasibility of the full couple fluid-
thermal-mechanical simulations with complete thermal/stress-strain history. The simulation results 
are then post-processed to verify the reliability and accuracy of the preliminary dynamic mesh 
simulation runs. For this simulation technique, the thermal boundary conditions and HTC values 
also need to be defined using a result of carefully-setup experimental program.  

Fig. 7 shows the generation of mesh layers under the mold to simulate the continuous casting 
of flat aluminum billet. The Volume Fraction (VF) of melt, inside the mold, is also shown in Fig. 7, 
where the range of VF contour has been set from zero (blue color, solidified material) to one (red 
color, liquefied melt). For the gravity continuous casting, the depth of liquefied melt is maximum at 
the center of the mold due to the way of mold filling. The runner and gating are generally 
positioned (for open top casting) at the center of the mold for the continuous casting of aluminum 
alloys to fill the mold.   

One of the most complete numerical simulation techniques for the continuous casting process 
of lightweight alloys is the coupled fluid-thermal-mechanical simulation using a dynamic mesh 
technique. The method enjoys from full interaction (single step) scheme to calculate the fluid 
momentum, thermal energy and stress-strain state. The thermal properties along with the 
mechanical properties of the billet and mold are considered in a two-way simulation where the 
multi-phase and latent heat characteristics of the melt/mushy/solid in the mold are used to model the 
solidification. The fluid flow and thermal behavior of the melted alloy in the mold are modelled 
using continuity, momentum and energy equations, while the species equations are used to 
determine the solidification in the mushy zone. The relative displacements of the billet-mold are 
computed at any time step and the thermal effects of air gap on HTC are taken into account.  

 
 



 

 
 

4. Concluding Remarks 

 
The result of a coupled multi-physical cast process simulation study has been presented and 

the basis of novel dynamic mesh simulation technique has been discussed. The combination of fluid 
flow theory, thermal energy continuity, solidification theory and also transient mechanical stress-
strain history have been used to initiate an implementation of a novel numerical modelling. A  
carefully-setup experimental program has been carried out to measure the thermal characteristic of 
the cast process. The cooling curves for the billet have been recorded and the effects of cooling 
system (e.g., secondary water spray) have been calculated for the first time. The transient cast 
process simulation runs herein are using advanced fluid flow theory (i.e., turbulent flow…) along 
with linear and nonlinear solidification rules.  

As far as numerical stability and efficiency are concerned, it can be assessed that even though 
the coupled analysis (fluid-thermal-stress) has to be repeated for all time steps, the coupled dynamic 
mesh method completely outperforms the simpler cast simulation methods in terms of accuracy and 
insight information. Furthermore, the proposed method is capable of dealing with more 
sophisticated continuous casting method (electro-magnetic…), in a straightforward manner without 
a need for extensive modifications.  
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MODELING OF THE CONTINUOUS CASTING MOLD FLOW UNDER 

INFLUENCE OF MAGNETIC FIELDS 
 
 

Abstract 
 

The past thirty years have seen increasingly rapid advances in the field of flow control 
with magnetic fields inside the continuous casting (cc) mold. However, the 
magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) of cc mold flows under the action of electromagnetic 
breaking (EMBr) is only rudimentarily investigated. It was often observed that interventions 
in the flow can yield disappointing results. In recent years, there has been an increasing 
interest in understanding where this unwanted behavior comes from and how it can be 
avoided. Debate started about the best strategies for the arrangement of magnetic DC-fields. 
The industry offers different EMBr devices like local-EMBr, ruler-EMBr and FC-mold. But 
none of them can guarantee completely stable use for all geometries.  

Here, we deliver concepts and first results of a numerical study of MHD mold flows 
under the action of an EMBr system. The long-term aim is to develop tools in the open-source 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) toolbox OpenFOAM for MHD flow modeling, that can 
help to investigate questions like: How can we arrange the magnetic field(s) spatially and 
temporally to get a desired stable flow pattern? 

We present a CFD model for MHD mold flows, which is implemented in OpenFOAM. 
The validation of the CFD-model is done through basic configurations of MHD fluid flows 
and with the mini-LIMMCAST facility. Good agreement between experimental and 
numerical results is found. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The structure of the melt flow in a cc mold has a major influence on the quality of the 
final product. Therefore, EMBr systems and other devices are employed to control the mold 
flow structure as effectively as possible. Unfortunately, the complete interaction between melt 
flow, magnetic fields, turbulence, etc. may lead to detrimental effects, e.g. an amplification of 
mold flow oscillation amplitudes [1]. Hence the analysis of MHD mold flows is a very active 
field of research. In this context, we present a CFD model for MHD mold flows, which has 
been implemented with the open source CFD library OpenFOAM. 

Our study starts with pure hydrodynamic (HD) unsteady RANS simulations (URANS). 
Two revised and commonly used turbulence models are applied in combination with higher 
order discretization schemes in order to minimize false numerical or turbulent diffusion. Then 
validation of the MHD model is presented. First, a laminar square channel flow, i.e. a 
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Shercliff-flow, is calculated for different field strengths [2]. Subsequently, first results of 
MHD mold flows are shown. 

 
 
2. Governing Equations 

 
Our CFD model of the isothermal, incompressible, turbulent mass- and the momentum 

transport in the MHD mold flow is based on the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations, 
either in steady (RANS) or unsteady (URANS) mode. 

 0u∇⋅ =  (2.1) 

 ( ) ( )' ' L
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 As seen in equation (2.2), the Lorentz forces are added to the Navier-Stokes equations 
by 

L
f . Assuming that neither the length scale l  nor the characteristic flow velocity U  of the 

melt flow is of high value, the magnetic Reynolds number mR  is low. 

 1m
UlR Ulµσ
λ

= = ≤  (2.3) 

 The corresponding properties are the magnetic permeability µ  and the electrical 
conductivity, respectively. This low magnetic Reynold-number suffices the assumption, that 
the diffusivity of the magnetic field λ  is that high, that the magnetic field lines are not 
stretched by the velocity field. It can also be deduced then, that the induced additional 
magnetic field is much smaller than the initial magnetic field 0B  and can be neglected. 
 In this approach, the Lorentz force is calculated from: 

 0L
f j B= ×  (2.4) 

 ( )0j u Bσ ψ= −∇ + ×  (2.5) 

 ( )2
0u Bψ∇ =∇⋅ × . (2.6) 

 Here, the electric field is replaced by an electric potential ψ  due to vector identity in 
Faraday's law for static magnetic fields. 
 To estimate the strength of the influence of the magnetic field onto the flow, the 
Hartmann number is constructed: 

 0Ha lB σ
η

=  (2.7) 

The Hartmann number measures the ratio of electromagnetic forces to the friction forces. 
Hence, the Hartmann number is strongly connected to the generation of so called Hartmann-
layers, which can be seen as electromagnetically influenced boundary layers.  
 
 
3. Modeling Setup 

  
By considering MHD calculations a laminar one-way coupled MHD solver 

EPotPisoFoam based on the work of [3] was implemented and extended to support turbulent 
fluid flow. The solver distributes the eddy current density to the cell faces. Then the electric 
potential can be evaluated at the faces. Thereby, the solver includes balance of fluxes through 
cell faces to ensure charge conservation and a proper interpolation of j  from cell face to cell 



centre [4]. This is of great importance due to the amplification of errors in calculation of j . 
Also, correction terms needed for arbitrary non orthogonal collocated meshes were included. 
Fig. 1: MHD channel flow (Shercliff-flow) results. Left: centreline between Hartmann-walls; Right: centreline 
between Shercliff-walls; Top-row: 50Ha = ; Bottom row: 500Ha = . Analytical results vs. numerical 
results. 

 
The validation of the solver is realised by setting up a Shercliff-type laminar MHD 

channel flow. Thereby the walls perpendicular to the magnetic field (Hartmann walls) as well 
as the field-parallel walls (Shercliff walls) are perfectly insulating. Hence the velocities in the 
core flow will be damped through Lorentz forces due to the orthogonality of the velocity 
vector, induced current vector and magnetic field vector. The physics of this canonical MHD 
problem is described in more detail e.g. in [5]. The case is studied up to Hartmann-numbers 
close to mold conditions ( 417moldHa = )[6]. 

The flow domain of the CFD mold model is deduced from the mini-LIMMCAST 
facility located at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf, which is a laboratory scale model 
of a continuous casting mold working with the eutectic liquid metal GaInSn as model melt. 
Thus, the working temperature allows room conditions. A magnetic field can be applied from 
outside by attaching magnetic pole shoes to the mold cavity walls. Hence, a magnetic field 
distribution is generated, which produces Lorentz forces due to the interplay of the flow-
induced eddy currents and the magnetic field. The magnetic field is distributed following a 
ruler-EMBr with an indication value of 0.31 mT at the junction centre between the SEN-port 
axis and the SEN axis. Experimental flow data were already done with Ultrasound-Doppler 
velocimetry (UDV) [6]. 



For the CFD simulations, all the meshes are generated using the commercial software 
ICEM CFD 14.0. They are created to obey the common guidelines for the use of standard 
wall  
functions used in all turbulent approaches, i.e. the wall nearest cells should have a non-
dimensional wall distance 30 300y+≤ ≤ .  

Steady and unsteady RANS simulations of either pure HD or MHD flows are done 
using the finite volume method within open-source CFD software OpenFOAM in version 
2.2.x. Different eddy viscosity models, the RNG k-ε model [7] and the k-ω-SST model [8], 
are used to model the influence of the Reynolds-stresses ' 'u uρ  in eq. (2.2) on the mean flow. 

However, effects by MHD turbulence, like forced vortex anisotropy due to fluctuating 
Lorentz forces are not considered in this first approach. Regarding the discretization, higher 
order accuracy schemes are used preferentially in order to minimize the effects of numerical 
diffusion. For all the simulations the Courant number is held below unity maintaining CFL-
criteria. 

 
 

4. Results  
 

First, the channel flow simulations will be evaluated. Fig. 1 shows the results 
regarding the characteristics of the channel flow in the Shercliff-formulation. It can be seen, 
that the numerical results from the OpenFOAM solver almost coincide perfectly with the 
analytical solution, even at higher Hartmann numbers. Furthermore, the figure reproduce the 
procedure that higher magnetic fields lead to more distinct block profiles between the 
Hartmann-walls and the Shercliff-walls. These results emphasize the very thin Hartmann- and 
side-layers in case of a Hartmann number comparable to the conditions in the mold. All in all 
it can be stated, that the implementation is successful for laminar MHD flows. 

Turning the focus on the pure HD flow in the mold the left side of fig. 2 sketches the 
profiles at which data is sampled inside the mold geometry. Three different profiles of the 
time-averaged lateral velocity xu  across the jet are evaluated. The comparison is done with 
UDV data. Since the UDV transducers measure values, which are spatially averaged over a 
conical shaped volume, a similar procedure with cylindrical averaging volumes is applied to 
the simulation data [9]. 

The right side of fig. 2 depicts the volume- and time-averaged lateral velocity profile. 
Obviously, the position of the minima as well as the slope of the upper shear layer is caught 
quite well in all position. The nearly constant slope over profile ① and ② is caused by the 
modulation of the top of the jet through the recirculation roll in the upper mold. Therefore, the 
jet spreads in an asymmetrical manner. 
 
 Turning on the EMBr, the mold flow structure is strongly affected. After a startup 
phase, which is defined through much higher velocities of the recirculation, the two lower 
rolls under the SEN jets merge to one large vortex. Hence, the jets become unstable by 
turning into some sort of oscillation. The jet angles are varying reciprocally between the left 
and the right side of the mold. 

Once, the first jet becomes excessively pulled down through the instability, a strong 
vortex (V1) is generated by a roll-up process at the bottom shear layer of the jet. Out of this 
shear layer, the vortex (V1) draws out vorticity until it becomes pushed towards the opposite 
mold side under the action of Lorentz-forces (see fig. 3(a)). As a consequence, the older 
bigger vortex under the jets is replaced. If the vortex (V1) is that far away from the jet, that it's 
not possible to soak in the jet shear layer, the jet flips up (see fig 3(b)). From the bottom of the 



 
Fig. 2: left: Overview of the sampled lines. Measures are in unit mm; right: Results of the URANS simulations 
without magnetic field. Velocity xu over lines ①-③. 
 

 

 
 
downward pulled jet another vortex (V2) emerges, which let the process start again (see fig. 
3(c)). The sequence depicted in fig. 3 (a)-(c) indicates some kind of initial moment of a von- 
Kármán vortex-street. 

 

 from to 
 (x y z) (x y z) 
Line ① (-70.0 0.0 9.0) (-7.5 0.0 9.0) 
Line ② (-70.0 0.0 19.0) (-7.5 0.0 19.0) 
Line ③ (-70.0 0.0 29.0) (-7.5 0.0 29.0) 

Tab. 1: Informations regarding the sampled lines in the midplane of the mold. Measures are in mm. 



   
Fig. 3: Contourplots of the transient MHD mold flow. Lines (magenta) describing the position of the poleshoes, 
whereas the line (orange) depicts the sample line ② (compare with figure 2). a) - c): filled contours of the 

velocity magnitude in the midplane and direction of the surface vectors of u . d) 12 s-excerpt of the spatio-
temporal plot; top: experimental results, bottom: numerical results. 
 
 

Fig. 3(d) shows velocity profiles from the lateral velocity xu  along baseline ①-③,  
which have been continuously recorded from   2t s= - 14s in the experiments and 8t s= - 20s     
in the simulation, respectively. The individual profiles are plotted along the vertical direction 
with the time as x-axis parameter. There, low values in x  lying close to the SEN-axis, 



whereas high values in x  lying close the narrow faces of the mold. The sampled line crosses 
the jet (red contours) and partially the lower vortices at low values of x . Qualitatively, the 
plot can reveal an active jet oscillation in the simulations as the UDV measurements shows. 
Similar disconnected jet regions can be found if the red contours are inspected. Further the 
frequency of the lower vortices behind the jet (low value in x ) is caught very good by this 
first simulation. It's roughly about exp,1 4T = s in period for the experimental results, whereas 

,1 5simT = s for the simulation results (see fig. 3(d)). Of course, a dataset of a longer measuring-
cycle can reveal more insights into the flow instability. 

 
 

5. Summary and Conclusion  
 

A numerical model of the EMBr influenced mold flow with the open-source CFD-
software OpenFOAM is presented. The first results showing the validity of the solver in case 
of a MHD channel flow. While solver strategies offered by the commercial software solution 
Fluent have big problems in case of Ha-numbers similar to the mold conditions [8], the 
implemented solver yields nearly coinciding results with analytical solutions. 

The situation becomes more complex by going straight to an unsteady MHD mold flow. 
But the first results seem promising. An instability can be resolved, that was reported by other 
authors too [9, 10]. Due to the preliminary findings it can be claimed, that a suddenly 
activated magnetic field in case of a mold with insulating walls, can result in an unstable flow 
pattern. 

Despite the good accordance with experimental data, the URANS model seems also too 
diffusive. Hence, more accurate numerical schemes are considered in prospective simulations.  
 
Further studies will be concerned with the implementation of MHD turbulence models and 
their influence to the flow pattern. The evaluation of the pivotal influence of the wall 
conductance ratio will be forced in following studies as well. The present findings also open 
the floor for a debate over on/off-cycles of the EMBr in continuous casting molds, but more 
precise information has to be gathered first.  
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR THE FLOW  
IN A MODEL OF A CONTINUOUS CASTER 

Abstract 

In the framework of the LIMMCAST program at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf, a variety of measurement techniques for liquid metal flow velocities has been 
developed and tested. The Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry (UDV) allows to measure entire 
profiles of flow velocities along the ultrasound beam. By means of X-ray techniques, two-
phase flow phenomena can be visualized in detail. However, these techniques are restricted to 
model experiments on laboratory scale. Most promising for the later deployment in industrial 
casters is the Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT). We give an overview about the 
working principle and the application of this method in various low-melting point models of 
continuous casting. Special focus is laid on recent efforts to increase the robustness of the 
method. 

Keywords 

Liquid metal models, measurement techniques, contactless inductive flow tomography 
(CIFT) 

1. Introduction 

The structure of the highly turbulent flow of the molten steel in the continuous casting 
process has great impact on the quality of the final product. Some flow-related phenomena 
can cause slag entrainment and surface quality problems. In the case of slab casting, extensive 
Argon injection can trigger a single roll flow and direct jet-impingement onto the steel-slag 
interface, which may shear off fingers of slag into the steel [1]. Asymmetric flows, as they 
typically result from uneven discharge from opposite ports of the submerged entry nozzle 
(SEN), may foster undesirable meniscus oscillations. In general, a steady and symmetric 
double roll flow structure is considered as ideal for good steel quality since it makes 
impurities ascending to the free surface so that they are not entrained into the solid steel [2].  

Usual methods to influence or control the flow in the mold rely on changing the casting 
speed or the gas flow rate. Recent years have seen complementary effort to utilize 
electromagnetic brakes or stirrers. The effects of these electromagnetic devices are mainly 
studied using numerical simulations. Typical water models, which are frequently used to 
measure the flow in the mold by optical methods like Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), are 
not applicable for investigating magnetic actuators, simply because of the low conductivity of 
water. On the other hand, direct measurements in a real steel caster are extremely demanding 
due to the high temperature of liquid steel (~1500 °C). Here is the point where liquid metal 
models, which use metallic alloys with low melting points up to 200 °C, can be used to model 
the flow in the mold. The remaining problem for such cold liquid metal experiments is, 
however, the very limited availability of measurement techniques.  Evidently, the opaqueness 
of liquid metals prevents the use of established optical methods.  
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Several experimental facilities are now available at Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-
Rossendorf (HZDR) within the LIMMCAST program (LIquid Metal Models for continuous 
CASTing of steel) [5]. The aim of this program is to model the essential features of the 
various flow fields that are of relevance for the continuous casting process, namely the flow 
structure in the tundish, in the submerged entry nozzle (SEN) and in the mould. These model 
experiments have three advantages: First, for the comparably low temperatures several 
measurement techniques are available, in particular the Ultrasound Doppler Velocimetry 
(UDV), X-ray methods, and electric potential probes. Second, due to the high conductivity of 
the liquid metals, these models can be used to study the influence of magnetic actuators, 
contrary to water models. Third, the models are a perfect test bed for the development of new 
measurement techniques, before they are applied in a real caster. 

One of these new measurement techniques is the Contactless Inductive Flow 
Tomography (CIFT) [3,4], which has been developed at HZDR during the last 15 years. The 
working principle of CIFT is as follows: Exposing the flow of a liquid metal to an externally 
applied magnetic field, electrical currents are induced which give rise to a perturbation of the 
applied field. This flow induced field perturbation, which can conveniently be measured at 
various positions outside the fluid volume, contains information about the flow structure and 
can therefore be exploited to reconstruct the velocity field. Further, by applying consecutively 
the external magnetic field in different directions, different induced currents and magnetic 
fields can be produced from the same velocity, to gain more information for the 
reconstruction of the flow. This enables the three dimensional reconstruction of the mean 
global flow structure in liquid metals. Due to its contactless nature CIFT can, at least in 
principle, be deployed in a real caster. 

For a small physical model of a SEN and a mold of a continuous caster, CIFT was 
adapted to reconstruct the dominating two-dimensional flow structure in a slab caster mold, 
using one rectangular coil around the mold and 7 magnetic field sensors along each narrow 
face of the mold [6,7,8]. This configuration was successfully applied to visualize two-phase 
flows in the mold [7] and to investigate the effects of a stirrer around the SEN [8] with a 
temporal resolution of around 1 frame per second. Comparisons with independent Ultrasonic 
Doppler measurements have shown that the dominating flow structure in the mold can be 
reconstructed in a reasonable manner. In these first experiments, the measuring magnetic field 
was a static magnetic field and the induced magnetic field was measured using Fluxgate 
sensors. Given the very small ratio of the induced magnetic field, in the order of 100 nT, to 
the applied magnetic field, in the order of 1 mT, this configuration is extremely sensitive to 
magnetic noise from the environment. In order to reduce this noise sensitivity, an AC 
measuring field with a rather low frequency in the order of 1 Hz can be applied. It allows 
disentangling the flow induced magnetic field from environmental noise. In this AC case, 
induction coils can be used which are well applicable in high temperature environments. A 
further advantage of induction coils, in comparison with Fluxgate sensors, is that they are not 
sensitive to strong external magnetic fields as they are, e.g., generated by magnetic brakes 
which are often used in the continuous casting process. 

After a short description of the liquid metal facilities, we present in this paper the basics 
of CIFT and then the new measurement system using AC fields and pickup coils. After a short 
validation of the measurement system in the presence of strong external noise, we will present 
the first results of the measurement of the induced magnetic field in the presence of a 
magnetic brake. We will conclude with a preliminary reconstruction of the flow in the mould 
of the large scale model using CIFT. 



2. The LIMMCAST program at HZDR 

Meanwhile, three liquid metal facilities have been setup for the systematic investigation 
of the flow structures as they are typical for the continuous casting process, and of various 
means for controlling them [3]. Figure 1 (a) shows a sketch of the smaller of these facilities, 
called Mini-LIMMCAST, which is operated with the eutectic alloy GaInSn that is liquid at 
room temperature. The “tundish” is represented by a stainless steel cylinder which contains 
about 3.5 l of the metallic alloy. The melt is discharged through an acrylic glass tube (SEN) 
with inner diameter of 10 mm into the mould with a rectangular cross section of 140 × 35 
mm2 (also made from acrylic glass). From the mould the liquid metal flows over a dam into a 
storage vessel. The vertical position of the dam controls the free surface level in the mould. 

 
 
Fig. 1: Overview of the two LIMMCAST facilities. Small scale setup (Mini-LIMMCAST): schematic 
sketch (a), arrangement of the sensors for CIFT (b), photograph of the mould (c). Large scale setup: 
schematic sketch and photograph of the facility (d), schematic sketch of the mould with the Fluxgate 
probes and the excitation coil for CIFT (e), photograph of the Fluxgate probes and the thermal 
shielding (f). 



The experiments presented here were partly performed in a discontinuous mode, partly 
in a quasi-continuous way with pumping the liquid back to the tundish during the operation. 
The liquid level in the tundish and the mold were monitored using a laser and an ultrasonic 
distance sensor, respectively. The liquid flow rate can then be derived from the descent of the 
surface level in the tundish. 

For this Mini-LIMMCAST facility, the CIFT technique was adapted [6,7,8] by using a 
static magnetic field and Fluxgate probes for detection of the magnetic field. Figure 1(b) 
shows the configuration of components for CIFT (Fluxgate sensors and the excitation coil). 
Argon gas can be injected at the tip of the stopper rod with gas flow rates adjustable in a wide 
range between 50 and 500 cm3/min. Additionally the pressure was measured within the gas 
feeding system. The double-port SEN has two ports with oval cross section which are situated 
approximately 80 mm below the free surface in the mould. Additionally, a magnetic brake of 
ruler type was installed along the wide faces of the mold in order to validate the functioning 
of CIFT for such a configuration. The effects of this type of magnetic brake was already 
examined using Ultrasound Doppler Velocimetry and compared to numerical calculations 
[9,10,11]. Fig. 1(c) shows a photograph of the installation. 

The much larger LIMMCAST facility is illustrated in Fig. 1 (d-f). It is operated with 
SnBi at 250 °C. An electromagnetic pump is used to convey continuously the liquid metal 
into the tundish from which the melt pours through a pipe with an inner diameter of 54 mm 
into the mould with a cross section of 400x100 mm2. The flowrate is controlled by a stopper 
rod. For the CIFT measurement the excitation coil and the Fluxgates probes were arranged in 
a very similar manner as for Mini-LIMMCAST, except that we mounted the sensors for the 
first tests only along one side of the mould, as depicted in Fig. 1(e). Special care had to be 
taken to prevent the sensors from heating. Figure 1(f) shows a photograph of some Fluxgate 
probes and the thermal shielding on the mould. 

We only mention here the third facility, X-LIMMCAST, which allows to X-ray 
investigations of liquid metal/gas flows. 

3. Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) 

In its original version, the Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) had been 
developed for reconstructing the fully three-dimensional velocity field in highly conducting 
melts by measuring the flow induced perturbation of applied magnetic fields outside the melt 
[3,4]. The intrinsic non-uniqueness problem of this method, which concerns the detailed 
depth-dependence of the velocity, was circumvented by utilizing the so-called Tikhonov 
regularization by minimizing, in parallel to the magnetic field deviations, the kinetic energy of 
the flow [4,12]. For the restricted problem of inferring the flow in the mold of continuous slab 
casting it is well justified reconstructing only the two-dimensional flow field parallel to the 
wide faces of the mold, since this represents the dominant and most interesting flow structure 
in this application [6]. The applied magnetic field is generated by a rectangular coil that is 
mounted around the mold and positioned approximately at the suspected height of the 
impinging point of the jets that are ejected from the ports of the SEN. The magnetic field 
sensors are placed only along the centreline of the narrow faces of the mold, since the 
strongest induced magnetic field is located there. The measured induced field component is 
directed normal to the wall [6]. In Fig 2(a) a simulation and a measurement of the induced 
magnetic field is shown. The reconstruction of the velocity structure is depicted in Fig 2(b). 



 

Fig 2.: Simulated and measured induced magnetic field (a) along the narrow face of the mold and 
reconstructed velocity field in the mold (b) (after [6]) 

4. New AC measurement system 

The use of an AC measuring field with a rather low frequency in the order of 1 Hz  
(such that the skin effect in the liquid metal can be neglected) allows disentangling the flow 
induced magnetic field from environmental noise. In this case, induction coils can be used 
which are well applicable in high temperature environments. A further advantage of induction 
coils, in comparison with Fluxgate sensors, is that they are not sensitive to strong external 
magnetic fields as they are, e.g., generated by magnetic brakes which are often used in the 
continuous casting process. 

The new measurement system consists of 14 small induction coils with a diameter of 28 
mm with 340000 windings in order to detect the small induced magnetic fields in the order of 
100 nT. Similar to the configuration of Fluxgate sensors for the monitoring system as 
documented in [7,8], the 7 sensors are mounted along the centerline of each narrow face of 
the mold, as depicted in Fig. 1(b). The induced voltage of the pickup coil is amplified by a 
FEMTO amplifier and then digitally recorded by an 18 bit AD converter of the ADWIN 
system. In the post-processing step the amplitude and the phase of the signal, in comparison to 
the current through the excitation coil, is calculated using the method of quadrature 
demodulation. 

In order to validate the advantage of this new system, we measured the induced 
magnetic field while the pump was running. This is a typical case for which the old Fluxgate 
DC measurement setup failed to work since the rotation of the magnets in the pump generates 
a strong oscillating magnetic field in the order of 200 nT which is in the same order of 
magnitude as the very low induced magnetic field. The result of the measurement with AC 
excitation and induction coils is seen in Fig. 3. After lifting the stopper at t = 25 s, the liquid 
metal starts to pour into the mold. At this time the induced magnetic field starts to rise. During 
the run the induced magnetic field remains very stable until the stopper rod is lowered again. 
It is evident that in this configuration the noise of the rotating pump has no significant effect 
on the measurement. This makes us confident that this induction coil technique can be used 
for measuring the flow in the presence of a magnetic brake. 



 

Fig. 3: Measurement of the induced magnetic field using induction coils with 340000 windings with a 
frequency of 2 Hz of the excitation magnetic field, while the induction pump was running. Upper 
panel: Positions of stopper, meniscus and level in the tundish. Lower panel: Measured induced 
magnetic fields at 7 positions on the narrow face of the mold. 

 

5. Measurement of the induced magnetic field in the presence of pole shoes 

In contrast to the previous CIFT measurements, the influence of magnetic parts has now 
to be considered, because electromagnetic brakes consists of pole shoes which are used to 
increase and to form the magnetic field of the brake. These pole shoes are made of magnetic 
material which has a very high magnetic permeability that also influences the magnetic field 
generated by the excitation coil of CIFT. In the case of the Mini-LIMMCAST facility the 
excitation coil was directly mounted on top of the pole shoes in order to be closest to the 
region of the jets in mold. The deformation of the excitation field was calculated with 
Opera3D. Figure 4 shows the comparison of the magnetic field in the mold of the excitation 
coil for the cases without (Fig 4(a)) and with (Fig 4(b)) pole shoes. It can clearly be seen that 
the magnetic field is drawn into the pole shoes in such a way that nearly no magnetic field is 
left in the part of the mold below the pole shoes. As a consequence, the induced magnetic 
field will only carry information about the flow above the pole shoes. If the velocity should 
also be measured in the lower part, an additional excitation coil has to be mounted below the 
pole shoes.  

Additionally, the high electrical conductivity of the pole shoes has to be considered, too. 
In combination with the high permeability of the pole shoes strong eddy currents are induced 
by the excitation magnetic field, even at low frequencies in the order of 1 Hz. These eddy 
currents, in turn, generate also a magnetic field which can be detected by the pickup coil. Due 
to the fact that the magnetic field of the eddy currents has a phase angle of 90° relative to the 
current in the excitation coil, this contribution to the measured induced magnetic field can be 



filtered out. In this way, we can calculate the magnetic field inside the mold which is only 
generated by the excitation coil for the reconstruction of the flow. 

In principle, the ferromagnetic pole shoes deform also the induced magnetic field. We 
checked this with a simulation with Opera3D for our setup and it turns out that there is only a 
reduction of the amplitude closest to the pole shoes of about 20 %. This gives hope that we 
can neglect the particular effect of the ferromagnetic parts on the induced magnetic field. 

Before starting the first measurements of the induced magnetic field, we checked the 
stability of the current source for the brake. Due to the very high number of windings the 
pickup coils are very sensitive to small changes of the magnetic field of the brake. It turned 
out that the current supply is stable enough to enable the measurement of the induced 
magnetic field for CIFT.  

 

 

                                                              (a)                             (b) 

Fig. 4: Magnetic field of the excitation coil without (a) and with pole shoes (b). 

For the simplified case that only the pole shoes are mounted but the brake is still 
switched off, we simulated the induced magnetic field using the excitation magnetic field 
calculated by Opera3D, shown in Fig. 4(b), and compared this simulation with a 
measurement. Fig. 5 (a) shows the measured induced magnetic fields and the velocity 
reconstructed from them (b). Since the brake is switched off, the reconstructed velocity in this 
configuration should be the same as for the experiment without any ferromagnetic parts, as 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Apart from small differences concerning the reconstructed position of the 
impinging point, this is indeed the case. 



 

                                              (a)                                                                            (b) 

Fig. 5: Measured and simulated induced magnetic field for an experiment with pole shoes (a) but with 
the magnetic field of the brake being switched off; reconstructed velocity for this measurement (b). 

 

6. LIMMCAST 

In order to examine the scalability of the CIFT measurement we have started to 
implement CIFT at the large scale LIMMCAST facility. The setup of the excitation coil and 
the arrangement of the fluxgate probes are shown in Fig. 1(e). The measurement of the 
induced magnetic field is presented in Fig. 6(a) for the nine Fluxgate probes installed along 
one side of the narrow face of the mould. The fact that the flow rate of the liquid metal was 
gradually increased during the run can be clearly reproduced by the data. The time series of 
the induced field reveal long term oscillations of several seconds in the measured signal. Such 
oscillations were also observed in previous two-phase flow experiments at the smaller Mini-
LIMMCAST facility [8] and could be related to a fluctuating incomplete filling of the nozzle 
with liquid metal. It is quite likely that a similar phenomenon also occurred during the present 
experiments at LIMMCAST. The current construction of the stopper rod has some technical 
restrictions which imply a risk for suction of cover gas from the tundish into the SEN. The 
installation of a gas feeding system at the stopper rod will guarantee better defined conditions 
for future experiments. 

Figure 6(b) shows the reconstructed velocity in one half of the mould at t = 1703 s. For 
that purpose, we have artificially mirrored the measured magnetic fields from one narrow face 
to the other. The jet pouring out of the SEN can clearly be identified. These preliminary 
results demonstrate that CIFT should also be applicable for the large LIMMCAST facility. 



 

                                              (a)                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 6: Induced magnetic fields recorded by the nine Fluxgate sensors (0 – 8) during an exemplary run 
over the complete measuring time (a), and the reconstructed velocity field in the mould at 1703 s (b). 

7. Conclusions and prospects 

In this paper we have presented a new measurement system for CIFT using an AC 
excitation magnetic field and pickup coils as magnetic probes. This new system is much more 
robust with respect to changes and distortions of the magnetic field in the environment. 
Additionally, it allows measuring the induced magnetic field in an environment with a high 
static magnetic field as it is typically generated by an electromagnetic brake applied to the 
flow in the mold of a continuous caster. In the first experiments we investigated the influence 
of the magnetic pole shoes on the excitation magnetic field and on the induced magnetic field. 
It turned out that with the new measurement system we are able to measure the induced 
magnetic field even in the presence of magnetic parts. The reconstructed velocity from this 
measurement agrees very well with the corresponding velocity obtained without any pole 
shoes. Hopefully, CIFT will be capable to measure the flow in the mold even in case that the 
magnetic brake is switched on. 

Before CIFT can be applied in a real steel caster, many problems are yet to be solved. 
One of them is related with the oscillation of the copper mold, which puts great demands on 
the mechanical robustness of the coil and sensor system. 
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THE ROLE OF MUSHY ZONE PERMEABILITY IN FORMATION OF 
CENTERLINE SEGREGATION IN SLAB CASTING TECHNOLOGY 

 
 

Abstract 
 

A complex mathematical model characterizing the centerline segregation level in the mid region of 
continuously cast slabs was developed. The basic heat transfer and solidification model connected to 
the semi-empirical liquid feeding model (LMI - Liquid Motion Intensity model) gives the possibility 
to estimate the centerline segregation parameters of slab cast under industrial circumstances. Solid 
shell deformation changes the volume of the space available for the liquid inside the slab and hereby 
also changes the conditions of liquid supply. In modeling slab casting in practical industrial cases the 
deformation of the solid shell cannot be ignored, especially from the point of view of centerline 
segregation formation. From this aspect, the most important effects resulting in deformation of the 
solid shell are as follows: shrinkage of the solid shell due to solidification and cooling; setting of the 
supporting rolls along the length of the casting machine i.e. decreasing the roll gaps as a function of 
cast length; bulging of the solid shell between successive supporting rolls; positioning errors and wear 
of rolls; eccentricity of individual rolls; etc. The critical parameter to describe the inhomogeneity in 
the center area of slabs is the porosity level in the mushy region. As a result of calculations performed 
by the model, ISD Dunaferr Co. Ltd. has changed the strategy of supporting roll settings in their 
continuous casting. After the modification had been implemented on casting machines, the quality 
problems due to centerline segregation of slabs decreased to a great extent. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The solidification of continuously cast products is accompanied by volume changes of 
shrinkage and of deformations. In order to compensate volume changes, the gaps between the 
supporting rolls decrease along the casting machine as a function of distance from the meniscus level. 
The proper compensation is important mainly in the last third of the solidification, where the center 
area of the strand has a two-phase mushy structure (mushy area of the slab). In case of improper 
correspondence between volume change and roll setting, the melt is forced to flow in the mushy area. 
If the liquid supply is insufficient to compensate volume changes, then discontinuities or inner 
porosity will develop (Fig.1), typically accompanied with macrosegregation. This phenomenon is the 
centerline segregation. The required liquid supply is provided by melt flow due to ferrostatic pressure. 
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The liquid flow in the mushy area of the strand is impeded by the network of solid dendrites, and 
hence ferrostatic pressure decreases and liquid supply becomes uncertain.  

 

400	  μ
  

50	  μ
 

 
Fig. 1  Shrinkage holes in the mid part of continuously cast slab 

 
The reduction itself and the reduction rate of ferrostatic pressure play a key role in porosity 

formation. In order to investigate porosity formation, it is necessary to learn about the volume changes 
inside the strand. The Liquid Motion Intensity (LMI) model provides these kind of data [1,2]. The 
suitability of the LMI model for the estimation of centerline segregation level has been demonstrated 
in previous research [3,4]. 

 
 

2. Characteristics of the mushy area of the slab 
 

A sketch of the structure of a cast slab is shown in Fig. 2. In curved casting machines 
solidification starts in a vertical position but is completed in a horizontal position. In the first 
stage of solidification the dendrites growing from both sides do not reach each other and the 
center part of the strand contains pure liquid steel. The fluid flow in the upper part of the 
strand is mainly controlled by the inlet of steel from a submerged entry nozzle, by differences 
in density (thermal or solutal) and also by the deformation of the solid. Deformations of the 
solid shell originate from shrinkage (solidification, cooling and re-heating of the shell, 
allotropic transformations), from bending of the strand, from setting of the roll gaps and from 
bulging between successive rolls. The liquid flow and liquid supply (in the casting direction 
and perpendicular to the casting direction between dendrites) are supposed to be unlimited 
because only liquid can be found in the center part of the strand. 

 
Depending on the casting parameters and on the composition of steel at a given distance 

from the meniscus level, the solidification fronts (liquidus fronts) growing from both sides 
touch each other. Therefore (if, for the sake of simplicity, columnar solidification of the 
dendrites is supposed) the tips of the dendrites reach each other. In case of slab casting in a 
curved caster this occurs at about 12-15 m from the meniscus level in the unbending zone or 
after it. 

 
At the beginning of the mushy area the temperature of dendrite tips meeting each other 

is approximately equal to liquidus. From the point of view of liquid flow, a fundamentally 
different situation starts here because liquid supply in the casting direction must be realized 



through the zigzag, highly fragmented channels of the solid dendrite structure. The amount of 
liquid necessary in the mushy area is determined by the deformations in the mushy area and 
of the solid shell (mainly the shrinkage of the solid shell, setting of the supporting roll gaps, 
bulging). The roll gap in this case includes the prescribed roll gap setting, the errors of this 
setting, the wear and eccentricity of individual rolls. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Sketch of inner structure of cast slab 

 
Realization of the necessary amount of liquid supply through the fragmented tunnel 

system of dendrite arms depends on the pressure conditions that have developed in the liquid 
of the mushy area. The ferrostatic pressure of the liquid is determined by the height of liquid 
steel and by the pressure drop due to the constrained melt flow through the porous medium. 
The pressure drop depends on the volumetric flow rate and on the permeability in the mushy 
area. The permeability is the function of liquid ratio and the characteristics of the primary 
dendrite structure. 

 
In the last stage of solidification the liquid supply must be realized by liquid flow 

through the mushy area. The length of the mushy area is between 3-10 m, depending on the 
structure of the casting machine and on the casting technology (see Fig.2). Ferrostatic 
pressure within this distance can decrease to such an extent that it is no longer sufficient to 
produce the required melt supply. 

 
According to preliminary calculations, pressure drop is very low above the mushy area. 

This has no effect on the liquid supply in the casting direction or perpendicular to the casting 
directions to the mushy zone. However in the mushy area, in casting direction the melt supply 
is likely to be hindered in. It should be noted that in the last stage of solidification the pressure 
conditions and liquid supply also affected by the formation of porosity (melt sucking) and the 
pressure of gases released inside the pores. 

 
 

3. Pressure drop in the mushy area 
 
Decrease in the ferrostatic pressure in the interdendrite channels in the mushy area can 

be estimated by the Darcy law: 
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 (1) 

 
where Q represents volumetric flow rate (m3/s), A is the cross sectional area (m2), ΔP 

stands for pressure drop (Pa), µ represents viscosity of the melt (Pas), L and K stand for length 
of the section under investigation (m) and for permeability (m2). 

 
In order to estimate the pressure drop, the volumetric flow rate along the mushy area 

must be known. Volumetric flow rate in the mushy area of the strand depends on the space 
available for liquid inside the strand. In the calculation of this space, shrinkage during 
solidification and cooling (chemical composition of steel, cooling conditions, etc.), and 
deformations of the strand (setting of the supporting rolls, bulging) must be taken into 
account. The volumetric flow rate can be calculated by the Liquid Motion Intensity [1-4] 
model, taking into consideration also all the above mentioned important deformation effects. 

 
 

4. Permeability of the mush 
 

The permeability of isotropic porous medium is typically described by using the Kozeny-
Carman equation [5]: 
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where k stands for Kozeny constant (supposed to be 5), SV represents the solid/liquid 

surface in unity volume (m2) and gL represents the ratio of liquid. The equiaxed dendrite 
structure can be considered to be isotropic porous medium. 

 
If liquid ratio is not too high, the results of the different models give similar results. In 

general, the liquid ratio in the mushy area is typically between 0 and 0,6. For the calculation 
of permeability in the mushy area the equation published by Bhat et. al. [6] was considered: 
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where KP stands for permeability parallel to primary arms (m2), KN denotes permeability 

perpendicular to the growth direction of primary arms (m2) and d1 represents primary dendrite 
arm spacing (m). In this model the secondary spacing is taken into account through the 
correlation between primary and secondary spacing. 

 
 

5. Application for industrial slab casting cases 
 
The ferrostatic pressure drop in the mushy area and its consequences are presented in a 

practical example of casting on a curved machine. In order to demonstrate the practical 
applicability, the calculation was performed by supposing two different roll setting strategies 
(steel chemical composition, wt%: C 0.04, Mn 0.211, Si 0.009, S 0.012, P 0.006, Al 0.03). In 
the first case there is no change in roll gaps along the casting machine (constant setting). In 



the second case a roll setting applied in the industrial practice was used (prescribed setting 
used by the steel producer). Although the first case, obviously, has no practical relevance, the 
difference between the two cases highlights the extremely important role of a precise roll 
setting from the viewpoint of centerline segregation. The roll gap data applied in the 
calculations are shown in Fig. 3 a./ as a function of distance from the meniscus level. 

 
Volumetric liquid flow rate function. Liquid flow conditions in the mushy area are 

presented in Fig. 3 b./ for both roll setting strategies. In this casting case the pool lengths are: 
15,7 m (for the liquidus temperature) and 23,8 m (for the solidus temperature). Hence the 
mushy area (see Fig. 1) starts at 15,7 m and ends at 23,8 m; its length is 8,1 m. Between 
meniscus and 15,7 m, the mid part of the strand contains homogeneous liquid and the liquid 
supply is not hindered (Q is not calculated for this part of the strand). After solidification has 
been completed (the distance from meniscus is over 23,8 m), there is no more liquid in the 
slab, hence Q = 0. In the mushy area between 15,7 and 23,8 m for compensation of volume 
changes liquid steel flows into the cross sections of the mushy area. By the application of the 
LMI model (summarizing the liquid necessary for each volumetric slice), the liquid flow rate 
function in Fig, 3 b./ can be calculated. The function gives the amount of necessary flow rate 
of liquid for each cross section in the mushy area. At the beginning of the mushy area (at 15,7 
m) the value of the function indicates the amount of necessary liquid that should enter the 
mushy area from the direction of meniscus in order to maintain the solidification without 
formation of discontinuity. By definition, the positive value of the function indicates the flow 
in the casting direction. Fig. 3 b./ shows the volumetric liquid flow rate function for both roll 
settings (Fig. 3 a./). 

 
From the viewpoint of centerline segregation it is desirable that flow rate be close to 

zero. The flow rate function (Fig. 3 b./) is basically determined by the setting strategy of the 
supporting rolls. The figure also indicates that if the roll setting is fine tuned, the flow rate can 
be further reduced. 
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Fig. 3  Flow rate necessary for solidification without discontinuities (b./) for two 

different settings of the supporting rolls (a./) 
 
The volumetric flow rate function indicates the harmony between the steel composition 

to be cast, the casting technology and the casting machine. The better the harmony, the closer 
the function to zero. The flow rate function is applicable for the complex evaluation of a 
casting case from the point of view of probability of centerline segregation formation. 

 
Pressure drop and porosity function. If the volumetric flow rate function, the 

permeability and the geometric and microstructure parameters of the dendrite structure are 



known, the ferrostatic pressure drop in the mushy area can be estimated. For the explanation 
of results let us consider the diagram in Fig. 4 showing the ferrostatic pressure drop in the mid 
part of the slab in the mushy area. The two vertical lines indicate the beginning and the end of 
the mushy area. The dotted line represents the ferrostatic pressure evolving as a result of 
difference in height between the actual position and the meniscus level (curved machine). The 
thin line describes the ferrostatic pressure drop caused by the liquid flow in a porous medium; 
it can be calculated by Eq. 4. The final ferrostatic pressure (sum of the original ferrostatic 
pressure and of the pressure drop) in the liquid is represented by the thick dashed line. As a 
result of pressure drop in the mushy area, the final pressure decreases drastically (depending 
on casting and structural parameters) and can even reach zero value. 

 
The distance from the meniscus level at which zero pressure was reached is the Zero 

Liquid Supply (ZLS) value. The ZLS point divides the mushy area into two parts. From the 
ZLS to the direction of meniscus (on the left), sufficient liquid supply is provided by the 
ferrostatic pressure. When the ferrostatic pressure reaches zero, there is no more pressure that 
would force the melt to fill the volume changes developed by shrinkage and deformation. In 
this range, melt supply is not necessarily provided. Cavities formed during solidification can 
exert a sucking influence on the surrounding melt but its rate and efficiency are rather 
uncertain in the highly fragmented channel network between solid dendrites. Actual pressure 
is also affected by gases released inside the cavities. It is supposed in the calculations that 
after the ZLS point has been reached, there is no further possibility for melt flow, i.e. 
shrinkage and deformation between ZLS and the end of solidification results in porosity in the 
center area of slab. 
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Fig.. 4  Pressure conditions in the mid part of slab 

 
The LMI model gives the opportunity to calculate that amount of volume which is not 

compensated by liquid filling between ZLS and the end of the mushy area, i.e. this will be the 
expected porosity level. The diagrams in Fig. 5 a./ show the pressure drop and the ZLS 
position for both roll settings in the casting case discussed above (see Fig. 3 a./). In this 
calculation 0,8 mm primary arm spacing and 5 mPas melt viscosity were supposed. 

 
In case of constant roll gaps, the ferrostatic pressure reaches zero at 21,6 m (ZLS1) 

whereas in case of a prescribed setting it is 23,1 m (ZLS2). In the first case the amount of 



necessary liquid flow is much bigger (see Fig. 3 b./), which results in a greater pressure drop 
according to the Darcy-law. Between ZLS and the end of solidification zero ferrostatic 
pressure is assumed, which means that the cavities formed will not be filled by liquid melt. If 
the perfect and imperfect filling cases of these cavities are also calculated, the amount of 
cavities is characterized by the necessary liquid difference. These calculation results are 
displayed in Fig. 5 b./. Unit of porosity in the LMI model: mm2. 

 
In case of constant roll gaps the distance from ZLS1 to the end of solidification is 23,8-

21,6 = 2,2 m. If prescribed roll gaps are used, this value decreases to 23,8-23,1 (ZLS2) = 0,7 
m. The possibility of liquid supply is maintained for a much longer distance from meniscus in 
case of prescribed roll gaps, and therefore the sum of discontinuities without melt filling will 
be much lower. The expected porosity and centerline segregation level can be predicted by 
using the pressure drop and porosity functions. 
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Fig. 5  ZLS positions (a./) and expected porosity values (b./) in the same casting case 
with two different roll settings 

 
 

6. Effect of the primary structure on pressure drop and on expected porosity 
 
The permeability of the mushy area (Eq.(2-4)) is very sensitive to the solid dendrite 

primary structure that has developed. The finer the primary and secondary dendrite arm 
spacing, the lower the permeability. The diagrams in Fig. 6 show the effect of the primary 
structure on pressure drop process and on expected porosity level (same casting case as in Fig. 
5, with prescribed roll gaps). 

 
In Fig. 6 the primary arm spacing changes from 0,4 to 1,2 mm. These values are 

realistic in the middle part of slabs cast under industrial casting conditions. The average value 
of primary spacing in the slab center is about 0,8-1,2 mm but a finer structure can also be 
developed if tertiary arms are growing as primary arms or the composition changes because of 
enrichment. Improperly defined cooling rate and temperature gradient (far away from the 
surface of slab) can also result in structural parameters different from the average. Dendrites 
in Fig. 1 show a very fine structure despite the fact that they developed absolutely in the slab 
center, 120 mm away from the surface. Consequently, the primary structure has a great effect 
on the pressure drop process and on the possibilities of liquid feed. Dendrite arm spacing is 
also affected by several factors during casting. 
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Fig. 6  Effect of primary spacing on ferrostatic pressure drop in the mushy area (a./) and 

on expected centerline porosity 
 
The local fluctuation of the primary dendrite structure around an average value can 

result in the variation of expected porosity and, accordingly, in the variation of 
macrosegregation and centerline segregation as well. We presume that this mechanism too 
plays a role in the variation of centerline segregation in the so called bridge formation 
mechanism and in the fluctuation of centerline segregation along the strand length. A detailed 
investigation of this problem including the effect of columnar to equiaxed transition is thus 
one of the directions of this research in the future. 

 
At the end of solidification, the viscosity of the steel melt with a carbon content of 0,08-

0,2 wt% is around 5 mPas according to calculations performed by JMatPro and IDS software. 
Only small variations of viscosity can be expected as a function of steel composition and 
liquid ratio, i.e. the position of the ZLS point is not significantly affected by the variation in 
viscosity. 

 
 

7. Summary 
 

Any decrease in the centerline segregation of continuously cast slabs requires a full 
harmony between steel composition, casting technology and casting machine settings, in 
particular in the last third of solidification. Centerline segregation can be avoided if the liquid, 
in equilibrium with the solid, does not move away from the vicinity of solid. Hence, in order 
to reach zero centerline segregation, the volumetric liquid flow rate function should be zero 
over the mushy area of slab. In practice, liquid moves in the slab because of volume changes. 
This flow is mainly generated by ferrostatic pressure developing in the strand. 

The pressure drop calculation method and the LMI model can help answer the following 
important questions: 

- How much liquid should move in the center of the slab in the mushy area, at a given 
steel composition, casting technology and casting machine settings? 

- What level of porosity formation is likely to occur if flow and pressure drop occur? 
If this model is applied, steel composition, casting technology and casting machine 

settings can be assessed in a complex way, especially from the point of view of centerline 
segregation formation.  
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STEEL CASTING – VERY FAST GPU DYNAMIC SOLIDIFICATION 
MODEL AND ITS USE IN CONTINUOUS CASTING CONTROL 

 
 

Abstract 
 

Dynamic solidification models of continuous casting are very demanding from the 
computational point of view. The extensive progress of parallel computing on graphics 
processing units (GPUs) in last years serves a great opportunity to use GPUs for computing of 
dynamic solidification models of continuous casting. A GPU, which is usually equipped with 
several hundred processors, can enable a substantial speed-up of solidification models due to 
high parallelism. The paper describes the development of the parallel GPU dynamic 
solidification model with the use of CUDA computing architecture and NVIDIA Tesla GPU. 
Its computing performance is then compared with commonly used non-parallel models. 
Consequently, the GPU model is used for model-based predictive control with an emphasis on 
violent changes in the casting speed. This approach utilizes the GPU model for real-time 
prediction of the temperature field for various control strategies. The proper control strategy is 
then chosen according to the evaluation of the thermal behaviour of cast blank and other 
criteria. The results show that parallel computing and GPUs are great tools to enhance the 
computing performance of dynamic solidification models. Due to the speed up in order of 
tens, new opportunities for real-time control of casting have become available. 
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1. Introduction 
 

A rapid development of computers during in last decades has enabled a wide use of 
dynamic solidification models of continuous steel casting in steelworks and metallurgy 
companies in the world. These models are used in various ways [1–6], e.g., for off-line 
simulations (allow metallurgists to perform simulations and analyses of casting processes) or 
for real-time (on-line) control and optimization of casting. Especially, on-line models are 
required to operate in real time and process real data [7]. Owing to requirements on real-time 
operation capabilities, on-line dynamic solidification models are rather simple but relatively 
fast. On the other hand, off-line models allow for more detailed and accurate simulations but 
they need significantly longer time to perform required calculations. However, control of 
continuous steel casting and its optimization by means of dynamic solidification models 
usually require features of both the on-line and off-line models, i.e., the rapid computation 
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ability for real-time responses and control as well as the ability to compute a sufficiently 
accurate transient temperature distribution of cast blank. 

Recently, a novel computing approach has been introduced for computations of highly 
parallelizable problems. This technique is called GPGPU (general-purpose computing on 
graphics processing units) and, instead of the state-of-the-art CPU computing, utilizes compu-
ting on graphics cards, GPUs. Such a GPU consists of a rather large number (hundreds or ever 
thousands) of relatively simple processors. Therefore, GPUs and GPGPGU offer a huge 
performance for computations of various problems in science and engineering. Recently, 
GPGPU techniques have been utilized, in particular, for computing in molecular dynamics 
[8], image processing [9] and Monte Carlo simulations [10]. In spite of this, only several 
scientific papers related to technical problems have been published by other researchers, see, 
e.g. [11]. Nowadays, the optimal control of continuous steel casting is a crucial task for every 
steelmaker. A pertinent control of casting, in particular of the secondary cooling nozzles, is a 
major issue in continuous casting since it is linked with productivity and quality. Researchers 
and engineers have used various approaches for that purpose, e.g., PI or PID controllers [1], 
heuristics and meta-heuristics [2, 3] or fuzzy logic [6]. However, various problems can appear 
when these techniques are utilized in practice [12].  

The motivation for authors of the paper was to overcome these problems related to both 
the calculation of the dynamic solidification model and to the control method of continuous 
casting. The authors of the paper have recently published their results on a very fast dynamic 
solidification model running on GPU [13, 14] and on the model-based predictive control for 
real-time control of continuous casting [12] which is mainly based on the use of the developed 
GPU dynamic solidification model. The results show that GPGPU computing and the concept 
of model-based predictive control seem to be great tools for modelling and control of 
continuous casting. For further details, we refer readers to [12–14]. The aim of this article is 
to summarize these results and performed research and to present these valuable tools to 
specialists in continuous steel casting at the ECCC 2014 conference.  

 
 

2. Dynamic solidification model for continuous casting and its GPU implementation 
 

In these days, dynamic solidification models for continuous steel casting use the state-
of-the-art CPU computing, i.e., all calculations of the model are performed by the central 
processing unit. However, dynamic solidification model based on particular numerical 
methods is a parallelizable computational problem that can be computed more efficiently with 
the use of GPGPU techniques and graphics processing units (GPUs) [15]. The GPGPU 
technique is based on splitting a computational problem into parts that are independent and 
can be therefore computed concurrently in parallel fashion. Hence, a GPU consists of a large 
number of simple computing units which are intended to process an identical code, but on 
different data. The number of computing units of a GPU can be between several hundred and 
several thousand dependent on a particular type of GPU. 

 In continuous casting, transient heat transfer and the solidification of cast blank may 
be modelled by the Fourier-Kirchhoff equation [16] 
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where H denotes the volume enthalpy, T is the temperature, t is time, k is the thermal 
conductivity, vz is the casting speed and z is the longitudinal spatial coordinate in the casting  
direction. As can be seen from Eq. (1), fluid flow and mass transfer inside a cast blank are 



usually neglected due to a rather large viscosity of the melt. The volume enthalpy used in 
Eq. (1) is due to the latent heat of solidification which releases during the casting process 
[16]. The volume enthalpy can be defined as 
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where ρ is the density, c denotes the specific heat, Lf stands for the latent heat and fs is the 
solid fraction.  

             
         Fig. 1: Scheme of continuous casting model               

The developed dynamic solidification model for continuous casting of steel billets 
presented in the paper is derived from Eq. (1) including necessary initial and boundary 
conditions which are used to set up the heat withdrawal from the billet, e.g., from the mould 
and within the secondary spray cooling. The numerical implementation of the model is based 
on the use of the control volume method and the fully explicit time discretization [13]. The 
explicit time discretization of the model is crucial for the parallel model computing and it 
allows for running the model on GPUs. Main principle of GPU model utilizes concurrent 
calculations, i.e., computations related to different control volumes (within one time iteration) 
are calculated concurrently by various computing units on GPU [13, 14]. The CUDA C/C++ 
computing architecture provided by the producer of GPU NVIDIA was used for the 
implementation of the model. The model calculates the unsteady temperature field of entire 
cast billet from the pouring level inside the mould, within the secondary and tertiary cooling 
zones with cooling nozzles to the cutting point where the torch cuts billets allowing a next 
processing stage, see Fig. 1. The mesh density, which is represented by the number of control 
volumes, can be arbitrarily chosen according to an intended use of the model. 

 
 

3. Computing performance of CPU and GPU dynamic solidification models  
  

The computing core of the developed model is running in MATLAB for both the CPU 
and GPU model. In the case of the CPU model, the core was implemented as a MEX file 
which enhances the computing performance. In the case of the GPU model, the computing 
core was implemented in CUDA C/C++. For all benchmarking tests, the GPU NVIDIA Tesla 
C2075 having 448 computing units and 6 GB of RAM memory was selected, see Fig. 2. The 
CPU model was run on a computer with Intel Core 2 Quad CPU with 4 cores, each running 

Fig. 2: GPU NVIDIA Tesla C2075 



2.4 GHz and 6 GB of RAM memory. The computing performance between the developed 
GPU solidification model and the identical model running on CPU representing the state-of-
the-art computing was compared and is shown in Fig. 3. Note that due to the significant 
differences in the computing time of the models, Fig. 3 had to be displayed in logarithmic 
scale rather than in linear (standard) one. The results of computing performance benchmarks 
are presented for six computational mesh densities of cast blank, but providing identical 
casting conditions in order to have comparable results [13]. The numbers of mesh nodes were 
105, 2·105, 5·105, 106, 2·106 and 3·106. One can deduce from Fig. 3 that GPGPU computing 
can serve a very significantly enhancement and it greatly improves the performance of the 
dynamic solidification models. For the coarsest mesh with 2·105 of mesh nodes, the GPU 
solidification model calculates all the computations in less than 3 seconds which is about 30-
times faster than the standard CPU solidification model. However, with an increasing mesh 
density, the significance of parallelism and computational performance of GPU is even more 
powerful – with the mesh including 3·106 the GPU model is even 50-times faster than the 
model running on CPU architecture. The details about computing times and corresponding 
speedups for various mesh densities in the range between 105 and 3·106 can be seen in Fig. 3.  
The presented benchmark results unambiguously show the enormous computing power of 
GPUs and its possible use in modelling of continuous steel casting [13]. 

 
Fig. 3: Results of benchmark tests comparing the performance of GPU and CPU models 

 
 
4. Real-time model-based predictive control by means of GPU solidification model 

 
Various techniques and approaches can be used for optimal control and optimization 

of continuous steel casting [1, 3, 5, 6]. In the paper, the model-based predictive control 
approach (MPC) [17, 18] is examined by means of the developed GPU model. The MPC has 
been recently utilized in various technical applications [17–19]. The idea of a MPC system is 
that the MPC utilizes the computer model of the controlled process to predict and estimate 
beforehand the behaviour and future evolution of the system. Afterwards, the MPC system 
evaluates the results of these input changes and tries to respond to them. This behaviour is in 



fact an opposite strategy than in case of PID systems which control a process according to 
what had already happened in past.  

 
Fig. 4: MPC system for continuous steel casting utilizing very fast GPU solidification model 

The propounded MPC system for continuous steel casting described in the paper is 
based on the use of the developed very fast GPU dynamic solidification model to predict the 
behaviour of the casting process. The scheme of the MPC system for continuous steel casting 
is shown in Fig. 4. The propounded control system is designed as a scenario-based system. In 
each predefined step in time, the MPC control system acquires all necessary casting 
parameters (casting speed, water flow rates in the secondary spray cooling, pouring 
temperature, etc.). Based on these evaluated data, the MPC system proposes a predefined 
number of control strategies to control the casting under actual casting conditions. Each of 
control strategies is a possible control strategy of the caster, in particular specifying water 
flow volumes within the secondary spray cooling. The control strategies are proposed 
according to experts’ experiences, the traditionally-used cooling curves (dependency of the 
flow volume through cooling nozzles as a function of casting speed) and taking into account 
the effective casting speed [12, 20] of all cooling zones within the secondary cooling. The 
effective casting speed is actually related to the residential time which the cast blank divided 
in artificial slices spends within each of the secondary cooling zone. This approach is mainly 
worth when the casting speed varies in time [12]. In this case the cooling according to the real 
casting speed can lead to inappropriate cooling, especially in cooling zones that are more far 
from the pouring level [20]. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of the effective casting speed in case of 
fluctuating real casting speed. It shows that the effective casting speed fairly realistically 
characterizes very variable casting conditions. Notice that the effective casting speed causes 
smoothing of the real casting speed, especially in case of cooling zones that are more far from 
the pouring level [12]. 



 
Fig. 5: Effective casting speed and its smoothness effect for three cooling zones  

with different distances from the pouring level 

Once the control strategies are generated, the MPC system for all of them calculates 
the future temperature field of cast blank for a certain time horizon. Owing to the developed 
very fast GPU model, all these calculations are possible to do in real time (within tens of 
seconds). The MPC system then evaluates the predicted results and determines the resultant 
control strategy to be applied in the real casting process. The resultant control strategy is 
chosen so that it ensures to maintain the surface temperatures in specified temperature ranges 
(to avoid surface defects) and to keep the metallurgical length in a predefined range. The loop 
of the MPC system is thereby closed and the system continues with the next control 
iteration [12]. Note that the criteria for the selection of the resultant cooling strategy can be 
arbitrarily modified according to requirements of metallurgists. 

 
 
5. Use of MPC system in case of abrupt change of casting speed and discussion 

  
The functionality and use of the developed model-based predictive control system 

were tested in case of a casting situation with an abrupt drop of the casting speed [12]. The 
drop was simulated as a 6 minute-duration drop from the casting speed of 1.5 m/min to 
0.8 m/min, see Fig. 6. For that purpose, the developed very fast GPU dynamic solidification 
model was used in the following configuration: the casting machine with 6 spray cooling 
zones within the secondary cooling including the total number of 180 spray cooling nozzles of 
several types. The casting machine was supposed to cast 200 × 200 mm of a low-carbon steel 
billets, which are routinely cast with the casting speed of 1.5 m/min. In the steady state 
casting conditions, the abrupt drop of the casting speed described above was assumed to 
occur, see Fig. 6. 

Also notice that the effective casting speeds for the cooling zones No. 2, No. 4, and 
No. 6 are plotted in Fig. 6 (the corresponding curves for zones No. 1, No. 3, and No. 5 were 
omitted due to the lucidity of the figure). From the figure one can see the smoothness effect of 
the effective casting speed which implies that the spray cooling in the last zone No. 6 would 
not be as intensive as in the cooling zones closer to the pouring level. The MPC system was 
used to regulate the spray cooling within the cooling. The aim of the cooling strategy and the 
criterion for the casting control was to maintain the predefined temperatures on the surface of 
cast billet as close as possible to the corresponding temperatures for the case with steady-state 



casting conditions, i.e., the case with no change of the casting speed. In other words, the 
surface temperature courses in steady-state casting conditions were assumed to be optimal and 
the aim of the control was to regulate the casting so that  

min
2

* →−TT                                           (3) 

where T is the actual surface temperature to be controlled and T* is the corresponding steady-
state surface temperature considered as an optimum. 

 
Fig. 6: Use of the MPC system for case with abrupt change of casting speed:  

time evolution of the casting speed and of the corresponding effective casting speeds 

As for the case of the abrupt change of the casting speed, the MPC system was set up 
to propose 15 cooling strategies with various cooling intensities of spray cooling within the 
secondary cooling. The cooling strategies generated by the MPC system were proposed taking 
into account the cooling setup used in the steady-state casting conditions as well as the 
effective casting speeds providing the information about real casting conditions, but filtered 
by the smoothness effect. The MPC system then in real time calculated the temperature fields 
which would be attained under the proposed cooling strategies. The GPU dynamic 
solidification model was set up for the computational grid with 106 nodes and all these 
computations of future thermal behaviour for all the proposed cooling strategies were 
computed in less than one minute by means of GPU NVIDIA Tesla C2075 [12].  

The controlled surface temperatures on the top surface for three (for the lucidity of the 
figure) selected representative cooling strategies calculated by the MCP system are shown in 
Fig. 7. These cooling strategies are denoted as CS-1, CS-2, and CS-3 and show the thermal 
behaviour of cast billet in the cooling zones No. 4, No. 5, and No. 6. The temperature courses 
are plotted in a moment when 5 minutes elapsed from the drop of the casting speed, i.e., in 
time of 6 min. corresponding with Fig. 6. Fig. 7 also shows how the surface temperature 
would be in the case of no change in cooling. One can readily see from Fig. 7 that a 
substantial subcooling of the billet surface would occur within secondary cooling in case of 
no change of the cooling setup, i.e., in case of no control system used. The proposed cooling 
strategy CS-1 applied to control the casting would also result in unadvisable cooling because 
it would lead to a rather subcooling, see Fig. 7. On the other hand, the proposed cooling 
strategy CS-2 seems to be also quite inappropriate since it would conversely cause an 
undesirable overheating, mainly in cooling zones No. 5 and No. 6. However, the cooling 



strategy CS-3 seems to be a fairly feasible cooling strategy since this setup of cooling would 
maintain the controlled surface temperature very close to the optimal surface temperature. 
Hence, the cooling strategy CS-3 is then taken as the optimal cooling strategy to be applied to 
the real casting process. The control system then proceeds to the next time instant, retrieves 
the data from the caster again and the whole procedure is repeated in a loop to control the 
casting process [12]. 

 
Fig. 7: Results of the MPC for the case of abrupt change of casting speed: 

controlled surface temperatures of cast billet 
 

 
Conclusion  

  
The paper summarizes the research and its results performed in the field of continuous 

casting of steel. The very fast GPU dynamic solidification model running on graphics 
processing units was developed. The comparison of the computing performance between the 
ordinarily used CPU models and the developed GPU model shows that the GPU model can 
offer even 50-times faster computing of the temperature field of cast blanks. The GPU model 
was then utilized as a numerical sensor for the optimal casting control. For that purpose, the 
model-based predictive control approach was utilized and implemented. The control system is 
designed as a scenario based utilizing the concept of effective casting speed for the proposal 
of the cooling strategies. The use of the control system was demonstrated for the casting 
situation with an abrupt change of the casting speed. The presented results show that the 
developed MPC can provide a fairly good casting control and is a promising tool for the real-
time casting control. 
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THE FUTURE OF CONTINUOUS CASTING:  

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Siemens VAI has a long tradition of creating visions with its Pictures of the Future 

program. Forecasts for tomorrow help to quantify future market demands and anticipate 

customer needs. They identify those technologies that offer considerable potential for new 

business opportunities. In the future, steel will remain the material of choice because engineers 

will find ways to keep pace with other competing materials. However, the metals industries will 

be challenged by resource efficiency, raw material quality and environmental requirements. 

Information and communication technologies will dominate all areas of metals production, 

including its plants and services.  

What will continuous casting technology look like in the future? Increasing scarcity and 

diminishing raw material quality will have an impact on the design of casting machines. 

Continuous casting will also offer potential to recover and utilize process energy. Intelligent 

mechatronic modules will be designed quickly and efficiently, and they will support efforts to 

achieve increased process flexibility. Plant operations will be fully monitored and controlled 

thanks to a continuous interchange of data and information between the real and virtual worlds. 

Service sites capable of remotely managing operations and maintenance will become 

commonplace on the basis of data from condition monitoring systems. This will result in new 

business models.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Will additive manufacturing replace continuous casting in the years to come? In 1961 Iain 

Halliday, who introduced the negative strip in mold oscillation, said, “A continuous casting plant 

to produce 1 million t/a of carbon steel slabs – this is no idle thought and exemplifies in the 

simplest words the threshold position today of the rapidly developing field of continuous 

casting.” [1] This threshold has been surpassed by far with casters that produce more than 2 

million t/a per strand. Why shouldn’t additive manufacturing become a technology of choice in 

the future for the consumers? Additive manufacturing completely re-shapes the business 
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landscape in various application fields already today, so why shouldn’t metal products be 

“printed” to order using metal powders and thus enable new business models for end users? It 

might be possible, that spare parts could be produced within a day for emergency purposes. 

But before this interesting game changer is discussed any further, the challenges and 

opportunities of continuous casting and its role and future potential will be explored as the “vital 

link” between the steelmaking and rolling process steps. Steel is and remains the most important 

metallic construction material, and it has a growth rate similar to cement (Fig. 1).  

 

 
Fig. 1: World production of materials 

 

Also, in the future steel will be the most widely used material compared to plastics, carbon 

fibers, aluminum and other metals due to its superiority in regard to recyclability, cost and 

carbon footprint. And the good news: continuous casting will remain the technology of choice 

with still a large degree of potential in the years to come, however there are big challenges to 

master. 

 

 Sustainability challenge – or how customer value is created in a changing world 

 Adaptation challenge – or how operational excellence is achieved with assistance systems 

 Information challenge – or how business models are created with data-based solutions 

 

 

2. Pictures of the Future (PoF)  
 

To predict the future impact on the core business, multiple trends and hypotheses have 

been discussed with metals producers, their customers, researchers, industry experts and 

partners, and governmental and non-governmental organizations on where the metals industry is 

heading in the decades to come. Combined with an extrapolation of the current business and 

product portfolio, strategies have been developed on a mid- to long-term time horizon [2]. 

 

2.1 Raw materials, recycling and sourcing 

 

The metals industry will find ways to overcome the increasing scarcity and lower quality 

of available raw materials (Fig. 2). This will be achieved by maximizing the recycling process 

through the introduction of new solutions.  
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Extreme and urban mining will have an impact on continuous casting in terms of 

mechanical design to accommodate changed mechanical properties, composition and product 

dimensions (Fig. 3). Primary solidification, cooling, final solidification and machine components 

will therefore be affected. For example, extreme mining will give rise to thick and high-strength 

steels, which can sustain chemical attack as well as high loads at extremely low temperatures. 

Urban scrap will contain copper and other tramp elements, which influence the cooling design. 

Large rounds will be needed to substitute costly ingot casting for large-size applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Pictures of the Future: raw materials         Fig. 3: Examples of impact on CC design 

 

Process models will play an increasingly important role. Online calculation of the thermo-

physical status will allow optimal strand treatment. Prediction of phase transformations, 

segregations and development of cracks under cooling conditions will be needed to correctly set 

caster practices and allow high hot-charging rates, even under transient conditions. Advanced 

models are available today [3] and will be further improved in the future. And as form follows 

function, casters will incorporate new mold and segment designs, cooling approaches, and a 

number of industrial assistance systems to facilitate operation and maintenance. 

 

 

2.2. Green production 

 

In the future, the metals industry will adopt efficient measures and solutions to ensure 

green production that is aligned to local market requirements and regional developments (Fig. 4). 

The accelerated growth of the world’s population and the progressive changes in the global 

climate call for a rethinking and alteration of industrial production processes to ensure 

economically and ecologically compatible production plants and processes. Steel production is 

very energy intensive. The primary processes in a plant offer the highest potential to recover 

energy from available waste heat (~70%). The height of the bars in Fig. 5 represents the 

temperature, and the calorific output of individual processes is depicted by the area of the bars. 

But continuous casting also has the potential to contribute to heat recovery (Fig. 6). About 

25% of the heat content of liquid steel could be recovered from thermal radiation. The 

temperature is high enough to produce power applying Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) modules 

or steam turbines equipped with suitable heat-recovery systems such as molten-salt heat 

exchangers. The exhaust system and slab yard are additional sources that can be used for hot-

water production, for instance for heating purposes. 
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Fig. 4: Picture of the Future: green production               Fig. 5: Energy recovery potential in the  

 steel manufacturing processes  

 

Another 25% could be used in a hot-linked system to the rolling mill (e.g., hot charging). 

Even though thin-slab casting/rolling plants exploit this potential, more than 70% of continuous 

casting production is still cold charged.  

This is extremely surprising since already in 1984 the CC5 slab caster of NKK Fukuyama 

(now JFE) was installed upstream of the No. 2 hot-strip mill in an ideal layout where the caster 

and the hot-strip mill are directly linked (Fig. 7) [4, 5]. Developments at this time focused on the 

mold level (eddy current-type measurement), the steel speed at the meniscus (EMLS/A), mold 

oscillation (non-sinus mode), mold powder (Li-base, high crystallization temperature) and 

intense strand cooling (air mist) to achieve up to 2.7 m/min. casting speed and HDR (hot direct 

rolling) operation. Remarkably, even today this is the only plant with this highly efficient layout. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Heat-recovery potential of a caster             Fig. 7: HDR at JFE Fukuyama CC5      

   

 

2.3 Holistic plant operation 

 

With the wide use of innovative modular mechatronic systems, steel production in the 

future will become much more flexible with respect to its operating regimes (Fig. 8). Online 

product quality and process analytics will be extensively applied. They will provide relevant 

general information for holistic plant operation and production control and support operation 

with sophisticated assistance systems. Robots will be utilized in hazardous areas and for all 
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routine maintenance work. They can self-adapt to production-mode changes and thus 

considerably facilitate the work of plant operators. 

 

 

Mechatronic modules 

 

In the early 1990s, caster suppliers were confronted with a changing market situation. The 

steel industry was saturated, and as a consequence investments were drastically reduced. At that 

time, it was typical to integrate all functionalities in the equipment or component in order to have 

the best solution for a single customer, but that meant that such solutions could hardly be applied 

for a second customer. Siemens VAI then started to redefine its market approach by offering 

mechatronic modules with defined functionalities that could be offered for new casters, but also 

“individualized” for revamps. This resulted in fast project executions and in a “connect-and-cast” 

start-up after installation [6].  

One good example is the growth of soft reduction (Fig. 9). The DynaGap Soft Reduction 

technology from Siemens VAI was first introduced at Ruuki, Finland, in 1997. Since then this 

technology has been widely implemented in all new slab and bloom casters and some high-

quality billet casters to reduce strand center segregation by applying dynamic roll-gap control for 

non-steady state casting conditions. The technology can also be applied at strand tail-out and for 

remote thickness adjustment between heats – a true assistance system. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Picture of the Future: plant operation      Fig. 9: Growth of DynaGap Soft Reduction                 

 

 

Assistance systems 

 

Definition: Assistance systems are used to support the user in certain situations or for 

certain actions. The prerequisite for this is an analysis of the current situation and, where 

appropriate, building on a prediction of the future situation. The interaction should correspond to 

the natural course of human action, and the output should be compressed in order to not overload 

the user.  

Some assistance systems for continuous casting are quite well known, such as Mold 

Expert, which assists operators in predicting a breakout. Thanks to the system, the operator 

receives guidance and can appropriately interact with the casting process, or with respect to mold 

taper, the heat fluxes and friction behavior [7]. The following two examples should explain how 

even simple assistance systems can help plants to achieve operational excellence with only minor 

investments.  
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Example 1: Unsteady bulging develops in various cases, but predominantly at high casting 

speeds (thin slab) and with peritectic and ferritic steel grades. Non-uniform strand-shell growth 

inhibits unsteady bulging, which has a self-amplifying effect and results in high periodic mold-

level fluctuations. As the only possible action, the operator must reduce casting speed, and a 

lower production output is the result. Siemens VAI therefore developed the Unsteady Bulging 

Compensator to stabilize oscillating flows in the liquid core. The tool analyses the current 

situation online and automatically sets the right course of action (Fig. 10). 

 

Example 2: Cooling nozzles are prone to clogging, and spray headers and hoses might 

break or leak. In both cases the result is quality problems of the cast product. The Nozzle Expert 

from Siemens VAI is an assistance system that detects clogged nozzles or broken hoses online 

using an intelligent software solution. Operators and maintenance personnel can observe the 

condition frequently and schedule corrective activities in advance of major problems (Fig. 11). 

 

 
Fig. 10: Unsteady Bulging Compensator           Fig. 11: Nozzle Expert                 

 

 

Interaction between humans and machines 

 

Ergonomics – or usability – is the product of efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction. 

Simple operation that fits to the user and task is considered user-friendly. 

Human-to-machine: HMIs (human-machine interfaces) are required for process control. A user 

interface must be adapted to human needs and abilities and avoid information overload. One 

example of an intuitive HMI can be seen in Fig. 12. It helps to master complexity in steel 

production through a customized workspace, consistent look and feel, and flexible use with 

many types of devices. It will be context sensitive to support collaboration in daily work or in 

critical or stressful situations, and it provides need-to-know information to the user. 

Human-and-robot: Besides human-to-machine interaction, it is very likely that humans and 

robots will also collaborate at casters. Personnel can be locked out from hazardous areas, such as 

on the ladle platform and near the mold. Robots ensure consistent production, as procedures are 

reproduced accurately with a high degree of reliability. Robots will develop to autonomous 

systems to make decisions, and they will also assist in maintenance. Robots can operate in the 

harsh environment of a steel plant, as demonstrated by LiquiRob
®
 installations [8] (Fig. 13). 
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Fig. 12: pure.hmi – a new HMI approach           Fig. 13: Application examples of LiquiRob

®  
               

 

 

2.4 Solution process 

 

A high degree of standardization in plant modules (mechatronic modules) will enable steel 

producers to receive customized plants according to their need in a fast manner (Fig. 14). The 

plants will be optimized before they are built through plant simulation tools using multi-physical 

models as a basis. Plants will be linked together to a larger extent than today to eliminate time- 

and energy-consuming production steps. 

One good example of a linked plant is the Arvedi ESP process. Hot-rolled coils are 

produced in a linked casting and rolling plant directly from liquid steel in a continuous and 

uninterrupted manufacturing process. Liquid steel is converted in only seven minutes to hot band 

and thereby saves up to 40% in CO2 emissions. The line consists of a thin-slab caster, a 3-stand 

high-reduction mill positioned at the end of the caster, a shear, an induction heater, 5-stand 

finishing line, laminar strip cooling, a high-speed shear, and coilers. It produces hot strips down 

to 0.8 mm. Fig. 15 shows some statistics and achievements of the first plant built by Siemens 

VAI for Arvedi Group in Italy. 

 

 
Fig. 14: Picture of the Future: solution process   Fig. 15: Facts of the Arvedi ESP process

  

 

By using metallurgical simulation, a process can be designed better at an early stage. This 

example uses a specific metallurgical model to simulate the production of micro-alloyed API 

line-pipe steel and to predict the hot strip properties with a coupled casting/rolling facility. The 

model includes a solidification model, a microstructure evolution model coupled with grain 
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growth model, and precipitation kinetics. The simulation has been successfully verified by the 

first endless production of line pipe material at the Arvedi ESP plant in Cremona, Italy (Fig. 16). 

 

 

Fig. 16: Metallurgical simulation of API grade        Fig. 17: Picture of the Future: service models 

 

 

2.5 Service models promote life-cycle partnerships 

 

Central service sites capable of managing operations and maintenance have become 

commonplace (Fig. 17). Available around the clock, they control operations in real time from 

remote locations. The increased availability and analytics of plant data provides the basis for a 

number of new service models and improved interaction between different stakeholders. 

Proactive maintenance approaches based on the data from condition monitoring systems are state 

of the art. Remote access and plant control increases machine availability and reduces necessary 

on-site staff work. 

 

Condition monitoring systems 

 

One example of how to reduce downtimes and increase the available operating time is 

related to the emergence of integrated CMS (Condition Monitoring System). A CMS detects 

deviations from the required state, and it provides a common information platform for operation, 

electrical/maintenance management and service providers. Designed as a modular and 

expandable system, a CSM integrates metals-specific knowledge. 

As depicted in Fig. 18, the process-specific Condition Monitoring Info Broker is the 

interface for maintenance or operations regarding condition information. It gathers data from 

evaluations (evaluation packages) across all process and automation levels, from mechatronic 

modules and third-party systems, and it informs the production and maintenance teams about 

deviation. The intelligent combination of all data enables the plant’s condition to be predicted. 

This helps to prevent unplanned outages in an early planning stage and to increase available 

operating time. 
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Fig. 18: Integrated condition monitoring           Fig. 19: Intelligent dummy bar 

 

 

From data to information to data-based services and business models 

 

The automation hierarchy of today consists of different levels (sensors, control, process 

models, IT4Metals, ERP). In the future, automation will act as a vertical integration of 

networked production systems with autonomous intelligent units and embedded systems. It will 

be scalable, configurable and use cloud technologies. CPS (Cyber Physical Systems) will be 

horizontally integrated to form a metallurgical process. Enabling technologies (apps, near-field 

communication, Sm@rt clients, etc.) are already available. However, fast communication of 

networked systems in a steel plant still poses some challenges. For the user there is the benefit 

that information will drive data-based services and new business models. 

 

A simple example: A roller gap checker is a well-known tool that measures the roller gap, 

misalignment and, optionally, makes nozzle checks in a continuous caster. The checker is 

connected to the dummy bar and used in cold runs between casting operations. Signals are then 

transferred and data are evaluated by caster engineers.  

The new Siemens VAI “intelligent dummy bar” is integrated into the dummy bar and runs 

through the strand containment at every casting start (Fig. 19). The gap and alignment 

information is used for auto-calibration of the DynaGap segments online using wireless data 

transfer. It integrates with the caster automation system and triggers specific actions, which 

simplifies operation for the crew. Using combined checker and caster information, a new service 

business model can be created (data-based service). Roller torque and roller wear trends, 

segment status reports, etc., are generated using analyst expertise. This will be useful for the 

prediction of failures some time before a real issue occurs. 

 

Another example involving a different application is the ABCD (Acoustic Bag-filter 

Cleaning Diagnosis). Through the use of microphones and sophisticated sound analysis, defect 

bags in a filter system can be identified. The sound data is used to provide specific info packages 

to the customer on the basis of a service business model. The information is sent to the mobile 

devices, thus enabling fast and early decision making (Fig. 20). 
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Fig. 20: Acoustic Bag-Filter Cleaning Diagnosis              Fig. 21: Factory of the future 

 

 

3. Conclusion 

 

Continuous casting is challenged by new product requirements and fast-changing boundary 

conditions. They will have an ongoing effect on caster design with respect to primary 

solidification, cooling, strand treatment, models and control. To stay competitive, opportunities 

have to be taken to create customer value in a changing world, to achieve operational 

excellence by constant adaptation, and to establish business models using available information 

and data. 

The factory of the future (Fig. 21) is the long-term vision, and it is one that will also have 

an impact on continuous casting technology. Through the use of mechatronic modules, assistance 

systems, robotics, condition monitoring systems and data-based business model, some aspects in 

this future factory are already reality today. 
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WELL-PROVEN CONTINUOUS CASTING TECHNOLOGY AND FAVORABLE NEW 

PRODUCTS 
 

Abstract 

 

The milestones in continuous casting were set by the SMS group and its predecessor 

companies and testify to 50 years of leadership in continuous casting. The thin, medium and 

thick slabs produced on continuous casters from SMS Siemag form the basis for superior steel 

products. Being a frontrunner in continuous casting technology, SMS Siemag today offers the 

world’s most extensive portfolio of continuous casting machines, meeting the respective 

demands of the market as well as the customers' requirements. The great numbers of 

continuous casters which we have already successfully commissioned, or will be 

commissioning, are eloquent proof of this successful and trustworthy cooperation with our 

customers. 

Interdisciplinary cooperation within knowledge networks, with a bearing on the tasks in 

hand, leads to the necessary innovations in plant engineering, automation and process 

technology. And to the solutions demanded by our customers. 

In this paper we are presenting several references which show that our customers 

manufacture high-quality products in their plants. Furthermore, we are reporting particularly 

on newly developed technologies for increasing production, reducing production costs, 

enhancing quality and saving energy. 

 

Keywords 

Slab casting, Compact Strip Production (CSP
®
), Belt Casting Technology (BCT

®
), HD mold, 

STEC-Roll
®
 

 

1. Introduction - SMS Siemag and continuous casting 

 

Continuous casters for casting steel slabs for manufacturing flat-rolled products have 

already been used for more than 50 years (Fig.1). Hardly any other company has 

characterized the history of continuous casting technology to such an extent as today's SMS 

Siemag and its "predecessor companies" (Schloemann, Concast and Mannesmann Demag). 

SMS Siemag is leading in the planning, construction and supply of continuous casting 

technology for flat-rolled products. Above all, high-quality steels products in the most varied 

dimensions are manufactured in these plants. [1] 

 

In the past decades, SMS Siemag has been a pioneer in its field. In October 1985, SMS 

had its break-through with near-net-shape casting with the first thin slab of 50 mm in 

thickness on a pilot plant in SMS' own foundry in Kreuztal-Buschhütten, Germany. With a 

compact plant concept consisting of a vertical solid bending caster, a tunnel furnace and a 

rolling mill, thin slab technology provides substantial benefits: distinctly reduced investment 

costs due to there being no more need for a roughing mill, and reduced conversion costs 

thanks to production “in one heat”. Under the designation CSP
®
, SMS Siemag launched the 

plant concept “Compact Strip Production” onto the market. [2] [3] 

 

As early as 1989, the world's thinnest slab was cast at Nucor Crawfordville in the USA 

on the first CSP
®
 caster. Since 1998, Dillinger Hütte has been producing the world's thickest 

slabs, at 400 mm, on a machine from SMS Siemag. Since 1997, the plant from SSAB 

Americas, Iowa has been producing slabs with a section width of 3.048 mm. In 2005, the 

plant at Anyang Iron & Steel went into operation, supplied by SMS Siemag for producing 
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slabs with a section width of 3,250 mm. In 2013, another revolutionary continuous casting 

process was realized with SMS Siemag. The world's first industrial belt caster (BCT
®
, Belt 

Casting Technology) commenced operation. 

 

 
 Fig. 1: SMS Siemag's history of continuous casting 

 

Down to the present day, SMS Siemag has supplied continuous casters (new plants and 

revamps) with more than 770 casting strands for flat-rolled products, thus making it the top 

supplier in this segment. Among the plants supplied, there are plants for casting special 

dimensions, such as the widest slabs, the thinnest and the thickest slabs in the world. Special 

concepts like the belt caster (Belt Casting Technology, BCT
®
) for highest alloyed steel grades 

complement the product range. [4] 

 

2. Tailor-made continuous slab casters from SMS Siemag - The world's most extensive 

portfolio 

 

Steel is the predominant technical material in the construction industry, in structural 

steel engineering, automotive industry, shipbuilding, rail construction and in the electrical 

engineering industry. There are more than 2,500 steel grades and half of them have been 

developed only in the past ten years for specific applications.  

Scopes of applications for innovative products can be found not only in conventional 

areas but above all also in the sector comprising energy efficiency and renewable energy: 

Properties such as high strength at low weight (e.g. for efficient automobiles or wind 

converters), extreme resistance to pressure and heat (e.g. pipes for efficient conventional 

power plant technology) and special electromagnetic properties, e.g. for efficient electric 

motors. 

 

At the same time as the technical challenges, the plant owners worldwide are under 

great economic pressure. They must have plants that can manufacture products which are 

demanded by the market. They must be able to react flexibly and work economically. 

Currently, the trend is moving towards high-quality steel grades and above all (due to 

the necessary degree of deformation) towards thick and ultra-thick slabs. With the plants from 

SMS Siemag optimum thickness profiles, best surface qualities, homogeneous material 

properties and very good deformation properties even of higher-strength steel grades are 

achieved. 
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In coordination with the plant owners, SMS Siemag designs plants that satisfy the 

market requirements. With the jointly prepared plant concept, all demands regarding the 

properties of the end-product can be fulfilled. SMS Siemag's different concepts prove the 

great diversity of our customers and the success of our tailor-made solutions. (Table 1) 

 
Ultra-thick slabs with thickness    340 - 500 mm   (VC, VSB, C)  

Thick slabs with thickness     180 - 340 mm   (VC, C, VLB) 

Medium slabs with thickness    120 - 180 mm   (VC, C, VLB) 

Ultra-wide slabs with width    > 3,000 mm   (C, VLB) 

Combination casters & Twin Divider for slabs and long products    (C, VLB) 

Thin slabs CSP® with thickness    50 - 120 mm   (VLB, VSB) 

Belt casting technology with thickness   8 - 30 mm   (BCT
®
) 

VLB Vertical Liquid Bending; VSB Vertical Solid Bending; V Vertical casters;  

C Curved Mold / Bow-type; BCT
®
 Belt Casting Technology 

Table 1: Continuous caster portfolio from SMS Siemag 

 

Heavy plates from Dillinger Hütte are known for their extreme applications. They are 

used, for example, for building offshore platforms, skyscrapers, bridges and also for the 

tunnel boring machine for the Gotthard rail tunnel. For this, advanced grades with large 

dimensions and specifically attuned casting processes are required. 

Since 1998, Dillinger Hütte has produced the world's thickest slabs with a thickness of 

400 mm on the continuous caster no. 5. This record has been continued by the revamping of 

the plant in 2010. Today, slabs with a thickness of 450 mm are cast. (Table 2) 

Dynamic soft reduction is used to manufacture semi-finished products with optimized 

internal quality. The joint development of this process by the thick-slab manufacturer 

Dillinger Hütte and the plantmaker SMS Siemag successfully paved the way for high-quality 

thick slabs. 

 
Max. casting format: 

2,200 x 450 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 8.0m 

Type of caster: VSB 

Table 2: Slab caster no. 5, AG der Dillinger Hütte, Germany 

 

Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH produces a broad spectrum of high-quality steel. With the 

continuous caster no. 3 of Salzgitter Flachstahl, the product range was expanded within the 

areas of special grades for maximum cleanliness and of surface requirements specifically for 

automotive sheets. (Table 3) 

 
Max. casting format: 

2,100 x 250 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 9.0m 

Type of caster: VLB 

Table 3: Slab caster no. 3, Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH, Germany 

 

The product range of caster no. 3 encompasses high-quality steel grades with extremely 

narrow tolerances with regard to dimensions and mechanical properties. The number of steel 

grades was thus extended by grades with higher phosphorus contents and by high-strength 

special grades, including sour-gas-resistant steels and IF steels. This caster is the only one of 

the four casters of Salzgitter Flachstahl which was designed as a vertical bending type.  

 

With continuous caster no. 4, Salzgitter Flachstahl extended its product portfolio once 

more. In particular, the 350 mm thickness option makes it possible to supply slabs for heavy-

plate production in a hitherto completely new range of dimensions that are most attractive for 
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future requirements (Table 4). On the caster no. 4, highly demanding micro-alloyed steels, 

heavy-plate grades and sourgas-resistant tube and pipe grades according to the API-5L and 

HIC standards are produced. 70 percent of the high-quality slabs are energy-saving hot-

charged, i.e. they are rolled without prior quality testing. 

The bow-type caster is designed with a constant radius of curvature of 11.5 meters. This 

design minimizes stresses in the strand shell and achieves excellent surface qualities.  

 
Max. casting format: 

2,600 x 350 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 11.5m 

Type of caster: C 

Table 4: Slab caster no. 4, Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH, Germany 

 

A comprehensive and sophisticated range of steel grades is cast on the slab caster at 

Anyang Iron & Steel in China, ranging from high-strength structural steels to pipe grades 

(Table 5). With a width of 3,250 mm, Anyang Iron & Steel casts the world's widest slab. (Fig. 

2) With this dimension, it was possible to substantially increase the production capacity of the 

plant. Also the subsequent processes were optimized and the yield was increased. With 90 

percent hot-charging of the steel grades in question, the demand for most highly economically 

efficient production of top-quality hot strip and heavy plate is satisfied.  

 
Max. casting format: 

3,250 x 150 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 6.7m 

Type of caster: VLB 

Table 5: Slab Caster at Anyang Iron & Steel, China 

 

  Fig. 2: The world's widest slab, Anyang Iron & Steel 

 

SMS Siemag extended the continuous caster at Peiner Träger GmbH (Salzgitter AG), 

which can cast either slabs or beam blanks, as required (Table 6). Thus, capacity utilization of 

the production facilities is substantially increased; the customer is able to react very flexibly 

to the market and can optimize his sales. 

Production on the two-strand combination caster can be changed over within 48 hours 

from the world's widest beam-blank section to high-quality slabs. 

 
Max. casting format BBL 

1,150 x 490 x 130 mm 

Max. casting format slabs 

1,100 x 250 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 12.0 m 

Type of caster: C 

Table 6: Combi caster, Peiner Träger GmbH, Germany 
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During the 20 or so years since introducing the thin-slab technology for CSP
®
 plants, 

we have continuously been developing this procedure further. Now, the world's first CSP
®
 

plant with three casting strands is being commissioned at Essar Steel Ltd. in India (Table 7). 

The extension of CSP
®
 plants to three casting strands makes it possible for owners to 

significantly boost the production of their facility at a reasonable level of investments. The 

third strand can be integrated both into the basic design of new plants and into existing plants.  

 
Casting formats: 

(850) 950 – 1,680 x (50) 55 – 70 / 
65 – 80 mm 

Steel quality: Carbon steel 

Radius: 3,3 m 

Type of caster: VSB 

Table 7: Three single-strand CSP
®
 casting facilities, Essar Steel, Hazira, India 

 

Fig. 3: Three single-strand CSP
®
 casting facilities, Essar Steel, Hazira, India 

 

 

3. New processes and innovations that change everything  

 

Special and crash-proof 

 

SMS Siemag and Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH have jointly developed the BCT
®
 belt 

caster on a large industrial scale. The first plant for ultra-thin slabs is being commissioned on 

the premises of Peiner Träger GmbH. (Fig 4) 

 

End-products are high-alloy steels, such as the HSD
®
 steel developed by Salzgitter. 

These steels provide a combination of good ductility and high strength. Since the material 

thickness can be reduced further via high-strength steels, they are ideal for automotive 

manufacturers. The crash safety is higher and, due to weight reductions of up to 25 percent for 

individual components, the total weight reduction of the car body can be up to four percent. 

As a result, the vehicle fleet uses less fuel and the CO2 emissions are reduced. 

Future-oriented steel grades require revolutionary steps to be taken in the manufacturing 

process, as this new plant concept indicates. 
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Fig. 4: Belt Casting Technology: ultra-thin slabs with thicknesses between 8 and 30 mm 
 

CSP
®
 plant in endless operation 

 

Based on CSP
®
, SMS Siemag has developed a new plant concept. The concept not only 

enables endless production and semi-endless production but also the rolling of individual 

slabs. Thus, the wide product range typical for CSP
®
 plants can also be implemented with this 

plant. The most important benefits of the CSP
®
 technology are high cost effectiveness, saving 

of resources, great versatility and excellent homogeneity of the thin slabs and of the rolled 

end-product. 

 

 LCR plus (Liquid Core Reduction) (Fig. 5) is one of the latest innovations and further 

development for CSP
®
 plants. It reduces the casting strand thickness by up to 30 mm in only 

one step. Likewise new is the LFCD system (Longitudinal Facial Crack Detection).  

In conjunction with BPS (Breakout Prediction System), it detects and analyzes longitudinal 

cracks. 

 

Fig. 5: Diagram of LCR and LCR plus functions 
 

Energy-efficient continuous casters 

 

With surging energy costs, above all oil prices, and the growing political demand to 

reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, energy savings and energy efficiency measures are 

becoming increasingly more important. [5] The aim of SMS Siemag is to save energy and 

make purposeful use of unused energy wherever it is possible.  
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The energy recovery system developed by SMS Siemag (heat exchanging principle) 

uses the radiation energy of the slabs to generate saturated steam. This saturated steam can be 

fed into the network of pipes of the owner, or it can be used to generate electrical energy. 

 

With the ECO-mode plant assistant from SMS Siemag, the continuous caster operates in 

the economy mode. The ECO mode automatically turns off electrical energy consumers 

during casting breaks or reduces them to minimum power. 

 

 

HD mold - High resolution – Deep understanding of the process 

 

Knowing the temperature data within the mold is essential for understanding and 

optimizing the casting process. The HD mold, newly developed by SMS Siemag, reproduces 

this data in high resolution and provides new insights into the processes taking place inside 

the mold. SMS Siemag provides an innovative solution with optical fibers for measuring 

temperatures. (Fig. 6) 

Fig. 6: Conventional (left) and high-definition HD mold (right) 

 

Extremely accurate, high signal-quality measurement data can be obtained through 

precise positioning of the optical fiber sensors integrated into the mold. The temperature is 

measured to the exact degree, 20 times per second. It is not affected by electro-magnetic 

fields, e.g. by an EMBr (e-m brake) or an EMS (e-m stirring system). 

With 480 measuring points, the density of measuring points in the HD mold is four 

times higher than with conventional systems, which means that large-surface measurements 

can be carried out along the full height and width of the mold. Moreover, the position of the 

measuring points can be chosen freely. Direct visualization of the local strand shell thickness, 

and thus a deeper understanding of the process, is only possible with the HD mold optical 

fiber technology. The sensor technology of the HD mold is absolutely maintenance-free since 

the measuring conductors are not exposed. The overall supply line to the copper plate only 

consists of one cable. With the HD mold, SMS Siemag customers have the opportunity to 

make fundamental improvements to the casting process and to increase the availability of the 

plant. This results in higher quality of the slabs produced and in reduced operating costs. 

 

HD spray – New secondary cooling concepts to improve the efficiency and flexibility of 

continuous slab casters 
 

The new secondary cooling concepts from SMS Siemag enable a large and extended 

control range for all cooling strategies. They enable the entire production mix to be covered 

and make the flexible production of different steel grade groups possible. 
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The X-Cast
®
 Eco Cooler air mist nozzle (Fig. 7) optimized by SMS Siemag and Lechler 

GmbH attains a higher cooling intensity by approx. 15 percent without increasing water 

consumption. Compared to conventional air mist nozzles, air consumption can be reduced by 

at least a fifth.  

 

Fig 7: X-Cast
®
 Eco Cooler   Fig.8: HD Spray valve block 

 

"HD spray" (Fig. 8) is an innovative concept for a high-resolution (high-definition), 

width-dependent secondary cooling of the strand. Plant owners save money with regard to the 

pipework required and for the controlling and measuring instruments. On the one hand, a soft 

cooling of the edges over the entire width range is realized via the control. For achieving this, 

merely two water control circuits are required in width direction. On the other hand, the 

maximum cooling effect is  fully maintained even in wide formats. Even the width-dependent 

cooled casting of twin slabs is realized with HD spray.  

 

HD screen - Three-dimensional ultrasonic testing for evaluating slab quality 

 

Nowadays, macro-etching of sample pieces is performed to ascertain slab quality. The 

method is expensive and very time-consuming. Classification of the samples by comparing 

pictures can be difficult. Furthermore, the authoritative effect is limited as there is only one 

single section available.  

In comparison to macro-etching, three-dimensional ultrasonic testing (Fig. 9) is 

extremely fast and sensitive. SMS Siemag has developed an initial prototype, which is 

currently being tested. The results obtained so far show that the method is highly suitable for 

evaluating the internal slab quality (cracks, porosity, segregation). 

 

 
Fig. 9: Ultrasonic unit and ultrasonic test pattern 
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X-Cast
®
 LASr – Successful on the market with the software from SMS Siemag 

 

Perfect alignment of molds and segments has a strong influence on slab quality. 

Alignment errors of a few tenths of a millimeter may result in quality defects or in 

malfunctions during operation. (Fig. 10) 

 Molds, segments and strand guide are measured with X-Cast
®
 LASr, a three-

dimensional laser measuring system. SMS Siemag has thereby developed an intuitive 

operating concept. Already after a short training period, all measuring tasks can be performed 

with high quality and reliability. Measuring errors are detected by the software. The quality of 

measurement is safeguarded by redundant measurement and by data on the standard 

deviation. The measuring record cannot be influenced manually since it is drawn up 

automatically. X-Cast
®
 LASr does not only identify the height offset but also any roller offset 

in casting direction.  In this process, the complete position is determined in a three-

dimensional visualization and is taken into account during the alignment. The roller is aligned 

with the exact line of contact of the strand. 

 

Fig. 10: X-Cast
®
 LASr in aligning stand or with depositing stands 

 

X-Cast
®
 LASr can be used in the conventional aligning stand (Fig 8, picture left) and 

replaces there the straightedges, feeler gages, dial gage supports etc. By using X-Cast
®
 LASr 

and universal depositing stands (Fig. 8, picture right), the conventional aligning stand, which 

can only be used for one or a few segment types, becomes redundant in the workshop. The 

measuring position can be selected randomly. Maintenance hold-ups and bottlenecks are 

therefore things of the past. Procurement and operating costs for the workshop are reduced. 

 

STEC-Roll
®
 - Simple installation and long service life 

 

Strand guide rollers are crucial components for manufacturing high-quality steel slabs 

(Fig. 11). The STEC-Roll
®

 has already been used in new plants from SMS Siemag. Axle 

rollers with rotating axles from competitors and drive rollers with split bearings can often be 

replaced on existing segment frames by the STEC-Roll
®
 without any changes 
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The STEC-Roll
®
 sets new standards for cost-efficient maintenance. The roller material 

and the bearing have long service lives. The STEC-Roll
®
 is easy to maintain, quickly 

dismantled and installed. A STEC-Roll
®
 line can be fully dismantled in less than two hours. 

Special tools and hydraulic presses, which are required for the installation and 

dismantling of rollers from competitors, are not required. In combination with the ability of 

the STEC-Roll
®
 to be re-used several times, this helps to significantly reduce the maintenance 

costs. 

 

Fig. 11: STEC-Roll
®

 in the SMS Siemag service workshop in China 

 

The STEC-Roll
®
 optimally supports the strand thanks to its minimal bearing window 

width. All roller bodies are mechanically interlinked, also for narrow slab formats. With all its 

benefits, the STEC-Roll is an important economic factor in continuous casting technology. 
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NEW MOULD DESIGN FOR IMPROVED COOLING CONDITIONS 

ASM ADVANCED SLAB MOULD 
 
 

Abstract 
 

A new mould system has been developed composed of a thin-walled copper plate with 
a novel “water gap-type cooling” design (or “sheet cooling”) and floating, stress-free 
attachment to a non-corrosive adapter plate. This system is designed for Continuous Casting 
Machines to work with their existing water boxes to provide a homogeneous cooling and 
adequate water flow velocity for improved slab quality and longer lifetime. 
This new design is based on prior KME developments of ABBM (Advanced Beam Blank 
Mould) and AFM (Advanced Funnel Mould) designs. 
 
This paper describes the rationale behind the design features and its advantages as well as 
some operational casting results. 
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Water Gap Cooling ,  Sheet Cooling ,  Surface Quality 
 
 
Introduction 
 

The solidification of the liquid steel in a continuous casting machine is initiated in the 
mould, where the steel shell is formed and shaped. One main task of the mould is therefore to 
extract the superheat from the liquid steel and dissipate this energy into the cooling water. 
For a mould material to accomplish this, copper is the appropriate choice due to its high 
thermal conductivity in combination with other requested mechanical and physical properties 
that can be achieved and fine-tuned through the addition of certain alloying elements. 
 

Besides the request for high thermal conductivity, an appropriate cooling design has to 
be chosen as the basis for good performance as well as the requested product quality. The 
target should be to design a homogenous cooling system which is essential for reaching best 
possible conditions to form a shell with low stresses to minimize risk of cracks in the shell.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig 1:  backface of standard copper plates with small cooling 
slots and wider bolting lands for the threaded insert 
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While many developments in the wide field of continuous casting was implemented 

during recent years, only minor changes were done to the primary cooling design for standard 
slab moulds. The result is that still today the standard cooling design for mould copper plates 
of slab casters consists of regions of thin vertical slots machined into the copper plate having 
a certain spacing,  Fig 1.  
These regions of vertical slots are separated by bolting lands where threaded inserts are 
installed that are used for the assembly of the copper plate to the water box. Such a design 
results in an inhomogeneous temperature profile with “hot spots” in front of the threaded 
inserts, Fig 2; in worst conditions with cracks at the hotface, Fig 3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2:  hotspots  at threaded  inserts: view on  hotface  and  on  cooling side 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3:  Cracks and coating damage in front of a threaded insert 
 
 
This problem is further exacerbated with curved moulds (i.e. curved hot face with straight 
slot bottoms) that result in different copper thicknesses in front of the cooling water over the 
height of the plates. This will lead to different temperatures at fixside and loose side, Fig 6.  
 
 

Many Continuous Casting Machines (CCM) that have been in operation for years are 
improving their capabilities by increased casting speed or making a wider range of steel 
grades. Especially in cases where these changed production conditions were not achieved via 
a machine revamping, the inhomogeneous temperature profile of the old copper plate design 
will not only negatively influence the lifetime of the copper plates, but also the quality of the 
slabs.  
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Additionally the design of such CCMs is often limited in the water quantity required to 
increase the water volume to the flows required for the new casting parameters so as to 
ensure sufficient cooling. This deficit in water capacity cannot easily be solved without 
implementation of additional pump equipment involving higher investments. 
 
 
Problems of standard slot cooling design:  
Inhomogeneous temperature profile and insufficient water flow 
 
1. Inhomogeneous temperature profile causes unfavourable conditions for the solidification 
of the steel shell that increases internal stresses and the risk of cracks or even breakouts. 
 
2. Inhomogeneous temperature profile means inappropriate pre-conditions for the casting 
powder that need constant thermal working conditions within a small temperature range to 
guarantee best performance (such as even distribution and lubrication).  
 
3. In cases where CCMs have increased their productivity above their original design 
capacity (e.g. casting with increased speed), the problem of insufficient water volume of the 
pumps can only be solved by additional pumping capacity. 
 
4. Furthermore this insufficient water flow and its low velocity leads to an increase in 
copper plate temperature resulting in early loss of hardness resulting in marks or scratches 
from any online width adjustment in addition to faster wear of the plates. 
 
5. The higher hot face temperature increases the risk of copper attack and / or coating attack 
by harmful elements such as zinc or sulphur from the steel melt.  
 
6. Additionally, the higher hot face temperature due to insufficient or inadequate water flow 
will increase the risk of deposits in the cooling slots that will reduce heat transfer, further 
aggravating the previously described problems of hardness drop and material attack. 
 
7. This negative effect of insufficient cooling is deteriorated in the meniscus area: It is not 
unusual that the meniscus level is located above the point where the full depth of the cooling 
slots starts to be reduced (slot outlet radius); Fig 4. This will additionally reduces the cooling 
effect due to the thicker copper material in front of the cooling water at such high plate 
position.  
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Fig 4: cooling slot outlet radius of R 125mm gives full slot depth only below 101mm. 

Above 101mm the copper gets thicker again (slot depth decrease) 
  
 
8. Due to their long time in use, old water jackets often show strong corrosion with particles 
that can easily block the thin cooling slot in the copper plate risking local hot spot at the plate
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 These basic problems of inhomogeneous temperature profile and low cooling efficiency 
will not only result in a short lifetime of the copper plates but more importantly, in quality 
problems at the slabs. 
 
With all these points to consider, KME searched for a solution to improve the cooling 
efficiency and the cooling conditions at steel plants facing similar kinds of problem.  
 
 
Challenge  & Solution  
 

The challenge was therefore to fulfil the need for improved mould performance, slab 
quality, and increased mould lifetime with low investment costs by using the existing cooling 
system equipment without any changes.  

To offer such a solution, KME developed the Advanced Slab Mould “ASM”, which 
is a new mould system composed of a thin-walled copper plate with improved “sheet  
cooling” (“water gap-type cooling”) design and non-corrosive adapter plates.  
 

This solution is based on KME’s proven Advanced Mould Designs such as ABBM
®

 
for Beam Blank Moulds and the AFM

®
 for thin slab funnel moulds, of which already more 

than 500 plates has been supplied to customers all over the world. 
 
 
Design features of the ASM   
 
Based on above targets, the special features of the ASM mould are: 
 
• thin walled copper plate of ~30mm thickness with the same or even greater working 

thickness compared to the standard plate  
 
• water gap-type cooling of  ~5mm cross section for homogeneous cooling all over the 

plate 
 
• water cooling gap maintained to within ~ 25mm to the plate’s edges for proper cooling, 

even with high mould level position 
 
• floating attachment of the copper plate to the adapter plate ensuring stress-free 

attachment of the copper plate to the adapter plate allowing a defined amount of 
movement of the copper plate relative to the adapter plate, permitting unrestrained 
thermal expansion of the copper 

 
• advanced copper material ElbrodurG

®
 (CuCrZr) with higher re-crystallisation and 

softening temperature as well as higher hardness than CuAg 
 
• adapter plate of high strength, non-magnetic, non-corrosive copper-based alloy (or 

stainless steel) of ~50mm thickness, re-usable (one-time investment) for stiffness of the 
system and as mounting plate during the copper plate re-machining operation 

 
 
Main advantages of the ASM-Mould: 
 
The main advantages of the ASM-mould result from  
 
A) the novel concept of a uniform water cooling gap           
   and  
B) the utilization of  constant copper working thickness over the plate’s height 
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A)   Cooling by means of a uniform water gap (“sheet cooling”): 
The novel concept of a uniform water gap for copper mould plates is comparable to 

the cooling design used with copper mould tubes with their surrounding water jackets. 
 

The backside (cooling side) of the ASM copper plate is flat with numerous raised 
“islands” in regular arrangement. 
These islands have a height of ~5mm and encase the threaded inserts as assembly points for 
the adapter plate.  
The copper plate is stress-free attached at these islands to the adapter plate. 
This assembly creates the 5mm high water gap between the copper plate and the adapter plate. 
 

Beside the islands the copper plate is only in contact with the adapter plate at a 25mm 
wide frame all around the edge of the plate. This o-ring gasket ensures the sealing between 
copper plate and adapter plate.  
This small size of the frame allows the primary water to cover up to 25mm close to the edge 
of the copper plate, Fig 5. This is important for the copper cooling, especially when the 
meniscus level is used at a high position of the plate (such as 80mm or above). In such cases, 
a standard plate design with cooling slots can only provide an adequate cooling efficiency  
starting at the height with maximum slot depth, which is around 90–105mm from top of plate 
(depending on the slot outlet radius) which can be below the actual meniscus level. Such 
higher-level meniscus position will cause avoidable heat load at the meniscus area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 5: standard plate gives full slot depth only below 101mm.  Above 101mm 

the copper gets thicker again (slot depth decrease).    The ASM has an only 

25mm wide frame that allows the primary water to cover up to 25mm close to 

the edge of the copper plate 
 
 
B)      Utilization of constant copper working thickness 

Cooling problems are even more severe for curved moulds. With the hot face of such 
plates being curved, the vertical cooling slots have a constant depth.  
On the one hand, this ensures a constant cooling water velocity from top to bottom.  
But on the other hand this results in different copper thicknesses over the complete height of 
both copper plates. Even worse is the difference in copper thicknesses between fixed side 
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plate and loose side plate at the same mould height, which can reach up to ~8 mm difference 
in copper thickness at the meniscus level!  

Such extreme difference in copper thickness will cause high difference in the hotface 
temperatures between fixed side and loose side (see Fig 6)!    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 6:  temperature differences at fixside and loose side of curved plates 
 
 

Consequently, this provides unfavourable conditions for the performance of a casting 
powder and leads to non-uniform solidification of the steel with the risk of quality defects. 
 

The advantages of the ASM mould, especially for curved plate designs, results from 
the combination of two main features: keeping the water gap everywhere the same (i.e. 5mm) 
while, at the same time, using a constant copper thickness all over the plate’s height! This 
ensures the same water velocity as well as constant cooling conditions over the entire plate, 
not only to get a homogeneous cooling on each plate itself but also to have the same hot face 
temperatures and solidification conditions on both plates, loose as well as fixed side. 
 

This homogeneity will improve the conditions for the casting powder. If the 
temperature range can be kept within tight limits, the powder will melt and distribute itself 
evenly, supplying a constant slag film thickness all around the circumference of the meniscus 
level, which further improves the homogeneous solidification of the shell, leading to better 
surface quality and reducing the risk of cracking by reducing the internal stresses in the shell. 
 

The new “sheet cooling” design with the flat water gap also has the positive effect to 
be less sensitive to blockage by dirt out of the cooling water or water box.   In the standard 
plate design, the cooling slots have a width of 5-6mm and can easily be blocked by bigger 
corrosion particles from the water box. Any blocking of a cooling slot will lead to a 
dangerous reduction in water flow through that slot, resulting in a local overheating at the 
plate. In the worst case this can lead to a (through-wall) crack in the copper.   

In the ASM’s cooling gap any particle can more easily be washed out because there is 
no restriction to the sides (like the slot sidewalls). Even in the case that a particle will stick in 
the ASM’s water gap, the cooling is still ensured because the water can still flow around this 
particle. Thus the ASM reduces the danger of local overheating by avoiding local “blocking” 
of the cooling area and, as a further advantage, no cleaning of the cooling face of the ASM is 
necessary, as the bigger particles still can be flushed out.  
 

Even in case of bad water quality or deposits at the cooling face, the ASM can be 
cleaned much easier. This can be done by laying the assembled system “adapter 
plate + copper plate” in horizontal position and filling it with cleaning fluid. Such easy 
handling is not possible for the copper plate of standard design.  
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Either the complete water box has to be flushed with an acid or the copper plate has to 
be disassembled from the water box in a difficult and time-consuming manner, including the 
necessity of straightening the used copper plate for re-assembling to the water box. 
 

Beside the additional advantage of reduced risk of contamination or blocking of the 
cooling gap and the easier cleaning from deposits, there are also further economic advantages 
of this improved maintenance:  
 
- No need for disassembly the copper plate from the adapter plate for the re-coating process  

(i.e. the ASM copper plate will remain on its adapter plate during its complete lifetime).  
 
- No need for straightening of the ASM-mould during re-machining / re-coating process.  In 

cases where the re-machining and re-coating of standard copper plates is done in 
disassembled conditions (i.e. without the water box), the standard plates have to be 
straightened.  For the ASM-mould there is under normal conditions no need for a 
straightening due to sufficient stiffness of the ASM-plate system (consisting of copper and 
adapter plate), preventing any bending of these plates. 

 
- Reduced amount of water jackets is possible. There are steel plants that send the complete 

unit (water box + standard copper plate) for re-coating and re-machining of the casting 
surface. Now the greater stiffness of the ASM-plate system (consisting of copper and 
adapter plates) makes it possible to send only the adapter plate together with the copper 
plate for re-machining and re-coating. That means that during the ASM re-coating work, 
the water box stays available at the CCM.  

 
- All water connections and fixing points of the mould and mould frame remain unchanged 

to ensure the compatibility of ASM-mould and the standard mould with same waterbox. 
 

- The existing mould level control system as well as thermocouple system can remain 
unchanged. All available types and geometries of coating (i.e. step coating, full-face coating, 
Ni-coating, Ni-alloy-coating, ceramic coatings, etc.) can be applied to the ASM-copper. 

 
 

Depending on the existing mould design the above described features of the ASM-
“sandwich” version (adapter plate behind a thin copper plate) can also be adopted so as the 
adapter plates are used as “inlays” within the original copper plate thickness, Fig 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 8:  alternative design of an ASM mould 
 
 
Summary 

As described in the above paragraphs, the change from standard design to the ASM 
mould can be done without changes to the existing CCM machine. The new design provides 
a more homogeneous and tight temperature profile that results in better conditions for mould 
powder performance and the solidification of the steel. 
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Industrial Results 
 

The first 2 sets of an ASM-mould were supplied in 2011 to Arcelor Mittal Lázaro 

Cárdenas Flat Carbon, Mexico, Fig.9. 

 

This plant has two Continuous Casting Machines (CCM) with 2 strands each one from 

1988 (with CCM2 revamped in 1997), both of the same design with curved moulds, able to 

cast slabs in dimensions between 965 to 1930mm, with thicknesses of 200mm, 220mm or 

250mm. 

 

Heat size is 200 tons, equal to 100 tons/heat per strand. 

 
Lázaro Cárdenas’ standard copper plate design has a curved hot face and constant slot 

depth of 25mm with the disadvantages of large copper thickness differences between fixside 
and loose side. This results in unfavourable conditions for the performance of casting powder 
and uniform solidification of the steel shell. 
 

Due to these disadvantages of the curved design of the mould, combined with the steel 

plant’s productivity upgrade to increased casting speed and wider range of steel grades, the 

lifetime of the plates was limited to approximately 800 heats (~80,000 tons) per campaign, 

reaching a total of 8 campaigns or 6500 heats (with total re-machining thickness 10mm). 

Therefore it was agreed to make trials with the ASM-design to improve the lifetime as well 

as the slab quality. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 9: 1
st
 ASM mould at AM  Lázaro Cárdenas 

 

First cast with ASM set no.1 was done on November 3
rd

, 2011 on the 2-strand CCM no.1, 

strand #1, while strand #2 was equipped with a standard mould. 

 

The first campaign of this ASM set no.1 reached 1341heats (= 1,341,000ton) in August 2012 

with only 0.6mm removed in the subsequent machining operation. 

 

ASM set no.2 was used from Jan. 2012 to Aug. 2013 and reached 1865heats (=186,500ton), 

with just 1.3mm removed during refurbishment. 
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A wide spectrum of steel grades was cast such as HSLA, ULC, Peritectic, Alloyed Peritectic 

MC and HC steels. 

 

Beside the increase in lifetime of up to twice that of standard plates, also a general 

improvement in surface quality of 2.5% could be reached with regards to depressions, 

longitudinal cracks and deep oscillation marks. This especially includes an improvement for 

peritectic steel grades of ~20%! 

 

No problems were reported during the usage of the ASM mould sets! 

 

 

Beside the early distinguishable quality improvements reached with the ASM mould, AM 

Lázaro Cárdenas also made tests with different casting powders as one important influencing 

factor to the casting operations and surface quality to analyse the influence. 

 

 
 

Fig 10: Effect of changing the casting powder on surface quality 

 

As can be seen from Fig. 10 it was possible to further improve the surface quality for 

peritectic grades with the change of powder type. 

 

Additionally the mould water was investigated and tests with different flows also here lead to 

further improvement in surface defects depending on steel group, Fig 11. 

 

 
 Fig 11: Effect of mould cooling on surface quality  
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More detailed comparison figures are given in fig. 12 - 14, showing the differences in surface 

depression, surface longitudinal cracks and surface transverse cracks. 

 

 

 
Fig 12: difference in surface depression 

 

 

Fig 13: difference in surface longitudinal 

cracks 

 

 
Fig 14: differences in surface transverse 

cracks 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

A new mould system composed of a thin-walled copper plate with stress-free 

attachment to an adapter plate was presented providing a novel concept of flat water gap 

cooling (“sheet cooling”) combined with constant working copper thickness. 

  

The use of this thin copper plate mould design with enhanced cooling at Lázaro 

Cárdenas Flat Carbon, Mexico led to double lifetime and improvements in slab quality. An 

overall performance improvement in surface quality (surface depressions, surface 

longitudinal cracks, surface transversal cracks) of approx. 2.5% could be reached, in the 

range of peritectic grades of even around 20%. 

Further tests and evaluations are ongoing. 

 

--- 
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STRAND SURFACE TEMPERATURE TRACKING INSIDE THE FIRST 

SEGMENT OF A SLAB CASTER 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Well controlled strand solidification inside the secondary cooling area is an essential 

requirement for a good inner quality and avoiding of cracks. Reheating events and variation 

on solidification speed between the cooling zones can lead to cracks and unwanted 

segregations. 

At the 2010 built slab caster no. 4 at Salzgitter as standard the strand surface 

temperature of the solidified strand is measured after the secondary cooling. For verification 

of the solidification model for the caster head a temperature measurement between the rolls of 

the first segment was performed inside the secondary cooling area beside several other 

verification measurements at other points in the machine. 

The used innovative surface temperature measurement system was proved to be well 

suited for measuring at this difficult location. With the results the numerical solidification 

model used for casting control was verified. Some differences were observed during fast 

changing casting conditions like sticker alarm. The presentation will give an example of the 

industrial application and results.  

 

 

Keywords 

 

strand temperature measurement, secondary cooling, numerical solidification model, process 

control  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In the year 2010 the new build single strand slab caster No 4 was started up at Salzgitter 

Flachstahl GmbH. One special feature of the casting machine is the advanced process control 

system based on a numerical online solidification model. For verification of the model 

parameters continuous strand surface measurement has been performed at three locations 

inside the first segment.  

The results are used to optimise soft reduction, to avoid unfavourable ductility 

conditions during straightening, to verify parameters of online control model and to optimise 

casting speed. 
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2. Continuous caster No 4  

 

The continuous caster No 4 at the Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH was built as single strand 

bow type caster with slab widths ranging from 1.1 to 2.6 meters. The slab length varies 

between 4.2 and 12.4 meters. The bow radius is 11.5 meters and the metallurgical length is 

34.4 meters. The caster is equipped with a dynamic soft reduction installed in segment 9 to 14 

capable of applying soft reduction rates between 0.1  and 1.0  mm/m. Detailed information on 

design and construction is reported in [1]. 

The casting mould with a length of 900 mm is equipped with a resonance oscillating 

system combining a leaf spring suspension with a hydraulic drive. Two different measurement 

systems are used for mould level control. Casting start is realised by a radiometric 

measurement. After casting start the control is switched to an eddy current measurement. Both 

narrow faces are remote controlled for slab width change during casting. 

Two slab thicknesses can be cast: 250 mm and 350 mm. For changing the thickness only 

the mould and the first segment have to be changed. All other bow segments and the 

horizontal segments are equipped with clamping cylinders and displacement sensors to ensure 

a quick change of the slab width.   

The secondary cooling is divided into 19 individual zones. The zones 3 to 13 are 

additionally sectioned into three control loops over the casting width to avoid overcooling of 

the corner region during cast of smaller slab widths. The spraying zones of the segments 0 to 8 

are built as air-mist cooling whereas the spraying system of the segments 9 to 14 was built to 

use pure water. The supply of each spraying circuit is individually controlled by a cooling 

model based on a three dimensional online dynamic solidification process model.  

Moreover the online dynamic solidification process model is part of an online quality 

monitoring system to predict the as cast properties of the currently produced slabs since it 

calculates the actual temperatures and the actual solidification length of the strand. Fig. 01 

gives an overview of the quality monitoring system and the used main process parameters. 

 

 

Fig. 01: Schematical overview of the online quality monitoring system at CC4   



 

Key point of the online quality monitoring is to compare the actual temperatures 

calculated by the dynamic solidification process model with the set point values given by the 

production standard of the specific steel grade. The aim is to keep the surface temperature 

above the second ductility minimum during straightening. Therefore, set point temperatures 

have been defined after each segment of the secondary cooling as given in Fig. 02.  
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Fig. 02: Set point temperatures of the online quality monitoring system at CC4   

 

The red dots represent the set point temperatures defined by the production standard. 

The blue line visualizes the calculated actual surface temperature of the strand center given by 

the three dimensional online dynamic solidification process model based on the actual casting 

parameters. If the difference between the set point temperatures and the actual calculated 

temperatures exceed certain thresholds a classified warning is given. 

The overall performance of the quality monitoring system has proved well during the 

last four years. Nevertheless in some cases a difference between the online quality monitoring 

and the quality results of strand samples was observed. To pinpoint reasons for the differences 

an independent physical measurement of the surface temperatures was performed. The focus 

was on the first segment of the secondary cooling zone since the temperature gradient is high 

and small errors in the calculation of the dynamic solidification process model can result in 

insufficient quality prediction.  

 

 

3.  Innovative application strand surface temperature measurement  

 

A pyrometric strand surface temperature measurement is quite common at the end of the 

casting bow outside the secondary cooling chamber. At this position the pyrometer can be 

placed well outside the direct influence of the rough environmental conditions of the casting 

process. But for verification of the numerical solidification model parameters a strand 

temperature measurement at the beginning of the secondary cooling zone is more significant. 

Therefore, BFI has developed a pyrometric measurement technique bases on optical fibres 



which is suitable to be placed inside the secondary cooling zone. For this application it was 

decided to use four stationary measuring heads placed in the middle of the strand between 

every second roll of the first segment (Fig. 03 and Fig. 04). All four measurement heads were 

positioned on the loose side near the strand centre axis in the middle between two spraying 

nozzles of the secondary cooling. The distance of the measuring levels is 258mm. All four 

measuring heads were switched sequentially by an optical multiplexer to a common quotient 

pyrometer. The switching interval was adjusted according to the strand moving in such a way 

that the same surface area was monitored passing through the segment. 

 

Optical

multiplexer

Measurement control 

and data analysis

Quotient

pyrometer

 
Fig. 03: Measurement of strand surface temperature   

 

 

 

Fig. 04: Installation in first segment  



 

Holder plates were welded at the frame of the segment at which the measurement heads 

were fixed by an adjustable clamping. Rugged connection hoses are shielding the optical 

fibers from the adverse condition during casting. The connection hoses are used to transport 

some purging air to the measurement heads to maintain the optical path.  

All four connection hoses were bundled at the segment during preparation of the 

segment in the maintenance area. After insertion of the equipped segment the bundle of the 

connection hoses was lead through one common exit out of cooling chamber and directly 

connected to the measurement system (Fig. 05). Because only a short measurement campaign 

was planned it was decided to use this simple installation method. For regular use also a 

rugged multi coupling is available for easy change of segment. The measurement start/stop 

can be controlled by temperature detection at one measuring head or by an external signal 

given by the process control system.  

 

 
Fig. 05: Installation for measuring campaign  

 

The measured data were preprocessed and stored inside the measurement control and 

data analysis system. The preprocessing consists mainly of elimination of the scale influence 

[2] and by data reduction to reasonable mean values. These temperature values can be 

transferred to the process control system to support easier data analysis. 

The installation of the measurement system was performed during a standard format 

change from 350 mm to 250 mm thickness. The measurement heads remained inside the 

segment until the next format change seven days later. After removing of the segment it was 

found, that the holder of the third measurement head was broken off the frame which results 

in an undefined position. Therefore, the measurement values of the third position have been 

neglected in the subsequent evaluation of the measurement results. 

 

 

4. Results  

 

In a first step the performance of the three dimensional online dynamic solidification 

process model was evaluated at stationary casting conditions for mirco-alloyed construction 

steel grades e.g.: RSt44_NbTi and RSt52_MoNb. Fig. 06 shows the measured surface 

temperatures means during a period of 30 minutes for a constant casting speed of 0.6 m/min 



compared to the surface temperatures calculated by the online process model. All measured 

temperature values are within the range of the calculated temperature change induced by the 

roll contact and spraying nozzles. The evolution of the measured temperatures indicates a 

slight higher temperature decrease within the first segment than predicted by the model. This 

may indicate a higher cooling rate of the spraying system at the segment foot induced by the 

buildup of the hydrostatic pressure increase over the segment height of about 1 m. 

 
Fig. 06: Comparison of temperature model calculation vs. measurement for steady state 

condition  

 

An additional analysis was made to investigate on the performance of the model 

calculation during transient conditions. Therefore, a sudden reduction of the casting speed due 

to a sticker alarm and a planned strand slowing for tundish change are shown in Fig. 07. 

Again the measured temperature loss in the first segment appears higher than modelled. The 

decrease of the temperatures with the sticker alarm at all measurement locations is much 

higher than modelled. This may indicate that the dynamic behaviour of the secondary cooling 

for high speed transients is different than modelled. Especially the air supply of the air mist 

cooling seems to react slower than expected to a reduced cooling intensity setting. 

In the second case a slow reduction of the casting speed took place to perform a tundish 

change. During this operation the relative difference between the modelled and the measured 

temperatures remains nearly constant. This indicates that the change of the cooling intensity 

during slow changes of casting speed behaves like modelled.  

 



 
Fig. 07: Comparison of temperature model calculation vs. measurement for transient 

conditions 

 

So the  first strand surface temperature measurement inside the first segment of the 

secondary cooling was performed with promising results. Especially information on the 

dynamic behaviour of the air-mist spraying system could be gathered. Therefore it was 

decided to continue the investigation.  

 

 

5. Conclusions  

 

A comparison of strand surface temperature calculated by a three dimensional online 

dynamic solidification process model with pyrometric temperature measurement was 

performed for three positions inside the first segment of a slab continuous caster. The used 

BFI technique for strand surface temperature measurement proved to be well suited to 

characterise the temperature behaviour even inside the adverse conditions inside the secondary 

cooling chamber. The measured temperature values are generally consistent with modelled 

temperatures, although there is an indication for a higher temperature loss inside the first 

segment than expected. 

The dynamic behaviour of the secondary air-mist cooling seems to be overestimated 

with quick changes of casting speed (sticker alarm) when a higher temperature decrease is 

found than modelled. During slow changes the relative difference between the modelled and 

the measured temperatures remains nearly constant. 

The work will be continued. 
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Q-MAP: A NEW ADVANCED SYSTEM FOR MOULD PHENOMENA 

DETECTION AND ANALYSIS 
 

 

Abstract  

 

Originally the mould breakout prevention system based on the thermocouples installed in the 

Cu plates was created to detect the sticking phenomenon and prevent breakouts in the strand 

only. Afterwards more functions were added to this system to detect surface defects such as 

longitudinal cracks and gutters as well as improved and effective visualization. 

Danieli recently developed an advanced concept of process management in continuous slab 

casting, called the Q-MAP. This paper describes this new model that provides a complete 

scenario of mould thermal distribution, lubrication and solidification phenomena as well as a 

detailed and user-friendly guide to the process and operation. 

In particular, this new system is able to identify longitudinal face cracking and gutter in mould 

as well as unstable behavior of mould fluxes, becoming an important tool to evaluate new 

fluxes or new steel grades produced. The Q-MAP system also measures the friction force, 

giving a complete scenario of mould lubrication. 
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Continuous Casting Mould, Mould Monitoring, Mould Thermal Map, Breakout Prevention 

System, Mould Thermal Analysis, Auto-Adaptive Control System, Cold Meniscus, Mould 

Level fluctuation, Longitudinal Face Cracks, Slag Washing, Sticking Detection, Sticking 

Prediction, Quality Assessment in Real Time in Mould.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The use of thermal monitoring of moulds in slab continuous casting began gradually at 

the beginning of the nineties [4], particularly in thin slab casting. In the years that followed, 

this specific process - that entails significantly higher and higher casting speeds - required a 

quantum leap in the technology of mould process monitoring and analysis, in terms of 

lubrication, fluid dynamics and solidification. Furthermore, quick in-line feedback became 

essential to monitor and control the process.  

This thermal monitoring system is also important for reviewing and post-processing 

specific previously recorded cases off line, with the possibility of identifying specific 

deviations from the proper process behaviour. Then the implementation of additional 
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functions in the system alerts operators to possible defects, sends the information concerning 

possible defects to the Quality Assessment Real Time system, allowing corrective actions to 

be taken to improve quality [3]. 

Therefore the thermal monitoring system based on fast-responding thermocouples has 

evolved over the years. It was conceived as a Mould Breakout Prevention System mainly to 

detect sticking phenomena and to prevent breakouts in the strand by triggering an automatic 

healing cycle at minimum casting speed. Afterwards the system evolved into a more 

sophisticated system, approaching the idea of “Intelligent Mould” described by Brimacombe 

[1]. 

Today the new Q-Map System provides a wide spectrum of thermal monitoring 

functions to identify several phenomena in the mould such as longitudinal cracks, both on 

wide and narrow faces, slag entrapment and irregular powder behaviour such as the sudden 

detachment of the permanent layer of mould powder from the mould Cu plate (so-called “Slag 

Washing”).  

In some cases it is also possible to identify the warning signs of sticking, such as the 

occurrence of a progressively colder meniscus along the mould perimeter. In such a case the 

system can be considered as a sticking prediction system, able to forecast the sticking 

condition and avoid its actual occurrence. 

Furthermore, the mould friction analysis can also be viewed on line, which in turn 

allows the operator to determine if there are any deviations from the usual trends, that may 

indicate a malfunction in the mould lubrication process. 

This paper describes the new Danieli Q-Map System that includes all the above-

mentioned features, becoming a reliable, useful and practical tool in the continuous casting of 

all slabs. 

 

 

2. Sticking Detection  

 

 The purpose of mould thermal monitoring as initially conceived was to identify only 

the sticking condition. In fact, sticking is an irreversible and progressive phenomenon that, 

once it has started, cannot be stopped unless the casting conditions are dramatically changed, 

by applying for instance a healing cycle at a lower casting speed. This cycle is usually 

performed at very low casting speed (approx 5-8 times lower than the current one) and allows 

the solidified slab to be “welded” to the portion stuck in the meniscus area and allows casting 

to continue without any breakout in the strand (see Figure 1). 

 

  
Figure 1: Typical sticking phenomenon, with triangle shape appearance.  



 

 Sticking typically appears as a shred of solidified steel attached to the Cu plate, which 

has been torn off the slab shell. It always has a triangular shape with the vertex oriented 

towards the mould bottom on the vertical axis where sticking initiated, and it gradually widens 

both horizontally and vertically. If this initial sticking point is close to the edge of the narrow 

plate, sticking will become larger and encompass both the broad and narrow sides and 

possibly the opposite broad face as well. The Q-Map system is able to identify this sticking 

since it simultaneously monitors and counts the thermocouple trends in the adjacent plates 

having a common edge. 

 It is fundamental to detect sticking initiation quickly, particularly when casting at high 

speed. The Q-Map system is equipped with a SW engine with a self-adaptive double 

algorithm, meaning that each algorithm is independent of the other. One algorithm mostly 

works at lower speed (S-Type), while the second one (D-Type) is more reactive for higher 

speed (see Figure 2). The main difference between the two is that the “fast one” or D-Type is 

based on the comparison of temperature gradients only, while the S-Type also considers the 

crossing of the temperatures of the thermocouples located below the meniscus with the 

meniscus thermocouple (see Figure 2).  

 

         
Figure 2: The two sticking algorithms on Q-Map system: S-Type on the left side graph and the “fast” D-Type on 

the right side graph. 

 

One of the issues of the anti-sticking system is the generation of false alarms. In fact, 

the algorithms are very selective and have to exclude temperature inversions due to factors not 

related to sticking. One of the most common conditions is the mould level drop that appears as 

a sudden temperature drop. To avoid such a condition an auto-adaptive filter for mould level 

fluctuation is always active in the background, even in case of dynamic shifting of mould 

level, and excludes the meniscus inversion temperatures due to the level drop. 

 

 

3. Sticking Prevention 

  

In most cases, all the anti-breakout systems detect sticking that has already occurred. 

However, there are some particular cases where sticking can be forecast as an almost certain 

event. This is the case of persistent mould level fluctuations due, for instance, to unsteady 

bulging that causes lack of lubrication.  

In fact, it can be said that the most harmful condition for persistent mould level 

fluctuation is when it is associated to a progressive decrease in average temperatures at the 

meniscus, detected by thermocouples, and the corresponding reduction of heat flux. First of all 

the average temperature at the meniscus decreases while the mould level standard deviation 

increases, and reduction in heat flux is followed by a short time delay due to thermal 



hysteresis. In such a case the prompt reduction or elimination of mould level fluctuation is 

absolutely necessary before the occurrence of sticking. 

Figure 3 shows a typical trend for average temperature at the meniscus on the fixed 

and loose sides of the mould, that is decreasing (followed by a decrease in heat flux), while 

the average mould level standard deviation is increasing. The limited slowdown of the casting 

speed partially reduces the mould level standard deviation and also allows the temperature at 

the meniscus and the heat flux to return to their previous values. Figure 4 shows a screen shot 

of the mould plates during the worst level fluctuation, while Figure 5 illustrates the thermal 

condition after the speed is reduced. In this case the limited speed slowdown (from 5.4 m/min 

to 5.2 m/min) prevents sticking. The Q-Map System is able to identify this harmful condition 

and tell the operator to reduce the casting speed before sticking occurs. 

 

 
Figure 3: Sticking Prevention case: Trends of meniscus temperature, mould level trend an standard deviation, 

mould heat flux, casting speed. 

 

 
Figure 4: Thermal map on fixed and loose side during a persistent mould level fluctuation (lower temperature at 

meniscus) 
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Figure 5: Thermal map on fixed and loose side with no mould level fluctuation (higher temperature at meniscus) 

 

A possible explanation of this phenomenon is given below. During mould level 

fluctuation the molten fluxes are progressively consumed since they are “brushed” onto the Cu 

plates where a thicker and thicker permanent layer is built up. This thicker powder layer 

reduces the thermal exchange between the steel and the Cu plates, hence the meniscus 

temperature is reduced as well as the heat flux. The shortage of molten fluxes is therefore 

responsible for sticking due to lack of lubrication.  

 

4. Longitudinal Face Cracking 

 

The longitudinal face crack associated to a depression (Figure 6), often called a “Cold 

Tooth” pattern, is a typical defect that can occur during casting, mainly due to thermal stress 

in the mould, in turn due to uneven or excessive local heat flux in the mould, which can be 

caused by lack of lubrication, unsuitable mould powder, Cu plate damage in the meniscus 

zone, mould level fluctuation, among others. 
 

     
 

Figure 6: Typical Longitudinal Face Crack associated with a depression on a slab 

 

Unlike what was sometimes believed in the past, the LFC initiates in the upper part of 

the Cu plate just below the meniscus and then proceeds downwards through the mould at 

casting speed. 

This defect can be detected by the mould monitoring system whenever the longitudinal 

defect occurs in the slab portion in front of the column of thermocouples. The longitudinal 

face crack (with depression) appears as a temperature drop in each thermocouple. The 

temperature drop lasts as long as the defect remains in front of the thermocouple. When a 

longitudinal defect is detected by an upper thermocouple, the ones below it then start detecting 
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a similar drop with a delay following the casting speed. Therefore the initial temperature drop 

detected by the upper thermocouple is then detected by the one beneath it, at a time delay 

corresponding to the casting length equal to the vertical pitch of the two thermocouples 

considered.  

A dedicated algorithm in the Q-Map system is able to identify the longitudinal face 

crack, allowing the activation of the healing cycle. Figure 7 shows the typical trend of the 

thermocouples in case of a longitudinal crack, while Figure 8 shows the typical thermal map 

pattern in same condition of longitudinal crack. 

 

 
Figure 7: Typical trend of the temperature for the thermocouples in the same column when Longitudinal Crack 

occurs (temperature drop starting from thermocouple at row #2 and the below TC #3, #4 and #5 in 

delay following the casting speed). 

 

 
Figure 8: Typical thermal pattern on Q-Map when longitudinal crack occurs in the central column (“Cold Tooth” 

in the central column) 

 

Similar to the case of longitudinal crack, there is also another phenomenon called slag 

entrapment on the slab surface. In terms of temperature it appears like a temperature drop, it is 

limited and its duration is much shorter since its length is shorter. Using a post-processing 

analysis it is also possible to recognize this condition.  
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5. Flushing of Permanent Powder Layer (Slag Washing)  

 

The thermal pattern and the heat flux in the mould while casting is highly dependent 

on the behaviour of the mould powder. In fact, the main resistance to heat transfer is the 

powder. In the case of a local erratic hot spot that starts in one thermocouple and “travels” 

downwards through the mould to the lower thermocouples, it can be related to a local 

discontinuity in powder behaviour.  

When the melted powder comes into contact with the Cu plate it solidifies and builds 

up a permanent layer that sticks onto the Cu plate. The stability of this permanent layer 

indicates that the powder is working properly since it controls the heat flux exchange in the 

mould. On the contrary, if the layer does not remain attached stably and part of it comes off 

(flushing), the local heat flux will have a peak that may induce local cracking on the solidified 

shell.  

Thanks to the Q-Map system applied to the whole Cu plate this “hot spot” travelling 

downwards thermocouple to thermocouple can be identified, especially in the middle-lower 

part of the Cu plate, indicating unstable powder behaviour. A typical pattern for this flushing 

of the permanent layer of powder (so-called “Slag Washing”) can be seen in Figure 9. A 

dedicated algorithm warns of the occurrence of this behaviour and is useful to point out that 

the powder is malfunctioning, so that the powder can be re-designed with a more stable 

behaviour. 

 

 
Figure 9: Typical trend of flushing of powder permanent layer (slag washing), temperature increase for 

thermocouples in the same column in the row #6, #7, #8, #9 

 



6. Quality Assessment in Real Time 

 

The surface quality of the slabs is primarily determined in the mould, as a result of 

fluid dynamics, lubrication, heat flux and solidification, and the thermal pattern of the Cu 

plates is then the overall result of all the complex phenomena occurring in the mould. 

Therefore, thermal analysis can be used to evaluate slab quality. 

The current system is oriented towards detecting possible defects as well as 

macroscopic issues like sticking events, particularly focusing on the detection of longitudinal 

defects. By analyzing the typical temperature trend it is then possible to estimate the severity 

of the defect, in terms of depth and length. In fact the higher the temperature drop the deeper 

the depression and the crack, since it is assumed that the temperature drop is directly related to 

the gap between the slab surface and the Cu plate. Furthermore, the longer the time at low 

temperature at a given casting speed, the longer the longitudinal crack. Afterwards, when the 

temperature returns to its initial value, the crack no longer exists on the slab since it is 

assumed that there is no longer a gap between the slab shell and the Cu plate. 

This method to estimate the severity of the defect can be seen both on the real-time 

interface and recorded in the Quality Assessment Real Time (Q-ART) system that stores and 

organizes all the information related to quality estimation, forecasting possible defects arising 

as a consequence of the deviation for target or ideal trends. 

The target for the future will be to identify thermal patterns to be used as reference 

cases in order to determine if the overall thermal pattern is in line with the “ideal” or “best” 

pattern. Therefore the system will be able to estimate an overall pattern, giving an evaluation 

of the deviation and consequently pointing out any possible harmful conditions that could lead 

to defects before they occur. 

 

 

7. Mould Friction Force Measurement  

 

To complete the full monitoring of the Q-Map system, the mould friction force 

measurement is also included. The work for an oscillation cycle in hot and cold condition is 

determined as: 

 


cycle

cylhot dyFW
          ,      

cycle

cylcold dyFW
 

 

While the friction work is determined as: 

 

coldhotfriction WWW   

 

Based on on-line measuring of the force on the hydraulic cylinders of the oscillator, the 

work is calculated and typical curves for each oscillation cycle [2], shown in Figure 10, are 

constantly monitored on the Q-Map system. The work of the oscillator in cold condition, 

previously measured, is subtracted from the on-line work to calculate the friction force.  



 
Figure 10: Typical curves of work performed by the oscillator on the left side and the friction force trend on the 

right side, as displayed on the Q-Map system. 

 

 

8. Conclusions 
 

The Q-Map system based on the thermocouple system provides a complete analysis of 

mould thermal behaviour. This in-depth analysis not only identifies the main macroscopic 

events such as sticking, but also detects defects such as longitudinal cracks and other minor 

phenomena such as “slag washing” of the permanent powder layer. This new system is also 

capable of forecasting a condition that leads to sticking, so the system can be considered as a 

sticking predictor for this event.  

The Q-MAP system can also estimate the severity of longitudinal face cracking, which 

is then stored in the database of the Q-ART system. Friction force evaluation completes the 

capabilities and knowledge that the Q-Map system provides on line during casting as full 

assistance for process and operation. 
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ADVANCED CONTROL OF SPRAY COOLING HEAT TRANSFER IN 

LONG PRODUCT CASTING 
 

 

Abstract 

 

 The main challenges in long product casting are currently the increasing demand for 

high quality products in combination with a wide range of steel grades and section sizes as 

well as higher casting speeds. This creates a challenge for the secondary cooling technologies 

of these processes. 

 The solidification process driven by the cooling intensity on the strand surface requires 

precise control to achieve high quality standards of the product. The heat transfer in the 

secondary cooling is affected by the liquid distribution on the strand surface. Conventional air-

mist full cone nozzles either show an unstable spray angle with varying water pressure or a 

limited water turndown range. 

 A new generation of full cone air-mist nozzles has been developed as a response to 

these limitations providing dedicated cooling and stable spray patterns for all operation 

conditions thus allowing operators to control the extracted heat on the strand surface in order 

to meet the individual cooling requirements for the varying products and casting speeds. 

 This paper presents new features for control of liquid distribution and heat transfer on 

the strand surface in secondary cooling zones. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Long product continuous casting processes have become more demanding in the last 

decade. While productivity and quality have remained fundamentals, requirements regarding 

flexibility in product dimensions and steel grades have increased. A wide range of steel grades 

and section sizes are being cast on one caster, with a wide range of casting speeds and a 

demand on high quality for all products. These demands are a challenge for the solidification 

process. 

While the mould is a very important area in this process as it controls the initial 

solidification, the secondary cooling is also influencing the solidification and hence the quality 

of the product. 

 

 

2. Secondary Cooling and process control 

        

A secondary cooling system of a long product caster typically consists of multiple 

cooling zones. Each Zone ideally has only one nozzle type installed. The nozzle layout is 

usually identical for at least one section size and all grades. Therefore one nozzle type has to 

provide a high cooling turndown in order to meet the varying demands of the process. High 



carbon and micro-alloyed grades are cast at lower casting speeds with soft secondary cooling 

to avoid casting defects such as surface and internal cracking. The required heat extraction to 

achieve the soft cooling is low compared to low and ultra low carbon grades, which are 

typically cast at high speeds requiring hard secondary cooling to avoid bulging and breakouts. 

The heat extraction needs to be much higher for these conditions. 

The heat extracted from the surface is mainly controlled by the nozzle water flow rate. 

To meet the requirements of both soft and hard cooling each nozzle has to provide a high 

range of heat extraction, hence a high water turndown range. The water turn down range is 

defined as the ratio of the recommended maximum and minimum flow rate of the nozzle. 

The flow rates and pressures applied in the cooling zones on modern casting machines 

are controlled by sophisticated online software that dynamically defines optimum cooling 

based on computer modeling. However, the cooling control data is often defined by offline 

thermal models. 

Thermal models calculate the temperature field and solidification profile based on 

theoretical heat extraction. The heat extraction in the secondary cooling zone controlled by 

sprays is derived from heat transfer coefficients (HTC). HTCs are usually a function of a 

theoretic surface spray density derived from the sprayed area and the nozzle flow rate. For air-

mist nozzles the air pressure and flow rate should be taken into account as well since they 

have an impact on the spray kinetics and hence the HTC. An example of the effect of the air 

pressure on the heat transfer and a comparison between air-mist and single fluid nozzles is 

shown in Figure 1 [1]. Some models use the droplet size and velocity to calculate the HTC, 

which are depending on water and air-flow rates and pressures. 
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Fig. 1: HTC as a function of spray water density for water only and air-mist nozzles at varying 

air pressure above Leidenfrost temperature, after [1] 

 

In long product casting mainly full cone and oval cone nozzle are installed in the 

cooling zones. Modern casters which require a high water turndown ratio are usually equipped 

with air-mist nozzles. [2] 

The secondary cooling process design is based on idealised assumptions. Both a stable 

nozzle spray angle for all operating conditions and a homogeneous cooling, based on a 

constant even spray intensity throughout the sprayed area are being implied. Both assumptions 

are not realistic since spray angle and liquid distribution vary with water and air pressure for 

conventional air-mist nozzles. 



The spray angle varies with water and air pressure. Conventional full cone air-mist 

nozzles show variations in spray angles over the water turn-down range. The liquid 

distribution is affected by the spray angle; it is also a result of the fluid dynamics within the 

cone spray, varying with different air-water ratios. Generally 3 types of liquid distribution 

profiles can be observed. 

Figure 2 shows the relation between the local spray density (top and centre row) and the 

dynamically measured distribution (bottom row) for these typical profiles. The dynamic 

distribution results represent the total local spray intensity over the spray depth as a function 

of the strand width. The first column shows a centre-pronounced (High Centre, HC) 

distribution where most of the liquid is concentrated in the centre area of the spray cone. The 

second column shows a distribution profile, which concentrates more liquid to the outer area 

of the spray cone. Dynamic measurements results show an even (Flat Centre, FC) distribution 

for this condition. The third column shows a spray characteristic similar to a hollow cone. 

Dynamic distribution measurements show an edge pronounced (Low Centre, LC) distribution 

of the liquid on the surface. 
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Fig. 2: Different methods of measurement analyses for varying liquid distribution profiles; top 

row: 3-D view, Centre row: top view, bottom row: dynamic distribution; left column: “high 

centre” distribution profile, centre column: “flat centre” distribution profile, right column: 

“low centre” distribution profile 

 



The resulting temperature profile on the strand surface is depending on the local heat 

transfer. The heat extraction is a function of the applied spray characteristic and is varying 

with spray angle and liquid distribution. Hence local cooling can become uneven if the spray 

characteristic is not controlled properly. 

Conventional air-mist nozzles do not give the option to control the liquid distribution 

profile, which can lead to uneven cooling on the strand surface. Figure 3 shows a strand of a 

round billet in a lower cooling zone at a low casting speed. The nozzle is operating at a low 

water flow rate and pressure. The spray characteristics show a reduced spray angle and a high 

centre (HC) liquid distribution. As a result the strand is locally overcooled beneath the nozzle 

centre. This condition can lead to surface and internal defects, having the potential of reducing 

the quality of the semi product. This is a typical problem for many billet and bloom casting 

machines. 

 The opposite situation exists at low casting speeds where corners are often overcooled 

due to the naturally increased heat extraction in that area. In this case a high centre liquid 

distribution of the nozzle is preferable at low operating pressures in order to keep the corners 

at high temperatures. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3: “Black stripes” on round billet as a result of non-uniform spray nozzle cooling 

 

3. New Features for Secondary Cooling Control 

  

A new generation of air-mist full cone nozzles has been developed as a response to these 

challenges to allow advanced liquid distribution control on the strand surface maintaining the 

advantages of a stable spray angle and a high water turndown range. 

These new nozzles of the Billetcooler Flex series show a constant spray angle of 60° for 

typical spray heights from 100 up to 200 mm and cover a water flow rate (Vw) range from 0.3 

- 8 l/min (Table 1). 

 

Table 1: New Types of Billetcooler Flex, flow rates at 2 bar constant air pressure 

 

Nozzle Size Spray angle min Vw 

(l/min) 

max Vw 

(l/min) 

0.8 

60° 

0.3 3 

1.25 0.5 5 

2 0.8 8 



The comparison of spray characteristics (Figure 4) between the Billetcooler Flex and a 

conventional full cone air-mist nozzle shows the improvements in terms of spray homogeneity 

and spray angle stability. Both nozzles have the same nominal spray angle and a similar 

minimum and maximum flow rate. The operating air pressure was set at 2 bar constant. 

These improved characteristics also have an impact on the liquid distribution on the 

strand surface which is not affected by the dynamic spray angle for the new Billetcooler Flex. 

Therefore the liquid distribution profiles can be controlled by adjustment of the operating 

pressures and flow rates maintaining a constant sprayed area. 
 

0,5 bar 1 bar 3 bar 5 bar 7 bar

0,5 bar 1 bar 3 bar 5 bar 7 bar

 
 

Fig. 4: Spray characteristics of new Billetcooler Flex (top row) compared to the conventional 

air-mist nozzle (bottom row) at varying water pressure (bar) and 2 bar constant air pressure 

 

 Figure 5 shows the flow rate diagram for a medium size nozzle of the Billetcooler 

Flex. The top and bottom dashed frame lines represent the flow rates at maximum and 

minimum design air pressures of 4 and 1 bar respectively. The left and right dashed frame 

lines describe the flow rates at minimum and maximum water pressures of 0.5 and 7 bar 

respectively. 
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Fig. 5: Air and water flow rate diagram including liquid distribution control options for new 

Billetcooler Flex Size 1.25 



 

The dashed lines between the colored areas indicate the transitions between the different 

liquid distribution profiles that can be controlled by adjustment of the operating pressures and 

flow rates. This characteristic provides the additional option to adjust the liquid spray 

distribution on the surface according to the requirements of the continuous casting process. 

 As shown in Figure 3 the liquid distribution determines the surface temperature to a 

certain extend. For the new nozzle generation HTC measurements for different air and water 

pressure set ups have been conducted in order to investigate the correlation between the 

distribution profiles and the resulting local heat extraction. For these measurements a typical 

spray height of 150 mm was chosen. 

A dynamic measurement method was used with a moving HTC sensor passing 

underneath the spray and measuring the local heat extraction covering all areas of different 

spray intensities within the spray cone. Figure 6 shows the spray distribution measurement 

results and the positions for HTC measurement in the centre and 75 mm from the centre to 

evaluate the relation between dynamic spray distribution and heat transfer. The dashed lines 

show the measurement positions of the sensor. 
 

 

C + 75 mmC

 
 

Fig. 6: 3-D view on liquid distribution of full cone nozzle (left) and top view including 

measurement positions in centre position C and 75 mm from the centre C+75 (right) 
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Fig. 7: Example of experimental temperature data for 2 positions inside the sensor and 

calculated local HTC data 



 

The local HTC values have been derived from the surface temperature, materials 

properties and spray water temperature based on Fouriers equation. An example of the 

calculated HTC compared to measured temperatures inside the sensor is shown in Figure 7. 

An average value of the local HTC has been calculated over the sprayed distance for each 

operating condition. These values have been analysed for varying liquid distribution profiles 

and operating pressures (Figure 8). An overview of the analysed nozzle pressures for air (pa) 

and water (pw) and according flow rates (Va,Vw) is shown in Table 2. 
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Fig. 8: HTC results for different liquid distribution profiles of Billetcooler Flex Size 1.25 in 

centre position C and 75 mm from the centre C+75, pw/pa in bar 

 

Table 2: Analysed operation conditions of new Billetcooler Flex Size 1.25 

 

# pw (bar) Vw (l/min) pa (bar) Va (m³/h) 

1 0.5 0.4 2 6.3 

2 0.5 0.8 1 3.6 

3 4 3.6 2 4.1 

4 4 4.1 1 1.1 

5 7 5.2 2 2.25 

6 7 5 3 5 

 

The results confirm the correlation of the dynamic liquid distribution and the heat 

extraction. The high centre profiles at lower water pressures show the highest HTC in the 

centre position while the low centre profiles show higher HTC values in the off centre 

measurement results. This heat extraction characteristic will be beneficial for long product 

casting processes as it provides the option to provide dedicated cooling to the required areas 



and helps to reduce quality problems related to local overcooling of the strand corner or 

centre. 

In order to use these benefits for product quality enhancement the caster control needs to 

be adjusted taking into account the liquid distribution profile as a function of the air and water 

flow rates. 

 

 

4. Summary 

 

 The increased demand for flexibility and high quality in modern long product casting 

processes creates a challenge for secondary cooling technologies. The control of the local heat 

extraction is an important factor which is limited due to conventional nozzle characteristics. A 

high water turndown ratio in combination with a stable spray angle is required. Conventional 

air-mist nozzles cannot provide both at a time. These limitations can cause defects in the semi 

product. 

 A new generation of air-mist full cone nozzles, the Billetcooler Flex, has been 

developed providing additional options to control the local heat extraction still maintaining a 

stable spray angle and a high water turndown ratio. The heat extraction can be controlled by 

the liquid distribution profile which can be either high centre (centre pronounced), flat centre 

(even) or low centre (edge pronounced). HTC testing has been conducted to verify the 

correlation between dynamic liquid distribution and heat extraction. These tests confirmed the 

flexibility in terms of local heat extraction of the new nozzle type and show the potential for 

long product casting process improvements. 
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HOW CAN WE INCREASE THE CAST FORMAT WITHOUT 

CHANGING THE CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINE'S RADIUS? 
 

 

Abstract  

 

When revamping continuous casters, the trend towards the steadily increasing the sizes of the 

cast formats can be recognized. Naturally, a cost-efficient increase of the cast format can be 

achieved if the machine radius stays constant, thus minimizing the necessary changes on the 

machine equipment. 

In the present contribution, an innovative concept of continuous straightening during casting 

will be presented. This concept, which has been successfully applied in several revamping 

projects enables an increase of the size of the cast format of 20-30 %,  while not changing the 

machine radius. The application of this straightening concept will be exemplified by a 

recently executed revamping project on a beam blank caster. Only applying minimal changes 

to an existing 9 m-radius caster, it was possible to increase the cast format to a BB4 format. 

The design phase, alongside with results of the final product quality for different steel grades 

will be presented. 

 

Keywords 

 

Revamping; withdrawal/straightening; bloom; beam blank  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The use of continuous casting machines with a bow-type or a vertical-bending-type 

configuration are state-of-the-art nowadays. While vertical or horizontal continuous casting 

machines bear advantages and disadvantages with regard to metallurgical results, machine 

complexity (i.e., investment costs), machines with a curved configuration require the design 

of a straightening area in order to unbend the curved strand into the horizontal.  

The standard design approach for the straightening zone is to arrange a number of 

straightening points at the end of the machine bow in such a way that the strand it bent to 

more increasing radii at each straightening point until finally reaching a (virtually) infinite 

radius, i.e., a straight line. The straightening of the strand imposes mechanical stresses and 

strains on the vulnerable, solidifying strand shell  which generally implies limits with regard 

to the possible maximum combination of format size and machine radius. Owing to an 

increasing demand for bigger cross sections on the market of cast semis, steel producers and 

equipment manufacturers face the challenge of finding optimal solutions with regard to 

maximum possible cross section vs. necessary changes on existing casting machines, i.e., 

investment costs and amount of revamping measures. 

Typical approaches to the issue of increasing the cross section of the cast format on 

existing machines with a curved configuration were to increase the machine's radius. This 

decision usually implies vast and massive invasions in the overall machine design with either 

an increase of the level of the casting floor (rarely possible due to the crane level in existing 
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steel plants) or by decreasing the roller pass line (with immense foundation and excavations 

works). In order to propose a different solution, TBR casting technologies has developed an 

alternative solution which allows to increase the cross section of the product with only 

medium adaptations on the straightening zone. TBR's concept of a non-standard straightening 

curve design has been successfully applied to several revamping projects at European steel 

producers and has proven its applicability by highly satisfying results with regard to final 

product quality. One of the latest project carried out was to install a new and larger cross 

section for the beam blank continuous caster at ArcelorMittal Belval in Luxembourg. TBR 

was entrusted with the task of upgrading one of six strands of this machine with the format 

BB4 (482×384×110 mm).  

In the following, the straightening concept of TBR as well as its application to the 

mentioned project will be described. Moreover, the overall revamping project and its results 

will be outlined. 

 

 

2. General Concept - Straightening Curve Design 

.  

As described in the previous section, the design of the straightening curve for curved 

continuous casters has substantial influence on all considerations with regard to increasing the 

cross section of the cast product. Figure 1 schematically illustrates the concept of a step-wise 

increase of the bending radii on the strand with each straightening point, also called multi-

point straightening. For reasons of completeness it should be added that the figure only shows 

two straightening point with three straightening stands (indicated by the rolls) schematically, 

while in practise the same concept can also be applied to n-1 straightening points with n 

straightening stands. 

 

 
Figure 1: Conventional straightening concept. 



Evidently such a non-homogeneous characteristics of the straightening curve leads to 

discontinuities in the strain distribution along the straightening process. Therefore, TBR 

applies the concept of continuous straightening in their design of the straightening curves. As 

described in Figure 2, this concept is characterised by a homogeneous change of radii along 

the straightening curve with a tangent angle of the straightening curve progressively 

approaching infinity. The basics behind this approach are described by a specially developed 

geometric function which is the basis for the alignment of the straightening stands. 

 

 
Figure 2: Continuous straightening concept. 

The implications of the different concepts on strain and strain rate are schematically 

depicted in Figure 3. The figure shows while for a given initial machine radius  the overall 

applied strain during straightening is equal for both concepts, the path to reaching this goal of 

applying the total strain are different. With TBR's concept of continuous straightening a 

continuous and constant strain rate (dashed lined in the figure) is applied to the strand during 

straightening. Thus, the maximum strain rate which the strand experiences is lower than for 

the concept of multi-point straightening.  

It is a well accepted fact that the maximum strain rate is a very decisive factor with 

regard to surface and inner product quality, especially with regard to the formation of surface 

cracks or hot tears[1,2]. In [1,2] the authors have outlined that the criterion for the formation 

of hot tears during casting is an excessive straining of the strand shell above a critical limit. 

This critical limit is usually a function of the strain rate (the limit decreases with increasing 

strain rate) since the accumulation of strain during solidification greatly depends on the strain 

rate..  

Therefore, it becomes evident that the utmost goal for the design of the straightening 

curve must be to minimise the strain rate during straightening. This goal is achieved by the 

outlined concept of TBR. Finally, from the viewpoint of machine maintenance the more gentle 

manner of straightening the strand greatly benefits the lifetime of the rolls of the straightening 

stands.   



 
Figure 3: Comparison of strain and strain rate for different straightening concepts (schematic). 

 

3. Revamping of the Beam Blank Caster at ArcelorMittal Belval  

  

ArcelorMittal is operating a steel shop with a production line of 155t-EAF- LF-CC at 

Esch-Belval in Luxembourg. This plant was put into operation in 1995 in mainly focuses on 

the production of medium sections and sheet piles with an annual productivity of app. 1.1Mt. 

The main data of the continuous casting machine are given in Table 1.  

 
Table 1: Main data of CC machine at AM Belval. 

AM Belval's Continuous Caster 

Number of strands 6 

Radius 9 m 

Product sizes Square:  155×155 mm 

Bloom:  155×270 mm 

Beam-Blank:  346×265×70 mm (BB2) 

   390×320×100 mm (BB3) 

 

In the middle of 2011 AM Belval decided to upgrade the continuous caster to cast a BB4 

format (482×384×110 mm)  in order to reduce the import of slabs or beams from other plants 

thus reducing input costs. The prerequisite for the caster upgrade was a modification with a 

minimum invest and without supplementary shutdown of the casting facilities. Given the 

required productivity for this new format AM Belval chose to upgrade only one of the six 

strands on the machine. 

In light of the described project goal, the following machine parts had to be 

upgraded/revamped: 

 Tundish 

 Mold 



 Strand guide segment 

 Withdrawal and straightening unit 

 Torch cutting machines 

 Roller tables & cooling bed 

 

In this regard, TBR was commissioned with the scope of designing and supplying the 

mold, strand guide segment and withdrawal and straightening units. Figure 4 shows the 

project scope with the revamped modules of the machine. 

  

 
Figure 4: Revamped modules of the caster at AM Belval. 

One of the major challenges in this revamping project was to adapt the straightening 

curve in the existing machine under the viewpoints of 

 keeping the machine radius and the strand distance constant; 

 only modifying one of six strands, with a provision for later revamp of further 

strands; 

 requiring minimum shutdown times for the revamp. 

The format upgrade from the maximum format BB3 to BB4 signifies an increase of 

20 % of the cross section which needs to be straightened and which experiences maximum 

straining during this process. Such an major change was only possible by the application the 

continuous unbending technique described before. Comparative numerical simulations 

showed that for the case of using the existing straightening curve for the new BB4-format, the 

maximum strain rate during casting would reach app. 1.67 %/min. Further simulations also 

showed that the maximum strain rate for the BB3 format lied at app. 1.41 %/min for the 

existing straightening curve. By the application of TBR's concept the maximum strain rate of 

the BB4 format reaches app. 0.97 %/min at the loose side (intrados) of the strand, which is  

significantly lower. This comparison is illustrated in Figure 5. 



a)  b)  

 
Figure 5.: Comparison of straightening zones for a) existing configuration and b) optimised continuous 

unbending case. 

In order to meet the requirement of minimum shutdown time for upgrading the caster, 

the straightening zone was completely aligned on a common base frame. Thus, it was possible 

to pre-assemble the whole part in a workshop before installation on the caster which greatly 

minimised the shutdown time. Figure 6 shows the complete assembly of the straightening 

zone on the common base frame with individually exchangeable straightening stands. 

 

 
Figure 6: Withdrawal and straightening zone for the new strand at AM Belval. 

Next to the withdrawal and straightening zone, TBR was also responsible for the design of the 

new BB4 mould (with special challenges with regard to the cooling behaviour due to limited 



cooling water availability) and the strand guide segment. This part of the project is however 

beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

4. Project Results and Metallurgical Results  

  

After the decision for upgrading the continuous caster at AM Belval  in the middle of 

2011, the first successful of the BB4 format took place at the beginning of June 2012. Up to 

now the yearly production of the BB4 has been widely exceeded. The breakout-rate of new 

format is less than 1.5/100,000. 

With regard to the metallurgical results of the new design of the straitening curve, 

reference is made to Figure 7 and Figure 8. The figures show exemplary Baumann prints of 

BB3 and BB4 formats, respectively. Since both formats are further processed in different 

rolling mills a direct comparison of the end products is not feasible. Nonetheless, experience 

of AM Belval showed that the inner quality of both formats is sufficient for the product 

demands. Furthermore, the Bauman prints show a rather homogenous distribution of the 

depicted alloying elements (foremost of course Sulphur), which underlines the quality of the 

product. 

Lastly, with regard to the largest produced format (BB4), almost no surface, subsurface 

or off-corner cracks are reported. The appearance of such cracks would be very detrimental 

for beam blank semis (due to the limited forming ratio in subsequent processing steps). 

According to the practical experience of the previous production, the formation of such cracks 

was to be expected for the conventional design of the straightening curve. 

 

 
Figure 7: Exemplary BB3 Baumann Print. 



 
Figure 8: Exemplary BB4 Baumann Print. 

 

5. Summary  

 

In light of the fact of a rising demand for increasing cross sections of the product of 

continuous casting machines, an innovative concept for the design of the straightening curve 

was designed. This concept features the concept of continuous straightening with a constant 

strain rate, minimising the maximum applied strain rate as far as possible. Due to the 

detrimental effect of the degree of straining during straightening this concept is especially 

applicable for the production of larger cross sections on small radius machines. 

Furthermore, the paper outlined the application of this concept to a recent revamping 

project at AM Belval where the aim was to produce a BB4 format on an existing vertical 

bending machine with a machine radius of 9 m.  

It was demonstrated that the described concept was successfully applied in this 

revamping project. Despite a very tight time schedule with regard to the realizing the revamp 

in < 12 months, it was possible to achieve a maximum project output since the now produced 

BB4 blooms have the desired product quality for the further processing in the rolling mills. 

Finally, it can be stated that the projected production volumes were by far exceeded up to 

now. 
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Abstract:  

The new Danieli 2-strand Vertical Caster (VCCM) producing 420x530 mm sections is in 

operation at Posco Specialty Steel, Korea, casting a very wide range of carbon, stainless, and tool 

steel grades. Due to the peculiar grades produced, which are extremely difficult to cast, special 

solutions have been used, like: vertical casting, CFD simulations for tundish design, optimized 

mold taper and cooling design, Danieli patented INMO oscillating bench. Also mechanical soft 

reduction (MSR) and movable final stirrers (F-EMS) are optimized through dynamic set up based 

on real-time solidification model (LPC). As a consequence, good results were achieved for surface 

quality -with no need of scarfing-, internal quality -not only on high carbon grades but also on 

ULC austenitic stainless steels-, excellent equiaxial zone, centre porosity, and segregation indexes 

in all casting conditions. This paper describes the technological solutions used in the design and 

the implementation of the vertical caster, and the results achieved during the first year of operation. 

 

Introduction 

In March 2012 Danieli successfully started up the meltshop plant at POSCO Specialty Steel,  

Changwon Works, Korea, and in April 2012 proudly delivered the first bloom from the new two-

strand VCCM. 

The meltshop is designed to produce 450,000 tpy of liquid steel to feed either the VCCM or the 

ingot casting facilities. 

The electric arc furnace is a full-platform EBT FastArc-2 EAF tapping up 70 t/heat.  

It is equipped with a SVC (Static Var Compensator) and a 72-MVA transformer, sidewall Danarc 

Module
®
 system for oxygen and carbon injection, door-mounted multiple lance manipulator 

(Robox®) for oxygen, carbon and FeSi powder injection and roof-mounted lime injectors. 

The secondary metallurgy is covered by by a single-position ladle furnace (15-MVA transformer) 

and by a twin-tank single-cover VD/VOD station. The ladle furnace is equipped with a water-
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cooled inert type roof and a full package of auxiliaries, two ladle cars. The VD/VOD station is 

equipped with a steam-ejector pump with suction capacity of 400 kg/h. The ladle capacity is 68 

tons. 

 

The VCCM is designed to cast a 420 x 530 mm rectangular blooms (Table 1). 

 

 

Capacity 227,300 tpy 

No. of strands 2 

Dummy bar type Rigid – Top feeding 

Casting section 420 x 530 mm 

Cutting lengths 4 – 6 m (main cutting system) 

2– 3 m (sec. cutting system) 

Mold Plate type, 700-mm long 

Oscillator type Hydraulic (INMO- type) 

Cutting system Oxy-cutting with powder 

Caster productivity 81.6 tph max. 

Metallurgical length Approx. 25.5 m 

Casting platform height 19 m from zero level 

Bottom of caster depth -24 m from zero level 

Electromagnetic stirrer M-EMS and F-EMS (movable 

type) 

Secondary cooling   

system 

Zone 1: water;  

Zone 2 and 3: air mist;  

2 loop regulation (inner/outer 

radius – lateral sides) for each 

zone 

Withdrawal unit 8 modules per strand, two rolls 

each 

Soft Reduction units 8 modules per strands (+bloom 

thickness measuring stand) 

Table 1- Main characteristics of the VCCM. 

 

Group Steel grade 

Plain 

carbon 

and alloy 

steel 

4115~4150, 4315~4340 

1530, 8617~8650, 1010~1055 

Stainless 

steel 

4301, 4306, 4436, 4435, 4405, 

4305 

4541, 4571, 4587, 4550, 4462, 

4005 

4006, 4029, 4021, 4028, 4104, 

4016 

SUH3, -11, -35, -660(JIS) 

4922, SCA10, -12, etc 

(Heat resistant) 

310 (Full austenite) 

630 (precipitation hardening) 

Tool 

Steel 

D2, D11, 2080, 2379, 2344, 

2343 

A2, 23F85, O1, 2362, 2365, 

2510 

2842 

Carbon tool steel 

2311, 2312, 2738 

Special 

purpose 

steel 

INVAR (36%, 42% -Ni), 

COVAR 

Incoloy, Inconel, SUPER718 

0.9% C-5% Cr-0.6% Mo 

Nimonic70A, H13, 18CrNiMo6 

Table 2 – Steel grades produced. 

Vertical caster design highlights 

The target production rate for the VCCM is 227,300 tpy of high-quality blooms.  

The product mix includes plain carbon, carbon alloyed, stainless, tool, and other special purpose 

steel grades (Table 2): austenitic stainless steels and carbon alloyed steel represent the majority of 

grades produced. 

The wide range of peculiar steel grades to be produced and the high requirements in terms of 

quality have addressed POSCO Specialty Steels towards a vertical caster solution despite the huge 

investment, mainly in civil works, compared to a classic curved caster. 

 



 
 

Fig. 1 – 3D overview of the Danieli VCCM at Posco SS, Korea. 

 

Below it is given a description of the equipment and the design concept adopted to accomplish the 

required performances and productivity. 

 

The tundish has been designed by CFD analysis (Fig. 2) in order to establish the most suitable set 

of performance parameters. 

 

  

Fig. 2 - Tundish CFD Simulation: Velocity magnitude on refractory lining [m/s] 

A capacity of 25 tons, a working level of 900 mm, as well as the right location of the dams used in 

conjunction with an optimized impact pad provide a fluid dynamics able to control the thermal 

and chemical homogenization of liquid steel and to remove the floating inclusion particles by the 

slag layer. 

To ensure product quality, the tundish is equipped with an argon sealing system and tundish-to-

mould SEN. Stable casting conditions are guaranteed by automatic control of liquid steel: from 

ladle to tundish by ladle slide gate control and tundish weighing system detection and from 

tundish to mould by electro-mechanic stopper rod control system (Fig. 3) and eddy current liquid 



steel level detector. Moreover, an automatic powder feeding system keeps the proper powder 

thickness as a function of the cast steel grade and the tundish temperature continuous measuring 

device feeds the process control system. 

 

The mould is a CuCrZr copper plate mould. A set of thermocouples provide the additional 

functions of mould temperature monitoring as well as anti-breakout system (Figure 4).  

The mould is vertically moved by the 

Q-INMO+ hydraulic oscillator (Figure 

5). Q-INMO+ is a patented solution 

from Danieli and thanks to the unique 

rolling element technology the system 

motion is almost frictionless. This 

ensures the system is always moving 

accurately with no deviation from pass 

line even at high oscillation frequencies 

up to 490 cycles per minute. 

Q-INMO+ hydraulic oscillator  allows 

to operate the machine with the 

optimum oscillation stroke, frequency 

and wave form, ensuring an excellent 

bloom surface quality as well as a quick 

alignment. 

 

 

Fig. 5 – Q-INMO+ hydraulic oscillator. 

Danieli Rotelec has supplied the stirring equipment consisting of Mould Stirrer (M-EMS) and 

Final Stirrer (F-EMS). The F-EMS is installed on a positioning system to allow different F-EMS 

positions according to casting speeds and to minimize axial carbides and segregation for different 

steel grades. 

 
 

Fig. 3 - Stopper rod  mechanism. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 – Mould thermal map. 



The positioning system (fig. 6) consists 

of a frame moved by hydraulic cylinder 

and a position control loop: the system 

can be automatically moved in any 

position in a range of 1,500 mm. The 

position can be driven in manual as well 

as in full automatic mode following the 

setup given by the LPC system. 

A dedicated set of refractory telescopic 

panels, moving up and down along the 

frame stroke, protects the guides from 

scale and water. 

 

 

Fig. 6 – F-EMS positioning system. 

 

Porosity and segregation 

The main aspects which affect the internal quality of a bloom are internal porosity and segregation 

and they are strictly related to the solidification of the melt. 

There are two main causes of porosity in castings [1]: gas porosity and shrinkage porosity. 

Porosity ranges in size from micro-porosity (gas porosity) to macro-porosity, such as millimeter-

sized centerline holes (shrinkage porosity). 

Gas porosity is due to the condensation of dissolved gases in the melt upon freezing, as a result of 

the difference in solubility of such gases in the liquid and solid phases. It can be eliminated by an 

appropriate melt treatment, such as degassing. 

Shrinkage porosity occurs because the phase transformation induces volume difference inside of 

the material and the mass flow is inadequate in filling this volume difference.  

It is quite difficult to avoid: one way to eliminate (or to drastically reduce) shrinkage porosity is to 

compress the mushy zone during freezing. In regions of a casting that are under compression the 

deformation of the solid can counterbalance the density increase and thus avoiding porosity even 

if there is no liquid feeding.  

In solidification process, some locations are subjected to tension rather than to compression during 

freezing. In this case the deformation of the solid skeleton adds to the solidification shrinkage, 

thereby inducing even more liquid suction in the mushy zone. A lack of feeding of mushy regions 

under tension will result in what is called hot cracks, a defect similar to the shrinkage porosity but 

that also requires tensile stresses.  

Segregation is defined as non-uniform distribution of chemical composition in solidification 

process. It is classified into two categories: micro- and macro- segregation [2].  

A micro-segregation initiates from the different solubility of chemical composition in solid and 

liquid phase and appears on the length scale of the dendrite arm spacing.  

A macro-segregation is closely related to the macroscopic transportation of the chemical 

composition and it is related to a scale of millimeters. 

Whereas micro-segregation can be eliminated by homogenization treatment, macro-segregation 

cannot be eliminated due to the large diffusion length required. 



Among the various sources of macro-segregation four mechanisms are distinguished: 

solidification shrinkage, natural or forced convection, grain sedimentation, and deformation of the 

solid. 

As investigated for a number of casters (fig.7)  

[3], secondary dendrite arms spacing 

increases with the increasing distance from 

the chill surface, corresponding to decreasing 

cooling rates. The larger the section size the 

coarser the dendrite spacing and associated 

porosity and micro-segregation). 

The correlation between distribution of 

microscopic shrink holes and secondary 

dendrite arm spacing shows that there is an 

optimum secondary dendrite arm spacing 

corresponding to an optimum solidification 

time which causes minimal micro-segregation 

as result of two opposite effects: larger 

volume, and wider channels between single 

dendrite arms [4]. 

 

 

Fig.7 – Secondary dendrite arm spacing as 

a function of distance from chill 

surface of steel from various low-

carbon and stainless steel. 

In case of a large bloom casting micro-segregation should be evaluated by segregation model 

(several are available from literature [5]) and the solid liquid interface calculated in combination 

with thermo-mechanical models [6]. 

Mechanical soft reduction 

According to above description porosity can be avoided adding extra compressive stress to the 

solid. Forces are applied at certain locations according to defined times and roll tapering. The 

reduced roll gap squeezes solid shell toward the center and thus the solid phase feeds and reduces 

the porosity level: this is the idea behind the soft reduction.  

Soft reduction performs the mechanical control of the section size in order to compensate the 

solidification shrinkage and, consequently, the control of the liquid steel migration inside the 

mushy zone which causes the center segregation in high carbon and high alloy grades. 

In theory the soft reduction can cancel completely the segregation because it cancels any 

movement inside the mushy zone. However, practically, the soft reduction can reduce the 

maximum and average value of porosity as well as the centerline segregation and the overall 

carbon concentration is more homogeneous, but the setting of the reduction zone, reduction 

amount, and reduction rate in function of casting conditions is very delicate: it is a fact that, if 

wrongly operated, the soft reduction may worse the internal quality.  



Several simulations have been carried out on the most 

of the contractual steel grades through an off-line 

program using a high-resolution mesh (6.5 million 

volumes on 30 m machine). The program has 

addressed the development of the machine design 

according to the technological requirements in terms 

of stresses, deformation analysis, sizing of the 

mechanical soft reduction devices, secondary cooling, 

temperature contour, solidification along the strand 

and roll forces to be applied (fig.8a, fig.8b, fig. 8c ). 

As a result of these quite extensive design activities, 

the VCCM has been provided with eight soft 

reduction modules covering a reduction zone of 7.7 m 

as well as mould and movable final EMS and on-line 

solidification model (LPC).  

 

 

Fig.8a – Sprays cooling effect. 

 

     

 

 

Fig.8b – Solidified thickness.  Fig.8c – Solidification cone. 

 

The on-line process program LPC (Liquid Pool Control) calculates the solidification along the  

 
 Fig.9 – LPC system interface. 

 strand according to a given 

mesh as well as the nodal 

temperatures (fig. 9). 

After tuning on the plant 

operating conditions, the 

LPC system is able to drive 

the tapering of roll gaps to 

squeeze the bloom 

according to the location of 

the end of solidification 

cone and to the reduction 

strategy defined.  



Anyway to find the optimum reduction amount for each steel grade it has been necessary to make 

a quite extensive analysis on the macroetched samples as well as to review some parameters and 

setup patterns. 

Figure 10: Internal quality achieved for alloy, ferritic, austenitic, and tool steel. 

 

 

 

  
 

Fig.10a - Ferritic stainless 

steel.  

Fig10b – Austenitic 

stainless steel S316. 

Fig.10c – Alloy steel AISI 4140. 

 

  

 

Fig.10d - Austenitic stainless steel 

S304. 

Fig.10e - Tool steel TC3.  

 

 

Conclusions 

The targets defined in the contract were quite challenging, for both some of the steel grades in the 

product mix and for the levels of internal quality, carbon segregation, and central porosity required. 

The combination of M-EMS, movable F-EMS, and mechanical soft reduction has demonstrated to 

be a powerful tool to reach the performances required. The optimisation of the equipment 

parameters has allowed reconsidering some limits in the force application and, consequently, for 

some steel grades the reduction applied has been larger than what initially calculated without 

having impact in terms of cracks but showing benefits in segregation and porosity.  

During the first year of operation the VCCM has performed more than 900 heats. On carbon steels, 

carbon alloyed steels, and tools steels, 90% of contractual values have been achieved using only 

one test. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

A new mould hot face geometry that incorporates a pattern of specially shaped longitudinal 

profiles running in the casting direction has been developed and tested for steel continuous 

casting applications. This new design, called the WAVE mould, utilizes its geometrical 

pattern to provide better guidance of the steel in the mould, more uniform shell growth, 

improved cast quality, as well as increased mould life. The special hot face geometry can be 

used with billet or bloom moulds of all standard copper alloys/coatings and is compatible with 

existing casting equipment. 

 

This paper describes the rationale behind the WAVE hot face geometry, its design, and 

operation. Importantly, actual casting results from steel plants that have adopted this novel 

design will be presented. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In the continuous casting of steel, the shape of the product is often a source of quality 

concerns. A common problem in billet casting is forming a non-square or rhomboid shape that 

can cause internal quality problems such as diagonal and off-corner hinge cracks. Another 

common billet shape issue is bulging of the section, typically caused by insufficient mould 

taper and/or strand support for a given section size and casting speed. 

Clearly, the mould and its design have a role to play with regard to these shape issues. For 

example, it is well known that stronger tapers will reduce the degree of billet rhomboidity
1
.  

Correspondingly, as a mould tube wears the amount of taper is reduced and this results in an 

increase in billet shape problems as well as an increasing risk of a breakout
2
. A judgment as to 

the mould condition, either by measuring the inner profile or tracking the time (or tons) it has 

been used, is an important guide for when it should be replaced to prevent such problems.  

The use of foot-rolls below the mould provides additional support that reduces bulging below 

the mould. Their use has also been found to lessen the degree of billet rhomboidity, even in 

cases where their application is not strictly required for strand support
3
.  Foot-rolls will also 
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compensate for machine alignment problems that are also known to cause billet shape issues. 

Yet another cause of misshapen billets is inadequate mould water velocity and non-uniform 

flow
4
. This discovery led to major improvements in mould cooling, such as the use of CNC-

machined baffles and other types of tight-tolerance water jacket designs. This change allowed 

for an increase in mould water velocity through a reduction in the water annulus dimension 

and greatly improved the uniformity of heat extraction from the copper mould. 

Despite the many improvements to the mould system over the years, the problem of billet 

rhomboidity has not gone away, especially with regard to the mid carbon (0.2-0.4%) steels. In 

fact, rhomboidity can be considered the most vexing problem in billet casting and one that has 

regularly caused great consternation for machine operators. Past remedies have revolved 

around the belief that the source of the problem is related to cooling in the mould and thus 

could be rectified by improvements in taper, water velocity, oil lubrication and oscillator 

settings
5
. Other below-mould conditions such as spray water flow have not been thought to be 

a significant factor in this problem, despite clear instances where events such as plugged spray 

nozzles or low temperature spray water have led to misshapen billets. 

With the preceding in mind, a comprehensive explanation as to the cause for billet 

rhomboidity is proposed as well as a potential solution. When liquid steel enters the mould 

tube the steel shell initially formed has no strength and acts like a water-filled balloon, taking 

the shape of the mould containing it. Further down the mould, the shell starts to develop 

strength and can shift position relative to the copper mould walls as it contracts while 

solidifying. As the vast majority of resistance to heat flow is governed by the air gap
6
, it is 

this shifting of position relative to the cooling surfaces that results in non-uniform shell 

growth, differential stresses and resultant shape problems below the mould. External factors 

such as oscillator wobble and machine misalignment will act to move the shell position 

relative to the mould wall and create a non-uniform cooling condition. Similarly, plugged or 

poorly designed sprays below the mould will act on the shell in a manner so as to pull or twist 

the strand and transmit this action right up into the mould, also causing non-uniform cooling. 

This effect can be confirmed by looking at mould wear in plants having spray problems where 

a strong pattern of non-uniform wear, such as shown in Fig. 1, is seen. It is these internal 

stresses, caused by non-symmetrical shell growth in the mould, that result in the strand 

distorting its shape upon exiting from the bottom of the tube. In addition, the accompanying 

tensile strain as a result of this shape distortion will often result in cracks forming at the 

solidification front. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Severe and non-uniform mould wear associated with billet rhomboidity 
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With these arguments as to the cause of billet rhomboidity in mind, the challenge of 

developing a new mould design that would better centre the solidifying strand and ensure 

uniform cooling was undertaken.  

 

 

WAVE MOULD DESIGN CONCEPT 

 

The solution proposed is called the WAVE mould and its general design is shown in Fig. 2. 

The key feature of this new design is to superimpose a series of wave patterns onto the hot 

face side of the mould, causing a mirror image of this pattern to be formed on the billet 

surface as it begins to solidify. These two surfaces will interlock and guide the shell through 

the length of the mould, while restraining any movement from side-to-side. The mould and 

shell are thus “coupled” together to such a degree that a more equal heat extraction and hence 

uniform shell formation occurs during its critical time in the mould. 

 

Of course, care has to be taken in the design of the WAVE geometry so that the shell and 

mould are not held so rigidly together that it is not possible to cast successfully. To ensure 

that this is not the case, a special wave shape is used with its height and length designed so 

that the billet shell can shrink inwards without the wave peaks on either the copper mould or 

steel shell binding. The WAVE geometry will therefore vary depending on the section size 

being cast and linear position in the mould. Typically, the wave heights are in the range of 

0.5-5.0 mm and the wavelengths in the range of 1-30 mm; the exact values used are 

considered proprietary
7
. 

 
Fig. 2 WAVE Mould Design Parameters 

Another benefit of the WAVE mould geometry is a more uniform distribution of oil at the 

steel meniscus. Current mould oil distribution systems all work by introducing lubricating oil 

through a plate at the top of the mould housing and letting it weep down the mould wall to the 

steel meniscus. While a great deal of emphasis has been placed on ensuring that the 

distribution of oil to the top of the mould is uniform
8
, the actual situation when it reaches the 

steel level is not certain. As the burning of the oil will affect heat transfer at the meniscus, it is 

clear that this uniformity is important. With the WAVE mould design providing “channels” 

for the oil to flow along the length of the mould, it can thus be assured that the uniformity of 

the oil at the meniscus will be maintained from the oil plate right to the steel level. 
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PLANT TESTING – CASTING 

The first test of the WAVE mould was in late 2010 at a steel plant in the USA, designated as 

Company A. This plant produces rebar, merchant bar and forging quality steel grades using a 

relatively new casting machine with the following characteristics: 

 

Table 1. Casting Machine Details 

MACHINE DETAILS 

Casting Machine 

Ladle Size 

Machine Radius 

Number of Strands 

Oscillator Type 

Mould Lubrication 

Section Size & Casting Speed 

 

Mould Type (standard) 

Mould Taper (standard) 

Meniscus level 

Mould length 

EMS 

Foot rolls 

Sprays 

Withdrawal Unit 

Billet Cut-Off 

Billet Discharge 

COMPANY A 

2006 Concast® machine 

109 t 

10.25 m 

4 strands 

Hydraulic, retractable 

Oil, 35 ml/min 

127 x 127 mm @ 4.0 m/min 

134 x 194 mm @ 3.3 m/min 

Elbrodur® G AMT tubes 

Parabolic 

115 mm 

1000 mm 

Yes 

Yes 

Hydraulic, 3 zones 

Two-point unbending 

Oxygen torches 

Walking beam 

COMPANY B 

1986 Mannesmann Demag® 

159 t 

Vertical 

6 strands 

Mechanical 

Oil, 40 ml/min 

178 x 178 mm @ 1.65 m/min 

 

Elbrodur® G AMT tubes 

Parabolic 

105 mm 

705 mm 

Yes 

Yes 

Hydraulic, 3 zones 

Single–point unbending 

Oxygen torches 

Chain transfer 

The CuAg alloy WAVE mould in size 127x127 mm was installed into strand #4 toward the 

end of a 1022 steel grade (0.19-0.23% carbon) campaign, using the retractable oscillators. 

Prior to this, care had been taken to position the foot rolls further out from the usual set point 

to accommodate the changed billet exterior profile. A check had also been made to ensure 

proper clearance of the dummy bar head inside the mould, which should not be an issue in 

most cases. While a slight “jerking” of the strand was noted on start-up, this quickly went 

away and was judged similar to that typically seen when a new mould is installed. Just over 

two heats were cast with the strand speed starting at 3.5 m/min and moving to a high of 4.5 

m/min. The various casting machine parameters were the same between the WAVE and 

control strand, including the mould water ∆T values. However, visual observation of the billet 

colour seen in the upper spray zone showed a hotter surface temperature, although this 

impression disappeared by the time the strand was at the machine discharge. It is speculated 

that this was due to the scale not being as tightly adhered to the WAVE billets and its 

subsequent removal by the water sprays. Another important observation was that the WAVE 

billets tracked down the machine in a straighter line, without any “snaky” problems often 

associated with rhomboidity. As you would expect, oscillation marks were still present, 

although more difficult to see with the wave pattern superimposed on the billet surface.  

 

Three sets of billet samples from the WAVE and control strands were obtained for evaluation. 

A light etching, dimensional measurements, and scarfing on the billet corners was done. 

Figure 3 shows billet cross-sections from one pair of samples. 
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Fig. 3 First WAVE billet samples, #4 is WAVE (left) and #1 is Control (right) 

The test billets retained the WAVE shape of the mould as their outer surface matched that on 

the inside of the mould. The overall shape was very square, with just 0.1 mm rhomboidity 

measured. A slight convexity of 0.4 mm on the mid faces was seen but there were no off-

corner depressions or cracking. In comparison, the control strand had measured rhomboidity 

values ten times greater (although very acceptable at <1.5 mm) as well as some off-corner 

depressions and cracking. Scarfing on the billet edges did not reveal any quality problems. 

 
Table 2. Measured Billet Rhomboidity with 1022 Steel Grade 

Casting Speed 

(m/min) 

WAVE Mould 

Rhomboidity 

(mm) 

Control Mould 

Rhomboidity 

(mm) 

3.5 0.1 1.0 

4.0 0.1 1.5 

4.5 0.1 1.0 

Information from the second steel plant to run the WAVE mould was equally encouraging. 

Plant B introduced one WAVE mould into operation in January 2013, making a 4130 grade of 

steel. Again, there were no operational issues with the new mould design and strand start-up 

was very smooth. Over the next months, as the success with the WAVE mould continued, 

additional strands were converted until today they are operating with five of their six strands 

using the new design. Billet rhomboidity measurements are routinely taken and the values 

reported in Fig. 4 show a decrease during this period of time, reflecting the gradual 

changeover to the WAVE mould design and consequent improvement in shape. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Rhomboidity Results at Company B 
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Testing at Company A moved to their primary billet size of 134x194 mm, used to produce 

billets for rebar and merchant bar quality grades. As before, a WAVE mould in CuAg alloy 

was installed into one strand of the machine, with another strand again being the control 

reference. Photos of the WAVE mould before and during casting are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5 WAVE mould installed and running at Company A 

Once again, start-up and casting with the mould was completely normal and uneventful. The 

steel grade being cast was a 0.45% carbon grade used for rebar applications. Looking inside 

the mould during casting, there were no signs of shell sticking to the copper and liquid steel 

was seen flowing into the wave pattern on the tubes. This latter point is reflected on the billets 

being cast, with the WAVE pattern being well formed on the surface as seen in Figure 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Rectangular WAVE billets at Company A 

Observing the strand, it was apparent that the cast billets were quite square compared to the 

control strand. In fact, at one point the control strand was having severe problems due to a 

misalignment of the spray risers. To test the impact of the WAVE mould on such a machine 

problem, it was decided to swap the test and control moulds while the melt shop was down for 

power demand reasons. The billets produced with the WAVE mould in strand #1 immediately 
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improved, with no other changes having been made. An example of the improved shape 

obtained with the WAVE mould is seen in Figure 7. 

 

 
Fig. 7 WAVE mould billet slice (left) compared to the test strand (right) 

 

 

As the casting with the WAVE mould was proceeding smoothly, it was decided to keep it in 

use for a longer period. Over time the operators came to view the WAVE mould as their best 

operating strand, making consistently good billets no matter the casting conditions. By the 

time the mould was taken out of the machine, an astonishing 1795 heats or about 50,000 tons 

had been cast with the CuAg alloy WAVE tube. Fig. 8 shows this mould at the end of its life. 

By comparison, average mould life with the conventional Elbrodur®
 
G (CuCrZr) alloy tubes 

is a very good 1050 heats but still far less than with the WAVE mould. While mould life was 

not the primary goal for this new design, it was important to learn that the WAVE patterns in 

the mould would not wear away quickly, which was an initial concern. This result is also a 

strong indication that movement by the steel shell in the WAVE mould has been much 

reduced, leading to lower wear and longer service life. 

 

 
Fig. 8 WAVE mould at end of its life having cast 1795 heats or 50,000 tons 
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During the extended period of time this mould was in continual service, there was only one 

casting incident that resulted in a breakout. This was due to inadvertently using an oversized 

nozzle that allowed the metal level to rise quickly, causing a sudden acceleration of the strand 

that then pulled itself apart just below the mould. The nature of this breakout left a very nice 

shell that provided an accurate representation of its growth in the mould. The excellent shell 

uniformity around the perimeter, as well as the lack of re-entrant corners, is seen in Fig. 9. 

The latter observation is a very important point as re-entrant corners, with their characteristic 

thinning of the shell, often result in cracks or even breakouts in the off-corner region
9
. The 

well-formed wave pattern around the periphery of the billet surface is also clearly seen. 

 

Fig. 9 Breakout shell from 0.45% carbon steel cast with WAVE mould. 

 

This wave pattern that forms on the outside surface does not continue into the solidifying steel 

shell for any significant distance, as determined by macro-etch analysis. A finite element 

analysis also confirmed that this solidification front would become linear after a very short 

time period due to the thermal diffusivity properties of the steel shell. Figure 10 shows the 

macro-etch on the left while the temperature contours calculated using a two-dimensional 

FEA model is on the right. 

 

 
Fig. 10 WAVE mould solidification front quickly becoming linear 
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PLANT TESTING – ROLLING 
 

While the WAVE pattern on the billets is the key to the success of this novel mould design, 

there was concern with regard to its influence on the surface quality of the finished rolled 

product. However, given the relatively shallow depth and special form of the waves, it was 

anticipated that this would not be a problem. To check this, the first WAVE billets were 

tracked through the rolling mill to determine if there were any quality issues with the product. 

 

Observations and burn tests in the rolling mill proved that the WAVE striations were rolled 

out after the first two passes of about 30% reduction each. This is seen in photos presented in 

Figure 11 and later confirmed by examination of the finished bar products. It should be noted 

that even the force of the caster withdrawal rolls on the curved side of the billet can 

significantly reduce the WAVE pattern on those two sides, depending on the pressure used. 

 

 
Fig. 11 Billet WAVE marks visible when entering the mill but gone after second pass 

 

After many months of operation with the WAVE mould at three steel plants, it can be stated 

that there are no quality concerns regarding the surface pattern on the billets, when used for 

rebar and merchant bar steel grade products. The use of the WAVE mould for SBQ steel 

grades is pending, awaiting testing of the products produced for these applications. 

 

 

ALLOY SAVINGS POTENTIAL 

 

As discussed earlier in the paper, one of the most effect strategies to control billet 

rhomboidity in the mid-carbon grades is to change the steel chemistry slightly, within the 

boundaries of the alloy specification. Moving the aim carbon either one or two points up or 

down will often provide some relief. Another very successful strategy in this regard is to 

ensure that a Mn/S ratio of 30 is maintained. A considerable economic drawback to the latter 

approach is that substantial quantities of manganese, above that required to meet the grade 

specification, is often needed and this represents a substantial cost increase. The alternative of 

using the WAVE mould to control billet shape can be a lucrative one and early adopters have 

indeed been able to lower their alloy costs accordingly. By one steel plant’s calculation, a cost 

saving of $6.00 USD per ton was obtained by reducing the Mn addition to the minimum 

required, while still being able to cast a good billet having a Mn/S ratio of just 15. Clearly, 

using the WAVE mould has the potential for significant alloy cost savings. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

A billet mould tube with a new hot face geometry is being tested at a number of steel plants. 

The new design, called the WAVE mould, is achieving improvements in billet shape, internal 

quality, and alloy costs. At this time there are three steel plants that are routinely casting with 

WAVE moulds, another six conducting evaluations, and a further nine that have placed 

orders. While there have been some obstacles to using the special mould, such as the different 

outer shape of the billets, the benefits for those adopting the WAVE design are significant. 

Going forward, there are plans to incorporate this special mould geometry to cast other 

products such as bloom, round and beam-blank shapes. 

 

Fig. 12 Four WAVE mould strands in continuous operation 
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Abstract 

In a forever demanding long products market, steel producers must reduce costs in order 

to remain competitive. One method to reduce costs is to increase the throughput of the 

continuous casting of billets by increasing casting speed. However, as the casting speed 

increases, the heat extraction from the solidifying billet becomes more difficult to maintain 

over long periods. The performance of the mold heat extraction, secondary cooling and 

oscillation parameters must be closely controlled to ensure stability of the process. 

After trials in various plants and the evaluation of acquired data, in order to define the 

best machine characteristics for high speed casting of long products, Siemens VAI achieved 

during tests at EGE Celik (CCM4 - Alliaga, Turkey) the speed of 6.2 m/min, casting section 

130X130 mm. The quality of the cast product was confirmed by sample measurement 

evaluation and final rolling mill results. 

Data of heat extraction, control of casting data and parameters as well other important 

variables were acquired with highly instrumented systems and will be used for further 

development.  

Such results are confirming the already very high speeds obtained in other plants in 

previous tests and during production, and are showing the continuous strength of SIEMENS 

VAI in the field of continuous casting of billets with high quality/high productivity machines. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Siemens MT is a well-known supplier of high level technological solutions for the steel 

industry, covering the full range of production in melting, refining, casting and rolling. 

SIEMENS MT is also one of the world market leaders in the field of long product 

casting based on the number of strands, with 30% of market share, obtained with the 

installation of 730 new or replaced and 630 revamped billet strands, as well as 250 new or 

replaced and 155 revamped bloom and/or beam blank strands. 

In the field of high speed/high productivity casting SIEMENS MT obtained also 

remarkable success, in flat product for example with the impressive results of ESP in 

Cremona (Italy) [1], and in long product casting with high speed casting of billets in Severstal 

(Russia) [2], just to mention a couple of them. 

The Diamold mould tube, a patented solution for billet casting, has shown since its first 

application more than 15 years ago, its capability to obtain high speed without any 

detrimental effect for quality [3], and the utilization of the Dynaflex hydraulic oscillation has 

allowed the possibility to achieve the required oscillation parameters with full stability of the 

system even when working with parameters where normal oscillation mechanism are showing 

mechanical limitations. 

Since then several enhancements have been applied to improve the already obtained 

results, adopting also results of studies based on direct measurement of heat extraction, 

obtained from previous experimental tests [4]. 

A new generation of Diamold for even higher performances has been tested, together 

with additional solutions for high speed casting, monitoring obtained results with highly 

sophisticated automation systems.    

Test execution and obtained results are reported in this paper. 

 

 

2. High Speed Trials 

 

Tests for high speed casting were executed on the existing CCM4 at EGE Celik, Aliaga 

(Turkey) premises. The plant has production capacity of 2,000,000 tons per year and rolling 

mills for a total capacity of 1,100,000 tons per year.  

The company's main products are steel billets, wire rods and reinforcing bars, produced 

in the steel making plant and in its own rolling mill with the latest technology. Products are 

sold in the United States, European Union countries and the Far East as well as in their local 

market. All plant units are covered by ISO 9001 Quality Management System, and the main 

products are wire rods (5.5 mm – 20 mm in diameter), rebar and as cast billets in section 

100X100 to 200X200 mm square. 

Cast steel grades are low carbon for cold drawing, welding electrodes, welding wires, 

wire ropes and springs, steel for fasteners and general cold heading applications, steel for pre-

stressed wires, tire steel, reinforcing and structural steel. 

Ege Celik’s meltshop is based on 2 X 100 ton EAF, LF and CCM route, and 2 out of the 

3 existing casters have been supplied or were object of major revamping by SIEMENS MT. 

CCM4, which has been used for high speed test execution, was supplied by SIEMENS 

MT in 2006, with the features reported in following Table 1 



 
 

Table 1 Features of the existing CCM 4. 

Existing CCM 4 features 

Number of strands 4 (provision for 5
th

 strand installation) 

Machine radius 8 m 

Casting range 100x100 to 200x200 mm 

Equipped sections 130X130, 160X160, 200X200 mm 

Strand distance 1300 mm 

Ladle capacity 100 t 

Mould Curved mould, 900 mm 

Mould lubrication Oil and powder for submerged casting 

Casting practice Open stream and Submerged casting 

Mould level control Radioactive 

Stream control Nozzle changer/Stopper control 

Oscillating unit Dynaflex, hydraulic type 

Dummy bar Rigid 

Secondary cooling system 4 zones, air mist sprays 

Billet cutting Oxy-cutting torch 

 

 

Fig 1: CCM4 

 

In order to have the possibility to obtain higher casting speed with stable casting 

conditions, some modifications have been introduced in strand n° 4, which was then used as 

the test strand. The major changes are reported in following Table 2.  



 
 

Table 2. Features of the test strand #4. 

Test Strand 4, Features 

Mould  New Curved mould, Diamold 1000 mm 

Mould lubrication Oil/ Powder for submerged casting 

Casting practice Open stream/Submerged casting 

Mould level control Radioactive 

Stream control Nozzle changer/Tundish slide gate 

Oscillating unit Modified Dynaflex, hydraulic type 

Dummy bar Rigid 

Secondary cooling system 5 zones, water only 

Billet cutting  Oxy-cutting torch-High speed nozzles 

 

An enhanced version of the Dynaflex hydraulic oscillation with even higher stability 

and the flexibility to install different mould types was used. The new Dynaflex was designed 

in such a way to allow the use of the existing moulds during normal production, when tests 

were not performed.  

New moulds with Diamold mould tubes of increased length (1000 mm) were adopted, 

with different tapers and internal design fitted for optimum contact and enhanced heat 

extraction. Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Enhanced mold and oscillator. 

 

Extended containment at the mould exit was installed, in order to avoid any possible 

problem related to shape distortion and bulging at mould exit. 

The existing secondary cooling system was modified to a high pressure cooling using 

water only sprays. The special arrangement of sprays nozzles gives optimization of 

temperature also round the billet perimeter, avoiding any possible reheating and providing 

uniform billet cooling also at the higher cooling rates required for high speed casting. 

Even in this case, as with Dynaflex oscillator, secondary cooling could be reverted to 

the old system during normal production, with only the change of the secondary cooling spray 

headers required. 



 
 

Although tests have been executed with both open and submerged casting mode, in 

order to obtain the required information in stable casting conditions over longer sequence 

times, a new tundish slide gate system was installed instead of the existing stopper. 

Mould tubes, with thermocouples installed as shown in Figure 3, were used to monitor 

the thermal heat extraction, shrinkage behaviour and mould temperature. The data was used 

and will be used for evaluation of heat extraction and temperature to obtain the optimum 

mould design [5]. 

 

 

Fig. 3: Instrumented mould tube during factory test 

 

Additional systems for online monitoring of oscillation data, mould friction, casting 

speed deviation, strand movements, together with all other existing casting parameters, have 

been collected with the SIEMENS MOLD EXPERT system [6] to provide alarm indicators to 

the operator for correct action during casting and further evaluation at the end of test 

campaign. 

Thermal data analysis, such as shown in figure 4, taken from the installed 

thermocouples and interpolated with other process data, has also been used to optimize 

casting conditions such as heat extraction limits and mould powder evaluation.  

 

Fig. 4: Mold Expert –Long HMI. 

 



 
 

 

3. Obtained results 

 

The cast section was 130X130 mm and the cast steel grades were based on normal rebar 

production of EGE Celik. Typical steel grades composition is reported in following Table 3. 

 

Table 3: Typical Steel Grades Cast 

Quality C Si Mn P S 

SAE1006 .05 .15 .46 .018 .016 

SAE1008 .07 .16 .46 .017 .010 

 

As the position of cutting equipment could not be changed, it was clear that a limitation 

in possible maximum casting speed was present, independent from the capability of the new 

installed systems. Due to such a limitation, tests were sometimes interrupted for cutting 

problems, despite adoption of high speed cutting nozzles. 

Nevertheless, the maximum peak casting speed, obtained with submerged casting mode, 

reached the remarkable value of 6.2 m/min (Figure 5). In different tests, a casting speed in the 

range of 5.4 to 6.0 m/min was obtained, corresponding to the existing limitation related to the 

cutting equipment. 

 

 

Fig. 5: Actual Casting Speed comparison of test strand against normal strands. 

Obtained results, seen in Figure 6a, in terms of quality show no difference in shape and 

internal quality, with even better quality in comparison to the normal (Figure 6b), open 

stream, strands casting at lower speed. Also the surface quality was showing good results, as 

confirmed from visual inspection and during subsequent rolling of the cast billets. 

 



 
 

 

Fig. 6a: test strand samples of billets, left to right 5.0, 5.9 m/min 

 

 

Fig. 6b: normal strand sample of billet, 2.8 m/min. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

Tests executed in EGE Celik, even with the existing limitation related to metallurgical 

length of existing machine, were showing the powerful results obtainable by SIEMENS MT 

long product casting technology in terms of high speed casting, with peak speed of 6.2 m/min 

when casting section 130X130 mm. 

Supplementary developments are on-going, according to evaluation of obtained data 

and new tests will take place to consolidate and further improve the obtained results, and use 

such systems also for high productivity plants [7]. 

The use of new moulds, with optimum design, in combination with the implementation 

of already proven technologies open a new scenario for long product casting at high 

productivity. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THIN SLAB CASTERS:  

FROM FRIST PIONEERING EXPERIENCES  

TO ULTRA-HIGH SPEED CASTING TECHNOLOGY 

 
Abstract 
 

Thin slab casting and rolling was originally developed as a “low cost” alternative to conventional 

casting and rolling process route. However, due to the technological restrictions of the “first 

generation plants”, only limited quality and productivity goals could be achieved, questioning the 

further application of this technology to more advanced applications. 

This paper describes the original contributions Danieli has given to the development of thin slab 

casting concept, from first generation plants to present front running applications, including 

production of high added value grades.  

 

Keywords 

 

First Generation Plants, mold fluid dynamic, dynamic bulging, ultra high speed casting, Bulging 

Rejection System, long funnel mold, crystallized powders, roll diagram design, secondary 

cooling spray nozzle. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 The thin slab casting and rolling process, that for the first time considered the full 

integration of the casting and rolling processes previously seen as “separate worlds”, gave a 

fundamental contribution in the progress of the steel industry. 

It is well known that the original idea that generated this concept was to establish a viable 

economical alternative to conventional process route, with the target to limit both capital 

investment and operational transformation cost associated with the huge conventional complexes 

that historically had been the only way to produce hot rolled coils. 

This concept has been applied successfully, however due to technological limitations of what 

Danieli calls “First Generation Plants”, there are also some substantial limitations in its 

applications, namely: 

 A limited range of grades could be produced according to market requirements; 

 A limited productivity could be reached, mainly due to the limitation in caster productivity. 

 

For “First Generation Plants” a commercial and regional market could be served, but with neither 

the advantages of mass production nor the high added-value product margins the coil total cost 

cannot be economically sustained in the present market. 
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Starting from this early recognized stand-point, Danieli has been constantly developing its own 

approach to the design of the thin slab caster to enlarge the application range of this technology to 

reach the following goals: 

 Increase productivity;  

 Increase the quality of the products. 

 

In order to achieve these goals, the new generation of thin slab casting machine has to address the 

following issues [1]: 

 Optimization of mold fluid dynamics; 

 Mold level stability; 

 Uniform solidification in the mold; 

 Prevention of dynamic bulging; 

 Strand temperature control. 

 

The fluid-dynamic of the mold has been modelled to identify the most suitable SEN design to 

match the increased productivity, whilst ensuring the stability of the meniscus level. Danieli has 

performed detailed FEM analysis, and tests, by using water models, have also been carried out to 

confirm the performances of the chosen design for the latest generation of ultra-high speed thin 

slab casters.  

The mold level control has been enhanced with a new on-line predictive model, allowing a higher 

gain for the controller and, at the same time, several diagnostic features for the level signal have 

been provided to closely control the process. The Bulging Rejection System, a feed-forward 

function to suppress bulging, has been implemented and has been found effective in reducing the 

level standard deviation in case of light bulging appearance. 

The casting powder, which is fundamental to guarantee the proper lubrication and to prevent the 

possible crack formation in the mold due to the higher heat flux, associated with higher casting 

speeds, has been designed, leading to the development of improved powders having higher 

basicity.  

The Mould Breakout Prevention System has also been enhanced to a new Q-Map system with 

new algorithms that allow detection of possible sticking and longitudinal face crack phenomena, 

as well as to reduce the number of false alarms. An additional algorithm has been developed to 

guide the operator to evaluate the behavior of  powder during casting. Thermocouple sensors with 

faster response time have also been introduced. 

To eliminate the dynamic bulging that historically has been the main factor in limiting the 

productivity, namely the casting speed, a new “OPTIMUM” segment design has been developed, 

having tighter roll pitches and new secondary cooling spray nozzles with higher efficiency. 

Moreover, strand support and spray cooling capacity has been improved. 

In the recent years a new concept of sprays nozzle has been developed. This spray nozzle type 

has an increased cooling capacity thanks to the reduced distance from the slab and larger foot 

print. The result is a more uniform cooling and an increased overall HTC. 

 

2. Optimization of mold fluid dynamics 
 

 The development of the SEN design in the thin slab caster represents a fundamental issue to 

guarantee stable casting condition. In fact the meniscus stability in terms of mold level waviness 

and meniscus velocity is required both for a proper lubrication and surface quality.  



A given SEN is designed to assure good performance in a given working range, therefore 

whenever the working range needs to be enlarged the SEN design needs to be verified to check 

whether the parameters for good performances are still in the range. 

After a long experience in designing and supplying slab casting machines, Danieli has been 

defined a methodology to classify the SEN design. At first the SEN is modeled using FEM 

analysis to study the velocity contours as well as the meniscus waviness. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Velocity field in the vertical section of the mould  

(left) and velocity at meniscus surface (right). 
 

Following FEM analysis the SEN design is verified using a physical model. A 1:1 scale SEN is 

manufactured and installed on Danieli’s water model stands to cross-check the expected 

performances. The tests in the water modeling are designed to cover the full operative range of 

the SEN. 

 
Figure 2: Water Model test for the SEN. 

 

Through the use of both the FEM analysis and water model test, the SEN is designed to ensure: 



 Meniscus velocity average value shall not exceed 0.3 m/s, with an additional limitation 

considered including the Root Mean Squared (RMS) of the meniscus velocity; 

 Meniscus waviness span both time average and max instantaneous below a given value  

 

The working field where the above conditions are fulfilled is then identified and can be compared 

with the productivity of the machine. In Figure 3 the working range of two SENs is indicated, as 

well as the productivity limit of the caster. SEN A is not fulfilling all the criteria, while SEN B is. 

 
Figure 3: Working range for SEN A and SEN B verified both with FEM analysis and on water model. 

Note: The working condition of each SEN is in the area below the SEN curve, which represents the upper working 

limit where the criteria for good performances are fulfilled.  

 

3. Mold level stability 
 

 It is well known that the mold level control is playing a key role in guaranteeing stability of 

casting process, as well as the good quality of the product. At high casting speed, however, the 

level control can become even more critical in case of any disturbance of the casting process that 

can be wrongly amplified by an incorrect action performed by the mold level controller. 

Therefore the importance of having a mold level control model that can estimate the casting 

process becomes fundamental, for the following reason: 

 To provide a deep diagnostic system for all the different variables and disturbances affecting 

the mold level real time while casting; 

 To enact the proper corrective action and to calibrate properly the gain of control loop 

avoiding any possible amplification of fluctuation. 

 

Danieli has developed a mold level controller, which has the brand name Q-Level+, to fulfill both 

of these requirements, minimizing the mold level standard deviation at high casting speed. 

Furthermore the controller is equipped with the Bulging Rejection System (BRS), a feed forward 

function able to perform the following actions: 

 Identify the dynamic bulging phenomenon by an on line FFT analysis and estimate frequency 

and amplitude; 

 Implement a corrective action through the stopper rod in phase opposition in order to 

neutralize the fluctuation. 



The BRS, in case of light bulging (i.e. low amplitude in oscillation), has demonstrated the 

effective reduction of the mold level standard deviation, taking corrective action in phase 

opposition in several Danieli reference plants. In contrast, conventional controllers are not able to 

identify the bulging phenomenon and with a standard feedback controller they can amplify the 

hunting of the mold level instead of reducing it. Q-Level+ automatically identifies the onset of 

bulging and its amplitude and activates the feed forward action whenever the bulging 

phenomenon appears. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Typical level hunting due to dynamic bulging: amplitude is reduced when BRS is activated. 

 

 

4. Uniform solidification in the mold 
 

 At high casting speeds, the thickness of the solidifying steel shell in mold decreases, shell 

temperature increases, and hence fracture strength of the shell decreases. The combination of the 

higher frictional force and the decreased shell strength makes it more difficult to prevent the 

formation of the surface cracks and breakouts of the shell at higher casting speeds [2], hence the 

support of the solidifying shell is critical. 

The exclusive design of the Danieli H2 long funnel mold has been developed to counteract the 

above phenomenon, with the following features: 

 An upper zone characterized by a progressive reduction of the section perimeter to 

compensate the shell shrinkage due to solidification and freezing; 

 A lower zone characterized by vertical walls (cambered in the central part and parallel in the 

external parts) to avoid dummy bar extraction problems; 

 A rounded edge connection between the upper zone (tapered) and the lower one (vertical) of 

each broad face to assure mold-shell contact and to avoid gap formation. 

 

As a result the H2 mold can achieve the following benefits: 

 Greater hot liquid steel surface for powder melting purposes (better lubrication); 

 Less turbulence in the liquid steel bath with greater meniscus stability; 

 No shell washing and re-melting (reducing the risk of breakout); 

 Greater mold-submerged nozzle spacing (no bridge formations); 



 Sound liquid steel temperature pattern and homogeneous solidification structure on all the slab 

width. 

 

 
Figure 5: H2 - the patented long funnel Danieli mold. 

 

It is been well documented that mold flux plays a very important role in continuous casting in 

terms of lubrication and heat transfer [3] and that high casting speeds result in a decreased mold 

powder consumption, causing higher frictional force at the shell/mold interface [4]. Therefore, as 

well as addressing the fundamental design of the mold, Danieli has also developed specific mold 

fluxes for high casting speeds.  

Heat flux increases with casting speed and cracking becomes pronounced when the heat flux 

exceeds a certain critical value. Mild cooling during the initial solidification has been considered 

to be an effective countermeasure against cracks formation. Local heat flux and solidification rate 

can be decreased in the mold by the crystallization of the mold powder, due to the reduction of 

thermal radiation mechanism. 

Moreover, an increase of casting speed makes the air gap thinner, so the reduction of radiation by 

crystallization of mold flux becomes more important in high speed continuous casting. 

The chart in Figure 6 compares the heat flux of a crystallized mold powder developed by Danieli 

with a standard glassy type mold powder. The higher thermal shielding of the crystallized powder 

is confirmed by the lower average thermal flux compared to that of the glassy type powder in the 

same casting conditions. 
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through lens
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Figure 6: Comparison of heat fluxes between Strand 1 (crystallizing powder) and Strand 2 (glassy powder). 

As well as addressing the fundamental design of the mold Danieli has also developed an 

innovative mold oscillator to enable optimum performance, both in terms of safety and quality, at 

ultra-high casting speeds. The Danieli design is based on the principles of the patented INMO 

(INtegrated MOtion) mold system, developed to provide both a very precise guidance of the 

oscillating mold as well as a wide flexibility of operation in terms of the applied stroke, 

frequency and waveform. This gives new possibilities to provide the best oscillation condition for 

both good mold lubrication and good surface quality through the whole range of casting speeds. 

The main features of the INMO mold design is the guidance system between the stationary and 

the oscillating structures and the hydraulic cylinder acting directly on the oscillating mass. The 

mold assembly is basically located on an oscillating frame, which moves within a stationary 

structure and is guided by “rolling elements”. This system incorporates the following features: 

 

 Virtually no friction, which means maintenance free equipment; 

 Extremely tight guiding tolerances for a higher slab surface quality. 

 

Because there are no bearings or springs within the “rolling element” design, very accurate mold 

guidance can be achieved, which can be maintained over time as very little wear actually occurs. 

 

 
Figure 7: Schematic cross-section through rolling element. 

 

The oscillation motion is transferred to the mold by two servo-controlled hydraulically actuated 

cylinders, one located on each side of the mold. The hydraulic oscillating system gives the 

maximum flexibility in the choice of the oscillation parameters: stroke, frequency and wave 

shape can all be adjusted independently improving lubrication efficiency and reducing oscillation 

mark depth. 



To achieve the fast response times required for high-speed oscillation, the two servo-assisted 

hydraulic cylinders are controlled independently. Within the software, a self-check facility 

permanently monitors and guarantees the perfect synchronization of these cylinders at any time. 

 

 
Figure 8: Schematic showing main components of Danieli INMO mold oscillator. 

 

 

5. Prevention of dynamic bulging 
 

 Considering the mechanical design of the Thin Slab Caster, the main issue to prevent high 

casting speed is the initiation of the dynamic bulging. In fact in the worst case scenario such 

phenomena can lead to the possibility where mold level fluctuations are so severe that they can 

jeopardize the mold lubrication with a corresponding dramatic deterioration in the surface and 

internal quality of the slab. 

Dynamic bulging is originated in the secondary support zone of the machine and is due mainly to 

a lack of support of the solidified shell that bulges or collapses in between the roll pitches; this is 

causing the first drop in the level. 

 

 



Figure 9: Schematic of the onset of dynamic bulging. 

 

When the bulged portion is “pushed back” by the following roll, while extracting the slab, an 

“inner” pulse of liquid is created, resulting in a mold level overshoot.  

 

In order to overcome the bulging phenomena Danieli has progressively developed the roll 

geometry of the thin slab caster with smaller roll diameters and pitches. At the same time recent 

engineering solutions have allowed the reduced roll diameter to maintain the proper load 

capability and thereby provide proper functionality. 

It is believed that the minimum roll pitch is worth to be considered, while there is no significant 

influence in giving an offset of very few millimeters between the consecutive rolls. In other 

words, the difference of less than 6-8 mm in the roll pitches of two consecutive rolls does not 

give relevant benefit to brake the unsteady bulging, while it is worthwhile to minimize the roll 

pitches as absolute value to the minimum value. 

In order to maximize the shell support, the Danieli roll design has been conceived with the 

minimum width for the bearing support, that also somehow contribute to eliminate the bulging.   

 

 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of roll geometry between 1st generation TSC and latest ultra-high speed TSC. 

 

6. Strand temperature control 

 

 It is well known that the most sensitive part of the machine to the bulging is the upper one, 

where the solidified shell is thinner and therefore having lower strength. At the same time, being 

the solidified shell thinner, this is also the zone where an increment of the spray cooling capacity 

is more effective to grow the shell [5], [6]. Consequently Danieli has also developed a secondary 

cooling spray nozzle with a higher efficiency. This new spray nozzle type has an increased 

cooling capacity thanks to the reduced distance from the slab and larger foot print. The result is a 

more uniform cooling and an increased overall HTC (Heat Transfer Coefficient), as results from 

the laboratory tests carried out have proven. This extra-cooling capacity is also contributing to 

reduce the bulging allowing a thick shell growth. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

1st generation roll geometry Latest generation roll geometry 



 In the last 20 years Danieli has been developing a suite of original technological solutions 

for the thin slab caster with a strongly diversified approach from other available solutions, 

dramatically enlarging the applications of the “First Generation Plants” with the following 

results: 

Productivity: from an original 0.8 Mtpy per casting strand, today 2 Mtpy per casting strand are 

already a consolidated result, as proven in a Danieli reference plant in POSCO where a world 

record casting speed of 8 m/min. was achieved and where daily average speeds are in excess of 

7.0 m/min 

 

 
Figure 11: Development of thin slab caster yearly production per strand. 

 

We can state that, thanks to the experiences of ultra-high speed casting, today it is possible to 

conceive a thin slab casting and rolling plant, with two casting strands with a productivity of 4 

Mtpy, as per a classic conventional mill. 

 

Quality: at present the “conquest” of the flat product market by thin slab casting route is almost 

completed, as demonstrated by the production of quality steel grades at numerous Danieli 

reference plants, including Essar Algoma (HSLA grades like the so called DSPC700, having 

yield strength of 700 MPa), Benxi Iron and Steel Company (electrical steels with a Si content up 

to 3.2%) and OMK (conceived for the production of top quality pipe grades, like API X70 and 

X80 even for Arctic applications).  

 



 
Figure 12: Development of added-value grades produced by Danieli TSC. 

 

Only specific areas are still fundamentally excluded, such as the ones where metallurgy imposes 

very high reduction ratios in rolling, or where process temperatures are not compatible with an 

uninterrupted process. 

Hence niche high added-value products or mass-production commodities are both markets that 

can be served by the Danieli thin slab caster and rolling line, which has enhanced and expanded 

one of Danieli’s cornerstone concepts: “flexibility”. 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF FLAT PRODUCT CASTER REFERENCES 

STARTING FROM NEW IMPLEMENTATIONS UP TO 

MODERNIZATIONS 
 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper presents the latest references of the Siemens VAI slab casting technology. 

Following the connect & cast philosophy Siemens VAI has developed technological packages 

suitable for installation in existing casters of any original supplier, as well as for complete 

new machines.  

A major demand on new machines is to adapt quickly to different market demands. This 

requirement for flexibility can be divided into two actual trends. Firstly into casting a broad 

range of steel grades, thicknesses and width on the same machine and secondly having 

installed slab, bloom and billet caster in one steel plant to deliver all different types of needs 

on the market. 

Depending on the condition of the existing machine the focus of modernization ranges 

from the substitution of single components featuring state-of-the-art technology to complete 

caster revamping projects.  

In this paper concepts and references for short machine outages and fast caster ramp-ups 

at moderate investment costs are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Siemens VAI Metals Technologies (SVAI) has been the innovative solution provider in 

the field of continuous casting technology since the late 1960s. In addition to the supply of 

new machines, SVAI has considerable experience in the modernization of all types of CC 

machines and suppliers. 

Following the Simetal Connect&Cast
®
 philosophy SVAI has developed technological 

packages suitable for installation in existing casters of any original supplier, as well as for 

complete new machines. The main benefits of the Simetal Connect&Cast
®

 philosophy are full 

functionality of Level 2 and technological packages at first heat, immediate production of 

quality products, increased yield, increased flexibility in planning, and the ability to perform 

preassemblies and integration tests already in the workshop. 
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The quickly changing market demands require strong flexibility regarding cast products. 

There are currently two different approaches to meet this challenge: One part of steel 

producers invests in flexible machines, which allow the production of slabs or blooms. Others 

invest in plants, where machines for the production of slabs, blooms and billets stand side by 

side.  

 

 

1. Connect&Cast
®
 Packages 

 

Simetal LevCon – technological Package for the tundish flow control 

 

Simetal LevCon applies an advanced control algorithm that takes into account delayed 

system reaction, clogging, surface waves in the mold, and mechanical wear of the tundish 

stopper or slide gate through improved dynamic behavior. Automatic starting and resumption 

of the casting process are available for single, twin and triple casting. The newly included 

bulging compensation feature allows users to reliably counteract unsteady bulging effects by 

precisely modeling the mold level behavior and applying a compensating signal, thus 

ensuring stable mold level conditions. Especially for casting of peritectic carbon steel grades 

and ferritic stainless steel significant improvements in bulging compensations could be 

achieved. These improvements result in stabilization of mold level, smoother generation of 

strand shell, as well as compensation of oscillating flow in liquid core. 

Thanks to the modular concept, all common types of mold level measurements, flow 

control mechanics, and actuators can be used (Fig. 1). Over 100 Simetal LevCon packages 

have been commissioned worldwide on slab casters – 20 packages during just the past 2 

years. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Simetal LevCon – schematic diagram and electromechanical actuator. 

 

 

2. Technological packages for the machine head 

 

Simetal DynaWidth 

 

Simetal DynaWidth is the SVAI solution for fast remote width adjustment of slab caster 

molds. Width adjustment is performed by means of 2 hydraulic drives per narrow side, which 

are directly linked to the narrow faces of the mold (Fig. 2). This technical solution can be 

realized even in cases of very limited space availability (e.g., revamps). 



 
 

 
Fig. 2: Simetal DynaWidth – features and benefits. 

 

Conventional mold-width adjustment systems often require a cast speed reduction and 

therefore reduce the caster throughput. The Simetal DynaWidth mold provides online mold-

width adjustments at any casting speed without any limitation for flexible, fast, and secure 

slab-width changes at full casting speed. Thus the throughput of a caster can be increased by 

several percentage points, depending on production factors like speed reduction during 

adjustment (before revamp), adjustments/day, and tapered length. Moreover, it guarantees 

minimal mechanical backlashes and high guiding accuracy. The position feedback of 

individual hydraulic cylinders is measured via ultrasonic linear position transducers integrated 

into the cylinder. The hydraulic drives consist of standard components typically used in steel 

plants. Therefore, existing hydraulic systems can be used in most cases as a power source for 

the Simetal DynaWidth system. 
[1]

 

 

 

Simetal DynaFlex 

 

The Simetal DynaFlex hydraulic mold oscillation system (Fig. 3) has the following 

advantages: highest guiding accuracy with a wear-free leaf-spring guiding system, low 

oscillating masses for resonance-free operation, and the advantage of individual adjustment of 

frequency, stroke, and waveform to suit the casting conditions. Thus, the oscillation mark 

depth is kept low and mold powder consumption is enhanced. A stiff and rigid frame design 

prevents harmonics and resonances over the entire oscillator operating range. The individual 

oscillation units are quickly changeable and simple to operate using intelligent software for 

so-called inverse oscillation. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Simetal DynaFlex oscillator with foundation frame. 

 

 



 
 

Simetal Mold Expert 

 

Simetal Mold Expert combines state-of-the-art sticker detection algorithms with friction 

and heat-flux-derived analysis tools. It features the Level Expert package, which permits the 

operator not only to “see” into the mold but also to look further down the strand by detecting 

the effects of strand- and roller-related defects. Auto-adaptive sticker detection algorithms are 

continuously improved to reduce sticker breakouts and false alarms to an absolute minimum. 

The ease of Simetal Mold Expert’s integration into existing environments has been 

demonstrated on several occasions. 

 

The following features are integrated into the Simetal Mold Expert: 

The Breakout Expert combines the functions of a breakout prediction system for 

sticker detection with thermal mapping displays, as shown in Fig. 4. 

HeatFlux Expert: The heat removal associated with the primary cooling water system 

provides key information about the process condition in the mold. Online calculation of heat 

removal for all copper plates shows important information relating to the solidification 

process inside the mold, and immediately indicates cooling problems and compares heat 

fluxes between different mold faces. 

Friction Expert: The evaluation of friction helps to provide insight into the 

effectiveness of casting powders as well as an indication of breakout likeliness due to loss of 

lubrication. 

The Level Expert implements the roll impact detection, dynamic bulging detection, and 

stopper / flow supervision features as well as statistical evaluation of mold level performance. 

The latest, patent-pending, feature for the mold monitoring system is the Process 

Expert. It gives the operator process guidance in terms of important casting parameters, 

suggesting a green band for optimum values of, for example, heat fluxes and friction. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Simetal Mold Expert – breakout expert HMI interface. 

 

 

Reference examples of modernization projects of the machine head 

 

In 2011 SVAI was awarded a contract from Eregli Demir, Turkey, to replace the 

existing 4-eccentric oscillators of the continuous casting machines #3 and #4 with new frame-

type hydraulic oscillators (Fig. 5). During this revamp the Simetal DynaWidth mold narrow 

side drive systems were also installed. The revamp was successfully performed in June 2012, 

and a revamp of casting machines #1 and #2 may follow due to the achieved improvements in 

operation stability and product quality after revamp. 

 



 
 

 
Fig. 5: Replacement of oscillator 

 

At SSAB Tunnplåt Luleå, Sweden, a different approach was chosen: In 2000 the old 

oscillator was replaced by the new Simetal DynaFlex oscillator system, which features two 

individual oscillation units located on a common foundation frame (Fig. 6a). The advantage of 

this solution is the excellent accessibility of the units, and the capability of quickly 

exchanging the units individually for maintenance purposes. During this upgrade the Simetal 

DynaWidth system was installed for the first time ever. Since then it has become the standard 

mold-width adjustment system for all new SVAI slab casters (Fig. 6b). 

 

  
Fig. 6a: DynaFlex 

oscillator 

Fig. 6b: First installation of DynaWidth for SSAB. 

 

Further oscillator upgrade projects were performed at SSAB Oxelösund, Sweden, 

Outokumpu Avesta, Sweden, Acciai Speciali Terni, Italy, and NLMK, Russia. 

SVAI installed a complete new SMART machine head at Caster #1 at Outokumpu 

Tornio, Finland, in 2004, including a cassette-type mold with Simetal DynaWidth hydraulic 

width adjustment, Simetal Mold Expert breakout predetection system, a new mold level 

control system, and a Simetal DynaFlex hydraulic oscillator. The motivating force for this 

upgrade was the good experience of the client with the machine head features of the new 

CC2. 

At Outokumpu Avesta, Sweden, a similar upgrade was performed in 2007 as the last 

step of a complete machine revamp procedure. During this machine head upgrade, a Simetal 

Smart Bender for inline thickness change was also introduced. 

Currently SVAI is working on a project for ArcelorMittal Bremen, Germany, where the 

machine head of the existing two-strand slab caster will be replaced in September 2014. Main 

reason for this revamp is to increase the stiffness of the mold. In addition, the power 

consumption of the new hydraulic oscillator will be only approximately one third of the 

existing, which will result in reduced production cost. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

3. Technological packages for the strand guidance 

 

3D Sprays 

 

The smartest solution for preventing the overcooling of slab corners is a fully dynamic 

spray-width adjustment system. The basic idea is to change the nozzle position in relationship 

to the slab width with a defined distance to the slab corner, so no water is sprayed directly 

onto the slab corner. Moreover, a uniform water distribution is achieved, since both nozzles 

spray the same water amount at the same standoff distance. 

Two nozzles are moved along an axis parallel to the spray. If the casting width is decreased, 

the nozzles move toward the slab center and create a smaller standoff distance. If the casting 

width increases, the reverse occurs (Fig. 7). 

 
Fig. 7: Basic principle of 3D Sprays. 

 

3D Sprays have been in operation at voestalpine Stahl, Austria, POSCO in Korea, and 

NLMK in Russia. The hydraulic drive systems have proven their industrial reliability in those 

installations. Nozzle clogging, which typically occurs when zones are turned off in 

center/margin cooling configurations, is no longer an issue with the application of 3D Sprays. 

 

 

Simetal Dynacs 3D 

 

The new Simetal Dynacs 3D advanced secondary cooling model derives suitable water 

flow rates even in transient casting situations such as steel grade changes, casting speed 

variations, different tundish temperatures, tundish exchanges, and at the beginning and end of 

a casting sequence. The water flow rate for each cooling zone is calculated to maintain a 

defined surface temperature throughout the entire casting sequence (Fig. 8). Simetal Dynacs 

3D gives metallurgists the opportunity to control even individual cooling nozzles. This is 

facilitated by an explicit finite volume approximation that solves the heat transfer equation 

and takes into consideration temperature-dependent material properties, e.g., density as well 

as the position-specific product cross section. The maintenance system allows the metallurgist 

to easily change cooling practices and introduce customer-specific cooling expertise. The 

offline simulation system is used to test the effect of the new settings in various casting 

situations before utilization in the production process. 
[2]
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Fig. 8: Simetal Dynacs 3D – online cooling system. 

 

 

Simetal DynaPhase 

 

The SVAI thermodynamic package DynaPhase is an add-on module for Dynacs 3D. It 

calculates the solidification for a given steel grade within a specified composition range and 

determines the material properties needed by Dynacs 3D. DynaPhase links steelmaking with 

continuous casting; it is a combination of a thermodynamic model (Gibbs free energies of the 

phases) developed with help of the CALPHAD approach and a microsegregation model (Fig. 

9). Below-solidus temperature phases are described with an Avrami approach. DynaPhase 

accounts for precipitation from the liquid phase. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Simetal DynaPhase. 

 

DynaPhase has been installed at the new CC7 of voestalpine Stahl, Austria. This new 

feature allows the development and production of more sophisticated steel grades. 

 

 

Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction
®
 3D – the new dimension in soft reduction 

 

The rapid, easy, and remote adjustment of the roll gap significantly reduces preparation 

time. Optimized product quality based on automatic strand taper/thickness control is obtained 

by combining technological packages and the Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction
®

 technology 

with the results of the thermal tracking system. Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction
®
 reduces 

center segregation by compensating for the thermal shrinkage of the strand by intentional 

thickness reduction near the point of final solidification. Fig. 10 shows the Simetal DynaGap 

Soft Reduction
®
 3D control concept. 

 



 
 

 
Fig. 10: Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction

®
 3D – control concept. 

 

Supervision of the roll positioning, depending on the state of solidification (liquid, 

mushy, or solid) and the calculated strand-thickness profile, is a decisive factor for precise roll 

adjustments and thus improved product quality. Optimized roll positioning also reduces 

excessive forces on the strand and decreases roller wear. 

 

An upgrade of a slab caster was performed recently at Sidenor Stomana, Bulgaria, 

where the lower part of the strand guidance was replaced with Simetal Smart Segments. The 

introduction of split rollers with a smaller diameter, a continuous straightening curve, Simetal 

Dynacs 3D, and Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction
®
 3D led to a significant improvement of 

the product inner quality. After an outage of 30 days, the caster was quickly ramped up and 

now produces slabs with substantially improved inner quality. 

At Acroni Jesenice in Slovenia the complete strand guidance was replaced with a state-

of-the-art caster in 2009. In this case as well, the duration of the shutdown period was crucial 

for the success of this project. 
[3]

 

DynaGap has been adapted for successful use on casters of different original suppliers. 

An upgrade was performed recently in southern China on two 2-strand slab casters, originally 

commissioned in 2007, where the software model for dynamic soft reduction was not working 

properly. SVAI performed this upgrade in the course of installation of a new 2-strand slab 

caster. 

 

 

Simetal Single Roll DynaGap Segment 

 

In a conventional segment design only the entire inner bow can be adjusted via four 

positioning cylinders. This results in deviations from the optimum casting gap. SVAI has 

developed a new generation of DynaGap segments, where each roller on the inner bow can be 

actuated individually (Fig. 11). This ensures optimum adjustment of the casting gap in the 

area of the final solidification of the strand in the event of grade change, change of cooling 

strategy, or speed change. In addition, it is possible to have a pass on the strand in the 

machine. This results in improved inner quality, even for the first and last slab of a sequence. 

Furthermore, with this technology the entire machine length can be utilized for soft reduction. 

Thanks to the capability for individual adjustment of the rollers, the lifetime can be increased. 

 



 
 

 
Fig. 11: Conventional DynaGap Segment versus Simetal Single Roll DynaGap Segment. 

 

SVAI is currently performing a study for the installation of Simetal Single Roll 

DynaGap at a German high-quality steel producer. 

 

 

4. Temperature Performance Package 

 

For the production of sophisticated plate grades without surface quality problems, it is 

essential to keep the surface temperature in the straightening area high even at very low 

casting speeds. To reach this target, the caster can operate without or with minimal external 

spray cooling in the bow and straightener area, and the heat transfer will only occur via 

radiation and the strand guide rollers. As a result of dry casting, the thermal influence to the 

rollers as well as the segments will be higher, and the point of solidification will be moved in 

the casting direction. Therefore, Simetal Smart Segments are equipped with thermal 

protection covers, stainless-steel spray nozzles, and the Simetal I-Star Revolver roller.  

The Simetal I-Star Revolver roller combines the proven advantages of revolver rollers 

with the advantages of the Simetal I-Star roller. The roller sleeves are cooled by water flow 

through revolver bores, which are regularly spaced along the circumference near the surface 

(Fig. 12). Special measures are required for the heat protection of the bearings and grease 

lines. 

 
Fig. 12: Simetal I-Star Revolver roller. 

 

The 400-millimeter-thick slab casters at POSCO and Shougang are fully equipped with 

dry casting equipment. Other SVAI casters for plate grades have been upgraded with Simetal 

I-Star Revolver rollers in the straightening or horizontal part of the strand guidance, which 

ensures excellent slab surface quality. 
[4]

 

 

 

5. Flexibility by casting different product sizes with one machine 

 

Achieving flexibility in product sizes while keeping production at a sufficient level has 

been the driving challenge for the development of combi casting machines. SVAI 

commissioned the first combi slab/bloom machine at Sydney Steel in Canada in 1975.  



 
 

The currently widest twin combi caster, with an annual production of 1.5 million tons, 

was installed at NTMK in Russia in 2004. Maximum slab size is 2700 mm x 300mm; 

maximum twin size is 1280 mm x 300mm.  

At Hunan Valin Xiangtan in China SVAI installed a triple combi caster with a 

maximum slab size of 2300 mm x 300mm and blooms of 430 mm x 300mm. Annual capacity 

is 1.2 million tons.  

Both casters feature DynaGap soft reduction for improved internal quality and for 

perfect guidance of the twins and triples within the machine. 

In 2013 SVAI was awarded a caster project from Donezk Steel, an Ukrainian steel 

producer, where it will be possible to perform single-strand casting of maximum 2900 mm x 

250mm, twin casting of maximum 1300 mm x 220 mm, and triple casting of 450 mm x 250 

mm. The annual production of 1.5 million tons will be fed either to the existing narrow strip 

mill or to a new section mill. Wide slabs will be sold on the local market. 

For HKM in Germany SVAI developed a hydraulically adjustable divider for the 

production of twin slabs. The main advantage of this new technology is the ability to keep the 

position of the SEN always in the center of the twin strands, which ensures a symmetrical 

flow pattern in the molds. The system was successfully started up in November 2013. 

 

 

6. Flexibility by diversity of casters 

 

Formosa Heavy Industries is currently constructing a new integrated steel plant in the 

central Vietnamese province of Ha Tinh. It is currently the largest greenfield project in the 

steelmaking industry worldwide. Beginning in mid-2015, approximately five million tons of 

steel per year will be produced in the first construction stage. Production capacity will then be 

expanded to 10 million tons, and finally to 22 million tons in the final stage. 

SVAI is supplying two double-strand continuous slab casters, an eight-strand billet 

caster, and a six-strand bloom caster for the new steelmaking plant. The slab casters are 

designed for an annual capacity of 2.7 million tons each. The product range includes low-, 

medium-, and high-carbon steels as well as peritectic steel grades. 

The billet caster has an annual production capacity of 1.2 million tons of billets with 

square cross sections ranging between 130 x 130 and 180 x 180 millimeters and lengths of up 

to 12 meters. The billet caster is designed to cast a wide variety of different steel grades. 

Emphasis has been placed on low- and medium-carbon as well as on alloyed steel grades.  

The bloom caster has an installed annual production capacity of 1.5 million tons of 

blooms with dimensions of 260 x 300 and 360 x 450 millimeters. A number of different 

carbon and alloy steels can be cast as spring, forging, wire, tire cord, and bearing steel. 

The project also includes the entire basic and process automation systems for all casters, 

thus ensuring a unified operation philosophy. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

 

Since the late 1960s SVAI has been providing innovative solutions for continuous 

casting machines to customers all over the world. Technological packages following the 

proven Connect&Cast
®
 philosophy were introduced in the mid-1990s. Since then continual 

innovations have resulted in customer benefits, including full functionality of all automation 

systems at first heat, immediate production of quality products, increased yield, increased 

flexibility in planning, and quicker return on investment. During the worldwide boom years 

from 2003 until 2008 SVAI performed more than 100 new installations or replacement 



 
 

projects of slab casters. Since the economic downturn, and after a quiet period of 

approximately one year, the number of modernization projects at moderate investment costs 

has been growing. Investments into new production facilities are rare and economically 

difficult these days, and it has been shown that proven technological leadership is essential to 

gaining the trust of investors for new projects. 
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THE NEW DESIGN OF CONTINUOUS CASTER FOR HIGH 

STRENGTH STEEL PRODUCTION 
 
 

Abstract 

  

Recently, the high strength steel including AHSS (Advanced High Strength Steel) is 

strongly demanded for vehicle lighting in order to improve energy saving, environment 

preservation and passenger safety. However, in order to produce this kind of steel grade using 

the continuous caster, two things should be considered. One is the surface cracks of slab and 

the other is the durability of the caster. Corner cracks are usually generated due to high alloy 

contents of the steel. Also, the bender segment could be distorted due to the high bending 

force of the slab during the casting. A continuous caster has been newly designed that can 

apply ultra soft cooling practice especially at the slab corner. For this, the spray width 

adjustment system (SWA) and the Peripheral Drilled Roll (PDR) have been proposed. For the 

new caster, the bender segment which has back-up rolls is also adopted to endure higher 

bending force occurred during high strength steel casting. Before applying them for the new 

caster, plant trials were conducted to verify the performance of these technologies using the 

actual caster in POSCO for several months. The newly developed SWA was functioned well 

under high temperature condition of casting. Water leakage concerned for PDR did not occur. 

According to these results, the dry casting conditions would be applied for high strength steel 

casting. The newly designed bender segment was found to have 4 time long service life 

compared to that of the conventional one. 

 

Keywords  

 

Continuous casting, High strength steel, Corner cracking, secondary cooling, Bender segment, 

Spray width adjustment system, Peripheral drilled roll 

 

. 

1. Introduction 

. 

Recently, the high strength steel including AHSS (Advanced High Strength Steel) is 

strongly demanded for vehicle lighting to improve energy saving, environment preservation 

and passenger safety. Besides developing new advanced materials and application 

technologies for such demands, POSCO has been developing the casting technologies 

concurrently to overcome the limits of existing casters which are only designed to cast the 

general steel grade. In order to supply massive amount of AHSS steel, about 2 million tons 

per year by year 2020, quality of products and durability of facilities should be considered in 

advanced. Durability plays significant role in both surface qualities of slab and maintenance 

costs. After number of casting, the precision of facilities may decline in time if durability is 

insufficient. Even though frequent facilities inspection and exchange to secure the precision is 

necessary, the maintenance costs and off-production time which would cause greater damage 

to the manufacturer are increasing. In detail, surface cracks, usually corner cracks, are 

generated due to high alloy contents of the steel. Adding to that, the bender segment could be 

distorted due to the high bending force of slab during the casting. This mainly can cause a 

decisive effect on the maintenance time. In consequence, we have put forth a multilateral 



effort into solving such problems in every aspect by changing an existing concept design of 

caster.  

Thus, the present study has been conducted for improving both of surface quality and 

durability of facilities to produce AHSS slabs by developing new cooling type of peripheral 

drilled roll, spray width adjustment system, and bender segment equipment with backup roll. 

A continuous caster has been newly designed that can apply ultra soft cooling practice 

especially at the slab corner. For this, the spray width adjustment system and the peripheral 

drilled roll have been proposed. However, ultra soft cooling practice at the level of dry casting 

is not as simple as it can be applied due to the heat deterioration on roll. An existing caster 

adopts I-star roll, which applies with single axial cooling, can not solve the heating problem. 

In addition, the bender can be deformed. In case of bender segment, there is no fixed support 

which makes roll misalign after AHSS slab casting. Therefore new bender structure design 

has been required to minimize roll deformation. In this paper, the bender segment with back-

up rolls adopted to endure higher bending force occurred during high strength steel casting. 

Before applying them to the new caster, plant trial test were conducted to verify the 

performance of these technologies at the actual caster in POSCO for several months.  

 

2. Experiences on Casting High Strength Steel 

 

The most common surface defects found on high strength steel slab are transverse 

cracks. After casting high strength steel, we have met many difficulties for the point of slab 

quality and maintenance. First difficulty may be the occurrence of crack, in particular near 

slab. Transverse cracks are often observed at the corner of slabs during the plastic 

deformation at the bending and unbending zone, as shown in Fig. 1. These cracks can be 

exposed to air causing the crack surface oxidizes and failing re-weld during hot rolling. It is 

well known that crack depends on slab temperature and on the chemical compositions of the 

steel and there are numerous investigations have been made the cracking phenomena during 

continuous casting.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Relationship between corner crack on slab surface and scab on hot coil. 

 

Meanwhile, even high alloy steel contents are the main reason in this case, corner cracks 

can be eliminated when the surface temperature of slab is monitored and controlled during 

casting. For the prevention of corner cracks, POSCO developed the surface temperature 

scanning devices which can measure precise edge temperature of slab in real time during 



casting. Using surface temperature scanning devices, it is easy to make relationship between 

slab temperature profiles with frequency of corner cracking. As shown in Fig.2, it shows the 

typical examples of temperature profiles to the direction of slab width. The results say that 

there is good relationship between them. The frequency of corner crack occurrence is 

decreased with hot slab temperature. In general, because continuous caster has been adopted 

center-bored type roll, there is limitation to decrease water amount to the extent of operation 

requirement of avoiding corner crack. This shows that peripheral drilled roll is necessary to 

adopt dry casting.  
 

 
 

Slab Width (mm) 

 

Fig. 2 Slab surface temperature profiles to the direction of slab width.  
 

The roll alignment profiles are measured many times after casting high strength steel on 

conventional slab caster. Fig.3 shows the results of roll alignment profiles of caster from foot 

roll to segment #6. Roll gap of bow segment after bender meets within the alignment range. 

On the other hand, roll gap of bender shows off the limit. It is seen that the roll gap is 

misaligned especially at the region of bender part. Moreover, bending force measurement is 

implemented using load cell during casting and we have found the bending force at the 

beginning and end of casting showing the force is big enough to change roll gap. This result 

has a good agreement that the current slab caster is not appropriate to stand bending force 

induced during high strength steel.   

 

 
 

                   Fig. 3 Roll alignment check data after high strength steel casting. 
 

3. Design Optimization of Secondary Cooling System 

 

3.1 Peripheral Drilled Roll Design Optimization 
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An existing secondary cooling system in POSCO adopts I-star roll, which applies single 

axial shaft cooling. In this study, the basic concept of secondary cooling is designed to apply 

ultra soft cooling practice on surface of slab by adopting peripheral drilled roll. Peripheral 

drilled roll can maximize the durability of roll from intensive heating from slab by surface 

cooling of roll. Fig.4 shows newly designed peripheral drilled roll where the circumferential 

cooling inside of peripheral drilled roll can obtain uniform cooling capacity. Cooling channel 

is designed along the surface of roll crossing from the shaft inside of peripheral drilled roll. 

With the distinctive roll structure and sophisticated sealing, essentially, the water leakage can 

be prevented in time so that lifespan of roll can be increased.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Schematic of Peripheral Drilled Roll (PDR), patented. 
 

 Newly designed peripheral drilled roll is tested in plant trial. Prototype peripheral 

drilled roll is exchanged with the existing I-star roll and periodically examined the roll 

displacement and durability. Fig. 5 shows disassembled peripheral drilled roll after 6 months 

of test. As a result, there were no water leakage has been found and o-ring was preserved in 

original shape. In addition to that the roll is increased 400% of life time expectancy than the 

conventional one; max bending is less than 1mm and abrasion loss is about 0.16mm/million 

ton. This shows similar performance with Dry-star roll, however, maintainability is strengthen 

by reducing sealing part by 1/3 and welding part by 1/2. 
 

    
 

Fig. 5 Peripheral Drilled Roll prototype with disassembled o-ring  

 

3.2 Spray Width Adjustment System Development 
 

Spray Width Adjustment (SWA) system is designed to cool slab of any width with 

optimized amount of cooling. Conventional secondary cooling system has fixed shaft nozzle 



which creates inhomogeneous temperature profile on slab and even overcooled the edge of 

slab. Also, such cooling system requires excessive water usage. As shown in Fig.6, specially 

designed spray width adjustment system can vary the nozzle position depending on slab width 

to adjust spray angle for adequate spray margin area.  
  

 
 

Fig. 6 Spray width adjustment system, patented.     
 

Prior to plant trial, spray width adjustment simulator consists of segment roll is made to 

indentify the interference with segment roll and to examine the spray distribution. Typical 

spray density with variable adjustment of the spray height, from the minimum height to the 

maximum, has been measured using simulator. As a result, spray width adjustment system 

represents uniform spray distribution regardless of spray height, and moreover, the 

interference between roll and spray nozzle seems adaptable in any nozzle position.   

  

  
 

   
 

(b) Spray distribution varying with the minimum and maximum height of spray nozzle position.  
 

Fig. 7 Spray distribution test using SWA simulator 
 

Newly designed spray width system was adopted to the actual caster for months to 

check the durability. Even under the extreme condition, SWA system provided stable 

operation with adequate spray distribution on slabs.   
  

Spray height = Min. 
Spray height = Max. 

Spray Height (mm) 

(a) Spray distribution measurement model  
 



 
     (a) Spray width adjustment simulator             (b) Durability test on actual caster  

  

Fig. 8 Spray Width Adjustment system, patented 
 

 

4.  Bender System Design Optimization 

 

Roll diameter of bender segment with thin roll supporting frame is rather small so that it 

makes hard to bear extreme amount of thermal load and bending force during high strength 

steel casting. For optimal performance as bender roll, POSCO has applied back-up roll to the 

bender roller. Fig.9. represents calculation results of roll displacement and schematic of 

bender segment with back-up rolls. As a result, bender with back-up rolls provides stronger 

resistance to the bending force 4 times bigger than the conventional one.  
  

 
 

Fig.9 Calculation results of roll displacement 
 

 As shown in Fig.10, back-up rolls are oriented to the lower side rolls where high 

bending force is occurred. New bender segment with back-up rolls was tested for 6 months on 

plant trial to investigate whether it is possible for the roll alignment and to examine scale 

build-up between the back-up rolls. This improved bender segment provides sufficient 

endurance over higher bending force loaded during casting high strength steel.  



 

 
        

Fig.10 Schematic of bender segment with backup roll. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

The newly developed secondary cooling system and bender segment have been applied 

to manufacture high strength steel targeting 2 million tons per year. Enhanced peripheral 

drilled roll has been proposed which can ensure water leakage problem with enhanced life 

expectancy. In order to have more flexibility of controlling slab surface temperature, spray 

width adjustment system is upgraded to have the precise spray control with low operation cost 

and easy maintenance. New bender system equipped with back-up roll will provides sufficient 

endurance over higher bending force occurred during high strength steel casting. The new 

caster is under construction for the hot test in year 2014 and produce 250 mm thickness of 

slabs with breadth of 1,000 to 2,000 mm.  
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WHAT’S NEXT FOR CONTINUOUS CASTING? 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Market demand in the steel industry is changing very rapidly in the current economic 

environment, and cost-efficient production combined with high flexibility are absolutely 

essentials a profitable business. To meet these requirements, continuous improvements of end 

products, the production process, and production facilities are recommendable and essential. 

To support our customers and partners, Siemens VAI has launched several new 

generations of continuous casting plants to the market, including the heavy section and high 

performance casters. In addition to new plants, upgrade solutions like integrated technological 

packages, assistance systems, and entire lifecycle service solutions for existing assets are also 

important. 

Today continuous casters consist of modularized technological/mechatronic packages 

that enable fast design and a short project execution time as well as rapid production ramp-up 

after the first heat is cast to reduce return-on-investment periods to a minimum. From the 

metallurgical point of view, state-of-the-art continuous casters have features that enable strand 

treatment through special cooling and soft reduction technologies linked with sophisticated 

process models. As a result, online and offline process simulations and closed-loop control 

serve to further optimize product quality and productivity goals are ensured. 

There is a huge demand for tailor-made casters to suit many types of end-customer 

product requirements. They are designed to produce efficiently with economy-of-scale output 

for either long products at the micro scale or flat products and to support new steel-grade and 

section size development. Maintenance and operations are supported by modern service 

approaches, and consultancy contracts to further reduce operating costs through increased 

plant availability and enhanced process knowledge. To improve operational reliability without 

human intervention, robotic units perform tasks in hazardous areas. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist who was well known for his atomic model and his 

contributions to quantum mechanics, once said “It's hard to make predictions, especially about 

the future.” This is true, of course, of trying to make predictions about the future of 

continuous casting. The best approach is to start with a broad perspective on the status of this 
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dynamic technology and to consider the driving forces behind future developments in 

continuous casting. 

The global steel industry is undergoing major changes. Groundbreaking innovations 

over the past sixty years have completely revolutionized the industry. These include the 

introduction of oxygen steelmaking technology in the 1950s and the commercial application 

of continuous casting in the 1960s. This led to massive investments in primary iron- and steel-

production facilities that increased the annual world steel output from roughly 350 million 

tons in 1960 to more than 1.5 billion tons today. However, the installed worldwide 

steelmaking capacity is in the range of 2.1 billion tons per year. This means that more than 25 

percent of the current steelmaking capacity throughout the world remains idle. The logical 

conclusion of this is that the trend in future steelmaking investments will not be to install new 

production facilities but to improve the competitiveness of existing plants through 

modernization and replacements of existing assets. 

 

 
Fig. 1: World steel capacity 

 

This is also true for continuous casting. According to figures released by the World 

Steel Association in 2012, more than 95 percent of all the steel produced today is 

continuously cast. Future investments will focus on modernizing existing casters with the goal 

of improving performance, increasing production flexibility, and reducing operating costs. 

Cost-efficient production combined with improved end products, production processes, and 

operating facilities will become more important for ensuring profitable steelmaking in an 

increasingly competitive economic climate. 

 

 

2. Plant performance – state-of-the-art 

 

Siemens VAI has pioneered numerous future-oriented developments and innovations in 

the field of continuous casting to support producers in remaining competitive. Thanks to the 

application of modular technological and mechatronic packages with clearly defined 

interfaces for metallurgy, mechanics, fluids, and electric/automation, the implementation 

effort for new installations and/or upgrade solutions has been further reduced which results in 

short project realization periods. Integrated engineering and workshop tests are the key 

element of Siemens VAI “Connect-and-Cast
®
” solutions. This approach has become much 

more important due to highly complex modernization projects with short shut-down times 

during revamping. As a result, extremely fast production ramp-ups following plant start-ups 

will dramatically shorten the return-on-investment period by reducing technological and 



commercial risks. Time to market is an essential factor once an investment has been decided 

on. 

 

  
Fig. 2: State-of-the-art caster technology 

 

From a metallurgical point of view, inline strand treatment will become routine in all 

types of casters as a result of dynamic cooling techniques and dynamic soft-reduction 

technologies. Online and offline process simulation, in addition to integrated closed-loop 

control, will further optimize product quality and productivity. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Growing rate Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction

®
 

 

 

3. Plant Performance – required for the future 

 

Upgrading or replacement solutions will boost the performance of existing casting 

machines far beyond their original design specifications. This is already being accomplished 

today with the installation of sophisticated process models, technological packages, and 

operation assistance systems in combination with specialized service models and consulting 

support. The goal is to maximize plant availability and productivity, minimize operating 

costs, and extend equipment lifetime by implementing condition monitoring systems. The 

term “Internet of Things” will become familiar within the steel industry in the near future and 

will bring the next generation of cost-optimized production. 



 

Fig. 4: Plant start-up curve with Siemens VAI Connect & Cast
®

 

 

Another contributing factor will be the increase in the direct linking of casting and 

rolling processes for both flat and long products to minimize energy consumption in rolling, 

improve product consistency, and maximize yield. The Arvedi ESP process, jointly 

implemented with Acciaieria Arvedi, is an outstanding example of a new generation of future-

oriented casting-rolling complexes. High-quality hot-rolled coils are produced in endless 

casting and direct-rolling mills that allow the energy required for rolling to be reduced by up 

to 45 percent compared with conventional casting and rolling processes. The world’s first 

Arvedi ESP line has been in successful operation in Cremona, Italy, since June 2009, and two 

new orders for Arvedi ESP plants were received from a Chinese producer in June 2013. 

The development and introduction of new solutions from Siemens VAI for plant, 

product, and process improvements in continuous casting can be grouped according to six 

major areas. These are:  

1) Product quality  

2) Plant productivity 

3) Condition monitoring  

4) Production flexibility  

5) Safety and environment 

6) Technological Consulting 

 

 

3.1. Product quality 

 

Today continuous casting is considered to be a mature process and technology. But the 

ever-greater demands for quality and the ongoing development of steel grades mean that the 

quality level at every stage of the casting process will continue to grow in importance in the 

future. Siemens VAI is therefore focusing on innovation planning to optimize the parameters 

for setting the process models and modifying the design and configuration of casters with new 

functions.  



 
Fig. 5: Siemens VAI continuous casting process modeling 

 

 

3.1.1. DynaPhase and Dynacs 3D 

 

One of our innovations calculates thermodynamic properties like density, thermal 

conductivity, specific heat capacity, and latent heat based on an actual chemical analysis of 

the steel. DynaPhase simulates the phase transitions and micro-segregation under cooling 

conditions during casting. It also calculates online the input parameters for the strand 

temperature control model Dynacs 3D. Deviations in the steel’s chemical composition during 

the casting process will be indicated immediately, and the optimal strand temperature will be 

adjusted by the cooling model Dynacs 3D. Peritectic indicators alert the operator or 

metallurgist to use the correct caster practice. The primary function of DynaPhase is to 

increase the hot charging rate by applying more precise parameters even when the chemical 

analysis from the secondary metallurgy is changing during a casting sequence. The offline 

version of DynaPhase allows the pre-calculation of material properties for subjective steel 

grades within the scope of available data to develop a caster practice without real casts.   

Driven by more accurate calculations of liquidus, solidus, and phase fractions, more efficient 

soft-reduction is now possible, resulting in improved internal quality and higher yield. 

Temperature-dependent material properties offer better parameters for the cooling treatment 

of the strand and better information for weight calculation, which improves surface quality as 

well as yield. 

 
Fig. 6: Simetal DynaPhase 
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3.1.2. Simetal DynaGap Soft Reduction
®
 

 

The elimination of the center segregation zone in the strand prior to final solidification 

is a decisive factor in obtaining the highest steel homogeneity and quality. This is already 

being achieved with a technological milestone from Siemens VAI. The combination of 

DynaGap Soft Reduction technology and the Dynacs 3D process model for secondary cooling 

allows the roller taper in the area of final strand solidification to be precisely adjusted. In this 

way, center segregation in the strand’s center can be prevented. 

Working with producers of high-quality steel, Siemens VAI has conducted in-depth 

research to enable the creation of the next generation of strand reduction technology using 

Single Roll DynaGap technology, which produces the highest slab center quality. With this 

technology it’s possible to adjust the strand gap much more accurately at the required soft 

reduction point by flexibly and dynamically adjusting each inner bow roller in the defined 

strand guide area. This technology also enables a significant increase in the reduction force. In 

a conventional slab caster, only the entire inner segment frame can be adjusted, which in the 

future will no longer be sufficient.  

 

 
Fig. 7: Comparison of conventional strand guide versus Single Roll DynaGap 

technology 

 

The key advantages of the Single Roll DynaGap technology are: 

 Internal quality: 

Improved center segregation and center porosity of slabs due to maximum flexibility 

in gap adjustment, gap profile, and reduction force 

 Operation window-productivity: 

Improved quality of head and tail slabs and optimum utilization of metallurgical 

length of caster 

 Equipment lifetime: 

Increased roller lifetime thanks to individual roller overload protection  

 Investment costs: 

Limited investment costs due to advanced upgrade solution for the reduction area of 

the caster and the Connect & Cast® philosophy 
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Fig. 8: Single Roll DynaGap strand guide segment 

 

 

3.1.3. Temperature performance package Simetal DynaTac 

 

High-temperature casting, or the so-called dry casting, will be used to a much greater 

extent in future casting machines for the production of surface crack-sensitive steel grades 

such as medium micro-alloyed steel grades and advanced high-strength steels. To achieve this 

goal, the caster can operate with or without minimal external spray cooling in the bow and 

straightener area; the objective is to keep the surface temperature above ductility toughness 

during unbending in the straightening zone.  

 

 

 
Fig. 9: Simetal Dynacs 3D strand temperature calculation, ductility trough 
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To prepare for this upcoming requirement, Siemens VAI has created a package which 

can be installed on new as well as on existing machines for high-temperature casting that 

covers everything starting from metallurgical process modeling to heat resistance and reliable 

strand-guide structure.    

 

 

3.2. Plant Productivity 

 

Improvements in caster productivity will be a second major area where numerous 

innovations can be expected in the future. The goal is to maximize caster availability, ensure 

the highest performance of installed equipment, and reduce production costs of the caster or 

on the downstream facility or even of the end product.   

 

 

3.2.1. Examples of productivity innovations 

 

Mold shapes will become increasingly similar to the dimensions of the downstream 

product applications in order to minimize rolling requirements. Instead of the conventional 

square, rectangular, and round mold cross-sections, molds will be designed to cast near-net-

shape products. Beam blank formats are already well introduced on the market, but there are 

more possibilities for optimizing the downstream process. One example for slab casting is the 

narrow face shape to optimize yield in the hot rolling mill. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Narrow face optimization 

 

Molds designed for high-speed casting will exhibit profiles that accurately compensate 

for steel shrinkage during solidification. Siemens VAI has introduced Simetal DiaFace 

technology to support the high-speed casting of slabs. The mold is designed with a parabolic 

taper that closely matches the natural shrinkage of the solidifying steel shell, allowing an 

optimized heat transfer. Chamfered corners in the lower section of the mold reduce mold 

friction. The result is homogeneous and safe shell growth along the entire strand profile, even 

at high casting speeds. 

 



 
Fig. 11: Simetal DiaFace 

 

In billet casting, the DiaMold mold tube from Siemens VAI also features a tapered mold 

tube that compensates for billet shrinkage during cooling and chamfered mold-end corners. 

Billet casting speeds of 6.2 m/min were achieved at EGE Celik in Turkey for 130 x 130 mm 

billet casting sections. 

 

 
Fig. 12: Comparison of test strand against normal strands at actual casting speed 

 

High-speed casting, of course, is only possible when mold oscillation, mold-heat 

extraction, secondary cooling, and the integrated process control and monitoring systems are 

fully coordinated to ensure safe and long-term high-speed casting processes. 

With further developments in process control and condition monitoring, it may even be 

possible to double the average slab and long-product casting speeds in the mid-term future. 

 

 

3.2.2. Condition monitoring 

 

Continuous casting plants of the future will be characterized by a series of standardized 

mechatronic modules with embedded intelligence that will allow uninterrupted plant 

monitoring to be performed. Integrated, highly sophisticated sensors will transmit a 

continuous flow of data and information on the status of installed equipment throughout the 

entire casting machine. 

 

It will be possible to flexibly adjust operational parameters when machine or component 

wear becomes apparent. Maintenance work will be performed automatically and just in time. 

The lifetime of installed equipment and mechanical components will be extended far beyond 

what is believed possible today. Because the caster will be fully interlinked and coordinated 

with all upstream and downstream production facilities, plant capacities and product attributes 

are easily and quickly adapted to actual demands. Total knowledge about the condition of a 



caster and the installed capability to meet specific plant and product requirements will be the 

key to total operational reliability, maximized plant availability, and minimized costs.  

Siemens VAI provides integrated solutions with the Equipment Expert for continuous casting, 

which is part of the plant-wide Simetal CMS system.  

 

 

3.3. Production Flexibility 

 

The future belongs to producers who can flexibly respond to changing market demands. 

New generations of flexible casting machines capable of efficiently casting varying product 

mixes of new steel grades and product sections will be introduced. These include tailor-made 

heavy-section casters, vertical casters, and highly economical casters that will better meet the 

requirements of critical product applications and niche markets as well as low-volume 

markets. 

Vertical slab and bloom casters with specially designed roller drive units enable a wide 

range of highly critical steel grades to be continuously cast that would otherwise not be 

possible to produce with conventional bow-type casters. This solution provides access to 

specialized niche markets with highly attractive profit margins.  

Siemens VAI has developed a new generation of heavy section round caster which 

substitute the current ingot casting for Zhongyuan special steel.  

 

 
Fig. 13: 2-Strand vertical round casters for Zhongyuan Specialty Steel, China 

 

The key element in this type of caster is the multi-roller drive unit, which provides 

excellent internal bloom quality and low tensile stress over the entire cross-section.  

 

 
Fig. 14: 2 Strand vertical round casters for Zhongyuan Specialty Steel, China 

 



In addition to the lower CAPEX – thanks to the reduced height of the caster resulting 

from implementing the patented multi-roller drives – a significantly reduced OPEX is also 

expected compared to current ingot production.  

 

 

3.4. Safety and environment 

 

There are no shortcuts to ensure personnel safety in a steel mill. Highly flexible robotic 

systems capable of performing a wide variety of tasks in hazardous work environments, 

especially where liquid steel is handled, will be increasingly seen in continuous casting plants. 

On the casting platform these units will perform fully automatic measurements and other 

operations, and therefore contribute to improved process reliability, product quality, higher 

productivity, and maximum personnel safety. All activities are carefully monitored from the 

safety of the control room. LiquiRob is the Siemens VAI solution that already fulfills these 

tasks and targets. To date, there are eight plants equipped with LiquiRob systems performing 

different functions and applications. 

 

 

3.5. Caster technology consulting (CTC) 

 

Based on Siemens VAI’s extensive experience and competence in the field of 

continuous casting extending back more than five decades, expert support and advice is made 

available to support producers in meeting current and future market demands. The Caster 

Technology Consulting department of our company can already list more than 100 references 

since 2009 that show how our customers have been expertly advised and supported in making 

the right investment decisions. It is possible even with small improvement steps to achieve 

major advances in continuous casting. 

 

 

4. Outlook 

 

The future of the steel industry as a whole will be determined by the driving forces of 

current and future trends and global developments. These developments, however, will not be 

linear: rather, they will often be unexpected and unpredictable. They will be the result of 

political changes, regional instability, the limited availability of raw materials and energy, 

emerging markets, and new market demands. Steelmaking and in particular continuous 

casting will therefore be especially subject to enormous innovation pressure to quickly 

respond to these changes. Ultimately, it will be the producers who can recognize and respond 

to short-term developments and long-term trends in the steel industry who will run the 

successful companies of tomorrow.  

In conclusion, I would like to say that the future may be hard to predict, but one thing 

can be said for sure: The future of continuous casting will certainly be exciting and full of 

surprises. 
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Abstract 

 
In order to answer flexibly to market demands, steel makers are increasingly looking for high flexibility with 

regard to both section size range and also steel grades that can be cast on a single continuous casting machine. 

In 2013 SMS Concast commissioned a combicaster at KARDEMIR Demir Celik in Karabük (Turkey) designed 

to provide just such flexibility. The highlights of the caster that will be outlined in this paper  
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1. Introduction 

 

Kardemir Demir Celik is Turkeys’ very first integrated plant coming into operation in 

the early 1940ies. The location of Karabük, about 200 km north of Ankara, was chosen due to 

the availability of iron ore and coal in the region. Before being privatized in 1995 Kardemir 

was run as a state owned company. Kardemir is a fully integrated plant with coke oven, 

several blast furnaces, sinter plants, power plants with 100MVA capacity, lime plant and a 

steel shop with desulphurization, BOF, ladle furnace and vacuum degassing. At Kardemir 

there are three continuous casters, a billet caster, a small combicaster and since Febuary 2013 

the new SMS Concast combicaster. Further there are two rolling mills, one bar mill and a 

section mill producing profiles and rails.  

The crude steel capacity of Kardemir is currently ~2 mtpa. In the near future the capacity 

will however be significantly increased to well over 3 mtpa, when the construction of a new 

blast furnace is completed and 3 x 120 ton SMS Siemag BOF converters come online 

replacing the two existing ones. In addition Kardemir ordered one coil and round bar mill 

from SMS Meer ro roll speciality steels and one railway wheel mill from Schuler SMG. 

Kardemir is also single manufacturer of rails, medium and heavy section profiles and 

angles. 

The new combicaster CCM3 that is equipped to cast 150x150 mm and 200x200 mm 

billets, 320x480 mm blooms and 500x400x110 mm beam blanks was purchased from SMS 

Concast by Kardemir in order to have enough casting capacity for the increased liquid steel 

supply and enough flexibility to feed both rolling mills. 

Recently a further order has been awarded to SMS Concast to further add the sections 

170x170 mm and Ø450 mm round to the same caster. 

                                                           
1
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2. Caster overview 

 

The main features of the combicaster at Kardemir are shown on the longitudinal section 

below. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Longitudinal section of the SMS Concast combicaster at Kardemir 

 

 
Fig. 2. Photograph of the WSU and dummy bar system 

 



Table 1. Main design features of combicaster 

Caster type SMS CONCAST COMBICASTER 

With segment type strand guiding, 4 withdrawal and 

straightening units and rigid dummy bar system 

Casting Radius 12 m - 24 m  

CCS Concast Continuous Straightening 

Number of strands 5 

Strand Distance  1’800 mm 

Mould Design Billets: Convex tube, 1000 mm long 

Bloom: INVEX tube, 800 mm long 

Beam Blank: plate mould 800 mm long 

Round (new section): Multi-Convex, 800 mm long 

Sections to be cast Billets: 150x150 and 200x200 mm 

Bloom: 320x480 mm 

Beam Blank: 500x400x110 mm 

New Sections: 170x170 and Ø450 RD 

 

 

Table 2. Equipment overview of combicaster 

Ladle turret Butterfly type with lifting lowering and weighing system. 

Emergency rotation by air motor.  

Ladle cover manipulator for 2 covers 

Ladle shroud 

manipulator 

Manual swivel and pneumatic tilt with Ar or N shroud 

purging. 

Tundish / tundish car Delta - T shaped tundish, ~45 t capacity semi-cantilever type 

with lifting - lowering and weighing system 

Pouring system Open casting with metering nozzles and nozzle changer. 

Double metering nozzle mechanism for beam blanks. Casting 

into funnels with powder 

Submerged casting with stopper and SEN or SES for bloom or 

billets if required by steel grade. 

Hydraulic slide gate for emergency nozzle chop 

Mould powder 

feeder 

Gravity type with pinch valve, one for each strand. Hoppers 

mounted on tundish car. 

Al wire feeder Mounted on tundish car, one for each strand 

Mould Billets: Cu tube with convex taper, 1000 mm long with water 

jacket for even mould cooling by water gap. 

Bloom: INVEX tube with specially designed large radius 

super-circle corner design, 800 mm long 

Machined water channels on outside of tube for optimal 

cooling distribution. Tube is supported by patented hook 

mechanism that allows thermal elongation of tube.  

Beam Blank: plate mould 800 mm long, with cooling slots on 

sides and holes on shoulder and web. 

Thermocouples mounted into Cu plates and stand-alone break 

out protection system. 

Round (new section): Cu tube with multi-Convex taper, 800 

mm long and water jacket for even mould cooling. 



Mould support Billet and bloom sections: welded construction with collecting 

chamber for mould cooling water and housing for billet EMS. 

Different mould supports for billets and blooms 

Quick change cartridge system for billet mould tubes. 

Beam Blank: Support structure for plate mould that can be 

adjusted by screws. 

Mould Level Control Radioactive type with Co60 source 

Mould Oscillation Back lever system with hydraulic drive allowing on-line 

stroke and frequency change and also non-sine oscillation. 

Accelerometers built into the oscillation table with stand-

alone monitoring system for on-line oscillation checking. 

Mould Electro-

magnetic Stirrer (M-

EMS) and final 

stirrer (F-EMS) 

Billet: 0 - 400 A, 2-10 Hz frequency 

Bloom: 0 -. 600 A, 2 - 10 Hz frequency 

6 poles with Copper winding encapsulated in robust housing 

to avoid damage. Separate water cooling system. 

Space provision for future F-EMS installation. 

Foot rolls Billet: 2 rows of foot-rolls and zone 1 spray pipes attached 

directly to mould cartridge. 

Bloom: 2 rows of foot-rolls attached to mould support 

Beam Blank: 1 row of foot-rolls attached to mould support. 8 

rolls in total 

Round (new section): 2 rows of foot-rolls, 4 rolls per layer. 

Segment 1  Billet: dummy segment with 3 supporting rolls on outer radius 

and 1 counter roll with bellows on inner radius. 

Bloom: 16 rows of rollers on inner and outer radius, 8 rows on 

parallel sides as containment to prevent bulging 

Beam Blank: 14 rows of rollers on the web. Intensively cooled 

CONCOR roller type. 8 rows of rollers on the flange tips and 

10 rows of rollers on the sides. Patented water deflector 

mounted to bottom of segment. 

Round (new section): 3 support rollers on the outer radius. 

Segment 2 and 3 Section size independent strand support segments. Segment 2 

supports spray cooling for billet sections, segment 3 has 

insulation tunnel with integrated water deflector for BBL. 

Secondary cooling Billet: Zone 1 fed through mould cartridge, 4 control loops 

(Zone 2-5) full cone water nozzles mounted on segment 2. 2 

control loops (Zone 6 and 7) water only full cone nozzles 

mounted on segment 2. 

Bloom: Zone 1 water only nozzles, Air Mist Spray cooling in 

segment 1 split into 6 control loops: Zone 2 inner, outer radius 

and sides, Zone 3 inner, outer radius and sides.  

Beam Blank: As for bloom but water only cooling. 

Withdrawal and 

straightening  

Modular type rocker arm withdrawal (WD) and straightening 

units (SR) with hydraulically loaded top rollers and frequency- 

controlled AC drives. 

WD 1 and WD 2: top and bottom rolls driven 

SR 1: one idle rolls top and one bottom. 

SR2: double idle rollers on top and bottom to distribute 

straightening force on strand at each roll. 



Dummy bar system Rigid dummy bar (DB) system with section size dependent 

transition piece and head. DB retracted into DB receiver by 

hydraulically pressed pinch roll system.  

Hydraulic lifting / lowering of DB receiver 

Torch cutting Linear torch cutting machine with integrated length measuring 

roll and movable roller table 

Discharge  Discharge roller table with individually driven rolls. Knife 

type deburring system after TCM. Inline weighing system 

integrated in roller table. Billet shifters and lifting type cross 

transfer. Turn-over cooling bed, double banking for short cut 

lengths. Billet marking machine (punch type) and optical 

product recognition. 

Automation Level 1 machine control system and Level 2 quality and 

process control system. On line cooling model. 

 

3. Special design features of the SMS Concast combicaster at Kardemir 

 

Strand guiding and section change 

When changing the casting section from billet to bloom or beam blank the whole 

machine head needs to be exchanged. The figure below shows the segment design. The mould 

including EMS and segment can be removed in one crane operation. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Segment design for billet (left, including oscillation table, mould support 

and mould cartridge), beam blank (center) and bloom (right). The segment including 

mould can be removed in one crane operation using the hoisting points at top. At the 

bottom back the quick coupling plate for spray cooling and frame cooling water can be 

seen. This means no connecting of pipes is required in the spray chamber. At the bottom 

of the BBL segment a highly effective water deflector is installed that removes ~90% of 

the spray water. 



An important thing to get right for combicasters is the section change concept. Section 

change time must be minimized while achieving best possible alignment of the section 

dependent casting equipment. Section change from 150x150 to 200x200 billet section requires 

only changing the mould cartridge which can be done in ~30 min using the multiple cartridge 

change rig. Changing from billet to bloom section requires replacing the whole mould support 

including the EMS and the segment. This can be done in a single crane operation. The only 

other jobs necessary are to open the strand guides, remove the billet spray bars on segment 2 

and change the dummy bar transition piece. These jobs can be done in parallel to the segment 

change and/or during casting. This way section change from billet to bloom or vice versa can 

be achieved in ~240 min. 

 

Withdrawal and straightening concept 

Special attention has been paid to the Withdrawal and straightening concept, see. Fig. 1 

and 2, but also Fig. 9. It aims to “join” the flexibility of a combicaster (big section range) with 

the productivity of a classical billet caster with minimised restranding times. The concept of 

rigid dummy bars has been extended to 12m radius CCMs already in the past, but was never 

put into a caster with such a big section range. In order to be able to control the straightening 

forces and distribute them smoothly the last module of the WSU has been designed as double 

roll module with two pair of rolls and two cylinders. This allows a space saving layout and a 

“condensed” 5 roll pair WSU layout. It is only with this concept that the rigid dummy bar 

system was made possible offering the quick restranding times for big bloom, beam blank and 

round sections. The savings in re-stranding time compared with a conventional chain DB 

system is approximately 30min per sequence change and ensures a high productivity of the 

caster in combination with the extreme flexibility to cast very different sections. 

 

Pouring technology 

Combicasters are designed not only to cast different section sizes but also to cast 

different steel grades. Si killed steel grades for construction or rebar application with lower 

requirements on cleanness are cast with open stream through a metering nozzle and mould 

level is controlled by regulating the casting speed. Lubrication of the mould is by oil. The steel 

grades cast in the beam blank format are Si killed so they can be cast with open stream. 

However, experience has shown that above a certain section size the friction in the mould is 

too big to cast with oil lubrication. For this reason the pouring technology for the beam blank 

is to cast with mould powder and open stream. To avoid the open stream mixing the powder 

in with the liquid steel in the mould funnels are used. It is also known that above a certain size 

of the beam blank two steel streams are required to avoid asymmetric steel and heat flow in 

the mould. To realize this double mechanism nozzle manipulators are used. Nozzles can be 

changed either individually or in pairs. The single or double nozzle manipulator system is 

mounted on adapter plates bolted to the bottom of the tundish. This way the same tundish can 

be used for both single and double mechanism.  

The 320x480 mm bloom section is mainly used to roll round bars for rail steel which are 

both Al killed and therefore must be cast submerged using Concast’s electromagnetic stopper 

system. The billet sections can of course also be cast submerged using the stopper system. 

 



              
Fig. 4: Tundish design for the different pouring technologies: open double stream 

for BBL (left), submerged casting with stopper (right). 

 

CONCOR
®
 internally cooled rolls for beam blank casting 

The web rolls of beam blank sections are put under enormous heat load during casting 

as they are surrounded by the hot strand. Also due to the high stiffness of the beam blank 

section they are put under high mechanical load. The web rolls used at Kardemir are the 

patented new CONCOR
®
 intensely cooled rolls. The bearings of these rolls are completely 

surrounded by cooling water and cooling water is also channelled close to the mantle of the 

roll. A further interesting feature is the modular basis of the design, which allows easy 

replacement of the wear parts. The main wear parts are the roll body and the bearings. 

Furthermore the roll bearings are life time greased which eliminates the problem of clogged 

grease pipes due to overheating and reduces the maintenance time and saves the cost of the 

grease itself. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Intensively cooled CONCOR rolls used as web rollers for the beam blank 

section. 

 

Segment maintenance and containment roll alignment 

A central concept to this combicaster design is that all maintenance and alignment work 

is performed offline in the workshop. Mould tilting stands are used for checking the condition 

of the copper moulds, for easy maintenance of the zone 1 spray pipes and nozzles and for 

setting and maintaining the foot rolls. 

For maintenance work on the segment a rotating alignment and maintenance stand is 

provided. It is absolutely crucial that the mounting points on which the segment rests on the 

alignment stand are an exact reproduction of the mounting points of the segment in the caster. 



This way it is assured that when the segment is aligned on the alignment stand it is perfectly 

aligned also in the caster. 

The interval for preventative maintenance on the segments should be ~2-3 months. This 

means every 2 weeks a segment is removed from the caster and brought to the work shop. 

There maintenance is performed and the segment including a mould is stored on the storage 

stands close to the caster ready for use. 

 
Fig 6. Segment tilting and aligning stand. The stand allows ergonomic working 

while maintaining and aligning the segment rollers. 

 

Roll gap checker 

To track the alignment of the containment segments and to assure prime bloom and 

beam blank quality at all times a roll gap checker (RGC) is used. The device is used in the 

maintenance workshop on the alignment stand. With the help of the RGC it is possible to set 

the Roller gaps more accurately than with the template only. Furthermore the RGC system 

puts all measured Segment gap values into a database system, which can be used for quality 

control. It automatically documents the gap status of the segment, just before sending the 

Segment from the workshop to the machine.  

After aligning the segment with template and feeler gauges, the RGC is moved through the 

segment (time approx. 2 min). Measurement results are transferred and visualized after 

measurement run to a Toughbook. If the gap values are out of tolerance the roller support 

positions can be reset using shims according to the measured values. 

This measurement procedure ensures that the segment roller gaps are precisely set ensuring 

good strand quality. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Roll gap checker for bloom and beam blank section (left), roll gap checker 

in use on alignment stand. 



In-line weighing station with bloom weight optimization 

The meter weight particularly of beam blanks, but also of blooms and billets can vary 

quite a bit during a single sequence depending on certain variables. The most significant 

change in weight is seen for beam blanks in function of casting speed. When casting fast the 

shoulders of the beam blank bulge outwards a certain amount as these cannot be supported by 

containment rolls. This effect is also seen for blooms but is less pronounced. This leads to an 

increase in meter weight. If the cut length is not adjusted in function of casting speed and 

other parameters beam blank with varying weight are sent to the rolling mill. In less severe 

cases this simply means that more cropping is required in the rolling mill that reduces the 

yield. However, if the weight difference is too big this can cause serious operational problems 

in the rolling mill: above a certain weight the crops become too long and the rolling process 

must be stopped to remove the crops. If the beam blank is too light the required length of 

rolled profile cannot be reached and it must potentially be scrapped. Meter weight also drifts 

over time as the mould gets worn. 

To assure constant bloom and beam blank weight an in-line weighing system is 

supplied. The second group of rolls on the discharge roller table are mounted on two weighing 

modules with total four load cells. When the bloom or beam blank arrives a retractable stop is 

raised stopping the bloom on the weighing table. The retractable stop is lowered and the 

bloom is weighed. The weight is checked against the required weight and the cutting length of 

the following blooms is adjusted if required. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. In-line weighing device integrated into discharge roller table. Cutting length 

is adjusted to keep the bloom and beam blank weight constant in spite of changes in 

casting parameters and progressive wearing of mould. 

 



4. Realizing new large round section Ø450 mm 

Recently a new contract was awarded to SMS Concast to realize an additional round 

section Ø450 mm on the combicaster. The section is to be used for the production of railway 

wheels. For this final application high demands are placed on the ovality of the cast round 

bloom. The key for low ovality is to minimize the rolling deformation by the withdrawal and 

straightening rolls. The last straightening unit with the double roll, that is required for the 

large straightening forces of the beam blank, improves the situation also for the round section. 

A necessary modification for realizing the round section is to increase the number of driven 

withdrawal and straightening rolls. This way the force on each roll can be lowered while still 

assuring the bloom does not slip out of the mould. To be able to cast the Ø450 mm section 

with low ovality a drive will be added to the upper rolls of the first straightening unit. 

Additionally an auxiliary withdrawal unit will be installed before the torch cutting machine. 

The equipment for casting the new section Ø450 mm round should be supplied and 

commissioned by the end of 2014.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. Modifications to the withdrawal and straightening rolls to allow casting the 

new round section Ø450 mm: First straightening unit equipped with drive on upper 

roller and additional auxiliary withdrawal in front of torch cutting machine. 

 

 

5. First operational results 

The caster is now in operation for just over one year. The production is currently 

focusses on section 150x150 billets cast open for rebar quality and submerged for Al killed 

speciality grades. Submerged casting of 200x200 billets and casting of the beam blank section 

was also carried out with good success but only as a functional test. When the new blast 

furnace and new SMS Siemag converters come on stream in the near future production of 

blooms and beam blanks will be moved to the Concast combicaster to cope with the increase 

liquid steel supply.  
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RAIL STEEL PRODUCTION AT EVRAZ ZSMK WITH MSR  
 

 

Abstract 
 

Evraz ZSMK Novokutnesk (Russian Federation) CC n.2 has been revamped by Danieli in 

November 2012, keeping same CC radius and leading to 25% increased productivity (140 ton/h) 

with significantly improved internal quality for a wide production mix, including rail steel.  

In this paper it will be presented the caster design and the quality of the cast product.  

Tundish design has been optimized through a CFD study, aiming to low temperature difference 

among strands and low velocity at meniscus and on refractory, in order to avoid slag entrapment 

and refractory wear. 

One of the main technological packages which allowed the above performances was the 

Mechanical Soft Reduction, performed with advanced mechanical and software solutions, 

allowing optimal results in terms of internal quality also during fly-tundish. In order to reach a 

steady bloom thickness regardless of the steelgrade and casting speed, hard reduction technology 

was applied, slightly improving internal quality. 

Caster was equipped with the state-of-art of automation package, including automatic continuous 

tundish temperature measurement, mould powder additions, secondary cooling, MSR 

automatically managed, giving to customer the chance to pursue the zero operator philosophy. 
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Main caster data 

 

Before revamping, Evraz ZSMK was casting rail steel section 300x340 mm on two R12 m CCMs 

both at maximum 105 ton/h. Aim of revamping was to increase CC2 productivity and improve 

quality. 

 

The ladle capacity is 115 tons with a 750 mm nominal freeboard allowing sending all the heats 

through a single tank VD with steam ejector pumps supplied by Danieli & C in 2006 (see fig. 1a), 

thus properly controlling slag/steel equilibrium, as well as nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen content. 

The presence of VD treatment is compulsory for this caster, since oxygen and hydrogen 

requirements for rail steel are very strict (respectively lower than 40 and 2.0 ppm). CC is 

equipped with an existing liftable ladle turret (see fig. 1b) 

 
 

  

Figure 1a. Ladle at end of VD treatment Figure 1b. Ladle on casting turret 
 

 

Tundish capacity is 31 tons and the working level is 900 mm (fig. 2a). Tundish design has been 

optimized through a CFD study (fig. 2b), which showed – for the configuration chosen - that 

maximum temperature difference among two strands is below 2°C, thus ensuring that 

solidification and structure doesn’t significantly change among strands. Moreover, liquid steel 

velocity at meniscus is well below slag entrapment speed (0.25 m/s), thus ensuring low total 

oxygen. 
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Figure 2a. Tundish during preheating Figure 2b. Tundish CFD temperature and surface velocity distributions  

 

 

The flow of liquid steel through the tundish to the mould is controlled by slide gate system 

hydraulically actuated. An SEN avoids the reoxidation of liquid steel, allowing the chance of 

performing fly-tundish practice. 

The mould is curved, 780 mm long type, with parabolic taper, large mm corner radius and 

CuCrZr plate solution, allowing extremely small mould deformation and so constant operative 

taper through copper pipe lifetime.  

Steel level in mould is measured by a conventional radioactive system and powder is 

automatically fed into mould, allowing a ‘zero operator’ casting floor. 

 

A hydraulic oscillating table guarantees a tight control of the mould movement and as 

consequence the quality of the cast product and the stability of the casting process.  

 
 

  

 

Figure 2a. Mould powder automatic feeding 

 

Figure 2b. Bloom surface quality  
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Mould is equipped with Danieli Rotelec MEMS, ensuring a absence of white band (extremely 

dangerous for quenched rail steel), no influence on mould level, fine grain structure at bloom 

core and an equiaxial zone higher than 45% for high C grades (see fig. 3a). Statistical analysis of 

equiaxial zone showed the influence mainly of C content and mould heat flux and absence of 

correlation with superheat, thus certifying effectiveness of it (fig. 3b). 
 

 
 

Figure 3a. Equiaxial zone – high C grade Figure 3b. Equiaxial zone vs superheat 

 

A key point for the surface quality of the high C grades is the corner cracking, which has never 

been experienced due to a tailor-made solution in terms of corner radius and secondary cooling 

technology (air mist), flow rate and arrangement, allowing relatively hot corners (see fig. 4). The 

layout of the plant as well as the design of the withdrawal and straightening/MSR unit used to 

unbend and squeeze the strands is represented in Figure 5. 

 

 

  
Figure 4. Bloom at the exit of cooling chamber Figure 5. CCM layout 

 

The MSR unit is arranged in the bottom part of the plant and is composed of seven MSR units for 

each strand and its length is about 7 m. Every pinch roll consists of a frame with one top and 

bottom rolls with a diameter of 500 mm and with possibility of position-controlled or force-

controlled adjustment independently of each other with a maximum force of up to 130 tons. 
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This design has the advantage that it is possible to have a relatively tight roll pitch of approx. 

1200 mm and therefore a high roll concentration in the metallurgical working range of MSR for 

this bloom size, still allowing a good access for maintenance issues (see fig. 6). After discharge, 

high C blooms are cooled below covers for slow cooling (fig. 7). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. WS – top view Figure7. Blooms charged in slow cooling pits 

 

Mechanical soft reduction (MSR) 

 

NKK has been the first company to introduce for slabs soft reduction at Ohgishima CC in 1976 

[1]. The strand is gradually compressed to compensate for the amount of its solidification 

shrinkage. In bloom casting, the soft reduction process started to be applied to prevent center 

segregation and porosity in high grade bar in late 80s, often coupled with MEMS usage or low 

temperature casting, which help to increase equiaxial zone. Moreover, combined solutions like 

MEMS+FEMS set near the final segregation zone have been tested, but proper FEMS position 

changes depending on grades and casting speeds. To overcome this problem Danieli developed a 

‘double dynamic’ FEMS system successfully applied in VCC projects [3], which automatically 

changes FEMS position and current. Anyway, in this case, it was decided not to install FEMS, 

because of the presence of MSR, which can be fully automatic through the use of continuous 

tundish temperature measurement. 

 

In order to improve MSR efficiency, it was developed not only a new release of Liquid Pool 

Control (LpC) system to calculate solidification, tuned on plant through the position of internal 

cracks generated by purpose, but also an additional package dynamically managing forces and 

displacements (LpCL), not only during steady state, but also during transients like fly tundish. 

 

In order to improve the understanding of real solidification, several issues have been faced [4]: 

• use of solid fraction – temperature curve based on regression of theoretical curves 

obtained from IDS; 

• revised thermal properties for whole ZMSK steelgrade range;  
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Figure 8a. Solid fraction – temperature curve Figure 8b. Microsegregation approach to solidus 

calculation 

 

• mesh refinement; 

• use of real mould heat flux measurement; 

• set up of bloom losses after measurements from pyrometer; 

• revised formulas for liquidus, in order to consider for each heat the real superheat. 
 

As a result, heats have been simulated, obtaining results in agreement with those coming from 

pyrometer (error  and  are respectively 6 and 3 °C, see fig. 9a) and cracks positions in the 

macros (see fig. 9b), assuming that cracks are generated in the LIT-ZDT range [5], and that their 

formation depends not only on solidification interval, but also on segregating elements [6]. 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9a. temperature check in WS area Figure 9b. cracks induced to set up solidification model  

 

The availability of an on-line solidification model (see HMI in fig. 10) allows only to monitor 

solidification, but not to manage MSR, so it was developed LpCL, an additional software to 

manage displacement and forces.   
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Figure 10. LpC HMI 
 

LpCL calculates displacement and forces at WS modules (operator can choose between position 

or force mode), with the following aims: 

 minimum risk of crack formation due to WS forces, 

 effective MSR not only during steady state casting but also during transients, like first and 

last blooms or fly tundish. 
 

 

Figure 11. LpCL HMI 
 

Internal quality obtained for low and high C (rail steel) grades is shown in fig. 12. 
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Figure 12a. as cast low C grade Figure 12a. as cast rail steel grade 

Considering all rail steel heats with superheat below 35°C produced after 2 weeks from first heat 

after revamping, fig. 13 shows the internal quality results in terms of distribution of porosity and 

segregation defined in agreement with OST standard 14-1-235-91. 

 

 
Figure 13. Cumulative frequency distribution for center porosity and axial segregation 

 

After start up, upon to rolling mill customer request to keep constant bloom thickness 

independently on grade and casting speed, so it was applied hard reduction coupled with soft 

reduction. This solution gave good results in terms of bloom thickness/weight steadiness, slightly 

improving internal quality.  

 

Another challenging issue of this project was to perform MSR during fly tundish, with small 

losses. Fig. 14a shows how the WS system reacts to the bloom cooling. In particular, it is shown 

WS2 and WS6 trends: WS2 force abruptly increases at bloom restarting, due to the shortening of 

crater end position, while WS6 force – used in hard reduction mode to keep constant final 

thickness – is increasing much slowly. 
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Internal quality is good even in the first bloom after fly tundish cage cut, and this can be 

explained by the fact that software has been able to dynamically follow the real position of crater 

end and mushy zone. 

 

  

Figure 14a. MSR forces trend during fly tundish Figure 14b. macro of 1
st
 bloom after fly tundish 

 

 

Performances comparison before and after revamping 

 
Before revamping, NKMK was casting rail steel at maximum 105 ton/h vs actual 140 ton/h, 

corresponding to a 25% increase in terms of maximum productivity. At the same time, internal 

quality has been improved, mainly in terms of center porosity which – after hard reduction 

practice optimisation - is typically below grade 2. 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

Evraz ZSMK Novokutnesk CC n.2 has been revamped by Danieli in November 2012, leading to 

25% increased productivity (140 ton/h) with significantly improved internal quality for a wide 

production mix, mainly including rail steel vacuum treated.  

The coupled MEMS & Mechanical Soft and Hard Reduction, the latter performed with advanced 

mechanical and software solutions, allowed fine structure and low center porosity also during 

transient operations. 

Revamped caster was equipped with the state-of-art of Danieli Automation, including automatic 

continuous tundish temperature measurement, mould powder additions, secondary cooling MSR 

automatically managed, giving to NKMK the chance to pursue the zero operator philosophy. 
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HKM CCM 1: HYDRAULIC TWIN DIVIDER REVAMP 

 

1. Introduction 

Hüttenwerke Krupp Mannesmann GmbH (HKM) operates three continuous slab casters in 

Duisburg-Huckingen. Continuous slab caster 1 is designed as a curve machine and produces 

slabs with 260 mm thickness. Both strands of the casting machine were converted to twin-slab 

operation in 2001 in order to produce narrow slabs with widths of between 325 and 700 mm as 

input material for medium strip production. 

 

Siemens VAI Metals Technologies received the order to modernize the continuous slab 

caster 1. The aim was to increase the production capacity of the plant by approximately 10% to 

1.1 million tons of slabs per year, and also to improve the quality of the products still further. To 

this end, the plant will be fitted during the first expansion stage with a hydraulic mold divider for 

the production of twin slabs. Siemens VAI will also design a new segment 1 and a new run-out 

area, both of which will be implemented in the second stage. This paper deals with the 

implementation of the hydraulic mold twin divider only. 

 

2. Modernization steps 

The main target of the conversion to hydraulic adjustment of the narrow face was to enable 

the divider to absorb higher forces, so that additional rolls could be installed to support the slab. 

This leads to a reduction of bulging on the narrow faces of the strand, ensure symmetric flow 

conditions at different casting width of each twin slab, improving the internal quality of the slabs 

and increases the production capacity - this all to done considering the harsh environment in a 

steel plant and the low space availability in the machine. 

 

Siemens VAI started already in the mid 1990’s to focus its continuous casting development 

strategy in a direction that allowed it to offer new components for both existing as well as newly 

installed casters, with focus for most modular design of mechanical, control, and software 
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components. This was followed by combining the mechanical and control components of 

individual modules with mechatronic solutions with clearly defined features and operating 

ranges that covered the entire field of applications. This allowed the continuous casting machine 

to be fully divided into “Technological Packages”. Thanks to this approach and after engineering 

and manufacturing has been finished Siemens VAI was able to assemble and pre-test the system 

already in the manufacturing workshop to ensure later a fast integration on site (Fig. 1). 

 

      

Fig. 1: Assembly and pre-test in workshop 

The pretested equipment was installed into the existing molds, which was a quite 

challening task. Due to excellent cooperation of HKM and Siemens VAI personnel this task was 

handeled successfully within a short time. 

 

The startup up was according to schedule and already during the first cast 2 heats had been 

successfully cast (Fig. 2). 

 



 

Fig. 2: First cast with twin production 

 

3. Technical solution 

 

 

Fig. 3: Integration of Twin Divider into existing mold 

 

The existing mechanical narrow side adjusting device on the divider side of HKM CCM1 

was revamped by SVAI. Also the existing radioactive mold level measuring was changed to a 

state of the art measuring system supplied by the company VUHZ.  



 

Existing mechanical narrow side adjusting device: 

The existing gears were flanged to the mold frame on the fixed side. To the gears, cardan 

shafts were connected coming from the loose side. Due to dimensioning of the gears only one 

lateral strand guide roller could be installed. Consequently the casting speed and also the quality 

of the cast slabs was limited. Width adjustments were only possible during casting breaks 

manually. It was not possible to control the position of the narrow side copper plates during 

casting. The accuracy of adjusted taper was limited by mechanical backlash of the gearbox. 

 

The SVAI solution: 

Several boundary conditions make it difficult to find a good solution. On the one hand the 

space inside of the divider unit was very limited and on the other side the diameter of the 

cylinder needs to be as big as possible to allow the installation of three lateral strand guide 

rollers. The space for a standard cylinder unit was not available and a position control of the 

cylinders was to be considered. 

  

It was also a request to make minimal changes on existing molds - existing narrow side 

copper plates can be still used. 

 

A very compact and reliable solution was developed by SVAI, giving the following 

advantages: 

- Automatic narrow side adjustments during casting breaks  

- Very exact position controlled adjustments 

- Three lateral strand guide rollers to achieve the best support of the narrow sides on the 

divider side and also on the outer narrow sides 

- Higher casting speed to increase the throuput of the casting machine 

- Reduced bulging because of optimized narrow side support  

- Optimized secondary cooling of strand 

- Minimum of changes on existing parts 

 



 

Fig. 5: Twin divider assembly 

 

The pistons of two sides are in the same level and connected in the center. The moving part 

of the cylinder are the cylinder tubes, which are connected to the narrow side in a way that no 

lateral stress can damage the cylinders. The location of the cylinders was optimized to fit with 

existing parts, for example the narrow side backup and support plate.  

The fixed pistonrods of  top and bottom cylinder units are connected on the back side and 

flanged to the existing mold frame in a way so that only minor changes on the mold frame were 

necessary. The position of the fixing screws of existing gear boxes had to be reused.  

The narrow side inserts are guided on the top side of the mold frame in order to protect the 

cylinders from forces in casting direction. The position and the orientation of the three lateral 

strand guide rollers were optimized for best support of the strand. 

 



 

Fig. 6: Hydraulic adjustment unit 

 

The hydraulic on the divider was realized without the use of hoses. Each cylinder chamber 

was supplied via bores in the fixed piston rod. To ensure safety in case of malfunction, pilot 

operated check valves are located directly beside the cylinders. 

The hydraulic block, including the hydraulic control valves, is located on the mold frame 

on the fixed side and is connected via pipes and flange plate to the divider unit. For measuring 

and position control of the narrow sides sensors are mounted directly in the divider unit. Both 

hydraulic cylinders and measuring sensors are purged with nitrogen to prevent damage and are 

protected with bellows and covers. 

 



 

Fig. 7: Fully assembled hydraulic twin divider 

 

4. Conclusion 

After completion of the modernization work, it is possible to adjust the narrow faces of the 

mold divider more precisely and thus achieve tighter product tolerances. To further boost plant 

capacity, Siemens VAI will also be optimizing the design of the run-out area. 

The entire conversion of the casting plant took place during a scheduled ten-day plant 

standstill. The start up was successfully achieved according project time schedule on December, 

3
rd

 2013. 
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Foreword 

Today, investors worldwide are looking and waiting for new signals from steel market to 

understand where to direct and dedicate their money, energy and resources for possible 

alternative business. Because of uncertainty in the market, steelmakers are looking for 

more flexible operation to catch the changing market demands. 

The scope of this paper is to describe a complicated but challenging project for a new 6-

strands Continuous Casting Machine designed, supplied and commissioned by CVS 

Technologies for the integrated steel plant of Arcelor-Mittal Temirtau located in the 

city of Temirtau, Kazakhstan. Besides, the paper describes the not easy developments of 

the CCM design due to the very tight and congested plant layout with respect to the 

specific end-user requirements in term of production, flexibility and maintenance. The 

paper also illustrates the achievements of this particular billet CCM for what concern high 

casting speeds, wide production flexibility and low environmental impact, as well as the 

applications of the latest engineering developments in the continuous casting fields. 

 

Key Words  

The Key Words of this paper are: 

• ArcelorMittal Temirtau – AMT   

• CVS Technologies – CVS  

• Continuous Casting Machine – CCM. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Arcelor-Mittal Temirtau (formerly part of Kazakh Karmet Steel Works integrated in 1995 

into the Ispat conglomerate later Arcelor-Mittal) is the largest enterprise in mining and 

metallurgical sector of Kazakhstan and of Central Asia. The annual steel capacity of the 

largest single-site integrated steel-plants in the world is of approx. 5,7 millions of tons 

including flat products, long products and steel pipes.  

Previously Arcelor-Mittal Temirtau (AMT) used to  purchase billets from Ukraine and 

Russia to feed its rolling mills for long products and pipes. However, the supply of billets 

from abroad was not easy to be managed in terms of quality, quantity and economical 

figures and finally AMT decided to become a self-producer of billets by using the huge 

internal availability of hot metal.  

After a long and detailed analysis of all the project conditions and of the various proposals, 

AMT has selected the Turkish steel-plant supplier CVS Technologies for the design, 

supply and installation of its first billet CCM for long steel production. 

The realization of the new CCM as well as the repair and upgrades of blast furnaces 

planned for 2010-2011 was part of AMT's plan to increase its production capacity to six 

million ton per year, with the eventual aim of reaching ten million ton annual capacity in 

the future by commissioning new production facilities. 

This project represents one of the most modern, competitive and flexible CCM for 

production of billets, with a designed production capacity of 1,5 million tpy of commercial 

quality, low carbon steel and medium carbon steel.  

The contract has been signed in August 2010 and the start-up of new CCM was performed 

on November 21st, 2011 with the participation of Mr. Nursultan Nazarbayev, the President 

of Kazakhstan and Mr. Lakshmi Mittal, Arcelor-Mittal Group Chairman and CEO. In less 

than 15 months one of the most difficult project for CCM in terms of complicated layout, 

harsh environmental conditions, tough local rules/standards and high plant flexibility have 

been successful realized by the joint cooperation of AMT and CVS teams.   
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2. PLANT CONCEPT 

The scope of the project is the production of steel billets through the installation of a new 

CCM fitted with six (6) casting strands. The CCM plant has been designed according to the 

latest technology in the field of steel-plant machinery and equipment and the scope of 

works of CVS include the following main activities: 

• Full engineering development, including basic design, detail design, production and 

metallurgical manuals, O&M manuals and as-built drawings 

• Manufacturing of all mechanical and technological equipment, realized in totality in 

the modern workshops of CVS in Turkey 

• Manufacturing of the electrical and control equipment, with all automation 

applicative software based on Siemens hardware    

• Supply and delivery of all mechanical and electrical/automation equipment to site 

• Supervision service for erection and supervision to start-up and commissioning  

• Training of AMT's personnel. 

 

All above activities have been fully executed always keeping in mind that the equipment 

and the systems making up the new CCM plant have to respect high production flexibility, 

produce in quality, limited investment costs, reduced running costs and low environmental 

impact. 

At the same time the project for the installation of this new CCM has to overcome some 

specific targets, mechanical and metallurgical, namely: 

- Lay-out configuration 

- Ladle turret sizing and design 

- Caster working times 

- Caster flexibility. 
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Fig. 1 – CCM top picture. To be noted the very narrow building bay (only 24 m span). 
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3. CCM CHARACTERISTICS 

The new CCM has the purpose to produce square billets in sections 130x130 mm and 

150x150 mm, at beginning with open stream condition for construction grades and later 

with protected stream condition for quality grades with the provision of electromagnetic 

stirrer in mould and tundish cars fitted with hydraulic lifting system. Besides, the CCM is 

completely automatized by Level 1 and Level 2 automation system. 

 

Tab. 1 – CCM Main Characteristics 

DESCRIPTION	   UNIT	   DATA	  

Machine	  type	   —	   CVS-‐CC-‐6/9	  

Number	  of	  strands	   Nr.	   6	  

Machine	  radius	   m	   9	  

Unbending	  points	   Nr.	   2	  at	  9	  &	  17	  m	  

Strand	  distance	   mm	   1.200	  

Metallurgical	  length	   m	   25	  

Casting	  size	  range	   mm	   100x100	  ÷	  160x160	  

Selected	  casting	  sections	   mm	   Square	  130	  &	  150	  

Liquid	  steel	  weight	  (ladle)	   ton	   280	  

Full	  ladle	  weight	   ton	   402	  

Ladle	  support	   -‐	   Ladle	  turret	  

Ladle	  lifting	   -‐	   Independent	  lifting	  on	  each	  arm	  

Ladle	  lifting	  stroke	   mm	   3.400	  

Tundish	  capacity	   ton	   36,5	  (39,2	  overflow)	  

Tundish	  steel	  level	   mm	   750	  (800	  overflow)	  

Tundish	  support	   -‐	   Overhead	  tundish	  car	  

Tundish	  lifting	   -‐	   On	  tundish	  car	  by	  hydraulic	  
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DESCRIPTION	   UNIT	   DATA	  

Tundish	  stream	  control	   -‐	   Calibrated	  nozzle	  &	  snorkel	  

Liquid	  steel	  level	  control	   -‐	   load	  cells	  of	  both	  turret	  &	  tundish	  cars	  	  

Mould	  design	   -‐	   Curved	  mould,	  cartridge	  type	  

Mould	  copper	  tube	  length	   mm	   1.000	  

Mould	  copper	  tube	  design	   -‐	   Multi-‐taper	  

Mould	  lubrication	   -‐	   Automatic	  oil	  feeding	  (powder	  future)	  

Mould	  level	  control	   -‐	   Radioactive	  with	  Cs	  137	  

Oscillating	  unit	   -‐	   Electromechanical	  type	  

Oscillating	  parameters	   -‐	   25	  ÷	  250	  opm	  &	  0	  ÷	  16	  mm	  

Primary	  cooling	  max	  flow	   m3/h	   140	  

Primary	  cooling	  pressure	  drop	   bar	   5,5	  	  

Secondary	  cooling	  parameters	   -‐	   3	  zones,	  foot-‐rolls,	  1st	  segment	  &	  2nd	  
segment	  (split	  into	  two	  sub-‐circuits)	  

Secondary	  cooling	  max	  flow	   m3/h	   70	  

Secondary	  cooling	  IN	  pressure	   bar	   10	  

Withdrawal	  &	  straightening	  unit	   -‐	   5-‐rolls	  module,	  3	  motorized	  +	  2	  idle	  

W&S	  unit	  speed	  range	   m/min	   0,2	  ÷	  6,0	  

Billet	  max	  cutting	  length	   m	   12	  

Billet	  cutting	  system	   -‐	   Oxy-‐gas	  torches	  

Dummy	  bar	  design	   -‐	   Rigid	  for	  automatic	  operation	  

Billet	  removal	  system	   -‐	   Discharge	  roller	  tables	  +	  lifters	  +	  side	  
transfer	  car	  

Billet	  final	  cooling	   -‐	   Double	  walking	  beam	  cooling	  beds	  +	  
final	  collecting	  tables	  

Billet	  tracking	   -‐	   via	  2	  marking	  machines	  
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4. LAY-OUT CONFIGURATION 

The area dedicated to the new CCM presents very narrow sizes due to existing buildings 

and to existing devices that forced the CVS designers to study for a very compact and 

unusual layout solution, while leaving enough space on the casting floor and the 

evacuation area to permit easy plant operation and maintenance.  

The existing building bay has a width of only 24 meters and this force to extend the 

casting floor only on one side (i.e. the right side) to recover a sufficient space to be able to 

handle the tundish on both tundish cars. For the same reason and to guarantee sufficient 

billet cooling, two walking beam cooling beds are provided and both are not installed 

perpendicular to the casting direction (as usual) but parallel and successive to it. 

All these constrains while keeping into consideration a wide strand distance of 1.200 mm in 

order to allow the easy installation of the mould electromagnetic stirring system and 

sufficient space for placing the tundish maintenance area, the control room, the crop-ends 

removal system, the mould maintenance area and the hydraulic room.  

As show in the following two sketches (Fig. 2 & 3) the CCM is heavily “tailor-made” in 

order to suit into the existing building within the production area of the steel-plant.  

Fig. 2  - CCM section 
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Fig. 3 - CCM plan view  
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5. LADLE TURRET SIZING & DESIGN 

In consideration of the existing building configuration, the existing ladle handling crane 

with limited lifting height and the large ladle dimensions, the ladle turret provided for this 

project is probably the largest ladle turret in operation on a CCM world-wide.  

The studies and the engineering work of this special ladle turret has required expert 

engineers for structural dimensioning due to the big dimensions of the ladle and the high 

ladle lifting stroke to be performed considering at first safe conditions for operators.  

The most determining data for ladle turret’s sizing are the very long lifting movement of 

the ladle reaching 3.400 mm and the total ladle load of 402 ton. 

The main parameters of this ladle turret are listed in the below table:  

 

Tab. 2 – Ladle Turret Main Characteristics 

DESCRIPTION	   UNIT	   DATA	  

Liquid	  steel	  quantity	   ton	   280	  

Total	  ladle	  weight	   Ton	   402	  

Turret	  radius	   m	   6,5	  

Overall	  dimensions	  (HxW)	   m	   15,3	  x	  18,4	  	  

Ladle	  lifting	  stroke	   mm	   3.400	  

Ladle	  lifting	   -‐	   Independent	  on	  each	  arm	  

Liquid	  steel	  weight	  control	   -‐	   Load	  cells	  on	  each	  arm	  

Rotating	  system	  	   -‐	   AC	  gearmotor	  90	  kW	  VVVF	  

Emergency	  rotating	  system	   -‐	   By	  hydraulic	  motor	  

Thrust	  bearing	  external	  diameter	   mm	   5.350	  

Ladle	  turret	  total	  weight	  	   ton	   600	  

 

In the following Fig. 4 & 5 are shown the ladle turret side and top views, while in the 

successive Fig. 6 are shown the FEM simulations for turret stress analysis. 
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Fig. 4 - Ladle turret side view 
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Fig. 5 - ladle turret plant view 
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Fig. 6 - FEM simulation for ladle turret stresses and strains 
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6. CCM WORKING TIME 

The CCM has to work in an existing production reality with casting in defined period. A 

huge amount of liquid steel has to be solidified in restricted times to avoid long ladle 

permanence on the turret with consequent temperature drop and possible steel freezing in 

tundish. To avoid such negative circumstances, the CCM has been designed to perform 

high casting speeds and relatively short ladle emptying time. Here below the casting 

speeds and corresponding ladle emptying times are reported. The following tables show 

the casting speed range out of which the CCM can perform in quality. 

 

 

Tab. 3 – Casting speed (m/min) 

SECTION	   STEEL	  GRADE	  1	   STEEL	  GRADE	  2	  

	   MAX	   MIN	   MAX	   MIN	  

130	  x	  130	  mm	   4.5	  m/min	   3.2	  m/min	   4.2	  m/min	   2.9	  m/min	  

150	  x	  150	  mm	   3.2	  m/min	   2.2	  m/min	   3.0	  m/min	   2.1	  m/min	  

 

 

Tab. 4 – Productivity & ladle emptying time (with ladle capacity 280 ton) 

SECTION	   CASTING	  SPEED	   PRODUCTIVITY	   EMPTYING	  TIME	  

130	  x	  130	  mm	   4.5	  m/min	   209	  t/h	   80.4	  min	  

130	  x	  130	  mm	   4.2	  m/min	   195	  t/h	   86.1	  min	  

150	  x	  150	  mm	   3.2	  m/min	   196.8	  t/h	   85.3	  min	  

150	  x	  150	  mm	   3.0	  m/min	   186	  t/h	   80.4	  min	  
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7. CCM FLEXIBILITY 

In such type of integrated plants, optimal conditions to produce quality grades, especially 

for automotive industry, can be performed. For that reason AMT was looking for to cover 

with billet production also this more profitable market.  

Consequently a key-point of the project was the CCM flexibility in term of quick and easy 

switch of the operative practices from open stream casting to submerged casting and vice-

versa. Accordingly, the CCM has been designed since the begging considering the further 

implementation to perform high quality steel grades with special casting techniques such 

as mould electromagnetic stirring (M-EMS), automatic control of liquid steel level in ladle-

tundish-mould, submerged nozzle casting practice facilitated by ladle and tundish lifting 

devices. With simple adaptations the CCM can pass from casting rebar grades to quality 

grades and vice-versa quickly and without limitation in order to satisfy immediate market 

demand.  
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8. AUTOMATION & PROCESS CONTROL 

The new CCM at AMT operates in a flexible mode also thanks to the supplied automation 

system, which allow to select on the HMI (human machine interface) or on the level 2 PC’s 

the grade and the section to be casted.  

The target is to provide automation solutions, which are integrated parts of the CVS steel-

making vision for innovative equipment and flexible plant solutions based on the process 

knowledge resulting from the efforts made by our engineering department. The experience 

of CVS in providing effective automation solutions comes from many years of design, 

manufacturing and commissioning of process and production control systems for the steel-

making environment carried out in Turkey and other foreign countries. 

For this CCM project at AMT, CVS has provided Level 1 automation based on the 

programmable controllers (PLC, Siemens S7-400) and Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) 

computers (WinCC) as well as Level 2 automation as second level of machine and process 

control above the Level 1.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

By installing the new 6-strands multi-bending 9/17 m radius billet caster, Arcelor-Mittal 

has developed a new production line in the integrated steel-plant of Temirtau. Besides, 

AMT has achieved its plan to satisfy the internal demand for long steel products as well as 

to allow Kazakhstan to reduce the import of these important goods for the 

construction industry. 

The new 6-strands CCM, with the particular features like lay-out configuration, ladle turret 

sizing & design, CCM working time and CCM flexibility, allows AMT to have a flexible tool 

to satisfy steel market for construction and quality industries, while increasing the 

production capacity and keeping the product quality under control. Furthermore, the 

availability of higher quality of cast products has allowed AMT also to increase the finished 

product range by producing other quality long products such as angles, channels, rounds, 

strips, etc.  

CVS Technologies has been able to satisfy all those specific requirements in a very short 

project execution time, i.e. only 15 months from signing of the contract to CCM start-up, 

notwithstanding the high prohibitive environmental conditions during the erection phase 

with record of cold temperature of -24 °C on the day of start-up. 
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800mm ROUND BLOOMS IN SPECIAL ENGINEERING STEELS CAST 

ON A 5-STRAND CASTER AT LAIWU STEEL Co. 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Nowadays in the demanding world of steel, more companies are finding themselves 

trying to optimize costs, improve quality and stand-out of the market to have a competitive 

advantage. The 5 strand caster in Laiwu Steel Co. had these objectives in mind – this caster, 

which is one of the largest in the world in terms of radius, strands and casting sections, has 

been casting in good quality from the beginning thanks to the collaboration and the combined 

experience of Laiwu Steel Co. and Danieli. Some of the results obtained on the large round 

section 800mm and the smaller ones will be discussed in this work in terms of quality and 

operability and attention will be dedicated to some of the quality issues experienced during 

commissioning and how they were resolved.  
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1. Introduction 

 

This article looks at the recently started-up continuous casting machine in Laiwu, China, 

where the overall quality has proven to meet and in some ways, exceed expectations. The 

caster has been going through a surprisingly, fast and steep learning curve. In the following 

pages there will be an overall view of the quality obtained on some of the main grades cast by 

this machine and brief discussions on some of the issues experienced. 
 

 

Fig.  1: Side view of the caster at Laiwu 
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Listed below are the main equipment on the caster and other machine information: 

 

Number of strands 5 

 

Machine radius 16.5 m (multi-bending) 

Outfit section (diameter) ø400 (future), ø500/650/800 mm  

Strand distance 2250 mm 

Ladle capacity 110-120 t 

Tundish capacity 41 t with working level 850 mm  

Mould  780 mm 

Mould lubrication Powder  

Tundish to mould flow control Electromechanical stopper rod 

Mould level control Radioactive 

Electromagnetic stirrer M-EMS + F-EMS 

Oscillating unit Hydraulic type 

Dummy bar Flexible – Bottom Feeding 

Secondary cooling system Air mist  

Straightening 9 modules per strand 

Bloom cutting  Oxy-cutting torch  

Slow cooling facilities Yes, for required grades 

Yearly (design) productivity 1,100,000 tons 

Table 1: Summary of CCM main equipment and characteristics Fig. 2: Caster view – 800mm casting  

 

 

 

2. Learning curve 

 

As mentioned earlier, this caster has experienced an impressive learning curve, and this 

comes down to mainly two reasons: the eagerness from the customer to produce high volumes 

of quality steel to meet their demand but also due to the confidence in the equipment supplied 

by both parties. After one week of production the caster was in fact already casting 10 heats in 

one sequence (Fig.  3).  

 

 

Fig.  3: Learning curve during the month of August 2013  



 The average sequence index of this caster is around 12 ladles; flying tundish practices 

are not carried out due to customer needs – part of the learning curve for this caster could be 

to implement this practice. 

 

 The longest sequence cast so far at Laiwu is of 15 heats; meaning a total production of 

1800 tons and approximately 10 hours  and 30 minutes of continuous casting. After just over 

six months of operation and continuous improvement, the caster has an impressive qualified 

bloom ratio of 99.8%. 

 

 The production has mainly been focused on the middle section (ø650mm) which has 

cast almost all grades produced by the machine so far. The below summary table (Table 2) 

gives an idea of the main product mix cast and how this is divided by each sections. 

 

Final use Steel grades ø500mm ø650mm ø800mm 

Automotive steel including 

heavy industry 

45#, 42CrMoA, 

40CrNiMoA, 40CrNi2MoA 
● ● ● 

Lorry yoke steel 25MnCrNiMoA  ●  

Lorry spring base steel Q235D ●   

Shaft steel CL60  ●  

Flanges for energy sector S355NL, Q345B ● ● ● 

Wearable engineering steel 

spheres  
B2, B3, B4 ● ●  

Machinery engineering steel 35MnBM, 1E0669 ●   

Shipping industry steel CM690, R3, R3S, R4 ● ●  

Automotive steel including 

pinion and gear steel 

20CrMnTiH, SAE8620H, 

SCM420H, 20CrNiMoH 
● ● ● 

Bearing steel GCr15SiMn  ●  

Aerospace industry steel 40CrNiMoA, 35CrMnSiA ● ●  

Alloy structural steel 
40Cr, 42CrMoA, 50Mn, 

A105 
● ● ● 

Tube steel 15CrMo, 27SiMn  ●  

Table 2: Main steel grades cast at Laiwu by section size 

 

 

 This product mix is quite similar to many quality steel makers in China, where it is 

almost the norm to have a wide variety of grades ranging from low carbon low alloyed to high 

carbon and high alloyed steel. The benefits of this casting machine, which will be explained in 

more detailed later, are the quality results and the ratio of qualified blooms – making this a 

very reliable caster, reducing steel making plant production costs, waste and maximising the 

investment. All of this makes Laiwu Steel Co. one of the more competitive Chinese steel 

makers in this difficult period for the steel market (local and worldwide).  



3. Surface Quality 

 

Overall surface quality has fulfilled the production needs of the downstream process 

(break-down mill) and that of direct sales/customers. In Fig.  4 it is possible to see a clean and 

even surface on the sanded blooms ready for inspection.  

 

During commissioning, the process supervisors have tuned the casting parameters - 

namely oscillation and secondary cooling - to eliminate any defects found on sensitive grades. 

Transversal cracks were occasionally found on some sensitive steel grades and were 

eliminated by re-evaluating the secondary cooling intensity and distribution (associated with 

harsh temperature gradients between the different cooling zones). 

 

 

Fig.  4: Sandblasted bloom of ø500mm (left) and ø650mm (right) 

 

 The 800mm bloom showed good surface quality, though the oscillation marks have 

been quite noticeable from the beginning. This is a characteristic of large blooms cast at very 

low speeds – aside optimising the oscillating parameters/casting powders there is little that 

can be done to overcome this phenomena.  

   

 Deeper oscillation marks however have not affected the direct supply or further 

processing of the blooms since such marks are regular and no sticking or overlaps are present 

on any of the blooms. 

 

 

Fig.  5: 2 Strands of 800mm – First cast of this section in a Danieli CCM 



 Another concern experienced during the early commissioning stages, related to the 

pinching forces on the blooms. On the first casts, high forces were implemented as a safety 

measure to prevent dummy bar/bloom slippage; these created enough product deformation to 

trigger the formation of longitudinal cracks at approximately 2 and 10 o’clock with respect to 

the CCM inner radius. Once the forces were gradually decreased, such defects disappeared 

completely while still having a suitable and safe grip on the product in the strand. 

 

 

Fig.  6: Initial heats of ø500mm, grade 20CrMnTiH – surface crack associated with high pinching forces 
 

 

4. Internal Quality 
 

 For large sections, and in particular for round blooms where soft reduction is generally 

not applied, internal quality tends to be a concern due to the cavity forming during the last 

solidification stages where steel flow to the core can be restricted by solidification bridges. 

  

 Thanks to correct secondary metallurgy treatments, reasonable secondary cooling 

practices and correct use of the final stirrer, central cavity and high porosity have not caused 

problems with all blooms tested falling within the level 1 of Chinese standard YB/T4149-

2006. Fig.  7, showing the first ø800mm sample ever cast by a Danieli CCM and Fig. 8, 

showing a sample of ø650mm with equiaxial zone of approx. 49%, are proof of such quality.  

  

  

Fig.  7: First heat of ø800mm, grade 45# – no internal 

defects - equiaxial area of 40% 

Fig. 8: Sample ø650mm, grade 35CrMoA - no internal 

defects - equiaxial area of 49% - diameter close-to perfect 



 Generally, equiaxial zone for all samples (regardless of section or steel grade) falls 

within a range of 40 to 45%, which is also contractual. “Unusually high” equiaxial zones can 

be obtained from time to time, provided steel composition and casting conditions are 

favourable.  

  

 Some issues with internal quality were encountered during the initial commissioning 

stages. For instance some central cracks associated with high pinching forces were 

experienced on the first casts of the CCM (same reasons as for the longitudinal surface cracks 

discussed earlier). On lowering the pinching forces the defect disappeared completely. The 

final forces used on the various sections resulted being approximately 15-20% lower than the 

ones used as safety measure. As a matter of fact, Danieli’s standard is to start the first casts 

with pinching forces 15% greater than theoretical values; therefore the final reduction is in 

line with what calculated for normal casting operations. 

 

 
 

Fig.  9: Initial heats of ø500mm, grade 20CrMnTiH – central crack associated with high pinching forces 
 

 

The reduced forces also allowed for a better control of the product’s geometry. 

Generally the average maximum diameter difference for all sections is in the range of 2 to 

5mm; the absolute maximum difference of 8mm was measured on section ø800mm round 

when casting “softer” steel grades. These tolerances are comfortably in line with the guarantee 

values below: 

 

- Guaranteed diameter dimension tolerances ±1.2% (calculated according to Eq. 1) 

 

    |
 x    

 
|    100              

 

Where  Lx is the smallest/biggest diameter measured, L is the nominal diameter. 

 

- Guaranteed ovality ≤1.6% (calculated according to Eq. 2)   

 

 %  |
Dmax   Dmin

Dmin

|    100               

 

Where  Dmax is the biggest diameter measured, Dmin is the nominal diameter. 



The only other internal quality issue experienced was the occasional formation of 

white band through improper settings of the final stirrer (Fig. 10). This sort of defect is not 

uncommon during the commissioning stages of a caster or even during the casting of a new 

steel grade; the defect is easily eliminated through two checks/considerations: 

 

- Decreasing the casting speeds leaving untouched the stirrer settings (typically this 

solution is not the first choice since it means a loss in productivity) 

- Lowering the currents of the final stirrer to avoid over-stirring in an area of the bloom 

with improper solid fraction 

 

  

Fig. 10: Noticeable white band on ø650mm bloom – grade 

with %C=0.15 

Fig. 11: No signs of white band on the later  – grade with 

%C=0.15 

 

 

In this case, a simple adjustment of the stirring parameter was enough to eliminate the 

defect while still keeping a good internal quality.  

 

Even though white band is definitely an undesired defect, it has benefits from a 

technological point of view. Through white bands Danieli was able to tune one of the various 

automation software installed on this caster, the Liquid Pool Control (LPC) system.  

 

Since white band forms at the liquid/solid interface of a bloom/billet, by knowing the 

position of the stirrer and the respective (theoretical) solidified bloom portion, it is possible to 

check if the latter is correct by quite simply measuring the white band distance from the 

surface of the bloom.  

 

The LPC system allowed the customer and Danieli to simulate the internal conditions 

of the bloom and therefore optimise casting parameters. 

  



5. Review 

 

After a quick learning curve the teams of Laiwu and Danieli have been able to get this 

caster in excellent working conditions and operating smoothly. Production is now continuous 

with typically 12 ladles being cast every day.  

 

Majority of the production is focused on the small sections (ø500 and ø650mm) and 

only about 10% of the production is focused on the ø800mm section mainly due to market 

requests (direct as-cast sales) and also due to the current breakdown mill set up, which is 

(contractually) not yet equipped to manage the large section blooms. 

 

Contractual quality has been achieved through joint efforts and the caster has now 

been casting over 1000 heats without major issues having arisen.  

 

Below are some photos (Fig. 12 and Fig. 13) of bloom processing in the forging area 

where the is now successfully producing high quality engineering parts such as wind power 

generator flanges. 

 

  

Fig. 12: ø650mm, grade Q345E – during forging to be 

shaped into a wind mill generator flange 

Fig. 13: Final results of the wind power generator flange – 

QC passed and ready to be sent to the end user 
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MULTIPHASE FLOW AND LOW PRESSURE EFFECTS IN THE SEN 
 
 

Abstract 

 

In the continuous casting of steel a stopper rod is commonly used to control the flow 

rate from the tundish into the mould. Agglomeration of solid material near the stopper rod and 

inside the submerged entry nozzle (SEN) can lead to a reduced cross section and thus to a 

decreased casting speed or even total blockage (“clogging”). It is known that the injection of 

argon gas at the stopper rod tip reduces the clogging effect. Nevertheless the mechanisms 

involved in clogging are still not fully understood. A key for a better understanding may be the 

consideration of the absolute pressure: Single phase considerations of the flow in the region of 

the stopper rod result in a low or even negative pressure at the smallest cross section due to 

the high flow velocities. This can cause degassing of dissolved gases from the melt, 

evaporation of alloys and entrainment of air through the refractory material. According to 

these considerations, a two phase liquid-gas flow is expected even in the case when no gas is 

injected in the stopper-rod region. A mathematical model for this two phase flow situation in 

the SEN is presented that links the throughput and the pressure inside of the SEN with the 

geometrical parameters, the amount of gas in the SEN and the pressure loss coefficient at the 

stopper rod. An explanation theory for the diminishing influence of the gas injection on 

clogging is outlined. 

  

Keywords  

Submerged entry nozzle (SEN), clogging, partially filled SEN, stopper rod, argon injection, 

cavitational effects 
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In the continuous casting process a stopper rod is a commonly used device to control the 

steel flow from the tundish to the mould. During the casting process solid material mainly 

consisting of oxides tends to agglomerate at the stopper and the submerged entry nozzle 

(SEN) generally known as clogging [1-3]. This can lead to a reduced throughput or even to a 

total blockage of the SEN as well as severe holdup in the casting process. 

Clogging is the end product of a wide range of complex mechanisms such as chemical 

reactions, heat transfer, particle transport and deposition, degassing, diffusion, bubble 

formation and bubble transport [2], which influence each other. The chemical reactions can 

produce gas bubbles and inclusions. Gas bubbles in the flow can trigger chemical reactions, 

collect inclusions and change large scale flow characteristics. Inclusions can nucleate bubbles 

or agglomerate at the walls and thus change their properties. The amount and distribution of 

gas in the liquid steel highly influences the flow field and thus all other phenomena included 

in clogging as well. So an important step towards understanding the flow situation near the 

stopper rod is to understand the two phase flow. Nevertheless we start with a consideration of 

the single phase flow situation before we take a closer look at the two phase flow. 
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2. Single phase state model 
 

Fig. 1 shows the pressure along a streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow 

ports of the SEN considering a single phase flow. The pressure is plotted as a function of the 

vertical coordinate for liquid steel and water (1:1 scale water model). Bernoulli‘s equation can 

be used to describe the flow from the surface of the tundish to the narrowest point in the 

stopper rod gap as no flow separation occurs. The pressure at the surface of the tundish is 

equal to the atmospheric pressure. Then it rises due to the increasing hydrostatic pressure. 

Near the bottom of the tundish the flow acceleration of the fluid causes a pressure drop. It 

reaches a minimum at the point of the smallest cross section. Underneath the stopper a free jet 

forms [4], which causes the main pressure loss. In the SEN the pressure rises again due to 

gravity.  

Assuming a single phase flow the absolute pressure in the stopper rod gap reaches 

negative values for most typical geometrical configurations. Negative pressure contradicts the 

common concept of pressure as a representation of collision force of the molecules. 

Nevertheless a negative pressure can occur in very clean liquids. Theoretical considerations 

predict a tensile strength of water as low as −10 000 bar due to the Van-der-Waals forces [5]. 

Less than −200 bar were already measured in water experiments [5]. This tensile strength can 

be observed in pure liquids where the near order of the molecules is not disturbed. Any 

 

 

Fig. 1: single phase SEN flow, pressure along a 

streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow ports 

of the SEN for steel (black line) and water (grey line) 

Fig. 2: two phase SEN flow, pressure along a streamline 

from the tundish surface to the outflow ports of the SEN 

for steel (black line) and water (grey line) 



discontinuity in the near order can be the starting point of rupture and thus gas accumulation. 

This process is called nucleation. Depending on the surface tension of the liquid, a certain 

critical size of the nuclei has to be reached in order to enable gas bubbles to grow. Due to the 

high surface tension of liquid steel, these nuclei need to be much larger than in water [6,7]. 

While cavitation in water can take place in the whole liquid due to the dense distribution of 

micro-particles (order of magnitude 1 µm), cavitational effects in liquid steel can only arise at 

rough SEN and stopper rod wall pores or at very dilute large non-metallic particles (all of 

them order of magnitude 100 µm) [6,7]. Without the extra addition of inert gas, the formation 

of gas curtains at the SEN and stopper rod walls filled with gasses dissolved from the liquid 

steel (Nitrogen, Oxygen and Hydrogen) and possibly sucked gasses from the surrounding 

atmosphere is expected [6,7]. 

Besides the formation of gasses due to low pressures, inert gas is often injected near the 

stopper rod gap in order to reduce clogging. Thus a general two-phase flow situation is 

considered in the following with liquid steel and a gas phase, covering both types of gas 

(injected and nucleated). 

  

 

3. Two-Phase State Model 

 

The above presented single phase state model is now extended to a two phase model by 

adding a gas phase to the primary liquid phase. The phase distribution inside the SEN is 

considered in the most general way possible. Therefore, it is assumed that the gas can not only 

form bubbles inside the liquid steel, but also other regimes with a high gas volume fraction 

like gas cavities with steel droplets inside as sketched in fig. 3. It is first assumed that the 

lower part of the SEN is filled by liquid steel up to the height h2 over the mould level (see fig. 

3). Based on this assumption the pressure distribution can be determined as sketched in fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 3: pressure along a streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow ports of the SEN for 

steel (black line) and water (grey line) 

 

Starting at the mould level the pressure inside the SEN drops with increasing height due 

to the hydrostatic pressure until the phase interface steel/gas is reached at h2. From there on, 



the pressure stays constant at level p2. Bernoulli’s equation for a streamline between the phase 

interface and the mould level is 
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where p0 is the ambient atmospheric pressure (about 10
5
 Pa), ρ is the liquid steel density, g is 

the gravitational acceleration, u2 is the mean flow velocity in the SEN, W  is the pressure loss 

coefficient due to the SEN wall friction and P  is the pressure loss coefficient of the 

submerged free jets leaving the entry nozzle through the nozzle ports. From this equation  
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It is expected that there is a 100 % pressure loss ( 1P  ) and thus the dynamic pressure term 

at the right side of equation 2 is reduced to the comparably low wall friction W . 

In the case that there is a more smeared phase distribution (e.g. due to gas bubbles in the 

liquid phase, liquid droplets in the gas phase and due to foam-like states), h2 can be seen as an 

equivalent SEN filling height (the equivalent filling height for a situation with sharply 

separated phases produces the same pressure p2 as in the case of a smeared interface). 

Starting from the tundish level the pressure inside the tundish increases with decreasing 

height due to the hydrostatic pressure until the tundish bottom wall is nearly reached. Here the 

pressure is  

 101 ghpp 
 (3) 

where h1 is the tundish fill height. As the liquid steel leaves the tundish, it starts to accelerate 

and flows into the gap between stopper rod and SEN.  

The pressure drops until pmin when the highest flow velocity u is reached in the 

narrowest cross section of the gap. Thus 

 2

2

1
1min upp 

 (4) 

where the rightmost term is the dynamic pressure drop calculated with the gap flow velocity u. 

The gap flow velocity is related to the SEN flow velocity u2 due to the conservation of mass 

for steady conditions by 

 22 AuuAS   (5)
 

where AS is the total gap cross section area and A2 is the SEN cross section area.  

After the narrowest cross section of the gap, the cross section expands, the flow 

decelerates and regains pressure until the flow separates from the SEN and stopper rod walls, 

reaching the pressure p2. Bernoulli’s equation for a streamline between the tundish bottom and 

the SEN top region is 
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where S  is the pressure loss coefficient of the gap flow. If S  = 100 % no pressure is 

regained and p2 = pmin. For the hypothetical case that S  is zero, the complete pressure would 

be regained and p2 ≈ p1. The observed pressure loss coefficients from water model trials at 

voestalpine are between 50% and 70%. The pressure loss coefficient depends mainly on the 

gap geometry and only slightly on the Reynolds number and the stopper rod lift. 

Inserting equation  2, 3 and 5 in equation 6 gives the gap flow velocity u for a given 

SEN and tundish fill level 
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where the total pressure loss coefficient  
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Usually, the total pressure loss coefficient is dominated by the pressure loss coefficient S  of 

the gap flow: for a typical situation as described below  
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For the calculation of the overall throughput  
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the total gap cross section area AS has to be known as a function of the stopper rod lift hS. For 

usual geometries AS depends linearly on the stopper rod lift hS with the proportionality factor 

C’ [6].  

Equation 4 in combination with equation 6 and 10 gives the minimal pressure in the gap 
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Now the derived equations for the throughput and minimal pressure depend basically on 

the following parameters: tundish level h1, SEN fill level h2, total pressure loss coefficient ζ 

and stopper rod lift hS. It is remarkable that the minimal pressure in the gap does not directly 

depend on the stopper rod lift. Nevertheless the total pressure loss coefficient slightly depends 

on the stopper rod lift due to the SEN wall friction (equation 8) and probably also due to the 

change of the gap geometry. 

In fig. 4 the pressure inside the SEN p2 near the stopper rod tip (dashed line, 

approximately independent of the pressure loss coefficient, equation 2) and the minimum 

pressure in the gap pmin (solid black lines, equation 11) are plotted as a function of the fill 

level h2 for different pressure loss coefficients ζ and constant stopper rod lift and tundish 

level. Typical values and ranges for a setup used at the voestalpine slab casting steel plant in 

Linz with a tundish level h1 = 1 m are applied. The grey lines in fig. 4 denote the 

corresponding steel mass flow rates also for different pressure loss coefficients according to 

equation 10 with  -1m kg 07.7' ShC . 

In the case of an SEN completely filled with liquid steel (h2  = 0.84 m), the absolute 

pressure p2 is 0.4 bar near the stopper rod tip and increases if the SEN is partially filled with 

gas until it reaches 1.1 bar if the SEN level is located at the SEN ports. In this extreme case an 

overpressure inside the SEN is necessary to push the SEN fill level below the mould level. 

The minimal pressure in the gap pmin is lower or equal to the SEN pressure p2, depending on 

the pressure loss coefficient: the lower the pressure loss coefficient, the lower the gap 

pressure. For high SEN fill levels and lower pressure loss coefficients, low or even negative 

gap pressure values pmin can be reached. For an increasing gas volume inside the SEN and for 

an increasing pressure loss the throughput becomes lower.  

In fig. 4 the corresponding data from a typical operating point of a full scale slab caster 

water model of voestalpine is marked by circles (WM): the SEN is completely filled with 

liquid and the water throughput for a stopper rod lift corresponding to the data plotted in fig. 4 

corresponds to 3.1 t/min steel. According to equation 10 this gives a total pressure loss 

coefficient of 68 % and – in the case of liquid steel – would result in a minimal pressure of 

−0.18 bar. 

From plant measurements it is supposed that the stopper rod lift is higher for the same 

volumetric throughput than in the water model. This cannot be explained if the flow situation 



was the same in the water model and the plant since the density cancels out and the kinematic 

viscosity is almost the same for water and liquid steel. Furthermore a minimal pressure of 

−0.15 bar may cause some degassing effects as mentioned above. The higher stopper rod lift 

at the plant can be explained and the negative pressure can be avoided if the impact of gases is 

considered as described in the following.  

 

 
Fig. 4: pressure along a streamline from the tundish surface to the outflow ports of the 

SEN for steel (black line) and water (grey line) 

 

Our hypothesis is that the presence of gases – be it from degassing effects of from the 

injection of gas – has two effects:  

1. the pressure loss coefficient is increased and  

2. the SEN is partially filled with gas.  

Both effects reduce the throughput and increase the minimum pressure in the gap. The arrows 

in fig. 4 with the dashed lines indicate how different combinations of the two effects can 

increase the minimum pressure towards positive values and at the same time decrease the 

mass flow. If degassing effects at low steel pressures were responsible for the clogging of the 

SEN due to the formation of oxide particles, this could also explain why the injection of argon 

gas reduces clogging.  



The increase of the pressure loss coefficient by the presence of injected gas is expected 

to arise because of gas that is transported by the flow into the gap between SEN wall and 

stopper rod, which can also be observed at the water model (fig. 5). As a consequence the 

flow separation is nearer to the smallest cross section between stopper rod and SEN, resulting 

in a higher pressure loss. The effect is expected to be much higher in the case of the real plant 

since the absolute pressure in the gap is much lower than in the water model and thus the 

specific gas volume and the displacement is much higher. It is expected that the multiphase 

flow and the phase distribution are highly unsteady (see also [8]). 

 

 
Fig. 5: full scale water model at voestalpine with transparent SEN walls and stopper rod: bubbles from a gas 

injection at the stopper rod tip rod sucked into the gap between stopper rod and SEN wall; black lines denote the 

contours of wall and stopper rod 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

  

The model of a single phase flow of a completely filled SEN results in very low or even 

negative pressure in the vicinity of the gap between stopper rod and SEN walls. While pure 

liquids are able to stand certain negative pressures, in “real” liquids like water and liquid steel 

degassing starts by the formation of gas bubbles at impurities (nuclei). Besides the formation 

of gasses due to low pressures, inert gas is often injected near the stopper rod gap in order to 

reduce clogging. Thus a general two-phase flow situation is considered with liquid steel and a 

gas phase, covering both types of gas. The effect of different SEN gas filling levels and 

pressure losses at the stopper rod gap are analysed: for high SEN fill levels and lower pressure 

loss coefficients, low or even negative gap pressure values can be reached. For an increasing 

gas volume inside the SEN and for an increasing pressure loss the minimal gap pressure 

increases. The presence of a gas phase (originating from gas injection or degassing) is 

supposed to have two effects: the pressure loss coefficient is increased due to an earlier flow 

separation and/or the SEN is partially filled with gas. Both effects diminish the low pressure 

situation. If degassing effects at low steel pressures were responsible for the clogging of the 

SEN due to the formation of oxide particles, this could also explain why the injection of argon 

gas reduces clogging. 



By means of the presented results, the flow situation inside of the SEN and in the 

vicinity of the stopper rod tip can be better understood. The developed mathematical model is 

able to illustrate how throughput and pressure depend on the SEN gas fill level. In 

combination with experimental results from water models and experiences at the plant, a 

partial filling of the SEN with gas seems obvious for a wide range of operating conditions. 

Intentionally the model is kept simple in order to be as comprehensive as possible. It can 

easily be enhanced by considering currently neglected effects like the change of the pressure 

loss coefficient as a function of the stopper rod lift.  
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IMPLEMENTATION OF FOUR PORT SUBMERGED ENTRY NOZZLE 

TO IMPROVE THE STABILITY OF THE THIN SLAB CASTING 

PROCESS AT THE IJMUIDEN DSP PLANT  
 

 

Abstract 

 

At the start up of the thin slab caster in Tata Steel’s Direct Sheet Plant (DSP) in 

IJmuiden, the Netherlands, a two port submerged entry nozzle (SEN) was used to feed the 

liquid steel into the mould. Depending on the cast width two nozzle sizes were applied. An 

EMBr is used to control the flow pattern. 

To further optimize casting operations in the DSP, investigations have been done to 

develop a configuration of a mould with a single SEN design, being able to cover the whole 

operational window of widths and casting speeds. More space for steel flow around the SEN 

was achieved by adjusting the shape of the funnel and decreasing the outer dimensions of the 

SEN at the meniscus. In order to bring more heat to the meniscus a four port nozzle design 

was chosen. The design of the nozzle was optimised by numerical simulations and water 

modelling studies.  

The mould flow was optimised by evaluation of plant (sub-)meniscus speed 

measurements (inclination angle measurements) to find optimal EMBr settings depending on 

mould width, casting speed and nozzle immersion depth. The final four port SEN design was 

successfully implemented in the DSP. A higher mould powder consumption and reduction of 

excessive slag rim formation prove that a more stable casting situation has been achieved.  
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Thin slab casting, mould fluid flow, submerged entry nozzle 

 

 

1. Introduction 

. 

The thin slab caster of Tata Steel’s Direct Sheet Plant (DSP) in IJmuiden, the 

Netherlands has been in operation since 2000. At caster start up, a two port fish tail type 

submerged entry nozzle (SEN) was used to feed the liquid steel into the mould. Depending on 

the cast width two nozzle sizes were applied; the medium fish tail (MFT) nozzle for the 

narrow moulds (1000-1400 mm) and the large fish tail (LFT) nozzle for the wide moulds 

(1250-1550 mm). Further optimisation of the mould flow was achieved by using a dedicated, 

multi-pole EMBr. 
 

                                                           
1
 Tata Steel, IJmuiden, The Netherlands 

2
  SMS Siemag , Duesseldorf, Germany 
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The mould of a thin slab caster has limited space for the submerged entry nozzle, in 

some cases leading to flow instability and travelling or standing waves at the meniscus. Wavy 

oscillation marks and large slag rims were observed in the funnel area near the SEN, probably 

caused by the bow wave at the SEN [1]. From the combination of SEN and funnel geometry, 

the bow wave area coincided with the convex/concave transition of the funnel. Thus, poor 

flow and solidification conditions coincided with additional stresses on the solidifying shell 

[2], resulting in an area of enhanced longitudinal cracking sensitivity. To reduce this, 

geometry studies were performed to create more space around the SEN and to bring the SEN 

outer dimensions further away from the convex/concave transition area. 
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Fig. 1: Funnel mould geometry. 

 

As a first step the funnel shape was changed to increase the distance between the mould 

wide faces and the SEN, see Fig. 1. The funnel became a little wider, the funnel crown 

increased and the radii of the inner and outer funnel curves were increased. Subsequently, 

investigations for a new SEN design were done. As a final step, the EMBr configuration was 

adapted to suit the new SEN design. 

 

 

2. Criteria for SEN design 

 

For a new SEN design the following criteria were applied: 

1) A reduced footprint of the nozzle at the meniscus to increase the space around the 

nozzle. The funnel should allow a sufficient liquid steel volume around the SEN. At the 

meniscus the distance between copper plate and SEN has to allow permanent exchange of 

steel, required for proper mould powder melting. Below the meniscus the gap has to be large 

enough to avoid contact between the SEN and the solidifying strand shell also at slow casting 

speeds. As a design criterion a minimum distance was adopted of about 30 mm at the 

meniscus and about 20 mm below the meniscus.   

2) Steel flow velocities at the meniscus should be sufficiently large to prevent premature 

freezing, and sufficiently low to avoid slag entrainment, excessive meniscus level instabilities 

and standing waves. This is translated into an operational window for a stable and symmetric 

flow pattern in the mould, with a flow at the meniscus being directed towards the SEN and 

having a velocity between 0.1 and 0.4 m/s.   

3) Besides the available meniscus area for mould powder, the mould flow should bring 

sufficient heat to the meniscus for sufficient mould powder melting and limited rim formation. 

4) Use of one SEN design is preferred to improve sequence planning (logistics) in the 

plant, covering the whole operational window of cast widths (1000 to 1550 mm) and casting 

speeds. 
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3. Comparison SEN designs - the two port versus four port nozzle 

 

In this study two different SEN design philosophies were evaluated. The design and 

outer dimensions of the original fish tail type nozzle and a four port nozzle is depicted in Fig. 

2. Obviously, by adopting the four port nozzle design, the target of a smaller nozzle footprint 

is achieved. To have all the ports immersed at the same level below the meniscus, the four 

port nozzle is immersed deeper into the mould than the two port nozzle; see Fig. 3. 

  

Two port large fish tail nozzle (LFT) Four port nozzle 

 
 

  
Fig. 2: Sketches of submerged entry nozzle designs at the top and its footprint at the meniscus 

below, with the two port ‘large fish tail (LFT)’ type nozzle at the left and a four port type nozzle 

at the right. 
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Fig. 3: Average immersion depth of the fish tail nozzle and the four port nozzle. 
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For the fish tail type nozzle, two jets emanate from the nozzle bottom inducing two 

recirculation zones in the mould; one at each side of the SEN. These two jets should deliver 

the full throughput and also provide the meniscus with enough heat to melt the mould powder. 

The flow at the meniscus is directly coupled with the flow deeper in the mould. With a four 

port nozzle, these two functions are separated. The two upper ports direct the flow upwards 

towards the meniscus and create a suitable meniscus flow that brings heat to meniscus. The 

two lower ports direct the bulk of the flow deep inside the mould. From the four ports, at least 

four major recirculation areas are created within the first metres of strand. 

Separation of functionality gives an additional degree of freedom to optimise the mould 

fluid flow and heat transfer to the meniscus. On the downside, the interplay of the large 

recirculation zones, depending on the casting width and SEN immersion depth, adds an 

additional complexity and is a potential cause of instabilities.      

 

Flow pattern with two port type nozzle Flow pattern with four port type nozzle 

  
Fig. 4:  Fluid flow patterns of a fish tail SEN at the left and a four port SEN at the right. 

 

 

4. Experimental techniques 

 

4.1 CFD and water modelling techniques  

 

Numerical models to predict the flow in the SEN and the first three metres of strand 

were set up using commercial (Ansys CFX) and open source (OpenFoam) software tools. The 

models include liquid steel flow and temperature, strand solidification, and a one way coupled 

approach to include the effect of the EMBr. Typical transient simulations were performed for 

about 60 seconds of real time on a grid of about 2 million cells.     

 

Experimental work was performed in a PC controlled full scale water model comprising 

the stopper, the submerged entry nozzle and the first two metres of strand. Mould level was 

measured using a float and controlled by means of the stopper. Mould fluid flow was assessed 

using videos of ink injection, PIV and ultrasound measurements of the horizontal sub 

meniscus flow profile. 
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4.2 Plant measurements 

 

Plant measurements of the mould fluid flow near the 

meniscus were done by using the inclination angle method. A 

ceramic tube, being fixed to a pivot at the top, is immersed in the 

steel melt. The steel flow pushes the tube in the direction of the 

flow. The resulting inclination angle gives the direction of the 

flow and the velocity component perpendicular to the rotating axis 

of the tube, see Fig. 5. The system used at Tata Steel has been 

explained previously in more detail [3]. The used zirconia-

graphite tube has a lifetime in the mould of 40 - 45 min. 

Generally, the flow measurements were performed 

simultaneously on both sides of the SEN. For the narrow moulds, 

measurements were done only on one side of the mould in order 

not to disturb the level measurement.  

 

5. Optimisation of the four port SEN design 

 

The fluid flow in the mould is affected by the SEN geometry, the EMBr and the funnel 

shape of the mould. Since the SEN geometry is the dominant factor, investigations started 

with looking for a suitable SEN geometry followed by adaptation of EMBr design and current 

settings. The latter is possible due to special mosaic EMBr design [4].   

Performance of the MFT and LFT fish tail type nozzle designs was used as a benchmark 

for the development of a suitable four port nozzle design. Starting from an initial design that 

was used in the larger funnels of CSP type thin slab casters, the thickness of the flow channel 

was reduced to accommodate the somewhat smaller funnel of the DSP and to create enough 

distance between the SEN and the mould plates.  

 

   
SEN design #2 SEN design #3 SEN design#1 

Fig. 6: Examples of CFD and water model results of different intermediate four port nozzle 

designs with separation or recombination of the jets. 
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Fig. 5: Schematic view 
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measurement method. 
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As a second step, the position and design of the inserts between the ports were varied 

and the effect on the resulting mould flow was investigated by using CFD and water 

modelling, see Fig. 6. The study showed that the SEN inner geometry has a significant effect 

on the overall flow field in the mould. Minor geometry variations can induce or suppress 

recombination of the upper and lower jets. This tendency to recombination of the jets is shown 

in Fig. 6 by the intermediate design #2, where the upper jets are bending downwards in the 

direction of the lower jets.  

Following the four port design philosophy, the latter should be avoided. In addition, any 

strong interaction of the jets would give rise to flow instabilities. An increased strength of the 

upper jet results in an increased flow field stability (no recombination) but also in an increase 

of the meniscus velocity. A decrease in upper jet strength has the opposite effect.  

 

The final design was a compromise, having a reasonable flow field stability combined 

with a meniscus velocity within the aimed operational window. To fully satisfy the flow 

criteria mentioned in the introduction section, a ruler type EMBr design was adopted. The 

position and initial strength of the magnetic field were assessed using CFD modelling, while 

additional plant measurements were employed in the final optimisation stage. 
 

6. Implementation of the four port SEN and finding suitable EMBr settings   

  

In the DSP the submerged entry nozzle is fixed to the tundish and the flow throughput is 

controlled by a stopper. The SEN immersion depth is changed over time to increase the 

lifetime of the SEN by spreading the erosion of the nozzle at the slag line over a larger area. 

To find suitable EMBr settings, the averages of measured (sub-)meniscus velocities were 

evaluated as a function of the immersion depth for different cast widths, casting speeds and 

EMBr settings.  

 

The jets emanating from both the top and 

bottom ports of the nozzle flow through the 

magnetic field generated by the EMBr due to the 

coupling of electromagnetic field and fluid flow. 

This imposes a resistance on the fluid flow. For the 

top ports, this might lead to the main jet going 

through the magnetic field, slowing down and 

spreading out or to a jet surfing on the magnetic 

field and consequently deflecting to a more 

horizontal direction. The jet from the bottom ports 

will go through the field and will slow down at 

increasing EMBr strength. In general, the EMBr 

stabilises the fluid flow field. However, due to the 

non-isotropic dampening of turbulence, a 

destabilisation might occur as well.   

When changing the immersion depth of the 

SEN, the position of the jets emanating from the 

four ports is changing in relation to the magnetic 

field; see Fig. 7. Therefore, the effect of the EMBr 

on the flow pattern is evaluated as a function of the 

immersion depth.  

wide

narrow

0.4 T0.0 T 0.4 T0.0 T EMBr field

wide

narrow

0.4 T0.0 T 0.4 T0.0 T EMBr field
 

Fig. 7: Position of SEN and magnetic 

field of the EMBr for operational width 

window. 
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Further, the mould flow pattern is 

affected by the cast width and the casting 

speed. Plant measurements (see Fig. 8) 

indicate that, when no EMBr is used, a 

minimum throughput appears to be 

necessary to create a mould flow pattern 

with a meniscus flow velocity in the 

preferred window. For high throughputs the 

resulting meniscus velocity becomes too 

high and needs to be controlled by using the 

EMBr.    

 

The way the four jets affect the fluid 

flow pattern in the mould is also dependent 

on the cast width. CFD calculations of the 

flow pattern (see Fig. 10) show that the jets 

from the upper ports bend downwards for 

narrow moulds. For wide moulds these jets 

bend upwards. This behaviour is coupled 

with a similar change of the lower jets. This different flow pattern also results in the EMBr 

having a different effect for narrow and wide slabs, as will be discussed later.  
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Fig. 9: Average measured (sub-)meniscus flow velocity [m/s] as a function of  SEN immersion 

depth,  for different EMBr settings, v-cast > 5 m/min and narrow and wide moulds 
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Fig. 8: Average measured (sub-)meniscus 

velocity [m/s]  with the four port nozzle as a 

function of throughput [ton/min]; no EMBr. 
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Flow measurements in the mould showed that application of the EMBr for narrow 

moulds results in an increase of the meniscus velocity; see Fig. 9. CFD calculations show that 

this is caused by a combination of two effects; see Fig. 10. The braking effect of the EMBr 

field on the jets from the lower ports results in a decrease of the throughput through these 

ports and consequently the jets from the upper ports will be stronger. Secondly, the upper jets 

are deflected upwards by the magnetic field (the “surfing” effect). 

 

narrow mould, EMBr off narrow mould, EMBr on 

  
 

wide mould, EMBr off 

 

wide mould, EMBr on 

  
Fig. 10: Examples of calculated mould fluid flow pattern with the four port SEN for two cast 

widths, an average casting speed, immersion depth of the SEN and with/without use of EMBr. 

  

For wide slabs, the throughput is high, resulting in high meniscus velocities as shown in 

Fig. 9. As the jets from the upper ports are stronger for high throughputs and penetrate deeper 

in wide moulds, application of the EMBr now results in braking rather than deflection of the 

upper jets and a decrease of the meniscus velocity.  
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The plant measurements and CFD results also indicate an optimum range of EMBr 

currents. For high EMBr currents the braking effect becomes too strong, resulting in the 

meniscus velocities becoming too low or, even in a change of the flow direction (negative 

values in Fig. 9 denote a flow directed towards the narrow face), especially at high immersion 

depths of the SEN. 

 

For the evaluation of modelling results and plant flow measurements according to the 

flow criteria mentioned in §2, three groups of casting speeds (slow, intermediate, fast), cast 

widths (narrow, medium and wide), and immersion depths (shallow, medium and deep) are 

considered for various EMBr settings.  An example is given in Fig. 11. From this evaluation 

suitable EMBr settings were obtained for the whole operational window and applied for 

standard operation in plant. 

 
Casting speed range 

< 4.6m/min 4.6 – 5.1 m/min > 5.1 m/min 

Immersion depth range Immersion depth range Immersion depth range 
EMBr >308 mm 268-308mm <268 mm >308 mm 268-308mm <268 mm >308 mm 268-308mm <268 mm 

< 100 A          

100 A          

150 A          

200 A          

>200 A          

  
Fig. 11: Example of evaluation matrix of measured (sub-)meniscus flow velocity  for wide 

moulds considering the criteria; green: criteria are met, orange: reasonably met, and red: are 

not met. 

 

One of the aims implementing a new submerged entry nozzle was to increase the 

available meniscus area and to create a mould flow which brings sufficient heat to the 

meniscus for powder melting and limited rim formation. Plant data indicate higher mould 

powder consumption after implementation of the new nozzle, with about 15 % at high casting 

speeds, see Fig. 12. Further it was noticed that with the new configuration excessive slag rim 

formation was significantly reduced. The mould flow, especially at higher casting speeds, 

appears to be effective with respect to powder melting and the control of rim formation. 
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Fig. 12: Average normalised mould powder consumption for casting LC steels as a function 

of the casting speeds [m/min] for the LFT,  MFT and four port nozzle 
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7. Conclusions 

 

A four port submerged entry nozzle was successfully implemented in thin slab casting at Tata 

Steel’s Direct Sheet Plant. The aimed flow criteria were met, resulting in a more stable casting 

operation with a larger flexibility in sequence planning due to the single SEN design 

approach. 
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Abstract 

A comparative study of a Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) with angled lateral ports capable of 

delivering swirling flows through the mold cavity of a square billet mold has been conducted 

with the aid of physical and mathematical modeling. The physical experiments of the full 

scale water model included Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and video recordings of the 

dynamic water/oil interface. The present swirl nozzle design is compared with a five ported 

nozzle, consisting of 4 straight lateral ports and a single port located at the bottom of the 

SEN. The five ported nozzle is currently used at the plant at work. The jets emerging from 

the lateral ports of the five ported nozzle impinge in regions near the mold corners at a high 

velocity, then split into upper and lower flows. The upper flows emerge at the mold corners, 

with high momentum, thereby strongly affecting the shape of the meniscus interface. The 

strong flows impingements compromise uniform growth of the steel shell, while the 

fluctuations in the meniscus influence the generation of Mold Powder Entrainment (MPE) 

and subsequent subsurface defects. The observed fluid flow patterns when operating with the 

alternative SEN design, reduced the impingement of jets on the forming shell and decreased 

mold level fluctuations in the meniscus region, as compared with the five ported nozzle.  

 

Keywords: SEN ports, water model, square billet, continuous casting, turbulence model, 

multiphase flows 

Introduction 

In the continuous casting process of slabs, blooms and billets, mold powders with different 

compositions are fed over the liquid steel surface by automatic feeders. They are employed to 

accomplish the following tasks to: protect steel from re-oxidation, avoid large heat losses 

from the surface, provide a proper horizontal heat transfer, absorb inclusions into the liquid 

slag and ensure a good lubrication between the steel strand and mold [1]. Inadequate 

lubrication can lead to sticker breakouts, longitudinal cracking, transverse corner cracking, 

off-corner cracking, deep oscillation marks and depressions [2,3]. Proper control of 

horizontal heat transfer could reduce longitudinal and corner cracking. Other defects are 

related to transient fluid flow patterns of liquid steel inside molds. Turbulence inside 

continuous casting molds can produce unstable solidification at the meniscus, surface 

depressions, deep oscillations marks, and mold powder entrapment (MPE) [4-6]. The 

different MPE mechanisms proposed for slab casting can be found elsewhere [7-9]. 

A proper design and selection of a mold flux can reduce MPE and other defects. The 

properties of mold powders have been studied in the past through physical modeling. In this 

approach, the slag phase is usually substituted by oil, while steel is simulated by water. In 

different publications, has been reported that an increase of; oil viscosity, density difference 
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and interfacial tension between oil-water or slag-steel systems, will increase critical velocities 

and therefore reduce MPE incidence [10,11]. In addition, great efforts have been conducted 

in Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) design to control fluid flow in molds [12-15]. 

In the current work, mathematical and physical modeling of multiphase flow systems have 

been conducted in a square billet caster by comparing two multiport designs. One of them 

was also proposed for round billet mold operations in a recent publication by the same 

authors of the current work [16]. This proposed design is better suited to decrease the 

magnitudes of the discharging jets which endanger uniform shell growth while, at the same 

time, maintaining swirling motions throughout the mold cavity.  

 

Research Methodology 

 

Physical modeling has been executed using a full-scale water model of a square billet mold, 

which is fed by a twelve tonne, delta-shaped, four strand tundish. In this setup, a tundish model 

that keeps the same bath level as the real one was used to feed water into the mold model. Figure la 

shows the geometric dimensions of this mold while Figure 1b shows those corresponding to the five 

ported nozzle currently used at the plant. 

 

                              a)                                                             b) 

Figure 1. Scheme of the square mold and SEN dimensions (mm). a) PIV shooting the laser sheet at two 

different planes of the mold, in order to compute instantaneous velocities. b) The SEN design. 

                                                                            

a) b) 

Figure 2. Experimental Setup.  a) Scheme showing tundish and mold setup b) PIV and camera setup 



The water supply was obtained using a recirculating flow system. It consisted of a flow meter and a 

recirculating pump that feeds the tundish. The water level of the tundish is maintained at a height of 500 

mm, so as to match the steady state operation in the real caster. After that, the water ran through a reducing 

pipe that connects the outlet of the tundish to the submerged entry nozzle, or SEN. The mold was filled up 

with water to achieve a free surface level corresponding to plant conditions, where it is maintained at a 

constant height. The bottom of the mold was connected to the pump's inlet, and the flow cycle repeats. 

The properties of the fluid and the operating conditions used to conduct the physical and mathematical 

simulations are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Properties of the water and operating conditions 

Properties and conditions Water (20°C ) 

 

Molecular viscosity  (µw), kg/m*s 0.001 

Water density (ρw),     ⁄  1000 

Kinematic viscosity (νw = 
 
 ⁄ ),  

  

 
 1.0 x      

Flow rate at steady state (L/min) 59 

Casting speed (m/min) 2.0 

Immersion depth (mm) 200 

Steel throughput (ton/min) 0.413 

Steel density (ρs),     ⁄  7050 

Slag density (ρm),     ⁄  2600 

Air density (ρa),     ⁄  1.7894e-05 

The first setup consisted on the fluid dynamics behavior. For that purpose, a Particle Image Velocimetry 

(PIV) from DANTEC
®
 was employed, consisting of a laser gun with a power of 20 mJ, a Coupled Charged 

Device (CCD) to record the motion of seeding particles in the flow, and software to perform the Fast 

Fourier Transform analysis of the velocity signals transferred to a computer. The area of interrogation 

extended from the meniscus down the mold to a depth of 300 mm (see Figure la). A mirror, set at an angle 

of about 45° with respect the vertical plane, was placed on one side of the mold, while the laser gun was 

located at its front. The laser light sheet from the gun is reflected on the mirror so as to form another 

vertical laser sheet that coincides exactly with the central axis (y=82.5 mm) of the SEN and another axis 

located 15 mm from the front face of the mold (y=150 mm), hereinafter named central and frontal planes 

respectively (see Figure 1). These two laser sheet planes were used in order to obtain the corresponding 

instantaneous velocity fields and to analyze the fluid flow at different sections of the mold. At time zero, a 

slurry of seeding particles (polyamide particles of 20 microns and density of 1.04 g/cm
3
) were injected into 

the entry water flow, through the syringe, and the recording time starts to follow the flow dynamics. 

The second setup focused on the dynamic water-oil interface motions that were recorded with the aid 

of a fast video camera. Figure 2 shows photos of the experimental setup. 

 Mathematical Model 

The main objective of this work was to detect perturbations in the fluid flows and to compute the 

interaction between the steel-slag-air multiphase system in order to understand the incidence of mold 

powder particles in the square billets produced in the plant. 

 



It was decided to use the Realizable k-ε Model [17]
 
which has a better capacity to predict 

vortex flows. The key to the success of that turbulence model is the combination of the 

Boussinesq relationship with the classical eddy-viscosity definition [18]. For solving the set 

of partial differential equations, together with its parameters and constants, the commercial 

software ANSYS-FLUENT 14 was used. A HPC (High Performance Computer) was used to 

perform the simulations. The working fluids considered for the multiphase system were steel, 

slag and air under isothermal conditions. The confining walls of the square mold and the 

nozzles were subjected to a non-slip condition. Based on these assumptions, the flow field 

was obtained by the solution of the continuity, turbulence and momentum conservation 

equations in the three-dimensional domain. The set of partial differential equations were 

discretized using the Finite Volume Method in the previously mentioned commercial 

software. The second order upwind scheme was established for the k, momentum, volume 

fraction and ε equations. The PISO (Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators) [19] 

algorithm was used to solve the pressure–velocity coupling in the momentum equation. A 

preliminary solution was obtained under steady state conditions. The time dependent solution 

was observed to reach steady state after approximately 300 s of computational time in which 

a time step of 1x10
-3

 s was applied. The converged solution was assumed to be obtained 

when the residuals were in the order of 1 x 10
-4

, for each one of the turbulent flow variables. 

The interface tracking was conducted by the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for the 

numerical simulations. A refined mesh near the interface region with a total of 3,500,000 

cells in the whole domain, have been used for the calculation. The different variables were 

computed in the frontal planes after obtaining the solution. A transverse plane located 20 mm 

from the meniscus was also used to compute the velocity field as observed in Figure 3.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Scheme of the square mold and transverse view of the ports’ direction. 

 

Results and Discussions 

 

PIV Measurements 

 

Velocity and vorticity fields for a constant nozzle immersion depth of 200 mm, and a casting 

speed of 2.0 m/min are shown in Figure 4. After the jets impinge the walls near the corners of the 



mold, divide into upper and lower flows as observed in Figure 4a. The magnitude of the 

turbulence is provided by the vorticity fields shown in Figure 4b. Both Figures indicate the 

generation of multiple vortexes inside the mold, forming free-shear flows. Many vorticity 

islands are observed in the rest of the flow inside of the mold, indicating that the flow patterns do 

not remain fixed with time. This condition provides a very unstable flow, particularly near the bath 

surface. Highly turbulent conditions prevail even for the lower casting speed as discussed in a   

previous study [6]. 

  

 
 

Figure 4. PIV and vorticity results obtained in the frontal plane at a casting speed of 2.0 m/min, and 

SEN depth of 200 mm. a) Velocity fields.  b) Vorticity contours. 

                           

Mathematical Model 

 

An alternative nozzle design was considered for the comparison as observed in Figure 5a. The 

influence of its design on the fluid flow through the mold cavity is discussed in the following section. 

This nozzle consists of four angled ports and was compared with the five ports design which is 

currently used in the operation. The geometry of this nozzle is similar to that observed in Figure 5b. 

 

                                                                                                                  
a)                                                 b) 

 

Figure 5. a) Schematic of the SEN’s used for the numerical simulation. b) Cross sectional 

view of the SEN ports [13,14]. 

The computed velocity fields for the frontal plane when operating with the four ports nozzle under 

unsteady state conditions are shown in Figure 5a. Strikingly, it is observed that once the jets impinge 

on the mold wall, the previously mentioned upper and lower streams now follow a rotational 



horizontal motion from left to right. The rotating upper stream still provides some instability to the 

meniscus. However, the vortexes near the meniscus region are smaller as compared with those 

observed when operating with the five ports nozzle. On the other hand, the transverse area of the ports 

is larger than the corresponding area of the currently used SEN. By changing the ports geometry, the 

discharging velocity magnitude is decreased. Accordingly, the strong impingement on the wall is 

largely damped. A more uniform growth of the shell is expected from the decrease in magnitude of 

the discharging velocity. If the four ports nozzle is placed as shown in Figure 6a, vortexes are 

developed near the meniscus region and thereby will increase the probability of slag 

entrainment. Nevertheless, if it is placed as observed in Figure 6b, rotational motion is 

attained successfully and the vortexes are suppressed. It is for this reason that the placement 

of the nozzle plays an important role when operating this nozzle in a square mold. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Velocity fields on the frontal plane of the mold (m/s) at an immersion depth of 200 mm, 

and a casting speed of 2.0 m/min. a) Velocity field with the alternative nozzle design. b) Velocity 

field with the five ports nozzle. 

 

  
 

Figure 6. Velocity fields on the transverse plane 20 mm below the free surface of the liquid steel at a 

nozzle immersion depth of 200 mm, and a casting speed of 2.0 m/min. a) Predicted velocity field 

with the first placement b) Velocity field with the second placement. 

 

Water-Oil Experiments 

 

Figures 7a to 7c reveal a very unstable interface at all times. At some time steps, it is observed that 

the upper stream is strong enough to remove the oil phase near the mold corner on the outer radius 

side, allowing the water to be in contact with the air. This trend, found in the water model, can be 



qualitatively transferred to the actual process as liquid steel, which removes the immediate layer of 

liquid slag and then interacts with the layer of sintered slag, in which such interaction, would lead to 

mold powder entrainment. This region is marked by the arrow in Figure 7a. A more stable interface 

is observed; from Figures 7d to 7f, where the lumps of oil that fluctuate near the mold walls are not 

present in this set of Figures. In addition, the upper stream that completely removes the oil in Figure 

7a is not observed on this set of snapshots. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 7. Snapshots, showing the interactions between water and oil in the physical model at a 

casting speed of 2.0 m/min for an SEN depth of 200 mm. a-c) the five ports nozzle. d-f) The four 

ports nozzle. 

 

In both Figures 8a and 8b, a single vortex can be observed near the free surface. However, it is not as strong 

as the multiple vortexes observed in Figure 4a. The averaged velocity field obtained from the instantaneous 

PIV measurements shown in Figure 8a is in good agreement with the velocity field predicted by the 

mathematical model in Figure 8b. Figure 8b also corresponds to a zoomed view of Figure 5a. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Velocity fields on the frontal plane of the mold (m/s) at an immersion depth of 200 mm, 

and a casting speed of 2.0 m/min. a) Velocity field obtained from the PIV measurements. b) Velocity 

field obtained from the mathematical model. 

 



Many vorticity islands can be observed on the frontal plane in Figure 9. As the fluid is transported 

horizontally, it is noticeable that the islands extend from left to right. This fluid flow pattern differs with the 

islands observed in Figure 4b, which extend vertically. It is also important to emphasize that the vorticity 

islands close to the surface are lower in magnitude. This would help in reducing the incidence of mold 

powder entrainment. 

 

 
Figure 9. Vorticity contours obtained in the frontal plane at a casting speed of 2.0 m/min and SEN 

depth of 200 mm. 

 

 
 

a)                                                                  b) 

 

Figure 10. Contours of volume fraction of slag computed at the frontal plane. a) Volume fractions from 0 to 

0.5. b) Meniscus topography in 3D. 

 

           
 

a)                                                                  b) 

Figure 11. Contours of volume fraction of slag computed at the frontal plane. a) Volume fractions from 0 to 

0.5. b) Meniscus topography in 3D. 



Figure 10 and 11 show the volume fraction of slag where the darker areas correspond to a fraction of 0.5 or 

higher. It is clear that the meniscus is distorted in both cases. However, a complete detachment of slag is not 

observed in any case. This interface behavior qualitatively matches the results observed in the water model. 

The meniscus preserves a less distorted shape when operating with the four ported nozzle.  

 

Conclusions 
 

A strong impingement of the four jets onto the forming steel shell on the mold’s sidewalls 

was observed when operating with the five ported nozzle. This could erode the shell, possibly 

causing breakouts, and also possibly hampering a uniform shell growth. High magnitude 

vortexes were also observed near the meniscus region. If the four ported nozzle is placed 

correctly in a square mold, the rotational motion is attained successfully. This rotational 

motion provided by this nozzle, could contribute when combined with Electromagnetic 

Stirring (EMS) devices. In this case, less energy consumption would be required to trigger the 

rotational motion given that the incoming fluid discharged by the four ports nozzle, is already 

coupled with the stirrer motion. 

 

The magnitude of the discharging velocity magnitude can be decreased by increasing the 

transverse area of the ports combined with a proper ports design. The rotational motions 

combined with a decrease in the velocity magnitude through the mold cavity, suppress the 

strengths of the vortexes near the meniscus region, as observed in the results delivered by the 

four ported nozzle. This would help in preventing MPE. On the other hand, the reduced 

discharge velocity decreases the magnitude of the impingement velocity. This will promote a 

more uniform shell growth. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF SUBMERGED ENTRY NOZZLES TO IMPROVE 

STEEL CLEANLINESS AND PRODUCTIVITY 
 

 

Abstract  

 

The inner geometry of a submerged entry nozzle (SEN) is very important to generate an 

appropriate flow pattern in the continuous casting mould. This includes achieving symmetric 

steady flow, as well as reasonable meniscus velocity for mould flux melting and to avoid its 

entrapment in the solidified shell. As the demand for steel cleanliness together with 

productivity has increased in recent years, optimizing SEN geometry plays a more important 

role to achieve these goals. In this paper new SEN design concepts for billet, bloom, and thin 

slab casting products are introduced. Several examples of design developments together with 

their validation following plant trials and on-site measurements are also described.       
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1. Introduction 

 

As molten steel is transferred from the tundish to the continuous casting mould, the 

submerged entry nozzle (SEN) plays an important role in protecting the liquid steel from re-

oxidization and obtaining a desired flow pattern in the mould. Although the most effective 

places to float out non-metallic inclusions are the ladle and tundish, optimizing the flow 

pattern in the mould is of significant importance to minimize mould slag entrapment and 

promote inclusion removal. In recent years, the demand for higher casting productivity has 

increased in parallel with higher steel cleanliness requirements. Consequently, maintaining a 

stable meniscus, avoiding mould slag entrapment, as well as achieving effective mould flux 

melting and inclusion removal in the mould have become significant challenges during 

continuous casting. There are many factors in the steel continuous casting process that can 

influence the flow pattern in the mould and one of the most important is the SEN design, 

which must be adapted to different casting conditions. The geometric features of SEN design 

to meet the required flow pattern are usually related to bore shape and diameter, port shape, 

angle, and size. In order to cope with the ever increasing demand on higher productivity and 

cleanliness, RHI constantly invests considerable effort to provide the most effective solution 

tailored to the customers’ individual needs.  

 

 

2. SEN design to enhance non-metallic inclusion removal in billet and bloom casting 

moulds 

 

In the billet and bloom casting process, single-port SEN types are traditionally used 

because of their simplicity. However, as the demand for steel cleanliness increases, research 

has indicated that this type of SEN may not be suitable to meet all the requirements. Due to 



the considerable penetration depth of the jet into the liquid pool, non-metallic inclusions are 

hindered to float towards the mould surface where they are absorbed by the slag. Instead, they 

are transported deep down into the strand where they can be entrapped by the solidifying 

shell. A further consequence of the deep jet penetration is that heat transportation towards the 

meniscus is relatively low, which may result in an insufficient melting rate of the mould 

powder. In recent years, there has been a trend to use multi-port SENs in bloom casting for 

high-grade steel, such as bearing and rail steels. It is considered that the multi-port SEN has a 

better ability to remove non-metallic inclusions in the mould than a single-port SEN. 

However, one critical aspect is a considerable jet impingement velocity on the thin solidified 

shell, which may lead to detrimental shell thinning caused by re-melting. An example of such 

an event is indicated by the results of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study (Fig.1). In 

this case, the four SEN ports were directed perpendicular to the centre of each wall in a 

rectangular mould. With this configuration a considerably high flow velocity occurs in the 

impingement regions.  

 

 

                     
 

Fig.1 Velocity distribution in the mould for a four-port SEN 

 

 Since 2000, many researchers have remarked that a swirling motion in the casting 

nozzle can effectively control the flow pattern in the mould. A very uniform velocity 

distribution in the mould is established downstream from the SEN outlet and the depth of 

inclusion penetration is decreased [1]. During previous research, a swirl generator or impeller 

(Fig.2a) was placed in the nozzle to introduce swirling flow in the mould [2]. However, from 

a refractory manufacturing viewpoint, integrating a swirl generator into a ceramic tube for 

operating temperatures of more than 1200 °C is not practical. Therefore, RHI invested 

significant effort to develop a nozzle that enhances swirling flow in the mould combined with 

practical manufacturing possibilities. One example is the FOSULIS nozzle, shown in Fig.2b. 

This type of nozzle is able to induce a defined rotational flow regime in the mould and 

simultaneously dampen the jet penetration depth. A smooth rotating plug-like flow is 

achieved, which enhances the flotation of non-metallic inclusions and equiaxed crystal growth 

[3]. Field trials with the FOSULIS nozzle have already been successfully conducted. 

However, due to the head section dimensions there are limitations in its applicability, 

especially for small dimensional moulds.   

 



                  
 

                                        (a)                                                   (b) 

  

Fig.2 Swirling nozzle with a swirl generator (impeller) for (a) water modelling research 

and (b) RHI’s FOSULIS nozzle  

 

 

Recent developments have focused on maximizing product applicability without 

performance limitations. RHI’s GYRO nozzle for bloom/billet casting, as shown in Fig.3, 

combines the advantage of optimized flow conditions with conventional design dimensions. 

Several benefits are associated with this new concept: 

 Deep jet penetration is avoided, resulting in efficient non-metallic inclusion 

removal. 

 Rotational flow can be customized to the mould geometry and size. 

 Efficient mixing in the upper mould region occurs. 

 Reduced steel jet impingement on the solidifying shell is achieved when 

compared to conventional multiport designs. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.3 Configurations of the GYRO nozzle 



Numerical and physical modelling approaches were applied to further investigate the 

aforementioned advantages. A comparative study between a single-port SEN and the GYRO 

nozzle is depicted in Fig.4 and 5, showing the positive effects of the new concept. A 

fundamental alteration of the flow pattern in the mould was achieved in terms of jet 

penetration depth and generating a rotational flow pattern.  

 

   

                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 Velocity distributions generated in the mould with a single-port nozzle (left) and the 

GYRO nozzle (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 Stream tracer in the mould for a single-port nozzle (left)  

and the GYRO nozzle (right) 

 

 

CFD simulation also revealed a rotational flow structure at the meniscus. The velocity 

profile appeared to be very stable and the magnitude was in an appropriate range without any 

localized regions of higher or lower velocity (Fig.6). 

Water modelling experiments were performed to investigate the behaviour of particle 

movements in the mould for both designs. The tests confirmed the favourable function of the 

GYRO nozzle. In Fig.7a a snap shot is shown, indicating the instantaneous position of 

injected particles and in Fig. 7b the trajectories thereof. Due to the deep penetration depth of 

the vertical jet, particles were transported deep down into the strand, which increased the risk 

of entrapment in the solidifying shell. In contrast, due to the flow modification provided by 

the GYRO nozzle, most particles remained in the upper mould region and continuously 

Rotation, 1/s 



floated up. As a result of the inclusions being transported towards the mould flux and 

subsequently absorbed therein, the final steel cleanliness is increased. 
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Fig.6 Mould top surface velocity distribution with a single-port nozzle (left) and the 

GYRO nozzle (right) 
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                         Single-port  SEN                     GYRO SEN 

 

Fig.7 Comparison of particle movement with a single-port SEN (left) and GYRO SEN 

(right) in the upper mould region obtained by a water model investigation. (a) distribution 

near the nozzle and (b) trajectories 

   

 

The first industrial trials have been successfully performed with the GYRO nozzle. The 

photograph of a piece after service is shown in Fig.8. All ports were clear without any sign of 



clogged areas. Temperature measurements were conducted during the trial that indicated a 

higher meniscus temperature profile compared to the strand equipped with a conventional 

single-port SEN. The measurements are an indirect verification of the simulation results, 

which predicted more active meniscus conditions. Further trials and systematic steel quality 

investigations are planned to provide a more detailed evaluation of the GYRO nozzle 

performance.  

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 GYRO nozzle after an industrial trial 

 

 

3. SEN for high casting productivity  

  

High steel productivity in continuous casting usually means higher casting speeds, 

sometimes combined with large product dimensions. When the casting speed and mould 

dimensions are increased, the main issue to address with the SEN design is mould level 

fluctuation. As mould level fluctuation is closely related to vortices and asymmetric flow in 

the mould, mould slag entrapment can occur very easily, which is the main source of 

inclusion defects in continuous steel casting. Fig.9 shows slag entrainment in the mould 

during one of RHI’s water modelling experiments when the casting speed exceeded a critical 

value.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                            

 

 

 

Fig.9 Onset of vortex formation for a SEN at critical casting speed 

 

 

In the last years RHI developed a device for on-site meniscus velocity measurement in 

continuous casting moulds. This probe system, referred to as a sub-meniscus velocimeter, is 

able to record flow velocity and direction over a certain period of time in the mould. It is 

based on measurement of the force acting on a refractory probe rod immersed under the 

mould meniscus level. The on-line measurement device is shown in Fig.10. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Fig.10 Setup of the velocity measurement device 

 

 

This on-site measurement device can provide both meniscus velocity values and 

information regarding flow patterns (double roll, single roll, and meniscus roll) in the mould 

to determine if the SEN or other operating parameters are suitable under specific casting 

conditions. Fig.11 shows the measured results with this on-site velocimeter, namely the 

velocity history and flow pattern for two different casting conditions. Fig.11a indicates the 

presence of a very unstable and asymmetric flow situation while Fig.11b reveals a very stable 

favoured double roll flow pattern without significant disturbances. With the aid of this device, 

SENs for high casting speed can be optimized and the function verified in a rapid and more 

realistic manner.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                                                        

           

 

(a)                                                                         (b) 
               

Fig.11 Results of on-site velocity measurements. (a) unstable flow and (b) stable flow in the 

mould 

 

In addition to conventional slab casting, thin slab (TS) casting has also experienced 

significant productivity increases in recent years. A casting speed of 6 m/min or a throughput 

of 5 ton/min is the next goal for compact strip production (CSP) and the challenges are still 

high [4]. To achieve these aims, an optimized mould format, mould and secondary cooling 

systems, a reasonable guide and support roller distribution, proper mould powder properties, 

and desired fluid flow behaviour in the mould must be taken into account. The optimized fluid 

flow in the mould is highly dependent on the SEN design and, if equipped, the 

electromagnetic brake (EMBr). A rapidly responding mould level control system is also 

important at high casting speeds.  

RHI has developed a range of multi-port TS casting SENs to meet higher casting 

speeds. One of the so-called four-port designs has been reported and successfully used [5,6]. 

A 1:1 scale water modelling was carried out in order to compare the conventional two-port 



SEN and RHI’s four-port SEN in a CSP mould for a casting speed of 7.5 m/min. Fig.12 

shows sketches of the SENs and resulting flow patterns in the mould determined by using 

water modelling for these different designs. 

Fig.12a is a typical two-port SEN and Fig.12b is the four-port SEN design developed 

for higher casting speeds. In addition to the jets from the two side-ports, there are also steel 

jets generated by the two bottom ports of the novel four-port geometry. The internal channel 

of the four-port is designed in such a manner that no significant jet detachment occurs when 

the steel flows out from these four channels. This design can decrease turbulent fluctuation of 

the jets pouring into the mould pool and thereby maintains a more stable meniscus surface. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                       

 

 

(a)                                                                             (b) 
 

Fig.12 Design and flow pattern for (a) standard two-port SEN and (b) RHI’s four-port SEN 
 

The water modelling results at the meniscus for these two different thin slab SEN 

designs are shown in Fig.13. Using the original two-port SEN design (Fig.13a) resulted in 

high meniscus level fluctuations and strong wave motion, which increases the risk of mould 

flux entrainment during the casting process. With the optimized four-port SEN (Fig.13b) a 

more stable meniscus surface was obtained. Simonnet  et al., reported that this four-port TS 

SEN can generate a more stable flow pattern, a lower meniscus velocity, and a more 

homogeneous temperature distribution when compared to the conventional two-port SEN [7]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a)                                                                 (b) 

 

Fig.13 Surface wave formation for (a) standard two-port TS SEN and (b) RHI’s four-port TS 

SEN 

 

 

Currently RHI’s four-port TS SEN design is in industrial use. Fig.14 shows a used four-

port TS SEN after 750 minutes casting time. The original slag band thickness was about 23 



mm and after 750 minutes the residual thickness was approximately 15 mm, which indicated 

excellent anti-wear performance as well as a tailored turbulence profile at the meniscus level. 

In addition, the wear rate was homogeneous around the slag band perimeter, suggesting 

symmetric flow in the mould.   

 

       
 

Fig.14 RHI’s four-port SEN after 750 minutes casting 

 

 

A further TS SEN development by RHI for higher casting speed is the so-called “Single 

Port” design concept. As the mass flow rate of molten steel into the thin slab nozzle is raised 

to 5 ton/min, the outlet velocity from the SEN port consequently increases. In order to keep 

the outlet velocity in a reasonable velocity range, the outlet area (port) has to be increased. 

However, because of space limitation in the funnel-shaped thin slab caster mould, increasing 

the SEN port area is restricted. In a conventional TS SEN port, some dividers are incorporated 

to effectively distribute flow in the mould and these dividers occupy port space. The “Single 

Port” is a new TS SEN design concept for higher casting productivity that maintains the outlet 

velocity in a reasonable range. This new SEN does not contain any dividers and all the ports 

are continuous connected as one single port.  

Fig.15 illustrates the features of this TS SEN. In this inverted “V” shape SEN, guiding 

baffles are included to form a directed channel and distribute molten steel correctly in the thin 

slab mould. These baffles project from the inner wall of the SEN refractory body 

(circumferential wall of the conduit). The baffles do not extend across the full width/diameter 

of the SEN conduit but are designed and arranged in such a manner to leave free space 

between them so that the central steel melt stream can pass through the mid-section of the 

nozzle between the SEN inlet and outlet (port) openings. The baffles modify the relevant 

cross-section of the conduit and provide a means to deflect the metal stream as it flows to the 

outlet opening of the nozzle. As a result the single steel stream entering the SEN via the inlet 

opening is divided by the baffles into several partial streams. All these partial streams are 

fluidically connected with each other and the central stream, namely the partial streams (side 

streams) and the centre steel melt stream are arranged in one common space defined by the 

circumferential wall of the conduit and the baffles [8]. 

CFD simulations have indicated this “Single Port” TS SEN shows good performance in 

terms of generating a reasonable flow pattern when the casting speed is more than 6 m/min, as 

indicated in Fig.15. 

         



         
 

Fig.15 “Single Port” SEN and the modelled velocity vectors (snapshot) in a TS mould 
 

 

4. Conclusions  

  

SEN developments to increase steel cleanliness and productivity were undertaken by 

RHI and specific new concepts for billet/bloom casting as well as thin slab casting are 

presented in this paper. Based on the results it can be concluded that the GYRO nozzle for 

bloom/billet casting is a novel design that fundamentally improves conditions in the mould for 

the production of clean steel by generating rotational flow and enhancing the flotation of non-

metallic inclusions. The first industrial trial performance was in line with theoretical 

considerations and simulations. Additionally, a new SEN design for thin slab casting, the 

“Single Port” concept, has been developed that is designed to further improve the flow 

characteristics at very high-speed casting conditions, which is one major requirement for 

increased productivity. All design aspects at RHI are carefully analyzed with the aid of 

simulation technology, such as CFD and water modelling. In combination with on-site  

measurement devices this provides a powerful tool to optimize existing SEN designs and 

efficiently develop new products.  
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CONTINUOUS CASTING SIMULATOR FOR MEASUREMENT AND 

CONTROL OF LIQUID METAL FLOW IN THE MOULD 
 

Abstract 

Despite the fact that extensive research has been carried out to study the flow of liquid steel 

within the mould during continuous casting and its effects on quality; many of the complex 

details about its behaviour are yet not clearly established. This is partly due to difficulties in 

observing the metal flow in a real caster due to the high temperatures at which the process 

occurs. Thus, water models are frequently used to study the flow instead. However, velocities 

and pressure gradients in water are of different magnitude compared to those seen in liquid 

steel (e.g. complete similarity cannot be fulfilled due to large differences on scale, density, 

viscosity, surface tension, temperature, etc.). A 1:1 scale physical model known as 

Continuous Casting Simulator 1 (CCS-1) has been developed at Swerea MEFOS to address 

some of these shortcomings. The model uses a low-melting point alloy (57%Bi-43%Sn) to 

study the metal flow through the Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) and mould since its fluid 

properties (e.g. viscosity and density) bear close resemblance to liquid steel. The low melting 

point of the alloy (135°C) facilitates development and implementation of sensors and probes, 

which provide a more complete picture of the flow inside a caster for improved process 

control and stability. A showcase of possible measurements in the model is presented together 

with a description on how the results can be used to address flow related problems in the 

industrial practice. 

Keywords 

Physical model, liquid metal, argon injection, ultrasound, electromagnetic, velocity sensors.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The flow dynamics of liquid steel entering the Continuous Casting (CC) mould are inherently 

transient and a number of studies have been focused on its analysis[1-6]. However, the metal 

level and meniscus dynamic behaviour have been rarely associated with this transient inflow 

of steel from the SEN (with our without argon injection)[7]. Moreover, little is known about 

the relationship between metal level fluctuations and the dynamic behaviour of the liquid-pool 

in the slag bed, which is important for lubrication and heat transfer. The development of 

rugged sensors and probes to characterise the flow in a low melting point alloy can be 

extremely useful to study the aforementioned phenomena. These tools and a liquid-metal 

model have recently become available thanks to a couple of projects funded by the European 

Research Fund for Coal and Steel (RFCS) for developing a Continuous Casting Simulator 

(CCS-1) at Swerea MEFOS[8-10]. Although liquid metal modelling is not new itself; rugged 

measuring tools to track velocities (e.g. ultrasound, electromagnetic probes, etc.) have just 

recently matured enough for application outside a highly controlled lab experiment and into a 

pilot scale simulator. 
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Characterisation of velocities in the SEN and mould makes possible the development of a 

fully instrumented liquid metal model for continuous casting. Operating facilities of this kind 

are rare in Europe[11,12]. Thus, an open, collaborative approach has been emphasized to 

make available this technique to companies, institutes and universities. 

2. THE CONTINUOUS CASTING SIMULATOR (CCS-1) AT SWEREA MEFOS 

Designed and built between 2004-2007 during a RFCS project[10], the model is equivalent to 

a continuous casting machine with tundish, stopper, Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) and 

mould. Hot metal is transported continuously from the tundish to the mould which is 

connected at the bottom to a heated tank/reservoir. A submerged pump sends the metal back 

from the tank to the tundish closing the flow loop (Fig 1). 

 

 

a)               b) 

Fig.1: Continuous Casting Simulator (CCS-1); a) Sensors and control schematics and b)  

A low melting point alloy (58%Bi-42%Sn), is used as working media to simulate the steel 

flow. Such alloy was chosen due to its close resemblance on fluid properties to steel and its 

non-toxicity. The properties measured include the alloy’s viscosity changes with temperature, 

which make it useful to model the behaviour of “sticky” grades (Fig.2b). Electrical properties 

are also close to liquid steel, which make it an ideal candidate for testing Electro-Magnetic 

Stirring (EMS) or Electro-magnetic Breaking (EMBr) devices. The phase diagram for 

Bismuth and Tin shows that the alloy solidifies in eutectic mode and the melting point is 

approximately 135°C (Fig.2). Hence, temperature in the simulator is maintained within a few 

degrees to avoid solidification in the pump as well as ensuring a smooth flow control by the 

stopper, which is controlled by a laser system. The simulator can use replicas in stainless steel 

of the stopper/SEN or the actual ceramic versions used on real casters. 
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a)                b) 

 
c) 

Figure 2:a)  CCS-1 specifications and Bi-Sn alloy properties, b) Kinematic viscosity for Bi-Sn alloy 

and c) Phase diagram for Bi-Sn after [13]. 

The simulator allows stable operation for casting speeds between 0.6 to 1.4 m/min for a 

mould 900 x 200 mm size. Higher casting speeds (c.a. 1.5-1.8 m/min) can be achieved by 

scaling the mould. Argon is supplied through the stopper tip for testing injection up to 

8 lt/min. Nevertheless, splashing of hot metal due to bursting of argon bubbles at the metal 

surface may be a hazard. Therefore, a robotic arm has been installed to facilitate the handling 

of probes and perform automated measurements. The robotic arm design, operation in a 

calibration rig and dipping of a velocity probe are presented in Fig.3.  

 
a)           b)           c) 

Fig.3: Measuring tools in CCS-1 a) Robotic arm positioning, b) Robot operation in calibration rig 

next to CCS-1 and c) Probe dipping in CCS-1. 

A variety of probes have been tested in order to find the most suitable tools to characterize the 

flow within the mould. These probes include ultrasound, Vives probes (electromagnetic), light  

beam, etc. as discussed in the next section. 
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3. SENSORS AND FLOW CHARACTERIZATION IN CCS-1 

Ultrasound sensor 

Application of Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry (UDV) requires an emitter that sends 

periodically a short ultrasonic burst and a receiver that continuously collect echoes from 

targets/particles that are present in the path of the ultrasonic beam. By sampling the incoming 

echoes at the same time relative to the emission of the bursts, the shift of positions of the 

scattered signals (P1 and P2) are measured and velocity can be deducted from the time delay 

between the burst and the echo register from the particle (Fig. 4a)[14]. The operation requires 

a transducer for transmitting ultrasound to the fluid media. In some cases, a waveguide is used 

to transmit the burst/echoes through a wall or container. However, operation at CCS-1 

showed good wetting of the transducer while submerged on Bi-Sn alloy at 170 °C; thus, the 

dipping technique was used for all the measurements. Speed of sound measurements were 

also conducted for calibration of the UDV sensor. The ultrasound produced clear signals at a 

distance between 5-20 mm from the transducer tip (Fig 4c). 

  
a)           b)           c) 

Figure 4: Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry: a) Working principle after [14],b) Wettability tests by 

dipping transducer in liquid metal on a ladle stirrer model and c) Typical UDV signal response. 

Fig. 5 shows results for velocity measurements in CCS-1 at a central plane parallel to the 

wide faces corresponding to a casting speed of 1.0 m/min and immersion depth= 60 mm. The 

measurements were performed by positioning the transducer along 8 vertical lines at 

18 depths between the nozzle port and the mould narrow face.  

 
Fig. 5: Flow pattern from UDV measurements at CCS-1 
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VIVES probes 

VIVES probes operate under the principle that liquid metal distorts a surrounding magnetic 

field with a frequency proportional to its velocity[15,16]. Therefore, it is possible to measure 

local velocities by detecting the electromotive force induced by a magnetic field supplied by a 

permanent magnet with a pair of electrodes (Fig. 6). This force generates in turn an electric 

field which is nearly proportional to the flow velocity.[17]  

 
a)          b)          c) 

Figure 6: VIVES probe: a) Operation principle, b) Probe tip and c) Probe immersion in CCS-1. 

Fig. 7 shows results for velocity measurements in the same central plane parallel to the wide 

faces as those performed with the UDV sensor. Measurements were carried out by dipping the 

probe at different depths between the nozzle port and narrow face showing an excellent 

agreement with the flow pattern characterized by ultrasound. 

 
Figure 7: Flow pattern from VIVES probes measurements at CCS-1 

Vives probes and ultrasound measurements confirmed the existence of the “discharging jet” 

and the upper roll structure observed on prior studies and simulations [4,18,19]; which are 

part of the well known “double roll” pattern. This flow pattern is qualitatively well 

understood in the industry; however, its actual flow velocities and effect on metal level 

disturbances is less clear. Therefore, the velocity measurements are accompanied by tracking 

of the metal level by means of a high accuracy light beam sensor. 
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Light beam sensor 

The light beam sensor is an optical distance measurement which can locate the position of a 

reflective or opaque surface by directing a white light beam into the surface and registering 

the frequency of the colour spectra reflected; which is proportional to the stand-off distance 

from the sensor lens (Fig 8a). This allows fast and very accurate measurements (c.a. 800 nm) 

that can assist on the tracking of the metal level surface. Moreover, the sensor showed 

extraordinary robustness when used in CCS-1, where a glass cover was used to protect the 

lens from splashes and dust generated during argon injection. The sensor provided reliable 

measurements even after a layer of dust accumulated on the protective glass surface (Fig.8b).  

 
Fig. 8: Light beam sensor: a) Operation principle after[20] and b) Sensor covered with dust 

Additionally, the sensor can provide a thickness measurement of a thin layer of fluid on top of 

the liquid metal. Hence, high temperature silicon oil has been used to simulate the liquid slag-

pool behaviour of a real caster into CCS-1. Fig. 9 shows the typical behaviour of the oil layer 

and metal level surface during argon injection. 

 
Fig. 9: Top view of the metal level surface and oil during tests with argon in CCS-1 

A standing wave close to the narrow face is clearly detected when silicon oil is used. Fig. 9 

shows how the oil is pushed towards the nozzle due to the flow coming from the narrow face 

(e.g. confirming the existence of the upper-roll flow pattern measured with the ultrasound and 

Vives probes). Moreover, increasing casting speed expands the area without slag cover, 

indicating a proportional increase of velocity at the interface and standing wave intensity 

(Fig. 10). It is the author’s contention that this layer of slag/oil is crucial to metal level 

stability since it provides a semi-wall behaviour by dampening mould level fluctuations. 

Consequently, more dense and viscous oil (e.g slag) is expected to produce a more stable 

metal level than a lower density/viscosity one. 
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a)                 b) 

Figure 10: Standing wave intensity for 2 casting speeds, a) 0.7m/min and b)1.4 m/min.  

Furthermore, observations in CCS-1 have shown that the oil layer thickness may be a factor 

on level stability. The light beam sensor allowed tracking of the metal level fluctuations at the 

middle distance between nozzle and narrow face for different casting speeds and a constant 

oil cover thickness. Results in Fig. 11 show a considerable increase on the amplitude of 

disturbances when increasing casting speed; to the point where breakup of the oil layer occurs 

and only one surface is captured by the light beam (Fig. 11 bottom-left).  

 
Fig. 11: Top view of the metal level and oil simulating slag in CCS-1 

The entraining of liquid slag into the metal bulk to form inclusions is directly linked to the 

stability of the oil-metal interface (e.g. slag-metal interface) and interface velocities. 

Interestingly, the maximum amplitude of these fluctuations increases 100% for an increase in 

casting speed of only 50% (from 1 to 1.5 m/min) for a given SEN-mould configuration and 

SEN submergence depth. These results are useful to find optimal operational windows for 

better process stability or to evaluate the performance of new SEN/stopper designs.  
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Argon injection 

Argon injection tests were performed by supplying argon through the stopper at the same flow 

rates as in the real process in order to map current casting practices. Fig. 12 shows a video-

sequence for the oil-metal surface at the same casting speed but different argon flow rates, 

4 lt/min (Fig 12a) and 5 lt/min (Fig.12b); where differences on the surface stability are easily 

noticed. The lower argon flow rate produces a more stable flow pattern, with formation of the 

typical upper roll pushing constantly the oil layer towards the nozzle. In this case, argon 

bubbles depart uniformly along the mould width with smaller bubbles bursting closer to the 

narrow face; while slightly larger bubbles burst next to the SEN. In contrast, a higher argon 

flow rate leads to an unstable metal surface with some medium size bubbles bursting at 

random positions and large bubbles bursting close to the SEN. Not incidentally, this transition 

from stable to unstable flow was detected when increasing the argon flow rate higher than 

4 lt/min; which is the maximum gas flow rate employed by operators in the real caster to 

avoid a “boiling effect in the surface”. Such boiling effect is known to be detrimental to mould 

level control due to unstable metal flows and produces more surface defects in the final 

product such as deep oscillation marks and cracks. This effect is a limiting factor since higher 

argon flow rates are always desirable to improve flotation of inclusions and avoid clogging 

but not at the expense of process stability. 

 
a)               b) 

Fig. 12: Video snapshots of the metal slag interface during argon injection tests at CCS-1 (taken every 

10 seconds for a total time of 1 minute), a):4 lt/min and b)5 lt/min. 

It is possible to deduct from Fig. 12 that the net effect of a higher gas flow-rate is the increase 

of instabilities in the mould due to bubble coalescence and augmented drag (e.g. larger 

bubbles bursting around the SEN for 5 lt/min). Hence, the grouping of bubbles around the 

nozzle at higher argon loads would favour their collapse into larger bubbles, which offer a 

higher resistance to the discharging jet and reduce the number of smaller bubbles entrained 

deeper into the mould.  

 

The findings presented demonstrate that CCS-1 is able to replicate the transition point from 

stable to unstable flow patterns due to argon injection as seen in the daily casting practice. 

Application of these tools to find optimal argon flow rates and improved process windows is 

an ongoing task by means of numerical modelling studies, further tests in CCS-1 and plant 

trials[21].  
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

A Continuous Casting Simulator (CCS-1) based on a Bi-Sn alloy with a low melting point has 

been presented together with a variety of sensors and tools used to study the flow within the 

continuous casting mould. These sensors can successfully characterize the velocities in liquid 

metal as well as the metal surface behaviour for a variety of casting conditions. Additionally, 

silicon oil can be used to simulate the behaviour of the slag pool, while the scale of the 

simulator allows testing of stopper/SEN of the same size as those used in real casters. As a 

result, the model is capable of matching phenomena observed in the industrial practice such 

as the typical double roll pattern, metal level fluctuations at high casting speeds and the 

“boiling effect” seen at excessive argon flow rates. The use of the simulator opens up the 

possibility of optimizing casting conditions for improved process stability and offers novel 

evaluation tools to test new SEN/stopper designs on a system closer to liquid steel than water 

models. 
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EVALUATION AND CONTROL OF NON-METALLIC INCLUSIONS IN 

STEEL 
. 

Abstract  

In the current study, steel samples were taken at the different steps of steel refining and 

casting. The amount, composition, morphology and size distribution inclusions in a heavy rail 

steel were analysed using traditional two-dimensional detection methods and partial or full 

extraction methods to reveal the 3-dimensional morphology of inclusions. The control and 

modification of inclusions in a stainless steel were studied by adjusting the composition and 

basicity of the top slag, and the thermodynamic calculation for the formation of complex 

inclusions in stainless steels were performed. It was found that refining steel with low basicity 

slags led to less Al2O3 component in inclusions and higher total oxygen of the steel than that 

refining with high basicity slags. 

Keywords: Inclusions, Detection, Steel, Thermodynamic Calculation, Total Oxygen, Basicity 

1. Introduction 

Production of clean steel is always one of the main tasks of steelmakers
[1, 2]

, which 

mainly focus on two aspects: one is to concentrate in the technological development for each 

link from hot metal pretreatment, converter, refining to casting, to lower the content of 

phosphorus, sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen in steel and the other is to control and remove 

the non-metallic inclusions from the molten steel during the steel refining and casting
[3, 4]

. 

Inclusion content is an important indicator for the assessment of steel grades. Inclusions were 

harmful to both the quality of products and the castability of the steel. Different types of steels 

have different requirements of inclusions. The control of inclusions usually means to control 

the amount, morphology, composition and size distribution of inclusions. The in-depth study 

of formation mechanism of inclusions in steel and their effects on the performance of the steel 

appears particularly important
[5]

. Accurate analysis of inclusions is required to clearly 

understand the source and formation mechanism of inclusions and then to find methods to 

remove and control them.
[6-9]

 

As an example, non-deformable inclusions have harmful effect on the surface quality of 

stainless steel products.
[10]

 The deformability of an inclusion is significantly affected by the 

content of Al2O3 in the inclusions. Inclusions containing <20% Al2O3 has better 

deformability.
[11]

 It is of significant importance to investigate the influence of the top slag on 

composition and morphology of inclusions in stainless steel. If the three phases of steel, 

inclusion and top slag are completely equilibrium, the composition of inclusions will be 

identical to that of the slag. The precise composition control of inclusions can  only be 

fulfilled by choosing a proper top slag and refractory materials. Using top slag to control 

inclusions is often used in practice and is called as slag refining.
[12]

 Yan et al studied the effect 

of the CaO-Al2O3-based top slag on the cleanliness of stainless steel during secondary 
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metallurgy by industrial experiment and calculation.
[13]

 Park et al
[11]

 experimentally studied 

the effect of CaO-Al2O3-MgO slag on the formation of Al2O3-MgO spinel inclusions in 

ferritic stainless steel, and found that the composition of inclusions was relatively close to the 

slag composition. It was reported that in tire cord steels, when the basicity (CaO/SiO2)=0.8-

1.5, the dissolved aluminium in steel was 1-5 ppm to achieve 20% Al2O3 in inclusions. 

However, there are rarely reports on the deformability of inclusions controlled by the top slag 

for stainless steels. 

In the current study, inclusions in two grade steels - a heavy rail steel and a stainless 

steel - were detected and analyzed using different methods. As an example of inclusion 

control, inclusions in the stainless steel were modified by slag refining.  

2. Evaluation of Inclusions Using the Method of “Multiple Sampling and Systematic 

Analysis”—MSSA 

2.1 What is MSSA 

MSSA includes two aspects: extensive sampling and analysis of samples - multiple 

sampling and systematic analysis. Samples are taken at every step of steelmaking, refining and 

casting, and then many aspects on steel cleanliness will be analysed. For example, for the 

production process of steel of “hot metal pretreatment→ BOF steelmaking → ladle refining→ 

continuous casting→ rolling. Steel and slags samples are taken at hot metal pretreatment step, 

at the end of BOF, at  all refining furnaces at continuous casting tundish, mold and slab or 

billets, and rolled plates. Systematic analysis include to detect the amount, size, composition 

and morphology of inclusions, analyze the total oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, sulphur, 

phosphor and the concentration of a certain metallic elements  such as silicon, dissolved 

aluminium, and the composition of the slag. Especially, several methods are usually used to 

do the traditional two-dimensional observation, and extract non-metallic inclusions from the 

steel matrix by the methods of partial acid extraction, acid dissolution method, partial 

electrolytic extraction using non-aqueous electrolyte, electrolytic extraction using non-

aqueous electrolyte and electrolytic extraction using weak-acid electrolyte. 

2.2 Traditional Two-dimensional Observation 

Traditional two-dimensional observation is the most convenient and popular method to 

analyze the composition, morphology, size and distribution of inclusions in steel. After 

polishing of the sample, the size and two-dimensional morphology of inclusions on the 

polished surface can be analyzed using an optical microscope or SEM. However, two-

dimensional morphology can hardly reflect the real morphology of inclusions and even 

sometimes misleads researchers. Especially the size of inclusions obtained by 2D observation 

is always smaller than the real 3D size of inclusions.  

2.3 Partial Acid Extraction 

In order to reveal the three-dimensional morphology of inclusions, a method called 

partial acid extraction is introduced. A polished surface of a sample is eroded by HCl or 

HNO3 solution at room temperature, and the etching time is 60-720 s. Steel matrix around 

inclusions on the surface of sample is easily eroded by acid, and acid-resisting inclusions are 

partially exposed from steel samples. However, sulphide and strong pure basic oxides can 

hardly be observed after acid erosion with partial acid extraction since they reacts with the 

acid solution.  



2.4 Acid Dissolution Method 

Inclusion particles in sample can be fully extracted by acid dissolution. The entire 

sample is dissolved by HCl or HNO3 solution after 5-8 hours. The etching temperature is 70-

85
o
C. A large number of acid-resisting inclusions, such as  Al2O3 and SiO2, are extracted and 

gathered by subsequent filtration steps.  

2.5 Electrolytic Extraction Using Non-aqueous Electrolyte 

Electrolytic extraction method using non-aqueous electrolyte was proposed by Fang et 

al
[14]

. The steel sample is used as the anode (cylinder, 5 mm in diameter), and a thin stainless 

steel tube is used as the cathode (100 mm high, 60 mm in diameter). The electrolyte is organic 

solvent solution. The electrolytic process is performed under nitrogen atmosphere to avoid 

oxidation of the steel. Inclusions with different size and composition are extracted and 

gathered from steel samples by filtering the electrolyte solution. Steel samples can either be 

full electrolyzed or partially electrolyzed so that inclusions can either full extracted or partially 

extracted from the steel. By this method, the three-dimensional morphology of both acid-

resisting and acid non-resistant inclusions including MnS can be revealed. 

2.6 Electrolytic Extraction Using Weak-acid Electrolyte (Slimes) 

Electrolytic extraction method using weak-acid electrolyte was proposed by Fitterrer
[15]

 

and Hoffs
[16]

, which is also called Slimes method. To accurately determine large size 

inclusions content in steel, the electrolysed sample of Slimes method is much larger than that 

of electrolytic extraction method using non-aqueous electrolyte. The electrolytic time is one or 

two weeks at least. Only >50μm inclusions are extracted and gathered in this method, due to 

the loss of small size inclusions during washing process.  

3 Detection of inclusions in a heavy rail steel 

3.1 Sampling Methodology 

In the current work, inclusions in U75V heavy rail steel were investigated. The 

composition of U75V heavy rail steel is shown in Table 1. The steelmaking process of U75V 

steel is KR→ BOF→ LF→ RH→ CC. Time for the sampling during U75V steelmaking 

process is shown in Figure.1. Samples were taken during whole LF refining process, RH 

refining process and continuous casting process. The steel samples were cylindrical and 

approximately 2 kg each. During sampling, the samplers were immerged 300 mm below the 

surface of the molten steel. The steel samples were finally cut into 10 mm10 mm10 mm 

cubes and polished. The morphology, chemical compositions and size of inclusions in the 

steel samples were analysed using SEM-EDS. 

Table 1. Composition of U75V steel (mass %) 

C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo V 

0.80 0.64 0.88 0.014 0.006 0.032 0.032 0.0045 0.061 

Ti Nb Als Alt Cu Ca O N  

0.0053 ＜0.01 0.0035 0.0045 0.045 ＜0.0005 0.00084 0.0047  

3.2 Sulfide Inclusions  

3.2.1 MnS inclusions in billet with traditional two-dimensional observation 

Four samples were taken from edge to centre of billet to analyze the distribution of MnS 

inclusion. Two-dimensional morphologies and composition of MnS inclusions in billet are 



shown in Figure 2. For pure MnS, the size of MnS inclusions distinctly increases from the 

edge to centre of billet (Fig.2 (1)~(4)). More irregular MnS are generated in centre than edge 

of billet (Fig.2 (5)~(8)). Fig.2(9)~(12) are MnS and oxide compound inclusions, which are 

consist of a MnS outer layer and a oxide core. MnS content of compound inclusions in the 

edge of billet is compound inclusions 81%. However, MnS content decreases to 2.19% in the 

centre of billet. 

 
Figure 1. Time for the sampling during U75V steelmaking process 

 

Position Edge 1/8 1/4 centre 

Pure MnS 

 

MnS and 

oxide 

compound 

inclusion 

Figure 2 Two-dimensional morphologies and composition of MnS inclusions in billet 

3.2.2 MnS inclusions in billet with electrolytic extraction using non-aqueous electrolyte 

Figure 3 is three-dimensional morphologies of typical inclusions in billet. As shown in 

Figure 3(a), MnS inclusions in edge of billet are mainly spherical and spindle-shaped. Most 

of MnS inclusions in centre of billet are plate-like. (Figure 3(b)) 

 



 
 

(a) MnS Inclusions at the edge of the billet 
(b) MnS Inclusions in the center region of the 

billet 

Figure 3 Three-dimensional morphologies of typical inclusions in billet extracted using non--

aqueous electrolyte 

3.2.3 MnS inclusions in rolling sample 

Figure 4 are morphologies of typical MnS inclusions in rolling sample. Figure 4(1)-(3) 

are morphologies of typical MnS inclusion with traditional two-dimensional observation, 

partial electrolytic extraction using non-aqueous electrolyte and electrolytic extraction using 

non-aqueous electrolyte, respectively. When the billets are rolled to heavy rail products, the 

spherical, spindle-shaped and plate-like MnS inclusions in billet are rolled to strips. 

 



 
Figure 4 Morphologies of typical MnS inclusions in rolling sample: 2D observation (Fig.(1) and 

3D morphology extracted using non--aqueous electrolyte (Fig.(2) and (3) 

3.3 Oxide inclusions 

Morphologies of oxide inclusions in U75V heavy rail steel are shown in Figure 5. For 

Fig.5 (1)~(4), three-dimensional morphologies of inclusions in heavy rail product with partial 

acid extraction are angular. In Fig.5 (5)~(8), part of inclusions are dissolved by acid erosion. 

Fig.5 (9)~(12) are spherical oxide inclusions with electrolytic extraction. The acid non-

resistant manganese sulphides on the surface of oxide inclusions are obtained. Fig.5 (13)~(16) 

shows the large size spherical oxide inclusions by electrolytic extraction using weak-acid 

electrolyte and there is no sulphide after electrolysis. 

 



 
Figure 5 Morphologies and compositions of typical oxide inclusions. (1)~(4) Oxide in heavy rail 

product by partial acid extraction, (5)~(8) Oxide in billet by acid dissolution method, (9)~(12) Oxide 

in billet by electrolytic extraction method using non-aqueous electrolyte, (13)~(16) Oxide in billet by 

electrolytic extraction using weak-acid electrolyte. 

Evolution of inclusion average compositions during refining and casting process is 

shown Figure 6. The oxide inclusions in U75V heavy rail steel are mainly CaO-MgO-Al2O3-

SiO2 inclusions, MnS is not considered for short precipitation time of MnS after sampling. 

There are no obvious changes of inclusion composition during LF refining process. The 

amount of Al2O3 inclusion increases distinctly during RH refining, which indicates RH 

treatment has strong stirring capacity and steel reacts with slag adequately. Inclusion 

compositions locate in the low melting temperature region on samples from tundish. 
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(a) CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 (b)  CaO-Al2O3-MgO 

Figure 6 Evolution of inclusion average compositions during steel during refining and casting 

process (1:Start of LF; 2:End of LF; 3: Start of RH; 4: End of RH; 5: Casting start 10 min; 6: Casting 

start 15 min.) 

4 Modification of Inclusions in a Stainless Steel by Top Slag Refining 

4.1 Experimental Procedure 

Approximately 150 grams stainless steel and 30 grams refining top slag were melted in a 

MgO crucible (40mm inner diameter and 130 mm height). The original stainless steel 



composition is shown in Table 2. The schematic of the experimental furnace is shown in 

Figure 7. The sample was equilibrated in the furnace by being held for 120 min at 1600 °C. 

The crucible was taken out and was quenched in water. All experimental process is performed 

under Ar atmosphere. Metal samples and slag samples in the crucible were separated to 

analysis steel chemical composition and inclusions. In the current study, five experiments 

were designed and they followed the same procedure except for adjusting slag basicity. The 

slags were the mixture of analytically pure grade CaO, SiO2, MgO, and CaF2.The original slag 

compositions are listed in Table 3. 

Table 2. The original stainless steel composition 

C Si Mn S P Cr Ni Als Titotal Catotal O N 

0.048 0.48 1.06 0.003 0.024 18.11 8.00 0.0018 0.003 0.0033 0.0050 0.037 

 

Figure 7.  Schematic of experimental furnace 

Table 3. The original compositions of top slag 

No. Basicity (CaO/SiO2) SiO2 Al2O3 CaO MgO CaF2 Sum 

1 2.4 22.6 0.0 54.4 3 20 100 

2 2.0 25.7 0.0 51.3 3 20 100 

3 1.5 30.8 0.0 46.2 3 20 100 

4 1.2 35.0 0.0 42.0 3 20 100 

5 1.0 38.5 0.0 38.5 3 20 100 

4.2 Lowering Al2O3 Content in Inclusions by Adjusting the Basicity of the Top Slag 

Table 4 is Als, O and N content in stainless steel after steel/slag reaction. Als content of 

all samples are lower than 5ppm. The changes of T.O., S and N in stainless steel with varieties 

of top slag basicity are shown in Figure 8. There is no obvious regularity of N content in 

stainless steel. [O] content in stainless steel is increase from 12.0 ppm to 41.1 ppm, as basicity 

decreases from 2.4 to 1.0.  



Table 4. Als, O and N content in stainless after steel/slag reaction 

No. Basicity (CaO/SiO2) Als(ppm) O(ppm) N(ppm) 

1 2.4  <5 12.0 391.0 

2 2.0  <5 34.6  375.2  

3 1.5  <5 36.2  395.6  

4 1.2  <5 40.9  377.0  

5 1.0  <5 41.1  385.2  
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Figure 8 Changes of T.O., S and N in stainless steel with varieties of basicity in top slag  

Morphologies and compositions of typical inclusions observed in experiment are shown 

in Figure 9. Almost the shape of all inclusions are nearly spherical. When top slag basicity is 

2.4, inclusions are mainly SiO2-MnO-(MgO)-(Al2O3)(Fig.9(1)-(4)). In Fig.9 (5)-(8), MgO and 

Al2O3 content slightly decreases, as slag basicity decreases to 2.0. When slag basicity reaches 

1.5, there are only a little Al2O3 content in inclusions and MnS phase is generated(Fig.9 (9)-

(12)). When basicity =1.2, only a small part of inclusions contains Al2O3(Fig.9 (13)-(16)). 

With basicity decreases to 1.0, there are no Al2O3 content in inclusions, and the MnS content 

increases to approximately 9%(Fig.9 (17)-(20)). 

 

 

 



 
Figure 9 Morphologies and compositions of typical inclusions observed in experiment.( (1)-(4): 

No.1, Basicity=2.4; (5)-(8): No.2, Basicity=2.0; (9)-(12): No.3, Basicity=1.5; (13)-(16): No.4, 

Basicity=1.2;  (17)-(20): No.5, Basicity=1.0. 

Table 5 is average compositions of inclusion after reaction of steel and top slag , and the 

results are plotted in Figure 10. There is no evident regular of the changing of SiO2 and MnO 

content of inclusions with different top slag basicity. With higher basicity slags, MgO and 

Al2O3 content of inclusions decrease to disappearing and more MnS generate. 

Table 5. The average compositions of inclusion after reaction of steel and top slag 

No. Basicity (CaO/SiO2) MgO Al2O3 SiO2 MnO MnS SUM 

1 2.4  12.62  11.02  42.04  34.32  0.00  100  

2 2.0  1.86  9.57  44.01  44.42  0.14  100  

3 1.5  2.92  0.51  45.73  47.43  3.41  100  

4 1.2  1.28  0.11  43.06  49.32  6.23  100  

5 1.0  0.53  0.00  45.22  45.83  8.42  100  
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Figure 10 Changes of inclusion compositions in stainless steel with different top slag basicity  



4.3 Thermodynamics for the Formation of Inclusions in Stainless Steel 

When top slag was added during stainless steel refining, the reaction took place at the 

steel/slag interface as shown in Eq. (1) and (2). Oxygen content in stainless steel can be 

inferred to Eq. (3). Plugging the interaction coefficients summarized by Suito
[12]

 and steel 

composition in Table 5 to Eq. (2), the [O] contents in the molten stainless steel, which is in 

equilibrium with the top slag of CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 system, can be calculated from Eq. (3). 

Figure 11 is iso-[ppm O] lines in CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 system for stainless steel. With the basicity 

increases from 0.66 to 2.6, the dissolved [O] content in the molten stainless steel decreases 

from 250ppm to 10ppm. Therefore, high basicity is conducive to control of stainless steel 

cleanliness, which is in accordance with experimental result shown in Table 4 and Figure 8. 

[Si]+[O]=（SiO2）       (1) 

ΔG =−581900 + 221.8T
[12]

     (2) 

2 1/2

2
[% ] ( )

[% ]


SiO

Si O

a
O

f Si f K
     (3) 

The influence of [Al] on inclusions is mainly controlled by the following Eq.(4). With 

the similar calculation method of iso-[ppm O], iso-[ppm Al] lines in CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 system 

for stainless steel is shown in Figure 12. As the basicity increases, the dissolved [Al] content 

in the molten stainless steel increase.  

4[Al] + 3(SiO2) =2(Al2O3) + 3[Si]    (4) 

ΔG=−658300 + 107.2
[12]

     (5) 

2 3

2

2 3 3

1/4

3 4

[% ]
[% ] ( )

Al O Si

SiO Al

a f Si
Al

a f K
     (6) 

The stability diagrams of Al–Si–Ca–O system at 1873K are calculated and shown in 

Figure 13. The equilibrium constant logK of the reactions are summarized in Table 6. The 

interaction activity coefficients are from other literatures.
[17-19]

 When there is no Ca content in 

steel, only Al2O3, SiO2, 3Al2O3·2SiO2 are generated. When [Ca]=1 ppm , there are a liquid 

CaO·SiO2 inclusion region with low Al content and high Si content and a liquid 

12CaO·7Al2O3 inclusion region with low Si content and high Al content in stainless steel. 

 
Figure 11 Iso-[ppm O] lines in CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 system for stainless steel. 
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Figure 12 Iso-[ppm Al] lines in CaO-SiO2-Al2O3 system for stainless steel. 

 

Table 6 The equilibrium constant logK of the reactions 

Reactions LogK Ref. 

Al2O3=2Al+3O 11.62-45300/T 
[17]

 

CaO=Ca+O -3.292-7220/T 
[17]

 

SiO2=Si+2O 11.4-30110/T 
[19]

 

CaO·2Al2O3(s) =Ca+4Al +7O -1.349-820/T 
[17]

 

12CaO·7Al2O3(l) =12Ca+14Al +33O -31.96+32275/T 
[20]

 

2SiO2·3 Al2O3(s) =2Si+6Al +13O -0.909+449/T 
[18]

 

CaO·SiO2 (l) =Si+Ca +3O -1.92-1136.84/T 
[20]

 

CaO·Al2O3·2SiO2(l)=Ca +2Si+2Al+8O -3.85-218.62/T 
[20]

 

2CaO·Al2O3·SiO2(s) =2Ca +Si+2Al+7O -2.05-6077.71/T 
[20]

 

 
(a) Ca=0 



 
(b) Ca=1ppm 

Figure 13. The stability diagrams of Al–Si–Ca–O system at 1873K 

5. Conclusions 

- “Multiple sampling and systematic analysis”(MSSA) was proposed to comprehensively 

evaluate inclusions in steel. MSSA includes two aspects: extensive sampling and 

analysis of samples. 

- Traditional two-dimensional observation, partial acid extraction, acid dissolution, 

electrolytic extraction using non-aqueous electrolyte and electrolytic extraction using 

weak-acid electrolyte were systematically summarized and applied to detect and analyze 

inclusions in U75V heavy rail steel and stainless steel. 

- The morphology, size, composition and distribution of MnS in U75V heavy rail billet 

were detected. Pure MnS in centre of billet was larger than that in edge of billet. More 

MnS precipitated on spherical oxide inclusions in the edge than in the centre of the 

billet. 

- Using lower basicity slags produced inclusions with less Al2O3 component but higher 

total oxygen in the steel than that using high basicity slags. 

- The stability diagrams of Al–Si–Ca–O system at 1873K were calculated and discussed 

and the liquid region of inclusions were concluded.  
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Abstract  
 

Reducing the number of sliver defects on the flat products is only possible under fine 

mastering of the steel flow pattern in the continuous casting mold. Many studies investigated 

impact of the casting parameters on the steel flows in mould and it was put forth that the way 

to inject the argon gas inside the nozzle, and more generally by the 2-phase flow pattern inside 

the nozzle, could have a quite huge influence. Actually the distribution in size of the gas 

bubbles, the local void fraction and the flow regime inside the nozzle, mainly depending on 

the metal rate, the argon rate, design and nature of the refractory pieces used for the injection, 

control the strength and stability of the steel jets and of the bubbles packs coming out the 

nozzle ports. It is therefore important to get a better understanding of the flow pattern inside 

the nozzle, in particular to provide the means for a fine control of the argon injection and to 

get, at any time, the appropriate steel flows in mould enabling to significantly reduce the 

number of slivers on the product. 

This paper reports investigation of an electromagnetic sensor, called SENBUB, for monitoring 

the steel/argon flow inside the tundish nozzle in an ArcelorMittal steel plant. This sensor is 

fixed to the tundish and is made of two coils surrounding the nozzle. Based on technology of 

the slag carry over detection system through the shroud developed by AMEPA, these coils do 

not require any cooling and are designed to minimize the maintenance costs. 

The first results show that this sensor provides reliable signals strongly influenced by 

the argon flow, the metal throughput and the stopper rod position. The SENBUB signal is 

assumed representative of the void fraction inside the SEN. 

Finally, the SENBUB sensor can give relevant indications on the steel/gas flow inside 

the SEN in way to determine whether changes in the flow pattern in mould have their origin in 

the nozzle or not and, potentially to better control the steel flows in mould for getting a better 

products quality. 
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1. Introduction 

 

It is well known that pattern and stability of the liquid steel flowing into the CC mould 

are strongly depending on the 2-phase steel/argon flow inside the submerged entry nozzle 
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through the strength and stability of the steel jets and of the bubbles packs coming out the 

nozzle ports [1, 2]. It is thus nowadays fundamental to get a better understanding of the flow 

pattern inside the nozzle in way to provide the means for a fine control of the argon injection 

and to get, at any time, the appropriate steel flows in mould enabling to significantly reduce 

the number of sliver defects on the product [3, 4]. 

An electromagnetic sensor, called SENBUB and based on technology of the slag carry 

over detection system through the shroud developed by AMEPA [5], was thus investigated for 

monitoring the steel/argon flow inside the tundish nozzle in an ArcelorMittal steel plant. 

 
 

2. SENBUB sensor design and hardware 

 

2.1 Sensor Design 

The SENBUB sensor consisted of a pair of coils which are arranged on both sides of 

the SEN. One coil was operated as a transmitter coil, supplied by an alternating current of 

approx. 500Hz and a current of 600-700mA rms, the other one on the opposite side of the 

SEN as a receiver coil. From the experience with the use of a similar system for slag detection 

it was concluded that a frequency of ~500Hz gives a good compromise between SEN 

penetration and overall sensitivity.  

Two separate coils were chosen instead of a single radial coil around the SEN, to 

ensure a rapid and easy removal of the sensor during a change of the SEN or in emergency 

situations. The coils dimensions were predetermined by the fact that the coil should cover the 

full width of the SEN and, on the other hand must fit into the tight space between tundish and 

mold. These limitations led to a rounded rectangular coil design of 70 by 190 millimeters. 

The electromagnetic field of the transmitter coil should generate eddy currents in the 

liquid metal inside the SEN. The electromagnetic field of the eddy currents in the SEN is 

picked up by the receiver coil. Both coils were made of 20 windings of temperature resistant 

mineral insulated wire and a stainless steel casing, to allow a permanent operation without 

additional forced cooling of the coils. Since the mineral insulated wire has two internal wires 

in its shell both wires were connected in series, receiving a total number of turns of 40 

windings.  

In order to reduce the direct heat radiation from the SEN the coils were equipped with 

an additional heat shield towards the SEN. 

 

2.2 Laboratory Sensitivity Test 

Between receiver and transmitter coil an austenitic tube set was placed to simulate 

different filling rates of the SEN. The tube set consists of 3 tubes which fit into each other and 

one rod which could be placed into the smallest tube in the middle of the set (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Laboratory test of sensor design Figure 2: Laboratory test values 

 

The outer diameter of this test tube set was 50mm. The test was carried out by removing 

the rod, and then one tube from the inner tube to the outer tube, one after another. The 

outmost tube was removed in the last step. 

The graph in Figure 2 shows the measured values at the output of the amplifier in 

arbitrary units. 

 

2.3 Sensor installation on the tundish  

The coils were kept in position by a steel frame which allows a clamp-on fixture of the 

sensor at the tundish (see Figure 3).  

Before the trials, a test rig with dummy sensors cassettes was produced and inserted at 

the caster to check if the coils fit into the tight space between tundish and mould cover and 

could be inserted and removed easily. The construction of the coils was designed for a 

continuous operation with temperatures up to 600°C, however a test using a pyrometer with 

the dummy sensor and later with the real coils in operation shows a maximum temperature at 

the outer shell of the coil cassette of 270-300°C. 

Initial doubts about the survival of the sensor during the filling of the mould at the start 

of a new cast sequence where baseless, the sensor survived this critical period several times 

without any sign of damage (Figure 4). 

 

 

Figure 3: Sensor set with the frame 

enabling installation on the tundish 

Figure 4: SENBUB sensor installed on bottom of 

the tundish in operation 



2.4 Electrical Installation 

All connections of the two coils were combined at a common connector, which was 

mounted at the sensor frame and from there a flexible cable was laid out on the casting floor 

to a nearby connection box, which contained a preamplifier and a voltage to current converter. 

The cable length was designed to be less than 12m. The preamplifier output was fed to an 

input of a narrow band lock-in type amplifier, which was located in the control room of the 

continuous caster, using the frequency of the current to the primary coil as a reference input. A 

lock-in type amplifier was chosen because of its potential to extract a signal from an 

extremely noisy environment. By the means of a microcontroller controlled calibration routine 

the output of the lock-in amplifier could be zeroed at the beginning of the measurement.  

The output of the lock-in amplifier was logged by a data logger. 

 

 

3. Industrial results got in ArcelorMittal plant 
 

The SENBUB sensor was tested within a wide range of slabs width (from 1200 to 

1790mm), a wide range of metal throughput from 2.6 to 5.4 t/min, due to a casting speed 

varying from 1.6 to 1.95 m/min, and the argon rate varying around the nominal value of 7 

Nl/min. 

The target of these trials was to check the signal sensitivity to change of the main 

casting parameters which have an influence on the flow pattern inside the SEN and in the 

mould such as the argon flow and the metal throughput. 

A special processing of the output signals was necessary for optimizing the sensor 

sensitivity and thus enabling significant variations of the signals when modifying the casting 

parameters. 

 

 

3.2 SENBUB signal processing 

The sensor delivers two outputs signals (real and imaginary components) which are 

strongly correlated as shown in Figure 5a. The 2 components are saturated during the ladle 

change when the steel throughput is reduced and the argon flow is kept constant at a high 

value. In figure 5b, is plotted one component versus the other one and by combining the 2 

signals and changing the axis, the saturated values are concentrated only on the Y axis, as 

shown on Figure 5c. The X values are thus more sensitive to the change of casting parameters. 

After a third order low-pass filtering (1.5 Hz), these X values (without unit) are considered as 

the relevant output signal of the sensor, taken into account in the following sections. 

 

 

Figure 5a: The 2 correlated raw output signals delivered by the SENBUB sensor 



 

Figure 5b: Plot of the 2 raw output signals, one versus the other 

 

Figure 5c: Change of axis for concentrating the saturated values on the Y axis and 

making the X value more sensitive to variations of the casting parameters 
 

 

3.3 Influence of the argon flow 

Figure 6 show that the sensor signal varies as the argon rate. Actually, while the slabs 

width and the casting speed are kept constant, the signal value decreases when the argon flow 

is reduced and increases when the argon flow is increased. 

 

 

Figure 6: The SENBUB output (green curve in the graph below) follows rather 

perfectly the argon flow. 

 

 

3.4 Influence of the steel throughput 

Figure 7 gives an example of steel throughput variation caused both by casting speed 

change (especially during ladle change) and width change. The SENBUB signal is also 

strongly influenced by the steel throughput but, on the contrary of what happened with the 



argon flow, the output value increases when the steel throughput is decreased and decreases 

when the steel throughput is increased. 

 

 

Figure 7: The SENBUB output (green curve in the graph below) follows well the curve 

representing opposite value of the steel throughput. 

 

These results suggest clearly that the SENBUB sensor is influenced by the argon 

flow/steel throughput ratio inside the SEN and that the output signal represents therefore the 

void fraction inside the SEN. Actually increase of the argon flow or decrease of the steel 

throughput increases the void rate inside the SEN leading to increase the SENBUB output 

signal and inversely. 

 

3.5 Influence of the stopper rod position 

By examining the output signal over a short time period, it appears strongly correlated 

to the variation of the stopper rod position delayed of about 1 second (see Figure 8). Because 

of the meniscus level control in mould, the stopper rod is permanently going down and up, 

leading respectively to instantaneous lowerings and raisings of the steel throughput. The argon 

flow being kept constant, this corresponds respectively to instantaneous increases and 

decreases of the void rate inside the SEN, what is quite well measured by the SENBUB 

sensor. 

This observation confirms that the SENBUB sensor is accurate enough to measure 

small and very fast variations of the void rate inside the SEN. 

 



 

Figure 8: Very good agreement is observed between variations of the stopper rod 

position and the SENBUB output signal (observation over a short time period-2min). 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

The SENBUB electromagnetic sensor was successfully investigated in an 

ArcelorMittal steel plant for characterizing and monitoring the 2 phases flow (steel/argon) 

inside the tundish nozzle. 

The first results show that this sensor provides reliable signals strongly influenced by 

the argon flow, the metal throughput and the stopper rod position. The SENBUB signal is 

assumed representative of the void fraction inside the SEN. 

As a matter of fact, the SENBUB sensor can give relevant indications on the steel/gas 

flow inside the SEN in way to determine whether changes in the flow pattern in mould have 

their origin in the nozzle or not and, potentially to better control the steel flows in mould for 

getting a better products quality. 
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Abstract:  

An increasing demand on effective production plants and high quality products requires new 

technologies in continuous casting of steel. This paper presents an innovative device for 

contactless flow measurement of liquid steel using Lorentz force velocimetry. The measuring 

technique determines the time-dependent liquid metal mass flow through a submerged entry 

nozzle. The measurement system reaches a resolution of 0.5 kg/s with a response time of T98 = 

100ms for a 2.5 kg/s mass flow jump. The device performance has been evaluated under 

laboratory conditions. A first operational trial in a steel plant has been done. Results will be 

shown in detail. 

 

 

 

  



1 Introduction 

Modern steel plants are equipped with a high level of automation and control systems to meet the 

strong requirements on ecological and economical demands. Green steel technology at premium 

quality levels and high efficiency is mandatory in modern steel plants. One new technology in 

future steel plants could be the flow measurement of liquid steel. For a long time the direct flow 

measurement of liquid steel has been an unsolved problem. Conventional flow measurement 

devices could not withstand the harsh operational conditions for sufficient time. Different devices 

for the mold level position measurement are available, but all methods are indirect and give no 

information about the time depending mass flux. Most common are measurement systems using a 

radioactive source. In this method the scintillation counter for the signal detection requires a long 

integration time (300 to 1000 ms) to provide a reliable value, due to the stochastic behavior of the 

radioactive fision process. Additionally there is a dead time of 100 ms to 300 ms caused by the 

fluid flow of liquid steel through the submerged entry nozzle into the mould. Therefore the mold 

level control has to operate with limited dynamics. In consequence mold level oscillations can 

occur, which cause surface defects on the slab. A technique that detects the flow rate of liquid 

steel through the submerged entry nozzle would eliminate some of the limitations that current 

mold level control systems have. Using this technique would lead to a better quality of the 

product and reduces expensive post-treatment costs. 

 A contact free flow measurement method called Lorentz force velocimetry (LFV) offers the 

qualitative measurement of the time depending mass flux of liquid steel. This method has been 

developed by scientists of Technische Universität Ilmenau in 2007 and is previously known from 

literature [1, 2]. However, the basic idea was already described by Michael Faraday, when he 

tried to measure the velocity of the Thames River in London using electromagnetic induction [3]. 

In the year 1832 the experiment failed, because Faraday has not had sufficiently precise 

instruments to detect the weak but still measurable signals. Today LFV is able to measure the 

flow velocity of any electrically conducting fluid and is established as universal flow 

measurement method. Even a saltwater flow with an electrically conductivity of         can 

be measured without contacting the fluid using LFV [4]. Imagine the potential of LFV for liquid 

metals. Here the electrical conductivity has an order of magnitude of           and it is a 

proven fact, that the induced Lorentz force FL linearly correlates with the electrical conductivity σ 

and the mean velocity u of the moving conductor (see Eq. (1) and Eq. (2)). In the equations  ⃗  

denotes the distribution of the magnetic field,    the distribution of the eddy current density and  ⃗  
represents the electrical field caused by separation of electrical charges in the conductor. 

  ⃗⃗  ⃗  ∫     ⃗ 
 

      (1) 

    [ ⃗  ( ⃗   ⃗ )]      (2) 

The feasibility of LFV for continuous casting of steel has been theoretically evaluated by 

Weidermann et. al [5, 6]. According to theoretical calculation it turned out, that LFV could be 

able to determine the time depending mass flux  ̇( ) with a resolution of 0.5 kg/s. Moreover the 

theory predicts a response time T98 of less than 100 ms for liquid steel. Due to the fact that LFV 

measures directly the mass flux of liquid steel close to the control device (stopper or slide gate) in 

the submerged entry nozzle nearly no dead time Tt occur. This means for instance that new 

automations systems could improve the mold level control. Moreover a fully automated launch of 

casting could be possible and the casting machine can operate without any radioactive source. In 



this paper we present results that we obtained from laboratory experiments with a prototype of a 

flowmeter based on the effect of the Lorentz force and show the first impressions of a 

preliminary trial in a steel plant in Germany.  

 

2 Technical details and experimental setup 

The new flow measurement device basically consists of a magnet and a high precision weighing 

system, mounted on a support frame (see Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the basic components of a Lorentz force flowmeter.  

 

Depending on the application, the device is equipped with additional subsystems for cooling, 

vibration absorbing or signal processing (see Figure 2). In continuous casting of steel it is 

indispensable to use a complex cooling system to keep the temperature inside the device on a 

constant level during the casting sequence. The cooling system of the prototype operates with 

standard pressurized air with an initial temperature of 20 °C. Double layered walls at the bottom 

and the top covered with a high-tech insulation material realize an effective heat shielding. The 

continuous flow of pressurized air dissipates the excessive heat intake from the tundish and the 

submerged entry nozzle.  
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Figure 2: Prototype of the flowmeter for continuous casting of steel installed at the laboratory. 

When liquid steel moves across magnetic field lines, eddy currents are induced within the liquid steel and 

a force acts upon the magnetic field generating System. The generation of a Lorentz force due to the 

motion of an electrically conducting material within an externally applied magnetic field is a basic 

principle of magnetohydrodynamics and is well known from literature [7, 8, 9]. Since the value of the 

Lorentz force depends linearly on the mean velocity and the electrical conductivity a simplified test 

facility can be used to investigate the performance of the device under well-defined conditions (see Figure 

3).  

 

a)               b)     

Figure 3: Test facility for laboratory investigations. A linear drive moves a solid aluminum rod through the 

magnetic field of the flowmeter and simulates a mass flux. a) Sketch of the basic principle of the test facility. 

b) Photo of the real experimental setup with the prototype of the flowmeter installed in the laboratory. 
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The idea is that the value of the Lorentz force obtained with the test facility      must be 

identical to the expected value of Lorentz force in continuous casting of steel        . 

                   (3) 

𝑘                
  𝑘                  (4) 

It can be seen that the calibration factor k and the magnetic flux density B vanish and the moving 

speed for the reference body scales with the ratio of the electrical conductivities. The mass flux of 

liquid steel can be estimated using the dimensions of cross section of the slab and the casting 

speed. Than the velocity of the liquid steel can be calculated as follow: 

 ̇      𝜌             𝐴                       (5) 

Combing equation (4) with (5) yields to a correlation between the mass flux of liquid steel and 

the moving velocity of the reference body is defined as 

 ̇     ( )  
          

 

 
 
   

      
     ( )      (6) 

The reference body is an aluminum rod moved with controlled speed through the magnetic field 

of the measurement device. The velocity of the rod can vary between 1 mm/s to 50mm/s, which 

represents a mass flux of liquid steel between 1 kg/s (0,06 t/min) and 50 kg/s (3 t/min). The test 

facility is completely automated. It is possible to rerun the experiment for any random number to 

get informations about the repeatability of the measurement and the results.  

Moreover it is possible to estimate the response time T98 of the measurement signal. The linear 

drive accelerates the aluminum rod with more than gravity          . This is not an ideal 

jump in the mass flux, but a good approximation. Practically the mass flux cannot jump between 

values. An infinite large amount of energy would be required due to the inertia of the aluminum 

rod. But the low ratio of density to electrical conductivity has a positive effect on the response 

time of the linear drive. This is one reason for choosing aluminum as material for the reference 

body. 

 

3 Results and discussion 

The prototype has been manufactured and currently undergoes a comprehensive test period. The 

test period is separated into two parts. The first part is performed in the laboratory using the test 

facility described in the previous section of this article. For calibration purposes a reference 

signal is required and therefore the boundary conditions must be exactly known, in order to 

determine a calibration factor k and the limits of performance. Figure 4 shows the correlation 

between mass flux and output signal of the device. We can derive the calibration factor using 

linear regression out of the measurement data and get 𝑘            𝑘  for the case of interest. 

The error bars in Figure 4 are calculated using the standard deviation of twenty identical 

repetitions. 



 

Figure 4: Results of the calibration experiment. From the measurement values a linear correlation between 

Sensor output and mass flux is observed. 

Of course, the calibration factor depends on different properties, for example the diameter of the 

SEN or the distribution of the magnetic field. But this is a different complicated topic and there 

are previous articles investigating this topic more in detail [10, 11]. 

Figure 5a shows the measurement signal of the device (black line) and the reference signal (blue 

line) for a given mass flux of approximately three tons per minute. This is a typical flow rate for a 

250 mm x 2000 mm thick slab caster that operates with a casting speed of 1 m/min. Here the 

device produces a clear signal with a good signal to noise ratio. It can be seen that the signal of 

the measurement device matches the reference signal exactly. In Figure 5b a number of 20 

repetitions collapse into one single curve. It can be seen that the device has a remarkable 

repeatability. For the given average mass flux of approximately three tons per min, which is equal 

to 50 kg/s, the measurement values scatter less than 0.3 % around the mean value.  

Figure 5c gives an idea about possible resolution of the measurement device. The electronic 

frequency converter of the linear drive cannot realize lower speed and the minimum mass flux 

change of the reference signal is   ̇      𝑘   . That is the reason for noisy reference signal. 

However, the measurement device is able to detect this tiny change in the mass flux with 

remarkable signal quality. A resolution of less than 0.5 kg/s can be expected under defined and 

isothermal conditions. In order to check the limits of the device in detail, the test facility has to be 

modified to realize much lower mass fluxes in the range of  0.1 kg/s.  
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a) b)  

c)  

Figure 5: Results of the laboratory tests. a) The measured signal (back line) is compared to a given mass flux 

of three tons per minute, which is about 50 kg/s. Both signals are plotted in one diagram to demonstrate the 

weak differences. b) All repetitions are plotted in a single diagram to demonstrate that their evolution 

depending on time is almost identical. c) The measurement shows the resolution limit of the device. The 

measured signal (black line) and the given mass flux signal (blue line) are compared for a mass flux change of 

0.5 kg/s. 
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a) b)  

Figure 6: Results of the investigation of the time response of the measurement device. a) Experimental results 

of the time response for a sudden mass flux change of 2.5 kg/s. The blue line represents a reference signal 

generated by the motion of a solid body. The black line indicates the measurement signal of the device. b) A 

theoretical solution for the time response of the Lorentz force. The non-dimensional time T is the ratio of time 

t and the magnetic diffusion time         . 

 

Moreover the response time T98 of the measurement device has been investigated. Figure 6a 

shows the results for a sudden mass flux change of 2.5 kg/s. The reference signal (blue line) is 

generated by controlled motion of the reference body. Due to the motion controller and the inertia 

of the reference body the reference signal itself has a reaction time. However the measurement 

signal follows the reference signal almost without delay and no dead time could be observed. 

From the figure it can be seen that the response time T98 is about 150 – 200 ms for a solid body. It 

should be noted that the response time of the entire device results in the sum of the response time 

of the Lorentz force and the response time of the weighing system. The response time of the 

weighing is constant and depends on material properties, which do not change. In contrast the 

response time of the Lorentz force depends on the thermo physical properties of the object of 

interest and differs from one case (application) to another. It is a proven fact that the response 

time of the Lorentz force linearly depends on the electrical conductivity (see Figure 6b). The 

conductivity of liquid steel is approximately ten times smaller than the conductivity of a solid 

body. This leads to the conclusion that the Lorentz force reacts ten times faster for liquid metals 

and a response time of T98 ≈100 ms for liquid metals can be expected. Consequently the 

dominating time constant results from the weighing system.   

 

The second part of the test period is governed by steel plant tests to prove the capability of the 

device under real conditions. These tests are currently running but first interesting results are 

available. The installation of the measurement device is an important step and can be done by an 

operator on the casting platform or already in the tundish workshop. Figure (7a) shows the 

installation process using a simple elevating platform. The fixation on the tundish is done very 

fast by using simple bolts. The mechanism is very robust and can be easily released after the 

casting process.  

In figure (7b) the tundish is transferred to pre-heating sequence. During pre-heating the 

measurement device is already connected to the air supply to avoid overheating. For further heat 

protection the device is covered with a special jacket of heat protection material. After pre-

heating and during the casting sequence the temperature inside the measurement device does not 
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exceed 60 °C. This proves that the air cooling system operates reliably. During the tests it 

emphasizes that the highest thermal stress appears after the casting process when the tundish is 

moved back to parking position. This is due to the fact that the air supply is disconnected for a 

couple of minutes.  

Tests with activated mass flux detection are currently running and the first results will be 

presented soon. 
 

a)  b)  

Figure 7: a) Installation of the measurement device on the tundish using a special elevating platform. b) The 

measurement device is already installed on the tundish and is moved to the pre-heating process. 

4 Summary 

Flow measurement of molten steel is a widely unsolved problem, but it is of great interest for the 

steel industry. A contact free flow measurement method called Lorentz force velocimetry (LFV) 

offers to measure the mean flow velocity of electrically conducting fluids, in particular metal 

melts. This method is an established flow measurement method and the next step is establishing 

the technology in continuous casting. The prototype of a measurement device, that uses LFV, has 

been designed, manufactured and is currently operating in steel plant.  

The tests for the new measurement device are separated into two parts. The first part handles the 

laboratory testing in order to calibrate the device and to figure out the limits of performance. In 

the laboratory tests the prototype reaches a resolution of   ̇      𝑘   . The test measurements 

show a considerable reproducibility and the dependency between mass flux and measurement 

signal shows a linear characteristic. For a sudden change of   ̇      𝑘    the device has a 

typical response time T98 in the range between 150 – 200 ms for solid aluminum. The response 

time depends on material properties, particularly on the electrical conductivity. Hence the 

response time T98 for liquid steel arises by scaling with the electrical conductivity to T98 ≈ 

100 ms. 

The second part of the testing is the operation in the steel plant. During these tests the steel plant 

capability should be proved. After a first trial it emphasizes that the operational procedure for the 

first prototype works very well. It is possible to mount the device on a pre-installed fastener by 

using a special elevating platform. A preliminary test of the cooling system has been successful 

and the temperature inside the device does not exceed a maximum of 60 °C. Further tests are 

currently running. 
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RECENT ACTIVITIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL MODELLING  

AND INVESTIGATION OF THE STEEL FLOW  

WITHIN THE LIMMCAST PROGRAM AT HZDR 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Model experiments with low melting point liquid metals are an important tool to 

investigate the flow structure and related transport processes in melt flows relevant for 

metallurgical applications. We present the experimental facility LIMMCAST for modelling 

the continuous casting process of steel using the alloy SnBi at temperatures of 200-400°C. 

The parameters of the facility and the dimensions of the test sections will be given, and the 

possibilities for flow investigations in tundish, submerged entry nozzle and mould will be 

discussed. In addition, the smaller set-ups mini-LIMMCAST and X-LIMMCAST will be 

presented, which work with the room-temperature liquid alloy GaInSn. The main value of 

cold metal laboratory experiments consists in the capabilities to obtain quantitative flow 

measurements with a reasonable spatial and temporal resolution. New ultrasonic and 

electromagnetic techniques for measuring the velocity in liquid metal flows came up during 

the last decade allowing for a satisfying characterisation of flow quantities in the considered 

temperature range up to 400°C. A selection of results will be presented in this paper covering 

various phenomena occurring in single-phase and two-phase flows. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The persistent effort to achieve a better product quality and higher productivity of the 

continuous casting of steel implies the high importance of powerful capabilities to control the 

flow in tundish and mould, and the initial solidification in the mould. Numerous sophisticated 

numerical simulations concerned with the metal flow during the casting process need a 

fundamental experimental validation. The use of water models has the advantage to save 

expenses and to be able to apply a number of well-proofed measuring methods. However, a 

generalisation of these results to liquid metal flows has to be considered as questionable 

because the realistic values of flow parameters (Re, Pr, Gr, Ha, etc.) are difficult to meet. In 

many cases, for instance liquid metal flows with strong temperature gradients, with an 

additional gaseous phase or under the influence of electromagnetic fields, the flow phenomena 

cannot reasonably be modelled by means of water experiments. 
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The application of electromagnetic fields provides a considerable potential to control the 

fluid flow in the mould and to influence the solidification in the strand. In principle, two 

categories of electromagnetic control techniques have been proposed to improve the quality of 

the steel in the continuous casting process: electromagnetic stirrers (EMS) and 

electromagnetic brakes (EMBR). First strategies for EM applications in steel casting were 

mainly guided by simplified pictures of the magnetic field impact on the global flow field. 

Many numerical investigations have been reported until now to improve the understanding of 

the magnetic field influence on the mould flow (see for instance [1-4]). However, the problem 

has to be considered as challenging because of the complex geometry, the highly turbulent 

flow, and specific peculiarities occurring in case of MHD turbulence. Obviously, a validation 

of the numerical predictions by liquid metal experiments is indispensable. However, related 

experimental studies are rather scarce until now. Several plant trials were carried out [5, 6] to 

test the efficiencies of electromagnetic brakes in the real casting process. Because of the lack 

of suitable measuring techniques for liquid steel at 1500 °C such trials cannot provide any 

reliable knowledge about the magnetic field effect on the flow in the mould. Only rough 

information might be achieved by visual observations of the surface velocity or by the 

application of imprecise mechanical metering devices. A Japanese group reported some 

experimental studies employing simple mercury models [7, 8]. For instance, Okazawa et al. 

[7] used a Vives-type sensor to investigate the effect of an electromagnetic stirrer on the fluid 

flow in the mercury model. With our work we want to continue the strategy of cold metal 

models. The main value of such cold metal laboratory experiments consists in the capabilities 

to obtain quantitative flow measurements with a reasonable spatial and temporal resolution. 

New ultrasonic or electromagnetic techniques for measuring the velocity in liquid metal flows 

came up during the last decade allowing for a satisfying characterisation of flow quantities in 

the considered temperature range up to 400°C. 

 

 

2. The LIMMCAST facility  

 

The experimental programme of the LIMMCAST facility at HZDR aims to model the 

essential features of the flow field in the continuous casting of steel, namely the flow field in 

the tundish, in the submerged entry nozzle (SEN) and in the mould cavity as well as the 

solidification of the material in the strand. The facility has been designed and assembled 

during the last years. After verification of the instrumentation, process measuring and control 

technology, the experimental programme has been started in 2012. A photograph showing an 

overall view of the LIMMCAST facility is displayed in Fig. 1. All components are made from 

stainless steel. The low melting point alloy Sn60Bi40 is used as model liquid, whose 

temperature-dependent material data are reported by [9]. The liquidus temperature of 170°C 

allows for an operation of the facility in a temperature range between 200 and 400°C. The 

melt inventory is stored in two vessels with a capacity of 250 l each. An electromagnetic 

pump is used to transport the liquid metal into the tundish. The maximum flow rate is about 

2.5 l/s. The flow rate is measured by an electromagnetic flow meter [10].  

The present situation of the facility comprises two test sections. Fig. 2 shows a 

photograph of the test section, which will be used for physical modelling of the continuous 

casting process. It contains the tundish, the SEN and the mould. From the tundish the melt 

pours through a pipe with an inner diameter of 54,5 mm into the mould with a rectangular 

cross section of 400 x 100 mm
2
. The investigations will be explicitly focussed on the 

behaviour of the isothermal melt flow. Argon gas bubbles can be injected with tuneable flow 

rates through the stopper rod into the SEN resulting in a two-phase flow inside the nozzle and 



the mould. Pipe connections with flanges are realized at various locations within the loop 

allowing a replacement of the particular components. This regards especially the nozzle, the 

mould, the tundish and parts of diverse test sections, which gives us a flexibility to modify the 

flow geometries for miscellaneous requirements. A second, horizontal test section has been 

installed as closed piping system and serves for material tests or verifications of various 

measuring techniques. A third test section can be realised in future, where a solidification of 

the strand will be possible. 

 

Fig. 1: Overall view of the LIMMCAST facility 

 

  
 

Fig. 2: Photograph showing the test section 

modelling the configuration of a continuous 

casting machine 

Fig. 3: DC magnetic system used as 

electromagnetic brake at the LIMMCAST 

facility 
    

Special adapters at the lid of the mould allow for a direct access to install measuring 

techniques in the mould. Flow velocities will be measured using the UDV method [11]. High 



temperature sensors with acoustic wave guides [12] will be attached to the free surface of the 

melt to determine the vertical component of the liquid velocity. The measurement of 

horizontal velocities requires an installation of the ultrasonic sensors at the side wall of the 

mould. Here, the acoustic coupling between the transducer and the melt occurs through the 

stainless steel wall. Further adapters are available for visual inspection of the free surface. 

Moreover, local probes can be positioned inside the melt to measure velocity fluctuations or 

distributions of void fractions in case of two phase flow. A new approach for a fully 

contactless and instantaneous detection of the flow pattern inside the mould will be applied 

using the method of the Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) (see also [13]). The 

mould is surrounded by a magnetic coil delivering a measuring field. Magnetic field sensors 

mounted outside of the mould are measuring the magnetic field induced by the flow. The 

measurement of these induced magnetic fields allows for a reconstruction of the global 

velocity field features of the melt.  

The main issue of the experimental programme at LIMMCAST concerns investigations 

about the impact of the magnetic field on the flow in the continuous casting process. Various 

magnetic systems will be installed at regions around the mould, at the SEN or at the tundish. 

These magnetic systems will be electromagnetic brakes as well as electromagnetic stirrers. A 

respective DC magnetic system including two water-cooled copper coils and iron core which 

will be used as electromagnetic brake is shown in Fig. 3. The pole faces have a rectangular 

area of 450×200 mm
2
. The maximum electrical current of 2000 A provides a magnetic field 

strength up to 0.7 T within the pole gap of 200 mm. The flexible pole shoe design allows for 

the investigation of different magnetic field configurations, such as local brakes, ruler or even 

double ruler brakes.  

 

 

3. The small setup mini-LIMMCAST  

 

The mini-LIMMCAST facility is a further, smaller assembly for modelling the 

continuous casting process. This setup uses the eutectic alloy Ga68In20Sn12 as model fluid, 

which is liquid at room temperature. In contrast to the bigger LIMMCAST no heating is 

necessary and experiments can be performed either in a continuous or in a discontinuous way. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4:  

Setup of mini-LIMMCAST 

 



The mould with a cross-section of 140x35 mm² and the nozzle with an inner diameter of 

10 mm are made of acrylic glass. Stainless steel cylinders work as tundish and buffer vessel, 

respectively. The experiments were run in a discontinuous mode, i.e. the tundish was filled 

with the alloy and then, after the lift of the stopper rod, the liquid metal pours through the 

nozzle into the mould. The total charge of about 6 litres of the alloy enables a measuring time 

of about 40 seconds with a mean flow rate of 100 ml/s. Figure 4 shows a picture of the 

experimental setup. For a detailed description see [14].  

The experiments at mini-LIMMCAST focus on investigations of the mould flow. The 

Ultrasonic-Doppler-Velocimetry (UDV) and the Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography 

(CIFT) are employed for flow measurements. A sketch of the CIFT measurement setup at 

Mini-LIMMCAST and the reconstructed mould flow at two time instances is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Application of the Contactless Inductive Flow Tomography (CIFT) at Mini-

LIMMCAST. (a) - Scheme of the experiment and of the CIFT measurement technique. (b) 

CIFT-reconstructed (desired) double-roll flow structure. (c) -CIFT-reconstructed (undesired) 

single-roll flow structure. 

 

Moreover, electrical potential probes were applied for local and fast measurement of 

two velocity components. It is an invasive method, but offers the highest sampling rate of 

those three techniques and permits therefore the investigation of turbulence. 

Examples of time series of the horizontal velocity component recorded by means of the 

electrical potential probe are shown in Figure 6. The probe was located at a position in the jet 

region near the wall of the narrow mould face. Figure 6 compares the situation of the mould 

flow without magnetic field and the case where a ruler EMBR was applied at a field strength 

of 310 mT. The pole faces were installed at the region of the nozzle ports. The yellow curves 

show the raw signal whereas the brown curves represent low-pass filtered signal with a cutoff 

frequency of 1 Hz. It becomes obvious that the application of the magnetic field damps the 

high-frequency oscillations on one hand. On the other hand, the low-frequency fluctuations 

are amplified significantly. 

 

 



(a)  

(b)  

 

Fig. 6: Time series of the horizontal velocity in the jet region obtained by using an electrical 

potential probe: (a) mould flow without applied magnetic field, (b) mould flow under 

influence of a DC magnetic field at B = 310 mT (electrically insulating mould wall). 

 

The corresponding vertical velocity component was measured by means of UDV. The 

arrangement of two ultrasonic transducers at both sides of the mould is depicted in Figure 7. 

Figure 8 shows the spatio-temporal plots of the velocity measurements for both sides of the 

mould. The nozzle ports are located at the vertical position z = 0 mm. The diagram in Figure 

8(a) reveals the double roll structure for the flow without magnetic field. A downstream flow 

becomes visible for vertical positions at z > 40 mm, whereas a less-intense upwards roll is 

formed in the upper part of the mould. The application of the magnetic field causes several 

changes of the flow structure. The impinging point of the jet at the side wall is shifted 

upwards, the peak values of flow intensity are dramatically increased and the flow pattern 

becomes oscillatory. Systematic investigations of this phenomenon have already been 

published [15, 16]. It was demonstrated there that the strong velocity fluctuations are related 



to remarkable oscillations of the jet position. Corresponding numerical simulations [16] show 

a reciprocal deflection of the both jets discharging at the left and right side of the nozzle, 

respectively. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Sensor arrangement for measurements 

of the vertical velocity near the narrow face 

wall by means of the UDV technique 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  

Fig. 8: Spatio-temporal flow structure reconstructed from a series of measurements of linear 

profiles of the vertical velocity along the vertical lines indicated in Fig. 6: (a) mould flow 

without applied magnetic field, (b) mould flow under influence of a DC magnetic field at 

B = 310 mT (electrically insulating mould wall). 

 

 

 

 

 



4. X-ray visualization of two-phase flows: X-LIMMCAST  

  

The X-LIMMCAST facility is a liquid metal loop constructed for use in the X-ray 

laboratory at HZDR. It is also operated with the model fluid GaInSn at room temperature. 

Visualisations of the liquid metal – argon two phase flow can be obtained by means of the X-

ray radioscopy. Figure 9 shows the experimental facility in the HZDR X-ray lab. A more 

detailed description and experimental results are given in the corresponding paper about the 

two phase experiments in these proceedings [17]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Photograph of the X-

LIMMCAST setup installed in 

the X-ray laboratory. 

 

 

The mould flow in X-LIMMCAST was measured by the UDV technique. Because of the 

disturbance of the ultrasonic beam by the argon bubbles, the flow has been measured only for 

the single phase flow. The ultrasonic sensors were placed at the narrow wall. This 

configuration allows for the detection of the horizontal mould flow in the jet region as shown 

in Figure 10. The jet leaves the nozzle in mainly horizontal direction. The mould is rather 

small, so that the jet bounces upon the narrow wall and creates a backflow towards the middle 

of the mould below the jet.  

Figure 11 shows exemplary snapshots from two observation areas around the bubble 

injection point at the tip of the stopper rod (Fig. 10(a)) and the mould region at the nozzle 

ports (Fig. 11 (b)). Figure 11(a) illustrates the creation of a big argon bubble at the stopper rod 

tip, which releases smaller bubbles into the SEN-flow. A remarkable observation is the 

creation of large bubbles at the upper edge of the SEN, even with the moderate transition from 

tundish to the SEN by a funnel. These big bubbles catched most of the smaller bubbles 

released from the stopper rod. Small bubbles were then released at the bottom of the big one. 

These were then dragged down the SEN into the mould by the liquid metal flow. The bubble 

distribution in the mould at one moment is depicted in Figure 11(b). Most of the bubbles 

coming out form nozzle ports are dragged by the liquid metal jet deeper into the mould. 

Bubble coalescence occurs in the circulation roll and larger bubbles leave the recirculation 

zone and ascend to the mould surface. For a more detailed presentation of the results we refer 

to [17]. 

 



 

Fig. 10: UDV-measurement of the 

horizontal flow at X-LIMMCAST  

 
 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

Fig. 11: Snapshots from two different observation windows: (a) at the stopper rod tip and (b) 

in the mould 
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Development and Validation of Multi-Mode® EMB,  

        a New Electromagnetic Brake for Thin Slab Casters 
 

Abstract  

 

A new electromagnetic brake (EMB) for thin slab casters is presented. It has been developed 

with the aim of creating a system that not only produces a global braking function but also can 

address, in a flexible way, the specific flow problems of thin slab casters. Different magnetic 

configurations have been studied using coupled electromagnetic and CFD simulations to 

understand steel flow responses to various magnetic configurations and determine the 

optimum solution. The result is a configuration with multiple poles. To validate this new 

concept, an EMB prototype was designed and manufactured by Danieli Rotelec in France, and 

a 1/1 scale simulation plant using low-melting metal was designed and installed at the 

Danieli’s R&D Center in Italy: various SEN geometries, mould sections and casting speeds up 

to 10 m/min were tested. The results show that this new EMB provides efficiently three 

functions: (i) braking the too strong double-roll flow, (ii) damping the vertical meniscus 

fluctuations, and (iii) stabilizing the right-left instabilities (stop the bias flow). It is now 

commercialized under the name Multi-Mode® EMB. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the 1980’s, when steel was less clean than today, the liquid steel would enter into the slab 

caster moulds with a certain kinetic energy and dive down below the mould draining down a 

large number of non-metallic particles. Because of the curvature of the machines, when these 

particles started to float out due to the buoyancy forces, they would be trapped in the strand 

solidification front on the loose side of the slabs. That was called the “inside inclusion band” 

or “quarter-thickness inclusion band” and, of course, was detrimental to the quality of the cold 

rolled sheets. To stop or decrease this problem, the electromagnetic brake was developed by 

KAWASAKI and ASEA with the aim of reducing the velocity of the down-going steel flow 

so that that the inclusion particles would dive less far and would float up straight to the 

meniscus without being trapped in the solidification front. This technology known as EMBr 

evolved since the 1980s from EMBr to EMBr-Ruler and to FC-Mould Generation 1, 2 and 3 

but still focusses on the braking of the down-going flow [1] that we believe is an obsolete 

concept. 

We believe, that the down-going steel flow and the associated internal inclusions are no more 

the main problem today, not really thanks to the brakes, but mainly because of the vertical- 
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bending design of the modern slab casters, whose vertical length of three to four meters below 

the mould permits the up-floating to the meniscus of most of the particles, and also because 

the liquid steel entering the mould is now much cleaner than before due to improved steel 

making and tundish practices. 

We believe that the steel slab main quality problems today are the surface and subsurface 

defects and the inclusions that are generated inside the mould, not below the mould. They are 

generated by the steel flow in the mould and, therefore, the goal should be to control the steel 

flow inside the mould. The credo to follow is: Control the steel flow in the mould and you 

control the slab quality [2].  

For thick slab casters, we have developed Multi-Mode® EMS, based on NKK’s braking and 

accelerating functions EMLS/EMLA with additional rotating functions, operating modes and 

new control software [3]. This technology permits to control, quantitatively, the meniscus 

steel flow velocities by transforming unstable, single-roll and too-fast or too-slow double-roll 

flows into an optimized double-roll flow or to generate a rotational flow at the meniscus, 

using EMS technology with linear stirrers, i.e. linear induction motors with travelling 

magnetic fields that are powered by 2- or 3- phase AC currents.  

For thin slab casters however, EMS is not compulsory: (i) rotational flow at the meniscus 

cannot be generated, fluid 

mechanically speaking, because 

of the flatness of the thin slab, (ii) 

the accelerating function to 

transform single-roll flow into 

double-roll flow is not required 

because there is no single-roll 

flow in thin slab moulds due to 

the absence of argon bubbling, 

(iii) the acceleration function to 

increase the double-roll flow velocity is not required because modern thin slab casters operate 

at high casting speed for productivity reasons and, hence, need only braking functions. 

Therefore, for thin slab casters (Fig.1), electromagnetic stirring (EMS) can be replaced by 

electromagnetic braking (EMB that uses the static magnetic field of an electromagnet powered 

by DC current), provided, however, that one can develop an advanced braking system that 

provides more functions for the steel flow control inside the mould than the global braking of 

conventional EMBr or EMBr Ruler. That was the purpose of our development work and that 

is what we will report in this paper. 

 

 

2. Which steel flow pattern generates which defects? 

 

Before describing the different functions of the new EMB 

in the third chapter, we show in this second chapter which 

steel flow pattern generates which type of surface and 

subsurface defects. 

In thin slab casters, the predominant steel flow pattern is a 

too-strong double-roll. As already mentioned, since argon 

bubbling is not used, we can disregard single-roll flow 

(unless SENs with meniscus ports generate a partial single 

roll flow) which is generated in medium to thick slab molds 

when the up-floating argon bubbles are the predominant 

Fig.1: Danieli Rotelec’s concept of EM actuators for all slab casters 

 

Fig. 2: Double-roll flow in thin slab 

caster with 4-port SEN 
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flow driving force.  

In moulds operating with two-port SENs (like in thick slab casters) there is only one common 

flow exiting the SEN that divides into lateral recirculation flow going up to the meniscus and 

lateral flow going down when it hits the narrow mould faces, whereas in moulds operating 

with four-port SENs, which is frequently the case in thin slab casters, the lateral recirculation 

flow and the down-going flow are separated as shown in the CFD simulation in Fig. 2.  

 

Regardless whether one uses 2- or 4- port SENs, in both cases we have a double-roll flow 

pattern and the quality problems related to this flow pattern are the same. In thin slab casters, 

the problems generated by high casting speed/high throughput are the following (Fig. 3): 

a. The first problem is excessive meniscus flow velocity that is generated by too fast double-

roll flow. In that case, the steel flow generates standing waves and turbulences close to the 

narrow mould faces and an excessive horizontal meniscus flow velocity. The consequence 

is a thin powder layer, hence bad lubrication close to the narrow faces, uneven shell 

thickness and powder entrapment. These problems exist if the meniscus steel velocity 

exceeds 0.3 m/sec. 

b. The second problem, connected to the first and also generated by too-fast double-roll flow 

is too-strong down-going flow that can generate too-strong central returning flow that in 

turn creates right-left instabilities.  

c. The third and worst problem is bias flow and asymmetrical flow with respect to the SEN 

axis, right-left instabilities, meniscus waves and turbulences. Unstable flow is the worst 

case for surface/subsurface quality.  

d. The fourth problem, again the consequence of a too-fast double-roll flow, is excessive 

vertical meniscus fluctuation/meniscus waviness. It generates local perturbation of mould 

powder lubrication, uneven shell formation, and longitudinal cracks. 

These four problems are presented separately for didactical reasons only. In reality, they are 

not independent of each other, which is a typical problem in fluid mechanics and which makes 

it particularly difficult to find a good solution to control them as will be shown in the next 

chapter. 

 

 

3. Research & Development of the new concept  

 

Our purpose was to develop a new system that can go beyond a global braking action i.e., that 

can specifically address the described four flow problems. It seemed obvious that a more 

sophisticated magnetic configuration than that of the conventional EMBr or EMBr Ruler 

would be necessary. A big variety of magnetic configurations with AC or DC fields has been 

investigated (Fig.4) with coupled electromagnetic and CFD simulations using free meniscus 

surface and reproducing the geometry of the SEN and the funnel mould with the purpose of 

identifying the position, area and strength of the magnetic fields that would be useful. To 

Fig. 3: Four flow pattern phenomena in the mould of thin slab casters that generate slab defects  
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select the “good” configurations, we compared vertical meniscus fluctuations, velocity of 

horizontal meniscus flow and of down-going flow obtained without and with magnetic fields.  

EMS stirring applications (2- or 3-phase AC current) with horizontal travelling fields at 

different positions as well as vertical travelling fields close to the narrow mould faces looked 

interesting because of their ability to add to the braking function an accelerating function 

when casting at slow speed/low throughput,  Fig4a. They were abandoned not only because of 

high energy consumption due to the thick copper plates, but mainly because of the assumption 

that thin slab casters would operate in future at high casting speed/high throughput and, hence, 

would not need accelerating function like medium to thick slab casters. EMB braking 

applications (single-phase DC current) were simulated with different pole positions, sizes and 

different coil current combinations covering the major area of the mould, Fig. 4b.  

We underline the fact that without simulations it is not possible to predict, and anyhow 

difficult to understand, the relation between magnetic field configuration and flow response, 

because the common believe that liquid steel flow can be stopped with EMB is wrong. Unlike 

the solid disc of the eddy current brake in trucks and buses, the liquid flow does not go “well 

behaved” through the obstacle of the magnetic field that generates the braking force: it more 

likely goes around. If the braking force is strong enough i.e., magnetic field must be strong 

and steel velocity must be high (remember: the braking force is proportional to the steel 

velocity and to the square of the magnetic field), the EMB can act like a wall that deviates the 

flow direction, but neither the flow is stopped nor the direction is under control unless one 

uses different magnetic poles that can create a channelling effect for the flow.  

The solution that was chosen is a multiple pole geometry that permits to address the specific 

flow problems with distinctive functions as indicated in Fig.5.  

a. Braking functions for the excessive horizontal meniscus flow and too strong down-going 

flow, 

b. A stabilizing function for the bias flow instabilities (and for a too strong central returning 

flow), 

c. A damping function for the vertical meniscus fluctuations. 

Fig. 4b: Simulations with DC application (EMB) Fig. 4a: Simulations with AC application (EMS) 

Stabilizing function Damping function Braking functions 

Fig. 5: New EMB multi-pole configurations developed to address the specific problems of fig. 4 
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These different functions correspond to different magnetic configurations that can be activated 

in different combinations by appropriate current settings of different power supplies, i.e. in 

different operating modes. Because of this design for different operating modes and in analogy 

to our technology for thick slab casters, we have named this new EMB Multi-Mode® Electro-

Magnetic Brake (MM-EMB). 

 

 

4. Validation of MM-EMB 
 

Based on the above theoretical work and considering the very complex purpose of our 

concept, we decided to validate the concept by experimental work i.e., we designed and built 

an EMB prototype at Danieli Rotelec in France and a 1/1 scale simulation and demonstration 

plant, we believe unique in the world, at the Danieli R&D Center in Italy: 

Using a recirculation loop of cold-melting (138°C) bismuth-tin alloy, we reproduce the steel 

flow conditions in a plant with SEN and funnel mould at full scale. The Bi-Sn alloy has been 

chosen because its physical properties electrical conductivity, density and viscosity are very 

close to those of liquid steel. Therefore we can trust that the flow in the mould and the 

reaction under the electromagnetic forces will be very similar to the steel flow in a caster 

mould.  

The simulation facility is shown in Fig. 6. 

On the top of this facility a small tundish 

with an industrial stopper provides the 

liquid metal to the SEN and to the mould. 

Below the mould, the liquid metal is 

recovered by a specially designed collector 

that prevents turbulence transmission 

upwards; the casting speed is simulated by 

a flow control valve at the output of the 

collector. The liquid metal then flows into 

a tank from which it is recirculated by a 

pump to the tundish. The EMB is installed 

on both sides of the mould. 

Casting speeds from 4.2 to 11.7 m/min 

were simulated; mould sections were used 

for thickness x width of 102,5 mm x (1800, 

Fig. 6: Simulation and demonstration plant in Danieli R&D Center/Italy to validate the new EMB concept 

Fig. 7: Experimental set-up to measure the meniscus 

flow velocity and meniscus waviness on both sides of 

the SEN 
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1530, 1250, 990) mm and different SEN geometries were tested.  

The mould is equipped with four sensors (Fig. 7), two on each side of the SEN. Two sensing 

rods that are immersed in the meniscus are used as sensors for horizontal meniscus velocity. 

Vertical meniscus fluctuations are measured by recording the up and down movement of a 

swimmer on the left side of the SEN, meniscus topography is measured by a laser scanner on 

the right side of the SEN. With this instrumentation, we can measure the liquid metal flow on 

the left and right side of the SEN and compare the flow under condition with EMB switched 

on or switched off. Testing parameters are mould width, throughput (i.e. casting speed) and 

electrical current settings of the electromagnets. 

 

Fig. 8 shows on the top the meniscus shape 

of the natural flow, that means MM-EMB 

switched off. The example is for a four-port 

SEN, mould size 1800 x 100 mm, casting 

speed 6.9 m/min (throughput 1100 l/min); 

the lower figure shows the meniscus shape 

under same conditions with EMB switched 

on. 

Fig. 9a shows in the upper figure the 

horizontal meniscus flow velocity on the 

left and right side of the SEN versus time: 

With EMB switched OFF, meniscus 

velocity is biased at 0.5 and 0.3 m/sec at 

left and right side of SEN respectively, with 

EMB switched ON the bias flow is 

stabilized and the meniscus velocity is braked down to 0.12 m/sec. 

The lower figure shows the vertical meniscus fluctuations in terms of sigma i.e., standard 

deviation of the fluctuations, versus time. With brake switched OFF, the standard deviation 

sigma of the vertical fluctuations is 1.3 mm (corresponding to 95% of fluctuation ≤ 2.6 mm), 

with brake switched ON, the damping function has reduced the fluctuations from sigma 1.3 

Fig.8: Measured meniscus profile without EMB (top) 

and with EMB (bottom) 

Fig. 9a: Horizontal meniscus flow velocity (top) and vertical meniscus fluctuations (bottom) measured 

without and with EMB in an operating mode set to enhance the braking function. 
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mm to 0.7 mm (corresponding to 95% of fluctuations ≤ ±1.4 mm). The example of Fig. 9a 

refers to a magnetic field configuration that enhances the braking function against the 

damping function. Fig. 9b shows, for the same case, a different magnetic field configuration 

that is set to enhance the damping function against the braking function. The upper figure 

shows again that with EMB switched OFF, the meniscus velocity is biased at 0.5 and 0.3 

m/sec at left and right side of SEN respectively, with EMB switched ON the bias flow is 

stabilized and the meniscus velocity is braked down to 0.19 m/sec. The lower figure shows the 

vertical meniscus fluctuations in terms of sigma, i.e. standard deviation of the fluctuations, 

versus time with brake switched OFF and ON. The damping function has reduced the 

fluctuations from sigma 1.8 mm to 0.35 mm.  

Comparing figures 9a and 9b illustrates two different operating modes with different magnetic 

field configurations: Fig. 9a, enforced braking, shows braking down by ≈70% and damping 

down by ≈45%, whereas Fig 9b, enforced damping, shows braking down by ≈50% and 

damping down by ≈80%. The stabilizing function is activated in both cases.  

 

These two examples illustrate the outstanding ability of the new EMB to simultaneously 

stabilize the right-left dissymmetry (equalize the bias flow), brake the horizontal meniscus 

flow velocity and damp the vertical meniscus fluctuations. Moreover, they show that MM-

EMB is a flexible tool, because the braking and damping functions can be modulated 

according to casting conditions or steel grades/type of defects. That can be used in the 

following way: The braking function can be increased versus the damping function, if the 

main problem is excessive meniscus velocity, i.e. powder based inclusions, whereas the 

braking function can be decreased versus the damping function, if the main problem is 

excessive meniscus fluctuation and/or cold meniscus, i.e. bad lubrication, insufficient powder 

melting, stickers, alumina based inclusions. 

 

Fig. 9b: Same case as fig. 8a, but with EMB in an operating mode set to enhance the damping function. In 

both cases mold section was 1180 mm and casting speed 7.9 m/min.  
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5. Installation of MM-EMB on a caster 

 
In this last chapter we will show how MM-EMS can be installed on a thin slab caster: in a first 

part, what is the equipment required for a complete MM-EMB installation, and in a second 

part, what is the mechanical interface between EMB and caster. 

 

Fig. 10 shows a block diagram of the MM-EMB equipment for one strand of a thin slab 

caster: Two EMB units are installed in a cavity behind the backup plates of the broad mould 

faces, one on each side. Special heat-resistant power cables go from there to a connection box 

outside the cooling chamber, from this box 

standard power cables go to the power 

supplies (AC/DC converters) in the 

electrical room. The power supplies are 

connected through power transformers to 

the low-voltage or medium-voltage 

network. The number of power supplies 

can range from 3 to 5 according to the 

desired degree of sophistication of the 

automatic process control, operation with 

only one power supply is possible, but 

implies only one operating mode.  

Demineralized cooling water from a closed 

loop pure water unit and dry air or nitrogen 

are also connected to the back side of the 

braker units by flexible hoses. 

A PLC installed in the electrical room 

controls the full equipment. It is connected to the automatic controller (PC) with maintenance 

HMI that provides the different coil current setting values to the PLC and that is connected by 

industrial Ethernet bus to the level 2 or PLC of the caster. It provides full automatic operation 

of the system through a dedicated software using as input data from level 2 a set-up message, 

i.e. heat number, steel grade, operating mode (plus SEN geometry and casting powder if 

different types are used) and real time data that can vary during casting, i.e. casting speed and 

slab width. The job of the operator is limited to the selection of the operating mode or of the 

steel grade and powder specification 

(the operating mode can be pre-

programmed as function of steel grade 

and powder), however manual 

operation is possible any time on the 

HMI in the operator room. 

 

Fig. 11 finally shows a typical 

installation of the MM-EMB on a 

manipulator that withdraws the brake 

from the mould and tilts it into a 

parking position during mould change 

or caster maintenance. The mould 

itself must be designed with a cavity 

between the water boxes to insert the 

EMB unit as close as possible behind 

Fig. 10: Block diagram of MM-EMB for one strand 

  Fig. 11: Typical installation of MM-EMB on a manipulator 
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the mould back-up plates. The manipulator keeps the brake in fixed position i.e., the brake 

does not oscillate and, hence, does not add any additional weight to the mould nor to the 

oscillation mechanism. All connections for electrical power cables, cooling water and dry air 

are located on a cable chain that remains connected to the back side of the brake.  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

A new concept of electromagnetic brake for thin slab casters has been developed and tested on 

a simulation plant at scale 1/1. Its three functions braking, stabilizing and damping have been 

validated. Within the large range of sections, casting speeds and SEN geometries that have 

been tested, it has always been able to brake the horizontal meniscus flow velocities down to 

below 0.3 m/s, to damp the vertical meniscus fluctuations to below 0.8 mm (sigma) and to 

compensate the left/right bias flow. The new EMB is a flexible tool because it permits to 

enhance either the braking or the damping function by means of different operating modes. It 

is commercialized under the name of Multi-Mode® EMB and we believe it will be a break- 

through in terms of flow control on thin slab casters.  
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CONTROL OF FLOW BEHAVIOR BY FC MOLD G3 IN SLAB 

CASTING PROCESS 

Abstract 

The demands to achieve a controlled flow behavior in the slab mold to improve the 

casting operation and quality are increasing.  At the same time the progress in numerical 

simulation and experimental studies has created a better understanding of the fluid flow in the 

mold.  A third generation FC Mold (FC Mold G3) has been developed, that keeps the 

conventional double-level DC magnetic fields and adds one AC magnetic field in the upper 

level to stir around the meniscus.  A control package is also developed to master the FC Mold 

G3 operation.  Mold Index, which quantifies the flow intensity in the mold, numerical 

simulations and on-line mold monitoring are analyzed to setup the magnetic field 

configurations and strength.  The lower magnetic field reduces the jet momentum, the 

penetration depth and the turbulence in the mold. The upper magnetic field creates a 

homogeneous speed in the front of the initial solid layer and stabilizes the meniscus 

fluctuations.  By proper control of FC Mold G3, in combination with SEN geometry, a 

controlled flow behavior can be achieved for a wide spectrum of casting conditions with 

improved slab cleanliness and surface quality. 

Keywords 

FC Mold G3, cleanliness, surface quality, slab, numerical simulations 

1. Introduction 

In steel production, high demands are made on quality, cleanliness and productivity.  To 

achieve all goals simultaneously, control of fluid flow in the continuous slab casting process 

is essential.  

A third generation FC Mold (FC Mold G3) utilizes two levels of DC magnetic fields 

together with a travelling AC magnetic field in the upper level. By combining simultaneous 

DC and AC magnetic fields in the upper region of the mold, the meniscus flow speed can be 

controlled to give benefits of both stabilization and washing.  The DC component suppresses 

fluctuations and stabilizes flows whereas a travelling AC field stirs the molten steel, thus 

washing non-metallic inclusions from the solidification front. The lower DC magnetic field 

brakes jet flow speeds and ensures a reduction of the downward recirculating flow deep into 

the slab as well as an overall stabilizing effect on the flow pattern in the mold.  

Typical slab casters now regularly operate dynamically in a wide spectrum of casting 

conditions.  Factors such as casting speed, slab dimensions, Argon flow rate, SEN design and 

submersion depth all affect the flow pattern in the mold.  By proper control of FC Mold G3, 

the DC and AC magnetic fields can not only be flexibly adapted according to process 
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parameters, but also be dynamically and seamlessly controlled as the casting parameters are 

modified within a casting sequence. 

The braking DC fields ensure braking and stabilization in high speed applications 

whereas the accelerating AC fields are well suited for processes of low casting throughputs.  

By simultaneous application of both DC and AC fields, a controlled flow behavior can be 

achieved for a broad range of casting conditions with improved slab cleanliness and surface 

quality as a result. 

2. Enhancing Internal, Surface and Subsurface Quality 

During continuous slab casting, inclusions coming out of the SEN from prior process 

steps will either float up to the meniscus or follow the steel flow and later be trapped in the 

solidified shell. The downward directed flow inertia of the steel jets from the SEN should be 

minimized in order to keep inclusions from being brought deep down into the strand. This 

deep penetrating flow increases with increasing casting speed and becomes problematic for 

medium and high speed casting where the entrapment of inclusions causes internal defects. In 

the production of these grades, formation of blister and sliver defects appear in the final 

product after cold rolling and annealing.  

Inclusion removal from the slab is maximized at proper interaction between mold flux 

and steel. To obtain desired inclusion removal properties, the caster should be operated in 

such a way that the meniscus flow velocity is in the range 0.2-0.4 m/s [10]. Excessive 

meniscus flow may result in mold powder entrapments, but insufficient flow velocity leads to 

reduced ability to seclude other non-metallic inclusions from the steel. An efficient washing 

of inclusions to prevent them from being entrapped in the solidified shell [6] is a cornerstone 

in the avoidance of surface/subsurface defects.  

Moreover, spatial and dynamic stability of flow and meniscus is pivotal.  This ensures a 

robust casting process with homogeneous quality and avoids the risk of entrainment of mold 

flux due to sudden meniscus disturbances. Depending on format, casting speed, SEN 

geometry and the amount of dispersed Argon, the flow pattern in the mold may take the form 

of either single or double loop [11]. A stable flow avoids fluctuations between single and 

double roll patterns. A stable flow will also homogenize the temperature of the molten steel in 

the mold, thus counter-acting longitudinal cracks and minimizing hook depth.  

To enhance product quality, the aim of a flow control device is hence to reduce 

downward penetrating flow, to keep the meniscus flow velocity at a constant level at any 

given condition, and to stabilize the flow pattern in general and on the meniscus in particular. 

3. FC Mold G3 and Flexible Control Modes 

  
Fig. 1: Left - FC Mold G3 in mold.  Right - Upper and lower DC magnetic fields (white 

arrows), stabilizing zones (encircled pink) and upper level AC stirring force (yellow). 

 



The ABB FC Mold G3 is a further development of the FC Mold, keeping the 

conventional double-level DC magnetic fields providing stabilizing zones at the meniscus and 

in the lower mold region, and adding the capability of an AC magnetic field in the upper level 

to stir around the meniscus, see schematic functionality description in Fig. 1.  With this 

arrangement, the FC Mold handles a wide spectrum of casting formats and speeds.  

The FC Mold G3 consists of two upper part coils and two lower part coils. The upper 

part coils are positioned on each side behind the broad sides of the mold at meniscus level.  

Placement of the upper part coil close to the meniscus level is vital in order to achieve full 

functionality. The lower part coils are positioned in the lower part of the mold. The lower and 

upper part coils form a magnetic circuit through the back yokes. The upper part coils are fed 

with either DC power or AC power, and the lower part coils are fed with DC power.  

Three operation modes, namely DC, AC and Combi Mode, are defined for the FC Mold 

G3. In the DC Mode, DC power to both the upper and lower part coils is used. The AC Mode 

uses only AC power to the upper part coils, and the Combi Mode uses AC power to the upper 

part coils and DC power to the lower part coils. 

During high speed casting, the DC Mode is applied, and a static magnetic field is 

generated in the air gap between the lower part coils. Via the magnetic circuit, a static 

magnetic field of lower intensity will also be generated in the air gap between the upper part 

coils.  By applying DC current to the upper part coils, a second DC magnetic field will be 

imposed on the magnetic field generated by the lower part coils.  In DC Mode, the lower DC 

field reduces downward penetration and the upper DC field reduces high flow speeds at the 

meniscus.  Generally, the DC fields stabilize the mold flow, avoiding transitions between 

single and double roll patterns. The upper level DC field reduces meniscus turbulence in 

particular.   

At low casting speeds, the AC Mode of the FC Mold G3 is engaged to accelerate the 

meniscus flow speeds and to increase washing over the front of the solidifying shell by means 

of a rotational AC magnetic field at the upper level.  Here, the upper part coils are fed with 

AC power to create a travelling magnetic field over each wide side of the mold.  

 

 
Fig. 2: Flow pattern at meniscus and wide 

face.  Combi Mode and reference. 

 
 

Fig. 3: Flow pattern at meniscus and center 

slice.  Combi Mode and reference. 

 

 



AC and DC magnetic fields can be applied simultaneously in the Combi Mode of the FC Mold 

G3 to optimize the flow speed of the molten steel and to attain the benefits of both AC and DC 

fields as described above.  At the lower level below the SEN jet spouts, the DC field is applied 

for internal quality, whereas at the upper level, AC and DC magnetic fields are superimposed 

for meniscus stabilization and improved surface/subsurface quality.  In Fig. 2 and  

Fig. 3, the flow patterns for the Combi Mode (left hand side) can be related to the flow 

without EM actuator (right hand side). 

The transition between AC, Combi and DC Modes is with FC Mold G3 seamless as no 

electrical connections need to be modified.  The currents to the electromagnetic coils are 

smoothly adjusted between AC and DC resulting in a gradual change between the modes.  By 

these smooth mode switches, quality deterioration due to turbulent flows caused by 

instantaneous field changes is avoided.   

4. Numerical Simulations 

Numerical simulations have been widely employed throughout the steel research and 

development community in studying various flow properties in the process of continuous slab 

casting.  Progress in numerical models and computer performance has allowed improved 

prediction capabilities in foreseeing the characteristics of molten steel flow.  In particular, the 

influence of magnetic fields on the fluid flow in the mold has been subject to numerous 

investigations.  ABB has over the years incorporated model advances and feedback from steel 

plants into the development of a fluid flow computer simulation model. The large installed 

base of ABB electromagnetic equipment has provided valuable model validation results.   

In the chain of numerical simulations, Maxwell's equations governing electromagnetic 

relations are solved in 3D to obtain magnetic flux density distributions and eddy currents 

throughout the slab and mold regions.  The forecasting capability of the simulations has 

proven to be excellent by Gauss meter measurements of magnetic flux density. 

The slab mold fluid flow simulation model solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier 

Stokes (RANS) transport and continuity equations to obtain melt flow. Transient fluid flow 

simulations have been conducted to get an indication of the flow dynamics over time.   

The CFD simulation model is built in full 3D geometry including the solidified shell 

and mushy zone.  The steel melt meniscus is modeled as a free surface without mold powder.  

The model is an Eulerian two-phase model treating the coupled interactions between steel 

melt and dispersed Argon gas.  Turbulence is modelled by the Reynolds stresses and the 

 k  turbulence model, including the aspect of anisotropy of turbulent scales when flow 

is exposed to a magnetic field [3].  3D electromagnetic Lorentz braking and accelerating 

stirring forces are calculated and coupled to the molten steel flow. 

Experimental measurements of metallurgical quality, steel meniscus wave 

characteristics, flow velocities and superheat from a large set of real slab caster installations 

for different casting situations have been used to validate the simulation model.  In addition, 

physical water models have been used to complement the validation results for physical 

entities difficult to measure in molten steel.  

5. Simulated Molten Metal Flow and Meniscus Wave Shape 

A low and a high speed casting process have been simulated with numerical methods as 

typical examples. In the transient fluid flow simulations, the last 90 s have been time 

averaged, and these time averaged flow patterns are illustrated below.  Results from 



simulations of inner mold format 179x1755 mm and casting speed 2.0 m/min are illustrated 

below in Fig. 4.  Input to this calculation is given by Example 1 in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Simulated casting processes. 

 

  
Example 1 Example 2 

Inner Mold Thickness [mm] 179 265 

Inner Mold Width [mm] 1755 1976 

Casting Speed [m/min] 2 0.9 

Nominal Argon Flow [NL/min] 10.0 6.0 

Mold Index [-] 6.7 0.71 

SEN Immersion Depth [mm] 170 150 

SEN Downward Outlet Angle [°] 15 25 

 

 No EM Device FC Mold G3 DC Mode 

 
  

 

  
Fig. 4: Simulated meniscus velocity and 0.25 m/s flow speed iso-surface for Example 1. 

 

On the left hand side, the time averaged flow velocity for a case without an EM actuator 

is displayed.  On the right, the FC Mold G3 DC Mode is applied for the same casting situation 

with full DC currents in both upper and lower coils.  Flow velocities are depicted at the 

meniscus level in the upper row, and the regions where all flow speeds exceed 0.25 m/s are 

illustrated as green patterns in the lower part of Fig. 4. 

  

Table 2: Meniscus velocity results from simulation for Example 1. 

 

  
No EM 

Device 

FC Mold G3 

DC Mode 

Average Meniscus Speed, Time and Spatial  [m/s] 0.37 0.19 

Maximum Meniscus Speed, Time and Spatial [m/s] 0.66 0.33 

 

As shown in the numerical simulation results in Fig. 4 and Table 2, the DC Mode 

significantly brakes the excessive meniscus flow velocity and makes it more homogeneous.   

Moreover, the upper DC magnetic field component flattens out the meniscus wave shape and 

enhances meniscus stability.  In Fig. 5, the calculated time averaged wave shape of the molten 

metal surface is shown along the center line of the mold on the left.  The transient RANS 

simulations allow an estimate of the dynamics of the meniscus surface over time.  The 

standard deviation of the height fluctuations along the center line of the meniscus is illustrated 

on the right in Fig. 5. 



 

  
Fig. 5: Simulated meniscus wave shape (left) and dynamic fluctuations (right) for 

Example 1. 

 

As the upper DC magnetic flux density applies a braking force on the flow in the 

vicinity of the meniscus, the flow velocities are reduced, and the standing wave height of the 

meniscus is decreased.  The upper DC magnetic field also has a stabilizing effect on the 

fluctuations of the meniscus wave height [7]. Fig. 5 indicates a substantial fluctuation 

reduction in the investigated high speed casting case with the FC Mold G3 DC Mode.  

Enhanced meniscus stability leads to a more robust casting process, reducing the risk of 

fluctuations between single and double roll flow and abating the risk of mold flux 

entrapments in the steel. 

 

 
  

 

 
Fig. 6: Meniscus (top) and center 

velocities, Combi Mode (left) and no 

EM-Device (right), Example 2. 

 
Fig. 7: Meniscus (top) and wide face 

velocities, Combi Mode (left) and no 

EM-Device (right), Example 2. 

 



Fig. 8: Simulated meniscus wave 

shape, 265x1976 mm, 0.9 m/min. 

Calculations based on inner mold format 265x1976 mm, casting speed 0.9 m/min and 

input data from Example 2 in Table 1, are summarized in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.  On the right hand 

side, the time averaged flow velocity for a case without an EM actuator is displayed.  On the 

left, the FC Mold G3 Combi Mode is applied for the same casting situation.  Flow velocities 

are depicted at the meniscus level and at the vertical center slice in Fig. 6 and at the wide face 

just inside the front of the solidifying shell in Fig. 7. 

The Combi Mode provides an accelerated flow speed along the top of the wide side face 

at the solidifying shell and an increased meniscus flow speed around the SEN.  The 

metallurgical benefits attributed to the stirring AC component at the upper part of the mold 

are improved washing of inclusions in the surface/subsurface domain, improved temperature 

homogeneity and inhibition of meniscus stagnation around the SEN.  

The ‘washing effect’, a measure of the inclusion washing flow, is here defined as the 

mean tangential flow speed over an area covering the entire slab width from the meniscus and 

a distance down the strand, just inside the wide side shell where the liquidus fraction of the 

steel is 1.  The washing effect is summarized for the top 50 and 200 mm in Table 3. 

As the jet from the SEN hits the lower level DC braking field of the Combi Mode, the 

jet is shortened and raised with a decreased downward penetration flow as a result. The ‘net 

recirculating downward flow’ is defined as the amount of total downward flow 1 m below the 

meniscus subtracted by the throughput.  This represents the amount of downward directed 

flow below the jet; a measure of the probability of carrying inclusions deep into the strand.   

 

Table 3: Washing effect and recirculating downward flow from Example 2 simulation. 

 

  
No EM 

Device 

FC Mold G3 

Combi Mode 

Washing Effect on Upper 50 mm [m/s] 0.165 0.205 

Washing Effect on Upper 200 mm [m/s] 0.162 0.207 

Recirculating Downward Flow, Net [ton/min] 5.5 0.3 

 

As described above, the upper pole of the 

FC Mold G3 provides a DC component in the 

Combi Mode.  This ensures a stable meniscus 

level despite the accelerated stirred flow at the 

meniscus.  The calculated standing wave profile 

of the meniscus for this case is shown in Fig. 8 

for the No EM-Device case as well as for the FC 

Mold G3 Combi Mode.  Measurements of the 

meniscus level fluctuations by the MLC system 

for this particular format, casting speed and FC 

Mold G3 current settings have been conducted 

at Hyundai Steel, Dangjin, CCM4.  The results 

given in Fig. 9 indicate a substantial reduction of 

the meniscus fluctuations with the FC Mold G3 

Combi Mode applied. 

6. Plant Results: Control of Mold Level Variations in Combi Mode 

The mold level fluctuations registered by the MLC-system in a 45 min casting sequence 

at Hyundai Steel, Dangjin, CCM4, of inner mold format 265x1976 mm and casting speed 0.9 



Fig. 9: Meniscus level fluctuations without 

and with FC Mold G3. 

 

m/min are summarized in Fig. 9. The first 

part of the sequence is cast without the FC 

Mold G3, but after approximately 20 min., 

the FC Mold G3 is turned on in Automatic 

Mode.  Based on the casting parameters, 

the current settings of the FC Mold G3, 

corresponding to Combi Mode with 

approx. 100% of lower DC current and 

92% of upper AC current, are calculated 

by the control package. 

In the sequence without FC Mold 

G3, the standard deviation of the meniscus 

level fluctuations is 1.47 mm. After 

applying the FC Mold G3 in Combi Mode, 

the standard deviation of the fluctuations 

falls to 0.97 mm. The increased stability 

of the meniscus level can be attributed to 

the DC magnetic flux density component.  

7. Basic Control Principles of FC Mold G3 

The control of the magnetic field strengths and configurations of the FC Mold G3 relies 

on dimensionless indices quantifying the flow intensity in the mold, numerical simulations 

and on-line mold monitoring.    

The Mold Index, Mo , is a dimensionless index analogous to the Froude number in 

stirred tanks which governs the formation of surface vortices. Mo  quantifies the flow 

intensity in the mold, and is partly related to meniscus speed. The larger the Mold Index, the 

higher the flow intensity in the mold, the larger the risk of flow pattern and level fluctuations, 

and the greater the need for braking and stabilization of the flow. 

The definition of the Mold Index, Mo , is 
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where cV is the casting speed (m/s), Q is the throughput (kg/s),  is the solid steel density 

(kg/m
3
), g is the gravitational acceleration (m/s

2
), D is the slab thickness (m) and W  is the 

slab width (m). Mo  is typically in the range 0.05~60. 

The magnetic interaction number is a ratio between magnetic braking force and jet 

momentum.  There is an optimum value of the magnetic interaction number where braking 

effects can be achieved and the number of internal defects minimized [4]. 

The definition of the magnetic interaction number, IA , is 
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where is the electrical conductivity (S/m), B is the magnetic flux density (T), W is the slab 

width (m), U is the average speed from the SEN outlets (m/s), and B is the magnetic flux 

density (T). IA  is typically in the range 0~100. 



Fig. 11: Schematic variation of driving 

currents in FC Mold G3 as Mold Index is varied. 

 

8. Automatic Control over Multiple Modes 

The control software for the FC Mold G3 enables operational parameters to be 

calculated on-line.  By varying the operational modes, currents and frequencies, different 

electromagnetic forces can be created by the FC Mold G3 to affect the fluid metal flow in the 

strand appropriately for the casting situation at hand. The FC Mold G3 Control package 

calculates the settings based on input data as shown in Fig. 10. 

Magnetic field strengths and configurations pertaining to each particular casting 

situation are arranged according to Mo  and IA  and based on results from numerical 

simulations and on-line mold monitoring.   

Mold Index determines which FC Mold G3 Mode to apply; a low Mo  means low flow 

intensity, hence the AC Mold is employed for acceleration.  At high Mo , the flow intensity is 

high, and the need for stabilization and braking is satisfied by the DC Mode.  A medium Mo  

will engage the Combi Mode.   

The magnetic interaction number determines the strength of the DC magnetic fields and 

the AC magnetic field is tuned to operate the meniscus velocity at 0.2-0.4 m/s.   

 

 
Fig. 10: Automatic calculation of FC Mold G3 operational parameters. 

 

As the FC Mold G3 drive settings are being calculated on-line, a change in the casting 

process will imply an immediate response of the FC Mold G3 to adjust the electromagnetic 

fields to the new casting input 

parameters.  The FC Mold G3 current 

modifications are smooth and slowly 

varying to ensure stability and gradual 

variations during the course of casting 

process changes, see Fig. 11. 

Typical casting process 

modifications such as slab width 

changes, variations in the SEN 

immersion depth and casting speed 

modifications are handled 

automatically in the control of the FC 

Mold G3. The operation moves 

automatically within and between 

modes with successive small current variations. Dynamic stability is further promoted by 

filtering out sharp transients and only applying a new operating mode or FC Mold G3 

parameter setting once casting conditions have reached a sufficiently stable state. These 

measures take care of special events such as sudden changes of casting speed, slab width etc.   



In the major part of a typical production palette, the Combi Mode is utilized with its 

combined benefits of flow and meniscus stabilization, penetration reduction and shell 

washing.   

The transition values of the Mold Index where the type of control mode is altered from 

AC to Combi, or from Combi to DC, are steel grade specific.  E.g., for crack sensitive grades, 

there is a higher focus on stirring and temperature homogenization at the top of the strand.   

9. Conclusions 

A third generation FC Mold (FC Mold G3) has been developed, keeping the double-

level DC magnetic fields of a conventional FC Mold and adding an AC magnetic field in the 

upper level to stir around the meniscus.  The FC Mold G3 can be operated in three operational 

modes, namely the DC, AC and Combi Modes. These modes apply braking, stirring,  and 

combined stirring and braking respectively. A control package is also developed to 

automatically and seamlessly adapt the FC Mold G3 operation to a wide spectrum of varying 

casting situations.  The control is based on Mold Index, numerical simulations and on-line 

mold monitoring.   

In addition to previously published results regarding braking and stabilization with DC 

magnetic fields in a slab caster mold, new plant results prove substantial meniscus fluctuation 

reductions in the FC Mold G3 Combi Mode.  Numerical simulations of casting with FC Mold 

G3 indicate large meniscus velocity reductions and meniscus surface stabilization during 

application of the DC Mode. In the Combi Mode, calculations show a considerable 

improvement of the washing flow speed at the solidification front in the surface/subsurface 

domains due to the stirring AC component.  The deep penetrating downward flow is also 

shown to be significantly reduced by the lower positioned DC field. 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC MOLD LEVEL MEASURING SYSTEM ON 

BLOOM CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINES EQUIPPED WITH 

ELECTROMAGNETIC MOLD STIRRER 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The paper solves the influence of Stir Systems on electromagnetic mold level 

measurement systems. The solution is  how to assure the mold level control on the continuous 

casting machine (CCM) equipped with edge type of the electromagnetic Mold Level 

Measuring System (MLM System) influenced by the Mold Electro Magnetic Stirrer (MEMS). 

The description of realizations in two steelworks is presented including the discussion of the 

results from metallurgical point of view. 
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1. Background of the Electromagnetic Mold Level Measuring System and the 

Electromagnetic Mold Stirrer coexistence and principle of the influence suppression 

 

Following issues can occur while the Electromagnetic MLM System is used together 

with MEMS: 

 

- Interference by noise in the range of the MLM System working frequency 

- Interference by harmonics of the MEMS stirring frequency  

- Offset of the mold level signal 
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A) Noise 

 

Measurement signal noise is created by penetration frequencies close to the MLM 

System working frequency, approximately 1 kHz. This frequency ensures penetration of the 

mold level sensor electromagnetic field through the sensor metal body. Some types of MEMS 

inverters produce very low noise that has practically no harmful influence on the mold level 

signal, but other types generate wideband noise which could affect the output signal of the 

measuring system.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Comparison of the mold level signals at Ovako Imatra. 

 

Suppression “Noise” in the mold level signal: 

 

- Increased amplification & reduced output losses in the MLM System working frequency 

band (e.g. VUHZ new generation has a 2x improvement). 

- Signal Collaboration with the MEMS inverter power transistors switching. 

- Enhanced shielding arrangement to support MEMS coils (patented; as applied - Trinecke 

Zelezarny; noise suppressed approx. 3 times). 

- Integration of passive LC filter between the inverter and MEMS coils (filter effectively, 10x) 

 

 

B) Harmonics & Offset 

 

Issues of harmonics and offset are represented in interaction between the MEMS 

electromagnetic field and mold level sensor field in ferromagnetic areas near the mold level 

sensor. A non-linear magnetization curve of ferromagnetic particles in these areas results in: 

 

- New fields are generated with frequencies equal to combination of frequencies of the sensor 

and MEMS and the mold level signal is jammed by even multiples of the MEMS frequency 

(harmonics), 



- Distribution of the sensor field is modified by MEMS field which causes offset of the mold 

level signal (offset). 

 

It is clear that the magnitude of unwanted harmonics in the mold level signal and the 

range of the signal offset depends specifically upon the volume of the ferromagnetic materials 

in the sensor vicinity; and with the magnetic properties of those areas. Magnetic properties are 

determined by chemical composition and mechanical stress in the ferromagnetic materials. In 

practical application, this means the range of the MEMS influence depends on the thickness 

and chemical composition of the ferromagnetic coating of the mold copper plate or tube 

below the mold level sensor. The water cooling jacket is made of nonmagnetic steel while 

MEMS in used. 

 

Special designed extremely narrow and precisely tuned “comb” filter embedded in the 

electronic part of the VUHZ MLM System is able to suppress the harmonics at Ovako Imatra 

only. No special method is necessary to be used for the offset suppression in both installations 

because no ferromagnetic coating of the top part of the mold is used and the offset is 

insignificant. However, the VUHZ MLM System evaluation unit is ready to suppress the 

mold level signal offset if necessary. 

 

 

2. Installation of the Electromagnetic Mold Level Measuring System at Ovako Imatra 

 

The Ovako Imatra’s steel plant the primary focus was to improve the mold level 

control. Excessive meniscus steel level fluctuations were suspected to be one of the sources 

for exogenous non-metallic inclusions, as well as a possible source of surface defects on 

blooms. Increasing demands for steel cleanliness and surface quality were the main reason for 

the investment.  

 

During 2012 the new generation VUHZ MLM System was commissioned and adopted 

into the mold level control loop successfully (Fig. 2). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Comparison between radiometric and electromagnetic measurement. Mold level 

deviation reduced with electromagnetic mold level measurement.  



The electromagnetic MLM System has a positive impact on the wear of the 

refractories of the tundish slide gate. The typical life-time of the refractory plates with 

radiometric mold level control was 7 heats, and the life-time could be extended up to 12 heats 

with the electromagnetic VUHZ MLM System. 

 

 

3. Installation of the MEMS at Trinecke Zelezarny 

 

The round blooms diameters 320 mm, 410 mm and 525 mm are produced at Trinecke 

Zelezarny. To improve the internal quality of the blooms round 525 mm the ABB MEMS was 

installed into the moulds. The moulds were already equipped with electromagnetic VUHZ 

MLM System. The cooperation between ABB, VUHZ and Trinecke Zelezarny reached a 

solution in shielded plate used in the mold to suppress the MEMS influence to the 

electromagnetic VUHZ MLM System. 

 

The basic evaluated parameter in Trinecke Zelezarny was size of the equiaxed crystals 

area on Baumann prints mainly for medium alloyed steel (Cr-Ni-Mo). The area of the 

equiaxed crystals significantly increased while MEMS was used (Fig. 3). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Comparison between stirred and no stirred steel 34CrNiMo6. There are no equiaxed 

crystals when the bloom is cast without MEMS. 

 

Reduction of central segregations without degradation of a micro purity was obtained as well. 

Results are shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. C segregation. Comparison between stirred and no stirred steel 42CrMo4. 



On basis of favourable results with format diameter 525 mm with MEMS the plant 

decided to extend the usage of MEMS and to equip also molds for format diameter 410 mm 

with MEMS. 

 

 

4. On-Going Results 

 

There is no universal solution to ensure the trouble-free coexistence of the Edge type 

Electromagnetic Mold Level Measuring System and the MEMS. The paper shows two 

successful solutions as a result of cooperation among all participants - the end-user, the 

MEMS manufacturer and the MLM System manufacturer. 

 

The Ovako Imatra plant is satisfied with the achieved stable mold level control with 

MEMS. The effect of this to the steel cleanliness has not been verified due to several other 

process changes carried out simultaneously. However, a clear effect was seen in the life time 

of the tundish slide gate refractory plates, which increased dramatically. 

 

The Trinec Steel Plant used a unique passive solution of the MEMS shielding to 

reduce influence to the MLM System. The shielding is done by plate which shape and 

material are patented. Such a solution is a reason for minimum production costs and low 

maintenance time. 

 

Both steel plants are using VUHZ new generation Evaluation Units with fully digital 

way of the mold level signal processing. It ensures wide range of the possible mold level 

signal modifications to provide true molten steel level signal. 
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Investigations of the liquid steel flow in slab casters with 
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Abstract 

 

In the continuous casting of steel the application of electromagnetic fields to modify 

the flow is steadily increasing. Electromagnetic stirring fields are used to excite a rotary 

motion in the strand thereby – among other benefits – promoting the columnar to equiaxed 

transition. In slab casters stationary fields shall break the submerged jets, dampen the 

turbulent movement and calm the liquid steel flow.  

The influence of an electromagnetic brake onto the liquid steel flow is investigated 

through numerical simulations and experimental work. A 1:10 scale model of a continuous 

slab caster is built and flow measurements are conducted with Ga68In20Sn12 (Galinstan), a low 

melting point alloy. The results are then used for the validation of fully coupled numeric 

simulations, where the flow influences the magnetic field and vice versa. 

For round bloom casting with electromagnetic stirring the impact of stirring frequency 

and stirring field current will be shown. From the results a simple analytical model can be 

deduced, which describes the average azimuthal velocity close to the wall. When combined 

with an estimation of the power losses, optimal stirring parameters can be chosen. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In recent years the employment of electromagnetic fields for continuous casting of 

steel is on a steady rise. The demand for higher production rates leads to higher casting 

velocities. Magnetic flow control devices shall help to meet these demands while maintaining 

or even enhancing the product quality. 

This paper is split into two parts: the first one treating electromagnetic braking for slab 

casters, the second one electromagnetic stirring for round bloom casters. Due to the 
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employing of an electromagnetic field they are somehow connected, but as electromagnetic 

brakes shall slow down the flow, electromagnetic stirrers have the opposite effect – additional 

movement near the solidification front shall be imposed. As plant measurements are difficult 

to conduct, numeric simulations and experimental work are used to investigate the impact of 

electromagnetic braking (EMBR) and electromagnetic stirring (EMS) onto the flow. 

 

 

2. Mathematical modelling 

 

The liquid steel flow in the continuous casting process can be described by the 

Navier-Stokes equation and the electromagnetic field is described by the Maxwell equations. 

The liquid steel flow and electromagnetic field are coupled through the Lorentz-Force 

densities and the velocity. The flow in the liquid core of the strand is turbulent due to the high 

velocities of the liquid steel entering the strand through the submerged entry nozzle (SEN). 

The flow field is mathematically described by the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

(RANS). The realizable k-ε model [1] is used for closure of the RANS equations. The 

electromagnetic field is calculated by transforming the Maxwell equations and Ohm’s law 

into a formulation for the magnetic flux density  ⃗  (equation 1) or for the magnetic vector 

potential    (equation 2; incl. Lorenz gauge). The magnetic flux density  ⃗  is then given by the 

curl of    (equation 3). 
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The variables μM and σ describe the magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity 

of the material (see also Table 1). 

 

 

3. Numerical modelling 

 

FLOW FIELD: 

The flow is simulated in ANSYS Fluent, a commercial computational fluid dynamics 

(CFD) solver, and the fluid is assumed incompressible and Newtonian. For the validation case 

the eutectic alloy Ga68In20Sn12 (Galinstan) is used and for simulations of real casters the fluid 

is liquid steel (at ~1500°C). The material data can be found in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Material data for Ga68In20Sn12 and liquid steel 

  Ga68In20Sn12 

(at 20° C) 

Liquid steel 

(at ~1500° C) 

density ρ kgm
-3

 6360 7044 

dynamic viscosity μ kgm
-1

s
-1

 0.00216 0.006 

kinematic viscosity ν m
2
s

-1
 3.4E-7 8.5E-7 

electrical conductivity σ Sm
-1

 3300000 714000 

relative permeability μM  1 1 

 



In the simulation 

geometries (of the model 

and the real caster) the 

curvature of the strand and 

the solidification front are 

neglected for all cases – 

slabs and round blooms. No 

symmetry conditions are 

utilized in order to resolve 

possible asymmetrical flow 

fluctuations [2], [3]. The 

walls of the strand are 

assumed rigid with the no-

slip condition. The mould 

level is modelled as a 

frictionless, rigid and plane 

wall. 
Slab caster: 

For the validation case with electromagnetic braking, the mini-LIMMCAST (liquid 

metal model of continuous casting) from the Helmholtz Zentrum Dresden Rossendorf 

(HZDR) is modelled (Fig. 1). It is an approximately 1:10 scale model of a real slab caster 

(cross section 140 x35 mm
2
, L=300 mm). The submerged entry nozzle (SEN) has two oval, 

horizontal outlets. Its inner diameter is dSEN=10 mm (AInlet ≈78 mm
2
), the outlets each have a 

cross section of AOutlet≈130 mm
2
. The submersion depth is hSEN=71 mm. This depth is needed 

so that the elevations at the free surface do not become too high in the experiments. 
Round bloom caster: 

For the investigation of electromagnetic stirring a model of the round bloom caster at 

voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH (VASD) is built. The round bloom strand is modelled with 

an inner diameter of d=240 mm and a length of L=2000 mm. The submersion depth of the 

single-port SEN (inner diameter di=35 mm) is hSEN=150 mm (mould level to lower edge of 

SEN) and the mould level is located 100 mm below the upper edge of the mould. 

 

ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD: 

The calculation method for the electromagnetic field differs depending if steady 

(EMBRs) or moving/rotating fields (EMS) are employed. As in the flow simulations the 

strand curvature and the solidified shell are neglected. 
Electromagnetic braking: 

The EMBR model uses the MHD-module from ANSYS Fluent [4]. This model can be 

plugged into the Fluent and solves the induction equation (equation 1) on the CFD mesh. The 

magnetic field must be provided by the user either from measurements or simulation. The 

solver then calculates the induced field. For the validation case a levelEMBR setup is used. 

This type of EMBR produces a magnetic field, which is homogeneous over the width of the 

slab. An electromagnetic model of the levelEMBR is built up in ANSYS Emag (Fig. 2 left). 

The result show good agreement with measurements conducted at HZDR (Fig. 2 right). 
Electromagnetic stirring: 

The simulations with electromagnetic stirring use a different approach. The magnetic 

field and the force densities are calculated with the electromagnetic solver ANSYS Emag, 

which uses the finite element method (FEM). So in contrast to the EMBR simulations an 

additional mesh/model is used, which is adapted for the magnetic field calculation. This mesh 

considers the electromagnetic stirring device, copper mould etc. in addition to the round 

bloom strand (Fig. 3). The stirrer is positioned hEMS=545 mm below the upper edge of the 

 
Fig. 1 Geometry of the slab model and detail view of the submerged 

entry nozzle 



mould. A surrounding air cylinder (diameter approximately 2800 mm) captures a great part of 

the magnetic field lines closing outside the strand. At its boundaries the magnetic field is 

assumed to be parallel to the surface. The time averaged Lorentz-force densities and the liquid 

steel velocities must be transferred between the two meshes/solvers. This exchange of 

information is organized by MpCCI, a commercial code coupling interface. In addition to the 

interpolation between the two solvers, it also administrates the whole simulation process. 

 

 

4. Physical modelling 

 

For the investigation of electromagnetic braking for continuous slab casting the 

mini-LIMMCAST from HZDR is used. The geometry of the slab and the SEN were already 

described in section 3. The experimental setup also incorporates a tundish with stopper rod 

above the mould as well as a collecting tank (Fig. 4). More details can be found in [5]–[7]. 

The mould is centred in the air gap of the levelEMBR, the wide side is aligned parallel 

to the pole shoes and the electromagnetic field is positioned so that the field maximum is 

located over the outlets of the SEN. 

 
Fig. 2 Electromagnetic model of the levelEMBR (surrounding air not shown) and results in comparison 

with the measurements (marked with Xs) along the coordinate axes 

 
Fig. 3 Electromagnetic model of the round bloom 

strand (purple) with electromagnetic stirrer 

(yellow); surrounding air cylinder not shown 

 
Fig. 4 Experimental setup of the mini-LIMMCAST 

with levelEMBR and UDV sensor array 



5. Results and Discussion 

 

ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKING 

For proper comparison of the results from experiment and simulation, one must first 

know how and which data is recorded and available for validation. A maximum of ten UDV 

sensors (Ultrasound Doppler Velocimetry, DOP2000 velocimeter; model 2125) can be used in 

the experiment at once. The sensors are positioned at the small side of the mould equidistantly 

arranged between [-0.05; 0.04] m from the SEN outlet. The sensors measure the velocities 

along the beam axes in small cylinder volumes (diameter 5 mm and 2 mm height). Velocities 

in the vicinity of walls cannot be measured due to interferences. Data recording is started after 

the mould level reaches its maximum (t~15 s), which gives a recording time of about 40 s. 

As the cell size in the numeric model is often larger than the UDVs measurement 

volumes the approach of Miao [7] is used, where the mean value of the velocities at 5 

different points within each measurement volume is calculated. Because in the experiment 

 
Fig. 5 Scatter plot of the time averaged horizontal velocity for simulation (left) and experiment 

(right) for inlet velocity vin=1.4 ms
-1

 without electromagnetic brake 

 
Fig. 6 Time averaged horizontal velocity for inlet velocity vin=1.4 ms

-1
 without electromagnetic brake; 

x: measurements; blue/green line: results from left/right side of simulation 



only the velocity component aligned with the sensor axes is measured, its time averaged value 

(and its fluctuation) will be used for validation. The results from simulation and experiment 

are compared with as little data interpolation as possible to prevent graphical artefacts, which 

could distort the comparison.  

The first step of the validation was to compare the results of experiments and 

simulations for cases without electromagnetic braking. Cases with three different inlet 

velocities vin={1.0; 1.2; 1.4} ms
-1

 were compared. As an example Fig. 5 shows a scatter plot 

of the horizontal velocities for the case with highest velocity vin=1.4 ms
-1

. As can be seen a 

good overall agreement is achieved. 

In Fig. 6 the time averaged horizontal velocity is plotted for each sensor with the 

results from the simulation (one side of the simulation result is reflected; x: measurements; 

blue/green line: results from left/right side of simulation). It can be seen that overall very 

good agreement between simulation and experiment is achieved. Where only small velocities 

are occurring (e.g. in the upper part; sensors 1 to 4) the range of the y-axis is limited to 10% 

of the inlet velocity. For sensors 5 to 7 there are some deviations between simulation and 

experiment in the vicinity of the local maximum. As the scatter plot (Fig. 5) has already 

shown the UDV sensors underestimate the velocity in the vicinity of the SEN [6]. 

In case of electromagnetic braking two different field strength B0={257; 310} mT are 

 
Fig. 7 Time averaged horizontal velocity for inlet velocity vin=1.4 ms

-1
 with electromagnetic brake 

(B0=257 mT); x: measurements; blue/green line: results from left/right side of simulation 

 
Fig. 8 Time averaged horizontal velocity for inlet velocity vin=1.4 ms

-1
 with electromagnetic brake 

(B0=310 mT); x: measurements; blue/green line: results from left/right side of simulation 



used. The position of the EMBR is not varied. For the moderate case (B0=257 mT) the curve 

plots for the mean velocity (Fig. 7) show a fairly good agreement. Only for the sensors 7 and 

8 small deviations are found. While at sensor 7 the simulation shows a slightly stronger flow 

towards the wall than the experiment, at sensor 8 it is the opposite. It seems that in the 

simulation the direction of the submerged jets becomes more horizontal than in the 

experiment. In the case with the highest magnetic field (B0=310 mT) the experiment shows 

strong recirculation directly above the submerged jet (sensors 1 to 4 in Fig. 8). This 

recirculation did not develop in the simulation. As a consequence there are deviations at many 

sensor positions. At the moment these recirculations cannot be explained properly. First 

results with a different turbulence model [7]–[10], which incorporates the interaction of the 

magnetic field and the flow turbulence, show a better agreement at the lower sensor positions 

(No. 5 to 10), but the strong flow towards the SEN in the upper part does not develop either. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC STIRRING 

For the round bloom casting with electromagnetic stirring, validation similar to the 

slab caster is in progress at the time of this paper composition. However indirect validation 

has already been carried out prior to this work. The numeric method was validated for the 

case of an infinitely long cylinder in a homogenous, rotating magnetic field with analytical 

results and other numeric methods [11], [12] and also compared for a round bloom caster with 

the model developed by Spitzer [13], [14]. This model is used and validated quite often in 

literature, e.g. [15]–[17]. The combination of three different stirring currents and five different 

stirring frequencies were investigated. The stirring currents {Imin, Imax, I0} represent the 

minimum, maximum and the usually used value from the plant. For the stirring frequencies 

the usually used value f0 as well as multiples thereof are chosen {0.4f0, f0, 2.0f0, 4.0f0, 8.0f0}. 

Fig. 9 shows plots of the average azimuthal velocities close to the wall in dependence 

of the stirring current and stirring frequency respectively. In the investigated range the 

average azimuthal velocity shows a nearly linear correlation with the stirring current (Fig. 9 

left). In case of a variation in the stirring frequency the shielding effect of the copper mould 

can be seen (Fig. 9 left). Up to the frequency 2.0f0 a rise in the azimuthal velocity can be 

observed, because the overall increase in the stirring forces dominates over the shielding 

effect. At higher frequencies the magnetic field (and the stirring forces) in the mould region 

are strongly reduced (Fig. 10 left) leading to a stagnation of the average azimuthal velocities  

The correlation between the average azimuthal velocity, the stirring currents and the 

stirring frequency can be described by a simple approximation. It is assumed that the drag of 

the flow is proportional to the square of the average azimuthal velocity. By putting it in 

equilibrium with the electromagnetic stirring force the average azimuthal velocity can be 

 
Fig. 9 Mean azimuthal velocity plotted over the stirring current (left) and the stirring frequency (right) 



calculated. The shielding effect of the copper mould is considered by using a low pass filter 

for the average flux density at the strand axis. 

Fig. 10 (right) shows the average azimuthal velocity for different stirring frequencies 

and field strengths, together with the simulation results. In the investigated range the curves 

are more or less linear, only for the lowest frequency a slight curvature can be seen. For very 

high stirring currents the curves reach an asymptotic value, where the fluid rotates 

synchronous with the field and thus no forces are induced, regardless of the stirring current’s 

magnitude. For the lower stirring frequencies the approximation and the simulation results 

match quite well, but as the frequency rises the results deviate. A more sophisticated 

modelling of the shielding effect should reduce this discrepancy. 

From all the simulations a map of the average azimuthal velocity close to the walls can 

be plotted (Fig. 11), together with an estimate of the power losses (equation 4; normalized 

with the power losses for the usually used stirring parameters) is also plotted into the map.  
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Fig. 10 left side: Magnetic flux density along the strand axis for different stirring frequencies; 

right side: Approximation of the average azimuthal velocity plotted over the stirring current together 

with numerical results (X markers); the small plot shows the results over a wider current range 

 
Fig. 11 Average azimuthal velocity (blue lines) and normed power loss estimation (green lines, 

equation 4) over stirring current and stirring frequency; estimation of optimal parameters for every 

stirring intensity are given by the red line; black circle: usually used stirring parameters 



For each average azimuthal velocity the optimal combination of field strength and 

stirring frequency with the lowest possible losses can be chosen. It shows that for low stirring 

fields the stirring frequency f0 is optimal, but as the stirring current rises 2.0f0 would 

eventually be a better choice. 

 

 

6. Conclusion and Outlook 

 

The simulations of continuous slab casting without an electromagnetic brake show 

good agreement with experiments. Also for a moderate braking field reasonable good 

agreement between numeric simulations and experiment is achieved. However, for the case 

with a strong electromagnetic brake, the experiment shows a different behaviour than the 

simulation, mainly in the part above the SEN outlet. A strong flow towards the SEN occurs 

just above the submerged jet. In the simulation this recirculation is located near the mould 

level similar to the case with a smaller EMBR field. Switching to a different RANS model, 

which additionally incorporates the interaction between turbulence and magnetic field, gives 

better results in the lower part, but the upper flow towards the SEN does not develop either. 

So at the moment the simulation model cannot reproduce this flow phenomenon. As a next 

step the experiment is redesigned, to permit extended measuring periods. This shall clarify the 

origin of this strong flow towards the SEN. 

For the electromagnetic stirring a direct validation for the simulation model is under 

construction, but an indirect validation already exists, e.g. [11], [13]–[17]. The simulations 

show the influence of the stirring current and the stirring frequency on the average azimuthal 

velocity. A simple correlation can be found which shows good agreement with the numerical 

results. The deviations for higher stirring frequencies can be attributed to the relatively simple 

modelling of the shielding effect. By plotting the average azimuthal velocity over the stirring 

current and the frequency together with an estimation of the power losses, a curve of optimal 

parameter combinations can be found. This map shows that while the nominal frequency f0 is 

optimal for low stirring currents, 2.0f0 seems a better choice for the higher stirring currents. 
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THE EFFECTS OF FC MOLD ON THE FLUID FLOW AND THE 

QUALITIES OF LOW CARBON STEEL IN A SLAB CASTER MOLD  
 

 

Abstract 

 

For a continuous caster at Anshan Steel Plant, the application of FC Mold (Flow Control 

Mold) technology has been researched with the slab casting process using three different 

casting speeds: 1.60m/min, 1.80m/min, and 1.95m/min for (Ultra) low carbon steel. The 

results show that FC Mold can both stabilize the level fluctuation and increase the meniscus 

temperature to achieve a better flow condition. The homogeneity of temperature distribution 

in narrow and broad faces is improved as well. In addition, the flame distribution becomes 

more even on the surface of molten steel when using an appropriate current of FC Mold, 

resulting in a 0.021kg/ton increase of the mold powder consumption. Regarding the quality of 

slabs in ultra low carbon steel, it is observed that larger inclusions (size>50μm) are mainly 

concentrated on the loose side. The amount of inclusions (size>10μm) in the surface of broad 

faces is greater than in other positions. FC Mold can decrease the amount, and the percentage 

of inclusions area is reduced by 15.2% on average. Total oxygen measurement indicates that 

the amount of inclusions is reduced by 45.2%. The statistical results for cold-rolled coils with 

inclusions expresses a larger difference between FC Mold ON and OFF, with a 79.4% 

improvement. 
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1. Introduction 

 

With higher requirements in steel production on cleanliness, good control of both 

chemistry and fluid flow in the continuous casting process becomes progressively crucial. The 

problems originating from high flow rate in continuous casting and associated problems with 

non-metallic inclusions were addressed by ABB and JFE (former Kawasaki Steel) at the 

beginning of the 1980s, resulting in the first application of EMBR (ElectroMagnetic Brake 

with two localized static magnetic fields) in the mold, and the second generation of DC Type, 

named EMBR-Ruler (ElectroMagnetic Brake with a single magnetic field covering the full 

width of the slab face). Today it is mostly used for thin slab casters. 

On the basis of Kawasaki Steel’s operational experience of EMBR, FC Mold (Flow 

Control Mold) as an electromagnetic flow control technology for continuous casting was 

developed, and designed for conventional slab casting with normal and high casting speed. 

Initially, the first generation FC Mold used the same DC power source to the upper and lower 

coils, which is mainly applied to thick slabs with high casting speed. To widen the range of 

usage and fulfil the variety of casting conditions, the second generation of FC Mold (FC Mold 
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II) was modified and improved with two independent static magnetic fields. One field at the 

meniscus level controls the meniscus metal flow rate and turbulence, and the other one at the 

lower part of the mold is to minimize the depth of penetration of the steel jets from the 

Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN).  

As an effective technology for controlling the fluid flow in the mold, a great deal of 

results has been published regarding the improvement with DC magnetic fields in the 

continuous casting process. JFE was the earliest company to report the results of static 

magnetic fields. The trials in Mizushima, show the stabilization of the molten steel in the 

meniscus, and the reduction of inclusions in the slab, as well as improvement of the qualities 

of middle carbon steel [1, 2, 3]. Nippon Steel combined EMBR technology and the mold 

control system to establish the fluid flow with an appropriate velocity range in the mold, and 

consequently the quality of slabs was improved [4]. At Hoogovens IJmudiden, EMBR Ruler 

with the full width static magnetic field on the mold decreased the flow rate at the meniscus, 

the possibility of slag entrapment and the inclusions in the slab. A 50% reduction aim of the 

reject ratio on critical grades after cold-rolling was achieved [5]. At the Lianyuan Steel Plant, 

the temperature at the meniscus in a CSP mold increased by 5.8°C, and is good for the melting 

of mold powder [6]. For CC#1 in POSCO Kwangyang, EMBR can improve the reject ratio of 

cold-rolled coils by 33% under a wider slab (>1350mm) with a higher casting speed [7]. For 

CC#2 at the Meishan Steel Plant, by inspecting the surface quality of hot-rolled coils, FC 

Mold can improve the coils’ surface quality by up to 60% depending on the casting 

parameters and FC Mold operations. The improvement ratio with FC Mold can be even higher 

for the casters with higher turbulence in the mold [8].  

 

 

2. Mechanism Description of Inclusion Removal by FC Mold II 

 

Continuous Casting as the central process has a great impact on the final quality of the 

steel product. With increasing casting speeds, the momentum of fluid flow from Submerged 

Entry Nozzle (SEN) becomes greater.  

Under a certain flow velocity, the liquid steel from the outlet of SEN will be separated 

into two parts, one is the upward flow, and the other is the downward flow. The upward flow 

will bring gas bubbles and residual inclusions to the direction of the narrow face, and the 

possibility of entrapment onto the solidified shell is greatly increased. Additionally, a higher 

flow velocity can introduce the vortex and a violent level fluctuation resulting in mold powder 

entrapment. With regard to the downward flow with high speed, the velocity of molten steel 

flowing out of SEN easily exceeds the floating-up rate of inclusions, and can generate an 

increasing number of inclusions in steel, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig.1 Schematic view of molten steel flow and the origin of surface and internal defects [9] 



Generally, there are two main kinds of defects generated in the mold, sliver (only 

inclusions) and blister (inclusions with bubbles). Thus, a stable molten flow in the mold 

becomes extremely stringent during continuous casting, and a poor control of fluid flow can 

directly initiate many problems in quality. 

FC Mold can brake the steel flow by applying a static magnetic field across the mold, 

perpendicular to the casting direction. The steel flow induces electric currents in the melt and 

these currents, together with the static field, produce a braking force opposite to the steel 

movements. The higher the casting speed, the stronger the braking force will be, which gives a 

greater damping effect on the turbulence. Consequently, the metal jets from SEN will be 

restrained and redistributed.  

The optimization of the molten steel flow pattern by FC Mold II is mainly divided into 

two parts. Firstly, the upper field reduces the turbulence and controls the meniscus flow speed 

maintained at a certain interval, to reduce meniscus fluctuations, mold powder entrapment and 

still achieve a certain speed to have a good washing effect. Regarding the lower field, it is 

normally running at high power to minimize the penetration depth and thus to improve the 

flotation of inclusions towards the meniscus, resulting in the improvement of internal quality. 

As a result of the individual control of the two magnetic fields, the lower magnetic field can 

always be energized and effectively reduce the penetration depth for all casting practices. 

 

 

3.  Experimental Setup 

  

FC Mold II, introduced by ABB, is used in the continuous slab caster for the Ansteel 

Bayuquan Iron & Steel subsidiary from 2009, and some results have been published 

successively [10, 11]. This study will further investigate the effects of the FC Mold II on the 

fluid flow in continuous casting, based on a vertical-bending slab caster at Anshan Steel Plant 

in Bayuquan, China.  

The caster produces 200mm x 950~1450mm slabs for hot/cold rolling into a variety of 

steel products, including Ultra Low Carbon (ULC), Low Carbon (LC), Middle Carbon (MC), 

High Carbon (HC), and Peritectic (PS) steel grades. 

 

 
Fig. 2 FC Mold II equipment 

One set of FC Mold II, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of four part coils. The two upper part 

coils are connected in series and fed by a DC electrical current generated by a DC converter, 

forming the upper magnetic field, and the other two lower part coils are fed from a second 

converter, independently controlled, forming the lower magnetic field.  

 



4. Experimental Results and Discussions 

 

4.1 Meniscus Level Fluctuation and Temperature Distribution in the mold  

The level fluctuation at the meniscus has a close relation with the quality of slab. The 

steel grade to be examined is Low Carbon Steel with three different casting speeds: 1.6m/min, 

1.8m/min, and 1.95m/min. Raw data signal from the existing Vuhz level sensor, and the 

corresponding thermocouple data in the mold are both collected and analysed.  

Each casting speed with and without FC Mold presents the level fluctuation at the 

meniscus, and the standard deviation of the meniscus level, as shown in Fig. 3, 4 and 5 below. 

The left figures show the fluctuation with FC Mold, and the right figures display the case 

without FC Mold in the same casting conditions. Obviously, for a higher casting speed 

(>1.6m/min), FC Mold can offer a good control to the level fluctuation with smaller 

amplitudes, usually less than ±1mm.  
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Fig. 3 The level fluctuation at the meniscus, casting speed: 1.60m/min 
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Fig. 4 The level fluctuation at the meniscus, casting speed: 1.80m/min  
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Fig. 5 The level fluctuation at the meniscus, casting speed: 1.95m/min 

           

For a further study on the effects of FC Mold on the fluid flow in the mold, the 

corresponding raw data signal from the thermocouples in broad and narrow faces have been 

collected as well. For the specific positions of thermocouples in copper plates of the mold, see 

Fig. 6 below. The purpose is to see how the temperature profile in the copper plates varies 

with casting parameters and FC Mold settings. It is also useful for correlation with defect 

formation observed in the solidified shell. 

    
Fig. 6 The position of thermocouples in the mold 

In the same casting conditions as above, the results of data analysis on thermocouples 

are shown in Fig. 7(a), 8(a) and 9(a). Apparently, the temperature in narrow faces changes 

much more smoothly and steadily over time with the use of FC Mold.  
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               (a)   Left: FC Mold ON, Right: FC Mold OFF         (b) Variation range of temperature  in NF 

Fig. 7 The temperature changing over time in narrow face, casting speed: 1.60 m/min. 

Casting Speed: 1.60m/min 

Position FC Mold - 

61 395±1 375±2 

62 380±2 360~380 

63 349±1 350~365 

 

64 396±1 364±2 

65 376±2 375±3 

66 360±1 365±2 
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                 (a)   Left: FC Mold ON, Right: FC Mold OFF       (b) Variation range of temperature  in NF 

Fig. 8 The temperature changing over time in narrow face, casting speed: 1.80 m/min.  
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                  (a)   Left: FC Mold ON, Right: FC Mold OFF      (b) Variation range of temperature  in NF 

Fig. 9 The temperature changing over time in narrow face, casting speed: 1.95 m/min.  

 

The variation range of the temperature in narrow face has been listed in Fig. 7(b), 8(b) 

and 9(b). Compared with the temperature without FC Mold, it is obvious that the temperature 

uniformity is improved and controlled in a certain range with the use of FC Mold.  

For the three different casting speeds, 1.60m/min, 1.80m/min and 1.95m/min, the 

variation ranges of temperature for each position on the fixed side during 40 minutes, have 

been described in Fig. 10, 11 and 12 below. Fig. 10 shows the temperature distribution from 

Positions 1 to 10 (1
st
 row), Fig. 11 shows the temperature from Positions 11 to 20 (2

nd
 row), 

and Fig. 12 exhibits the temperature from Positions 21 to 30 (3
rd

 row). The red line represents 

the temperature with FC Mold, and the blue line represents the temperature without FC Mold.  
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                     1.60 m/min                                  1.80 m/min                                  1.95 m/min 

Fig. 10 The temperature profile in the 1
st
 row of broad face 

Casting Speed: 1.80m/min 

Position FC Mold - 

61 400±2 375±2 

62 385±2 370~380 

63 350±1 360~380 

 

64 399±1 363±1 

65 378±2 378±5 

66 365±2 370±5 

Casting Speed: 1.95m/min 

Position FC Mold - 

61 400±1 378±2 

62 385±1 382±2 

63 350±1 370~380 

 

64 405±2 365±1 

65 378±2 380±2 

66 363±2 370±2 
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                     1.60 m/min                                  1.80 m/min                                  1.95 m/min 

Fig. 11 The temperature profile in the 2
nd

 row of broad face 
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Fig. 12 The temperature profile in the 3
rd

 row of broad face 

Fig. 10 indicates a 10~25°C increase of the temperature in the 1
st
 row on the fixed side 

with the use of FC Mold. Thus, higher superheat at the meniscus is present, which can 

facilitate the melting of the mold powder. It has been also verified in section 4.2 below. 

Additionally, Fig. 11 shows that in the 2
nd

 row, the temperature increases by approximately 

5~10°C. It is clear that the homogeneity of temperature distribution on the fixed side is greatly 

improved, especially in the positions with green cycles, as shown in Fig. 12. 

 

4.2 Observation of flame at the meniscus in the mold  

The following pictures display the effects of FC Mold on the flame status, during 

casting conditions, Steel Grade: low carbon steel, Casting Speed: 1.6m/min, Dimensions: 

200x1050mm. Fig. 13(b) demonstrates an uneven flame status at the meniscus in the mold 

without FC Mold, with focus mainly on the narrow face during a powerful burning. Fig. 13(a) 

shows a uniform flame distribution on the surface of molten steel, with a better burning status 

with FC Mold. It can benefit the heat convection and a homogeneous melting of mold powder. 

Meanwhile, the consumption of mold powder with and without FC Mold is calculated as well. 

The statistical results reveal a 0.021kg per ton increase in powder consumption with the 

application of proper current parameters in FC Mold. 

                  
(a) FC Mold ON                                    (b) FC Mold OFF 

Fig. 13 The effects of FC Mold II on the flame status 



With correct parameters in FC Mold II, the fluid flow in the mold is more homogeneous, 

which can supply a more even distribution of flame at the meniscus with a sufficient melting 

of mold powder. 

 

4.3 Slab Sampling and Analysis – The size, amount, and distribution of inclusions 

In order to observe the size, amount, and distribution of inclusions in the slabs, 8 slabs 

were examined using metallurgical evaluation. With the direction of thickness, a total of 5 

positions in the slabs were sampled, and named 1#, 2#, 3#, 4# and 5#, respectively. The 

positions 1# and 5# are on the loose side and the fixed side for inspecting the inclusions on the 

surface of the slabs, and positions 2# to 4# are on the ¼ slab thickness from the loose side, the 

centre, and the ¾ slab thickness from the loose side, respectively. Each sample was checked 

with 40 views at random after being polished. 

 

Tab. 1 The distribution of inclusions in different sizes 

 

Position 

No. 
Process 

Percentage of 

inclusions area /% 

Reduction rate of 

inclusions area /% 

The number of inclusions in 

different size /% 

＜10μm 10~50μm ＞50μm 

1 # 
FC Mold II 0.0029 

17.1 
91.2 8.8 0 

- 0.0035 83.2 12.5 4.3 

2 # 
FC Mold II 0.0019 

13.6 
99.0 1.0 0 

- 0.0022 96.3 3.7 0 

3 # 
FC Mold II 0.0024 

14.3 
98.7 1.3 0 

- 0.0028 96.9 3.1 0 

4 # 
FC Mold II 0.0016 

20 
96.6 3.4 0 

- 0.0020 97.5 2.5 0 

5 # 
FC Mold II 0.0029 

12.1 
92.4 7.6 0 

- 0.0033 91.0 9.0 0 

 

The results are presented in Table 1. Compared with the amount of inclusions in other 

positions, it is clear that the inclusions (size>10μm) are mainly concentrated on the loose and 

fixed sides, and that the inclusions can be improved significantly with the use of FC Mold. 

Furthermore, the majority of the larger inclusions (size>50μm) were found in position 1#, on 

the loose side. The date in column 4 of Table 1 presents the reduction rate of the area with 

inclusions in total 5 positions, with a 15.2% improvement on average. 

 

4.4 Slab Sampling and Analysis – Total oxygen measurement 

The main function of FC Mold is to decrease the amount of inclusions in the slab and in 

the final products by optimizing the flow field in the mold. An indirect method - total oxygen 

measurement, is used to evaluate the oxide inclusions in the slabs. The total oxygen, T[O] as 

an important criterion, is defined by the sum of the dissolved oxygen and the oxygen 

combined as non-metallic inclusions. T[O] can reflect the amount of oxide inclusions in slabs 

directly, and a lower value of T[O] means a smaller amount of inclusions in the steel.  

In order to investigate the effects of FC Mold on the cleanliness of the slab, Ultra Low 

Carbon Steel (200x1380mm, 1.8m/min) as experimental steel is analysed using total oxygen 

measurement to check the probability of oxide inclusions in the slabs in the study. Detection is 

performed in 7 positions with the direction of thickness in the ¼ slab width of slab, and the 

results are presented in Fig. 14. 



 

    
Fig. 14 The effects of FC Mold II on the total oxygen value in Ultra Carbon Steel grade 

With FC Mold, the Total oxygen values, T[O] in all 7 positions were clearly reduced 

with an average decrease of 45.2%. This means that FC Mold can improve the internal quality 

with a smaller amount of inclusions in slabs. 

 

4.5 Cold-rolled Coils – The amount of coils with inclusions 

The statistics is produced in order to investigate the effect of FC Mold on the quality of 

cold-rolled coils for Ultra Low Carbon steel, by counting the number of coils with inclusions 

and comparing the results with and without FC Mold. The statistical results are as shown in 

Table 2.  

 

Tab. 2 The effects of FC Mold II on the number of coils with inclusions 

 

Steel 

Grade 
Process 

The number of coils 

to be examined 

The number of coils 

with inclusions 

The percentage of 

coils with inclusions 

Utra Low 

Carbon 

FC Mold II 1446 2 0.14% 

- 1467 10 0.68% 

 

The percentage of cold-rolled coils with inclusions is reduced from 0.68% to 0.14% 

with the use of FC Mold. Thus, FC Mold offers a significant improvement of surface quality 

with a 79% reduction of cold-rolled coils with inclusions.    

 

5. Conclusions 

 

Continuous casting of steel slabs using electromagnetic braking (EMBR/FC Mold) is an 

important process for controlling surface and internal inclusions affected by the fluid flow 

pattern in the slab mold. Based on this study, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

- With higher casting speeds (> 1.6m/min), FC Mold can improve the level fluctuation 

with smaller amplitudes.  

- With the use of FC Mold, the homogeneity of temperature distribution in the mold is 

improved steadily and controlled in a certain range.  

- By using an appropriate current in FC Mold, the flame distribution becomes uniform in 

the surface of molten steel, and the mold powder consumption can be increased by 

0.021kg/ton in experimental conditions. 

- For Ultra Low Carbon Steel, the amount of inclusions (size>10μm) in the surface of 

broad faces is larger than in other positions, and the larger inclusions (size>50μm) are mainly 

The value of T[O], % 

 FC Mold - 
Reduction 

Rate 

1 0.00088 0.0016 45% 

2 0.00092 0.0018 48.8% 

3 0.00092 0.0014 34.2% 

4 0.00078 0.0016 51.2% 

5 0.00078 0.0017 54.1% 

6 0.00084 0.0014 40% 

7 0.00096 0.0017 43.5% 

Average 45.2% 



concentrated on the loose side. With the use of FC Mold, the percentage of the area with 

inclusions in positions 1# to 5# can be decreased by 15.2% on average. 

- For Ultra Low Carbon Steel, the oxide inclusion content was decreased by 45%, and 

FC Mold improves the internal quality with a lower amount of inclusions. 

- For Ultra Low Carbon Steel, the percentage of cold-rolled coils with inclusions is 

reduced by 79.4% on average. Thus, the surface quality can be improved significantly with the 

use of FC Mold. 
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RELEVANCE OF THE AS-CAST MICROSTRUCTURE ON FINAL 

CHARACTERISTICS IN TSDR TECHNOLOGIES 
 

 

Abstract  

 

Thin slab direct rolling (TSDR) technologies have some key metallurgical differences 

when compared to conventional routes. These differences include the as-cast austenite 

microstructure at the entry of the first rolling stand, changes in the recrystallisation kinetics 

during rolling, the possible different behaviour of some microalloying elements (Ti and Nb) 

and the key role of strain induced precipitation and the final amount of accumulated strain 

before austenite transformation during cooling down. Some of these singularities have been 

well identified and considered from the beginning of TSDR application in industry. 

Nevertheless, as customers are demanding thicker final gauges and higher mechanical 

properties, including better toughness, new plant configurations are being proposed by 

industrial suppliers to cope with these requirements. In this context, this manuscript will focus 

on the aforementioned TSDR metallurgical singularities that should be taken into account 

when high microstructural homogeneities are required. It is worth emphasising that the as-cast 

microstructure at the exit of continuous casting appears as a key factor. 

 

 

Keywords  

 

Thin slab direct rolling, microalloyed steels, microstructural homogeneity.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Thin slab direct rolling (TSDR) exhibits some key metallurgical differences that need to 

be considered relative to traditional processes. As a starting point, when direct charging is 

compared to cold or hot charging procedures, it must be taken into account that there are no 

austenite-ferrite (during cooling) and ferrite-austenite (during reheating) transformations that 

are able to refine the austenite grain size prior to hot rolling (see scheme in Fig. 1). As a 

consequence, at the entrance to the rolling mill the as-cast coarse microstructure characterised 

by a wide range of austenite grain sizes will be present. For example, mean grain size values 

between 650 and 800 µm have been reported, combined with an important fraction of coarse 

grains ranging from 1 to 2 mm [1-3]. In addition, direct charging can affect the amount of 

elements in solid solution in the case of microalloyed grades. This will depend on the 

temperature-time schedules applied at the tunnel furnace maintenance stage, in addition to the 

slab conditions at the exit of the continuous casting as well as the location in the slab [4]. The 

extension of the steel grades produced by TSDR routes to higher qualities has led to a general 

application of thermomechanical treatments in many industrial plants. In conventional hot 
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rolling the selection of appropriate parameters in the roughing mill can properly refine the 

austenite microstructure prior to starting the finishing passes. Nevertheless, in the case of 

TSDR and mainly for Nb containing steels, the situation becomes more complex. Although 

there are different rolling mill configurations, as illustrated in the examples in Fig. 2, in an 

important number of industrial plants the coarse as-cast austenite grain size must be refined 

and properly conditioned before transformation in only 5-7 rolling passes. 
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Fig. 1. Comparison between cold, direct and hot charging procedures prior to hot rolling. 
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Fig. 2. Schemes of industrial TSDR configurations.1: furnace (tunnel); 2: finishing mill; 3: run-

out table; 4: roughing mill; 5: inductive heater; 6: coil box furnace; 7: heated transfer table. 

 

Independently of the TSDR configuration, the thermomechanical treatment parameters 

must be selected with the aim of: 

- Completely eliminating the initial as-cast microstructures in the first rolling stands 

before the onset of strain induced precipitation (in the case of Nb containing steel grades). 

- Once the above objective is achieved, obtaining the maximum accumulated strain in 

the final part of the rolling mill before transformation (here again, conventional controlled 

rolling strategies are considered; if recrystallisation controlled rolling is selected, the approach 

should be different).  

In what follows, some of the main metallurgical features that affect the first step will be 

considered, as this part of the process is more dependent on the microstructure present at the 

exit of the continuous casting. If the refinement is not completed in this step, the final passes 

probably will not provide an appropriate conditioning of the austenite prior to transformation. 



2. Factors affecting the recrystallisation of as-cast austenite  

 

An example of the austenite grain size distribution measured in a quenched sample at 

the exit of continuous casting is shown in Fig. 3 [1]. As mentioned before, the distribution is 

characterised by the presence of an important fraction of very coarse grains that show an 

equiaxed structure at the centre of the thin slab, while a more columnar geometry can be 

observed at 1/3 thickness from the surface. This microstructure will play a fundamental role in 

the conditions required during the initial rolling passes. In addition, at present properly 

controlling the solidification and post-solidification steps in order to significantly refine the 

as-cast austenite grain size does not appear to be an easy matter. In this context, the work done 

by Yoshida et al. and Kobayasi et al. indicate that adding bcc stabilising elements (that is, by 

shifting the δ/γ transformation to lower temperatures) in addition to higher cooling rates can 

significantly favour austenite refinement [5-7].   
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Fig. 3. Austenite grain size distributions at the exit of continuous casting and example of the 

microstructures observed in the thin slab. 

  

The refinement of this microstructure must be achieved in the initial stages of rolling 

with the help of both dynamic and static recrystallisation softening mechanisms. It is worth 

emphasising that while the static recrystallised grain size depends on the initial austenite grain 

size, the dynamic and metadynamic grain sizes are only affected by the Zener-Hollomon (Z) 

parameter (that is, strain rate and deformation temperature). Some authors have proposed that 

dynamic recrystallisation (DRX) could induce rapid microstructural refinement [8]. This 

hypothesis is based on the assumption that the large reductions applied during the initial 

rolling passes in the TSDR process could exceed the critical strain for the onset of dynamic 

recrystallisation (c) and subsequently activate metadynamic softening. Nevertheless, the 

coarse initial grain sizes and the solute drag effect of microalloying elements (Nb, Ti, and Mo, 

for example) will act in the opposite way, shifting the minimum critical strain c for the onset 

of dynamic recrystallisation to very high values 9. Fig. 4 is an example of this situation for 

the case of an Nb-Mo HSLA steel [10]. The combined solute drag effect of Nb and Mo leads 

to the need to apply very high strain in order to completely refine the initial coarse 

microstructure (Fig. 4a). A partial dynamic recrystallisation (which provides very fine grains, 

Fig. 4b) is not sufficient to eliminate the tail of coarse grains (see Fig. 4c). From the practical 

point of view, this means that in the majority of steels with microalloying additions that have 

an important solute drag effect on recrystallisation kinetics, the activation of dynamic 

recrystallisation is not sufficient to completely refine the initial as-cast microstructure. As a 

consequence, the contribution of static recrystallisation (SRX) is required.  
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Fig. 4. Low C steel with 0.034%Nb and 0.31%Mo deformed at 1100ºC (1 s
-1

): a) flow curve 

with microstructures at different strain levels, b) rex average grain size against measured rex 

fraction and rex grain size distributions measured at Xdrx = 0.13 and Xdrx = 0.57, c) unrex 

average grain size plotted against measured DRX fraction and accumulated frequency of unrex 

grain sizes at different rex fraction levels [10]. 

 

 The kinetics of static recrystallisation of microalloyed steels covering a wide austenite 

grain size range was investigated in a previous work [11]. Taking into account the effect of 

microalloying elements in solution, the deformation parameters ( strain,   strain rate and T 

temperature) and the initial austenite mean grain size (Do), the following equation was derived 

for HSLA steels to calculate the 50% recrystallisation time: 
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where [Nb]eff is the amount of effective Nb in solution. This effective Nb includes the solute 

drag effect of other alloying elements such as Ti, Mo, V and Al, and it is calculated as [12,13]: 

 

         Al027.0V0585.0Ti374.0NbNb eff   (2) 

 

In this equation [M] represents the M element concentration in solution at the specific 

deformation temperature. In some cases, as occurs with Nb-Mo steels, there can be an 

interaction between different alloying elements that turns out to be too complex to properly 

predict. An example is illustrated in the following equations [14]: 

 

     Mo09.0Nb19.1Nb eff   for 0.03% Nb-Mo microalloyed steels (3) 

     Mo032.0Nb19.1Nb eff   for 0.06% Nb-Mo microalloyed steels (4) 

 

As observed, Mo enhances the solute drag effect of Nb, but its contribution to total 

solute drag decreases when higher amounts of Nb are present.  

The combined effect described in equations (1)-(4) between coarse initial austenite 

grains and solute drag delays is illustrated in Fig. 5. In the figure, the time for static 

recrystallisation has been normalised by the value t200, which would correspond to the 

recrystallisation time calculated in a plain C-Mn steel for an initial grain size of 200 μm, a 

condition that could be representative of the microstructure present prior to roughing in cold 

charging. This analysis has been made by considering strain values ranging from 0.6 to 1 (in 

the range corresponding to the first rolling pass).  
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Fig. 5. Combined effect of initial austenite grain size and Nb solute drag as a function of applied 

strain and temperature on static recrystallisation time normalised by the t200 (time corresponding 

to a grain size of 200 μm in a plain C-Mn steel). 

 

The first main conclusion is that the tail of coarse as-cast grains from Fig. 3 will require 

significantly more time than the corresponding mean values for recrystallisation in order to be 

completed. For example, if an applied strain of =1 is considered, for a given temperature the 

time required to complete recrystallisation is 10 times higher when the grain size increases 

from 200 μm (cold charging) to 2 mm (the tail of coarse grains present in the as-cast 

condition). The relevance of solute drag enhanced by Nb as deformation temperature 

decreases is also evident. As microalloying addition increases, solute drag becomes more 



notorious, mainly if relatively low reductions are applied at the first rolling passes. This effect 

can be observed in Fig. 6, where a multiplying factor, which is calculated by dividing the t0.5 

recrystallisation time by the one calculated for a plain carbon steel, is represented. 
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Fig. 6. Influence of solute drag on static recrystallisation kinetics as a function of 

deformation temperature [15]. 

 

In the case of Ti microalloyed grades, the possible influence of fine TiN particles 

(combined or not combined with Nb if this element is also added) can introduce additional 

effects that are not easy to quantify. Depending on the thin slab thickness, solidification, post-

solidification strategies and Ti/N ratios, fine TiN particles can precipitate before hot rolling. If 

these particles are sufficiently fine and numerous, they can delay recrystallisation kinetics in 

addition to the classical role of Ti associated with the avoidance of grain growth [16]. This 

effect is not observed in conventional thick slabs as normally the TiN particles are not fine 

enough to oppose the recrystallisation driving force. An example of this behaviour is shown in 

Fig. 7. The results described in the figure indicate that the austenite grain size can be another 

factor that could intervene in the recrystallisation kinetics through the interaction between 

boundaries and particle distributions.  
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Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental values of t0.5srx of two Ti steels produced by near-net-

shape casting with predictions corresponding to plain C-Mn steels. Scheme describing 

interactions between initial austenite grain boundaries and TiN particles [16].  



The effect of Ti on grain refinement can be different depending on the location of the 

TiN particles in the slab, for example if the fraction of fine particles is more notorious close to 

the slab surface rather than the interior. Moreover, the possible segregations in the centre of 

the thin slab, where there is a higher presence of coarse TiN particles, can also introduce an 

important difference in the recrystallisation kinetics behaviour. In summary, in addition to the 

role that the continuous casting process can play in the austenite grain size distribution, this 

step of the process can become relevant to assure the microstructural/mechanical homogeneity 

in a given heat and from heat to heat when Ti is added as a microalloying element. Finally, for 

the condition corresponding to hyperstoichiometric Ti/N contents, the situation becomes more 

complex as Ti can also form carbides that could interact with austenite during the final steps 

of rolling or precipitate during transformation. A scheme of the different possible options is 

described in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8. Different effects of Ti microalloying during hot rolling. The hyperstoichiometric Ti/N 

condition is considered through the possible combination of Ti with carbon. 

 

Based on the aforementioned features, it can be considered that the reductions usually 

applied in the first stands in TSDR are large enough to achieve a complete recrystallisation of 

the as-cast microstructure at the end of the first or second interstand in plain C-Mn steels. 

However, in the case of steel grades with Nb, the complete refinement of the as-cast 

microstructure can be delayed until the 2
nd

 interstand in the case of conventional CSP 

configurations (see Fig. 2). In other situations where roughing and finishing are physically 

differentiated, the complete recrystallisation should be finished before the first finishing pass 

and this will depend, in addition to the roughing passes, on the time/temperature schedule 

until the finishing pass. Independently of that, there are some general rules that should be 

considered in all the situations:   

- An increase in the reduction per pass in the initial stages of rolling. This accelerates 

recrystallisation occurrence. 



- An increase in the initial rolling temperature. This strategy, together with an 

acceleration of recrystallisation, has the objective of avoiding any premature Nb(C,N) strain 

induced precipitation before reaching a complete refinement of the as-cast microstructure. It is 

worth emphasising that the dependence of the applied strain on recrystallisation kinetics (t0.5srx 

 ε
-2

, if a grain size of 1000 μm is selected) is greater than its dependence on precipitation 

kinetics (t0.05p  ε
-1

, with t0.05p the time required for 5% of Nb(C,N) precipitation). As a 

consequence, an increase in the applied strain will cause the acceleration of the static 

recrystallisation kinetics. 

Another possibility is the partial loss of the microalloying elements, mainly Nb, by 

premature precipitation during continuous casting or along the tunnel furnace period before 

rolling starts (here the case of Ti or Ti-Nb steels is not considered). In addition to a decrease in 

the yield of the microalloying element (and the possible risk of transverse cracks), the 

relevance of this precipitation during subsequent rolling passes remains an open question. In 

opposition to what happens with fine TiN particles, the higher tendency of Nb(C,N) particles 

to coarsen suggests that the interaction of these particles with softening mechanisms (both 

dynamic and static) could be relatively scarce. 

When the final gauge increases, the total reduction to be applied (for a given thin slab 

geometry) will be smaller and this is usually reflected in a decrease in the amount of strain to 

be applied in the initial passes. In those cases the options of increasing the initial rolling 

temperature and interpass time appear to be valuable tools that should be applied. The proper 

selection of dummy passes is a practical option to favour the complete recrystallisation of the 

as-cast microstructure [17].   

 

 

3. Austenite grain size refinement prior to strain accumulation 

 

In the previous paragraph the relevant role of static recrystallisation in the elimination of 

the as-cast microstructure was emphasised. It is necessary to take into account that the 

resulting recrystallised grain size is defined by the following expression: 

 

mk
osrx DAD   (5) 

  

where A, k and m are constants that depend on the steel grade and Do is the initial grain size. 

As a consequence, the statically recrystallised grain size depends on the applied strain but also 

on the initial grain size. This is shown in Fig. 9 for the case of Nb microalloyed grades. The 

figure indicates that for an applied strain of =1 there could be a fraction of recrystallised 

grains in the range of 85 to 100 µm, corresponding to the tail of the initial as-cast grains 

between 1.5 and 2 mm. This situation improves to 55-65 µm when the total applied strain is 

1.5, a situation that could correspond to the accumulated strain of two passes. 

The austenite grain size refinement due to only one recrystallisation cycle will not be 

sufficient when high mechanical properties are required in the final product. Local 

heterogeneities observed in some cases in the final transformed microstructures suggest that 

they could correspond to recrystallised grains coming from initial coarse as-cast grains that 

have taken an elongated aspect as a consequence of accumulated strain (Fig. 10). As a 

consequence, before starting strain accumulation, it should be necessary to define rolling 

schedules that are able to assure another complete recrystallisation.       

Some different possibilities that can occur before the start of strain accumulation are 

summarised in Fig. 11. In the figure, a fractional softening less than 100% in the initial passes 



denotes the presence of a certain fraction of unrecrystallised as-cast grains. Similarly, a proper 

conditioning of austenite (and not only a complete recrystallisation) is required before strain 

starts accumulating. Once this is achieved, the rolling schedule should be designed to promote 

strain accumulation as soon as possible. This should allow the risk of mixed microstructures 

constituted by recrystallised and unrecrystallised grains to be minimised.   
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Fig. 9. Evolution of recrystallised grain size as a 

function of initial grain size and applied strain. 

Fig. 10. Example of microstructural 

heterogeneities in the final product. 
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Fig. 11. Scheme describing different scenarios before the start of strain accumulation in 

thermomechanical processes. 

 

 

4. Concluding remarks 

 

Nowadays TSDR exhibits a wide range of industrial possibilities with different configurations 

and hot rolling strategies. In all the cases, the as-cast microstructure from the exit of 

continuous casting defines several metallurgical singularities that need to be considered 

following several general rules for all cases. On the other hand, the complexities of achieving 

adequate final microstructures that are able to provide the required mechanical properties are 

dependent on a high number of variables. Among them, the total reduction, the microalloying 

contents and the rolling parameters are factors that need to be considered for a proper 

thermomechanical processing definition. This implies that it is not possible to design a unique 

strategy and that tailored solutions are required for each plant (casting-rolling configuration) 

and final product requirements (both thickness and properties). 
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INFLUENCE OF THIN SLAB THICKNESS ON FINAL STRIP PROPERTY 

IN ARVEDI ESP PLANT 
 

Abstract 

Application of thin slab direct rolling (TSDR) technology became widespread in the last 

decades. This technology occupied a corresponding niche in the strip production through its 

continuous development in productivity and product quality.  

The Arvedi Endless Strip Production (ESP) Technology was put into operation in 2009. 

The plant consists of single thin slab caster directly connected to three-stand high reduction mill 

and a five-stand finishing mill after temperature adjustment in an inductive heating unit. The 

Arvedi ESP plant became one of the most productive thin slab casting plants in the world shortly 

after starting up. The production capacity for an ESP line is up to 2.6 Mt/a for certain product 

mix, based on actual production figures.  

The ESP caster is equipped with either a 110 or 90mm thick funnel shaped mould and 

liquid core reduction. The ESP caster is designed to allow a very high flexibility in strand 

thicknesses being fed into the first rolling step. This is utilized by Arvedi by producing typical 

strand thickness of 80 to 100 mm. Comparing different casting thicknesses at the same mass flow 

results in different casting speeds and rolling schedules. The present work describes the influence 

of slab thickness and casting speed on slab quality and microstructure evolution in the production 

of micro alloyed steel strips at the Arvedi ESP plant. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Thin slab casting is a key point within this technology as it defines the productivity as well 

as the preconditions for the forthcoming rolling steps. 

The Arvedi Endless Strip Production (Arvedi ESP) line is the first representative of the 

endless TSCR process that yielded 2.0 mio.t in 2013 on a single strand. Design of ESP caster is 

optimised for high mass flow. Special Arvedi mould geometry provides slab thickness of 110 or 

90 mm prior to liquid core reduction. A bow-type caster has been designed with liquid core 

bending and straightening, keeping the ferrostatic pressure very low. This approach assures 

constant and high casting speed i.e. mass flow. The typical slab thickness is 80-100 mm. 

The production of this process shows outstanding production stability (reflected e.g. in 

lowest break out rates) and product quality results the highest casting speed in the area below 6 

m/min. By further increase of the specific productivity, and therefore raising of the casting 

speeds certain technical limits are expected, which can be found e.g. at the system tundish- 

submerged entry nozzle (SEN)-mould and strains that are accumulated in solidification front 

caused by bulging and bending/straightening of the slab. Higher casting speeds of up to 8 m/min 

reported elsewhere [1, 2], which proves the basic operation possibility of casters at such 

conditions, without mentioning of the influence to process stability, availability and yield by 

using current available materials and solutions at the mould area. 

At constant capacity the proportion of casting speed and slab thickness can be varied. In 

endless operation, these parameters define the distribution of temperature, strain and strain rate 

through the slab thickness in high reduction mill as well as interpass time. Therefore, the 

microstructure evolution during casting and rolling is strictly dependent on casting parameters. 

The present study uses the computer simulation for analysis of comparable mass flows by 

different combination of casting speeds and slab thicknesses and the given influence to slab 

quality and microstructure evolution during casting and rolling. The process parameters and 

chemical composition for the analysis are specified in Fig. 1 and Table 1. The thickness of 

transfer bar in all cases is 16 mm and final strip thickness is 2,5 mm. 
 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 1: Plan for analysis: a) casting parameters; b) rolling schedules 
 

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of S360 
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Weight % 

C Si Mn Al Nb N 

0,04-0,06 0,15-0,25 0,45-0,55 0,025-0,035 0,02-0,03 0,005-0,008 

 

2 Characteristic of thin slab 

Temperature distribution through the slab thickness 

Addition to conventional casting strategies, at TSCR it is on major motivation to save energy by 

exploiting the thermal heat of cast slab. In case of the ESP process it is even realized to directly 

roll on the slab without any heating facility between the casting and rolling steps. For this 

configuration the so called inverse temperature profile is present at the first rolling step. That 

means, that the slab, having a hot core and undercooled surface coming from casting is rolled 

within the first rolling step. 

This temperature profile is invers to common slabs after coming from reheating furnaces, which 

are hotter at the surface due to heat introduction at the centre of the slabs by conductivity from 

the surface. The metallurgical length of a typical ESP caster is 18,5 m and consists of 8 cooling 

zones, which allows good control of surface temperature and solidification. Fig. 2 shows the 

result of solidification simulation. The material data for simulation was prepared using IDS16 [3] 

software and the solidification simulation was carried out using a transient FV-model in one 

dimension [24]. The increase of slab thickness and casting speed increases temperature 

differences between slab surface and centre, which is between 200 and 340°C for considered 

casting parameters. 
 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 2: a) Temperature profile of thin slab and b) temperature difference between slab 

surface and centre at the exit of continuous casting machine 
 

Primary microstructure 

The solidification simulation shows that the local solidification conditions are very similar for all 

considered cases. The local solidification time (LST) is the time spent within the two phase 

region (liquid-solid) required for full solidification of a representative volume, coming from total 

liquid (solid fraction 0) at liquidus temperature to full solidified status (solid fraction 1) at 

solidus temperature (Fig. 3a). The evolution of LST through the slab thickness is given in Fig. 

3b. Since the secondary-dendrite-arm-spacing (SDAS) is the function of LST, the primary 

microstructure is also very similar for all considered cases (Fig. 3b). Only the maxima SDAS in 
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slab centre is different for various slab thickness. SDAS was calculated using the following 

equations and coefficients proposed by Pierer & Bernhard (2008) [4]: 
 

 
 

 ;   
(1) 

 

a) b) 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: a) Definition of local solidification time; b) Local solidification time calculated 

with Sol-A-Sys and secondary dendrite arm spacing calculated with Eq.1 
 

Micro-segregation 

S360 is a micro-alloyed steel with low carbon content. The interdendritic enrichment of alloying 

elements for this steel is typically very low. The micro-segregation was calculated for 

interdendritic solidification between secondary dendrites (Fig. 4a). The solidification starts with 

the formation of ferrite. During solidification the retained liquid is enriched with Nb and Mn. Al 

depletes the retained liquid due to the different character of distribution between liquid and solid. 

The arisen enriched and depleted regions are homogenised in ferrite region after solidification 

through diffusion phenomena. The diffusion in single phase is described by Fick’s second law: 
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By ferrite-austenite transformation the Mn diffuses into austenite since higher solubility. On the 

other hand, Nb and Al remain in ferrite till the end of transformation. The homogenisation of 

enriched areas happens after transformation. This process is controlled by diffusion and is 

calculated by Fick’s second law (Eq.2). 
 

a) b) 
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Fig. 4: a) Fe-C Phase diagram and schematic illustration of various stages of micro-

segregation during solidification; b) Dendrite axis composition and interdendritic composition 

for surface of 100 mm slab, 5 m/min casting speed 
 

  (2) 

 -  concentration, ;   - diffusion coefficient, ;  – time, ;  – position, m 
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Fig. 4b shows the phase transformation and evolution of composition for dendrite axis and 

interdendritic area. The micro-segregation was calculated using IDS16 software [3] on the basis 

of SDAS from Fig. 3 and cooling lines from solidification simulation. The approach for micro-

segregation calculation [12] assumes the complete solute mixing in liquid and finite difference 

application for diffusion in single phase regions. The formation of MnS in region Liquid + δ-

Ferrite is also taken into micro-segregation calculation. Fig. 5 shows the micro-segregation index 

of Mn, Nb and Al through slab-thickness at the exit of continuous casting machine. The maximal 

deviation of micro-segregation index is in areas with hindered diffusion due to deceleration at 

low temperature in subsurface area or long diffusion paths (SDAS) in slab centre. Segregation 

index of considered elements is marginally dependent on casting speed and slab thickness.   
 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 5: a) Micro-segregation of manganese, niobium and aluminium as function of 

distance to slab surface, (micro-segregation index = interdendritic composition/dendrite axis 

composition); b) mean micro-segregation index 

Precipitations 

Nb(C,N) and AlN are the possible precipitations for S360. According to thermodynamic 

equilibrium calculation, the subsurface temperature is below onset of Nb(C,N) and AlN [13]. 

Software MatCalc [5] was used for precipitation calculation. MatCalc includes modules for 

describing both, equilibrium thermodynamics as well as kinetics/diffusion of precipitation 

nucleation and growth. Dislocations and grain boundaries were considered as nucleation sites for 

precipitation. Fig. 6 presents the surface temperature and the time-temperature-precipitation 

(TTP) diagrams of Nb(C,N) and AlN for dendritic axis composition. The precipitation 

calculation shows that onset of precipitations (>0,1% phase fraction) does not take place during 

continuous casting for all considered slabs and the precipitation has negligible impact on 

austenite grain growth and ductile properties. 
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Fig. 6: Onset of AlN and Nb(C,N) on the slab surface in interdendritic area  

for 100 mm slab, 4 m/min 
 

Austenite grain size 

The austenite grain growth during continuous casting was calculated by using model (Tab. 3 - 

Eq. 6) and coefficients like activation energy that were proposed by Andersen & Grong (1995) 

[6] and Bernhard et.al. (2008) [7]. Fig. 7a shows the calculated distribution of austenite grain 

size through the slab thickness at the exit of continuous casting machine. The grain growth rate is 

strongly dependent on temperature and time. Therefore, the fast cooling to the low temperatures 

leads to hindered grain growth at the subsurface area.  

The temperature in next layers from slab surface becomes higher and the grain growth is more 

intensive.  

But the time for grain growth get shorter hence the grain size in the slab centre is smaller than in 

¼ of the slab thickness. This grain size distribution is used as initial condition for microstructure 

evolution in rolling part. The decrease of casting speed and increase of slab thickness lead to an 

increase of the average austenite grain size from 1280 µm to 1440 µm (Fig. 7b). An influence of 

casting speed on austenite grain size is more pronounced for thicker slabs. 
 
 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 7: a) Austenite grain size as function of distance to slab surface; b) Mean austenite 

grain size with standard deviation as function of casting speed 
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Internal quality 

The bow type caster achieves a decrease of ferrostatic pressure. The tensile strain on the 

solidification front, which is caused by bulging and straightening, can be estimated using the 

following empirical equations: 

 

Table 2: Model for estimation of internal cracking  

Model Eq. References 

 
(3) [8] 

 
(4) [9] 

 
(5) [10] 

 – slab thickness, mm 

 – height from meniscus, m 

 – roll pitch, mm 

 , – radii of roll number  and , mm 

 – shell thickness, mm 

 – temperature, K 

 – casting speed, m/min 

 – bulging, mm 

 

Strain accumulation between 0.96 and 1 fraction of solid was assumed for this calculation. Fig. 8 

shows the distribution of accumulated strain through the slab thickness. Increasing the slab 

thickness results in various effects on strain accumulation which are mainly caused by bulging or 

straightening. The strain caused by bulging becomes smaller and the strain caused by 

straightening becomes bigger (Fig. 8a). The increase of casting speed leads to an increase of 

strain caused by both bulging and straightening s. Fig. 8b. For this steel grade, the critical strain 

for formation of internal cracks is > 0,5% [11]. The accumulated strain of the considered slab 

amounts to less than 0.25% that ensures the excellent internal quality of the slab. 

 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 8: Accumulated strain in solidification front. a) Influence of slab thickness; b) 

Influence of casting speed 
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3 Characteristic of hot rolled strip 

Microstructure modelling 

Table 3 summarises the microstructure model equations used for description of the grain size 

evolution during continuous casting, hot rolling and cooling. The model for the rolling part 

considers the austenite evolution during deformation and softening due to recrystallization and 

grain growth at interpass times. Microstructure calculation is coupled with precipitation 

simulation (Software MatCalc [5]) proceed simultaneously by cyclic data exchange. The 

microstructure model provides grain size and dislocation density and the precipitation model 

provides the amount of precipitation to predict the start of strain accumulation due to the pinning 

effect of Nb(C,N) after deformation. 

Both, thermally induced as well as strain induced precipitation were taken into account in the 

precipitation model. It was assumed that pipe diffusion increases immediately during austenite 

deformation because of increasing dislocation density. Moreover, it was assumed that the 

volumetric misfit between steel matrix and precipitates can be neglected. Both assumptions lead 

to a significant overestimation of the speed of precipitation kinetics. 

 

Tab. 3: Microstructure model 

Phenomenon Model Eq. References 

Grain growth for 

as-cast 

microstructure 

 
 

 
 

 

(6) [6, 7] 

Peak strain 

Critical strain for 

DRX / MDRX 

 
 

 

(7) [14] 

DRX  
 

 

(8) [15] 

MDRX 

 ;   
 

 

(9) [16, 17] 

SRX 

 
 

 
 

 

(10) [18, 19] 

Grain growth for 

interpass time 

if   

 

(11) [20] 

Effective strain 
 

 

  if   and   if   
(12) [21] 
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Ferrite grain size  
 

 

(13) [22] 

 – Grain size, µm ;  – Grain size, m 

 – volume fraction of precipitates 

 – Zener coefficient 

 - physical constant related to the grain boundary mobility 

 – time exponent 

 - universal gas constant,  

 – radius of precipitates, m 

 – Temperature, K 

 – time, s 

 – strain 

 – strain rate,  

 – cooling rate,  

 

Microstructure evolution during hot rolling 

The microstructure simulation was carried out for strip surface, ¼ strip thickness and strip core. 

The temperature profiles were calculated with internal software of Siemens VAI. The 

homogeneous strain distribution through the strip thickness is assumed for this microstructure 

simulation.  

Fig. 9 shows the temperature and results of microstructure simulation for thin slab thickness of 

90 mm and casting speed of 5 m/min. The coarse as-cast austenite grains are significantly refined 

in the high reduction mill due to dynamic and static recrystallization. Between high reduction 

and finishing mill growing austenite grains are observed, especially during inductive heating. 

Fig. 10a represents the austenite grain size prior to induction heating for different casting speeds 

and slab thicknesses. The increase of casting speed and slab thickness leads to bigger austenite 

grain size through the slab thickness. After induction heating the austenite grain size is 

homogenised through the strip thickness and is between 80 and 90 µm for all considered cases. 

Rolling in the finishing mill occurs partially below the non-recrystallization temperature. The 

microstructure is fully recrystallized after the first two passes. During the subsequent passes 

strain accumulation and pancaking occurs. The influence of casting speed and slab thickness on 

austenite grain size and accumulated strain isn’t observed at finishing mill exit. The final 

austenite grain size is 17,5-19 µm on the strip surface and 19,4-21,4 µm in centre of the strip for 

all considered cases. The strain accumulation after last rolling pass is around 0,71. 

 

 

Fig. 9: The results of the microstructure simulation for 90 mm 5 m/min 
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a) b) 

  

Fig. 10: Austenite grain size a) prior to induction heating; b) at finishing mill entry and 

exit side 
< 

Fig. 11a and b shows the final ferrite grain size and strengthening effect of ferrite grain 

calculated with Hall-Petch relationship with coefficient of 15,1 [23] for different cooling rates in 

cooling line. The grey areas display the austenite grain size on strip surface, ¼ strip thickness 

and strip core. It illustrates that the influence of casting parameters on final microstructure and 

mechanical properties is negligible. 
 

a) b) 

  

Fig. 11: a) Final ferrite grain size calculated with Eq. 13 and b) strengthening effect of 

ferrite grain size [23] 
 

4 Conclusions 

The product quality of HSLA steel by production using Arvedi ESP process was analysed by 

varying of casting parameters in a simulation of grain evolution during casting and rolling steps. 

The influence of casting speed and slab thickness on various aspects such as primary and 

secondary microstructure evolution, temperature profile and micro-segregation was considered.  

The results are showing a targeted homogeneous and fine grain structure as well as good product 

quality at the end of the process for all assumed production scenarios. The various casting 

parameters are influencing the strand and transfer bar characteristics (like austenite grain size, 

temperature profile, …), which are equated by further processing at the induction heater and 

finishing rolling. 
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This in fact reflects that the 2 step rolling concept, by separating into a first reduction step at the 

HRM, the reheating at the induction heater and the forthcoming finishing rolling at a second 

step, serves big advantages in product quality, compared to other concepts of continuous rolling. 

The most important factor for achieving the asked mechanical properties by a given chemistry is 

to create the right austenite structure at the end of the finishing mill and to ensure the necessary 

cooling rates during austenite ferrite transition. The simulation shows the advantages given by 

the 2 step rolling philosophy of the Arvedi ESP process for controlling the austenite and also 

ferrite structure for different products. For the production of more advanced steel products, 

asking for a certain level of accumulated strain before cooling (e.g. pipe grades), the strand and 

also transfer bar thicknesses can be raised to necessary values by allowing the optimized 

austenite structure at the same time. 

The findings of this paper are further giving the possibility to cover asked productivities of an 

ESP line by adjusted slab thicknesses without negative influence to the microstructural 

evolution. According to such learnings it is reasonable to not elevate the casting speed to 

extraordinary high values above certain technical limits and not to risk reduced availability and 

increasing down times due to operational issues. 

ESP lines are dimensioned accordingly and demonstrate repeating outstanding operational results 

on performance, process stability and availability each annual statistic. 
 

Disclaimer: All data of the paper are not production data of the Arvedi ESP line of Cremona, 

they are based on simulation calculation results. 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THIN SLAB CASTERS:  

FROM FRIST PIONEERING EXPERIENCES  

TO ULTRA-HIGH SPEED CASTING TECHNOLOGY 

 
Abstract 
 

Thin slab casting and rolling was originally developed as a “low cost” alternative to conventional 

casting and rolling process route. However, due to the technological restrictions of the “first 

generation plants”, only limited quality and productivity goals could be achieved, questioning the 

further application of this technology to more advanced applications. 

This paper describes the original contributions Danieli has given to the development of thin slab 

casting concept, from first generation plants to present front running applications, including 

production of high added value grades.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 The thin slab casting and rolling process, that for the first time considered the full 

integration of the casting and rolling processes previously seen as “separate worlds”, gave a 

fundamental contribution in the progress of the steel industry. 

It is well known that the original idea that generated this concept was to establish a viable 

economical alternative to conventional process route, with the target to limit both capital 

investment and operational transformation cost associated with the huge conventional complexes 

that historically had been the only way to produce hot rolled coils. 

This concept has been applied successfully, however due to technological limitations of what 

Danieli calls “First Generation Plants”, there are also some substantial limitations in its 

applications, namely: 

 A limited range of grades could be produced according to market requirements; 

 A limited productivity could be reached, mainly due to the limitation in caster productivity. 

 

For “First Generation Plants” a commercial and regional market could be served, but with neither 

the advantages of mass production nor the high added-value product margins the coil total cost 

cannot be economically sustained in the present market. 
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Starting from this early recognized stand-point, Danieli has been constantly developing its own 

approach to the design of the thin slab caster to enlarge the application range of this technology to 

reach the following goals: 

 Increase productivity;  

 Increase the quality of the products. 

 

In order to achieve these goals, the new generation of thin slab casting machine has to address the 

following issues [1]: 

 Optimization of mold fluid dynamics; 

 Mold level stability; 

 Uniform solidification in the mold; 

 Prevention of dynamic bulging; 

 Strand temperature control. 

 

The fluid-dynamic of the mold has been modelled to identify the most suitable SEN design to 

match the increased productivity, whilst ensuring the stability of the meniscus level. Danieli has 

performed detailed FEM analysis, and tests, by using water models, have also been carried out to 

confirm the performances of the chosen design for the latest generation of ultra-high speed thin 

slab casters.  

The mold level control has been enhanced with a new on-line predictive model, allowing a higher 

gain for the controller and, at the same time, several diagnostic features for the level signal have 

been provided to closely control the process. The Bulging Rejection System, a feed-forward 

function to suppress bulging, has been implemented and has been found effective in reducing the 

level standard deviation in case of light bulging appearance. 

The casting powder, which is fundamental to guarantee the proper lubrication and to prevent the 

possible crack formation in the mold due to the higher heat flux, associated with higher casting 

speeds, has been designed, leading to the development of improved powders having higher 

basicity.  

The Mould Breakout Prevention System has also been enhanced to a new Q-Map system with 

new algorithms that allow detection of possible sticking and longitudinal face crack phenomena, 

as well as to reduce the number of false alarms. An additional algorithm has been developed to 

guide the operator to evaluate the behavior of  powder during casting. Thermocouple sensors with 

faster response time have also been introduced. 

To eliminate the dynamic bulging that historically has been the main factor in limiting the 

productivity, namely the casting speed, a new “OPTIMUM” segment design has been developed, 

having tighter roll pitches and new secondary cooling spray nozzles with higher efficiency. 

Moreover, strand support and spray cooling capacity has been improved. 

In the recent years a new concept of sprays nozzle has been developed. This spray nozzle type 

has an increased cooling capacity thanks to the reduced distance from the slab and larger foot 

print. The result is a more uniform cooling and an increased overall HTC. 

 

2. Optimization of mold fluid dynamics 
 

 The development of the SEN design in the thin slab caster represents a fundamental issue to 

guarantee stable casting condition. In fact the meniscus stability in terms of mold level waviness 

and meniscus velocity is required both for a proper lubrication and surface quality.  



A given SEN is designed to assure good performance in a given working range, therefore 

whenever the working range needs to be enlarged the SEN design needs to be verified to check 

whether the parameters for good performances are still in the range. 

After a long experience in designing and supplying slab casting machines, Danieli has been 

defined a methodology to classify the SEN design. At first the SEN is modeled using FEM 

analysis to study the velocity contours as well as the meniscus waviness. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Velocity field in the vertical section of the mould  

(left) and velocity at meniscus surface (right). 
 

Following FEM analysis the SEN design is verified using a physical model. A 1:1 scale SEN is 

manufactured and installed on Danieli’s water model stands to cross-check the expected 

performances. The tests in the water modeling are designed to cover the full operative range of 

the SEN. 

 
Figure 2: Water Model test for the SEN. 

 

Through the use of both the FEM analysis and water model test, the SEN is designed to ensure: 



 Meniscus velocity average value shall not exceed 0.3 m/s, with an additional limitation 

considered including the Root Mean Squared (RMS) of the meniscus velocity; 

 Meniscus waviness span both time average and max instantaneous below a given value  

 

The working field where the above conditions are fulfilled is then identified and can be compared 

with the productivity of the machine. In Figure 3 the working range of two SENs is indicated, as 

well as the productivity limit of the caster. SEN A is not fulfilling all the criteria, while SEN B is. 

 
Figure 3: Working range for SEN A and SEN B verified both with FEM analysis and on water model. 

Note: The working condition of each SEN is in the area below the SEN curve, which represents the upper working 

limit where the criteria for good performances are fulfilled.  

 

3. Mold level stability 
 

 It is well known that the mold level control is playing a key role in guaranteeing stability of 

casting process, as well as the good quality of the product. At high casting speed, however, the 

level control can become even more critical in case of any disturbance of the casting process that 

can be wrongly amplified by an incorrect action performed by the mold level controller. 

Therefore the importance of having a mold level control model that can estimate the casting 

process becomes fundamental, for the following reason: 

 To provide a deep diagnostic system for all the different variables and disturbances affecting 

the mold level real time while casting; 

 To enact the proper corrective action and to calibrate properly the gain of control loop 

avoiding any possible amplification of fluctuation. 

 

Danieli has developed a mold level controller, which has the brand name Q-Level+, to fulfill both 

of these requirements, minimizing the mold level standard deviation at high casting speed. 

Furthermore the controller is equipped with the Bulging Rejection System (BRS), a feed forward 

function able to perform the following actions: 

 Identify the dynamic bulging phenomenon by an on line FFT analysis and estimate frequency 

and amplitude; 

 Implement a corrective action through the stopper rod in phase opposition in order to 

neutralize the fluctuation. 



The BRS, in case of light bulging (i.e. low amplitude in oscillation), has demonstrated the 

effective reduction of the mold level standard deviation, taking corrective action in phase 

opposition in several Danieli reference plants. In contrast, conventional controllers are not able to 

identify the bulging phenomenon and with a standard feedback controller they can amplify the 

hunting of the mold level instead of reducing it. Q-Level+ automatically identifies the onset of 

bulging and its amplitude and activates the feed forward action whenever the bulging 

phenomenon appears. 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Typical level hunting due to dynamic bulging: amplitude is reduced when BRS is activated. 

 

 

4. Uniform solidification in the mold 
 

 At high casting speeds, the thickness of the solidifying steel shell in mold decreases, shell 

temperature increases, and hence fracture strength of the shell decreases. The combination of the 

higher frictional force and the decreased shell strength makes it more difficult to prevent the 

formation of the surface cracks and breakouts of the shell at higher casting speeds [2], hence the 

support of the solidifying shell is critical. 

The exclusive design of the Danieli H2 long funnel mold has been developed to counteract the 

above phenomenon, with the following features: 

 An upper zone characterized by a progressive reduction of the section perimeter to 

compensate the shell shrinkage due to solidification and freezing; 

 A lower zone characterized by vertical walls (cambered in the central part and parallel in the 

external parts) to avoid dummy bar extraction problems; 

 A rounded edge connection between the upper zone (tapered) and the lower one (vertical) of 

each broad face to assure mold-shell contact and to avoid gap formation. 

 

As a result the H2 mold can achieve the following benefits: 

 Greater hot liquid steel surface for powder melting purposes (better lubrication); 

 Less turbulence in the liquid steel bath with greater meniscus stability; 

 No shell washing and re-melting (reducing the risk of breakout); 

 Greater mold-submerged nozzle spacing (no bridge formations); 



 Sound liquid steel temperature pattern and homogeneous solidification structure on all the slab 

width. 

 

 
Figure 5: H2 - the patented long funnel Danieli mold. 

 

It is been well documented that mold flux plays a very important role in continuous casting in 

terms of lubrication and heat transfer [3] and that high casting speeds result in a decreased mold 

powder consumption, causing higher frictional force at the shell/mold interface [4]. Therefore, as 

well as addressing the fundamental design of the mold, Danieli has also developed specific mold 

fluxes for high casting speeds.  

Heat flux increases with casting speed and cracking becomes pronounced when the heat flux 

exceeds a certain critical value. Mild cooling during the initial solidification has been considered 

to be an effective countermeasure against cracks formation. Local heat flux and solidification rate 

can be decreased in the mold by the crystallization of the mold powder, due to the reduction of 

thermal radiation mechanism. 

Moreover, an increase of casting speed makes the air gap thinner, so the reduction of radiation by 

crystallization of mold flux becomes more important in high speed continuous casting. 

The chart in Figure 6 compares the heat flux of a crystallized mold powder developed by Danieli 

with a standard glassy type mold powder. The higher thermal shielding of the crystallized powder 

is confirmed by the lower average thermal flux compared to that of the glassy type powder in the 

same casting conditions. 

 

shaped rolls

through lens

SEN

slab



 
Figure 6: Comparison of heat fluxes between Strand 1 (crystallizing powder) and Strand 2 (glassy powder). 

As well as addressing the fundamental design of the mold Danieli has also developed an 

innovative mold oscillator to enable optimum performance, both in terms of safety and quality, at 

ultra-high casting speeds. The Danieli design is based on the principles of the patented INMO 

(INtegrated MOtion) mold system, developed to provide both a very precise guidance of the 

oscillating mold as well as a wide flexibility of operation in terms of the applied stroke, 

frequency and waveform. This gives new possibilities to provide the best oscillation condition for 

both good mold lubrication and good surface quality through the whole range of casting speeds. 

The main features of the INMO mold design is the guidance system between the stationary and 

the oscillating structures and the hydraulic cylinder acting directly on the oscillating mass. The 

mold assembly is basically located on an oscillating frame, which moves within a stationary 

structure and is guided by “rolling elements”. This system incorporates the following features: 

 

 Virtually no friction, which means maintenance free equipment; 

 Extremely tight guiding tolerances for a higher slab surface quality. 

 

Because there are no bearings or springs within the “rolling element” design, very accurate mold 

guidance can be achieved, which can be maintained over time as very little wear actually occurs. 

 

 
Figure 7: Schematic cross-section through rolling element. 

 

The oscillation motion is transferred to the mold by two servo-controlled hydraulically actuated 

cylinders, one located on each side of the mold. The hydraulic oscillating system gives the 

maximum flexibility in the choice of the oscillation parameters: stroke, frequency and wave 

shape can all be adjusted independently improving lubrication efficiency and reducing oscillation 

mark depth. 



To achieve the fast response times required for high-speed oscillation, the two servo-assisted 

hydraulic cylinders are controlled independently. Within the software, a self-check facility 

permanently monitors and guarantees the perfect synchronization of these cylinders at any time. 

 

 
Figure 8: Schematic showing main components of Danieli INMO mold oscillator. 

 

 

5. Prevention of dynamic bulging 
 

 Considering the mechanical design of the Thin Slab Caster, the main issue to prevent high 

casting speed is the initiation of the dynamic bulging. In fact in the worst case scenario such 

phenomena can lead to the possibility where mold level fluctuations are so severe that they can 

jeopardize the mold lubrication with a corresponding dramatic deterioration in the surface and 

internal quality of the slab. 

Dynamic bulging is originated in the secondary support zone of the machine and is due mainly to 

a lack of support of the solidified shell that bulges or collapses in between the roll pitches; this is 

causing the first drop in the level. 

 

 



Figure 9: Schematic of the onset of dynamic bulging. 

 

When the bulged portion is “pushed back” by the following roll, while extracting the slab, an 

“inner” pulse of liquid is created, resulting in a mold level overshoot.  

 

In order to overcome the bulging phenomena Danieli has progressively developed the roll 

geometry of the thin slab caster with smaller roll diameters and pitches. At the same time recent 

engineering solutions have allowed the reduced roll diameter to maintain the proper load 

capability and thereby provide proper functionality. 

It is believed that the minimum roll pitch is worth to be considered, while there is no significant 

influence in giving an offset of very few millimeters between the consecutive rolls. In other 

words, the difference of less than 6-8 mm in the roll pitches of two consecutive rolls does not 

give relevant benefit to brake the unsteady bulging, while it is worthwhile to minimize the roll 

pitches as absolute value to the minimum value. 

In order to maximize the shell support, the Danieli roll design has been conceived with the 

minimum width for the bearing support, that also somehow contribute to eliminate the bulging.   

 

 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of roll geometry between 1st generation TSC and latest ultra-high speed TSC. 

 

6. Strand temperature control 

 

 It is well known that the most sensitive part of the machine to the bulging is the upper one, 

where the solidified shell is thinner and therefore having lower strength. At the same time, being 

the solidified shell thinner, this is also the zone where an increment of the spray cooling capacity 

is more effective to grow the shell [5], [6]. Consequently Danieli has also developed a secondary 

cooling spray nozzle with a higher efficiency. This new spray nozzle type has an increased 

cooling capacity thanks to the reduced distance from the slab and larger foot print. The result is a 

more uniform cooling and an increased overall HTC (Heat Transfer Coefficient), as results from 

the laboratory tests carried out have proven. This extra-cooling capacity is also contributing to 

reduce the bulging allowing a thick shell growth. 

 

7. Conclusions 
 

1st generation roll geometry Latest generation roll geometry 



 In the last 20 years Danieli has been developing a suite of original technological solutions 

for the thin slab caster with a strongly diversified approach from other available solutions, 

dramatically enlarging the applications of the “First Generation Plants” with the following 

results: 

Productivity: from an original 0.8 Mtpy per casting strand, today 2 Mtpy per casting strand are 

already a consolidated result, as proven in a Danieli reference plant in POSCO where a world 

record casting speed of 8 m/min. was achieved and where daily average speeds are in excess of 

7.0 m/min 

 

 
Figure 11: Development of thin slab caster yearly production per strand. 

 

We can state that, thanks to the experiences of ultra-high speed casting, today it is possible to 

conceive a thin slab casting and rolling plant, with two casting strands with a productivity of 4 

Mtpy, as per a classic conventional mill. 

 

Quality: at present the “conquest” of the flat product market by thin slab casting route is almost 

completed, as demonstrated by the production of quality steel grades at numerous Danieli 

reference plants, including Essar Algoma (HSLA grades like the so called DSPC700, having 

yield strength of 700 MPa), Benxi Iron and Steel Company (electrical steels with a Si content up 

to 3.2%) and OMK (conceived for the production of top quality pipe grades, like API X70 and 

X80 even for Arctic applications).  

 



 
Figure 12: Development of added-value grades produced by Danieli TSC. 

 

Only specific areas are still fundamentally excluded, such as the ones where metallurgy imposes 

very high reduction ratios in rolling, or where process temperatures are not compatible with an 

uninterrupted process. 

Hence niche high added-value products or mass-production commodities are both markets that 

can be served by the Danieli thin slab caster and rolling line, which has enhanced and expanded 

one of Danieli’s cornerstone concepts: “flexibility”. 
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CSP
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 CASTING TECHNOLOGY – 25 YEARS OF SUCCESS 

 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper gives an overview of the various milestones from the first production CSP
®
 

caster at Nucor Crawfordsville, IN up to the latest developments for realization of throughputs 

above 7 t/min per strand. This reflects the extended CSP
®
 Caster portfolio with metallurgical 

lengths from 6 - ≥22 m for an even higher production and/or an increased final strip thickness 

for special applications (like thick API grades) or for the required mass flow for endless 

production.  

Special attention is paid to the machine head as the key element for reliable casting of 

thin slabs which features the new developed HD mold monitoring system guaranteeing a 

thermal resolution which was never seen before. 

While the VSB type caster remains the favorite solution for a product mix which can be 

achieved with a metallurgical length of up to 10 m featuring pure vertical solidification and 

symmetrical cooling, longer metallurgical length leads consequently to a VLB (Vertical 

Liquid Bending) caster. To avoid the bulging phenomena, small roller diameters and pitches 

where in the main focus while developing the new roller apron using the new internal cooled 

STEC-Rollers
®
. CyberLink segments known from thick slab casters were adapted for thin 

slab casting and features Dynamic Soft Reduction
®
 for best internal slab quality.    
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1. Introduction  

Many milestones in continuous casting were set by the SMS group and its predecessor 

companies (Schloemann, Concast and Mannesmann Demag), starting with the first 

continuous caster ever which was built by Concast AG at Dillinger Hütte, Germany in 1961 

and testify the leadership in continuous casting for more than 50 years [1]. One of the 

outstanding milestones were set in October 1985, as SMS had its break-through with the near-

net-shape casting technology, casting the first thin slab of 50 mm in thickness on a pilot plant 

in SMS' own foundry in Kreuztal-Buschhütten, Germany.  

The new plant concept, consisting of a near-net-shape VSB (Vertical Solid Bending) 

caster, a tunnel furnace and a rolling mill, made Minimills feasible due to distinctly reduced 

investment costs as there being no more need for a roughing mill as well as reduced 

conversion costs thanks to production “in one heat”.  

The following figure (Fig. 1) clearly illustrates the reduced equipment costs by 

comparing a thin slab - vs. a thick slab caster with the same annual production.   

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
1
 SMS Siemag AG, Düsseldorf, Germany – General Manager Technical Sales Thin Slab Casters 

2 
SMS Siemag AG, Düsseldorf, Germany – Executive Vice President Continuous Casters Division 
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Fig. 1: 1985 Pilot plant at the SMS foundry at Kreuztal, Germany 

 

The heart of this new technology was a special developed funnel shaped mold to 

accommodate the likewise new developed submerged entry nozzle. The design of the mold 

ensures stress-free shrinkage of the strand shell. The rectangular section at the exit of the 

mold guarantees a maximum stability at start of casting. 

Under the designation CSP
®
, SMS Siemag launched the plant concept “Compact Strip 

Production” onto the market [2] [3] and as early as 1989, the world's first thin slab production 

caster was commissioned at Nucor Crawfordville in the USA (Fig. 2). Even today, CSP
®
 is 

the most applied thin slab technology in the world 

 

 
Fig. 2: 1989 World’s first thin slab production caster (VSB) at Nucor Crawfordsville/IN, USA 

 

The first VLB (Vertical Liquid Bending) thin slab caster was commissioned in 1992 at 

Arvedi, Italy built by Mannesmann Demag, today SMS Siemag (Fig.3). 

 

 
Fig. 3: 1992 First VLB thin slab production caster at Arvedi/Cremona, Italy 
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Inline rolling technology was already developed and implemented at that time. The 

gained experience is considered in our today’s endless technology. 

 

The latest milestone in thin slab casting is the successful commissioning of the first 

BCT
®
 (Belt Casting Technology) caster in December 2012. This technology was especially 

developed for highest alloyed steel grades. 

 

 

2. Extended CSP
®
 caster portfolio  

New market demands require an even higher production and/or an increased final strip 

thickness for special applications (like thick API grades). The casting thickness therefore 

needs to be increased and the extended metallurgical length of the caster consequently leads 

to a VLB type caster. The new CSP
®
 VLB casters are based on SMS Siemag's 25 years of 

experience in thin slab casting and combines proven CSP
®
 technology with new technical 

solutions. The design capacity depends on the metallurgical length and will reach 2 – 3 Mio 

tpy.  Based on the high mass flow, this caster fulfills the requirements for endless rolling. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Extended CSP

®
 caster portfolio 

 

The extended CSP
®
 caster portfolio still covers the VSB type casters with the unique, 

wholly vertical strand guide system with the small number of segments (3 – 5) and a dummy 

bar system consisting of a simple rigid steel plate which guarantees operational and 

maintenance advantages. The production volumes of VSB castes are up to approx. 1.6 million 

t/year per strand. 

 

 

3. CSP
®
 casting technology – Machine head  

Common to both caster types is the machine head with its components such as mold 

(together with segment 1 as quick change unit), MMS – Mold Monitoring System,        

EMBR – Electro Magnetic Brake as well as the HMO – Hydraulic Mold Oscillation as the 

core components for reliable casting of thin slabs (Fig. 5). All these components have been 

successfully used for many years and undergone permanent further developments to generate 

reliable casting operations.   
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Fig. 5: Machine head – Proven and highly reliable components 

 

3.1 Mold  

The heart of the CSP
®
 caster is the original CSP

®
 funnel-shaped mold with the wide 

opened funnel which offers maximum meniscus surface in the mold. 

The parallel exit at the end of the mold is used since the very first CSP
®
 plant at Nucor 

Crawfordsville in 1989 and ensures maximum stability at start of casting. This parallel exit at 

the mold was part of the SMS patent and subsequently other suppliers like the former 

Mannesmann  Demag were forced to design a mold with a bottom opening. After the merger 

of Mannesmann Demag with SMS and after the SMS patent expired, most of such molds 

were converted to parallel exit design.  

The mold itself is of particularly rigid construction to withstand bending. This includes 

an O-frame with top and bottom chord that ensures dimensional stability even at the high 

thermal loads that result from high casting speeds. Further, a 400m long and thus particularly 

flexural rigid narrow-face support is used to warrant a constant taper of the narrow faces.   

 

 

3.2 Mold Monitoring System (MMS / MMS plus) / HD Mold 

CSP
®
 casters have utilized thermocouple-based breakout prediction and temperature 

visualization since 1996 and nowadays include detection of longitudinal cracks.  

Early work on LFC detection is known from conventional continuous casting, where the 

defect can easily be monitored by visual inspection of the cold slab.[4]  The visual inspections 

correlate with cases of abnormal drop in thermocouple recordings in the mold of the slab 

caster. In general, the appearance of LFCs is a harmful product defect. In some rare cases the 

strand shell is weakened so much by the LFCs that the thermo-mechanical stress during 

casting actually tears it open and can even result in a breakout, i.e. in a disruption of the 

casting process.  

To allow an even more immediate response to unfavorable casting situations, the 

process data and the LFC defects have to be monitored and identified in a database in order to 

enable a learning effect regarding the best process settings. The developed model operates 

with the thermocouples of the mold monitoring system (MMS) of the CSP
®
 caster and the 

system is running as an additional MMS function since 2008 (MMS plus).[5]    

Instead of using thermocouples, the newly developed HD mold, reproduces the 

temperature data in high resolution and provides new insights into the processes taking place 
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inside the mold. SMS Siemag provides an innovative solution with optical fibers for 

measuring temperatures. (Fig. 6) 

Fig. 6: Conventional (left) and high-definition HD mold (right) 

 

Extremely accurate, high signal-quality measurement data can be obtained through 

precise positioning of the optical fiber sensors integrated into the mold. The temperature is 

measured to the exact degree, 20 times per second. It is not affected by any electro-magnetic 

fields, e.g. by an EMBR. 

 

 

3.3 Electro Magnetic Brake (EMBR) 

The EMBR with the window design has been in service since 1997, improving the 

quality due to reduction of mold powder entrapments and surface cracks at high throughput. 

Coil and yoke are fixed in the steel structure and do not increases the oscillation mass while 

the core will be hydraulically retracted for change of mold. 

 

3.4 Hydraulic oscillation (Resonance type) 

The adapted leaf spring guided “resonance oscillation” unit whose reliability and 

extremely high running accuracy (“zero-displacement”) has been well known from 

conventional continuous casters since 1992, features a very compact design and is the new 

standard for all types of CSP
®
 casters. The leaf springs are in principle wear free. Leaf springs 

and the hydraulic drive are completely protected due to location outside of the cooling 

chamber.  

 

 

4. CSP
®
 casting technology – Strand guide unit 

Segment 1 and the mold are designed as a quick-change unit. As 95% of all Breakouts 

remain in segment 1, the simple maintenance of this segment is a decisive factor. In many 

cases, the quick-change concept makes the caster ready for casting again within less than one 

hour after an incident. 

Segment 2 of the VLB type caster is an independent bending segment. Segment 1 and 2 

of the VLB type caster are encased in a box type cooling chamber, which gives additional 

protection of the following bow segments against steel splashes resulting from breakouts. 
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4.1 Strand guide unit – Roller apron 

Particular attention is paid to the strand guide unit with its minimized and uneven roller 

pitch for even better quality due to reduced bulging and strain, and the absence of mold level 

“hunting”. (Fig. 7) 
 

       
 

Fig. 7: Strand guide unit 

 

The CSP
®
 VSB caster with its unique, wholly vertical strand guide system which 

features the pure symmetrical solidification and is the only concept with the metallurgical 

advantage of no bending and unbending forces during solidification. The segment rolls are 

designed as axle-type rolls. During operation, the machine is very easy to handle and to 

maintain. 

A feature of the CSP® VLB caster is the patented STEC Roll
®
 which is used in the 

curved and horizontal strand guiding. For the first time, this novel roller allows the 

combination of internal roller cooling with minimal bearing windows and small roller 

diameters. All roller bodies are mechanically interlinked, also for narrow slab formats. The 

design is also used for driven rollers.  

 

 
Fig. 8: STEC-Roll

® 
with media traverse 

 

The STEC-Roll
®
 sets new standards for cost-efficient maintenance. The roller material 

and the bearing have long service lives. The STEC-Roll
®
 is easy to maintain, quickly 

dismantled and installed, especially as the STEC-Roll
®

 assembly is mounted on a media-

traverse. A STEC-Roll
®
 line can be fully dismantled in less than two hours as special tools 
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and hydraulic presses, which are required for the installation and dismantling of rollers from 

other suppliers, are not required.  

The horizontal segments are designed as CYBERLINK segments featuring self-centering top 

frames and are designed for Dynamic Soft Reduction
®

. Easy maintenance access is given due 

to the lack of side frames. 

 
 

4.2 Hydraulic Segment Adjustment (HSA) / Liquid Core Reduction (LCR plus) 

The complete strand guide system is equipped with the hydraulic segment adjustment 

system HSA, with position and force control. Using the position-controlled cylinders, both the 

thickness reduction is effected in segment 1 or in segments 1 and 2 (LCR plus - Liquid Core 

Reduction) as well as dynamic segment adjustment (DTS – Dynamic Taper Setting) in the 

downstream segments. Irrespective of the casting speed or the shrinkage behavior of the 

strand, DTS with its minimal force control in the HSA at all times ensures an optimal strand 

support. Further, a maximum force-monitoring feature ensures active segment protection 

(ASP - Active Segment Protection).  

At MaSteel in China, LCR plus for the first time achieved a thickness reduction of 

35mm for LC grades.[6]  Samples show a distinctly small amount of bulging of the narrow 

sides and a homogeneous internal structure. The option of supplying the rolling mill with 90 

and 60-mm thin slabs without the need for changing over the caster increases the flexibility of 

producing material both with thick and very thin final dimensions. 

 

 
Figure 8. Higher plant availability due to dynamic thickness reduction 

 

 

4.3 Secondary cooling 

Secondary cooling for both caster types is designed completely as width-dependent 

controlled. The offset arrangement of the nozzles in casting direction additionally ensures 

uniform heat dissipation. (Fig. 9) 

 The CSP
®
 VSB caster has completely water cooling only. The necessary control range 

can with its strand guide lengths of 6 to 10m be perfectly covered by the low-cost water 

cooling system. The box-type cooling chamber is the most reliable solution for such VSB 

type casters with only a few segments.   

 In the CSP
®
 VLB caster, a combined water and air-mist cooling system is used.  In 

segment 1, analogous to VSB casters, the water cooling system is used in order to dissipate as 

much heat as possible in the first part of the strand guide system and to stabilize the strand 

shell (hard cooling). With air-mist cooling starting in segment 2 (bending segment), 

temperature control of the slab with its still liquid core is optimized in terms of straightening 
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and maximum furnace entry temperatures, from the curved zone until the end of the strand 

guiding system.  

Segment 1 and 2 are enclosed in the (box-type) cooling chamber and the hydraulic and 

electrical components of the remaining segments are effectively protected against steam and 

corrosion by a tunnel-type cooling chamber. 

 

 
Figure 9. Secondary cooling / Box and tunnel cooling chamber 

 

 

4.4 Dummy bar system 

The selection of the dummy bar system directly affects the availability of the caster. In 

the CSP
®
 VSB, the most impressive feature of the dummy bar system is its simple concept 

which provides for a rigid steel plate to be introduced from below within a very short time. 

For the CSP
®
 VLB caster SMS Siemag uses a dummy bar that is introduced from 

above. This system was introduced by SMS Siemag system in 1974 as the world’s first for the 

conventional continuous caster of ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe and has been successfully 

employed in high-performance casters for years. Adapted for the thin slab technology, this 

solution leads to the shortest possible restranding time. (Fig. 10) 

 

 

Figure 10. Dummy bar system vor VSB and VLB type casters 
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25 YEARS OF REFRACTORY DEVELOPMENT FOR THIN 

SLAB APPLICATION 
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2
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ABSTRACT: 

Since the first thin slab caster was commissioned in 1989, significant advances have been made 

in terms of caster productivity, range of steel grades cast and the quality of the steel produced. 

This has been made possible by the development of machine technology by the caster designers 

and builders.  

Significant contributions were also provided by the primary refractory suppliers.  

The advancement in the thin slab casting process has required significant development of the slag 

line material and operational practice to extend the life of the nozzle. The internal geometry of 

the submerged entry nozzles (SEN) has been redesigned to stabilize mold and meniscus flow.  

Water model and numerical simulations have been used to evaluate mold flow behavior 

especially at higher steel throughputs.  

This paper describes the design evolution that has taken place to optimize Submerged Entry 

Nozzle (SEN) in order to achieve increased sequence length, reduced caster interruptions and 

higher steel quality. 
 

Keywords: Thin slab, Flow Control, Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN),  

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Since the commissioning of the first Compact Strip Plant in June 1989, 25 years ago, in Nucor 

Steel, Crawfordsville, thin slab casting has been further developed to enhance the efficiency of 

continuous casting. 

At present, 40 thin slab plants, 62 casters, and 65 strands are in operation worldwide, including. 

CSP (Compact Strip Production 25 casters); ISP (In line Strip Production 3 casters); Sumitomo (3 

casters) and fTSC (flexible Thin Slab casting with 11 casters). The Thin Slab process route 

represents over 80 million ton/year 

Metallurgy, process and mechanical engineering have been all improved continuously to support 

the production of consistently high surface quality of hot strip at casting speeds greater than 

7m/min. These high casting speeds obtainable in thin slab casters lead to tonnage comparable to 

those achieved in conventional slab casters. 

Some important steps in thin slab development were optimization of the mold funnel geometry, 

mold cooling and mold copper material. These advancements led to improved slab surface 

quality, an increased range of steel grades cast and extended mold service life at higher casting 

speeds. Another key advancement was the optimization of the flow conditions in the mold 
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achieved through both physical (water) and computer modeling resulting in improved surface 

quality. 

In spite of the optimized mold and Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN) geometry, the planned 

increase of casting speed far beyond 6m/min results in throughputs at which flow conditions are 

increasingly unstable flow and the surface quality is adversely affected. Due to the small mold 

size, turbulence increases resulting in possible entrapment of mold flux leading to surface defects. 

One possible solution is the use of an ElectroMagnetic Brake (EMBR). The flow conditions in 

the mold can be systematically influenced as a function of the casting width, speed, steel grade, 

superheat and SEN geometry. For throughputs over 3.5T/min, EMBr is recommended. 

Thin slab casting puts increased demands on the casting process. The casting speed is two to six 

times higher resulting in meniscus turbulence and higher levels of mold powder entrapments. 

Likewise, steel residence in the mold will become too short for the separation of normal-sized 

inclusions and argon bubbles. The steel in thin slab is therefore always calcium treated so that the 

inclusions coming to the steel do not clog the SEN but remain very small and harmless. 

Refractory materials particularly in the stopper nose and SEN seat region have to be selected with 

care to last through extended sequence length and provide optimal flow regulation and clean 

shut-off at the end of the cast. Further, the narrower the mold thickness, the greater will be the 

tendency for asymmetric steel flows leading to the risk of a static wave generated at one of the 

mold narrow faces resulting in associated lubrication problems and surface cracking. 

To avoid lubrication issues and surface crack, the mold flow must be symmetric and the 

“standing wave should be stable and ideally smaller than the molten mold powder thickness. The 

flow under the meniscus should be stable to prevent vortex formation and mold powder 

entrapment. Another benefit of a stable mold flow is the reduction of mold copper plate 

temperature cycling which results in a reduction of the mold copper plate distortion. 

Due to the necessity for stable mold flow, long sequence lengths and very high cast speeds, the 

SEN and in particular the SEN geometry is of major importance to the thin slab caster. This paper 

describes the evolution of the nozzle for thin slab casting during the last 25 years  

BACKGROUND: 

A submerged nozzle for thin slab casting must meet the following preliminary design 

requirements: 

 -Achieve an optimum overall mold flow behavior with a stable meniscus standing wave 

smaller than the molten mold powder layer to insure good internal and slab surface quality, 

without break-outs, 

 -Promote an uniform thermal distribution in the mold and across the meniscus to insure 

optimal mold powder melting and strand lubrication and a uniform steel shell formation, 
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 -Capable of casting at up to 7tons/minutes [1] with casting life of up to 37 hours [2], 

 -Fit into the reduced cavity size of the thin slab mold with an optimum clearance between 

the SEN body and the mould copper to prevent the risk of SEN contact with the solidifying shell 

and slab cracking 

 -Resist start-up thermal shock and maintain its integrity during operation without freezing 

or clogging. 

Delivering these requirements takes a combination of  nozzle design parameters and materials 

properties. The design parameters are generally fixed by the casting conditions and the mold size 

and shape. The development of the funnel-mould gave the possibility to fit a SEN (Submerged 

Nozzle) with sufficient wall thickness to achieve sequence casting. Also the presence of Liquid 

Core Reduction and ElectroMagnetic Brake also needs to be considered.  

Fluid flow phenomena in thin slab molds has been studied by many researchers who have 

highlighted the challenging task of modeling the thin slab mold flow and its associated turbulence 

and several SEN designs have been proposed through the years [3]. In funnel molds, due to the 

funnel geometry, turbulence associated to higher casting speed is intensified inside the mold 

cavity. Uncontrolled turbulence may lead to uneven shell growth or shell thinning, mold powder 

entrapment, reduced inclusion floatation and meniscus freezing.  

 

Figure.1 (left): Examples of mold cavities with different funnel widths and depths. Figure.2 (right):  The right 

picture shows an SEN inside the funnel prior to casting 
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 Figure.3 (left): a full scale tundish to mold with a thin slab mold. Figure.4 (top): example with tracer injection. 

Figure 5 (top right): 2 pictures of dye injection for mold flow visualization. Figure 6 (bottom right): a graph of 

left and right of SEN sub-meniscus velocity measurements over 20 minutes.  

Full scale water model using both Reynolds and Froude similitude have improved the 

understanding of the fluid flow behavior in a real thin slab mold. A full scale plastic model of the 

thin slab, see Figure. 3, was built to allow the characterization of the main features of fluid flow 

despite the fact that the water model does not describe exactly all transport phenomena involved 

in the mold mainly due to its isothermal nature.  

Visual observations and video recordings with a dye tracer, see Figure 5, permitted observation 

of strong jets oscillations induced by high turbulence and vortex flows. Sub-meniscus velocities 

and meniscus stability are recorded and the data processed to identify the SEN mold flow 

performance. 

In a complimentary way mathematical simulations were conducted and refined as the available 

CFD packages evolved .  

The mathematical modeling of turbulent flow and the resulting numerical solutions of the partial 

differential transport equations have reached robust and reliable engineering levels today. 

Mathematical modeling of the fluid flow in the continuous casting mold involves utilization of 

Navier’s Stokes equations, a turbulence model, transport equations for gas bubbles, inclusions, 

temperature, etc, together with Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic fields. 
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Figure.6 (left): 4 snap shots of tracer injection for mold flow visualization. Figure.7 (right): the average flow 

velocity extracted from the corresponding computer simulation  

The SEN port exiting jets impact the narrow faces where they are divided at the impingement 

point. After splitting, there is an upper flow roll and a lower roll moving downwards along the 

narrow face. In the upper flow roll, the steel travels from the narrow face towards the SEN at 

relatively high velocity. Once the stream reaches the funnel region it suffers from a deceleration 

due to the enlargement of the transversal cross section and then impacts the SEN. This flow 

impact induces complex flow patterns involving generation of permanent or intermittent vortices 

leading to molten powder entrapment, inefficient lubrication between the mold and freshly 

formed steel shell but also possible local steel re-oxidation leading to slab defects. 

Hot steel needs to be directed towards the mold to prevent formation of slag rims in these 

corners. The jet momentum at the impingement point on the narrow face should be low enough to 

prevent re-melting effects leading to bleeders or ultimately a break-out. 

Excessive meniscus oscillations are detrimental for slab quality. Their amplitude and frequency 

depend on the energy dissipation within the discharging jets and, therefore on the SEN design 

which feeds the steel to this confined space. 

 

Figure.8 : Simulated average velocity fields at 3 different times (2 seconds apart) showing the change in location of 

the recirculation eyes interacting with the jets. 
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Different Mold shape – Different SEN design developments: 

A- CSP - SMS Siemag mold: 

In the middle of the 80’s, SMS Schloemann-Siemag AG, now SMS Siemag AG, 

developed and built the first thin slab caster in Crawfordsville USA in 1989.  

The first SEN, see Figure 9, had 2 ports and a triangular divider on its bottom to 

direct the flow inside the mold evenly. A short cylindrical part in the upper 

section of the nozzle was connected with a long diffusing zone.  

Later SMS modified the bottom divider, see Figure 10, to better stabilize the 

exiting jets. Due to the large mold width range from 900mm to 1650mm, the 

steelmaker has to often use 2 funnel width molds with 2 different SENs.  

The current SEN design, see Figure 10, is used for caster start-up since 2000. 

Figure.9 (left): Initial SMS SEN design   Figure.10 (right): Current SMS SEN design used for 

       commissioning  

 

Figure.11: 3 snap shots of water model testing with SMS SEN design- 1460mm wide – 5.5m/min. 

.  

Figure.12: Examples of SEN design created from 1990 to 2001. From 2 ports to multiples outlets to better control 

the port exiting jets. Figure.15 (right):  Example in water model of 4 port SEN (see in caption) 
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 Vesuvius was challenged to develop new SEN designs with ADVENT to cover the entire width 

range. The diffusing bore promotes flow momentum diffusion and the baffles stabilize the flow 

inside the SEN and multi-outlet ports generate multi jets that feed the mold evenly [4,5] 

 

Figure.13: Examples of SEN design created from 1998 to 2013. From 2 ports to multiples outlets to stabilize the 

bore flow. Figure.14 (right): Example of advanced bore 4 port SEN water model snap shot.  

Demands in increased casting time, higher throughputs and the casting of wider slabs lead the 

Vesuvius design team to further optimize the SEN geometry with the introduction of a double 

insert [6], high performance seat insert for better shut off at the end of a long sequence, diamond 

shaped bore to better mimic the funnel shape, [7], and properly designed internal baffles to guide 

the flow and prevent flow detachment within the bore. 

 

The latest Vesuvius thin slab SEN design 

known by steelmakers as the R3 produces a 

stable flow with re-circulation eyes far 

below the meniscus to prevent flow 

interactions between meniscus flow and 

port exiting jets, see Figure 15. The central 

jet reduces the strength of the central vortex 

usually found between the port exiting jets 

and also limits the lateral fluctuations of the 

exiting jets. Its diamond shape allows 

optimal mold clearance with a maximized 

zirconia band 

Figure.15: Velocity vectors in central plane of R3 in a 

1250mm mold at 6m/min. 

 

With this SEN design, Bhushan Steel was able to cast more than 37 hours or 52 heats in 2013 [2]. 
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B- Mannesmann Demag mold - ISP molds: 

Towards the end of 1980’s Mannesmann Demag – Mannesmann Rohstoffwerke developed an 

different thin slab caster concept and built the first caster in Italy. 

Water modeling was done at HKM, Huckingen by 

Prof. Pleschiutschnigg, Parschat, Butz and G. 

Baehren. The first trials in the 50mm parallel mold 

were done at HKM conventional slab caster with a 

SEN supplied by Mannesmann Rohstoffwerke, Bad 

Hoenningen. The SEN had a 10mm bore and a 

10mm refractory thickness leaving a 15mm mold 

clearance gap. 2 ladles were cast at most. 

There was no divider inside the channel. 

In 1990, the first plant trials were done in Arvedi, 

Cremona Italy in the bloom/slab combi caster. In 

1991/1992 the first ISP caster commissioning 

started there. Since 1992, all SEN development was 

done jointly with Dr. Andrea Bianchi and Vesuvius. 

Figure.16: Picture and schematic of the first SEN tried in HKM, taken from Mannesmann Demag brochure 

The SEN preheating was a real challenge, and 

many thermal shock at start-up were 

encountered.  

Material development along with the 

installation of an automatically controlled 

preheat oven led to successful development of 

the caster.  

Figure.17:Picture of an ARVEDI SEN in service taken from SIEMENS brochure [1].  

Today ARVEDI [1], with its new Endless Cold Rolling caster produces at very high throughputs 

on the order of 7T/min. To achieve this remarkable performance, special SEN developments were 

conducted in collaboration between Arvedi and Vesuvius extensively using both water model and 

numerical simulations. 

After Arvedi ISP, the following steel plants were commissioned of Posco Kwangyang in 1996 (in 

2008 the mold was modified), AM Saldhana in 1998/1999 and Tata Corus Ijmuden in 2000 
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In Saldhana, because the refractory walls were too thin due to the small funnel depth, the casting 

time target was not reached. 

As a result, Vesuvius was asked to 

develop a tube changer for thin slab, 

later called the RTC or Rotary Tube 

Changer. For conventional slab 

casters, changing Submerged Entry 

Shroud is common practice. Five 

successful trials of the RTC were 

made in Det Danske’s conventional 

slab caster. Unfortunately the project 

was stopped.  

Figure.18: Picture of the RTC SEN after use.    Figure.19: Picture of the RTC in action 

SEN design was enhanced [8] along with higher erosion resistant zirconia slag line sleeves and 

the utilization of the double insert [6], which will be briefly described in a later section 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure.21: Picture of the current AM 

Saldhana S400     Figure.20: Mold flow snap shot in 1200mm wide @ 3.6m/min 

C- Danieli mold - fTSC molds: 

Towards the end of 1990’s, Danieli develops a different concept of thin slab caster and built the 

first caster in Algoma, Canada. The funnel starts in the mold and ends in the first rolls. 

The first SEN- the Hammer Head shape- was designed by Danieli. Four jets exited the nozzle, the 

two upper ones supplying hot metal towards the surface in order to cast medium carbon crack 

sensitive grades. 
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Figure.22(left): 3D views of a  Figure.23(right): Numerical simulation of the meniscus produced when using 

Danieli hammer Head  a Hammer Head SEN in a 1600mm wide slab at 4m/min 

With extended casting life, the port submergence became a critical factor in relation to meniscus 

stability. In addition increased productivity with higher throughputs lead to the development of 

new SEN design capable of producing stable meniscus [9]. 

According to M Meratian and al, [9], 

deep port submergence of 30 to 40cm 

for 3.5m/min to 4.5m/min casting speed, 

respectively are required to minimize 

the impact of the jets on the meniscus. 

Vesuvius proposed first the Diamond 

shape SEN with 2 ports [11] and later in 

2008 the R3 and its smaller version R3S 

for mold widths smaller than 1200mm 

and for thinner molds. 

Figure.24: Numerical simulation of the meniscus produced when using a Diamond 2 port SEN in a 1600mm wide 

slab at 4m/min. The meniscus is no longer deformed 

D- Sumitomo molds 

Sumitomo developed a different thin slab caster (with a parallel mould) and built two of them in 

USA, TRICO (now Nucor Decatur) and Northstar Bluescope. Later G Steel in Thailand was 

erected. 

The mold clearance in these 90mm and 100mm thick molds has made the supply of a high 

performance SEN a challenge. Even in the presence of a strong EMBr, the jets exiting these SEN 

are powerful. Due to the small mold clearance, steel bridging between the refractory and the steel 

shell and the deposition of non-metallic inclusions (NMI)on the outside of the SEN ports were at 
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risk. These were prevented by modifying first the fluid flow and then by using high purity 

materials that do not contain liquid oxide phases to prevent NMI sintering and clogging [11]. 

Material selection: 

In all these different casters, the SEN design is one of the main components in determining the 

success of the caster [10]. But the system SEN / mold / mold cooling and casting powder must be 

regarded as a symbiotic. 

In the beginning there was an enormous need of basic material development. 

Thermal shock resistance, in conjunction with this extremely high aspect ratio design and the 

preheating condition, for example, was one of the main points. 

In order to minimize thermal stresses during start-up for example, the refractory thickness has 

been kept as uniform as possible. Finite Element Analysis was conducted on most of the 

innovative designs to determine their sensitivity to thermal shocks.  

In order to achieve the required nozzle performance, several problems have been considered 

extensively over the last 25 years.  

  

Figure.25: Picture of a broken thin slab 4 port SEN. Figure.26: F.E.A of the same  thin slab 4 port SEN to 

determine high stresses regions.  

First is the slag line erosion. Since the nozzle walls are thin, excellent slag line erosion resistance 

is required. To maximize the usable zirconia sleeve thickness, an ultra thin liner to prevent steel 

penetration of the zirconia from inside the bore has been developed. Then the microstructure of 

the zirconia has been improved to resist better to the aggressive mold powder but also to limit 

crack propagation during start-up. Optimal glaze protection was also needed. 

Secondly, the SEN design must provide identical mold flow regardless of port submergence in 

order to move both meniscus and tundish positions to extend tundish life. 
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Third is the resistance to non metallic deposition on the outside of the nozzle. With the mold 

clearance being already small, any deposition will reduce it thus increasing risks of steel shell 

bridging with the SEN. 

In the SEN seat and stopper nose, lots of 

developments have been introduced: 

including seat inserts, and double inserts [6] 

to decrease the low pressure region that 

destabilizes the refractory. 

New material and glazes selection, and a 

maximum possible SEN wall thickness, today 

permit to cast sequences exceeding 24 hours.  

 

 

 

 Figure.27(left): Schematic of double insert.    Figure.28 (right): Example of a poor shut- 

        off at the end of sequence 

 

In India [2] and in North America, the refractory must last over 24hours and be able to cast at 

least 3000T of steel. In Europe, the maximum casting time is around 13h and the maximum 

amount of steel produced with 1 SEN is around 2500T. 

 

Figure.29: Graph of maximum ton of steel cast with 1   Figure.30: Graph of maximum casting time with 1 

SEN made by Vesuvius     SEN made by Vesuvius 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Since the start of the first CSP in 1989, thin slab technology has achieved commercial success 

and today nearly 80 million tones/ year are cast. Extensive development in mechanical, process, 

and metallurgy along with refractory design and material optimization allow steel makers to 

produce higher quality steel at high throughputs maximizing the use of their thin slab casters.  

This paper outlines the evolution of the SEN geometry for each type of mold and refractory 

design development of a submerged entry nozzle for thin slab casting. Today these SEN designs 

are used in sequences exceeding 24hours. 

For the past 25 years, Vesuvius and its dedicated team has developed and tooled more than 60 

different SEN designs for the most thin slab casters and produced more than 1.4 million SENs.  
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MOULD POWDERS FOR HIGH-SPEED CASTING 

 

 

Abstract 

 

 The development and application of mould powder for high-speed continuous casting 

of steel is described. For thin slab casting, the main requirements are proper powder melting, 

undisturbed slag infiltration, adequate strand lubrication and the control of mould heat transfer. 

For increased casting speeds i.e. up to 8 m/min, slag infiltration and in particular the control 

of mould heat transfer via crystallisation of the slag film becomes even more important. It was 

found that a low powder consumption and hence a thin slag film is no restriction for an 

undisturbed thin slab casting process. 

 Given a stable casting process and machine condition, the mould powder properties 

are not as critical as widely assumed. 
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1. Thin slab casting 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 Thin slab casting (slab thickness <100 mm) started commercial operation in 1989. 

Since commissioning of the first commercial caster in Crawfordsville, USA, the quality level 

and the production capacity improved significantly. In 2010, almost 40 installations as well as 

ten plants under construction provide a worldwide production capacity of 83 Mt/y of steel. 

The need for further development of this technology has been addressed with a focus on both 

process and product development [1]. 

 

1.2 Thin slab casting technology and developments toward high casting speeds 

 A study in 2000 revealed that the operational stability for high-speed casting entirely 

rests on meniscus stability with the necessary support of uniform lubrication; the need for 

regular initial solidification is highlighted. Within the range of feasible mould lengths, a shell 

thickness at mould exit of around 5 mm appears adequate for operation at casting speeds of up 

to 13 – 20 m/min [2]. These very high casting speeds are currently not applied at the 

commercial casters for operational reasons. 

 

 A main part of the commercial thin slab casters (including the plant in Crawfordsville) 

is based on the concept of Compact Strip Production (CSP). This technology was introduced 

by SMS Siemag (formerly SMS Demag) and is characterised by a vertical design with in-line 

bending, a funnel shaped mould, an especially designed submerged entry nozzle (SEN) and a 

mould thickness of around 60 mm. The casting speed is normally in the range between 4.5 

and 6 m/min; some exceptions are heats cast up to 7.0 m/min. Nowadays, SMS offers the 

principles of both a vertical solid bending (VSB) and a vertical liquid bending (VLB) strand 

                                                
1
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guide system. For VSB, the highest throughput is achieved with a casting thickness of 70 mm; 

for VLB the casting thickness is between 70 and 100 mm. Liquid core reduction is applied at 

both caster concepts. Breakout prediction and width-dependent secondary cooling are also 

standard options [3]. 

 Another thin slab casting concept was introduced by Danieli. Experiments at a pilot 

caster demonstrated casting speeds up to 12 m/min. Key item of this concept is the stability at 

the meniscus, resulting in uniform initial solidification. Consequently, a well defined mould 

fluid flow, an advanced meniscus level control system using eddy current techniques, a lens-

shaped mould and a proper design of the taper are main points of interest. Various plants 

worldwide apply the concept of Danieli [4]. 

 Sumitomo Metal Industries (now Nippon Steel & Sumitomo Metal Corporation) 

developed the Quality Strip Production (QSP) process with a focus on high-speed casting of 

low carbon and peritectic (crack-sensitive) steel grades [5]. The QSP process is characterised 

by a vertical bending type caster (slab thickness 90-100 mm), a parallel mould equipped with 

a ruler-type electromagnetic brake (EMBr), a “conventional” round shaped SEN and liquid 

core reduction. An advanced mould level control system based on eddy current techniques 

and especially designed mould powders complete this casting concept. At a pilot caster, low 

carbon steels have been cast at a maximum of 8 m/min and peritectic steels up to 5 m/min and 

incidentally up to 10 m/min. Currently, the operational casters do not practice the high casting 

speeds, as addressed above. However, adequate mould level control (eddy current techniques), 

mould powder design and a parallel mould are considered to be essential aspects. A high 

yearly production of more than 1.8 Mt coils based on one strand has been reported [6].  

 Finally, the In-Line Strip Production (ISP) process, jointly developed by Mannesmann 

Demag Hüttentechnik (MDH, now part of SMS Siemag) and Arvedi started production in 

1992 at Arvedi, Italy. The concept of ISP was introduced at three other plants, including 

POSCO and Tata Steel in IJmuiden (Direct Sheet Plant, DSP). The concept of ISP underwent 

various improvements and developments. Based on the experiences at Arvedi ISP, the 

Endless Strip Production (ESP) line was developed together with Siemens VAI aiming at 

endless rolling of high-quality strip in a wide range of steel grades [7,8]. The mould is of a 

funnel type and is equipped with an EMBr, a mould level control system using fast eddy 

current techniques etc. An important casting subject is the control of initial shell formation in 

the upper area of the mould. With this concept, casting speeds up to 7 m/min are reported. 

Furthermore, POSCO improved the ISP-concept enabling a maximum casting speed of 8 

m/min and an increased production capacity. Some main points of interest during this 

development are: A funnel-shaped mould including the EMBr, mould width change 

technology, mould powder properties, breakout prediction and secondary cooling, enabling 

uniform slab surface temperatures and the control of bulging [9].  

 

1.3 Thin slab casting at Tata Steel, IJmuiden 
 The thin slab caster at Tata Steel IJmuiden (Direct Sheet Plant, DSP) started 

production in 2000. The liquid steel is produced in the adjacent steel plant in 320 tonnes 

batches and is treated in a ladle furnace. The caster has one strand and is equipped with a 

funnel shaped mould and an adjustable multiple pole EMBr aiming to control mould fluid 

flow during casting [10]. The mould level is measured using a radiometric system. Liquid 

core reduction decreases the slab thickness from 90 mm to 70 mm. For mould oscillation, a 

hydraulic oscillation system is used. The designed production level is 1.3 Mt/y of coils. The 

main specifications are summarised in Table 1. 

 During the years, several technological developments have been implemented in order 

to improve the operational performance [11]. As with the other thin slab casting concepts, 

important subjects of the developments at the DSP were to further improve the stability of 
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mould fluid flow as well as the steel meniscus stability [12,13]. Some of these developments 

will be mentioned in more detail in this overview. Furthermore, in-depth research on mould 

powder for increased casting speeds was done with a main focus on melting of mould powder, 

solidification and crystallisation of mould slag and consequently the control of mould heat 

transfer during casting [14].  

 Currently, the maximum operational casting speed at the DSP is 5.7 m/min and the 

average value for all steel grades is around 5.0 m/min. The annual production is about 1.3 Mt 

coils. The maximum sequence length is ten ladles of 320 tonnes which is equivalent to more 

than 12 h uninterrupted casting. Steel grades produced at the thin slab caster are mainly low 

carbon (LC), high strength low alloy grades (HSLA) as well as electrical steel grades. 

 

Table 1 Main specifications Direct Sheet Plant 

 

Steel grades low carbon, HSLA, electrical steels 

[C] < 0.06 wt% 

Casting speed (max) 6.0 m/min 

Mould/slab thickness 90/70 mm 

Strip thickness 0.7 – 2.5 mm 

Strip width 1000 – 1560 mm 

Capacity 1.3 Mt/y (coils) 

 

 

2. Mould powders for thin slab casting 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 Mould powders are essential for the stability of the continuous casting process of steel 

at all casting speeds. The main functions of mould powder are to provide strand lubrication 

and to control mould heat transfer in horizontal direction between the developing steel shell 

and the water cooled copper mould. Currently, almost all mould powders are based on the 

system CaO – Al2O3 – SiO2 or CaO – SiO2 – CaF2, possibly extended with Na2O.  

 During casting, the powder melts on the steel surface, forming a layer of liquid mould 

slag. Subsequently, the mould slag infiltrates between the steel shell and the mould creating a 

thin slag film which solidifies into glassy and crystalline phases. The properties of the slag 

film dictate the main functions of strand lubrication and mould heat transfer. The formation of 

crystals is favourable for a homogeneous and controlled (horizontal) heat transfer during 

casting, which is required to prevent the formation of surface cracks. Up to now, the 

transformation from powder to liquid slag and to a (partly) solidified slag as well as the 

relation to its physical properties and the metallurgical demands is not fully understood. 

 At higher casting speeds associated with thin slab casting, the role of mould powders 

is even more important. Main aspects are proper powder melting, undisturbed slag infiltration 

followed by adequate strand lubrication and the control of mould heat transfer [14,15]. 

 It can be stated that the knowledge on mould powders for high-speed casting and the 

current developments, are largely based on the excellent investigations in Europe and Japan 

on mould powders for conventional slab casting as reported during the late 1970s and 1980s. 

Some examples of these studies are mentioned in this overview [16,17].  

 

2.2 Mould powder selection 

 There are only a few publications on the design and performance of mould powders 

for thin slab casting [18]. Most of the information as given below is based on technical 

discussions with mould powder suppliers and casting engineers as well as an inventory of 
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mould powders [19]. Some conclusions of the inventory are that the main properties needed to 

describe mould powders for slab casting are viscosity, melting point, basicity (CaO/SiO2) and 

the free carbon content. Given the variety of data obtained and the very few production rules, 

it was concluded that wider ranges of physical properties for slab casting mould powders are 

possible and realistic. In the same period, the solidification point or Tbreak became widely used, 

being recognized as an important parameter for mould powder design [20,21]. For thin slab 

casting powders, the inventory revealed that the properties and requirements were more 

restricted but were found to lie within the operational windows of slab casting mould powders 

with an emphasis on slag infiltration and the control of mould heat transfer. Operational 

experiences confirmed these findings [14,15]. 

 

 At the beginning in 1989, mould powders for thin slab casting were based on 

successful powders for (conventional) slab casting. In most cases, powder melting and slag 

infiltration were emphasised in order to maintain adequate strand lubrication. A main concept 

was that sufficient infiltration should be realised at increased casting speeds as applied during 

thin slab casting, with strand lubrication being a prerequisite. Compared to powders for 

conventional slab casting, mould powders for thin slab casting showed lower values for slag 

viscosity. Parallel to this development, some mould powders for casting crack sensitive steel 

grades were developed as well. These powders showed increased values of the basicity and 

consequently an increased friction of the strand during casting. Up to now, these powders are 

not widely used. 

 In order to suppress the formation of slab surface cracks (in particular longitudinal 

facial cracks) and to combat the thermal wear of the mould copper plates as experienced at 

increased casting speeds, controlling mould heat transfer became more and more an important 

requirement. As a consequence, the basicity and solidification point of the mould powders 

were slightly increased, whilst maintaining low slag viscosities.  

 Nowadays, the majority of mould powders for thin slab casting are characterised by 

good and constant powder melting properties and low values of slag viscosity (around 0.1 

Pa·s at 1300 °C and even lower). Compared to sticker grade mould powders for conventional 

slab casting, increased values of the basicity (CaO/SiO2 around 1.0) and a higher 

solidification point are applied. As a rule of thumb, the solidification temperature of a thin 

slab casting mould powder is around 100 °C higher, compared to a corresponding powder for 

conventional slab casting [19,22]. A minority of the mould powders for thin slab casting 

focuses on either strand lubrication, with low values of slag basicity (CaO/SiO2 around 0.8) or 

a controlled mould heat transfer, to be realised by increased values of the solidification point 

and the slag basicity (CaO/SiO2 up to 1.3). For these applications, operational restrictions and 

risks like lower casting speeds, surface cracks, stickers etc. are accepted.  

 

 In Table 2 a summary is given of a family of four commercial mould powders for 

continuous casting of steel. Powder I is a successful mould powder for conventional slab 

casting with an operational range up to 2.0 m/min. Powder II is a typical mould powder for 

thin slab casting during the 1990s with main emphasis on strand lubrication. Powder III is a 

further development with emphasis on both strand lubrication and the control of mould heat 

transfer. Based on this concept, several versions have been developed aiming to improve slag 

infiltration and the main mould powder functions. Maximum operational casting speeds with 

powder II and III are around 6 m/min and even higher. Powder IV was designed with the aim 

to control mould heat transfer and to cast crack-sensitive steel grades. With the exception of 

powder II, all mould powder were tested or are being applied at the continuous casters at Tata 

Steel in IJmuiden.  
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 It is remarkable that only a few families of mould powders are used for the demanding 

process of thin slab casting. Several mould powders are universal for various plants. 

 

Table 2 Development of mould powders for thin slab casting 

(casting speeds ≤ 6 m/min) 

 

 I* II III IV 

basicity (CaO/SiO2) 0.80 0.85 1.00 1.15 

melting point (°C) 1090 1060 1130 1130 

solidification point or  

Tbreak (°C) 

1100 1135 1170 1180 

viscosity at 1300 °C (Pa.s) 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.09 

 *: mould powder for conventional slab casting 

 

2.3 Mould powders for casting speeds > 6 m/min 

 Based on the QSP process, Sumitomo developed mould powders for casting low 

carbon and peritectic steel grades at casting speeds up to 8 m/min for low carbon and up to 5 

m/min and even 10 m/min for peritectic steels. These powders are characterised by a high 

basicity with values between 1.2 and 1.9, a solidification point between 1190 and 1270 °C and 

a slag viscosity between 0.05 and 0.15 Pa.s measured at 1300 °C [23]. 

 A study at the DSP on mould powders for increased casting speeds i.e. between 6 and 

8 m/min, highlighted the control of mould heat transfer between the solidifying steel shell and 

the mould copper plates as a main requirement. Consequently, mould powders were 

developed with an increased basicity of 1.2 and a decreased viscosity; the slag properties 

result in preferred crystallisation in the slag film (formation of cuspidine, Ca4Si2O7F2) [14,24]. 

As the main function of the developed mould powders is the control of mould heat transfer i.e. 

mild cooling performance; the surface cracks in the just formed steel shell will be reduced as 

well as the thermal wear of the mould copper plates at the meniscus area. This mould powder 

has been tested at casting speeds up to 5.8 m/min.  

 Developments at the thin slab caster of POSCO showed that for increased casting 

speeds (i.e. up to 8 m/min) the main mould powder properties are an increased basicity of 1.3, 

a decreased viscosity of 0.07 Pa.s at 1300 °C and an increased value of the break point of 

around 1180 °C. Consequently, important requirements are slag infiltration and the control of 

mould heat transfer [9]. A summary of main mould powder properties is given in Table 3.  

 Crystallisation of the slag film is a main requirement for all these powders. 

 

Table 3 Mould powders for thin slab casting 

(casting speeds > 6.0 m/min) 

 

 Sumitomo 

QSP 

Tata 

DSP 

POSCO 

basicity (CaO/SiO2) 1.2-1.9 1.2 1.3 

solidification point or  

Tbreak (°C) 

1190-1270 1150 1180 

viscosity at 1300 °C (Pa.s) 0.04-0.15 0.06 0.07 
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3. Operational performances 

 

3.1 Introduction, operational criteria 

 During the first year of operation, the DSP used different mould powders with both 

medium (~1.0) and high (<1.3) basicity (CaO/SiO2). After approximately a year, a medium 

basicity powder was selected as the standard for the thin slab caster (Table 2, powder III). 

With this powder, the casting speed and sequence length have been successfully increased to 

the current level. Simultaneously, trials with alternative mould powders have been done with 

the aim to increase process stability and product quality. However, the standard mould 

powder is still used for all LC and HSLA steel grades at all operational casting speeds.  

 For mould powder evaluation at the DSP, several operational criteria have been 

defined. These criteria are related to: 1) Slag formation, which includes liquid pool depth and 

rim formation, 2) Powder consumption, 3) Mould heat transfer, 4) Strand lubrication and 5) 

Scale formation at the slab surface. These criteria can be considered as general for all thin slab 

casters. An illustration of the mould of the DSP, including pipes for semi-automatic powder 

feeding is given in Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 DSP mould and SEN 

 

 This overview describes various operational performances (powder III). It is well 

known that mould powder performance is affected by both the properties of the mould 

powder/mould slag and the parameters during casting; both aspects will be addressed.  

 

3.2 Powder melting: Formation of mould slag and slag rims 

 Studies at the DSP revealed that an improper use of free carbon in mould powder 

(added to control the melting rate) will result in poor and insufficient slag formation and in 

the formation of rims and powder lumps. This can be the cause of serious process 

disturbances and breakouts. The amount, the source and the distribution of the free carbon 

particles within the granules are essential for undisturbed powder melting [25]. All DSP 

mould powders are based on this important principle. 

 The process conditions in the mould such as the steel flow at the meniscus area and 

the vertical heat transfer, proved to be essential for powder melting as well. It was found that 

the use of the EMBr decreases the vertical heat transfer in the mould due to the reduction of 
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turbulent metal flow velocities [26]. As a consequence, powder melting will be hampered 

and a thinner liquid pool will be formed. Besides, rim formation and even excessive rims can 

be formed due to lack of vertical heat transfer and consequently improper EMBr settings. 

The EMBr settings are adopted with respect to both stable mould fluid flow and sufficient 

slag formation. 

 Liquid pool depth measurements revealed a slag pool depth of around 5 mm. During 

all measurements, only a powder layer and the corresponding slag layer were detected. There 

was no evidence of the widely presumed presence of one or two intermediate layers at the 

meniscus, i.e. sintered powder and a mushy slag. Experiments in an induction furnace 

confirmed these observations; an illustration is given in Figure 2 [14]. 

 

 During casting, slag rims are formed 

which adhere to the mould walls close by 

the meniscus. Under stable casting 

conditions, slag rims are small but play a 

role during the infiltration of mould slag. 

However, rims can grow, disturb and even 

interrupt the casting process. Rims 

corresponding to the standard powder were 

analysed in detail using various microscopic 

techniques. 

 It was found that the rims show a 

layered structure of mould slag, intermediate 

phases and mould powder. Small Fe-

droplets and carbon black particles were 

detected as well. Additional experiments at 

Tata Steel revealed that the Fe droplets are 

formed by reduction of FeOx coming from 

mould powder raw materials. Furthermore, 

it was shown that thin crystals of a 

condensed Na compound coat and cement 

the various layers. As a result the rims are 

dense, strong and will survive for relatively 

long periods of time during the casting 

process. Almost all areas of mould slag in 

the rims show the bulk composition of the mould powder, i.e. no changes in slag 

composition during casting have been found. 

 It was concluded that the dominant mechanism leading to the formation and growth 

of slag rims can be seen as a “painting” mechanism. The bigger rims showed the effects of 

mould level fluctuations, i.e. turbulence at the meniscus area during casting. The “painting” 

mechanism will be considerably enhanced by these fluctuations. Stable casting conditions, 

i.e. a stable mould level, will not result in excessive rim formation. There is no need to adapt 

the mould powder composition and slag properties in order to control rim formation during 

casting. 

 

3.3 Powder consumption  

 Mould powder consumption effects both the lubrication and the horizontal heat 

transfer during casting. There are various empirical relations which describe the powder 

consumption as function of the casting speed, the slag viscosity and parameters like break 

point, mould stroke, oscillation frequency etc. [27,28]. This overview focuses on high-speed 

 

 
Fig. 2 Sample overview showing the steel 

layer (1), the slag pool (2) and the powder 

layer (3) 
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thin slab casting and consequently, smooth slab surfaces with very shallow oscillation marks. 

Initially, a simple and widely applied equation as proposed by Wolf (modified-Wolf equation) 

was used to describe powder consumption: 

 

cs vηQ 5.0/55.0=      (1) 

 

where Qs = powder consumption (kg/m
2
), η = slag viscosity at 1300 °C (poise or dPa·s) and vc 

= casting speed (m/min).  

 

 At the DSP, the powder consumption during casting is measured by continuously 

monitoring the weight of the powder bin. This method is considered to be more accurate than 

other methods like the counting of powder bags. Based on five months of casting operations 

with casting speeds between 3.5 and 5.8 m/min, the powder consumption data was evaluated 

and plotted against the casting speed. An illustration is given in Figure 3 where the black line 

represents the measured powder consumption (kg/m
2
). The modified-Wolf equation is plotted 

in this figure as well, represented by the blue dotted line. 
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Fig. 3 Powder consumption at the DSP. Black line: measured (plant) data. Dotted blue line: 

modified Wolf equation. Red line: equation for DSP caster 

 

 It can be seen that the measured values are about half of the predicted values using the 

modified-Wolf relation. A good fit can be obtained by the following equation: 

 

cs vηQ 5.0/30.0=      (2) 

 

This relation is given by the red curve in Figure 3. Note that the indices of vc and η are similar 

as those proposed by Wolf.  

 

 The view that the actual powder consumption is low is confirmed by some other thin 

slab casters which report values around 0.1 kg/m
2 

at approximately 5 m/min and the QSP 

process of Sumitomo, reporting a consumption of 0.1 kg/m
2
 at a casting speed of 5 m/min and 

between 0.09 and 0.05 kg/m
2
 at a casting speed of 8 m/min. No operational problems like 

sticking of the strand were reported and the slab surface showed a regular pattern of 

oscillation marks and no surface cracks [5]. At the thin slab caster of POSCO, powder 

consumption was measured ranging from 0.1 kg/m
2
 at a casting speed of 4.3 m/min to 0.05 

kg/m
2
 at a casting speed of 7.6 m/min. It was concluded that the powder consumption is much 
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lower than expected. However, no sticker breakouts during operation occurred [9]. It should 

also be noted that the powder consumption during casting of billets can be very low as well 

with minimum values of 0.05 kg/m
2
.  

 

 It is important to realise that the low consumption at the DSP caster does not cause 

any operational problem related to strand lubrication or mould heat transfer i.e. sticking of the 

shell and the occurrence of surface cracks. Only a minor part of the breakouts at the DSP can 

be related to the performance of mould powder during casting. The low powder consumption 

is not fully understood yet, but the relatively small free meniscus surface, available for 

powder melting and slag formation may be a factor of influence. 

 

 Increased slag consumption is desired for reasons of high-speed casting (> 6 m/min) 

and operational stability. The powder consumption during casting can be increased by 

decreasing the slag viscosity. Furthermore, increasing the liquid pool depth, changing the 

oscillation parameters and increasing the meniscus surface in order to enhance slag formation 

(changing the dimensions of the SEN and the mould) are alternatives.  

 It was found that an increased liquid pool depth did not result in any change in powder 

consumption during casting [14]. A decreased slag viscosity and an increased free surface at 

the mould seem to be most relevant. A decreased slag viscosity has to be realised by changing 

the composition of the mould powder and mould slag. Consequently, this will affect the main 

functions of strand lubrication and mould heat transfer. A change in the dimensions of the 

SEN and mould aiming to enlarge the mould surface and enhancing slag formation will 

impact the caster design and casting process. Both alternatives have been tested. 

 

 Various plant trials with Tata’s mould powder for increased casting speeds (Table 3) 

showed powder consumption between 0.07 and 0.08 kg/m
2
 at casting speeds ranging from 5.2 

to 5.6 m/min. The increased consumption can be understood by considering the decreased 

slag viscosity of this mould powder (from 0.13 to 0.06 Pa.s at 1300 °C) and the mentioned 

equation for the casting practice at the DSP. 

 

3.4 Slag films 

 As mentioned, the properties of the slag film dictate the main functions of strand 

lubrication and mould heat transfer. For this reason slag films can be considered as a key for 

a further understanding of the casting process and to guide mould powder design.  

 Slag films from mould powder I were sampled from inside the mould immediately 

after casting. The films were characterised using microscopic (SEM-EDS) techniques. It was 

found that the thickness of the slag films ranges between 0.2 and 0.3 mm. The films show 

cuspidine crystals in a glass matrix; these crystals can be found at the mould side or in the 

middle of the slag film. No other crystals have been detected. Furthermore, gas bubbles and 

small steel droplets can be found. Incidental small ZrO2-particles, most likely originating 

from the SEN, were detected. These particles act as nucleation sites for cuspidine crystals. 

 

 In general, both the mould side and the strand side of the slag films showed a smooth 

surface. This indicates that the control of mould heat transfer during thin slab casting is 

mainly achieved by the slag film and by the slag film properties themselves. The surface 

roughness at the mould side i.e. the interfacial thermal resistance playing a less dominant role 

[14,29]. 

 Furthermore, it was found that the residence time of the slag film or at least the part of 

the film in contact with the mould is very long (up to 10 hours or more). Several samples 

indicated fracturing of the solid slag film during casting, followed by refilling and 
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solidification of fresh mould slag. This phenomenon can be related to temperature fluctuations 

and saw-tooth patterns, as observed with mould thermocouples. Finally, several slag film 

samples obtained at the meniscus area reflected process instabilities during casting and in 

particular during the start of casting. Most likely, these instabilities can be related to severe 

meniscus fluctuations. 

 

 The average thickness of the liquid film can be calculated from the powder 

consumption during casting and the density of the mould slag: 

 

2600//= corr

ssl QρfQd ≈      (3) 

 

where dl = average thickness of the liquid film (m), f = fraction of the powder forming slag, 

Qs = mould powder consumption (kg/m
2
) and ρ = density of the liquid flux (kg/m

3
). In this 

approach, any mould slag present in the oscillation marks is neglected. 

 

 Given an actual slag consumption of 0.05 kg/m
2
 and a slag density of 2600 kg/m

3
, the 

liquid film thickness is approximately 0.0192 mm. As a rule of thumb, the average liquid 

film thickness is at least a tenth of the total film thickness. This indicates an average film 

thickness of approximately 0.2 mm or more.  

 

 

4. Process improvements at the DSP 

 

 Several technological modifications have been implemented at the DSP with the aim 

to improve the operational performance [11]. Important subjects were a further improvement 

of mould fluid flow and meniscus stability and the design of mould powders for high-speed 

casting showing mild cooling performance. Details on the design and application of the mild 

cooling mould powders can be found elsewhere [14,30]. 

 

4.1 Mould fluid flow and meniscus stability 

 As a first step, the configuration of the EMBr poles was changed with the aim to 

stabilise mould fluid flow, in particular at the meniscus area around the SEN (funnel area). 

Irregular oscillation marks, severe rim formation and longitudinal cracks were observed at this 

location. The longitudinal cracks resulted in several breakouts. The position of the two side 

poles as well as the EMBr current settings were changed. As a result, the meniscus stability 

improved significantly, resulting in uniform and flat oscillation marks, no excessive rim 

formation and a significant reduction of longitudinal cracks and breakouts [12]. 

 During the next step, the funnel shape was changed in order to create more space 

around the SEN. More distance between the mould wide faces and the SEN is advantageous 

with respect to mould fluid and meniscus stability, prevention of bridging (mould 

powder/mould slag) and probably for melting of mould powder. Subsequently, a new SEN 

with four ports was introduced replacing the two port medium and large fish tail designs. 

Some important properties of the new SEN are: 1) A reduced footprint of the nozzle at the 

meniscus in order to further increase the space at the funnel area (i.e. meniscus surface), 2) An 

increased immersion depth, 3) Two upper ports directing fresh steel (i.e. heat) to the meniscus 

and two lower ports directing the bulk of the steel deeper inside the mould and 4) The use of a 

single SEN design for all cast widths and casting speeds. In the meantime, the configuration 

of the EMBr poles was adapted in order to facilitate optimum performance of the new SEN. 
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 The direction of fresh steel to the meniscus is advantageous for powder melting. This 

is a practice of the Danieli thin slab casting concept as well; improved powder melting and 

less rim growth is reported [31]. 

 

 It was found that the excessive rim formation, especially at the narrow faces of the 

mould of the DSP was reduced. Furthermore, plant data indicated an increased powder 

consumption of about 15% at higher casting speeds (around 5 m/min and more). 

Unfortunately, increased thermal wear was found at the meniscus area of the copper mould 

plates. 

 

 It is well known that rim formation and excessive rim formation can be promoted by 

the solidification temperature of the mould slag, inadequate melting of mould powder, a low 

surface temperature of the steel and mould level fluctuations at the steel meniscus [14]. The 

presence of rims can obstruct infiltration of mould slag which can be the cause of breakouts 

[32,33]. It can be stated that the upward steel flow restricts the formation and growth of rims 

and consequently enhance powder consumption during casting. Currently, it can not be 

concluded if there is a positive effect of the increased mould surface area and the adapted 

EMBr configuration on powder melting and slag consumption.  

 A next step with this configuration can be the application of mild cooling powders in 

order to control mould heat transfer at the meniscus area. 

 

 During and after these modifications, there was no need to adapt or to change the 

standard mould powder. In general, the liquid pool depth, strand lubrication and mould heat 

transfer remained the same for all practices. 

 

 

5. Mould powders for conventional slab casting 

 

 As described above, mould powders for thin slab casting were initially based on 

successful slab casting powders with emphasis on slag viscosity and slag solidification. It can 

be stated that mould powders for conventional slab casting cannot be used for the more 

demanding process of high-speed thin slab casting without adaptations. However, it is 

proposed that mould powders for thin slab casting can be applied to conventional slab casting, 

in particular when the control of mould heat transfer is an important requirement (for instance 

for crack-sensitive steel grades). As a next step, plant trials at the conventional slab casters of 

Tata Steel in IJmuiden were performed with the DSP standard mould powder.  

 

 At first, plant trials were done on low carbon steels and HSLA-grades at all 

operational casting speeds. In general, the trials showed improved thermocouple stability. 

Furthermore, decreased mould heat transfer and increased strand friction within the 

operational windows were reported. The trials were followed by peritectic steel grades (for 

instance [C] = 0.11 wt%) at all operational casting speeds. These trials were successful as 

well, showing less rim formation and in general, comparable or even improved results related 

to strand lubrication and mould heat transfer. The trials revealed both a well controlled mould 

heat transfer and sufficient lubrication during casting. The balance between the two main 

mould powder functions proved to be sufficient for all operational casting speeds. Mould 

thermal monitoring played an important role during the evaluation of all plant trials at the slab 

casters [34].  
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 Slag films, adhering to a slag rim and present around 5 - 10 cm under the meniscus 

were characterised using microscopic techniques. The slag films are composed of a glassy 

part, which originally was in contact with the hot steel side and a crystalline region 

(cuspidine), previously located on the mould side. Furthermore, bubbles are present. 

Contrarily to thin slab casting, the composition of these slag films show evidence of Al2O3 

pick-up (around 3-4 wt%). As with thin slab casting, the crystalline regions of the slag films 

sometimes reflected process instabilities at the meniscus area i.e. severe mould level 

fluctuations during casting. The thickness of this slag film is around 1 mm or more. Based on 

Equation 3 and the corresponding calculations, the powder consumption during the slab 

casting trial is estimated to be around 0.30 kg/m
2
 or more.  

 

 

6. Concluding remarks 

 

 The main requirements for mould powder for thin slab casting (casting speeds up to 6 

m/min) are proper powder melting, undisturbed slag infiltration followed by adequate strand 

lubrication and the control of mould heat transfer. The control of mould heat transfer between 

the steel shell and the mould is emphasised in order to suppress the formation of surface 

cracks and to control thermal wear of the mould copper plates. 

 Comparing to mould powders for conventional slab casting, mould powder for thin 

slab casting show lower values for slag viscosity and increased values of the basicity and the 

solidification temperature. 

 For increased casting speeds, i.e. between 6 and 8 m/min, slag infiltration and in 

particular the control of mould heat transfer becomes even more important. In general, these 

powders show a further decrease in slag viscosity and increased values of the basicity and 

solidification temperature. 

 A low powder consumption and hence a thin slag film is no restriction for an 

undisturbed thin slab casting process. 

 Mould powders for thin slab casting can be applied for conventional slab casting on 

various steel grades. In particular, improved powder melting and an improved control of 

mould heat transfer can be obtained. 

 Given a stable casting process and machine condition, the mould powder properties 

are not as critical as widely assumed. 
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EXPERIMENTAL AND NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF FLOW 

PHENOMENA IN A 1:1 SCALE WATER MODEL OF AN EXTRAWIDE 

CSP-MOLD  

 

Abstract: 

 

Due to the improved energy efficiency, near net shape casting such as CSP plays an important 

role in the continuous casting process. Therefore a smaller cross section of the slab leads to higher 

flow velocities in the mold compared to conventional slab casting. Hence the sensitivity of the flow 

pattern with geometrical changes is significant. To investigate flow phenomena in a CSP-mold, a 

1:1 water model corresponding to a continuous casting plant with tundish, stopper rod, SEN and 

mold is used.  

Measuring techniques such as PIV and Ultrasonic have been applied to observe the flow 

pattern and wave height at the meniscus for several configurations. The influence of different 

geometrical adjustments and casting speeds on the symmetry and stability of the flow is evaluated.  

Furthermore these experimental results are used to validate corresponding numerical 

simulations. These simulations are realized using the CFD software Fluent. It has been found, that 

the numerical simulation of the water flow is comparable to the experiment. The averaged flow 

velocities and asymmetric behavior are reproduced. 

 

Keywords: thin slab mold, physical model, asymmetric flow pattern, instability, PIV, CFD 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The philosophy of near net shape casting was promoted in the 1980s and realized in a first 

CSP-plant (CSP - Compact Strip Production) in 1988/9 at the NUCOR corporation. The main 

components of a CSP-plant are the thin slab caster with the funnel shape mold, the roller hearth 

furnace and the hot rolling stand, figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: CSP-concept [1] 

 

During period of process optimization, which took more than 20 years, the research was 



focused amongst other things on extending the steel grade spectrum, economics of the process, 

increasing production and surface quality, thin gauges and ferritic rolling. 

The main difference in comparison to the conventional slab casting process is the smaller 

cross-section of the slab due to its reduced thickness. For a comparable productivity of thick and 

thin slab casting processes a higher casting speed with increased local velocities of the flow in the 

mold has to be taken into account for the thin slab casting process. It can be assumed that the 

variation of the geometrical parameters of the mold and the casting speed have a significant 

influence on the mold flow. 

 

2. Experimental Setup  

 

2.1 Physical model 

 

Figure 2 shows the full scale water model of a slab caster, consisting of tundish, stopper rod 

and mold. The dimensions regarding the slabs cross-section are variable and can be adjusted within 

a wide range up to 400 mm x 2600 mm. This study is focused on a thin slab casting mold where the 

molds width is changed within the range of 1500 mm to 2100 mm. Other parameters are the 

thickness of the mold, the immersion depth of the SEN and the casting speed, which is regulated by 

a frequency controlled pump. The Reynolds- and Froude-similarity can be satisfied in a full scale 

water model due to the same magnitude of the kinematic viscosity of molten steel and water. 

 

The geometry of the mold model used is characteristic for a CSP - mold, figure 3. The funnel 

in the region of the SEN is a typical feature of the CSP - process. In the original process its purpose 

is to provide the SEN with enough distance to avoid freezing of steel between the mold walls and 

the SEN.  

  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Physical model of a continuous casting machine with tundish and mold (left) and the circuit of the water flow 

in the model (right) 
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Figure 3: Characteristic data of the mold 

 

The geometric data are given in table 1. The influence of the parameters immersion depth, e, 

and width of the slab, bS, are investigated in the presented experiments. 

 
Table 1: Dimensions of the mold in the physical model 

a 100 mm 

e 335; 305; 255; 205 mm 

bS 1500; 2100 mm 

dS 63 mm 

lK 1900 mm 

tx 1100 mm 

ty 183 mm 

tz 850 mm 

 

2.2 Measurement equipment 

 

The particle image velocimetry (PIV) is used for the quantitative analysis of the mold flow. 

Figure 4 shows the principle of PIV. It is based on the imaging, tracking and recording of seeding 

particles moving nearly without slip with the flow. The particles are illuminated inside a thin laser 

light sheet plane at defined intervals of time. The reflected light is observed perpendicularly to the 

light sheet plane by CCD-cameras and is evaluated using a cross-correlation algorithm [2]. The 

main flow phenomena are considered to be two dimensional, due to the high ratio of width to the 



thickness of the slab. Therefore the laser-sheet is located in the center of the x,z-plane of the mold, 

figure 4. The averaged flow fields are determined by using the PIV technique during a time interval 

of 120 s with a frequency of 1 Hz (average of 120 images). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Principle of PIV 

 

The movement/position of the local meniscus level is recorded by four ultrasonic sensors. On 

both sides of the SEN two sensors are installed, figure 5. The resulting wave heights of the SEN, HL 

and HR, are defined by the difference of the values of the two sensors on each side: 

 

L 2,L 1,L R 2,R 1,RH =H -H H =H -H       
(1) 

 

 

Figure 5: Location of the ultrasonic sensors 

 

 

 



3. Mathematical Model 

 

The calculations are done by the commercial CFD Code ANSYS FLUENT. The meshed 

geometry of the mold is shown in figure 6. There is only the upper part around the SEN displayed. 

The mesh is symmetric to both of the symmetry planes. The boundary conditions are adapted on the 

water model. In order to compare the experimental data with the numerical one the calculated 

real-time is about 120 s. The movement of the meniscus is neglected and the surface is simulated 

with a wall where the shear stresses are zero.  

 

 

 

Figure 6: Geometry and Mesh for CFD Simulation (upper part) 

 

4. Results 

 

4.1 Experimental results 

 

As described above, the experimental investigations are based on the variation of the mold 

width, bS, the immersion depth of the SEN, e, and the casting speed, c. 

Figure 7 shows the mold flow pattern for the width bS = 1500 mm and 2100 mm. A typical 

double roll flow regime can be seen for both mold widths. In addition an obvious asymmetry occurs 

for the wider mold width bS = 2100 mm. This effect is comparable to the bifurcation in a chaotic 

system, as described by Plaschko et al. [3] or Mizushima et al. [4]. They mentioned the existence of 

a critical parameter µ which causes instabilities and bifurcation by reaching a threshold value. The 

characteristic value for the present study is the mold width bS. 
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Figure 7: PIV: time averaged flow fields in the mold for mold widths of bS = 1500 mm (left) and bS = 2100 mm (right) 

Parameters: e = 305 mm; c = 4 m/min 

 

For the characterization of the transient, asymmetric flow pattern two points P1 and P2 are 

defined, figure 7, which are located symmetrically to the SEN, in the x,z-plane with y = 0 m, in the 

upper rolls of the characteristic double roll flow pattern of a continuous casting mold. 

The transient behavior of the velocity magnitude uP1 and uP2 according to P1 and P2 for the 

selected parameter configurations is shown in figure 8. Here the magnitudes of velocity are 

compared to each other using the uP1,uP2-diagram. This diagram makes it easy to recognize wether 

the chosen parameters lead to a symmetrical or an asymmetrical flow behavior. One can observe a 

stochastic distribution of the velocity for each case. A significant asymmetry is observed for the 

larger mold width bS for the complete range of measured casting speeds. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: PIV: comparison of the local flow velocities at the points P1 and P2 according to the mold width bS 

Parameter: e = 335 mm 



 

The transient meniscus wave heights concerning the right (HR) and the left (HL) side of the 

SEN as defined in eq. (1) for different mold widths bS are shown in figure 9. The results are based 

on measurements during an interval of 120 s with a frequency of 1 Hz. A stochastic distribution 

over the time is observed for each parameter configuration. Furthermore it is observed that a mold 

width at bS = 2100 mm leads to an asymmetric flow. Figure 8 also shows that this asymmetry has 

two modes, sinistral or dexter. Due to the fact of a random occurrence of both modes, it can be 

excluded, that characteristics of the physical model are the cause for this behavior.. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Comparison of the wave height laterally of the SEN according to the mold width bS 

Parameter: e = 335 mm 

 

For an overview of the flow behavior regarding the three parameters casting speed c, mold 

width bS and immersion depth e, two variables describing asymmetry A, eq. (2), and instability I, eq. 

(3), are used.  

P1 P2

P1 P2

u u
A

u u
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P1 P1 P2 P2
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u u u u
I
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  (3) 

These variables are defined by using the averaged velocity magnitudes ūP1 and ūP2 at the 

marked points P1 and P2 and the corresponding standard deviations '

P1u  and 
'

P2u . 

The most important parameters influencing the asymmetry A in the thin slab mold are the 

mold width bS and the immersion depth e, figure 10. It should be recalled, that this figure shows 

averaged values. For a wide mold with a low immersion depth a relatively symmetrical flow pattern 

was measured, but the comparison with figure 11 shows the highest value for the instability I in this 

range of the process window. So figure 10 and 11 should be interpreted in context. 

 

Furthermore the two diagrams show for a wide mold with a low immersion depth a relatively 

symmetrical flow pattern was measured, but the highest value for the instability occurs in this range 



of the process window. This could lead to a casting powder entrainment or limit the continuous 

movement of casting powder between solidified shell and mold. A wide mold with a high 

immersion depth might cause an asymmetric flow, which could lead to a non-symmetric 

solidification front.  

 

 

 
Figure 10: Asymmetry A with respect to the immersion depth e of the SEN and the molds width bS  

Parameter: c = 4 m/min 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Instability I of the mold flow with respect to the immersion depth e of the SEN and the casting speed c 

Parameter: bS = 2100 mm 

 

 

 

 



4.2 Numerical simulation results 

 

The numerical simulation has been carried out for the mold width bS = 2100 mm and the 

casting speed c = 4 m/min. This configuration has been selected due to the asymmetry of the flow in 

the experiment. The numerical model should be able to reproduce this behavior, even if a 

symmetrical mesh is used. Figure 12 shows the results of the simulation. The development of the 

asymmetric flow is similar to the experiment (figure 7 right) as well as the direction of the jets. The 

widening of the jets in the numerical simulation are larger, therefore the jets are faster decelerated. 

This leads to slightly different positions of the centers of the recirculation areas compared to the 

experimental results. 

 

 
Figure 12: CFD: time averaged flow fields in the mold for mold width bS = 2100 mm  

Parameters: e = 305 mm; c = 4 m/min 

 

 

5. Summary 

 

The fluid flow in a thin slab mold has been experimentally investigated for a wide range of 

the parameters  

 mold width bs 

 casting speed c 

 immersion depth e of the SEN 

with a full-scale water model of a CSP-mold. Clear tendencies of the flow patterns due to parameter 

variation could be observed.  

The influences on the flow pattern in the thin slab mold due to varying geometrical 

parameters are significant. An increase of the mold width bs causes an asymmetric flow pattern in 

the mold. The increase of the immersion depth e of the SEN causes a decrease of the wave height of 

the meniscus and has a damping effect on the transient mold flow. 

The effects mentioned above may have a significant influence on the casting process. For 

example a stable asymmetric flow field may have effects regarding an irregular solidification 

related to uneven microstructure and surface defects. Furthermore the increase of the wave height at 

the meniscus may prevent the casting powder being moved to the narrow faces of the mold. 



The results of the experiments and the numerical simulation of the water flow are comparable. 

The asymmetric flow behavior and the time averaged flow field are reproduced.  
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SIMULATION AND ONLINE MEASUREMENT OF 
NARROW FACE MOLD DISTORTION IN THIN-SLAB CASTING 

Abstract 

The thermal distortion of the narrow face mold plates in a funnel-mold caster is explored 

with numerical simulation and online measurements.  A three-dimensional finite-element 

model of the mold and waterbox with full geometric detail is used to explore the evolution of 

temperature and distortion of the mold during startup.  The thermal boundary conditions are 

calculated with the continuous-casting heat transfer model CON1D, which was calibrated with 

plant measurements. The model predictions agree with measurements from inclinometers 

installed on the top and bottom of a mold plate to within about 1 arc-minute (better than 5%).  

Before a width change, the clamping forces and friction between the narrow and wide face 

mold plates resist the tendency for the narrow face to move and bend.  After unclamping for a 

width change, the narrow face distorts into a parabolic shape according to the stiffness of the 

restraining bolts and waterbox.  The applied taper in the plant must account for these two 

different narrow face shapes to match the shrinkage of the solidifying steel shell and to ensure 

good product quality.  For the mold under consideration, the distortion of the narrow face 

increases the effective taper and leads to increased mold wear. 

Keywords 

Mold distortion, narrow-face taper, online measurement, thermo-mechanical model 

1. Introduction 

Many problems in continuous casting, such as breakouts and cracks, are caused by 

improper mold taper.  The mold shape should match the shrinkage of the solidifying steel 

strand; in slab casting, this claim is especially true with the narrow faces, where ferrrostatic 

pressure is insufficient to overcome any mismatch.  The thermal distortion of a mold is 

important to quantify because of its influence on mold taper [3,5,11,13].   

The thermo-mechanical behavior for steady casting conditions of billet molds [3,11], 

thick-slab molds [6,13], and thin-slab molds [5,7,10] has been explored with numerical 

modeling.  These studies have shown the importance of the waterbox [13] and mold bolts [5] 

on the mechanical behavior of the mold and taper.  The transient behavior of the mold during 

startup has received little attention.  Experimental measurements of the mechanical behavior 

of molds during casting are rare; a few studies measured the wide face waterbox shape with 

linear displacement transducers [1,8,9].   

Previous numerical models have oversimplified treatments of bolts, interfacial contact, 

material behavior, and mold geometry.  The current work extends a previous numerical 
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study [5] of a funnel mold that includes realistic heat transfer, full geometric detail of the 

mold and waterbox, and validation with plant measurements.  This computational model 

is applied together with plant measurements of mold thermocouples and two inclinometers 

mounted on the top and bottom of a narrow face (NF) waterbox to investigate mold 

temperature and distortion during startup and steady operation. 

2. Description of Numerical Model 

The distortion of a funnel mold and waterbox is analyzed in this work with thermal and 

mechanical numerical models.  The governing equations presented in this section are solved 

with the finite-element method, using the commercial software ABAQUS [2].  The NF mold and 

waterbox geometry are shown in Fig. 1.  The NF mold plate is 72 mm thick and the waterbox 

is 110 mm thick with a 50 mm bore for the water flow. 

 
Fig. 1.  Narrow-face mold and waterbox geometry explored in this work 

The temperature field  ,T tx  within the mold is governed by the conservation of energy, 

 2

p
t

T
c k T


 


, (1) 

where  , k , and pc  are the constant mass density, isotropic thermal conductivity, and 

specific heat capacity of the mold copper.  The hot face of the mold is supplied a heat flux, 

 hotk T q   n , (2) 

where  hot ,q tx  is the heat flux from the solidifying strand and n  is the unit normal vector of 

the surface.  The surfaces of the mold water channels are supplied a convection condition, 

  water waterk T h T T    n , (3) 

where  water ,h tx  and  water ,T tx  are the heat transfer coefficient and bulk temperature of the 

cooling water.  All other faces of the mold are insulated, 0k T   n , because of symmetry 

or by assuming that all heat input to the mold from the steel is removed by the cooling water.  

This assumption on the heat removal allows the waterbox to be taken as isothermal at ambient 

temperature, and so the waterbox is not included in the thermal analysis. 



The stress, strain, and displacement fields  , tσ x ,  , tε x , and  , tu x  within the mold 

and waterbox are governed by the quasi-static conservation of momentum, 

 0 σ , (4) 

with the effect of gravity neglected because the mold weight is negligible relative to the bolt 

pre-stresses [5,13].  Using linearized kinematics, the stress is related to the strain as 

  th: Cσ ε ε , (5) 

where the fourth-rank isotropic elastic stiffness tensor C  is 
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where 
ij  is the Kronecker delta (1 if i j  and 0 otherwise), the total strain tensor is 

   T1
2

   ε u u , (7) 

and the thermal strain tensor  th , tε x  is 

  th

refT T ε I ,  (8) 

where   is the constant isotropic coefficient of thermal expansion based on the reference 

temperature refT , and I  is the second-rank identity tensor.  Symmetry planes on the mold and 

waterbox have no normal displacement and no tangential traction, 

 0 u n      and (9a) 

     I n n t 0 . (9b) 

where  t n σ  is the traction vector on the surface.  Contacting surfaces between the mold 

and waterbox move together or form gaps according to the nonlinear boundary conditions 

 t 0  if 
gap 0d  ,     or (10) 

 rel 0 v n      and  (11a) 

     rel

rel

     
v

I n n t t n
v

 if gap 0d  , (11b) 

where gap reld  x n  is the normal component of the distance between surfaces relx , relv  is the 

relative velocity of the surfaces, and   is the coefficient of friction.  The mold hot face 

is supplied a traction to include the ferrostatic pressure, 

 fp t n , (12) 

where the applied pressure  f ,p tx  increases with distance below the top of the liquid steel. 

The hot face heat flux  hot ,q tx  and ferrostatic pressure  f ,p tx  vary with space and 

time according to the evolving locations of the mold level and the dummy bar.  In lieu of 

simulating the fluid flow [14] and solidification during the startup, the heat flux history 

experienced by each point on the strand surface is assumed to be that of steady-state 

conditions  SS

hot 0q t t , where the time interval 0t t  is the local solidification time of that 

point.  The global time t  is relative to the start of mold filling.  The initial solidification 

time 0t  of the steel currently at distance below the top of the mold z  is determined by first 

describing mathematically the evolution of the liquid steel during startup. 



Following Figs. 2 and 3, the liquid steel inside the mold cavity is approximated as a 

trapezoidal prism with base lengths  barw z  and  menw z , height bar menz z , and 

thickness strandd .  Fluid-flow simulations of mold filling [14] show a mostly-uniform meniscus 

level, so this approximation is reasonable.  The volume of the trapezoidal prism is 

      1
men bar bar men strand2

V w z w z z z d   . (13) 

Equation (13) neglects: the volume occupied by the 

scrap charge, the solidified steel, and the submerged 

entry nozzle (SEN), the volume change due to mold 

distortion, and the volume of the funnel [4].  The 

mold cavity width at any position z , using the 

geometry shown in Fig. 3, is 

    bot top bot1
z

w z W W W
L

 
    

 
, (14) 

where 
topW  and botW  are the width of the mold 

cavity at the top and bottom of the mold, and 

  
2

2

mold top botL W W    (15) 

is the height of the inclined NF mold plate of 

length mold .  The positions of the dummy bar barz  

and mold level menz  evolve as the dummy bar is 

withdrawn and liquid steel flows into the mold with 

volumetric flow rate Q ; a time derivative of 

Eq. (13) gives the evolution of the liquid level as 
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   , (16) 

where  bar barmin ,z L z  .  The dummy bar moves 

at the casting speed, i.e., bar castz v .  The SEN flow 

rate Q  is controlled by the movement of a stopper 

rod, but the relationship between flow rate and 

stopper rod position is not precisely known.  The 

flow rate was determined by iteration, constrained 

to follow the movement of the stopper rod, so that 

the thermocouple temperatures start to increase 

when the liquid level reaches their locations. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the measured casting 

speed from the plant trial and the calibrated SEN 

flow rate for the first 30 s of mold filling and 

casting startup.  Using these measurements and the 

conditions listed in Table 1, Fig. 6 shows the 

computed positions of the mold level and dummy 

bar, as well as the mold level measured with a 

radiation-source detector. 

 
Fig. 2.  Geometry of liquid steel levels 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Geometry of mold cavity 

 

Table 1.  Startup mold geometry 
Quantity Value Unit 

Mold length, 
mold

 1100.0 mm 

Strand thickness, 
strand

d  90.0 mm 

Top strand width, 
top

W  1555.3 mm 

Bottom strand width, 
bot

W  1535.4 mm 

Init. dummy bar pos., 
bar0

z  900.0 mm 
 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Casting speed during startup 



The time of initial solidification 0t  of the point 

of the strand surface currently in contact with the 

mold hot face at position z  and time t  is found by 

tracing the motion pathline in a distance-time plot, 

shown in Fig. 7, backward in time until it intersects 

the mold level curve, i.e., find the 0t  that satisfies 

    
0

men 0 cast d
t

t
z t z v     . (17) 

If no such 0t  exists, then the strand has not yet 

come into contact with the mold at position z .  

During transients, Eqs. (16) and (17) are solved 

numerically and their solutions interpolated to find 

their intersection; if these lines intersect, it occurs 

when the difference 
men pathlinez z  changes sign.  At 

steady state, Eq. (17) becomes an algebraic 

equation and the local initial solidification time of 

any point z  below the meniscus is 

    0 men castt z t z z v   . (18) 

The calculated motion pathlines for the plant 

trial are shown in Fig. 7.  As an example of 

calculating an initial solidification time, consider 

the point at z  = 861 mm below the top of the mold 

at t  = 40 s after the start of mold filling.  The 

intersection of the motion pathline with the mold 

level line in Fig. 7 shows that the surface of the 

steel strand starts to solidify at 0t  = 18.4 s.   

The steady-state heat flux SS

hotq , water channel 

heat transfer coefficient SS

waterh , and water bulk 

temperature SS

waterT  shown in Fig. 8 are calculated 

with the one-dimensional continuous casting heat 

transfer model CON1D, which was calibrated [12] 

with measured values of mold thermocouple 

temperatures and cooling water temperature 

change.  The hot face heat flux during startup is 

    SS

hot hot 0,q z t q t t   (19) 

if 0t  exists and is zero otherwise.  For the example 

coordinate mentioned above, the applied heat flux 

from Eq. (19) is  SS

hot 21.6 sq .  Calculated heat flux 

profiles are shown in Fig. 9 at a few times during 

the startup.  The water channel heat transfer 

coefficient and bulk water temperature are applied 

in the model with a transformation to Eq. (19), 

using the value at the steady-state meniscus for all 

points above menz . 

 

 
Fig. 5.  Nozzle flow rate during startup 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Mold level and dummy bar 

positions during startup 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Initial solidification time 0t  for 

the steel at position z  at time t  is 

found at the intersection of the rigid-

motion pathlines and 
menz  

 



 
Fig. 8.  Steady-state hot face heat flux, water heat transfer coefficient, and water temperature, 

calibrated from plant measurements using the continuous casing model CON1D  

 

 
Fig. 9.  Spatially- and temporally-varying hot face heat flux during startup 

 

The applied pressure on the hot face to model the effect of ferrostatic pressure is 
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, (20) 

where  menz t  and  barz t
 are the mold level and dummy bar positions calculated as described 

above, steel  is the mass density of the liquid steel, and g  is the acceleration due to gravity. 

The analysis is performed with ABAQUS [2] in two, one-way coupled steps, which solve a 

non-deforming thermal problem and then an adiabatic deformation problem.  The mold and 

waterbox are discretized into 317200 nodes and 735170 tetrahedral, wedge, and hexahedral 

elements: DC3D6 and DC3D8 for the thermal problem and C3D4, C3D6, and C3D8 for the 

mechanical problem.  The non-contact boundary conditions are applied with user subroutines: 

DFLUX for the hot-face heat flux, FILM for the water-channel convection, and DLOAD for the 

ferrostatic pressure.  The mold bolts and tie-rods are treated as pre-stressed T3D2 truss 

elements, with the applied torque converted to an axial load as described elsewhere [5,13].  

Conditions and material properties are summarized in Table 2.  On a 64-core compute cluster, 

the 234 thousand degree-of-freedom heat transfer model requires about 11 s per iteration, and 



advances through time at about 1.0 simulation seconds per wall-clock hour.  An 8-core 

workstation requires 19 s per iteration and marches at 0.4 simulation seconds per wall-clock 

hour.  The 1.04 million degree-of-freedom mechanical model requires about 130 s per 

iteration, and advances through time at about 2.5 simulation seconds per wall-clock hour.  

Although the mechanical problem is more challenging computationally per iteration, the 

thermal problem is slower overall, because many small time steps are needed to model 

accurately the transient thermal behavior.   

Table 2.  Material properties and other conditions for mold distortion simulations 
 

Quantity Symbol Value Unit 

Mold – CuCrZr alloy    

Thermal conductivity moldk  350.000 W/m·K 

Mass density mold  8900.000 kg/m³ 

Specific heat capacity 
,moldpc  385.000 J/(kg·K) 

Young’s modulus moldE  117.000 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio mold  0.181 -- 

Coefficient of thermal expansion mold   18.000 (µm/m)/K 

Waterbox – AISI 316Ti    

Young’s modulus waterboxE  200.000 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio waterbox  0.299 -- 

Mold-waterbox coefficient of friction   0.500 -- 

Liquid steel mass density steel  7400.000 kg/m³ 

Acceleration due to gravity g  9.807 m/s² 

3. Online Measurement of Mold Distortion and Taper 

In this work, the instantaneous NF tapers were measured in real time during a casting 

startup.  Each NF waterbox was instrumented with two inclinometers, one centered at 94 mm 

below the top of the mold plate, and the other centered at 31 mm above the bottom of the 

mold plate, as shown in Figure 10.  The inclinometers give a nominal ±5 V signal for ±3° 

angle from vertical, which is scaled to a ±10 V signal for ±6° angle based on the calibration 

certificates.  The signal from the inclinometers is filtered with a first-order low-pass filter to 

remove the noise created by mold oscillation.   

 
Fig. 10. Back/side view of narrow-face mold and waterbox instrumented with inclinometers 



4. Thermo-Mechanical Behavior of the Narrow Face Mold 

The results of simulating the first few seconds 

of startup are presented in Fig. 11, which compares 

the simulated and measured thermocouple 

temperatures.  Both temperatures remain low 

during mold filling until the mold level rises to the 

level of the thermocouple, at which point the 

calculated and measured temperatures increase 

sharply at about the same time.  The calculated 

heat input to the mold is more than experienced in 

the plant, which shows that local heat flux is 

smaller than at steady-state. The shape of the heat 

flux-time profile given in Fig. 9 reasonably 

matches the behavior of the thermocouples.  This 

observation about the heat flux suggests that gaps 

between the mold and the shell open rapidly during 

mold filling.  During startup, water temperatures 

are low and increase with time, as shown in 

Fig. 12.  The steady-state profile in Fig. 8 thus was 

scaled down to match these measured top and 

bottom water temperatures.  

The NF mold copper and waterbox distort into 

a parabolic arc towards the molten steel with 

increasing size as time progresses.  This shape, 

observed both in the inclinometer measurements 

and in the simulations, has been reported in 

previous work [5,13].  The applied taper of 

1.3 %/m is included in the model predictions by 

adding 28’ to the predicted mold shape.  The model 

predictions of the distorted shape do not match 

well with the inclinometer measurements, as 

shown in Fig. 13.  As discussed above, the bottom 

of the mold becomes too hot too quickly, so the 

mold distorts more than what occurred in the plant. 

The simulations of the mold at steady state [5] also are compared with the inclinometer 

measurements.  The distorted NF shape from a full mold simulation is a combination of the 

distortion of the mold itself, governed by its waterbox, and of the frictional contact with the 

wide face.  The mold is assembled and clamped together while at room temperature, and as 

the mold heats and expands during startup, the friction between the mold faces resists some of 

the tendency for the NF mold to deform.  Processing of the simulation results [5] can 

decompose the NF shape into these two constituent parts.  The orange “Sticking NF” curve in 

Fig. 14 shows the shape of the mold about two minutes after the start of mold filling, at a castv  

= 3.5 m/min steady state.  The model predictions of mold orientation match the inclinometer 

measurements to within 2’ at the top and to within 1’ at the bottom of the mold.   

 
Fig. 11.  Measured (x) and simulated 

(line) thermocouple temperatures 

during startup 



  
Fig. 12.  Measured water temperature at top 

and bottom of mold during casting 

Fig. 13.  Measured (x) and simulated (line) 

top and bottom  mold orientation 

 

When the clamping forces are released for a strand-width change during casting, the 

frictional forces disappear, and the NF mold takes on a different shape, shown by the blue 

“Sliding NF” curves in Fig. 14.  The model predictions of mold orientation match the 

inclinometer measurements to less than 1’ for both the top and bottom of the mold.  The 

simulations show that the slope of the distorted NF mold in the middle of the mold is in good 

agreement with the applied taper.  The taper near the top and bottom of the mold is 

substantially different than this nominal value, due to the important effect of mold thermal 

distortion.   

    
Fig. 14.  Simulated narrow face mold shape and inclinometer measurements (black lines) after 

a startup and after a width change, calculated by steady-state thermal distortion model 

5. Conclusions 

The thermo-mechanical behavior of a narrow-face mold plate during startup and steady 

casting has been investigated using both computational modeling and plant measurements.  

The transient, three-dimensional finite-element thermal model of a startup indicates correct 

timing of thermocouple temperature increases during mold filling, but requires further 

development to track accurately the behavior of the mold through the transient stages.  The 

thermo-mechanical model predictions agree with the measured angular position from 



inclinometers mounted on the top and bottom of the waterbox.  Due to thermal distortion, the 

top and bottom of the narrow face mold plate experience a different taper locally than the 

nominal applied taper of the mold piece.  This thermal distortion must be taken into account 

when designing taper practices to avoid problems such as breakouts or excessive mold wear.   
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THERMOMECHANICAL FEM MODELING OF THIN SLAB 

CONTINIOUS CASTING BY ANSYS PACKAGE 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Coupled thermal and mechanical model of continuous casting of thin slabs produced at OMK 

CSP was developed especially for deal with peritectic steels. The model is resolved by the 

ANSYS FEM package. For the tapered funnel mold, thermal 3D and structural 2D task was 

formulated and solved. For the secondary cooling zone, both thermal and structural problems 

were set as 2D models. Undefined heat transfer parameters describing the mould heat fluxes 

were determined using predefined functional form tested earlier elswhere. In the secondary 

cooling zone well known approaches were used to set and check the thermal model. To find 

the critical points of a cast steel, enthalpy of metallic system, solidification kinetics, 

volumetric changes, chemical composition of transforming phases as functions of current 

temperature and initial composition of the steel Thermo–Calc Software is used. This made it 

possible to evaluate for a first approximation the composition of the phases and their volume 

fraction (for example, carbonitrides, AlN, MnS) in a solidifying shell relative to the caster 

important geometric points. In the article, brief description of thermal task of solidification in 

a rectangular mould  is only presented. 
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1. Introduction 

 

FE modelling opens an effective way to clarify some hidden details of the thermo-

mechanical processes accompanying solidification during continuous casting. From the 

practical point of view this kind of models can be used to specify more exactly technological 

rules for, e.g., better surface quality of casted products. 

First thermo-mechanical models using widespread commercial program packages like 

Abaqus appeared in early 2000, one of the striking example, for instance, being [1]. 

The most important advantage of commercial FE packages is the ability to couple the 

thermal and mechanical problems by means of its generic tools. In such a case, the extent of 

coding, the readability of the program/macro, efforts for supporting/amendment of the 

scenario, code generality are absolutely acceptable. 

In this work we basically followed the scheme described in [1] and only several parts of 

our work will be presented here. 
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2. Basic Items of the model 

 

In the approach adopted for building the model for thermal and mechanical processes in 

a mold two consecutive tasks are set. The heat equation is  

 

 
   

  
    (           )  (1) 

 

where  HV is a specific enthalpy (J/m³) of the metallic system, 

 T — temperature, 

 keff — heat conductivity, 

 τ — time. 

Heat conductivity, isotropous, is a function of temperature and is defined in a usual way 

in (2) which catches the fact that conductivity of a liquid phase is several times higher than 

that of a solid one due to convection and liquid movement which take place in a mold. 
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where  TS is a solidus temperature, 

 TL — a liquidus temperature, 

 L — a latent heat of the solidification, 

 kS(T) — conductivity of the steel in a solid state as a function of temperature. 

 

Thus, using enthalpy in (1) it allows taking into account the latent heat without 

introducing the effective heat capacity the mathematical form of which impacts on the 

calculated temperature distribution. 

Enthalpy is a function of temperature which is calculated in Thermo–Calc Software for 

a predefined chemical composition of the steel. One example is presented on Fig. 1. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Specific enthalpy of two steels for equation (1) 

 

 

Heat conductivity of a solid metal in (1) was presented by a polynomial expression (3) 

which averages rather scattered data on conductivity of low carbon (C ≤ 0.7 wt %) steels with 

small amount of alloying elements (in sum less than 1– 2 wt %). The expression is  

 



   ( )    (     ⁄ )    (     ⁄ )            ⁄   (3) 

 

where  T is a solidus temperature, °C, 200 ≤ T ≤ TS,  

 kS(T) — the same as in (2), W/(m·K), 

    = 7,2218;    = 6,9327;    = -42,527;    = 59,33 — coefficients. 
 

Geometry of the mould of the thin slab caster of the compact–steel production at OMK-

Steel (United Metallurgical Company, Russia, Vyksa) is shown on Fig. 2. The geometry of 

the mould is designed by Danieli and some parameters are patented. 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Cross section of the funnel mold at OMK–Steel  

 

 

To simplify the task only ¼ of the mould was calculated. The funnel form of the mold 

gap was neglected for the temperature task. Besides symmetry boundary conditions applied 

on the symmetry planes shown on Fig. 2 by dotted lines, heat flux boundary conditions on 

outer surface of the mold were postulated. Heat flux is set as monotonically decreasing 

function of coordinate Z along the mold (from top to bottom) [2] which is as it is seen 

uniform along the perimeter of the mold (except the corners of the slab, chamfer being 3 mm 

long): 

 

     (
    

 
)
  

, (4) 

 

where  Z0 is a level of meniscus, Z ≥ Z0, 
 H — a length of the mould, 

 n = 0.495, 

 q — heat flux, 

 q0 — is the normalization factor which is determined by the amount of heat extracted 

by water flow through the mould walls during the time of solidification in the mould. It was 

found that this form of q is more suitable for thick slab mould while for the thin slab caster 

it’s better to use the form of function described later. 



The stationary version of (1) can be written in a form (5) which takes into consideration 

that 
z

T




 is small under the usual conditions of continuous casting and thermal properties of 

steels [3]. 
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where  vz is a Z–component of casting velocity. 

When                , then   
   

  
 
   

  
 where τ plays the role of Z-coordinate. 

So steady–state 3D equation is turned into unsteady–state 2D form. 

The task is resolved in ANSYS using 2D heat elements PLANE77 which can use 

enthalpy instead of heat capacity for solving thermal problems. 

To evaluate for a first approximation the composition of the phases and their volume 

fraction (for example, carbonitrides, AlN, MnS) in a solidifying shell relative to the caster 

important geometric points Thermo-Calc package is used. An example of solidification curve 

is presented on Fig. 3 for a peritectic chemical composition. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Solidification kinetics of a peritectic steel 

 

 

3. Verifying the model 

 

The model was verified by comparing shell thickness of the hollow slab formed after 

breakdown with the one calculated by the model under real casting conditions preceded the 

incident. 

The calculations were made for mid-carbon steel (0.2C–0.2Si–0.5Mn), vz = 3.2 m/min. 

It was found that the function q for the heat flux proposed in [4] gives smaller deviation 

between the compared data than q in formula (4). Heat flux from [4] was obtained from 

measured and calculated temperatures at each particular mould thermocouple locations. The 

latter were derived from solving heat–conduction problems to get temperature distribution in 

the mould. A rational function was used by us to get the heat flux of practically similar form 

as in [4]. It is shown on Fig. 4 together with the parameters of casting.  



 

 

 
Fig. 4. Heat flux used for thermal task in a thin slab caster mould 

 

 

The thickness of real and modelled slabs are presented in Fig. 5. Calculated shell 

thickness is located 2–3 mm lower than the measured one at the point which corresponds to 

the exit from the mould. It can be admitted that this deviation is acceptable taking into 

account the scatter of the measured data. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5. Thickness of the hollow slab shell and of the modelled one 
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Development of newly-designed Press Hardened Steel (PHS) for Thin Slab 

Direct Rolling (TSDR) processing conditions 

 

Abstract  
 

 The absence of a reheating stage in thin slab direct rolling of Ti-added Nb HSLA steel 

results in the formation of compound two-phase particles prior to and during rough rolling in 

an in-line strip processing line. The compound two-phase particles are composed of a cuboid 

Ti-rich (TixNb1-x)N (0.76≥x>0.72) core and a Nb-rich cap-shaped epitaxial deposit of 

(TixNb1-x)C (0.29≥x>0.09) or NbC formed on one of the {100}-type faces of the cuboid 

(TixNb1-x)N (0.76≥x>0.72) core. At the interface between the cuboid core and the cap-

shaped deposit, the Ti/(Nb+Ti) atomic ratio was found to increase gradually from a low value 

of Ti/(Nb+Ti)≈0, on the cap-side of the particles, to a high value of Ti/(Nb+Ti)≈0.6, on the 

cuboid core side of the precipitate. The fact that the compound two-phase particles are present 

at 1200oC indicates that they have a greater thermodynamic stability compared to NbN or 

NbC. A kinetic precipitation model was used to evaluate three possible mechanisms for the 

formation of the compound particles: a low cap/cuboid interfacial energy and a high 

matrix/cuboid interfacial dislocation density. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Thin slab direct rolling (TSDR) technologies are promising processing routes to 

maintain steel as the material of choice in many technological applications. Their major 

advantage is to offer a cost effective alternative to the standard hot strip mill (HSM) process. 

The essential difference between TSDR and conventional HSM technologies is that in TSDR 

the entire casting and rolling process is run continuously. In addition to the obvious advantage 

of having lower capital investments, using less energy, having significantly lower operational 

costs and a smaller size, TSDR offers a more flexible processing which can more easily adapt 

to market requirements. As CO2 emissions are reduced due to the use of liquid metal produced 

from scrap metal in an electric arc furnace (EAF) and the reduced energy consumption, TSDR 

technologies are also more environment-friendly [1, 2]. 

 In Nb-added high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels the strengthening is achieved 

mainly by grain refinement and, to a lesser extent, precipitation strengthening. The grain 

refinement is obtained by thermo-mechanical controlled processing (TMCP) during hot 

rolling in the non-recrystallization temperature range in the finishing tandem mill section of a 

conventional HSM. During TMCP, a large amount of strain accumulation is achieved by the 

presence of Nb in solid solution in the deformed austenite. Both solute drag and strain-

induced precipitation of NbC contribute to the austenite conditioning, i.e. the suppression of 

the interpass recrystallization of deformed austenite during TMCP. 

 The addition of Ti results in the formation of compound precipitates, consisting 

essentially of a Nb-containing TiN-type cuboid core and and a NbC-type cap-shaped deposit. 



The premature nucleation and growth of theses NbC-type cap-shaped deposit on a TiN-type 

cuboid core during the rough rolling stage in ISP, results in a decrease of the solute Nb 

content and renders the TMCP much less effective during finishing rolling. A similar 

mechanism, not involving deformation, is also believed to lead to Nb-precipitate formation 

during the equalizing time in the tunnel furnace of the CSP lines. The problem is exacerbated 

by the fact that the total rolling reduction during hot rolling in TSDR technologies is less than 

the reduction given in the case of conventional Hot Strip Mill (HSM). 

       

       

2. Experimental 

 

Table 1 shows the chemical composition of the experimental alloys used in the present 

study. Ingots 30 kg in weight were prepared by vacuum induction melting and reheated to 

1200
o
C for hot rolling to 25mm thick plates with a finishing temperature higher than 900

o
C. 

  

Table 1. Chemical composition of the steel used in the present work (mass%). 

 

C Mn Si P S Al Cr Ti Nb N 

0.040 0.894 0.049 0.02 0.003 0.01 0.03 0.0100 0.040 0.0099 

 

Torsion specimens with a gage section of diameter 6.5 and 13mm in length were 

prepared and laboratory processed by simulation of the roughing mill reduction stage of the 

ISP process. The specimens were heated to 1200 
o
C for 300s in Ar gas to increase the initial 

grain size and dissolve the pre-existing precipitates. This was followed by hot torsion test at 

980
o
C at a strain rate of 1 s

-1
 with total amount of true strain of 0.42. After deformation the 

specimens were directly water quenched. The replica extraction method was used to 

investigate the composition of the precipitates by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). 

The specimens were mechanically polished and chemically etched for 40 minutes with a 5% 

nital solution. A carbon film was evaporated onto the surface and divided into squares 

2x2mm
2
 in size. A second etching was applied for 5 minutes using a 10% nital solution. After 

the dissolution of the matrix, the carbon film containing extracted precipitates was floated off 

and picked up on Cu grids for TEM observation [3]. TEM observations were carried out on a 

JEOL 2100F field emission (FE) electron source TEM operating at 200kV. The TEM was 

equipped with an Oxford EDX (Energy Dispersive X-ray) analyzer and a Gatan DigiPEELS 

spectrometer, which uses a photodiode array detector for Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy 

(EELS) analysis. In order to reduce the carbon contamination of the TEM samples, the 

extraction replicas were cooled to -170
o
C. A detailed description of the quantitative analysis 

of the precipitates by EELS can be found elsewhere [4]. The kinetics of the precipitation were 

modelled using the MatCalc software, which allows for the study of nucleation, growth and 

coarsening of precipitates in multi-component ferrous alloys during complex time-dependent 

thermo-mechanical cycles [5].  

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Isolated NbC or NbN precipitates were not observed in samples quenched prior to and 

after the rough rolling during the simulation of ISP processing. Instead, two-phase compound 

particles, consisting of a cube-shaped core and a cap-shaped deposit, were found before and 



after rough rolling stage of the ISP process. The High-Angle Annular Dark-Field (HAADF) 

scanning TEM image of a typical compound particle consisting of a cube-shaped core and a 

cap-shaped deposit is shown in fig. 1.(a). As HAADF contrast is sensitive to the atomic 

number (Z-contrast), the bright contrast of the cap-shaped deposit and the dark contrast of the 

cube-shaped core of the precipitates indicate a considerably different composition, with the 

core being likely Ti-rich, whereas the deposit is Nb-rich. A high resolution TEM (HR-TEM) 

lattice image of a typical compound precipitate is shown in fig. 1.(b). The image clearly shows 

that the cap is a coherent epitaxial deposit on one of the {100}-type surface facets of the cube-

shaped precipitate. The HR-TEM image shows that the interface is free of interface 

dislocations and that there is a perfect lattice match between the substrate and the cap-shaped 

deposit.  

EELS analysis considering the Ti-L2,3, Nb-M4,5 and N-K ionization peaks was used to 

analyse the composition of the cap-shaped deposits in more detail. Fig. 1.(c) shows the EELS 

spectra of a cap-shaped deposit and cube-shaped core. The EELS spectrum of the cube-shaped 

core had clear Ti-L2,3, Nb-M4,5 and N-K ionization peaks but the EELS spectrum of the cap-

shaped deposit had only Nb-M4,5 ionization peak. It is therefore reasonable to identify this 

cap-shaped deposit as NbC.  

The {111} interplanar distance was measured across the compound particle from the 

cube-shaped core to the cap-shaped deposit directly from the HR-TEM image. The lattice 

parameter data derived from these measurements shown in fig. 1.(d) indicate a gradual 

increased of the lattice parameter in the interfacial region from the cap-shaped deposit to the 

cube-shaped precipitate. A similar increase of the lattice parameter form a cube-shaped 

carbonitride substrate particle to a cap-shaped carbide deposit has been reported previously 
12)

. 

The highest value and the lowest value reported for the experimentally measured lattice 

parameter of NbC, NbN and TiN are listed in table 3. The measured lattice parameter change 

measured in the present study matches a change in lattice parameter corresponding to a change 

from a TiN-like core to a NbC cap-shaped deposit.  
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Fig. 1. Precipitate analysis after rough rolling. 

  

(a) High-Angle Annular Dark-Field (HAADF) STEM image of a compound particle 

consisting of a cube-shaped core and a cap-shaped deposit.  

(b) High resolution TEM micrograph of the interfacebetween the cube-shaped core and the 

cap-shaped deposit.  

(c) EELS spectra analysis of cap-shaped deposit and cube-shaped core showing that N is 

present only in the cube-shaped core with Ti.  

(d) Change of the lattice parameter across the interface between the cube-shaped (TixNb1-x)N 

(x≈0.6) core and the (TixNb1-x)C (x≈0) cap-shaped deposit. 

 

Typical EDS spectra for the core region and the cap-shaped deposit of the compound 

precipiates collected in samples prior to and after rough rolling are shown in fig. 2 (a). The 

EDS spectra reveal that the Ti content of the cap-shaped deposit increased during rough 

rolling. Fig. 2 (b) shows the compsotional analysis of the cube-shaped core and the cap-shaped 

deposit. The composition of the cuboid cores was rich in Ti, with small amounts of Nb, 

(TixNb1-x)N (0.76≥x>0.72), resulting an atomic Ti/(Nb+Ti) ratio in the range of 0.72~0.76. 

The composition the cap-shaped deposits was rich in Nb, with a very small amount of Ti, 

(TixNb1-x)C (0.29≥x>0.09), resulting an atomic ratio in the range of 0.09~0.29. The 

Ti/(Nb+Ti) ratio of the cube-shaped cores decreased during rough rolling from 0.76 to 0.72. In 

contrast, the Ti/(Nb+Ti) ratio of the cap-shaped deposit increased during rough rolling from 

0.09 to 0.29.  

 



 The exact composition of the cap-shaped deposits is difficult to determine due to 

experimental difficulties. The deposit are believed to be essentially NbC, but this cannot 

ascertained with absolute certainty due to the presence of the (TixNb1-x)(CyN1-y) transition 

region between the core and the cap, which was mentioned earlier, and the difficulty in 

avoiding even extremely small amounts of sample drift during the collection of the EDS and 

the EELS spectra. It can therefore not be entirely excluded that the composition of the cap-

shaped deposits might be (TixNb1-x)(CyN1-y), with the Ti and N content being very small. 

These difficulties are also apparent in previous work. Whereas similar cap-shaped deposits 

have been identified as (TixNb1-x)C and (TixNb1-x)(CyN1-y) in a few publications, others have 

clearly indentified the cap-shaped precipitates as NbC [6 – 10]. In the discussion section, it 

was assumed that NbC cap-shaped deposits are formed on TiN cube-shaped cores. 
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Fig. 2. Typical EDS spectra of the cube-shaped core regions and the cap-shaped deposits in 

samples quenched (a) prior to and (b) after the rough rolling. 

 

The premature formation of NbC during the ISP processing of Ti-added Nb HSLA 

steel with a high N content implies that, in the absence of enough solute Nb, the TMCP 

processing will not be possible. The observations reported in the present study and in other 

studies on TSDR suggest that there is a fundemental difference with conventional HSM 

processing of Nb HSLA steel in which the premature formation of NbC does not occur.  

Two mechanisms may facilitate the nucleation and growth of a NbC cap-shaped deposit 

on a {100} facet a TiN cube shaped precipitate:  

 



 A NbC cap is formed on a cube-shaped precipitate because the interfacial energy for 

homogenous nucleation is considerably reduced by the heterogeneous nucleation. 

 

 A large density of geometrically necessary dislocation is accumulated at the matrix/TiN 

interface because the TiN particles do not deform during rough rolling. This locally high 

dislocation density provides preferred nucleation sites for the nucleation of Nb precipitates 

at the matrix/TiN interface. 

 

Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the volume fraction of NbC particles and 

solute Nb content in austenite during ISP processing, for different values of the surface energy 

for nucleation and dislocation density as calculated by MatCalc.  
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Fig. 3. Model calculation of the temperature dependence of the NbC precipitate volume 

fraction and the solute Nb content. 

  

In (a) the interfacial energy is increased from 0.067J/m
2
 to 0.603J/m

2
 and the dislocation 

density is kept constant at 10
11

m
-2

.  

In (b) the interfacial energy is increased from 0.067J/m
2
 to 0.603J/m

2
 and the dislocation 

density is kept constant at 10
14

 m
-2

.  

 



 In fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the effect of a change of the surface energy on the kinetics of 

precipitation. The dislocation density was kept constant at 10
11

m
-2

 in fig.3. (a) to simulate the 

precipitation in the absence of deformation. The dislocation density was kept constant at 

10
14

m
-2

 in fig.3. (b), to simulate the deformation-enhanced precipitation during rough rolling. 

The simulations show that when the surface energy is lowered, the NbC precipitation start 

temperature increases. An increase of the dislocation density from 10
11

m
-2

 to 10
14 

m
-2

, results 

in a higher volume fraction of precipitates. The increase of the dislocation density had only a 

minor influence on the precipitation start temperature. 

 The simulations are in agreement with the observations of compound particle 

formation during the rough rolling stage of the ISP process. They predict that both NbC and 

NbN may form in the austenite. The EELS spectrum of fig. 1.(c) shows that the cap-shaped 

precipitates were NbC. Therefore, the main reason for the reduction in solute Nb content is the 

precipitation of NbC on prior TiN particles in the rough rolling temperature range. This co-

precipitation is only possible when the interfacial energy between the two compounds is low 

enough. A prerequisite for a low interfacial energy is a small lattice mismatch at the interface 

between the two precipitates. The NbC/TiN lattice mismatch is in the range of 2.1% to 5.7%, 

depending on the choice of lattice parameters used to compute the mismatch. Both mismatch 

value are considerably larger than the values measured experimentally, 0.12% and 0.26%, 

which are due a gradual change of the interfacial composition. The formation of a transition 

layer results in an effective reduction of the interfacial energy, which is believed to be the 

main reason for the formation of the two-phase (TixNb1-x)N (0.76≥x>0.72) and (TixNb1-x)C 

(0.29≥x>0.09) particles during the rough rolling stage of the ISP process. In addition, the 

formation of a high density of geometrically necessary dislocations at the TiN/austenite 

interface during rough rolling provides energetically favourable nucleation sites. Both effects 

result in a premature formation of NbC and this greatly reduces the solute Nb content prior to 

finish rolling. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

 

 The main results of the present study can be summarized as follows: 

 Two-phase compound particles were formed before and during the rough rolling of a 

Ti-added Nb HSLA steel during the simulation of the ISP process. The particles were 

composed of a TiN-type cube-shaped core and a NbC-type cap-shaped deposit. The deposit 

formed epitaxially on one of the {100} facets of the cube-shaped precipitate. 

 The composition of the cube-shaped core was TixNb1-xN (0.76≥x>0.72). The most 

likely composition of the cap-shaped deposit was NbC. 

 A gradual increase in the lattice parameter was measured in the transition region from 

the cube-shaped core to the cap-shaped deposit. This lattice parameter increase was associated 

with the change of the Ti/(Nb+Ti) ratio in the interface region.   

 The results also suggest that during rough rolling the Ti content of the cube-shaped 

core decreased  during the hot deformation and that in the transiton region the Ti-content of 

the cap-shaped deposit increased due to Ti diffusion from the cuboid core to the cap-shaped 

deposit. 

 The results of model calculations show that premature nucleation and growth of NbC 

during rough rolling in the ISP process results from a lower interfacial energy due to the 

gradual change of the lattice parameter and the composition at the interface between the TiN-

type core and the cap-shaped NbC-type deposit.  
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IRREGULAR AND FLUCTUATING PHENOMENA  

IN CONTINUOUS CASTING 
 
 

Abstract 

 
Periodic and non-periodic oscillations in continuous casting are reviewed, focusing on four 
systems: mould level hunting, steel flow in mould and strand, spacing of surface marks, and 
porosities in the core of billets. The analysis starts with estimates of spectra and characteristic 
frequencies, but includes also methods of nonlinear dynamics. The four systems are found to 
behave in very different ways. Mould level hunting is periodic but non-stationary; the flow of 
liquid steel is influenced by multiple external and internal frequencies and can be inherently 
fluctuating; the spacing of oscillation marks can operate both in regular and aperiodic regimes, 
possibly reaching chaos; central porosity signals are highly irregular and so far only described 
by stochastic models.  

 
Keywords: Mould level hunting, steel flow, surface and oscillation marks, central porosities, 

signal analysis, dynamics, spectrum, frequencies, nonlinear, chaotic 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 
Continuous casting - with solidification times of some 20 minutes or more - is a rather 

slow process and often considered stationary. Many aspects of the process can indeed be well 
described under the assumption of steady state. Other features, however, fluctuate in time and 
operate away from equilibrium. Classical tools of signal analysis [1] are useful to characterize  
their dynamics, but some aspects require methods of nonlinear dynamics and chaos theory 
[2,3]. The former have been used in numerous papers; the latter were applied by Belluno and 
De Santis [4] to fluctuations of steel flow, to the central porosities in billet casting in [5,6] and 
by Hou et al. [7] to central segregation. Recently, Lee et al. [8] have described the behaviour 
of steel flow, heat transfer and oscillation mark depths as chaotic on the basis of a numerical 
model.  

This paper considers four phenomena for which empirical data are available, mostly as 
time series, and characterizes their spectra and relevant frequency ranges; attempts are also 
made to assess the amount of chaos or randomness.  

 
 

2. Mould level hunting 

 
It can happen that the meniscus in a mould starts to pulsate with growing amplitude with 

the danger of liquid steel spilling over the mould edge. This phenomenon, originally quite 
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mysterious, became known as mould level hunting (MLH), a name intended to symbolize the 
self-amplifying beat.  

Figure 1 shows the recording of an 
event on a thin slab caster. There is first a 
phase of stable oscillations, then the 
pumping motion builds up with increasing 
amplitude. This was possibly activated by 
a slight rise in casting speed. When, by 
emergency, the casting speed was 
throttled, the severe fluctuations faded 
after a delay. It was found that the period 
of the oscillations always equals the time 
the strand needs to travel from one roll to 
the next; in other words, the frequency of 
mould level hunting is 

 
fMLH = vC/L                             (1)   

 
wherein vC  is the casting speed and L the roll pitch, which was almost entirely uniform over 
the supported length on this particular machine.  

U. Horbach [9] has modelled the system with a time-dependent multi-beam model in the 
style of [10,11]. The model considers inter-roll bulging over long distances along the strand 
before the steel is fully solidified. The computation is started with a solidification model for  
strand temperatures and shell thickness. The high 
temperature properties of the strand shell are 
modelled using elasticity in combination with a 
creep law, which introduces nonlinearity.  

Caused by ferrostatic pressure, the strand 
bulges between the rolls as it passes through the 
machine. In the case of steady casting, the 
computed bulging pattern is steady, too, and no 
MLH is observed. The numerical scheme needs 
excitation to start swinging. When Horbach  
imposed random fluctuations on parameters such as 
casting speed or shell thickness the bulging profile 
became non-stationary in a periodic manner. Figure 

2 is a spectrum of computed meniscus fluctuations 
under a small stochastic excitation of the parameter 
casting speed. Although some noise is seen, the 
peak at the characteristic frequency according to equation (1) is distinct. 

The MLH phenomenon has been studied by other authors [12-14]. A common conclusion 
was that the system oscillates according to the mechanism illustrated in Figure 3. A periodic 
bulging pattern is gradually imprinted on the slab surface as a result of the ferrostatic pressure, 
promoted by the even spacing of the rollers. When the position of maximum bulging lies 
between the rolls, phase (a) in the figure, the available volume for liquid is large and the 
meniscus sinks. As the strand moves on, the bulging humps are taken to a position underneath 
the rolls. In this situation the space for liquid is narrowed and the meniscus goes up. The 
pattern repeats itself periodically and thereby induces the mould level oscillations at the MLH-
frequency given by equation (1). The phenomenon has been described as resonance-like [9,13] 

 

Figure 1: Log of mould level and casting speed  

on a thin slab caster with stable and unstable 

mould level oscillations, from U. Horbach [9] 

 

Figure 2: Spectrum of mould level 

fluctuations, computed with multi-beam 

model,  from U. Horbach [9] 



and, indeed, the amplification of amplitudes seen in 
Figure 1 resembles the reaction of a resonator when 
the driving frequency approaches the natural frequency 
of the system. 

For the prevention of mould level hunting 
(without reverting to lower casting speed) the authors  
[9,12,13] have all suggested (a) intensified secondary 
cooling to stiffen the shell with less bulging deflection 
and (b) to avoid uniform roller spacing for suppression 
of periodicity; slab casters are even built with special 
roller geometries to minimize mould level hunting 
[15]. 

Questions on the dynamics of this system, 
though, remain open. What are the respective roles of 
creep and elastic behaviour of the shell?  If it is a 
resonant system, what components and forces create 
the natural frequency?  

 

 

 
3. Fluctuations of liquid steel in slab caster moulds  

 

For the benefit of surface quality, the liquid steel surface in the mould should be as 
quiescent as possible. In reality, a multitude of phenomena can cause fluctuations of the 
meniscus and of the flow field of liquid steel; they can be active in parallel. This review can 
not cover the effects exhaustively, but will try to identify typical ranges of frequencies. We 
will differentiate between fluctuations introduced into the liquid from the outside and those 
intrinsic to the fluid dynamics of the steel flow system.  

 

External forcing Mould oscillation itself induces perturbations of the steel meniscus. 
Fortunately, the frequency is exactly known. Mould level hunting has been covered above and 
can contribute pulsation at a known frequency. Generally, bulging can become unsteady [16] 
with disturbances propagating up to the mould. Rolls can deform, for example due to thermal 
loads during standstill; a bent roll of diameter D induces pumping at a frequency of  

 
fRoll = vC/πD.               (2) 
 

Such signals are described in [16]. For a 300 mm diameter roll at casting speed 1 m/min this 
gives 0.018 Hz and a periodic time of 56 s. 

The mould level control system can entail time dependent behaviour. Periodic oscillation 
of the tundish slidegate opening (dither) is practised and transmits its frequency to the 
meniscus [17,18]. 

The unevenness of shell thickness for steels in the peritectic range can also introduce 
fluctuations and contribute to unsteady bulging [16,19]. Its frequency was estimated to lie 
between 0.2 and 0.4 Hz by Lee and Yim [16].  

 

Internal mechanisms The turbulence of the liquid steel flow introduces fluctuations  in 
a very wide spectrum of frequencies between about 0.1 and 100 Hz [20,21] and such 
fluctuations are irregular. 

 

Figure 3: Phases of MLH:  (a) 

bulging peaks between rolls, lowest 

meniscus level, (b) bulging peaks 

under the rolls, highest meniscus 

level; after [9,12] 



A periodic mechanism is natural wave motion or sloshing. When a rectangular container 
is filled with liquid, the surface level can resonate in modes m = 1, 2, ... with frequencies  

 

W

mg
f

π

π2

1
mWave, =                        (3) 

 

wherein W is the mould width [22,23]. Signatures of sloshing waves are encountered on 
casting machines when mould level sensor recordings are evaluated [24-26], and the first 
(asymmetric) mode has been verified with eddy current sensors placed on both sides of the 
SEM by Ritter et al. [24]. Such waves are recognized also in the spectra of water model 
measurements [27]. Note that the mould width alone determines the frequency of this type of 
surface wave. For a 2 m wide slab the first frequency is 0.62 Hz and the periodic time 1.6 s. 

The liquid steel flow in the solidifying strand has been described as asymmetric and 
unstable in numerous publications. The stream of steel from the SEN leads to the formation of 
large loops. Figure 4 shows a classification of flow patterns by Andrzejewski et al. [28]. 
Double roll and single roll are more or less symmetric. The third mode, called meniscus roll 
by the authors, is asymmetric and non-steady. It is also known as biased flow and appears in 
various configurations. The loops seen on the rightmost graph fluctuate between left and right 

in rather long time scales 
ranging between ten 
seconds and several 
minutes. Time series form 
a slab caster [28] show 
complex behaviour with 
hysteresis between the 
regimes.  

Asymmetry and 
fluctuations are influenced 
by slab width, casting 
speed, gas injection 
through the SEN, SEN 

geometry, status of SEN clogging and immersion depth. Dauby [29] has recently identified 
ranges of existence of the flow regimes. Mould flow can be viewed as a flow with sudden 
expansion, and it is known that flows in such geometries are susceptible of self-sustained 
oscillating loops [30,31].  

For the lower loop, the frequencies of long period fluctuations often scale as  
 
fLowerLoop∼ vC/W.               (4) 
 

This is equivalent to a constant Strouhal number St = f W/vC, in analogy to von Kármán vortex 
streets, where the Strouhal number is roughly constant.  

Honeyands and Herbertson [32] have correlated the frequencies of the circulation using a 
different Strouhal number based on the SEN submergence depth S as  
 

fUpperLoop∼ vC/S.                                       (5) 
      

 

Figure 4: Classification of mould flow patterns after P. 

Andrzejewski et al. [28] 



Both expressions can only 
indicate orders of magnitude, since 
there is no unique frequency in this 
non-periodic system. Interaction is 
expected between the loop regions and 
external forcing can act as further 
excitation.  

 

Summarizing, it is noted that 
several length scales impose 
characteristic frequencies. In most 
cases - but not in all - the casting speed 
enters as a factor; this symbolizes the 
differences between thin slab and 
conventional slab casting.  

Figure 5 shows typical frequency ranges for a slab caster, presented in the manner of 
Boisdequin et al. [25] who measured spectra from eddy current mould level sensors. The 
figure is schematic; for a real machine, the 
diagram must be redrawn using the actual 
casting parameters. The magnitudes of the 
vertical bars, too, are not quantitative.  The 
figure is meant to illustrate the wide spectral 
range in which fluctuations can occur in this 
multi-frequency system. 
 

 

 

4. Surface marks (also known as 

oscillation marks) 

 

Transverse marks are encountered on 
the surface of continuously cast strands. 
They are often caused by mould oscillation. 
When the mould reciprocates at frequency 
fOsc the duration of one cycle is t = 1/fOsc. 
During this time the strand travels a distance  
vC t, and therefore the theoretical pitch of 
oscillation marks is 

 
p = vC /fOsc.                                             (6)                 

             
This spacing - one mark per cycle - has 

been confirmed by measurements in many 
cases. Other studies have however revealed 
that the pitch can largely deviate from this 
value [33,34,26]. At lower casting speeds in 
particular, time series obtained from 
profilometer traces of the strand surface 
were found to become irregular with a 

 

Figure 5: Possible frequencies encountered on the 

liquid steel in mould and strand, schematic 

 

 

Figure 6: Mark spacing relative to the 

theoretical value of equation (6) as a function 

of casting speed. Top: measured on CC slab 

samples and data from literature; reproduced 

from Ref. 26. Bottom: numerical experiments 

with nonlinear equation of motion 



broadband spectrum [26], sometimes without recognizable resonance at the frequency of 
mould oscillation. The pattern of surface marks can even persist if mould oscillation is 
stopped.  

Below vC = 0.6 or 0.7 m/min the mark pitches fluctuate strongly with values two or even 
four times higher as given by equation (6). Results from measurements are shown in the top 
diagram of Figure 6. The relative mark spacings form a cloud in which indications of period 
doubling have been revealed [26].  

Since the graph strongly resembles bifurcation diagrams known from chaos theory [2,3] 
it was attempted to construct deterministic oscillators with such behaviour. The diagram on 
the bottom of Figure 6 shows results of a numerical 
experiment with an equation of motion of the type  

 
 ӱ + f (ẏ, t, vC) = A sin (ω t).         (7) 
 

The forcing frequency ω varies with casting speed 
according to a relation fOsc = f (vC). A numerical solution 
generates oscillating time series. The distances between 
peaks are shown in the diagram, again relative to the 
theoretical spacing, as a function of casting speed. The 
results have much in common with the empirical data. 
Below a critical casting speed, bifurcation is seen, with 
doubling of the period similar to observations and two other 
branches. At low casting speeds the subharmonics  

 

f2 = fOsc/2 ,  f3 = fOsc/3                          (8) 
 

are further characteristic frequencies around which the 
waves fluctuate. Since the data from the caster are subject 
to various sources of noise, they fill the vertical columns 
more densely.  

Below about 0.35 m/min, computed results are chaotic. 
This route to chaos is similar to other nonlinear systems. 
Chaotic behaviour is evident when looking at the 
stroboscopic maps of Figure 7, which are typical strange 
attractors. Although the computed results look irregular, it 
is stressed that they were obtained from purely deterministic 
equations with no random components. Work is in progress 
to improve the model and place it into a more physical 
context. 

 
Ingot casting - with no mould oscillation - also creates surface grooves (ripples), see the 

recent study by Jacobi and Schwerdtfeger [35] and Refs. 36 to 38. When casting against a 
blank copper chill the mark pitches are shorter than in the presence of a casting flux. This is 
explained [35] by the differences in thermal resistance; in continuous casting heat removal is 
damped by the slag layer.  

In the absence of reciprocation, the process of mark formation is autonomous in the sense 
that no external time-dependent forcing is active. Yet, fluctuations in the liquid steel, as 
discussed in the previous section, can affect surface mark formation: In Flemings' experiments 
[38] ripples were caused by surface oscillations, and Jacobi and Schwerdtfeger have identified 

 

 

Figure 7: Nonlinear equation 

of motion for the formation of 

surface marks. Poincaré 

sections, casting speed 0.35 

m/min (top), 0.2 m/min 

(bottom) 



their frequency as the first mode of sloshing [35]. A comprehensive physical description of 
surface mark formation, which includes all these factors, remains a challenge.  
 

 

5. Porosity chains in billet casting 

 
The centre of continuously cast billets often carries a chain of voids which are coupled 

with segregation and therefore highly unwanted. According to the mini-ingot theory by 
Alberny et al. [39] these cavities are due to the volumetric shrinkage of steel during 

solidification. Near the crater end the 
final liquid remains in a thin core. 
Feeding of liquid is blocked by 
dendritic bridges which disconnect the 
residual liquid volume. As the 
consequence of shrinkage, a void is 
left in the centre of the billet.  

Shapes, volumes and lengths of 
the cavities and their spacing fluctuate 

in an erratic manner. The dynamics of such cavity chains has been investigated using billet 
samples from three steel grades, 33 m long in total [5,6,40]. Billet cores were X-rayed. The 
radiographs were digitized, producing an 
extensive dataset for the diameter of central 
voids. In particular, binary time series 
became available, with 1 indicating the 
presence and 0 the absence of void along the 
strand length. Figure 8 shows an example. 
The power spectrum, Figure 9, displays 
broadband noise (roughly 1/f-noise). No 
distinct frequencies or signatures of 
periodicities in the operating conditions are 

evident in this spectrum. 
The question arises if low-dimensional deterministic 

chaos can be detected. The Grassberger-Procaccia 
algorithm is a method to assess the dimension of an 
attractor from empirical time series. It uses a correlation 
integral to estimate the correlation dimension, see Ref. 41 
for details. This algorithm was applied to the real valued 
time series of interval lengths and void fractions [40]. The 
analysis has given no evidence of low-dimensional 
determinism.  

Measures of nonlinear dynamics have been applied to 
the dataset itself. It was found that the capacity dimension, 
which quantifies the degree of fragmentation of a set, gives 
a value of 0.807. The graphs for the level-k entropies also 
correlate in an excellent way.  

 

Figure 8: Binary signal of central porosities (1= 

presence of void), 4 m of strand length [5] 

 

Figure 9: Power spectrum of binary porosity 

signal [5] 

 

Figure 10: Measuring the 

capacity dimension of the 

binary dataset [5]. The number 

of boxes needed to cover the 

signal scales in an excellent 

way with the size of the box. 

The slope gives the capacity 

dimension 



Several stochastic models have been tested to approximate the time series [42]. Among 
these, a model which simulates the sequence of bridge events on the basis of stochastic 
parameters reproduces many features of the real time series faithfully, though, of course, it has 
no predictive capability for other cases. 
 

 

6. Conclusions  

 

The paper has studied a number of phenomena in continuous casting which are all 
relevant to quality. Their dynamics can be summarized as follows.   

Mould level hunting is periodic, although non-stationary, since the amplitude grows 
when casting speed exceeds a limit. The basic cause is synchronous bulging.  

Steel flow in the mould and strand is characterized by a multitude of oscillatory effects. 
Some are imposed by periodic external excitation, others are intrinsic fluctuations of the flow. 
While some of the phenomena have well known and unique periods, others are non-periodic. 
The overall behaviour of this system is orchestrated by several players simultaneously. Many 
of the active frequencies grow in proportion to the casting speed. 

Surface marks are periodic and synchronous with mould reciprocation as long as the 
casting speed remains above a critical value. When it falls below, the process of mark 
formation becomes instable and mark pitches develop irregularly. It seems that parts of the 
dynamics can be reproduced by deterministic equations of motion which introduce 
subharmonics and become chaotic at low casting speeds.  

The chain of porosities in billet casting is the most irregular system of this study. In 
contrast to surface marks, no interpretation in terms of low-dimensional deterministic 
equations has been found so far. Stochastic modelling on the basis of empirical time series 
captures much of the dynamics. 

In conclusion, continuous casting involves a number of interesting periodic and non-
periodic phenomena with various types of dynamics. Knowledge has been gathered, but many 
questions remain open for future research.  
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INFLUENCE OF COMPOSITION AND CONTINUOUS CASTING 

PARAMETERS ON THE CRACKING OF B-MICROALLOYED HIGH 

Mn STEEL GRADES 

 

 

Abstract. 

 

This paper deals with the high internal cracking sensitivity observed in the as-cast 

structures of the Boron grades. This work is being conducted within the frame of an RFCS 

European Research Programme in a project called PMAP (Influence of composition and 

continuous casting parameters on the precipitation of microalloyed particles of B 

microalloyed and Mn alloyed steel grades). 

Samples of slabs, billets and laboratory ingots of B and high Mn steel grades, 

presenting some characteristic defects in the as-cast semis, have been analysed in order to 

clarify the role played by casting parameters and microalloyed elements in the cracking 

mechanism. In this respect, a discussion is presented based upon interdendritic segregation 

during solidification and new ThermoCalc calculations of the Fe-C-B pseudo-binary 

diagrams. A comparative study of the B enhancing cracking with the one produced by the S is 

also included. 

This cracking phenomenon is clearly related to the B content since similar steel grades 

without B do not present such internal cracking problem. Pseudo-binary equilibrium phase 

diagrams calculations of the Fe-0.30%C-B shows that for B content higher than 40 ppm end 

solidification temperature is produced at 1140 ºC, with the precipitation of M2B. Furthermore, 

it has been observed that the interdendritic liquid segregation of B is quite similar to the one 

corresponding to S when having a low Mn/S ratio. 

 

 

Keywords. 

 

Continuous casting, microaloyed steel grades, boron steel grades, internal cracks, off-corner 

cracks, segregation cracks, solidification.  

 

 

Introduction. 

 

The production share of B microalloyed engineering steel grades has increased during 

last years. B is used to increase hardenability; and, at the same time the content of Mn has 

been also increased to enhance the strength, and the S content has increased as well in many 

of those grades too for improving machinability. Therefore, quite frequently, steelmakers 

have to produce steel grades which have a high content of Mn, S and B; and there are some 
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defects in the as cast products which are typical of steel grades with these chemical elements. 

However, it is not well understood which of these elements is the main responsible for the 

defects, or if it is the combined influence of the presence of all of them. 

An ongoing RFCS European Research Project called: ”Influence of composition and 

continuous casting parameters on the precipitation of microalloyed particles of B 

microalloyed and Mn alloyed steel grades” (PMAP) is dealing with this issue. There are two 

industrial partners involved in the project: Tata Steel (UK) and Gerdau Europe (Spain), and 

two research institutions: Swerea KIMAB (Sweden) and RWTH Aachen (Germany). Samples 

of slabs and billets of B and high Mn steel grades presenting some characteristic defects in the 

as-cast semis have been analysed by different partners in order to find the role played by 

casting parameters and microalloyed elements in the cracking mechanism, and some of the 

cases studied will be explained in this paper. Additionally, some laboratory ingots have been 

also produced by the research institutions in order to enrich the project scope in terms of 

different grades. 

Blazek et al.[1,2] have published recently some papers where the effect of B on the 

internal cracking of thin slabs casting is discussed. They study the effect of B on the pseudo 

binary phase diagrams of Fe-B at various carbon levels, and they have found that the addition 

of B introduces the possibility of a retrograde melting phenomenon following the initial 

complete solidification in all C contents below 1%. The remelted liquid will be retained down 

to temperatures approaching 1100°C, and the retention of this low melting point phase during 

casting is believed to be the primary cause of casting difficulties of the B grades. The 

formation of halfway cracks in continuous casting of structural steel slabs is also described by 

Ma et al also in a recent paper [3]. They show, both experimentally and with phase 

calculations, that B produces a 50 ºC enlargement of the solidification temperature interval. 

However, as a difference with Blazek et al [1, 2], no mention is made of the retrograde 

melting phenomenon, and the end solidification temperature does not go down so low as to 

1100 ºC. 

In the present paper some examples of B influence in the internal cracking of billets 

are shown, together with a characterization of the boron precipitates found in the as cast 

cracks. A discussion is presented about the B related cracking mechanism based upon 

interdendritic segregation during solidification and new ThermoCalc calculations of the Fe-C-

B pseudo-binary diagrams. A comparative study of the B enhancing cracking with the one 

produced by the S will be also done. 

 

 

Internal billet cracking of 30MnBCr5E and 38B3E steel grades. 

 

Figure 1 shows the internal cracking phenomenon which can be sometimes observed 

for 30MnBCr5e and 38B3E steel grades. Their chemical composition, together with other 

grades which will be studied in this paper, can be observed in Table 1. The Figure 1(a) shows 

the halfway cracks situated at 30 mm from the surface which can be related to the billet 

surface reheating produced at the transition between Zone 2 and 3 of the secondary cooling. 

This kind of cracks highlighted the need for improving the transition between both secondary 

cooling zones. 
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Table 1. Composition of different B steel grades which will be studied in the present paper. (Mn/S)C and MSC 

Index are calculated in agreement with [4]. 

 
 

 
Fig 1. Segregation cracks in the as cast 185 mm billet. (a) Reheating crack at 30 mm from billet surface for 

30MnBCr5E steel grade. (b) Off-corner crack for 38B3E steel grade. 

 

Figure 2 shows a calculation of the billet surface temperature and solidified shell 

thickness for different solid fractions. It can be observed that the shell thickness 

corresponding to a 0.8 solid fraction, when the reheating at the exit of secondary cooling Zone 

2 is produced, is around 30 mm. Therefore, the inner tensile strain related to the reheating 

seems to be the responsible for the cracking of this B steel grade. However, it was also 

observed that other similar steel grades without B were not so highly sensitive to this kind of 

reheating cracking mechanism under similar casting parameters. 

 

C Mn S Cr Ti Nb Al B N

wt % wt % wt % wt % wt % wt % wt % ppm ppm

30MnBCr 5E 185 mm billet 0,29 1,33 0,030 0,49 0,040 - 0,032 39 65 44 22 2,04

38B3E 185 mm billet 0,37 0,91 0,015 0,12 0,040 - 0,030 30 60 61 38 1,61

1988Q 1817*225 mm slab 0,17 1,40 0,004 0,15 0,025 0,031 0,038 33 45 350 107 3,26

Grade 1 lab ingot 0,16 0,70 0,021 - 0,005 0,006 0,039 31 104 33 29 1,15

96Cr6L 155 mm billet 0,95 0,38 0,011 1,52 0,003 - 0,016 1 48 35 48 0,72

A36-B 2265*220 slab 0,17 1,19 0,005 - 0,01 - - 17 50 238 90 2,64

Steel 

grade

Sample

 source
Mn/S (Mn/S)c MSC
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Fig 2. Billet solidification in the CCM. A reheating of the billet surface can be observed at the end of secondary 

cooling zone 2. The solid shell thickness and solid fractions calculated at different depths are also displayed. 

 

Figure 1(b) shows an off-corner internal cracking related to a deformation of the billet 

contour for the 38B3E steel grade. The presence of this kind of defect for the 38B3E 

establishes a clear difference between this steel grade and other non boron steel grades of 

similar composition. 

In order to analyse the role played by B in the internal cracking two kinds of studies 

have been carried out: the metallographic study of as cast samples and the thermodynamic 

study using the ThermoCalc-Dictra and IDS programs. 

Figure 3 shows the precipitates found in the reheating cracks zone of the 30MnBCr5E 

sample. Film-like Fe (C,B) precipitates can be observed, this iron boride precipitates are not 

easy to distinguish due to its high Fe content which disguises them with the matrix. The 

Figure 4 also shows that film-like Fe (B,C) precipitates can be observed in the off-corner 

cracks of the 38B3E sample. The big film-like iron borides, that can be observed in the 

cracked zones, are different in shape to the precipitates formed in other parts of the as cast 

billets. It is very difficult to find those B precipitates due to their small in size. 
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(a)                                (b) 

Fig 3. Micro-crack path along the prior austenite grain boundary contains Fe-C-B precipitates often associated 

with MnS. Atomic number contrast images. 30MnBCr5E steel grade. 

 

 
Fig 4.  Interdendritic Fe-B precipitates in the off-corner crack. 38B3E steel grade. 

 

Some illustrative examples of those B precipitates were found at the RWTH Aachen 

laboratory ingot Grade 1 as it can be observed in the Figure 5 (see composition in Table 1). 

BN is precipitating around a MnS inclusion for this laboratory ingot with a high N and low Ti 

content, therefore it has plenty of N in the matrix to form BN precipitates as the one showed 

in the Figure 5. The Figure 6 shows another example of B precipitates, this time for the as-

cast slab 1988Q (see composition in Table 1). This time a Fe(B,C) is precipitating around a 

MnS inclusion, and there is also some complex Ti,NbV(B,C). For this steel grade the high Ti 

and low N content makes that B precipitation in solid phase is mainly iron-borides. Therefore, 

the common pattern is that B particles have a small size and that they precipitate mainly on 

MnS inclusions. 

Fe(B,C)

MnS
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Fig 5. Precipitation of BN around a MnS inclusion. Laboratory ingot grade 1. High N, low Ti and 39 ppm B. 

 

 
Fig 6. Fe(C,B) precipitate around a MnS inclusion located in a prior austenite grain boundary. 1817x225 slab of 

1988Q steel grade. 

 

The big film-like iron-borides precipitates observed in the as-cast cracks areas seem to 

be produced during solidification as they are related to interdendritic segregation of other 

highly segregable elements like S, as it can be observed in Figure 3(b). Ma et al.[3] calculated 

with the program ThermoCalc the evolution of interdendritic B concentration during 

solidification for the steel grade A-36B (see composition in Table 1). The Figure 7 shows the 

results of Ma et al. compared with the IDS calculation made in this research. It can be 

observed that the B-content of the residual liquid rises from 17 ppm to 1000 ppm when the 

liquid fraction decreases from 1 to 0.01. It can be also observed in the figure that the Ma et 

al.[3] calculation can be quite well adjusted with the Scheil analytical equation up to a liquid 

fraction of 0.01. For lower liquid fraction there is a lack of adjustment perhaps due to the high 

B solid diffusion which is not taken into account in the Scheil approximation. When the B 

back solid diffusion during solidification is considered, calculated with the Clyne et al. 

equation [5], a good adjustment of ThermoCalc and IDS data can be observed in the Figure 7 

when using a partition coefficient of B ( KB) of  0.033 and a back solid diffusion coefficient 

of  = 0.02. 
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Fig 7. Variation of the B content in the interdendritic liquid.  Comparison of ThermoCalc and IDS calculations 

with the Scheil analytical equation, with and without solid back diffusion. Steel grade A36-B. 

 

Figure 8 shows a ThermoCalc calculation of the phase equilibrium diagram of the Fe-

0.30%C-B calculated with database TCFE6 (Figure 8(a)) and an older database TCFE5 

(Figure 8(b)). In the Figure 8(b) a retrograde melting after solidification can be observed for B 

content between 100 and 150 ppm in good accordance with the one calculated by Blazek et 

al.[1,2]. However, for the phase diagram calculated with the more recent database TCFE6 no 

retrograde melting can be observed. In this phase diagram, when the B content is higher than 

40 ppm, the end of solidification is produced at the very low temperature of 1140 ºC with the 

precipitation of the iron boride M2B. A calculation was also carried out of the phase diagram 

for Fe-0.38%C-B, which describe better the 38B3E steel grade behaviour, giving a similar 

result than the one presented for the Fe-0.30%C-B. 
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Fig 8. Fe-0.30%C-B pseudo-binary phase diagram calculated with ThermoCalc databases: (a): TCFE6 and (b): 

TCFE5. 

 

 

Discussion 

 

Billets from 30MnBCr5E and 38B3E steel grades present a high sensitivity for internal 

segregation cracks related to billet surface reheating or deformation of billet surface 

contour;and other steel grades with similar compositions but without B do not present this 

kind of cracking. Big film-like iron borides have been found in the cracks together with MnS 

precipitates. The B enrichment of interdendritic segregated liquid has been calculated with 

IDS and ThermoCalc programs, and a good adjustment of the segregation data can be 

obtained with an analytical equation when using a value for the partition coefficient during 

solidification for the B of 0.033. This calculated value of the partition coefficient of B is quite 

similar to the partition value of S for  primary phase (between 0.015 and 0.035)[4]. 

Therefore, the enrichment of B in the interdendritic liquid will be similar to the enrichment of 

S, and it could be possible to compare the effect of B on the as-cast semis cracking 

phenomenon with the one produced by S. 

It is well known that sulphur, and the Mn/S ratio, have a big influence on the 

continuous casting internal cracking: the S enrichment of interdendritic liquid is controlled by 

the precipitation of MnS. When the Mn/S ratio is higher than a critical value the concentration 

of S in the interdendritic liquid is decreasing once MnS precipitation starts. However, for 

Mn/S ratios lower than the critical one, the Mn is consumed during MnS precipitation and S 

content increases further as solidification proceeds. In this last case, the S enriched 

interdendritic liquid has a very low solidification temperature, and therefore final 

solidification is produced with the eutectic Fe-FeS at around 980 ºC [6], giving rise to 

cracking highly susceptible conditions. The (Mn/S) Critical Value [(Mn/S)c] depends on the S 

content, and its value can be calculated [4]. The MSC index expresses a ratio between the 

Mn/S ratio of a steel grade and its (Mn/S)c. Many industrial experiences have clearly shown 

the correlation between a low Mn/S ratio (MSC Index below 1) and the internal cracking 

phenomenon of the as cast semis. 

Table 1 shows the Mn/S ratio for the different steel grades discussed in the present 

paper, the calculated (Mn/S)c and MSC Index. It can be observed that the 30MnBCr5E and 

the 38B3E steel grades have high MSC values, and therefore their internal cracking is not 

justified by a low Mn/S ratio. In this respect, Table 1 also shows the composition of the steel 

grade 96Cr6L, which presents a low Mn/S ratio, with a MSC Index below 1. This steel grade 

presents frequent internal reheating cracks similar to the ones showed for the 30MnCr5E steel 

grade in Figure 1(a). Therefore this result can be considered as a confirmation that a similar 

cracking mechanism is supposed to happen both for a low Mn/S ratio steel grade and for the 

B steel grade. In the case of S, its deleterious effect can be controlled with the appropriate 

content of Mn; however, in the case of B grades the continuous increase of B in the 

interdendritic liquid will decrease the end solidification temperature to around 1140ºC, when 

solidification of M2B will happen, and it would be important to find out if the B enrichment 
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could be controlled with any other chemical element as it is the case of Mn for the Mn/S 

relationship.  

 

 

Conclusions. 

 

 Internal segregated cracks have detected for 185 mm billets of the 30MnBCr5E and 

38B3E steel grades. 

 The cracking phenomenon seems to be related to B content of both steel grades. Similar 

steel grades without B do not present such internal cracking susceptibility. 

 Big film-like iron borides have been found in those cracks for both steel grades, and they 

seem to be produced during solidification as they are related to interdendritic segregation 

of other highly segregable elements like S. 

 Pseudo binary equilibrium phase diagrams of the Fe-0.30%C-B shows that for B content 

higher than 40 ppm end solidification temperature is produced at 1140 ºC, with the 

precipitation of M2B. 

 It has been found that the interdendritic liquid segregation mechanism of B is quite similar 

to the one corresponding to S when having a low Mn/S ratio; and it has been shown that 

the cracking tendency of steel grades with low Mn/S ratio is quite similar to the cracking 

tendency of B steel grades. Final solidification of the interdendritic liquid will be 

produced by the precipitation of FeS in one case, and M2B in the other case, at a low 

temperature. 

 In the case of S, its deleterious effect can be controlled with the appropriate content of 

Mn; therefore, in the case of B grades it would be important to find out if the 

interdendritic liquid B enrichment could be controlled as well with any other chemical 

element. 
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. 

HOT- DUCTILITY AND PRECIPITATION BEHAVIOR OF BORON IN 

NB- V- TI MICOALLOYED STEELS FOR CC 

Abstract  

 

With the hot tensile test machine with melting/ solidification unit at the Department of 

Ferrous Metallurgy RWTH Aachen University, a hot ductility evaluation of different steel is 

examined grades directly after solidification. In addition to the information of the ductility, 

the fracture surfaces in the ductility minima are considered with SEM- EDX (scanning 

electron microscope - energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) analyzes to investigate the 

failure mechanisms during the hot ductility investigations. To get an overview about the 

occurring phases during solidification, thermodynamic modeling is conducted on basis of the 

commercial software FactSage™. A concept of the precipitation mechanism of boron within 

these steel grades is investigated and shown by WDS (wavelength-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy) mappings. 

For the examined steel grades, a sharp decrease of the hot ductility is recognizable at 

1125°C, for the samples with 0.7 wt% manganese. Firstly, the precipitation of manganese 

sulfides (MnS) starts in the liquid phase. After forming of MnS, the BN formation takes place. 

In the presence of manganese sulfides, boron precipitations have a joint interface with MnS.  

 

 

Keywords 

 

hot ductility, ductility minima, microalloying elements, boron precipitation.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In the course of the current European RFCS project “Influence of composition and 

continuous casting parameters on the precipitation of microalloyed particles of B 

microalloyed and Mn alloyed steel”, PMAP the consequences for surface repair of the 

continuously cast semis due to cracking defects are investigated. Besides the castability of 

high manganese and high sulphur steel grades with simultaneously varying microalloying 

particles (Ti, Nb, V, Al, B) gets developed.  

To reduce the influence of cracking defects, the hot ductility course for the steel grades 

is necessary, to know the temperature ranges with poor bending properties [1]. During the 

solidification of steels, two ductility minima are identifiable [2]. Because of microsegregation 

of the interdendritic melt, the first minimum appears below the solidus temperature. In 

consequences of the enrichment of chemical elements, the specific solidus temperature is 

reduced and the temperature will be postponed to lower values. Hence, the ductility value 

remains zero, until the final solidification of the complete melt. The formation of sulfides, 

carbides, nitrides and the precipitation of ferrite on former austenite grain boundaries are the 

reasons for the second ductility minima during the solidification. The used microalloyed 

elements have different influences on the ductility course. Through the addition of niobium, a 

reducing of the hot ductility is expected because of the formation of nitrides and particular 
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carbides on the grain boundaries takes place. Besides the dynamic re-crystallization is 

delayed. Titanium has a positive impact on the ductility through the setting of nitrogen to 

titanium nitrides, thus the negative effect of nitrogen is minimized. For vanadium a negative 

effect is reported [1].  

 In recent literature, the effect of boron in steels is partially contradictory reported. For 

different applications, boron has to be dissolved, as a nitride or as a carbide in the steel matrix 

with different propositions on the hot ductility [1],[3-11]. Therefore the precipitation behavior 

of boron is investigated and a model about the progress is introduced. 

 

 

2. Experimental Procedure and Calculations 

 

 
2.1 Hot Ductility Evaluations: 

 

To investigate the castability of boron containing, microalloyed steel grades with 

varying manganese content, hot ductility evaluations are carried out directly after 

solidification. These investigations are conducted at the Department of Ferrous Metallurgy 

with the so-called Trebel- machine (see Fig. 1). Therefore the liquid temperature is 

determined by differential thermal analysis (DTA) measurements. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic structure of the Trebel machine at the Department of Ferrous Metallurgy 

 

The sample gets partial melted and afterwards quenched to test temperature with a 

defined cooling rate. With a strain rate of dɛ/dt= 10
-4

 s
-1

, the sample is disrupted and the area 

of fracture is measured. Hence, the ductility is represented by the Reduction of Area (RA): 

 

    (
     
  

)       (1) 

 



Thereby, A0 is initially the cross section of the sample and A1, the fracture surface after 

the testing. 

The examined steel grades are cast in a 2- chamber vacuum induction furnace at the 

Department of Ferrous Metallurgy, in the IEHK Vacuum Steel Centre. The laboratory ingot 

has a charge weight of 80kg and the particular chemical composition is measured by an 

Optical Emission Spectrometry with Puls Discrimination Analysis Mapping (OES- PDA) 

spectrometer QSG 750 by OBLF. The values for nitrogen and oxygen are investigated by wet 

chemistry analysis. So far, five different alloys are considered in these investigations, which 

are cast within the RFCS- PMAP with given chemical compositions (see Table 1). 

Furthermore, a preliminary alloy is produced in a 50kg open induction furnace, with a ten 

times higher boron content to focus on the analytical methods for the detection of boron 

containing phases. Otherwise the grade is similar to Grade 4 (see Table 1). 

In addition to the information of the ductility, the fracture surfaces in the ductility 

minima are considered with SEM- EDX (scanning electron microscope - energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy) analyses to investigate the failure mechanisms. Therefore, the surface of 

fracture is cut and investigated directly on the surface area to receive informations about 

precipitations. 

 

 

2.2 Precipitation mapping 

 

 The main focus on these maps of precipitates is the detection of boron phases to get an 

understanding about the precipitation behaviour. Therefore samples are separated out with a 

maximum diameter of one inch from the laboratory cast ingots. To get possible informations 

about the influence of the cooling rate on the precipitation formation, specimens are cut from 

the edge of the disk and of the middle the sample. The samples are investigated by the method 

of SEM- EDX (scanning electron microscope - energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) in the 

first place. But due to a lower resolution, in terms of the detection of boron phases, the 

method of WDS (wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) mappings is used which will be 

discussed in this paper, subsequently. For WDS investigations, for each element to be 

detected an own detector is necessary. The specimens are analyzed at the Central Facility for 

Electron Microscopy RWTH Aachen University by electron probe micro- analyzer 

(see Figure 3), where five different detectors are installed. Boron containing phases mainly 

occur together with nitrogen on manganese sulfides [8]. In the spectra of EDX investigations, 

a peak of carbon concentration occurs (see Fig. 6). Therefore boron, nitrogen, sulphur, 

manganese and carbon get detected by the WDS method. Other chemical elements like 

oxygen, aluminum, silicon, titanium and iron are analyzed by EDS (see Fig. 2). 

Before these mappings were performed, precipitations modelling are conducted with the use 

of the commercial software FactSage™, using Version 6.1. Thereby equilibrium solidification 

is assumed, without taking segregation and diffusion of elements into account. 

 



 
Fig. 2: Electron probe micro- analyser (EPMA), type JEOL JXA-8530F at the Central Facility 

for Electron Microscopy RWTH Aachen University 

 

 

3. Experimental Results 

 

 

3.1 Hot Ductility Evaluations 

 

In Table 1 the chemical compositions for each steel grade are presented which have to 

be cast within the RFCS- PMAP project. Apart from the differences in the carbon and 

manganese content, the microalloyed elements get varied. All of the steel grades contain 

boron, expect steel Grade 3. Furthermore the values for nitrogen and oxygen are differentially 

because of metallurgical reasons and to find differences in the precipitation formation of 

nitrides and oxides. 

  



Table 1: chemical compositions of the laboratory ingots 

 

actual value  

in wt.-% 

Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 

0 1 2 3 4 5 

C 0.19 0.164 0.146 0.13 0.37 0.383 

Mn 0.7218 0.698 0.6936 0.6761 1.8711 1.8415 

Si 0.331 0.301 0.306 0.309 0.337 0.313 

Si 0.0262 0.0209 0.0133 0.016 0.0182 0.0191 

Al 0.016 0.039 0.037 0.033 0.03 0.038 

P 0.0174 0.0081 0.0083 0.0042 0.02 0.0165 

Ti 0.029 0.005 0.0009 0.0047 0.0078 0.0024 

V 0.0077 0.002 0.0004 0.0007 0.001 0.001 

Nb 0.0009 0.006 0.0009 0.004 0.0009 0.002 

B 0.0348 0.0031 0.0027 <0.001 0.0034 0.004 

N 0.007 0.0104 0.0087 0.0086 0.0009 0.0012 

O / 0.0012 0.0012 0.0008 0.001 0.0009 

 

 In Fig. 3 the results for the hot ductility courses of Grade 1 to 5, with a strain rate of 

dɛ/dt= 10
-4

 s
-1

 are shown, which were already presented [12]. On the abscissa the 

temperature [°C] and on the ordinate the reduction of area [%] is represented. A manganese 

content of 0.7 wt% is alloyed into the steel Grades 1 to 3 (see Table 1). All of these samples 

still have no ductility for 1450°C. The Zero- Ductility- Temperature (ZDT) is for Grade 1 and 

3 at 1400°C and for Grade 2 at 1420°C. A sharp decrease of the values is recognizable at 

1125°C for the Grades 1 to 3 which identifies a critical temperature for these steel grades. By 

decreasing the temperature to lower values, all of the three steel grades have their lowest 

value at 800°C at around 10% Reduction of Area.  

Grade 4 and 5 have a manganese content of 1.9 wt% (see Table 1). Like for the other steel 

samples, these grades have a similar hot ductility behaviour. At 1380°C, Grade 4 cannot 

absorb any ductility and the ZDT is at 1350°C. For Grade 5, the equivalent Zero- Ductility- 

Temperature is at 1350°C. A decrease of the ductility values starts for Grade 4 at 1025°C with 

a minimal value at 60%. For Grade 5 the minimal value is 83% at 825°C and the reduction 

starts at 850°C. 

 



 
Fig. 3: Ductility courses for Grade 1 to 5 

 

 Fig. 4 exemplarily shows the SEM- EDX investigations of the fracture surfaces from 

the hot ductility test. 

 
Fig. 4: Fractography investigation of Grade 2 at T= 1050°C, with detected manganese 

sulphides and iron oxides. Measuring Point are mixed phases with FeO and MnS. The other 

points 3-8 are manganese sulfides. 

 

 Mainly detectable for all invested steel grades are manganese sulphides, micropores 

and in places, iron oxides. The fractograph in Figure 4 can be optically divides into two parts. 

The upper and the downer part of the sample point out a “honey-comb“ like structure, which 

surround the detected manganese sulfides. This manner indicates a ductile fracture at this 

point of the sample [13]. The middle area deduces a rather brittle behavior because locally 

strong elongation und pinches can be assumed [14]. The cellular structure is enclosed by long 

needle shaped MnS. 

 



 

3.2 Precipitation mappings 

 

 To get a general knowledge about the occurring phases during the solidification, 

thermodynamic calculations with FactSage™ are conducted (see Fig. 5). Thereby the 

presence of boron containing phases should be confirmed thermodynamically. 

 

 
Fig. 5: FactSage™ calculations for Grade 2 

 

 Boron nitrides (BN) are formed during the solidification in all of the boron containing 

steel grades, independently of the boron and nitrogen content but with differences in the total 

amount. The precipitation of manganese sulfides (MnS) starts in the liquid phase. After the 

MnS formation, the BN creation takes place. Other occurring phases for the steel grades are 

mainly alumina nitrides (AlN), titanium nitrides (TiN), niobium nitrides or carbides and 

mixed phases. 

 Fig. 6 shows the results for the precipitation investigations, conducted by the SEM- 

EDX method. 

 

 
Fig. 6: SEM EDX investigations of the preliminary steel grade with 400ppm boron 

 

 The associated EDX spectra are omitted and the belonging phases are directly written 

in the SEM picture. Visible are boron phases together with nitrogen, carbon and iron. But the 

presence of iron and carbon are contingently from the matrix and therefore further 

investigations are performed by the WDS method. 

 The concentration of the specific element rises from black (no intensity) to white (high 

intensity). The round precipitation can be analyzed as MnS and the other precipitations are 



boron nitrides (see Fig. 7). From the WDS mapping a second phase with aluminum and 

oxygen is detected, whereby it probable is aluminum oxide (Al2O3). 

 

 
Fig. 7: WDS mapping of Grade 1; a) Mn, b) S, c) B, d) N, e) Al, f) O, g) corresponding SEM 

picture 

 

 In the following just the SEM picture is presented with the particular inscription of the 

phases. For the marking of the pictures, the respective mappings are evaluated. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Overview of the WDS investigations from Grade 2, sample taken from the center 

 

 MnS is surrounded by BN which is likewise the precipitations in Fig. 7, but the boron 

phase is unsteady around the MnS. (see Fig. 8). 

 

 

4. Discussion  

 

 From Fig. 3, a critical temperature is recognisable at 1125°C for the steel grades with 

0.7 wt% manganese (compare to Table 1). At this temperature, a sharp decrease of the 

ductility values to lower ductility is clearly shown. Besides the minima values are 

considerably lower around 10% for 800°C, in comparison to the steel grades with 1.8 wt% 



manganese. Schwerdtfeger [1] gives a correlation with the manganese/ sulphur ratio at 

1100°C. For a ration over 50, the ductility is around 50% and for values over 100, the 

correlating ductility values are at 100%, which is consistent with the current investigations. 

However, Schwerdtfeger [1] gives the validity just for manganese contents up 0.6 wt%, rather 

even for higher manganese contents the influence of the manganese and sulphur ratio is 

displayed. From the equilibrium calculations, in the temperature range of the ductility 

decrease, the MnS formation has its peak. Besides the aluminum nitride creation takes place. 

Grades 4 and 5 have lower nitrogen values, which are reduced around factor seven. Thereby 

the nitride forming is suppressed. Furthermore, with the higher manganese content the 

transition temperature rage between the ferrite and austenite transformations is postponed to 

lower temperatures. 

 The detection of boron containing phases is conducted by using SEM- EDX and 

SEM - WDS. The preliminary steel grade with 400ppm boron is analyzed by the EDX 

method. The theoretical detection limit of the EDX analysis just begins at the chemical 

element boron. Therefore, the necessity of a relatively high amount of boron for a successful 

detection is necessary. Chemical elements, mainly iron or carbon from the matrix can be 

detected as well because of the scattering of electrons in the surrounding area of the specimen. 

Hence, the detected iron has to be proofed by quantitative line scans. A small oxygen and 

carbon peak is identifiable in every spectrum of the EDX investigations. Because of organic 

arrears on the sample (carbon) or oxidation after the sample preparation, a systematic mistake 

might be occurring. But in different literature sources Fe23(C,B)6 precipitations are detected as 

well [15-17]. 

 The investigation has revealed that boron phases mainly occur together with 

manganese sulfides. A jointly interface is visible for 90 per cent of the detected boron 

precipitation in the sustained investigations. Thereby the influence of the heterogeneous 

nucleation energy as an explanation on the joint appearances is used.  

A reduction of the specific solidus temperature is reduced by microsegregation of chemical 

elements in the interdendritic melt. The solubility product for manganese is exceeded and the 

precipitation for MnS occurs firstly (see Fig. 5). Therefore a depletion of manganese and 

sulphur, in the direct vicinity of the MnS takes place. This results in a raise of the activity of 

boron in the liquid melt, next to manganese sulphur, which occurs in a raise of the interface 

energy between the MnS and the liquid phase. An improvement of the wettability with a 

reduction of the heterogeneous nucleation energy might proceed. Thus, the BN formation 

takes place at the manganese sulfide. 

 

 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

 

The hot ductility investigations show the particular influence on the manganese 

content, relating to the reduction of area. The microalloyed steel grades with a manganese 

content of 0.7 wt% have a critical temperature at 1125°C with a sharp decrease of the ductility 

values. In addition, these steel grades show their lowest ductility in the investigated 

temperature range at 800°C with a value of 10% (see Fig.3). The Grades 4 and 5, containing 

1.8 wt% manganese show a more ductile behavior, which result in higher aggregate values for 

the ductility.  

 The detection of boron containing precipitations should be conducted by the method of 

WDS, because of measuring inaccuracies with SEM- EDX. 

 Boron phases mainly occur together with manganese sulfides at a jointly interface 

because of the reduction of the heterogeneous nucleation energy between these two phases. 
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Abstract 

 

Cracks formation on the slab surface or in the slab is one problem of production of continuous 

slab casting. These cracks occur in the mould and/or in the secondary cooling zone. It is, 

however, well known that cracking is strongly dependent on the steel composition. For certain 

steel grades cracking cannot completely be avoided even for modern continuous casting 

machines. Hence the production of cracking sensitive steel is the most challenging for casting 

operators.  In many cases a lot of cracking sensitive steel has excellent mechanical properties. 

The influence of chemical elements is complex both for cracking to occur on the slab and for 

their mechanical properties. Thus it is important for the steel industry to have an applicable 

model to predict the influence of steel composition on the cracking in the slab during casting.  

The model to be described favours a close cooperation between caster, material developer and 

steel user and enables an optimisation of steel composition with regard to the high quality of 

the slabs and steel mechanical properties. Furthermore these models allow a prediction of 

cracking sensitivity for new steel grades. By application of the knowledge from literature, 

mathematical solidification models, laboratory investigation and practical experience, models 

have been developed to predict the internal and surface crack formation in the mould and in 

the secondary cooling zone. In this work the principles of the modelling and the application in 

the casting process will be presented. 

 

Keywords: continuous- steel-slab casting, crack, solidification, slab quality 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The production of defect free continuously cast products is an important task for the steel 

industry. Cracks in steel cast products are the most common defects. They can occur at 

several locations in the interior and on the surface of cast products.  

The formation of internal and surface crack is mainly due to the strain and stress in the cast 

steel slab which are caused mechanically and thermally during the casting.  In the last few 

years at voestalpine a lot of optimizations have been done to reduce this strain and stress: 

 Primary cooling in the mould: For example improving the properties of casting powder to 

get uniform solidification in the areas of meniscus and feeding-system of casting powder 

on mould level. 

 Casting feeding system: like SEN in order to get uniform inflow into the meniscus. 

 Support rolls system for reducing bulging, misalignment and strain and stress during 

bending and straightening. 

 Secondary cooling: reducing the thermal stress und optimising temperature in straightening 

zone. 

 

In spite of these efforts, even in a modern steel plant, it is impossible to produce continuously 

cast slabs without stress and strain. For certain steel grades, cracking cannot completely be 

avoided. Hence the production of cracking sensitive steel is the most challenging for casting 

operators. The simplest way to overcome this quality problem is to avoid casting such 

cracking sensitive steels. In fact we are in a dilemma: in many cases the cracking sensitive 



 

steel has excellent mechanical properties. Hence an important topic will be discussed: It is 

possible to build a simple model to predict cracking sensitivity from its chemical composition.    

The influence of chemical elements in modern steel grades is complex both for crack 

formation in or on the slab and for mechanical properties. An interesting example is the 

influence of Nb on transversal cracking. Many studies have shown that more cracking occurs 

with more Nb in the steel [1-5]. The operation experiences at voestalpine show that the 

influence of Nb is dependent very strongly on the carbon content or carbon equivalent 

regarding peritectic reaction. Fig.1 shows the relationship between transverse cracking and 

carbon for Nb-alloyed steel with Nb=0.03 mass%. The negative effect of Nb on the cracking 

for steels with C<0.06 mass% is not observed for the modern casters and optimised processes. 

However the cracking for steel with C = 0.08 - 0.2 mass% occurs intensively, especially for 

the production of thicker slabs and also thick steel plates. Thus it is important for the steel 

industry to have a reliable model to predict the influence of steel composition on the cracking 

during casting. 

The model will support a close cooperation 

between caster, material developer and steel 

user and will enable an optimisation of steel 

composition with regard to the high quality 

of the slabs and steel mechanical properties. 

By application of the knowledge from 

literature, mathematical solidification 

models, laboratory investigation and 

practical experience, models have been 

developed to predict the internal and surface 

crack formation in the mould and in the 

secondary cooling zone. In this work the 

principles of modelling and their application 

in the casting process will be presented. 

 

Fig.1: Influence of carbon on the cracking 

for Nb-alloyed steel

 

Internal solidification cracking 

Internal solidification cracking (ISC) occurs during solidification in the mushy zone by a 

“slight” strain. The three most frequently observed ISC are halfway (perpendicular to casting 

direction), centreline, and subsurface cracks (parallel to casting direction). During continuous 

casting, solidification cracking is influenced by chemical composition, solidification 

condition, casting parameters like casting speed, superheat, cooling or misalignment of 

support rolls. The mechanisms of solidification cracking are complex, especially influence 

mechanisms of steel composition and solidification conditions. Bernhard systematically 

describes the mechanisms of solidification cracking [6]. Among the mechanisms, most of 

them are based upon the solidification interval [7]: the larger the solidification interval of the 

alloy, the more sensitive it will be to solidification cracking. Additionally Clyne and Davies 

[7] have recognised that ISC was due to an opening of the mushy zone in a “vulnerable” 

region where the dendrite arms can be pulled apart easily.   

 

The vulnerable area will be described as a zero ductility area between solid fraction fS = 0.8-1  

[8]. The cracking is influenced by the mushy zone size with solid fraction fS = 0.8 - 1 or 0.9 -1, 

the stiffness of the strand shell, dendrite formation and the size of the primary grain. In the 

work of Bernhard and Piere [9], it is confirmed that solidification cracking occurs mostly 

along the primary grain boundary. A primary grain contains a few dendrites. The larger the 

grain size, the higher the risk of cracking.  The mushy zone size and stiffness of strand shell in 

dependence on the steel composition can be calculated by modelling. But it is not well known 



 

about the dependence of dendrite formation and primary grain size on the steel composition. 

Therefor in this work on the basis of mushy zone size (fS=0.9-1) and stiffness of strand shell, 

a model for describing the solidification internal cracking sensitivity (ICS) is done as follows: 

 

 
 

S09- S1 is mushy zone size between fS=0.9 and 1.                            

The index of stiffness will be calculated by following formula [10] 

Index of stiffness = ∑ σi di                                                                                                                                                  (2)  

σi = measured strength of  -phase, -phase, +-phase, + liquid, +liquid  in N/mm² 

di = strand thickness of  ,  , + , +L, +L at a 15 m distance to the mold level in mm 

 

The measured data from Mizukami [11] was applied for the estimation of stiffness. In Table 1 

the strengths of the phases are shown. From a solid fraction fS=0.8, the strand shell begins to 

bear the force [8].   
 
Table 1:  strength of phases in N/mm² 

 
 

At voestalpine, a heat flow model was developed to calculate the structure of the strand shell 

[12]. A segregation model was applied for calculating the mushy zone. The influence of 

chemical composition C, Si, Mn, P, S, Cr, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ti, V, Nb, N and Al on the structure of 

the strand shell can be calculated. The important solidification parameters like the coefficients 

of diffusion and distribution for these elements have been taken from many papers [13-15] 

and are listed in Table 2.   

As an example, the calculated strand shell structure for steel with C=0.13 mass% is illustrated 

in Fig.2. The Y-coordinator depicts the distance to mould level, and the X-coordinator the 

thickness of strand shell regarding different solid fraction and phase transformation. The 

calculated parameters regarding S09, S1 and di  at the end of caster bow (15 m to the mould 

level)  were used for the calculation of  ICS.  

 

 

Fig.2:  Structure of strand shell for a steel with C=0.13 mass% 

With the help of simulation, the ICS has been calculated for more than 300 cases with 

different steel compositions of C, Si, Mn, P, S, Cr, Ni, Cu, Mo, Ti, V, Nb and  N. Most of the 

 -phase +  +L + +L -phase

8.4 5.26 4.7 3 1.57



 

cases are from the product mix.  On the basis of simulation results, a simple regressive model 

has been built: 

ICS = b + fC*[C]+ fSi*[Si] + fP*[P]+ fMn*[Mn] + fMn/S*Mn/S + fMnS*[Mn]*[S]+ fSS*[S]*[S]+ fS*[S]  

+  fN*[N] + fNb*[Nb]+ fV *[V]+ fNi*[Ni] + fCr*[Cr] +fMo*[Mo]+ fAl*[Al]+fCu*[Cu]                       (3) 

 

[C], [Si], …: steel composition in mass%. 

b, fC, fSi, …:  constant and coefficients for elements 

On the basis of a basic steel composition (see follows table) a simulation result of influence of 

steel composition on ICS are shown, see Fig. 3. 

 
 

S is an element which has the strongest 

influence on the ICS. Because of the 

formation of MnS in the mushy zone, the 

influence of S on cracking will be influenced 

by Mn. Higher Mn reduces the negative 

influence of S on ICS. The simulation results 

indicate that a higher ratio of Mn/S lowers 

ICS. The influence of elements on the ICS 

has following sequence:  V, Al, Ni, Cr, Mn, 

Mo, Si, Cu, C, Ti, Nb, N, P and S, see Table 

3.  
At voestalpine steel specimen are regularly 

taken to check internal quality. The ISC are 

evaluated. In Table 3 the influence factors 

of elements for model and production 

evaluation have been put together. 

 

Table 2:  Diffusions- and distributions 

coefficient for different elements [13-15] 

 
 

 
Fig.3:  Simulation results on the influence of elements on internal cracking  

D in m²/s K D in m²/s K

C 7.9x10 -9 0.2 6.4x10 -10 0.35

Si 3.5x10 -11 0.77 1.1x10 -12 0.52

Mn 4x10 -11 0.75 4.2x10 -13 0.75

P 4.4x10 -11 0.13 2.5x10 -12 0.06

S 1.6x10 -10 0.06 3.9x10 -11 0.025

Cr 2.1x10 -11 0.95 4.24x10 -14 0.86

Ni 1.36x10 -11 0.83 1.63x10 -13 0.95

Cu 2.2x10 -11 0.53 2.63x10 -13 0.88

Mo 2.68x10 -11 0.8 3.6x10 -13 0.585

Ti 1.59x10 -11 0.38 6.1x10 -13 0.33

V 4.1x10 -11 0.93 6.65x10 -13 0.63

Nb 1.89x10 -10 0.4 1.17x10 -12 0.22

W 1.05x10 -11 0.85 1.12x10 -12 0.45

N 3.7x10 -9 0.25 9.88x10 -10 0.48

Al 0.92 0.92

D:  Diffusionscoefficient at 1500°C in m²/s 

K: distribution coefficient



 

A correspondence between model prediction 

und practical observation for C, Si, Mn, P, S, 

Cu, Nb, N can be seen, but for elements like 

V, Ni, Cr, Mo, Ti and Al there is no 

correspondence by trend. One possible 

reason is underestimating the influence of 

these elements on the stiffness of the strand 

shell. In Mizukami [11] the measured 

strength of phases is only for Fe-C-system. It 

is unknown about the influence of these 

elements on the strength of phases. On the 

basis of the practice observation the model 

has been calibrated by variation of 

coefficients in the model (formula 3).  

A comparison between the model predicted 

risk of ISC and practical observation is 

shown in Fig.4.  

To sum up, we can say that the model is able 

to predict the risk of ICS depending on the 

steel composition by trend. 

 

Table 3:  Comparison of influence factors  

between model and praxis 

 

 

Fig.4:  Comparison between model and production data evaluation 

Cracking in the mould 

Longitudinal cracks begin to occur in the mould. The corner cracks can occur either in the 

mould or in the secondary cooling zone. In order to confirm whether cracking occurs possible 

in the mould, samples of slabs with cracking were taken for metallographic investigations. 

The samples were broken at the cracks and the crack surface was observed. For the cracks 

which occur in mould, mould slag or a dendritic structure is detected.  In Fig.5 a SEM  picture 

shows a dendritic structure for a corner crack surface.  A high solidification rate, possible 

high fluctuation of mould level, non-uniform inflow of mould slag into the casting gap and 

the uneven solidification caused by peritectic phase transformation characterize the first 

moments of solidification and determine the risk of cracking in the mould [16]. Practice 

indicates that the steels with a hypo peritectic composition have high risk for cracking in the 

mould. This higher cracking risk is due to the following negative casting behaviour: like 

formation of deep oscillation marks, high fluctuation of mould level and high non-uniform 

shrinkage which are caused by peritectic phase transformation [10].   

An early work of Xia [17]  the measured temperature in the mould plate which is used for 

predicting sticking and break-out, is applied for the investigation of solidification behaviour 

Influence factors 

from modelling

Influence factors from 

observation of operation 

data

Mn(S=0.01) -0,4 -0,366

Mn/S -0,4  -

V 0,0 -2,9

Al 0,0 -2,53

Ni 0,1 -1,53

Cr 0,2 -1,7

Mn(S=0) 0,3 unknown

Mo 0,4 -7

Si 1,2 0,49

Cu 1,5 2

C 4,3 2,1

Ti 13,7 -34

Nb 15,9 7,2

N 58,1 457

P 65,6 117

S(Mn=1) 79,2 502

S(Mn=0) 149,7  

*  -  ICS decreases,  + ICS increases with high content



 

and evaluation of slab quality. The temperature variation coefficient (TVC) is applied to 

characterize temperature fluctuation.  The higher the TVC, the higher is the cracking risk on 

the slab. The influence of chemical composition (carbon equivalent CP) on the TVC was 

evaluated by a large quantity of operation data.  It found that the maximum of TVC is in a 

range of carbon equivalent CP von 0.11-0.13 mass-%. In cooperation with university of 

Leoben the influence of elements on the peritectic phase transformation has been investigated 

by means of thermal analysis in the last few years. Combining the experimental results [18] 

and the evaluation results of the operational data, the form for the calculation of CP is as 

follows: 

CP = C+0.019 Mn-0.005 Si+0.025 Ni-0.03 Mo–0.01 S+0.04 P+0.1Cu-0.007 Cr-0.02 Ti+0.4 N-0.07Al      (4) 

In Fig. 6 the dependence of TVC on CP is shown. There is a maximum of TVC at about 0.12 

mass% of CP. In this figure each point represents the TVC for one steel grade and the blue 

line denotes the theoretical values [10]. It can be seen that for many steel grades there is no 

clear correlation between CP and TVC. These discrepancies due to: 

- TVC is not only influenced by peritectic solidification, 

- The formula for CP is not perfect, the ongoing optimisation is necessary. 

 

In spite of this, the CP can predict TVC for more than 80-90% of steel grades produced at 

voestalpine. Higher TVC means higher non uniform solidification and a high risk of cracking 

in the mould. This fundamental principle is applied to predict the risk of cracking depending 

on the steel composition.  To describe the crack formation a code system from 1 to 5 is used. 

Code 1 indicated a low risk for cracking and a steel with CP =0.11-0.13 mass% is denoted 

with Code 5 because of the highest TVC in the mould. 

 

 
Fig.5: Dendritic structure on a corner crack 

surface (SEM) 

 
 

Fig.6:  Influence of CP on TVC 

 

 

Cracking in the secondary cooling zone 

Usually observed cracks which occur in the secondary cooling zone are transverse cracking.   

These cracks occur on the slab surface from corner to midline. In practice, the transverse 

cracks at corners will be called corner cracks, and out of the corner range, transverse cracks. 

In Fig.7 typical corner cracks and transverse cracks are shown. For a broken crack the 

austenite grain structure on the crack surface is identified, see the picture on the right of  Fig.7. 

The mechanisms of formation of the transverse cracks in secondary cooling are complex. The 

understanding of stress in slab and steel ductility at high temperatures is a fundamental basis 

for the investigation on the formation of cracks. High stress and low ductility favour the 

formation of cracks. In Fig. 8 influence factors are compiled regarding the stress and ductility. 

We see that the cracks on slabs can be caused by bending, straightening, roll misalignment 

and thermal stress, and that the ductility of steel is influenced by the austenite grain size, the 



 

formation of ferrite at the austenite grain boundaries, precipitation, the chemical composition, 

temperature and temperature history. 

 

 
Fig.7:  Corner cracks and transverse cracks 

 

The cracks are observed most at the top side 

of slab and are influenced by the type of 

caster (bow radius), casting speed, 

secondary cooling and steel composition. 

For certain caster and casting parameters, 

the main influence on cracking is the 

austenite grain size, the formation of ferrite 

film, precipitation, the steel composition and 

the slab surface temperature. The influence 

of austenite grain size on the cracking has 

been reported in many papers [19-21]. 

 
Fig. 8:  Influence factors on the transverse 

crack formation 

With increasing austenite grain size the cracking risk increases. The austenite formation will 

be influenced by cooling and steel composition.  Louhenkilpi et al. have developed a model 

with measured data for predicting the influence of cooling rate and steel composition [22]: 

 

 
CR: cooling rate in °C/s; TG: temperature for peritectic point. 

 

TG depends on the C-, Si-, Mn-, Cr-, Ni-, P, Mo-content. The influence of steel composition 

on TG  is dependent on hypo- or hyper peritectic steel composition. 

 

It is well known that steel ductility and cracking in secondary zones are influenced by 

precipitation. The precipitates in steel have been studied very intensively [1-5]. At voestalpine 

the following precipitates were detected with dissolution technology: AlN for unalloyed Al-

killed steel,   Nb(N,C) for Nb-alloyed, VN for V-,N-alloyed, Nb(N,C) and TiN for Nb-,Ti-

alloyed.  

In most literature an influence of  Nb, Al, N and V on the cracking and steel ductility has been 

reported: with higher Nb-, Al-, N-, V-contents the cracking increases and steel ductility 

decreases. Regarding the influence of Ti on the cracking there are different reports. In the 

literature of Schwedtfeger [23] Ti increases ductility and in Mintz’s work [24]  Ti decreases 

the steel ductility. In Table 4 different results of the influence of steel composition on the 

cracking and steel ductility are put together. 

 

At voestalpine the influence of steel composition on cracking has been investigated using 

operation data and in the laboratory. The cracking on the slab is mostly not visible. The 

defects on steel plates caused by cracks are applied for the evaluation of production data. In 



 

the laboratory experiments the cracking simulator was applied for investigation of influence 

of P, Ni, Ti and Al on the cracking.  

 

Carbon equivalent CP: Practical observation clearly shows the impact of the carbon 

equivalent CP on cracking see Fig.1. Steels with CP =0.13-0.17 mass% have a maximum of 

crack formation in the secondary cooling zone and their maximum values depend on alloying 

elements. For example, in Nb alloyed steels, there is more cracking, whereby adding Ti 

reduces cracking. 

 

Table 4: Summary of the influence of elements on the cracking and steel ductility 

 

 
 

Silicon, manganese: An influence of Si and Mn on cracking has been mentioned in research 

papers (see Table 4). At voestalpine the influence of Si and Mn was not confirmed.   

Copper: A clear influence of Cu is not found in the evaluation of production data at 

voestalpine.  Anyway in metallographical investigation Cu was found in cracks on the slab.  

By oxide scale formation caused Cu on the slab could attack the austenite grain boundary and 

cause crack formation. 

Phosphor: Like in the papers of Hannerz [25] and Schwerdtfeger [23] an effect of P on 

decreasing cracks is confirmed at voestalpine in the evaluation of production data and 

laboratory experiment. Fig.9a shows the laboratory results. The increase of P-content from 

0.007 to 0.012 mass% decreases the cracking definitively. 

Niobium: A negative influence of Nb for steel with a C =0.08 -0.2 mass% was confirmed at 

voestalpine. Higher Nb causes more cracking, but this depends on the C-content. For steel 

with Cp=0.13-0.17 mass% Nb has a stronger negative impact, see Fig.1.   

Nickel: For C-Mn-Al-Nb-Ni steel an influence of Ni-content up to 0.8 mass% has been 

observed at voestalpine. Higher Ni causes more cracking. In a laboratory investigation the Ni-

influence on the cracking was studied at temperature 925°C for steel with Ni=0.01, 0.5, 1.1 

und 1.7 mass%.   In Fig 9b we see that cracking increases with higher Ni-content up to 1.1 

mass%. For a steel with a Ni-content of 1.7 mass%, the cracking sensitivity is lower than 

steels with Ni=0.5-1.1 mass%. 

Titanium: For the production of Nb alloyed plate steel, Ti-addition lowers transverse crack 

formation. The influence of Ti on the cracking has been investigated in laboratory 

experiments at temperature 925°C. Fig.9c shows that Ti-addition reduces cracking. The 

increase of the Ti-content from 200 to 260 ppm causes a slightly increase of cracking. 

Aluminum: The praxis shows a negative influence of Al. For a Nb-alloyed steel with [N] = 

40-60 ppm the increase of Al from 0.04 to 0.1 mass% causes more cracking on the slab. The 

Hannerz[25] Palovaara[26] Serrano[27] Schwedtfeger[23] Mintz[24,28-29]

Element CS CS SD SD SD

C

Si  +   +

Mn  +

P  -  ++  

S  +  --  

Cr

Nb  ++  ++  --  --   -- 

Cu  -   

Ni  +  +   

V  +  -  -  

Ti  ++   --  ++  --

Al  +  -- 

N  ++  --  --  -- 

Zr  +  

B  +  +  

Nb*(N-Ti/3.4)  ++

CS: cracking sensitivity

SD: steel ductiliy 

 +: CS and SD increase  with elements

 -: CS and SD decrease  with elements



 

laboratory investigation shows same results (see Fig.9d). Without nitrogen the steel ductility 

is not influenced by Al. Al affects only the temperature for the ductility minimum [30]. At 

voestalpine Al-content vary from 0.02 to 1.5 mass%. The results of precipitation calculation 

of AlN in equilibrium show a relationship between precipitation amount and Al*N, see Fig.10.  

From [Al]x[N] >25-35 in %*ppm the increase of Al has no influence on the precipitation 

amount of AlN. 

Nitrogen: According to literature [31], Nitrogen causes a decrease of ductility not only by 

nitride formations like AlN,  NbN, VN, but also by soluble nitrogen. The production 

experiences show negative impact of N.  Higher N causes more cracking.  

 

Modeling 

A model for the prediction of the influence of the composition of steel on cracking sensitivity 

in the secondary cooling (CRSsec) was developed with the data from literature, production 

data and laboratory experiments. 

 

The model consists of three parts: 

 Steel composition: Si, Cu, Ni, S, N which can be fully or  partly in soluble  form   

 Austenite grain size: mainly influenced by C, Si, Mn, P, Mo, Ni, Cr 

 Precipitation: Nb(C,N),  AlN, VN 

 
CRSsec = a0 + [aSi*Si + aCu*Cu + aN*N + aNi*Ni + as*S] + [ a*d] + [aAl*Al+ aAlN*Al*N*10000+ 

    aV *V + aTi*Ti –  aTiN *Ti/N +  aNb*Nb+aNbN *(Nb*(N-Ti/3,4))]                                                        (6) 

 

a0: constant   

aSi, aCu,..: Coefficients for the elements and precipitation 

Si, Cu,… : Steel compostion in mass% 

 

 
Fig.9: Investigation on the influence of  P, Ni, Ti and Al  on cracking 

          by laboratory experiment (testing temperature 925°C) 

 

Coefficients a0, aSi, aV , aNi, aS, aN, aCu, aTi, aV, aAl, aNb, a   AAlN,   aTiNi,     aNbN, were determined 

by the evaluation of  production data, experimental results and literature data. 



 

 

In Fig.11  the relationship between model and production data is shown. A relatively good 

relationship is observed.  The model is a ongoing model. In fact, practice has shown the 

model is able to predict the risk of cracking for the steel plate production at voestalpine with 

an accuracy from 70% to more than 85%.   

 
Fig.10:  Calculation of precipitation (AlN) 

(equilibrium) 

 
Fig.11: Comparison between model and 

production data  ( slab no scarfing) 

 

 

Summary 

The results from literature, solidification modelling, laboratory experiments and production 

observation of the influence of steel composition on cracking are described in this paper. 

Applicable models for prediction of internal solidification cracks, cracks in the mould and 

secondary cooling zone have been developed.  The models are created in Microsoft Excel.  

Fig.12a shows a screenshot.  Through the input of steel composition, the index for internal 

cracking, cracking in mould and in secondary cooling zone are calculated and visualised as 

indices and linear scales. The models have been applied to slab disposition and for the 

optimisation of steel composition.   

The models will be continuously optimised. On the one hand, new knowledge from different 

research projects and production experiences at voestalpine are used for improvement of the 

models. On the other hand, cooperation projects with universities as well as new literature 

studies contribute to improve the models consecutively. 

 

Fig.12:  Models for prediction of cracking in dependence on the steel composition 
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Abstract 

 

The characteristics of the initial solidification in continuous casting, especially the peritectic 

phase transition, have a considerable effect on the surface quality, casting productivity and 

operational safety. To supervise the thermal behaviour in the continuous casting mould an 

online thermal monitoring system has been installed by voestalpine Stahl GmbH. The higher 

the temperature fluctuation in the mould is, the more less uniform the strand surface. This 

significant operational behaviour corresponds with the chemical composition, especially for 

steel grades in the peritectic region. As commercial steels are always multi-component alloys, 

also the influence of alloying elements besides carbon on the peritectic phase transition need 

to be taken into account. Since mathematical methods (Cp-Formulas) and ΔG-Minimizers 

(e.g. ThermoCalc or FactSage) are sometimes insufficient to safely describe the peritectic 

range in new alloys, reliable experimental methods are necessary. Differential Scanning Calo-

rimeter (DSC) is a proved method which allows a clear prediction of whether an alloy is 

peritectic (i.e. critical to cast) or not. In the following study a combined investigation of se-

lected steel grades by mould thermal monitoring (= casting behaviour) and DSC experiments 

(= phase transformations) will be carried out and discussed.   
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1. Introduction 

 

The characteristics of the initial solidification in continuous casting (CC), especially the 

peritectic phase transition, have a considerable effect on the surface quality, casting productiv-

ity and operational safety. Four different transformation sequences can be distinguished in 

steels, visualized in the equilibrium Fe-C diagram in Figure 1a and summarized in Table 1. 

The points CA, CB and CC characterise the different ranges in the phase diagram.  

Special features are the two different high-temperature phases: δ- and γ-iron, showing signifi-

cant differences in their density due to the diverse crystal structure (δ = face centred cubic / γ 

= body centred cubic) [1]. Steels which solidify according to the transformation sequence of 

range II are of special interest, because in this case the transformation of δ-Fe to γ-Fe (i.e. the 

peritectic phase transition L+δ → δ+γ → γ) starts in the solid-liquid two phase region and 

ends in the solid. Particularly, this specific peritectic transformation range II is responsible for 

an increased appearance of defects (such as hot tears, surface defects, depression formation 

and, in the worst case, breakouts) in the continuous casting process [2,3,4,5].  
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Fig. 1 a) Fe-C equilibrium diagram with the critical peritectic range and 

b) influence of alloying elements on the Fe-C system. 

 

Table 1. Different transformation sequences in the Fe-C system. 

Range Position Phase sequence Characteristics 

I left of CA L → L+δ → δ → δ+γ → γ primary δ-Fe solidification 

II between CA and CB 

= hypo-peritectic 
L → L+δ → δ+γ → γ 

peritectic transformation coincides  

with the final solidification  

III between CB and CC 

= hyper-peritectic 
L → L+δ → L+γ → γ 

peritectic transformation occurs in the 

solid/liquid two phase region 

IV right of CC L → L+γ → γ primary γ-Fe solidification 

 

As commercial steels are always multi-component alloys, the influence of alloying elements 

besides carbon on the peritectic range (CA
*
, CB

* 
and CC

*
) also needs to be taken into account, 

as visualized in the pseudo binary phase diagram in Figure 1b. The effect of the alloying el-

ements can be distinguished between austenite formers (like Mn, Ni, Co, Cu, N…) and ferrite 

formers (like Cr, Mo, W, Al, Si, Ti, V, B, S, P…). Furthermore, the presence of higher con-

centrations of alloying elements will tend to form a peritectic ternary region (L+δ+γ).  

For process operators of continuous casting machines it is essential to know, whether a specif-

ic steel grade is within the critical range II or not. If the sequence of phase transformations 

and the characteristic points CA
*
 and CB

* 
are well known, critical steel grades can be produced 

safely by target selection of special casting powders, cooling programs and casting speed 

[6,7]. 

Great efforts were made to describe the influence of alloying elements on the transformation 

sequence with calculation methods, such as Cp-formulas [8,9,10,11,12], the Kagawa, A. and 

T. Okamoto model [13], special formulas for CA
*
 and CB

*
 from Blazek et al. [14] and Shep-

herd et al. [15] and thermodynamic databases and programs (ThermoCalc, FactSage, MT-

Data…). However, all these models are only as good as their data base and cannot render 

secured results for new, unknown alloys. Therefore, reliable experimental investigations are 

essential to find out whether a new steel grade is within the critical range II. Previous investi-

gations of Presoly et al. [16,17,18] showed, that Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a 

perfect method to determine the transformation sequences, especially of range II, of all un-

known steel grades.  



 

 

In the following study, 22 selected steel grades from voestalpine Stahl GmbH were investi-

gated by DSC measurements. Furthermore, the operating data of the continuous casting pro-

cess from the online thermal monitoring system were evaluated from these steel grades. Then 

the results of the transformation characteristics from the laboratory were compared with the 

process data in order to identify and better understand the behaviour of peritectic steels. Final-

ly, these findings were compared with different calculation methods and Xia’s Cp-Formula 

[8] was optimized. 

 

 

 

2. DSC measurements in the lab 

 

DSC measurements are an excellent method to record all transitions associated with an exo- 

or endothermic effect (= enthalpy change). Detailed descriptions of the DSC technique can be 

found for example in [19,20]. The equipment used in the study was a NETZSCH DSC 404F1 

Pegasus with a Rhodium-furnace and a platinum DSC sensor with type-S thermocouples as 

shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Layout of a high temperature DSC with a platinum DSC sensor. 

 

The experimental set-up was calibrated by measuring the well-known melting points of high 

purity In, Bi, Al, Ag, Au, Ni and Co. The standard deviation of the temperature measurements 

was determined for solid-solid transitions (i. g. the γ→δ transformation with a very low en-

thalpy change) with +/
-
5 °C and for solid-liquid transitions (high enthalpy change) with               

+/
-
2 °C. All measurements were carried out under the same conditions in alumina crucibles 

with lids under protective gas atmosphere (argon, quality 6.0) with a flow of 70 cm³/min dur-

ing controlled heating up to 1550 °C.   

The lowest possible residual oxygen contents are necessary to ensure consistent measurement 

of alloyed steels, especially steels with elements like Al, Si, Ti and C, which have a high af-

finity for oxygen. For this purpose, a special zirconium getter is placed directly under the plat-

inum DSC sensor. In addition, before each measurement the full system was evacuated and 

purged with argon three times, and flushed for half an hour with 150 cm³/min argon. 



 

 

Figure 3 shows the time-temperature-program of the DSC measurement, whereas the proper 

measurement is only the heating segment from 450 °C to 1550 °C. Since strong nucleation 

inhibition and supercooling occur whilst the small laboratory samples cool, only the meas-

urement of the first heating is valid. In order to achieve optimum equilibrium conditions, 

small ground 50 mg samples at a heating rate of 10 K/min were used. This practice conforms 

to the technical standards DIN 51007 [21]. In addition, thermal resistance (R) and the time 

constants (Tau) of the DSC measurement system were corrected by an extra Tau-R-

calculation [22]. This method makes it possible, to determine the equilibrium transformation 

temperatures directly from one DSC measurement. In this work all DSC measurements were 

carried out according to this method and all the alloys were measured at least twice. 

 

 
 Fig. 3 Time-Temperature-Program of the DSC measurement. 

 

The potential of DSC-measurements to identify all transformation sequences is demonstrated 

in Figure 4. Three different DSC measurements with different carbon contents from the well-

known Fe-C-Si system are compiled in the data. All the process-relevant transformation se-

quences from Table 1 show a unique DSC signal during melting.  

 

 
Fig. 4  Characteristic DSC-signals of the three different ranges [17].  



 

 

The DSC signal from alloys left of the point CA (range I = primary δ-Fe solidification) show a 

clear solidus and liquidus temperature. In addition, alloys of region I show a complete γδ 

transformation in the solid before melting. 

Alloys between CA and CB (range II = hypo-peritectic) exhibit - due to the peritectic phase 

transformation - a separate characteristic sharp peak, which coincides with the solidus tem-

perature. As the peritectic phase transition is a thermodynamic first-order transition, which is 

accompanied by a significant enthalpy step at a constant temperature, this transformation is 

particularly easy to measure with the DSC. The height of the sharp peritectic peak correlates 

with the position of the alloy between CA and CB. Before the peritectic peak a partial γδ 

transformation in the solid takes place. 
Alloys between CB and CC (range III = hyper-peritectic) exhibit no γδ transformation in the 

solid and start to melt in the pure γ region. The DSC measurement clearly shows in the two-

phase solid/liquid-region, between TSolid and TLiquid, a separate, sharp peritectic peak. A typical 

feature of alloys between CB and CC is the fact that the peritectic peak is higher than the fol-

lowing final liquidus peak. 

Alloys right of the point CC (range IV = primary γ-Fe solidification) show similar characteris-

tics to alloys left of CA; except for the width of the two-phase solid/liquid-region, which is 

much wider at higher carbon contents and with no γδ transformation occurring in the solid. 

Beside these clear criteria for all transformation sequences, all further relevant transition tem-

peratures (Tγ→δ, TSolid, TPerit, TLiquid) can also be measured. The Fe-C-Si system was a con-

scious choice, because it is well described in literature [23,24]. The quality of the ThermoCalc 

[25] calculation of the pseudo binary phase Fe – C – 1wt.-%Si diagram can be confirmed by 

the DSC measurements. All these findings are results of previous investigations by Presoly et 

al. [16,17,18], which showed that Differential Scanning Calorimetry is an ideal method to 

determine the transformation sequences (range I, II, III or IV), and to validate or asses full 

phase diagrams. 

 

 

 

3.  Mould monitoring (TVC) at voestalpine 

 

The monitoring of the thermal behaviour in the continuous casting mould gives important 

feedback about the phenomena during the initial solidification. The main parameters of mould 

thermal monitoring systems are heat flux density, thermal variability and friction. Figure 5 

shows the instrumentation of the mould with thermocouples, which are placed in the copper 

plates. During casting this system is used as an on-line break-out detection system and to in-

vestigate thermal variability. A very common parameter to describe the thermal variability is 

the temperature variation coefficient (TVC) which is defined in Formula 1. 

The TVC reflects the percentage of the temperature fluctuations (TStdev) relative to the mean 

value of the temperature (TM) in a time interval of 120 seconds. Monitoring the TVC is a very 

helpful method to investigate the influence of casting parameters, steel analysis and casting 

powders on the heat flux, the thermal variability and the cracking index. In order to compare 

different steel analyses together, the carbon equivalent Cp from Formula 2 is used. This for-

mula, specific to voestalpine Stahl GmbH, calculates the influence of alloying elements on the 

carbon content. Steel grades with a Cp content between 0,1 and 0,16 wt.-% are considered 

peritectic according this method. Since this Cp-formula is already 10 years old, it is also to be 

evaluated and optimized in this work. However, such a simple approach as Cp-formulas does 

not consider the interaction between the different elements, which is relevant for complex and 

higher-alloyed steel grades [5,6,8]. 
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(1) 

Cp(Xia2004) = C + 0,02*Mn – 0,037*Si – 0,023*Ni – 0,0189*Mo – 0,7*S + 0,0414*P 

+ 0,003*Cu - 0,0254*Cr – 0,0276*Ti + 0,7*N 

(2) 

 

Xia, G. showed that there is a strong correlation between the steel analysis (Cp-value) and the 

thermal behaviour in the mould, visualised in Figure 6. Steel grades in the peritectic range II 

show due an uneven shell growth and a non-uniform shrinkage a significant lower integral 

heat flux and a higher TVC. The maximum of these negative events is between CA and CB at 

~0,12-0,13 wt.-%C. This means that peritectic steels exhibit a characteristic casting behavior 

in the form of a higher TVC (>> 1%), which is clearly recorded on the mold monitor. Fur-

thermore, there is a strong correlation between the TVC and the product’s quality. As visual-

ised in Figure 7, the crack index rises significantly from a TVC value of 1,4% which may 

lead to a poorer quality product [6]. Therefore, it is very important to detect all peritectic steel 

grades in production planning, in order to adapt the casting program. 

 

 
Fig. 5 left - Instrumentation of the mould with thermocouples. 

Fig. 6 right - Variations of the thermal behaviour in the mould over the Cp [8]. 

 

 
Fig. 7 – Correlation between surface cracks (edge and longitudinal) and the TVC [6].  



 

 

4.  Investigation of selected steel grades on the basis of the TCV and DSC measurements 

 

In the following study a combined investigation of selected steel grades by mould thermal 

monitoring (= casting behaviour) and DSC experiments (= phase transformations) is per-

formed. All steel grades were chosen from the production program of voestalpine Stahl 

GmbH. For the DSC measurements lollipop samples were taken from the tundish directly 

during casting. More than 20 charges each were evaluated on average from each steel grade to 

form a mean value for the TVC. The process data originated from the continuous casting ma-

chines CC3 to CC7, typical casting speeds were between 1-1,3 m/min and the formats were 

from 1100 to 1620 mm with a casting thickness of 225 mm. The test program consists of 22 

different steel grades, mainly alloys which are poorly described by the carbon equivalent in 

Figure 2. There are also some exotic alloys with higher Cr, Ni and Al concentrations. Of the 

22 alloys, 8 alloys were "normal" low alloyed Fe-C-Si-Mn steel grades, 10 alloys had an in-

creased Cr content from 0,2 to 2,5 wt.-%, 2 alloys a higher Ni content up to 4,8 wt.-% and 2 

alloys a higher Al content higher than 0,7 wt.-%. Even if the investigated steel grades are very 

different, so is just the behavior and understanding of these specific alloys of particular inter-

est. The systematics of the examination are summarized in Table 2 as follows: 

 a) DSC measurement to classify the different ranges from I to IV = real behavior. 

  2 alloys are in range I, 13 in range II, 5 in range III and 2 in range IV 

 b) Evaluation of the TVC process data, all values over 1,4% are range II,  

  and all alloys with a value below are range I, III ore IV. 

 c) Calculation of the Cp-Value with Formula 2, 

  all alloys with a Cp between 0,1 and 0,16% are range II,  

 d) Thermodynamic calculations of the pseudo-binary phase diagrams and direct  

  determination of the points CA
*
 and CB

* 
with FactSage 6.4 (FS database: SGTE2011)  

  and ThermoCalc Windows 5.0 (TC database: TCFE6) 

 

Table 2. Classification for the evaluation. 

 
 

In the following, three selected steel grades are presented as examples to explain the examina-

tion in detail. Figure 8 shows the results of a steel grade, which is in accordance with the 

DSC measurement in range II. The plant behaviour indicates a high TVC of 2,35%, which is 

typical for peritectic steel grades in range II. All calculations (Cp, TC, FS) show the same 

behavior, in range II. This steel grade shows the expected behavior and is also well described. 

A totally different situation illustrates the results in Figure 9, where the DSC measurements 

show a steel grade in range II, with a small peritectic peak, which is typical for alloys next to 

the point CA
*
. All mathematical methods (Cp, TC, FS) calculate the wrong range I. But the 

plant behaviour indicates clearly a peritectic steel grade in range II due to the high TVC of 

2,13%. This example is indicative of the perfect correlation between the DSC and the TVC 

evaluation and the deficiencies of the selected calculation methods.  

Finally, the results of a steel grade in range I are represented in Figure 10. The alloy composi-

tion is similar to the alloy shown in Figure 8, simply with a lower concentration. As the 

measurement shows, the alloy is clearly left of CA
*
 with a complete γδ transformation in the 

solid before melting. This transformation behavior is also reflected in the casting characteris-

tics with a low TVC value of 1,17% which is typical for non-peritectic alloys. 



 

 

 
Fig. 8 – Steel grade with Fe – 0,083%C – 0,22%Si – 1,81%Mn – 0,011%P – 0,37%C. 

 

 
Fig. 9 – Steel grade with Fe – 0,086%C – 0,07%Si – 0,37%Mn. 

 

 
Fig. 10 – Steel grade with Fe – 0,069%C – 0,12%Si – 1,56%Mn – 0,27%Cr. 



 

 

Figure 11 provides an overview of the whole examination of all steel grades. At first the 

matching rate between the DSC measurements and the TVC evaluation is visualised on the 

left side. The analysis of the 22 alloys show, that there is a match of 86% between the classi-

fication of all alloys by DSC measurements and the plant behavior. Among the three incor-

rectly recognized alloys, both high-Al alloyed steels are found. These alloys show a very high 

TVC during casting, but the mechanism is not the peritectic phase transformation. It seems 

that negative reactions of the mold powder with the aluminum from the steel are responsible 

for the thermal variability. Therefore, the same test was performed again, but without the 

high-Al alloy steels (n=20). In this case, a matching rate of 95% was reached, i.e. only one 

alloy has been detected "falsely positive". 

In this single case, the measurement clearly showed range II, but the TVC was only 1,26% (= 

range I), very close to the border between range I and II. As the diagrams in Figure 5 and 6 

show, the change between critical (range II) to non-critical (I or III) is a smooth, not sharp 

change. It may also happen that an alloy is indeed in range II, but during a well-controlled 

casting process no higher TVC is indicated, such as that shown in Figure 5 b, for an alloy 

with ~0,105% C and also a low TVC. 

 

 
Fig. 11 - Compilation of all results. 

 

The detection rate of different mathematical methods is compiled on the right side of Figure 

11. The CpXia2004-formula has deficiencies with the selected alloys and recognizes only 55% 

correct of the DSC classified alloys. The thermodynamic programs FactSage and ThermoCalc 

have a significantly better detection rate of 68% and 77%. Nevertheless, some alloys are in-

correctly identified with these methods and this can be critical. Therefore, a continuous devel-

opment of thermodynamic databases for new steels grades is absolutely necessary. 

In order to utilize the information obtained on this study, the existing CpXia2004-formula was 

improved based on the new DSC and TVC results. Formula 3 shows the new equation, 

whose main optimisations are a 7,4x lower coefficient for Si, a 3,6x lower coefficient for Cr 

and a new coefficient for Al. A further improvement can be achieved with the new Cp2014-

formula, if the peritectic region II ranges from 0,09 to 0,16 wt.-%; the same as in the pure Fe-

C system in Figure 1. However, the new formula is not universally valid. It is only adjusted 

for the investigated steels, and for this one, the formula achieved a recognition rate of 91%. 

This new formula represents a significant and experimentally secure improvement especially 

for Cr alloyed steels (10 alloys are used). 



 

 

Cp(2014) = C + 0,019*Mn – 0,005*Si + 0,025*Ni – 0,03*Mo – 0,01*S + 0,04*P 

+ 0,1*Cu – 0,007*Cr – 0,02*Ti + 0,4*N – 0,07*Al 

 

range I < 0,09   |   range II = 0,09 to 0,16   |   range III & IV > 0,16 

(3) 

 

 

 

5.  Summary and Conclusions 

 

Differential Scanning Calorimetry is an ideal method to determine the transformation se-

quences (range I, II, III or IV) and to identify peritectic steel grades. Peritectic steel grades 

show a significant increase in thermal variability in the mould; which can be clearly recorded 

by the mould monitor during continuous casting. A temperature variation coefficient higher 

than 1,4% is typical for steel grades with a peritectic phase transformation, which coincides  

with the final solidification. 

This first shared analysis demonstrates that there is very high correlation between the meas-

ured phase transformations in the lab with the DSC and the real casting behaviour in industry. 

For non-high-Al alloyed steel grades the matching is about 95%. Mathematical methods (Cp-

formulas, ThermoCalc, FactSage), have a typical detection rate of about two thirds. For the 

safe production of new steel grades these common prediction models are at present insuffi-

cient and need to be further improved. Finally, the new results of this study have been used to 

optimise the CpXia2004-formula. This new formula represents a significant and absolute im-

provement, especially for Cr alloyed steels. 

However, only DSC measurements allow for a certain prediction of whether an unknown steel 

grade is in the peritectic range II or not. This essential information (YES/NO) helps in im-

proving process management of CC and in ensuring high product quality. 
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Abstract: 

 

The Saudi Iron and Steel Company (Hadeed) started its first slab caster in 1998.  From 

the star-up the maximum casting speed for peritectic and medium carbon steels was restricted 

to 1.2 m/min and 1.3 m/min, respectively. Over the years this limitation became a 

productivity bottleneck since a large amount of orders received by the casters were for 

narrow slabs, i.e. 1,000-1,200 mm, forcing the plant to slow down to allow for a proper 

synchronization between the electric arc furnaces and the casters. The main challenge to 

overcome this limitation was to increase the maximum casting speed while keeping the level 

of surface defects and breakouts at its historical lows. A systematic approach, using 

mathematical simulation and plant trials, allowed the incremental increase of the maximum 

casting speed of peritectic and medium carbon steel grades from 1.2 m/min to 1.3 m/min and 

eventually to 1.5 m/min. Currently, Hadeed’s casters safely cast peritectic and medium 

carbon steel grades at 1.5 m/min without concerns regarding longitudinal cracks or breakouts. 

The increase in maximum casting speed for these grades allowed the steel plant to 

substantially increase its output which brought large financial benefit.  

 

Keywords: continuous casting, casting speed, productivity, mold powder, peritectic steel 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 

The Saudi Iron and Steel Company (Hadeed), a fully owned subsidiary of SABIC 

(Saudi Basic Industries Corporation), is located in Jubail Industrial City, Saudi Arabia. In 

2013, Hadeed produced over 5 million tons of liquid steel at its Long and Flat Steel Plants.  

Hadeed started in 1982 as a billet producer. In 1998, Hadeed commissioned its first slab 

caster with an annual capacity of 1 million tons of slabs. In 2007, Hadeed commissioned a 

second slab caster increasing its slab capacity to over 2 million tons. Hadeed’s two slab 

casters are single strand casters that produce slabs 220 mm thick by 850-1650 mm wide. The 

casters were designed for a maximum casting speeds of 1.5 m/min which is usually practiced 

for casting low carbon grades; however the maximum casting speed for peritectic grades 

(0.08≤%C≤0.16) was restricted to 1.2 m/min and to 1.3 m/min for medium carbon 

(C≥0.16%) steels. Over the years, due to the market demands, there was a markedly increase 

in the production of narrow slabs, i.e. 1000-1200 mm, of these steel grades which negatively 

affected the slab casters productivity due to a mismatch between the EAF’s tap-to-tap time 

and the casting times when casting narrow slabs.  

 

To compensate for the loss of productivity when casting narrow slabs, Hadeed initiated 

a project to increase the maximum casting speed for peritectic grades. In general, the main 

constraints for increasing casting speed in a given caster are its effective metallurgical length 

and the internal and superficial quality of the slabs produced [1-3]. Hadeed slab casters 

routinely cast low carbon steels at 1.5 m/min but the slower cooling applied to peritectic 
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steels delays the solidification. As such, the effective metallurgical length for these steels cast 

at 1.5 m/min had to be determined. Another major constraint for increasing casting speed was 

related to cracking, especially Longitudinal Cracks (LCR). Other factors considered during 

this project included slab bulging and strand breakouts. LCR’s are very dependent on the 

mould heat flux, thus in order to increase casting speed without negatively affecting the 

quality of the slabs, Hadeed decided that the best approach was to develop new mold fluxes 

to find one or two that would allow successfully casting peritectic grades at 1.5 m/min. 

 

 

2. Process Capability and Baseline 

 

 

The first step of the project was to assess if the casters could safely cast peritectic 

grades at 1.5 m/min. For this purpose a 2-D solidification model and mold flux dependent 

heat transfer coefficients were used to calculate the end-of-solidification for different 

secondary cooling regimes. Fig.1 shows a typical output of the model in terms of surface 

temperature and solidified shell at the centreline of the slab width.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.1 Solidification profile for a peritectic steel (0.13% C, 1.04% Mn) cast at 1.2 m/min 

 

 

The end-of-solidification shown in Fig.1 is located at 20.4 m below the meniscus. A 

sensitivity analysis done using the model showed that for a soft spray cooling (0.6 l/kg) this 

point moves forward 2 meters for each 0.1 m/min increase in casting speed. At 1.5 m/min the 

end-of-solidification would be located at 26.4 m, since the torch cutting machine is located at 

27.2 m there is still almost 1 meter left to safely cast peritectic grades at 1.5 m/min.  

 

The second step of the project was to define the process baseline in terms of slab 

surface quality, especially longitudinal cracks (LCR) and consumption. At the start of the 

project, to cast peritectic steel grades Hadeed was using two different mold powders, which 

will be identified here as Powder A and Powder B.  
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Table 1 shows the levels of LCR and pinholes, as well as the specific powder 

consumption. The LCR index in Table 1 was calculated based on a maximum acceptable 

level of LCR as defined by the Hadeed Steel Plant QC. For the maximum value the index is 

equal to 1.00. The same criterion was applied to define a pinholes Index. Powder A was the 

standard flux regularly used for casting peritectic grades at Hadeed. 

 

Table 1: LCR, Pinholes and powder consumption for peritectic grades cast at 1.2 m/min 

 
Mold Powder LCR Index Pinholes Index Consumption (Kg/ton) 

A 0.22 0.94 0.50 

B 0.36 0.10 0.52 

 

 

3. Plant Trials  

 

 

3.1 Plant Trials Phase 1 - Initial Trial with Powdered Mold Fluxes 

 

 

Previous attempts to use Powder A at casting speeds above 1.2 m/min had failed, 

mostly because of high levels of pinholes, so the team decided to start the trial phase testing 

Powder B and a mold powder that was developed to improve surface pinholes, Powder C. 

The LCR Index of Powder A at 1.2 m/min was used as the reference value for all subsequent 

trials. Table 2 shows that, at 1.2 m/min Powder B performance well in terms of LCR and was 

acceptable at 1.3 m/min. In both cases its LCR index was below 1. Powder C, on the other 

hand, performed very poorly at both casting speeds. Its LCR Index was above 2 for both 

speeds. A third powder, Powder D, was also tested. It had an acceptable performance at 1.2 

m/min (LCR Index = 0.87) but failed at 1.3 m/min with a LCR Index of 3.88 [4].  

 

Table 2: Trial Summary: Number of slabs and LCR Index for a crack prone steel grade. 
 

 C. Speed=1.2 m/min C. Speed = 1.3 m/min 

Mold Powder No. Slabs LCR Index No. Slabs LCR Index 

B 164 0.43 108 0.88 

C 39 2.25 44 4.77 

D 23 0.87 67 3.88 

 

During the trials beside LCR, the mold powder consumption and the slag pool were 

also monitored. Powder consumption was 0.47 kg/ton of steel for Powder C and 0.50 kg/ton 

for Powder D. The slag pool varied between 8 and 11 mm. No breakout or alarm breakout 

was observed during the trial phase.  

 

Based on the results obtained in the first series of trials it was recommended that 

Powder B could be used to cast peritectic non-critical grades at 1.3 m/min whenever needed 

and if the steel superheat ≤ 35ºC. However, none of the four different mold powders tested 

were able to yield an acceptable performance at casting speeds above 1.3 m/min. For the next 

phase of trials the team decided to give up on powdered materials and test only granulated 

fluxes.  
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3.2 Plant Trials Phase 2 - Granulated Mold Fluxes for Peritectic Grades 

 

For the second phase of the trials, three different granulated fluxes, Flux E, F and G 

were selected to be tested and compared to mold Powder A [5]. For the initial tests 1 ton of 

each granulated flux was used. The basic properties of fluxes E, F and G are shown in Table 

3. 

 

Table 3: Basic properties of Fluxes E, F and G 

 
Flux Basicity 

(CaO/SiO2) 

Viscosity@1300ºC 

(dPa.s) 

Melting Range 

(ºC) 

Bulk Density 

(kg/dm
3
) 

Powder A 1.09 1.5 1,190 1.08 

E 1.11-1.23 1.5 1,140-1,180 0.65-0.85 

F 1.20-1.30 0.6 1,070-1,140 0.60-0.90 

G 1.14-1.29 1.0 1,140-1,180 0.70-0.90 

 

 

3.2.1 Granulated Mold Flux E 

  

Nine heats were cast with granulated mold flux E. The casting speed varied from 1.1 to 

1.5 m/min without any operational upset. The surface quality of all slabs produced was 

excellent at all casting speeds. Similarly to the reference material, Powder A, Flux E yielded 

stable mold heat fluxes with values varying between 1.0 and 1.2 MW/m
2
. The major 

difference in behaviour between Flux E and Powder A was the level of temperature 

fluctuations along the strand width. Temperature fluctuations were much lower for Flux E as 

compared to Powder A, as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3. This difference in behaviour is clearly 

demonstrated by the standard deviation of the mold thermocouple temperatures shown in 

Fig.4. For Powder A at 1.2 m/min casting speed the standard deviation varied from 6 to 11ºC 

while for Flux E the standard deviation, even at 1.5 m/min, never exceeded 5ºC. This 

phenomenon is thought to be related to the more homogeneous melting and infiltration of the 

granulated flux compared to the powdered one. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Mold thermocouples temperature for Powder A at 1.2 m/min 
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Fig.3 Mold thermocouples temperature for Flux E at 1.4-1.5 m/min 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Mold thermocouple temperature standard deviation for Flux E  

 

 

3.2.2 Granulated Mold Flux F  

 

Four trials were performed using Flux F at casting speeds varying from 1.2 to 1.4 

m/min. The four trial heats were cast without any operational upset and all slabs produced 

showed very good surface quality.  The average mold heat transfer was uniform and the mold 

thermocouples temperature fluctuations, similarly to Flux E, were much smaller than the ones 

observed with the regular mold powder (Powder A). Fig.5 shows the standard deviations for 

the mold face temperatures. Flux F produced standard deviations below 2ºC while Powder A 

mold temperature standard deviation was between 6 and 11ºC. Mold Flux F yielded mold 

thermocouple temperature standard deviations between 2 and 5ºC (Fig.4), even lower than 

mold Flux F. 
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Fig.5 Mold thermocouple temperature standard deviation for Flux F 

 

 

3.2.3 Granulated Mold Flux G  

 

Twelve heats were cast with mold Flux G at casting speeds varying from 1.2 to 1.35 

m/min. During the trials with Flux G, a breakout alarm went off towards the end of the first 

trial heat. The breakout detection system responded well and the casting operation continued 

to the end of the casting sequence without breakout. During the inspection of the slabs a 

sticker mark was observed at the surface of the fifth slab of the heat, which corresponded to 

the time of the alarm. Moreover, it was observed during the trials that Flux G produced 

slightly higher mold heat fluxes (1.2-1.4 MW/m
2
) and larger temperature fluctuations when 

compared to Fluxes E and F. Due to the above mentioned issues, Flux G was deemed 

unsuitable for Hadeed casters and the trial with Flux G was stopped.  

 

 

 
 

Fig.6 Thermocouples temperature records pointing to sticking during trial with Flux E 

 

The successful results obtained with mold fluxes E and F led the team to decide to go 

for extended trials, 5 ton each, in order to confirm the reliability of the two fluxes.   
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3.3 Plant Trials Phase 3 - Extended Trials with Granulated Fluxes E and F  

 

 

Based on the good performance of Fluxes E and F, these two granulated fluxes were 

chosen for extended trials. An additional 74 heats were cast using 4140 kg of Flux E. During 

the trials with Flux E, the casting speed varied from 1.1 to 1.5 m/min with most heats cast at 

1.4 m/min [6]. All slabs produced were inspected and no longitudinal crack or any other 

surface defect was detected. Likewise, an additional 21 heats were cast using 1300 kg of Flux 

F at casting speeds varying from 1.2 to 1.5 m/min. As in the case of Flux E, all slabs 

produced were defect free. Table 4 shows a summary of the main process parameters 

monitored during the extended trials. 

 

Table 4: Summary of extended trials with Flux E and Flux F 

 
Flux Number 

of heats 

Casting Speed 

(m/min) 

Mold Heat 

Flux 

(MW/m
2
) 

Mold 

Temp. St. 

Dev. (ºC) 

Specific Flux 

Consumption 

(Kg/ton) 

Slag pool 

depth 

(mm) 

Slab 

Inspection 

Report 

 

E 74 1.1-1.5  1.0-1.4 3.3-5.2 0.37 9.2 ok 

F 21 1.2-1.5  1.1-1.5 3.0-5.2 0.41 16.7 ok 

 

 

The most significant difference between the performances of Flux E and F was the 

depth of the slag pool.  Flux F produced a much deeper slag pool, varying from 14 to 21 mm. 

It was observed later that Flux F produced a much thicker slag rim, which we believe is 

associated to its larger slag pool depth, and although this showed no negative effect on the 

caster performance the operators were not very comfortable with a large slag rim so its use 

was eventually suspended and Flux E became the new standard mold flux for casting 

peritectic grades at Hadeed’s slab casters. 

 

 

3.4 Plant Trials Phase 4 - Trials with Granulated Fluxes for casting Medium-C grades 

 

 

As in the case of peritectic steel grades, to cast medium carbon steels grades (0.16 ≤ 

%C ≤ 0.20) Hadeed used a conventional mould powder with a maximum recommended 

casting speed of 1.3 m/min which for very narrow slabs became a bottleneck for the process. 

Granulated mold Flux F and E had been extensively tested for casting peritectic and peritectic 

micro-alloyed grades with remarkable success in increasing the maximum casting speed for 

these steel grades from 1.3 m/min to 1.5 m/min. As such the team decided to test if Flux F 

and G would also be able to perform as well for medium carbon steel grades. Although 

granulated mold fluxes are 15 to 20% more expensive then fine powders, the financial 

benefit of being able to increase casting speed and their lower consumption more than 

compensate for their higher unit cost. Additionally, granulated mould fluxes are more 

environmental friendly since they generated very little dust and fumes during casting. Beside 

Fluxes E and F another granulated flux, Flux H, was also tested for casting medium carbon 

grades [7].  
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3.4.1 Granulated Mold Fluxes E and F 

 

A lot of 1,020 kg of Flux E was used to cast 18 heats of medium carbon steel and 1,190 

kg of flux F were used to cast 19 heats. In both cases, no operation abnormally was observed 

during casting. The mold heat flux was very stable and all slabs produced were reported “ok” 

after visual inspection carried out at Hadeed’s slab yard. The amount of dust and flame 

generated by both fluxes during cast was negligible. The melting of both fluxes in the mold 

was very homogenous with sufficient slag pool depth and low flux consumption.  Table 5 

shows a summary of the main process parameters monitored during the trial. 

  

Table 5: Summary of trial with Fluxes E and F 

 

Flux # Heats 
Casting Speed 

(m/min) 

Powder 

Consumption (Kg) 

Mold Heat Flux 

(MW/m
2
) 

Slag Pool 

Depth(mm) 

Slab Inspection 

Report 

E 18 1.2 -1.4 0.38 1.1-1.4 10.2 ok 

F 19 1.3-1.4 0.42 1.2-1.6 8.4 ok 

 

Based on the good performance of Flux E and F at 1.4 m/min, both fluxes have been 

recommended as a replacement for the fine powder used at Hadeed for casting medium-C 

grades. 

 

 

3.4.2 Granulated Mold Flux H 

 

Ten heats were cast with Flux H. During the trials, the following was observed: (i) No 

dust was generated but there was an excessive amount of flames; (ii) the liquid pool varied 

between 12 to 20 mm; (iii) the flux consumption was very high: 0.67 kg/ton; (iv) a tendency 

of increasing friction force at the end of the heat but no abnormality was observed in the 

mold monitoring system; (v) cast speed was kept at 1.2 m/min; (vi) the slab surface 

inspection reported “ok” for all slabs produced. As the amount of flames produced was 

excessive, to the point of hindering the mould operator to see correctly the mould level at the 

start of a cast with a stopper runner, and the flux consumption was too high it was decided 

that Flux H was not suitable for our application, so no attempt was made to cast above 1.2 

m/min. 

 

 

4. Trial Results 

 

 

As a result of the extensive trials reported in this paper, granulated mold flux E has 

become the standard mold flux to cast peritectic and medium-C steel grades at Hadeed slab 

casters. Currently, both slab casters at Hadeed routinely cast narrow slabs of peritectic and 

medium carbon steel grades up to 1.5 m/min which allows the steel plant to cast an extra 

55,000 ton of slabs per year with a net gain of several millions euros. Additionally, the 

logistics related to mold fluxes has been simplified. Before this projected was executed 

Hadeed’s SPFP (Steel Plant Flat Product) used four different powdered type mold fluxes for 

casting peritectic and medium carbon steels, currently this number has been reduced to only 

two granulated fluxes. 
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5. Summary & Conclusions 

 

 

 The mismatch between the EAF’s tap-to-tap time and casting time when casting 

narrow slabs of crack prone grades led Hadeed’s Steel Plant Flat Product facility 

(SPFP) to look for solutions to overcome this productivity bottleneck. After 

confirming that the casters metallurgical lengths were enough to cast these steels up to 

1.5 m/min the team decided to test different mold fluxes to find one that would allow 

increasing casting speed to the desired level. 

   

 At the first phase of the project, three different powdered type mold fluxes were tried 

at Hadeed’s SPFP slab caster but all failed to cast defect-free slabs above 1.3 m/min. 

 

 After the lack of success of the powdered material, the team decided to concentrate on 

granulated fluxes. Three different granulated mold fluxes were tried. One flux failed 

to perform but two other, namely Flux E and F, successfully cast defect-free peritectic 

steel slabs at 1.5 m/min. These fluxes also had lower specific consumption and 

generated no dust or significant amount of flames in the mold. 

 

 After the success with peritectic grades, the team decided to extend the same approach 

to medium-C grades. Three different granulated mold fluxes were tested to cast 

medium carbon grades up to 1.4 m/min. Flux E and F, the same successfully tried for 

peritectic steels, performed very well. Most heats were cast at 1.4 m/min and 1.5 

m/min is expected to be achieved after more material is used. Both fluxes yielded 

slabs with very good surface quality, generated no dust or significant amount of 

flames in the mould and had low consumption. 

 

 The ability to cast narrow slabs of peritectic and medium carbon steel grades up to 1.5 

m/min has allowed Hadeed steel plant to cast an extra 55,000 ton of steel  per year 

which has  translated in an annual financial benefit of several millions euros. 

 

 An additional benefit of the project was to simplify the logistics related to mold 

fluxes. Before the project was concluded Hadeed’s SPFP (Steel Plant Flat Product) 

used four different powdered type mold fluxes for casting peritectic and medium 

carbon steels, now this number has been reduced to only two granulated fluxes, each 

one from a different supplier. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF MOULD TAPER DESIGN FOR PREVENTING 

FLANGE TIP INTERNAL CRACKS IN BEAM BLANK  
 

Takashi Nishimura*, Seiji Nabeshima** and Seiji Itoyama*** 

 

 

Abstract  

 

It is necessary to prevent breakout because it has quite a negative effect on stable 

continuous casting operation.  We investigated a cause of beam blank breakouts and 

internal crack at the flange tip, and modified mold taper design.  As a result of various 

ingestigation, we estimated that the air gaps whose heat thermal resistance could delay 

solidifying shell growth between mould inner surface and beam blank existed, and the 

cracks were formed by the stress concentration caused by partial delay of solidification.  

Not to generate air gaps in the mould, we developed thermal conduction and 

solidification model, which took into account mould taper and shell heat shrink, and we 

acquired the mould taper condition from the model.  After introducing modified mould, 

internal cracks at the flange tip disappeared completely and it contributed to the stable 

operation. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

continuous casting, beam blank, flange tip, internal crack, mould taper design, 

solidification analysis 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The continuous casting of beam blank has been operated since Oct. 1973 in Kurashiki Works 

of JFE Steel Corp.  Because continuous casting of beam blank is near net shape casting 

method, H-shaped steel made from beam blank is prefer than made from billet in the view of 

rolling efficiency and energy saving. 

In continuous casting of beam blanks, various kinds of defects (ex. longitudinal crack, 

internal crack and section crack) are liable to occur because of its complicated section which it 

is more difficult to cool uniformly than slab.  However, the adoption of suitable operating 

condition such as mould powder selection, cooling condition, and complete maintenance of 

machine has made it possible to roll almost all cast blanks without any surface conditioning.
[1] 

[2]
  In this paper, we focus on the flange tip internal crack which was able to cause breakout 

trouble and present the result of action to prevent it.  At first, we investigated the cast beam 

blank which breakout occurred in order to make clear the cause of flange tip internal crack. 

Next, we performed heat transfer analysis to estimate of the influence of air gaps on 

solidifying shell thickness in the mould.  Finally the modified mould which prevents internal 

cracks at the flange tip was designed. 
 

 

 

2. Investigating of flange tip internal crack 

To prevent internal crack at the flange tip, it is necessary to investigate why flange tip 

internal crack occur.  We conducted following surveys as shown in Table 1. 



Table 1  Surveys of flange tip internal crack  

Estimation of heat flux in various part of mouldMeasurement of 

mould temperature

The shell thickness distribution is measured during casting normally.Sulfur addition test

Clarification of the mechanism of internal cracks at flange tipSolidification macro 

structure 

Investigation of solidification speed in the mould and the cause of 

break out

Observation of Break 

out shell

PURPOSESURVEYS

Estimation of heat flux in various part of mouldMeasurement of 

mould temperature

The shell thickness distribution is measured during casting normally.Sulfur addition test

Clarification of the mechanism of internal cracks at flange tipSolidification macro 

structure 

Investigation of solidification speed in the mould and the cause of 

break out

Observation of Break 

out shell

PURPOSESURVEYS

 
 

 

2. 1 Observation of breakout shell 

When a breakout has occurred, a solidifying shell is left by the leak of molten steel under 

the mould.  It is important to observe the solidified shell which has information of 

solidification speed, solidification delay and solidification macro structure in the mould just 

before break out occurred.  

We observed the breakout shell caused by flange tip internal crack.  There were some bleed 

which indicate a leak of molten steel in the mould.  After we made cross sectional slices from 

the breakout shell, all shell thicknesses of flange tip was measured in the longitudinal 

direction as shown in Fig. 1.  It is found that the shell thickness at flange tip where breakout 

occurred is unique tendency in comparison with others.  The growth of solidifying shell at 

unique flange tip had stopped below 100mm from meniscus in the mould.  As casting 

proceeds, we are able to recognize obvious delay of solidification growth in comparison to 

other flange tip.  

   It is estimated that this solidification delay caused breakout.  
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Fig.1 Comparison of shell thickness in the flange tip along the casting direction from 

meniscus 

 

 

Tip with BO

Tip without BO 1

Tip without BO 2

Tip without BO 3



 

2. 2 Survey of solidification macro structure  

A result of the observation of breakout shell indicates a state just before breakout is occurred.  

But a similar phenomenon may not occur in the steady casting.  Then we surveyed the 

solidification macro structure made from the steady casting beam blank.  After sectional slices 

of cast steel were etched by the picric acid, the photographs of the macro structure were taken.  

Figure 2 shows the macro structure around flange tip internal cracks.  In this figure, left side 

means flange side, right side means web side and top side means flange tip. 

Characteristics of macro structure around flange tip internal crack are shown as follow; 

(1) There are clear white bands near the surface of the flange tip. 

(2) Many crack origins lay on the white band. 

(3) Some internal crack origin propagates along dendrites. 

The phenomena which crack origins lay near the surface and crack propagate along dendrite 

indicate they were made at just below meniscus, and propagate as casting proceeded.  The 

white band at the flange tip points out that the solidification growth stopped by either the 

balance of heat input and heat output, or solidification shell melt caused by the flow of molten 

steel.  
 

  
Fig. 2 Solidification macro structure of cross section around the internal cracks 

 

2. 3 Sulfur addition test 

To investigate what happened in the mould during steady casting in detail, sulfur addition 

test is performed.  In this test, ferrous-sulfur alloy is added to the molten steel in the mould 

during casting. When ferrous-sulfur alloy is added, sulfur concentration of molten steel 

increases, in contrast, that of solidified shell dose not increase.  Subsequently, some sulfur 

prints in casting direction are made from it.  As the sulfur concentration is visualized in color 

by the sulfur print, the solidification shell growth is able to visualize. The solidification delay 

is confirmed during steady casting by this test.  

The result of solidification delay between center part of flange and flange tip is shown in 

Fig. 3.  The index of solidification delay is defined as follow; 

   %100 ftf TTT .         (1) 

 Tf is thickness of center part of flange, 

         Tt is thickness of center part of flange tip. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the index of solidification delay at the tip with crack exceeds 60%. The 

ununiformity of shell thickness causes stress concentration and crack by the solidification 

shrink.  Over 30% of solicitation delay provide internal crack according to the past reference 
[3] [4]

.  Then we estimated that this delay of solidification causes flange tip internal crack. 
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(a) Index of solidification delay at flange tip           (b) Method to estimate index of 

solidification delay  

 

Fig. 3 Result of solidification delay at flange tip by sulfur adding test 
 

2.4 Measurement of mold temperature 
To acquire the causes of solidification delay, we measured mould temperature by using 

thermo-couple in the mould.  The mold temperature mainly at all the flange tips is measured.  

As a result, temperature at flange tip with crack is about 30 degree C lower than other flange 

tips, and temperature fluctuation is lower. 

 

2.5 Estimation of the mechanism of flange tip internal crack 

The summary of above surveys is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 Summary of survey 

temperature at flange tip with crack is about 30 degree C lower than 

other flange tips

Measurement of mould 

temperature

The index of solidification delay exceed 60%Sulfur addition test

There are clear white bands near the surface.

Many crack origins lay on the white band.

Some internal crack origin propagates along dendrites.

Solidification macro 

structure

Solidification delay occurs at the cracked flange tip

Solidification growth suddenly stops just below the meniscus

Observation of Break 

out shell

ResultSurvey

temperature at flange tip with crack is about 30 degree C lower than 

other flange tips

Measurement of mould 

temperature

The index of solidification delay exceed 60%Sulfur addition test

There are clear white bands near the surface.

Many crack origins lay on the white band.

Some internal crack origin propagates along dendrites.

Solidification macro 

structure

Solidification delay occurs at the cracked flange tip

Solidification growth suddenly stops just below the meniscus

Observation of Break 

out shell

ResultSurvey

 
 

These results indicate that flange tip crack mechanism is as follow. 

(1) Firstly, heat input increased or heat output decreased suddenly just below meniscus 

(2) Solidification delay occurred as casting proceeded.  

(3) The tension stress at the part of solidification delay occurred by the solidification shrink 

at other part. 

(4) Crack origins are made, and some cracks propagate. 

The reason why heat input exceeds heat output is estimated as shown in Table 3.  The 



results of survey indicate “air gap” is the most probable reason.  When the air gaps are made, 

thermal resistance increases suddenly and solidification growth is delayed.  The references
 [5] 

[6]
 showed that air gaps in flange tips is easy to be generated in beam blank casting.   

 

Table 3 The estimated cause of solidification delay 

Sudden solidification grow stops do not 

occur.
Low

Ununiformal mold 

powder inflow
C.

compatibleHighAir gap generationD.

Inconsistent with low temperature at the 

cracked part
LowLack of coolingB.

Inconsistent with low temperature at the 

cracked part
Low

Excess heat input from 

melted steel flow
A.

ReasonPossibilityEstimated cause

Sudden solidification grow stops do not 

occur.
Low

Ununiformal mold 

powder inflow
C.

compatibleHighAir gap generationD.

Inconsistent with low temperature at the 

cracked part
LowLack of coolingB.

Inconsistent with low temperature at the 

cracked part
Low

Excess heat input from 

melted steel flow
A.

ReasonPossibilityEstimated cause

 
 

3. Optimization of mould taper at the flange tips 

  From the result of the cause investigation into foregoing paragraph, we decided to optimize 

mold taper to disappear air gaps in the flange tips.  A solidification analysis is performed to 

gain its taper. 
  

3.1 Overview of analysis 

   The solidification and heat transfer analysis considering solidification shell temperature 

distribution and solidification contraction in the mould was performed.  Semi 2 dimensional 

analysis is simply formed of two dimensional analysis at the part of flange and flange tip.  The 

boundary condition about a gap between mould surface and shell surface is considered. The 

gap at the flange tip is obtained by heat contraction at the flange part and mould taper at the 

flange tip.  In contrast, a gap at the flange is obtained in the similar way. 

  According to the result of foregoing paragraph, it is estimated that the air gaps are causes of 

heat resistance increase and solidification delay. Then a contact condition about a certain gap 

which is not filled by the mold powder between mold surface and shell surface is considered.  

If a contact condition is not satisfied, radiation heat transfer is considered as a air gap heat 

resistance.  A certain gap is based on the result of solidification delay at the sulphur adding 

test.  Thus solidification delay at the actual casting is reproduced in numerical model. 

 

3.2 Analysis geometry 

The overview of the analysis geometry is shown in Fig. 4.  One dimensional analysis is 

performed twice at the center part of the flange (A) and flange tip (B).  The heat shrinkage at 

the flange equals the multiplication of contraction ratio at flange part and half of flange length 

(y).  But the heat shrinkage at the flange tip does not equal the multiplication of contraction 

ratio at the flange tip and half of beam blank width (x) because of its complex figure. 

Then we investigate used mould surface.  It is found that sever wear at the fillet part occurred 

at a relatively early stage.  It is estimated that shell contraction in the width direction is 

restrained by the fillet.  Length which contributes to the contraction of flange tip is assumed 

distance from flange edge to fillet (x’).  x’ length is about 50% shorter than x. 
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Tx : Temperature variation in the X direction (at the flange tip) 

Ty : Temperature variation in the Y direction (at the flange) 

 : Thermal expansion coefficient of the steel 

 : Mould taper quantity 

F : Length in the Y direction (half of flange width) 

W : Length in the X direction (half of beam blank depth) 

df : Gap distance between steel shell and mold surface 

 

Fig. 4 Analysis geometry 
 

3. 3 Solidification and heat transfer model 

  The solidification condition is based on enthalpy method.  In this method, enthalpy ratio h in 

material is 

 LfdTChh s

T

T
p   1

0
0 ,      (2) 

where h0 is enthalpy ratio at basic temperature, cp is specific heat, fs is mass solid fraction, L 

is latent heat.  The above equation with respect to time gives 
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On the other hand, heat energy conservation law considering solidification latent heat is 
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gs is volume solid fraction.  Equation (4) is deformed to 
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and substituted into equation (4). Then we obtain  
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It is assumed that mass solid fraction is nearly equal to volume solid fraction.  Substituting 

equation (3) into equation (6) gives 
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To perform numerical analysis about equation (7), we used forward difference method as 

shown in Fig. 5.  In other words, after we obtain enthalpy h
t+t

 at the time t+t, temperature 

T
t+t

 is obtained by the relation between enthalpy and temperature.  We obtain enthalpy h of 

time after further step from T
t+t

. 
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Fig. 5 Schematic figure about relation between enthalpy h and temperature T 

 

3.4 Boundary condition 

  Normally between steel shell and cooling water, there are thermal resistance of interface, 

mould powder, plating and mould plate.  Furthermore in this analysis, we considered a gap 

between steel shell and mould surface.  Basically, it is assumed that the mould powder fills a 

gap, and we give mould powder thermal resistance which is proportional to its thickness.  If a 

gap exceeds a certain distance, it is assumed that steel shell and mould surface is non-contact.  

The boundary condition overview is shown in Fig. 6. 
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RTotal:Total heat resistance
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Fig. 6 Boundary condition overview 

 



3. 5 Result of analysis 

  We attempted to determine the optimal taper quantity by foregoing analysis.  The analysis 

result which is performed while changing flange tip taper quantity is shown in Fig. 7.  The 

index of solidification delay decreases to less than 5% at 250% of the taper as compared with 

conventional.  If the taper quantity exceed 200% as compared with conventional, 

solidification delay changes few.  It is means that the air gap is disappeared completely, and 

solidification delay caused by aspect ratio of the slab, cooling condition and thickness of 

mould powder is remained.  Considering mold wear in using, it is decided that the on-line test 

was performed with 300% of flange tip taper quantity as compared with conventional. 
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Fig. 7 Variation of solidification delay while changing flange tip taper quantity 

 

 

4. Result of modified taper mold online test  

The result of online test which is performed with modified taper is shown in Fig. 8. The 

internal crack at the flange tip is completely disappeared.  By this result, we have used it in 

production.  
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Fig. 8 Result of online test 

Conventional 



 

5. Conclusion 

  In this paper, we estimated the cause of flange tip internal crack and modified mould taper. 

The result of various surveys about the internal crack at beam blank tip indicates that there is 

severe solidification delay.  It is estimated air gaps in the mould prevent thermal transfer and 

uniform cooling.  To eliminate air gaps, flange tip taper quantity is gained by the thermal 

conductivity and solidification analysis.  The analysis indicates that over 200% of flange tip 

taper quantity as compared with conventional is needed.  Finally flange tip internal crack is 

disappeared completely with the modified taper mould. 
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HOT TEARING PREDICTION DURING SLAB CONTINUOUS 

CASTING OF STEEL THROUGH THERMOMECHANICAL 

SIMULATION 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Hot tears (cracks formed during steel solidification) are defects that affect slab internal 

soundness. This can cause break when slabs are transformed into sheets. New steel grades 

containing high levels of alloying elements are sensitive to hot tears. Predicting hot tears is 

thus of primary interest in order to identify key process parameters which lead to hot tears and 

to give process recommendations in order to limit these defects. The aim of this study was to 

evaluate the risks of hot tears during the continuous casting process through 

thermomechanical simulations coupled with computation of an internal crack criterion. First 

the thermomechanical model as well as the internal crack criteria used for the simulations are 

detailed. Simulations of two industrial configurations are then presented. The first case 

corresponds to a local slab surface temperature reheating at the bending zone which simulates 

clogging of water sprays during the secondary cooling. The second case focuses on a 

mechanical aspect of the continuous caster, in this case a 2mm roll misalignment in the 

horizontal part of the caster. Results show an increase of the internal crack criterion when the 

local slab surface temperature reheating gradient is above 100°C/m and when rolls are 

misaligned by 2mm. These results are in agreement with industrial observations. 
 

 

Keywords:  Continuous casting, internal cracks, thermomechanical simulation 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 Hot tears are not new defects that affect slabs. They have a detrimental effect on slab 

material properties and can lead to break during the further material forming process 

depending of the final application. Thus limiting hot tears has always been an objective in 

order to produce better slab quality. Consequently they have been widely studied for 

understanding their formation and the major parameters influencing their occurrence. 

Experimental investigations have been done in order to identify the fundamental conditions 

leading to cracks: strain, strain rate, chemical composition… [1-4]. Based on the experimental 

results and with the relatively recent development of computer, numerical simulation has 

made possible to reproduce casting process and to estimate hot tears position and occurrences. 

Applications have been done for billet continuous casting [4] and foundry pieces [5]. The aim 

of this study is to evaluate hot tears risks during the continuous casting process through 

thermomechanical simulations coupled with computation of an internal crack criterion. First 

the thermomechanical model as well as the internal crack criteria used for the simulation are 
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detailed. Simulations of two industrial configurations are then presented. The first case 

correspond to a local slab surface temperature reheating at the bending zone which can 

simulate water spray clogging during the secondary cooling. The second case focuses on a 

mechanical aspect of the continuous caster: study of a 2mm roll misalignment at the 

horizontal part of the caster. 

 

2. Hot tearing mechanism 
 

Hot tears form at the end of solidification, typically between 0.8 and 1 solid fraction. They 

result of the combination of two phenomena [6] as shown in figure 1: 

- Material weakness: at the end of solidification when the solid fraction is high (generally 

between 0.8 and 1), it remains residual liquid films. Theses films are points of weaknesses 

in the material and tear first. The ductility of the material is very low but material can be 

submitted to tensile stress which leads to open the dendritic network. Depending of the 

steel composition, the range of temperature corresponding to 0.8 to 1 solid fraction can be 

large and narrow. This range of temperature is called the Brittle Temperature Range 

(BTR). The solid fractions that limit BTR may vary from author to other [2] [7-9]. BTR 

can be defined between 0.8 or 0.9 and 0.99 or 1. Here BTR is defined between 0.8 and 1. 

 

- Excessive deformation: during solidification process, internal and external sources of 

deformations appear: thermal contraction, phase transformation, bulging, roll imperfect 

support… These deformations may exceed critical deformation that lead to cracks. 

 
Fig. 1: Mechanism of formation of internal cracks [1] 

 

3. Hot tearing simulation  

 

Hot tearing prediction during continuous casting process was simulated using 

Thercast® software.  

 

3.1 Thercast® software 

 

Thercast® is 3D software developed to simulate continuous casting process. It solves 

thermal and mechanical conservation equations by using the finite element method: 
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Thermal equation 

 

 TT
dt

TdH
 )(

)(
  (1) 

Mechanical equation 0 γgσ   (2) 

 

where T is the temperature,  the thermal conductivity (W/m/°C) and H (J) the specific 

enthalpy,  the Cauchy stress tensor, g the gravity vector and  the acceleration vector. 

 

Several types of thermal boundary condition can be applied on the free surface of the 

domain: convection, radiation, imposed flux or temperature. Mechanically unilateral or 

bilateral contact can be imposed as well as velocity or pressure. More details about Thercast® 

thermomechanical model can be found in [10]. 

 

3.2 Material behaviour law 
 

In order to close the mechanical problem material behaviour law is required. In 

Thercast®, steel is classically modelled by an elasto-viscoplastic law when steel is fully solid 

or semi-solid and by viscoplastic behaviour when liquid or semi-liquid [10] as shown in figure 

2. The coherency temperature is used to distinguish these two behaviours. It is typically 

defined between the solidus and liquidus of the metal. Generally the coherency temperature is 

chosen close to solidus. The law parameters continuously vary with temperature and are 

continuous at the coherency temperature. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of the rheological behaviour of the different phases of the metal in 

solidification conditions [10] 

 

3.3 Hot tearing criterion 

 

Many hot tearing criteria can be found in the literature [6] [11]. Some are based on 

thermal considerations only: Clyne and Davies [7], Katgerman [12]. Others are only based on 

solid mechanics: Prokhorov [11], Yamanaka [1], Won [9]. Finally some are based on both 

solid and fluid mechanics: Rappaz-Drezet-Gremaud [6], Porosity due to Solid Deformation 

[13]. Among these criteria, Won criterion [9] (mechanical based criterion) has been selected 

because it best fits experimental results [8]. The expression of Won Hot Cracking Sensitivity 

( WonHCS ) is given below: crBTRWonHCS   . The cumulated strain BTR  is the 

integration of the instantaneous strain rate when the metal is in the BTR. Won et al. [9] 
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proposed a critical strain varying with the BTR and the strain rate as follows:    
nmcr

BTR





   

where m,  and n are constant. These constants were determined through nonlinear fitting 

method using data from steel grades which carbon content ranging from 0.042wt% to 

1.05wt% and strain rate from 5x10
-4

 to 9x10
-3

 s
-1

: 02821.0 , 3131.0m  and 8638.0n . 

 

3.4 Simulation parameters 
 

All the simulations were performed using typical configurations: 

- vertical curved caster  

- slab thickness: 235mm.  

- casting speed fixed at 1.2 m/min 

- the boundary conditions of primary and secondary cooling defined for steady state of 1.2 

m/min casting speed and 235mm slab thickness. 

- Medium carbon steel: the solidification path was computed through thermodynamic 

simulation assuming finite diffusion in solid phase. The BTR range is 69°C. 

 

4. Influence of local reheating in bending zone 

 

 Local reheating of slab surface in the bending zone has been considered. This reheating 

can simulate water spray clogging during the secondary cooling. Reheating gradient is defined 

by its averaged value: (T init – T final) divided by the reheating zone length. Three reheating 

gradients have been simulated. The slab surface temperature evolution along the metallurgical 

length is drawn in figure 3 for each configuration. 

 
Fig. 3: Surface temperature evolution versus metallurgical length for 4 thermal histories 

 

In figure 4, Won criterion evolution across slab thickness is shown for the 4 simulations at 

metallurgical length 5.2 m. It is clearly shown that decreasing reheating gradient decreases 

Won criterion value and so decreases hot cracks. It appears that reheating gradient 100°C/m is 

a limit of hot cracks formation. This result was also found by [14] trough thermal billet 

simulation. 
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Fig. 4: Won criterion evolution from extrados surface to slab centre at 5.2m from meniscus. Black circle 

indicates the peak of Won criterion at the end of solidification 

  

5. Influence of a 2mm misalignment in the horizontal part of the caster  

  

In industrial practice rolls are not perfectly aligned. There are some deviations. We study here 

the effect of 2mm roll misalignment in the unbending zone. The Won criterion distribution in 

the unbending zone near roll misaligned is shown figure 5. BTR zone is drawn between the 

white lines corresponding to the iso-liquid fraction of 0, 0.1 and 0.2.  

 
Fig. 5: Won criterion distribution in the slab at the unbending zone with or without roll misaligned. 

Profiles in the green rectangle are drawn in figure 6. 

 

Two results can be noticed: 

- without misaligned roll, in the BTR zone Won criterion becomes positive in the 

extrados but not in intrados one. This is due to stress distribution in the unbending 

zone as explained in section 4.1. Intrados solidification front is in compression, so 

limiting damaged strain.  

- with roll misaligned, Won criterion increases in comparison without misalignment. 

This is clearly shown in figure 6 in which the evolution of Won criterion along 

metallurgical length is drawn for the configuration with and without misalignment. 

The distribution of the component of stress in the thickness direction is shown in the 
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slab with roll misaligned in figure 7. Misalignment induces a three point flexion 

configuration. This leads to an increase of tension stress in the extrados BTR zone at 

the right of bottom misaligned roll and so increases the Won criterion. The three point 

flexion configuration increases also the tensile stress in the intrados BTR zone on both 

upper roll near roll misaligned and thus Won criterion is greater than if no roll was 

misaligned. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6: Won criterion along slab length in extrados (left) and intrados (right) with and without 

misalignment 

 

 
Fig. 7: Stress distribution in CC slab with 2mm roll misalignment 

6. Conclusion 

  

Hot tearing risks during the continuous casting process were simulated using a 

Thercast® thermomechanical model and computation of Won criterion. Influence of local 

reheating in the bending zone and effect of a 2mm roll misalignment have been studied. 

Results show an increase of the internal cracks criterion when the local slab surface 

temperature reheating gradient is above 100°C/m. Simulation shows that 2mm of roll 

misalignment is sufficient to increase the internal cracks risks significantly. So roll alignment 

have to be tightly managed in order to reduce strong misalignment and the secondary cooling 

to be controlled in order to avoid excessive slab surface reheating. Numerical simulation can 

now be used to test the influence of other industrial parameters: soft reduction, caster 

curvature, casting speed… 

Increase of tensile 

stress due to 

misaligned roll 
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Experimental und numerical investigations on hot tearing during 
continuous casting of steel 

 
Abstract 

 
This paper focuses on hot tearing during continuous casting of steel and the 

experimental and numerical prediction of the hot tearing susceptibility. The first part of this 
publication explains the requirements for hot tear formation and the different hot tear 
appearances in three stages. The so called SSCT-test (submerged split chill tensile - test) is 
used at the Chair of Ferrous Metallurgy (CoFM), Montanuniversitaet Leoben (MUL), to 
determine the critical strain for hot tear formation, and is explained in the second part of this 
paper. An in-house developed software calculates the accumulated strain and the position of 
the generated hot tear segregations during the SSCT test. This software is also used to 
estimate accumulated strain for different steel grades on a typical casting machine. The 
determined critical strain (SSCT-test) and the estimated accumulated strain are combined to 
predict hot tear formation during continuous casting, as will be shown in the end of this 
publication.  
 
Keywords 

 
Continuous Casting, Hot Tearing, Hot Tear Segregations, Prediction, Internal Quality 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Surface defects in continuous casting (CC) typically originate in the meniscus region of 

the mould during initial solidification of the steel shell. While the shell is kept in form inside 
the mould mainly by the mould walls, no continuous stabilization support is present after the 
mould exit, ferrostatic pressure causes bulging, leading to induced strain inside the solidifying 
shell. Depending on the casting machine, also bending and un-bending operations, as well as 
friction on or reheating of the strand can cause strain to the solid-liquid phase during 
solidification, leading to defect formation, namely hot tearing.  

Hot tears (HT) or hot tear segregations (HTS) are typically found in the half way region 
of flat and long products during continuous casting. The following criteria have to be fulfilled 
to create HTS: 

 HTS originate only in the solid-liquid region during solidification. 

mailto:gregor.arth@unileoben.ac.at
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 Tensile stresses are applied perpendicular to the solidification front by 
o mechanical forces (bulging, bending/unbending, …), or 
o thermal forces (reheating of the strand surface). 

 HTS are situated at primary grain boundaries, 
 originate at a definite fraction of solid, and 
 only during columnar dendrite growth. 

Only if all of prior mentioned criteria are fulfilled, HTS will form inside the solidifying 
strand and cause problems, more or less critical depending on the steel alloy and product 
quality demands. More than 20 years of research on field of hot tearing was carried out at the 
CoFM at the MUL, using experimental test assemblies like the SSCT test, but also self-
developed software tools (“Sol-A-Sys”) to predict HTS formation, as will be shown later on 
in this paper. 

 
2. Hot tearing – appearance of HTS 

 
The appearance of HTS can be classified in three stages, as is shown in Figure 1.  

1. The area between the primary grains is filled with residual liquid during the 
end of solidification, containing heavy segregating elements like Mn, S and P. 
The strain is applied perpendicular to the HTS orientation, according to 
chapter 1, but the residual liquid is able to compensate the shrinkage and no pore 
formation occurs. This is called Stage I. 

2. If the strain is further applied and the solidification front is moving too slow 
towards fs=1, the residual liquid film cannot compensate the shrinkage anymore 
and first pores will form, leading to Stage II.  

3. Stage III typically contains precipitations due to the enrichment of different 
elements in the residual liquid like Mn or Nb [1]. With increasing strain a 
coalescence of pores can occur and – in worst case – lead to so call “open hot 
tears”. 

 

 
Figure 1: Stages I-III of HTS formation during CC of steel. 

 
Examples of HTS appearances of stages I – III, regarding element distribution of Mn, P 

and Nb, in as cast slabs as well as for SSCT samples, have already been published by Pierer et 
al. [1] Ilie et al. [2] compared center- and microsegregation of as cast slabs with HTS, formed 
during CCC and obtained by SSCT tests. The quantification in Figure 2 clearly displays the 
comparability of HTS (by CCC or SSCT) with the index for center segregation of slabs, 
leading to problems during further rolling and/or forging processes. 
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Figure 2: Segregation index of Mn; Micro- and centersegregation of slabs vs. SSCT-test samples. [2] 

 
3. Hot tearing - Experimental 

 
An appropriate tool to determine the hot tearing susceptibility of steels has to fulfil 

certain demands, although the “as-near-to-process” criteria may be the most important one. 
All criteria for HTS formation, previous mentioned in chapter 1, can be achieved by use of the 
SSCT test at the Chair of Ferrous Metallurgy, Montanuniversitaet Leoben. The laboratory 
experiment itself was originally adopted from EPF Lausanne [3,4], mainly carrying out 
investigations on Al-alloys, and was applied on steel alloys at the Chair of Metallurgy in 
Leoben. [5,6] 

The cylindrical SSCT test sample consists of an upper and a lower part, both made of 
typical structural steel, schematically drawn in top left of Figure 3. The SSCT test itself can 
be described by 4 main steps: 

1. The test sample is placed above the liquid steel melt in step 1. The alloy is 
prepared in a typical induction furnace (~25kg). Lollypop samples are used for 
chemical analysis, temperature is measured by conventional type S 
thermocouples. 

2. During step 2 the test sample is submerged into the liquid alloy and a steel shell 
starts to solidify. A temperature measurement by two type K thermocouples 
inside the lower part of the test sample determines the heat flux during the shell 
growth.  

3. A certain amount of strain is induced to the solidifying shell at a definite strain 
rate during step 3, by moving the lower part of the test sample towards the 
bottom of the crucible. If the strain exceeds a critical value, HTS are formed. 

4. The test sample is lifted out of the liquid melt in step 4, after the total amount of 
strain was induced in step 3. During the uplifting the steel shell still continues to 
solidify until the sample it is fully raised out of the melt. 

The test sample is then removed from the assembly to cool down to room temperature 
and further tests are carried out new test samples and varying parameters, as will be shown 
later on in this paper. The steel shell is then cut in 16 pieces, the half is metallographically 
prepared (embedded, grinded, polished). Details were already published by Pierer et al. [2] 
Etching by Bechet-Beaujard [7] – parameters depending on steel composition – is done prior 
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to HTS encountment by light-optical-microscopy (LOM). Examples will be shown 
contemporary with simulation results in the next chapter. 

 

 
Figure 3: Stages I-IV of the SSCT-test at the CoFM. 

 
4. Hot tearing – Simulation and prediction 

 
The in-house developed software named “Sol-A-Sys” (Solidification-Analysis-System) 

uses a one-dimensional solidification model to calculate shell growth during steps I – IV. 
Heat flux was already determined using two type K thermocouples inside the lower part of the 
test sample. Material data like density, thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity are 
predicted by commercial tools (IDS) or Sol-A-Sys itself, having the ability to vary models 
respective microsegregation. 

Three steel grades (LC, MC and UHC) are presented in Figure 4 regarding shell growth 
(left) and strain accumulation (middle) during a typical SSCT test, calculated by Sol-A-Sys. 
The shell growth is plotted for different fractions of solid (fs=1, 0.96, 0.2, 0), the time for 
Stage I and II (tshellgrowth, 20s) and Stage III (ttensile, 10s) are especially pointed out in the plot 
for the LC steel. The total applied strain εtotal was kept equal at 2% for all 3 simulations  

The black dashed area between fs=1 and fs=0.96 marks the region of strain accumulation 
during Stage III for all investigated steels. Based on experimental experience of the last 20 
years, this solid fraction of 96% was found to fit best on most of the investigated steel grades 
for strain accumulation. The concept of strain accumulation itself is based on the assumption 
of induced and accumulated strain on a volume-element, moving through the 2-phase-region 
during solidification between fs=0.96 and fs=1. The longer tsolidification the more strain can be 
induced to this element. 

The trend of the accumulated strain is explained in detail for the MC steel in the center 
of Figure 4. The lower part of the test sample starts to move in stage III, first strain is induced 
to the solidifying shell (“a”), leading to a constant increase of strain until “b”. Point “b” marks 
a bend in the strain progress, representing the total induced strain especially for that volume-
element having fs=0.96 at the start of the tensile test. The maximum of accumulated strain can 
be found in point “c” for precisely that volume-element, reaching fs=1 at the end of stage III. 
More strain can be induced in “c” than in “b” due to the longer solidification time, 
exemplarily depicted for the UHC steel at the bottom left in Figure 4. After point “c”, all 
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remaining elements start with fs=0.96 but reach the end of stage III with fs<1, leading to a 
decrease in induced strain down to zero at point “d”.  

 

 
Figure 4: SSCT test: Predicted shell growth (left) and accumulated strain (middle) for LC, MC and UHC 

steel grades. HTS position and mean hot tear segregation length (HTSL, right). 
 
Images of several HTS in these steel grades, obtained by SSCT tests, are plotted on the 

right of Figure 4. The simulation results (left and middle in Figure 4) are not in definite 
accordance to the images of the SSCT samples (HTS start/end) due to different test 
parameters (total induced strain εtotal, strain rate …) but representatively mirror the general 
tendency: 

 The lower Ts the nearer HTSstart to the surface (mould). 
 The larger tsolidification (0.96 < fs < 1) the higher εacc. 
 The higher εtotal the higher εacc. 
 The higher the strain rate the higher εacc. 

The latter is explained in detail for the UHC steel grade in Figure 5 by applying the 
total strain of 2% in half of the time, thus doubling the strain rate. Only in this special case the 
total applied strain εtotal is induced to the solidifying shell during the SSCT test: 

εtotal = εacc = 2% 

Sol-A-Sys is not only limited to SSCT-test calculations only, but can also be used to 
predict shell growth and strain accumulation for any continuous casting assembly, if the 
following machine parameters are available: 

 Mould length and heat flux distribution. 
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 Casting radius and speed. 
 Bending/unbending position and radii. 
 Roller carpet; optional position of Liquid Core Reduction (LCR) or 

Softreduction and relating roll parameters. 
 Heat flux in Secondary Cooling Zone (SCZ).  

 

 
Figure 5: Shell growth and accumulated strain, UHC steel (top); doubled strain rate (bottom). 
 
Two steel grades with differing proneness to hot tearing (composition given in Table 1) 

were used to estimate the trend of the accumulated strain for slab (225mm thickness) on a 
conventional continuous casting machine. The strain was calculated for different cooling 
strategies for both steels, results are presented in Figure 6. Cooling characteristics of the so 
called “Softcooling” and “Hardcooling” strategies can be found elsewhere. [8] 

 
Table 1: Chemical analysis of steel A and B. 

[wt.-%] C  Si  Mn  P  S  Nb  
       

Steel A 0.170 0.430 1.540 0.015 0.007 0.015 
Steel B 0.150 0.017 1.109 0.008 0.007 0 

 
Both plots at the top of Figure 6 present the development of the accumulated strain for 

steel A (left) and steel B (right) under hard- (full line) or softcooling (dashed line) conditions. 
The accumulated strain on the X-axis is plotted against the shell thickness of the slab (Y-
axis), comparable to the depiction of the SSCT-tests (Figure 4).  

Hardcooling always leads to less accumulated strain than softcooling, due to the 
increased solidification time (tsolidification) during slower cooling conditions. The grey dashed 
area illustrates the critical strain, determined for these steel grades by the SSCT-test. This area 
is only hit by steel A under softcooling conditions due to the higher content of Phosphorus. 
Latter results in a higher segregation degree, thus reduced Ts and consequent longer 
tsolidification, owing to the widened 2-phase region solid-liquid. These accumulated strain 
developments are estimated by Sol-A-Sys if the casting machine maintenance is assumed to 
be 100%. 
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With increasing number of casted heats the maintenance will drop, represented in these 
calculations by a misalignment of 3 different rolls at a degree of 1mm each. The accumulated 
strain drastically increases if the strand hits these roll positions, as can be seen best for steel B 
in the bottom right plot of Figure 6. In all cases the accumulated strain now exceeds the 
determined critical strain, independent on steel composition or cooling strategy, and the 
probability of HTS formation is elevated. 

 

 
Figure 6: Predicted accumulated strain (steel A vs. B) for 2 different cooling strategies with 100% 

maintenance of the casting assembly (top); strain development for roll misalignment of 1 mm (bottom). 
 
5. Summary 
 

The SSCT test is a suitable method to investigate HTS formation during the 
solidification of steel with conditions equal to continuous casting processes. Varying several 
testing parameters makes it possible to determine a critical strain εcrit for a specific alloy. An 
estimation of the accumulated strain εacc during CC can be done by simulation, for this specific 
alloy on any conceived continuous machine, if all boundary conditions (thermal and 
mechanical) are provided and the maintenance is assumed as 100%. HTS formation is 
elevated if the calculated accumulated strain exceeds the determined critical strain. 

Machine maintenance has to be considered as an important parameter to prevent HTS 
formation for any steel grade as well as the content of heavy segregating elements. The degree 
of segregation can reach even values comparable to center segregation, possibly leading to 
hard and brittle phases during reheating and rolling and product losses in worst case. 
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1 Introduction 

In the steel market in the last few years there has been an increasing demand for high thickness 

plates, which in turn implies thicker slab production. Quality and productivity need to be ensured 

and the Yingkou Slab Caster is designed to meet this requirement and produce slabs up to 350mm 

thick and 2600mm wide. During the design stage specific studies were carried out on the key 

components of the machine, such as Cu plate design, SEN verification. All the latest process and 

automation solutions were applied and during commissioning the casting practices were fine-tuned. 
 

1.1 Caster Requirements 

The Yingkou caster is regularly producing 350-mm thicknesses in widths up to 2600 mm, with a 

minimum thickness of 250mm and minimum width of 1600. Because of the maximum thickness of 

350 mm an 11-m radius is needed, with a vertical length of 2450 mm to ensure a low amount of 

inclusions, resulting in a wide range of casting speeds from 0.4 m/min up to 1.6 m/min, with an 

annual design productivity of 1.6 MTpy. All the design aspects meet these requirements. 
 

Yearly Design Capacity 1.6 Mtpy Product details 

Heat size 120 ton Thickness 350-300-350 mm 

Main radius 11 m Width 1600 - 2600 mm 

Vertical Length 2,45 m 

  Metallurgical Containment Length 37,1 m 

   

 
 

1.2 Main Features 

To fulfil these highly demanding requirements, all the latest state-of-the-art technologies were 

included, such as:  



 hydraulic oscillator with a wide range of waveforms available, to ensure high-precision 

guidance, to prevent the occurrence of surface defects due to irregular oscillation marks and to 

obtain advanced oscillation patterns; 

 advanced mould width adjustment system and high-precision control of narrow side position; 

 secondary cooling with air mist nozzles and independent loop control across the width in order to 

achieve the right temperature depending on the casting condition, particularly in the slab corners; 

 dynamic soft reduction from the bow segments to caster exit, capable of applying a high 

reduction rate, resulting in a suitable profile for all steel grades in the full speed range.  

 Added to the equipment features are the technological packages, which are useful process 

control tools, i.e.: 

 mould monitoring system with breakout prevention system that ensures very safe casting and 

provides an insight into the mould process; 

 thermal solidification model with slab surface temperature control to maintain the target surface 

temperature profile, essential for crack-sensitive grades; 

 end of liquid pool monitoring, Q-Pulse system, a new innovative tool (patent pending) 

confirming the proper dynamic soft reduction profile in any casting condition. 

 

2 Production Figures 

2.1 Ramp-up and Product Mix 

Most of the product mix is made up of medium carbon and microalloyed steels for plate production, 

in particular boron added grades. During the first phase of commissioning priority was given to the 

350-mm thickness; later because of market demand the percentage of 250 mm was increased. 

Figure 1 shows the production details for steel grades, Figure 2 shows slab thickness and Figure 3 

shows production ramp-up until February 2014. All the steel grades are considered “crack-

sensitive” in terms of both surface quality and internal quality. 
 

  
 

 

  

 
 

Figure 2 : Typical product mix Figure 1 : Thickness distribution 

Figure 3: Cumulative production 



3 Mould area 

3.1 Mould Design 

Since mould design is fundamental, the Cu plates were devised in such a way as to obtain the most 

uniform temperature profile possible. Dedicated FEM studies were carried out and, starting from a 

traditional design an outline was created that ensures uniform temperature distribution along the Cu 

plate width, minimizing the temperature difference in the tie rod area. Below is a comparison of the 

temperature distribution between a standard design (in Figure 4) and the new mould designed for 

Yingkou (in Figure 5). 

 
Figure 4 : Initial design 

 
Figure 5 : Optimized design 

 

 

3.2 SEN Verification 

A dedicated CFD study was performed to validate SEN geometry according to the required steel 

throughput range. The main parameters considered are the meniscus velocity and average 

fluctuation span. During commissioning, because of the low market demand, the machine started 

production at a speed lower than the design capacity. 

From the results of the CFD it can be seen that the initial SEN with larger ports had a meniscus 

velocity that was too low (see Figure 7) with consequent low heat supply for proper powder 

melting. Therefore the SEN with smaller ports was chosen (see Figure 8 for the meniscus velocity) 

since it was found to be more suitable for the required steel throughput. Since the fluctuation span 

was within the acceptable range for both types of SEN, the smaller port SEN was chosen to ensure 

adequate hot steel at the meniscus. 

Figure 6 shows the flow pattern of the smaller port SEN design (velocity contours), where you can 

see the “double roll” shape. 



 
Figure 6 : Flow pattern from CFD simulation (velocity contours) for smaller port SEN design 

 
Figure 7 : Meniscus midline velocity SEN with smaller ports 

 

 
Figure 8 : Meniscus midline velocity SEN with larger ports 

 

 

4 Tuning of Operating Practices 

 

4.1 Secondary Cooling 

All the steel grades produced in the Yingkou caster can be considered to be crack-sensitive in 

varying degrees. A typical problem is the occurrence of transverse corner cracks [4]. This problem 

first appears in the mould but defects can grow in the strand area and become cracks. This is due to 

a combination of mechanical stress and ductility loss of the material within a given temperature 

range [1]. Secondary cooling control is the most effective way to control surface quality. Although 

the machine radius already guarantees low surface strain, in order to avoid performing any 

conditioning prior to rolling a proper tuning of secondary cooling is always needed. The goal is to 

avoid ductility trough on the corners during bending and unbending while casting [5]. 

Among all the steel grades cast particular care has to be given to B added grades. In fact even small 

additions of this microalloying element can produce serious transverse cracks on the surface. It is 



also   necessary to consider that according to metallurgical studies [2], [3] these steel grades can 

experience a “remelting” phenomenon that may increase cracking tendency at high temperature. 

Different steel grades containing different amounts of microalloying elements have different 

“ductility troughs” profiles. The diagram in Figure 9 traces the hot ductility curve for B-added steel 

grades, while the one in Figure 10 shows the hot ductility curve for Nb-added grades [5]. 

Therefore, the right cooling strategy must be chosen according to the steel grade composition and 

the casting speed range, which in turn depends on steelmaking capability. The flexibility of the 

Yingkou caster’s secondary cooling system makes it possible to apply both “hard” and “soft” 

cooling. 

 

 
 

 

Below are examples of the calculated temperature profiles for these two cooling strategies. 

Figure 11 shows two typical temperatures for the slab centreline and for the corners when using 

“soft cooling”, while Figure 12 shows the temperature profiles for “hard cooling”. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

For B-added steel grades hard cooling proved to be the best strategy. Figure 13 shows the results of 

slab inspection during hot commissioning, while Figure 14 reports the quality results of plates 

obtained from slabs on which no conditioning was performed. 

 

 
 

Figure 9 : Hot ductility curve for B-added grades Figure 10 : Hot ductility curve for Nb-added grades 

Figure 12 : Temperature profile for slab centreline 

and corners when using soft cooling 

Figure 11 : Temperature profile for slab centreline 

and corners when using hard cooling 

Figure 14 : Hot test surface quality inspection Figure 13 : Plate surface quality 



4.2 Soft Reduction and Internal Quality Results 

For plate applications it is crucial to achieve a high level of internal quality. The correct application 

of dynamic soft reduction is key to minimizing centreline segregation. To achieve this target it is 

essential to precisely predict the end of the liquid sump, normally through the use of a mathematical 

solidification model with all the necessary input casting variables such as casting speed, superheat, 

air and water flow, and using the physical properties from a metallurgical database. However, the 

model needs to be validated as some parameters - like thermal exchange due to contact with rolls - 

are difficult to calculate theoretically. To validate the end-of-liquid-mushy-pool calculation, a new 

tool called Q-Pulse (patent pending) was installed. Identifying the point where liquid sump ends is 

done by sending periodical pulses to the segment clamping cylinders and evaluating the effect of 

this on the mould level. With this innovative system, verification is possible without having to 

install any additional devices on the segments. This can be done not only to validate and calibrate 

the model but also to verify the end of liquid pool, when required. 

During casting, the solidification length can change for various reasons, even in steady-state 

operating condition; this can be due for instance to unpredictable changes in superheat, so 

verification is always recommended. 

The Q-Pulse principle is based on the application of a given periodic oscillation to two clamping 

cylinders at segment entry or at segment exit side. In the meantime the frequency of the mould level 

signal is analysed using the FFT procedure: if the mould level signal frequency is the same as that 

of the segment then it means there is still a liquid or mushy zone in the slab, otherwise it means the 

slab has solidified completely. 

 

 
 

 

 

During hot commissioning this tool made it possible to fine-tune the soft reduction profile, 

obtaining satisfactory results for centreline segregation. Good quality results were obtained for all 

steel grades, as reported in Figure 16. 

 
MC 350 mm before fine tuning MC 350 mm after fine tuning 

  
 

 

MC 350 mm high-carbon internal quality after fine tuning MC 350 mm PE HSLA 

  
 

Figure 15 : Q-Pulse working principle 

Figure 16 : Q - Pulse working principle 



 

A typical problem that occurs when casting very thick slabs is the bulging of the narrow face. The 

side support rollers are already designed to reduce this phenomenon. By optimizing taper and 

secondary cooling good results were achieved and narrow face bulging was contained to within 2 

mm. Slabs were also free of other surface defects like off-corner gutter, as shown in Figure 17 and 

in Figure 18.  

 

 
Figure 17 : 350-mm-thick slab surface 

       
 

8 Conclusion 

At Yingkou good quality results were achieved in casting slabs up to 350 mm thick for heavy plate 

production in a vertical curved machine with a main radius of R=11.0 m. 

The path to success in casting a wide range of MC and HSLA grades in quality for plate application 

starts from the design solution that is adopted. Soundness of design and flexibility are key to 

achieving this target. The technological packages support the regular machine running and allow the 

fine-tuning of operating practices, thus ensuring stable production. 

Operational fine-tuning for the different grades is also fundamental, together with cross-checking of 

quality data results after every single change in operating practice. 
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CHARACTERIZATION AND DESCRIPTION OF FINAL 

SOLIDIFICATION AND CENTERLINE SEGREGATION IN 

THICK CC SLABS 

Abstract  

 

During the solidification of CC (Continuous Casting) slabs, a controlled and 

homogenous solidification is significantly to achieve. Plant operators have to continually 

improve their steel products. To reduce the extent of macrosegregations over large distances 

within the slab, it is decisive to investigate the formations of shrinkage holes and 

segregations.  

For this purpose, the formation of centerline segregation and porosities during the 

solidification is described. Samples with dimensions of 350 x 2600 mm, of the continuous 

caster No.4 of the company Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH in Germany are taken. Investigations 

were conducted in longitudinal and width direction to analyze the flow rating of the melt in 

the mushy zone. It was found that there are V- shaped segregations in longitudinal direction. 

An explanation for these V-shaped segregation will be presented, which is manifested by 

various calculations and electron microprobe mappings. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The behavior of liquid melt and the segregation formation in the final stages of 

solidification is described and analyzed for blooms and billets [1-6]. The general 

understanding for the formation of V-shaped segregation with a 2- dimensional heat removal 

is shown in Fig. 1. These segregations are classified as macrosegregations or as semi-

macrosegregations, which are an intermediate size between micro and macrosegregations and 

develop in the spaces of equiaxed crystals [7], [8]. Microsegregations are in the scale of less 

than 1000 µm in the dendritic solidification zone and macrosegregations in the scale of 

several millimeters by moving microsegregated melt to the final solidification zone.  

In comparison to blooms and billets, slabs have a 1- dimensional heat extraction to the 

loose and fix sides. Hence, bulging is considered as the major reason for shrinkage holes and 

V-shaped segregations for thick slabs [9], [10]. Because of occurring negative pressure in the 

course of shrinkage during solidification, the enriched and segregated melt is sucked and 

squeezed out from the solidification front and flows in the area of centerline. Due to the 

continuously improvement of casting facilities, the size of supporting rolls are markedly 

reduced and thus the possibilities of bulging effects are considerably minimized.  
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Fig. 1 a) As cast structure of a 105 mm sq. billet with V- shaped segregation after [11] and  

b) concept of the formation of shrinkage holes and V- shaped segregations during the 

solidification of billets after [9] 

 

But inhomogeneities are still detected in the centerline area of slabs in spite of the 

application of small-sized supporting rolls. It is supposed that crater end has an unsteady 

course and a detailed explanation and description of the occurrences at high fraction solid 

values is still not available. Therefore a new model for the formation of centerline segregation 

in thick slabs needs to be designed. 

 

 

2. Experimental Procedure and Calculations 

 

 For the investigations of the final solidification and centerline segregation in thick CC 

slabs, four different samples in longitudinal direction were taken at Salzgitter Flachstahl 

GmbH in Germany. The samples have a particular length of 900 mm and with the dimensions 

of 350 mm x 1700 mm. For an appropriate comparability between the results, all samples are 

from the steel Grade S355, whereby the chemical composition is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Main chemical composition of the investigated steel grade S355 

 

Chemical Element 
Concentration: 

[wt. %] 

C 0.16 - 0.18 

Si 0.15 - 0.25 

Mn 1.50 – 1.60 

P < 0.020 

S < 0.005 

 

The investigated samples were cast at the continuous caster No. 4 at the Salzgitter Flachstahl 

GmbH, which was built by SMS Siemag AG in 2010 with a metallurgical length of 34.42 m. 



The superheat of the particular samples varies between 13 K and 18 K because of the 

influence on the formation of centerline segregations. For blooms and billets, the different 

shaping of centerline segregation is quantified, whereby a minimal superheat reduces 

macrosegregations in the middle area of the as-cast products [12]. 

 The samples in longitudinal direction are cut and the particular parts B, D and F are 

used for further investigations. The locations of the specimen within the thick slab are 

presented in Fig. 2. Thereby, one sample is located in the middle of the slab (D) and 

respectively one the left (B) and right (F) at ¼ of the width. For a better sample handling, 

each of these parts is disrupted into three specimens. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Plan of sampling from the slab, after [13] 

 

 Because of the influence of the mechanical preparation during the sampling and 

therewith the possible changes on the microstructure of the specimen, on each side of the 

initial samples, 35mm was grinded to remove the affected area. For an optical evaluation of 

the samples with the dimensions of 350 mm x 10 mm x 300 mm (height x thickness x length), 

SMS Siemag AG in Germany, Hilchenbach conducted hot deep etchings with hydrochloric 

acid at 70°C. By the standardized method for the etchings and qualitative evaluations, 

segregations and porosities can be identified [14]. 

 These qualitative results are quantified by conducting electron microprobe mappings 

and line scans at the Central Facility for Electron Microscopy at RWTH Aachen University. 

Based on the bulging formula, which is depending on specific plant parameters, mainly the 

casting velocity and the roll pitch, bulging calculations are considered to assess the effect of 

bulging. 

 

 



3. Experimental Results 

 

 By considering the optical segregation investigations of the etched samples which are 

analysed after a reference row [14], the middle specimen (sample D) has a larger segregation 

index than the samples B and F at ¼ of the width. For these results, independent areas within 

the slab or an unsteady secondary cooling zone might be possible. 

 Similar to the existing in billets [15], 92% of the identified V-shaped segregations are 

located on the loose side. 3 mm to 4 mm closer to the fix side, the metallurgical center is 

relocated. A correlation between the frequency and the area of existence of the occurring V-

shaped segregation is not possible, which verified the limited influence of bulging. In 

longitudinal direction, the amount of V-shaped segregations is between 0.33 – 1.67 per 

100 mm and thereby the medial distance is 50 mm between these inhomogeneities.  

 By consideration of the samples in longitudinal direction, three different categories of 

centerline areas can be described.  

(1) No visible defects in the area of centerline. 

(2) Inhomogeneities close to the centerline. 

(3) A region of porosities close to the centerline with V-shaped segregations. 

 To quantify the mentioned classification of segregation in the centerline region, 

electron microprobe line scans are carried out to get exact information’s about the chemical 

compositions in the segregation channels (Fig. 3). 

 

 
Fig. 3 Manganese contribution of Sample B, measured by macro EPMA mappings [13] 

 

 Thereby, the concentration ratio is the relation between the actual concentration c and 

the mean concentration c0. Visible is a V-shape segregation in casting direction because of the 

presence of negative pressure. Melt is sucked from higher regions of the stand to the region of 



centerline in the final solidification zone of the slab, which results in a negative basic level of 

manganese concentration [3]. Peaks of manganese are detected in the channels of the V-

shaped segregation because the micro segregated melt particularly flows to the region of 

centerline and solidifies in these preferred flow channels which are described as V-shaped 

segregations [16], [17]. The detection of MnS (manganese sulfides) instead of manganese 

segregations is improbably because of the low sulphur content of this steel grade (compare to 

Table 1). Besides MnS was hardly detected in a steel grade with an even higher content [18]. 

Furthermore, these EPMA (electron probe micro analysis) mappings are conducted for silicon 

and aluminum. For silicon, the results are comparable with the manganese distribution. 

Aluminum is evenly distributed in the steel, as it has comparatively low tendency to 

segregate.  

 The amount of bulging is numerically calculated by the solidification software 

SlabSol, for the continuous caster No.4 from Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH, for higher fraction 

solid values. At 15 m length of the caster, the amount of bulging is 0.055 mm and reduces 

constantly with accumulative solidification, down to a value of 0.005 mm. These low 

calculated values demonstrate the neglectable influence of bulging in the final solidification 

of this thick slab. 

 

 

4. Modelling 

 

 Models and explanations for the formation of segregations and porosities in 

longitudinal direction are available for blooms and billets in the final stages of solidification. 

Therefore, a similar description of the processes in longitudinal direction for thick slabs is 

needed. In previous investigations on slabs from the same casting machine and steel grade in 

width direction, two zones around the centerline are analysed (Fig. 4a). The first zone is 

characterized by porosities and inhomogeneities. Closer to the centerline, the influence region 

of segregations is noticeable and defines the second zone. These catchment areas of 

segregations and porosities are partially overlapped and result of the volume shrinkage during 

solidification of steels, where a feeding with fresh melt is interrupted in the final stages of 

solidification. The inhomogeneities occur in an area of ± 20 – 25 mm from centerline, which 

is marked in Fig. 5a. V-shaped segregations coincidence and visible is the macrosegregation 

at centerline. In billets and blooms, the positioning of porosities is similar to the detected 

circular formation in the thick slab [16].  

 In longitudinal direction, V-shaped segregations are identifiable in casting direction 

(Fig. 4b), where these feeding channels are formed because of the shrinkage as part of the 

solidification. These segregations occur directly at the region around the geometric center. 

The connection between the zone of porosities and V-shaped segregations at the centerline 

will be discussed, in detail. 

 In the final solidification zone, the crater end is not a straight line. Rather, partial 

leading zone inside the thick slab occur and therefore the formation of independent parts takes 

place. (Fig. 5).  

 



 
Fig. 4 a) Two different zones in the centerline area in width direction with different catchment 

areas from the porosities and segregations. b) V-Segregations in longitudinal direction, after 

[13] 

 

 
Fig. 5 Partial leading zones within the slab, schematically shown with the different catchment 

areas of porosities and segregations, after [13] 

 

Similar to the presence in billets [12], a local parabolic shaped solidification front is probable, 

which is schematically presented in Fig. 6. 

 



 
Fig. 6 Local parabolic shaped solidification front, with V-shaped segregations, similar to 

blooms and billets, after [13] 

 

The zone of porosities is formed, by V-shaped segregations which have a certain radius of 

influence. This correlation is already reported for blooms ad billets [11], [15]. 

 By analyzing the EPMA mappings and the hot deep etched samples, independent 

regions inside the slabs are present, otherwise a plane segregation would be visible in 

longitudinal direction of the slab. In Fig. 1b, the formation of V-shaped segregations is shown 

for blooms and billets. In thick slabs, this forming is similar, when the flow of enriched melt 

is blocked in the mushy zone by bridging. The segregated melt forms feeding channels to 

compensate the generated vacuum, which results from the shrinkage of the melt during 

solidification. These feeding channels solidify and visually are the V-shaped segregations on 

the hot deep etched samples. The flow of the enriched melt through the equiaxed core zone is 

restricted by low permeability. The detected area of porosities and inhomogeneities in width 

direction are these filled or non filled V-channels which are formed in longitudinal direction. 

 

 

5. Discussion  

 

 The connection and interaction between the porosities and macrosegregation is 

described in the prior section. The concept about the quasi periodicity of V-shaped 

segregation in longitudinal direction of the slab becomes accessible by consideration of the 

results. The independent areas inside the thick slab occur like several billets, located next to 

each other. Based on this knowledge, a three dimensional characterization of the centreline 

region in continuous casting thick slabs is necessary for high fraction solid values.  

 To validate the mentioned model, samples were taken in longitudinal direction and hot 

deep etched for optical investigations. By using EPMA mappings, the optical results are 

quantified by getting the segregation index of manganese, silicon and aluminium in a 

millimetre scale. The low influence of bulging on the formation of centerline segregation is 

verified by a numerical calculation based on the formula of Lamant et al. [19]. The extent of 

shell thickness is included in the calculations. Therefore bulging seems to be suppressed by 

using small roll pitches and support the model concept as a series of billets- like craters.  

 Because of the volume shrinkage of the melt during the solidification, fresh melt is 

continuously needed but at fraction solid values of fs = 0.3, the feeding in the dendritic mushy 



network is limited. Takahasi et al. [20] showed in laboratory experiments that for fraction 

solid values of fs = 0.65, a flow of liquid melt is stopped. Fig. 7 shows a part of the slab where 

the calculated isothermal curves are plotted. The course of the V-shaped segregations are 

pointed out by drawing a parabola with a shape factor of A = 1 to illustrate the course. The V-

shaped segregations channels end ± 15 mm mm – 20 mm away from the centerline, which 

corresponds with the calculated values of fs = 0.6 to 0.7. These results are congruent with the 

values from literature of Takahasi et al. [20]. 

 
Fig. 7 Numerical calculated isothermal curves with simultaneously plotted courses of the V-

shaped segregations, after [13] 

 

 In the final stages of solidification the steel needs melt to compensate the vacuum, 

caused by the volume shrinkage during solidification. At higher fraction solid values, a 

feeding is not further possible and as a result an area of micro porosities forms. Therefore the 

enriched melt form feeding channels to compensate the shrinkage. The melt is sucked out 

from the spaces between the dendrites and solidifies which represent the arms of the visible 

V-shaped segregations. At the centerline, the porosities and V-shaped segregation coincide. 

 All the results for the periodicity of V-segregations are investigated for the steel grade 

S355 (compare Table 1), which is casted in 350 mm thick slabs. Besides, the amount of 

bulging is calculated for the continuous caster No.4 at Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH. To expand 

the model, further investigations with different steel grades, casted on various casters are 

necessary.  

 

 
6. Summary and Conclusions 

 

 Based on the investigations of the macrostructure formation and centerline segregation 

in thick slabs, the following key finding can be summarized as follows [13]: 



 Independent areas within thick slabs are identified, where little billets lying side by 

side in one slab. The segregations are subjected to a quasi-periodicity in longitudinal 

direction.  

 The correlation of the zone of porosities and segregation is shown and a three 

dimensional model about the behavior of the liquid melt in the final stages of 

solidification is designed.  

 The limited feeding of melt at fraction solid values of fs = 0.65 is evidenced. 
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RESEARCHES ON THE CENTERLINE SEGREGATION OF F550 

SHIPBUILDING STEEL 

 

 

Abstract 

 

The performance of plates can be significantly influenced by the centerline 

segregation. In this paper, the technology of original position statistic distribution 

analysis was applied to analyze the element segregation of C, P, S and Mn in the F550 

shipbuilding steel slab before and after heat treatment and 50 mm-thick 

rolled-products. The results show that there is a 5mm-thick segregation band in the 

center of the slab, where the segregation of P, C and S is more serious; the segregation 

was obviously ameliorated after heat treatment and segregation of sulfur improved 

more rapidly; the width of the center segregation band extended to 10mm after rolling 

and the centerline segregation was also reduced, though the reduction degree is 

smaller than those caused by heat treatment; the limited elimination of the centerline 

segregation during rolling is partly owed to the lateral flowing of metal in the rolling 

process. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The performance of F550 shipbuilding steel with high strength and excellent 

low-temperature impact toughness meets the demands for high-speed and large-scale 

ships in modern society. However, the centerline segregation can significantly reduce 

the elongation of steel and cause quality defects in plates during the rolling process, 

which makes the products unqualified. 

  Centerline segregation, a type of macrosegregation, almost occurs in all sorts 

of steel, especially in high-strength shipbuilding steel which contains high-content 

alloy. It appears in steel slabs as a line of impurities in the central zone, and always 

accompanies porosities. Although centerline segregation is essentially caused by 

selective freezing, its final form and extent are closely associated with the actual 

solidification process. Numerous studies
 [1-4]

 show that centerline segregation is 
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sensitive to the actual rheological behavior of the mushy zone at the solidification 

end of the slab. Thus, means which inhibit the flow of molten steel at the 

solidification end can significantly improve the centerline segregation, such as soft 

reduction. 

Segregation, to some extent, can be eliminated by heat treatment. In a certain 

range of temperature, atomic diffusion coefficient obeys the Arrhenius equation, 

which is written as: 

 

 D = D0𝑒−
𝐸𝑎
𝑅𝑇                            [1] 

 

The rising of temperature, which acts as an exponential variable, can greatly 

accelerate atomic diffusion, making the ingredients uniform. However, the centerline 

segregation cannot be completely eliminated by heat treatment, because the 

homogenization process will be stopped for the lack of diffusion driving force. 

Mihaly Reger et al.
 [6]

 found that there was a remaining carbon content difference 

around 0.05-0.1% between the center areas and the surface areas in the samples after 

prolonged heat. In the subsequent rolling process, the centerline segregation can be 

improved to some extent.
[7,8]

 Mihaly Reger et al.
[6]

 explains that the severe plastic 

deformation makes the centerline segregation band narrower and longer. 

   Researches on the evolution of centerline segregation in heating and rolling 

process are beneficial to assess the hazards which can be minimized by adjusting 

process parameters. This paper quantitatively analyzed the continuous evolution of 

centerline segregation in the two processes. 

 

 

2. Experimental 

 

The technology of original position statistic distribution analysis (OPA) was 

applied to analyze the element segregation of the F550 shipbuilding steel slab before 

and after heat treatment and 50mm-thick rolled-products. OPA, a new technology 

applied in metal materials research, can scan the surface continuously and has high 

analysis accuracy. The details about the ingredients and the segregation in samples 

can be acquired by high-speed data collection and analysis of spectral signals which 

are generated by spark discharge. It is claimed 
[10]

 that the analysis results obtained by 

OPA including both the content and segregation have good repeatability and reliability 

and the centerline segregation form of each element is very stable along the drawing 

direction. 

Six samples, 15 mm in thickness and 100mm*80mm in cross-section, were cut 

out from the half-width position of 300 mm-thick F550 shipbuilding steel slab (Tab. 

1). The specific sampling method is shown in Figure 1. One of the samples was 

ground out and then scanned by OPA in 50mm*70mm area. The other five samples 

were heated in Muffle furnace to simulate the process in reheating furnace. 



 

Tab.1 Chemical composition of F550 shipbuilding steel 

 

Elements C Si Mn P S Alt 

wt.% 0.07 0.33 1.07 0.008 0.005 0.043 

 

 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of cutting billet samples 

 

As the samples were smaller than the slab, the heating time of each stage was 

shortened appropriately in laboratory. The heating schedule in Muffle furnace is 

shown in Table 2. 

Tab.2 Heat treatment schedule of billet in Muffle furnace 

 

 
Preheating 

section 

First heating 

section 

Second heating 

section 

Soak 

section 
Tapping 

Temperature/℃ 760 1200 1240 1220 1200 

Time/min 50 35 60 45  

The five samples marked with a, b, c, d and e were air-cooled successively after 

insulation in each stage. Then after being planed about 3mm thickness off and ground 

out, they were scanned by OPA in 70mm*50mm area. 

Besides, a sample, 15mm in thickness and 50mm*80mm in cross-section, was 

cut out from the center of the rolled slab and then analyzed by OPA in 25mm*55mm 

area.  

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1 The segregation analysis of the slab 

The distribution of phosphorus in slab without heat treatment analyzed by OPA 

is shown in Figure 2. The segregation band of phosphorus in the center of the sample 

is obvious, and its width is about 5mm. 



 

  

   a, two-dimensional figure b, three-dimensional figure 

Fig.2 Distribution of phosphorus in slab 

The average content of phosphorus in centerline segregation band PC  and that 

in all analysis area CP are measured respectively by the analysis software installed in 

the OPA-100. The average degree of centerline segregation SI is defined as the ratio 

between PC  and Cp. The SI value of phosphorus in slab without heat treatment is 

1.414. 

 

     

a, sulfur             b, carbon           c, manganese 

Fig.3 Distribution of sulfur, carbon and manganese in the slab without heat treatment 

 

The distribution of sulfur, carbon and manganese in the slab without heat 

treatment is shown in Figure 3. The segregation bands of the three elements, which 

are about 5mm in width, can also be observed in the centerline of the slab. The SI 

values of sulfur, carbon and manganese are respectively 1.38, 1.39 and 1.09. The 

results show that the centerline segregation of phosphorus, sulfur and carbon is more 

severe than that of manganese. And the results accord well with the reports 
[10-11]

.  

The amount of solute enrichment in liquid phase is closely related to the solute 

distribution coefficient, k0 and the solute diffusion rate in both solid and liquid phases. 

The distribution coefficients of main solutes in steel are shown in Table 3. (The effect 

of other elements on solute distribution coefficient is neglected.) It is obvious that the 

solute equilibrium distribution coefficients play an important role in the extent of 

centerline segregation. 

 



Tab.3 Solute equilibrium distribution coefficients of main elements in steel 

 

 C P S Mn 

k0 0.25 0.13 0.052 0.9 

SI 1.39 1.414 1.38 1.09 

However, solute diffusion in solid phase can hardly influence the solute 

distribution in the zone near the interface, because the solidification interface under 

actual cooling condition advances very quickly.  

The solute diffusion in liquid phase also plays an important role in solute 

enrichment in liquid phase. The solidus and liquidus temperature of F550 shipbuilding 

steel are estimated respectively as 1535.75℃ and 1535.5℃ by the approximate 

formula of melting point of steel
[12]

. The temperature of solidification front is 

assumed as 1535.5℃ and the diffusion coefficients of carbon, manganese and sulfur 

are calculated as 2.01×10
-4

cm
2
/s, 4.84×10

-5
cm

2
/s, 4.04×10

-5
cm

2
/s, respectively(The 

interaction of the solutes is neglected.). The diffusion rate of carbon is quicker than 

that of sulfur. This may be the reason that the average degree of centerline segregation 

of carbon and sulfur are similar in spite of their big difference on the solute 

equilibrium distribution coefficient.  

The results of OPA show that 5mm-thick liquid steel which enriches the elements 

of sulfur, carbon and phosphorus exists at the solidification end of the slab. Soft 

reduction needs to be used to press the enrichment liquid steel out of the slab center, 

and its extent value should be more than 5 mm. 

 

3.2 The evolution of solute centerline segregation in the heating process 

3.2.1 The evolution of centerline segregation of phosphorus 

The evolution of centerline segregation of phosphorus analyzed by OPA is shown 

in Figure 7. Although the 5mm-thick centerline segregation band still exists after all 

the stages of the heating process, the average degree of centerline segregation 

decreases as the heat treatment goes on schedule. And the decreasing values of the 

average centerline segregation degree can be seen in Figure 8. 

 

    

   (a) (b) (c) (d) 

Fig.7 Evolution of the centerline segregation of phosphorus 



 

Fig.8 Average centerline segregation degree of phosphorus after each heating stage 

 

3.2.2 The evolution of the centerline segregation of sulfur 

The centerline segregation of sulfur was improved significantly after all the 

stages of the heating process (see Fig. 9 and Fig.10). What is the difference with the 

gradual improvement of phosphorus segregation is that the sulfur segregation was 

eliminated obviously after the first heating stage. It indicates that the segregation of 

sulfur was eliminated more easily than that of phosphorus. 

 

     
Fig.9 Evolution of the centerline segregation of sulfur 

 

 

Fig.10 Average centerline segregation degree of sulfur after each heating stage 

 

3.2.3 The evolution of centerline segregation of carbon  

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show that the centerline segregation of carbon was also 

improved significantly and the value of its average degree is 1.09 after all the stages 

of the heating process. 
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Fig.11 Evolution of the centerline segregation of carbon 

 

     

 Fig.12 Average centerline segregation degree of carbon after each heating stage 

 

3.3.4 The evolution of the centerline segregation of manganese 

The centerline segregation of manganese was weaker than that of the other 

elements mentioned above. And the distribution of manganese was nearly uniform 

after the heating process (see Fig.13 and Fig.14). 

 

     

   Fig.13 Evolution of the centerline segregation of manganese 

 

 

Fig.14 Average centerline segregation degree of manganese after each heating 

stage 

 

The results indicates that although the centerline segregation of all the elements 

can be improved by the heating process, the centerline segregation band still exists 

and its width does not diminish after all the stages of the heating process. Among the 
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four elements, sulfur is the quickest one to eliminate its centerline segregation. The 

average degrees of the centerline segregation of both sulfur and manganese decrease 

to about 1.03, and the one of phosphorus and carbon are 1.16 and 1.09 respectively 

after all the stages of heating process. 

 

3.3 The centerline segregation in the rolled slab 

The centerline segregation of the four elements in 50 mm-thick rolled slabs was 

analyzed by OPA and the results were shown in Figure 15. The centerline segregation 

degrees of phosphorus and carbon were still severe and the widths of their bands 

extended to 10mm. In contrast, the distributions of sulfur and manganese were nearly 

uniform. The average degrees of the centerline segregation of phosphorus, sulfur, 

carbon and manganese were respectively 1.13, 1.025, 1.08 and 1.007 in the rolled 

slab. 

 

    

P                  S                   C                 Mn 

Fig. 15 Distribution of phosphorus, sulfur, carbon and manganese in a 50 mm-thick 

rolled slab 

 

Sui
 [7]

 studied the evolution of the centerline segregation in the rolling process. 

The structure in low magnification after acid treating showed that the centerline 

segregation band became narrower and longer. However, the width of the centerline 

segregation band extended from 5mm to 10mm rather than become narrower in our 

experiments. It indicated that some metal flowed perpendicular to the centerline 

segregation band and the lateral flow, which made a dilution effect, improved the 

centerline segregation. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

(1) A 5 mm-thick segregation band exists in the center of the slab. Soft reduction 

needs to be used to press the enrichment liquid steel out of the center of the slab, 

and its pressure value should be more than 5 mm. 

(2) The centerline segregation of phosphorus, sulfur and carbon are far more severe 

than that of manganese in F550 slab. 

(3) The centerline segregation of carbon, sulfur and phosphorus is improved 

significantly in the heating process. 

(4) The width of the center segregation band extends to 10mm after rolling and the 



centerline segregation is also reduced, though the reduction degree is smaller than 

those caused by heat treatment. The limited elimination of the centerline 

segregation during the rolling process is partly owed to the lateral flow of the 

metal. 

(5) The distributions of sulfur and manganese in the 50 mm-thick rolled slab are 

nearly uniform while the centerline segregation of phosphorus and carbon still 

exist. 
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SOFT REDUCTION AT A ROUND BLOOM CASTER: 

IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 
 

 

Abstract  

 

In recent decades many efforts have been made to reduce macro segregation in 

continuously cast semi-finished products due to the detrimental effect on the downstream 

processed commodities. A possible way to control the macro segregation of continuously 

casted steel, besides controlling the influencing casting parameters, is the application of 

electromagnetic stirring (EMS). However, the use of EMS also underlies certain, hardly 

displaceable, limits. 

This circumstance and the steadily increasing demand of high quality steel products 

motivated voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH to start investigations on soft reduction 

technique for the five strand round bloom caster. 

Between the years 2006 and 2010 a broad variety of different plant trials with steel 

grades ranging from 0.8 to 1.05 %C were conducted. The experiments started with the given 

pinch roll configuration at the pilot strand number one. Due to complex conditions, predefined 

tests were made to build up a wide understanding judging both, the solidification structure and 

the concentration level in the core region. 

Hence, a time and cost efficient way to judge the center segregation comprehensively 

was additionally established. Furthermore, numerous segregation values were collected along 

the entire process route, from bloom to wire. The obtained results showed the immense 

positive influence of soft reduction on the core segregation index. As a consequence, all five 

strands were equipped with a soft reduction unit during 2010. 

 
 

Keywords  

 

Round bloom casting, soft reduction, center segregation 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The primary cause of the occurrence of macrosegregation is the suction flow during 

solidification shrinkage. Especially for steel grades with higher carbon content macro 

segregation in the center plays a decisive role. The use of the existing instruments such as 
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mold electromagnetic stirring (M-EMS) and final electromagnetic stirring (F-EMS) are 

limited, therefore further significant improvements are not visible. As it was mentioned in 

many papers [1-9] the reduction of macro segregation in the center of the continuous cast 

blooms can be widely reduced by the use of soft reduction (SR). 

Due to the solidification shrinkage from the liquid to solid state a negative pressure, that 

causes a liquid steel flow in casting direction, occurs (Fig. 1a). The steel is enriched with 

carbon and other elements which lead to harmful macro segregation (C/C0 segregation index). 

The idea of SR is to reduce the negative pressure and therefore the flow of the 

remaining liquid steel by applying a defined deformation from outside (Fig. 1b). A particular 

characteristic of round blooms, square blooms or billets is the cone shaped solidification front. 

Theoretically, the final stage of solidification ends up in one point. Therefore it is extremely 

reliable to evaluate the level of core segregation in a representative way, due to the limited 

portion of high segregated material located right in the metallurgical center. This is in contrast 

to the determination of segregation effects on slabs or rectangular bloom sections due to the 

fact that the high segregated core material is distributed across a larger area. 

The position of the SR zone is usually found out by an empiric approach, modifying 

both the SR adjustment and the casting speed. SR was initially developed for slab casting and 

was then applied to bloom casting, too. SR for round blooms is generally very rare [1]. In 

most cases drilling method procedures along the centerline [4,6,9] are applied in order to 

determine the macrosegregation. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The mechanism of SR: D0 diameter before SR, D1 diameter after SR, C/C0 

segregation index 

 

Beside the common use of mechanical SR also thermal SR [7, 9] (high cooling rate at 

the end of solidification) can be applied. Furthermore, over the last years the numerical 

simulation [3,8] of SR has become a commonly used tool to understand the mechanism of SR. 

The present paper is dealing with the implementation of SR at the five strand bloom 

caster CC3, put into operation in May 2000. 

 

2. Metallurgical approach and machine development 

 

Voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH started a technical pre-project in 2004 with the goal 

to implement SR at the round bloom caster CC3 due to the steadily increasing demand of high 

quality steel products. After an intensive literature study and a feasibility study, it was decided 

to start the project in 2005. The first SR trial was carried out in February 2006. 

The main machine data can be seen in Table 1. The basic machine designs before and 

after the final implementation of the SR unit is represented in Fig. 2. The first step was the 

hydraulic adaptation of the pilot strand number one, which made it possible to control the 



pinch roll each. In general two basic possibilities on triggering the necessary strand reduction 

are feasible. On the one hand a predefined pinch roll gap and on the other hand a predefined 

hot strand pressure can be applied. The former is widely used for numerous slab and bloom 

casters worldwide. The latter represents, in case of a pilot strand arrangement, an efficient 

way to explore possible improvements on a round bloom caster. For these first trials the 

existing withdrawal units were used (Fig. 2a). 

 

Table 1: Bloom caster CC3 main data 

 

 
 

In general there are two set of parameters that can be varied. Beside the hot strand 

pressure that is responsible for the desired strand deformation also the casting speed can be 

adapted in order to adjust the solidification range where SR is applied. Obviously other 

casting parameters like superheat, heat flux in the mold or secondary cooling conditions 

should also have an impact on the point of solidification. Since this pilot strand was a first 

plant approach these issues were neglected. 

Different trial settings showed very quickly a considerable influence on the soft reduced 

core zone. For example, the V segregation angle was either shifted to smaller values or the 

center porosity was reduced or both together. However, a significant reduction of the core 

segregation could not be observed. The reason therefore was a wrong hot strand pressure. In 

order to get a better pressure distribution the decision to implement a further pinch roll driver 

was taken (Fig. 2b). After a number of further attempts an appropriate combination of 

parameters finally showed a significant reduction of the core segregation index. Several 

retests also confirmed the promising results. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Schematic picture of the round bloom caster CC3: a) SR unit for the first trials b) 

SR unit after implementation of additional pinch rolls on the pilot strand 

 

Based on those results voestalpine Stahl Donawitz GmbH decided to invest in a full 

scale implementation (Fig. 3). During the summer 2010 all the remaining withdrawal units for 

Start up 2000 Casting speed 1.2 - 1.75 m/min

Capacity 1.2 Mt/a Tundish capacity 29 t

Heat size 67 t Secondary cooling 5 zones air/mist

Number of strands 5 EMS mold- and final stirrer

Radius 12 m Pinch roller 5

Metallurgical length 

(max.)
35.5 m Max. pinch roll load 42.5 t

Mold length 0.8 m Pinch roll distance (SR) 1.4 m

Mold type tube Pinch roll diameter 0.45 m

Bloom section 230 mm round Length of SR-zone 5.6 m



the other four strands were hydraulically adapted, equipped with linear position sensors and 

the additional pinch rolls were implemented. Furthermore the whole Level 1 and Level 2 

automation was developed and commissioned. 

As a result the fully equipped caster CC3 started to produce soft reduced steel grades 

with full Level 2 support in January 2011. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: SR unit in full scale implementation status: a) scatch of the pinch rollers b) 

picture of the SR unit at the plant 

 

3. Determining center segregation 

 

In order to compare the macrosegregation results, a new method to determine the 

enrichment of carbon in the center was developed. After many investigations the maximum 

concentration could be found in the metallurgical center and the concentration varied strongly 

over the length of the strand. Therefore the drilling method to evaluate the center segregation 

index of round blooms was most suitable. After cutting two meters of the round bloom into 

pieces of 100 mm, two drilling chips samples were taken from each (Fig. 4). 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Drilling method to determine the center segregation of round blooms 

 

This procedure has the advantage that reliable results can be obtained in the 

metallurgical center, where spectroscopic methods fail due to center porosity. From these 41 

samples carbon and sulfur values were obtained by the use of a high temperature combustion 

method. Subsequently, three segregation indexes can be calculated: 
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         (2) 

 

  
        

  
         (3) 

 

C0    Heat analysis taken from the tundish  

Caverage    Average carbon concentration from drilling chips  

Cmax    Maximum carbon concentration from drilling chips  

Cmin    Minimum carbon concentration from drilling chips  

standard deviation  Standard deviation of the carbon concentration from drilling 

chips 

 

In addition to the segregation index imaging techniques like sulfur prints and / or 

macro-etches were taken to investigate the structure of the bloom. Only the combination of 

both, imaging techniques and intensive segregation sampling, allows a significant buildup of 

understanding. 

 

4. Metallurgical results  
 

All trials reported in this paper were conducted on the fully equipped pilot strand with 

different steel grades (Table 2), different casting speeds, and different hot strand pressures.  

 

Table 2: Typical steel grade analysis discussed in this paper 

 

 
 

 

Undoubtedly, this visualizes a multidimensional experimental matrix. Nevertheless, it 

represents a classic empirical approach. In the following typical results sourcing from a broad 

range of different trials will be presented. For steel grade A and B the macrostructure and the 

identified segregation indices as well as wire results will be discussed. 

The trials started with steel grade A, thus more data is available. In Fig. 5 typical 

longitudinal macro-etches of steel grade A with active SR and without SR can be seen. 

 

mass-% C Si Mn Cr P S

A 0.80 - 0.85 0.2 - 0.3 0.6 - 0.8 max. 0.3 max. 0.02 max. 0.010

B 0.95 - 1.05 0.2 - 0.3 0.2 - 0.4 1.4 - 1.6 max. 0.02 max. 0.025

C 0.50 - 0.60 1.2 - 1.4 0.6 - 0.8 0.5 - 0.7 max. 0.01 max. 0.010



 
 

Fig. 5: Longitudinal macro-etches of a round bloom of steel grade A, casted with a superheat 

of 33 °C: a) SR active b) standard without SR 

 

Concentrating on the center region a considerable difference between soft reduced and 

standard bloom sample is obvious. The V segregation and the center porosity are less 

emphasized in case of the soft reduced sample. From the structural point of view, a certain 

improvement is obvious, while there is still considerable remaining center porosity which 

would lead to the conclusion, that only a minor improvement in terms of center segregation 

was possible. 

Looking at the center segregation index this hypothesis cannot be verified, because a 

tremendous improvement is evident (Fig. 6). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Comparison of the results with and without SR for steel grade A (superheat 

33 °C): a) C/C0 values along the bloom centerline b) Probability distribution plot c) cementite 

network on a wire referring to an internal cementite reference row 

 

A clear decline of the C/C0 values in case of active SR is visible (Fig. 6a). The 

probability plot of the center segregation index can be seen in Fig. 6b. C/C0 is the relation 

between the carbon content of each drilled and analyzed sample (C) and the carbon content 

analyzed in the tundish (C0). On the y-axis the sample frequencies are represented. The black 

line represents the values for the standard production without SR. The red line stands for 

active SR. For the standard conditions approximately 25 % of the values are below a 



segregation index (C/C0) of 1.15, whereas 90 % of the samples with SR are below this value 

which means a clear improvement. This difference can also be detected along the down 

processing route in the cementite network of a rolled wire with a diameter of 12.5 mm (Fig. 

6c).  

 

The next step in the SR development were trials with steel grade B which is even more 

prone to segregate due to its significant higher carbon content of approximately 1.0 %. A 

significant difference between the longitudinal macro-etches with and without SR can be 

observed (Fig. 7). The soft reduced sample shows only little remaining center porosity. 

Furthermore the V-segregations are almost vanished in Fig. 7a. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Longitudinal macro-etches of a round bloom of steel grade B (superheat 38 °C): a) SR 

active b) standard without SR 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Comparison of the results with and without SR for steel grade B: a) C/C0 values 

along the metallurgical center b) probability distribution plot: Comparison between standard 

and SR (casted with different superheats) c) carbide network (Stahl und Eisen Prüfblatt 1520) 

of the wire d) carbide bandings of a 7.5 mm wire (Stahl und Eisen Prüfblatt 1520)  

 

Looking again at the different plots in Fig. 8 clear improvements are visible. A clear 

decline of the C/C0 values in case of active SR is visible (Fig. 8a). Additionally, the standard 

deviation is reduced. In Fig. 8b the difference between standard and SR can be seen. The soft 



reduced sample shows no C/C0 values above 1.2. In addition three different superheat 

conditions of the soft reduced samples are displayed. Surprisingly no significant difference, 

depending on the tundish superheat, is noticeable. Knowing that fact, several retests were 

performed, all with to the same result: No significant difference in core segregation within a 

superheat window of approximately 15 °C. 

In addition to the segregation indices carbide network (CN5) and carbide bandings 

(CZ7) from the produced wire were determined, according to Stahl und Eisen Prüfblatt 1520 

(Fig. 8c, d). High values stand for a dense carbide network or carbide bandings, whereas these 

two values are strongly dependent on the center segregation. If the segregation in the center is 

very high, these values show bad results. In both cases, network and bandings, the soft 

reduced samples show a bigger percentage of values with lower indices. For the soft reduced 

material, especially the values no 2, decrease which means a better product quality. 

 

Throughout the whole research work it was clear that wrong SR parameters can lead to 

massive hot tears in the vicinity of the core zone. Due to the fact that the SR development 

took place on a caster which was not originally equipped for SR this probability was even 

higher. Heavy pinch roll loads as well as too high casting speed can lead to hot tears. In 

addition, the existing macroscopic structure plays a decisive role, because the equiaxed 

structure is more resistant to crack propagation as a columnar one. Due to that reason SR 

around 0.5 %C is a challenging task because the equiaxed amount is a minimum and therefore 

the columnar, strain critical, structure reaches a maximum [10]. In case of a macro etch of 

steel grade C severe hot tears with applied SR are visible (Fig. 9a).  

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Longitudinal macro-etches of a round bloom of steel grade C casted with a 

superheat of 27 °C: a) with SR: cracks in the marked region and eccentric equiaxed region b) 

without SR 

 

Obviously a difference in hot tear severity below and above the metallurgical center is 

valid because of an off center position of the equiaxed structure, which is a well understood 

fact on bow type casters [11]. On the sample without SR no cracks can be seen (Fig. 9b). 

Undoubtedly the solidification structure restricts applicable SR parameters.  



 

 

 

6. Summary and discussion  
  

The steadily increasing demand of high quality steel products motivated voestalpine 

Stahl Donawitz GmbH to start investigations on SR technique on the round bloom caster CC3 

(diameter 230 mm). In the last several years a lot of trials with the goal to implement soft 

reduction (SR) were conducted. At the beginning the experiments were carried out on a pilot 

strand which was adapted to use three withdrawal stands as a SR unit. Later a fourth stand 

was installed to guarantee a more homogeneous reduction of the bloom. After positive results 

concerning the minimization of the center segregation in combination with promising results 

from the wire rod mill, SR was implemented at the remaining four strands during summer 

2010. 

The presented results demonstrate the great possibilities on implementing SR on a round 

bloom caster. Because the discussed caster CC3 was not originally adapted for soft redcution 

the chances on a fully adapted, commercial caster are much higher. 

The great effect can be seen in the homogenization of both the structure and the 

segregation values along the whole process route from bloom to wire. Another aspect is the 

superheat in the tundish. In general, it is known that changing superheat influences the point 

of solidification, which is a major issue in the field of SR. Thus it should have an influence on 

the segregation for a static SR application like the discussed one. However, in all the 

numerous trails this influence could not be revealed.  

Since the implementation on all five strands many different steel grades are soft reduced 

by default. A further step is the broadening of SR to other steel grades. Nevertheless with the 

given pinch roller conditions, future major improvements are limited. 
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT OF THE ACCIAIERIE DI CALVISANO 

CONTINUOUS CASTING MACHINE THROUGH THE 

ELECTROMAGNETIC MULTISTIRRING TECHNOLOGY: 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

 

 

Abstract  

 
The billet caster of Acciaierie di Calvisano has recently been revamped, aiming at casting medium 

and high carbon steels in submerged mode.  

The continuous casting machine has a 5 m bending radius and square sections range from 110 to 

160 mm.  

Both design and installation of three stirrers per strand -namely Mould, Strand and Final Stirrer- 

allowed Acciaierie di Calvisano to keep a casting speed as high as 3 m/min also for the new steel 

grades and achieve significant improvements in terms of surface quality and solidification structure, 

too. Carbon macro-segregation, central porosity and sub-cortical defects -such as inclusions and 

cracks- have been significantly reduced. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

Revamping, short radius CCM, mould stirrer, strand stirrer, internal quality 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 
During 2012, Acciaierie di Calvisano S.p.A. planned some interventions to be performed in the 

continuous casting machine to improve its quality performances.   

The revamping was awarded to ERGOLINES Lab and SIEMENS VAI and focused on the 

following points: 

 new hydraulic oscillating benches equipped with oscillation monitoring system; 

 900 mm moulds with foot rolls;  

 Installation of mould stirrer; 

 Installation of strand stirrers; 

 Measurement and control system of powder thickness in the mould; 

 Automatic system for powder feeding in the mould; 

 Revamping of secondary cooling; 

 New system for polycentric straightening (multi-radius); 

 Hydris to check H2 level;  

 Thermo-camera for the continuous monitoring of billet temperature before the straightening 

machine 

 Level 2 for process control. 

Such interventions were performed on a Danieli continuous casting machine installed in 1976; it 

underwent several revamping operations. 

Machine main technical characteristics are the following: 



   2 

 two ladle bogies on tracks; 

 two lifting tundish cars, on tracks; 

 submerged casting with 3QC sliding gate and SEN and open casting with gauged refractory 

nozzle; 

 strands: 4; 

 ladle size: 80 ton; 

 radius: 5 m; 

 machine length: 23 m; 

 oxycutting station; 

 number of billets manufactured, speed and productivity are summarized in the following 

table:  

 
Table 1 Sizes manufactured, casting speed and productivity.  

 

Square section 

 [mm] 

Casting speed 

 [m/min] 

Nominal productivity    

 [t/h] 

120 3,5 93 

130 3,2 101 

140 3,0 110 

160 2,4 115 

 

The main target of this intervention aimed at widening the quality range of producible steels 

through the inclusion of forged steels (ASTMA105 - A350LF2), hardening and tempering non-alloy 

steels (C45-C55-C60, sulphur-controlled) and alloy steels (42CrMoS4, 51CrV4, 27MnCrB5), -

hardening steel (16MnCr5, 20MnCrS5), spring steels (56Si7, 55Cr3, 61SiCr7, 51CrV4) and also 

bolts steels (30MnB4), high, medium and low carbon wire-drawing steels, welding steels whose 

quality has to satisfy customers’ needs in terms of absence of defects in conformity with ASTM 

E381 rule, size of austenitic grain from 6 to thinnest -according to ASTM E112 rule, method Mc 

Quaid-Ehn and inclusion levels K4<35 according to ASTM E45 rule. 

The intervention became necessary mostly because of the limited characteristics of the bending 

radius, namely 5 m, of the continuous casting machine and its high casting speeds. 

 

 

2. Mould electromagnetic stirrers  

 

During December 2012, plant modifications previously described were implemented and 

electromagnetic stirrers installation was performed at different stages to find the best configuration 

through the evaluation of all the results of metallurgic tests. 

Owing to the limited distance among the strands, an internal mould stirrer (M-EMS) with a 

dedicated cooling chamber (fig. 1) was installed. It is very compact and allows to generate a great 

magnetic fields in a limited space. Mould stirrer performances are the following. 
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Fig. 1 Mould stirrer installation. 

       

  
 

Fig. 2 Electromagnetic fields in the mould with max. current, different frequencies,  

for 140 e 160 mm square sections. Profile along stirrer axis. 
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Fig. 3 Max. electromagnetic fields in the mould at different frequencies  

for 140 e 160 mm square sections and analysis of the torque applied to liquid steel. 

 

 

2. Strand electromagnetic stirrers  

 

As for strand stirrers, a rotative stirrer (S-EMS) was initially installed on a single strand and several 

installations were envisaged, as per Figure 3. The high installation is envisaged at about 3 m from 

the meniscus; the low installation at 6 m. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Positions for the installation of strand stirrers. 
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3. Metallurgic results  

 

The initial stirrer configuration was:  

- M-EMS on all strands 

- S-EMS in high position on L1 

- No strand stirrers on L2, L3 and L4 

Thanks to the new continuous caster, stirrers working parameters were optimized as for amperage 

and frequency in order to find their best efficiency. Therefore, such optimization was reached with 

the values as per below table. 

 
Table 2 Stirrers operative parameters 

 

Sect. 140x140 
Low Carbon 

(C<0.2) 

Medium Carbon 

(0.2<C<0.4) 

High Carbon 

(C>0.4) 

 Casting type f [Hz] I [A] I [A] I [A] 

M-EMS 
Open casting 5 250 320 380 

Submerged casting 4 220 300 360 

S-EMS - 50 300 400 450 

 

Thanks to the macro etch of the first tests, mostly on 140 mm section (since only moulds of such 

section were initially equipped with mould stirrers), the positive effects of M-EMS in terms of 

improvement of surface quality, solidification structure and increase of the equiaxed zone, as per 

fig. 5 and  6, immediately became clear. 

 

           
 

Fig. 5 Macro etch of a 140 mm square billet, C60 steel grade cast at 3 m/min without stirrer and with mould 

stirrer at  380A – 4hz 

 

The macro etch subsequently performed showed the improvements obtained with the use of strand 

stirrers as for solidification structure, elimination of cracks in the intermediate area, reduction of 

segregations and central porosity. 
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Fig. 6 Macro etch of a 140 mm square billet, C60 steel grade cast at 3 m/min  

with mould stirrer at 380A – 4hz and strand stirrer at 450A – 50hz 

 

Thanks to the results obtained with the co-operation of Ergolines, the second step of stirrer 

configuration was decided. It envisaged the installation of the stirrer in a low position and before 

the straightening, 6 m away from the meniscus. The stirrer effect at a liquid fraction between 40 and 

50% is envisaged in this position. The liquid pool is still quite wide due to the radius of the machine 

and the casting speed, namely 3 m/min.  

Graph 1 shows a solidification curve simulated for C45, with all casting parameters used by 

Acciaierie di Calvisano. 

 

 
  

Graph 1 C45 solidification curve, 140 mm billet at 3 m/min. 
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- S-EMS low position on L1 

- No strand stirrer on L2, L3 and L4 

 

This intervention aimed at improving the solidification structure in the central area thereby reducing 

porosity and segregation: these are fundamental aspects of the production of medium and high 

carbon steels, namely a high percentage of the production of Acciaierie di Calvisano. Fig. 7 shows 

the results.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Macro etch of a 140 mm square billet, C60 steel grade cast at 3 m/min with stirrer in mould at 380A – 4hz 

and strand stirrer in low position at 350A – 50hz 

 

To determine carbon segregation and solidification structures with different casting conditions and 

different stirrer settings, some tests were performed with different stirrer configurations in order to 

understand the best possible configuration in terms of metallurgic benefits. 

Graph 2 and 3 show the results. 

 

 
 

Graph 2 Carbon standard deviation with different stirrer configurations.  
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Graph 3 Percentage of the equiaxed zone according to stirrer configuration and set current. 

 

As for the different stirring configurations, the central area of the macros was analyzed to evaluate 

the effect of strand stirrers on the distribution of central porosity. In particular, 9 points were 

analyzed: they were located within a 40 mm square area in the centre of samples polished with 

abrasive material having a granulometry up to 3 µm. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Areas analyzed to evaluate central porosity 

 

The following graph shows the porosity index obtained through an image analyzer in points 1, 2 

and 3 and therefore according to the distance from the centre for 4 different stirring configurations: 

 

A) no stirrer 

B) mould stirrer 

C) mould stirrer and strand stirrer in low position 

D) mould stirrer and 2 strand stirrers 
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Graph 4 Distribution of porosity with different stirring configurations  

 

In configuration A, the central area of the sample shows a considerable amount of big-sized 

pinholes, while their numer and size decrease when leaving the centre. Thanks to strand stirrers 

(configurations C and D), the size of pinholes is more homogeneous and they are more widespread. 

These are some images from positions 1 and 3 for configurations A and D. 

 

          
 

Fig. 8 Images from positions 1 and 3 for A configuration. 
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Fig. 9 Images from positions 1 and 3 for D configuration 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

After test results, final configuration was decided. In January 2014, it was started up. Besides the 

usual use of the mould stirrer (M-EMS), it envisages the implementation on all the strands of strand 

stirrers in low position because this configuration grants the best benefits in terms of solidification 

structure, reduction of segregations and central porosity. The following are some macro etches: 

 

        
 
 

 

 
 
 

The tuning of all process parameters, after the new devices installation, allowed to achieve an high 

productivity without compromising the superficial and internal quality. Moreover, these 

installations allowed a systematic data collection, in order to have a reliable process control. 

Many possibilities are still to be explored such as: 

 a correlation between primary solidification and the friction within the mould (and also 

oscillation parameters) in relation to the consumption of lubricating powder and its 

characteristics; 

 the operating parameters of the electromagnetic stirrers related to a profile of solidification 

given by a casting parameters data set (speed, secondary cooling, etc.). 

 

Special thanks for the drafting of this paper to Luca Tomasi, Feralpi Group. 

Fig. 10 Macro etch of a 140 mm square billet, 

46Si7 steel grade cast at 3 m/min with mould 

stirrer at 400A – 4hz and strand stirrer in low 

position at 380A – 50hz. 

Fig. 11 Macro etch of a 140 mm square billet, 

40Si6 steel grade cast at 3 m/min with mould 

stirrer at 400A – 4hz and strand stirrer in low 

position at 380A – 50hz. 
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CENTRAL SEGREGATION IMPROVEMENT OF HIGH CARBON 

STEEL AT CSC #3 BLOOM CASTER 

 

 

Abstract 

 

No. 3 bloom caster in China Steel Corporation (CSC) was not allowed to produce high 

carbon steels due to improper central segregation. Internal investigations revealed that it was 

caused mainly by improper strand designs, so the caster was revamped twice to improve it. 

The frame structure of roller stands for soft reduction was originally single-column 

design, which resulted in an instability control of soft reduction. So the roller stands were 

modified to a two-column frame to enhance the structure strength in 2005. As well as the roll 

pitch was reduced from 2.4m to 1.2m and the rollers were modified to convex-type. Stirrer 

forces of M-EMS were highly enhanced and the secondary cooling system was revamped to 

eliminate the uneven cooling along casting direction in 2011. An excessive variation of 

hydraulic pressure which provided the squeezing force for soft reduction was found in the 

early stage of hot run. After improving it, the central segregation of high carbon steel is 

significantly improved. The C/C0 index of AISI 1082 is steadily below 1.1. 

 

Keywords 

 

Central segregation, Soft reduction, High carbon steel, Bloom caster. 

 

 

1.Introduction 

 

Central segregation is a major quality issue for high carbon steels such as tire cord, saw 

wire and pre-stressed wire. Severe central segregation causes the formation of network 

cementite in the centerline and results in the so-called “cap and cone” fracture morphology 

during the wire drawing process. Many technologies have been developed to eliminate central 

segregation, such as soft reduction [1], convex rollers [2,3], electromagnetic mold stirring 

[4,5], low superheat casting, [4,5] and adding a steel strip into the mold [6]. An advanced 

dynamic soft reduction technology has also been developed for bloom casting to increase the 
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flexibility of production [7, 8]. 

Massive production of high carbon steel bloom with excellent central segregation control 

has been established at CSC since 1994 [4-5, 9-10]. Soft reduction, convex rollers and mold 

electromagnetic stirring were all adapted to improve the central segregation in No. 1 and No. 

2 bloom casters. However due to equipment limits, the central segregation quality was still 

not acceptable when the same technologies were transferred to No. 3 bloom caster (hereafter 

denoted as B3). The C/C0 index of central segregation was unstable and often exceeding the 

control line as indicated in Fig. 1. However as to increase the flexility of bloom production, 

B3 was proposed to revamp. The following describes the main revamping items and final 

results. 
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Fig. 1.  Central segregation C/C0 of AISI 1082 produced in No. 3 bloom caster in 2005. 

 

 

2. Revamping in 2005 

 

B3 is a bow type, four-strand bloom caster. Its main specifications are listed in Table 1. 

Soft reduction is implemented by using the as-built three withdrawing rollers, so the 

withdrawing rollers play the roles of withdrawing and soft reduction simultaneously 

and the soft reduction is dominated by squeezing force not by roll gap. The Strand 

Electromagnetic Stirrer (S-EMS) and the Final Electromagnetic Stirrer (F-EMS) are as-built 

equipments, but now have been completely removed because their metallurgical effects are 

not as expected. 

Internal studies indicated that the instability of central segregation was caused by two 

design problems. The first problem was the excessive roll pitch of the soft reduction. The 

excessive roll pitch induced severe bulging between rollers, which definitely discounted the 

metallurgical effect of soft reduction because the enriched molten steel was restricted within 

the bulging and finally solidified as segregation in the centerline. The second problem was the 



insufficient structural rigidity of roller stand. The roller was only supported by the frame in 

one side and the other side was suspended. When the roller squeezed the bloom, it worked as 

a cantilever beam and caused the frame to bend due to the reacting force from the bloom. The 

deflection of frame structure caused the squeezing force and the gap to vary with time and 

resulted in the breaking down of soft reduction. These two design problems had to be solved 

first in order to improve B3 central segregation. 

 

Table 1  No. 3 bloom caster main specifications 

Type Bow type 

Size 220×260 mm
2
 

Capacity 480,000 ton/year 

Radius 11.2 m 

Strands 4 

Casting speed 0.9 - 1.6 m/min 

Metallurgical length 21m 

Soft reduction Yes 

M-EMS Yes 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Convex roller and corresponding hot surface of bloom during casting. 

 

 

Original single-column frame was modified to a two-column frame as to enhance the 

structural strength and robustness. Roll pitch for soft reduction was reduced from 2.4m to 

1.2m based on a theoretical calculation to suppress the formation of excessive bulging. 

Convex rollers were adapted for soft reduction to reduce internal cracks as shown in Fig. 2 

and the corresponding squeezing forces were also adjusted according to the geometry of 

convex roller. Surface temperature distributions of AISI 1082 were calculated and calibrated 



as shown in Fig. 3. Surface temperatures in both wide and narrow sides were around 1000℃ 

in the vicinity of unbending point. Solid fraction 0.5 to 0.7 was used to determine the 

positions for soft reduction. For AISI 1082 production, soft reduction was applied between 

SQ1 and SQ2 as indicted in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3.  Surface temperature distribution for AISI 1082 production at Vc 1.2m/min. 
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Fig. 4.  Solid fraction distribution around soft reduction rollers, Vc 1.2m/min. 

 

 

However, trial productions showed that C/C0 improvement was less than expected, as 

shown in Fig. 1. B3 was still unqualified for producing high carbon steels. It was concluded 

that two facility limits might have restricted the metallurgical effect of soft reduction. A 

previous study [5] showed that the M-EMS played an important role in improving central 

segregation. B3 M-EMS was linear type and its maximum electric current was only 400A, so 

B3 stirring force in the mold was less than that of the other bloom casters. Moreover, 

secondary cooling zones in First zone and Apron I were divided into narrow sides and wide 

sides, which made the cooling zone too long and resulted in a considerable hydraulic pressure 



drop. Uneven cooling intensity in casting direction was formed in First zone and Apron I. 

Cooling intensity in lower part was much higher than that in higher part and might vary with 

time due to nozzle clogging or piping leakage. Shell growth and soft reduction position could 

not be controlled steadily and resulted in the broke down of soft reduction. 

 

 

3. Revamping in 2011 

 

B3 revamping was launched again in 2011 due to other integral bloom quality 

requirement and caster status concern. The mechanical structure of mold and bow section and 

the whole control system were revamped. So the M-EMS and the secondary cooling system 

were also included in this revamping in order to improve central segregation. Of course the 

mechanical parts for soft reduction just revamped in 2005 were not included. All revamping 

items concerning central segregation were summarized in Table 2. Rotary type M-EMSs were 

upgraded and the maximum electric current was increased to 800A. The stirring force in the 

mold was therefore increased substantially. The secondary cooling system were redesigned 

and zoned in the casting direction. The cooling intensity distribution in the casting direction 

was obviously improved.  

Different casting speeds and squeezing forces were applied to different strands 

simultaneously in first two trials to determine the best process parameters, but no obvious 

differences were found. Central segregation C/C0 results were all not good enough as 

indicated in Fig. 5, but better than that in 2005 (Fig. 1). The improvement was presumed to be 

the contribution of new M-EMS because the mushy zone started from 10m below the 

meniscus. However, B3’s specifications were very similar to the other bloom casters in CSC 

 

Table 2  Summary of revamping items for No. 3 bloom caster 

Item As-built Revamping in 2005 Revamping in 2011 

M-EMS 
 Linear type 

 400A max. 
- 

 Rotary type 

 800A max. 

Secondary 

cooling 

 Zone 2/3: First zone 

wide/narrow sides 

 Zone 4/5: Apron I 

narrow/wide sides 

- 

 Zone 2/3: First zone 

Upper/lower parts 

 Zone 4/5: Apron I 

Upper/lower parts 

Apron I/II  Roller pitch 856mm -  Roller pitch 641mm 

Withdrawing 

and soft 

reduction 

 Roller pitch 2.4m 

 Flat roller 

 Single-column 

frame 

 Roll pitch 1.2m 

 Convex roller 

 Two-column 

frame 

- 
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Fig. 5.  Central segregation C/C0 results of AISI 1082 in different trials after revamping in 

2011. 

 

 

after revamping, but there still existed an apparent difference in central segregation C/C0. 

Therefore many examinations had been done to confirm the functionality and actual output 

values. For example, the squeezing forces of soft reduction were checked by a specifically 

designed instrument and the results showed that the actual forces were 8% to 21% higher than 

theoretical values. Moreover, the actual casting speed was also found to be 2% slower than 

the setting value.  
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Fig. 6.  Variation of hydraulic pressure and the corresponding roller gap during AISI 1082 

casting. 

 

Finally an unusual hydraulic pressure variation was found during first two trials. The 

hydraulic pressures of three squeezing cylinders varied with time and reached ±3kg/cm2, 

which corresponded to a variation of squeezing force ±1.5ton. In order to determine the 

influence of hydraulic pressure variation on roller gap, magnetostrictive position sensors were 



installed to the interior of squeezing cylinders to monitor the real-time roller gap variation. 

The results showed that roller gap varied with hydraulic pressure. A hydraulic pressure drop 

of 5kg/cm2 caused a roller gap increment of 0.7mm as shown in Fig. 6. A previous study [10] 

revealed that the reduction amount for each squeezing roller was approximately 1mm. A 

0.7mm roll gap variation was approximately 70% of the reduction amount. So the hydraulic 

pressure variation was the key factor influencing central segregation. After improving the 

stability of hydraulic pressure, central segregation C/C0 was obvious improved since the third 

trials, as illustrated in Fig. 5. And it was proven that a central segregation C/C0 aggravation 

always came with an excessive variation of hydraulic pressure as indicated in the 6th and 7th 

trials. Therefore a reliable hydraulic system is the foundation of force-control soft reduction 

process. 

 

 

4. Summary 

 

Originally the No. 3 bloom caster was not allowed to produce high carbon steels such as 

AISI 1082 due to central segregation. So many modifications were implemented to the No. 3 

bloom caster to improve it. After modifications, the central segregation C/C0 was 

substantially improved and mostly below 1.1.  The main modifications are summarized as 

below: 

A. Original frame structures of withdrawing stand were a single column and prone to 

bend as squeezing force was applied to the bloom, which made the squeezing force 

varying with cases. After modification the frame structure became stronger and the 

squeezing force for soft reduction worked as expected. 

B. Flat rollers were replaced by convex rollers to reduce the internal cracks. A 

corresponding adjustment of hydraulic pressure for squeezing force was also 

performed to remain the same squeezing pressure. 

C. Original M-EMS was of the linear type and its stirring force was weak due to the 

electric current being limited to 400A. A rotary type M-EMS with maximum electric 

current 800A was installed to enhance the stirring force. 

D. As-built secondary cooling zones in First zone and Apron were divided by narrow 

sides and wide sides, which made the zone was too long and resulted in an uneven 

cooling intensity in the casting direction. Therefore the secondary cooling zones 

were reconstructed and divided into an upper zone and a lower zone to create a more 

uniform cooling intensity. 
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BULGING - WAVING - CLOGGING - DIFFICULT CHALLENGES 

FOR AUTOMATIC MOLD LEVEL CONTROL 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Specific transient effects occurring in the continuous casting of primarily slabs, such as 

bulging or waving are an absolute challenge for automatic mould level control systems. These 

effects create unpredictable meniscus disturbances which are not properly counteracted by 

traditional control loop approaches in automation. The combination with clogging, 

unclogging effects and applying dithering modes on the stopper tip requires a completely 

different control behavior. 

The present contribution focuses on these particular processes and introduces a patent pending 

control algorithm and control functionality that are capable of the identification of bulging 

and waving effects with the associated automation functions to reduce their influence onto the 

overall mould level control performance. 

The basis for the presented investigations is a research simulation stand consisting of the full 

assembly of shroud, stopper, stopper mechanism, servo actuator and mould level control 

program and a full continuous casting simulation.  All strategies and concepts were 

programmed and tested with this simulation stand and then finally optimized at a 2 strand slab 

casting machine. 

This paper includes the scientific basis, the resulting control functions and their related 

automation implementation, testing with results and comparisons to existing mould level 

control systems.  

 

Keywords 

Bulging, waving, clogging, mold level control, continuous casting, stopper rod, stopper 

mechanism, servo actuator, tundish flow control, peritectic steel, slab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

 

In continuous casting steel with increasingly complex qualities is cast, usually even at higher 

casting speeds. The operators, technicians, metallurgists - in short, all people involved in the 

process as well as the supplier industry - are correspondingly challenged to understand the 

running process and conditions and to control matters in order to reach or even exceed these 

limits. 

Given these facts, slab caster-specific phenomena such as "bulging" or "waving" occur in the 

mold, which can lead to quality deteriorations or even to a break out of liquid steel after the 

mold. In combination with additional "clogging" and "unclogging" effects a complete 

different control behavior is required. A hardly manageable number of influencing parameters 

and their interaction pose a particular challenge, especially in the area of the steel flow from 

tundish to mold. 

 

As a general rule, the flow between stopper rod and nozzle tube is determined by the 

geometry of these parts. However, the geometry is not stable and will change in course of the 

casting campaign. A large number of additional factors such as material clumping, refractory 

wear, mold temperature, steel quality, ferrostatic pressure, etc. also influence the flow 

characteristics with time. 

Evidently, the utmost goal is to produce the best steel quality by keeping the mould level 

stable during the whole casting process (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1: Typical example of “stable” mold level control on a slab caster 

 

The mold level in Figure 1 can be characterized to be in "stable" condition (max. +/-2mm 

deviation from the mold level set point) with no negative impact by non periodic variations 

like 

 changing of the geometry of the casting channel (stopper rod, shroud, SEN, SES) by 

wearing or clogging and unclogging effects 

 change casting speed 

 change steel temperature (viscosity)  

 change of the ferrostatic pressure (tundish level variations)  

A state-of-the-art mold level control system should be able to handle these effects without 

unacceptable disturbances on the mold level. These phenomena occur on all continuous 

casting machines beginning with thin slabs, billets, blooms up to big slabs. On a slab caster 

additionally periodic variations like 

 waving 

 bulging 

occur during the casting process. 
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Generally, the level variations are led by periodic and non-periodic disturbances (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 2: Non-periodic variation versus periodic variation 

 

These non-periodic disturbances come from temporary influences caused by the change of 

casting speed, clogging / unclogging of submerged entry nozzles, etc. state-of-the-art. Thus, it 

can be concluded that the basic requirements to the PLC (controller) and stopper rod actuator 

(no difference between electric and hydraulic actuators) are: 

 short lag and response time 

 high acceleration and speed 

 precise movement 

On the other hand, the requirements to the compensation of bulging and waving are to apply 

high sensitivity in order to keep the mold level stable by only gentle variations. 

The physical and chemical principles of clogging, bulging and waving are not part of this 

paper [1][2], but the following Figure 3,  4 and 5 show typical examples of these events. 

 

 
Figure 3: Strong clogging up to maximum stopper opening 

 

Figure 3 shows a typical example of massive clogging increasing (the black line shows the 

stopper opening) until a non-controllable situation is reached. By switching to manual control 

the operator tried to remove the clogged material by pushing the stopper on the outlet nozzle; 

after a few minutes reapplying this process with all negative impacts on mold level stability 

(green line). 
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The following Figure 4 is a typical example of standing waves. Waves are normally generated 

by steel turbulences caused by the molten steel discharge through the submerged SEN into the 

mold. In some cases they could also be linked to mold level reading noise which moves the 

stopper without having a real meniscus variation. 

 
Figure 4: Example - How waves develop and increase 

 

The figure shows that in this case the strand operator switched the auto control to manual 

mode and stabilized the mould level, by controlling the stopper position with the hand lever. 

Then another attempt is made in auto control with the effect that the waves are increasing 

again! 

Next to waving, the disturbances in the mold level generated by unsteady bulging are usually 

characterized by a long period. The long period of mold level disturbance generated by 

bulging lead to a slow changing of mold level. The standard state-of-the-art controller 

reaction is not enough and can lead to synchronization between stopper movement and mould 

level variation thus resulting in an amplification and interaction between the two parameters, 

as shown in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: Example - How bulging develops and increases 

 

It can be summarized that the correct response behavior on all of above described effects with 

the aim of keeping the mold level stable under all casting conditions is the challenge for the 

mold level control program and algorithm. Especially the identification, discrimination and 

elimination of waving and bulging on the one hand site and on the other hand site the 

requirements to react correctly and quickly on clogging and unclogging effects are the most 

predominant challenges in this topic. 



In the following the basic investigations to minimize clogging effects and a patent-pending 

system for bulging and waving detections and the correct counteractions up to automatic re-

tunings of the control algorithm itself are described. The following issues will be addressed: 

 Preparation of a test equipment (simulation stand); 

 Programming of continuous casting simulation with flow simulation; 

 Mathematical calculations and simulations (FEM analysis, Eigenfrequency modes, 

physical analysis); 

 Tests with different accelerations and velocities; 

 Optimization of lag and response time;  

 Plant trial with new algorithm and applying “anti-clogging” functions; 

 Development and successfully implementation of bulging and waving detection and 

their compensation. 

 

 

2. Simulation stand 

 

Investigations and tests have been carried out by use of an investigation setup consisting of a 

stopper rigging, the stopper rod, the stopper nozzle as well as an electro-mechanical servo-

actuator with active mold level control. The investigation setup was accompanied with 

additional measurement systems, which recorded movements at the stopper top in real time 

and compared these with the movements of the actuator and the PLC signals in reality  

(Figure 6). In addition, a continuous casting simulation close to reality enabled additional 

investigations of the known phenomena such as clogging, unclogging, refractory wear, 

bulging and waving as well as their interactions at the same time when active mold level 

control was running [3]. 

The practical experience showed that in the area of stopper rod mechanism and partly also the 

actuator system, a high number of possible errors (e.g., a backlash-free assembly of the 

stopper rod at the stopper mechanism, insufficiently maintained stopper rod mechanism or 

hydraulic systems etc.) exist which are not reproducible on the caster itself. As a 

consequence, the analysis of the casting process as well as theoretical approaches from 

simulations and calculations, appear to be incorrect or incomprehensible. 

 

 
Figure 6: Schematic description of the test equipment and photo of the mechanical part of the 

test stand. 

 

Transfer of a movement from the mold level control to the stopper tip 

Simply spoken, the aim of the mold level control is to transmit a movement command exactly 

to the stopper tip. The upwards or downwards movement of the stopper rod leads to 



corresponding flow changes to the steel flow in the mold. Thus, 1 mm stroke from the mold 

level control should correspond exactly to 1 mm stroke at the stopper tip (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Stroke transfer from mold level control to the stopper. 

 

The transfer of this movement from the mould level control up to its arrival at the stopper tip 

must be transmitted via the actuator system to the stopper rod mechanism and further to the 

stopper. Since all of the mentioned mechanical components show strong interactions and 

influences on the steel flow, they are investigated in more detail in the following [4]. 

 

Stopper rod mechanism 

The design of stopper rod mechanisms is characterized by two contradicting viewpoints: On 

the one hand it would be ideal to have very small, moved masses; on the other hand, the 

extreme conditions at casting facilities such as heat and "rough operation" demand an 

extremely robust and massive design.  

In order to achieve a steady mold level, naturally an appropriate movement of the stopper rod 

mechanism is most efficient. The stopper rod mechanism should be designed in a way that 

Eigenfrequencies are far away from the frequencies of the mold level control in order to 

prevent controversial influences. 

 

Stopper rod actuator 

Another major contributor to the overall performance of a mold level control package is the 

actuator system used for the stopper-rod mechanism. A combination of fast and precise 

movement of the stopper-mechanism is a basic requirement for a solid and outstanding mold 

level control performance. 

The choice on the type of actuator was in benefit of a electro-mechanic servo system, as it 

provides the major advantage of not having hydraulic lines in the area of liquid steel on the 

cast platform and the mold area. Electric cables are easier to exchange in case of damages, 

and the overall operational safety in the mold area is greatly heightened without hydraulic 

actuator. Additionally, the performance characteristics of an electro-mechanic systems are by 

magnitudes better. 

 

Lag Time, response time of the system and acceleration of the actuator 

The total response time of the system and the lag time (dead time) are decisive parameters for 

a "good" or "poor" mold level. The longer the delay, the larger the reaction of the total system 

of mold level control must be to keep the mold level constant at a set point. The response time 

is the lag time plus the time for the stroke to a new working point itself. The time for the 

stroke is linked to the applied acceleration and speed. The mentioned times are always valid 



for the entire system, i.e., from the sending of the PLC signal to the first actual movement at 

the stopper top (Figure 8). 

 

 
Figure 8: Lag time, response time for stroke 30mm, v = 0,2 m/s, a = 6 m/s²) 

 

In order to answer the question "What is really happening at the stopper tip?" a linear 

measuring tool was installed for recording the vertical movements on the stopper tip 

(Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: Different strokes recorded with data logger 

 

Different strokes (1 mm, 5 mm and 30 mm) with various accelerations (0,1 m/s² up to 6 m/s²) 

were applied and individually evaluated. The results of the applied test series clearly show 

that different applied accelerations lead to additional movement at the stopper tip. The 

resulting deviation in movement expressed as deviation from the set point change may 

amount up to 100% of the set point change.  

By using too high accelerations (Figure 10) an unplanned stopper moving will influence the 

stopper tip position and finally influence the steel flow. 



 

 
Figure 10: Real movements on the stopper tip for different strokes (1 mm, 5 mm and 30 mm) 

 

 

3. Plant trial with new algorithm and applying “anti clogging” functions 

New Algorithm 

Based on decades of experience of "mold level control" an algorithm was developed which 

carries out the correct change to the stopper position in short-term disturbances such as 

"unclogging" and also in the case of effects such as "bulging" and “waving" in order to 

minimize these influences. 

In order to avoid controller instability and possibility of synchronization between mold level 

deviation and stopper movement, the algorithm is designed to be asymmetric to deal with 

unsteady bulging and waves. Whatever the disturbance is (unsteady bulging or waves), the 

algorithm finds the right setting that minimizes the deviation. 

 

Stopper dithering to avoid clogging effects 

This function reduces the clogging behavior by dithering of the stopper. Period and amplitude 

are set in such a way that the motor does not mismatch a synchronization phenomenon 

because of its mechanical/electrical inertia. Due to the high vibration speed, the average steel 

flow variation is zero and therefore does not affect the mold level stability.  

While running this oscillation the motor current is monitored; if at any time the current 

exceeds a predefined value, the oscillation is automatically disabled. This is to prevent the 

stopper tip from bottoming on the well nozzle. 

 

Flushing Function 

Flushing is used to remove alumina build-up. The use of flushing produces macroscopic 

inclusion on the final product and therefore should be used only when inevitable. 

When the function is initiated, the stopper position is memorized; hence the stopper closed 

fully, with maximum speed and torque, in order to mechanically remove the alumina build-

up. As soon as the nose of the rod touches the well nozzle, it moves back to the memorized 

position reduced by a predefined length and the control algorithm starts over again. In the 

next 20 seconds the stopper position vs. the memorized one, is checked and if found to be 

smaller than the memorized position (i.e., clogging is removed) the system is aborted; 

otherwise it will repeat the procedure, until operator aborts it by pushing the anti-clogging 

push button. 



Plant trial 

Following an invitation of a European steel plant, the developed Mold Level Master (mold 

level control solution) with the electro-mechanical servo actuator was installed at an existing 

2-Strand Slab Caster. The plant trial setup was such that the caster was operated with the 

original mould level control equipment on one strand, and TBR's system on the second strand. 

During this trial several casting sequences of durations up to 11 hours were cast in fully 

automatic mode. The performance comparison of the mould level control solution to the 

original installation was outstanding.  

 

The Figure 11 was recorded during the plant trial at Strand #2 controlled completely by TBR's 

solution [3]. The following comparison shows the build-up of clogging on the stopper rod of 

Strand #1, whereas the clogging protection function of the Mold-Level-Master was active on 

Strand #2. The shown figure on Strand#1shows the slow change of stopper position over time 

which is caused by the forming blockage between stopper rod tip and tundish nozzle. Flow 

from the tundish into the mold is reduced, consequently misleading the original mold level 

control into further opening of the stopper to regain mold level. 

 

 
Figure 11: Mold Level Performance compared between the strands with original system and 

the TBR system. 

 

Strand #2 with TBR's Mold Level Master did not show such clogging event by using 

dithering and during the manual intervention on Strand #1 the mold level was stable as if 

nothing would have happened. 

 

 

4. Developing bulging / waving detection and compensation 

 

In TBR's Mold Level Master solution the method is to detect periodic disturbances shown in 

Figure 12: Principle detection method for bulging and waving. Figure 12 (i.e., bulging and 

waving) no matter what the casting speed, the roll pitches and the strand temperature are. The 

disturbance comes with a period and amplitude which is the typical behavior of the unsteady 

bulging or waving. The detection algorithm is configured in such a manner that the 
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disturbance period must be longer than any other possible disturbances, caused by controller 

instability due to clogging/unclogging, speed change, etc. and the number of disturbances 

must be higher than any other generated by controller instability. 

The period of disturbances generated by casting conditions is shorter than the one of the 

unsteady bulging or waving, which means that a precise discrimination between the different 

disturbances can be carried out. 

 

 
Figure 12: Principle detection method for bulging and waving. 

 

TBR's solution detects bulging only by analyzing the actual mold level and stopper position;  

This is an advantage compared to other systems where additional hardware or additional 

caster signal feedback are needed (Figure 13)[6]. 

 

 
Figure 13: Control loop for bulging and waving detection 

 

Once bulging of waving are detected the following actions will take place: 

 Saving the actual controller setting 

 Resetting the counter and detection logic 

 Applying the new controller tuning 

 Automatic control setting optimization ( if needed ) 

 



5. Conclusions 

 

Stopper Rod Mechanisms have an inherent tendency to oscillations, affecting the stopper tip 

causing flow fluctuations during position changes on the flow control equipment. A backlash 

free, robust and rigid design of stopper rigging is a prerequisite to achieve stable mold level. 

While a minimization of the lag time to its utmost is another measure to reach this goal, a 

suitable acceleration for the actuator has to be determined in order to achieve the best mold 

level quality and avoid natural oscillations. 

In this paper TBR's newly developed control algorithm was presented. It features excellent 

performance for steady response, the control allows the increasing of the average casting 

speed and remains stable in any other conditions such as clogging and unclogging and is very 

robust against process parameter variations as bulging / waving, which lead to a total 

improvement of the final cast product. Thanks to an appropriate simulation unit it has been 

possible to estimate and optimize the process variable behavior with changes of the 

manipulated variable. 

Additionally, a new reliable method of bulging/waving detection and related counter 

measures to minimize the impact on mold level deviations was described. The present method 

results in the advantage of not requiring additional hardware or further measuring devices. 

The available plant signals, actual mold level and stopper position, are sufficient. The basic 

concept is that whatever the reason generating the mold level deviations, only programmable 

logic is needed in order to recognize and discriminate bulging from waving and automatically 

apply a new setting. 
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MAXIMAL MOLD LEVEL STABILITY DURING UNSTEADY 

BULGING AND CLOGGING –  

NEW INNOVATIVE CONTROL STRATEGIES 
 

 

Abstract 

 

A stable continuous casting process is an essential criterion for the production of high 

quality steels. The meniscus is the most sensitive zone of the whole strand, because the initial 

strand shell is solidifying at this point. Furthermore the inner quality is depending on the flow 

conditions near the meniscus. Therefore a constant mold level indicates a stable casting 

process and is absolutely necessary for high quality products. 

Nozzle clogging and unsteady bulging are two major phenomena inducing level 

fluctuations. Due to the fact that meniscus variations are a superposition of multiple bulging 

frequencies the compensation by the mold level controller is quite challenging. New 

algorithms allow stabilization of the meniscus during unsteady conditions, in the case of 

unsteady bulging near complete compensation is possible. Mold level fluctuations are 

reproducibly suppressed and a smoother strand shell is produced in the mold. That results in 

an indirect improvement of the strand shell behavior in the whole casting machine. 

These new features are installed in more than 15 slab casters all over the world. By 

means of the improved mold level stability, especially for peritectic carbon steel grades and 

ferritic stainless steel grades, slab quality and process safety could be increased significantly. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

Mold level control, mold level fluctuations, unsteady bulging compensation, clogging 

compensation, model based control, LevCon 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

The demands on the quality of slabs are increasing each year and new technologies are 

necessary to meet them. It does not matter if slabs made of carbon or stainless steel, thin or 

thick slabs, narrow or wide slabs are produced – in each case outstanding requirements to 

inner quality and surface quality must be fulfilled. The solidification process in a casting 

machine takes place from the meniscus to the point where the last crystal of the strand is 

freezing (final solidification point). At the liquid steel surface the first crystals, which form 

the strand surface, are solidifying, therefore the meniscus conditions meniscus are responsible 

for the surface quality. Furthermore the inner quality of the strand (inclusions) is depending 

on the flow conditions near the liquid slag layer. In general the meniscus is the most sensitive 

zone of the whole casting process. 
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Two of the most typical mold level disturbances are clogging/unclogging of the nozzle or the 

SEN and unsteady bulging of the strand shell. In case of unclogging the mold level controller 

can only react on that event, because the occurrence is not predictable. For unsteady bulging 

nearly a full compensation is possible, because this is a harmonic disturbance. 

In both cases modern controller concepts (SIMETAL LevCon Bulging- and Clogging 

Compensation) allow a significant improvement of the mold level stability. Model based 

control combined with adaptive functions are the basis for these reliable features. Although 

the algorithms are very complex and computationally intensive the whole system is 

implemented on a PLC (Simatic S7-400). Effective mathematical simplifications allow fast 

algorithms with manageable computation time and memory consumption. 

Both features have been installed in 17 slab casters since 2010 and are working well. 

They can be implemented within the SIMETAL LevCon (mold level control) or as an upgrade 

to an existing mold level control system. 

 

 

2. Mold level disturbances 

 

Before specifying the mold level disturbances the definition of the mold level itself 

must be clarified. The mold level is the position of the boundary layer between liquid slag and 

liquid steel relative to the mold exit plane (end of copper). In reality this level is different on 

each point of the liquid steel surface but usually measured only in one or two positions on the 

meniscus. For a stationary casting process – which would be the ideal case – the flow rate into 

the mold and out of the mold should be identical and constant over time. To fulfill these flow 

conditions the mean mold level over the whole steel bath must be kept constant. That is 

definitely the aim for the mold level controller. Hence, two different kinds of mold level 

fluctuations can be defined depending on the ideal response of the controller: 

 

 global fluctuations with effect on the mean level 
→ mold level controller has to react 

 local fluctuations of level with no effect on the mean level 
→ mold level controller should not react 

 

Based on this classification of the fluctuations also the mold level disturbances and 

other variables with influence on the mold level (actuating variables) – which are not 

determined as disturbance – can be classified. In Fig. 1 this categorization is illustrated with 

support of a graphic showing the different kinds of steel flow. The mold level controller 

should react exclusively on changes of flow into and out of the mold as well as on changes in 

mold width and level setpoint. All other events should not result in a reaction of the level 

controller. In this paper two kinds of disturbances, which cause global fluctuations, are 

investigated deeper: 

 

 clogging/unclogging: variation of mold inflow 

 unsteady bulging: variation of mold outflow 

 

In both cases the mold level controller should react and has the possibility to stabilize 

the mean mold level. The following two sections outline the concepts for compensating these 

flow variations by keeping inflow and outflow of the mold in balance. 

 



 
Fig. 1: Disturbances and variables actuating on the mold level 

 

 

3. Clogging Compensation  

  

Clogging of nozzle and SEN are common phenomena which induce irregular mold level 

fluctuations. During clogging alumina (or other types of non-metallic inclusions) is deposited 

in the area of stopper tip and nozzle or in the SEN. So the stopper has to open to keep the steel 

flow and the bath level. In this phase the mean mold level is slightly below the setpoint. At 

unclogging the deposited material breaks away which results in a sudden increase of steel 

flow. The stopper is not able to react immediately and mold level is increasing for a short 

time, because the unclogging event is not predictable. In the mold level signal a peak (high 

level for a short period of time) will be found during an unclogging situation. This 

procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2. If this peak is high enough it has an impact on the strand 

surface, so it should be reduced by means of the mold level controller to improve the surface 

quality. In case of unclogging the stopper has to react fast to avoid an abrupt increase of steel 

flow. The easiest way to flatten the peak is to increase the gain of the PID-controller, but that 

generally leads to other problems with level instabilities (e.g. surface waves [3,5,6,7]). 
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Fig. 2: Typical clogging/unclogging recording 

 

The SIMETAL LevCon Clogging Compensation combines a fast reaction of the stopper 

with a stable operation. By means of a physical based process model the necessary stopper 

position is estimated in order to keep the steel flow constant. In the mathematical system a 

surface wave model is integrated to avoid an excitation of surface waves. In case of 

unclogging with activated compensation the stopper is reacting faster and the resulting peak 

in mold level is decreasing by about 35 % as shown in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Effect of the Clogging Compensation (simulation) 

 

The effect of flattening the peak by compensation cannot be directly compared in a real 

casting process, because each unclogging event is individual and not reproducible. The rise of 

the steel bath during an unclogging instant depends on the amount of material flushing away, 

which can be determined in the difference of the stopper position before and after unclogging. 

The more the stopper has to close the more deposited alumina is removed. In the following 

measurement from Fig. 4 mold level peaks of about 5 mm occur. In the case of activated 
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compensation more material is washed away (1.5 to 1.7 mm in comparison with 1.0 mm 

without compensation) with the same peaks in level. So this comparison demonstrates the 

positive impact of the Clogging Compensation on the level stability during unclogging. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Clogging Compensation in operation (real data) 

 

 

4. Unsteady Bulging Compensation  

  

In case of a non uniform strand shell, bulging between rollers is varying over time and 

creates an oscillating steel flow in the liquid core. Thus, mold level fluctuations are 

generated which have additional influence on irregular shell growth according to Fig. 5. This 

self-amplifying effect can cause severe periodical mold level fluctuations which are called 

unsteady bulging fluctuations (or mold level hunting). The ripples of the strand shell are 

generated in the mold [1,2] due to local gaps between the mold copper wall and the strand 

shell. These gaps with the same periodicity as the level fluctuations – induced by shrinking of 

the strand shell during phase transitions – reduce the local heat transfer. Usually only steel 

grades with a special phase transformation characteristic, which supports this shrinkage effect 

(especially peritectic carbon steel, ferritic stainless steel and silicon steel grades), show an 

unsteady bulging affinity. The origin of uneven shell growth is always in the mold and not in 

the secondary cooling zones as assumed sometimes. For example strand shells in the mold 

after breakouts during mold level hunting are usually rippled with the same wave length as 

detected from mold level variations before the breakout. 

Sometimes unsteady bulging can be reduced by increasing secondary cooling water to 

thicken the strand shell and reduce the total bulging which affects also the unsteady bulging 

portion. Also the casting powder has a high influence on the occurrence of unsteady bulging 

due to its impact on the primary heat removal in mold. Otherwise casting speed must be 

reduced to stabilize the situation, which leads subsequently to decreased production and often 

downgrading of the slabs. In extreme cases casting even has to be stopped. 
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Fig. 5: Self amplifying effect of unsteady bulging of strand shell 

 

To cope with this situation a new algorithm based on modern control theory has been 

developed. The flow oscillations from the liquid core are compensated with an adequate 

steel flow modulation in the SEN by means of stopper movements. SIMETAL LevCon 

Bulging Compensation includes a mathematical model of the level disturbance generated by 

unsteady bulging which is depending on casting speed and the roller pitches of the bulging 

sensitive zone. The bulging frequencies iBf ,  depending on casting speed cv  and wave lengths 

i  can be calculated by following equation: 

 

 

i

c
iB

v
f


,  (1) 

 

The bulging disturbance consists in general of several wave lengths [3,4], which can 

appear at the same time. Each wave length is related to a roller pitch ip  and can be a 

harmonic of the base pitch as well ( 1in ):  

  

 

i

i
i

n

p
  (2) 

 

The multiplicity of wave lengths – which generally can occur parallel as mentioned 

above (already up to 9 simultaneous frequencies observed) – is a big challenge for 

compensating the fluctuations. Due to the oscillating liquid core, bulging frequencies are also 

affecting withdrawal force signal (measured from the drives – torque of each driven roller is 

proportional to its current) and actual casting speed signal. The rollers, which are holding the 

strand, “feel” the oscillation of the liquid fraction inside the strand. Based on frequency 

analyses of these signals bulging frequencies can be differentiated from other disturbances in 

the mold level signal. Such a frequency analysis of an unsteady bulging case is shown in 

Fig. 6.  

 

unsteady bulging

oscillation of mold level

and liquid core



 
Fig. 6: Frequency analysis of mold level and motor currents (measured data from a slab 

caster) 

 

Generally the bulging wave lengths are relatively constant but on several casting 

machines also a drift of wave lengths has been observed. The wave lengths can have a drift 

during one bulging occurrence or from one appearance to the next. Fig. 7 illustrates the FFT 

over time of such a drifting wave length during a real mold level hunting situation. For a 

reliable unsteady bulging compensation the controller must know or identify the exact wave 

lengths. The accurate determination of bulging frequencies is the basis for an effective 

compensation. LevCon Bulging Compensation is able to work with fixed wave lengths based 

on long term analyses of data recordings or to use adaptive wave length detection and 

activation. Which version is implemented depends on the individual bulging behavior of the 

casting machine. The wave length detection identifies the wave lengths itself and the 

amplitudes. Only wave lengths which are really present during the casting process are 

suppressed by the controller to avoid unnecessary noise in the stopper movement.  

Sometimes the determination between level fluctuations from unsteady bulging and 

from transient flow conditions in the mold is not easy due to their similarity in the frequency 

response. To avoid an activation of the Bulging Compensation in the case of mold flow 

variations – which would lead to an amplification of these waves – the controller can take 

withdrawal forces and actual casting speed into account. The Bulging Compensation has 

implemented an optional model which performs a cross check with these signals to ensure a 

safe operation with activation only in case of real unsteady bulging. 
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Fig. 7: Drift of wave lengths during unsteady bulging (measured data from a slab caster)  

 

A complex coupled differential equations model (up to 23
rd

 order in last installations) 

implemented in the controller (Simatic S7-400) allows a simultaneous compensation of all 

present frequencies (up to 9 frequencies in last installations). The possible appearance of 

surface waves is considered in the model to avoid a reaction from the Bulging Compensation 

on these waves. Due to this reliable estimation of the disturbance an effective compensation is 

possible as shown in Fig. 8 (Bulging Compensation in operation with peritectic carbon steel 

and ferritic stainless steel).  

 

 
Fig. 8: Compensation of mold level fluctuations (measured data from slab casters) 

 

By means of this new feature, mold level fluctuations due to unsteady bulging are 

reproducibly suppressed and a smoother strand shell is produced. Therefore also the 
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oscillation of liquid steel is measurably improved, which means that the unsteady bulging 

effect itself is reduced. This can be observed in the decreasing stopper movement after 

activation of compensation, when the smooth shell enters the bulging sensitive zone within 

the strand containment. At slab casters with a thickness of around 250 mm this effect takes 

about 10 to 15 minutes with active compensation.  

For the observation of the amount of unsteady bulging during casting a bulging 

intensity value (in mm) is calculated. This value describes the mold level fluctuations (2σ-

value) which would occur virtually with a constant flow through the SEN (without 

compensating stopper movement). 

 

 

5. Typical installation procedure and practical results of the Bulging Compensation 

  

For illustration a recent installation procedure of the Bulging Compensation at a carbon 

slab caster is demonstrated. The decisive factors for the installation were mold level 

fluctuations at peritectic steel grades and slab thickness 210 mm. As a result of the 

fluctuations the surface quality was influenced negatively and in the worst cases impressions 

with the distance of the bow roller pitch according to Fig. 9 appeared. As mentioned in 

section 4 the level oscillations were related to the roller pitch. 

 

  
Fig. 9: Bad surface quality at peritectic steel with heavy unsteady bulging level fluctuations 

 

Several bulging wave lengths occurred (not only the base wave lengths of the bow roller 

pitches), so a comprehensive data analysis with casting data for 3 months had been done to 

find out the characteristic wave lengths of the casting machine. An automatic algorithm for 

wave length detection is used for such analyses to handle the huge amount of data. Based on 

the outcome of this investigation the Bulging Compensation with 7 compensated wave 

lengths, which are summarized in Table 1, was installed. Fixed wave lengths with permanent 

activation are used at this installation so all 7 bulging frequencies are compensated 

continuously in case of activated compensation. So the level is stabilized in each case – 

regardless of which from the 7 wave lengths are present. 



Adjusted wave lengths (Table 1): 

 

wave length i  roller pitch ip  number of harmonic in  

272.7 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 1 

136.4 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 2 

90.9 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 

185 mm (bender) 

3 

2 

68.2 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 4 

54.5 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 5 

45.7 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 

185 mm (bender) 

6 

4 

39.3 mm 267, 268, 279, 290 mm (bow) 7 
 

The compensation has increased the mold level stability and reduces the occurrence 

of unsteady bulging. For steel grades, which are sensitive to mold level hunting, the Bulging 

Compensation is switched on for the whole casting sequence. Hence, surface defects as shown 

in Fig. 9 are avoided and also the process safety has been increased. In Fig. 10 a performance 

test during unsteady bulging is illustrated, which has been done directly after the installation 

phase. After activation the system is compensating the fluctuations significantly. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Performance Test of the Bulging Compensation 

  

 

6. Conclusion 

  

Modern concepts from control theory should be applied increasingly in mold level 

control, because they enable a significant improvement of the mold level stability. Especially 

in the case of unsteady bulging and clogging, where the controller must necessarily react on 

the situation, these concepts show a high potential. That is demonstrated in this paper and 

confirmed by results from the application at many slab casters. 

compensation active

for 10 minutes:

2 sigma of mold level 

deviation: 2.53 mm
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1. Introduction 

 

ArcelorMittal Ruhrort GmbH is operating a bloom caster with extremely high demands on the product quality. 

The sophisticated range of products comprises not only rail steel, ball-bearing and spring steels but also forging 

steel for the automotive industry. The basis for achievement of optimum surface quality grades is already set in 

the mold. The basic precondition is a stable mold level, which is influenced to a very large extent by the flow of 

steel out of the submerged entry nozzle and by the operation of the mold stirrer. Uniform melting behavior of 

the casting powder to form a liquid slag layer of adequate height ensures, in combination with the mold 

oscillation, a homogeneous slag infiltration. The necessary lubrication between the strand shell and the mold 

and the formation of a homogeneous heat transfer are thus ensured. Furthermore, with respect to the oscillation 

amplitude, the formation of the initial strand shell is highly dynamic as regards the time and place of its 

formation. 

The processes described take place with a certain degree of coincidence, in view of the naturally non-steady 

flow phenomena, and are influenced by operationally required interventions such as addition of casting flux and 

changes in the casting speed. Pronounced disturbances in the area of solidification in the mold may cause 

surface defects to occur, such as local strand-shell shrinkage defects, bleeders and cracks in the strand shell and 

entrainment of casting powder. The locations where defects occur are not visible and even today are accessible 

only to a limited extent due to the complexity of the building of closed physical models. 

 

Early works on longitudinal facial crack (LFC) detection are known from conventional continuous casting, 

where the defect can easily be monitored by visual inspection of the cold slab [1]. The visual inspections 

correlate with cases of abnormal drop in thermocouple recordings in the mold of the slab caster. In general, the 

appearance of LFCs is a harmful product defect. In some rare cases where the strand shell is weakened so much 

by the LFCs that the thermo-mechanical stress during casting actually tears it open, it can even result in a 

breakout, i.e. in a disruption of the casting process.  

 

To meet the required quality demands, the process data and the LFC defects have to be monitored and identified 

in a database in order to enable a learning effect regarding the best process settings with a view to rigorously 

reducing the amount of defect occurrence. The challenges lie in the fully automatic system and, above all, in the 

need to reduce false alarm rates. More recent developments deal with fault detection of thermocouple signal 

patterns without the real defect identification [2]. However, it is common knowledge that in quality detection 

systems the implementation of qualitative and quantitative human understanding is required in order to achieve 

an automated quality control [3]. The LFC identification algorithm is based on the thermocouple solution in 

Lieftucht et. al [4]. 

 

It is known from the literature that many individual thermocouples are used for temperature measurement in 

mold plates. The use of these involves several challenges. The introduction of the thermocouples requires 

maximum manufacturing precision as well as precise knowledge of the positions of the measuring points in the 

mold plate. The amount of cabling required and the risk of confusion become greater as the quantity of 

thermocouples increases. The equipping of a bloom or billet mold with more than 100 measuring points can 

only be regarded as an almost impossible task. The thermocouples and the pertaining cables have to be guided 

through the water jacket without the measurement result becoming falsified due to water contact. In spite of 

being shielded, thermocouples are often susceptible to faults during the operation of electromagnetic equipment 

such as stirrers and brakes. 

The measuring method presented below is based on the utilization of glass fibers into which several Fiber Bragg 

Gratings (FBG) have been incorporated in a cascaded manner. Each grating in a fiber serves as a temperature-

measuring point, has a defined grating spacing and reflects only the characteristic wavelength of the initiated 



light spectrum. The optical measuring principle is completely insensitive to electromagnetic fields. The sensors 

are a permanent component of the mold plate and remain there in a well-protected condition during the entire 

period of operation of the mold. Previous results of the HD mold system are given in [5]. 

 

The main aims of this work therefore are to achieve the following targets regarding identification of LFC:  

1. Fully automated detection of the LFC sized below 5 cm in length 

2. Extension of the known LFC signature, where beside the known sudden temperature drop from top to 

bottom of the copper plate also temperature effects at fixed position are included whereas casting speed 

changes are discarded  

3. Evaluate the correct identification of the LFC using magnetic particle inspection at the defect locations on 

the produced blooms  

 

2. Optical Fibers with Fiber Bragg Gratings 

 

Optical sensors with Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBG) are already being used today in a large number of 

applications. Their classical field of application is the monitoring of expansions in concrete elements, bridge 

structures or dams. It is possible today to perform online measurement of expansion in plane wings and rotor 

blades by means of sensors that have been embedded in the composite fiber materials of the aircraft wings or 

wind turbines [6]. Also well-known are a number of applications of the Fiber Bragg gratings for temperature 

measurements in chemical plants [7]. 

The glass fibers utilized are produced from a blank made of glass-fiber composite material using a drawing 

process. The fiber core with a diameter of 5 to 10 µm consists of doped glass of a high optical sensitivity. The 

fiber core has a glass shell of approx. 125 µm outside diameter. With the aid of an ultraviolet laser, the so-called 

FBG are impressed into the optically activated fiber core. To improve the mechanical stability and flexibility, 

the glass fibers are also sheathed with a flexible acrylate material [8]. 

Each measuring point impressed in the fiber core represents a series arrangement of sections of length λ/2 with 

a varying refractive index. These sections are arranged in relation to each other according to a characteristic 

spacing Λ. At each section (change in refractive index) a partial reflection of the light arises from the wide light 

spectrum introduced into the glass fibers. When there is phase coincidence between the light wavelength λ and 

the grating spacing Λ, the reflections at the i-grating sections undergo interference and this results in intensive 

superimposition. Shorter and longer wavelengths, on the other hand, pass through the Bragg gratings without 

being influenced. As a result, a characteristic reflection and transmission spectrum is obtained for each fiber 

with one or more Bragg gratings [9]. 

If the Fiber Bragg grating undergoes a change in the grating spacing due to mechanical or thermal expansion, 

the reflected wavelength alters proportionally to the change in the grating spacing. This change in the reflection 

spectrum can be recorded with a spectrometer. The mechanical expansion takes place directly or, if known 

coefficients of thermal expansion are present, it can be considered as being due to a change in temperature.  

Multiple-position sensors are manufactured by introducing several Fiber Bragg gratings with various grating 

spacings into one glass fiber. Each individual grating reflects its individual wavelength λBi in such a way that a 

cascaded, wavelength-coded sensor is obtained. The spacing of the neighboring FBG has to be large enough to 

ensure the continued clear allocation of the gratings at the expected maximum expansion. The feasible quantity 

of individual sensors is thus dependent on the expansion values to be measured and on the spectral full width of 

half maximum of the optical source [10]. The reflection spectrum is of a cascaded FBG temperature sensor, e.g. 

comprising ten individual sensors. 

 

Contrary to the Fiber Bragg sensors used for expansion measurement, which are embedded permanently in the 

surrounding matrix, sensors for temperature measurement are inserted into a shroud pipe in a freely movable 

manner. This pipe protects the fibers against mechanical stresses and ensures that the glass fiber only undergoes 



the temperature-induced expansion that needs to be measured. 

 

3. LFC characteristics and basic algorithm layout 

 

The crack detection is performed by a column-wise evaluation of temperature readings within the casting 

format and contact length in casting direction. For reliable LFC identification under industrial conditions the 

fibre optical temperature measurement points are used which are below liquid steel level but high enough to 

keep in contact with the strand shell. Here the upper 8 of 10 temperature sensors are used.  

Most characteristic signal patterns arise when the defect occurs directly in front of a fibre optic sensor. Due to 

the width of the heat extraction disturbance resulting in a crack and the two-dimensional heat flow in the 

copper, cracks at a distance of ± 50 mm from the next fibre optical sensor can be detected. 

The model structure describing most important algorithm functions is shown in Fig. 1.  

 
Figure 1. Hybrid, multi-step model structure for LFC defect detection  

 

Step 1: At first, data pre-processing handles all signal disturbances in special caster situations, e.g. start of cast, 

regular casting operation and cast end. Explainable signal patterns occurring during normal casting operation 

are shown in Fig. 2. The highlighted examples include a characteristic signal pattern of an LFC and a bleeder-

type LFC and signal disturbances such as defective thermocouples, contact problems, and shielding problems in 

case of EMBr operation. Additionally, typical drift patterns are visualised such as slag roll-out (local 

accumulation of mold powder on the mold surface and its sudden removal), casting speed changes and 

influence of narrow-face position. The final part of the data pre-processing is the transformation from a time-

based into a location-based system 
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Figure 2. Different types of thermocouple signal pattern 



 

Step 2: The detection algorithm has to be able to incorporate defective or distorted thermocouple signals and to 

separate them from the regular signal pattern. Multivariate statistical process control (MSPC) techniques take 

relations between different variables into account and have a low level of false alarms. PCA is one MSPC 

technology often applied in industrial applications [11]. The PCA analysis requiring normalized data with zero 

mean and unit variance is applied for fault detection. 

The fault detection operates with the prediction error of the PCA model, which is based on a defect-free training 

data set. The prediction error (the difference between predicted and measured value) is highlighted for an 

example of a temperature reading of four temperatures out of one column in Fig. 3. The PCA model cannot 

mimic the LFC signature properly, i.e. the LFC signature is characterized by a large deviation between 

predicted and measured value on multiple thermocouples. At all events, other signal patterns (roll-outs, 

temperature drifts) are sometimes also caught by the fault detection method. 
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Figure 3. PCA method and its prediction error 
 

Steps 3 and 4: Defect diagnosis, consisting of identification and isolation, is realised by using an expert system. 

The expert knowledge of the defect behaviour is used to validate fuzzy parameters and to distinguish between 

different defect types.  

Fuzzy parameters are based on column-wise thermocouple gradients to extract the LFC signal patterns only.  

As a result, the applied multiple-step technique combining data pre-processing, PCA method and fuzzy expert 

know-how (Fig. 3) provides high hitting rates on LFC signal patterns having a highly acceptable false alarm 

rate. 

 

4. Mold Design 

 

The mold is equipped with 16 fiber optic sensors, which are vertical drilled into the copper. Each fiber optical 

sensor is possessing 10 measurement points over the sensor length summing to a total of 160 temperature 

measurement points. Longitudinal facial cracks are prominent on the loose side of the mold. Therefore this 

work is focused on the fiber optical sensor mid of loose face and the two sensors next to it in a distance of 76 

mm to mid position. 



 
 

Figure 4. Cabled mold 

 

The mold is provided with a cover plate for protection against environmental influences like water, heat, dust. 

Fig. 4 shows a top view looking onto the mold with cover plate and cabling. Fig. 5 shows the steady state 

temperatures while casting. 

 
Figure 5. Steady state temperatures of HD mold screen while casting  

5. Mold operation and measurement results 

 

The mold was used and successfully tested during several measuring campaigns at strand No 1 of the bloom 

caster at ArcelorMittal Ruhrort GmbH. The LFC algorithm focuses on cracks which arise in the mold. The 

proof of defect origin is provided by metallographic investigations indicating the presence of mold powder 

components and consecutive reaction products within the crack itself shown in Fig. 6. 



  
Figure 6. Macroscopic (left side) and microscopic (right side) picture of the identified LFC 

 

These LFCs occur with a length between 1 to 4 centimetres on the loose side of the slab. Two groups of 

temperature pattern can be distinguished: 1. The common LFC, where the crack runs the 0.4 m from first to last 

measurement point in 30s at casting speed of 0.8 m/min. Most LFC appear exactly in mid position on loose 

side. 2. Loss of strand shell contact. Here at one fixed point location in the mold a steep temperature drop 

similar to a LFC is arising. Different to an LFC, the temperature of the pattern drops at the same point in time 

and when finished back in contact, the strand shell is hotter than before the defect as no heat was removed 

during the defect. 

A general temperature drop in the whole mold caused by steep cast speed reduction due to flying tundish 

change was identified to be a non LFC issuing event. By including such a flying tundish change into the training 

data of the LFC algorithm the model is reached to ignore global steep temperature fluctuations and false alarm 

caused by steep cast speed drops are avoided. 

 

6. Correlation of bloom inspections and measurement results 

 

After identifying the mechanisms and temperature inconstancies which lead to LFC, a verification test was 

done. For several heats the temperature recordings were analyzed and inconstancies were reported. Over all 

more than 20 events were recorded this way. All blooms that were conspicuous were investigated by magnetic 

particle inspection. Comparing the LFC found on the bloom after inspection with the data gathered by HD mold 

shown in Figure 7, more than 83% could be relocated. Further investigation of the process data had shown that 

there were massive drops of casting speed in the timeframe where temperature incursion occurred. Removing 

these irregularities, an accordance of more than 93% was achieved.   

 



 
Figure 7. Online visualization of HD mold LFC screen 

7. Conclusions 

 

The utilization of glass fibers with Fiber Bragg Gratings is an innovative method for temperature measurement 

in a continuous casting mold. The signal dynamics and quality surpass the signal quality of thermocouples 

applied today. Other advantages compared to thermocouples are a greatly reduced amount of cabling and a 

complete insensitivity towards static or dynamic electromagnetic fields. 

The large quantity of sensors and their sensitiveness are quite enhanced in comparison to thermocouples. 

In this work firstly longitudinal facial cracks are identified in a length range of 1 to 4 cm using a temperature 

measurement method in the mold itself. The temperature changes inducing the cracks are identified. In the past 

only large cracks in a length of 0.5 m or longer were recognized where the temperature drop as a result of the 

crack was tackled.  

Secondly in this article a new LFC inducing position fixed signature based on a strand shell dislocation from the 

mold copper was shown. 

Finally all results are correlated with magnetic particle inspections of the produced blooms and after subtracting 

the cast speed changes, a correlation of 93% between identified LFC signatures in the temperature data and the 

afterwards inspected blooms have been achieved. 

The Fiber Bragg Grating temperature measurement in a continuous casting mold together with the described 

functionality aspects are part of the new HD mold monitoring system from SMS Siemag. 
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Abstract  
  

 

Reliable judgment of slab quality in today’s rolling mill operations is a desired function to 

start the quality assurance process as early as possible.  

This paper describes the new automatic slab grading model which has some fundamental 

differences compared to grading models of coils in rolling mills.  

Shougang Corporation in Beijing-China ordered one of the first automatic slab grading 

systems as part of a mill wide QES project. This project included the continuous caster 

and hot mill and the complete cold mill in ShunYi. The implementation of the grading 

model was finished in 2010 and fine tuning and verification was done in 2011.  

The motivation for Shougang was to qualify for premium automotive customers with 

highest QA standards, which needs a certified fully documented quality system in place.  

Each single slab/coil is now reliably evaluated and the decision is documented with all 

reasons and comments. The quality certificates are kept for years and can be used for 

quality analyses and/ or for customer claim-tracking.  

Shougang was able to decrease the customer claims from automotive customers by more 

than 55% and reduced internal downgrades by 28% after two years operation.  

Improved stable quality was the deciding factor for Shougang to increase their automotive 

supply from earlier 9% to 14% in 2012. They also managed to get qualified for the local 

factories of high end automotive producers like Volkswagen and BMW.  
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1. Introduction 
 

 

Slab Grading in today’s casting process is a desired function to start the quality assurance as 

early as possible in the process of a rolling mill. There are a lot of challenges and fundamental 

differences compared to the grading of coils in hot and cold rolling lines. The principle of slab 

grading is working on prediction of coil conditions based on several indicator measurements 

and condition supervision of most of the time binary information.  

 

In Shougang Corporation (former Capital Steel) with head quarter in Beijing-China, 

QuinLogic-Germany delivered a slab grading system as part of a QES project.  

 

Shougang QES Project in 2 Mills

Shougang Corporation is among the top producers of flat products in 

China. Shougang Group is the parent of Shenzhen-listed Shougang Iron 

and Steel, China's sixth largest steel maker.

Shougang QianGang

- Caster and Hot mill

Shougang ShunYi

- Cold rolling mill (pickle line, rolling, CAL, Galvanizing)

QES project was decided to be 

implemented to enable and support 
actively the quality initiative for 

production of higher level 

automotive steel grades.

 
 Figure 1 Shougang Steel 2 mills project 

 

The QES project includes the continuous caster and hot mill in Qiangang (Figure 1) which is 

located 250km north east of Beijing. At the same time the cold mill in ShunYi, which is 

located 40 km north of Beijing installed a QES in their pickle line, cold rolling, continuous 

annealing and galvanizing lines in ShunYi. 

The implementation was finished in June 2010 after 3 months of installation and tuning.  

 

The motivation for Shougang was to qualify for premium automotive customers with highest 

QA standards, which needs a certified fully documented quality system in place. Manual 

quality assurance processes did not fulfil these requirements. Therefore a software supported 

system QES from QuinLogic was selected. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

In present days many of the continuous casters have no or an insufficient grading system in 

place for two main reasons: Either the systems are already very old and are implemented on 

out-dated hardware and software platforms or, the newer generation of applications are 

programmed in a very complex way. Therefore they are very inflexible for adapting to the 

needs and changing specifications. Very often the QA process (Figure 2) is controlled 

manually by the quality engineers who have to look up the information needed in many 

different systems. This way of working includes the high risk of errors and missing 

documentation about the reasons for the grading decision.  

 

 
Figure 2 Yesterday’s Shougang QA Process 

 

Why does the grading of slabs have to be flexible? Why are former programmed (hard coded) 

solutions not sufficient? 

 

Applications of steel customers like in automotive but also other consumer’s products are 

getting more demanding every day concerning quality deviations. This requires more tight and 

specific features fulfilled up to an individual customer. 

The target for production lines is to assign material as early as possible to the final customer 

application and produce exactly according specification. This can be achieved with the 

software supported quality assurance System QES (Figure 3) which allows centralized rule 

design and maintenance. 

 

 
Figure 3 Shougang today’s QA Process 
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As a consequence the quality specification is translated to the earliest step of production to 

avoid adding value to material which is not making it to the final destination. A sophisticated 

automatic Slab Grading is therefore the key for improving the downgrade ratio in rolling 

mills. 

 

Another issue is the fast changing requirements like new applications of forming and 

prefabricating coated parts, stamping of painted parts as well as the new materials like high 

strength steel grades. Ultimately those define the need for an easy adaptable rule set which is 

used for automatic or semi-automatic grading. A process of days and weeks to get changes 

designed, documented and implemented is not any more sufficient. Changes of rules can now 

be executed on the quality engineer’s level within minutes and can be tested and documented 

automatically. 

 

RESULTS 

 

In the case of the Shougang project reported about in this paper, a complete steel mill from 

casting to coating was equipped with a QES Automatic Quality Assurance system within a 

few months. Tuning and fine tuning was a process of 2 more years. After that a rather stable 

rule set was achieved for the hot section and only a few parameters had to be adapted. (Figure 

4) 

 

 

QES Project Schedule: Elapsed Time  < 3 Months

Project Kick off 1st week of April

Data context  End of April

QualityMonitor Concept Mid of May

Data connection End of May

Offline Test 1st week of June

QES online 22nd of June

 
Figure 4 Project schedule Shougang 2 mills project 

 

 

 
Figure 5 QES Architecture Shougang Qiangang and ShunYi 

 

The QES is implemented on Caster, Hot Mill, Pickle Line, Cold Rolling, CAL and 

Galvanizing Lines (Figure 5). 
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It uses a centralized server and data connection in each mill. In the QES database the decision 

results and quality certificates for each coil are stored. The raw measurement data remains in 

the original database to avoid duplicating of data. 

 

This paper focuses on the automatic slab grading, which is the first step of the process chain. 

Compared to coil grading the slab grading is more challenging because not too many quality 

parameters can be measured directly and grading process is in many cases on 2 or more 

strands per caster. Big part of the grading has to rely on indirect model based calculations to 

predict the future quality of the coil when it is entering the hot mill.  

 

QualityMonitor Caster

 
Figure 6 Caster slab Grading Terminal 

 

Which measured parameters are available? (Figure 6) 

- Casting speed 

- Mold level 

- Temperature 

- Tundish weight 

-  … 

Above measured variables do not give direct indication of quality, but are a very good base for 

prediction models especially on surface quality, inclusions and yield strength. 

Regarding surface defects the most prominent example is to correlate speed or mold level 

variations with slivers in the hot strip mill. 

 

As the casting process conditions are rough, it does not allow measuring to many analogue 

variables.  

Even though there are some trials e.g. on camera surface inspection it seems for the time being 

this is not reliable enough for automatic grading. 

On the other hand a lot of binary information is available either entered automatically or 

manually at the terminals e.g.: 

- TFe 

- PH 

- Slag addition 

- Reblow 

- ALFe 

- Slag detection 

- NL 
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- First, last in sequence 

- Intermediate 

- High, middle, low tundish 

- …. 

Taking all this data allows to apply a set of rules which distinguishes in case of Shougang four 

categories of slabs. This set of rules is individual for each caster and customer need. Therefore 

the rule set has to be designed and maintained as a customized solution in each case. An easy 

to use tool for the QA department is a precondition for make or break.  

 

What else is the big difference in grading of slabs compared to the grading of coils? 

Slab grading is not done on the single slab information only, but on data from the entire heat 

and from the casting sequence. This means another dimension of complexity when it comes to 

the decision making and timing. Slab grading is only possible if this challenge can be 

managed and parameterized exactly to the actual caster conditions in the individual case. 

 

Material tracking is also another issue which has to be in good shape. The QES system has to 

do the update carefully to allocate the decision to the right slab in relation to heat and casting 

sequence. 

 

Setting up rules according to data of the single slab, the heat and the casting sequence is the 

first step. Applying it the first time in practice is the next step, but a critical phase concerning 

the acceptance by the operators. Therefore a simulation process is an absolute need before 

switching it online. The simulation process in QES (figure 7) is done by applying the new rule 

set to the historic database consisting of thousands of slabs. Comparing the results of grading 

with the existing manual process with the new rule set allows predicting how this rule set will 

behave online. Adjustments were made accordingly and the simulation was repeated until the 

rule set represented the quality specification as it was applied for accepted coils in the 

reference set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Rule set simulation before applying it to caster   

 

 

After tuning the rules in several iterations to the expected level, the rule set was loaded to the 

caster terminals and executed online. 
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The fine tuning phase took four months until all different conditions were seen and adjusted. 

In November 2010 the performance test was done for 500 slabs. , 100% of the slabs were 

successfully graded in the foreseen four categories.  

 

 

SUMMARY 

 

The project in Shougang confirmed that implementing a QES software application and 

switching it online very fast, can have a positive impact in the workflow of the complete steel 

mill. A professional fact-based quality improvement program can be initiated and driven 

forward just on the statistical data which is generated out of the new QA process. 

 

Each single slab/coil is evaluated and the decision is documented with all reasons and 

comments. (Figure 8) This Quality Certificate is kept for years and can be used for quality 

analyses and/ or for customer claim-tracking? Any new claim reason which is based on 

measurable variables can be used immediately to implement or adjust a rule to avoid such 

complaints in future. 

Today's Shougang - Practice 

 QA Process:
– Each single slab/coil is evaluated based on harmonized, transparent 

and comprehensive rule set

– Quality rules are adapted to market changes or changes of individual 

customers in minutes

– All slabs/coils receive a QES- certificate which is stored for years and 

can be reviewed for professional claim handling

 
Figure 8 Shougang “Quality Certificates” for each single slab/coil 

 

The slab grading process was validated in November 2010. A set of five hundred 

automatically graded slabs were checked against a manual grading. 100% of the validated 

slabs where found in the right of the 4 quality categories, according the rules applied! 

 

Major Achievements of Shougang QES project: 

- Very fast change of QA workflow by switching decisions on grading online 

- Very reliable performance of grading close to 100% 

- Easy to use design allowed a lot of new evaluation rules to be designed by QA 

department 

- Planned user group of QES extended to production management, team leaders and 

directors 

-  Sales is already involved to use the quality certificates to collect feedback from 

automotive customers about their specific needs 

- Premium automotive customers visited Shougang and appreciated the new QA process 

in place 

And last not least: 
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- QES project was finished in an extremely short time frame  

- Project costs did not exceed the budget.  

 

QualityMonitor HRM

 
Figure 9 Hot mills automatic grading delivers valuable feedback for slab grading 

  

Furthermore, the overall QA process from slabs to finishing is consistent and predictable. This 

was achieved with a closed loop of feedback from consecutive lines e.g. hot mill quality 

deviations (Figure 9). Surface anomalies or issues can serve?  As an example e.g. slivers, 

inclusions, laminations referring to variations in casting process can be traced back to the slab 

grading. Other hot mill related defects can be addressed and corrected without excuses to 

referring slab quality. 

 

In addition QES proved creating a new world of quality assurance data. It enables prioritized 

improvement actions, to be decided on facts rather than on educated guessing.  
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TMCP — Temperature and Microstructure for Cast Products 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The production of high-quality steel slabs does not end with the torch cut. Parallel to the slab 

cooling diffusion, precipitation formation and phase transformation processes continue. Some 

steel grades are to be cooled in a controlled manner either in piles, pits or hoods so as to 

minimize defect generation by thermo-mechanical stresses due to nonhomogeneous or too fast 

cooling. Other non-crack sensitive grades allow fast cooling in a quenching unit. The new 

TMCP system allows the process engineer to follow the slab cooling process, starting with the 

torch cut. Existing slab treatment procedures can be evaluated or improved. The software 

application is presented on the basis of example calculations and results are compared with 

site measurements.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Several models exist which simulate the continuous casting process, the reheating of 

cast products in the furnace or the subsequent rolling [1 - 3]. Hardly any attention has been 

paid to those process steps undergone by the cast products (slabs, blooms or billets) between 

the continuous caster and the reheating furnace.  

Therefore, the demand for high-quality and defect-free products makes it advisable to 

examine these particular process steps more closely. Not every material may be stored or 

allowed to cool down in a random manner. During intensive cooling, for example in a water 

basin, precise examination must be made of exposed locations such as the corners and edges 

of cast products, contact surfaces with other materials, or the surface itself. Processes specific 

to the material, such as phase transformation and formation of precipitations, must likewise be 

considered during a comprehensive appraisal of the overall process. With a view to energy-

efficient production, many manufacturers try to couple the continuous casting process with 

the rolling process (hot charging). This requires precise planning of the sequence between the 

processes. To achieve a simple and effective examination of this area of the process chain, 
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SMS Siemag has developed the TMCP software package. With the aid of this software, 

questions can be answered in the form of different, detailed stages. The TMCP software 

calculates two- or three-dimensional unsteady temperature fields of the cast products and, 

starting from this basis, calculates the material-specific changes such as phase transformation 

or formation of precipitations. Comprehensive examination of the cooling behavior of cast 

products thus becomes possible. The TMCP software assists in detecting the causes of defects 

affecting the product itself and in developing improved rules for the cooling of given 

materials. Finite Element or Finite Volume software packages such as “Marc” or “ANSYS” 

enable similar temperature simulations to be performed but require well-experienced 

specialists in order to implement the application problems in a manner that is suitable for 

computer-based operation. Material models are not normally a component of the software 

packages mentioned above. The TMCP software developed by SMS Siemag performs tasks 

such as network generation and the setting of boundary conditions for describing the process 

chain. After brief familiarization, the user is able to work with the software in which the 

material model from SMS Siemag is integrated. 

The user can thus reduce failures caused by defects on the intermediate or end product, 

which in turn were caused by unsuitable cooling in the process chain between the continuous 

caster and the reheating furnace. The logistical sequences in the slab yard can be optimized by 

taking into account the requirements made on the cooling of each individual steel grade. The 

costs caused by defects can thus be reduced and the logistics in the slab yard controlled in a 

more purposeful manner. 

 
 

2. Mathematical model core 

 

The change in terms of time of the temperature field T of all bodies examined in the 

model is described by the thermal conduction equation: 

 

 
 ( ( )  ( ))

  
    ( ( )    )    (1) 

 

The thermo-physical material parameters occurring in this equation and dependent on 

the temperature are the density ρ, the enthalpy h and the thermal conductivity λ. This equation 

is valid for each of the bodies simulated by the model with the respective pertaining thermo-

physical material parameters. The relationship between these equations takes place according 

to suitable boundary conditions, depending on the situation: 
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A finite-volume model has been implemented in order to solve the thermal conduction 

equation (1). To set up a new process chain, the user first defines the geometry and the 

thermo-physical material data of the cast products to be examined and the process steps to be 

implemented. The following process steps can be simulated: 

 Determination of the temperature profile for the cast product at the end of the 

continuous caster with the aid of the Dynamic Solidification Control – DSC 

[4], 

 Transport of the cast products on an open and/or stand-alone roller table, 

 Transport of individual or several cast products by crane, 

 Intensive cooling by spraying with water or immersion of the cast product in a 

water basin, 



 Stacking of the cast products in the form of a free-standing pile, under a hood 

or in a pit, 

 The separating of packages, 

 Reheating in roller-hearth or walking-beam furnaces. 

 

Via the interactive HMI of the TMCP software package, the calculation results can be 

visualized and evaluated three-dimensionally. By cutting, zooming, turning and shifting of the 

views, this provides the user with detailed displays of interesting areas (Fig. 1). Furthermore, 

indication can be made of temperature-time progressions for the minimum, maximum and 

average temperatures as well as the temperatures of all corners, edge and surface mid-points 

of the individual cast products.  

 

 
Fig. 1: Temperature field of six slab piles (slab format: 220 x 1300 x 10600 mm³) in a covered 

pit. Time: 5 h after closing the cover. 

 

To obtain authoritative results from the mathematical model, precise thermo-physical 

material data are as important as the knowledge of the boundary conditions and their stable 

numerical implementation. The TMCP software makes use of a material model developed by 

SMS Siemag, which ascertains the thermo-physical data of low-alloy and high-alloy steels on 

the basis of the chemical composition. Alternatively, material data obtained from literature or 

from thermodynamic material model programs such as “Matcalc”, “Dictra” or “Thermocalc” 

can be read into the software via an interface.  

As an example, the procedure using phase transformations and the occurrence of 

precipitations within the cast product is explained. Figure 2 shows the phase transformations 

to be expected with falling temperature and the phase fractions of precipitations in the case of 

thermodynamic equilibrium for stainless austenitic steel.  

°C 



 

 
Fig. 2: Phase fractions of stainless austenitic steel in thermodynamic equilibrium. Top: 

Expected phase transformations; Bottom: Occurrence of precipitations M7C3: Cr-Carbide, 

MX: (Ti, Nb, V)-Carbonitride 

 

In many cases, results obtained from equilibrium calculations provide information on 

possible causes of defects that is valuable for the material behavior. This information can be 

calculated directly from the temperature distributions and can also be displayed three-

dimensionally (Fig. 3). This enables not only the temperature field but also the phase fractions 

to be displayed for the various precipitations. 

 

  

 
Fig. 3: Left: Temperature distribution and Right: phase fraction of AlN precipitations in a slab 

pile (cut through the middle, slab size 240 x 2000 x 6500 mm³) 1 h after depositing the final 

slab. 
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The TMCP program additionally offers an interface for the issuing of time-temperature 

progressions at selected points of the calculation range. These data enable detailed analyses to 

be made locally, such as the calculation of transformations, surface decarburization or the 

dissolution of precipitations. 

 

 

3. Simulation and measurement of a cooling process in the slab pile  

 

The TMCP software is validated by temperature measurements made at slab piles. The 

six slabs piled on top of one another were produced on the casting machine at Outokumpu 

Nirosta GmbH in Bochum and stacked directly in piles in the slab yard. The thermo-physical 

data for the high-alloy steel 1.4301 - X5CrNi18-10 are calculated by using the material model 

integrated in the software. The dimensions of the slabs are 240 mm x 1600 mm x 9000 mm 

(thickness/width/length). At a casting speed of 0.85 m/min, a cycle time of approx. 10.5 

minutes is obtained. By using the casting parameters recorded at the caster (casting speed, 

superheating, mold and spray water quantities), the DSC software [4] first calculates a 

temperature distribution in the strand at the end of the caster (Fig. 4). All slabs originate from 

the middle of a casting sequence under steady-state casting conditions and, therefore, the slabs 

have the same temperature distribution on entering the simulation field. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Temperature distribution in a slab (slab size 240 x 1600 x 9000 mm³) after completion 

of the torch cut. 

 

Starting from this initial temperature distribution, the TMCP software calculates the 

changes in temperature distribution for the slabs in the subsequent process steps (transporting 

on the discharge roller table of the continuous caster, transport by crane, and piling). The pile, 

comprising six slabs, is built up on residual pieces of slab laid transversely to the slabs 

themselves. The temperature measurements (in each case between two hot slabs, centrally in 

relation to slab length and width) and on the narrow face surface also centrally in relation to 

the slab length (Fig.5). In addition, during the building of the pile, photographs are taken with 

a thermal image camera (Fig. 6). The results of the TMCP simulation are displayed as an 

isothermal image (Fig. 7). 
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Fig. 5: Test pile structure at the time of depositing the sixth slab 

 

 
Fig. 6: Pictures taken with a thermal image camera after depositing the sixth slab, 

temperatures in °C 

 

 
Fig. 7: Calculated temperature distribution (in °C) after depositing the sixth slab 

 

A comparison of the measured and calculated temperatures is shown in Fig. 8. The 

TMCP software simulates the temperatures in the contact area between the slab wide-face 

surfaces with a high degree of precision. The temperatures measured on the narrow face 

suffered from a much greater fluctuation range due to poor contact between the thermocouple 

and the slab surface. The calculated values are slightly above the measured values, on 

average, although the peak values show good coincidence. The temperature gradients 

simulated with the TMCP software coincide well with the measurement. 



 
Fig. 8: Temperature gradient between third and fourth slab from the bottom and on the narrow 

face of the third slab from the bottom. The measurement starts at the moment of depositing 

the fourth slab. 

 

 

4. Simulation of hot charging with variation of transport times for increasing the entry 

temperature at the reheating furnace 

 

In view of high energy costs and demands for reduction of emissions, the steel industry is 

making efforts to lower the energy input required for reheating of cast products. It often 

proves to be a challenge to link the casting process with the rolling process, due to 

geographical and process-engineering considerations. As a rule, the continuous caster and the 

rolling mill are not located directly behind one another. In many cases, the cast products are 

rolled in rolling campaigns according to specific width requirements and product 

requirements, making it necessary to observe the corresponding waiting and buffer times. 

Transport in cars equipped with insulating hoods (Fig. 9) or intermediate storage in pits make 

it possible to achieve an adequately large buffer for easing the time-related interdependence of 

the casting and rolling processes and to enable the charging of hot slabs.  

 

Fig. 9: Left: Loading of the hot transfer car with hot slabs from the continuous caster Right: 

Hot transport by rail to the hot strip mill 

 

By means of simulations using the TMPC software (Fig. 10) and by trials, the temperatures 

were ascertained at which the slabs can be inserted in the reheating furnaces during hot 
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charging. For the simulation, the times were recorded from the torch cut till loading, for the 

hot transfer and for storage until charging in the reheating furnace. 

            
Fig. 10: Temperature distribution within the hot transfer car with three slabs six hours after 

depositing the third slab and mounting the hood.  

 

To examine the influence of individual working steps on the entry temperature in the 

reheating furnace, parameter studies can now be conducted. In the concrete example: 

i. the transfer time in the slab discharge area is shortened by five minutes and 

ii. the holding time of the slabs in the pile prior to charging into the reheating 

furnace is shortened by three hours  

As a reference, the heat content of the slab upon exiting from the continuous caster - end of 

strand guide - is defined as being 100 %. During hot charging in the case examined, approx. 

60 % of the heat content of the slab is retained until charging into the reheating furnace (Fig. 

11). 

 

With a transfer time shortened by five minutes in the slab discharge, the heat content 

of the slab increases by about 1 % prior to the reheating furnace. The three hours shorter 

holding time of the slabs in the pile causes the heat content of the slab to rise by 5 % at the 

same location. The most effective procedure is to minimize the holding time in the pile prior 

to the reheating furnace. The energy gain is at its largest here. 

 

 
Fig. 11: A comparison of the influence of different holding times in the process chain on the 

heat content of the slabs 
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5. Avoidance of defects by optimizing the slab temperatures during charging into the 

reheating furnace 

 

At the Bochum works of Outokumpu Nirosta GmbH, hot charging is performed for 

slabs made of stainless titanium-stabilized ferrites. Hot charging of the slabs makes it possible 

to avoid slab breakages before charging the slabs into the reheating furnaces, slab breakages 

during reheating in the furnaces or damage during rolling of the transfer bar. For hot charging, 

the slabs must exceed a minimum permissible temperature of approx. 200°C before entering 

the reheating furnace. If this is not observed, defects (Fig. 12 Left) may occur on the transfer 

bar during hot rolling. The reason for this is the drop in notch impact energy with diminishing 

temperature (Fig. 12 Right).  
 

 
Fig. 12: Left: Schematic representation of the notch impact energy over temperature for the 

material 1.4520 Right: Transfer bar with transverse cracks downstream of the roughing mill, 

slab charged at ambient temperature 

 

The TMCP software is validated by means of comparison with several slab temperature 

measurements along the process chain (Fig. 13).  
 

 
Fig. 13: TMCP temperature simulation of the slab from the torch cut to charging into the 

reheating furnace 
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Following this, simulations can be used to answer the question "How long a slab 

should be held under the hood of the hot transfer car before the minimum permissible 

temperature is attained?" This has resulted in improved reliability of the process control for 

Outokumpu Nirosta. 

 

 

6. Cooling of slabs in the water immersion basin 

 

To achieve more rapid cooling of slabs made of austenitic steel grades, Outokumpu 

Nirosta makes use of the water immersion basin for logistical reasons. Here, the hot slabs are 

immersed in a water basin directly after the torch cut and, after reaching a mean temperature 

of approx. 400°C, are removed (Fig. 14) and piled. 

 

Fig. 14: Left: Slab after cooling in the water immersion basin 

Right: Thermal image of the slab after cooling in the water immersion basin 

 

Using the TMCP software, the temperature control from the torch cut to the formation of the 

pile is calculated and compared with measurements (Fig. 15). Also intensive cooling 

processes can be reliably depicted with the TMCP. 

 

 
Fig. 15: Temperature simulation of the slab from the torch cut to the exit from the water 

immersion basin  

 



 

7. STT (Slab Temperature Tracking) online model for tracking the slab temperatures in 

the finishing line 

 

Outokumpu Nirosta makes use of the STT online model for monitoring the slab 

temperatures during hot charging. The STT model calculates, for each slab, the temperature 

field in the slab center while it is passing through the process steps from the torch cut to the 

unloading of the slab. The STT-HMI (Fig. 16) shows the slabs in the hot transfer car. Thanks 

to the model, the slab temperatures are known at any particular time during the hot transfer. 

These data can be used in connection with a store management system to achieve optimized 

process control (for example hand-over times for hot grinding and hot charging). For purposes 

of documentation and quality control, both the simulated slab temperatures and the slab 

temperatures measured at defined locations are stored in a data acquisition system with a time 

stamp. 

 

 
Fig. 16: STT-HMI for slabs on the hot transfer car under the hood: Top left: Pile structure 

with slab number: Bottom left: Slab-specific information; Top right: Isothermal image of the 

pile; Bottom right: Temperature/time curve for the selected slab 

 

The reliability of process control for Outokumpu Nirosta was able to be increased by using 

the STT online software.  

 

 

8. Summary 

 

The TMCP software developed by SMS Siemag makes it possible to simulate the 

evolution of temperature of cast products from the end of the continuous caster, through the 

complete finishing line and to the end of the reheating furnace. The TMCP software contains 

the SMS material model for determining the thermo-physical material data for low-alloy and 

high-alloy steel grades. The knowledge concerning the temperature gradient of the cast 

products for the individual process steps allows production planning to be optimized. At 



Outokumpu Nirosta in Bochum, the TMCP software has been validated by measurements for 

the cooling variants of cooling in piles, hot charging and water cooling in an immersion basin. 

Simulations of hot charging show that the slabs can be charged again into the 

reheating furnace with approx. 60 % of the heat content which they still contain from the 

continuous caster as far as torch cut. By means of simulations, the permissible holding times 

of the slabs under the hood have been ascertained for titanium-stabilized ferrites. Here, 

minimum temperatures must be observed for charging into the reheating furnace in order to 

avoid defects affecting the hot wide strip. 

Outokumpu Nirosta utilizes the STT online model for monitoring the temperatures 

during hot transfer. This enables the temperatures to be called up for all slabs at any time with 

a view to further planning of the production process. In addition, the STT online model stores 

the calculated temperatures for continuous quality control in the steel plant's data acquisition 

system. In combination with a store management system, the STT online model can be used 

for improved process control. The reliability of process control and its monitoring is enhanced 

by the use of the TMCP software and of the STT online model.  
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Abstract 
 

SIMETAL Mold Expert is the central information system for the mold. Beside sticker 

detection it offers heat flux and friction calculation and mold level analysis, too. 

It has already been installed successfully on more than 200 casting strands worldwide. 

Recently a lot of effort was put into new developments that allow installations on previously 

unsupported casting machine types—for example, CSP plants and bloom casters.  

This paper describes the very successful installation of SIMETAL Mold Expert on CSP 

casters at ThyssenKrupp in Bruckhausen and Hyundai in Korea. This is a new dimension in 

breakout prediction algorithms and handling of depression, erosion, and clogging. 

Another extension of the Mold Expert operation field is bloom casters. Formats are 

getting wider and therefore the damage due to breakouts is increasing. A new thermocouple 

design enables easy installation even on tube molds. 

The latest feature for our mold monitoring system is the Process Expert. It gives the 

operator process guidance in terms of important casting parameters, suggesting a green band 

for optimum values of, for example, heat fluxes and friction. Set point values are generated 

fully automatically by learning from the data of past casting situations. 
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1. Additional fields of Mold Expert installation 

 

1.1 CSP plants 

 

The Mold Expert has been successfully installed on CSP casters at TKSE in 

Bruckhausen and Hyundai and on Arvedi ESP caster at Cremona. 

Performance of breakout prediction is as good as on normal slab casters. 

At Hyundai it was shown again that with proper installation of thermocouples and a data 

acquisition system, even a mold stirrer has no influence. 

 

At TKSE Bruckhausen 5 rows of thermocouples were installed. 
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Three rows are generally sufficient for sticker detection. If a sticker is not detected 

within 3 rows it is generally too late to reduce the casting speed and heel the sticker. 

 

1.2 Billet and bloom caster 

 

Installing thermocouples on a tube mold is problematic because water surrounds the 

mold tube. 

Typically, thermocouples are installed in slots in the tube. Manufacturing these slots is 

expensive, and installing the thermocouple wires is difficult: the wires must be watertight, and 

it must be guaranteed that the entire mold does not leak. This is the reason why tube molds are 

instrumented only as unique test molds for verifying models or investigating special 

problems. 

With bigger formats of tube molds, for example, the 800 mm diameter at the Zhongyuan 

caster, the installation of thermocouples for thermal monitoring becomes more and more 

important. 

With the new Siemens VAI design, thermocouples are installed similarly to standard 

slab casters. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Sketch of new thermocouple design for tube molds 

 

The advantages of the new design: 

• No grooves have to be milled in copper tube – only small holes for 

thermocouple tips are necessary 

• Thermocouples can be exchanged individually from back without 

disassembling mold tube and mold 

• Much lower investment costs 

 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison between new thermocouples (red) and conventional installation of thermocouples 

in tube mold 
 



A comparison of the new thermocouple design (red line) and traditional installed 

thermocouples shows that there are no differences in temperature behavior. 

 

2. Process Expert 

 

Besides triggering alarms when stickers are detected, the Mold Expert also gives the 

operator information about general casting parameters like heat flux or friction. 

Usually, the operator and often also the metallurgist cannot tell if the actual values are 

correct. Here now the Process Expert helps: 

First it analyzes whether the casting situation is stable. If it is stable, it stores heat 

transfer and friction values in a database. If for the same casting conditions there are enough 

values stored in the database, it shows the operator a green band for these values. This green 

band indicates the region where the values should lie under normal casting conditions. 

So the operator can easily detect abnormal casting conditions. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Situation with sudden breakout and re-calculated band for friction stress from Process Expert. 

 

An example for warning the operator is shown above. It shows a breakout that is not 

caused by a sticker. Without any warning the breakout occurred. All thermocouples (top plot 

in Fig.3) show quite steady signals. Also casting speed (black line in middle plot), stopper 

(light blue line), SEN immersion depth (deep blue line) and mold level (green line) are 

constant. 

What would the Process Expert have shown the operator? 

A re-calculation of that situation shows that the friction stress (blue line in bottom plot) 

varies a little bit but stays within the calculated green band. Half a minute prior to the 

breakout friction stress leaves the green band. 

The operator would have been warned in time. 
 

3. Taper Expert 

 



The narrow-face taper is a very important parameter in continuous casting. If the taper is 

too strong, corner cracks are generated and mold wear is increased. If the taper is too small, 

contact of the lower part of the narrow face is lost, bulging on the narrow face may be 

increased, and in the worst case a breakout may be generated by inadequate cooling of a 

narrow face.  

The Taper Expert checks heat transfers, the temperature of the thermocouples, and 

casting parameters and suggests a change in taper if these parameters are not correct. 

 

4. Oscillation Expert 

 

Oscillation Expert is an additional feature of Mold Expert. 

Typically, 4 acceleration sensors are mounted in the corners of the mold. Software 

evaluates stroke, frequency, displacement, and metallurgical parameters like negative strip 

and nonsinusoidal factor. 

 

 
Fig. 4: HMI of Oscillation Expert giving the operator online information about oscillator status and 

metallurgical parameters like negative strip. 
 

 

These data give you information about the behavior of your oscillator; for example, you 

can correlate increasing friction with changes in negative strip values. Additionally, any 

change in performance of the oscillation, such as a broken spring, is detected immediately and 

a warning is sent to the operator. But even smaller changes are observed, and predictive 

maintenance of the oscillation can be planned. 

 

The authors are grateful to Andreas Pesek and Axel Riese for their participation in the 

development of the Mold Expert and would also like to thank Stefan Leitner and Sebastian 

Niedermayer for their contributions. 
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EXPERIENCE AND EVOLUTION: 10 YEARS OF ROBOTICS IN 

CONTINUOUS CASTING TECHNOLOGY 
 

 

Abstract 

The SIMETAL LiquiRob is an impressive prototype of modern applied mechatronics 

for the harsh environment of the steel industry. The paper will focus on the experiences 

acquired over the past 10 years from the installation of several robotic applications in 

different areas of continuous casting machinery. It will show the evolution from the initial 

concept through the first implementation up to the present, when the SIMETAL LiquiRob 

comes as a standard system with continuous casting machines. The paper will use several 

project examples to illustrate the challenges and explain the related solutions.  It will also use 

project examples to demonstrate how the safety situation has improved, and what it means for 

process stability when a robotic application is installed. 

Furthermore, it will describe the evolution in the technology: for example, from the first 

installation, where the SIMETAL LiquiRob performed simple temperature and probe-taking 

tasks in the tundish, to the present, where the system is linked to a camera system that 

observes the work area and so can react to the current situation, determining what is needed 

when equipment is added and removed from the ladle. 

The paper also offers a glimpse of planned developments and future directions: for 

example, the robot could collaborate with the operation personnel in a fence-free 

environment, and would take on even more dangerous and systematic tasks. 

 

 

Keywords 

LiquiRob; robotics; safety; experience 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

From the initial concept to a proven industrial solution, this is the success story of the 

SIMETAL LiquiRob system. In 2004 Siemens Metals Technologies began to investigate 

robotic solutions for the continuous casting line. Several applications were found – for 

example, marking robots in the run-out area – but there were no robotic solutions on the 

casting floor. The goal during the development of SIMETAL LiquiRob was to improve safety 

and increase operational performance and quality. The various manual tasks around the 

casting platform were analyzed and a concept with three independent robots performing the 

most dangerous tasks was generated (Fig. 1). After finalizing the concept, the first feasibility 

tests were conducted in the laboratory (Fig. 2) and the first experiences were obtained with 

the robot equipment. 
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Fig. 1: Initial plant layout Fig. 2: LiquiRob during laboratory tests  

 

During the laboratory tests, the individual functions were tested and reliable tools 

developed. The challenge was to design the entire system to withstand the tough condition in 

the steelmaking area. In 2007 the first industrial application of the SIMETAL LiquiRob was 

launched at the casting platform of continuous casting machine 2-3 at POSCO Gwangyang in 

South Korea (Fig. 3). In order to extend the operating area of the robot, an additional axis was 

installed. At POSCO the robot fulfills tasks like: 

 

 Temperature measurement in the tundish 

 Taking steel samples from the tundish 

 Powder feeding to the tundish 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: LiquiRob during temperature measurement at POSCO Gwangyang (2007) 

 

 

The operation at POSCO LiquiRob proved that the system was well designed to 

function in this harsh environment. However, there were lessons learned from this first 

installation, and several equipment parts were revised to improve their performance.  

In 2008 the LiquiRob system was installed on continuous casting machine number 3 at 

Usiminas Cubatão in Brazil. In this installation, LiquiRob was installed for the first time at 

the ladle operator platform (LOP) for temperature measurement and steel sampling (Figure 4).  

Very little space was needed for the implementation of the system. 



 

 

 
Fig. 4: LiquiRob installed at LOP (Usiminas Cubatão CCM3) 

 

That LiquiRob can withstand harsh conditions was impressively demonstrated with its 

installation at the EAF of SAM Neuves Maisons – RIVA Group (France) in 2010 (Fig. 5). 

The same concept that was used with continuous casting machines was employed, which 

enabled the system to be started up in just nine days. 

 

In 2010 LiquiRob also found its way to a converter steel plant. It was installed at two 

BOF plants (Fig. 6) at ThyssenKrupp CSA (Brazil), where the system is operating sublance 

probes (T, TSC, and TSO Probes). To avoid time-consuming measurement errors, the system 

can recognize defective probes and determine how to handle them. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: LiquiRob for EAF Fig. 6: LiquiRob for BOF 

 

 

In 2011 LiquiRob achieved another milestone, especially with respect to safety. 

LiquiRob was installed at continuous casting machine number 5 at voestalpine Stahl GmbH 

Linz (Austria). In this installation, hydrogen measurement and ladle oxygen lancing (Fig. 7) 

were performed for the first time. Other tasks the system fulfills include temperature 

measurement and steel sampling in the tundish. To effectively decrease the required 

maintenance effort and increase the availability of the overall system, the first time sensor-

free probe magazines were used. 

 



 
Fig. 7: LiquiRob during ladle oxygen lancing 

 
The next advance was realized with the installation of two LiquiRobs at continuous 

casting machine number 7 at voestalpine Stahl GmbH in Linz. The first robot works in the 

ladle area and performs tasks like connecting the slide-gate cylinder, argon, and electric plugs. 

The second robot is installed at the ladle operator platform and performs tasks like tundish 

temperature measurement, tundish steel sampling, shroud manipulation, tundish powder 

dosing, and ladle oxygen lancing. 

To allow for varying ladle positions, it proved indispensable to introduce a detection 

system (Fig. 8) for ensuring the highest accuracy in each and every cycle. This system was 

installed during the upgrade to a fully automatic system of the existing shroud manipulator at 

continuous casting machine number 6 at voestalpine Stahl GmbH, Linz. Thanks to this first 

onsite installation of the newly developed system (Fig. 9), valuable knowledge was acquired 

that was applied directly to the CCM7 project. 

 

  
Fig. 8: Camera system Fig. 9: Target plate on ladle 

 

 

2. Challenges and solutions 

 

During the realization of several projects over the past 10 years, Siemens Metals 

Technologies has acquired the experience and the “know-how” necessary to successfully 

implement the LiquiRob system (Fig. 10). 

 



 
Fig. 10: LiquiRob milestones over one decade 

 

What are the success factors in implementing a LiquiRob System? 

For the successful integration of a LiquiRob System, familiarity with the robot itself is 

essential; equally important is an understanding of the process, the layout, and the automation 

landscape. In the first step, the current plant layout must be analyzed to find the best site for 

the installation of the LiquiRob system and to determine the modifications required. At the 

same time that the layout is being evaluated, the safety and operation concept must also be 

designed, and here it is important to understand the overall complexity of the continuous 

casting process. Mechatronical expertise is crucial in order to take the next steps in designing 

the special mechanical tools used by the robot and to seamlessly integrate the system into the 

existing machinery. Siemens Metals Technologies brings the full range of expertise required 

(Fig. 11) from a solid background of experience with standard robot systems. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Requirements for implementation 

 
In recent years there have been continuous improvements to the LiquiRob system. The 

basic concept dating from 2004 is still by and large the same, and the setup, from 2007 for 

example, is still in use: but the system has been improved in terms of operation (user-

friendliness) and maintenance. 

Here are a few examples of how the LiquiRob’s function and design have been 

improved over the past several years: 

 

 

 

 



Powder dosing: 

This function was implemented in the first installation. A special powder bunker and 

filling system with scales was installed: an automation system was necessary to accomplish 

this simple function. 

On the last project, the same function was realized with only a simple steel structure 

(bunker) and two different shovels (to define the volume of powder).The result of this 

redesign: less maintenance and easier operation. 

 
Magazine for probes: 

At the beginning, a fully automated magazine was used. Now a sensor- and actor-free 

probe magazine (Figure 12) is used. The automation is now part of the LiquiRob, and the 

logic is no longer part of the magazine. This effectively decreases the maintenance effort and 

increases the availability of the system. 

 

 
Fig. 12: Sensor- and actor-free magazine 

 
 
3. Current developments 

 
After developing solutions for the ladle area and the tundish area, the next step is to 

realize a LiquiRob system on the casting platform that can, for example, perform an automatic 

SEN exchange during casting. 

The difficulty with this type of installation is the limited space on the casting platform 

and the fact that operators still need access to the platform and mold area. Our safety concept 

for this operation entails a fence-free installation (Fig. 13) of the LiquiRob, which leaves the 

entire area accessible to the operators. 

 

 



  
Fig. 13: Fence free environment Fig. 14: SEN exchange in Lab 

 

Shroud manipulation – the next generation. Actually, the shroud manipulators that are 

available on the market have some disadvantages: for example, the permanent connection 

between the ladle and the manipulator (in the event of an emergency, turning here is a 

potential safety risk), and the fact that the manipulator can only perform one task, the shroud 

manipulation. 

The new shroud manipulation concept (Fig. 15) works seamlessly with the LiquiRob. 

It can be positioned on the LOP, in which case it can also perform other tasks like T&P 

manipulation and oxygen lancing –or, depending on the layout of the machine, it can be 

installed next to the ladle turret. 

The shroud manipulation works using simple mechanics and can be installed on 

almost any type of slide-gate cylinder system. With a simple bayonet lock system (Fig. 16), 

the LiquiRob can connect and disconnect the shroud to the nozzle; and since there is no 

permanent connection to the nozzle, relative movements that increase the wear on the 

refractories do not occur with this concept. 

 

  
Fig. 15: Shroud manipulation Fig. 16: Shroud manipulation in lab 

 

 

4. Conclusions and outlook 

 

The SIMETAL LiquiRob is the world’s first time-tested robot system of its kind on 

the market. The experience gained over the past decade makes Siemens Metals Technologies 

a world-class leader in the field of complete robot systems that can be successfully integrated 

into the process landscape of metallurgical facilities. 

An important success factor is to understand the entire process, not just the robot 

solution. Due to the continuous improvement and development of the LiquiRob system, its 

safety has been enhanced and it has become virtually maintenance-free. In the future, even 

more robots will be installed in various areas of the steelmaking process. It is important to 

create a collaboration between human operators and the robots, and many of the necessary 



technologies are already available in other areas of robotics. It is just a matter of time before 

these systems can be also used in the harsh environment of the continuous casting plant. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF MULTIPLE WIDTH CHANGES PER LADLE BY 

CASTER SCHEDULING 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The Modern casting technologies allow multiple width changes within one ladle. 

Furthermore the market challenges steel producers to manage smaller order books, short lead 

times and shrinking batch sizes while maximizing the productivity of the casting machines at 

the same time. Software solutions such as the PSImetals enable steel makers to schedule 

continuous casting machines by arranging slab production orders inside a continuous series of 

ladles that will form tundishes and casting sequences. The combination of multiple orders 

when creating a casting sequence by taking into account the grades composition and the width 

at the same time is complex. Grade transitions between ladles, grade nesting within a ladle as 

well as width transitions need to be managed. To combine orders with different widths and/or 

steel grades within one ladle PSI Metals designed new optimizing algorithms in their planning 

software. By shrinking the unit of sequencing to several fractions for one ladle the 

combination of multiple orders into a single ladle can now be optimized automatically. First 

results at customer implementations show that this “mini ladles algorithm” takes less than one 

minute to make a tundish while considering changes in grade compositions and width. The 

throughput of the machines has been maximized with more flexibility to smaller order books.  
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1. The issue 

 

Scheduling a continuous casting machine is a complex problem. Steel producers have to 

produce the orders in time so that they can deliver customers as close as possible from the 

promised due date while taking into account the technical constraints of the casting machine 

and the surrounding factory (steel plant, slab yard,...). To ensure a most profitable casting the 

aims are to maximize tundish lengths, minimize stock (unassigned slabs), width and grade 

changes and at the same time maximize the throughput of the caster. 

For nearly 20 years now PSI Metals proposes a software solution for automatically 

scheduling continuous casting machine: Caster Scheduler. This paper describes how the 

modification of the sequencing algorithm leads to a tremendous improvement of the quality of 

the schedule. 

 

 

2. The traditional approach 
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The caster sequencing problem is a difficult problem. The solution space is very big. 

The algorithm has to: 

- Select the orders to cast,  

- Choose the casting grade (if alternative grades are allowed), 

- Choose the casting width 

- Sequence the orders in ladles and tundish and 

- Decide on the length of the slab 

To have reasonable response time the problem was subdivided in two sub problems. The 

Caster Scheduler algorithm therefore works in two phases: a first phase where it builds the 

tundishes as a sequence of ladles containing slab orders and the second that generates a cutting 

plan to transform the casting strand(s) into slabs. 

The first phase includes: 

- Select the orders to cast,  

- Choose the casting grade (if alternative grade are allowed), 

- Choose a casting width range and 

- Sequence the orders in ladles and tundish 

This phase constructs for all casters tundish sequences one by one and each tundish is 

constructed ladle by ladle. In this phase, within a ladle only orders are grouped that can be 

casted in one width per strand. More precisely, looking at the width range of the orders and 

determining a common width that could be compatible with them for forming the ladle. 

The second phase includes: 

- Choose the casting width and 

- Decide on the length of the slab 

That phase may rearrange the slabs within the ladle and deal with ladle transition 

problems. The selection of the orders is based on the due date and priority: the due orders 

must be considered first but the priority category the user assigned to this order should not be 

ignored (it can happen than an order is made before another due earlier because it is more 

important). 

This approach of assuming a single width in the first phase and letting the cutting plan 

phase handle small width changes in a second pass was sufficient for years because the 

demand allowed casting orders in the same or similar width for long sequences (and it is still 

valid in some markets). Nowadays, with the market being as it is more and more corner cases 

for which this approach was not giving good enough results have been encountered. 

 

 

3. A simple example  

 

To make things a little clearer let's take a simple example. Let's assume that a producer 

has the following order book: 

 

Table 1: Orders with same grade and weight but different width 

 

Order Width Range  Weight 

O1 1.45-1.55 m 100 Tons 

O2 1.35-1.40 m 100 Tons 

O3 1.25-1.30 m 100 Tons 

O4 1.15-1.20 m 100 Tons 



 

Let's also assume the weight of a ladle is 100 tons and the 4 orders are in the same 

grade. On a single strand caster the resulting sequence would look like this: 

 

 
Fig.1: Sequencing of orders into 4 ladles 

 

For the rest of the example, let's assume there is a double strand caster that can only go 

down in width (similar corner cases can be found for different width strategies). There are 

now two options to schedule those orders: 

1. Cast them in a symmetric way: 

 

 
Fig. 2: Double strand caster symmetric solution. 

 

2. Cast them in an asymmetric way: 

 

 
Fig. 3: Double strand caster asymmetric solution. 

 

In this case, one would rather choose the asymmetric solution because it involves less 

width changes. 

Taking a slightly more complicated example with two grades, leads to the following 

exemplary order situation:  

 

Table 2: Orders with different grade, different width and same weight 

 

Order(grade) Width Range  Weight 

O1(A) 1.45-1.55 m 100 Tons 

O2(A) 1.35-1.40 m 100 Tons 

O3(B) 1.25-1.30 m 100 Tons 

O4(B) 1.15-1.20 m 100 Tons 

O5(A) 1.05-1.10 m 100 Tons 



O6(A) 0.95-1.00 m 100 Tons 

 

There are now two different grades in the order book. On a single strand caster a 

conventional algorithm would do something like this:  

 

 
Fig. 4: Single strand caster with two grades. 

 

There is again the symmetric and asymmetric solution for a double strand caster:  

 

 
Fig. 5: Double strand caster symmetric solution with two grades. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Double strand caster asymmetric solution with two grades. 

 

Further complexity is added by reducing the required weight for some orders and leads 

to the following situation:  

 

Table 3: Orders with different grade, different width and different weight 

 

Order(grade) Width Range  Weight 

O1(A) 1.45-1.55 m 75 Tons 

O2(B) 1.25-1.35 m 100 Tons 

O3(A) 1.25-1.35 m 25  Tons 

O4(A) 1.15-1.20 m 100 Tons 

O5(A) 1.05-1.10 m 100 Tons 

 

Keeping in mind that only one width per ladle is possible, it will be rather difficult when 

trying to sequence those orders:  

 



 
Fig. 7: Corner case, black portions represent stock. 

 

There are several lots of stock (unassigned slabs in black) in this solution. This arises 

from the fact of choosing a single width for the first ladle. Indeed the possibility of being able 

to regroup O1 and O3 is missing. Note that it is then already too late for the second phase to 

catch up on the error: the issue being that the tundish has a bad structure from the beginning.  

 

 

4. The new approach  

  

Covering the situation described above PSI Metals follows a new approach that consists 

of choosing a portion of a ladle as the basic unit of the sequencing instead of the ladle as a 

whole. With so-called "mini-ladles" it is now possible to address those kinds of issues. 

E.g. setting the sequencing unit to be half of a ladle it is possible to generate this 

solution with those orders:  

 

 
 Fig. 8: Corner case with mini-ladles. 

 

This solution is obviously better than the previous: There is no stock in the solution and 

one full ladle less is required. 

This "mini-ladles" algorithm has been successfully implemented in Arcelormittal Spain 

(Acerelia). AM Spain was using the Caster Scheduler software for some years but they often 

encountered this kind of situation with the former automatic sequencer. Due to the nature of 

their order situation they were unable to use the automatic solver consistently. It was faster to 

manually rebuild the solution than to try to fix the automatic one offered by the sequencer 

because the structure of the tundish was flawed from the beginning. 

Using the new algorithm, the scheduling results are good enough that it only requires 

very small and quick manual adjustments. The mean time for scheduling a tundish at 

ArcelorMittal Spain went down from about half an hour to five minutes. 

 

 

6. Conclusion  

 

Limiting the caster scheduling to a solution where all the orders have a similar width it 

is not possible to find a schedule with the right structure for orders with changing widths. Be-



cause of this it is then important to consider the width change within the ladle in the first 

phase of the algorithm. Making this small conceptual change to a sequencing algorithm can 

lead to a big increase of the solution quality, while maintaining the full power and capabilities 

of the old one. 
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CONSYMS, 

BRINGING MOBILE TECHNOLOGY IN THE STORAGE YARD 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The present paper introduces CONSYMS, the Storage Yard Management System 

developed by SMS Concast, and the latest addition to the Process Control tool. CONSYMS 

focuses on management, consolidation and provision of live tracking information on storage 

yard products. 

The information managed by CONSYMS includes virtually any product’s data recorded 

and available from plant automation (e.g. caster Process Control Systems, PLCs), such as 

identification code, steel grade, heat code, product geometry and quality. 

The System tracks products from their entry points, through all the movements in the 

yard, up to their delivery, by integrating different tracking information sources, including 

manual interactions by operators, crane tracking, and a variety of other field signals, and is 

able to handle this information to Rolling Mill Process Control and Production Management 

software. 

CONSYMS provides a variety of services that allow to dramatically improve efficiency 

and safety, ranging from location of products that match orders and rolling plans, to 

coordination and exchange of information among operators and managers, through the use of 

web-based interfaces available both on desktop computers and all last-generation mobile 

devices. 

The Virtual Yard component, an interactive 3D-representation of the storage yard, 

brings radical innovation in the way information is presented, introducing unique accessibility 

and usability through cutting edge human-machine interface paradigms. Furthermore, 

CONSYMS can be extended by interacting with the technological simulation tools of SMS 

Concast e.g. for slow cooling pits. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Managing a storage area for semi-finished cast products has requirements comparable to 

other goods warehouses, that is, to answer the question: how many pieces of a given type are 

stocked in the area, and where. In most of other environments, tracking and identifying a 

product benefits from decades of use of standard warehouse management technologies, such 

as barcodes/QR codes with portable scanners, rfid tags, and automated pick and place 

systems. 

The steel industries, especially for the long products produced by continuous casting, 

present issues that make the usage of most of the identification and tracking technologies 

available for the other industries problematic.  



Steel cast products are hard, hot and cumbersome, and the value of a single billet is 

relatively low. The established technologies for identifying the products are hot stamping or 

labelling them on one end, but given the intrinsic nature of the labels and of the markings, 

recognizing them automatically is an issue often insurmountable within the storage yard. In 

fact, the hot stampings require dedicated light and vision systems to be read automatically, 

and such systems have an encumbrance that keeps them from being compact or portable 

enough to be used throughout the storage yard. Labels on the other hand can be printed with 

barcodes or similar and need lighter equipment for reading, but often applying labels is too 

expensive for billet producers, and an operator is anyway needed to go in front of the product 

to scan the barcode with handheld devices. 

In an average billet caster, more than one thousand pieces are produced daily and 

positioned in the stock area in piles. These piles require frequent manipulation, following the 

needs of the production schedule. Since it is not always possible to pile the cast products in 

homogeneous collections, it is often necessary to displace the upper parts of a pile to reach 

products on the lower half. This heavily impacts the management of the yard: it is not only 

necessary to know how many products of each type are available and where, but their position 

inside a pile plays a crucial role in terms of crane movements. 

Several thousands of products enter, are moved and leave the yard daily. To mitigate the 

possibility of errors in picking wrong products, to keep track of the yard content, and to plan 

the crane movements, steel plants make use of several yard operators who work on ground to 

support the crane operators’ manoeuvres, making use of pen-and-paper to manage the yard. 

These operations are usually communicated between ground and crane by means of normal 

radios, or in some extreme cases just with gestures. 

After each operation, the ground operator must also manually report the yard changes in 

some IT system (MES or other intermediate system) that stores a representation of the storage 

yard content. This transfer operation inevitably happens in a later phase. 

 
Fig.1 Typical appearance of a storage yard. 

 



 

2 State of the Art 

 

The current approach for storage yard handling aims to making products visually 

identifiable by a ground operator: the markings are usually hot stamped markings, labels or 

sprays. For certain tasks paint is also used. Although to a certain degree such information can 

be automatically read, the vast majority of techniques of product identification are just meant 

to tag products with human-readable signs. For these reasons storage yard management is 

subject to human errors, increased personnel costs and loose connection with the IT 

infrastructure. 

In a typical steel plant, the products are automatically tracked up to exit points of the 

Continuous Casting Machine. The challenges faced by an automated system for tracking 

products beyond the CCM and throughout the storage yard strongly depend on the type and 

size of these products. Typically, larger products such as slabs are managed with a more strict 

adherence to rules like precise storage locations definition, while smaller products such as 

blooms and billets, can be often stored, more or less temporarily, in unplanned positions. In 

addition, the production of smaller products consists of much larger numbers of pieces, with a 

typically more dynamic process, e.g. multiple pieces can be moved with a single crane 

operation. Finally, the smaller the section of the product, the higher is the accuracy requested 

to the adopted tracking technology, hence its complexity and costs. 

Due to these challenges, although warehouse management in the steel industry has been 

an active subject of research during the last years, available systems are more Manufacturing 

Execution Systems (MES) extensions. These tools focus on production management aspects, 

while none of them provides automatic tracking of the detailed movements of long products 

inside the storage yard. 

For bigger cast products (slabs), rfid technology is in trial use [1]. Internal studies in 

SMS Concast have been carried on the usability of rfid tags also for long products, but at the 

present the application of heat resistant rfid tags is not yet cost-competitive compared to the 

average value of a single billet. 

A system for management of medium-wide coil storage that shares some concepts with 

our system, although in a quite different environment, is presented in [2]; a combination of 

GPS and local positioning radar LPR is the basis of the system in [3], dedicated to plates and 

slabs. 

 

 

3 CONSYMS 

 

The design of CONSYMS has been driven by Concast’s long experience of steel plant 

engineering and commissioning, focusing on the services that a technologically advanced tool 

can offer to solve the most important issues faced by customers in managing a plant’s 

warehouse.  

As discussed in the previous section, the way the warehouse is managed in most plants 

suffers from a series of drawbacks. Information is unorganized and volatile and thus prone to 

errors. Access is slow and requires human intervention. Integration with automation and 

production software is all but straightforward. 

To overcome these issues we identified a clear set of goals for CONSYMS: 

 

 Minimize the need of human presence in the product yard: a lot of time and efforts are 

wasted by personnel in the yard just to try and keep the information in the MES aligned, 

double check the products IDs and give directions to the crane operator. Moreover, the 



presence of operators in the field both interferes with the activity of cranes and other 

vehicles, and represents a safety issue.   

 Provide to the crane operator the instructions for the movements to be executed: the crane 

operator often has reduced visibility and cannot really know what is below the crane; if 

the instructions are given to him by radio, the chance of errors increases. 

 Minimize the need of confirmation of movements: the pen-and-paper approach requires 

the storage yard operator to input manually all what happens in the yard. 

 Display the storage yard content in an ergonomic and easy-to-use way: in the MES 

systems the way the information is displayed does not mirror the reality, providing in most 

of the cases just the amount of products available in the yard, but not their location. 

 Finally, such a system has to be portable, in order to be used in at least three different 

environments: storage yard crane, storage yard ground and management offices. 

 

3.1 System Architecture 

  

With the above goals in mind the main design choices have been driven by the necessity 

of obtaining consolidation and accessibility to the information that is typically handled by all 

the actors involved in the warehouse management. 

The first result of our approach is the choice of a relational database as the core of 

CONSYMS, which provides structured data organization and concurrent access by multiple 

users. A database simplifies the process of sorting through data and selecting the specific 

information needed, and has the capability to backup and recover large amount of historical 

data. 

The second key choice in CONSYMS system model is the adoption of a web interface 

to allow access from virtually any location that is reached by wired or wireless network 

signal, with the use of any device equipped with a web browser. 

An application server connected to the database processes all the events received from 

the field. 

 
Fig.2 CONSYMS system architecture. 

 



CONSYMS normally interacts with external systems process control and production 

management software through the use of interface tables in its database. External systems that 

are not capable of interaction through database (e.g. PLCs) are connected with ad-hoc 

interface software. 

Fig.2 shows an example of implementation and integration of the CONSYMS 

components with external systems. The different objects in the diagram represents logical 

entities, which means for example that the Web Server and the Application Server could run 

on the same physical machine. 

 

3.2 Products Flow and Tracking 

 

CONSYMS divides the storage yard in several locations. In a typical CONSYMS 

configuration some so called standard locations are defined: 

 

 CCM: the strands after the cutting machines, or discharge area. 

 CB: the cooling bed. 

 RHF-CG: the charging grid of Rolling Mill re-heating furnace. 

 CRANE: the crane. 

 A/B/C/D: storage piles. 

 

CONSYMS supports scenarios where multiple instances of these standard locations 

exist, although the following description will refer to a basic scenario with single instances.  

For each type of location, the proper layout information is defined based on the storage 

yard layout, sections of the products and coverage area of the cranes. 

 
Fig.3 Products and information flow. 

 

CONSYMS tracks the products by processing standard events generated both 

automatically by software and sensors, and manually by operators. 



The entry point for cast products is the CCM location, where products appear as soon as 

the CUT event is notified to CONSYMS, usually by the plant tracking. At this point all 

relevant data available from plant automation can be acquired, including identification code, 

steel grade, heat code, and product geometry. 

As products are moved from the strands to the cooling bed, the system receives the 

corresponding REMOVAL event from tracking. Depending on the destination of products, 

either to hot charging or to the storage yard, CONSYMS updates products location to CB or 

RHF-CG, and refreshes area product counters. In case of hot charging, the RHF-CG location 

is the hand-over point towards the Rolling Mill. 

When products are instead moved to the cooling bed, the marking process typically 

takes place, and a corresponding MARKING event notifies the marking code to CONSYMS. 

As products are removed from the Cooling Bed and transferred between locations in the 

storage yard, MOVE events update CONSYMS with the new location of moved products. 

The entry point for products originating from external sources can be a truck, rail wagon 

or plate in a known location. An operator should book-in the products, input the necessary 

product information and their initial layout. When booking-in products based on a request 

sent by production control software, such as SAP, reference information (e.g. order number) 

can be input and feedback sent to it in order to confirm the reception of the products. Once the 

description and initial location of products is known, the tracking proceeds by using MOVE 

events as in the case of products picked up from the Cooling Bed or moved between storage 

piles. 

For outgoing products, CONSYMS can track their movements to trucks or rail wagons, 

providing the operators with a complete description of each leaving batch.  

 

3.3 Web Yard 

 

The web interface of CONSYMS is designed to provide fast access to the most frequent 

tasks the operator is expected to perform. The GUI layout allows usage with limited-

resolution touch screens, with a minimum of 640x480 pixels. The tool is designed to run even 

on portable devices with limited processing power. 

 
Fig.4 CONSYMS Web interface: Overview and Move page (shown on a 10” tablet screen). 

 

Nonetheless, the web interface offers to the operators all the basic functions to visualize 

the warehouse status and interact with it: 

 



 CONSYMS authenticates users and may allow access to different pages and functions to 

“ground” operators and crane operators; 

 an Overview page presents a schematic representation of the content of the Storage Yard 

piles, displaying total numbers of products for each location. Filters allow to visualize the 

location of products selected by different criteria, such as heat, grade or production plan; 

 a Movements page displays the products list of a selected location, and allows the operator 

to record movements of batches of products to different destinations, including piles, 

scrap yards, inspection areas, RHF charging grids, trucks. From here, the operator can also 

issue commands for the cranes, which in turn are shown in a dedicated Crane page; 

 a Production page is available to display the rolling plan typically received from Rolling 

Mill production control, and allows to locate the requested material inside the storage 

yard, and to link products with the rolling lot for which they have been selected. 

if granted the proper permissions, the operator can edit the information fields of the products 

in the Yard. 

 

3.4 Integration with CONREAD 

 

CONREAD is the SMS Concast Optical Product Recognition (OPR) tool used to 

automatically read hot stamped markings and labels. When CONSYMS is used in 

combination with CONREAD at the hand-over point with the Rolling Mill, the latter can 

instruct CONSYMS about the pieces that have been moved and are scheduled to enter the 

RHF. With this information, CONREAD can issue a warning when an unexpected product is 

detected. 

With the information provided by CONREAD, activities like setup of the Rolling Mill 

machines can be automated, and it becomes possible to seamlessly integrate product tracking 

from the source raw material until the final rolled piece. 

 

3.5 Virtual Yard 

 

The virtual yard component of CONSYMS is an interactive 3D model of the storage 

yard and its contents, including products and equipment, such as cranes. This tool provides 

virtual navigation of the storage yard, in addition to the same set of basic functionalities 

available in the web interface for managing products movement. 

The advanced features enabled by Virtual Yard can improve many aspects of the 

management of the storage yard, introducing new ways of visualizing and exchanging 

information, and coordinate processes and people. A consistent effort has been made to 

formalize all different scenarios, creating the suitable abstractions necessary to graphically 

represent them and allow the operators to interact with the system in the most intuitive way. 

What follows is a basic set of functions and serves just as a sample of the benefits that a 

customer can obtain. 

 

 It is possible to define a set of virtual cameras and to observe the virtual storage yard from 

the corresponding points of view. The positions can match with the points of view of real 

cameras installed in the warehouse, providing an immediate way to compare the actual 

status of the storage yard against the information registered by CONSYMS. This also lays 

the foundations for using the Virtual Yard as an augmented reality tool.   

 Commands for the cranes can be issued by interacting with the scene, selecting the 

products to be moved and their exact destination. During this process, the Virtual Yard 

computes and displays all the available locations based on the products’ size, the defined 

layout of the storage piles, and the adopted set of rules. 



 
Fig.5 CONSYMS Virtual Yard interface 

 

 The point of view can also be matched with the location and orientation of a crane cabin 

or ground operator. Instructions can be displayed graphically on the 3D-models of the 

products, allowing fast identification based on selected criteria, e.g. products that must be 

picked-up are shown with different color, matching with the color of the destination. 

 Labels can be displayed over products showing fundamental information about their 

characteristics such as heat id or steel grade. 

 Complete information about selected products can be retrieved by CONSYMS Virtual 

Yard through its interconnections with external systems.  

 

Fig.6 shows how data from SMS Concast tertiary cooling simulation are displayed. The 

billets can be seen in temperature mode, in which a series of sections is shown where internal 

temperatures are represented with a color code. This allows also to follow-up the temperature 

developments of blooms stored in slow cooling pits and to provide information when products 

can be transported with magnets. 

 



 
Fig.6 Virtual Yard displaying tertiary cooling data. 

 

3.6 Tracking Hardware. 

 

In order to be able to fit different scenarios, including new installations or upgrades of 

existing systems, with different capacity of automated tracking, CONSYMS relies on a 

general definition of tracking events. By using a software adaptation layer, it is able to convert 

different manual input and automatic sensor readings into its standard events.  

In the case of crane tracking, for example, it is designed to process tracking information 

coming from different types of sensors installed specifically to be used with CONSYMS, as 

well as signals coming from existing tracking systems integrated with cranes. 

  

 

4 Current Research 

 

A substantial added value is the capability of tracking each single product in its 

movements through the storage yard, taking into account that multiple products can be moved 

together, and can be placed, even only temporarily, in unforeseen locations. Automatic 

tracking should be performed without requiring human intervention except for maintenance or 

confirmation, limited to very specific cases that need supervision. 

In order to reach this goal, our current research efforts are focused on CONSYMS 

capability to process 3D information collected from the field. For example, images and point 

clouds of the storage piles are processed using techniques of computer vision and object 

recognition, to determine the storage yard status and track the changes in real time. 



 
Fig.7 CONSYMS product recognition from point cloud. 

 

Another direction of our research aims to integrating measurements of times and power 

consumption into the Virtual Yard module, in order to simulate and compare the cost of 

available sequences of operations to carry out a given task. 

 

 

5 Conclusions 

 

CONSYMS is SMS Concast Process Control module for Storage Yard Management. 

The system innovates the way tracking of long cast products works, by giving access to the 

status of the storage yard by means of mobile technology and a modern interface design. 

The system is the connecting link between the different actors involved in tracking the 

flow of products through the warehouse, from the Continuous Casting Machine to the Rolling 

Mill, from the sensors installed in the field to the production management software. 

CONSYMS provides services such as location of products based on selected 

characteristics, and fast exchange of information among workers, that allow to reduce the 

need for human activity and presence in the storage yard, improving efficiency and safety. 
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MODERNIZATION OF A CONTINUOUS CASTING PLANT SAVES COSTS AND 

OFFERS PLANT ASSET MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
  
 

Abstract 

 

A healthy, well-tuned metallurgical plant is the key to  

  

• improved plant availability,  

• reduced maintenance costs and  

• increased safety 

 

It is no exaggeration to say that the process of creating high-quality steel is challenging 

and demanding. All process steps must be fine-tuned to each other with the utmost precision: 

from melting the raw materials in the electric arc furnace, to the metallurgical treatment in the 

converter, until the ladles are made available to the continuous casting line.  

 

A critical factor to the quality of the steel is the systematic cooling of the slabs with 

treated water during the casting process in the continuous casting line. The core of the steel 

slabs is, at first, still in a liquid state; the slabs are guided on casting rollers over a circular arc. 

 

The modernization project of the continuous casting plant is an upgrade of the field 

instrumentation, which went off without a hitch, from the „old“ analogue 4..20mA measuring 

system replacing by modern PROFIBUS® PA  field devices from Endress+Hauser, which 

have been reliably measuring all process-related parameters since they were commissioned. 
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Expenditure OPex, Business Process Integration (BPI) W@M concept 

 

 

1. PROFIBUS PA: Fieldbus takes over communication 

 

The technical complexity involved in the manufacture of steel products requires that all 

process-related data are made available quickly and comprehensively so that the casting 

process can be con-trolled and monitored. Since the renovation, PROFIBUS® PA measuring 

instruments have provided the vertical integration of data. Over 100 field devices for 

measuring the parameters of flow, pressure/ differential pressure, temperature and level were 

brought online [1]. 

 

The complex water cooling process is controlled by over 50 magnetic inductive flow 

meters. 



  
 

Illustration 1: Electromagnetic flow meters for cooling of mold of the continuous 

casting with water injection on the slabs and protection of the rolls to spoil by too 

high temperatures 

 

 

As an important process technology interface, they provide the exact measuring signals 

to the higher-level process control system. 

 

During the upgrade, approx. 10,000 meters (32,808 feet) of cable for the “old” analog 

technology had to be removed, and about 1,200 meters (3,937 feet) of new PROFIBUS ® 

cable laid in their place. The installed automation system (Siemens SIMATIC PCS 7) allows 

online access to all relevant process parameters in addition to operating and observing control 

and regulation. 

 

 

2. Fieldbus advantages 

 

PROFIBUS® PA has numerous advantages over conventional analog 4-20 mA 

technology. For one, the reduction in cabling means potential cost savings during installation. 

For example, the wiring and PLC for the entire water treatment system are placed in just one 

cabinet.  

 
 

Illustration 2: The wiring and PLC for the complete water process fits now in 

only one switch cupboard 



 

However, what is much more important to us is the great variety of process data, such as 

status and fault messages and diagnostic information of the measuring instruments–not to 

mention the data back-ups of the individual process steps, which we now have available at all 

times. Documenting the status of the entire system used to require mountains of paper.  

 

Defective field devices can now be replaced with no problems, since all of the 

parameterization data is stored in the system, from where it can be immediately copied to new 

devices. 

 

 

3. LIFE CYCLEMANAGEMENT APPROACH TO SAVE OPEX 

 

The price pressure is there starting from engineering up to plants operation. It’s known 

the initial costs (CAPex: Capital Expenditure) and the cost of running the plant (OPex: 

Operational Expenditure) are both relevant and they should be considered. In particular the 

OPex costs have so far not been considered too much since we are in the initial phase of 

project. 

  

The OPex costs are of significant value and savings can exceed largely the CAPex 

related ones, if we take carefully details to concept design in the very early stages [2]. 

 
 

Illustration 3: Capital Expenditure and Operational Expenditure costs  
 

 

Cost savings can be achieved by optimizing industrial workflows and asset-related 

business processes across the entire lifecycle of the plant, i.e. by implementing an effective 

plant asset management (PAM) system. 

 

4. Plant Asset Management modules 

Every phase of the life cycle of a plant and its assets requires information. So data and 

information concerning a plant and its assets are generated right from the first day of 

planning: in engineering and sizing, in procurement, in installation and commissioning, in 

operation and maintenance. 



By offering a set of Plant Asset Management modules, a total life cycle oriented asset 

information management is in place. It prevents that small islands of information emerge at 

different points and integrates information of the different life cycle phases. 

 

The Plant Asset Management (PAM) 

 supports customers, by optimization of their workflows and process towards 

their assets. wherein devices are seen as assets 

 provides solutions, services and products to manage the assets and to increase 

the availability of the plant 

 offers collection of relevant asset information and guidance how to use this 

information and recognition and monitoring of asset health status as well as 

decision making support for maintenance phase 

 

Rather than offering blanket plant asset management packages that provide 

unnecessary features at unwanted costs, the Endress+Hauser approach focuses on customer 

needs. The solutions are tailored to user requirements and draw upon a basket of tools that are 

selected to fit the task at hand.  

 

By exploiting synergies between the tools, products and services, optimum support for 

the process can be provided for example: 

 

 W@M (Web Enabled Asset Management) [3] collecting/setting of relevant asset 

information, its storage and provision over the entire lifecycle  

 FieldCare based on the FDT/DTM standard [4], manufacturer-independent open 

configuration 

 and diagnostic tools enabling recognition, monitoring and prediction of asset 

health status for decision support  

 

5. Operations Phase 

 

During the operation of a plant, usually called the MRO (Maintenance, Repair, 

Operation) phase, many factors emit pressure on the team operating and supervising the plant. 

In today’s cut throat business environments it is necessary to save money and time wherever 

possible to be competitive. To support in these efforts, Endress+Hauser can give vital 

information over the whole life cycle of our instruments to optimize maintenance efforts. 

 
 

Illustration 4: W@M Portal - all life cycle information available  



 

 

The W@M Portal is Endress+Hauser’s online platform for asset information 

management. As a hosted solution all that is necessary for access, is a web browser and a 

connection to the Internet. Heart of the W@M Portal is the Installed Base Assistant. Here the 

management of the assets is handled in an open and flexible database. Documentation is 

available automatically for Endress+Hauser equipment, giving direct assistance without any 

manual inputs. Furthermore it is possible for users to add additional files of any type which 

are then stored within the W@M Portal, a great solution to store maintenance reports or 

pictures. Information is also recorded in the event logbook of the devices, showing tasks such 

as repair, calibration or maintenance coming out of customer activities which are managed 

manually or automatically when done by Endress+Hauser Service departments. 

 

With the W@M Portal and asset information management platforms it is possible to 

realize crucial time savings that can amount to huge cost savings. The right operating manual, 

calibration certificate or spare part list is only one mouse click away, a massive benefit in 

contrast to using paper based processes. With a critical look into the total cost of ownership 

for measuring equipment it is realistic to estimate approximately 70% of the cost to occur 

during the MRO of an instrument. Information is key to reduce these costs [Source: ARC 

Advisory Group] 

 

Summary 

 

The following benefits can be derived from this successful project: Current network 

structures offer intelligent (Level 0) sensor technology with PROFIBUS PA digital 

communication. 

 

This fieldbus technology offers the reduction in cabling means potential cost savings 

during installation. However, what is much more important to us is the great variety of 

process data, such as status and fault messages and diagnostic information of the measuring 

instruments–not to mention the data back-ups of the individual process Documenting the 

status of the entire system is obtained easily and defective field devices can now be replaced 

with no problems, since all of the parameterization data is stored in the system, from where it 

can be immediately copied to new devices. 

 

With the unique Business Process Integration (BPI) W@M concept, Endress+Hauser 

offers online and offline tools to handle the information management throughout the whole 

lifecycle of a plant gathering and integrating asset information from a plant into the business 

processes of the customers. All data are displayed via a standard browser, and information 

relevant to the system can be accessed anytime. 

 

What's more, the W@M tools are not solely confined to Endress+Hauser information, 

additional third party information can be inputted. With this single point of information 

access, the workflows for maintenance tasks can be greatly enhanced. Be it a calibration 

protocol, a picture or drawing of the device or spare part lists for Endress+Hauser 

instruments, with the W@M tools the information can be sourced quickly and conveniently - 

a real advantage in traceability, safety and availability. 
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1. ABSTRACT 

The tough environment in the metal industry places extreme demands on equipment and 
especially on bearings. Maintaining operations and reducing downtime is essential, 
performance and reliability are critical. For these reasons, Timken developed and introduced 
the ADAPT bearing responding to the specific needs of continuous casters. 

Timken’s ADAPT bearing solution was specifically designed to address the extremely 
challenging application requirements for rolling element bearings posed by slab support 
rolls.  Speeds are low while load and temperature are high. Misalignment capabilities up to 
0.5° are required along with a need to accommodate roll axial growth up to 6.0 mm.  

The ADAPT bearing addresses these requirements by offering the axial float capabilities 
of a  cylindrical roller bearing and similar misalignment capabilities to a spherical roller 
bearing. This is accomplished in a typical bearing assembly composed of an outer ring with a 
complex raceway profile, a cylindrical inner ring and a full complement set of unitized 
rollers. A key design feature is that axial float and misalignment capabilities are independent 
of each other which mean that the axial float does not affect the bearing ability to misalign 
and vice-versa.  

Handling, inspection and roll assembly is facilitated by the separable components. The 
retainer holds the rollers in position, creating a single assembly that helps prevent the 
rollers from falling out and being damaged during mounting and dismounting operations.  

This new bearing design was first validated through thorough in-house life, heat 
generation and forced misalignment testing. Later field testing was conducted in 
collaboration with leading OEM and steel producers. First introduced in 2011, ADAPT 
bearings are now operating in continuous casters on three continents in multiple caster 
segment positions (bow, straightener and horizontal segments). More than four million tons 
have been cast on the first installation. The extensive operating experience confirms that 
the ADAPT bearing is capable of operating as expected under specified conditions 
(misalignment, axial float and heavy load) typical of the slab support rolls in a continuous 
caster. 

2. KEYWORDS 

Bearing, caster, segment, roll, slab support, reliability 
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3. INTRODUCTION 

Today, metal processing equipment handles heavier loads, faster speeds and greater 
output than ever before. Finished product quality requirements continue to increase, while 
across the industry manufacturers continue to place a very high premium on equipment 
uptime and performance. 

As a leader in friction management and power transmission solutions for the metals 
industry, Timken helps metals operators improve their equipment’s performance and 
uptime. We accomplish this by providing custom solutions with bearings that can stand up 
to harsh environments, help reduce maintenance costs and improve plant productivity. 

We have more than a century of experience developing bearings and related solutions 
that help equipment run more efficiently in a wide range of applications, including 
steelmaking and continuous casting. 

4. THE APPLICATION  

Today, the continuous caster is the primary production process for steel slabs, blooms 
and billets with approximately 2000 casters in operation worldwide. 

Figure 1: Typical Slab Caster Layout 
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The new Timken ADAPT bearing has been primarily designed for the floating position of 
continuous caster slab support rolls (Figure 2). 

This is a very demanding application where there are high shaft axial thermal expansions, 
high deflections, high loads and low speed. 

Figure 2: Continuous caster roll with ADAPT bearing at the floating position 

Bearing selection and mounting must allow for one fixed and one or more float positions 
for each roll section. The spherical roller bearing meets the requirements for the fixed 
position. The float position bearings must accommodate up to 6 mm of roll thermal-axial 
growth and up to 0.5 degrees misalignment. 

5. THE DESIGN 

5.1. The Concept 

The ADAPT bearing is a new bearing configuration designed specifically to address the 
limitations of existing designs. The bearing offers the axial float capability of a cylindrical 
roller bearing with misalignment capability similar to a spherical roller bearing. A key feature 
is that the bearing’s ability to accommodate float and misalignment are independent of 
each other (Figure 3). Specifically, the bearing’s axial float position does not affect the ability 
to misalign and vice-versa. This is accomplished with a typical configuration of two rings and 
a full complement of rollers.  

Figure 3: The ADAPT bearing has axial float capability of a cylindrical roller bearing with misalignment 
capability similar to a spherical roller bearing 
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The design combines a cylindrical inner-ring with innovative profiled rollers and outer 
ring. The combination of these profiles results in what can be described as ‘three point 
contact’ (Figure 4 - It should be noted that the profiles are significantly exaggerated for the 
purpose of illustration). Specifically the inner-ring to roller contact occurs at a single location 
while the roller to outer-ring contact occurs at two separate locations. The outer-ring 
contacts are symmetrically disposed at either side of the inner-ring contact, which leads to 
inherently stable roller dynamics. 

Figure 4: 3 point contact 

5.2. Contact Stress distribution 

Modeling of the contact stress distribution shows that the stress levels remain within 
design limits. It should be noted that the design limits are those that apply to static loading 
because of the low rotational speed.  

Figures 5 and 6 show the traditional roller to raceway contact stress distribution at the 
inner-ring for applied loads equivalent to 25 percent and 50 percent of the bearings static 
load rating [Co].  

  

Figure 5: Inner ring contact stress – 25% C0 Figure 6: Inner ring contact stress – 50% C0 
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Figures 7 and 8 show the unique distribution at the outer-ring for the same loads. Note 
that there are no edge stress spikes. It can be seen in these graphics how the outer ring 
contact stress distribution spreads along the roller length as the load increases. This 
characteristic allows improved stress distribution and acceptable stress values to be 
maintained despite the high applied loads. 

The three-point contact means that the roller is subject to bending when it is under load. 
In order to accommodate this, the rollers in the ADAPT bearing are manufactured from 
case-hardened steel. The inner and outer rings are manufactured from through hardened 
material.  

6. EASE OF MOUNTING AND SIMPLIFIED MAINTENANCE 

An additional benefit of the ADAPT bearing is that the full complement version for caster 
applications features a unitized roller and retainer assembly (Figure 9) to help eliminate 
rollers falling out during handling and easing installation. 

Figure 9: Unitized roller and retainer assembly  

  

Figure 7: Outer ring contact stress – 25% C0 Figure 8: Outer ring contact stress – 50% C0 
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The retainer is roller piloted and manufactured from nitrided steel for strength and wear 
resistance. The design allows for a full complement of solid rollers to be used while 
containing them in a single removable assembly. 

When combined with the separable inner-ring (Figure 10) it results in a bearing that is 
easier to install, remove and inspect. Depending on the caster roll design the inner-ring can 
be installed separately on the shaft while the outer assembly is installed in its housing. 

Additionally, the inner and outer rings can be installed in either direction, helping to 
avoid mounting errors. No special tools are required.  

Installation is further simplified by interchangeable inner-rings because it is not necessary 
to keep specific inner rings and outer assemblies together as matched sets. 

Figure 10: Separable components  

7. DESIGN VALIDATION AND TESTING 

Prototype bearings for design validation were manufactured to the ISO 2212 boundary 
dimensions at the Timken Technology Center in Canton, Ohio. Heat-generation and bearing 
life tests were conducted. Multiple test stands were utilized with each stand fitted with two 
ADAPT yoke bearings and two slave spherical roller bearings of the same size. Testing 
involved running the bearings through a matrix of load and speed combination. The test 
results showed that the design was sound. The bearings ran cooler than the comparator 
slave bearings and exceeded the calculated L10 life. The cooler operation suggests less 
sliding friction within the bearing and the improved life/load rating suggests improved 
reliability. The misalignment testing confirmed that there was no roller and retainer 
assembly protrusion beyond the outer-ring faces up to the maximum specified 
misalignment of 0.5°. 

In-house validation testing in a simulated caster environment was impractical because of 
the difficulties in duplicating the caster environment and the low operating speed which 
would have required test durations in excess of one year. However, the positive in-house 
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results allowed testing to progress to the next stage using production bearings in an 
operating environment. 

8. OPERATING RESULTS 

8.1. Voestalpine Stahl – Austria 

The ADAPT was first tested in a production continuous caster by voestalpine Stahl in 
Austria beginning in 2009. It was installed in caster N°6, supplied by Siemens VAI which can 
produce slabs up to 235 mm thick and 1650 mm wide at speeds up to 2.0 m/min.  

The test bearings (TA4024V and TA4032V) were plant manufactured using standard 
production processes.  

The TA4024V was mounted in a straightener segment of a CSR - Roll design. The TA4032V 
was installed on a horizontal segment of a driven I – Star roll design. The defined target for 
the first test was reached and the second test is ongoing. The bearings continue to perform 
well and are still in operation as of today. It appears likely that achieved targets will exceed 
initial expectations. 

As a result of these tests, Timken ADAPT was released for use in certain casters since 
2011 by Siemens VAI and since 2012 by voestalpine Stahl. For the last 3 years, Siemens VAI 
has purchased the ADAPT bearing for new continuous casters. 

8.2. Slab Caster – USA 

The ADAPT bearing was also tested in the US in a conventional slab caster. It produces 
slabs that are 240 mm thick x 1800 mm wide. 

In 2011, eleven TA4032V ADAPT bearings were mounted in the float position on 290 mm 
diameter full face rolls. The bearings operated for a full campaign of 1.8 million tons without 
any problems. The bearings were returned to Timken for inspection and determined to be in 
very good condition and suitable for further use. 

8.3. NTMK – Russia 

The ADAPT bearing was tested by Nizhniy Tagil Metallurgical Plant (NTMK), a Russian 
steel manufacturer belonging to the Evraz Group.  

The bearings (TA4024V and TA4026V) were installed at the end of 2012 in the bow 
segment of continuous slab caster N° 4. The bearings performed well during the test period. 
After the target production (453,600 tons of slabs) was reached, the bearings were 
dismounted for inspection. This inspection revealed that the bearings were in good 
condition. Some of them were remounted and are still operating in the caster.  

NTMK reports that the assembly of the ADAPT bearing is easier and will reduce 
maintenance costs. They attribute this advantage to having separable inner and outer rings 
with a unitized roller set. 

8.4. Anshan Steel – China 

The first end user in China who started to test the Timken ADAPT bearing is Anshan Steel.  

The specific part numbers which have been tested are TA4024V, TA4026V and TA4032V. 
These part numbers were manufactured using standard production processes in normal 
production plants. TA4024V and TA4026V have been mounted on a straightener segment 
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while TA4032V has been mounted on a horizontal segment. The caster has been built by 
Siemens VAI and the roll type is an IStar.  

The test started end of 2011 and as of today, 1.5 million tons have been casted without 
any issues. As a result of these tests, Timken ADAPT bearing has been released by Anshan 
Steel on their continuous caster and replacement orders have been placed.  

The above case studies are representative of numerous caster operators around the 
world that have evaluated the ADAPT bearing, since its commercialization in 2011, and are 
now benefiting from its key attributes of high reliability and easy installation.   

9. CONCLUSION  

This new Timken solution represent an advancement in reliability and performance that 
provides improved installation capability, contributing to overall faster and simplified 
maintenance whilst reducing equipment downtime.  This combines to deliver higher 
equipment uptime and lower manufacturing costs for steel producers worldwide.  
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ANDRITZ METALS - MAERZ 

VITTORIO LEVAGGI 

 

BLUE RECOVERY® 

ANDRITZ TECHNOLOGY FOR HIGHEST ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The paper explains the newest technologies developed by ANDRITZ Metals – Maerz 

for the modern reheating furnaces of steel industry to reduce the heat losses and to improve 

the energy efficiency of the installations. The principles of these technologies are shortly 

explicated and the results of the industrial applications are illustrated. The energy balances of 

typical reheating furnaces designed with “standard” and “Blue recovery” technologies are 

compared. The results that have been reached with the industrial application of these 

technologies are explained 

 

 

Keywords  

 

Reheating furnaces for steel industry 

Energy efficiency and energy balance 

Skid insulation and riders 

Combustion system and burner technology 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

ANDRITZ Metals - Maerz has further developed and installed in the last years some 

different technologies to improve the performances of the reheating furnaces installed in the 

steel industries to heat up the semi-products coming from the continuous casting to the 

temperature requested by the rolling process.  

The slabs and the billets produced by the CC machines are nowadays reheated in 

walking beam, walking hearth or rotary hearth furnaces. The use of pusher type furnace is 

limited to special applications due to the risks for the final product of surface defects 

generated by the transport technique that is the friction between charge and supporting riders.  

The development efforts have been oriented mainly in the following direction: 

 Improve of the quality of the reheated material to minimise the surface defects 

and to optimise the temperature homogeneity of the charge; 

 Improve of the furnace efficiency by reducing the heat losses and by increasing 

the energy recovery inside the process; 

 Improve of the performances of the burners concerning their flexibility and 

operating stability as well by drastically reducing the pollutant emissions. 

In the paper hereafter the different employed technologies are shortly described and the 

results of their industrial applications are exposed.  
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2. Walking beam furnace 

 

The following figure shows the longitudinal view of a modern ANDRITZ Metals 

walking beam furnace for long billets.  

 

 

 
 

   Fig. 1 - Longitudinal view of a walking beam furnace for billets 

 

 

The walking beam in the Fig. 1 is featured by an internal charging and a discharging 

roller table, by a walking beam system with staggered arrangement of the rails in the soaking 

zone. The combustion system is constituted from different types of burners: high speed type in 

the frontal bottom wall and special designed high speed on the burner tunnel and flat flame 

type on the furnace roof. The burners are operated with natural gas and preheated combustion 

air at high temperature by means of a centralised heat exchanger; the special designed of the 

burners allows reaching extremely low NOx formation. 

 

 

3. Covering protection for the skid slots 

 

The movement of walking beams is performed by frames installed in the furnace cellar, 

to allow the foreword stroke of the skids the vertical pipes are installed in special shaped slots 

of the furnace refractory hearth.  

The tightening between combustion chamber and external atmosphere is obtained by 

means of water seals installed in the lower metallic structure of the furnace casing. Throw 

these slots in the refractory leaning the hot combustion chamber radiates directly into the cold 

water seals. The amount of radiated energy according to the Stefan–Boltzmann law depends 

from the temperature inside the furnace, from the temperature of the water, from the section 

and from the geometry of the slots themselves. The radiation throw the slots causes an energy 

loss from combustion chamber toward the furnace cellar and toward the water of the seals.  

The losses throw the slots can be reduced by protecting the openings in the refractory 

leaning by means of insulated covering protections fixed to the supporting pipes of the skids. 
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AM has developed a special shape for these coverings to get at the same time good 

thermal results and low maintenance costs connected to repair or replacing of the coverings. 

The following Fig. 2 and Photo 1 show a typical arrangement of these coverings.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 - Typical arrangement of slot covering 

protection 

 
 

Photo 1 – Industrial installation of covering 

protection 

 

 

 

The industrial applications of these covering have shown the following main 

advantages: 

 Reduction of the heat losses through the slots till 30 ÷ 40 % (depending from the 

design of slots and from the constitution of the skid system); 

 Decrement of the cold spots in the furnace bottom; 

 Decrease of the scale fall down into the water seals. 

 

 

4. Skid insulation and riders 

 

Inside the furnace the reheating product is supported by riders - heat resistant casted 

items - that have the scope to withstand the load of the charge at high temperature and to 

avoid the direct contact between the hot material and the cooled skid pipes. The good 

functioning of the riders is extremely important to reach the most severe quality standard 

requested for the modern reheated products without troubles due to destroying, heavy 

maintenance or to high heat transfer into the skid cooling medium. ANDRITZ Metals has 

further developed the design of the clammed riders to obtain a safety fixation of the high 

alloyed casted part to the skid pipes without any direct welding of different steel grades. 

The insulation of the skid pipes in the furnace provides a barrier to the heat flux from 

the hot combustion chamber toward the beam cooling medium. The thickness and the thermal 

properties of the insulating materials together with their resistance against mechanical stresses 

at high temperature and against scale infiltrations are the main characteristics that control the 

performances of the skid leaning. ANDRITZ Metals has put special care by designing the 

shape of the insulating leaning near to the riders to optimise the radiation of the charge bottom 

surface (to reduce the skid marks) and to facilitate the fall down of the scale. The following 

Fig. 3 and Photo 2 show a typical arrangement of riders and skid insulation. The heat losses 
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reduction through the skid after installation of the high efficiency insulation is illustrated in 

the Fig. 4 hereafter. For a typical walking beam furnace by installing the above illustrated 

technology of riders and pipe insulation the skid losses can be significantly reduced of approx. 

30 ÷ 50 % in comparison with a traditional solution. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 - Typical arrangement of riders 

and skid insulation 

 
 

Photo 2 – Industrial installation of riders and skid 

insulation 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 – Recorded trend of the skid losses after replacing of insulation 

 

 

The industrial installation of clammed riders and high efficiency skid insulation has 

indicated the following main advantages: 

 Reduction of the heat losses through the cooled skid pipes; 

 Decrement of the skid marks on the reheated material; 

 Decrease of the mechanical marks on the surface of the charge; 

 Increase of the durability of the riders and skid insulating leaning. 
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5. Furnace balance 

 

In addition to the above described technologies the AM Blue Recovery furnaces are 

featured by charging and discharging doors with advanced tightening arrangements and by 

combustion system designed for the highest reachable preheat of the air for the utilisation of 

the fuel energy as much as possible in the heating process itself. The improved tightness of the 

doors assures a reduction of the heat losses through the gap between door and doorframe of 

the conventional solution and the minimising of the infiltration of cold air inside the 

combustion chamber with consequently cold spots and reduced thermal efficiency.  

The influence of the above technical solutions on the furnace thermal balance is 

displayed in the graphics hereafter. 

The thermal balance of a 300 t/h walking beam furnace for slabs with traditional 

technology is displayed in the graphic of Fig. 5. The corresponding furnace designed by 

applying the newest technologies features an energy balance as shown in Fig. 6. 

The comparison of the two graphics points out that the application of the Blue Recovery 

Technology involves a reduction of the fuel consumption of approx. 20 %.  

 

 

Reheating Furnace

300 t/h

1250 °C

FUEL

STEEL

HOT COMBUSTION AIR

REFRACTORY

DOORS

WASTE 

GAS
SKIDS

SLOTS

STEEL OXID.

FURNACE BALANCE

ORIGINAL SITUATION 

2,7 kWh/T 0,54 %

67,2 kWh/T 13,46 %
131,3 kWh/T 26,29 %

44,5 kWh/T 8,91 %

2,4 kWh/T 0,48 %

9,4 kWh/T 1,88 %

8,4 kWh/T 1,68 %

236,2 kWh/T 47,3 %

429,5 kWh/T 86,0 %

 
 

Fig. 5 - Thermal balance of a 300 t/h walking beam furnace with conventional 

technology 

 

 

Reheating Furnace

300 t/h

1250 °C

FUEL

STEEL

REFRACTORY

DOORS

WASTE 

GAS SKIDS

SLOTS

STEEL OXID.

FURNACE BALANCE

ANDRITZ METAL 

„BLUE RECOVERY
®
“ TECHNOLOGY 

2,7 kWh/T 0,64 %

73,5 kWh/T 17,54 %
73,1 kWh/T 17,44 %

23,4 kWh/T 5,58 %

0,7 kWh/T 0,17 %

3,8 kWh/T 0,91 %

8,4 kWh/T 2,0 %

236,2 kWh/T 56,36 %

342,9 kWh/T 81,82 %

HOT COMBUSTION AIR

Reduction of the energy consuption of approx 86,6 kWh/t – 312 MJ/t  
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Fig. 6 - Thermal balance of a 300 t/h walking beam furnace applying “Blue Recovery 

technology” 

 

 

The above graphics show that a considerable amount of energy can be saved by 

increasing the temperature of the preheated combustion air by recovering the heat content in 

the waste gasses leaving the furnace. The higher temperature of the combustion air holds 

however some technical and economical disadvantages, that is:  

 higher installation costs for the combustion system – all the air pipes and 

components must be made in heat resistant material instead of carbon steel; 

 use of more sophisticate burner technologies to maintain the pollutant emissions 

within the limits of the valid environmental protection norms. 

The results of the industrial application, step by step, of the above illustrated furnace 

design to reheating furnaces, walking beam type, are to see from the graphic of Fig. 7.  

The consumption data are the feedback from the steelwork and are related to the average 

energy consumption of the 4 reheating furnaces operated simultaneously and at the same 

production rate. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 – Comparison of the application of the “Blue Recovery Technology” on industrial 

furnaces 

 

 

6. Burner technology 

 

The limits of the pollutant emissions become continuously severe, to match the requests 

of the norms all around the word and to install combustion system better tailored with the 

necessities of the modern reheating furnaces, ANDRITZ Metals has started some years ago 

the research and development of new burners that are suitable to perform the necessities of the 

supplied plants. The burner development considers the most modern design criteria like air 

splitting, re-circulation of waste gas with consequently obtained dilution of the combustion 

reagents, flame less combustion, regenerative energy recovery, etc.  
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The development is mainly scheduled in several steps: CFD simulation, design and test 

of the prototypes with reduced thermal capacity, execution of the industrial burner by scaling 

up of the unit that has given the best technical performances. A typical burner development 

sequence is illustrated in the following Fig. 8 CFD computer simulation showing the fuel/air 

reaction area near to the quarl and the corresponding speed vectors, Fig. 9 trend of the 

measured NOx values, Photo 3 prototype on the test combustion chamber and Photo 4 burner 

in operation on the industrial furnace. 

The measured values of Fig. 8 show that the applied burner design criteria allow to keep 

the pollutant emissions of NOx at very low level, quite below the actually valid limits, by 

working conditions of an industrial furnace with high air preheat.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 - CFD Computer simulation: 

temperature fields and speed vectors 

 
 

Fig. 9 - Trend of the measured NOx values 

 

 

 
 

Photo 3 - Prototype installed on the test 

combustion chamber (0,5 MW) 

 
 

Photo 4 - Burner installed on the industrial 

furnace (2,8 MW) 

 

 

Above the “long flame burner” to be installed on the frontal and lateral furnace walls 

ANDRITZ Metals has recently developed other two burner types that is flat flame radiant roof 

and regenerative burners. The flat flame burners feature a wide turn down range and, due to 

the applied waste gas recirculation technology, the NOx emissions are very low also, with 

high air preheat and high furnace temperature. The NOx measured values for the flat flame 
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burners are in the same range than for the long flame burners as indicated in the above 

diagram of Fig. 9. 

 

 

7. Regenerative burner technology 

 

For several applications, mainly for hot charge or for batch reheating process, the use of 

regenerative burner can assure very interesting reduction of the energy consumption. With 

zone temperature of approx. 1250 ÷ 1270 °C the regenerator connected to the burner can 

preheat the combustion air at more than 1100 °C; the thermal efficiency reaches in this case 

values above 80 %, meanwhile a furnace with traditional centralised heat exchanger has a 

thermal efficiency between 65 to 75 % approx. The most modern walking beam furnaces with 

long convective zones and high temperature of the preheated air reach a thermal efficiency 

similar to that obtained with the regenerative burners system; however for several applications 

not all the preconditions exist to obtain the energy recovery capability that can be reached by 

the most sophisticated installation. In case of modernisation or increase of the production, the 

installation of regenerative burners allows to improve the furnace capability without any 

further change in the existing installation. The application of the regenerative burner 

technology must be carefully studied case to case to evaluate the possible benefits or 

disadvantages in comparison with the traditional solutions. For the application of the 

regenerative burners ANDRITZ Metals has study and developed a regenerator – burner unit 

suitable to be installed under the heavy operation conditions of the steelwork.  

These regenerative burners have been used to modernise a rotary hearth furnace with the 

scope to increase the furnace capacity and at the same time to reduce the heat consumption 

and the pollutant emissions. The furnace is charged with round billets coming from the 

continuous casting machine and heat up the charge to the temperature requested by the rolling 

process. The following Fig. 10 displays the typical arrangement of the regenerative burners 

and their functioning (firing and suction phases); the Photo 5 shows the installation of the 

regenerators including piping and controlling equipment. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 – Arrangement of the regenerative burners on the furnace walls 
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Photo 5 – Regenerative burner installation with piping and control equipment 

 

 

The main modernisation works that have been performed on the reheating furnace were: 

 Optimisation of the heat losses on the water seals; 

 Installation of regenerative burners in the heating zones; 

 Replacing of the refractory leaning near to the new burners; 

 Complete adaption of the waste gas system for the regenerative burner operation; 

 Installation of a new control system to actuate and to control the operation of the 

new regenerative burners. 

The original furnace structure, the charge transportation machines and the burners of the 

soaking zones have not been changed. 

The results of the above modifications are listed hereafter: 

 Year of original furnace construction    1953; 

 Year of modernisation       2011; 

 Increase of furnace capacity after modernisation  > 15%; 

 Originally installed thermal capacity    42 MW; 

 Installed thermal capacity after modernisation  36 MW; 

 Thermal efficiency after modernisation   ~ 86 %; 

 Reduction of the energy consumption     > 25 %; 

 NOx emission after modernisation (@ 3% O2)  < 350 mg/Nm³; 

 Reduction of the NOx emission    > 45 %; 

 CO emission after modernisation (@ 3% O2)  << 50 mg/Nm³; 

The extremely short erection and commissioning periods and the outmatching of the 

performances have brought to the amortisation of the revamping costs in less than two years.  
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8. Conclusion 

 

In the field of the reheating furnaces for steel products, ANDRITZ Metals has studied 

and developed new technologies to improve the quality of the heated products and to reduce 

the consumption of energy and to minimise the pollutant emissions. Some of these 

technologies are above shortly described and some results of their industrial applications are 

shown. The given examples indicate clearly that the application of the studied technologies 

brought important benefits for the economic and environmental responsible operation of the 

reheating furnaces. The use of these new technologies must be carefully evaluated and adapted 

for every single application to obtain the best performances and that the reached developments 

and, even if the obtained results are very interesting and important, further improvements and 

innovative concepts shall be investigated to maintain the own technology at the highest level.   
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Abstract  

  
 

INTERFACIAL PHENOMENA BETWEEN FLUXES AND LIQUID 
METAL IN THE CC PROCESS 

 
 

 
The conditions and parameters in the CC process have a strong effect on the generation 

of surface and sub-surface defects in the strand. Phenomena like separation of non-metallic 
inclusions, instabilities of the interface, dispersion of flux micro-droplets into steel, chemical 
reactions between steel and flux at the meniscus causing new inclusions and change of flux 
properties occur  in the casting process.  

The present study reports about the experimental investigation of the above mentioned 
phenomena as well in laboratory experiments as in the industrial CC process. The separation 
of non-metallic particles into slag was investigated in the laboratory scale and show that the 
separation kinetics is strongly dependent on the nature of particles and slag. In cold physical 
models the interfacial instabilities and transport of tracer in the vicinity of the interface were 
investigated. Using samples taken directly in the mould in the CC process the dispersion of 
flux in liquid steel was detected and the effect of interfacial convection on mass transport 
between steel and flux was quantified.  
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Interface instability, interfacial convection, separation of inclusions, concentration gradients at 
interface, interfacial reaction, dispersion.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The surface and sub-surface soundness of the CC-products is of essential importance in 
view on conditioning costs and on final product quality. Clusters of NMI can cause sliver 
defects in the rolled products should be avoided by careful control of process conditions and 
parameters. In the mould the separation of the NMI carried over from ladle and tundish should 
be promoted by well controlled flow pattern and flux properties. Earlier investigations show 
that dissolution of non-metallic particles in slag is connected with the generation of 
intermediate phases near the interface particle-slag [1]. Therefore the knowledge of the 
dissolution kinetics of particles in slags with different chemical composition is of interest 
because of their limited contact time at the meniscus in the running process.  
The strong macroscopic convection in the mould near the surface can lead to the separation of 
flux droplets under certain conditions. Increased meniscus oscillations and vortices promote 
this phenomenon. However, under steady flow conditions and interfacial tension measured 
under equilibrium conditions, such separation of flux droplets is not possible, as previous 
investigation shows [2]. In this experimental study the physical properties of both liquid 
phases (density, viscosity, interfacial tension) as well as the flow velocity of the lower phase 
near the interface were taken into account. Using dimension free relations it was estimated for 
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the industrial CC process (properties of flux, liquid steel and near surface flow velocity of 
steel of 0.3-0.4 ms-1) that the flux emulsification in steel is possible if the interfacial tension 
decreases strongly below 100 mNm-1. In previous papers was reported that the interfacial 
tension decreases even to zero, if strong mass transport through the interface, especially of 
oxygen, takes place [3, 4]. Gradients of interfacial energy along the interface produces 
interfacial convection which increases the mass transport within and through the boundary 
layers [5]. These gradients can be generated by the gradients of temperature, concentration, 
electrical potential which in turn are usually caused by local differences of species transfer 
through the interface and their diffusion. In slag-metal systems such convection reaches high 
intensity [6-8] because of high values of interfacial energies. In the most of systems the 
interfacial energy decreases with increasing mass flow rate through the interface of diffusing 
components. The instability of the interface between two undisturbed and still fluids is 
therefore dependent on the quote of the diffusion coefficients in both phases of the passing 
through component and on the quote of the kinematical viscosities of both phases. Therefore 
the fluid dynamic controlled instability occurs if e.g. is  D1/D2 =1 and ν1/ν2 > 1 [9]. These 
conditions are still fulfilled for liquid slag/metal systems [10]. The induced flow generates in 
this case microwaves at the interface which is termed the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and 
was reported in few papers [5, 11]. 

 
 

2. Experimental 
 

Investigations of particle dissolution in slags were performed using Confocal Laser 
Scanning Microscope (CLSM). Particles of Al2O3, MgO and MgAl2O4 were produced by 
crushing pure material. The obtained particles had a non regular shape and the size of 260 to 
300 μm. Two slags were used for investigations: synthetically produced slag M24 (32% CaO, 
32% SiO2 and 36% Al2O3) and industrial tundish slag B (26%CaO, 20% SiO2, 47%Al2O3, 
2.6%MgO, 1%MnO and 2% TiO2).The progress of dissolution of particles placed at the 
surface of molten slags was registered.  

Interfacial flows were investigated in cold models, in which different non-miscible 
fluids were layered above one another. Deionised water was always covered by different fluids 
with lower densities. The adjustable parameter was the height of the covered layer which was 
varied within the range of 3 mm to 12 mm. A Plexiglas model with a size of 210 mm x 70 
mm x 50 mm was used for the optical measurements.  

For the observation and measurement of the mass transport the similar experimental 
arrangement as described above was used. As immiscible liquids butanol and water were used 
and the transfer of Rhodamine 6G as tracer substance from water to butanol was measured. In 
one case the transport of Rhodamine 6G only by diffusion was measured while in other case 
its change due to induced interface convection. The details are described in the previous paper 
[10].  

In the industrial experiments samples were taken from the mould during the continuous 
casting process. Mass exchange between mould flux and stainless steels with different Ti 
content were measured by analysing of quenched mould flux. The chemical composition of 
steels and mould fluxes are given in previous paper [5]. 

Measurements methods: A high speed camera was used to record the movement of a 
dyed tracer at the interface between the two non-miscible fluids from a top view. Furthermore, 
the particle image velocimetry (PIV). Rhodamin B particles with a size of about 20 µm were 
used as tracer particles in both phases. The measurement of the local concentration change 
were performed by recording of the Rhodamine 6G transport using the laser induced 



fluorescence (LIV) method and the same laser after the system was calibrated. The 
emulsification of steel and slag was observed using CLSM. The concentration profiles of 
elements in industrial samples were measured using Secondary Neutral Mass Spectroscopy 
(SNMS) starting from the metal/slag contact surface as well on the metal as on the slag side. 
Using this method the respective surface layer is removed layer by layer with the diameter of 4 
mm down to a depth of around 7μm in the metal and around 3.5μm in the slag through 
sputtering. The detailed description is given in a previous paper [12]. 

 
 

3. Results  
  

Dissolution of particles in slags. Particles were placed on the surface of the pre-melted 
slag in platinum crucible and heated in CLSM to 1550°C. The particles sank during 
dissolution in the liquid slag and their position was followed by focusing the microscope. The 
progress of dissolution was dependent on particle and slag composition. For comparison of 
results the measurements were evaluated using the shrinking core model: 
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The equation (1) describes the reaction controlled process and (2) diffusion controlled. 
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 is the quote of the actual to the start radius and t/τ the actual time to the total time of 
complete dissolution. The progress of dissolution in slag M24 plotted in Fig. 1 shows, that the 

 

 
Fig. 1 Dissolution of particles in M24 slag.     Fig. 2 Dissolution of particles in slag B 
 
dissolution of spinel is 2 to 3 times quicker compared to that of MgO and Al2O3 for 

particles of similar size. The dotted line depict the course for reaction controlled dissolution 
and the solid line for diffusion controlled. It is clearly visible that for spinel and Al2O3 the 
dissolution rate determine the whole process. In case of MgO intermediate phases (MgAl2O4
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are generated during the dissolution and their transformation and diffusion estimate the 
kinetics of particle dissolution. In the industrial slag B the dissolution progress is a little bit 
different: up to 30 to 40% of total dissolution time the dissolution rate determine the whole 
kinetics; then, intermediate phases are generated and the dissolution rate slows down.  



Interfacial convection and the stability of the interface. Interfacial convection is 
generated if local gradients of interfacial energy or tension exist. Because a number of 
parameters affect the interfacial energy and they are non homogeneously distributed at the 
interface, still gradients of the interfacial energy or interfacial tension exist. The gradients of 
the interfacial tension generate the shear stress in the adhered layer and can be produced by 
local differences of temperature T, species concentration Ci, ion concentration CI(+/-), 
electrical potential Φ and species transfer rate through the interface  at the length distance x 
at the interface. For model investigation of interfacial convection the origin of the interfacial 
tension change is of secondary importance. The acting forces and generated shear stress move 
the liquids on both sides of the interface. For the transfer of the results from cold physical 
models to high temperature processes some similarity criteria should be fulfilled. In these 
criteria, defined in dimension free numbers, the material properties and fluid dynamic 
parameter are to be taken into account.  

The propagation velocity at the interface observed with high speed camera is given by 
the measured displacement of the dyed tracer. The measured velocities are plotted over the 
distance from the surfactant injection position (disruption position) as shown in Fig. 3. The 
results show that with increasing layer thickness the movement velocity increases for constant 
material properties. Assuming that the total reduction of the interfacial tension ∆σ 
corresponds with the interfacial tension σ between the both phases the Steinmetz number can 
be calculated. The Steinmetz number is defined as Ste = 2-σρη∆cL , where Lc

 

 is the 
characteristic length (in our case: upper layer thickness), and σ, ρ and η are interfacial tension, 
density and viscosity, respectively. The velocity of the area nearest to the injection position, in 
which interface undergoes an acceleration from a static position, increases with liquid layer 
thickness and following the growing Steinmetz number. After reaching a maximum, it 
decreases with increasing distance from the injection position. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Dependency between the velocity of 
the tracer and distance from the injection 
position [10]. 

Fig. 4 The maximal velocity at the 
interface as a function of Ste number 
measured with PIV method and high speed 
camera.

  It can be deduced that the spatial magnitude of the velocity depends on Steinmetz 
number. The maximal velocities for the point in certain distance of the point of disruption are 
depicted over the varied Steinmetz number, as shown in Fig. 4. For more accurate observation 
using the high speed camera a good correlation between the Ste number and the velocity near 
the interface is observed. In the continuous casting processes liquid fluxes are in contact with 
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liquid steel. For this case with flux layer thickness above the meniscus of Lc = 5 mm and 
assuming change of σ down to zero the Ste values is 2.7⋅103 to 5.4⋅103. Therefore the range of 
the Ste values of liquid used in present experiments covers also the metallurgical conditions 
and the resulting flow velocity at the interface can be estimated to 20 to 25 mm s-1

 

. The flow 
conditions near the interface were visualised in the same model using LIF. The situation 
showing the local turbulence near the interface directly after the addition of surfactants at the 
interface is given in Fig. 5. These turbulences increases the mass transport on both sides of the 
interface. 

 
 

Figure 5. Turbulence near the interface caused by surfactant addition recorded using LIF method 
 
Mass transfer. Mass transfer and the effect of interfacial convection was investigated in 

the cold physical model, as reported above, and using samples taken in the industrial CC 
process. In the cold model the transfer of Rhodamin 6G from the bulk of the aqueous solution 
through the interface to the bulk of the organic phase butanol was measured in the same 
experimental arrangement and using the LIF method. The two dimensional area was enlighten 
by YAG-laser and the fluorescence intensity as a measure for the concentration was recorded 
with CCD camera (FlowSense M2 8bit). In the first experiment no any convection in both 
phases existed and the mass transport took place only due to diffusion. In the first seconds 
after the injection the concentration in the upper liquid decreases as the enriched layer is 
removed and fresh liquid supplied and then strongly increases. The increase is caused by 
generated torus vortex which transports back the volume elements with high concentration 
towards the interface. The situation showing the local turbulence near the interface is given in 
Fig. 5. The change of the concentration of Rodamin 6G on both sides of the interface were 
recorded for both cases up to 1800 s after overlaying the water solution, Fig. 6, and, in the 
case of interfacial convection, up to 1800 s after the surfactant injection, Fig. 7. The 
concentration profiles recorded after certain time intervals show, that the mass transfer is 
strongly increased when interfacial convection occurs, Fig. 7, compared to mass transfer 
driven only by diffusion, Fig. 6. In the first seconds after the injection the concentration in the 
upper liquid decreases as the enriched layer is removed and fresh liquid supplied and then 
strongly increases. The increase is caused by generated torus vortex which transports back the 
volume elements with high concentration towards the interface. The flow stagnates with time 
as the fresh volume elements are transported to the interface and following the interfacial 
tension increases. The course reflects the interfacial flow and end at higher level compared to 
the starting position due to higher transferred mass. The calculation of mass transport densities 
in the case of diffusion and in the case of diffusion with only one superimposed movement by 
interfacial convection shows the increase of the Bo* number by the factor of 1.1 to 1.5 due to 
the effect of the interfacial convection. In metallurgical systems much higher interfacial 
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tensions exists which cause more intense interfacial turbulence and consequently lead to 
higher values of the Bo* number. It defines the quote of the total (measured) mass flow rate 
density of analysed species which results from the transferred mass through the interface in 
the reaction time m i,Σ to the mass flow rate density cased by diffusion m i,D:    
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Fig. 6 Mass transfer only by diffusion.       Fig. 7 Mass transfer by diffusion and 
interfacial convection. 

 
In the casting process considered here, the sources of oxygen are (FeO) and (SiO2) in 

the flux, with [Ti], [Mn] and [Cr] being oxidised when casting stainless steel (parentheses and 
square brackets denote slag phase and metal phase respectively). The greatest exchange, in 
particular with Ti alloyed steel grades, takes place between (SiO2) and [Ti]. Since [Ti] was 
present in different concentrations in the alloys examined, and the change in the (TiO2) 
concentration was the highest of all components, the effect of the convective flows on the 
kinetics of the metal-slag reaction was examined on the basis of [Ti] oxidation and absorption 
into the slag. The effect of interfacial convective flows on the kinetics of the mass transfer 
with liquid metal was investigated via the ratio Δ(TiO2) / [Ti] (where Δ represents the 
difference in the chemical composition of sampled slag and the original powder) as a function 
of the slag layer thickness [5, 13]. The ratio increases with slag layer thickness of 5-6 mm.  

The relationship between the Bo* and the convection conditions in the slag, as defined 
by the Steinmetz number Ste, are examined below. To analyse the problem, a combination of 
the metal alloy and the slag is considered in each case. This ensures that the mass transfer (and 
thus the mass transfer coefficient) for each system considered can be assumed to be constant. 
Therefore, the modified Bodenstein number Bo*, defined in equation above, takes into 
consideration the effect of the convection conditions for each slag-metal combination in the 
same way. 

The experimental results evaluated in this way are shown in Fig 8. It can be clearly 
seen that Bo*, plotted at the y-axes, increases with increasing Ste. Even with the smallest 
measured slag layer thickness, Bo* is greater than 1 (i.e. the total mass transport is greater 
than the diffusive mass transport). It can be reliably assumed that under the experimental 
conditions, the interfacial flows always occur as soon as liquid slag is formed. They make a 
basic contribution to the total mass transport up to approx. 20 times the mass flux by diffusion 
(see values of Bo* in Fig. 8). 
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The values of the Ste number are between 2·103 and 5·103 and lies within the range of 
experiments performed at room temperature. Following it can be derived that flow conditions 
near the interface in the real metallurgical process can be described using the Ste number.  

For values of Ste higher than ca. 5·103

 

 (marked with thick stroke), thermal convection 
occurs and the relation between Bo* and convective flows has to be described using another 
function as reported previously [5, 13]. In this case the flow conditions are described by the 
product Ste•Ra, which takes into account as well the interfacial convection as the thermal one. 
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Fig. 8. Modified Bodenstein-number Bo* for TiO2-absoption into the casting flux as a 

function of Steinmetz-number Ste (valid in the range of Ste up to 5⋅103

 

) for cast steel grades a) 
AISI 304 b) AISI 321 and 316Ti c) AISI 409 and 430Ti. 

Conditions at the slag/metal boundary. Samples taken during casting of stainless steel slabs 
were investigated using SNMS-analysis method. The concentration profile of certain elements 
is discussed in the following on the basis of a sample taken during the continuous casting of 
AISI 304. 

The concentration profile of some elements on the metal side is shown for one 
representative sample in Fig. 9a). Starting from the bulk of the sample (long sputter time), the 
oxygen concentration increases up to 10% at the phase boundary. Other surfactants as sulphur 
and nitrogen both enrich to approx. 0.6%. A qualitatively similar progression is shown by Al, 
which is reduced from the slag. Fe, Cr and Mn, by contrast, are subject to strong depletion 
(Mn less) near the phase boundary, indicating their oxidation. In the vicinity of the interface 
the content of Cr and Mn increases as they form an oxide layer (see below) as well as Ti. On 
the slag side of the same sample, Fig. 9b), the oxygen concentration decreases towards the 
phase boundary and thus corresponds with the oxygen increase at the interface in the metal 
phase. A similar course is shown by Al. The Cr oxidation is reflected in a very high 
concentration at the phase boundary, which decreases exponentially towards the bulk of the 
phase. The Ti and Mn concentration shows similar behaviour. The Na concentrations deserve 
particular mention: at the phase boundary the Na concentration increases to a value of 11% in 
this sample and up to 35% in other samples with a Na2O average concentration of around 8% 
in each original slag. Similar profiles were measured in all other samples. The measured 
concentration profiles show that on both sides of the interface high concentration gradients of 
elements exist. The thickness of these layers is approx. 150nm on the metal side and approx. 
400nm on the slag side. The large concentration gradients on both sides of the interface 
indicate that interface reactions take place quickly. The kinetic of the total mass transfer is 
therefore controlled by the transport in the phase with lower convection flow and lower 
diffusion velocities. The mass transfer through the interface is linked with a reduction in 
interfacial tension. The resulting interfacial convection at locally reduced interfacial tension 



down to zero can lead to the emulsification of both phases in each other. In the Fig. 10a), a 
square section through the slag/metal interface in the sample taken in the CC process is 
shown. Near the interface (in the distance less than approx. 200 µm) slag droplets with 
diameter up to approx. 15 µm were detected in the steel, [5]. Using SEM-EDX it was revealed 
that the entrained droplets had the same composition as the slag used. A similar nature of slag 
entrapment was found in the experimental laboratory works of Chung and Cramb [14, 15]. In 
own laboratory experiments using CLSM slag droplets of similar size and distance from the 
slag-metal interface were found as in industrial samples when steel was contacted with slag, 
Fig. 10b) [16].  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Concentration (mass %) of different elements as function of distance from interface 
(cast steel AISI 304): sample was taken during continuous casting operation and quenched in 
water. a) in metal phase (100s sputter time is equivalent to distance of about 200nm, interface 
at t=0s); b) in slag phase (100s sputter time is equivalent to distance of about 70nm, interface 
at t=0s); sputtered area: 4mm diameter. 

 
a)       b) 

     
 

Fig. 10 Interface between CrNi-steel and slag,  a) mould slag, b) CaO-SiO2-TiO2

 

 slag 
(dark) in steel (white).

 



Conclusions  
 
          At slag-metal interfaces a number of phenomena occur and different processes take 
place. Their understanding is essential for further improvement of product quality. In the 
present study some of these phenomena were experimentally investigated and quantified. 
Laboratory investigations as well as in the industrial process were performed.  

The total dissolution rate of non-metallic inclusions in slags depends on their 
composition and that of the slags. The dissolution process can be accompanied by the 
generation of intermediate phases around the particles, which decrease the total dissolution 
rate. 

In cold models the occurrence and the flow velocity at the interface of two liquids was 
investigated. Using developed similarity criteria the maximum flow velocity at the interface 
slag/metal could be estimated to 20-25 mm s-1

On both sides of the slag/metal interface high concentration gradients of all elements 
exist. The height of the gradients depends on the elements. The highest concentration 
gradients exist in the range up to approx. 150 nm on the metal side and up to approx. 400 nm 
on the slag side.  

. As well in cold models as on the basis of 
industrial sample the contribution of the interfacial convection to the mass transport between 
both phases was quantified. In the industrial CC process the interfacial convection can 
increase the mass transport by the factor of 20 compared to transport by diffusion.  
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Change of mold slag composition during slab casting of steel with high Al 

content 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Three different mold slags have been sampled in dependence of time during slab casting of 

TRIP steel and compositional changes have been analyzed. Mass transfer coefficients 

governing the decrease of silica and increase of alumina have been determined. Moreover 

change of manganese content was investigated in dependence of the initial manganese content 

of the mold powder which was close to zero for one of the powders investigated. The 

following findings have been revealed: Mass transfer coefficients are rising with increasing 

elapsed time or decreasing silica content, respectively. An initial increase of manganese 

content by oxidation from the steel followed by later reduction could be observed for the 

manganese free mold powder. For interpretation of these findings further simulation 

according to an effective equilibrium reaction zone model was performed. It was revealed that 

the primary impact of the steel flow at the steel/slag interface close to the mold wall followed 

by a stratified flow is of major importance for the phenomena observed. Further results enable 

to predict the steady state composition and show that steady state silica content is nonzero in 

any case. Moreover, for the mold powders investigated here, it was concluded that manganese 

content does not decrease silica reduction. 
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1. Introduction 

 

This publication deals with compositional changes of continuous casting mold slags 

associated with the reducing action of aluminum [Al] in the steel. Such changes may occur for 

sufficiently high contents of [Al], like it is the case for e.g. TRIP steels with <1.5 mass% Al. 

Especially an increase of (Al2O3) and a decrease of (SiO2) is observed due to the reaction 

 

        SiOAlAlSiO 3243 322   . (1) 

 

Several investigations already focused on this phenomenon [1]-[5]. In [1] an exponential 

change of silica and alumina with time is assumed. In [2] thermodynamic considerations are 

applied, the authors of [2] conclude that (MnO) can inhibit silica reduction. Kinetic models 

for the alumina pick-up of the slag are developed in [4] and [5]. In both cases the alumina 

concentration in the slag pool is represented by an ordinary first order differential equation 

which accounts for the feed from the mold powder, the output consumed by the slag film 

between mold and strand, and the oxidation from the liquid steel. Furthermore in [5] also the 

absorption of alumina inclusions in the steel is considered. A constant mass transfer 
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coefficient for alumina in the slag is applied and an analytical solution of the differential 

equation is therefore achieved easily. The investigations documented in the present paper 

originate from the fact that a similar model with constant mass transfer coefficient did not 

show satisfactory agreement with measurements on site. Therefore the following approach 

was chosen: A model based on differential equations for the species concentrations in the slag 

was set up for SiO2, Al2O3 and MnO. An inverse evaluation procedure was developed and 

applied to identify the mass transfer coefficients as functions of the silica content as well as 

the equilibrium concentrations at the slag/steel interface and a lower limit for the ratios of the 

mass transfer coefficients in the steel and the slag. To explain the dependency of the mass 

transfer coefficient on the progress of the silica reduction and [Mn] oxidation observed in the 

case of manganese free mold powder further thermochemical modelling was performed. 

 

 

2. Experiments 

 

Slag pool was sampled for three casting sequences with different mold powders of the 

compositions shown in Tab. 1. As the carbon content vanishes before liquefaction 

compositions are represented in terms of oxides and calcium fluoride balanced to 100 mass%. 

 

Tab. 1:  Compositions of mold powders MP1-MP3 in carbon free state represented in terms 

of oxides and CaF2 (mass%). 

 

 CaO CaF2 SiO2 Al2O3 MgO Li2O Na2O K2O TiO2 FeO MnO B2O3 P2O3 

MP1 23.4 20.2 37.0 1.75 4.27 0.00 7.66 0.24 0.19 0.38 0.13 3.72 1.01 

MP2 7.23 22.1 41.5 4.78 1.34 2.78 12.4 0.58 0.34 0.79 6.05 0.10 0.07 

MP3 7.65 23.0 41.1 4.82 1.17 1.90 12.6 0.62 0.08 0.87 5.98 0.21 0.10 

 

Steel casted contained app. 1 mass% Al, >1.5 mass% Mn and <0.4 mass% Si. Slag specimens 

have been sampled starting one minute after begin of casting, sampling ended after 50-119 

min. During this period relevant process parameters were collected and averaged. Especially 

mold powder demand, slag pool thickness and the cross sectional area of the mold are of 

importance here. Slab thickness was 215 mm, slab width 1357 to 1457 mm. From Fig. 1 a) 

and b) decrease of silica and increase of alumina content with elapsed casting time is clearly 

visible. 

a)  b)  

Fig. 1:  Decrease of silica content a) and increase of alumina content b) in the slag pool in 

dependence of elapsed casting time. 



The progression of the (MnO) content depicted in Fig. 2 is of special interest. Over the whole 

investigated time period the (MnO) content is higher for MP1 and lower for MP2 and MP3 

compared with the respective original mold powder compositions as shown in Tab. 1. 

Therefore it can be concluded that (MnO) is reduced by [Al] for MP2 and MP3, while [Mn] 

oxidation occurs in the case of MP1. This astonishing behavior will be discussed later.  

 

Fig. 2:  Dependence of the (MnO) content in the slag pool on the elapsed casting time. 

3. Modeling approach and parameter identification 

 

A balance of the mass fluxes of the various species entering and leaving the slag pool yields – 

similarly as applied in [4],[5] – an ordinary first order differential equation for the 

concentration ci if the species i: 
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Here t is the time, A is the cross sectional area of the mold minus the area covered by the 

SEN, V0 is the slag pool volume, V,˙ the volume flux entering/leaving the slag pool and i
slag

 

the mass transfer coefficient of species i in the slag. Furthermore the concentrations c0
i
, ce

i
 and 

c1
i
 refer to the slag pool bulk, the equilibrium concentration in the slag pool at the steel/slag 

interface, and the original mold flux composition. As preliminary calculations showed that 

Equ. (2) does not yield satisfactory agreement with measurements an inverse procedure was 

established in order to simultaneously identify a variable mass transfer coefficient and the 

equilibrium species concentration. It was assumed that i
slag

 can be represented as a second 

power algebraic function of c0
SiO2

: 
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Substitution of Equ. (3) into Equ. (2) and integration shows the coefficients Dk
i
 can be 

calculated from a regression analysis: 
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Here j>0 refers to n-1 of the n particular samples 0,1,…,n-1, n being the total number of 

sampling times. The quantity Zj
i
 and the coefficients Xk,j

i
 received by this procedure are: 
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Here t0 is the time when sample 0 was taken (one minute after start of casting), and similar 

holds for tj. This means that no information from the first minute was used, as conditions are 

not well defined immediately after start of casting. Equ. (4) and (5) describe a non-iterative 

procedure for the determination of i
slag

 for the case that ce
i
 is known. It was combined with a 

Newton-Raphson iteration in order to simultaneously identify ce
i
. For this purpose i

slag
 

received for an iterative approximation of ce
i
 was applied to numerically solve Equ. (2), the 

result was used to calculate the deviation from the measurement in terms of the sum of 

squared differences, and this error then was iteratively minimized. This procedure results in 

ce
SiO2

=0 for all three mold slags and ce
MnO

=0 for MP2 and MP3. Further ce
Al2O3

 was calculated 

for MP2 and MP3 from ce
SiO2

 and ce
MnO

 by considering Equ. (1) and the equivalent relation 

regarding (MnO) reduction. As an alternative, it was also tested whether ce
SiO2

 shows a linear 

dependence from c0
SiO2

 for relatively high (SiO2) concentrations and vanishes only below a 

critical value of c0
SiO2

. An inverse simulation shows that this critical silica content is larger 

than the initial one, viz. ce
SiO2

 in fact is identical to zero. From this a lower limit for the ratio 

Al
steel

/SiO2
slag

 can be followed. To give an example, for MP1 Al
steel

/SiO2
slag

≥8.47 was 

revealed. This is a meaningful result: Only if the ratio quoted above is large enough a 

sufficient aluminum supply enables silica reduction being so complete that ce
SiO2

=0 is 

achieved. 

 

4. Mass transfer coefficients and simulation results 

 

Fig. 3 shows a satisfactory agreement between the simulated and the measured (SiO2) content 

in the slag pool for all three mold powders. Deviations mainly show an oscillating character 

probably due to the fact that only mean values of the process variables have been available. A 

temporarily higher mold powder demand at constant feed rate will e.g. transiently decrease 

the silica content. For MP1 a somewhat larger error occurs for t>20 min as all but one 

measurements have been sampled in the first 40% of the time period. 

a)  b)  

Fig. 3: Simulated versus measured (SiO2) content for MP1 a) and MP2, MP3 b). 



Fig. 4 shows the mass transfer coefficients for (SiO2) and (Al2O3) as determined by the 

procedure explained in paragraph 3. Mass transfer coefficients show a mainly ascending 

behavior with progressing silica reduction (decreasing silica content). Also for (MnO) mass 

transfer coefficients can be identified in the same manner for MP2 and MP3, but not for MP1, 

where [Mn] oxidation can be observed. Therefore these results trigger at least two questions: 

How can the manganese oxidation be explained in the case of MP1, and what is the reason for 

the increase of the mass transfer coefficients with increasing silica reduction? 

a)  b)  

Fig. 4: Mass transfer coefficients in the slag for SiO2 a) and Al2O3 b). 

5. A thermochemical modeling approach 

 

A thermochemical modeling approach was chosen to answer the questions quoted above. The 

relatively high ratio Al
steel

/SiO2
slag

 identified by the inverse evaluation procedure enables 

ce
SiO2

=0 by an excess of [Al], and out of the same reason hinders oxidation of [Mn]. Therefore 

(SiO2) reduction and [Mn] oxidation must not be expected at the very same location. A 

possibility for manganese oxidation follows from the flow pattern as it is schematically 

depicted in Fig. 5 a). After leaving the SEN port a part of the steel flow enters the upper 

convection roll, impacts the steel/slag interface nearly vertically (which causes a high mass 

transfer coefficient) close to the mold wall, and then proceeds as a stratified flow parallel to 

the interface without major intermixture with the residual steel volume. This can be clearly 

observed from a research work of Thomas et al. [6], especially from an animation shown 

there. 

a)   b)  

Fig. 5:  Schematic representation of the steel flow pattern a) and the reactive equilibrium zone 

model b) (for explanations see text). 



It is now reasonable that a main part of the reduction processes takes place in the region of the 

impact flow close to the mold, where steel of original composition is provided and the mass 

transfer coefficient is relatively high compared to that in the slag phase. The subsequent 

stratified flow will cause a depletion of [Al] by further reaction with the slag. Then, with 

decreasing [Al] content, manganese oxidation may become possible in some distance from 

the mold wall. Therefore two regions should be distinguished at the steel/slag interface: First 

a reduction zone will occur (cross sectional area A1), followed by a zone of possible [Mn] 

oxidation with lower [Al] content (cross sectional area A2, A1+A2=A). It should be assumed 

that A1 will increase with proceeding silica reduction as less [Al] is consumed. Moreover, 

mass transfer coefficients calculated as explained above and shown in Fig. 4 have to be 

regarded to be nominal ones in the light of these considerations: Their calculated values relate 

to the whole cross sectional area A, but actually reduction with the equilibrium interface 

concentrations as identified in paragraph 3 takes place in the area A1<A. An increase of A1 

with progressing silica reduction will therefore increase the nominal mass transfer coefficient 

corresponding to constant A. The special flow pattern associated with the upper convection 

roll therefore offers an explanation for both the possible [Mn] oxidation and the increase of 

the mass transfer coefficient with decreasing silica content. To verify these considerations an 

effective equilibrium reaction zone model was applied. Details about this technique can e.g. 

be seen from [7]. Commercially available software FactSage has been used for this purpose, 

details about the database are explained in [8],[9]. The kernel of the model structure is 

schematically depicted in Fig. 5 b). The content of reaction zones ([RZ1-4] for steel and 

(RZ1-4) for slag) is equilibrated and afterwards remixed with the residual volume of the 

corresponding zones [Z1-4] and the slag pool, respectively. This procedure is iteratively 

repeated for suitable time steps, while in- and output of slag and steel is considered according 

to the process parameters. The reaction zone volumes are proportional to the mass transfer 

coefficients. As an example for the results Fig. 6 shows the equilibrium contents of [Al] 

together with (SiO2) and (MnO), respectively, at the steel/slag interface in dependence of the 

reaction zone and the time. This calculation was performed for MP2 and the process data 

observed. 

a)  b)  

Fig. 6:  Equilibrium contents at the steel/slag interface of [Al] together with (SiO2) a) and 

(MnO) b) as calculated for MP2 in dependence of the reaction zone and the time. 

It can be seen that [Al]e decreases with the reaction zone number and increases with time, 

whereas (SiO2)e increases with the reaction zone number and decreases with time. The content 

[MnO]e qualitatively behaves similar as (SiO2)e. Assume any value of [Al]e is fixed as a 

criterion for the boundary of the reduction zone with area A1. Then from Fig. 6 it can be seen 

that this boundary moves in direction of RZ4 with proceeding time. This means an increase of 



A1 and a decrease of A2, and therefore an increase of the nominal mass transfer coefficients. 

Fig.  7 shows – again for MP2 - (MnO)e in dependence of the silica content in the slag pool 

and the reaction zone. 

a)  b)  

Fig. 7:  Equilibrium contents at the steel/slag interface of [Al] together with (MnO) as 

calculated for MP2 for the original mold powder composition a) and after canceling 

MnO of the original composition b). 

Two cases have been investigated. Fig. 7a) shows the results calculated for the original mold 

powder composition containing considerable amounts of MnO. For comparison, a second 

simulation was performed: The MnO content was canceled in the original composition and 

the residue again balanced to 100 mass%. The results of this simulation are depicted in 

Fig.  7b). Both figures also show the MnO content in the bulk of the slag pool (dashed curve). 

Comparing this with (MnO)e in the various reaction zones reveals more details about 

reduction of (MnO) and oxidation of [Mn]. Fig. 7 a) exhibits that the (MnO) content in the 

slag pool is always higher than the equilibrium content. Therefore (MnO) will be reduced in 

all reaction zones and at any time. A different situation can be seen from Fig. 7 b): When the 

reaction starts at high silica content [Mn] is oxidized in reaction zones 2-4 and reduced in 

zone 1 only. With increasing degree of silica reduction and associated increase of the [Al]e 

content reaction zones 2 and 3 switch from [Mn] oxidation to (MnO) reduction, while 

oxidation continues in zone 4. The different behavior of both investigated cases is reasonable: 

Only for negligible [Al] contents (viz. not in reaction zone 1) [Mn] oxidation is possible. 

Then the equilibrium 

 

         SiMnOMnSiO  222  (6) 

 

is decisive. According to the position of manganese and silicon oxidation in the Richardson-

Ellingham diagram this equilibrium will mainly be situated on the left side. Manganese 

oxidation will be supported by a low (MnO) activity which is not the case for the original 

composition of MP2 and for MP3, but for MP1. Moreover, with progressing reaction, not 

only the increase of [Al]e but also the decrease of the (SiO2) activity hinders [Mn] oxidation. 

Fig. 8 shows the equilibrium contents of (SiO2) and [Al] at the steel/slag interface again for 

MP2 in dependence of the silica content in the slag pool. Similarly as for Fig. 7 a) reduction 

occurs in all reaction zones, but by predominantly in the first one. The ratio of the 

contribution of the first reaction zone to the others, especially the second, is decreasing with 

proceeding silica reduction. What does this mean for the areas A1 and A2 quoted above? If A1 

is regarded as a nominal reduction zone with vanishing equilibrium concentration as it 



follows from the identification procedure introduced in paragraph 3 its size can be chosen so 

that no further reaction of (SiO2) takes place in A2 and also (MnO) does not react there in the 

case of the manganese containing slags MP2 and MP3. For the nearly (MnO) free slags (MP1 

and MP2, MP3 after canceling MnO) [Mn] oxidation takes place in the area A2. In both cases 

A1 increases with progressing time on the cost of A2 thus raising the nominal mass transfer 

coefficient depicted in Fig. 4 with progressing silica reduction. 

 

Fig. 8:  Equilibrium content of [Al] together with (SiO2) at the steel/slag interface calculated 

for MP2. 

The simulations described here have also been used to investigate whether a manganese 

content of the mold powder is able to decrease silica reduction. MP2 was chosen as an 

example. As canceling the MnO content in the original composition and balancing the residue 

to 100 mass% increases the silica content the following procedure was chosen: For the 

simulation results of the original composition (MnO) was canceled and all other contents 

balanced to 100%. The thus received silica content was compared with that of the simulation 

with the manganese free composition. It was observed that the ratio of both contents differs 

from 1 by less than 0.02 for all of the time steps. Therefore it was concluded that manganese 

content cannot decrease silica reduction at least for the process reported here. The reason 

follows from a comparison of [Al]e in the reaction zones for both cases: These are nearly 

identical. This means that the relatively high values of the mass transfer coefficient and the 

aluminum content in the liquid steel cause an abundance of aluminum compared to (SiO2) and 

(MnO) so that the MnO addition is not effective. 

 

 

6. Discussion of results and conclusions 

 

Two modeling approaches have been applied here. The first one presented in paragraph 3 

simplifies the model structure so that all necessary parameters can unambiguously be 

identified by the inverse evaluation procedure established. For the sake of this uniqueness a 

further division of the slag/steel interface into an area A1 where reduction processes occur and 

a residual area A2 as explained above was not performed with this model: For (MnO) 

reduction and [Mn] oxidation this would lead to the equation 
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The three addends on the right side of Equ. (7) represent – from left to right – the (MnO) 

reduction in the area A1, the [Mn] oxidation in the area A2 and the difference between (MnO) 

input to and output from the slag pool. Here it would be necessary to identify both mass 

transfer coefficients MnO,1
slag

 and MnO,2
slag

, the area A1 and the equilibrium concentration in 

the oxidation zone ce
MnO

. This is not uniquely possible with the experimental results of 

paragraph 2 only. Nevertheless the model explained in paragraph 3 is well suitable for 

identification and simulation of all processes with the exception of [Mn] oxidation in the case 

of practically manganese free mold powders. Mass transfer coefficients received are regarded 

to be nominal ones, viz. they are mean values relative to the whole cross sectional area A (and 

not A1). Alumina increase can be simulated by the identified mass transfer coefficient shown 

in Fig. 4 b) or alternatively by simulating the silica and manganese oxide content and 

calculating the alumina content stoichiometrically according to the respective redox reactions. 

A possible difference between both methods may be attributed to alumina nonmetallic 

inclusions. There was nearly no difference for MP1 and MP2, but alumina content calculated 

from (SiO2) and (MnO) was somewhat lower than the directly simulated or measured one for 

MP3. The modeling approach introduced in paragraph 5 is suitable to explain both the [Mn] 

oxidation for manganese free mold powders and the increase of the nominal mass transfer 

coefficients with progress of the silica reduction. Additionally the change of the slag 

composition and viscosity with time also may influence the mass transfer coefficient. 

Moreover this model helps to reveal that a manganese content of the mold slag does not 

decrease the amount of silica reduction in this case. But this approach has the drawback that 

the measurements quoted in paragraph 2 are not sufficient to unambiguously identify all 

model parameters: Not all individual mass transfer coefficients of the various reaction zones 

can be identified in a unique manner.  

 From Equ. (2) the steady state concentration can be determined by equalizing the 

right side with zero. Then it readily follows that the steady state silica concentration in the 

slag pool cannot be zero as c1
SiO2

>0. The following steady state contents have been calculated 

for MP2 and MP3: 

 

Tab. 2: Steady state contents of SiO2, Al2O3 and MnO for MP2 and MP3 (mass%). 

 

 SiO2 Al2O3 MnO 

MP2 17.5 34.9 1.6 

MP3 13.3 39.9 0.9 

 

For MP1 the steady state could not be determined with sufficient significance as only one 

measurement for t>20 min was available. 

 The simulation approach of paragraph 3 was further used to quantify the influence of 

the various parameters on the silica reduction. For this purpose the following procedure was 

chosen. The silica decrease was defined as the difference of the silica content of the slag pool 

after one minute c0,0 and after 50 min c0,1. The first derivative of this quantity with respect to 

the various impacting variables was calculated using the model based on Equ. (2). Then the 

percentage of the variance caused by the respective impacting variables relative to the total 

variance of the silica reduction was calculated according to Gauss Law of Error Propagation. 

This yielded that 68% of the variance is due to the mold powder demand ṁ which is the mass 

of mold flux necessary per unit time. The dependency of the silica reduction from other 

variables can be more easily seen when dimensionless quantities are applied. Four of them are 

sufficient, which are the dimensionless mold slag volume flux V,˙·t/V0, the dimensionless 

mass transfer coefficient SiO2
slag

·t/l0, the dimensionless initial concentration c0,0/c1 and the 

dimensionless silica decrease (c0,0-c0,1)/c1. Here c1 is the silica concentration of the original 



mold slag entering the slag pool before any reaction. As a fixed time t=50 min was chosen the 

composed quantities V,˙/V0 and SiO2
slag

/l0 can be used instead the respective dimensionless 

numbers. For the measurements evaluated here the following contributions to the variance of 

the dimensionless silica reduction have then been revealed: 85% by V,˙/V0, 14% by SiO2
slag

/l0 

and 1% by c0,0/c1. From this it can e.g. concluded that measures increasing the mold powder 

demand enable a relatively effective restriction of the silica decrease. 
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MOLD SLAG FILM INVESTIGATION FOR HIGH-AL AHSS CASTING 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Advanced High Strength Steels with high Al content are becoming a significant portion of 

material used in state of the art ultra light auto body designs for improved fuel economy and 

environment impact. During casting of this new generation of steels, slag chemistry shifts 

significantly from the original design due to the reaction between Al in steel and reducible 

oxides in mold slag. When the reacted slag moves into the gap between mold and shell, the 

slag film and its lubrication and heat transfer properties are altered due to the reaction and 

become unknown. In this study, a slag film sample and a slag rim sample were taken after two 

heats cast of a high Mn, high Al and high Si AHSS steel grade. A detailed investigation was 

made of the crystal structures that formed in the slag film with SEM and CLM and their 

compositions with EDAX. In addition, the slag film sample was remelted in a platinum 

crucible under a Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope and the crystallization process was 

observed at various cooling rates, in an attempt to match the crystals observed in the slag film 

in order to find out the actual cooling the film experienced during casting. This paper 

summarizes the current understanding of the working slag film based on the present study. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

High Al content, Advanced High Strength Steel, Continuous casting, Mold powder, Slag film.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

ArcelorMittal USA has been commercially producing high Al (0.5 to 2%) Advanced 

High Strength Steels (AHSS) at both its Indiana Harbor plant and Cleveland plant. It is well 

known that the variation in mold powder chemistry during continuous casting of high Al 

steels produces unstable mold heat extraction, uneven shell formation, and poor lubrication 

between mold and solidifying shell [1]. All these can result in slab surface quality problems 

and, in severe cases, a breakout of the cast steel shell, causing equipment damage and 

production stoppage. Significant efforts have been made to understand and develop suitable 

mold powders in the past [2, 3] at ArcelorMittal USA and three commercial mold powders 

(AL-A, B, and C) based on the traditional CaO-SiO2 system were chosen for all steel grades 

containing high Al. Although casting with these powders yields acceptable slab quality and 

costs associated with slab inspection and repair, it is still far behind the performance of 

casting other regular Al-killed C steel grades at both plants. As the automotive customers in 

the U.S. are demanding more and more high quality AHSS with lower cost to compete with 
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aluminium and other lighter materials, production of high Al AHSS grades is becoming a 

bigger headache in terms of logistics in slab yard, slab surface quality inspection and 

conditioning, as well as on-time delivery. Therefore, developing better mold powders for high 

Al steel casting is becoming a high priority in even higher demand nowadays.   

 

In order to make improvements, it is necessary to understand the performance of the 

current mold powders. A trial cast of a 0.7% Al steel with AL-A powder at ArcelorMittal 

USA Cleveland No.2 CC was chosen for study and slag film samples and slag rim samples 

were collected after this 2-heat cast (about 1.5 hr casting time). This paper details the 

examination of the slag film and slag rim samples along with the discussion of the mold heat 

transfer and slag crystallization characteristics.  

 

 

2. Casting of the high Al AHSS steels at AM Cleveland 

 

The Cleveland No.2 CC, a two-strand curved mold caster, started up in 1993. It is one 

of the newest conventional slab casters built in North America and is the newest caster in 

ArcelorMittal USA.  It is equipped with small diameter split-rolls in stagger arrangement, air-

mist spray cooling, multi-point unbending, adequate machine radius (10.5 m) and 

metallurgical length (32 m). The ladle and tundish capacities are 220 ton and 40 ton, 

respectively. The flow control is made with stopper rod, which is not common in North 

America. The steelmaking side has two BOF converters and a twin-station LM furnace.  

 

During the 2 heat 0.7% Al AHSS steel cast, mold powder AL-A was fed into the mold 

with a pneumatic automatic mold powder feeder. Liquid slag samples were taken from mold 

with a steel spoon by carefully pushing the top black powder layer away as much as possible 

for accurate results. These samples were taken consistently at the quarter width of the mold. 

Liquid slag depth was also measured throughout the cast. At the end of casting, a strong slag 

film covering the entire mold wall was observed when the steel shell retreated from the mold. 

As the slag got cold, it become brittle and started to crack. Right before the slag film fell off 

from the mold wall, a big portion from the slag rim down to 120 mm below the meniscus was 

fished out with a simple tool.  

 

 

3. Liquid slag chemistry analysis and slag rim/film samples  

  

3.1 Slag film/rim chemistry relative to liquid slag chemistry change 

 

The change of liquid slag chemistry over time analyzed with XRF is shown in Fig.1. It 

can be seen that within 20 minutes of casting, the Al2O3 content increases to 16% from 

residual level and SiO2 is reduced to 27% from 42%. After that, the Al2O3 gradually climbs 

up to 22% and SiO2 drops down to 24% near the end of the 2-heat cast. The severities of 

Al2O3 pickup and SiO2 reduction are lower than casting of 1.5% Al AHSS grades with the 

same mold powder Al-A under similar casting conditions [1].  

 

The slag rim and slag film samples were analyzed with XRF and their values are also 

displayed in Fig.1 (long dashed line represents slag film and short dashed line is slag rim). 

The Al2O3 and SiO2 in the slag rim and slag film are very close to each other and close to 

those of the liquid slag samples from around 20 to 40 minutes after casting starts.  



 
 

Fig.1 Liquid slag chemistry change vs. slag rim and slag film chemistry.  

 

Thi result leads to two possible assumptions about the slag film chemistry change. First, 

the initial transition slag film with 0 ~ 15% Al2O3 at the start of casting was fully replaced 

with 15% Al2O3 slag later in the cast. Secondly, the slag film composition stabilized at 15% 

Al2O3 and was not replaced by later slag with higher Al2O3 content but the thickness of the 

slag film increased at this same 15% Al2O3. If these two assumptions are true, it means that 

the 15% Al2O3 slag film actually stays very long time on the mold wall. In other words, 

refreshing of the high Al2O3 slag film, if indeed it occurs, is very time consuming and takes 

much longer than 20 minutes (which is a typical time for mold slag film to totally refresh in 

conventional slab casting process of regular Al-killed steels). Due to the stagnation of the slag 

film refreshment, the liquid slag consumption will be slowed and Al2O3 pickup will be 

increased when the kinetics is off the balance at later part of the cast. This observation is 

similar to the casting of other high Al AHSS steels with the CaO-SiO2 based mold powders.   
 

3.2 Physical appearance of the slag film 

Fig.2 shows the photographs of the slag film at 120 mm below the meniscus on both the 

Cu side and the steel side. On the Cu side, the slag appears milky whitish and the surface is 

really rough. The appearance seems to indicate that the feeding of the slag to the gap between 

Cu and steel shell is not uniform even at small scale (interruption of flows and small droplets). 

On the steel side, the surface is much smoother. It looks dull black with no glassy appearance. 

 

The slag film has a thickness of about 2 mm and is relatively stronger than regular glass 

with the same thickness. However, it is thinner than the slag film with higher Al2O3 content 

when casting higher Al TRIP steels [1].  

 

Laser surface scanning was made to both sides of the slag film and the 3D surface 

profiles are given in Fig.3. It becomes clear that the Cu side slag film surface is very rough. 

This surface roughness will create air pockets between slag and Cu mold at millimeter scale 

even when the static pressure of the shell pushes the slag film against the Cu mold, which will 

reduce the conducting heat transfer. On the steel side, however, the slag film surface is 

extremely smooth because it is liquid at all times until cap-off occurs.  
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(A) Cu side      (B) Steel side 

 

Fig.2 Photos of the Cu side and steel side of the slag film at 120 mm below meniscus.  

 

     
(A) Cu side      (B) Steel side 

 

Fig.3 3D surface profile of the Cu side and steel side of the slag film.  

 

3.3 Cross section of the slag film 

 

A portion of the slag film was mounted in epoxy and its cross section was polished. The 

optical microscope image and Cathodo-Luminescence Microscope (CLM) image are shown 

in Fig. 4. CLM displays visible light when X-ray bombards a sample surface. Different 

compounds and different structures emit visible light with different wavelength (different 

colors) so that they can be distinguished easily [4]. Both images reveal a more than 0.5 mm 

thick layer of opaque crystalline on the Cu side of the film. On the steel side, the slag appears 

glassy but somewhat transparent with some visible flow lines.  In the middle, there is a 

transition layer from glassy to fully crystalline. It should be noted that inside the crystalline 

layer there are a lot of bubbles in various sizes. These bubbles will buffer the conductive heat 

transfer while the crystals block radiation heat transfer. Along with the air pockets on the 

slag/Cu interface motioned above, the heat removal rate through such a slag film can be 

lowered even further.   

 

3.4 Chemistry variation across the slag film thickness 

 

Four different areas were chosen in the slag film cross section as shown in Fig. 4 for 

detailed SEM analysis to reveal microstructure and EDAX semi-quantitative chemistry 

analysis for different phases and general area average. Typical images of the four areas are 

given in Fig. 5 at the same magnification.   

3 mm 



 
Fig.4 Optical and CLM image of the slag film cross section.   

 

   
Area 1      Area 2 

   
Area 3      Area 4 

Fig.5 SEM images of the slag film cross section at 4 different areas.   

 

Inside the major glassy layer (Area 1), there are a fair amount of dispersed small round 

light-colored crystals of 2 to 3 microns in size. These crystals contain high F and Ca contents 

with EDAX analysis and most possibly are CaF2 crystal precipitates [5, 6]. In the transition 

Area  1 Area  2 

Area  3 

Area  4 



layer (Area 2), the dispersed 1 to 3 micron size round light-colored crystals increased 

drastically. In the major crystalline layer, the light and dark phases evenly distribute volume-

wise on a micro scale. Even though the shape of the two phases are very irregular, the dark 

phase remains similar to the glassy phase chemically and the light phase contains high F and 

Ca as the light phase in the other two layers. In the layer very close to the Cu mold, the 

mixture of dark and light phases becomes finer. The light phase containing high F and Ca 

takes more volume than the dark phase which still has similar chemistry to the glass phase.    

 

The EDAX area scan analysis was applied to each area and average chemistry was 

obtained semi-quantitatively to reveal the relative chemistry change through the slag film 

thickness (Fig. 6). In general, there is not much change over the slag film thickness, but the 

major crystalline layer (Area 3) does seem to have higher Al2O3 content. Based on this 

analysis, it may be seen that the formation of high F and high Ca crystals is highly dependent 

on thermal history but less on chemistry when the slag has a high Al2O3 content.   

 

 
 

Fig. 6 Average area chemistry analyzed with EDAX at different areas. 

 

3.5 Cross section of the slag rim 

 

The cross section of the slag rim sample was also studied in the same manner as the slag 

film. Its optical and CLM images are shown in Fig.7. It is interesting to note that at the 

meniscus area some un-reacted or even raw powder takes the space of the curve portion while 

the straight portion possesses the same characteristics of the glassy layer of the slag film on 

the steel side, just be a little more glassy and homogeneous. On the Cu side, there is a much 

thinner crystalline layer than the slag film roughly 100 mm below. 

 

The SEM image of the glassy layer is shown in Fig. 8 and it can be seen that there are 

much fewer and smaller precipitated crystals. EDAX semi-quantitative analysis was also 

made and the general chemistry of the glassy layer is very similar to the value shown in Fig. 6 

for Areas 1 and 2. This result further indicates that the precipitation of the high F and high Ca 

crystals depends on thermal history of the slag.  

 

Therefore, it may be speculated that the radiation heat transfer is high due to the glassy 

and liquid nature of the slab film right below the slag rim. However, at a short distance below 

(~ 100 mm), the radiation heat transfer is almost fully blocked by the thick crystal layer and 
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the large amount of precipitates. This sharp heat transfer rate reduction in such a short 

distance may affect the initial shell formation adversely.  

 

      
Fig.7 Optical and CLM image of the slag rim cross section.   

 

 
 

Fig.8 SEM image of the slag rim major glassy layer (notice tiny light colored particles).   

 

 

4. Spend slag precipitation study with Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope  

   

Since the slag film collected from the Cu mold wall is roughly homogeneous in 

chemistry, a small piece of it was broken off and put inside the Gold Image Furnace (GIF) 

combined with the Confocal Scanning Laser Microscope (CSLM) to observe its melting and 

solidification behavior. The information about the CSLM and GIF can be found elsewhere 

[7]. This small slag film piece was placed in a Pt crucible which sat on a sample holder inside 

the GIF. A heating profile was applied first aiming to melt the slag film and homogenize it. 

Optical image CLM image

Steel Cu



Then, the furnace temperature was quickly reduced to observe the solidification process. The 

entire melting and solidifying phenomena were recorded digitally.  

 

Fig. 9 shows the captured video images of the slag film on heating at 60 
o
C/min. The 

slag film started to melt locally at 592 
o
C. However, until 1000 

o
C, the slag was still held 

together by a solid skeletal lattice. At 1030 
o
C, the slag became fully molten, but solid 

particles still existed and moved around on the liquid slag surface. All particles were finally 

dissolved when temperature approached 1200 
o
C. From full solid to full liquid, there was a 

huge temperature gap of around 600 
o
C.   

 

     
(A) 592 oC, melting start          (B) 1000 oC, partial melting  (C)  1038 oC, fully motion 

 

Fig.9 Captured video image during heating at 60 
o
C/min with CSLM.   

 

When the melted slag was cooled at a rate of 200 
o
C/min from 1200 

o
C, initial nuclei 

were observed at 802 
o
C as seen in Fig. 10 (A). As temperature dropped, a large number of 

triangular equiaxed dendritic crystals grew as seen in Fig. 10 (B). The full solidification 

occurred at around 600 
o
C.  Most of the crystals grew to a size of around 50 microns due to 

the limitation of space by their peers. Looking inside the dendrites, the primary arm spacing is 

estimated at around 1 or 2 microns which agrees well with the SEM image of Area 4 in Fig. 5 

for the dark and light phases at higher cooling rate.  

 

      
          (A) 802 oC, nuclei start          (B) 700 oC, crystals form             (C) 600 oC, full solid 

 

Fig.10 Captured video image during cooling at 200 
o
C/min with CSLM.   

 

A heating cycle was applied to this fully solid slag and the melting behavior was similar 

to the observation made to the real slag film (see Fig. 9). After the heating cycle reached 1200 
o
C, a slower cooling rate of 60 

o
C/min was used. The nuclei appeared again at 800 

o
C but the 



size of the triangular dendritic crystals was more than doubled (Fig. 11) and the dendrite arm 

spacing was also increased compared to the fast cooling case in Fig. 10. The scale of this 

dendritic arm spacing is similar to the dark and light phase spacing in Area 3 of Fig. 5. The 

full solidification temperature range was around 200 
o
C for both cooling rates.  

 

   
              (A)  795 oC                     (B) 675 oC 

 

Fig.11 Captured video image during cooling at 60 
o
C/min with CSLM.   

 

Under the two cooling conditions carried out in this study, no tiny round precipitate was 

observed as seen in Area 1 and 2 of Fig. 5. Those tiny precipitates may form under very 

different cooling conditions and more study is needed. When measuring viscosity of similar 

high Al2O3 mold slag system, Yu et al [8, 9] observed CaF2 precipitated in a relative larger 

size of up to 10 microns at cooling rate of 5 
o
C/min. So in order to form 1 to 2 micron size 

CaF2 the cooling rate may be in between 5 to 60 
o
C/min, which needs to be studied further. 

Nonetheless, the large dendrite crystals observed at relatively high cooling rate in the present 

study play a major role in blocking the radiation heat transfer. These large crystals form 

immediately after temperature of slag film drops below 800 
o
C, which can be the reason that 

the slag film grows thicker overtime and becomes strong and hardly be replaced by new liquid 

slag on top of meniscus.  
 

 

5. Conclusions  

  

The slag film and rim samples collected during a cast trial of 0.7% Al AHSS grade were 

examined with various tools and its crystallization characteristics were studied with CSLM. It 

can be concluded that: 

 

(1) The slag film and rim chemistry is very close to the liquid slag chemistry after 20 

minutes from casting start. This may mean that the slag film will take much longer 

time to refresh compare to regular Al-killed steel casting. This resulted in thicker 

and stronger slag film and lower slag consumption overtime.  

(2) The slag film surface on the Cu mold side is very rough; a large amount of 1 to 2 

micron size precipitates are in the glassy layer; one third of the slag film thickness is 

occupied by crystalline layer; and a large quantity of voids exists in the crystalline 

layer. These four facts indicate that both conductive and radiation heat transfer 

through such slag film will be low.  



(3) The morphology and size of the crystalline phase are highly dependent on cooling 

rate. At high cooling rate in the range of 60 to 200 
o
C/min, triangular dendritic 

crystals in size of 100 to 50 microns form at 800 
o
C. It is possible that round crystals 

in size of 1 to 2 microns precipitate out at lower cooling rate, but more study is 

needed to confirm.    

(4) Both the round tiny precipitates and the dendritic type crystals contain high F and 

Ca, which may be CaF2 but further confirmation is also needed.  
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DEVELOPMENT OF CaO-Al2O3-BASED MOLD FLUX FOR 

CONTINUOUS CASTING OF HIGH-ALUMINUM STEELS 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The nonuniform heat transfer across mold flux and unstable lubrication resulting from 

significant change in chemistry of conventional lime-silica-mold flux are critical issues in 

high-aluminum steels casting. It is urgently needed to develop suitable mold fluxes to meet the 

requirements of high-aluminum steels casting. However, extremely limited efforts have been 

made on this topic. In this study, the crystallization temperatures and crystalline phases of the 

newly developed lime-alumina-based mold fluxes as candidates for lime-silica-based mold 

fluxes were experimentally investigated, and compared with those of commercial lime-silica-

based mold fluxes. The effects of crystallization behaviors of the newly developed mold 

fluxes on the heat transfer and lubrication performance in practical continuous casting process 

were also evaluated. The crystallization temperatures of lime-alumina-based mold fluxes are 

much lower than those of conventional lime-silica-based mold fluxes. In the optimal lime-

alumina based mold fluxes, faceted cuspidine precipitates first, followed by needle-like 

CaO·B2O3 or 9CaO·3B2O3·CaF2. Excessive crystallinity of mold flux causes poor lubrication 

between mold and solidifying steel shell, which induces various defects on cast slab.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The instability in the chemistry of lime-silica-based mold fluxes has been demonstrated 

to bring about operating problems during casting of high-Al steels such as breakout, and poor 

as-cast slab surface quality, including transverse and longitudinal depressions and cracks.
[1-3]

 

Currently, virtually all commercial mold fluxes in industrial continuous casting production are 

lime-silica-based system. Therefore, in recent years, several efforts have been made to explore 

substitutes for conventional lime-silica-based mold fluxes for casting high-Al steels.
[2,4,5]

 

Combining the laboratory-scale experiments with casting plant trials, Blazek et al.
[2]

 and Cho 

et al.
[4]

 developed lime-alumina-based mold fluxes for casting high-aluminum transformation 

induced plasticity (TRIP) steel, respectively. These studies
[2,4]

 suggested that lime-alumina-

based mold fluxes were promising substitutes for conventional lime-silica-based mold fluxes 
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in casting high-aluminum TRIP steels. It is still highly needed to further study the 

development of optimal mold fluxes for high-aluminum steels casting. 

It is generally recognized that the horizontal heat transfer between steel shell and mold in 

continuous casting process is strongly dependent on the crystallization characteristics of mold 

fluxes. Considerable efforts have been made to ascertain the crystallization behaviors of 

various lime-silica-based mold flux systems with various basicity (CaO/SiO2) or ratios of 

components contents.
[6-16]

 However, only a few studies have been carried out to develop lime-

alumina-based mold fluxes or reveal their crystallization behaviors. Zhang et al.
[14]

 reported 

that the crystallization temperature of mold fluxes increased with increasing Al2O3/SiO2 ratio. 

Ryu et al.
[15]

 studied experimentally the crystallization behaviors of CaO-SiO2-CaF2 based 

mold fluxes with various Al2O3 addition, and found that the increase of Al2O3 content in mold 

flux resulted in the precipitation of CaF2 during cooling process, and a change in crystalline 

phase from 3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2 to 2CaO·SiO2·Al2O3. 

In this study, the crystalline phase formation in the newly developed lime-alumina-based 

mold fluxes and phase characteristics were determined using differential scanning calorimetry 

(DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) 

equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The effects of crystallization 

characteristics of the newly developed lime-alumina-based mold fluxes on heat transfer and 

lubrication performance during high-Al steels casting were discussed. 

 

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

2.1 Laboratory-scale experiment 

 

The chemical compositions of the studied mold fluxes are listed in Table 1. For DSC 

(Netzsch STA 449C, Netzsch Instrument Inc.) measurement, approximately 60 mg of sample 

powder was heated at a constant heating rate from room temperature to 1573 K in a platinum 

crucible, and then held at this temperature for 3 minutes. Subsequently, the liquid sample was 

cooled at a constant cooling rate (5 K/min, 10 K/min, 15 K/min, and 20 K/min for each heat) 

to room temperature. The microstructure and crystal compositions of mold flux samples after 

DSC measurement were determined by FE-SEM/EDS (JSM-7401F, JEOL, Japan). 

 

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the studied mold fluxes in the present work. 

 

Sample 

No. 

Chemical composition (mass%) mass%CaO/ 

mass%Al2O3 
CaO 

SiO

2 

Al2O

3 
MnO2 Na2O F B2O3 Li2O ZrO2 

AM1 19.9 36.4 3.8 6.6 11.1 9.8 – 2.1 – 5.2 

AM2 19.3 35.4 1.5 6.2 10.5 9.3 – 3.0 3.5 12.9 

New2 30.7 2.2 25.1 – 12.3 15.1 5.4 3.1 – 1.2 

New3 32.0 2.3 26.2 – 7.4 13.9 – 6.4 – 1.2 

New4 37.9 9.0 11.4 – 9.0 8.9 16.0 4.9 – 3.3 

New5 42.6 11.9 13.0 – 4.8 9.3 10.8 4.9 – 3.3 

New6 37.8 8.9 11.5 – 1.0 8.1 15.0 6.2 – 3.3 

 

To determine the precipitated crystalline phases in the developed mold fluxes 

corresponding to each exothermic peak on DSC curves, a series of continuous cooling 

followed by quenching experiments were carried out to prepare samples for XRD analysis. 

The mold flux sample was melted at 1673 K in a graphite crucible, and held at this 



temperature for 30 minutes. Thereafter, the liquid sample was continuously cooled at a 

cooling rate of 10 K/min to the target temperature, as listed in Table 2, which was the 

temperature below the crystallization end temperature corresponding to exothermic peak on 

DSC curve with the cooling rate of 10 K/min. Once reaching the target temperature, the 

graphite crucible containing liquid mold flux was quenched using He gas. The quenched 

samples were ground and analyzed by XRD. A detailed description of the laboratory-scale 

experimental procedure has been given in the previous work.
[17]

 

 

Table 2. Desired target temperatures used in quenching experiments (K). 

 

Sample No. New2 New2 New2 New3 New3 New3 

Target temperature 1033 938 873 1470 1173 673 

Sample No. New4 New4 New5 New5 New6 New6 

Target temperature 923 788 923 793 923 673 

 

2.2 Continuous Casting Plant Trials 

To evaluate the castability of the newly developed lime-alumina-based mold fluxes, plant 

trials of casting high-Al TRIP steels containing 1.45mass% Al were carried out using a 10-ton 

scale casting pilot caster at POSCO, Pohang Works. The heat transfer in casting trials was 

closely monitored by thermocouples in casting mold. The overall mold heat transfer rate and 

the mold heat transfer rate near the meniscus in casting process were determined. The casting 

conditions are as follows: 

• 950 mm width and 140 mm thickness 

• 0.9 m/min casting speed 

• 40 K superheat (aim of 1832 K for the molten steel in the tundish) 

• Oscillation frequency of 117   casting speed and oscillation stroke of 6 mm (aim 1.4 of 

negative strip ratio) 

• Aim steel chemistry of 1.45 mass%Al, 0.22 mass%C with other elements to make TRIP 

properties. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Crystal Formation and Crystallization Temperatures of Mold Fluxes 

 

The CCT diagrams of each crystalline phase in lime-alumina-based mold fluxes for the 

cooling rates of 5 K/min, 10 K/min, 15 K/min and 20 K/min are shown in Fig. 1. The DSC 

measurement confirmed that no crystallization occurred in mold fluxes AM1 and AM2 

during continuous cooling, except for mold flux AM1 with the cooling rate of 5 K/min. 

Therefore, it is unfeasible to construct CCT diagrams for mold fluxes AM1 and AM2. 
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Fig. 1–CCT diagrams of lime-alumina-based mold fluxes: (a) New2, (b) New3, (c) New4, (d) 

New5, and (e) New6. 

 

It was observed that there were three exothermic peaks on DSC curves of mold fluxes 

New2 and New3, respectively, indicating the presence of three crystallization events. Only 

two exothermic peaks were observed for mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6, indicating the 

occurrence of two-stage crystallization during continuous cooling. It is clear from Fig. 1 that 

the crystallization temperatures of the primary crystalline phases decreased with increasing 

the continuous cooling rate. The crystallization temperatures of B2O3-containing lime-

alumina-based mold fluxes are found to be much lower than that of conventional lime-silica-

based mold fluxes at the same cooling rates reported by other researchers.
[11,18]

 

The crystalline phase corresponding to each exothermic peak on DSC curve was 

identified by XRD, as shown in Fig. 2. The XRD analysis revealed that the first crystalline 

phase in mold flux New2 corresponded to CaF2 crystal. It was confirmed from the XRD 

patterns shown in Fig. 2(a) that the second and the third exothermic peaks on DSC curves of 

mold flux New2 represent CaO·2Al2O3 and 2CaO·B2O3 crystals formation, respectively. 
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Fig. 2–XRD patterns of the lime-alumina-based mold fluxes quenched at desired target 

temperatures. 

 

It was identified by DSC and XRD that 3CaO·Al2O3 precipitates after CaF2 and 

3CaO·2SiO2 formation in mold flux New3. However, the crystallization order of CaF2 and 

3CaO·2SiO2 in mold flux New3 cannot be determined because the interval time between the 

completion of first crystalline phase formation and the beginning of second crystalline phase 

precipitation in mold flux New3 is very small during continuous cooling process. 

The XRD patterns of mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6 quenched at two different 

temperatures are shown in Figs. 2(c), 2(d) and 2(e). The XRD analysis confirms that the first 

crystal formation event occurred in mold flux New4, New5 and New6 during continuous 

cooling corresponds to the formation of cuspidine (3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2). 9CaO·3B2O3·CaF2 in 

mold flux New4 and CaO·B2O3 in mold fluxes New5 and New6 precipitated at lower 

temperature in continuous cooling, as shown in Figs. 2(c), 2(d) and 2(e). It is noted that CaF2 

crystals precipitated only in high-alumina lime-alumina-based mold fluxes (i.e., New2 and 

New3). The similar finding showing that CaF2 crystal precipitated first, and then followed by 

other crystal formation events in the high-alumina mold fluxes was also reported by Zhang et 

al.
[14]

 

3.2 Crystalline Phase and Crystal Morphology 

The horizontal heat transfer between solidifying steel shell and mold during continuous 

casting is closely related to the crystallization characteristics of mold flux.
[19,20]

 It is, therefore, 

quite necessary to determine the crystalline phases and their characteristics in the newly 

developed mold fluxes. It should be pointed out that FE-SEM/EDS analysis revealed that the 

mold flux samples with the same chemical compositions contained the identical types of 

crystals even using four different DSC continuous cooling rates. Therefore, only the FE-SEM 

back-scattered electron (BSE) images of mold fluxes after DSC measurement with the cooling 

rate of 10 K/min (5 K/min for mold flux AM1) are presented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3–BSE images of mold fluxes after DSC measurement at the cooling rate of 10 K/min: 

(a) AM1, (b) New2, (c) New3, (d) New4, (e) New5, and (f) New6. 

 

It was observed by FE-SEM/EDS analysis that the mold fluxes AM1 and AM2 with the 

cooling rates of 5 K/min, 10 K/min, 15 K/min and 20 K/min exhibit amorphous nature, except 

mold flux AM1 at the DSC cooling rate of 5 K/min as shown in Fig. 3(a). All crystals were 

identified as cuspidine (3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2) by EDS. 

Figure 3(b) shows the BSE image of mold flux New2 after DSC measurement. It is clear 

from Fig. 3(b) that the crystals with the blocky morphology are the dominant crystalline phase 

(designated as P2), which takes up the largest crystalline fraction and is identified as 

CaO·2Al2O3 by combining EDS results with XRD patterns. Second, many rod-like 

2CaO·B2O3 crystals (designated as P3) were detected, except for only a few needle-like 

2CaO·B2O3 crystals as shown in Fig. 3(b). Moreover, a large amount of very fine CaF2 

crystals (designated as P1) were found, and some of them composed a dendritic shape as 

shown in Fig. 3(b). 

It can be seen from Fig. 3(c) that the blocky interconnected crystals (designated as P3) 

are the dominant precipitates in mold flux New3, which were confirmed by FE-SEM/EDS and 

XRD to be 3CaO·Al2O3. Second, a small amount of CaF2 crystals were found in mold flux 

New3. In addition, a few small blocky crystals (designated as P2) sandwiched between 



3CaO·Al2O3 crystals can be observed in mold flux New3 as shown in Fig. 3(c). These crystals 

were confirmed to be 3CaO·2SiO2 by EDS and XRD analysis. 

Figures 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f) present the BSE images of mold fluxes New4, New5 and 

New6 after DSC measurements, respectively. Two types of crystalline phases were found in 

these mold fluxes. Needle-like crystals were mainly precipitates in each sample, which were 

identified as 9CaO·3B2O3·CaF2 in mold flux New4, and CaO·B2O3 in mold fluxes New5 and 

New6 by combining EDS with XRD determination. In addition, a large amount of cuspidine 

(3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2) crystals (designated as P1 in Figs. 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f)) were found. The 

morphology of cuspidine crystals in mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6 is faceted. 

A significant difference in crystal morphology between lime-alumina-based mold fluxes 

with a low CaO/Al2O3 ratio (New2 and New3) and those with a high CaO/Al2O3 ratio 

(New4, New5 and New6) was observed as shown in Fig. 3. Many blocky interconnected 

crystals (calcium-aluminate precipitates) with large size which took up the dominant 

crystalline fraction in the cross-sectional view were detected only in mold fluxes New2 and 

New3. 

3.3 Performance of the Newly Developed Lime-alumina-based Mold Fluxes 

The difference in local mold heat transfer rate between the positions at 75 mm and 195 

mm below the meniscus in casting trials of high-Al TRIP steel was experimentally 

determined. The plant trials results showed that the difference in local mold heat transfer rate 

for the trials using lime-silica-based mold fluxes was significantly greater than that for the 

trials using lime-alumina-based mold fluxes, and the difference for the trials using lime-

alumina-based mold fluxes further decreased by decreasing both CaO/Al2O3 ratio and the 

B2O3 content in mold flux. This is the evidence of the larger thermal resistance to the heat 

transfer from molten steel to copper mold during initial stage of casting operation near the 

meniscus, which is mainly attributed to the higher crystallinity of lime-alumina-based mold 

fluxes, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Figure 4 shows the typical TRIP slab surface after casting trials using various mold 

fluxes. In the case of casting trial using mold flux AM1, many horizontal and vertical 

depressions on the slab surface were apparently observed in Fig. 4(a). Many of these 

depressions contain open cracks. The oscillation marks are distinct and straight across the 

surface of the slab cast with mold flux AM1. The surface does not have drag marks as shown 

in Fig. 4(a), which is an indication of insufficient lubrication. 

 

  
(a) Cast with mold flux AM1                         (b) Cast with mold flux New2 

 



  
(c) Cast with mold flux New4                         (d) Cast with mold flux New5 

 

 

 

 

 
(e) Cast with mold flux New6 

 

Fig. 4–Photograph of typical TRIP slab surface after casting trials using various mold fluxes. 

Note: the casting direction is vertical downward. 

 

Compared with the slab surface cast with mold flux AM1, the surface quality is much 

improved but appeared to be the worst of the lime-alumina-based mold fluxes when using 

mold flux New2 as shown in Fig. 4(b). Virtually all longitudinal and transverse depressions 

were eliminated. This is most likely due to the significant decrease in mold heat transfer rate 

near the meniscus during continuous casting process, resulting from the increase of thermal 

resistance due to the formation of a crystallized slag film. There are no open cracks on most of 

this heat. Mold flux New2 seemed to provide worse lubrication as evidenced by more drag 

marks on the as-cast slab. 

The occurrence of oscillation marks on the slabs increased for the casting trials using 

mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6, compared with that using mold fluxes New2 and New3. 

It suggests that the mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6 provide better lubrication than mold 

fluxes New2 and New3 because of comparatively lower crystallinity, as indicated by the 

increase in the occurrence of oscillation marks on the slabs as shown Figs. 4(c), 4(d) and 4(e). 

The plant trials results further showed that mold fluxes New4, New5 and New6 provided 

better lubrication as suggested by the significant decrease of drag marks on the cast slab 

compared with mold fluxes New2 and New3. Among the developed lime-alumina-based mold 

fluxes, mold flux New4 shows the optimal in-mold performance and slab surface quality in 

casting trials. 

 

 

4. Conclusions  



 

    (1) Two crystal formation events occur in lime-alumina-based mold fluxes containing 

higher B2O3 content and a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 3.3, faceted cuspidine crystals precipitate first 

at higher temperature, followed by needle-like CaO·B2O3 or 9CaO·3B2O3·CaF2 as the second 

crystalline phase at lower temperature. In the mold flux with low B2O3 content (5.4 mass%) 

and a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 1.2, the formation of fine CaF2 takes place first, followed by blocky 

interconnected CaO·2Al2O3 as the dominant crystalline phase, and rod-like 2CaO·B2O3 

precipitates at lower temperature. 

    (2) The crystallinity of lime-alumina-based mold fluxes with a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 1.2 is 

considerably larger than that of the lime-alumina-based with a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 3.3. The 

lubrication of lime-alumina-based mold fluxes with a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 1.2 is poor owing to 

the presence of blocky interconnected crystals with large size as the dominant crystalline 

phase. The increase of B2O3 addition and CaO/Al2O3 ratio significantly improve the 

lubrication of the lime-alumina-based mold fluxes by reducing the crystallinity of the mold 

fluxes. 

    (3) The mold heat transfer rate near the meniscus in casting high-aluminum TRIP steels was 

considerably lowered when using lime-alumina-based mold fluxes in casting trials instead of 

lime-silica-based mold fluxes. This is caused by the increased crystallinity of lime-alumina 

based mold fluxes. 

    (4) Among the studied mold fluxes, the lime-alumina-based mold fluxes with higher B2O3 

contents and a CaO/Al2O3 ratio of 3.3 show the most improved performance, such as TRIP 

slab surface quality. However, it is highly needed to optimize the crystallization behaviors of 

the newly developed lime-alumina-based mold fluxes to cast high-aluminum TRIP steels 

without defects. 
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PERFORMANCE DURING CONTINUOUS CASTING OF STEEL 
 

 

Abstract 

 

 During the last fifty years, continuous casting of steel as an industrialised method of 

solidification processing has made enormous advances. However, the continuous casting 

process still faces increasing demands related to production and product quality. The 

challenge to increase the output of the existing casters is evident as well as the need to 

improve the quality of the cast product. Furthermore, the product mix is continuously 

expanding to include more high-strength steels for critical applications. For these reasons, an 

in-depth knowledge of continuous casting, in particular related to in-mould processes, is 

crucial.  

 Two of the main aspects of the continuous casting process of steel are mould fluid 

flow and mould heat transfer. This paper gives an overview of some techniques to monitor the 

casting process and casting process stability at the casters of Tata Steel in IJmuiden. Attention 

is given to both mould fluid flow and mould heat transfer; the role of mould thermocouples to 

monitor in-mould behaviour and meniscus phenomena is highlighted. 

 Results are used for a further understanding of the casting process and to guide future 

developments. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 During the last fifty years, continuous casting of steel as an industrialised method of 

solidification processing has made enormous advances. Nowadays, more than 90% of the 

world steel production is continuously cast [1]. However, the continuous casting process still 

faces increasing demands related to production and product quality. The challenge to increase 

the output of existing casters is evident as well as the need to improve the quality of the cast 

product. Furthermore, the product mix is continuously expanding to include more high-

strength steels for critical applications. For these reasons, an in-depth knowledge of 

continuous casting, in particular related to in-mould processes, is crucial [2,3,4]. 

 

 The steel plant of Tata Steel in IJmuiden (The Netherlands) uses two blast furnaces 

with a production of 6.4 Mt/y liquid iron. An illustration of the process flow is given in Figure 

1. After pre-treatment, the liquid iron is fed into one of the three converters in the Basic 

Oxygen Steel plant (BOS No. 2). The capacity of the converters is 325 tonnes each. 

Secondary ladle treatment in this plant consists of ladle stirring, vacuum degassing or 

                                                           
1
 Tata Steel, IJmuiden, The Netherlands 
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treatment in the ladle furnace. The steel is then directed to one of the continuous casting 

machines where the steel solidifies as slabs. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Process and material flow at BOS No. 2 

 

 In IJmuiden, continuous casting started in 1980 with the introduction of a two-strand 

(curved) continuous slab caster with slab thickness of 225 mm, CC21. Another two-strand 

(curved) slab caster followed in 1986 with the same thickness, CC22. In 1994, CC22 was 

equipped with a ruler-type electromagnetic brake (EMBr) aiming to control mould fluid flow 

during casting. In 2006, CC21 was revamped and equipped with a straight mould, a hydraulic 

oscillation system and a FCII type electromagnetic flow control system. Both casters apply 

electromagnetic sensing techniques (eddy current) for measuring and controlling the steel 

level in the mould. Each mould is equipped with two devices located left and right of the 

submerged entry nozzle (SEN). 

 

 The thin slab caster at Tata Steel in IJmuiden (Direct Sheet Plant, DSP) started 

production in 2000. The designed production level is 1.3 Mt/y of coils. The liquid steel is 

produced in BOS No. 2 and is treated in a ladle furnace. The caster has one strand and is 

equipped with a funnel shaped mould and an adjustable multiple pole electromagnetic brake. 

Liquid core reduction decreases the slab thickness from 90 mm to 70 mm. For mould 

oscillation, a hydraulic oscillation system is used. Contrary to the two slab casters in 

IJmuiden, the DSP applies the principle of radiometric sensing to control the steel level in the 

mould. 

 

 The total production at IJmuiden BOS No. 2 has grown to approximately 7.3 Mt liquid 

steel in 2007; a quantity of 5.9 Mt steel being cast by the two continuous slab casters and 1.2 

Mt steel cast at the thin slab caster 

 

 

2. Mould thermal monitoring 

 

2.1 Introduction, developments so far 

 Over the years, the evaluation of mould thermocouple data i.e. mould thermal 

monitoring has proved to be a valuable tool for evaluating process data and plant trials. A lot 

of experience is based on the application of standard thermocouples (two rows) that are 
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normally used for sticker detection. However, there are also examples of moulds equipped 

with additional rows of thermocouples for a more detailed investigation [5,6]. 

 

 Recent work at the slab casters of BOS No. 2 focussed on improving process stability 

using mould thermal monitoring techniques [7]. Based on the two rows of thermocouples that 

are normally used for sticker breakout detection, a “mould stability index” was developed, 

followed by the introduction of “thermal heat maps”. The mould stability index is used in real 

time and is able to recognise temperature drops during casting. The thermal heat map gives a 

real time image for the actual mould temperatures or temperature variations during casting. 

Based on the thermal heat maps, a relation has been found between surface depressions, as 

detected during casting and surface cracks. Nowadays, the techniques are applied for all kind 

of process evaluations, process optimisation as well as plant trials. For instance, various 

mould powders were evaluated using these techniques. Other areas investigated include 

mould level control, SEN design, argon flow etc. 

 

 In the meantime, process evaluation, at the DSP was performed using the standard 

thermocouples as well [8]. At the wide faces of this mould, however, eight rows containing 

seven thermocouples each are available for process control and investigation purposes. Mould 

thermocouple data as a function of the mould width which automatically includes the funnel, 

and in the vertical (casting) direction can be studied in detail. In particular, the development 

and application of mould powders with an increased crystallisation tendency and hence 

controlled mould heat transfer during casting were guided by evaluating mould thermocouple 

signals. The investigations not only focused on the meniscus area but also on the lower parts 

of the mould and proved to be very useful for process evaluation and a further understanding 

of in-mould processes. 

 

 As a next step, a mould plate of 

CC21 at BOS No. 2 (wide face) was 

updated with two columns of 5 extra 

thermocouples each (vertical direction), 

see Figure 2. The extra thermocouples 

are positioned 50 mm from the centre 

line (column V5) and 250 mm from the 

centre line (column V4), respectively. 

Note that the SEN is positioned between 

the columns V5 and V6. Including the 

standard sticker thermocouples, there are 

seven thermocouples in columns V4 and 

V5. Within these two columns, the upper 

thermocouples are mounted 100 mm 

from top of the copper; the distance 

between the thermocouples is 100 mm.  

 

 Given the casting practice at CC21, the uppermost row of extra thermocouples is 

approximately 10 mm under the steel meniscus level. It was expected that a better 

understanding of meniscus and mould heat transfer phenomena could be obtained by using the 

extra thermocouples. A description of various results is given below.  

 V10V9V8V7V6V5V4V3V2V1

12.512.512.412.412.412.412.412.412.4 12.3

12.212.212.112.1

12.112.1

12.2112.112.0 12.1

12.112.1

12.112.1

12.112.1 12.112.1

12.112.1

12.112.1

No thermocouples at row 500mm

V10V9V8V7V6V5V4V3V2V1

12.512.512.412.412.412.412.412.412.4 12.3

12.212.212.112.1

12.112.1

12.2112.112.0 12.1

12.112.1

12.112.1

12.112.1 12.112.1

12.112.1

12.112.1

No thermocouples at row 500mm

 
Fig. 2 Location of extra thermocouples (CC 21) 
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2.2 Meniscus phenomena: mould fluid flow 

 

 A clear relationship 

was observed between the 

tundish movement and 

upper thermocouple 

temperatures at CC21; see 

Figure 3. As the tundish 

height decreased i.e. the 

immersion depth of the SEN 

increased, the upper 

thermocouple temperature 

increased with temperatures 

of up to 50 °C. Up to now, 

the importance of this 

relationship between 

thermocouple temperatures 

and immersion depth is 

unclear. It is likely that the 

uppermost thermocouples 

are sensitive to mould level 

variations. 

 Another illustration 

of this phenomenon is given 

in Figure 4; sudden changes 

in mould level can result in 

changes in upper 

thermocouple temperature. 

It is important to note that in 

both examples, the lower 

thermocouples positioned at 

200 mm and below remain 

almost stable, which suggest 

that the temperature drops 

are not related to irregular 

solidification like the 

formation of depressions. 

Furthermore, Figure 3 and 4 

clearly illustrate differences 

between the two uppermost 

thermocouples (i.e. between 

column V4 and V5). 

 Finally, mould 

meniscus variations due to 

bulging are clearly reflected 

by the uppermost 

thermocouples, Figure 5. As 

before, the lower thermocouples remain stable during this period. All these findings underline 

the sensitivity of the uppermost thermocouples to mould level fluctuations and meniscus flow 

phenomena during casting, for instance from surface waves. 

tundish movement

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

mould level

tundish movement

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

mould level

 
Fig. 3 Effect of tundish height movement 

 

mould level

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

mould level

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

 
Fig. 4 Effect of mould level variations (sudden change) 

 

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

mould level

uppermost thermocouples

casting speed

mould level

 
Fig. 5 Effect of mould level variations (bulging) 
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 The sensitivity to mould level variations makes the calculations of mould heat transfer 

and the relationships with mould powder, casting speed, steel grade etc. more difficult. 

However, advantage of this result can be taken by using the uppermost thermocouples to 

measure the mould level locally and mould level stability and probably to measure flow 

patterns in the mould [9]. This will be a subject for future investigations.  

 

 At all slab casters of Tata Steel in IJmuiden, nail board measurements are applied to 

measure the sub-meniscus flow during casting. The method gives information on the direction 

of the steel flow i.e. flow patterns in the mould. Furthermore an indication of the meniscus 

velocity can be obtained. Results are used to optimise mould fluid flow performance at the 

casters and to validate the mould fluid flow simulations (computational fluid dynamics, CFD). 

Over the years, the method proved to be very valuable [10,11]. Additionally, inclination angle 

measurements are used to measure the flow over longer periods. Next steps to measure mould 

fluid flow will involve the above mentioned techniques as well as the application of mould 

thermocouples. 

 

2.3 Mould heat transfer and friction 

 Three standard mould powders for slab casting, as applied at CC21 and CC22 of BOS 

No. 2 were used to study mould heat transfer, strand friction and in particular the 

thermocouple signals in the vertical (casting) direction [12]. The powders are denoted as 

mould powder A, B and C. An overview of the three mould powders is given in Table 1

. 

 

Table 1 Standard mould powders at CC21 and CC22 

 

 mould powder A mould powder B mould powder C 

CaO/SiO2 0.85 1.0 1.75 

Viscosity at 1300 °C (Pa.s) 0.15 0.12 0.07 

Tbreak (°C) 1111 1173 1240 

Tbreak (°C)* 1080 1180 1280 

NBO/T* 2.2 2.6 3.9 

Crystallinity (mole%)* ≈ 24 ≈ 81 ≈ 100 

*: calculated values 

 

 Mould powder A is a standard mould powder for casting ULC grades. The powder is 

characterised by relative low values for the basicity (CaO/SiO2) and break point (or 

solidification temperature, Tbreak). The main task for this powder is to provide strand 

lubrication during casting. The maximum casting speeds for ULC grades is 1.9 m/min.  

 Powder B shows higher (intermediate) values for both the basicity and break point. 

This powder was initially designed for thin slab casting i.e. increased casting speeds (i.e. up to 

6.0 m/min) and is currently applied at the DSP on almost all steel grades. At BOS No. 2, 

powder B is used for casting low carbon and high strength low alloy (HSLA) grades at casting 

speeds up to 1.9 m/min. Application of this powder shows a nice balance between the two 

main mould powder functions of strand lubrication and the control of mould heat transfer.  

 Mould powder C shows a strong crystallisation tendency (formation of cuspidine, 

3CaO∙2SiO2∙CaF2) and is designed to control mould heat transfer in horizontal direction. The 

                                                           
 Note that the viscosity and corresponding break point of mould powders A and B were measured by the 

supplier using a rotating cylinder method. Mould powder C has been characterised using an oscillating plate 

device. For reasons of comparison, the calculated values for the break point are given as well. The definitions 

and relationships to calculate the break point (Tbreak), the number of non-bridging oxygen atom per tetrahedrally-

coordinated silicon atom (NBO/T) together with the crystallinity have been described [12] 
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crystallisation tendency is a result of the specific chemical composition and corresponding 

phase relations at increased temperatures [13,14]. The powder shows high values for the 

basicity and the break point. Powder C is successfully applied for casting peritectic steel 

grades at casting speeds up to 1.6 m/min.  

 

 The average heat 

flux of the three mould 

powders as a function of the 

casting speed is given in 

Figure 6; the average heat 

flux was calculated using 

mould cooling water data. 

Mould powder A shows the 

highest values for mould 

heat flux followed by 

powder B and C. The 

corresponding data on 

average strand friction was 

obtained using the hydraulic 

oscillation system at CC21.  

 

 An illustration of the 

normalised friction at a 

casting speed of 1.5 m/min 

is shown in Figure 7. Note 

that Figure 6 and 7 clearly 

show the well known 

relation between the control 

of mould heat transfer and 

friction – strand lubrication. 

A well controlled and 

decreased heat transfer i.e. 

in general a more crystalline 

slag film with increased 

solidification temperature 

(powder C) will result in 

increased values for friction (less strand lubrication) whereas a higher mould heat transfer i.e. 

glassy solidification and a lower solidification temperature (powder A) results in decreased 

values for strand friction (more strand lubrication). It is well known that crystallisation of the 

slag film plays a key role in controlling mould heat transfer in horizontal direction during 

casting [15,16].  

 

2.4 Local observations (temperatures) 

 The thermocouple temperatures for the three mould powders in the vertical direction 

were also investigated. An illustration is given in Figure 8. For each mould powder, a gradual 

decrease in temperature (i.e. mould heat transfer) can be observed. It should be noted again 

that the uppermost thermocouple signals (100 mm from top of copper) are sensitive to mould 

level and mould fluid flow phenomena. In the upper part of the mould, powder A shows 

higher temperatures, followed by powder B and powder C. Deeper in the mould at 

approximately halfway between the meniscus and mould exit, powder B shows higher 
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Fig. 6 Average mould heat transfer as a function of the casting 

speed (CC21)  
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Fig. 7 Normalised mould friction at 1.5 m/min (CC21) 
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temperatures. In the lower part of the mould, around 700 mm, the signals corresponding to 

powder C cross those of powder A. 

 

 It can be concluded 

that the three mould 

powders show a 

redistribution of local 

mould heat transfer in the 

horizontal direction. This 

phenomenon has been 

found at the DSP as well 

[12]. However, at the DSP, 

the total mould heat 

transfer remained the same 

for the powders 

investigated (CaO/SiO2 

ranges between 1.0 and 

1.2) whereas at CC21 the 

mould heat transfer decreases with increasing basicity (CaO/SiO2) and crystallinity. It can 

also be concluded that mould powders A, B and C will show an increased mould heat transfer 

in the upper part of the mould, followed by a reduced mould heat transfer in the lower part of 

the mould. This effect is more pronounced for mould powder A with a lower crystallisation 

tendency. Based on the thermocouple data, the mould heat transfer of mould powder C in the 

horizontal direction will be more constant. The performance of mould powder B can be found 

between these two mould powders. The thickness of the solidified shell will decrease 

following the order: mould powder A > powder B > powder C. The strong reduction in mould 

thermocouple temperatures (and hence mould heat transfer) in the lower part of the mould 

(i.e. around 700 mm) for all powders can be understood by considering the presence of an air 

gap i.e. shrinkage of the solidified strand and by rupturing (breaking or sheeting) of the solid 

slag film [17].  

 

 The effect of the 

casting speed on the 

thermocouples in the 

vertical direction for 

mould B is shown in 

Figure 9. A gradual 

decrease in temperature 

(and hence mould heat 

transfer) can be found in 

the vertical direction; the 

higher the casting speed, 

the higher the 

temperature. At the lower 

part of the mould the 

temperature stabilises 

followed by a sharp decrease (air gap formation, breaking/sheeting of the slag film).  

 

 It is well known that during continuous casting, the mould heat transfer in the 

horizontal direction (from steel shell to copper plate) reaches its maximum just under the 
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Fig. 8 Effect of three mould powders  
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Fig. 9 Effect of the casting speed (mould powder B) 
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meniscus (20-50 mm). This area can be considered as the most critical part in the continuous 

casting process with respect to the formation of surface cracks in the just formed steel shell 

and the occurrence of thermal wear of the mould copper plates [18]. It can be assumed that 

this peak in mould heat transfer and hence mould thermocouple temperatures can be observed 

between the two uppermost thermocouples i.e. between the thermocouples located at 100 and 

200 mm from top of copper. Up to now, this maximum was not observed. This can be 

understood by considering the sensitivity of the uppermost thermocouples for mould level and 

mould fluid flow phenomena. Furthermore, the peak can be very sharp and hence difficult to 

observe. As a next step, the steel level in the mould can be varied in order to determine the 

maximum value in mould heat transfer.  

 

 Based on mould powder 

A, a first attempt was 

performed to determine the 

peak in thermocouple 

temperatures and heat transfer. 

An illustration is given in 

Figure 10 which shows the 

relationship between the upper-

row temperature and the 

distance from the meniscus. 

During this first investigation, 

the casting speed was between 

1.65 and 1.85 m/min. As 

mentioned before, the mould 

level set-point at CC21 is 90 

mm below the top of the copper 

plates; the uppermost thermocouples (100 mm from top of copper) are located 10 mm under 

the steel meniscus level. At a mould level of 100 mm the steel meniscus is at the same height 

as the thermocouple. As the mould level further drops the temperature also drops reaching a 

minimum at 105 mm below top of copper. At this point the meniscus is below the 

thermocouple. As the mould level increases, the temperature is seen to increase reaching a 

maximum at 80 mm below top of copper (20 mm below meniscus). From this data it can be 

estimated that the peak heat transfer occurs at distances greater than 20 mm below the 

meniscus. 

 

 To measure the peak heat transfer, a specific trial is recommended whereby the 

dominant process parameters such as casting speed, tundish height, mould powder etc. are 

kept constant and the mould level set-point is varied. In addition, numerical modelling is 

required to understand the temperature losses at top of the mould. 

 

 Finally, for all mould powders sheeting or breaking of the slag film was observed in 

the upper part (i.e. at 200 and 400 mm) of the mould. Mould powder C with a strong 

crystallisation tendency and hence rigid slag films sometimes showed indications of sheeting 

of the slag film, visible as a saw-tooth pattern. This tendency decreased with decreasing 

crystallisation tendency i.e. via mould powder B to powder A [17]. Mould powder A almost 

showed no sheeting or breaking of the slag film during casting. In all cases, no quality 

problems related to sheeting or breaking of the slag film in the upper part of the mould were 

reported. However, operational problems can occur which are related to false sticker alarms 

[19]. 

 
Fig. 10 Temperature vs. mould level (mould powder A) 
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3. Rim formation during casting 

 

 During the continuous casting process, slag rims are formed. Slag rims consist of 

mould powder, mould slag and sintered products and will adhere to the mould walls. Under 

stable casting conditions, slag rims are small and hardly visible during casting. However, rims 

can grow and disturb the casting process by forming bridges or even hindering the process of 

slag infiltration. At least two mechanisms for the formation of big slag rims have been 

described. Both are related to powder melting and meniscus fluctuations: 

 The formation of big rims is often associated with heavy slag formation and a thick 

slag layer, usually due to strong mould level fluctuations and surface waves.  

 Other workers mention the presence of a sinter layer and a carbon enriched layer 

between the sinter layer and the mould slag as a cause of rim formation.  

For both mechanisms, proper powder melting is important as well as a well controlled steel 

meniscus. Furthermore, relations between rim formation and the viscosity of the mould slag, 

the melting and solidification temperature of the mould slag, the temperature of the steel and 

the surface temperature of the hot face (copper mould) are mentioned [12].  

 

 At the DSP and recently at BOS No. 2, it was found that a lack of heat transfer at the 

steel meniscus (vertical heat transfer) will result in insufficient powder melting and 

consequently in severe rim formation. It is well known that EMBr settings can have a 

significant impact on the vertical heat transfer due to the reduction of turbulent metal flow 

velocities [20,21]. This can result in reduced powder melting, excessive rim formation and 

even freezing of the steel meniscus [12]. Especially at lower casting speeds, this phenomenon 

becomes more pronounced. 

 

 Mould powder C with its relatively high solidification temperature proved to be 

sensitive to rim formation in particular at lower casting speeds and with EMBr turned on. 

Some illustrations of these rims are given in Figures 11 and 12. 

 

1 42 31 42 3

 
Fig. 11 Overview of four slag rims (mould powder C) 

 

 In general, the rims showed a lot of powder and unmolten phases i.e. lack of powder 

melting. Furthermore gas bubbles are detected as well as metal droplets. Most likely, the rims 

are caused by a lack of vertical heat transfer in combination with meniscus fluctuations. Note 

that the slag film, adhering to the rim and powder bridge (sample 3) showed dense cuspidine 

crystals in a glass matrix; this is according to expectations i.e. the design of the mould 

powder. 
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 It was also observed that the presence of the big slag rims and powder bridges resulted 

in very unstable mould thermocouple temperatures and even inverse thermocouple signals, 

indicating unstable (or hindered) slag infiltration.  

 

 
 

Fig. 12A Sample 2, very porous rim 

showing all stages of powder melting 

Fig. 12B Sample 3, mould powder 

bridge, slag rim and slag film 

 

 As a next step, the EMBr settings will be further optimised as a function of the casting 

speed in order to realise constant and stable powder melting – slag formation during casting. 

Mould thermocouples can be used to detect the formation and growth of rims at the meniscus 

area [6,22]. 

 

 

4. Concluding remarks 

 

 The presence of extra thermocouples in the mould is a very useful tool in order to get 

information on mould fluid flow and temperature effects i.e. local mould heat transfer during 

casting. The upper thermocouples at the meniscus area are very sensitive to mould level and 

mould fluid flow variations. As a result, information on initial solidification of the steel shell, 

including the formation of depressions and cracks, could not be obtained by using the extra 

thermocouples. 

 

 First experiments revealed that the peak in thermocouple temperatures and mould heat 

transfer can be found below 20 mm and clearly above 110 mm under the steel meniscus level.  

 

 A mould powder with increased values for the break point and slag basicity (i.e. 

showing a strong crystallisation tendency), will result in a decreased mould heat transfer 

during casting and increased values for friction (i.e. less lubrication).  

 

 Compared to mould powders with less crystallisation, a powder with a stronger 

crystallisation tendency will show a redistribution and hence more constant mould heat 

transfer in horizontal direction. Furthermore, a highly crystalline mould powder is more 

sensitive to breaking of the slag film in the upper part of the mould and to the formation of 

slag rims and even lack of powder melting.  

 

 Mould fluid flow and turbulence at the meniscus area should provide sufficient mould 

heat transfer in the vertical direction, required for adequate powder melting and to control the 

formation and growth of slag rims. This can be influenced by changing the EMBr-settings. 
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LIQUID POWDER FOR CONTINUOUS OPEN CASTING OF STEEL. 

INDUSTRIAL TRIALS. 
 

  

 

Abstract 
 

 New product, composed by a solid-liquid dispersion of conveniently formulated continuous 

casting powder in synthetic oil based on fatty acids glyceric esters, has been developed. Target of this 

project was the design and realization of a product featuring both oil and continuous casting powder 

characteristics, a liquid powder, to be used as lubricant in steel open casting process. 

 Various technological difficulties due to inherent physical properties of the dispersion were 

met. Viscosity of the system and its rheological properties are at the origin of multiple issues, solution 

of which needed to be tackled before use of this product could be standardized. 

 During extensive plant trials, several benefits have been pointed out in operations and semis 

quality. 

 A sharp decrease of sparkling phenomenon was observed, improving operators safety and 

resulting in a sharp reduction of mold cleaning operations. Mold parts life was also significantly 

increased. 

 Semis quality drastically improved due to strong dumping of distortion of billets shape. A 

remarkable decrease of under-skin cracks and sulphide precipitation was also observed. Evidences of 

reduction in scale formation and a drop of B/O index were experienced. 

 The present paper concerns studies of liquid powder properties, understanding of parameter 

affecting technological performance of such a product and shaping those properties to operational 

conditions.   Implemented solutions are described along with results of extensive plant trials.  
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1. Introduction 

 

In continuous casting of steel, oils of different nature have been employed as mold lubricants 

since dawn of this technology [1]. Beside other technological benefits, late use of mold flux resulted in 

a sharp increase of semis surface quality, which attained level of current standard of industrial 

applications. However mold flux has seen implementation only in close casting technology while 

almost no advancement has been made on lubricants for open casting. 

This paper will illustrate results of a study concerning a new class of products which allows to 

extend use of casting powder to open casting. This new class of products is here named liquid powders 

for continuous casting. 

 

 

2. Origin of the project 

 

Exploring new possibilities for mold flux tecnology application, powders to be used in open 

casting have been formulated. Most important feature of these products is very fast melting with little 

consumption of heat. It has been observed that use of such product leads to advantages in the final 

quality of the billets such as a decrease in rombohedricity, a decrease of the scale formation and a 

reduction of corner cracks occurence. However major holding point of using this type of powder is 

problematic mold feeding of powder itself resulting in erratic increase of NMI. 

Due to promising results of concept application of specially formulated powders in open 

casting, it has been decided to overcome problem of feeding with a mix of this powder and a liquid 

medium. Formulated product has been tested reporting outstanding performance [2]. Since original idea 

attained further confirmation, more in depth studies have been implemented aiming to definition of 

optimal formulation of the product in terms of product stability and technological performance. 

 

 

3. Selection of liquid medium 

 

Formulation of powder to be used in a liquid medium has been frozen consistently with 

previous plant testing results [3]. Then the first step has been to select a suitable liquid medium to 

formulate a material with most suitable technological properties. 

Different kinds of liquid media, essentially natural, mineral or synthetic oil, have been tested for 

the formulation of the product. Properties taken into account have beeen flash point, pour point,  

density and viscosity, considering following major criteria: 

-  Flash point should be as high as possible so that the liquid medium can function effectively as a 

carrier. 

- Pour point should be as low as possible to avoid freezing of product in case of harsh 

environmental conditions.  

- Both density and viscosity should be as high as possible, considering their influence on product 

stability. 



 

 

A further essential parameter taken into consideration in the choice of the liquid medium has 

been environmental compatibility in terms of biodegradability and non-toxicity of the combustion 

fumes produced during use of the material. 

 

 Table 1. Liquid medium features 

 

Liquid media Flash Point 

(°C) 

Pour point 

(°C) 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Kinematic viscosity 40°C 

(cSt) 

Polialkilbenzol 182 ND 0,86 - 0,88 20 - 26 

Polialphaolephine #1 225 -51 0,86 68 

Polialphaolephine #2 260 -15 0,870 84,8 

Glyceric ester of oleic acid 

#1 

300 -30 0,930 68 

Glyceric ester of oleic acid 

#2 

300 -30 0,950 150 

Glyceric ester of oleic acid 

#3 

300 -10 0,935 61,5 - 68,5 

Glyceric ester of fat acids 

#1 

320 -24 0,920 34,92 

Glyceric ester of fat acids 

#2 

300 -12 0,925 65 

 

Several laboratory tests have been performed to study the characteristics of liquid media and 

related liquid medium-powder mixtures.  It has been observed that some of the selected liquid media 

are more suited to the formulation of the mixture. In particular, the glyceric ester of oleic acid #1 has 

been used for the formulation of the mixture to be used in subsequent industrial tests. In the following 

terms as liquid medium and oil are used indifferently. 

 

 

4. Properties of the mixture 

 

The oil-powder mixture should be formulated to comply with two main properties closely 

interwinded. Viscosity must be low enough to ensure pumpability and at the same time high enough to 

ensure a low rate of Sedimentation.  



 

 

Viscosity 

In Table 1, reference is made to the kinematic viscosity of liquid medium, expressed in cStokes, 

since this figure is generally reported in technical data sheets of oils used in open casting. The 

relationship between dinamic viscosity and kinematic viscosity is given by the following equation: 

 

  
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                              

 

where η (Stokes) is cinemativc viscosity, µ (dPa*s) is dinamic viscosity and d (g/cm
3
) is density [3]. 

Several measurements of viscosity of mixture and liquid media were performed. Experimental 

apparatus and extensive results have been previously reported [3]. 

  These measurements pointed out that oil-powder mixture behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid 

with a marked tendency to shear-thinning viscosity, i.e. dispersion viscosity decreases with increasing 

shear-rate.  

Moreover it has been observed that viscosity of oil-powder mixture depends on several factors 

such as viscosity of the oil, addition of certain additives, and the amount of powder in the mixture, see 

as an example data depicted in Fig 1. 

 

 

Fig 1 Trend of viscosity with increasing mass fraction of solid for mixtures prepared fwith oils with 68 

and with 150 cStokes viscosity at 40°C. 

 

Better reference to viscosity when measured for solid-liquid dispersions is trend of relative 

viscosity [4,5] with solid mass fraction. Relative viscosity is defined as 
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where η (Stokes) is the kinematic viscosity of the mixture, ηr is the relative viscosity and η0 (Stokes) is 

the kinematic viscosity of the fluid in which solid is dispersed. Mass fraction is defined as 

 

  
  

    
                                                                                                                                                                        

 

where x is the mass fraction, ms (kg) is the mass of solid in the dispersion and mtot (kg) is the total mass 

of the dispersion. The data in figure 1 reported to relative viscosity lie on a single curve as depicted in 

Fig 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Trend of relative viscosity with increasing mass fraction of solid. 

 

Sedimentation 

Dispersions undergo sedimentation due to various parameters. For very dilute suspensions 

consisting of non-interacting particles the sedimentation speed ,v0 (m/s), is expressed by equation 4. 

 

    
 

 

     

 
                                                                                                                                                             

 

where R (m) is the radius of the particles, Δρ (kg/m
3
) is the difference in density between particles and 

medium, g (m/s
2
) is the acceleration of gravity, and η (m

2
/s) is the kinematic viscosity of the dispersion 

[4]. In case of concentrated suspensions the equation becomes more complex comprsing effects of 
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volume fraction of dispersed solid. Nevertheless, from a qualitative point of view, equation 4 indicates 

that the viscosity of the mixture and the density difference between the components are two main 

factors which must be taken into account in the formulation of an adequately stable dispersion. 

If selection of proper liquid medium, as previously shown is affecting both viscosity and 

density, standard technological approach to stabilize liquid-solid dispersions is use of additives. Data 

reported in Fig 3 show variation of the demixing over time by addition of different additives. Among 

the additives improving the stability of the dispersion those named B and C lead to a significant 

decrease of  sedimentation rate due to a marked effect of thickening. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Trend of sedimentation in time using different additives 

 

In conclusion, extensive lab research has been performed to select most suitable components of 

oil-powder mixture for optimal technological properties. 

 

 

5. Plant trials 

 

The plant trials required rigorous study for pumping system set up screening, as shown 

elsewhere [3]. 

Short and long period industrial tests have been performed in steel plants in Italy, France and 

Spain. More than 100000 tons of steel, as both billets and beam blanks, have been casted with good 

results. 

It was firstly observed that molten slag layer formed on surface of liquid steel leads to evident 

decrease in sparkling phenomena (see Fig. 4) resulting in a lower risk for operators and a longer 

cleaning cicle for some exposed parts of the casting machine. 



 

 

  

 

Fig. 4 Sparkling in three molds during a trial. In the left side mold the product has been used while in 

the other two molds only casting oil has been used. 

 

Comparing results obtained using oil, casting powder and our oil-powder mixture, it has been 

observed that while inclusional level is lower with oil in comparison to powder, when using the 

mixture  the inclusional level is just comparable to oil (see Fig 5) [6]. 

 

 

Fig. 5 NMI level using different kinds of lubricant. 

 

Particularly concerning NMI, it has been identified the existence of a kind of threshold in 

specific consumption of the mixture above which NMI level is sharply increased. Therefore setting 

case-to-case specific feeding rate has been one of the primary task during all tests. 

Another observation is that using oil-powder mixture mold heat extraction is milder and 

extended on longer section of the mold in comparison with use of oil [6]. Better control of heat 

extraction results in a strong improvement of the billet shape with the effect of a significant reduction 

of rombohedricity, in some trials up to 10 mm (see Fig. 6). 
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 Fig. 6 Transversal sections of billets casted using the oil-powder mixture (left) and oil (right).  

 

Other related effects are a reduction in scale formation, a reduction in corner cracks and a 

reduction in sulphide precipitation. 

This results have been further confirmed during a six month period trial in the italian steel plant 

Ferriere Valsabbia in Odolo (BS). 

 Initial goal of extend use of casting powder to open casting has been achieved with designing a 

completely new class of product which it is here defined as liquid powder for continuous casting. It is 

then possible to conclude that liquid powder for application in continuos casting has come to reality. 

 

 

6. Conclusions 

 

Exploring new possibilities for mold flux tecnology application has been the input to create a 

new class of products which combines the advantages oil and mold flux. Studies have been conducted 

to find the best components for optimal technological characteristic of finished product. Once selected 

the most suitable formulation, many industrial trials have been performed with following major results.  

 Sparkling phenomena reduction. 

 Longer cleaning cicle of the mold and of the exposed parts of the casting machine.  

 Safety increase for operators. 

 Strong rombohedricity reduction. 

 Significant reduction in scale formation.  

Goal to formulate a liquid powder for continuous casting has been achieved. 
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INFLUENCE OF MOULD FLUX ON INITIAL SOLIDIFICATION OF 

HYPO-PERITECTIC STEEL IN CONTINUOUS CASTING MOULD 
 

 

Abstract  

 

Continuous casting of hypo-peritectic steel was conducted with a pilot slab caster, and  

experimental data such as local heat flux, thickness of solidified shell or mould flux film, and 

dendrite primary arm spacing were obtained. On the basis of these results, influence of mould 

flux on initial solidification in mould was discussed. 

With mild cooling by crystallization of mould flux, local heat flux and solidification 

rate decreased, and changes in them quantitatively correspond to each other. Cooling rate was 

estimated about 10,000-17,000 K/min at 1 mm thickness of solidified shell and it changed by 

mould flux. It turned out that unevenness of the shell thickness becomes remarkable when it 

grows to be 1 mm thick. Relation between unevenness and cooling rate was discussed, and 

critical cooling rate against uneven solidification was considered around 17,000 K/min. 
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continuous casting; solidification; mould flux; steel; hypo-peritectic; solidified shell; dendrite 

primary arm spacing; cooling rate; solidification rate; heat flux; longitudinal surface cracking, 

film, thermal resistance; unevenness; mild cooling 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Longitudinal cracking on slab surface is caused by uneven solidification in continuous 

casting mould [1, 2]. In the case that carbon content of steel is 0.10-0.18 mass% for Fe-C 

binary system, or 0.08-0.16 mass% for practical steel, especially, peritectic reaction induces 

large shrinkage of solidified shell and the cracking becomes remarkable [3,4]. 

In order to prevent uneven solidification and longitudinal cracking, mild cooling with 

mould flux is well known to be an effective method. Mould flux infiltrates into gap between 

shell and mould, and forms a film there. This film plays a roll of a medium of heat transfer, 

and it is available for a mean of mild cooling of the shell, with increase of thermal resistance 

by crystallization in it. So designing technologies of mould flux composition have been 

developed so that crystallization in the film can be promoted, and many actual results of heat 

flux reduction or prevention of the cracking have been reported [5-9]. On the other hand, 

many researches on crystallization in mould flux have also been studied, and it has been 

clarified that crystallization brings roughness of the film surface contacting with mould and 

reduction of radiation in the film, and they result in increase of thermal resistance of the flux 

film [10-15]. 

                                                           
1
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But it has not been clarified yet, how the solidification of molten steel changes with 

mild cooling in actual continuous casting mould [16]. In order to prevent cracking, it is surely 

important to make solidified shell cooled mildly, while it grows within 1 mm thick and in the 

distance of several ten millimetres from the meniscus in mould [17]. But there have been few 

researches on the initial solidification in such early period. 

In this study, experimental continuous casting of hypo-peritectic steel was conducted 

with a pilot plant and solidification behaviour in mould was researched. Then, influences of 

mould flux on initial solidification of molten steel were discussed. 

 

 

2. Experimental methods and conditions 

 

Continuous casting of hypo-peritectic steel slab was conducted with pilot plant. Casting 

conditions are listed in table 1. 2.5 tons of molten steel was provided and cast into a slab of 

100 mm thick and 800 mm wide at casting speed of 1.3-1.5 m/min.  

Alloying elements in molten steel is shown in table 2. Steel grade was hypo-peritectic 

with 0.11-0.14 mass% of carbon content. Si, Mn and Al were added and their contents were 

same among each casting. 

Three kinds of mould flux were examined in the casting. Their specifications are listed 

in table 3. Mold flux A is originally used for low carbon steel and has low basicity (CaO/SiO2) 

of 0.8 and low solidification temperature. On the other hand, mold flux B and C have higher 

basicities so that cuspdine, Ca4Si2O7F2: main crystal phase, may adequately crystallize in the 

film during casting. Their solidification temperatures were higher and viscosities at 1573 K 

were lower according to their higher basicities. 

 

Table 1 Conditions of continuous casting. 

 

Heat size Mold size Casting speed Super heat 

2.5 tons 800 mm wide and 100 mm thick 1.3 -1.5 m/min 80 -89 K 

 

Table 2 Contents of alloying elements in molten steel 

 

Contents (mass%) 

C                  Si                Mn            P             S               Al 

Liquidus (K) 

0.11 - 0.14    0.25 - 0.35    1.3 - 1.4    <0.015    <0.007    0.01 – 0.08 1788 

 

Table 3 Specification of mold fluxes 

 

Mold flux Basicity as CaO/SiO2 Solidification temp. Viscosity at 1573 K 

A 

B 

C 

0.8 

1.8 

1.7 

1307 K 

1509 K 

1548 K 

0.22 Pa s 

0.04 Pa s 

0.06 Pa s 

 

Local heat flux during casting was evaluated by means of thermo-couples in mould plate 

of copper. Thermo-couples were located in the centre in width at 35 mm and 140 mm under 

the meniscus. 

Thickness of solidified shell was measured in slabs after casting. Fe-S alloy was added 

into molten steel in mould just before the end of each casting. The slab was cut after the 



casting and sulphur distribution on the longitudinal section was transcribed on printing paper. 

Thickness of solidified shell was measured on the paper with a vernier micrometer. 

Primary arm spacing of dendrite was measured. Specimens were cut out from the centre 

in width of slabs. Their surface was grinded 0.5-8 mm thick and the grinded section was 

etched with picric acid solution. Dendrite structure could be observed like lattice, as 

mentioned later, and the arm spacing was measured on the photographs with a vernier 

micrometer. 

 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Local heat flux in mould 

 

Local heat flux at 35 mm below the meniscus in mould is shown in fig. 1, as a function 

of casting speed. Local heat flux was higher for the case of mould flux A, and those for the 

flux B and C decreased with increase of solidification temperature of them. 
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Fig.1 Relation between local heat flux and casting speed. 

 

 

3.2 Thickness of solidified shell 

 

Thickness of solidified shell is shown in fig. 2 for all the case of mould flux, as a 

function of square root of solidification time. Thickness of solidified shell was regressed as a 

function of solidification time in the first period; 0≦√t＜0.1 min
1/2

, and as a function of 

square root of the time in the second one; 0.1≦√t min
1/2

. The results of regression are listed 

in table 4. Solidification coefficient k differed by the kind of mould flux in the range of 18-25 

mm/min
1/2

. It decreased with increase of solidification temperature of mould flux. 
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Fig.2  Thickness of solidified shell as a function of solidification time. 

Table 4 A list of solidification constant 

 

Mould flux Thickness of solidified shell, dshell (mm) 

0≦√t<0.1 (min
1/2

) 0.1≦t (min
1/2

) 

A 

B 

C 

dshell=101t 

dshell=91.5t 

dshell=87.5t 

dshell=24.8√t-1.47 

dshell=20.6√t-1.14 

dshell=18.7√t-0.99 
 

 

3.3 Dendrite primary arm spacing 

Dendrite structures beneath the surface of slabs are shown in fig.3. Primary arm was 

observed like lattice in common with all the observation.  

The evaluating result of primary arm spacing is shown in fig.4 as a function of distance 

from surface. The spacing enlarged with distance from surface and differed by the kind of 

mould flux: the spacing was larger in the case of mould flux A, comparatively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

(a-1) Mould flux A                (a-2) Mould flux B                    (a-3) Mould flux C 

(a) About 0.8mm beneath the surface 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(b-1) Mould flux A                   (b-2) Mould flux B                    (b-3) Mould flux C 

(b) About 8mm beneath the surface 

Fig.3  Dendrite structures beneath the surface of slabs. 
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Fig.4  Dendrite primary arm spacing as a function of distance from surface of a slab. 

 

 

 

4. Discussion 

4.1 Influence of mould flux on solidification rate and local heat flux  

 

As shown in fig.2, solidification rate of solidified shell varied by the kind of mould 

flux.  Here, propriety of the variation is discussed in terms of comparison with change in local 

heat flux in the mould. 

A solidification model can be supposed as shown in fig. 5 and latent heat by growth of 

solidified shell per unit time, Q’ can be expressed as equation (1). 

 

HVSQ '                                                                 (1) 

 

Here, S, V or ΔH indicates surface area of solidified shell (m
2
), solidification rate (m/s) or 

latent heat of fusion (:1.93×10
9
J/m

3
) [18], respectively. 

Then, latent heat per unit surface area can be given by equation (2), as a physical quantity 

having equal dimensions as heat flux. 
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V in equation (2) can be obtained by equation (3) and ki listed in table 4 for each mould flux. 

Thus, change in V is linearly reflected in Q’. 
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Fig. 6 shows the result of comparison between Q’ calculated by equation (9) and 

experimental values of local heat flux at the position 35mm or 140mm from the meniscus. 

Both kinds of values agree well each other at each position. Among the values at each 

position, a tendency can be observed that both kinds of the values decrease by mild cooling 

with mould flux, keeping good agreement. This result suggests that change in growing rate 

and solidification coefficient by the kind of mould flux is reasonable.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Influence of mould flux on cooling rate of solidified shell 

 

It is generally known that cooling rate of solidified shell can be estimated by 

measurement of dendrite secondary arm spacing and the Suzuki’s equation [19] as follows; 

 
390710 .RⅡ                                                                  (4) 

 

Here, λⅡ or R indicates dendrite secondary arm spacing or cooling rate, respectively. 

However, dendrite structure just beneath the surface is so fine that the second arm 

cannot adequately grow and its arm spacing may be hard to be measured, because of fast 

cooling rate. So it is difficult to estimate cooling rate on quite early stage of solidification. 

In this study, dendrite primary arm was clearly observed like lattice structure, even just 

beneath the surface of slabs. If relational expression is derived between primary arm spacing 

and cooling rate, cooling rate in early solidification period becomes possible to be estimated 

on the basis of measurement of the spacing. In this paragraph, it is tried to estimate cooling 

rate from primary arm spacing and discuss influence of mould flux on it. 

Because local heat flux and solidification have been evaluated as experimental values at 

the position of thermo-couples in mould, cooling rate can be also evaluated from them. 

Cooling rate R can be expressed as a product of temperature gradient on the solidifying 

interface G and solidification rate V: equation (5). 

 

                                                              GVR                                                                        (5) 

 

Here, G can be calculated from local heat flux q and thermal conductivity of the solidified 

shell λ, by equation (6). 

 

λ

q
G                                                                                        (6) 

 

On the other hand, dendrite primary arm spacingλⅠ can be read in fig. 8, for the 

corresponding thickness of solidified shell to the position of thermo-couples in mould. 
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Fig.5  Schematic diagram of solidification 

in mould.  

Fig.6  Comparison between calculated heat 

flux and the observed. 



The obtained relation between λⅠ and R is shown in fig. 7. The previous data [20] 

obtained in high speed continuous casting was added to those in this study. λⅠ decreased 

with increase of R. Relation between them was regressed as equation (7). 

 
48704700 .RⅠ                                                               (7) 

 

T. Edvardsson et al. previously reported that relationship obtained experimentally in a 

condition of smaller cooling rate [21]. The result in this study generally agrees with it but 

tendency of the spacing on cooling rate is a little larger in this study. The reason for this 

difference seems that dendrite structure grew under a condition of wider range of G in this 

study. 

Cooling rate was derived from primary arm spacing through equation (7). The result is 

shown in fig. 8 as a function of thickness from slab surface. It is observed that cooling rate 

decreases with growth of solidified shell and cooling rate for mould flux A is a little larger 

than the others in thickness range within 5 mm. 

Cooling rate derived from primary arm spacing in this way is compared with what is 

calculated by equation (7) at 35 mm below the meniscus. Cooling rate by the spacing was 

evaluated as average values in the range of 2-3 mm for solidified shell thickness, 

corresponding the position at 35 mm. The result of this comparison is shown in fig. 9. Both 

cooling rate agrees well each other, and decreases with crystallization of mould flux. 
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Fig.7 Dendrite primary arm spacing as a 

function of cooling rate. 

Fig.8 Cooling rate of solidified shell till 

solidified shell grows about 5 mm thick. 



Fig.9 Comparison of cooling rate evaluated from primary arm spacing with calculated one. 

It is summarized that dendrite primary arm spacing varied corresponding to cooling 

rate, and evaluation of cooling rate is possible at so early solidification period that secondary 

arm spacing is too difficult to be measured. Change in cooling rate by mould flux can be 

evaluated from primary arm spacing. 

 

 

4.3 Influence of mould flux on evenness of solidified shell thickness 

 

It was discussed quantitatively in the aforementioned paragraphs that local heat flux, 

solidification of the shell and dendrite arm spacing change corresponding to each other, by 

crystallization of mould flux. In this paragraph, the other change by crystallization of mould 

flux is discussed in terms of evenness of solidified shell thickness. 

As an index of evenness, standard deviation of solidified shell thickness was evaluated 

and is shown in fig. 10. The standard deviations increase with growth of solidified shell, and 

that for mould flux A, which has the largest cooling rate, is larger than those for the other flux. 

The difference in standard deviation by mould flux begins to generate at the point on which 

solidified shell grows to be about 1 mm thick. This point corresponds to the period of 0.1-1 s 

for solidification time, which was also reported previously as the initiating period of uneven 

solidification [22]. About 1 mm of the standard deviation is seemed to be criteria for uneven 

solidification of the shell at 1 mm thickness.  

Here, ratio of the standard deviation to the thickness is evaluated and defined as 

unevenness index for solidified shell. This index at more than 1mm thickness of the shell is 

shown in fig. 11 as a function of distance from the meniscus. The index decreases with growth 

of the shell. The index for mould flux A is larger than those for others especially in the range 

of 20-40 mm from the meniscus. 
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Fig.10 Standard deviation of thickness of 

solidified shell. 

Fig.11 Index of unevenness of solidified 

shell thickness. 



The maximum value of the index is shown in fig.12 as a function of cooling rate which 

was evaluated as average value around 1 mm of the shell thickness. It is observed in this 

figure that the maximum value of the index rapidly increases when cooling rate exceeds 1.7×
10

4
 K/min. This result suggests an existence of critical cooling rate against occasion of uneven 

solidification, in spite that some room remains for more quantitative discussion. 

The results in this paragraph leads a suggestion that mild cooling is important for the 

shell to make even growth in such early solidification period that its thickness becomes within 

1 mm, and effect of mild cooling by crystallization of mould flux acts in just this period so as 

to prevent depression or longitudinal cracking of solidified shell. 
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Fig.12 Relation between maximum value of index of unevenness  

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

Continuous casting of hypo-peritectic steel was conducted with pilot slab caster, and 

influence of mould flux on initial solidification in mould was investigated, and some results 

were obtained. 

(1) Solidification rate of the shell changes according to mould flux. Applying crystalline flux, 

local heat flux decreases and solidification rate of the shell decreases accordingly. Their 

changes quantitatively corresponds each other. 

(2) Dendrite structure in solidified shell changes according to mould flux. With application of 

crystalline flux, primary arm spacing increases. By means of measurement of the spacing, 

cooling rate can be estimated in such early solidification period that the shell grows within 

several mm thick. 

(3) Unevenness of solidification becomes apparent when solidified shell grows 1mm thick. 

Prevention of uneven solidification is brought by mild cooling with mould flux in quite  

early period. 
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INVESTIGATION OF Al2O3 PICK-UP IN MOULD SLAG DURING 

CONTINUOUS CASTING OF AL CONTAINING STEELS 
 

 

Abstract 

 

During continuous casting of Al containing steels, the reaction between the liquid steel 

and mould slag will lead to a change in the chemical composition of the slag. Especially a 

strong increase of the Al2O3 content in the slag is accompanied by an influence on its 

properties and performance. Hence, the knowledge and prediction of the steel - slag 

interaction is required for a stable process control and the correct choice of casting powders. 

At ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, the change of the chemical composition of mould slag 

was investigated for a wide range of Al containing steel grades. The results of these studies 

were used as a basis for the prediction of the Al2O3 enrichment in the slag during the casting 

process. A clear correlation between Al2O3 enrichment and SiO2 decrease was found. Specific 

slag paths are shown on examples of different combinations of casting powder and steel 

compositions. The application of thermodynamic modelling was used to generate a better 

understanding of crystallisation/solidification characteristics of the mould slag as a function of 

Al2O3 content.  
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1. Introduction 

 

In the continuous casting of steel casting fluxes are primarily used to lubricate the strand 

and provide an optimum level of heat transfer between strand and mould [1-2]. Here for 

casting powder is added at the liquid steel surface, forming a liquid flux pool while melting 

due to the heat from the liquid steel. The liquid slag infiltrates into the mould/strand channel, 

where its performance is strongly dependent on viscosity. Especially the crystallisation 

characteristics are determined by the chemical and mineralogical composition [3]. 

Conventional casting powders are usually designed for the application with certain steel 

grades. Therefor the chemical composition of casting powders varies, manly based on CaO-

SiO2 system with additional components like CaF2, Na2O, Al2O3, MgO etc. These are 

essential to the control of physical and chemical properties, i.e. viscosity and crystallisation of 

the mould slag. 
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Naturally, the chemical composition, and hence the physical properties, of mould slag 

differs from the casting powder due to the chemical reactions at the steel - slag interface in the 

mould. This can be critical especially when casting aluminium alloyed steels. In steel soluted 

aluminium [Al] reduces oxides thermodynamically less stable than Al2O3 from the mould 

slag, hence mainly SiO2 but also MnO, FeO etc. [4]. This results in the change of the viscosity 

and crystallisation/solidification behaviour. 

Typically during continuous casting of Al-killed steels the alumina content of the mould 

slag will increase by 2 - 4% with only a slight change of physical properties [5]. Casting of 

TRIP steels will result in an Al2O3 increase of up to 35 - 40% with a correlating reduction of 

the SiO2 content [6]. This leads to a strong change of the mould slag character. 

In this paper the estimation of the Al2O3 pick-up in mould slag during continuous 

casting of steel grades with different Al contents is shown. This is used as the basis for the 

prediction of the composition change of the slag during casting. Additionally, thermodynamic 

modelling is used to evaluate possible crystallisation behaviour as a function of the Al2O3 

content. 

 

 

2. Deduction of theoretical maximum Al2O3 pick-up 

 

During continuous casting of Al containing steels, Al2O3 pick-up in mould slag is 

caused by chemical reactions at the steel - slag interface. Here aluminium soluted in steel 

reduces oxides of elements with a lower affinity for oxygen in the flux. Since SiO2 poses one 

of the main components in conventional casting powders and is thermodynamically less stable 

than Al2O3, the main reaction at the steel - slag interface is the reduction of SiO2 by [Al]. This 

is confirmed by the clear correlation between Al2O3 enrichment and SiO2 decrease in mould 

slag along the stoichiometric ratio, Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Correlation between changing in Al2O3 and SiO2 content in mould slag. 

 

According to the thermodynamic equilibrium, the reaction between SiO2 and [Al] 

should proceed until one of both components is fully consumed. However, in production, the 

limiting factor of this reaction is the contact time between the slag and steel surface in the 

mould. Furthermore, the contact time is mainly influenced by the infiltration of slag into the 

mould - strand channel, hence the consumption of the mould slag. The Al content in steel and 

the slag infiltration are significant factors controlling the degree of the chemical reaction on 

the steel - mould flux interface during the continuous casting and ultimately define the Al2O3 

pick-up in the mould slag. 

 At ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, alumina pick-up of mould slag is investigated for a 

wide range of Al containing steel grades which are produced using steel composition specific 



casting powders. For the determination of an increase of alumina content in the mould slag 

time resolved slag samples were obtained during casting and examined. These investigations 

show a dynamic equilibrium is achievable under constant production conditions. In this case, 

precipitation/formation of alumina approximately equals the quantities infiltrating the strand 

gap. In the course of this, three different cases of Al2O3 pick-up can be differentiated 

depending on the Al content in the steel, Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Al2O3 pickup in mould slag depending on aluminium content of steel. 

 

The first case is continuous casting of Al-killed steels with Al content less than 0.05%, 

where the typical increase of Al2O3 in mould slag is about 2 - 4%. Al2O3 pick-up in this case 

is a result of two mechanisms, the reaction between [Al] and SiO2 as well as absorption of 

alumina inclusions from the melt. 

In the second case, similar to results in other investigations [7], a linear dependence 

between Al2O3 pick-up and the aluminium content in steel for Al alloyed steels with [Al] 

content below 1 % is found. This case corresponds to above mentioned dynamic equilibrium 

where steel - slag interaction is limited due to the short contact time. In the current 

investigations, the maximum value of Al2O3 pick-up is typically reached by exponential 

function within approximately the first 40 min of continuous casting and hardly changes 

beyond this point. Here, absorption of alumina inclusions is obviously a minor effect in 

comparison to the Al2O3 increase due to the reduction of SiO2. The dynamic equilibrium 

between liquid steel and mould flux poses a good basis for the prediction of Al2O3 pick-up for 

steels with a maximum [Al] content of up to about 1 wt.-%. However, a deviation to higher 

values is possible in case of an unstable process. 

In the third case, being steel grades with [Al] contents above 1 wt.-%, no stringent 

correlation can be found. In the most slag samples a higher Al2O3 content than suggested by 

the linear tendency of the dynamic equilibrium were found. This can be explained through the 

strong increase in viscosity due to the higher/critical Al2O3 pick-up. The strong chemical 

reaction especial with non-optimal process parameters (e.g. casting speed) influenced slag 

infiltration to the negative and thereby lead to reduced casting flux consumption. 

Consequently, this leads to an increased steel - slag contact time and higher Al2O3 pick-up to 

further increase of viscosity etc. until almost the entire available SiO2 is consumed. In this 

investigation, such a mechanism ultimately leading to the thermodynamic equilibrium but also 

the establishment of a new dynamic equilibrium at a higher alumina concentration was found. 

As the increase of viscosity due to Al2O3 pick-up is individual for different casting powders 

[8] and slag infiltration is sensitive to process conditions, the Al2O3 pick-up during continuous 

casting of steels with [Al] content above 1 wt.-% is not consistent, and is therefore difficult to 

predict. 

 



3. Prediction of Al2O3 enrichment in mould slag during casting  

 

The enrichment of Al2O3 in mould slag is defined by the mass balance of the flux pool.  

On the one hand this is determined by the mass flow of Al2O3 due to the reaction between 

SiO2 and [Al] and an adsorption of alumina inclusions leading to an increase in Al2O3 

concentration in the mould slag. On the other hand it is linked to the refreshing rate of the flux 

pool. The function of melting new added powder and infiltration of slag leads to a removal of 

alumina from the pool area and a thinning of the Al2O3 concentration in the mould flux. The 

equilibrium between these two tendencies represents the dynamic equilibrium. 

 As the correlation of [Al] and Al2O3 pick-up is linear in cases with Al concentration in 

steel below 1 wt.-% the enrichment of Al2O3 accrues according to the exponential function of 

casting time, contact time in the mould, alumina concentration in the casting powder and 

alumina pick-up as shown in (1).  

 

Al2O3 = C0  +  Al2O3 ( 1 – EXP( – t /) )       (1) 

 

C0 is the alumina contribution from the casting powder, Al2O3 is the alumina pick-up 

in mould slag deduced from the linear function in case of dynamic equilibrium, t is the casting 

time,   is the contact time.   

With the contact time  = 15 min, the dynamic equilibrium is reached to 93% within the 

first 40 minutes, which corresponds to experimental observations. Fig. 3 show the correlations 

between experimental and calculated values of Al2O3 enrichment during continuous casting 

for two different steel grades with Al content, steel A - 0.38 % and steel B - 0.67 %, using 

different casting powders. These results suggest a simple empirical model like the correlation 

above can be used for the prediction of Al2O3 enrichment for steels with [Al] content below 

1 wt.-%.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Predicted and experimental Al2O3 enrichment in mould slag during continuous casting 

of steel A with 0.38 % Al (a) and steel B with 0.67 % Al (b). 

 

Due to the reasons mentioned previously, this correlation cannot be applied to steels 

with [Al] over 1 wt.-%. Especially in this case, as opposed to proposed empirical correlation 

an extended mass balance calculation must be carried out. However, this is difficult for 

industrial scale production. The natural fluctuation of process conditions during continuous 

casting leads to a risk of distorting the existing dynamic equilibrium towards the 

thermodynamic equilibrium with the almost complete reduction of SiO2, see points above 

correlation line on the Fig. 2, area III. 

 

 



4. Change of the chemical composition of mould slag  

   

The knowledge of Al2O3 enrichment in the slag during continuous casting is an essential 

part of understanding mould slag. Though, the Al2O3 concentration must be seen in the 

context of the overall chemical composition in order to characterise the mould slag properties 

and performance. A pseudo ternary system allows the description of the composition 

evaluation in the slag due to steel - slag interaction. The starting point for the resulting slag 

path is the chemical composition of the respective casting powder. Table 1 shows the main 

component contents of two casting powders which were used for the production of steels 

discussed in the previous chapter. Casting powder A was used for the casting of steel A and 

casting powder B was used for the steel B. 

 

Table 1. Main components of casting powder A and B in wt.-%. 

 

 CaO SiO2 Al2O3 F
-
 Na2O 

casting powder A 35.3 29.7 6.7 8.8 5.9 

casting powder B 20.0 36.3 4.1 10.0 10.3 

 

Casting powder A is a conventional lime-silica based powder, designed to form 

cuspidine (Ca4Si2O7F2) during solidification of the slag in order to reduce heat transfer in the 

mould. Casting powder B was developed for the production of steel with a high Al content. 

The higher SiO2 content of this powder should retain certain SiO2 levels in the mould slag in 

spite of strong steel - slag interaction during casting. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Calculated (arrows) and measured (symbols) specific slag paths for casting of steels A 

and B. 

 

As shown in the CaO-Al2O3-SiO2 system (recalculated, assuming Ca partially bound as 

CaF2), Fig. 4, the application of casting powder A and B leads to different slag paths as result 

of different starting compositions. The calculated slag paths indicated with arrows are 

obtained through the predicted Al2O3 enrichment in mould slag, its correlation with SiO2 

decrease and retained CaO from casting powder. The mould slag samples verify these 

calculations. It is likely, that the shown slag paths result in different mineralogical 

configurations and according crystallisation behaviour characteristics. These aspects are 

discussed in the next sections. 



5. Change of the mineralogical composition of mould slag  

 

For the characterisation of initial conditions of the mould slag, the investigated casting 

powders are pre-molten at 1500°C. This allows the analysis of the development of the 

mineralogical composition from initial to final state. As mentioned above, the slag obtained 

from powder A is expected to primarily form cuspidine (Ca4Si2O7F2) as crystalline phase. 

This is confirmed by solidified molten powder. In order to achieve a cooling rate near to real 

process, all slag samples were quenched on a steel substrate. After solidification, a crystalline 

film is apparent on the rim of the otherwise glassy slag, Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Cross-section of slag sample obtained from pre-molten casting powder A. 

 

A formation of a crystalline layer occurs on the slower cooling, air facing side of the 

sample. The other, faster cooling side in contact with the steel substrate solidifies glassy. 

Backscattered electron (BSE) images show the glassy state of the sample, Fig. 6(a), and 

distribution of cuspidine within amorphous matrix in the crystalline layer, Fig. 6(b). Both 

glassy and crystalline components are required to achieve the desired properties - especially 

the correct interplay of lubrication and heat transfer. 

 

 
Fig. 6. BSE of glassy state (a) and crystalline layer (b) in slag obtained from pre-molten 

casting powder A. 

 

Casting powder B features high SiO2 content, which should provide a sufficiently high 

glass fraction in the mould slag during casting up to certain Al contents in the steel. The 

macroscopic image in Fig. 7 indicates a completely glassy slag obtained from solidification of 

molten powder on a steel substrate. 

 



 
Fig. 7. Cross-section of slag sample obtained from pre-molten casting powder B. 

 

In the case of slag sample obtained from casting powder B, CaF2 crystals are uniformly 

distributed within the slag, Fig. 8. Hence, like casting powder A, casting powder B leads to a 

formation of slag with glassy and crystalline components in the slag, despite of a differing 

distribution. In this case the CaF2 crystals affect the heat transfer. 

 

 
Fig. 8. BSE of CaF2 crystals in slag obtained from casting powder B. 

 

Ideally, the properties and performance of mould slag should be constant during the 

progress of casting. Therefore, the crystallisation/solidification characteristics of the mould 

slag and its related formation of mineralogical phases should remain unchanged during the 

entire process. However, XRD analysis of the first and last slag samples obtained during 

casting of steel A reveal a change in the mineralogical composition, Fig. 9(a). Here, according 

to XRD results crystalline phases in the last mould sample are suppressed as a consequence of 

the chemical reaction of SiO2 reduction and Al2O3 enrichment.  

 

 
Fig. 9. XRD results of mould slag obtained by continuous casting of steel A (a) and steel B 

(b). 



Detailed investigations of the last mould sample obtained by continuous casting of steel 

A show that in spite of XRD results some cuspidine and CaF2 crystals are available on the 

lower cooling side of the otherwise glassy slag. Fig. 10 illustrates a part of the sample with 

highest crystal density. The residual parts of the slag rim show much lower crystal density in 

average. The overall amount of the crystals in the sample is very low, therefor detection by 

XRD is not possible. The experimental findings indicate a decreased tendency of the mould 

slag to crystallise during continuous casting. 

 

 
Fig. 10. BSE of crystalline layer in slag obtained from last mould sample obtained by 

continuous casting of steel A. 

 

During casting of steel B, in spite of higher Al2O3 pick-up, no change of the 

mineralogical composition is apparent. XRD measurements of all mould samples show the 

same findings, i.e. exclusively a CaF2 phase. Fig. 9(b) represents XRD results of the first and 

last mould sample in analogy to the previous example. 

In summary, already lower Al2O3 pick-up can lead to a stronger change of mould slag 

properties. Here, in spite of relative low Al2O3 pick-up, in the case of the casting of steel A the 

change of the mineralogical composition is significant and results in the lower crystallisation 

rate. This could be especially critical for continuous casting of peritectic steels, where high 

crystallisation tendency of mould slag is required in order to reduce the heat transfer. In 

contrary, the higher Al2O3 pick-up of mould slag during continuous casting of steel B does not 

influence the mineralogical composition. This is much more suitable for a stabile casting 

process, due to the constant crystallisation/solidification characteristics of the mould slag 

during the casting. 

 

 

6. Prediction of mineralogical composition of mould slag 

 

For a better understanding of the change of the mineralogical composition in the case of 

continuous casting of steel A, thermodynamic modelling is applied. The equilibrium phase 

fractions in dependence of temperature are calculated using the commercial software 

FactSage
®
 for the first and last slag composition, Fig.11. According to these results, cuspidine 

is the main crystalline phase in the first sample. In the last sample cuspidine formation is 

partially suppressed due to preferential formation of gehlenite at higher temperatures as a 

result of the higher Al2O3 content. In both cases nepheline is the secondary phase with a lower 

formation temperature and therefore can be suppressed due to fast cooling rates. The 

comparison of Fig. 11 (a) and (b) show that the overall amount of crystalline phases is lower 



in the final composition, i.e. last sample features a lower crystallisation tendency. These 

calculations confirm the experimental results shown above and help to understand the 

correlation between theory and experimental data. Equilibrium calculations cannot be used for 

the determination of phase fractions obtained during the cooling. However, the tendency for 

the formation and suppression of crystalline phases can be derived from the knowledge of the 

chemical composition. Hence, this allows the prediction of possible changes of 

crystallisation/solidification characteristics during continuous casting, critical to specific steel 

grades. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Calculated equilibrium phase fractions for the first (a) and last (b) sample obtained 

during casting of steel A. 

 

 

7. Summary 

 

At ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG the evaluation of mould slag during continuous 

casting of Al containing steel grades was investigated. With this objective the time resolved 

slag samples under operational conditions were obtained and examined. Three cases of Al2O3 

pick-up can be differentiated depending on the Al content in the steel: Continuous casting of 

Al-killed steels with Al content less than 0.05%, alloyed steels with Al content below 1 wt.-% 

and steel grades with Al contents above 1 wt.-%. The results of slag investigations show, that 

a simple empirical correlation for the prediction of alumina pick-up by casting of steels with 

Al content below 1 wt.-% can be used. Here the determination of a possible increase of 

alumina content in the mould slag shows, that after about 40 minutes casting a dynamic 

equilibrium in the mould is reached. The process fluctuations during casting of steels with Al 

content above 1 wt.-% distort the existing dynamic equilibrium and lead to almost complete 

reduction of SiO2. 

For the better understanding of the mould slag chemical compositions and mineralogical 

configurations of two casting powders and corresponding mould slag were investigated. 

Additional thermodynamic modelling is applied in order to explain changes in the 

mineralogical composition. Here calculation and experimental results are in good correlation. 

However, the equilibrium calculations cannot be used for the determination of phase fractions, 

as they depending on the cooling rate. A change in the mineralogical composition of first and 

last slag samples obtained during casting was investigated with XRD analysis and REM. It 

was found, that even a low alumina pick-up can lead to a stronger change of mould slag 

properties. 
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Continuous online characterisation of the meniscus cover 
 

 

Abstract 

 

BFI has developed an optical measuring technique for monitoring the coverage of the 

meniscus by mould powder. This technique is capable of detecting the danger of mould 

powder break-up in the NIR region prior than in the VIS region by using a filter/sensor 

combination. The rugged imaging system allows a continuous, online monitoring of the whole 

mould area. A specific image processing removes disturbing influences like flames, dust and 

sparks. A warning system automatically identifies insufficient meniscus coverage and 

instantly informs the operator via optical traffic light signals.  
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1. Introduction 

 

The meniscus cover during continuous casting has several tasks during the cast. It serves 

to protect the liquid steel surface from reoxidation and provides a thermal insulation of the 

meniscus. Moreover, it shall absorb oxidic inclusions and the mould flux must ensure 

lubrication of the solidifying shell face to face with the mould wall [1]. The material is applied 

in form of granulates or as powder. The mould flux material is melting in direct contact with 

the liquid steel and forms the liquid pool. Above the liquid pool a sintered layer is thought at 

which the temperature is not high enough for melting of the material. On top of the sintered 

layer a bulk deposition of the mould powder remains nearly unchanged providing a good 

insulation. Fig. 01 depicts the schematic structure of the meniscus cover and the casting gap 

between strand shell and mould wall.  
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Fig. 01:  Schematic structure of meniscus cover 

 

 

Close to the mould wall the liquid pool enters into the casting gap between mould and 

solidifying shell preventing a direct contact between steel and mould wall. The continuous 

withdrawal of the solidifying strand forms a constant consumption of the mould flux which is 

mainly dependent on the casting speed and the height of the liquid pool for a given mould 

geometry.    

With thinning meniscus cover height heat loss will increase. This is resulting in lower 

liquid pool height and subsequent in diminished lubrication. If the lubrication is insufficient 

friction force between strand and mould will rise. This situation gives a high risk of fracturing 

the just solidified strand shell and, in the worst case, a break out with severe damage to the 

casting machine and endangered occupational safety.   

As discussed before heat loss of the meniscus cover is connected to the height of the 

bulk deposition. It is assumed that high heat loss indicates a thin meniscus cover and because 

of the higher heat flux this would result in elevated surface temperature of the bulk deposition. 

In a progressed stadium the thinning cover is soaked thoroughly through and can be detected 

directly by the human eye. If a more sensitive detector is used, this dangerous situation can be 

foreseen and can thus be avoided. Moreover, a continuous monitoring of meniscus coverage 

gives reproducible information which can be used to optimise the practise of casting powder 

addition in terms of product quality as well as in terms of minimised casting powder 

consumption.  

 

 

2. Instrumentation 

 

In previous work thermal cameras were used to measure the surface temperature of the 

meniscus cover [2]. But these cameras have relatively low resolution and are susceptible to 

failure especially in areas of elevated temperatures. Moreover, the thermal cameras are 

extremely expensive compared to standard cameras. Therefore, a method was developed how 

to use inexpensive and small CCD cameras for monitoring of the meniscus cover. 

In principle, the silicon based CCD detector of standard cameras allows to detect 

thermal radiation at a wavelengths of 1000 nm and shorter. Therefore, a standard camera 

system was combined with an infrared permeable optic and an optical low pass filter [3]. This 

combination enables the camera to detect thermal radiation without being disturbed by visible 



light as shown in Fig. 02. The benefit is to monitor a raising surface temperature long before a 

glow would be seen by human eye.  

 

 

ef fective wavelength

CCD/Filter

 
 

Fig. 02:  Effect of CCD detector combined with optical low pass filter [3] 
 

 

A versatile system concept was developed for easy and flexible implementation of the 

measurement device. The concept comprises small but very rugged sandwich camera housings 

with counter flow air cooling, single connection hose with multimedia connectors, and a 

versatile support system which allows operating the meniscus cover monitoring system either 

mobile on campaign basis or stationary. Fig. 03 depicts the modular concept of the meniscus 

cover monitoring system an example for a fixed installation at a bloom caster.   

 

 

   
Fig. 03:  Modular concept of the meniscus cover monitoring system and example for fixed 

application at bloom caster. 

 

 

A central connection box contains all devices necessary to operate the cameras, mainly 

power control, data handling and purging gas distribution. Each sensor beam is connected 



with a single multimedia plug to the connection box. To enhance the flexibility the connection 

between the sensor beam and the connection box can be extended by standardised extensions 

of 5 metres length. The data are transferred from the connection box to the analyser by 

standard Ethernet.  

For billet and bloom format it has proved beneficial to mount both sensors at a common 

beam. With large slab formats two separated sensor supports are favourably. Fig 04 shows a 

mobile application at a slab caster with two single sensors. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 04:  Mobile application of the meniscus monitoring system at a slab caster 

 

 

The sensor heads with their small height of only eight centimetres can easily be 

positioned beneath the tundish bottom ensuring a continuous surveillance of the entire 

meniscus area.  

 

 

 

3. Plant application 

 

Intensive investigation on the performance of the meniscus cover was done at the bloom 

caster of ArcelorMittal Ruhrort. This bow type caster has six strands and a strand format of 

385 x 265 mm. The radius is 11.95 meters and the metallurgical length is 23 meters. It is 

equipped with a soft reduction unit with two bending points. Two electromagnetic stirring 

systems are used, one in the mould and the other in the strand inside the first segment. The 

typical casting speed is between 0.5 and 0.9 m/min.  

A wide range of steel grades are produced, mainly for rails, forging, cold heading, free-

cutting, high carbon grades, springs, pre-stressed concrete, roller bearings and wires. Typical 

sequence lengths are between 3 and 13 heats long. The caster is equipped with an automatic 

positioning system of the submerged entry nozzle for tundish change without stopping the 

sequence. 

Fig. 05 shows the geometrical situation for this application. Two sensors are mounted at 

a common sensor beam and are positioned on each side of the submerged entry nozzle. The 



entire meniscus area is detected although the height between meniscus and sensor is only 

430 mm, especially the important rim is monitored, where the liquid pool is entering the 

casting gap. 
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Fig. 05: Application at a six strand bloom caster, left - geometrical situation, right - 

positioning during casting 

 

 

The images of the cameras are analysed in-line by an integrated data acquisition and 

analysis system. In a first step disturbing elements like flames and dust are removed from the 

pictures. In Fig. 06 an example for enhancing the image is given. On the left side the original 

image is shown with distortion form flames and sparks. By using the BFI enhancement routine 

these distortions can be removed nearly totally, which is depicted on the right side. 

 

 

a)    b)  

 

Fig. 06:  Enhancing image quality by removing flames and dust: a) original image, b) 

enhanced image 

 

  

The enhanced images are then analysed for the radiation intensity within a predefined 

region of interest and the results are displayed on a user friendly screen. Fig. 07 gives an 

example for normal operation with closed meniscus cover together with the visual impression 

the operator has. 

 

 



   
 

Fig. 07:  Display of measuring results and operator’s view for normal operating condition 

  

 

The percentage of insufficient covered area is displayed continuously in a line plot 

giving information on the development of the meniscus coverage. Additionally two thresholds 

are defined, one connected to a yellow warning light indicating a thinning coverage and a 

second one connected to a red warning light for indication of insufficient meniscus cover and 

the need of immediate action. The latter case was intentionally caused once by stopping the 

mould flux addition. The result is depicted in Fig. 08 where the area of insufficient coverage is 

marked in red and the red warning light is on. The operator’s view for this situation is shown 

at the right side and demonstrates the limited view on the meniscus, which is a typical 

situation at long product casters. In this case the most of the insufficient covered region cannot 

be seen by the operator.   

 

 

   
 

Fig. 08:  Display of measuring results and operator’s view for intentional insufficient 

meniscus cover 

 

 

The variation in time displayed beneath the images of the right and left side shows the 

soaking through the insulating bulk deposit layer. All information is stored and can be used to 

investigate on measures for further product quality enhancement.  

 

 



4. Results  

  

As given in Fig. 08 a trend for thinner mould coverage on the right mould side was 

found with using casting powder. Therefore it was investigated if this is still the case with 

granulated material. Granulated material was added manually  in the same way as the powder 

material. It was confirmed that the granulated mould flux has a better fluidity than the powder 

clearly visible at the smooth course of the mould coverage in Fig. 09.  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 09:  Meniscus coverage by manually added granulated mould flux  

 

 

Fig. 09 displays the percentage of insufficient covered meniscus area separately for the 

left mould side (red) and the right mould side (blue). The time of the manual mould flux 

addition is indicated by black triangles. Additionally, the right side images and the left side 

images were given for selected situations.     

A gradual build-up of the insufficient covered area can be noticed in all cases and the 

meniscus cover was directly renewed with addition of the granulated mould flux. This 

indicates an immediate distribution of the added material. Although the granulated mould flux 

is distributed well at the side of addition there is no relevant transport from one side to the 

other. The right side still shows the known tendency for more insufficient covered area. In 

some cases only the right side starts to open although a frequent addition took place (e. g. 

between 11:20 and 11:45 hours). 

About half of the additions were done without clear indication by the meniscus coverage 

signal. With a direct control of the addition by the monitoring system less consumption of the 

granulated material might be possible. Such a control could easily be realised by using the 

thresholds already implemented. Fig. 10 gives an example of how to set up the control.  

 



 
  

Fig. 10:  Example for using thresholds to control mould flux addition  

 

 

Every time when the meniscus coverage signal exceeds the first threshold a mould 

powder addition is initialised. The second threshold will be used as prove that the addition 

was successful. When this threshold will be exceeded the operator has to take action to ensure 

a proper cast.  

 

Based on the knowledge gathered by the work with the continuous mould powder 

monitoring system it was decided to develop and install an automated mould flux feeding. It 

consists of two feeding nozzles, one on each side of the mould. Both nozzles were supported 

by a common access line (Fig. 11). 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 11:  Newly installed automated mould flux addition at the six strand bloom caster 

  

 

With installation of the automated addition mould flux consumption could be reduced 

by 8%. Moreover, meniscus level fluctuation was reduced, too, and the surface quality of the 

as cast product was enhanced. 

 



 

5. Conclusions  

 

A sufficient cover of the molten steel in the mould is important to avoid re-oxidation 

and ensure enough lubrication between strand and mould wall. An insufficient meniscus cover 

can result in poor cleanliness and bad surface quality of the cast product. Moreover a 

diminishing lubrication will increase the danger of a break-out. 

 

BFI has developed an optical measuring technique for monitoring mould powder 

coverage. This technique is capable of detecting the danger of mould powder break-up in the 

NIR region prior than in the VIS region, using a filter/sensor combination. The rugged 

imaging system allows a continuous, online monitoring of the whole mould area. A specific 

image processing removes disturbing influences like flames, dust and sparks. A warning 

system automatically identifies insufficient mould powder coverage and instantly informs the 

operator via optical traffic light signals.  

 

The new technique for monitoring the status of insufficient meniscus cover is 

characterized by the following points: 

 

• Capability for continuous online monitoring and data storage 

• Removal of disturbing influences by image processing 

• Traffic light warning system is a decision support for the operator at the caster 

• Suitable for powder and granulate 

• Quality of meniscus coverage is measurable 

 

The measuring system is also feasible for a case by case application. Furthermore, the 

technique has the potential for a permanent installation and is a cost-effective alternative to 

existing NIR systems. 
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APPLICATION OF ENVIRONMENT FRIENDLY FLUORINE-FREE 

MOLD POWDER 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Fluorine in mold powder is harmful to human health and environment, as the advocates 

of the green production, Baosteel developed two kinds of environment friendly mold powder 

for low carbon steel and ultra-low carbon steel. The biggest problem of fluorine-free flux film 

is small heat resistance, the heat transfer intensity of mold is too large, which to some extent 

affected the increase of casting speed. With the heat flow simulation equipment, by 

controlling precipitation of crystal in flux and solidification temperature reasonablely, 

fluorine-free mold powders were successfully developed, and realized the industrial 

application. Besides above, another problems met in application also state in this paper. The 

production results show that, using fluorine-free mold powder, the slag inclusion caused by 

mold powder in ultra-low carbon steel also decreased because of higher surface tension of 

flux. Boron increment in molten steel is less than 1.3ppm for conventional aluminium killed 

low carbon steel.  
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1. Introduction 

 

Mold powder is a very important steelmaking auxiliary material, which affects the 

performance of continuous casting process and the surface quality of slab. Mold powder is 

multi-component silicate material, and fluoride, usually with the addition amount of 5~ 9% as 

a kind of effective and cheap fluxing agent, can not only significantly reduce the viscosity of 

flux, but also acts as a key component for controlling the crystallization. However, as is 

known to all, fluorine is a common pollutant to air and water, harmful to the environment and 

human health, and is apt to deposit in teeth and bones, causing bone diseases, whose harm is 

far more serious than sulfur dioxide. As a result, Posco has already begun to research fluorine-

free mold powder in the 1990s
[1]

. Japan and domestic universities headed by Chongqing 

University are also committed to environmentally friendly mold powder
[2-6]

. In recent years, 

with a series of environmental laws and regulations issued, and enterprises paying more 

attention to the green production and the environment management, industrial application of 

fluorine-free mold powder is urgent to be speeded up. Since 2003, Baosteel started in the 

investigation about the effects of fluoride on atmosphere, circulating water of continuous 

casting and equipment corrosion, and the first industrial application of fluorine-free mold 

powder is realized in bloom continuous casting in 2009
[7]

. The results show that fluorine-free 

mold powder is very realistic. Since 2011, low carbon and ultra-low carbon steel as the test 
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steel grades, Baosteel started the industrial application of environmentally friendly mold 

powder on slab continuous casting process, and eventually succeeded with 2 years 

improvement. 

 

 

2. Experiment procedures and methods 

2.1 Mold powder design ideas 

 

The design of mold powder is related to corresponding steel grades closely.For carbon 

steel, the gap between shell and copper plate in continuous casting of ultra-low carbon 

steel(C<0.005%) outclass low carbon steel(0.01%<C<0.08%), as shown in Fig.1, mold flux of 

ultra-low carbon steel is more easily flow into the gap. So, the viscosity and melting-point of 

mold flux of ultra-low carbon steel  are higher than low carbon steel, these are also the design 

base for developing fluorine-free mold powders. As is very known, fluorine has two important 

functions in mold powder: reducing viscosity and generating cuspidine(3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2), 

which controls first-cooling heat transfer. According to domestic and overseas references, it is 

generally noted that flux components as B2O3, Li2O and Na2O are alternatives for fluorine to 

some extent on decreasing melting point and viscosity, and B2O3 is the best choice from either 

cost or fluxing effects. For low carbon steel, low viscosity is needed, the slab surface crack 

sensitivity is not very strong, but consistently high casting speed is the priority in continuous 

casting process, which requires a low crystal tendency of flux, with good vitrification 

property. Low film thermal resistance can be realized under the premise of sufficient 

lubrication to slab, so initial solidified shell out mold is enough to ensure high casting speed. 

So, substituting F with B2O3 is the optimum choice. But ultra-low carbon steel is used to 

produce cold-rolled sheet for auto, silicon steel and so on, it's very strict to sliver defect. So, 

involvement of mold flux should be decreased as low as possible. Improving surface tension 

of mold flux is one of the main method. Surface tension of flux is related to electrostatic 

potential of kation, the higher potential is, the higher surface tension is. B2O3 and fluoride are 

the components decreasing surface tension, MnO, Al2O3, MgO and CaO/SiO2 are beneficial 

to increase surface tension. So, for ultra-low carbon steel, the design ideas of mold powder is 

fluorine-free connective with high surface tension. 

 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Relationship of carbon and gap between shell and mold copper 

 



2.2 Experimental conditions 

 

Steel grades tested are low carbon and ultra-low carbon steel, their compositions are 

shown in Table 1. Casting machine is two strands with one tundish, slab section is 1930×250 

mm, casting speed is 1.2~1.4m/min. One strand uses traditional fluoric mold powder, the 

other uses fluorine-free one during test. The composition and physical properties are shown in 

Table 2.  

 

Table 1 Chemical composition of test steel grades，wt% 

 

 C Si Mn P S S.Al N 

LC 0.02-0.04 ≤.05 0.10-0.50 ≤250 ≤200 0.02-0.05 ≤30 

ULC ≤0.003 ≤.03 0.05-0.30 ≤200 ≤150 0.02-0.05 ≤30 

 

Table 2 Chemical components and physical properties of mold powder 

 

 Chemical components, % 
Basicity 

CaO/SiO2 

Surface 

tension 

mN/m 

Melting

-point 

℃ 

Viscosity 

1300℃ 

Pa·s 
MgO MnO Al2O3 F B2O3 

For 

LC 

A 2.0 / 4.9 8.2 / 0.90 395 1020 0.19 

B 2.7 4.5 5.9 / 4.0 1.03 450 1004 0.20 

C 6.5 5.0 4.8 / 6.0 1.08 458 1024 0.17 

For 

ULC 

D 4.0 / 4.0 6.0 / 0.95 410 1190 0.40 

E 5 10 10 / / 1.2 512 1160 0.30 

 

 

2.3 Heat transfer testing unit and methods 

 

Heat transfer controlling in mold is one of the functions of mold powder, which is 

measured with the method shown in Fig. 1. Flux film with the size of φ30 mm and thickness 

of 4 mm  was made of mold powder, and was put on the upper end of water cooling mold, 

heated to 1350°C with high-power infrared tubes. Hence, the temperature condition of flux 

film between copper plate and initial shell was simulated. Thermocouples were set in water 

cooling mold, and with the temperature measured heat flow can be calculated with the 

formula as follow: 

d

T
kq



                                                                 (1) 

where: q—heat flow, W/m
2
   

           k—heat transfer coefficient of copper,  381W/m·K 

         ΔT—temperature difference between two measure points, K 

           d—space between two measure points, m 

 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Troubles of fluorine-free mold powder 

 

The industrial test of fluorine-free mold powder carried on low carbon steel firstly. 

Sample A is traditional fluoric mold powder, sample B is fluorine-free one developed earlier, 

which intends to make melting point and viscosity identified with traditional properties. The  



 
 

Fig.2 Sketch of flux film heat transfer simulator 

 

results are generally good, confirmed after 6 heats test, consumption and liquid flux layer 

thickness stay the same with those of the traditional, surface quality of slabs are satisfied and 

all realize hot delivery. The feedback results from subsequent processes show that, sliver 

detection rates of slabs of two strands remained at the same level, but the disadvantages of 

fluorine-free mold powder are also exposed -- the integrated heat transfer coefficient of mold 

copper gets higher during continuous casting process, as shown in Fig.3. A normal integrated 

heat transfer coefficient of sample A is 1000~1100W/m
2
·K with 1.4m/min casting speed, but 

it reaches 1300W/m
2
·K for sample B, and the highest value is approaching 1400 W/m

2
·K, the 

upper limit of the caster according to production experience. Exceeding this critical value, 

mold cooling ability will be too strong, resulting directly in thinner solid flux film between  

 

 

 
 

Fig.3  Integrated heat transfer coefficient of different mold powder 



mold copper and initial shell, an increased probability of shell contacts with copper, and 

higher risk of sticking breakout. The integrated heat transfer coefficient of mold is in 

proportion to casting speed
[8]

, therefore, the highest speed using sample B will be only 

1.4m/min, and the normal speed of low carbon steel in Baosteel is 1.6m/min. Sample B is not 

applicable obviously. Although B2O3 is not added in mold powder for ultra-low carbon steel, 

the test results also show that the integrated heat transfer coefficient is higher 200~300 

W/m
2
·K. 

 

 

3.2 Improvement and analysis of fluorine-free mold powder 

 

According to the design idea, it's usually thought that mold powder for low carbon steel 

should be glassy, which is beneficial to high casting speed for good heat dissipation, because 

of it's non-sensibility to longitudinal crack. So, sample A and B were measured by flux film 

heat transfer simulator in laboratory to show their real crystallization. The heat flow value is 

shown in Fig.4. The level segment of curve is the heat flux, 400kW/m
2
 for sample A and 

450kW/m
2
 for sample B under 1300°C, verifying that heat resistance of sample B is lower 

than sample A. Features of quenched samples are shown in Fig.5. Flux film is completely 

glassy before test(Fig.5a), but one side near copper mold is crystallized after test, which 

corresponds to solid film between copper plate and steel shell; the other side remains glassy, 

for it’s close to heat source, which corresponds to liquid film. It's found that the solid films of 

sample A and sample B are quite different, the mean thickness is 1.5mm for A(Fig.5b) and 

only 0.3mm for B(Fig.5C), although the melting points are similar. The reason is that the 

solidification temperature is 1035°C for A and 955°C for B get from the viscosity-temperature 

curve measurement. As is well known, the main function of fluorine in mold powder is 

decreasing viscosity, while the ability of dropping melting point is not evident. However, for 

B2O3 with a melting point of merely 450°C, the main function is decreasing melting point, 

and thus decreasing viscosity. This determines that a significant disparity in solidification 

temperature can exist in two mold powders with similar melting temperature. 

 

 

 
 

Fig.4  Heat flow of samples 



 
  

Fig.5  Feature of samples before test(a) and after test of A(b), B(c) and C(d) 

 

In order to make up for this defect, strengthening the crystallinity of flux is an effective 

way to enhance thermal resistance of mold powder, so sample C was developed accordingly, 

whose composition and performance are as shown in table 2. It is confirmed that the heat flow 

of C is very closed to A by means of flux film heat transfer simulator, as shown in Fig.4. 

Fig.5d is the feature of quenched sample C. The solid film of C is far more thick than B 

because of the 50°C higher solidification temperature and better crystallinity, the value is 

higher than 1.0mm. Industrial test also verified that the integrated heat transfer coefficient of 

C really dropped to the level of A, as shown in Fig.3, and the consumption is still keeping the 

original level since the similar melting point and viscosity with A. X-ray diffraction analysis 

shows that the main mineral phases of traditional fluoric mold powder is cuspidine and a 

small amount of sodium aluminium silicate (Fig.6a), the phases of fluorine-free one is 

complicated, besides sodium aluminium silicate, there are merwinite and calcium borate 

silicate (Fig.6b).  

 

 

  

 

Fig.6  X-ray diffraction analysis of sample A(a) and C(b) 

 

 

3.3 Inter-influence of mold powder and steel 

 

solid 

film 

(a) (b) 



The content of soluble aluminum in low carbon and ultra-low carbon steels are all about 

0.02~0.05%, as shown in table 1. Aluminium is a strong reductant, which can react with high 

oxygen potential oxides such as SiO2, B2O3 and MnO. Chemical equations are as follows, 

 

4[Al] + 3(SiO2) = 3[Si] + 2(Al2O3)                                          (2) 

2[Al] + (B2O3) = 2[B] + (Al2O3)                                            (3) 

2[Al] + 3(MnO) = 3[Mn] + (Al2O3)                                         (4) 

 

The analysis results of flux in mold also confirm the reactions between the two kinds of 

fluorine-free flux and liquid steel, as shown in Fig.7. The main reduced component in sample 

A - SiO2 reduced causes an increased basicity of 0.05. But in sample C, the oxygen potential 

of B2O3 is higher than SiO2, so the reduction of SiO2 is slightly lower than sample A, and 

basicity is increased by only 0.01. The reactions above cause the increase of Al2O3 in flux, the 

analysed contents of Al2O3 also include the absorbed alumina inclusions. Viscosity increases 

with Al2O3, besides a decrease of B2O3 also makes viscosity rising. So, as a whole, the 

viscosity of sample C are higher than sample A. Furthermore, reduction of B2O3 in fluorine-

free mold powder will cause the boron increment in molten steel. The reduction of B2O3 is 

0.7% in sample C, the proportion changes with soluble aluminum in steel. If the consumption 

of mold powder is counted as 0.4kg/t, every 1% reduction of B2O3 will increase 1.3ppm of 

boron in steel, assuming all of them enter steel, which shows the pollution of boron to steel is 

negligible. Equation (4) is the main reaction of sample E in ultra-low carbon steel, for no 

B2O3 added, and higher oxygen potential of MnO than SiO2. So, comparing with traditional 

sample D, basicity of sample E is more stable, so the physical properties. The results of 

rolling quality inspection shown that, the improvement of sliver defects in ultra-low carbon 

steel is obvious by using fluorine-free mold powder for its higher surface tension, as shown in 

Fig.8. 

 

 
 

Fig.7 Content variation of mold powders before and after use 

 



 
Fig.8 Sliver detection rate of ULC in rolling 

 

 

4 Conclusions 

Crystallization of fluoride in mold flux is very important, so the main problem of 

fluorine-free mold powder is heat transfer increased. Substituting B2O3 for F of traditional 

mold powder is the best practicable means to develop a fluorine-free one for low carbon steel. 

But the melting temperature of B2O3 is too low and its glassy function is evident, making the 

heat transfer capability of mold too strong for caster to run on a high casting speed. By 

adjusting the crystallization of flux and increasing its solidification temperature, the heat 

controlling capability of fluorine-free mold powder corresponds to fluoric one has realized. 

For decreasing the sliver defect of ultra-low carbon steel, mold powder is designed without 

boron and fluorine, test has confirmed that, it is resultful for reducing sliver. 
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CRYSTALLIZATION BEHAVIORS OF CaO-SiO2-Al2O3-Na2O-CaF2-

Li2O MOLD FLUXES 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The effects of basicity (CaO/SiO2) and Li2O addition on the crystallization behaviors of 

lime-silica based mold fluxes have been investigated by non-isothermal differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC), field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM), X-ray diffraction 

(XRD) and single hot thermocouple technique (SHTT). The crystalline phase evolution was 

also calculated using a thermodynamic database, and compared with the experimental results 

determined by DSC and XRD. It was found that the crystallization temperature of cuspidine 

increased with increasing the basicity of mold fluxes. The crystallization of wollastonite was 

suppressed with increasing the mold flux basicity due to the enhancement of cuspidine 

crystallization. The crystallization temperature of mold flux decreases with Li2O addition. The 

size of cuspidine increases, while the number of cuspidine decreases with increasing mold 

flux basicity. The morphology of cuspidine in mold fluxes with lower basicity is largely 

dendritic. The dendritic cuspidine is composed of many fine cuspidine crystals. On the 

contrary, in mold fluxes with higher basicity, the cuspidine crystals are larger in size with 

mainly faceted morphology. The results of thermodynamic calculation of crystalline phase 

formation are in accordance with the results determined by DSC and XRD. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

Mold flux; basicity; crystallization; CCT diagram; phase formation.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Mold flux plays an important role as a lubricator and heat transfer controller in 

continuous casting of steel. It has been widely known that the slab quality is closely related to 

the heat transfer control between steel shell and mold.
[1]

 In continuous casting process, the 

heat transfer is controlled by the crystallization behaviors of mold fluxes such as morphology 

and type of crystalline phase.
[2-7]

 Therefore, the proper crystallization properties of mold 

fluxes are quite necessary for heat transfer control in continuous casting. 

The crystallization characteristics of mold flux are largely dependent on the chemistry of 

mold flux. Many researches have been conducted to study the crystallization behaviors of 

lime-silica mold fluxes using various techniques.
[8-14]

 Liu et al.
[8]

 observed the crystallization 

rate was enhanced with increasing Li2O content. Zhou et al.
[9]

 and Lu et al.
[10]

 reported that 

the increase of basicity could promote the mold flux crystallization. Ryu et al.
[11]

 investigated 
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that the crystallization temperature increased with increasing the basicity and the alumina 

content of mold flux. Although these were some results regarding mold fluxes crystallization 

being studied, some of these results are limited in revealing the crystalline phase and crystal 

morphology.  

In this study, the crystallization behaviors of the lime-silica based mold fluxes with 

various basicity and Li2O addition were studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). 

The continuous-cooling-transformation (CCT) diagrams of mold fluxes were conducted by 

using DSC results. The crystalline phases were identified by X-Ray diffraction (XRD). 

Moreover, the morphology, size and composition of crystals were investigated by field 

emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). The in-situ observation of crystal 

formation was conducted by single hot thermocouple technique (SHTT). Also, the crystalline 

phase formation in mold fluxes was calculated by Factsage. The calculated results by Factsage 

were compared with experimental results.  

 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 DSC Measurement and FE-SEM/EDS Analysis 

 

The chemical composition of the mold fluxes used in this study is shown in Table 1. The 

mold flux samples were crushed to prepare sample powder for DSC measurement. The 

crystallization behaviors of mold fluxes were investigated by DSC (Netzsch STA 449C; 

Netzsch Instrument Inc., Germany). The DSC measurement was performed at different 

cooling rates (5 K/min, 10 K/min, 15 K/min, 20 K/min and 25 K/min) in Ar atmosphere at a 

flow rate of 60 mL/min. About 50 mg of sample powder was heated at a constant heating rate 

of 20 K/min from room temperature to 1573 K in a platinum crucible, and then held for 3 

minutes to homogenize its chemical composition. Subsequently, the liquid sample was cooled 

at a constant cooling rate to room temperature. 

The microstructure and crystal compositions of mold flux samples after DSC 

measurement were determined by FE-SEM/EDS (JSM-7401F, JEOL, Japan). 

 

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the studied mold fluxes in the present work. 

 

Sample 

No. 

Chemical Composition (mass%) 
Basicity 

SiO2 CaO MgO Al2O3 Na2O F Li2O B2O3 

A 45.8 34.3 0.7 4.8 7.2 6.7 – – 0.75 

B 41.1 38.5 0.8 5 7.3 7 – – 0.94 

B-1 39.3 37.5 0.7 5.1 7.5 7.4 1.8 – 0.95 

C 36.7 41.7 0.8 5.3 7.4 7.2 – – 1.14 

D 33.4 44.8 0.8 5.4 7.6 7.6 – – 1.34 

 

2.2 SHTT Analysis 

The in situ observation of crystallization of mold flux was performed by SHTT. A mold 

flux sample of about 7 mg was placed on a B-type thermocouple and heated to 1623 K at a 

certain heating rate, and then held for 30 seconds to eliminate bubbles and homogenize 

chemical composition. Thereafter, the mold flux sample was continuously cooled at a rate of 



50 K/min to room temperature. The relationship between the temperature, time and crystal 

growth was recorded automatically. 

2.3. Non-Isothermal Heat Treatment and XRD Identification 

A series of continuous cooling experiments were carried out to prepare samples for 

XRD analysis in order to determine the precipitated crystalline phases of mold fluxes 

corresponding to each exothermic peak of DSC curves. 

10 g of mold flux was melted in a graphite crucible at 1623 K for 10 min to ensure 

complete melt and homogenization. This is followed by a continuous cooling at a cooling rate 

of 5 K/min to the preset temperature, which is determined based on the information regarding 

the crystallization temperature range of each phase in each mold flux sample determined by 

DSC as listed in Table 2, by lowering continuously the graphite crucible containing liquid 

mold flux from the hot zone of the induction furnace. After reaching the desired temperature, 

the mold flux placed in the graphite crucible was lowered rapidly into the quenching zone. 

Thereafter, the graphite crucible containing liquid mold flux was quenched using He gas. The 

detailed description of experimental procedure has been given elsewhere
[15]

. The quenched 

samples were ground and analyzed by XRD. 

 

Table 2. Desired target temperatures used in quenching experiments (K). 

 

Sample No. A A B B C D D B-1 

Target temperature 1402 1284 1431 1355 1496 1518 1204 1392 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. CCT Diagrams of Crystalline Phase and XRD Identification 

 

The crystallization behaviours of mold fluxes were investigated by non-isothermal DSC 

method. It has been known that the crystallization characteristics such as crystallization 

temperature and the enthalpy of the crystallization could be determined by DSC. It was 

observed by DSC measurement that there were three exothermic peaks on DSC curves of 

mold fluxes A, B and D, respectively, indicating the presence of two-stage crystallization. 

Only single exothermic peak was observed for mold fluxes C and B-1, indicating the 

occurrence of one crystallization event during continuous cooling. 

The crystallization temperature corresponds to the temperature at which the 

crystallization vigorously occurred. The crystallization temperatures determined by DSC at 

five different cooling rates, (i.e., 5K/min, 10K/min, 15K/min, 20K/min, 25K/min) was used to 

construct CCT diagrams. The CCT diagrams of each crystalline phase in the mold fluxes for 

various cooling rates are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the crystallization temperature of 

crystalline phase decreases with increasing the DSC cooling rate. The crystallization is closely 

related to nucleation rate and crystal growth rate which is a function of thermodynamics and 

kinetics. At higher cooling rate, more available time is required for crystal growth. Therefore, 

the crystallization temperature decreases with increasing cooling rate. 

 



 

 

 
Fig. 1-CCT diagram of mold fluxes at various cooling rates : (a) mold flux A, (b) mold flux B 

(c) mold flux C, (d) mold flux D, (e) mold flux B-1. 

 

Figure 2 shows the XRD patterns of the mold fluxes quenched at the target 

crystallization temperatures. It was confirmed from Figure 2(a), that the first crystalline phase 

corresponds to wollastonite (CaO·SiO2, JCPDS#087694). It was seen that the second 

crystalline phase corresponds to cuspidine (3CaO·2SiO2·CaF2, JCPDS#064710). Unlike mold 

flux A, it was confirmed that first crystalline phase corresponds to cuspidine, whereas the 

second crystalline phase corresponds to the wollastonite in mold flux B as shown in Fig. 2(b).  

 



 

 

 
 

Fig. 2-XRD patterns of the mold fluxes quenched at desired target temperature: (a) mold flux 

A, (b) mold flux B, (c) mold flux C, (d) mold flux D, (e) mold flux B-1. 

 

It was confirmed from Figs. 2(c), 2(d) and 2(e) that the first crystalline phase 

corresponds to cuspidine formation in mold flux C, D and B-1, respectively. It is noted that in 

mold fluxes with lower basicity, wollastonite and cuspidine formed competitively, on the 

contrary, in mold fluxes with higher basicity, cuspidine precipitated as the major crystalline 

phase. These results indicate that there is competition between cuspidine and wollastonite 

crystals formation in mold fluxes with lower basicity. With increasing basicity, the 

enhancement of cuspidine crystallization suppresses the wollastonite crystallization. It was 

observed from Fig. 1(d) that two crystallization events occur. However, it is noted from Fig. 

2(d), the second crystalline phase in mold flux D cannot be identified by XRD analysis. This 

is due to the weak intensity of the second crystalline phase formation. 



Figure 3 shows the CCT diagrams of the cuspidine formation in mold fluxes with various 

basicity (CaO/SiO2= 0.75-1.35) It was observed that the crystallization temperature of 

cuspidine increases with increasing basicity, indicating the promotion of the mold flux 

crystallization with increasing mold flux basicity. This result is consistent with the results 

reported by Zhou et al.
[9]

 

 

 
Fig.3-CCT diagrams of the cuspidine formation in mold fluxes with various basicity 

(CaO/SiO2=0.75-1.35) 

 

The undercooling for cuspidine formation in the studied mold fluxes is listed in Table 3. 

The liquidus temperature of mold fluxes was calculated by Factsage. It can be seen that the 

undercooling for cuspidine formation decreases with increasing basicity. This result indicates 

that the crystallization ability of cuspidine increases with increasing basicity. It has been 

widely known that the viscosity of mold flux decreases with increasing basicity of mold flux. 

The decrease of mold flux viscosity and the increase of activity of CaO as the main 

component of cuspidine would enhance the crystallization of cuspidine. This is also confirmed 

by the fact that activation energy decreases with increasing the basicity of lime-silica based 

mold fluxes.
[9]

 

 
Table 3 Liquidus temperature and thermal parameters of mold fluxes at the cooling rate 5 K/min, (K). 
 

Sample No. 
Liquidus 

Temperature 

Crystallization 

onset temperature 

Crystallization 

peak temperature 

Undercooling 

for cuspidine 

A 1484 1290 1284 194 

B 1512.2 1443 1431 69.2 

C 1544.6 1513 1496 31.6 

D 1546.6 1530 1518 16.6 

B-1 1480.2 1407 1392 73.2 

 

3.2. Thermodynamic Consideration on Phase evolution 

 

Figure 4 shows phase stability diagrams of crystalline phase formation in each mold flux. 

The crystalline phase evolution with temperature was calculated by Factsage . It was known 

from Figure 4(a) that wollastonite precipitated at higher temperature and cuspidine 



precipitated at lower temperature in mold flux A. On the contrary, cuspidine formed first, 

followed by wollastonite during the continuous cooling of the mold flux B as shown in Figure 

4 (b). Also, it was confirmed by FactSage calculation that there was no wollastonite crystal 

formation occurring in mold fluxes C, D and B-1. These calculated results by Factsage are in 

accordance with the experimental results in this study, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4-Crystalline phase evolution in mold fluxes calculated by FactSage 6.3. 

 

3.3. FE-SEM/EDS Observation of Crystalline Phase and Crystal Morphology 

 

Figure 5(a) represents back-scattered electron (BSE) images of mold flux Sample A 

experienced DSC measurement with the cooling rate of 20K/min. The combination of EDS 

results and XRD patterns confirmed that two different types of crystalline phases existed; one 

is wollastonite and the other is cuspidine. As can be seen in Fig. 5(b), the results of SEM and 

XRD analysis conformed that the large size crystal was cuspidine and precipitated first. The 

morphology of cuspidine is dendritic in both mold flux A and B which is consisted of many 

fine cuspidine as shown in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b). Such observations were also consistent with 

other studies with respect to the morphology of cuspidine in lime-silica based mold flux.
[8,16]

  



Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show the BSE images of mold flux sample C and D, respectively. 

All crystals were recognized as cuspidine in the mold flux samples. The morphology of such 

cuspidine crystals is mostly faceted and rod-like. As can be seen from Fig. 5, the crystal size 

of cuspidine increases as basicity increases. This is presumably because of the increase on 

crystallization temperature of cuspidine with increasing basicity, resulting in the decrease on 

required time for cuspidine growth. As for the mold flux samples with lower basicity, it was 

found that the individual cuspidine crystals are mostly dendritic shape whereas the 

morphology of cuspidine is mostly faceted with higher basicity as could be seen in Fig. 5(d). 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5-BSE images of mold fluxes after DSC measurement at the cooling rate of 20 K/min 



 

Kirkpatrick
[17]

 and Lofgren
[18]

 stated that the morphology of crystals is mainly faceted for 

lower undercooling and dendritic for higher undercooling. According to the Factsage 

calculation of liquidus temperatures of mold flux A, B, C and D, they are 1484 K, 1512.2 K, 

1544 K, 1546.6 K, respectively. The undercooling temperatures of mold flux sample A, B, C 

and D for Cuspidine formation are listed in Table 3. All present results with respect to the 

morphology of cuspidine in mold flux sample A, B, C and D correspond to the studies of 

Kirkpatrick
[17]

 and Lofgren.
[18]

 Figure 5 reveals that the number of crystals decreases as 

basicity of mold flux increases. Such findings were confirmed by the in situ observation of 

crystallization of mold fluxes in Fig. 6, presenting the in situ observation of crystallization of 

mold fluxes at the cooling rate of 50 K/min by SHIT. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6-In situ observation of mold fluxes crystallization at a constant cooling rate of 50 K/min 

by SHTT. (a) and (b) mold flux A, (c) and (d) mold flux B, (e) and (f) mold flux C, (g) and (h) 

mold flux D. 

 

Fig. 5(e) represents BSE images of mold flux sample B-1 which contains Li2O. A 

comparison between EDS results and XRD patterns indicates that all crystals are cuspidine in 

mold flux sample B-1. The morphology of cuspidine is faceted. This finding is contradictory 

to dendritic shape in mold flux B considering that both mold flux sample B and B-1 have 

same basicity. Another notable point is that the size of cuspidine in mold flux B-1 sample is 

larger than that in mold flux B sample. 

 

 

4. Conclusions  

 

1. The crystallization of cuspidine in lime-silica based mold fluxes is enhanced with 

increasing the mold flux basicity by increasing the crystallization temperature of cuspidine. 

2. The addition of B2O3 inhibits mold flux crystallization. The crystallization temperature of 

cuspidine decreases with Li2O addition in mold flux. 

3. In mold fluxes with low basicity, wollastonite and cuspidine formed competitively. In mold 

fluxes with high basicity, cuspidine precipitated as the dominant crystalline phase. The 

enhancement of cuspidine crystallization suppresses the crystallization of wollastonite. 



4. The size of cuspidine increases with increasing mold flux basicity. The morphology of 

cuspidine changes from dendritic in mold flux with lower basicity to faceted with larger size 

in mold flux with higher basicity. The dendritic cuspidine is composed of many fine cuspidine 

crystals that separated with each other.  

5. The crystalline phase evolution calculated by Factsage is consistent with the results 

determined by DSC and XRD. 
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IMPACT OF AN INCREASE OF Al2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2  

ON MOLD SLAG PROPERTIES 
 

 

Abstract  

 

In order to investigate the influence of oxide additions on the crystallization 

behavior and viscosity of mold slags, three different mold powders for continuous 

casting of construction steel have been chosen. With respect to the casting process, 1 to 

10 mass% of Al2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2 were added to the mold powders. The crystallization 

temperatures were investigated by several thermal analysis methods. With increasing 

amount of TiO2 and Al2O3 the crystallization temperatures decreased, but addition of 

ZrO2 led to higher crystallization temperatures. Compared to the original mold slags the 

crystallization range extended for the addition of all three oxides. The investigation of 

the mineral compositions showed that in all cases the dominant crystalline phase was 

cuspidine as expected but also perovskite, nepheline, villiaumite and others more have 

been identified. For TiO2 the crystal size of cuspidine depended on the amount of the 

added oxide, whereas Al2O3 caused a decrease and ZrO2 an increase of the crystal size in 

all cases. Data of the viscosity at 1300°C and the break temperatures were determined 

by a rotating viscometer. TiO2 lowered and Al2O3 increased the viscosity, whereas ZrO2 

had a minor impact on the viscosity. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

Continuous casting; mold slag; mold flux; mold powder; crystallization; crystal size; 

crystallization temperature; break temperature; oxide addition  
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1. Introduction 

 

Mold powders play an important role for steel quality and process performance. These 

especially are (i) protecting the molten steel from re-oxidation, (ii) removal of inclusions from 

steel, (iii) reducing of heat losses to prevent the molten top from solidification, (iv) lubrication 

of the strand and (v) control of the horizontal heat transfer from steel shell to the mold [1-5].  

Between mold and solidifying steel the slag freezes partially and forms a glassy layer in 

contact to the mold, a liquid slag film in contact to the steel shell and a crystalline layer in 

between [5, 6]. The crystallization behavior of mold slags is an essential factor for a 

controlled heat transfer and it is highly influenced by the chemical composition which may 

change with time during casting due to mass transfer processes between steel and slag. 

Therefore it is important to investigate common mold slags with addition of relevant oxides. 

 

 

2. Experimental 

 

Minor amounts of Al2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2 have been added to three different mold slags 

(MS 1, MS 2 and MS 3) applied for the continuous casting of construction steel. The chemical 

composition of the original mold slags is shown in Tab. 1. Their CaO/SiO2 ratio is in the 

range of 1,20 to 1,36, the ratio of non-bridging oxygen atoms to tetragonal coordinated once 

(NBO/T) [5] lies in between 2,26 and 2,72. The crystallization temperatures were investigated 

by means of differential thermal analysis (DTA), hot stage microscopy (HSM) and furnace 

crystallization test (FCT). Mineralogical compositions were analyzed by energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDX), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). 

The viscosities at 1300°C and at the break temperature as well as the break temperature itself 

were measured by a rotating viscometer.  

 
Tab. 1: Main constituents of investigated mold slags 1-3 in mass% 

 

  MS 1 MS 2 MS 3 

F 8,0 8,2 9,0 

SiO2 36,2 33,7 33,4 

Al2O3 5,6 3,8 3,4 

CaO 43,5 45,7 41,9 

MgO 1,3 2,8 2,2 

Na2O 4,7 4,9 9,0 

K2O 0,2 0,2 0,2 

Fe2O3 0,6 0,4 0,4 

TiO2 0,0 0,3 0,1 

Li2O 0,0 0,0 0,4 

CaO/SiO2 1,20 1,36 1,25 

NBO/T 2,26 2,65 2,72 

 

2.1 Sample preparation 

 

For this purpose three commercial mold powders were decarburized for 12 hours at 

700°C in a laboratory kiln and subsequently they 1, 2, 5 and 10 mass% of Al2O3, TiO2 and 

ZrO2 have been added. For homogenization the mixtures were ground and separated for all 
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investigation methods. Due to a limited reproducibility of the results for samples decarburized 

only, all mixtures with exception of HSM samples were molten at 1400°C for 15 minutes in 

platinum crucibles. The crucibles were covered to significantly reduce the loss of volatiles. 

Finally the slags were quenched down to room temperature on a steel plate and ground a 

second time.  

 

 

2.2 Investigation methods 

 

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) including thermogravimetry (TG) 

This analysis method is a common for the investigation of solid-liquid transitions in 

mold slags. In this work the exothermic crystallization of one or more phases during cooling 

has been analyzed. Twisted platinum wires have been inserted to facilitate nucleation. In order 

to decrease volatility, 80 mg of quenched mold slag was heated up to 1350°C with a relatively 

high heating rate of 20°C min
-1

 in a platinum crucible covered with a platinum lid. After a 

dwell time of 10 minutes the slag cooled down with a cooling rate of 10°C min
-1

. By means of 

thermogravimetry the mass loss during the heat treatment has been measured to ensure an 

evaporation lower than 1,5 mass%. 

 

Furnace crystallization test (FCT) 

For the FCT, 20 g of a quenched mold slag is heated up to 1350°C in a platinum 

crucible inside a laboratory furnace and cooled down with 10°C min
-1

 like it was chosen for 

investigation methods quoted in Tab. 2. The platinum crucible is covered by a corundum plate 

to minimize the evaporation of volatiles. In Fig. 1 the experimental setup of FCT is shown 

without the corundum plate. This thermal analysis is similar to the DTA, also here the sample 

temperature is compared to a reference material (corundum) to detect exo- and endothermic 

reactions. It was performed additionally because due to the higher specimen mass results 

showed improved reproducibility compared to DTA especially regarding crystallization 

temperature.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Setup of FCT measurements 

 

By FCT it is not only possible to investigate the melting of mold powders and the 

crystallization of mold slags, additionally it provides the opportunity to analyze the crystalline 

phases formed. After furnace crystallization tests one part of the solidified mold slag samples 

were used as polished sections for microscopic identification and investigation of mineral 
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phases, the other part was ground to verify and determine the mineral phases by means of  

X-ray diffraction. 

 

Hot stage microscopy (HSM) 

The HSM consists of a commercial available reflected light microscope, a gas-tight 

furnace chamber with a 60 watt electrically heated corundum furnace and a cardanically 

adjustable table [7]. HSM measurements have been carried out on 5 mg quenched, ground and 

pressed mold slag tablets. These tablets were heated up to the temperature where a 

homogeneous melt was received. After a dwell time of 1 minute the samples were cooled with 

-10°C min
-1

. For transparent slags it is possible to investigate the temperature and the crystal 

shape of the first crystals. The fluorine loss was very high due to the low sample mass and the 

rather large surface of the melt. Because of this evaporation no cuspidine could be found in 

the samples after HSM measurements and the crystallization temperatures quoted in 3.1 

belong to different crystalline phases. The severe mass loss was the reason why the HSM 

investigations were not repeated for all mixtures with quenched samples. 

 

Viscosity measurement 

The viscosities of 27 g of ground and quenched mold slag samples were measured 

dynamically by a rotating viscometer using a platinum crucible and a platinum rod. The slags 

were heated up to 1400°C and cooled down with a cooling rate of 10°C min
-1

. The viscosity at 

1300°C and the temperature where the slope of the log(viscosity)/temperature curve increases 

significantly, the break temperature (Tbr), have been determined during cooling. After fixing 

the break temperature the viscosity at this temperature has been specified. A comparison of 

the used investigation methods and results can be seen in Tab. 2. 

 
Tab. 2: Comparison of investigation methods used 

 

  
Differential thermal 

analysis (DTA) 

Furnace crystallization 

test (FCT) 

Hot stage 

microscopy (HSM) 
Viscosity 

Sample mass 80 mg 20 g 5 mg 27 g 

Tmax 1350°C 1350°C 1260 – 1380°C 1400°C 

Cooling rate 10°C min
-1

 10°C min
-1

 10°C min
-1

 10°C min
-1

 

Sample 

preparation 
quenched quenched decarburized quenched 

Results 
crystallization 

temperatures 

crystallization 

temperatures, mineral 

phases 

crystallization, 

crystal shape 

viscosity at 

1300°C and at 

Tbr, Tbr 

 

 

3. Results and discussion 

 

3.1 Thermal analysis 

 

Crystallization temperature (Tc) 

The crystallization temperatures were investigated by means of DTA, FCT, HSM and 

also the influence of the break temperature was taken into account. During cooling several 

crystal phases may precipitate, Tc is then defined by the onset of the first crystallization peak 

for DTA and FCT, for HSM it is the microscopic observation of the first crystal formed. 
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Normally HSM shows the highest Tc because the first crystal can be detected. DTA and FCT 

need more crystal mass to cause an observable enthalpy change. For the three investigated 

mold slags the break temperature matches very well with Tc and tends to be in the range of 

DTA and FCT.  

Al2O3 addition in the range up to 10 mass% lowered the crystallization temperatures for 

all investigated mold slags. In contrast to FCT and DTA, HSM measurements tend to show 

increasing Tc for rising alumina additions up to 10 mass% Al2O3. TiO2 has the same effect, it 

decreases Tc with the exception of 10 mass% addition in the case of HSM measurements of 

MS 1 and MS 3. Contrary to Al2O3 and TiO2, rising ZrO2 content causes increasing Tc (Fig. 

2). Furthermore ZrO2 led to the lowest impact on the changing of Tc for MS 1 and MS 2 due 

to oxide addition. The first crystals formed during the FCT measurements are cuspidine and 

this is assumed for DTA and viscometer investigations also, but during HSM measurements 

different phases crystallize due to the loss of fluorine. Therefore Tc of HSM was not used for 

calculation of mean Tc values shown in Tab. 3. 

 
Tab. 3: Mean value of the max. Tc difference caused by oxide addition (HSM excl.)  

 

  MS 1 MS 2 MS 3 

Tc (°C) 1236 1247 1187 

ΔTc, max Al2O3  -60 

-60 

20 

 

-50 -40 

ΔTc, max TiO2 -80 -55 -55 

ΔTc, max ZrO2 +20 +40 +40 

 

   
a)      b) 

 
c) 

Fig. 2: Mean Tc depending on Al2O3 a), TiO2 b) and ZrO2 c) addition (HSM excl.) 
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Crystallization range (Tcr) 

The crystallization range is the temperature range from precipitation of the first crystal 

to the end of crystallization. Tcr increases for all slags with addition of Al2O3, TiO2 and ZrO2 

compared to the original mold slag composition. The largest value of 445°C could be 

observed for MS 2 and addition of 10 mass% ZrO2. TiO2 caused the highest Tcr enlargement 

for MS 1 and Al2O3 for MS 3. The mean Tcr value (FCT, HSM and DTA) from the beginning 

to the end of crystallization, including all oxide amounts, can be seen in Tab. 4. 

 
Tab. 4: Mean value of the temperature range from the beginning to the end of crystallization 

 

 Crystallization range (°C) 

  MS 1 MS 2 MS 3 

Original 210 (only one peak) 85 

Al2O3 215 

 

-60 

20 

 

355 140 

TiO2 255 305 110 

ZrO2 225 

 
410 120 

 

 

3.2 Mineralogical analysis 

 

Crystalline phases 

After the FCT the microstructure of the samples was analyzed. Fig. 3 shows a section of 

the mold slag sample MS 3 with addition of 10 mass% TiO2 after a FCT measurement. Due to 

the larger crystals in contact to the platinum wire and their orientation it can be assumed that 

crystallization starts at the surface of the wire. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: FCT sample of MS 3 with addition of 10 wt% TiO2 

 

The main phase of all three original mold slags is cuspidine (Ca4Si2O7F2). In lower 

amounts nepheline (NaAlSiO4) occurs within a remaining glassy phase. MS 3 includes 

additionally malladrite (Na2SiF6). The cuspidine in the solidified mold slags MS 2 and MS 3 

show mainly skeletal crystal habits, MS 1 forms both, dendritic and skeletal crystals. After 

addition of oxides cuspidine is the dominant crystalline phase too. Also nepheline and the 

remaining glassy phase have been found in all three mold slags with addition of Al2O3, TiO2 

and ZrO2, but in all cases the crystal shape turned from skeletal to dendritic. A progressive 

amount of Al2O3 has the biggest impact on the change of the cuspidine crystal size for all 

investigated slags. A huge decrease of the crystal size follows from an increasing Al2O3 

content and is shown in Fig. 4. Moreover, a rising Al2O3 amount supports the crystallization 

of fluorite (CaF2) in MS 1 and villiaumite (NaF) in MS 3. Due to addition of TiO2 perovskite 
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(CaTiO3) crystals are formed in all three mold slags. The crystal size of perovskite increases 

for all mold slags with increasing TiO2 content. In Fig. 5 perovskite is the brightest phase and 

ranges from very small crystals between cuspidine crystals c) to rather big dipyramidal 

crystals d). Besides that, villiaumite was formed in MS 3. The change of the cuspidine crystal 

size was varying by adding of TiO2, it decreases in MS 1 and MS 3 but it increases in MS 2. 

With rising ZrO2 amount crystallization of several further phases was observed. These are 

fluorite in MS 1, thenardite (Na2SO4), kogarkoite (Na3SO4F) and zirconia (ZrO2) in MS 2 and 

villiaumite in MS 3. Contrary to Al2O3 the addition of ZrO2 enlarges the cuspidine crystal size 

for all investigated slags. In Fig. 6 the cuspidine crystals show two different grayscales, a 

darker rim and a brighter core. This phenomenon is due to the dissolution of zirconia in the 

cuspidine crystals; zirconia content is decreasing with progressing crystallization. In the 

sample MS 1 with addition of 5 mass% ZrO2 the core contains up to 10 mass% of ZrO2, 

whereas the rim contains just about 2-4 mass%. 

 

 

 

    
a)      b) 

Fig. 4: Backscattered SEM image of changing cuspidine (1) crystal size of MS 2 due to addition of  

a) 1 wt% Al2O3 b) 10 wt% Al2O3 

 

    
c)      d)  

Fig. 5: Backscattered SEM image of increasing cuspidine (1) and perovskite (2) crystal sizes of MS 2 for  

c) +2 wt% TiO2 d) +10 wt% TiO2 
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e) 

Fig. 6: Cuspidine crystal core (3) and rim (4) of e) MS 1 with addition of 5 wt% ZrO2 

 

 

3.3 Viscosity 

 

Viscosity measurements of the three construction steel slags show similar trends for all 

three mold slags depending on the oxide addition. Fig. 7 shows that the viscosity at 1300°C is 

largely increasing for addition of Al2O3 and it declines slightly for addition of TiO2. Addition 

of ZrO2 causes a minor increase of the viscosity only. The viscosities at the break temperature 

increase for all slags due to addition of Al2O3. The largest change could be observed for MS 1 

where the viscosity increases from 0,2 Pas for the original slag to 1,6 Pas with addition of 10 

mass% Al2O3. For all three slags ZrO2 showed an increase of the viscosity at Tbr for addition 

of 1 mass% but then it decreases to 5 mass% and slightly increases for addition of 10 mass% 

ZrO2. The addition of TiO2 led to the same effect like Al2O3 but with a lower increase of 

viscosity. MS 1 showed the highest alteration of viscosity at Tbr due to oxide addition. In Fig. 

8 two different impacts on the break temperature can be seen. For all mold slags the addition 

of TiO2 lowers Tbr but with addition of ZrO2 it mainly rises. MS 3 showed a large decrease 

only for addition of 1 mass% ZrO2. Tbr tends to decrease with addition of Al2O3, in the case 

for MS 2 the break temperature decreases extraordinary for addition of 5 mass% Al2O3, to a 

temperature of 927°C. 

 

   
a)      b) 

Fig. 7: Viscosity at 1300°C for MS 1-3 in dependence of a) Al2O3 and b) TiO2 addition 
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a)      b) 

Fig. 8: Break temperature for MS 1-3 in dependence of a) TiO2 and b) ZrO2 addition 

 

The addition of Al2O3 has the most severe impact on all investigated properties that 

were measured by rotating viscometer like the viscosities at 1300°C and at the break 

temperature as well as the break temperature itself. Mills et al. [5] summarized the effects of 

different components on mold flux properties; the viscometer results shown here are in good 

agreement with [5]. The addition of Al2O3 increases viscosity and decreases the break 

temperature. Addition of ZrO2 has no major effect on the viscosity, just a slight increase was 

observed here, but the break temperature increases clearly. Wang et al. [8] partly substituted 

SiO2 with TiO2 and investigated the effect of this on the viscosity. In agreement with the 

present investigation they revealed that the viscosity at about 1300°C decreases with addition 

of TiO2 and increases for lower temperatures like Tbr. 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

Changing mold slag composition causes several effects on crystallization. Compared 

with the other mold slags, properties of MS 2 showed the largest dependence on oxide 

addition. It owns the highest basicity that leads to the highest crystallization temperature 

which is consistent with the investigations of Hanao [9]. Al2O3 addition seems to have the 

largest impact on the investigated mold slag properties, it leads to a huge increase of the 

viscosity. Diffusion dependent crystal growth rate is believed to decrease due to this viscosity 

increase. Therefore alumina additions have the highest impact on crystal size. TiO2 addition 

lowers viscosity at 1300°C and increases it for the break temperature. Furthermore, the 

crystallization temperatures decreased and a new crystalline phase, perovskite, precipitated. 

ZrO2 is dissolved into the crystal structure of cuspidine, it increases the crystallization 

temperature, the crystallization range as well as the cuspidine crystal size. All three Al2O3, 

TiO2 and ZrO2 extend the crystallization range of the original mold slags. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A THERMODYNAMIC DATABASE FOR MOLD 

FLUX AND APPLICATION TO THE CONTINUOUS CASTING 
PROCESS 

 
 

Abstract 
 

 A thermodynamic database for the mold flux system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-Na2O-
K2O-Li2O-MnO-FeO-F has been built based on the critical evaluation and thermodynamic 
optimisation of all reliable experimental thermodynamic and phase diagram data found in 
literature. The database has been successfully tested for the equilibrium solidification of 
various commercial mold fluxes and has been used to understand the complex solidification 
behavior of mold flux. In addition, a kinetic model was developed to simulate the interactions 
between the mold flux and molten steel using effective equilibrium reaction volumes 
combined with the thermodynamic database. The kinetic model successfully reproduced the 
significant Al2O3 accumulation observed when casting high Al steel with CaO-SiO2 based 
mold flux. Finally, a strategy to design new mold fluxes from the viewpoint of the mold flux 
crystallization behavior based on the developed thermodynamic database and the kinetic 
model is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Mold fluxes play crucial roles during the continuous casting of steel: prevention of 
steel reoxidation, absorption of non-metallic inclusions, control of horizontal heat transfer and 
lubrication between mold and solidified steel. Typical mold fluxes being used in continuous 
casting process of steel belong to the CaO-SiO2-Al2O3-Na2O-F system with small addition of 
MgO, K2O, Li2O, MnO, etc. Controlling the primary solidification temperature of the flux is 
one of the key parameters in the design of the mold flux composition. Typical primary 
solidified phase is the well-known cuspidine (Ca4Si2F2O7) crystal. A wrong choice of mold 
powder can lead to defects such as longitudinal cracking and sticker breakouts, along with 
process problems. Although the general effects of each mold flux component on the relevant 
mold flux properties are known, determining the optimum mold flux composition still 
requires a trial-and-error approach. Casting a new steel grade will usually require the 
development of a new mold flux, which can become expensive and time consuming with such 
approach. In spite of their industrial importance, the phase equilibria of fluorine containing 
oxide systems have not been well investigated due to the complexity of their chemistry and 
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the difficulties in performing experiments. No systematic thermodynamic modeling of the 
mold flux systems has been conducted to date, either.  
 In order to assist in the design of mold flux for the continuous casting process of steel 
and fluxes for special refining processes, a thermodynamic database for the oxyfluoride 
system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-Na2O-K2O-Li2O-MnO-FeO-F has been developed by our 
research group for many years. Such database gives precious information on the solidification 
behavior of a given mold flux, which is of great help to understand its performance and 
provide candidates for new mold flux design, thereby surpassing the conventional trial-and-
error approach. In the present study, the recent thermodynamic database for the oxyfluoride 
system will be overviewed. Then, a kinetic model, developed to calculate the change in 
composition in the mold slag during continuous casting by considering the reactions between 
molten mold flux and steel, and the absorption of non-metallic inclusions, is presented and 
applied to the casting of low C and high Al steels with a conventional mold flux. Finally, a 
strategy to design new mold fluxes from the viewpoint of the mold flux crystallization 
behavior based on the developed thermodynamic database and the kinetic model is given. 
 
 
2. Thermodynamic database development for mold flux 
 
 A thermodynamic database for the mold flux system CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-Na2O-
K2O-Li2O-MnO-FeO-F [1-4] has been built based on the critical evaluation and 
thermodynamic optimisation of all reliable experimental thermodynamic and phase diagram 
data found in literature. When the oxide slag system is expanded to fluoride, the slag structure 
becomes more complex. In the case of oxide slag system, the short-range-ordering of cations 
connected by oxygen anion as common anion should be considered. This has been well 
described by the Modified Quasichemical Model. The addition of fluoride to the oxide slag 
can create short-range-ordering between both cations and anions. For example, the CaO-SiO2-
CaF2 system is, in reality, a reciprocal system of (Ca2+,Si4+)[O2-,F-], which involves four 
binary systems. In order to describe the Gibbs energy of the reciprocal system, the Gibbs 
energy parameters for each binary system should be determined first and, if necessary, Gibbs 
energy parameters for the reciprocal system can be added to obtain a better fit of all the 
experimental data in the multicomponent system. The database for the oxide system has been 
already well developed in the FToxid database [5], which is further expanded toward Na2O, 
K2O and Li2O systems. Then, the oxide system is expanded toward the fluoride system. In 
order to develop the large thermodynamic database for oxyfluoride slag, all reciprocal systems 
in the given oxyfluoride system should be modeled. The oxyfluoride liquid phase was 
described using the two-sublattice Modified Quasichemical Model [6, 7], which allows taking 
into account the short-range ordering and reciprocal exchange reaction of cations and anions 
in the oxyfluoride slag. 
 
 
3. Equilibrium solidification calculation of mold flux  

  
The database can be applied to the accurate calculation of the equilibrium 

solidification of mold fluxes. An example of equilibrium solidification calculation for 
conventional CaO-SiO2 based mold flux is provided in Fig. 1, where a typical mold flux with 
composition (in wt%) 32.0 SiO2, 36.7 CaO, 0.7 MgO, 6.8 Al2O3, 8.4 Na2O and 15.4 CaF2 was 
employed. The calculation results predict that cuspidine (Ca4Si2F2O7) is the first compound to 
crystallize in the mold flux at approximately 1230 °C, which is in good agreement with 



experimental observations [8, 9] and predicted solidification and breaking temperatures [10, 
11]. The predicted solidification behavior of many other commercial mold fluxes and new 
mold flux candidates were consistent with experimental data. The database can be effectively 
used to design new mold fluxes. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Equilibrium solidification calculations for the mold flux with 32.0 SiO2, 36.7 CaO, 0.7 
MgO, 6.8 Al2O3, 8.4 Na2O and 15.4 CaF2 (in wt%). 

 
 

4. Development of a kinetic model for steel/mold flux interactions  
  

A kinetic model was developed to calculate the change in composition in molten slag 
during continuous casting by considering the reactions between molten slag and steel, and the 
absorption of non-metallic inclusions. The kinetic model is based on the Effective 
Equilibrium Reaction Zone Model that was successfully applied to the RH degassing process 
[12]. In this approach, a complex process is divided in a finite number of reaction zones in 
which equilibrium are calculated. For instance, in the simplified case of a slag/metal reaction 
(Fig. 2), the metal phase would be divided in a bulk volume (V1 in Fig. 2) and a smaller 
volume near the slag/metal interface (V2 in Fig. 2). The slag phase would be divided in a 
similar way (V3 and V4 in Fig. 2). In the Effective Equilibrium Reaction Zone Model, the 
equilibrium would be first calculated between V2 and V3, followed by equilibrium 
homogenization reactions in the metal phase (between V1 and V2) and in the slag phase 
(between V3 and V4). Kinetics are taking into account by varying the reaction zone volumes 
depending on the process conditions, based on physical descriptions of the different reaction 
mechanisms. Simplified mathematical functions and empirical relations derived from 
simulations, experimental studies and plant data can be used to describe the effective reaction 
zone volumes. This approach allows easy linkage of the thermodynamic database to the 
kinetic simulation.  

The schema of the effective reaction zones in the mold flux model is represented in Fig. 3. 
The mold slag pool was divided into three layers of different thickness and temperature to 
consider a temperature profile through the mold slag pool. The continuous fresh mold flux 
input into the upper mold slag layer (slag layer 3) and materials output from each mold slag 
layer were modeled by streams. A steel layer, which is continuously refreshed by steel from 
the steel pool, was reacted with the bottom slag layer (slag layer 1). The dissolution of non-
metallic inclusions was conducted in the bottom slag layer (slag layer 1). In total, six reactions 
(R1 to R6 in Fig. 3) were created to simulate transport of matter and equilibrium reactions 
between the layers at each time step and are briefly described below: 



- Reaction 1 (R1 in Fig. 3) represents the reaction between the entire steel layer, the 
entire slag layer 1 and part of the inclusions. The amount of inclusion dissolved in slag 
layer 1 is defined by the inclusion removal fraction. The steel layer is also partially 
renewed by Fresh steel. 

- Reactions 2 to 4 (R2 to R4 in Fig. 3) correspond to the downward material flow 
between and out of each slag layer. As Fresh mold flux is continuously added on top 
and the slag layer thicknesses are constant, material must enter and exit each slag layer 
at the same rate. In the present study, the amount of material exiting a given slag layer 
was assumed to be proportional to its thickness. 

- Reactions 5 and 6 (R5 and R6 in Fig. 3) denote the partial homogenization between the 
slag layers. In the present study, it was assumed that 50% of a given slag layer is 
equilibrated with 50% of the neighboring layer. 

 
 The details of the model are presented elsewhere [13]. Thermodynamic equilibrium at 
each reaction zones and each cycle was calculated using FactSage software [5] (version 6.3) 
with the accurate oxyfluoride database presented above. The Equilib files describing the 
reactions occurring in each reaction zone were linked and controlled by a large macro file 
running in FactSage software. 

 

 

 
Fig.2. Concept of the Effective Equilibrium 
Reaction Zone Model applied to a slag-metal 
reaction. 

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the 
reaction zones in the mold flux model. 

 
 

5. Simulation of conventional mold flux composition during the casting of low C steel 
and high Al steel 

  
 The kinetic model was employed to predict the evolution of the molten mold flux 
composition with casting time in the case of a low C steel and a conventional mold flux. The 
steel composition, simulation parameters and casting conditions are listed in Table 1. The 
mold flux presented in section 3 and Fig. 1 was employed in the simulation. The thickness of 
the mold slag pool was assumed to be 10 mm. The vertical temperature gradient was assumed 
to be 100 °C through the mold slag pool. The thickness of slag layer 1 was made smaller than 
the two others to obtain a steep temperature gradient in the mold slag pool near the steel 
surface. As it cannot be directly measured, the steel layer thickness was assumed to be half 
that of the mold slag. Both steel grades were assumed to contain about 20 ppm Al2O3 
inclusions with a fixed removal rate of 15%.  



 
Table 1: Mold dimensions, simulation parameters and casting conditions employed in the 
kinetic model. 

 
Mold dimensions 

(mm) Simulation parameters 

Length 900  Thickness 
(mm) 

Temperature 
(°C)  Thickness 

(mm) 
Temperature 

(°C) 
Width 1500 Slag layer 1 1 1550 Slag layer 3 5 1450 

Thickness 250 Slag layer 2 4 1500 Steel layer 5 1550 
Casting conditions 

Steel grade Casting time 
(min) 

Casting speed 
(m min-1) 

Casting 
temperature 

(°C) 

Powder 
consumption 

(kg m-2) 

Steel composition (wt%) 

Mn Si C Al 
Low C steel 0-30 1.1 1550 0.4 0.9 0.04 0.01 0.05 

High Al steel 0-30 1.1 1550 0.4 2.0 1.0 0.01 1.0 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4: Evolution of the calculated composition of (a) the overall molten slag and (b) the steel 
layer during casting of a low C steel with a conventional mold flux. 

 
The predicted evolution of the overall mold slag composition (average of slag layers 1 to 

3) and steel layer composition is shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b), respectively. During the low-
carbon steel casting, a small increase of the Al2O3 content and a small decrease of the SiO2 
content in the mold slag were predicted. The Al2O3 concentration in the molten slag increased 
quickly during the initial stage and gradually approached a steady-state value of 7.1 wt% 
Al2O3 after approximately 10 min of casting (Fig. 4 (a)). In the steel layer (Fig. 4 (b)), the Al 
content decreased from 500 to ~7 ppm, whereas Si increased from 0.04 to 0.081 wt%. 
 The interactions between the conventional mold flux and high Al steel were 
investigated using the kinetic model. The casting conditions, simulation parameters and 
conventional mold flux composition remain the same as in previous example (Table 1). 
Instead of a low C steel containing 500 ppm Al, a steel containing 1 wt% Al was cast to 
determine the effect of a high Al content on the mold flux composition. The predicted 
evolution of the overall mold slag composition (average of slag layers 1 to 3) and steel layer 
composition is shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), respectively. As seen in Fig. 5 (a), there is a 
significant accumulation of Al2O3 in the molten mold slag upon reaction with the high Al 
steel, whereas the SiO2 content in the molten slag decreases significantly. The Al2O3 content 
increases quickly during the first 10 min, then reaches a steady state at about 15.5 wt%. 



Similarly, the SiO2 content decreases quickly to a steady state value of about 21.2 wt%. In slag 
layer 1, which is in direct contact with the high Al steel, the Al2O3 content reaches 30.2 wt%, 
while the SiO2 content decreases to 8.4 wt%.  
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5: Evolution of the calculated composition of (a) the overall molten slag and (b) the steel 
layer during casting of a high Al steel with a conventional mold flux. 
 
 In the steel layer (Fig. 5 (b)), the Al content drops quickly during the first few min, 
then reached a steady state value of about 0.54 wt% after approximately 15 min. The Si 
content in the steel layer increases quickly first and reaches a steady state value of 1.33 wt%. 
Based on the calculation results, Al in molten steel can readily reduce SiO2 in mold flux 
according to the global reaction equation (1). 
 
3/2 (SiO2) + 2 Al = (Al2O3) + 3/2 Si
 

 (1) 

 The present calculations are in good agreement with experimental data [14, 15]. The 
model can reproduce the observed characteristics of the Al2O3 accumulation with casting 
time: a fast increase followed by a steady state within 15 min. The predicted steady state 
Al2O3 content in the slag is also in good agreement with the experimental results [14, 15]. 
  

 
Fig. 6: Equilibrium solidification calculation of the average mold slag obtained after casting 
with high Al steel. 
 



 Owing to the drastic change in the mold flux composition during casting of high Al 
steel, the solidification behavior of the mold flux is significantly modified. The solidification 
behavior of the overall molten mold slag after interaction with the high Al steel is depicted in 
Fig. 6. It appears that the primary phase is changed from cuspidine to an Al2O3 rich compound 
Na2O⋅CaO⋅2Al2O3 (NCA2 solid solution). Moreover, the solidification temperature has 
increased drastically from 1230 to 1375 °C. The evolution of the solid and liquid fractions is 
also significantly altered from the original mold flux (Fig. 1). This is a well-known 
phenomenon during high Al steel production. Due to the large reactions between the Al-rich 
steel and the CaO-SiO2 based mold flux, the performance of the mold flux is significantly 
altered, causing low surface quality of steel products and process difficulties. 

 
 

6. Design of a new mold flux candidate for the casting of high Al steel 
 
 During the casting of high Al steel with CaO-SiO2 based mold fluxes, significant 
Al2O3 accumulation and SiO2 reduction in the molten mold slag are inevitable due to the 
interactions between Al in steel and SiO2 in the liquid slag. In Al2O3-rich slags, the activity of 
cuspidine becomes very low, causing a shift in the primary phase from cuspidine to Al2O3-rich 
compounds with usually higher melting temperatures. That is, during high Al steel casting, it 
is difficult to use cuspidine to control the physicochemical properties of the mold flux. 
Therefore, new crystallizing phases replacing cuspidine should be designed. As cuspidine is 
not used as primary solid phase, it is not essential to add fluoride in the mold powder, which 
is, in fact, in line with F free mold flux development. One of the possible new mold flux 
candidates could be the CaO-SiO2-Na2O-Al2O3 based mold flux.  
 New mold flux can be designed by performing the reverse engineering of the problem 
with the current mold flux in high Al steel casting. Of course, there are many physicochemical 
factors to consider when designing a new mold flux. Among them, one of the most important 
factors is the primary crystallization temperature. If there is any small amount of SiO2 in the 
mold flux, the reduction of SiO2 by Al in reaction (1) will inevitably occur, so that the Al2O3 
content in the final mold flux should be reasonably high. From this viewpoint, the mold flux 
can be reverse engineered following these steps: 

(i) Firstly, design the final target F-free mold flux composition which gives similar 
crystallization behaviour as conventional mold fluxes with F: for example, a primary 
crystalline phase should be formed at about 1250 °C or less. 

(ii) Then, find the initial mold powder composition to produce the final target slag 
composition obtained in (i) considering the exchange reaction (1) between SiO2 and 
Al2O3. This original mold powder should still have a reasonably low melting 
temperature (ideally less than 1300 to 1400 °C) to melt quickly in the mold.  

(iii) Finally, perform the casting simulation with the initial mold flux composition obtained 
in (ii) and make sure that the target mold composition obtained in (i) can be achieved. 
If not, redesign the original mold powder or the target mold powder.    

 For the first step, the phase diagram can be a good tool to overview the wide range of 
slag composition in order to find the most attractive final target mold flux composition. For 
example, the phase diagram of the CaO-SiO2-Na2O system with 23% Al2O3 is calculated in 
Fig. 7(a). Although it is possible to find slag compositions with melting temperature between 
1200 and 1250 °C, the solidification range might be too short in this quaternary system. When 
a small amount of Li2O is added into the same system, the liquid area is largely widened and, 
as a result, molten oxide with long solidification range from 1200 to 1250 °C can be achieved. 
For example, we can select the melt composition 26.7CaO-40.0SiO2-7.4Na2O-22.2Al2O3-



3.7Li2O (in wt%, triangle marker in Fig. 7 (b)) as the final target mold flux composition. The 
equilibrium solidification behaviour of this mold flux composition is calculated in Fig. 8(a). 
As can be seen, the primary solid phase is melilite below 1240 °C and the amount of solids 
increases gradually with decreasing temperature. 
  

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7: Calculated liquidus line at 1300, 1200, 1100 and 1000 °C in the SiO2-Na2O-CaO-
Al2O3-Li2O system (a) with 23.1 wt% Al2O3, and (b) 22.2 wt% Al2O3 and 3.7 wt% Li2O. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 8: Equilibrium solidification calculation of (a) the target mold slag obtained after casting 
with high Al steel and (b) the corresponding initial mold flux composition with lower Al2O3 
content. 
 
 For the second step, the initial mold powder composition which can produce the 
above-mentioned final target mold flux after chemical reaction with high Al steel can be 
roughly estimated from the casting simulation in section 5. Considering the reduction of SiO2 
by Al in steel, the original slag composition can be estimated to be 27.2CaO-54.4SiO2-
7.5Na2O-7.0Al2O3-3.8Li2O in wt%. As can be seen in Fig. 8(b), the calculated melting 
temperature of this initial mold flux is about 1265 °C, which is reasonably low enough to 
provide a sufficient supply of liquid mold flux on top of the casting mold.   
 For the last step, the kinetic simulation with the new mold flux is carried out. The 
simulation conditions are identical as those for the conventional mold flux in section 5. The 
simulation results are summarized in Fig. 9. As expected, SiO2 in the original mold flux 



(27.2CaO-54.4SiO2-7.5Na2O-7.0Al2O3-3.8Li2O in wt%) is significantly reduced by Al in 
molten steel. The final mold flux composition after interfacial reaction is close to the final 
target composition determined in the first step. The solidification behaviour of the final slag 
after simulation is also close to the calculated results in Fig. 8(a). As mentioned above, there 
are many other physicochemical aspects that should be considered to develop a new mold flux 
for new steel grade. This example presents a strategy to design new mold fluxes from the 
viewpoint of the mold flux crystallization behavior and how the developed thermodynamic 
database and kinetic model can be utilized in the mold flux design. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9: (a) Evolution of the overall mold flux composition, and (b) equilibrium solidification 
behaviour of the average mold flux in steady state after 30 min of casting.  

 
 

8. Summary  
 

An accurate and consistent thermodynamic database for the CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2-
Na2O-K2O-Li2O-MnO-FeO-F mold flux system was built. The liquid oxyfluoride phase is 
described using the Two-sublattice Modified Quasichemical Model, which can accurately 
represent its thermodynamic properties. Accurate equilibrium solidification calculations for a 
wide range of mold flux can be performed.  

A simple kinetic model based on the effective reaction zone approach was developed 
to simulate the changes in the molten mold flux composition with casting conditions. The 
model combines the developed thermodynamic database with kinetics. Simulation of the 
interactions between the mold slag and the molten steel was carried out for low C and high Al 
steels. The kinetic model can successfully reproduce the significant Al2O3 accumulation in the 
mold slag observed when casting high Al steel with CaO-SiO2 type mold flux. The 
equilibrium solidification calculations performed on the altered Al2O3-rich mold slag revealed 
drastic changes in its solidification behavior, causing significant loss of casting performance. 
Based on the simulation results with high Al steel, an original approach to design new mold 
flux from the viewpoint of the mold flux crystallization behavior is presented. This approach 
consists in finding a final target F-free mold flux composition which gives similar 
crystallization behaviour as conventional mold fluxes with F. A final target F-free mold flux 
composition was selected in the SiO2-Na2O-CaO-Al2O3-Li2O system. The initial mold flux 
composition was then calculated considering the Al2O3-SiO2 exchange reaction.  Simulation 
of the interactions between the new mold flux and the high Al steel was carried successfully. 
The crystallization behavior of the final mold flux is similar to the conventional mold flux. 
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LATEST ENHANCEMENTS IN MOLD POWDER THICKNESS CONTROL 

AS A RESULT OF A NEW PROPULSION SYSTEM IMPLEMENTED IN 

FLUX FEEDING 

 

 
Abstract 

 

The crucial role played by mold lubricating powder in submerged steel casting is widely 

recognized, although optimal results can only be achieved provided that the powder thickness over 

the steel meniscus is kept constant. This is made possible by coupling a radioactive mold level 

control system with an electromagnetic mold level measurement system. In fact the radioactive 

sensor signal detects the overall level, namely the level of steel and powder together, while the 

electromagnetic sensor signal recognizes the meniscus position, namely the actual level of the liquid 

steel. By processing data and considering the most suitable powder thickness, according to powder 

type and steel grade couple, it is possible to estimate the powder thickness as a function of the delta 

between the instantaneous values of the signals received from the two sensors. The calculated 

thickness value is used to drive an automatic powder feeding device, by implementing proper PID 

control.  As already known, traditional powder feeding systems are affected by significant non-

linearity in the set powder flow rate and by poor repeatability. The development of a technology 

based on the propulsion of powder calibrated batches has allowed to avoid such problems, by 

further improving robustness and reliability of coupling of the two sensors. The process has brought 

excellent results for repeatability, cast product quality, and system reliability. Possible 

disadvantages related to the operator’s direct intervention are thus overcome 
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1. Introduction 

 

In continuous casters employing protected-pouring, mold flux powder feeding to the meniscus 

is usually performed manually. The increasing demand for improved steel quality has led to the 

development of automated feeding systems. Ergolines has introduced the flux powder feeding 

technology by means of an electromagnetic device serving as feedback tool to keep flux powder 

thickness constant at a set level.
1
 It is in fact known that a measurement performed on the basis of 

the inductive principle is directly influenced by the copper temperature, whose distribution along 

the mold is in turn mainly influenced by the position of the meniscus recognized as the position of 

the maximum along the registered temperature profile, as drawn in Figure 1. Therefore, the 

electromagnetic sensor is able to measure the real steel level without being influenced by the 

thickness of the flux powder layer.   
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a)                                                  b) 

 

 

On the contrary, the radioactive sensor commonly employed for level measurement is 

strongly influenced by the powder layer thickness.
2
 In order to better understand the effect 

that the powder exerts on the radioactive measuring system, a model has been developed to 

analyze the sensor response to different powder layer properties (type and thickness). This has 

made it possible to consolidate experimental measures performed on field. Continuous 

technological improvements have enabled the creation of a highly effective and flexible 

powder propulsion and distribution system. Ergolines has improved impulse technology to 

reach highly even distribution with consequent remarkable results on the meniscus stability. 

 

 

2. Discussion 

 

Effects Of Flux Powder On The Radioactive Measurement System 

 

Generally the radioactive measuring sensor is made of a source of cobalt-60 atoms with a 

half-life of 5.27 years. Due to beta decay, Co-60 decays into the stable isotope nickel-60, by 

emitting two gamma rays with energy of respectively 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV (Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The effect of the change in flux powder properties on the count of gamma rays have been 

evaluated through the development of a mathematical model, using the simulation platform 

GEANT4.
3
 GEANT4 (acronym for GEometry ANd Tracking) is a toolkit for the simulation 

of the passage of particles through matter, based on the Monte Carlo Method developed by 

CERN and used by a large number of experiments and projects in a variety of application 

Steel Level 

Radioactive 

Source 

Water 

Copper 

ϒ - Photon 

Detector 

Fig. 2 Mold assembly including radioactive sensor (left). Co-60 decay diagram (right) 

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of lubricating powder over the liquid pool a) and of the thermal profile 

registered by the electromagnetic sensor b). 



domains. By means of the GEANT4 classes, the geometry of the experiment is defined 

through the study of the volumes and materials composing the system. Gamma rays generated 

by the source are propagated through matter, thus simulating atomic interactions. Eventually 

the deposited energy and the number of photons are calculated. The most common radioactive 

source is created by winding a Co-60 wire around a support and varying the pitch of the helix. 

Using this technique, the number of counts can be linearized on the basis of the position of the 

liquid steel. The device is placed on one side of the mold as shown in Figure 2. The 

probability of photon absorption in passing through the mold changes according to the ratio of 

the atomic number and the atomic mass of the passed-through materials. The composition of 

water, metal containers and copper crystallizer are fixed in the case of a specific installation, 

while flux powder may be supplied at pulverized or granular state with a consequent variation 

in the size of the particles. The most common powders contain SiO2, CaO, MgO, Al2O3 and 

Fe2O3, with a total carbon percentage of about 10% and apparent density varying from 0.6 to 

1 g/cm3. Through melting, the powder gradually changes state, until it forms a liquid film 

over the free surface of the metal. For the calculation of nuclear cross sections, the density 

and total fraction of each single atom composing the flux powder must be entered into the 

simulator. The cross section of the gamma rays for this energy range is made of three main 

contributes. The first two are the Rayleigh and Compton scatterings, due to the interaction 

with the electrons in the passed-through material. The third is the production of electron-

positron couples. To evaluate the effect of the different physical states of the flux powder, two 

variable density layers were created above the meniscus. The reference geometry is based on 

a square 160mm billet. The photon propagation simulation allows to estimate the number of 

counts as the position of the meniscus changes in absence of flux powder (Figure 3a) and to 

calculate meniscus displacement due to powder addition (Figure 3b). Figures 3c and 3d show 

the induced meniscus variations in the case of fully liquid and fully solid fluxes.  

 

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3a Number of counts vs distance of the 

meniscus from the copper tube 
Fig. 3b Steel level variation using powder feeding 

 

Fig. 3c Steel level vs liquid powder thickness  

 

Fig. 3d Steel level vs solid powder thickness 

 



It appears clearly that the effect exerted by density translates into a significant increase in the 

steel level variation. Changes in flux powder composition, within the ranges commonly used 

in the steel industry, do not produce tangible effects. Figure 3b shows a typical situation 

which can serve as reference: 1cm of liquid flux and 3cm of solid flux. It can therefore be 

concluded that in submerged casting, the potential range of the level change will be of about 

20mm. 

 

 

Powder Propulsion And Distribution System 

 

There are several methods to transport flux powder from a tank to the mold. The 

simplest one employs a mechanical body like for example a feeding screw. However, the 

practical application of such mechanisms highlighted criticalities in terms of reliability, which 

therefore prevented them from widespread use. Likewise, the exclusive use of gravity as 

powder feeding driving force does not suit all possible installations. 

Pneumatic mechanisms proved able to overcome problems recorded with mechanical 

devices. In this regard, the main subdivision is between continuous and batch processes. 

Continuous processes surely represent a valid approach as they can potentially effectively 

respond to the need of distributing flux evenly over time.  However they imply several 

disadvantages as explained further on.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 shows pressure drops on a standard flux powder distribution line. As it can be 

observed, as the ratio of powder and gas masses increases, the effect on pressure drops is 

inversely proportional to the gas flow rate, the lower the rate, the stronger the effect. Almost 

all materials can be transported in the diluted phase, while the concentrated phase poses 

limitations depending on the properties of the transported material. As continuous casting 

lubricating flux powder is an abrasive and friable material, its transportation in the 

concentrated phase is highly critical, as it is difficult to accurately maintain the mass flow. 

This is a limit, as possible powder flow rates are potentially limited. Also the system feeding 

flux powder in the gas flow is a critical element, in particular in the case of granular powders, 

Fig. 4 Pressure drop with respect to the powder – gas mass ratio for different flow rates.  

Data referred to a standard flux distribution system 



as these are typically friable. For these reasons continuous processes are limited to the diluted 

phase. 

A possible alternative to solve such criticalities is given by the batch process, which is 

ideally characterized by an impulsive trend as shown in Figure 5. By using this method, the 

quantity of material or the dose transported at each impulse is set with certainty, while the 

flow rate is set by changing the impulse frequency.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By applying this technique to the flux powders commonly employed in the steel 

industry, it can be observed that the velocity of the transporting gas is higher than that of the 

transported powder. This result guarantees that there is no concentrated powder packet, but 

rather a locally concentrated phase. The evolution of the powder packet can be measured by 

placing pressure probes within a hypothetical distribution circuit at progressively increasing 

distance from the propelling source. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Figure 6, it can be observed that the pressure peak diminishes dramatically as the 

distance from the propelling source increases. This means that the dose shows a packet shape 

only in the initial phase. After that, once inertia is overcome, it spreads spatially as shown in 

Figure 7. This result is very important as it allows a moderate-speed flow of powder at the 

duct outlet, thus avoiding turbulence on the liquid pool surface. Obviously the gas flow rate 

will be lower than that of the continuous process.  

 

Fig. 5 Schematic representation of the transitional and periodic nature of the batch transportation process 

Fig. 6 Pressure value measured by transducers placed at different distances  

along the distribution line for a standard plant 
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The device for the creation of the powder packet, called propulsor, is made of two 

elements, a special dosing valve and an air-powder mixer. Experimental results show that the 

weight of the packets varies in a very linear way with respect to the filling time of the 

propulsor. Figure 9 shows that only at very low doses, well beyond working areas, this 

behavior deviates slightly from linearity. Therefore, once the referring quantity has been set, 

the powder flow rate shows a repeatability better than 4%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The tank, which can be either manually or automatically supplied through the powder 

storage silos placed upstream, is in turn placed above the propulsor (Figure 10).  

The main features of the propulsion and distribution systems are presented in Table I. Such 

systems are basically divided into systems for billets and blooms and systems for slabs or 

large blooms. In the latter case, as the required flow rate is much bigger, enhanced propulsors 

are used and placed in parallel. By doing this, considerable powder flow rates can be 

achieved. Although Argon is the preferred propelling gas, nitrogen and compressed air can be 

used too. 
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Powder 
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Fig. 7 Packet shape development along the distribution line 

Distribution duct 

Figure 9. Packet weight trend vs tank filling time  

working area 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Distribution System Over The Metal Surface 

 

The flux powder distribution device is generally a two-jet tool (Figure 11a) meant for 

small casting sizes. As the casting size increases, more complex solutions become necessary, 

which request special care during the design stage. In the case of a multi-jet dispenser, like 

that shown in Figure 11B, although the gas flow is the same at the outlets, the powder flow is 

strongly asymmetric due to the particle inertia. Therefore, the duct tract joining the jets must 

be designed accordingly to achieve symmetric distribution.  

 

 

 

 

The use of a dispenser allows symmetric and repeatable powder distribution. Figure 12a 

shows how powder is commonly distributed manually by the operator. The use of a two-jet 

dispenser (Figure 12b) improves this process considerably, while a perfect result is achieved 

by employing a four-jet dispenser (Figure 12c). 

 Billets-Blooms Large Blooms  - Slabs 

Powder Flow Rate [g/min] <700 <3500 

Flux Powder Type Granular Granular 

Gas Consumption [Nm
3
/min] 0.1 0.4 

Propulsion Type Single Multi 

Distribution Line Length [m] < 15 <15 

Fig.10 Powder feeding machines: 4-strand feeder on the left, single-strand feeders on the right 

 

Table I. Powder feeder main properties 

Fig. 11 Examples of powder dispensers a two – jet dispenser, b and c four – jet dispenser 

a b c 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are several ways to anchor the dispenser to the strand. A magnetic support proved 

to be very effective as it allows quick detachment in emergency situations (Figure 13 a)). Also 

the shifting diffuser arm (Figure 13 b)) is appreciated due to ease of use also in those 

situations where fast moving/removing of powder feeding duct and diffuser is requested. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to improve distribution, an automated device has been developed for slab 

casters. Figure 14 shows that distribution is conveyed by means of two arms driven by an 

automatic servo system. This solution enables the optimization of the flux powder with 

respect to position, in fact, consumption is higher at the shroud proximity and lower towards 

the sides.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 a Typical manual distribution, b two-jet distribution, c four-jet distribution 

Figure 13. Examples of installation through movable magnetic support a) and removable arm b) 

Figure 14. Automated-arm dispenser for slab casters 

Movable arm 

a b c 

a b 
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Results Achieved Using The Ergolines Powder Feeding and Control System  

 

A closed loop, fully automatic and standing alone system has been developed and 

implemented based on the combination of the Ergolines new powder feeder and the 

electromagnetic sensor able to assess the powder thickness in combination with a radioactive 

sensor. As shown in Figure 15, the Ergolines Powder Feeding and Control System, foresees a 

dosing unity receiving input from both the radioactive and the electromagnetic sensors. A 

HMI unit for supervision may also be supplied as an option.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exceptional results have been achieved in terms of level stability. In fact, in manual 

distribution, the shroud wear zone is of about 20mm in the case of a standard process, while 

the surface decreases significantly with the employment of the powder distribution and 

thickness control. In numerical terms, the level fluctuation is reduced by over 50%, that is to 

say a value equal to that caused by effect of the oscillator, as it can be observed in Figure 16. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Conclusions 

Fig. 15  Working Scheme of the automatic powder feeding and control system  

Fig 16 Shroud wear zone. The automatic powder control stabilizes the steel level 



 

Following the development of a unique highly reliable closed loop powder feeding 

system, based on the measurement of lubricating powder thickness over the liquid pool in the 

mould, the most recent technological implementation of a new propulsion system has allowed 

to achieve a level of stability of the meniscus comparable to that due exclusively to the effect 

of the oscillator. The limits shown by the traditional technology and by the most commonly 

diffused feeding systems based either on feed screw or on pneumatic systems whose powder 

flow rate control is driven by the feeding gas pressure, were overcome by introducing 

impulse-based pneumatic methods.  Also the powder packets evenly spreading along the 

distribution line and over the billet/bloom/slab surface have been optimized thanks to an 

accurate fluid-dynamic optimization of the carrier flow.  

As a result, the most evident effect on the meniscus is the improved stability between 

the beginning and the end of the casting sequence with a stabilization of the level of 

immersion of the shroud. As a result, a remarkable improvement of the repeatability of the 

process at the crucial stage of the formation of the first solidification skin has been achieved. 

The application of this technology brings clear and evident metallurgical benefits such as high 

repeatability of the process and of the cast product, reduction of powder entrapment and of 

break-out occurrence, thus offering a break-through solution to achieve the best metallurgical 

performance and repeatability for all types of continuous casters producing quality steels. 
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EXCELLENCE IN INERT GAS CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE STEEL 

INDUSTRY 

 

 

Abstract  

 

Steelmakers are continually improving their process technology to meet market 

requirements in terms of both steel quality and price pressures. At first glance it can appear 

that the application of inert gas has a minor impact on overall costs across the entire steel 

production process, and therefore it is normally a topic where little focus is placed. However, 

steelmaking requires inert gas introduction at some of the most critical process steps. While it 

is established that sufficient inert gas benefits the process, too much can degrade the product. 

If improper purging systems are installed, not only significant amounts of alloying elements 

are wasted, but process time and energy are lost since the steel has to be downgraded when 

specifications are not met. It is also costly to reproduce downgraded steel and considerable 

logistic effort is incurred, especially at the continuous caster, to deliver the required quantity 

of a special steel grade in the scheduled sequence. Therefore, accurate and reliable inert gas 

control is essential. This article describes the holistic approach RHI and INTERSTOP offer 

regarding this area and the new design of their inert gas control systems used in BOFs, EAFs, 

ladles, and at the CCM. By combining refractory competence, inert gas control systems, and 

metallurgical know-how, the best support is provided for steel production requirements.     

 

 

Keywords 

 

Steelmaking excellence, inert gas control system, process control, reliability 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 

Today, inert gas is applied at various different process stages in steel plants, starting in 

the primary metallurgical units like BOFs and EAFs. Further down the steel production route, 

inert gas enhances several processes during secondary metallurgy and also provides an 

essential contribution at the caster. The two main purposes of inert gas application during the 

entire steel production process can be subdivided into purging and shielding. 

 When discussing excellence in inert gas applications, the three main factors shown in 

Fig. 1 must be considered. 
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Fig. 1: Factors required for excellence in inert gas applications 

 

1.1 Metallurgical and process know-how 

For each steel grade, an individual gas purging program drives the process as close as 

possible to equilibrium. Modern purging systems allow parameters to be pre-set and thereby 

control the most important parameters like switching the gas (e.g., argon and nitrogen) at a 

precise point in a defined process step and regulating the gas flow rate during a defined 

process step. 

 

1.2 Performance and reliability of functional refractory products 

For all applications, an optimized functional refractory product has to be selected in 

order to generate for example the desired throughput and bubble characteristics. It is 

important that the products are capable of maintaining the required characteristics not only at 

the beginning of a vessel’s operating lifetime (e.g., purging plugs for BOFs, EAFs, and ladles) 

or sequence (e.g., purging or shielding at the CCM), but over the entire service life. 

 

1.3 Gas control system and purging process reliability  

INTERSTOP gas control systems are designed to fully support the process and 

operator. In cases where the functional purging product changes its flow characteristics to 

negatively impact on the purging result, the systems are capable of alerting the operator and 

automatically readjusting the flow to provide the desired rate.  

An important point to highlight is that the focus should not be on an individual 

production step, but on the entire process. For example, a frequent approach to solve nozzle 

clogging in the tundish is intensifying the inert gas supply for the stopper control system or 

tundish slide gate. In contrast, the total system approach solves nozzle clogging by checking 

the effectiveness of gas purging in the BOF or EAF, as well as the situation in the ladle from 

the tapping stage, via the secondary metallurgy, through to when the ladle is put into the ladle 

turret at the CCM for casting. In this example of nozzle clogging, attention is on the overall 

process and the parameters determined provide tools for holistic problem solving. 

 

 

2. Key elements for reliable gas purging systems 

 

Steel plants and refractory suppliers mainly focus on refractory purging products such 

as plugs and their characteristics in terms of bubble generation, flow, pressure, and lifetime. 

Whilst the importance of these factors is undisputed, the same attention must also be paid to 

the gas regulation, piping, and system maintenance.  
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2.1 Mass Flow Controller (MFC) 

A centrepiece of modern purging systems is the MFC. In older installations these are 

manually controlled mass flow meters, whereas the latest state-of-the-art MFC (Fig. 2) has the 

following features: 

- Based on a caloric measuring system 

- Enables precision of +/- 1.5% 

- Flow regulation using a proportional directional valve 

- Depending on the application, regulation ranges are for example: 

0.5 Nl/min up to     20 Nl/min;    2 Nl/min up to    100 Nl/min 

  6 Nl/min up to    300 Nl/min;  12 Nl/min up to    600 Nl/min 

24 Nl/min up to 1,200 Nl/min;  30 Nl/min up to 1,500 Nl/min 

- Setting time >500 ms 

 

 
Fig. 2: Mass flow controller 

 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the compact arrangement of a gas control box based on a standard 

block and the complete gas control unit. 

 

           
 

Fig. 3: Compact arrangement of gas control   Fig. 4: Gas control box 

units based on a standard block  

 

2.2 General advantages of state-of-the-art gas purging systems 

- Modular, maintenance-friendly design  

- 100% leak-free system due to o-ring sealed standard blocks instead of pipes  

- Opportunities to control the stirring efficiency 

- Visualization of all input and output signals on customer demand  

- Error report with failure detection 

- Program language Siemens Step 7/WinCC flexible or TIA Portal 
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- Accurate and individual flow control for multi-plug purging systems (e.g., BOF) 

- Typical guaranteed parameters of a RHI/INTERSTOP system are: 

o 100% leak-free system 

o Accuracy of +/-3% 

o Setting time <500 ms 

 

2.3 System availability and maintenance  

The more a holistic system approach is adopted, the more it becomes apparent that the 

function of all single system items—including the piping and coupling—must be ensured. It is 

recommended that there is clear ownership of the gas purging process across all units in a 

steel plant to avoid a single unit receiving more focus compared to others.  

During the design of INTERSTOP system parts, a uniform spare part concept was 

introduced. Hence, the same basic components can be used for EAF, BOF, and ladle purging 

stations. This supports easy and rapid maintenance because one specialist in the steel plant 

can maintain all purging stations. Fig. 5 shows an example of the modular design.  

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Modular design provides rapid maintenance and fewer parts are required in 

stock 

 

It is also essential that increased care is taken for example at the ladle preparation 

stand to check the function of the ladle purging plug after each heat and guarantee correct 

function over the entire purging plug lifetime. Fig. 6 shows the principle of such a system and 

in Table 1 typical flow rates are listed. In addition, data recording is supported to guarantee 

the purging plug provides the correct purging characteristics and the piping has no leaks. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Schematic of ladle purging test 

 

Table 1: Typical specifications and flow rates at a purging plug test stand 

 
Gas: Nitrogen or compressed air (emergency gas) 
Quantity of outlet lines: 1–3 

System pressure: 5–16 bar 
Flow range: 12–600 Nl/min 
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In the following sections an overview of the new systems available, their support in 

the process, and the resulting advantages are provided. 

 

 

3. Gas purging systems from EAF/BOF to Ladle to Mould 

 

3.1 EAF DPP gas purging system  

The EAF process benefits realized using direct gas purging systems are related to an 

overall increased steel bath movement as well as increased mixing between the lower and 

upper steel melt volumes. The specific reported benefits of direct purging plug (DPP) bottom 

gas purging systems include: 

 

- Increased thermal and temperature homogeneity in the steel melt 

o Decreased melting time of scrap and DRI 

o Increased heat transfer during the superheating period 

o Increased power transfer 

o Decreased specific electrical energy demand 

o Decreased deviation between the measured steel temperature in the EAF and 

the ladle furnace 

o Avoidance of skull formation or debris in the EAF hearth after tapping (“clean 

furnace”) 

- Increased chemical homogeneity in the steel melt 

o Increased metal yield 

o Increased use of secondary ferrous raw materials 

o Decreased deviation between the measured carbon content in the EAF and the 

ladle furnace 

o Increased yield from alloy addition 

o Increased rate of carbon oxidation, in particular from hot metal charges 

o [CO] x [O] levels closer to equilibrium conditions, resulting in less alloy 

addition, better alloy prediction, and more stable ladle furnace operations 

o Increased dephosphorization (decreased rephosphorization) 

o Decreased oxygen consumption 

- Generation of gas bubble columns in the steel melt 

o Avoidance of instantaneous or retarded CO boiling in the steel melt [1] 
 

Fig. 7–9 provide a system overview and illustrate with the example of an EAF the 

holistic approach provided by RHI and INTERSTOP for gas purging.  
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Fig. 7: Overview of an EAF gas control   Fig. 8: Schematic of an installed direct 

 system                   purging plug in the EAF 

 
 

   
 

Fig. 9: Visualization of the purging process 

 

In Table 2 typical DPP gas system parameters are shown, including the distinction 

between small and large EAFs. 

 

Table 2: Typical performance characteristics of the DDP system 

 

 
 

 

3.2 BOF CIP system  

The basic layout of a converter inert gas purging (CIP) system for BOFs is provided in 

Fig. 10. 

 
 

Fig. 10: Layout of the BOF CIP system 
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The typical findings of on-site surveys examining other types of purging systems include: 

- Too high flow oscillation 

o Imbalanced flow controller for the required flow rate—over dimensioned or 

under dimensioned 

o Insufficiently precise to control the flow 

o Existing process valves work too slowly and are dependent on temperature and 

other factors 

 

The RHI and INTERSTOP BOF CIP system offers: 

- Modular design 

- O-ring sealed blocks instead of pipes 

- Duplex filters 

- Nitrogen release when using argon (to ensure that no nitrogen can penetrate into the 

argon supply line) 

- Monitored 3/2-way ball valves on each outlet line. Also excludes any inert gas flow 

during relining of the converter for safety reasons  

- Check line with a mass flow meter that enables the performance of each MFC to be 

verified by the MFC analysis program at the control computer 

 

The general benefits of the described package comprising the gas control system and 

refractory purging plugs are listed in Table 3. 

 

 
 

Table 3: Benefits of the gas purging system package [2] 

 
 

3.3 SOC gas purging system for ladles  

Besides temperature and composition homogenization, ladle stirring is also essential 

for inclusion removal. In principal, inclusions can be removed successfully at all steelmaking 

process stages by directing them towards a metal/gas, metal/slag, or metal/refractory interface. 

However, at the same time sufficient precautions must be taken to avoid reoxidation, slag 

entrainment, and reassimilation of inclusions back into the liquid steel, or the rate at which the 

inclusions are generated could be even greater than their removal rate. 

In general, the small size range of primary deoxidation inclusions precludes most of 

them from floating up in the ladle (or tundish or mould) through buoyancy forces alone, as 

determined by Stock’s law, because there is generally insufficient processing time available. 

For example, 100 µm diameter alumina inclusions will take 4.8 minutes to float up from a 

position 2.5 m below the steel surface while for a 20 µm diameter particle the flotation time 
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increases to 119 minutes. Consequently, natural floatation is not very efficient for removing 

small particles. Stirring the liquid steel bath, by applying gas or electromagnetic stirring, 

increases the number of collisions taking place between inclusions. This encourages 

agglomeration of solid particles and coalescence of liquid inclusions into larger clusters, with 

the prospect of increasing the inclusion removal rate. Stirring the liquid steel bath is therefore 

a basic feature of all clean steel operations [3]. Fig. 11 shows the schema of a ladle gas 

purging system and Table 4 details the flow rates and specifications. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Typical layout of a ladle gas purging system 

 
Gas: Nitrogen (N2) and argon (Ar) 
Quantity of outlet lines: 1–4 

System pressure: 16–25 bar 
Flow range: 0–1,200Nl/m 

 

Table 4: Typical specifications and flow rates of ladle gas purging 

 

Excellent ladle gas purging systems feature: 

- Easy handling for operators: Reduces possible mistakes and prevents accidents 

-  Achievement of divergent process aims through a smooth flow rate controllability  

o Homogenization: High flow rates 

o Soft bubbling: Very low flow rates 

- High purging system availability (avoids no stirring being possible) supports ladle 

logistics and reduces costs (no downgrading steel grades, no reworking necessary) 

- Process data availability through embedding into existing IT infrastructure for data 

transfer and processing  

- High component lifetime reduces costs 

- Minimum service effort and high availability of trained service technicians (optimum 

would be 24/7) reduce costs and enable optimum production logistics  

 

One of the latest innovations on the market that supports the aforementioned ladle gas purging 

features is the SOC-H purging system. It consists of purging ceramics, a safety closing 

system, a gas connection with internal check valve, plug setting and extraction devices, with 

additional tools and equipment necessary for a safe, reliable, and easy to handle ladle gas 

purging system. SOC-H has proven its efficiency during tests in several steel plants [4]. Fig. 

12 shows the SOC-H closing system for ladle purging plugs. 
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Fig. 12: SOC-H closing system for ladle purging plugs 
 

 

Once the refining process is finished in the ladle, where balanced purging enables the 

elimination of macro-inclusions, in the final liquid steel treatment step—the CCM process—

the highest focus is placed on avoiding formation of new inclusions caused by reoxidation. 

 

3.4. Inertization from ladle to tundish with the ZAAG system 

The main driver for air ingress at the ladle slide gate and the joint between the collector 

nozzle and ladle shroud is the negative pressure created during steel flow throttling. The first 

measure is to minimize this negative pressure by optimizing the casting diameter to the actual 

caster demand. 

For very sensitive steel grades, inert gas purging between the plates is performed to 

generate a 100% oxygen-free atmosphere around the throttling position, as shown in Fig. 13. 

 

     
 

Fig. 13: INTERSTOP CS slide gate configuration for a 100% oxygen-free throttling 

position 

 

The ZAAG control system (Fig. 14) provides inert gas to a specially designed gasket 

between the ladle gate lower nozzle and the ladle shroud. The inert gas is monitored for flow 

and backpressure and these feedback signals determine the quality of the gasket seal. Data is 

sent to the steel plant’s level 2 historical data system and the control box also has local 

warning lights and an alarm to notify the operator of any problems.  
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Fig. 14: ZAAG gas control box for ladle shroud inertization  

 

The benefit of an effective inertization system is a very low nitrogen pick-up as shown in  

Fig. 15. 

 

 
Fig. 15: Effectiveness of ladle shroud inertization measured by nitrogen pick-up [ppm] 

 

3.5 Gas purging system for tundish beams   
Besides fully shielding the steel surfaces from air contact, the tundish also offers the 

opportunity for effective segregation of nonmetallic inclusions by argon rinsing in the tundish 

bath, as shown in Fig. 16. 

 

 
 

Fig. 16: Inert gas purging beam in the tundish 

 

The general advantages of a purging beam in the tundish regarding clean steel production are: 

- Removal of nonmetallic inclusions—less downgrades 

- Reduction of nitrogen content and oxygen pick-up 

- Less clogging—increased sequence length 

 

A state-of-the-art purging beam system guarantees that purging will not stop during 

the sequence (once stopped the beam will be infiltrated and nonoperational for the rest of the 
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sequence), provides an easy interface to facilitate gas flow rate control by the operator, as well 

as comprises easy and fast connections that ensure no time is lost at the caster platform. 

 

3.6 Tundish to mould inertization/gas purging system 

Steel flow regulation between the tundish and mould can either be performed with a 

tundish slide gate or by means of stopper control. In both cases argon injection is required to 

limit the under pressure inside the refractory parts and consequently air ingress due to 

refractory porosity and through the joints between refractory parts. With regard to clogging, it 

has been determined that a minimum argon flow rate is required to avoid air suction. 

Nevertheless, it is necessary not to inject a too high argon flow rate into the continuous 

casting nozzle in order to avoid disturbances in the mould and the occurrence of blister 

defects in steel products [5].  

It is obvious that at this sensitive point close to the end of the phase where steel is still 

liquid, a very accurate and sensitive argon control system is required. At this application stage 

very small changes in argon flow will have significant consequences: A too low flow rate will 

support nozzle clogging, while a too high flow rate will negatively influence the conditions in 

the mould by introducing too many bubbles. Therefore, very sensitive flow controlled and/or 

back pressure controlled systems are offered. Fig. 17 shows the general control box layout 

and the typical argon flow values involved. 

 

    
 

Fig. 17: Argon control box for tundish slide gate or stopper control and typical flow 

rates 

 

For stopper control, besides the argon control box, an important factor is that the argon 

flow rate through the stopper can be maintained continuously over the entire sequence length. 

For this application the latest RHI innovation shown in Fig. 18 ensures a gas-tight connection, 

a nonblocking control plug, and a long-life stopper nose. 
 

 
 

Fig. 18: RHI stopper to ensure uniform argon flow over the entire sequence length 
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4. Summary/Conclusion 
 

Inert gas systems have become crucial tools as the quality requirements for steel 

production have increased. These systems not only offer simple gas flow control, but are also 

capable of complex operations and provide a high-level operator interface when improved 

controllers, PLCs, and HMIs are added. In addition, a consolidated system approach is key to 

achieve the desired metallurgical results with advantageous cost savings due to the highest 

degree of process control. 

It is also very important not to separate the gas regulation system and the functional 

refractory purging products, but to consider the gas purging system, refractory purging 

elements, and maintenance concept holistically. The approach offered by RHI and 

INTERSTOP results in an improved overall process control and cost savings due to the 

multiple advantages described. 
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Cost Savings Through Consistent Recycling of Vibratable Tundish Lining 

Materials “Endless Recycling Concept” 

 

Abstracts 

The cost situation in the refractory business keeps on getting tighter all the time due to rising 

prices for raw materials running already at high levels at present. In many cases cost hikes are 

passed on by suppliers to end users, namely the steel mills. Their position is often further 

aggravated by increasing expenses for disposing spent refractory products. Considering these 

unfavourable circumstances it comes as no surprise that development work of refractory 

producers is now focussing more and more on alternative raw materials that should bring 

benefits of both parties. As a result a cooperation project was initiated by INTOCAST AG 

and Thyssen Krupp Stahl AG called “Endless Recycling Concept” that looks at utilising basic 

tundish lining materials. 

This process concept has become increasingly more efficient through continuous optimisation 

efforts starting with proper sorting of refractory debris, improving logistics and finally 

advancing process technology. This way the recycling rate was lifted in the last 3 years from 

under 40 to almost 80% of usable material. In other words 800t monthly arising of spent 

refractory products was turned into some 640t of regenerated raw materials through recycling. 

An enormous saving potential had been realised in the steel plant by reducing waste disposal 

costs as much as credits gained from sales of good recycled product.  

Recovered quantities of secondary raw materials are returned to refractory production lines 

where portions of high-value primary raw materials are being substituted in basic product 

making. It is understood that INTOCAST’s high quality standards are met in the final product 

manufactured by this alternative model. 

This concept is feasible in any steel plants generating in the region of 350-400t of vibratable 

tundish lining material per month. At that size operation implementing such a project will 

result in significant economic and ecological benefits. 

 

Keywords: tundish linings, vibratable refractory materials, recycling 
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Introduction 

Recycling processes continue to playing a more and more important role enabling recovery of 

highly valuable raw materials and their return back into production services. This needs to be 

seen in context with the supply of original primary raw materials that obviously cannot be 

sustained infinitely. Besides this point the disposal of waste products is getting increasingly 

more difficult and costly. At the same time it should not be forgotten or underestimated that 

the environment can only take so much. In that sense one cannot disregard ecological and 

economic advantages that result from properly functioning recycling concepts. In detail one 

could list the following plus points: 

 Preservation of natural resources.  

 Concerns about future landfill capabilities and their impact on the environment. 

 Energy savings by managing recycling and removal processes in the 

appropriate manner. 

 Moderate price increases in dry vibratable tundish lining applications by 

incorporation of secondary raw materials. 

 Cost savings with eliminating the need for primary raw material calcination. 

 Saving steel plant residue disposal costs. 

 Credits to steel plant from sales of recycled secondary raw material.  

 Lower raw material costs for refractory suppliers. 

 Long-term availability of these secondary raw materials. 

This list of reasons should suffice as motivation to rather go ahead with utilizing and 

improving technical solutions for extracting maximum value from wrecked tundish linings 

instead of just administering their disposal. It is not about simply classifying spent vibratable 

working linings as steel plant debris but facilitating the return of recoverable costly raw 

material portions back into value-adding services. 

 

Background 

With above argument in mind INTOCAST AG and Thyssen Krupp Stahl AG (TKS) started 

cooperating on an „Endless Recycling Concept“ that deals with recovering valuable basic 

tundish vibratable materials. Project management was handed over to Mineral-Mahlwerk 

Rhein Ruhr (mmrr), - a daughter company belonging to the INTOCAST group. 

In 2010 first plant building activities started with erection of equipment and hardware 

improvement is ongoing until today. Efficiency gains are still being realized through 

continuing process optimization.  

The significance of secondary raw materials as a resource is certainly not new and understood 

for some time. In a profitable way the task of lining wreckage material recycling and disposal 

had formerly been outsourced to material processing specialists. What is the difference to the 

new concept? 

 All material processing steps are being executed on the premises of TKS. 

 The disposal of unusable material left-over after processing is performed on 

TKS owned landfill sites 

 The every-day-running of recycling processes is managed by Thyssen Krupp 

Mill Services & Systems (TKMSS), a wholly owned Thyssen Krupp company. 
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Instead of abdicating responsibilities by outsourcing this job TKS is adamant 

about including full accountability for internally dealing also with steelmaking 

by-products “from cradle-to-grave”. 

 Superior TKMSS performance in material processing of tundish lining 

wreckage is directly rewarded with higher project cost savings. 

 High level cooperation and interaction between TKS and INTOCAST AG. 

 Short distance transport for final secondary raw material product 

 Short product supply lead times in cases of un-planned ad-hoc material 

ordering. 

 Optimum utilization of silo truck capacity (in-bound delivery of final 

refractory product from INTOCAST to steel plant is managed to coincide in 

most cases with out-bound secondary raw material dispatching from TKMSS 

plant). 

 

Further advantages are realized in an operation when spent tundish linings actually remain on 

TKS site: 

 

 No need for logistic agents to apply for special licenses covering waste 

material transport regulations on public roads.  

 Processed secondary raw materials do not fall under waste management 

regulations and can be transported without restriction by ordinary silo trucks 

(defined as product) 

 The environment’s exposure to waste hazards is confined to a single 

production site. 

 Entire tundish wreckage material management is controlled under TKS 

umbrella (site license-to-operate steelmaking processes that among others 

regulates and supervises any type of material handling and storage stipulated 

by German Environmental Protection Authorities). 

 No separate license for INTOCAST required permitting conversion of tundish 

lining wreckage into secondary raw materials according to German Federal 

Emission Regulations (§4 BImSchG für die Abfallschlüssel 161103 und 

161104) applicable to spent linings and refractory materials.  
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Investments 

Building the plant from design to erection stages took in total 

more than 18 months. Only after completing this project phase a 

continuous flow of material processing was established. Plant 

erection took place on the premises of TKS Beeckerwerth. Here 

a production bay was utilized that in the past already belonged to 

TKMSS (figure 1). An efficient material flow was assured 

through modifying and integrating existing plant components                                             

where ever possible. It was further guaranteed that dust 

emissions during plant operation stay within limits stipulated by                                            

the German legal framework.  

 

                                                      Fig.1 Production Bay 

 

In this regard main investment areas were as follows: 

 

 Revamping of bay construction including 

building some new foundations 

 Screening plant 

 Receiving hopper with separation screen 

 Incased conveyor belts and rotary feeder 

 Dust extraction system 

 Piping 

 Electrical control system 

     

                          

 

Fig.2 Dispatch Silos 

The processing capability of the plant was designed to allow for around 20t/h material 

throughput. Two silos with total holding capacity of approximately 600t are located outside 

the production bay (figure 2) for storing and dispatching finished product at standard grain 

sizing of 0-1mm. 

 

Material flow 

Material due to be recycled is accumulated after deskulling (steel skulls are ripped out of 

tundishes before up-ending) and kept in transit bunkers. TKMSS tipper trucks transfer 

collected lots to the processing plant when required. At that stage the incoming material is 
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contaminated with various foreign and un-wanted objects, such as mixed-in rubbish, large 

pieces of sintered lining, isostatic flow-control components, pre-fabricated tundish furniture 

and others. By means of a 30mm primary lamella screen these pollutants are kept from 

entering the receiving hopper. The screened out over-size products (figure 3) are collected for 

dumping. The same applies to over-size material extracted from subsequent screening steps 

with 5mm and eventually fine screening at 2,2mm mesh size (figure 4). Figure 6 shows the 

entire processing cycle schematically. 

 

                                           

 Fig.3   > 30mm pieces                                                      Fig.4  > 1,5mm tailings 

 

Final processing at 2,2mm mesh eventually results in producing a clean and fit-for-re-use 

secondary raw material. Filter dust from the off-gas cleaning plant is continuously joining the 

final product stream via rotary feeder addition prior to pneumatically conveying the whole 

mixture into silos outside the bay (figure 5, 5a). 

 

                                    

                                   Fig.5 Filter dust inlet 

Filter dust inlet 

Over-size material, 

receiving hopper  

Aufgabebunker 

Over-size fraction 

screening plant 

Conveyor sizing < 1,5mm 
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   Fig.5a Material- and filter dust feeding into pneumatic conveying system 

 

 

                         

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6 Schematic presentation of entire production cycle 
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Mass flow - Costing 

Every year around 6000 – 7000t of outbreak from tundish operations is generated in TKS 

steel plants at Bruckhausen and Beeckerwerth in Germany. This would represent disposal 

costs for the steelmaker in the region of Euro 90000 – 105000 per annum. After start-up of 

this project it has been shown with time that recyclable material portions from tundish waste 

arising could be increased from 60 to approximately 80%. These results have been enabled by 

introducing methodical material pre-sorting under steel plant responsibility in conjunction 

with utilizing screening technology as described above.  

At present there is around 1350t of residual material left not fit for further recycling of 6000t 

per year originally sent for processing. This residual unusable portion has to be dumped on 

TKS owned construction disposal grounds. Allocated costs for this task (literature 1) is 

approximately Euro 20 000 per annum payable by INTOCAST AG to be later integrated into 

the total cost calculation of regenerate production. Disposal cost share is therefore Euro 4.35 

per ton of recycled product when the good product tonnage of secondary raw material is 

running at 4 650t per year. 

There are additional costs to be considered before the new raw material eventually enters 

INTOCAST production lines: TKMSS operating costs for waste material processing, 

transport by silo trucks, depreciation on investment and agreed price payable to TKS for 

supplied secondary raw material. The final price is fluctuating and much influenced by 

material processing yields. The higher the yield, the lower the cost; - hence the calculated 

price for usable secondary product is coming down with increasing material recovery. By 

lifting the recycle rate from 60 – 70% for instance the cost per ton of recycled product drops 

by around Euro 37 and by approximately Euro 61 when going from 60 – 80%. That way the 

applicable raw material cost for regenerated product came down by some 20 – 25% since the 

beginning of waste material processing in 2010/11. In fact this cost reduction is turning into a 

significant advantage in the raw material market when considering highly volatile prices in 

the primary material sector. Specially designed vibratable tundish linings have been 

developed for Thyssen Krupp Stahl containing up to 75% secondary raw material. In this 

recycling scenario (based on INTOCAST’s present share in Beeckerwerth tundish lining 

business) the returned mass flowing back to TKS equates to about 2 250t per annum. 

 

Raw Material Characteristics 

Tundish waste material to be processed consists of a mixture of products with different 

recipes from a number of TKS lining suppliers. Even when accepting that applied bonding 

systems in multiple lining types vary substantially it is fair to assume that in all materials 

MgO concentrations are common at some 90%. When tundish linings are exposed to 

steelmaking temperatures organic binders completely burn to Carbon eventually representing 

a nearly constant value of between 0.9 and 1.1% in secondary raw materials. These results 

have been established over the last 3 years (figure 7). Approximately 95% of Carbon units are 

found to be present as free Carbon.           
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                     Fig.7 Total Carbon 

XRF analyses (figure 8) show compositions to be virtually free of impurities if it was not for 

the already mentioned Carbon content. In comparison to primary Magnesitic raw materials 

with around 92% MgO you will not detect any significant differences. Also radiographic 

phase analysis examinations (figure 9) did not reveal any harmful components. On the 

contrary the undesirable Magnesite (MgCO3) concentrations that are typically present in 

primary raw materials are almost non-existent in secondary products.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 Chemical Analyses of MgO Sinter and MgO Regenerate 

 

The reproducibility of the regenerate’s chemical and mineralogical properties and stable 

analytical behaviour provides sufficient confidence when substituting Magnesite (90%) sinter 

with this alternative material. Compliance to final steel product quality requirements is further 
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important pre-requisite when selecting suitable lining applications where secondary raw 

materials can safely be used. 

In that regard the alternative raw material is mainly used for: 

 dry vibratable linings, 

 wet spraying applications, 

 coarse gunning materials, 

 pre-cast shapes, 

 rammable materials. 

The deciding factor for maximum possible regenerate usage is theoretically determined 

mainly by the aim MgO concentration that has to be reached in the final refractory product 

and grain size distribution. More important is actually grain sizing, especially the size fraction 

< 100µ (micron). Figure10 illustrates monthly average values for the years between 2010 and 

2013. It should be noted that individual points shown for each month are averages based on 

evaluating some 350 – 400t of regenerate. 

The graph is running with a slightly increasing tendency in a fairly stable band between 20 – 

40%. If one had plotted values for every received 25t truck load one would have seen a 

distinctly higher degree of fluctuation. Through fully accounting for this grain size variability 

the recipe for making the final refractory product has to be adjusted constantly. This is to 

sustain highest quality levels in product properties and performance safety in service. 

Optimum adaptation of tailor-made binder systems is the key to ensuring top product quality 

given a certain regenerate grain size distribution scenario. In conjunction with this process 

parameter one has to control exact quantities of tolerable secondary raw materials for final 

product mass trimming.  

 

        
Fig. 9 Phase Analyses of MgO Sinter in Comparison to MgO Regenerate 
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          Fig.10 Monthly average grain size values <100µ (micron), StabW = standard deviation  

 

Conclusion 

It is no world-shattering technology news that is presented here in the field of waste recovery 

projects but an alternative concept consisting of already known individual processes. The 

subject is bound to be familiar to those who are constantly confronted with today’s limitations 

in primary raw material sourcing as well as experts actively involved in waste recycling 

business.  

What is new in the here discussed approach, however, is the timing of applied material 

processing measures. They start becoming effective already from a very early point; - right 

then and there at the site where tundish lining wreckage is generated in steelmaking 

operations. Different to previous practices is also the high level involvement of the steel 

producer. The operations teams are taking over much more active roles in solving waste 

issues as part of core business. Under steel plant management tundish debris is internally not 

only generated but also converted to valuable raw materials again. Resulting recycled 

products are then consumed by external parties. In clearly allocated roles each player is taking 

over responsibilities in line with market requirements, closely cooperating in what eventually 

turns into a “never ending cycle”.  

The economic and ecological success of this “Endless Recycling Concept” rests on two 

pillars:  

  Efficiency 

1. Waste material processing is efficiently operated internally by the steelmaking 

company performing value-adding conversion steps resulting in secondary raw 

materials. And 

  Effectiveness 

2. Consultation services with regard to process guidance and product quality 

assurance are provided by the external player (the refractory producer) who 

eventually has to live with the consequences of the recycling effort. 
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Highly efficient pre-sorting performed by the steel plant teams removes the lion share of 

unwanted components from the outbreak material stream. Subsequent screening technique 

provides for optimum conditions to realizing maximum project return. This concept serves as 

brilliant example how involved project parties can derive significant economic benefits from 

assisting each other. Continuously returning recycled product back into steelmaking 

operations strengthens the positive impact on the ecological situation, cycle after cycle.  

It is clearly understood that a certain economies of scale are required before investments into 

setting-up a material processing operations will render adequate returns. According to this 

concept attractive financial ratios can be anticipated with sufficient sellable secondary product 

obtained from a minimum of 350t per month of tundish lining wreckage. 

Generally speaking ecological benefits are best accomplished when refractory products and 

applications with secondary raw material integration can be standardized across the full range 

of steelmaking processes. With some critical steel types limitations in tolerating regenerated 

products need to be managed for instance when ultra-low Carbon concentrations are specified 

in final steel analyses. 
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CFD simulation of tundish at Georgsmarienhütte GmbH 
 

Abstract 

The liquid steel flow, the slag and the non-metallic inclusions behavior inside of the 6-strand 

tundish at Georgsmarienhütte GmbH are investigated. Three-phase free surface flow with 

extreme density ratio (liquid steel, liquid slag, air) was simulated. The VOF multiphase model 

and Lagrangian reference frame was implemented to calculate the behavior of inclusions 

within the liquid steel. Although temperature-dependent properties of slag, steel, and air were 

implemented, at this stage all calculations were performed under isothermal condition. 

Temperature of the liquid phases was 1530°C. The steady state data are used as the starting 

point and, after approximately ten minutes non-metallic inclusions are injected and a transient 

calculation performed. The process simulation time was 40min. A total amount of about 2600 

particles within timespan of 0.2s was randomly injected in the subentry shroud. The particles 

size was chosen according to Gaussian distribution (10m-10%; 20m -40%; 40m -40%; 

65m -10%). Steel and slag physical properties such as viscosity, density, specific heat, 

thermal conductivity, etc. were chosen according to data used in VDEh CFD-Ladle-

Benchmark. The turbulent flow of the liquid steel and its influence on inclusions behavior 

were analyzed. The simulated distribution of the non-metallic inclusions in blooms was 

compared with experimental results. Quantitative assessment of non-metallic inclusions in 

samples from the monitored industrial casts was measured by means of ultrasonic inspection. 

The simulation results show a high degree of correlation to those obtained by experiments. 

Keywords 

CFD, Steel, Continuous casting, Tundish, Non-metallic inclusions.  

1. Introduction 

Companies are under increasing pressure to bring innovative products and systems to market 

at a reduced cost. To achieve this, engineering teams have been using simulation to predict the 

functional performance of systems before they are built. In modern casting machine, liquid 

steel is continuously cast into blooms, blooms or slabs which are used for production of hot 

rolled products. The tundish plays an important role in linking the ladle with the continuous 

casting machine. Its function in the continuous casting process is to deliver the molten metal 

to the molds evenly; at a specified throughput rate and temperature. Also, it acts as a reservoir 

during the ladle change periods and a grade separator. Moreover, tundish is the metallurgical 

instrument for tertiary metallurgy and a device for removing unwanted non-metallic 

inclusions.  

During different stages of production liquid steel is in contact with oxygen. Reducing 

elements for example Ca, Mg, Ti, and Al form oxides. Depending on formation site, time and 

chemical composition these oxides will grow or be removed in the ladle, the tundish and the 



mold [1]. When arrived near to the steel-slag interface the inclusions have opportunity to 

move through the interface and dissolve into the slag. The removal of inclusions from steel 

melt in the tundish to the covering slag takes place via transport processes of inclusions from 

the bulk steel to the steel – slag interface where inclusions can finally enter the slag and 

dissolve in it. Due to relatively short retention time in a tundish the main mechanisms to bring 

inclusions close to the top surface are convection and bulk fluid flow [2]. The steel slag used 

in this work is chemically inactive and coalescence of inclusions is not considered here. 

The quantity, size, shape and type of non-metallic inclusions have a significant influence on 

the mechanical properties of steel produced and many quality challenges that originate during 

continuous casting can be directly attributed to poor control of fluid flow conditions [3]. In 

the continuous casting of steel, tundish, in particular its geometry has a primary influence on 

the flow pattern [4, 5, 6, 3, 7]. 

The objective of this study was to compare measured and simulated data regarding steel 

cleanness; industrial trials vs. CFD simulation. In order to optimize the inclusion removal 

process, modifications of the current GMH tundish and new optimized configuration have 

been analyzed. In this study the commercial CFD code star-ccm+ has been employed. In 

relation to inclusion removal efficiencies the best configuration was obtained and tested in 

industrial trial. Correlation between experiments (Ultrasonic testing) and CFD results have 

been analyzed. 

2. Plant experiments and CFD Simulation 

Investigated object is a six-strand continuous casting tundish operating at GMH steel mill. 

The nominal capacity of the tundish is 26t of liquid steel and works in normal conditions with 

some Flow Control Devices (FCDs). It has not Impact Pads (IPs) or a Turbo guard, and 

refractory lining is made up mostly of MgO. The geometry of the basic “Type I” tundish is 

shown in the Figure 1. The main aim of this study is to optimize the flow control devices and 

workspace of the tundish by means of quality improvement; to decrease observed differences 

in inclusion density in blooms casted at individual strands. New tundish (Type II) equipped 

with dams and weirs has been proposed. It has kept the same T-form of the basic Type I 

although the optimized workspace has two chambers which separate the inlet influence zone 

from the nozzle zone to promote ascending streams. These streams are essential for growing 

and separating inclusions due to flotation [6].  

Plant experiments were performed to identify the distribution of non-metallic inclusion by 

applying conventional ultrasonic testing equipment for rolled steel bars. Ultrasonic testing in 

immersion enables the investigation of much larger material volumes than the conventional 

microsection analysis based steel cleanliness level determination methods [1].  

A series of CFD simulations has been performed. For inlet (shroud), outlet ports (SENs) and 

slag a fine mesh is used. All walls and bottom of the tundish have stationary wall boundary 

condition. The inlet volumetric flow rate of liquid steel is equal to 34 kg/s and is equivalent to 

billet casting speed of approx. 0.85 m/s. 



 
Figure 1. Geometry of the basic (Typ I) tundish investigated  

Although, the aspect of transient and non-isothermal characteristics of the fluid flow and heat 

transfer processes in tundish is important, in order to keep simulation less complicated at this 

stage, a uniform and constant temperature of liquid steel is assumed. In the literature, the most 

of the researchers suppose that the forced convection is dominant in the tundish process and 

density variation of liquid steel is so small that the thermal driven flow can be ignored in this 

system [8]. Simulation parameters used in the current work are summarized in the Table 1.  

 k-w SST 

 Mesh: Trimmer, Prism Layer, 3 mio. volume cells 

 Fluid: VOF, Particle: Lagrangian Multiphase 

 Particles: 10 to 65µm, density 3900 kg/m³ 

 Strand 1 to 6: mass flow inlet with identical flow 

 Solution time 600s: creation of fluid flow 

 Solution time 600-600,2s: injection of 2600 particles of every size 

 Solution time 2400s: end of simulation 

 Particles that left the system are counted 

 Temperature: 1530°C 
 

Table 1: CFD-Simulation parameters 

The Volume of Fluid (VOF) multiphase model was implemented to calculate the behavior of 

inclusions within the liquid steel. The trajectory of a discrete phase particle can be predicted 

within Lagrangian reference frame by integrating the force balance on the particle. All 

calculations were performed under isothermal condition and temperature of the liquid phases 

was set to 1530°C. As starting point the steady state data are used. After approximately ten 

minutes a population of non-metallic inclusions is injected and a transient calculation is 

performed. Population of about 2600 particles within timespan of 0.2s was randomly injected 

in the subentry shroud. The particles size was chosen according to Gaussian distribution 

(10m-10%; 20m -40%; 40m -40%; 65m -10%). Table 2 shows the particle size 

distributions. The final process simulation time was 40 min. 



Diameter [m] Ratio [%] Number of particles 

10 10 263 

20 40 1053 

40 40 1053 

65 10 263 

Table 2. The particle size distributions 

As mentioned before, in industrial practice non-metallic inclusions have many different 

sources [2, 9,10]. In this work only inclusions that originate as re-oxidation product in shroud 

during ladle change are considered. It is assumed that inclusions have spherical form and 

density of Al2O3 (3900 kg/m3). As mentioned before, coalescence of inclusions is not 

considered here. The flow was assumed to be steady and incompressible with no entrainments 

of air and gas by the incoming metal stream. 

3. Results and Discussion 

The objective of this study was to optimize the form of the tundish by means of best cleanness 

results. Plant experiments were performed to identify the distribution of non-metallic 

inclusion in a steel ingot by means of ultrasonic testing. In the Figure 2 the relative 

distributions of non-metallic inclusions in individual blooms is shown. It can be seen that 

before optimization the number of inclusion in the SEN 3+4 (Typ I) is much higher than in 

optimized ones. This effect can be addressed to the short circuit tendency. In the case of 

tundish Type-I the simulation results are not fully in agreement with the experimental results. 

These results do not correspond to the values of inclusion numbers found in the blooms. 

There is no explanation for such difference and further investigation is needed. 

During the simulation strong correlation between the shape of the turbulent viscosity iso-lines 

and high concentration of non-metallic inclusions has been observed. Particles are “trapped” 

within zones of high turbulent viscosity. Eddy-viscosity concept explains turbulence as 

increase in viscosity and dynamic viscosity is the sum of molecular viscosity of the fluid plus 

turbulent viscosity. Further, the turbulent viscosity is directly calculated from the turbulent 

kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate.  In this study optimization efforts were focused 

to minimize volume of the high turbulent viscosity zones. Figures 3 and 4 show the turbulent 

viscosity profile of the tundish before and after optimization. The second tundish 

configuration has been equipped with dams and weirs and as can be seen in Figure 2, 

experiments with Type-II configuration show significant improvement by means of inclusion 

separation. Almost uniform distribution of the particles along all strands has been obtained. 

Moreover, the Type-II tundish shows excellent agreement with experiments. 



 
Figure 2. Relative distributions of non-metallic inclusions in individual blooms; Strand 3+4 

(Green), Strand 2+5 (Red), Strand 1+6 (Blue) 

 
Figure 3.  Particles are “trapped” within zones with turbulent viscosity  (tundish Typ I) 

 
Figure 4.  Particles are “trapped” within zones with turbulent viscosity (tundish Typ II) 
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4. Summary and outlook 

The numerical modelling technique is successfully used for simulation of steel flow and 

behavior of non-metallic inclusions in the tundish. The CFD simulations were carried out by 

employing the commercial CFD code star-ccm+. The subject of simulation was a six-strand 

tundish with flow control devices (FDCs). The number and distribution of non-metallic 

inclusion in individual blooms casted in a six-strand tundish have been investigated. The 

industrial measurements were performed during stable production conditions. Analysis of the 

size and amount of non-metallic inclusions has been done by means of standard plant 

ultrasonic testing equipment and shows a good agreement with simulation results. The new 

tundish shape developed in this study has been successfully implemented at 

Georgsmarienhütte GmbH. The goal of the work to reduce absolute amount of non-metallic 

inclusion and decrease variation difference of them between strands has been reached. In this 

study the potential of tundish slag to absorb inclusions from steel was not evaluated. Further 

investigation should include systematic exploration of the non-isothermal condition and slag 

non-metallic inclusion reaction. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A T-SHAPE TUNDISH WITH CONCAVE SIDE WALL 

FOR PROMOTING INCLUSION FLOTATION 
 
 

Abstract 

 

The main product of Kobe Works is high quality special steel of various types. In recent 

years, improvement of steel cleanliness has been important, because of more stringent quality 

demands from customers. To improve steel cleanliness, a new tundish, in which inclusions are 

effectively separated by flotation, was developed. A tundish equipped with an induction heater 

was previously in use for No.3 bloom continuous caster to improve steel cleanliness and 

center segregation. However, further improvement was found to be difficult because the 

capacity of the tundish was only 12 tons, and the induction heater tundish had a short circuit 

flow from the pouring chamber to the tundish outlet nozzles. Therefore, to improve the 

inclusion flotation, the tundish capacity was increased, and a T-shape tundish with a dam 

which had previously been successfully applied for No.5 bloom caster was also introduced 

into the No.3CC. One-third scale water model experiments and numerical simulations were 

carried out to select the specific tundish shape. As a result, it was confirmed that the inclusion 

flotation ability of the improved tundish (20 tons) with a concave side wall opposite the dam 

has the best ability to promote inclusion flotation. In actual casting, it was demonstrated that 

the inclusions were reduced. 

 
 

Keywords 

 

tundish, water modeling, mathematical modeling, fluid flow, inclusions flotation 

 
 

1. Introduction 

 

The No.3 continuous bloom caster at Kobe Works is a vertical bending machine, and has 

been producing high quality steel for wire and rod since 1981 [1]. It is a double strand caster 

with a T-shape tundish. Recently, quality requirements are becoming increasingly more 

stringent especially for special steels for automotive application because of the necessity for 
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downsizing and weight saving. The capacity of the tundish is 12 tons and it is equipped with 

an induction heater (IH) which enables improvement in the cleanliness of steel [2], while the 

increase in tundish capacity is known to be effective to reduce non-metallic inclusions [3-5]. 

Therefore, a large sized tundish was planned for revamping. In particular, there has been a 

focus on the channel layout of dam between the pouring chamber and strand chamber, and the 

tundish wall shape on the operator’s side (opposite the dam). A one-third scale water model 

was used and a numerical simulation of inclusion separation was carried out to decide on the 

improved tundish design.  

 
 

2. Tundish shape 

 

A tundish equipped with an IH was 

previously used for the No.3 bloom continuous 

caster to improve steel cleanliness as shown in 

Fig.1. By stirring molten steel using IH, inclusion 

flotation was promoted by agglomerating 

inclusions. 

    However, further improvement was found to 

be difficult because the capacity of the tundish 

was only 12 tons, and the IH tundish had a short 

circuit flow from the pouring chamber to the 

tundish outlet nozzles.  

In order to inhibit short circuit flow, improved tundish types A and B have been 

developed as shown in Fig.2. Each tundish has a dam with channels, and the capacity of 

tundish A is 18 tons, while the capacity of tundish B is 20 tons. 

    The improved tundish was designed to generate a large swirl flow in its strand chamber. 

In order to obtain rectified flow from the channels in the strand chamber, long channels were 

provided. To suppress the strong flow from the channels, their diameter was increased. The 

channels were directed towards the widthwise center portion of the opposing wall.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1  Conventional tundish with IH 

（Capacity：12 tons ） 

Fig.2  Tundish types of Kobe No.3 CC 
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    In addition, to promote inclusion flotation, the shape of the side wall opposite to the dam 

of improved tundish B was changed to concave, in a limited space, and the distance from the 

channel to the opposite wall was extended. 

 

A water model experiment and numerical analysis was performed to investigate the flow 

pattern and inclusion flotation characteristics in each tundish, and to evaluate the items shown 

in Table 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Water modeling 

 

3.1 Experimental work  

Physical modeling was performed using a 

one-third scale water model shown in Fig.3, in 

order to evaluate the ability to promote 

inclusion flotation. 

The flow rate of the water was adjusted by 

controlling the inlet and outlet valves, and all 

the experiments were carried out under constant 

flow conditions.  

 

(1) Inclusion outflow rate  

To evaluate the inclusion flotati on 

performance of the tundish, a particles outflow 

experiment was carried out as shown in Fig.4. 

As simulated inclusions, polyethylene beads 

were used which had a spherical shape, a 

density of 919kg/m3, and an average particle 

size of 173μm. Suspension-added 100g of 

ethanol and 100ml of water added to the 100g of 

the polyethylene beads was put into the channel 

Table 1  Items and methods of evaluation 

Fig.3  Apparatus for the water model 

experiments 

Fig.4  Schematic of the flotation experiment  

with polyethylene beads 

Pouring
chamber

Flow out

Strand
chamber

Flow in
Water level
 (steady)

Water temperature: 298K

Floated beads

Pouring
chamber

Strand
chamber

Beads injection
(within channnel)Strainer

Outflowed beads

Concentration
calculation

Shooting video of Black ink
advection and diffusion

Flow pattern

DPM calculation of
injected alumina inclusions

Measuring outflow ratio of
injected polyethylene beads

Charactaristic of
inclusion flotation

separation

1/1 scale numerical
simulation

1/3 scale water model
experiment

Evaluation methods
Evaluation items



with a syringe. The strainers were set to the exit side of the outlet nozzles. After 30 minutes 

from the injection end, both floated and outflowed beads were collected respectively, and the 

weight of beads was measured after being dried. The inclusion outflow rate α1 was defined 

by the following equation (1). 
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Where, Wout is weight of outflow beads, Wfloat is weight of floated beads. 

From the Stokes equation, the terminal velocity of the floating beads in water is 1.43 × 

10
-3

m/sec under the Froude number criterion, and it corresponds to that of 89μm alumina 

inclusions in molten steel.  

In order to simulate the behavior of the smaller inclusions rather than the Froude number 

criterion, the ratio of the floating velocity to the main flow velocity was reduced by increasing 

the velocity of the main flow of the water model (Fig.5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Flow pattern  

Black ink was injected into the pouring pipe as 

a tracer to visualize fluid flow patterns (Fig.6).  

The time lapse of the ink advection was observed 

by video camera from above and from the side.  

 

3.2 Results of water modeling  

(1) Inclusion outflow rate  

Figure 7 shows that the inclusion was smaller, 

the outflow rate was higher, and the outflow rates of 

improved tundishes A and B were reduced 

compared to that of a conventional tundish in all 

conditions of inclusion diameter.  

 

Injection point of
black ink

Fig.6  Schematic of flow pattern visualization

 Video camera

Flow out

Flow in

Fig.5  Introduced ｌaw of similarity 

Fig.6  Schematic of flow pattern 

     visualization 

Fig.7  Inclusion outflow rate obtained 

      by water model experiments 
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(2) Flow pattern 

Figures 8 and 9 show that the short circuit flow from the pouring chamber to the tundish 

outlet nozzles was observed in a conventional tundish. However, in the improved tundishes A 

and B, the flow exited from the channels towards the center of the opposite side wall, and 

changed direction toward the upper surface, with the result that the short circuit flow was 

suppressed and residence time was significantly increased. It is considered that when the 

inclusions on this slow large swirl flow approach the surface of the water, the inclusion has 

been promoted to float. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8  Advection and diffusion of black ink  (top view of water model experiments) 

Fig.9  Advection and diffusion of black ink  (side view of water model experiments) 



Figure 10 shows that in improved tundish A, black ink had reached the outlet nozzle in a 

time of 40 seconds after injection, but that it had not done this in improved tundish B. 

It is considered that the flow moving slowly to the nozzles after reaching the opposite 

side wall was suppressed by the concave shape of the opposite wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

4. Numerical simulations 

 

     To analyze the inclusion outflow rate in the molten steel flow of each tundish, 

numerical simulations of the inclusion behavior were performed with a full-scale model. 

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was adopted for the turbulence model, and the behavior of 

inclusions and concentration were calculated at the same time as the unsteady flow calculation 

(Table 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4.1 Numerical simulation methods 

(1) Inclusion outflow rate 

     After performing the unsteady analysis with the LES model, the inclusion behavior was 

(a) Improved A (b) Improbved B

Impinging pointImpinging point

Fig.10  Schematic of advection and diffusion of black ink  ( front view )Fig.10  Schematic of advection and diffusion of black ink  ( front view ) 

Table 2  Conditions of numerical simulations 

※ FLUENT Ver.6.3 was used.
※ Heat convection, flux on the bath surface, deformation of bath surface, gas and electromagnetic
    force of IH were ignored.

7000Density　（kg/m3）Material property of
molten steel

DPM or Concentration is simultaneously calculated
with unsteady flow calculation (after injection)

Step.2

No-SlipRefractory surface

SlipBath surface

0.0065Viscosity （Pa・s）

Unsteady flow calculation (LES) only (before injection)Step.1

1.5m/s, one inletInlet velocity

Discrete Phase Modeling (DPM) & ConcentrationInclusion

Outlet velocity

Turbulence model

Modeling scale

Large Eddy Simulation (LES )

0.75m/s, two outlets

1/1Calculation method

Boundary conditions

Calculation procedure



calculated at the same time as the flow calculation. 15,000 inclusions of 6 different types of 

flotation terminal velocity as shown in Table 3 were injected to the channel inlet the same as 

with the water model, and the inclusion outflow rate α2 as defined by the following equation 

（2）, was calculated until 1600 seconds after charging. 
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Where, Nout is the number of outflow inclusions, Nin is the number of input inclusions. 

The inclusions reaching the molten steel surface were assumed to be floated and 

separated, and they were excluded from the calculation. Moreover, the inclusions reaching the 

refractory wall were assumed to be reflected equiangular, and calculation was continued. All 

inclusion shapes were assumed to be spherical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Flow pattern 

    Molten steel with a concentration of 1.0 was poured into a tundish where the 

concentration was 0.0 for 50 seconds, and a diluted concentration isosurface of 0.01 was 

output for 17.3 seconds, then 34.6 seconds, and then 69.3 seconds after being poured. 

 
 

4.2 Results of numerical simulation 

 

(1) Inclusion outflow rate 

     Figure 11 shows that the inclusions were smaller, the inclusion outflow rate was higher, 

and the inclusion outflow rates of the improved tundishes A and B were lower than those with 

the conventional tundish. This was the same as the result of the water model experiment. In 

these present experimental conditions, it was possible that outflow rate was represented by an 

approximate expression, so it has become possible to estimate the inclusion outflow rate of 

each range of inclusion size. The absolute value of the inclusion outflow rate is equal to that 

Table 3  Flotation terminal velocity of alumina inclusions 

(Alumina: 3800kg/m3) 

126
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77

56

50

14

Diameter of
alumina inclusion

(mm)

0.00098
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0.000061

0.0049

0.0025

0.0018

Terminal velocity
(m/s)



of the water model, which confirmed that the calculation is valid (Fig.12). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(2) Flow pattern 

     As shown in Fig.13, short circuit flow was suppressed, and a large swirling flow was 

generated in the improved tundishes A and B, the same as with the water model experiment. 

     At a time of 69.3 seconds after pouring, black ink almost reached the outlet nozzle in 

the improved tundish A, but it did not do this in the improved tundish B.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.11  Calculated inclusion outflow rate 
Fig.12  Comparison of inclusion outflow rate 

between water model experiments 

and numerical simulations 

Fig.13  Flow pattern in three types of tundish 
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5. Industrial trial  

 

     An industrial trial of the improved tundish B was carried out. To evaluate the decrease 

of the inclusion outflow rate, the inclusion decrease rate β was defined by the following 

equation (3): 
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Where, αimp.B is the inclusion outflow rate of the improved tundish B, and αconv. is the 

inclusion outflow rate of the conventional tundish. Plot is the β of water model, the dotted 

blue line is the β of calculation, and the oval zone inside the dotted red line is the result of 

the actual casting. The same as with the numerical simulation results and water model results, 

the inclusion outflow rate was confirmed to be suppressed to about 60% as compared with the 

conventional tundish (Fig.14). Currently, the improved tundish B is being applied to Kobe 

No.3 CC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

6. Conclusions  

 

 The inclusion flotation behavior of the three types of tundish was evaluated by numerical 

simulation, water model experimentation, and actual casting, and the following results were 

obtained: 

 

・ By improving the shape of the tundish, inclusion flotation promotion was enhanced, 

because short circuit flow was inhibited. 

Fig.14  Comparison of flotation promoting effect of improved tundish B among simulation,  

water model experiment and actual casting 
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・ Moreover, a large swirling flow was generated in the strand chambers of the improved 

tundishes, so inclusion flotation was promoted when this swirling flow approached the 

surface. 

・ The inclusion outflow rate of improved tundish B was suppressed to a greater extent than 

that of improved tundish A. It is possible to extend the residence time because the flow 

moving the nozzles after reaching the opposite side wall was suppressed by the concave 

shape of the opposite side wall. 

・ An industrial trial of the improved tundish B was performed. As with the results of the 

numerical simulation and water model, the inclusion outflow rate was confirmed to be 

suppressed to about 60% as compared with the conventional tundish. 
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DEVELOPMENTS AND IMPROVEMENTS TO THE CASTEMP 

CONTINUOUS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 

IN LIQUID STEEL 

Abstract 

Heraeus Electro-Nite is at the leading edge of continuous temperature measurement in 

the steel tundish. Products such as CasTemp, Contitherm and Contilance are in regular use in 

tundishes throughout the world. The paper will outline the use of continuous temperature 

measurement within the casting area of the liquid steel industry continuous and will look at 

the developments of the CasTemp system. This modern state of the art methodology involves 

positioning the sensor through the tundish side wall in close proximity to the mould outlet. 

The use of continuous temperature information is noted to complement continuous data for 

other areas of caster machine control such as casting speed and tundish weight.  Such total 

machine information is important to manage the casting machine for optimal productivity and 

to minimize casting problems such as breakouts and freezing conditions. The development of 

the product system will be considered, noting the durability in long casting sequences and the 

development of solutions for the hardware concentrating on high technology such as 

wireless. The application data associated with the introduction of this technology will be 

presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the equipment and the technical and economic 

justification for its installation and to understand its important position in casting machine 

management control.  

Keywords:  

Continuous temperature; Tundish; Side wall; CasTemp; Long Life; Wireless; control 

1. Introduction 

The introduction of continuous casting within the steelmaking process has placed 

great demands on the steelmaker to deliver a consistent liquid steel product to the casting 

machine. This has been driven by customer demands for higher specifications of steel (lighter, 

stronger, improved properties and value) and by the need to control the process of casting to 

achieve these ends. As temperature is the most significant factor when considering the 

solidification of liquid steel, it is important to ensure that the most accurate, reliable and 

consistent temperature is obtained. By using continuous measurement, better control of the 

process is met and with that better decision making can be made that drives improved 

management of the process. The latest product developments ensure that continuous 

measurement is made at all times during casting whilst removing the operator from any 

interaction with the liquid steel during the manufacturing process.  
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2. Continuous Temperature Measurement – Evolution 

Prior to the advent of continuous casting, existing technologies were adopted to 

measure the temperature in the tundish. Temperature is the key measure to control the speed 

at which casting occurs and the superheat drives the amount of cooling required to ensure a 

fully solidified product within the confines of the machine, delivering the requisite internal 

and surface quality of the product.  This previously involved taking a one off temperature dip 

measurement from the nearest available point with little technical considerations, but more to 

do with plant practicalities. It is relatively straightforward to dip in an unlidded tundish as 

there will usually be access to the metal stream from the ladle (for the purposes of burning 

the gate open if required or for fitting a shroud). This access point would then be used as a 

point for dipping in the tundish. As the temperature in the tundish can be measured, it may be 

that the regime is set for different grades of steel; different plant process routes or changing 

circumstances within the casting operation. However if there are on-going difficulties with 

the casting plant then the operator assigned for temperature measurement may be utilised 

elsewhere and vital  data is not obtained on a regular basis. 

2.1 Constraints on Spot or Dip Measurement 

     Weak control  

 Knowledge of the temperature at the time of dipping only = snap shot 

 Problems occur during ladle change, operators are too busy to check temperature 

     Unable to predict likely behaviour 

 The temperature can vary rapidly and unless dips are taken regularly, it is 

impossible to know the changes 

 The dip is only as good as the operator  

 Immersion depth, angle, position in the tundish 

 Historical data is only a guide to problem areas = guess work 

     Less safe operation 

 Exposes operator to the tundish  

 Involves time of operators  

Disposable dip thermocouples give only spot measurements (non-continuous) and 

are dependent on the operator dipping the sensor to the same depth in the same position to 

maintain a repeatable measurement. These thermocouples cannot usually be used during 

the first minutes of tundish fill or during a ladle change because the tundish level is too 

low and splashing steel makes a dip impossible or too dangerous for the operator. 

2.2 Benefits of Continuous Temperature Measurement: 

     Improved control 

 Knowledge of the temperature at all times -from preheat to after casting 

 Output readily available at many locations – mould, pulpit  

     Predict likely behaviour 

 Avoid breakouts with mould monitoring systems 

 Anticipate freeze-offs  

 Monitor ladle temperature performance 

 Analyse data historically to review / identify problem areas 

     Safe operation 

 Reduce / eliminate operator involvement with the tundish compared to the dip 

measurement 

 Increase productivity of operators 



3. Development of Continuous Temperature Measurement Devices 

In order to satisfactorily and continuously measure the temperature in a tundish, a 

number of criteria need to be satisfied: 

 Be relatively straightforward to insert or exchange 

 Withstand the physical influences of steel erosion and chemical corrosion 

 Withstand the influences of slag attack 

 Ideally to exceed the length of casting 

 Be able to get the temperature signal to an instrument and onto plant computer systems 

 Be of economic value to the user 

 Be repeatable and consistent 

 Have minimal pre-cast and in-cast set up and maintenance time 

 Reduce or eliminate safety concerns around temperature 

o Steel splash, Operator exposure 

3.1 Top Entry Systems 

Heraeus Electro-Nite’s first continuous temperature measurement probe, 

Contitherm, was designed for robust performance, but has had limited take up, due to the 

requirement for additional manipulation into position. Figure 1 shows how it should work. 

However, limited access once casting has started has led to many users progressing to 

superior systems, such as Contilance. 

 

Fig 1. Schematic representation of the Contitherm system 

The Contilance system has effectively the same characteristics as the Contitherm, 

but is designed to be portable; reach measurement areas not easily accessible by a fixed 

installation; have a faster response time and be easier to maintain and operate. In a 

continuous casting tundish there may or may not be lids and the design is altered to suit 

the environment. Figure 2, shows an unlidded tundish with the Contilance probe inserted. 



 

Fig 2. Photograph of the Contilance system. 

All systems relying on top entry to the tundish are prone to variations depending on: 

 Proximity to ladle stream in and out of the tundish and proximity to the tundish 

sidewall; top-mounted sensors measure a significant distance away from the steel 

flowing out of the tundish through the casting nozzle. These sensors are limited to only 

measuring steel in the upper part of the tundish; 

 Actual immersion depth and anti-splash coatings can both influence the sensor’s 

response time; 

 Influence of slag – covering the sensor or increasing insulation and the penetration 

through any covering depth; top-mounted sensors have a large refractory mass for slag 

protection, which can cause a lag in response time; 

 Operator technique; during ladle changes top-mounted sensors are limited if the steel 

drops below the sensor and suffer a time lag for accurate measurement when the steel 

rises again; 

 The sensors; handling and insertion of top-mounted sensors present a challenge to 

prevent breakage and can pose a safety risk to operators; 

 The size of the tundish and the capacity and dimensions, steel flow (governed by 

furniture) through the tundish will all influence measurement as well as the throughput. 

As continuous thermocouples have gained acceptance in commercial use, continuous 

top thermocouple measurement of the tundish bath or tundish sidewall thermocouples 

have replaced dip probes on many casters. Many of the above factors have led casting 

plants to adopt the CasTemp system. 

  



4. CasTemp 

The following have been identified as the benefits of converting to this system: 

4.1 Safety 

An injury is expensive in time and effort and more importantly results in needless 

suffering. This system eliminates the need for casting operators to go anywhere near the 

tundish during casting for the purpose of temperature measurement.   

4.2 Technical Benefits 

 Knowledge of the temperature at all times to assist with casting speed management 

 breakout avoidance, freeze-offs, productivity gain 

 Ladle drain time management & temperature flight path scheduling.  

 Use for drying and preheating of the tundish. 

 Can accurately determine the liquidus 

 Allows the steelmaker to reduce the superheat in the ladle 

 (to gain the energy benefits & also the improved quality benefits associated 

with near liquidus casting)  

4.3 Operational Benefits 

 Manual handling eliminated during casting. 

 Safe access during casting. 

 Use for drying and preheating 

o Conversion of drier systems but also to check that one has been fitted, if 

used, during preheat. 

 An indication of the safe time to start stripping the tundish after casting 

 Check points after each tundish movement, to ensure that a sensor is fitted and 

working. The benefits outlined both technically and financially satisfy the continuous 

improvement principles very well. Figure 3 shows the system components. 

 

Fig 3. Photograph of the components of the system 

 High alumina-graphite refractory, iso-statically pressed sheath, housing the 

thermocouple 

 High alumina embedding mortar with low thermal shrinkage 

 High alumina mullite refractory block with low thermal shrinkage 

 Block clamping device 



The CasTemp system consists of a disposable sensor, which is replaced every 

sequence, due to inevitable damage at the end of casting when the steel tundish remnants 

are removed. The sensor is fixed in a well block in the tundish side wall with non-sintering 

cement mortar specifically designed to withstand ingress from liquid steel but also allows 

for easy removal after casting and deskulling are complete and to remain in service for 

many uses of the sensor. The sensor is held by a retaining ring fixed by wedges into a steel 

plate permanently welded to the tundish. The sensor is connected with hardware to the 

instrument with communication protocol to the plant plc or Level 2 system as appropriate. 

Figure 4 shows a cross sectional diagram of a typical sensor in a tundish sidewall. 

 

Fig 4. Cross sectional view of the sensor in the tundish sidewall. 

All CasTemp sensors use specially selected Platinum/Rhodium thermocouple wire 

with an accuracy of ± 1.0°C at 1554°C. The Alumina-graphite probe sheath is iso-

statically pressed and the thermal conductivity is related to the refractory heat conductivity 

and refractory mass. The sheath wall thickness at the thermocouple hot junction is kept 

thin to ensure a fast response time - it takes around 3to 4 minutes to measure the true steel 

temperature in a pre-heated tundish. The signal connection is designed for use in a high-

temperature environment.  The CasTemp probe positioning in the tundish is a major issue 

to get an accurate and reproducible steel temperature. The sensor measuring point should 

be close to the tundish outlet nozzle to record a real time steel temperature. The sensor 

measuring point is ideally at a distance of a minimum 200 mm from the tundish side wall 

and tundish bottom. Figure 5 shows an internal view of the sensor, when fitted. 

 

Fig 5.Shows the sensor inside a tundish. 



Figure 6 shows an external view of the system in operation. The picture shows the 

outside clamping device with the connection cable in a two strand caster. The temperature 

on preheat is displayed. 

 

Figure 6 Shows an external view of the system 

5. CasTemp – Results 

Figure 7 shows a cast termination due to an unexpectedly cold ladle.  

 

Fig 7.Shows a temperature profile of a cast 

The continuous temperature data shows plant operators that the steel is starting to 

freeze in the tundish approximately 30 minutes before the final event, while the square 

points from the dip probes do not provide a very clear description of the problem. This 

result was obtained from a European twin strand slab caster trial, thus measures to prevent 

a freeze-off were not in place. Possible actions with this accurate data would be to: 

  



 Feed the data directly in real time to the ladle treatment facility so the operators are 

fully aware of the problems at the caster; 

 Increase casting speed to maximize yield and heat flow; 

 Minimize tundish weight at the ladle change (to allow new hot steel to flush 

through the tundish), giving the best possible chance of successful ladle exchange, in the 

worst case to minimize the tundish skull if freezing cannot be avoided; 

 Prepare the next tundish either to continue the strand if freezing cannot be avoided 

or to speed up the turnaround of the caster for the next sequence. 

The CasTemp system not only avoids many of the problems suffered by top-

mounted sensors it also proves its own accuracy by measuring the liquidus arrest 

temperature as the steel freezes in the tundish at the end of the sequence. On a properly 

maintained system the arrest temperature always corresponds to the liquidus calculated 

from the steel chemistry, proving the CasTemp system is within ± 1°C.  

6. Product Developments 

6.1 CasTemp RS 

A sensor has been developed to improve the response time compared with the 

standard sensor. With a slim line sheath the thickness has been reduced and thus the 

sensitivity to temperature has been improved. 

As there is less refractory, the lifetime of the product will be reduced, however 

there is considerable scope for measuring critical time periods, such as the start-up of 

casting, which can be particularly troublesome. Figure 8 shows 2 comparative trials with a 

similar rise in the temperature. However the response time for the RS sensor is 

significantly improved from around 4 minutes to 2.5 minutes. 

 

Fig 8. (a) Response time of standard sensor and (b) response time of RS sensor 



6.2 Connection Hardware 

As technology has developed it has become important to offer more than one 

hardware solution. The traditional platinum hot zone cable has proved durable over time 

but is generally over engineered for the many locations existing at the exterior of the 

tundish. The hot zone cable was designed where direct radiant heat is a significant factor 

and the chance of splash is also possible. Figure 9 shows a compact head designed 

specifically for the system and a simple but effective low cost, silicone coated cable to 

connect up to the instrument. 

 

Fig 9. Graphic of compact head system 

The compact head is a relatively inexpensive item that is easy to maintain. When 

connected with the copper compensating wire cable, the easy replacement system is low in 

cost; will withstand small amounts of molten splash (as the durability has been tested in 

several steel plant applications) and can be integrated easily into the client’s 

instrumentation solution.  As with all products the design of the CasTemp probe itself and 

the supporting hardware are continually evolving to offer a reliable and in many cases 

simpler solution for the installation and maintenance of the whole system. 

6.3 CasTemp Wireless 

This development will offer an alternative to the hard-wired system. The project is 

currently in the finalising of design and prototyping stage and will provide users with the 

ability to connect to a sensor at any location and offer a full range of measurement without 

the need for extensive wiring. The Wireless system uses the existing high temperature, 

spring loaded and rotating connector block, making it compatible with any existing sensor 

and thus not requiring an alternative sensor to be manufactured especially for the wireless 

system. The transmitter unit  is battery powered and designed for a long life between 

battery changes.  A single use high capacity battery system is used, to avoid the known 

problems associated with rechargeable systems and recharging equipment in a steel plant 

environment.  

The receiver instrument is designed to be placed in any convenient location on the 

casting floor or control room pulpit but is not restricted by the measuring system. The 

transmitter is matched to the appropriate receiver instrument to ensure reliable receipt of 

measurement data during the casting process. The instrument is capable of a real time read 

out display with associated parameters (signal strength; battery power on transmitter) and 

of recording the data for immediate transfer to a Level 2 system or plc; internal capturing 

of the data for download via a USB or uploading to a Graphical User Interface, which can 

be made available to the control room operator or elsewhere in the casting or supervisory 

areas. 

  



6.4 Long Life Sensor 

In certain steelmaking conditions the standard probe cannot survive the number of 

hours that would normally be expected of it. In order to satisfy these demanding 

conditions a long life probe has been developed. The combination of a thicker sheath 

designed and tested in these arduous environments with some changes to the internal 

components has led to a more than satisfactory performance compared to the standard 

probe. The probe is complementary to the existing well block and hardware configurations 

that exist so there is no requirement for further investment in these areas. 

The project originated from limitations with the standard product in long life 

applications. This defines the technological problem as a sensor that can guarantee the 

measurement to work (in the worst case) for at least 40 hours. The Long Life involved a 

redesign of the Graphite Alumina sheath and significant work to the thermocouple element 

components to ensure extended life in the most severe applications. Significant effort has 

been spent confirming the sensor life. This process of evaluation is used to measure and 

determine the success of the implemented developments of the Long Life probe compared 

to the standard probe. 

6.4.1 Refractory Wear 

The CasTemp sensor is used once and fitted to the tundish as part of the refractory 

lining which is destroyed after each cast. The chemistry and mechanical erosion of the 

outer sheath are dependent on many variables [time, flow velocity and the many aspects of 

steel and slag chemistry]. The solution to ensure the sensor lasts 40 hours in these 

environments is a challenge.  

6.4.2 Sensor Life 

Assuming the outer sheath does not fail or wear away, the guarantee that the sensor 

works for the extended life is also a challenge to achieve and measure. This is particularly 

true in some billet casters where high productivity machines give rise to metallurgically 

challenging conditions. The long life probe has more than satisfactorily lasted for as long 

as the sequence length.  

7. Conclusions 

Continuous temperature measurement is a well-established method of control in 

the continuous casting tundish. CasTemp offers a modern system for the accurate 

measurement of temperature in the continuous casting tundish by utilising a through the 

sidewall solution. It overcomes many of the limitations of top immersed sensors of both 

dip and continuous varieties and provides significant technical and operational advantages 

to the casting plant operator and management that cannot be realised by these top 

immersed sensors. The system eliminates the need for operators to interact with the 

tundish during casting of liquid steel, for the purposes of temperature measurement. As 

with many products, developments are being undertaken to improve the range of benefits 

through lower cost hardware, wireless technology and sensors for different applications. 
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COMBINING MODELS AND MEASUREMENTS TO BETTER 
UNDERSTAND STEEL CONTINUOUS CASTING 

Abstract 

Computational models can simulate the details of the phenomena and mechanisms which 

govern complex commercial processes such as the continuous casting of steel.  When 

combined together with experimental measurements in the laboratory and plant, they become 

an accurate and powerful tool to gain quantitative understanding, and to enable improvements 

in the commercial process.  This paper shows several examples to illustrate how to apply 

models and measurements together to gain new insights into steel continuous casting.   

Firstly, models can augment laboratory experiments to measure fundamental properties.  

For example, the crystallization properties of mold slags can be extracted from videos of high-

temperature experiments of small liquid samples.  A recent computational model of the 

double-hotwire-thermocouple test (DHTT) shows how temperature gradients and crystal 

motion driven by surface-tension (Marangoni) flow convection influence the nucleation and 

growth of crystals during the experiment. 

Computational models can also augment plant measurements.  For example, velocity 

across the top surface of the mold can be quantified using nailboard measurements, with the 

help of results from computational model simulations of the free surface shape around the 

nails.  This enhances the ability of nailboard measurements to quantify flow conditions at the 

top surface, and thus to serve as a validation tool for computational flow models. 

Finally, Large Eddy Simulation of transient turbulent flow in the mold have been 

validated with plant measurements, matching the surface velocities, flow directions, and 

surface level profiles.  In addition to quantifying the flow pattern, the results reveal insights 

into flow instabilities in the mold under nominally steady casting conditions. The general 

methodology presented here is readily applicable to other processes. 

Keywords 

Computational Models, Fluid Flow, Validation, Velocity, Measurements, Steel, Casting 

1. Introduction 

Mature commercial processes, such as the continuous casting of steel, are difficult to 

improve without full understanding of the fundamental phenomena and mechanisms which 

govern product quality.  Owing to the complexity of the process, and difficulty of measuring 

the real process, this understanding is difficult to obtain.  Computational models are able to 

extend the knowledge gained from both laboratory experiments and plant measurements, in 

order to improve understanding.  This paper presents several examples involving the 

crystallization of mold slags, and turbulent flow in the mold, especially near the top surface.   
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2. Model of laboratory experiments: DHTT measurements 

The Double Hotwire Thermocouple Test (DHTT) has been used to measure slag 

crystallization behavior, in order to better understand and quantify heat transfer across the 

interfacial gap between the mold and solidifying shell in continuous casting processes.  In this 

experiment, two heated thermocouples suspend a small sample of molten slag by surface 

tension forces, while also measuring the temperature history [1].  The formation of crystals is 

video recorded during controlled cooling of the thermocouples, and image analysis is used to 

quantify the crystal fraction evolution with time.   

Further insight into this laboratory measurement can be gained with a computational 

model of thermal-fluid flow during the experiment.  The model solves the coupled transient 

heat conduction equation, continuity (mass balance) and momentum transport equations [2].  

Coupling is necessary owing to thermal buoyancy forces due to natural convection, and 

Marangoni forces caused by surface tension gradients on the surface of the slag sample.  The 

model domain includes the actual measured shape of the slag sample, with the boundaries 

with the thermocouples fixed at their measured temperatures, and natural convection and 

radiation cooling from the other surfaces. Details of the model are presented elsewhere [1].   

The calculated steady-state temperature distribution in a slag sample after preheating is 

shown in Fig. 1 [1], before starting the cooling stage of the experiment.  Without an extra heat 

source, the center of sample is ~350K cooler than edges of this sample with 2.5mm width.  

These large temperature gradients are not easy to quantify from experimental images, such as 

that shown at the bottom right.  Ignoring the temperature variations would produce misleading 

results. Knowing this distribution from the model, however, it is possible to account for the 

temperature variations when analyzing the results of “isothermal” tests. Alternatively, many 

researchers use smaller samples and external heating in order to achieve more uniform 

temperatures in the sample [3].  In either case, such model computations are useful to improve 

the interpretation of the experimental measurements.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  Temperature in DHTT before cooling, (3D and side views on left; top views on right) 

 

Calculated temperatures and velocities in the slag sample during a DHTT cooling 

experiment are shown in Fig. 2, where the temperature of the upper right thermocouple is 

cooled at 30K/s.  The natural convection caused by the temperature variations is relatively 

small.  However, the steep temperature gradients also cause surface tension gradients, which 

produce strong fluid flow, termed “Marangoni” flow.  Fluid flows from the hotter region to 



the cooler region along the surface of the mold slag sample; and then recirculates back from 

the cooler region to the hotter region through the interior, reaching 7mm/s.  This explains the 

observed movement of crystalline aggregations in molten slag in the small lump-shaped 

DHTT sample, which is dominated by surface effects. This behavior in the experiment differs 

from the commercial continuous-casting process, where the slag is a thin sheet, and fluid flow 

is driven mainly by other forces such as mold oscillation and shell withdrawal.   

By including the important governing phenomena, the computational model can explain 

the thermal - flow behavior in both the lab experiment and the real process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.  Temperature and velocity in slag sample at 35s during DHTT cooling experiment [1] 

 

The predicted and measured evolution of the crystallization fractions are compared in 

Fig. 3.  The predictions are based on the measurements of a corresponding single-hot-

thermocouple test, and the temperature histories predicted at each point in the DHTT sample 

[1].  Without the predicted temperatures from the model, the nucleation of crystals starting in 

the sample center, where temperature is lowest, and growing outwards, would be unexpected.  

The validated computational model can be extended to simulate the real process.  

 

 
Fig. 3.  Comparison of predicted crystallization (red regions) with DHTT photos (right) [1] 



3. Model of plant experiments: nailboard tests 

A simple method to sample the slag layer and surface level conditions in the commercial 

continuous casting mold using nail boards [4] has recently been enhanced [5-7] to measure 

surface velocity. In addition to measuring instantaneous surface velocities of the steel in the 

mold and the direction of flow, the nail board method can also provide the mold level (slag-

steel interface) profile across the top surface, and the thickness profile of the slag layer [4].   

For both nail board and single nail dipping tests, nails are inserted through the top-surface 

powder and slag layers into the molten steel, held for 3~5 seconds, and removed, as shown in 

Fig. 4. A lump forms on the bottom of each nail, due to the solidification of the liquid steel 

and slag. By measuring the lump shape and lump height difference between the side facing 

the flow side and the opposite downstream side, the magnitude and direction of the surface 

steel velocity can be determined.  

To quantify the relationship between steel surface velocity and shape of the solidified 

lump on each nail, a finite-element CFD model of the nail dipping test was developed to study 

the multiphase flow of liquid steel past a nail with a liquid slag layer on top [7,8].  The model 

solves the mass and momentum conservation equations, assuming incompressible flow.  The 

k-e model is used to handle turbulence in the molten steel phase, with wall laws at the steel / 

slag interface, and the effect of temperature is handled by the input properties, without solving 

the energy equation. This steady-state three-phase flow model tracks the two free surfaces, by 

deforming the mesh to maintain cell boundaries along the liquid slag / steel interface and the 

slag/powder interface (spines method) [9].  This model includes the effects of interfacial 

tension at the slag-steel interface (assuming 1.6 N/m) and predicts the interface shape and the 

height difference across the nail for a given bulk velocity of the steel beneath the surface [7]. 

Complete details on the model are given elsewhere [8,9]. 

 
a) 

 
 

a) Steps in nail dipping method 

 

Fig. 4 Nailboard test in steel casting mold [12] 

b) Schematic of nailboard: top view 

(top) and narrow-face view (bottom) 

Typical results from the model are shown in Fig. 5, where molten steel flows uniformly 

from the lower left to upper right across the bottom of the 3D views.  As molten steel flows 

past the nail, the liquid steel builds up at the impingement point on the nail lump before it 

solidifies. The kinetic energy of the impinging stream is converted into potential energy at 



this stagnation point as the impinging flow rises up the nail. The liquid-steel / slag interface 

level drops at the opposite (downstream) side of the nail lump, due to the lower pressure in 

the wake region. This change in level of the slag-steel interface is recorded by the shape of the 

free surface, which should match that of the solidified lump, such as the example shown in 

Fig. 4 a).  Fig. 6 a) shows the free surface shapes around the nail for several different steel 

velocities. Velocity in the slag layer is very low, owing to its much higher viscosity.   

 

      

 

Fig. 5 Simulated flow around a nail, showing initial and final steel/slag and slag/powder inter-

faces in 3D domain and closeup near the nail (left); velocity vectors in front view (right) [8]  

 

Based on the modelling results, a correlation was established [10] between the surface 

velocity             and the lump height difference             as  

                   
       (      )

     
                                    

where       (mm) is the lump diameter.  Increasing the velocity causes the lump height 

difference to increase, almost according to the theoretical exponent of 0.5 for a perfect flow 

barrier.  Increasing nail diameter also increases the lump height difference, as the nail forms a 

better barrier to flow around it.  Fig. 6 b) shows lines predicted from the new equation for 3 

nail diameters, and the CFD model-calculated points that it was based on.  Note that the least-

squares regression that generated the correlation neglected the points calculated at the highest 

surface velocity (0.6m/s), because those simulations are believed to have experienced 

convergence problems. 

 

      
Fig. 6 a) Slag / Steel Interface Shape 

computed by CFD model [8] 

Fig. 6 b) Curves to convert nail lump height 

difference into velocity at the top surface [11]  
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To validate the correlation, plant experiments were conducted using two different 

methods to measure the surface velocities at the same time [10,11].  Casting speed was varied 

greatly as shown in Fig. 7 a) and the corresponding steel surface velocity histories monitored 

by both SVC and nail dipping are shown in Fig. 7 b).  The SVC sensor involves dipping a rod 

into the molten steel and measuring the deflection angle and torque, and converting them into 

an average velocity near the surface [10,11]. In addition to the instantaneous SVC surface 

velocity measured, Fig. 7 b) also shows a 30-second moving average SVC velocity. Positive 

meniscus velocities indicate flow towards the SEN, and negative velocities indicate flow 

towards the narrow face. The locations where the nail and SVC probe were inserted are also 

shown in Fig. 7 b). Error bars for the nail dipping test results were obtained assuming an 

uncertainty of 0.5 mm in measuring both the lump diameter and the lump height difference.   

The SVC data and nail dipping results match closely with each other, as shown in Fig. 7 

b).  Furthermore, most nail dipping measurements match the moving average of the SVC 

data. At a few points, the nail dipping results fall outside the moving average, but still always 

fall within the range of the instantaneous SVC data.  This demonstrates that the simulation-

based method in Eq. (1), for extracting surface velocity from the nailboard measurements is 

reasonably accurate. 

 

a)  

b)  

Fig. 7.  Plant trial comparing two top surface velocity measurement methods [11] 

        a) Casting speed history; b) Velocity history from SVC and nail dipping tests. 

 



4. Model of transient flow in steel continuous casting 

Transient flow during nominally steady conditions is responsible for many intermittent 

defects during continuous casting of steel. Transient flow in a typical commercial thick-slab 

caster is modeled with an in-house large eddy simulation code CU-FLOW, using grids of over 

five-million cells with a fast GPU-based parallel solver [13, 14].  

The computational model solves the continuity (mass balance) and incompressible 

Navier-Stokes equations for momentum transport using the Coherent-structure Smagorinsky 

Model (CSM) Sub-Grid Scale SGS model to capture the turbulence of the small undiscretized 

eddies.  The Wall Adapting Local Eddy-viscosity (WALE) model is used to treat velocity 

gradients at the domain boundaries, chosen to be the solidification front that is given fixed 

downward velocity at the casting speed.  Surface level is estimated simply by converting the 

pressure at the top surface into a height change of the potential energy [14]. Further details on 

the model are provided elsewhere [13].  The casting conditions include 203mm thick x 

1760mm wide strand, a typical bifurcated downward-angled nozzle, and a casting speed of 

1.4m/min.  Further conditions are provided elsewhere [14].   

As shown in Fig. 8, a classic double-roll pattern is observed for these conditions, with 

transient unbalanced behavior, and side-to-side flow oscillations, especially in the lower 

recirculation regions.  The three snapshots show how flow from the jets that emerge from the 

bifurcated nozzle ports impinge upon the narrow faces at fluctuating heights and times, 

creating unbalanced flow. These flow oscillations are more common in wider molds, and have 

been reported in previous research [15].  For the conditions here, they have a period of ~16s, 

which matches previous findings [15]. This oscillating flow causes asymmetric flow across 

the top surface.  Flow through the narrow gap between the SEN and the wideface causes 

vortices, observed in Fig. 8 c), which could entrain mold slag and cause internal defects [16].   

 
 c) 35s  

 
a) 25sec b) 30sec d) 35sec 

Fig. 8. Contour plots of instantaneous velocity magnitude from LES simulations [13] 

 



The model calculations were compared with two rows of nailboard measurements taken 

at the commercial caster and matched reasonably well, both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

Fig. 9 shows the velocity profile across the top surface which is highest (over 0.5m/s) 

between the submerged entry nozzle and the narrow face, where velocities are lowest.  The 

simulated velocity profile generally agrees with the velocities based on the nailboard 

measurements from Eq. (1).  In addition, the range of instantaneous velocity profiles of +/- 

~0.1m/s agrees with measured range of several repeated plant measurements.  Fig. 10 a) 

shows that the flow is directed mainly from the narrow face towards the central nozzle.  

Again, both the direction and variations of the transient model agree with the directions 

observed in the nailboard measurements.   

The free surface level profile was also measured from the solidified lumps and compared 

with the model predictions in Fig. 10 b). The heights of the two rows of solidified lumps were 

averaged to estimate the surface level profile along the centerline. The measured and the 

predicted surface level profiles match very closely if the measured profile is rotated. Pivoting 

about the center handle of the nail board to raise one end 10mm and lower the other end by 

10mm could easily have been introduced while dipping the nail board manually into the mold. 

Even without considering this rotation, the trend of higher level on the narrow face, and 

lowest level midway between the SEN and NF is both predicted and measured, and agrees 

with previous work [17]. Furthermore, the variations of over 15mm in surface height are 

significant for the formation of defects.   

Having been validated, the model can be applied in parametric studies to investigate 

quantitatively, the flow conditions produced for different casting conditions and nozzle 

geometries. Such recent studies include investigation of the effects on transient flow of 

sudden stopper-rod movements [10], stopper-rod dithering [18], argon gas injection [19], and 

electromagnetic braking [12, 14]. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Comparison of measured and 

calculated surface velocity magnitude on the 

two rows of nails on the nail board [14] 

Fig. 10. Comparison of measured and 

calculated surface velocities (top) and 

instantaneous surface level profile (bottom) 



5. Conclusions 

This work has presented several examples of using computational models, laboratory, 

and plant experiments together to gain new insight into steel continuous casting.  The DHHT 

test may experience nonuniform temperature gradients and fluid flow that differs from the real 

process, and should be taken into account when extracting fundamental property 

measurements from the results.  When evaluated using a model equation presented here, 

nailboard tests can accurately measure surface velocity in molten metal flowing beneath slag 

and powder layers.  Large eddy simulations of turbulent flow in the mold using a highly-

refined grid have been validated by nailboard measurements and applied to reveal significant 

flow oscillations during nominally-steady state continuous casting conditions.  These transient 

oscillations are more important than the steady-state flow pattern itself in causing quality 

problems. Turbulent flow models validated by nailboard measurements are being used in 

many other recent parametric investigations. 

 

This work exemplifies a general methodology of how computational models can be 

applied to improve understanding of laboratory and plant experiments.  Lab experiments are 

often very different from the real process they aim to illuminate.  Computational models can 

account for these differences.  If properly developed, models can capture the governing 

phenomena in the lab experiments.  Calibration of the model, by adjusting the fundamental 

property parameters inside the model in order to match with the lab measurements, is often 

the best way to measure material properties.  A critical step of model development is 

comparison with both lab and plant measurements.  Although measurements in the plant are 

often difficult and peripheral, they are valuable by enabling model validation.  After a 

rigorous validation procedure, a fundamentally-based computational model can be applied to 

gain new insights into the real process, accurately predicting behavior which often cannot be 

measured or obtained in any other way.   
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DEVELOPMENT OF A MOULD CRACKING SIMULATOR 
 

 

Abstract  

 

Cracking during continuous casting of steel is a major issue generating considerable 

financial and production losses, and slowing down the development of new steel grades.  

To understand the fundamentals of cracking it is necessary to assess the thermo-

mechanical behaviour of the solidifying materials during continuous casting conditions. Prior 

art technology has been unable to completely unfold the phenomena involved on this issue. 

The Mould Cracking Simulator is a physical model developed at Tata Steel R&D, 

IJmuiden Technology Centre, The Netherlands to study the thermo-mechanical properties of 

the steel during solidification. This newly developed Mould Cracking Simulator allows the 

measurement of the strength of the steel shell while reproducing the complex casting 

conditions, including the influence of major casting parameters such as casting speed, heat 

transfer, oscillation characteristics, and mould slag on shell growth, while including the 

features of a tensile test to generate cracking under these controlled conditions. 

The development and the first results obtained with the Mould Cracking Simulator are 

presented, including a fractographic analysis of the steel samples. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The study of the thermo-mechanical properties of commercial steels helps in 

understanding hot tearing and cracking in solidifying steels. The need for such understanding 

is motivated by the continuous trend towards improved casting productivity by increasing 

casting speed and higher quality, as well as for the development of new steel grades.  

However, the thermal and mechanical conditions under which the initial solidification 

takes place are difficult to assess. Physical modelling is a useful tool to simulate processes 

conditions at a laboratory scale, under a controlled environment, which makes it easier to 

evaluate results than in the complexity of a full-scale process. 
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The first attempts to develop a physical model to simulate casting conditions in a mould 

for continuous casting at lab scale were done in the early 1980’s [1]. With this first design of a 

mould simulator, the initial stages of solidification of molten metal in a continuous casting 

mould, including the oscillation marks on the solidified metal, could be studied in detail. 

Moreover, a desired oscillation pattern can be tested and different heat extraction levels 

simulated and measured [2-4]. Tata Steel RD&T installed a similar mould simulator in 1998 

[4]. To broaden the capabilities of this device, an adaptation was developed to include the 

possibility to generate cracks during solidification as a relevant step in the assessment of hot 

tearing at continuous casting conditions.  

 

 

2. Prior art on mechanical testing at high temperatures 

 

Mechanical properties during solidification are difficult to measure. Several methods 

are used for this purpose, especially high temperature tests are done to assess the material 

strength in the solidification region.  

To measure the effect of thermal deformation, the droplet method [5, 6] is an effective 

test. In the same way, some mechanical tests at high temperature can be useful to acquire data 

of cracking susceptibility, like the hot bending tests [7], by applying a mechanical 

deformation to a relatively hot test piece; the hot tensile tests in Gleeble machines [8], and an 

improved version of this hot tensile testing developed by Sumitomo, Japan [9-11].Further the 

development of the submerged split-chill tensile test (SSCT) [12,13], an in-situ tensile test 

method, developed by the Christian Doppler laboratory in Leoben, Austria [12,13] offers a 

laboratory experiment with conditions similar to those in the actual continuous casting 

process, to determine the high-temperature mechanical properties and crack susceptibility of 

steel.   

Even when extremely useful, all these devices have the disadvantage of being a static 

models, not able to simulate the dynamics of a continuous casting process, particularly the 

oscillation cycles and their great influence on the solidification particularly via the mould slag. 

 

 

3. Prior art on the mould simulator 

 

In order to study the influence of major casting parameters such as casting speed, 

oscillation characteristics and mould slag viscosity on shell growth and slag infiltration, a 

mould simulator is available at Tata Steel R&D [4]. The design of the simulator is similar to 

the one described by NKK Research [1].  

The schematic diagram of the mould simulator is shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The simulator is 

placed on top of an induction furnace containing 150 kg of liquid steel. It consists of a 

compact unit designed to lower a water-cooled copper tube into a liquid steel bath. Detailed 

information on the testing procedure has been described by Van der Knoop et al. [4]  

The actual mould is a cylindrical copper tube with a cylindrical steel cap, positioned at 

the bottom of the copper cylinder. The cap is attached to a steel shaft, which runs through the 

cylinder and can push down the steel cap.  
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Fig. 1. Photo and schematic view of the mould simulator [4] 

 

During the experiment the copper tube oscillates. When the cap is pushed down into the 

bath, fresh steel solidifies on the copper tube on each oscillation cycle. The speed at which the 

cap is pushed down is equal to the speed at which the solidifying steel shell moves down the 

mould, being equivalent to the casting speed of a continuous casting machine. 

 

 

4. Development of the mould cracking simulator  

 

To broaden the capabilities of the mould simulator, it was decided to modify the 

existing device by combining the features of in-situ solidification with mechanical testing that 

could generate cracks under continuous casting conditions, including oscillation parameters, 

primary cooling and mould slag.  

The proposed modification is further called Mould Cracking Simulator (MCS), for 

which an International patent application WO2012/136308 was filed [14] and its design is 

shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the Mould Cracking Simulator [14]. 

 

By providing a separate section that is movable in outward direction (yellow-wedge 

cooling block in Fig. 2), the blue half-ring in Fig. 2 will move outwards, creating an extra 

tensile stress in the solidifying steel shell, and producing cracking either in the longitudinal 



and transverse directions. Therefore, different tensile forces can be imposed on the metal 

adhered to the copper tube-mould (transparent-orange in Fig. 2) which corresponds to the 

tensile forces occurring during continuous casting; as in continuous casting transverse as well 

as longitudinal cracks can occur in the cast slab. 

The internal cooling block is water-cooled and it provides indirect heat extraction to the 

copper tube-mould by close contact between both surfaces. Indirect cooling system was 

chosen in order to reduce the risk of water leakage during the mechanical testing step, 

considering that the mechanical part of the setup should be allowed to work even inside the 

liquid metal. The steps performed during testing are described in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Testing steps for the MCS. 

Step Description 

1 Lowering the system until the steel cap is fully submerged in the liquid metal 

2 9 seconds of freezing time to form a scull around the cap 

3 Mould tube starts oscillation 

4 Cap starts to move down and mould keeps oscillating 

5 After 10 oscillation cycles, a solidified shell is created and the system goes up 

6 While the system moves upwards, the hydraulic system is open  

7 The load is applied via the wedge 

 

 

4.1 A priori cold test procedure 

 

It is important to know the internal resistance, namely: friction, opening of the hydraulic 

systems, and movement of the different apparatus parts during testing to be able to gather 

accurate information of the strength of the solidifying steel shell. Considering that some of 

these internal resistances are related to the surface condition of the parts, for each set of 

testing parameters it is necessary to perform a “cold” test where the apparatus is fully tested 

under room temperature conditions without liquid metal. In Fig. 3 the measured load-signal 

for a test without load (red line) and two cold tests (blue and green lines) including the load 

procedure are shown. The steps as described in Table 1 can be seen in the load signal, as the 

signal is sensitive enough by the use of a high sensitivity data acquisition system to record all 

these details (see Fig. 3).  
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Fig. 3. Recorded signals during the cold-test 

 



To acquire data regarding process temperatures, two thermocouples are positioned on 

the opposite side of the half-ring, embedded in the mould at 45 mm (named further “lower 

thermocouple” or “Tc2”) and 65 mm (named further “upper thermocouple” or “Tc1”), 

respectively from the bottom of the copper tube-mould.  

The cooling water system is also equipped with thermocouples positioned in the inlet 

and outlet water pipes, to measure the temperature difference between inlet and outlet to 

calculate the heat transfer, and as a safety precaution to avoid boiling during testing. 

 

 

4.2 MCS steel experiments  

 

The tests were originally designed to use an oxygen-free-Cu mould but the first steel 

tests were executed with a bronze alloy mould (Cu-12% Sn), the same alloy as the inner 

cooling block, to reduce the friction between the two parts, but after the first few tests it was 

evident that this material did not hold at high temperatures and it did partially melt during 

testing; therefore subsequent tests were done with the original oxygen-free-Cu moulds. As an 

alternative to reduce the friction, boron-nitride was used as dry lubricant and the mould tube 

was coated on the outside surface with zirconium oxide to protect the surface from the high 

temperature and avoid melting or sticking to the steel shell. 

The tests were performed in an open furnace, thus the chemical composition of the steel 

bath was difficult to control particularly due to re-oxidation. From the tests performed, the 

chemical compositions of the steel grades tested differed from the nominal. Nevertheless, the 

reported values do reveal the sensitivity of the mechanical properties to different steel grades. 

Mould powder was used to control the heat transfer during testing and to protect the 

liquid bath from re-oxidation. The mould powder is added at the free surface of the bath; it 

melts and forms a top layer of mould slag.  

In the first hot trial (chemical composition listed in Table 2), the load has been applied 3 

oscillations before the end of the test, contrary to the cold tests where it was applied just after 

finishing the oscillations (see Fig. 4). This change can be also seen in the load signal as shown 

in Fig. 6. There is a big difference between the recoded signals during testing with steel no. 1 

and the signals of the cold test, where the latter have higher values. This is not expected as the 

system does not have a resistance during cold testing except the internal friction. The load 

signal contains both friction and an additional force related to the deformation of the steel. If 

the load signal is lower, this could mean that the friction is lower during the hot test compared 

with the cold test, but this unexpected result was not repeated in any other subsequent tests. 
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Fig. 4. Comparison between hot and cold 1

st
 test. 



 

Post-mortem analysis showed signs of re-oxidation with porosity characteristic of 

“rimming steel”, this could easily explain why the steel had a lower strength than expected, 

but it does not explain the fact that the friction at cold and hot conditions is different. 

Moreover, as stated before, the mould tube did partially remelt, means it could have soften 

during testing, giving a different friction value than under cold conditions. 

 

Table 2. Chemical composition of the first steel grades. 

Alloy No. C Mn Al S P Nb V N 

1 0.042 0.212 0.026 0.002 0.001 <0.001 <0 0.0062 

2 0.05 0.07 0.004 0.004 0.003 <0.001 <0 0.0027 

3 0.024 0.384 0.022 0.005 0.003 0.002 0.015 0.0165 

4 0.054 1.082 0.064 0.004 0.005 0.047 0.108 0.0113 

5 0.049 0.55 0.075 0.004 0.003 0.006 0.021 0.012 

6 0.051 0.608 0.283 0.005 0.004 0.009 0.05 0.0139 

 

While testing steel compositions 2 and 3, the data acquisition was set to record signals 

up to 5 kN and the apparent measured strength was higher than that so the real value could not 

be determined.  

Even when during testing several problems arose, three successful tests were performed 

proving the usefulness of this physical modelling (see measured load in Fig. 5). The load 

signal has a similar characteristic pattern for all the grades tested, suggesting that the test 

procedure as such has been carried out in a similar fashion. 
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Fig. 5. Load signals during the three successful steel tests. 

 

While performing tests no. 1 and no. 6, two cracks were produced; the first one is a 

longitudinal crack and the second one a transverse crack in the lower border of the wedge at 

the end of the test. 

These cracks are also recorded in the signal, as the start of relief of the load applied is 

believed to be at the start of each trough. However, the second crack and its corresponding 

trough in the signal are difficult to see as it overlaps with the end of the system’s movements. 
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Fig. 6.Thermocouples and load signals during the 1

st
 steel test. 

 

Obviously the measured load is specific to each chemical composition, thus steel no. 4 

with the higher content of Mn and microalloyed elements seem to be less strong during 

solidification than steel no. 6.  

The thermocouple’s signals show a slight increase of temperature at the start of the 

loading procedure, compared with the temperature measured just before the starting of the 

mechanical testing step. An example of the signal increase is shown in Fig. 6, taken from the 

signals recorded for the first steel test. This increase in the temperature signals is coherent 

with the fact that the shell is pulled away from the copper mould on the opposite side by the 

wedge. As a result, it is pushed to the mould where the thermocouples are located, tightening 

the contact with the mould surface.  

As the thermocouples are positioned at the mould surface, the maximum temperature 

values recorded by the upper thermocouple are between 600ºC and 800ºC. These 

temperatures are higher than actually measured in industrial casters [6,15,16] or the calculated 

values from the surface of a continuous casting mould [16,17], but this is mainly due to the 

indirect cooling of the MCS and the position of the thermocouple’s head. 
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Fig. 7. Temperature signals during the test of steel no. 4. 

 

Fig. 7 shows the two temperature signals for the cooling water system during this test. 

There is a system delay because the thermocouples installed in the water system were chosen 



to remain stationary in the system and, due to the indirect cooling conditions, the system first 

needs to warm-up before the water cooling will be able to extract heat. 

 

 

5. Fractography of the MCS steel samples 

 

To understand the nature of the cracks created during testing of a steel shell in the MCS, 

a fractographic analysis has been performed. The steel alloy chosen for this study was steel no. 

4, considering that testing was performed completely and its chemical composition fits the 

requirements of a commercial steel grade that could be cast in a continuous casting process. In 

Fig. 8 an overview of the steel shell after testing is shown, where both horizontal (2A/B) and 

vertical (3A/B) cracks can be easily seen, though not visible at the recorded signal during 

testing. 
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Fig. 8. Cracks on the steel shell after testing of alloy 4 

 

Several samples were cut for further microscopic analysis. The crack in the region 2A-

2B (see Fig. 8) was opened up to be able to see the fracture surface under SEM. 
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Fig. 9. Fracture surface of crack sample 2B 

 

The SEM overview of the 2B-crack surface can be seen as a collage of images in Fig. 9. 

There is a region where the surface is smooth, which is because during cracking some mould 

slag present at the steel surface was still liquid enough to penetrate the crack and coat part of 

the fracture. It is important to note that up to now the tests were performed when the testing 

rig was just above the liquid bath for safety reasons, but the steel and the slag were hot 

enough to remain liquid during testing. Moreover, this fractographic analysis proves that the 



cracks induced in these tests are interdendritic by the appearance of the fractured surface, 

showing on both sides the dendritic structure.  

Transverse cuts of Samples 3A and 3B were embedded and polished for microscopy 

and etched with Bechét-Beauchard etchant to reveal their dendritic microstructure. Bechét-

Beauchard etchant is a solution of 5 gr. of saturated picric acid, 250 ml demi-water, and 1 ml 

of wetting agent (industrial soap). 

The transverse cut on sample 3B was chosen to be as close as possible to the opening of 

the crack where the light microscopic analysis of this crack shows the dendritic structure tore 

apart, as expected in a hot tear. In Fig. 10 the first-top row of images shows the as-polished 

view of the crack and in the row below the same locations are visible but after Bechet-

Beauchard etching. This etching revealed in more detail the dendritic microstructure, 

corroborating the dendritic structure around the crack.  
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Fig. 10. Detailed overview of the transverse cut of the crack in sample 3B 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

The modifications of the mould simulator to the MCS are novel in the way that no other 

physical model of cracking during continuous casting is able to simulate the process in such a 

way that it resembles the industrial process. 

These modifications are simple and inventive adaptations to the original design, and the 

results have a potential to bring new insight on thermo-mechanical properties of steels under 

continuous casting processing. 

The results of the MCS are very promising; 

 The adaptations of the indirect cooling on the MCS compared with the direct cooling 

applied in a continuous casting mould in the industrial process show little influence on 

parameters, such as mould surface temperature and heat extraction. 

 It is possible to measure semi-quantitatively the strength of a steel shell during 

continuous casting solidification conditions. 

 The dendritic structure of the steel shell formed during testing is comparable to the 

industrially cast steel slabs. 

 The cracks generated in that steel shell have the characteristics of hot tears, i.e. they are 

formed with the presence of semi-solid material. 



It is expected that this new physical model will help in the study of the thermo-

mechanical properties of commercial steels motivated by the continuous trend towards 

improved casting productivity by increasing casting speed and higher quality, as well as for 

the development of new steel grades. 
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INITIAL SOLIDIFICATION BEHAVIORS OF MEDIUM CARBON 

STEELS DURING CONTINUOUS CASTING 
 

 

Abstract 

The importance of initial solidification of molten steel in the mold has been widely 

acknowledged. However, very few studies have been effectively developed due to the high 

transient nature of thermodynamics and fluid flow in the upper mold. Based on the recent 

developed mold simulator technology, a novel technique has been successfully developed to 

study the initial solidification behavior of medium carbon steels, which gives rise to the clear 

understanding of the inter-relationship between complex meniscus heat transfer, oscillation 

marks and mold hot surface responding temperatures. The results suggested that the variations 

of the responding temperatures and heat flux at meniscus may be associated with the 

movement of mold in/out of the bath, the infiltration of mold flux and the latent heat release 

due to the meniscus solidification during Negative Strip Time (NST). The presence of positive 

peaks in the derivative of the heat flux are corresponding to each of the defects marks during 

NST, which suggests the significant heat flux increase during the formation of Oscillation 

Marks. These could be explained as the meniscus is deformed and getting close to the coldest 

mold at the beginning of NST, such that the liquid meniscus would be solidified that gives rise 

the increase of heat flux. With the enhancement of flux infiltration from the mid-NST to end-

NST, the thermal resistance between the solidified meniscus and mold reduces; therefore, the 

shell continues to grow and the resulting heat transfer and mold temperature also continuous 

to increase.  

 

Keywords: Mold simulator; Solidification; Oscillation mark; Continuous casting; Inverse 

heat conduction problem 

 

1. Introduction 

With the developments of continuous casting, the understanding and controlling of the 

initial solidification of steel in the mold is getting important for the improving of surface 

quality of continuously cast slabs. The multiple mechanisms of heat and mass transfer, fluid 

flow, mechanical stresses and chemical reaction occur in the mold make initial solidification 

of steel very hard to understand. However, many studies
[1-4] 

have been carried out to 

investigate the effects of process parameters on the initial shell solidification behaviour. And 

it has become clear that both casting and mold oscillation parameters, together with mold flux 

properties determine the surface quality of the semi-finished product and process efficiency of 

continuous casting. 

Numeric simulation, on-site operational experiments, laboratory and pilot scale
[5]

 mold 

experiments are the main methods for the study of this issue. Numeric simulation have been 

useful in studying and predicting the possible behaviours of initial solidification, but the 

results do not completely reflect the outcome due to the lack of accurate and detailed 

boundary conditions and material properties. Besides, most numeric calculations are based on 

certain hypothesis. Although conducting experiments on an industrial continuous mold is 

considered to be an idea way for such investigations, it is not always feasible due to practical 

constraints of various process variables making control of the experiment extremely difficult. 



Although pilot scale mold have been used for verification of new mold flux before industrial 

use, their cost associated with the installation, operation, and maintenance can be comparable 

to actual casters. Laboratory scale experimental technique is developed, which provide the 

similar conditions of the casting process at low-cost with more flexibility. Therefore, different 

types of mold simulators have been developed to study the steel solidification behavior during 

continuous casting. A mold simulator provides an ideal laboratory system for the study of 

initial solidification of steel in a continuous casting mold. The process parameters, such as the 

mold oscillation frequency, oscillation stroke, and casting speed can be easily varied. In 

addition, the effects of different mold fluxes on the initial shell solidification can be studied 

easily without interrupting the normal production operations at the plant. In this study, a novel 

technique has been successfully developed for the study of initial solidification behavior of 

medium carbon steels through using a mold simulator. An inverse heat conduction problem 

model of heat flux is built to convert the measured temperatures inside mold into heat flux of 

mold surface, and the mold temperature field is also calculated.  

 

2. Experimental Apparatus and Process 

2.1 Experimental Apparatus 

The mold simulator applied to this study is an inverse-type mold with size of 

30mm×50mm×350mm, and its schematic figure is shown in Fig. 1, which includes 6 units: 

heating furnace, water cooling system, mold oscillator system, shell withdrawal (extractor) 

system, data acquisition/control system and stage driver unit to descend/ascend the mold 

system in/out of melt pool. The mold with two water-cooling grooves is manufactured inside a 

copper plate and 16 thermocouples are embedded under the hot face against the molten steel. 

 
1-ocsillation drive; 2-cooling water;3-mold; 4-extractor; 5-melt; 6-mold flux; 7-

induction furnace; 8- induction coil; 9- data acquisition & control system; 10-extractor drive 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the mold simulator and the location of the thermocouples inside 

mold 

 



The responding temperatures could be measured by the thermocouples at 60 Hz through 

using the data acquisition system during the experimental trials. The distribution of the 

thermocouples in the water-cooled mold was represented by the dots points, which give the 

fixed locations of thermocouples’ tips. Along the quarter-width position of mold, there are 

two column thermocouples spaced 3 mm apart vertically, which are 3 mm and 8 mm away 

from the hot face of mold. 

2.2 Experimental Procedure 

40kg Medium carbon steel ([C]: 0.14~0.22 wt%, [Si]: 0.12~0.30 wt%, [Mn]: 0.35~0.65 

wt%, [P] ≤0.04wt%, [S] ≤0.04wt%), is firstly melted in an induction furnace under argon 

atmosphere. After the charge was molten, the temperature of the melt was adjusted to target 

value (to control the superheat), the mold flux (about 0.3 kg) was added to the surface of the 

liquid bath, so that there will be a layer of molten flux approximately 10 mm thick on top of 

the liquid steel after melting. Then, the copper mold covered with extractor descended 

towards the melt, while the mold was kept oscillated. The mold and extractor were lowered to 

the pre-set depth into the melt bath, where the meniscus is located in the mold thermocouple-

measuring zone. After the mold and extractor reached the target depth, it was held for 5 

seconds to form an initial shell on the water-cooled copper mold, to ensure the initial shell is 

strong enough to prevent tearing during extraction. Then the casting was initiated; the 

extractor was lowered 67 mm at a constant speed to simulate the casting process, while the 

mold move upward at a certain speed to compensate for the rise of the melt level, so that the 

meniscus could be kept at the same position with respect to the mold. When the casting was 

completed for the desired length, the mold and extractor were withdrawn out of the furnace 

and the shell was then cooled in air. From the time that the mold started to lower into the bath 

to the completion of casting, the mold was kept oscillating sinusoidally at the pre-set 

frequency and stroke. When the shell was cool, the position of the shell top meniscus that 

solidified adjacent to the mold is marked as meniscus position. At last, the solidified shell 

adjacent to copper mold was cut away for analysis. And details of experiment also could 

reference to [6]. 

2.3. Data Analysis 

2.3.1 Calculation of Heat Flux using IHCP Algorithm 

The method that the heat flux across the mold was calculated by measuring the 

responding temperatures history at fixed positions is called Inverse Heat Conduction 

Problems (IHCP). One-dimensional IHCP is based on the principle for minimizing of the 

difference between the calculated temperatures and measured values at each thermocouple 

location. Function specification method [7] is introduced to the minimization process in order 

to stabilize the solution of heat flux. And the objective function is shown as follows, 
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Where q is heat flux at mold hot surface, Yij and Tij are measured temperatures and 

calculated temperatures at time ti (i=1, 2, …r) and position j (=1, 2, …Nm), respectively. 

The objective function is minimised by differentiating it with respect to each of 

unknown heat flux q and setting the resulting expressions equal to zero, yields the increment 

of heat flux for next iteration. 
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Where Δqi is the increment of heat flux during the calculation of heat flux qi at time ti, r 

is the number of future time, Z is the sensitivity coefficients which could be calculated using 

boundary value problem approach
 [8]

. 

Based on our previous heat conduction calculation model
 [9]

, the one-dimensional 

transient heat conduction (in Fig 1) is governed by Fourier heat conduction partial differential 

equation. As Fig 2 shows, IHCP is firstly running with initial guess boundary condition during 

one calculation, i.e., heat flux qi across mold in this case at time ti, then the calculated 

temperatures corresponding to the locations of the thermocouples are compared to the 

measured ones (first column responding temperatures). If the calculated results are quite close 

to the measured ones, then the guess boundary condition is correct. Otherwise, a new guess is 

necessary to run until the calculated responding temperatures are almost as same as the 

measured ones. 

Build Model
Apply Initial 

Condition

Apply Unknown 

Heat Flux qi

Apply boundary 

condition, and Run 

heat transfer model 

during the time 
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Check error 
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difference between 
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YES
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NO
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Fig 2 Algorithm process of inverse hear conduction problem of heat flux 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

The experimental casting conditions, such as casting temperature, casting speed, 

oscillation frequency, stroke and flow of cooling water are listed in Table I. 

Table I Mold oscillation setting and casting conditions 

Parameter Value 
Oscillate frequency 1.7Hz 

Stroke 6.0mm 

Casting speed 5.3m/mi

n Casting temperature 1530 
o
C 

 

The responding temperatures evolution at different positions inside the mold for an 

experimental trial are shown in Fig. 3, where continuous casting occurs in the time range from 



45s to 50.5s. The labels 6BF, 6AF, etc. refer to the position of thermocouples. The number 

means the vertical distance of thermocouple away from meniscus in millimetre, while the first 

letter (A or B) refers to the position of thermocouple above (A) or below (B) meniscus. The 

second letter F or D stands for the horizontal distance of thermocouple 3 mm (F) or 8 mm (D) 

away from the hot surface. The responding temperatures could be divided into four stages 

according to the process of the experiment. At stage I, as the mold dips into the melt bath, the 

mold temperature increases quickly when the liquid contacts with the mold. As it steps into 

stage II (40-45s), where the mold is kept in the bath for 5 seconds to form the initial shell, the 

responding temperatures begin to reduce due to the increased total thermal resistance between 

the mold and melt core that caused by the growth of shell and the formation of shell/mold gap 

due to the shrinkage of the melt solidification. During the stage III (45-50.5s), the shell is cast 

at a constant speed, about 0.53m/min, where all responding temperatures increases again as 

the fresh liquid melt contacts the mold continuously to heat the mold system. Once the casting 

is completed, the mold system is hold for one second at the beginning of stage IV to buffer the 

switch of the mold from casting to pulling out; and then the system is drawn out of the melt 

bath quickly. Therefore, it could be seen that the responding temperatures is increasing for one 

or two seconds and then decreases. 
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Fig.3 Temperature evolutions of responding temperatures during the trial 

To clarify he noise signals for the measured responding temperatures inside mold, Fig. 4 

presents a Power Spectral Density (PSD) according to the formulation in Reference 
[11]

. The 

PSD of ambient temperature (27 
o
C) collected by a high-frequency data acquisition system 

before experiment has a peak at frequency of 10 Hz as shown in Fig. 4 (a). During the 

experiment, the PSD of measured responding temperatures for five positions with different 

distance from meniscus were analysed, it was found that temperature signals of 12AF, 9AF, 

6AF, average meniscus and 6BF, have two distinct peaks distributed in the vicinity of 10 and 

20 Hz respectively (Fig. 4 (b) through (f)). Apparently, the noise signals at 10Hz are appearing 

in all samples, which may be generated by data acquisition system. For the other peak of 

20Hz, it may be due to the electromagnetic interference during the mold simulator run. 



 
Fig.4 The PSD analysis for measured temperatures signals 

Moreover, a peak of frequency around 1.6 Hz is appearing in the measured responding 

temperature signals for the thermocouples of 12AS, 9AS, 0F (average meniscus) and 6BF, 

which is equal to the mold oscillation frequency and is believed to be introduced by mold 

oscillation. This 1.6 Hz peak is very clear at the positions of 9 AS (average slag/air interface) 

and average slag/liquid steel interface (Figs. 4(c) and (e)). To avoid the high frequency noises 

and keep oscillation-introduced information, the signals with frequency larger than 10 Hz 

were filtered away. Therefore, a digital low-pass FIR filter with passband defined from 0 to 9 

Hz and stopband defined from 12 Hz to 30Hz is designed to filter the noise of temperature 

data before data analysis. 

The mold surface temperatures calculated using IHCP were decomposed into low and 

high frequency responding temperatures, and the high frequency mold hot surface 

temperatures’ variation during the time of casting is shown Fig. 5. Fig. 5(b) shows the 

fluctuation of high frequency temperature at meniscus (0S) that is oscillating with mold 

oscillation pattern reciprocally with amplitude of (1.0 
o
C). Trough of the temperature wave 

can be found at the end of Positive strip time and the beginning of negative strip time (NST) 

(Tn), where Tn is shown as the grey area in the figure. This may be attributed to the fact the 

displacement of meniscus is at the top position out of the molten steel that will cool down the 

mold to a maximum degree. Fig. 5(c) shows the fluctuation of high frequency temperature 6 

mm below mold level (6BS) where the fluctuation pattern of this position shows a smaller 

amplitude and longer period reflecting the low frequency solidification phenomena below the 

meniscus. 
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Fig. 5 Fluctuation of high Frequency Temperature at mold hot surface (f>0.6Hz) 

3.2 Heat Flux and Shell Surface 

The heat flux around meniscus during casting was calculated through IHCP and shown 

in Fig. 6 (a). As the variance of heat flux reflects the phenomena occurring inside the mold, 

and is also interfered by multiple external noises, PSD of heat flux is conducted to determine 

all signal sources as shown in Fig. 6 (b), where the magnitude of PSD represents each 

individual signal. It is can be seen the general heat flux is observed to oscillate with a same 

frequency of the mold oscillation at 1.67Hz. 
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Fig.6 Heat flux at meniscus during the casting: (a), and its PSD analysis: (b). 

To simplify analysis, the total heat flux is assumed to be a sum of low and high 

frequency components, and those components could be distinguished by a threshold 

frequency. In other words, any phenomena occurring with a frequency less than the threshold 

are categorized as low frequency phenomena, while the others are categorized as high 

frequency phenomena. The threshold value depends on continuous casting conditions, such as 

the mold oscillation, shell growth, etc. In this mold simulator run, the threshold frequency is 

around 0.6 Hz between two peaks of PSD. The low frequency heat flux (<0.6 Hz) corresponds 

to low frequency phenomena such as solidification shrink, shell unevenness growth, and melt 

flow etc. The peak signal of high frequency heat flux (>0.6 Hz) that is around 1.67 Hz is 

identical to the mold oscillation frequency corresponding to high frequency mold oscillation 

introduced phenomena such as oscillation mark formation, partial meniscus solidification, etc. 

The actual heat flux at meniscus is then split into low and high frequency flux by using a 



digital filter, as shown in Fig. 7. It is clear that low frequency heat flux first decreases due to 

the formation of gap between the initial shell and copper mold, then it is getting higher as the 

initial shell is lowered and the fresh melt contacts the mold.  
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Fig. 7 The decomposition of heat flux at meniscus during casting 

The high frequency heat flux is combined with mold oscillation pattern as shown in Fig. 

8. The fluctuations of high frequency heat flux match well with the mold oscillation and the 

heat flux increase dramatically during NST (Tn).  
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Fig. 8 The decomposition of heat flux at meniscus during casting 

It is observed that the heat flux increases from the bottom when the mold oscillates from 

the early NST to the mid-NST, as the liquid melt meniscus deforms and gets close the coldest 

mold which would introduce the partial meniscus solidification, such that the heat flux would 

tend to increase due to the latent heat release as the initial solidification of meniscus. The heat 

flux continues to increase from the mid-NST to end-NST, due to the continuous heating of the 

mold when it was further dip into the bath. Meanwhile, the infiltration of liquid mold flux is 

getting enhanced from the mid-NST to end-NST, then the thermal resistance between the 

solidified meniscus and mold reduces, and the convective heat transfer in the mold flux 

channel enhances; therefore, the shell continues to grow and the resulting heat transfer rate 

and mold temperature is also continuous to increase. 

When the mold steps to the early Positive Strip Time (PST), the heat flux is observing to 

approach the highest value and then begins to reduce, which may be due to the increased total 



thermal resistance caused by the growth of the shell that is introduced by the increased heat 

flux during NST. Also the mold itself has been heated by the melt for a rather long time and 

the mold hot surface temperature is getting hottest at mid-PST; therefore, it is hard to release 

the heat from melt. The heat flux continues to decrease with the mold oscillates out of bath to 

the end-PST. This is because the mold exposes to the liquid flux layer, and the mold is getting 

cooler. 

Fig. 9 shows the relation between the first derivative of the heat flux at the meniscus and 

the shell surface. It is clearly shown that the presence of positive peaks in the derivative of the 

heat flux are corresponding to each of the oscillation mark, which suggests that the magnitude 

of the heat flux increase is maximum at the position of oscillation mark.  

 
Fig. 9 Relation between oscillation mark and 1st order derivative of heat flux 

 

5. Conclusions  

   A novel technique has been successfully developed to study the initial solidification of 

medium carbon steel melt around the meniscus during continuous casting. Through IHCD 

calculation and PSD analysis, the inter-relationship between complex meniscus heat transfer, 

casting surface oscillation marks and mold hot surface responding temperature has been 

effectively investigated. The specific conclusions were made as follows: 

1. A mold simulator developed in this study has been approved to be an efficient physical 

modeling system that is capable of simulating the initial solidification phenomena in 

continuous casting. PSD analysis shows good capability of noise filtration, signal 

components identification and characteristic signals (responding temperature, frequency 

and heat flux) extraction, which makes the high transient phenomena occurring in initial 

solidification easier to be effectively investigated. Coupled with 1HCP calculation, the 

developed method could provide detailed information about the variation of high 

frequency mold hot surface responding temperatures and heat fluxes, as well as how the 

fluctuation is associated with mold oscillation, mold flux infiltration and cast surface OMs. 



2. The variations of the high frequency temperatures at meniscus are associated with the 

movement of mold in/out of the bath, the infiltration of mold flux and latent hear release due 

to the initial meniscus solidification.  

3. The fluctuations of high frequency heat flux at meniscus matches well with the mold 

reciprocation and the heat flux increase dramatically during NST. The variation of heat flux 

increases was related to the mold oscillating movement, infiltration of mold flux, and 

meniscus solidification. 

4. The presence of positive peaks in the derivative of the heat flux are corresponding to each 

of the oscillation mark, which confirms that the generation of OMs is associated with sudden 

heat flux increase during NST which is from partial meniscus solidification and reduction of 

interfacial conductive thermal resistance due to the enhancement of mold flux infiltration. 
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A NOVEL APPROACH FOR THE SIMULATION OF SURFACE CRACKS 

FORMATION IN CONTINUOUS CASTING 

 

 

Abstract  

 

The present study describes the possibilities of new experimental and numerical methods to 

predict the crack susceptibility under continuous casting (CC) conditions. The first method – 

the In-Situ Material Characterization by Bending (IMC-B) Experiment allows measuring of 

the critical strain values for surface defects upon all the most important process and material 

parameters. The IMC-B experiment uses solidified samples obtained directly from the melt 

and it is based on the 3-point bending test. Hence the material and process parameters are 

similar to CC. Strains are calculated directly after the experiment uses a simulation in Abaqus. 

The risk of surface cracks is provided using the new numerical tool, so-called defect indices 

implemented in IDS. In the framework of practical series a crack susceptibility of the 

commercial Nb-microalloyed steel is investigated after the subsequent cooling to the test 

temperature. The test temperature corresponds to the temperature at the beginning of 

straightening zone in cc. Samples cast at two different cooling conditions show another 

distribution of surface defects and critical strain value. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

IMC-B, continuous casting, surface cracks, surface defects, bending test, second ductility 

trough, IDS, defect indices  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Surface cracks are one of the most common surface defects in the CC of steel. This kind of 

cracks can form in the all of the cast steel grades. However, some of them like high alloyed or 

micro-alloyed steels are very sensitive to crack formation. Surface defects such as transverse 

cracks form initially in the early stage of solidification in the mould, often at the bottom of 

oscillation marks and propagate during slab bending and/or unbending in the critical 

temperature range, when the tensile strains on the slab surface reach the critical limit. The 

tensile strain at the slab surface during bending/unbending is approximately 1-2% [1] and are 

even higher at the bottom of the oscillations marks. This value is high enough for surface 

crack formation, if the bending/unbending process takes place in the critical temperature 

range. The reason for the building of surface cracks is a drop in the steel ductility due to the 

precipitation of carbon-nitrides and the formation of ferrite film along the austenite grain size. 

The risk of the surface cracks increase dramatically as a result of these phenomena. 
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Beside the knowledge about the mechanism of surface cracks, the prediction of the risk of 

cracking is still a challenge. Over the last 40 years many researchers have worked on different 

experimental methods to investigate crack susceptibility under CC conditions. Most of them 

are based upon hot compression [2], hot bending [3-5] or hot tensile tests [6]. However none 

of them allow investigating the critical strains on surface crack formation using all of the 

parameters typical for the CC process. These methods are only useful to predict the critical 

temperature range. This information is however still limited due to differences between the 

execution of these methods and real CC process. The prediction of the risk of surface cracks is 

especially difficult at high temperatures even using the most popular hot tensile test. 

Recrystalization in high temperatures increases the ductility of hot tensile samples and 

therefore the steel in this temperature range seems not to be sensitive to the crack formation. 

These results are in contrast to results from practical observation: cracks can be formed on the 

slab surface at a temperature above 1000 °C; even the ductility of hot tensile samples is very 

high. Moreover recrystalization is unusual in the CC process. Critical strains measured by the 

hot tensile test are also several times higher than at the slab surface by bending/unbending 

operations. The information regarding critical strains can be crucial for planning new CC 

machines. Therefore it is necessary to develop new experimental and numerical methods to 

predict the risk of surface cracks under cc conditions based on the critical strain values. This 

paper describes possibilities and first results of the In-Situ Material Characterization by 

Bending Experiment (IMC-B) and defect indices implemented in IDS – two powerful tools to 

investigate the crack susceptibility under cc conditions. 

 

 

2. Motivation and characteristic features of the IMC-B experiment 

 

The IMC-B experiment has been developed since 2009 at the Chair of Ferrous Metallurgy 

with the cooperation of industrial partners Siemens VAI and voestalpine Stahl. Since 2013 

this experiment has further been used in the 2
nd

 phase of COMET Program: “Application of 

computational thermodynamics and defect models to establish quality criteria for continuously 

cast steels”. The basic motivation for the development of the IMC-B experiment is the 

determination of critical strain values to the surface crack formation under conditions close to 

the CC process. It is also important to obtain more reliable information about the sensibility of 

slabs for crack formation. The IMC-B method is characterized according to the following 

features: 

- Controlled solidification of the sample. 

- Grain growth according to simulated continuous casting process. 

- Sample includes solidification defects e.g. micropores. 

- Controlled cooling to testing temperature, similar to cc conditions. 

- Bending test at strain rate equivalent to the continuous casting process. 

- Range of the applied tensile strain to values below few percent. 

- Prevention of recrystallization during the test. 

- Determination of critical strain values. 

 

 

3. Performance o the IMC-B experiment  

 

The IMC-B experiment consists of three steps (Fig.1): 

- Steel melting in an induction furnace and production of a sample in the dimensions  

  180x60x23 mm by casting in the special mold. 
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- Mold opening, samples cooled in air and subsequent cooling or holding in the heat treatment  

  furnace. 

- Further cooling in the second heat treatment furnace, bending test in this furnace with 

subsequent immediate sample’s quenching into the water. The experiment is performed with 

the defined stamp way and a constant strain rate. The tensile strains are calculated from a FE-

simulation of the bending experiment in Abaqus.  

 

 

Fig. 1 Performing of the IMC-B experiment [7] 

 

 

4. Numerical simulations 

 

A simple 2D Model (coupled temperature-displacement) in Abaqus is used to calculate the 

tensile strain during the process. The maximum plastic strain in the x-direction is taken as a 

reference value for each experiment. The distance between stamps, sample thickness and 

temperature are according to the simulated hot bending test. Fig.2 presents an example of the 

simulation with the materials properties of the sample used for this calculation. Materials 

properties are calculated using JMat Pro and IDS. The stamps for the hot bending apparatus 

were made from a heat resistant steel – Böhler H525. The input parameters for stamps are 

taken from the same steel grade. 

 

             

Fig. 2 (a) – An example of the simulated hot bending, stamp way occurs 1 mm; (b) – stress-

strain curves for the sample 

 

 

5. Defect indices 

 

Defect indices are implemented in IDS to predict the risk of surface cracking. This numerical 

tool has been developed at the Aalto University. Defect indices reach values between 0 and 1. 

With increasing value, the possibility of surface cracks rises. Defect indices consider the 

Maximum plastic strain 
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influence of parameters at the cracks formation in similar equations. Defect indices having the 

major influence at the surface cracks are introduced below [8]: 

- QIGRA - considers the influence of composition, deformation by bending and straightening on 

austenite grains:  
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- QICOM - considers the influence of precipitations: 
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- QIDIP - considers the influence of deformation induced ferrite: 
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where:  

D
γ
GRA - is the as-cast austenite grain size (m) calculated with IDS model;  - is the rate of 

strains caused by the bending or unbending processes; 
C

k - is the sum of the fractions of all 

precipitates at temperature T; 
C,S

k - is the corresponding sum of those fractions at the 

solidus; 
ADC 

- is the fraction of decomposed austenite at temperature T; 
ROD 

- is the fraction 

of austenite decomposition above which one can assume recovered ductility; A - is a 

coefficient defined as A=10(
DIP

/
ROD

)
0.5

 

An example of the possibility of defect indices is shown in the Fig.3. The example shows the 

results of calculation on commercial continuous casting process with Nb – micro-alloyed 

steel. The bending strain in the straightening zone occurred 2 %. Results show that the risk of 

cracks due to deformation inducted ferrite increase significantly in the straightening zone. 

Steel are not sensitive on the surface defects due to precipitations and austenite grains in these 

case. NbC and MnS precipitations increase the risk of cracks only up to 0.3. The defect 

indices are still under the developing. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Influence of parameters on the defect indices  
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6. Experimental procedure 

 

The aim of the experiments was the investigation of critical limits to the surface crack 

formation of commercial Nb-microalloyed steel cast by voestalpnie Stahl. The basic steel 

composition is shown in the Table 1. Samples were produced in the mold and cooled in two 

different cooling strategies (hard and soft cooling strategy) and subsequent bend in the hot 

bending test in the temperature of the beginning of straightening zone. The difference between 

two of these strategies was another cooling intensively. Samples cooled in the hard cooling 

strategies were cooled harder in comparable to those cooled in the second strategy (Fig. 4). 

The crack susceptibility was investigated by simulating the cooling conditions on the slab 

wide side as well as at the corner range in both cooling strategies. Additionally a risk of crack 

was tested between both of these temperatures. The test temperature varied between 760 °C 

and 960 °C. 

 

C Si Mn P Al Nb N Fe 

0.17 0.43 1.54 0.015 0.03 0.017 0.004 Rest 

Table 1 Chemical composition of investigated steel grades, in mass-% 

  

Fig. 4 Two calculated secondary cooling strategies, bending test at the beginning of 

straightening temperature, slab 225 mm, casting speed 1.2 m/min 

A total number of fifteen experiments were performed: seven – for the simulation of crack 

formation under hard cooling strategy and eight – for soft cooling strategy. For each 

experiment the casting temperature was adjusted to 1620 °C. After a definite solidification 

time corresponding to the temperature of the mold exit in CC, samples were taken from the 

mold and cooled down in the air to a temperature between 860 °C and 1100 °C (depending on 

the cooling strategy). Then the samples were placed in a first heat treatment furnace and kept 

at constant temperature for 2 minutes. The samples were subsequently placed in a second 

furnace and cooled down to bending temperature. Afterwards samples were placed in the 

bending apparatus. The bending tests were performed with a different stamp way yet constant 

strain rate of 7.25*10
-4

 s
-1

. The stamp way was between 0 and 3 mm. The corresponding 

strains were calculated with the model in Abaqus.  
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7. Results and discussion 

 

Fig.5 shows one calculated cooling curve and two examples of experimental cooling curves 

from the test series with corresponding steps of performing of experiments. The experimental 

results are closely to the calculated data. This dependency is also similar in all another 

experiments.  

 

Fig. 5 Comparison of the calculated and experimental results of the simulations of IMC-B 

experiment under the soft cooling strategy on the wide-side of the slab [7] 

The sample quality before the bending test was investigated in detail. Sample was bent under 

the hard cooling strategy on the corner and subsequent quenched into the water. The sample 

has typical cast structure with micropores. There were no thermal cracks found on the 

sample’s surface.  

The austenite grains were measured along the sample. Corners were marked and their areas 

were calculated using the program Clemex. After the calculation areas was recalculated on the 

diameters of grains. The mean value of austenite grains is found to be 0.88 mm. Fig.6 shows 

the investigated sample test with measurement position, investigated austenite grains and 

distribution of corners. The simulation of grain growth using the modified Andersen and 

Grong equation show the similar result [9-10]. 

       

Fig. 6 (a) Sample with the measurement area, (b) corners and (c) their distribution 

Fig. 7 presents the correlation between the maximum of calculated plastic strain and 

corresponding bending temperature. 

2000 μm 
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Samples bent with the stamp movement between 1 mm and 3 mm is shown on the right side 

of the picture. Samples with and without cracks are marked with red and green color 

respectively. The results show that in the temperature below 830 °C the first cracks are visible 

under strains of 1.24 %. At a temperature of 830 °C steel seems not to be susceptible to 

surface cracks. The first cracks are formed with a plastic strain of 4.2 %.  

 

Fig. 7 (a) - The dependency between maximum plastic strain, calculated in Abaqus, and 

bending temperature, for experiments cooled under the hard cooling strategy; (b) – pictures 

with samples bent with different stamp way 

The number and distribution of surface cracks on the two samples are compared in Fig.8. The 

positions of cracks were marked in the range of 80 mm of each of the sample using the stereo 

microscope. A sample bent in the temperature of 760 °C with the total number of nine cracks 

is very sensitive to surface cracks. In the second case the sample shows only few surface 

cracks. These cracks have also a shorter length. The metallographic investigation shows that 

cracks are intercrystalline type with the thin ferrite film at the surface. The thickness of ferrite 

film occurs between 2 μm and 4 μm, depending from the test temperature. Typical cracks 

found in these samples are shown in Fig.9.  

 

 

Fig. 8 Distribution of cracks at sample’s surface bent with the maximum of plastic strain of 

1.24% at 760 °C and 4.2 % at 830 °C 
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Fig. 9 Intercrystalline cracks at sample surface, nital etching   

The results on the soft cooling strategy and bending temperature on the maximum plastic 

strain are put together with the results from investigation on hard cooling strategy (Fig.10). 

Samples bent after cooling in this strategy are very sensitive to the surface cracks. The results 

in 960 °C show that cracks form under tensile strain ≤ 1.34 %. A sample bent in the maximal 

strain of 2.95 % in this temperature shows more cracks at the surface than in the first one.    

Cracks are both intercrystalline and transcrystalline (Fig.11).  

 

Fig. 10 Summary of investigation of surface cracks formation in hard and soft cooling 

strategy 

  

Fig. 11 Intercrystalline (a) und transcrystalline cracks at the samples bent in 960 °C, nital 

etching 

Fig.10 shows an interesting correlation: using the IMC-B Experiment is the first time possible 

to measure critical strains to the surface cracks formation in the strain smaller than 1.24 %. 

Any another experiment described in the literature doesn’t allow measuring so small critical 

strains.  

200 μm 500 μm 

200 μm 200 μm 
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8. Summary 

 

This paper summarizes the results of an investigation of crack susceptibility in the 

straightening zone using the new IMC-B experiment. Fifteen samples from Nb - micro-

alloyed steel produced and cold under two different cooling strategies to the test temperatures. 

Ten of them were bent with the maximum plastic strain between 1.24 % and 4.2 %. The 

bending temperatures were validated between 760 °C and 960 °C.  

Samples bent under hard cooling strategy show critical strains as small as 1.24 % in the 

temperature below 830 °C. The investigated steel seems not to be susceptible to surface cracks 

at 830 °C. In comparison to these results, samples cooled under the soft cooling strategy are 

very susceptible to surface cracks at a temperature of 960 °C. The critical strain at this 

temperature is smaller or equal to 1.34 %. The metallographic observation shows that the 

samples include micropores and similar grain structure to those from CC. Samples show 

different amounts and distributions of cracks, depending on the test temperatures and the 

strain values respectively. There was no recrystallization in bending samples. The critical 

strain on  the surface cracks was similar to those from the CC process. The defect indices 

implemented in IDS allow predicting the risk of surface cracks in CC. The first results are 

very promising: the risk of the surface defects in this particular case is the highest due to the 

formation of ferrite film under the temperature of 800 °C. The defect indices will be further 

developed and experimental checked.  
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DYNAPHASE: ONLINE CALCULATION OF THERMODYNAMIC 

PROPERTIES DURING CONTINUOUS CASTING 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The Siemens VAI software model DynaPhase calculates thermodynamic properties 

depending on the chemical analysis of steel. It can be used online together with Siemens 

VAI’s secondary cooling model Dynacs 3D, which is a unique feature. Offline it can be used 

to investigate the thermodynamic properties of steel grades and therefore supports the 

development of new grades. The core of DynaPhase is a substitutional solution model for the 

Gibbs free energy for calculating multi-component phase diagrams. The parameters of this 

model are determined by employing the CALPHAD approach. This model is combined with a 

microsegregation model to account for the interdendritic solidification process. New DSC 

(differential scanning calometry) measurements conducted by the Department of Metallurgy 

at the Mining University of Leoben have been used to improve and extend the DynaPhase 

database for high Al or Si concentrations. By comparing this experimental data to 

calculations, it has been found that some of the widely used commercial software tools do not 

describe the ternary system FeAlC for high aluminum concentrations correctly. In this paper 

we will show how DynaPhase calculations for actual steel compositions influence the thermal 

properties and the impact this has on the secondary cooling control system in continuous 

casting. 
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1. Introduction 
 

In the past, strand treatment was a subject of the rolling process. Historically, 

continuous casting focused on controlling the strand surface temperature by secondary 

cooling [1,2] to prevent surface defects. In a subsequent step, temperature control was 

extended to account for the second ductility trough caused by phase transitions and 

precipitation in the solid state. It is very important to consider this effect while unbending the 

strand and in hot direct-charging processes. [3,4] With the introduction of dynamically 

adjustable segments, it became possible to control the roll gap during casting. [5] With this 

innovation, dynamic soft reduction could be introduced on an industrial scale. [6,7] Today 

thermo mechanical processing is a standard feature of continuous casting technology. 

Employing metallurgical treatments make it possible to influence the as-cast grain structure, 

to improve surface quality and product shape, and to reduce segregation and porosity. 

Metallurgical treatments are also  to make the strand more suitable for hot charging. 

The modern continuous caster has many features and therefore great potential to 

actively influence the as-cast strand properties. These can serve to reduce the energetically 

                                                           
1
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costly and elaborate strand treatment after the initial solidification in the caster. Therefore 

they could also help to reduce CO2 emissions from steel production. 

In order to exploit the full potential of a state-of-the-art continuous caster, the 

underlying physical and chemical processes need to be mapped onto detailed process models. 

These models must be capable of accurately predicting and controlling the process with 

respect to heat transfer in the strand, compound formation, and phase transformations during 

cooling. 

Dynacs 3D is a secondary cooling model for continuous casting. [8-10] It consists of 

two modules. One module, the Thermal Tracker 3D, solves the three-dimensional heat 

transfer equation for the entire strand and predicts the temperature distribution of the strand 

during casting. The second model is the Setpoint Calculator, which controls the secondary 

cooling loops. It regulates water flow, air pressure, and the position of the spray nozzles to 

meet the predefined temperature profile of the strand. Solving the three-dimensional heat-

transfer equation is a mathematical problem. Many authors have addressed this problem, but 

all of their algorithms have one thing in common: They either assume constant density or do 

not conserve energy and mass. [11-13] Unlike other models, the Dynacs 3D model considers 

the temperature-dependent density and globally conserves mass and enthalpy. With modern 

computers, the resulting equation can be handled numerically with great accuracy and 

efficiency. However, this requires that steel grade-specific material properties like liquidus 

and solid temperature are provided.  

An additional software package, DynaPhase calculates all the thermo-physical data 

needed by Dynacs 3D. DynaPhase is available as an online tool that calculates liquidus and 

solidus temperature and material properties for the actual steel grade analysis. This is a unique 

feature that makes it stand out from the competition. Dynacs 3D then uses this data instead of 

data generated for grade groups with a defined concentration range of the chemical analysis. 

This makes the prediction of quantities as the point of complete solidification on the strand 

and the temperature distribution of the strand during casting more accurate and therefore 

allows for precise metallurgical treatments that can lead to an enhanced quality of the 

products. 

In this paper we will focus on the DynaPhase software package. We will start with a 

brief overview of its models and the thermo-dynamical database it uses. We will then show 

with two examples how important accurate calculation results are for a beneficial utilization 

of metallurgical treatments. Finally, we will discuss how DynaPhase can help to increase the 

productivity of the caster and the quality of its products. 

 

 

2. Model and database 

 

DynaPhase is a software package that simulates the phase transitions and 

microsegregation under cooling conditions in a continuous caster. It also calculates the 

temperature material data needed by Dynacs 3D. It is available offline and online versions. 

The offline version allows the pre-calculation of material properties for an arbitrary steel 

grade analysis within the scope of the database. As an online version, it takes the chemical 

analysis of the actual steel grade and calculates the material properties for Dynacs 3D just 

before the start of casting. DynaPhase consists of two main parts. The first describes the 

solidification of the liquid steel in the high temperature range, and the second deals with the 

solid-solid phase transitions in the lower temperature range. 

Part one, the high temperature range, is based on two main models. The first model is a 

substitutional solution model with Redlich-Kister polynomials for the excess term of the 

Gibbs free energy and describes the thermodynamic equilibrium [14-16]. This model has 



many free parameters that must be determined by deploying the CALPHAD approach. [17] 

To simulate solidification during continuous casting, it is very important to deal with 

segregation phenomena correctly. Therefore, the second model describes interdendritic 

solidification depending on external cooling rates. This allows a representative volume 

element located in the mushy zone to be considered. At the interface between different phases, 

a mass balance is requested. The diffusion of the solutes in the different phases obeys Fick’s 

second law. The two models are then combined by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium at 

the phase interfaces. The resulting system of equations is solved numerically with Newton’s 

method. 

Part two, the low temperature range, is described by a kinetic reaction model developed 

by Johnson-Mehl and by Avrami and a FeC phase diagram that is shifted by the concentration 

of the alloying elements. The free parameters of the model have been determined with help of 

experiments. With this model, the solid-solid phase transformation from austenite to ferrite, 

pearlite, bainite, and martensite are calculated based on the actual steel grade analysis and the 

cooling curve. 

As output DynaPhase calculates liquidus and solid temperature, phase fraction 

depending on temperature and temperature-dependent material properties as density and 

thermal conductivity. 

It is well known that the formation of precipitation may influence quantities like the 

solidus temperature. DynaPhase accounts for non-metallic precipitation through an extension 

of the model. For example, the enrichment of sulfur in the liquid phase during solidification, 

which is typically retained by manganese by forming manganese sulfide (MnS), is expressed 

more correctly by the extended model. So far the model includes precipitation of sulfides as 

MnS, nitrides as TiN, and carbides as TiC. 

The benefit of the coupled models in DynaPhase is the ability to characterize the entire 

solidification process. It describes the transformation from the liquid phase into ferrite or 

austenite as well as the three-phase region where liquid is transformed into austenite and the 

transformation of previously built ferrite into austenite has already begun. This means that all 

energetically possible phases in the peritectic region are properly accounted for when the 

solidification interval is determined. 

 

 

2.1. Database extension: the CALPHAD approach 

 

A crucial factor in a successful calculation is the quality of the thermodynamic database. 

The many free parameters of the Gibbs energy model have to be determined with help from 

the CALPHAD approach. In a first step, the database has been built by collecting parameter 

sets published in the relevant literature over the last forty years. Because we are only 

interested in continuously cast steel, we could restrict our search to the iron-rich corner of the 

phase diagram, with limitations for the concentrations of the other elements. It has been 

proven in comparisons using experimental measurements – and with other commercial 

thermodynamic software tools as well as in practical applications on continuous casting 

machines – that the resulting database covers carbon steel grades and also stainless steel 

grades quite well. However, the database is only valid within certain concentration ranges for 

the alloying elements that are sufficient for most of the common steel grades.  

On the other hand, our customers are constantly pushing the limits by designing new 

steel grades with special material properties. The development of TRIP steel grades with high 

Al and high Si concentrations are examples of this trend. These new grades have been beyond 

the scope of the DynaPhase database. Inspecting the literature, we could not find experimental 

data to extend the database in this direction so we started a research project in collaboration 



with voestalpine stahl, Linz and the Department of Metallurgy at the Mining University of 

Leoben. In this project, high-precision DSC (differential scanning calometry) measurements 

to determine the equilibrium phase transitions have been conducted. [18,19] So far, the 

ternary systems FeSiC and FeAlC with Silicon concentration up to 3.3 wt% and Al 

concentration of up to 3.4 wt% have been systematically investigated. It was possible to 

experimentally determine pseudo-binary cuts of FeAlC phase diagrams. Comparisons of these 

cuts to corresponding phase diagrams calculated with FactSage [20] (database SGTE2007) 

and Thermo-Calc [21] (database TCFE6) have shown that the commercial software packages 

do not always correctly reproduce the high Al measurements. Both programs reproduce the 

liquidus line very well, but greater discrepancies between calculation and measurement have 

been found for the other phase transformation lines. We would like to stress that these 

differences have only be found for high Al concentrations. For lower Al concentrations, the 

correspondence between experiment and calculation was good for FactSage and Thermo-

Calc. We are aware of the fact that there are more recent versions of both databases available 

that could contain improved parameter sets for the FeAlC system for high Al concentrations.  

We were using these DSC measurements to tune and extend the DynaPhase database for 

high Al and high Si content (with the restriction that concentrations of other alloying elements 

are not extremely high). DynaPhase is now valid for Si and Al concentrations up to 3.5 wt%. 

More DSC measurements are underway and will be used to further improve and extend the 

DynaPhase database.  

 

 

3. Results and discussion  

 

To show how the changes in the database are reflected in SIMETAL Dynacs 3D, we 

chose a simple example of a steel grade with 0.35 wt% carbon and 2.5 wt% aluminium, which 

we call Al35. With the old DynaPhase, database grades with 2.5 wt% Al are well outside the 

range of validity. Only grades with Al up to 0.5 wt% are allowed using the old database. 

Ignoring this fact, we determined the material properties with DynaPhase assuming an 

average cooling rate of 0.5°C/s using the old database and the new optimized database. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Solid fraction for the grade Al25 calculated with the DynaPhase database before the 

optimization (blue) and after the optimization (red). The liquidus temperature is the same, but the 

solidus temperature is 20°C higher for the red curve than for the blue curve. 

 

In Fig. 1 we plotted the resulting solid fraction against the temperature. The old 

database calculates the liquidus temperature correctly, but for the solidus point we find a 

discrepancy of almost 40°C between the two simulations. But what would this mean for 

continuous casting if SIMETAL Dynacs 3D controls the spray water of the secondary cooling 

loops? To investigate this, we ran two SIMETAL Dynacs 3D simulations for a standard slab 



caster format 225x1500 mm
2 

and a medium cooling practice. In Fig. 2 we show the liquidus 

and solidus isotherms on the narrow face of the strand at a cut through the center of the slab. 

The width position 0 m represents the narrow face surface of the strand and the width position 

0.1125 m the center of the strand. 

The red curves represent the results with the material properties calculated using the old 

database, whereas the results of the simulation with the new database are shown in blue. 

Because the liquidus temperatures for both sets of material properties are almost identical, we 

found no difference of the liquidus isotherm on the strand. A shift of approximately 20°C in 

the solidus temperature leads to a shift in the point of complete solidification of 40 cm on the 

strand. Such a finding could strongly influence the performance of strand treatment 

techniques like soft reduction.  

 

 
   (a)      (b) 
Fig.2 Liquidus isotherm and solidus isotherm of the narrow face at the center of the strand for the 

material parameters calculated with the DynaPhase database before the optimization (blue, called 

isotherm 1) and after the optimization (red, called isotherm 2). The liquidus isotherms are almost the 

same (solid lines), whereas large differences can be found in the solidus isotherms (solid lines with 

points). In panel (b) it can be seen that the difference in the solidus point is around 40 cm. For the 

simulation with the improved database, the solidus point is shifted upwards on the strand. 

 

This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here two simulation with Dynacs 3D for the grade Al25 are 

shown. In the upper panel the material properties have been calculated with the new database 

and in the lower panel with the old database. In both cases the cross section of the strand at 

the same position in the caster is shown. The red shaded regions indicate completely solidified 

steel whereas the gray shaded regions represent the mushy zone. With the old database we 

still find rather large semi-solid areas which suggest the application of soft reduction, whereas 

the improved database leads to an almost completely solid cross section. For a beneficial 

result from soft reduction, it is essential to apply the reduction at the right position for the 

right solid fraction. If we apply soft reduction too early for a solid fraction that is too low, or 

apply it too late when the strand is already completely solid, this could lead to crack formation 

– or it might have no effect at all. 

SIMETAL Dynacs 3D does not necessarily need DynaPhase. If no DynaPhase is 

available SIMETAL Dynacs 3D uses the precalculated material properties of so-called grade 

groups. There are several sets of grade groups, for example, for carbon-steel grades and 

stainless-steel grades. Each group is valid for a specific concentration range, and the material 

properties have been calculated for the mean concentrations of the group. All grade groups of 

one set together cover the usual scope of steel grades. For an actual steel grade SIMETAL 

Dynacs 3D will choose the grade group that is closest to its chemical analysis and will use the 

corresponding material properties to control the secondary cooling. The grid of grade groups 



is rather finely graduated to keep the discrepancy between used grade group properties and 

actual steel grade properties small. However, it is impossible to make this grid very finely 

graduated for all alloying elements. Otherwise, one would end up with an enormous number 

of grade groups. One has to be aware of the fact that using SIMETAL Dynacs 3D without 

DynaPhase will usually lead to good results but it only yields an approximation. 

 

 

 
 
Fig.3 Two cross section of the strand at the same position in the caster are shown. Both panels are the 

results of Dynacs 3D simulations for the steel grade Al25. The only differences are the material 

parameters. In the upper panel the material parameters have been calculated with the new DynaPhase 

database and in the lower panel with the old DynaPhase database.  

 

 The need for a precise determination of the final point of solidification is demonstrated 

on a stainless steel caster. In the stainless steel caster, the soft reduction is performed in 

segments consisting of several rolls. The final point of solidification must correspond with the 

position of the last roll of a segment in order to prevent centerline segregation, or center 

cracking, when soft reduction is performed too early or after the strand is already solidified. 

 

 
 

Fig.4 The temperature profile of the strand is calculated with SIMETAL Dynacs 3D. The final point of 

solidification is reached when the center temperature of the slab drops significantly. 

 

The temperature profile is calculated with SIMETAL Dynacs 3D and defines the three 

different regions of the center of the strand: liquid, mushy, and completely solid regions are 

distinguished. The soft reduction is performed in the mushy zone. For relatively small 

alloying contents, as in carbon steel grades and low casting speeds, the mushy range is 

reduced. In stainless steels the mushy zone is extended due to the high alloying content. For 

the application of soft reduction in stainless casting, the mushy zone needs to be determined 

precisely so that the end of the mushy zone can be controlled to be at the end of a segment.  

The temperature calculation is an important input for the calculation of the soft-

reduction range in DynaGap. The ideal soft reduction line is based on the materials input 

derived from the DynaPhase and the thermal calculation, which permits the calculation of the 



range of the mushy zone. The determination of the final point of solidification is crucial to 

find the optimal setting for DynaGap. 

 

 
 

Fig.5 DynaGap calculates the roll gap based on the natural shrinkage of the strand, which is 

overlapped by an additional reduction step performed in the mushy zone. 

 

The solidus point is linked to the solidus temperature of the different steel grades. 

DynaPhase is able to calculate the solidus temperature very precisely. On site, it is possible to 

operate the caster with certain predefined steel grade groups, which is in many cases 

sufficiently accurate. In a specific situation it was necessary to describe the steel grades more 

precisely, and it was found that the solidus temperature varies in a range of 40°C for the 

ferrite steel grade group, which is accompanied by a shift of the solidus point of 1.22 m 

(Table 1).  For the austenite steel grade group the solidus temperature varies by 44°C which 

shifts the solidus point by 1.76m (Table 2). These findings are used to tune predefined steel 

grade groups. 

 



 
a.) 

 
 

b.) 
Fig. 5 The final point of solidification on a caster is reached at 24.42 m (Fig. 5a), for a specific 

secondary cooling practice and casting speed. About 30 cm before the final point of solidification, a 

channel containing mushy steel with a thickness of 10 mm is still present (Fig. 5b). 

 

 

Table 1. Different representatives of the typical ferrite steel grade group (weight %) 

 
Different stainless steel 
grades  

Grade group 
representative 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

  Ferrite 
Default 

409L 436L 441 

 C 0.035 0.006 0.008 0.007 

 Si 0.5 0.55 0.2 0.3 

 Mn 0.58 0.29 0.25 0.28 

 P 0.015 0.0229 0.0175 0.0258 

 S 0.01 0.0017 0.005 0.0007 

 Cr 14.3 11.2 17.7 18.2 

 Ni 0.367 0.14 0.25 0.1 

 Mo 0.7 0.3 1.1 0.03 

 Cu 0.167 0.058 0.073 0.06 

 N  0.008 0.008 0.2 

 Ti 0.193 0.25 0.25 0.5 

 Nb 0.083 0.005 0.025 0.008 

 Solidus temp. [°C] 1448 1476 1484 1469 

 Solidus point [m] 19.77 19.52 18.55 18.87 

 Shift of the solidus 
point [m] 

 0.25 1.22 0.9 



Table 2. Different representatives of the typical austenite steel grade group (weight %) 

 
Different stainless steel 
grades 

Grade group 
representative 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

Client-specific 
steel grade 

  Austenite 
Default 

SA304 SA309 SA316 

 C 0.047 0.05 0.05 0.03 

 Si 0.52 0.4 0.5 0.5 

 Mn 1.6 1.1 1.5 1.5 

 P 0.015 0.0304 0.015 0.015 

 S 0.01 0.002 0.01 0.01 

 Cr 18.2 18.3 22.7 17 

 Ni 9.33 8.1 12.4 13 

 Mo 0.87 0.12 0.5 2.3 

 Cu 0.4 0.0002 0.4 0.4 

 N 0.1 0.215 0.04 0.04 

 Ti 0.042 0.003 0.01 0.01 

 Nb 0.041 0.04 0.01 0.01 

 Solidus temp. [°C] 1348 1392 1334 1365 

 Solidus point [m] 24.42 22.66 25.01 24.28 

 Shift of the solidus 
point [m] 

 1.76 -0.59 0.14 

 

A shift of the solidus point by 1.22 m has an influence on the soft reduction efficiency. 

An accurate prediction of the solidus point is needed in order to better adjust the DynaGap to 

control the soft reduction process. Further analysis with SIMETAL Dynacs 3D revealed that 

30 cm before the final point of solidification a channel filled with mushy steel with 10 mm in 

thickness is still present, which needs to be removed by means of soft reduction. The 

thickness of the channel gives an indication of the reduction amount. 

The calculation with SIMETAL Dynacs 3D showed the ideal soft reduction amount and 

the accurate position of the solidus point, which are essential for the operation of DynaGap. 

It has also been shown that the solidus temperature for different steel grades in the same steel 

grade group might differ by a value of 40°C, which is followed by a shift in the solidus point 

of 1.22 m. A delayed reduction may result in undesired microstructures, with center cracking; 

a reduction performed too early can be followed by undesired bridge formation. 

 

3.1 DynaPhase online 

 

So far we have discussed how DynaPhase helps control strand treatment technologies 

like soft reduction and therefore helps improve the quality of the steel products. But 

DynaPhase online does more than that. For example, sometimes the chemical analysis of a 

ladle is somewhat off the usual values. Because DynaPhase online uses the actual chemical 

analysis of the ladle for its calculation, it informs the operator before starting to cast if the 

steel is peritectic. This might be unexpected, and because peritectic grades are more difficult 

to cast than non-peritectic grades, the operator can adjust the casting practice accordingly. If 

the Siemens VAI software tool Quality Expert is available, DynaPhase can inform the Quality 

Expert if the grade is either peritectic or a low carbon grade. The Quality Expert can than 

display the correct casting practice for the operator.   

 Fluctuations in the analysis influence the liquidus temperature, which can result in a 

higher superheat than planned. Again, if the operator knows this before casting, they can try 

to optimize the casting practice manually, or the casting practice can be adjusted 

automatically by the Level 2 system of the caster.  



At present we are working on the development of quality indices. This is a joint project 

with voestalpine Stahl, Linz, the Department of Metallurgy at the Mining University of 

Leoben, and the metallurgy research group of at the School of Chemical Technology, Aalto 

University, Finland. [22] The current chemical analysis indices between 0 and 1 are 

computed, which indicates the risk of surface cracks and internal crack. The Quality Expert 

will be provided with these indices. The Quality Expert in turn use this information to rate the 

strand. With this information, the operator will be in the position to identify slabs with high-

risk surface defects that may need to be inspected or may need surface treatment.  

There are many more options for deploying information from DynaPhase. For instance, 

DynaPhase calculates density as a function of temperature, which makes it possible to 

calculate the weight of the ladle and the strand very precisely if no measurements are 

available. 

 

 

4. Conclusions  

 

We have described the thermodynamic software package DynaPhase in some detail. We have 

emphasized the importance of a good thermodynamic database for any prediction made by 

DynaPhase, and so we have used new high-precision DSC measurements to improve our 

database. So far we have extended the range of validity for Si (up to 3.5 wt%) and Al (up to 

3.5 wt%). More experimental investigations are underway to further improve the database. 

We demonstrated in two examples how the correct calculation of material properties with 

DynaPhase influences the accuracy of Level 2 cooling control systems like SIMETAL Dynacs 

3D. The accurate prediction of solid fractions is indispensable for the effective use of strand 

treatment technologies such as soft reduction. Accurate calculations of DynaPhase can also 

help to manage unusual fluctuations of the chemical analysis by adjusting the casting practice. 

This can prevent quality problems or at least help identify strands that might have quality 

issues. 
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCES WITH THE OPTIMIZATION OF 

SECONDARY COOLING  
. 

Abstract 

 

Surface temperatures of cast slabs at small radius segments in front of as well as at the 

unbending point belong to parameters that affect the surface quality of continuously cast slabs. 

Older machines for continuous casting were designed with regard to the performance (to 

amount of cast slabs) rather than to the quality. Therefore, the adaptation of secondary cooling 

is required in order to accomplish the desired surface temperatures. The modification consists 

in the dynamic control of secondary cooling, surface temperatures monitoring by means of the 

numerical model of temperature field as well as in a prospective replacement of cooling 

nozzles. The paper deals with relationships of described influences and their impacts to the 

temperature field of cast slabs. The results are presented for the 1530x250 mm slabs that are 

cast in Evraz Vítkovice Steel where the main author’s dynamic 3D solidification model is 

used to control the production.  The results and experiences obtained after the replacement of 

cooling nozzles are compared to long-time operational data for the preceding setup of cooling 

nozzles. The comparison is performed with the use of data acquired from the dynamic 

solidification model and with the use of the statistical operational data. 

. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The presented in-house model of the transient temperature field of the blank from a slab 

caster (Fig. 1) is unique in that, in addition to being entirely 3D, it can work in real time. The 

numerical model covers the temperature field of the complete length of the blank (i.e. from 

the meniscus inside the mould all the way down to the cutting torch) with up to one million 

nodes [1]. 

The concasting machine (caster) for the casting of slabs (Fig. 1) has the secondary-

cooling zone subdivided into thirteen sections, due to the convection of a greater amount of 

heat from the voluminous slab casting. The first section engages water nozzles from all sides 

of the slab. The remaining twelve sections engage air mist cooling nozzles, which are 

positioned only on the upper and underside of the concasting. It is therefore very important to 

determine the correct boundary conditions for the numerical model of the temperature 
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field [2]. Regarding the fact that on a real caster, where there are many types of nozzles with 

various settings positioned inside a closed cage. Real caster contains a total 8 types of nozzles 

and geometrical layouts. The aim is to modify the secondary cooling zones 6, 8 and 10 so as to 

increase the surface temperature of the slab in a small radius at point of straightening. 

Currently in cooling zones 6, 8 and 10 nozzles installed air mist nozzles Lechler 

100.638.30.24 (Fig. 2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Radial caster with cooling circuit and position of pyrometers 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Characteristics of nozzles Lechler 100.638.30.24 and 100.528.30.24 

 



2. The heat transfer coefficient of the nozzle 
 

The cooling by the air mist water nozzles has the main influence and it is therefore 

necessary to devote much attention to establish the relevant heat transfer coefficient (HTC) of 

the forced convection. Commercially sold models of the temperature field describe the heat-

transfer coefficient beneath the nozzles as a function of the incident quantity of water per unit 

area. They are based on various empirical relationships. This procedure is undesirable. The 

model discussed in this paper obtains its heat transfer coefficients from measurements of the 

spraying characteristics of all nozzles used by the caster on a so-called hot plate in an 

experimental laboratory and for a sufficient range of operational pressures of water and a 

sufficient range of casting speeds of the slab (i.e. casting speed). This approach represents a 

unique combination of experimental measurement in a laboratory and a numerical model for 

the calculation of the non-linear boundary conditions beneath the cooling nozzle. 

This laboratory device enables the measurement of each jet separately. It comprises a 

steel plate mounted with 18 thermocouples, heated by an external electric source. The steel 

plate is heated to the testing temperature, than it is cooled by a cooling jet. On the return move 

the jet is covered by a deflector, which enables the movement of the jet without cooling the 

surface. This device measures the temperatures beneath the surface of the slab–again by 

means of thermocouples [3]. The laboratory device allows the setting of: 

• The nozzle type. 

• The flow of water. 

• The air-pressure. 

• The distance between the nozzle and the investigated surface. 

• The surface temperature. 

• The shift rate (casting speed). 

 

 

Fig. 3 Diagram of measurement configuration of the cooling effects of nozzle 

 

Since the cooling nozzle 100.638.30.24 for minimum water flow appears to be too 

intensive and measurements were made for such a small nozzle  100.528.30.24 (Fig. 3). Based 

on the temperatures measured in dependence on time, the HTCs are calculated by an inverse 

task. They are then processed further using an expanded numerical and an identification 

model and converted to coefficients of the function HTC(T,y,z) (Fig. 4), which expresses the 

HTC in dependence on the surface temperature, and also the position of the concasting with 



respect to the nozzle. The Lechler air mist nozzles have low dependence of heat transfer 

coefficient on the slab surface temperature. The value of the HTC on the surface of the slab, as 

it enters the secondary-cooling zone, significantly affects the process simulation from the 

viewpoint of the temperature field, the technological length, and also other technological 

properties.  It therefore affects prediction of the quality of the slab. 

In order to be able to simulate this boundary condition within the numerical model as 

accurately as possible, it is necessary to conduct experimental measurement on each nozzle in 

the secondary-cooling zone individually.  

 

 

Fig. 4 HTC over temperature 

 

Each of the eight nozzles had been measured separately on the hot model, on which the 

hot surface of the slab, which is cooled by a moving nozzle, can be modelled. The 

temperatures measured on the surface of the model can be entered into an inverse task to 

calculate the intensity of spraying, which, in turn, can determine the HTC by a special 

mathematical method. 

Fig. 5 presents the measured values of the heat transfer coefficients processed by the 

temperature model software. For nozzle configuration, there is a graph of the 3D graph of the 

heat transfer coefficient beneath the nozzle. These graphs are plotted for a surface temperature 

of 800 to 1000 °C. 

 

   
a) Nozzle 100.638.30.24 water flow 2.2 l/min, air pressure 0.2 MPa 

 



 
    

b) Nozzle 100.528.30.24 water flow 2.2 l/min, air pressure 0.2 MPa 

    
c) Nozzle 100.528.30.24 water flow 1.5 l/min, air pressure 0.2 MPa 

 

Fig. 5 The heat transfer coefficient for the air mist nozzle Lechler 

 

 

3. Temperature field 
 

The setting of the secondary cooling and its optimization is a very complicated problem. 

Therefore, a numerical model of temperature field was used together with the optimization 

model [4, 5].  The first model is the numerical model of temperature field based on the 

governing equation of transient heat conduction, also called Fourier-Kirchhoff equation [6]. 

 

  ,eff

H H
v k T T

z

 
      

        (1) 

 

where keff (W/mK) is the effective thermal conductivity, T (K) is the temperature, H (J/m
3
)  is 

the volume enthalpy,  (s) is time and v (m/s) is the casting speed. This model represents a 

unique combination of numerical modelling and the large number of experimental 

measurements. The model is able to predict the temperature distribution in the whole slab, the 

solid shell thickness and the position of the metallurgical length. Its results are validated by 

the measurements in the real casting process. In order to speed up the computational time, the 

model could run in parallel GPU architecture [7].   



 

a) Nozzles 100.638.30.24 water flow per one nozzle 2.2 l/min 

 

 

b) Nozzles 100.528.30.24 water flow per one nozzle 2.2 l/min 

 

 

c) Nozzles 100.528.30.24 water flow per one nozzle 1.5 l/min 

 

Fig. 6 Temperature history along caster for different configuration of secondary cooling in 

zone 6, 8 and 10 



The graph in Fig. 6 shows the resultant temperature field for individual cooling curves. 

This basic set of graphs serves the user in that it is possible to assess which of the cooling 

curves is optimal for the given cast steel [4]. The Fig. 6a shows the surface temperatures of 

the slab in the caster using 100.638.30.24 nozzles and current setting secondary cooling to 

flow 2.2 l/min per nozzle. The following Fig. 6b shows the temperature for the same 

conditions only in zones 6, 8 and 10 is used 100.528.30.24 nozzle. The last Fig. 6c showing 

the surface temperature for the water flow 1.5 l/min per 100.528.30.24 nozzle in zones 6, 8 

and10. These calculations show that the criteria of the new nozzles increase the surface 

temperature at the straightening point of the small radius about 100 °C, while at higher flow 

water rates and the new nozzle can be cooled as intensively as the original nozzle.  

 

 

4. Statistical processing of data from the on-line model 

 

For each “heat”, the following statistical quantities are calculated for all measured and 

calculated values: the arithmetic mean, the minimal value, the maximal value and the standard 

deviation. 

The basic statistical quantities are evaluated only from so-called “clean” data – the 

statistics does not include the transition sections of the first and last heats in the sequence and 

also the data from any unexpected interruptions in casting. In the evaluation of the statistical 

data, it is necessary to compare the data for the same slab profile and also for the same class or 

group of steel. This paper presents the graphs of the statistical quantities for basic slab profile 

1530x250 and two one class of carbon steel with an average carbon content of 0.16 % and 

0.10 % within a period of 12 months of operation of the caster at EVRAZ VITKOVICE 

STEEL. The main part of the year in operation original cooling nozzles, the last part of the 

year are already installed a new smaller cooling nozzles.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7 The measured and calculated temperatures of a 1530×250 mm slab 

 

Fig. 7 compares the average values of the measured surface temperatures in two points 

with the average calculated temperatures in the same points. The graphs indicate that the 

measured and calculated values are practically identical in terms of their trends. Comparing 



the absolute values, it is possible to see that there are long intervals where the deviation is 

significant and, on the other hand, there are intervals where the values are identical. 

Furthermore, there are sequences of heats where one pyrometer is out of operation. The 

conclusion here is that the calculated values of the temperatures are much more reliable and 

give values that are much more suitable for the prediction system or the secondary-cooling 

regulation. Another reason why there can be a difference between the measured and calculated 

temperatures is the state of the secondary cooling. The magenta dividing line is marked heat 

with replace nozzles.  

 

 

5. Relationship between casting speed and cooling intensity 

 

The casting process is influenced by many parameters, but only few of them can be 

controlled in reasonable ranges. For instance, controlling of the casting temperature is not 

really possible and the safety protocols restrict the water flows through the mould [2]. The 

typical control parameters are the casting speed and the cooling intensity in the secondary 

cooling zone.  

The optimization goal is to set the casting speed as high as possible and still keep the good 

quality of cast steel.  

 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 8 The optimal cooling curve for cooling zone with new noozle 
 

The search for the optimal relationship between the casting speed and the cooling intensity 

is simply based on the gradual increase of casting speed (from 0.7 m/min to 1.0 m/min). The 



algorithm for every value of the casting speed is capable to find a corresponding cooling 

intensity. From the optimization results the data where the metallurgical length exceeded the 

given limit (from 14 m to 24 m) and where the maximal error exceeded 100 °C were 

discarded.     

 

 

6. Conclusion 

  

The value of the heat transfer coefficient on the surface of the slab, as it enters the 

secondary-cooling zone, significantly affects the process simulation from the viewpoint of the 

temperature field, the metallurgical length, and also other technological properties. It therefore 

enables the prediction of the quality of the slab. In order to be able to simulate this boundary 

condition within the numerical model as accurately as possible, it is necessary to conduct 

experimental measurement on each nozzle in the secondary-cooling zone individually. Each 

nozzle had been measured separately on the hot model, on which the hot surface of the blank, 

which is cooled by a moving nozzle, can be modelled. The temperatures measured on the 

surface of the model can be entered into an inverse task to calculate the intensity of spraying, 

which, in turn, can determine the heat transfer coefficient using a special mathematical 

method. 

The 3D numerical model of the temperature field is used for optimization of the surface 

temperature of the concast slab. The problem of the optimization of continuous casting 

process and finding its optimal parameters can be efficiently solved by our algorithm [5]. The 

results are presented for the 1530x250 mm slabs that are cast in Evraz Vítkovice Steel where 

the main author’s dynamic 3D solidification model is used to control the production interface. 

The casting speed is typically set between 0.75 and 0.85 m/min (came up from the practice). 

The regulation delay was set after many simulations on the value 120 s. Real time model of 

the temperature field (dynamic solidification model) including optimization model is ready for 

integration into the Level 2 for example system PIKE automation [9].  
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IMPROVEMENT OF SLAB QUALITY AT THYSSENKRUPP STEEL 

EUROPE THROUGH DYNACS 3D STRAND COOLING MODEL 
 

 

Abstract 

 

In July 2010 ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe (TKSE), Germany, awarded a contract for the 

replacement of the existing process models on slab caster no. 1 and 2 at Duisburg 

Beeckerwerth.Germany to Siemens VAI Metals Technologies. 

The scope of supply comprised Siemens VAI’s innovative secondary cooling model 

SIMETAL Dynacs3D for slab caster no.2 and Yield Expert for both casters. Yield Expert covers 

slab length optimization, scheduling of upcoming mold width changes and calculation of 

optimum strand close time. Additionally the required changes on the process control system 

(Level 1) had to be performed.  

The installation of the models was done during scheduled production breaks only. The 

performance of the new models was verified during an extended parallel run for a couple of 

months. In May 2013 TKSE signed the Final Acceptance Certificate. 

During the Dynacs 3D model tuning phase improvement potential for certain steel grades 

was identified. Utilizing the comprehensive simulation environment of Dynacs 3D the optimum 

combination of cooling strategies and spray nozzles was found. This resulted in definitive slab 

quality improvements compared to the situation before the upgrade. 
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1. Introduction 

 

 
(© ThyssenKrupp AG, http://www.thyssenkrupp.com/de/presse/bilder.html&photo_id=1298) 

 

ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG (TKSE) is one of the world’s technology leaders in carbon 

steel flat products. In the Duisburg Beeckerwerth plant TKSE operates 2 slab casters, Caster 1 

and Caster 2 which were erected in 1974 and 1980 respectively.  

 

Caster 2 which is a 2 strand slab caster with straight mold and bender was revamped in 

2001 in order to produce sheets, ULC and IF grades. It was equipped with a spray water cooling 

system and a secondary cooling model which was based on specific strand age. 

Due to changes in the product portfolio TKSE is required to increase the production of 

surface crack sensitive high strength steel. 

In 2010 TKSE decided to upgrade parts of its caster automation systems, which consisted 

of a process control system based on Schneider Electrics PLC’s using Factory-Link for HMI, a 

common superior level 2 “Caster Computer” and a secondary cooling model computer for Caster 

2. 

The motivation for the modernization was driven by multiple aspects. Main technological 

aspect was to achieve an improvement in product quality especially for surface crack sensitive 

high strength steel by implementing the latest state of the art process models. On the other hand 

the hardware of the Caster Computer application was already outdated and spare parts were no 

longer available on the market.  

As a first step TKSE wanted to outsource the process models of secondary cooling and cut 

to length optimization to designated process model servers. This approach reduces the load on the 

Caster Computer and makes the future upgrade of Caster Computer easier. 
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2. Initial situation 

 

The whole Level 2 functionality including the process models except slab caster no.2 

cooling model were running on a single Caster Computer for both casters. This caster 2 cooling 

model from Davy Distington calculated the effective casting speed for each of the 18 cooling 

loops and sent those to the Level 1 system. On the Level 1 the water flow was then selected from 

a casting speed vs. water flow table using the effective casting speed from Level 2. 

 

The cut lists for both casters were built by the Caster Computer and downloaded to the 

Level 1 systems. Any modifications to the cut lists were possible on the Level 1 systems only. 

 

 

3. Scope of automation modernization 

 

In July 2010 TKSE awarded a contract for the replacement of the existing process models 

on slab caster no. 1 and 2 at Duisburg Beeckerwerth, Germany to Siemens VAI Metals 

Technologies. The goal was to complete the project within 1 year. 

 

The scope of supply comprised Siemens VAI’s innovative secondary cooling model 

SIMETAL Dynacs 3D for slab caster no.2 and Yield Expert for both casters. Yield Expert covers 

slab cut length optimization, scheduling of upcoming mold width changes and calculation of 

optimum strand close time. Additionally the required changes on the process control system 

(Level 1) had to be performed. 

 

Figure 1 shows the simplified hardware layout after the modernization. The hardware for 

the new SVAI process models has been integrated into the existing network infrastructure. 

Complying with the TKSE request each model has been installed on a designated server and a 

Backup server for redundancy. The Data Distribution servers act as gateways for data exchange 

between the Caster Computer, the SVAI model servers and the Level 1 PLCs. 

 

The client PCs with the Siemens VAI HMI Process Explorer have been positioned in the 

main control pulpit and in the cutting pulpit. The Engineering PC in the metallurgist office 

includes the Siemens VAI HMI Process Explorer and the Siemens VAI Maintenance and 

Simulation System. 
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Fig. 1 – Simplified hardware configuration after modernization 

 

SIMETAL Dynacs 3D is a process model that dynamically solves the 3D heat transfer 

equation for continuous casting machines.  

For this calculation it is necessary to account for the heat removal due to radiation, contact 

between strand and rolls, primary cooling water in the mold and the secondary cooling water. The 

steel grade properties are important variables in the heat transfer equation. Thickness changes of 

the strand caused by the machine taper and by the temperature depending density are considered 

in the calculation. 

SIMETAL Dynacs 3D derives adequate water flow rates even in transient casting situations 

such as steel grade changes, casting speed variations, different tundish temperatures, tundish 

exchanges, and at the beginning and end of a casting sequence. The water flow rate for each 

cooling zone is calculated to maintain a defined surface temperature throughout the entire casting 

sequence.  

 



 
Fig. 2 – Three dimensional illustration of the temperature profile in the strand 

 

 

4. Yield expert – cut length optimization 

 

The aim of the Yield Expert is achieving a caster yield increase by applying optimization 

algorithms that are designed to cut as many prime length slabs as possible, to reduce the amount 

of scrap and also the production of slabs with alternative lengths.  

A basic cutting schedule is derived from the production plan considering the prime length 

only. The production plan is received from the Caster Computer and may be modified by 

operator on the model client PCs. The cutting schedule is recalculated and optimized whenever a 

relevant event (e.g. tundish change, intermix, end of cast) occurs or a slab is cut. The algorithm 

considers customer specific length tolerances, alternative slab lengths and slabs priority which is 

defined by the TKSE production plan. 

If optimization runs with min/max plan length are not successful, alternative lengths are 

used to decide how the good remaining strand length should be cut.  

The optimized cutting schedule is used for scheduling upcoming mold width and taper 

changes and for calculation of optimum strand close time. The output of both functions is sent to 

the basic automation system where mold width changes are performed in full automatic mode.  

The optimized cutting schedule (see Fig. 1) is shown to the operators and is used by other 

automation functions and models. It contains the actual slab status (planned / cast / setpointed / 

cutting / cut), the dimensions and the heat number to which the slab belongs. 

The optimized slab lengths, marking and deburring information is forwarded to the cutting 

machine. The data is retransmitted whenever a new slab has been cut or a calculation run has 

been triggered.  

 



 
Fig. 1 – Screen example of the cutting overview at TKSE 

 

The Yield Expert maintenance system allows the definition of optimization events, scrap 

lengths related to these optimization events, allowable slab length ranges, etc. The metallurgist / 

production manager may tune the Yield Expert in case there is a need due to changing demands 

of the production process. 

An important function is the replay system which allows examining the optimization results 

offline. All optimization runs from the production system can be replayed. The function also 

allows testing of what-if scenarios so metallurgist / production manager can try out various 

settings risk-free. 

 

 

5. Implementation of the cooling model 

 

The existing cooling model has been tuned by TKSE over the years to achieve the best 

possible quality results. For this reason it has been agreed at the beginning of the project to setup 

the cooling model in such a way that initially the water flow rates are close to the existing cooling 

practices. The existing cooling practices were based on flow rates versus effective casting speed 

and the SIMETAL Dynacs3D cooling practices are based on aim surface temperature. Therefor 

the first step was to calculate the actual surface temperature in the center of the strand from the 

mold to the end of the containment using the existing cooling practices. The result can be seen in 

Fig. 2 – Original surface temperature. 

 



 
Fig. 2 – Comparison of surface temperatures 

 

The existing water flow calculation causes a reheating of the surface temperature in the 

upper cooling zones. This reheating was easily eliminated by specifying an aim surface 

temperature (red line). The green line shows the resulting surface temperature using SIMETAL 

Dynacs 3D water flow calculation. 

 

 

6. First results 

 

SIMETAL Dynacs 3D was installed on both strands. To verify the quality improvements 

due to Dynacs 3D surface temperature control, strand 4 was executing Dynacs 3D surface 

strategy while strand 3 was running with the original water flow tables. 

 

TKSE was casting in this test mode for several weeks in order to get a representative 

number of samples to compare the two models. No real quality difference could be found for 

most grades. For surface crack sensitive grades, the result showed an increase in surface cracks 

on strand 4.  

TKSE and Siemens VAI analyzed the results together using the Dynacs 3D offline 

simulation system. At the end of segment 0 (cooling zone 3a), which is about 4m below 

meniscus, the surface temperature across the strand width was extremely uneven (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3 – Surface temperature across strand width at 4m from meniscus using existing nozzles  

 

It was mutually agreed that this is the cause for the surface quality problems. This uneven 

surface temperature is clearly caused by the existing spray water distribution. To improve the 

spray water distribution the nozzle types or nozzle arrangements need to be changed. 

In order to exactly model the heat removal of the secondary cooling water in Dynacs 3D all 

secondary cooling nozzles that are being used were tested on the Siemens VAI nozzle test stand 

in Linz.  

Fig. 4 shows the spray pattern of the nozzles in zone 3 and Fig. 5 shows the spray pattern 

of the nozzles in zone 3a. 

 

  

Fig. 4 – Spray pattern old nozzle zone 3 (90°) Fig. 5 – Spray pattern old nozzle zone 3a 

(90°) 

 

Knowing the spray distribution of the individual nozzles and the nozzle arrangement the 

flow distribution for each cooling zone can be determined.  

 



 
Fig. 6 – Spray pattern zone 3 old nozzles 

 
Fig. 7 – Spray pattern zone 3a old nozzles 

 

This spray distribution is used in Dynacs 3D to calculate the heat removal of the secondary 

cooling water. The water peaks for both zones are approximately 250 and 800 mm off center. 

This can also be seen in Fig. 3 that the temperature low peaks are around 1050°C at the end of 

zone 3a while the high peaks near the corners are almost 200°C higher. 

This temperature difference between strand center and the area near the corner got even 

worse on strand 4 which was caused by the increase of the water in order to avoid the reheating 

of the strand in the center. 

 

 

7. Solution 

 

Since the problem was obviously the spray distribution over the width in zones 3 and 3a, 

simulation runs were made using the Dynacs3D offline simulation system with different nozzle 

configurations. The original nozzles in zone 3 and 3a which were 90° flat spray nozzles seemed 

to cause the problem. Simulations were made with different nozzles types. The best results were 

found using the 120° flat spray nozzles (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). 

 

 
Fig. 8 – Spray pattern zone 3 new nozzles 

(120°) 

 
Fig. 9 – Spray pattern zone 3a new nozzles 

(120°) 

 

The more homogenous spray water distribution in zones 3 and 3a resulted also in a much 

better temperature distribution across the width at the end of zone 3a which can be found in Fig. 

10. 



 
Fig. 10 – Surface temperature across strand width at 4m from meniscus using new nozzles  

 

TKSE decided to install the 120° nozzles on one of their benders. After a representative 

number of slabs were cast the cracking of the surface crack sensitive high strength steel grades 

was drastically reduced. Subsequently all benders have been equipped with the new nozzle types 

for both strands and Dynacs 3D surface strategy was also activated on strand 3. 

 

 

8. Final results 

 

With the help of the Dynacs 3D offline simulations a better spray distribution could be 

found by equipping the offline simulation system with different nozzle types. Subsequently the 

machine was equipped with those nozzle types which significantly improved the surface quality. 
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Fig. 11 – Reduction of defective slabs and scarfing ratio 

 

Fig. 11 shows the percentage of defective slabs for different defect types for strand 3 

running with the original water flow tables and the original spray nozzles in zone 3 and 3a (blue) 

and strand 4 using the new nozzle types with Dynacs 3D surface control (red).  

A significant reduction of transversal, longitudinal and corner cracks by more than 50% 

could be achieved on strand 4 with Dynacs 3D surface control compared to the original nozzle 

configuration using speed control. 

Additionally the percentage of slab surface scarfing could be reduced from 15.8 to 11.4%. 

 

 

9. Summary 

 

Siemens VAI has installed the advanced process models on both casters at Thyssen Krupp 

Steel Europe (TKSE) in Duisburg Beeckerwerth, Germany. The scope comprised the integration 

of the process model Yield Expert on caster no. 1 and the Yield Expert and the secondary cooling 

system Dynacs 3D on caster no. 2. The integration was performed during planned production 

breaks only. Prior to go alive the models were tested by TKSE and Siemens VAI in parallel run 

over a period of several months. Due to a remote connection the onsite activities of Siemens VAI 

personnel could have been reduced to a minimum. 

 

Already during commissioning the Siemens VAI Team demonstrated the potential of the 

Dynacs 3D secondary cooling model. By casting simulations in the off-line simulation system the 

spray distribution in the individual zones has been analyzed. Thereby disadvantageous spray 

distribution in two cooling zones has been identified. Simulations with alternative nozzle types 

were performed and a significant more homogeny spray distribution over the strand width was 

reached by just using a different nozzle type. Based on the simulation results TKSE changed the 

nozzle type in zone 3 and 3a and evaluated the slab quality over a couple of months to 

demonstrate the significant improvement of the slab surface quality. 
 

In the conclusion meeting in summer 2013 TKSE especially highlights the improvement of 

slab quality reached by Dynacs 3D cooling model: “Based on the results of the off-line simulation 

we equipped segment 0 (zone 3 and 3a) on one strand with a new nozzle type. Afterwards we 

evaluated the slab quality over a couple of months. The strand equipped with the new nozzles and 

cooled with Dynacs 3D definitely produces better quality than the strand with the original 

nozzles.” 
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MODELLING OF WATER SPRAY COOLING. IMPACT ON 

THERMOMECHANICS OF SOLID SHELL AND AUTOMATIC 

MONITORING TO KEEP METALLURGICAL LENGTH CONSTANT 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The paper focuses on two points related to water spray cooling during secondary 

cooling. The first one is the impact in terms of local stress generated along the surface and 

subsurface of the cast product when passing by each water spray sprinkler. The second point 

deals with an automatic determination of the water flow rate to be imposed to each sprinkler 

in view of an increase of the casting speed under the constraint that the metallurgical length 

should be maintained constant. The 3D finite element software THERCAST
®
 is used to 

address those two questions. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Water spray cooling in steel continuous casting represents the second stage for 

solidification and its modelling is essential to a deep understanding of temperature fields and 

thermal stresses along the casting process. After the product exits the copper mould, most of it 

is still liquid and contained in a thin solid shell formed during this primary cooling. It is then 

extracted by both gravity and motorized rolls through a series of supporting rolls stands and 

water sprays. During this secondary cooling it undergoes large temperature fluctuations, 

especially near its surface, that it is essential to understand and control in view of minimizing 

the occurrence of defects such as surface or sub-surface cracking [1]. These fluctuations arise 

due to localized sprinkling. Indeed, the surface is cooled down when being exposed to a spray 

zone, or when in contact with a support roll. Then, it is re-heated when exposed to convection 

and radiation with air, due to heat conduction from the hotter core. These high temperature 

gradients induce localized stresses that might give rise to damage. Analysis of spray cooling in 

CC through numerical simulation should give access to an estimation of those thermal 

fluctuations and associated stresses. Thereby, this work addresses the study of such cooling 

phenomena using as computational platform the software THERCAST
®
 which has been 

specially developed to model solidification processes [2] [3] with special focus on steel 

continuous casting [4] [5] [6]. The modelling of the cooling is done through the computation 

of a heat transfer coefficient, which is a complex task due to the formation of a steam layer 

(Leidenfrost effect). Several models have been proposed in the literature to express the heat 

transfer coefficient as a function of the local surface water flow rate. They are briefly 
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discussed in Section 2. Such models take into account the water flow rate and the temperature 

difference between water and metal surface. In addition, the spatial dependency of this heat 

transfer coefficient within a sprayed area is introduced by means of a mathematical 

distribution function – parabolic or Gaussian – which is used to deduce the local surface water 

flow rate in a sprinkled area from the global flow rate of the sprinkler. 

After having implemented these characteristics in THERCAST
®
 software, numerical 

simulations are performed to study the influence of water spray cooling patterns on the 

thermal and mechanical state of cast billets. This is exposed in Section 3. 

Finally, in Section 4, the question of process control is addressed. Starting from a 

nominal water cooling strategy, an algorithm has been developed to automatically determine 

the water flow rate to be imposed to each spray in view of an increase of the casting speed 

under the constraint that the metallurgical length should be maintained constant. 

 

 

2. Heat transfer associated with water spray sprinklers 

 

Spray cooling for high surface temperature, like in continuous casting is complex 

because the water-metal interaction is perturbed by the formation of a steam layer. In this 

study, the determination of a local heat transfer coefficient is carried out in two steps. First, 

the determination of the local distribution of water flow rate Vs [l m
−2

s
−1

] delivered by each 

sprinkler in its region of interest. Second, the determination of the local heat transfer 

coefficient by correlation formula issued from the literature. 

 

Water distribution in a sprinkled region 

 

Water is distributed non-uniformly along the area exposed to sprinkling ("wet area"). 

The surface flow rate Vs varies radially from the centre up to the border of the area. It depends 

on a distribution function f which is often chosen as Gaussian or parabolic, depending on the 

sprinkler type: 

s

s
A

V
yxfV


),(  (1) 

In this equation, V  [l/s] is the total flow rate delivered by the sprinkler, As is the wet 

area. It depends on the sprinkling cone geometry and on the distance to the product surface. 

The distribution f is a function of x and y, the coordinates along the sprinkled surface. Its 

integral over the surface is unitary. 

 

Heat transfer coefficient 

 

For water spray cooling, it is known that the main parameters are the difference ∆T 

between the surface temperature Ts and the water temperature Tw as well as the surface water 

flow rate Vs. However, the complexity of the heat transfer phenomena at high temperature 

comes from the presence of a vapour film due to rapid vaporization of drops impacting the hot 

surface. This creates a complex interface metal/steam/water with possible decrease of heat 

transfer due to this steam layer, for ∆T below the Leidenfrost point [7] [8] [9]. The expression 

obtained by Viscorova in [10] has come up through inverse analysis of experimental data [7]. 

It gives the convective heat transfer coefficient α, as a function of Vs and ∆T. For Vs varying 

from 3 to 30 l m
−2

 s
−1

 and ∆T from 150 to 1100 K, α [W m
-2

 K
-1

] is expressed as: 
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Other expressions can be found in the literature, like the one of Shimada (often – and 

probably abusively – attributed to Nozaki) or the one of Jeschar. They are not detailed here: 

see reference [11] in which a quantitative comparison shows similar results in the context of 

continuous casting. In the sequel, the expression given in Eq. (2) is used. 

 

 

3. Application to billet continuous casting 

 

After integration of water spray modelling in THERCAST
®

 software, continuous 

casting of billets of square section is considered. 

The product has a square section 85 x 85 mm. The mould length is 0.5 m. The casting 

temperature is 1500 °C, that is 40 °C over the liquidus temperature, the solidus being 1300 °C. 

Other material and process data can be found in [11]. 

Simulations are performed using a symmetry plane throughout the machine, see Figure 

1. The non steady-state slice method is used, because by comparison with the global non-

steady (GNS) approach, it permits the use a finer mesh, which is important in the present case 

to discuss short range interactions such as the sudden cooling and reheating undergone by the 

surface of the product when passing by water sprays. 

 

 

Figure 1: Square billet continuous casting. Boundary conditions associated with the slice approach. 

The slice approach consists in conveying throughout the machine a part of the product 

having a certain length in the casting direction. The computation is defined with particular 

boundary conditions, please refer to Figure 1. Regarding heat transfer, top and bottom surface 

are adiabatic, heat is extracted by lateral surfaces only. This approach has been shown to be 

appropriate in the case of smooth and regular boundary conditions (that is when heat transfer 

coefficients vary slowly in the casting direction) [4]. In the present context, it is more 

questionable because when the slice enters or leaves a sprinkled area, there are actually 

significant temperature gradient axial components which form in the 10 mm thick subsurface 

region. This point has to be cleared; in the present study we have considered that the slice 

method, as described above, could still be applied. The mechanical boundary conditions that 

are considered here are as follows. The casting velocity vector is imposed along the bottom 

face of the slice, whereas along the upper face a normal stress equal to the metallostatic 



pressure (continuously increasing with the distance to meniscus) is applied. Lateral faces are 

considered as mechanical free surfaces, unless when in contact with support rolls, the non-

penetration being then treated using a penalty technique. As the slice represented in the global 

reference frame (x,y,z) rotates due to the machine curvature, a local reference frame (x',y',z') is 

defined attached to the local position in the machine. 

The effective slice geometry and the mesh used can be seen in Figure 2. A hybrid 

tetrahedral mesh is used in which the mesh size is 1.25 mm up to 15 mm deep under the 

surface (that is in the region potentially affected by temperature fluctuations). The core of the 

product has a coarser mesh size of 5 mm. 

                     

Figure 2: Slice geometry and finite element mesh. 

Sprays and rolls positions are defined all along the casting line. Spray flow rate and 

characteristics (sprinkling angle) are defined as well. The heat transfer coefficient associated 

with roll contact is constant and equal 2500 W/m
2
/K. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the 

surface temperature at a virtual sensor placed near the surface of the analyzed slice. 

Temperature is plotted vs the distance of the sensor to the meniscus. It can be noted that 

results obtained with three different expressions of the local heat transfer coefficient  as a 

function of Vs (including Eq. (2)) are found very close. 

 

 

Figure 3: Surface temperature vs distance to meniscus. Results obtained with three different expressions of the 

local heat transfer coefficient. 

The evolution of surface stresses is expected to reflect the thermal response, since they 

are a consequence of thermal dilatation. Like for temperature analysis, Figure 4 shows the 

evolution of the equivalent von Mises stress along the casting length. The plot shows large 



and rapid fluctuations along the casting line, even larger than the thermal ones. Contrary to the 

thermal peaks, both values and amplitude of stress peaks increase with casting length. This is 

because the solid steel shell is more and more stiff and thick along with the casting line. 

 

Figure 4: von Mises stress at product surface vs distance to meniscus (VC = 25 mm/s). 

 

 

4. Control of water spray cooling 

 

The following problem is then addressed. Let's consider a nominal casting speed VC1, 

resulting in a certain "metallurgical length": the distance to the meniscus at which the product 

solidification is completed. This distance can be estimated by use of numerical simulation 

code such as THERCAST
®
 for instance. The problem we would like to solve is the following: 

given an increased casting speed, VC2 > VC1, what should be the new value of water flow rate 

for each sprinkler to maintain the metallurgical length unchanged?  

 

Approach 

 

To solve this problem, it is assumed that in each of the successive segments of the 

casting line, defined as the regions of influence of the different spray cooling sets, the decrease 

of the average energy through a transverse section of the product should be the same for VC2 

and for VC1. Let's denote  the domain occupied by the cast product in such a segment of the 

casting machine. Considering steady-state continuous casting, we have, from energy 

conservation: 

 
 STkVTkVH dd)(d nv  (3) 

where H is the volumetric enthalpy, k the thermal conductivity and n the outward unit vector 

to the surface. Denoting q [W m
-2

] the extracted surface heat flux, by means of water spraying, 

roll contact or convection-radiation with air, we have: 

 
 SqqqVH airrollssprays d)(dv  (4) 



We make the assumption that the left hand side can be reasonably approached by the 

following expression: 

 
 VHVH x d)(d C' Vev  (5) 

which means that only axial gradients of the enthalpy are considered in the integral, the 

velocity of the material being very close to the casting speed VC. Thus, we can write: 

 
 SqqqVHV airrollsspraysx d)(d'C e  (6) 

The basic idea of the adaptation algorithm proposed here is that the integral appearing 

on the left hand side – which can be interpreted as the averaged decrease of energy per unit 

length in the casting direction – should be kept identical all along the machine to result in an 

unchanged metallurgical length. This leads to the following relation, to be satisfied in any 

domain  along the casting line: 

 
 VHVVSqSq xCsprayssprays d)(dd '1C2

12
e  (7) 

in which 1

spraysq  denotes the surface heat flux extracted by sprays in case 1 and 2

spraysq  is the 

corresponding quantity we would like to determine for case 2.  

Thus, the solution algorithm can be easily deduced from Eq. (7) and is briefly 

summarized hereafter. 

For each segment associated with a spray stand, and on the basis of the numerical 

simulation corresponding to case 1, 

 Calculate the averaged decrease of energy per unit of length in the casting direction; 

 Deduce the aimed average surface heat flux 2

spraysq  from Eq. (7); 

 Estimate an aimed average heat transfer coefficient 2
 by the following expression: 

  


spray

STT

q

w

sprays

d)(

2

2  (8) 

 Using Eq. (1) deduce, by a non-linear resolution, the average water surface flow rate 
2

sV  and finally the adapted flow rate for case 2 for the considered sprinkler set: 

ss AVV 22  . 

 

Results 

 

We consider billet continuous casting for which the nominal casting speed is VC1 = 25 

mm/s. Three different casting speeds VC2 are envisaged: VC2 =23.75 mm/s (-5%), VC2 =27.5 

mm/s (+10%), and VC2 =28.5 mm/s (+14%). 

Figure 5 shows the results obtained after application of the algorithm described above. 

The dashed lines in red and purple represent the cooling profile which would be obtained 

without any modification of the flow rate of the sprays. It can be seen that increasing the 

casting speed by 14% results in an increase of the metallurgical length by 0.5 m (+12%). After 

application of the control algorithm, the metallurgical length varies only by 0.15 m (+3.5%). 

Considering an increase or a decrease of the casting speed, the metallurgical length is kept 

within a very narrow range of 0.25 m, that is plus or minus 3% with respect to the nominal 

metallurgical length. This result shows the relevance of the simple idea consisting in 

extracting the same energy all along the casting line for the different casting speeds and 

validates the efficiency of the method to monitor water spray cooling.  

 



 

Figure 5: Evolution of core temperature as a function of the distance to meniscus for the different casting 

velocities. The continuous blue curve for VC = 25 mm/s serves as a reference. Dashed curves are obtained without 

control algorithm. Other continuous curves are obtained using the proposed control algorithm. 

Figure 6 presents the surface temperature evolution for the different casting speeds when 

using the algorithm to control the intensity of spray cooling. Around the blue curve, associated 

with the nominal regime, it can be seen that a decrease in casting speed leads to higher surface 

temperatures and lower temperature variations along the casting line. Conversely, an increase 

of VC leads to lower surface temperatures and a higher amplitude of temperature variations 

(almost doubled). 

 

 

Figure 6: Surface temperature evolution for the different casting speeds when using water spray control. 

It has been checked that because of heat diffusion those temperature fluctuations only 

affects 12 to 15 mm maximum of the product in the thickness direction. However, it is 

interesting to study the associated stress variations at the surface of the product. Figure 7 



shows how the von Mises stress evolves at the surface of the product when passing by sprays 

and rolls, as a consequence of temperature variations. It can be seen that the peak stress levels 

are more than doubled, with much higher amplitude of fluctuations for a speed increased by 

14%. This is an important phenomenon that may give birth to surface damage. 

 

Figure 7: Profile of von Mises stress at the surface of the product along the distance to meniscus, for two casting 

speeds 25 and 28.5 mm/s. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

In this paper, water spray modelling has been presented with a special focus on the 

consequences in terms of surface temperature and stress fluctuations. A 3D finite element 

analysis has been developed in the context of billet continuous casting, using THERCAST
®
 

software. The thermal stresses which affect the surface and subsurface of the product have 

been found increasing, both in peak values and amplitude of variation, all along the casting 

line. Regarding the issue of the adaptation water spray intensity to a change in the casting 

speed, a simple algorithm based on energy extraction has been proposed and implemented. It 

has been demonstrated that it can provide a good response, the metallurgical length being 

almost unchanged for an increase or a decrease of the casting velocity with respect to a 

reference value. An additional result deals with the evolution of thermal stresses generated 

along the surface and subsurface of the product when proceeding to such changes in water 

spraying intensity. The analysis reveals that the response is highly non-linear, the increase of 

stress peak levels and amplitudes being significantly higher than the increase in casting speed. 
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12pt. 

SLAB CORNER TEMPERATURE WITH THE “HD SPRAY” 

SECONDARY COOLING CONCEPT 
 

 

Abstract (12pt. bold) 

 

A wide range of steel grades of different slab widths in modern slab casters requires 

maximum flexibility in the secondary cooling. Micro-alloyed steel grades in the peritectic and 

medium carbon range require a certain temperature range above or below the so called 

ductility trough in the slab straightening area in order to avoid corner or gutter cracking. 

Cooling strategies for ultra-soft and ultra-hard slab edge cooling are known. Both strategies 

require edge temperature control independently of the slab width. SMS Siemag AG offers 

various secondary cooling concepts depending on process conditions. In this work a new 

secondary cooling concept for refined edge cooling is presented. Requiring only two 

controlled water loops over the width, the new concept can realize five and even more cooling 

zones along the width direction. In the paper the different cooling concepts are described and 

evaluated regarding their cooling flexibility. 

 

 

Keywords 

 

Width-dependent secondary cooling, edge overcooling, uniform cooling, second ductility 

trough, precipitates, crack formation 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Secondary cooling in a continuous caster represents a key technology for the casting 

process. Besides the range of steel grades and the casting speed, the casting width is an 

essential parameter that needs to be considered when designing the secondary cooling zone. 

Major changes have occurred during the last 40 years in the automation of slab width 

changing. The time required for readjustment relating to width changing has meanwhile been 

greatly reduced. Earlier, the entire width range was subdivided into groups and the water 

manifold pipes were adjusted manually. 

Modern continuous casters are equipped with Remote Adjustable Molds (RAM). The 

manufacturers of continuous casting machines have proceeded in two completely different 

directions: One route involves the installation of a large number of separate water control 

loops, while the other route uses diagonally height-adjustable headers. 

For each plant owner, the design of the secondary cooling section is a compromise 

between investment price, setting range and maintenance expenditure.  

One variant of the first concept is the switching-off of the external headers by switching 

valves. A disadvantage here is that the nozzles become clogged with lime deposits. Lime 

deposits occur because the nozzles are in a steam-laden atmosphere and, if there is no cooling, 

they become heated up to as much as 200°C. 
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A second variant is to equip each width zone with a control valve. At present, three 

cooling zones are constructed over the width (Center - Intermediate - Wide). 

In a structure with five cooling regions over the width and a separation between the 

fixed and loose sides as well as width dependence as far as the straightening segment, the 

number of necessary piping and instrumentation units increases by 60%. 

The nozzles for concepts with permanently installed headers are jointly optimized as 

regards the water distribution and are installed with a small overlap of approx. 10%. 

The nozzle jet of height-adjustable nozzles is partially shielded by rolls after a given 

elevation. The water spray density and, at the same time, the setting range for heat abstraction 

are thereby reduced [1].  

Conventional secondary cooling systems often lack the flexibility for reacting 

appropriately to changes in the casting width. The result of this are non-homogeneous material 

properties and, frequently, corner cracks in the cast strand, since the slab edges can become 

supercooled by up to several hundred degrees Celsius. Fig. 1 shows an example of a 

temperature gradient over the length of a continuous caster. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Strand temperatures over the caster length simulated via Dynamic Solidification Control (DSC®) 

 

The weakened grain boundaries caused by formation of precipitations and phase 

transformations are a major reason for crack formation on the slab surface. These cracks are 

caused by bending stresses in the straightening area, because the microstructure is within the 

minimum ductility range (Fig. 2). 

 

 



 
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of temperature zones of reduced hot ductility of steel in relation to 

embrittling mechanisms [2]. 

 

2. Precipitation simulation 
 

Precipitation simulations were performed with MatCalc [3] (Ver. 5.53 rel. 0.031; 

Database: mc_fe_v2.015.tdb). Examination was made of the extent to which the NbCN and/or 

AlN precipitations are responsible for the minimum ductility. The basis of the calculations 

was the peritectic grade with three different Nb constituents. The chemical composition can be 

seen in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Chemical composition and precipitation of steel grades 

 

Element [wt.-%] C Si Mn S Al N Cr Ni Nb 

Var.1 0.18 0.35 1.5 0.015 0.035 0.003 0.1 0.1 0 

Var.2 0.18 0.35 1.5 0.015 0.035 0.003 0.1 0.1 0.03 

Var.3 0.18 0.35 1.5 0.015 0.035 0.003 0.1 0.1 0.05 

 

Bibliographical data from Bernard et al. [4] were utilized as the basic ductility curves.  
 

 
Fig. 3. Effect of niobium on the hot ductility of steel [4]. 

 

The phase fractions, calculated for the equilibrium conditions, of austenite, ferrite, 

cementite, MX (M: metal, X: C, N), AlN and the liquid phase can be seen in Figures 4 to 7. 

 



 
 

Fig. 4. Phase fractions in the case of equilibrium for steel grade Var.1 

 

The distribution of the main phases looks similar for all variants. The diagram for Var.1 

is shown as an example in Fig. 4.These thermodynamic simulations have demonstrated an 

interval of the phase transformation within the temperature range 809-680°C.  

The differences in the liquidus and solidus temperatures are minimal and are round 

about 1,511°C and 1,470°C.  

Phase M7C3 precipitates only at 470°C and is therefore not critical for the straightening 

area. The initial temperatures and saturation values are indicated in Table 2 . 

 
Table 2. Precipitation formation of studied steel grade 

 

 Quantity of precipitation [ppm] Precipitation temperature 

[°C] 

 MnS at 

1000°C 

MnS at 

1470°C 

MX phase 

at 1000°C 

MX phase 

at 1100°C 

MnS MX 

phase 

AlN 

Var.1  

5.1 

 

 

3.5 

 

- - 1480 - 1083 

Var.2 3.3 2.6 1479 1235 1080 

Var.3 5.7 5.3 1470 1289 1078 

 

The precipitation of manganese sulfide begins already in the liquid phase for all three 

variants. The percentage by quantity of the AlN formed progresses constantly. For the 

examined variants, on the other hand, a clear difference becomes apparent in the precipitation 

of the MX phase. In Variant 3, with 0.05% Nb, the precipitation of NbCN (high-carbon) 

commences already at a temperature of 1,289°C and reaches the saturation value with 6 ppm 

at around 1,100°C. Variant 2 with 0.03% Nb on the other hand, starts with the formation of 

NbCN (high-carbon) already at 1,235°C and reaches saturation with 3.5 ppm at 1,000°C. The 

quantity of NbCN (high-carbon) formed is evidently decisive for reducing the ductility in the 

temperature range below 1,100°C. 



 
 

Fig. 5. Phase fractions of precipitations in the case of equilibrium for Var.1 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Phase fractions of precipitations in the case of equilibrium for Var.2 

Composition of MX phase in Var.2 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Phase fractions of precipitations in the case of equilibrium for Var.3 

Composition of MX phase in Var.3 

 

In the temperature range relevant for the straightening process, between 900 and 

1,000°C, the higher nitrogen content results potentially in a higher AlN precipitation in the 

near-surface microstructure. This may be the cause of high brittleness. 
 

3. Concept of width-dependent secondary cooling 
 

If the water spray density cannot be variably adjusted over the width, the nozzles will 

spray onto the narrow face of the slab, since less than half of the spraying width of the nozzles 

covers the slab. As a result, the slab edges will become overcooled. 

 



To prevent the edges from becoming overcooled, the affected nozzles have to be 

switched off. Furthermore, the next row of nozzles must be supplied with a smaller quantity of 

water. 

The following rule of thumb applies for those cooling concepts with headers which can 

be switched off but are not individually controllable:  The distance of the spraying surface 

from the slab edge should be roughly slab thickness [5]. 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Overcooling of the edge due to undesired oblique cooling of the narrow face. 

 

For comparison of the various cooling concepts, simulations of the peritectic steel grade 

for high-strength tube grades were performed by using the mathematical solidification model 

DSC® from SMS Siemag.  

Furthermore, a continuous slab caster for 250 mm thick slabs with a radius of 11.5 m 

and a metallurgical length of 34 m was simulated. The following process parameters were 

stipulated: 

Casting speed - 1.0 m/min  

Slab width 1,800 mm. 
 

Without width dependency With width dependency 

  
Fig. 9. Isotherms on surface. 

 

Without width dependency With width dependency 

  
Fig. 10. Ductility on surface. 



A ductility value of 50 % was assumed as the criteria for the occurrence of cracks. By 

applying the width-dependent secondary cooling concept, the edge temperature in the 

straightening area was increased to around 50° in comparison with a design not dependent on 

width. This decreases the risk of crack formation. 
 

 

 

2. Two control loops - a large width range 

 

Two separate water control loops and a compressed-air control loop, operated by a 

pneumatic unit, enable fully continuous homogeneous cooling of slabs in the range of, for 

example, 1,100 mm right up to 2,600 mm width, depending on the switching position.  

A suitable switching position of the valves for twin-slab cooling was also implemented.  

The stipulated volumetric flow of water is distributed uniformly over the nozzles active 

in the circuit. During this, the first control loop (V1) is always operated with a comparatively 

low volumetric flow in order to counteract any overcooling in the edge areas. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 

Fig. 11. Switching positions for different widths 

 

 

 

4. The components for HD spray  

 

The most important module is a water-distributing block with shut-off valves (Fig. 12). 

The large number of possible combinations of active and deactivated nozzles is made possible 

by specifically controlled switching positions of the seven shut-off valves with very high 

switching power.  

 

 
  

Fig. 12. Water-distributing block Fig. 13. Water-distributing block mounted on the segment 

 

By activating various pressure stages, the upstream pneumatic unit together with 

proportional pressure controller performs the switching on and off of the individual shut-off 

valves. This makes it possible to cool different slab widths. 

Finally, in the water-distributing block, the volumetric flow of the supplied water is 

distributed uniformly among the piping of the two water control loops. 

In order to withstand the adverse conditions during the casting process, the HD spray 

components are of robust design and made from stainless steel. A stainless-steel hood offers 

additional protection and guarantees maximum service life. 

 

 
 



Conclusion 

   

The new HD spray developed by SMS Siemag is an alternative concept for width-

dependent secondary cooling. The most serious problems of conventional cooling systems are 

eliminated with this innovative design. 

HD spray guarantees flexible adaptation of the secondary cooling to the respective slab 

width. All slab widths (single and twin slabs) are cooled in a homogeneous manner, especially 

in the edge areas. 

HD spray comprises two separate water circuits. Since there is a saving of up to 60% of 

the pipework, it is a cost-efficient concept. The combination of various switching positions of 

the upstream shut-off valves enables the volumetric flow of the supplied water to be 

distributed among the active nozzles of the two control loops. 

The air cooling of the deactivated nozzles and the robust design of the entire system 

make possible considerably longer service lives and reduced maintenance expenditure. 
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3D FINITE ELEMENT THERMOMECHANICAL MODELLING 

OF THE PRIMARY COOLING FOR 

BEAM-BLANKS CONTINUOUS CASTING 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The paper presents a thermomechanical numerical simulation of solidification in the 

mould and during the first part of secondary cooling in the case of continuous casting of heavy 

beam blanks, such as the ones cast by ArcelorMittal in Differdange. The simulation has been 

achieved using THERCAST
®
, a commercial software developed by CEMEF (MINES 

ParisTech) and Transvalor. The simulation is run in 3D, using the global non steady state 

approach. The simulation has been applied to three different geometries of the mould in view 

of evaluating the impact in terms of air gap formation and stress affecting the solidifying shell.  
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1. Introduction 

 

ArcelorMittal produces light, medium and heavy beams by hot rolling of beam blanks 

issued from continuous casting (CC). The present study focuses on the continuous casting line 

for heavy beam blanks in Differdange. The objective is to develop a thermo-mechanical model 

of the casting process, in order to better understand and control the mechanical state of the 

solid shell. Such a model appears as a key tool to increase productivity while maintaining high 

quality standards. The thermomechanical model is focused on the primary cooling zone, 

which was also found critical in several studies from the literature [1] [2] [3]. 

The context of beam blanks continuous casting is quite specific and differs significantly 

from the continuous casting of billets of square or round section. In particular, the mould is 

made of several components of complex geometry (taper, curvature, design of water circuit). 

The commercial package THERCAST
®
 used in this study is based on a 3D finite 

element thermo-mechanical solver jointly developed by CEMEF and TRANSVALOR [4] [5] 

[6] [7]. The main features of the solver are summarized in Section 2, as well as its application 

to the context of beam blanks CC. 

Material data and boundary conditions are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the 

results are presented and discussed. A preliminary study consisted in a calibration of heat 

transfer coefficients, so that the mean heat flux extracted along the different mould plates is 

found in agreement with the temperature increase of the water in the mould cooling system. 

Then, after checking that the GNS approach converges to a kind of steady-state regime, the 

simulation is applied to three different geometries of the mould: 

- The “nominal” geometry of the mould (as it is used at present, configuration MLD1); 
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- A geometry featuring the nominal mould taper but with a modified cooling system 

characterized by cooling channels closer to the interface (MLD2); 

- A third geometry which differs by the taper definition but retails the nominal cooling 

system (MLD3). 

 

 

2. Thermo-mechanical model 

 

In the thermomechanical solver of THERCAST
®
, the behaviour of solidifying alloys is 

modelled using a hybrid constitutive model. In the liquid (respectively, mushy) state, the metal 

is considered as a Newtonian (respectively, non-Newtonian) fluid. In the solid state, the metal 

is assumed to obey an elastic-viscoplastic model with strain hardening. Accordingly, an 

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation is used. Solid regions are treated in a 

Lagrangian way. The position of the nodes of the mesh is updated by time integration of the 

material velocity: they are embedded in the material. By contrast, the position of the nodes in 

the mushy and liquid regions is defined in order to preserve a good aspect ratio of the finite 

elements [4] [5]. 

In the present continuous casting context, the Global Non Steady-state (GNS) approach, 

initially proposed by Bellet and Heinrich [6], is used. It permits a global non steady state 

thermomechanical modelling of the cast product. The submerged entry nozzle is not modelled. 

Instead, the meniscus is defined as an injection surface: surface nodes are considered Eulerian 

and the metal input flow rate is supposed to be uniformly distributed along this surface. This 

is an acceptable assumption when the effect of fluid flow over the thermomechanical 

phenomena in the solid shell is supposed negligible. At the other end of the computational 

mesh, that is along the lower surface, the nominal casting speed is prescribed. As a 

consequence of this GNS approach, it is necessary to use a remeshing method, since the 

computational domain is continuously expanding during the simulation. Remeshing only 

affects the extreme upper zone of the domain, near the meniscus, and is performed using a 

local extraction/remeshing strategy in order to minimise remeshing computation time [6] [7]. 

Contact with mould surface and with supporting rolls is taken into account using a specific 

penalty method [6]. However, in the present work, support rolls and mould components are 

supposed non deformable. 

A great advantage of the GNS approach is to overcome the limitations of the classical 

"slice method", which consists in conveying through the whole casting line a thin slice or a 

part of the material having a certain length in the casting direction. In this slice approach, the 

only possible mechanical boundary conditions (plane stress, plane strain, or generalized plane 

strain) are not relevant and make impossible any analysis of bulging between support rolls. It 

is also impossible to take into account axial gradients (in the casting direction) such as those 

occurring at mould exit for instance. 

 

Application to beam blanks continuous casting 

 

Half of the configuration is simulated, taking advantage of a longitudinal symmetry 

plane throughout the machine. Starting from the CAD surface definition of each of the three 

components constituting the mould, the automatic meshing procedure of THERCAST
®
 can be 

used to create a surface mesh and transform it into a volumetric mesh [8]. The three mould 

components are treated separately. As can be seen in Figure 1, a specific remeshing procedure 

is used in order to refine the mesh around the 17 cylindrical water cooling channels in each of 

the two half main parts of the mould. A similar refinement is made in the lateral narrow face 



in which a manifold of 22 channels of rectangular cross section are machined. From the CAD 

definition of the mould, the CAD definition of the initial configuration of the cast product can 

be automatically generated. It has an arbitrary initial height, about one quarter of the mould 

height (in blue in Figure 1). The product has a minimum mesh size of 5 mm and the mould 

plates have a minimum mesh size of 10 mm. Calculations were run on 32 cores of a Linux 

cluster AMD Opteron with capability of 1500 cores, 3 Tb RAM memory. The calculation time 

for the configurations presented is around 150 h. 

 

 

 

 

Mesh data 

Domain Nodes Elements 

Product (init.) 22734 106900 

Intrados plate 120669 556762 

Extrados plate 124503 579553 

Narrow plate 47653 214204 
 

Figure 1: Meshes of the different components. The blue domain represents the cast product and is shown in its 

initial configuration. 

 

 

3. Material data and boundary conditions 

 

Constitutive equations 

 

In the present study, up to the solidus temperature TS, an elastic-viscoplastic constitutive 

model is used. Parameters are taken from Kozlowski et al. [9] who identified behaviour 

models for plain carbon steels, for strain rates ranging from 10
-6

 to 10
-3

 s
-1

, and temperatures 

in the austenite range, between 950 and 1400°C. The law II of Kozlowski et al. can be 

reformulated as follows: 

  )()( TmTnTK    (1) 

where   is the von Mises flow stress,   the generalized plastic strain,   the generalized 

plastic strain rate, T the temperature, K the viscoplastic consistency, n the strain hardening 

coefficient and m the strain rate sensitivity coefficient. 

For liquid steel, over the liquidus temperature TL, a Newtonian behaviour is considered. 

Denoting l  the dynamic viscosity of liquid steel, we have: 

   
ll TK 3  (2) 

Between solidus and liquidus temperatures, the model derives from a mixture rule 

applied to the flow stress. As the values of flow stress vary by several orders of magnitude, a 

logarithmic linear variation is used, which leads to: 
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It can be seen that in the solidification interval, the viscoplastic consistency is a 

logarithmic linear interpolation between  STK  and  Ll TK , while the strain-rate sensitivity is 

a linear interpolation between  STm  and   1Ll Tm . 



Thermal boundary conditions 

 

At the mould/product interface, THERCAST
®
 allows to take into account the presence 

of a flux (made of molten powder for lubrication and thermal insulation) and the formation of 

an air gap. However, in the present study, because the properties and the thickness of the flux 

remain unknown or without sufficient accuracy, the boundary conditions are simplified as 

follows, considering only an air gap effect due to shrinkage, with a bounded heat exchange 

coefficient when this air gap tends to zero (effective contact). The extracted heat flux is then 

expressed as follows: 

   0__ ;Minwith hhhhTThTk gapradgapcondeqmldeq  n  (4) 

where the different contributions to the heat contact resistance are: 
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The coefficient h0 is intended to limit the heat exchange coefficient when the thickness 

of the gap tends to a zero value. It is supposed to be close to the ratio 
fluxflux  / . In the above 

expressions, gap and flux denote respectively the air gap and the mould flux thickness, air 

and flux the air and the mould flux heat conductivity, T and Tmld the product and the inner 

mould surface temperature,  and mld the emissivity of steel and copper, and  the Stefan-

Boltzmann constant. 

At the interface between the cooling water and the mould, a convection-type boundary 

condition is used: 

)( wmldwmld TTh    (6) 

while a similar condition is used at mould/air interface: 

)( airmldairmld TTh    (7) 

The secondary cooling system is composed by a series of zones with water sprays 

and support rolls. Since the main objective of this study is the analysis of the primary 

cooling zone, each secondary cooling zone i s  simplified using an equivalent heat 

transfer coefficient. This coefficient is obtained by an appropriate surface weighting of 

the heat fluxes associated with sprays (heat exchange coefficient obtained by 

Wendelstorf's expression [10]), with rolls (for which the roll contact area is estimated 

through Hertz contact theory) and with convection-radiation with surrounding air. A  

global averaged local heat transfer coefficient is used,  s imi la r ly  to  Eq. (4a )  to define 

heat extraction be low mould exi t : 

)(_ airsceq TTh   (8) 

Figure 2 summarizes the different thermal boundary conditions applied to the different 

interfaces of the model. As mentioned above, the contact between the cast product and the 

mould is represented with an air gap dependent heat transfer coefficient. A convection heat 

transfer coefficient governs the heat exchange between mould components and water cooling 

channels. Along the top surface of the product the nominal casting temperature is prescribed. 

Along the bottom surface, an adiabatic (zero flux) condition is imposed. 



 

Figure 2: Schematics of the thermal boundary conditions. 

 

 

4. Results 

 

Before discussing results provided by the GNS thermomechanical approach, it is 

important to check that this non steady state approach converges appropriately with time, in 

order that only converged results be considered for further discussion. This was checked in a 

preliminary study [11] which is not reported here. From the thermal point of view, a 

permanent regime of the mould is found after about 100 s, corresponding to a displacement of 

the lower face of the mesh of about 0.8 m, that is 200 mm below mould exit. Hence the 

thermal convergence is quite fast. This can be easily understood by the fact that the axial 

temperature gradients are negligible and that heat diffusion is rapid in the copper mould. The 

time to obtain mechanical convergence (that is stabilization of equivalent stress in the 

solidified shell near the mould exit) is comparable. However, contrary to the thermal 

convergence, the mechanical convergence is less clear: the stress level is found fluctuant (by 

about 15 to 20% around an average value) and this is due to the progressive contact of the 

product with the supporting rolls below the mould exit. 

 

Calibration by reference to the experimental mean heat flux 

 

A main reference for the heat exchange in the primary cooling zone is the average heat 

flux extracted from the cast product. The local heat flux at the product/mould interface is 

defined as the product of the temperature gradient by the thermal conductivity of the material. 

From the simulation results obtained with THERCAST
®
, it is possible to calculate the average 

of the extracted heat flux on each of the three interfaces between the cast product and the three 

mould components.  

In order to validate the model by comparison with measurements, the real heat flux is 

calculated by means of the following expression,  

S

T
cQ w

wpww


 ,  (9) 

in which Qw is the water flow rate, ρw the density of water, cp,w the specific heat of water, Tw 

the temperature increase in the water cooling circuit (temperature difference between outlet 

and inlet) and S the steel/mould interface area. The following values are obtained: NF = 1.40 

MW/m
2
 and MP = 1.23 MW/m

2
 for the narrow face and the main lateral plates respectively. 

Eq. (6) Timp = 1576 °C 

Null pressure 

Eq. (4) 

Sliding contact 

Adiabatic 

v = vcast 

Eq. (8) 

Eq. (7) 

Eq. (5) 

Eq. (5) 



The local heat flux is defined by Eq. (4) in which the value of h0 can be calibrated by 

comparison with the average heat flux estimations above, based on experimental data. The 

result of this calibration is shown in Figure 3 where it can be seen that a unique coefficient h0 

= 1400 W/m
2
/K provides a good agreement with experimental measurements. The figure also 

shows that the local heat flux tends to decrease with the distance to the meniscus, except in 

the top region of the mould. 

  

Figure 3: Calibration of heat transfer conditions. On the left: narrow face; on the right: main lateral plates. 

                       

Figure 4: Left: temperature distribution along intrados side. Right: distribution of air gap. 

Temperature distribution 

 

Figure 4 shows the temperature distribution at the mould interface and through the 

thickness of the product in the longitudinal symmetry plane. The temperature is found 

continuously decreasing with the distance to the meniscus. However, some clear differences 

appear in the flange region where the temperature decrease is found much lower than in the 

web region. This is clearly connected with the distribution of air gap, which can be seen on the 

right part of the figure. Air gap thickness is quite significant in the flange region, which 

reduces heat exchange and cooling of this region of the product. Air gap effect can also be 

seen in the fillet region and near the mould exit in the web region. 



Figure 5 shows the temperature profiles along the product surface, at three different 

distances to the meniscus, at intrados and extrados. The variations with the horizontal position 

(web, fillet, flange region) are found greater than the differences between intrados and 

extrados, although the latter cannot be neglected, especially at mid-height of the mould. 

 

 

Figure 5: Horizontal temperature profiles at three different heights in the mould region. 

 

 

 

Figure 6: On the left, temperature and air gap profiles along mould surface at intrados, 0.3 m below meniscus, for 

MLD1 and MLD2 geometries. On the right: temperature distribution in a transverse section 0.16 m below 

meniscus for the same two geometries.  

The temperature distribution in the mould is shown in Figure 6, with a comparison 

between the two mould geometries: MLD1 and MLD2. It can be seen that for MLD2, the 

shorter distance between cooling tubes and the surface has a marked influence in the web 

region, where the temperature profile takes higher values and shows oscillations with a 

wavelength equal to the distance between cooling channels. The distance channel/surface is 

too low and heat diffusion cannot smooth any more the temperature profile: this can also be 

seen on the transverse temperature distribution in the right part of the figure. This effect is less 

MLD1 

MLD2 

MLD1 MLD2 



evident in the fillet and the flange regions because of air gap formation. Note also that the 

peak of air gap at the corner between fillet and flange is reflected by the reduction of the 

temperature in the mould. This is because of a reduced heat transfer. 

Regarding quantitative comparison with measurements, a comparison with the thickness 

of the solid shell was made, thanks to the exploitation of a solid shell extracted from the 

machine after a break-out incident near the mould exit. The comparison between calculated 

and measured thickness profiles is given in Figure 7. Apart from the two last pairs of 

experimental measures near the mould exit, the agreement is excellent. 

 

Figure 7: Calculated solid shell thickness vs distance to the meniscus for the three mould geometries. Comparison 

with experimental measurements done when using the nominal mould geometry. Note that the circled 

experimental points should not be considered as they are affected by a break-out incident near the mould exit. 

Stress analysis 

 

The stress in the horizontal transverse direction with respect to the casting direction 

(here the component yy) is particularly considered. Figure 8 shows its distribution along the 

surface of the cast product. Because the stress component yy cannot be analysed as a 

tangential stress component in the fillet region, a change of reference frame is operated in 

order to plot the tangential component, denoted y'y'. Figure 9 shows those profiles along the 

three horizontal red lines that can be seen in Figure 8. Positive stress with maximum values of 

about 5 MPa are found in the web and fillet region in the upper part of the mould. 

It can be noted that at mould exit, due to the reheating of the product surface, the y'y' 

component takes negative values at the product surface, expressing a compressive state in 

surface, while a positive stress remains in subsurface near solidification front. This is a 

classical stress state in the shell of CC products. The configuration MLD2 leads to 

systematically higher stresses than MLD1 in the upper part of the mould and at mid-height. 

The configuration MLD3, with a modified mould taper, seems efficient in reducing the level 

of tensile stresses in this upper half part of the mould. 

 

MLD1 MLD2 MLD3 



 
MLD1 MLD2 MLD3 

Figure 8: Stress component yy along the surface of the product (y: horizontal transverse direction wrt casting 

direction). 

 

Figure 9: Horizontal tangential stress component y'y' along the surface of the product at three height levels in the 

mould region. 

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

This study has shown the relevance of 3D thermal mechanical finite element modeling, 

using the GNS approach of THERCAST
®
, to investigate different features during beam 

blanks continuous casting: 

- The formation of air gap is different along the intrados and extrados side of the 

product and is of course strongly linked to taper definition.  

- Air gap formation has a significant impact on surface temperatures at the 

mould/product interface, which also strongly depends on the specific form of the 

lateral plates. 

- The three geometries tested present different stress levels and distribution in the 

solidifying shell. 

 

 

MLD1 MLD2 MLD3 
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the continuous casting of steel, unsteady bulging contributes to degradation of slab quality. 

It has been reported that unsteady bulging is promoted by ununiform solidification in the 

mold, but the effect of ununiform solidification on unsteady bulging had not been clarified. In 

this report, we performed an FEM (finite element model) simulation, in which we calculated 

the deformation behavior of a slab when the slab moves between rolls and obtained the 

bulging value and mold level fluctuation, which change corresponding to the solidification 

shell thickness, ferrostatic pressure, and roll pitch.  

 In the results of a simulation with a uniform solidification shell thickness, when the rigidity 

of the solidification shell is small, the solidification shell is plastically deformed by ferrostatic 

pressure, and as a result, unsteady bulging occurs with resonance. When the solidification 

shell is ununiform, stress concentrates on the uneven portion of the shell, and unsteady 

bulging is encouraged with the same shell thickness as in uniform solidification. Thus, this 

simulation revealed that unsteady bulging is promoted by the unevenness of the solidification 

shell at the same shell thickness, and can be used as an index for operation to suppress 

unsteady bulging by considering ununiform solidification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In the continuous casting of steel, mold level fluctuations contribute to degradation of slab 

quality. In particular, the phenomenon in which the mold level fluctuates at the roll pitch 

period is called mold level fluctuation caused by unsteady bulging, and is one problem that 

must be solved in order to maintain quality and stable operation. The cause of unsteady 

bulging has been studied by simulation in the past
 [1], [2], [3], [4]

. Kanai et al. 
[5]

 obtained the 

occurrence limits of unsteady bulging and the cause of mold level fluctuation due to unsteady 

bulging by a two-dimensional beam model. Kitada et al.
 [6]

 reported that unsteady bulging can 

be formulated as the proportion of the length between the steel meniscus and the support 

rollers to their interval with the adjacent ones. In addition, Yamagami et al. 
[7]

 have reported 

that mold level fluctuation due to unsteady bulging is promoted by ununiform solidification in 

the mold. Conventionally, unsteady bulging has been suppressed by adoption of a non-cyclic 

roll pitch
 [8],[9]

, but the effect of ununiform solidification on unsteady bulging had not been 

quantitatively determined. Therefore, in this study, we investigated the effect of ununiform 

solidification on unsteady bulging by FEM simulation. 



 2 

2. CALCULATION MODEL 

 

2-1. Heat transfer analysis model 

 

The heat transfer analysis model was two dimensions (2-D). The slab size of the heat transfer 

analysis model was 1/2 thickness and a L cross section of the unit width at the center of slab 

width, and assumed that there is no heat conduction in the width direction. By dividing the 

lattice L cross section, the temperature of the lattice points was obtained by discretizing by the 

differential method in a two-dimensional heat conduction equation considering time 

dependent, as shown in equation (1). 
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C: Specific heat [kJ/kg/K], ρ: Density [kg/m
3
], k: Thermal conductivity [W/m/],  

T: Temperature [K] 

 

The cooling forms of the slab surface are considered to comprise cooling by water spray, 

cooling by mist spray, cooling by convection, and cooling by radiation. In this study, the 

average heat transfer coefficient H of the slab surface was calculated as 800[W/(m
2・K)] by 

giving the distribution of the heat transfer coefficient in the casting direction and reproducing 

the unevenness of the solidification shell thickness. 

 

 

2-2. Unsteady bulging analysis model 

 

Fig. 1 shows the elasto-plastic analysis model of unsteady bulging by FEM simulation. The 

elasto-plastic analysis model was 2-D. The slab size of the analysis model was 1/2 thickness 

and a L cross section of the unit width at the center of slab width. The roll was rigid and fixed 

at the axial center. The slab was given the temperature distribution obtained by the heat 

transfer analysis described above, and given deformation resistance according to the 

temperature. When the temperature was lower than the solidus temperature, the phase was 

treated as solidification phase. And when the temperature was higher than solidus 

temperature, the phase was liquid portion. The deformation resistance of the liquid portion 

was 0 [N/m2]. The boundary phase between the solidification and liquid portions gave the 

ferrostatic pressure.  

The deformation behavior of the slab was obtained by elasto-plastic analysis when the slab 

moved between rolls considering time dependent. The bulging value and mold level 

fluctuation, which change corresponding to the solidification shell thickness, ferrostatic 

pressure, and roll pitch, were also obtained. Displacement of the liquid was defined as the 

maximum amount of change in the liquid level in the casting direction while the slab moves 

one roll pitch.  

Table 1 shows Elasto-plastic analysis conditions in which the solidification shell thickness, 

roll pitch, and ferrostatic pressure were changed when the solidification shell was uniform. 

Table 2 shows conditions of ununiform solidification shell thickness. In the ununiform  

solidification shell thickness, the minimum shell thickness was D1, maximum shell thickness  

was D2, average shell thickness was Dave, ununiform pitch in the casting direction was L
 [10]

. 
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Fig. 1 Elasto-plastic analysis model of unsteady bulging by 2-D FEM simulation 

 

 

Table 1 Analysis conditions for uniform solidification shell thickness 

 

Roll gap (mm) Ferrostatic pressure (MPa) Shell thickness (mm)

Case-1 280 1.0 50~80

Case-2 250~350 1.0 50

Case-3 280 0.25~1.5 50  
 

 

Table 2 Analysis conditions for ununiform solidification shell thickness 

 

Dave D1 D2

(a) 52.5 50 55

(b) 58.5 57 60

(c) 68.5 67 70

Case-4 280 1.0 50

Fp (MPa)Roll gap (mm)
Shell thickness (mm) Ununiform

pitch: L (mm)

 
 

 

 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

3-1. Results of heat transfer analysis 

 

Fig. 2 shows temperature of the slab surface obtained by 2-D heat transfer analysis. Fig. 3 

shows an example of the morphology of the ununiform solidification shell. When the heat 

transfer coefficient was constant in the casting direction, the solidified shell thickness was 

uniform, and further, when a distribution of the heat transfer coefficient in the casting 

direction was provided, a difference of slab temperature occurred in the casting direction and 

the solidified shell became ununiform. When the average of the solidification shell was equal 

in the uniform and ununiform solidification shells, the average temperature of the slab surface 

was also equal. Elasto-plastic analysis was performed using the temperature distribution 

obtained by heat transfer analysis as the initial condition 
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3-2. Analysis of uniform solidification shell 
 

The bulging amount of the slab is influenced by the roll pitch and ferrostatic pressure, which 

are specifications of the specific continuous casting machine, in addition to the solidification 

shell thickness, which is determined by the cooling conditions and casting speed.  

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the solidification shell thickness and displacement of 

the liquid in casting directon when the roll pitch and ferrostatic pressure were constant. In 

Case-1, the solidification shell thickness was analyzed under seven conditions from 50mm to 

80mm, assuming a constant thickness in the casting direction (uniform solidification shell 

thickness). The bulging amount increased as the solidification shell thickness decreased, and 

displacement of the liquid also increased.  

In Case-2, the roll pitch was changed to different levels from 250mm to 350mm and the 

solidification shell and ferrostatic pressure were constant. The bulging amount increased with 

increased roll pitch, and displacement of the liquid increased.In the Case-3, the ferrostatic 

pressure was increased to different levels from 0.25[MPa] to 1.5[MPa], while the 

solidification shell thickness and roll pitch were held constant. The inter-roll bulging amount 

of the slab increased with increasing ferrostatic pressure, and again, displacement of the liquid 

increased. 
 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Temperature of slab surface 

by 2-D heat transfer analysis 

Fig. 3 Morphology of solidification shell 

calculated by 2-D heat transfer analysis 

Fig. 4 Relationship of solidification shell thickness  

and displacement of the liquid in casting direction 
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3-3. Analysis of ununiform solidification shell 
 

Next, an elasto-plastic analysis was performed under the ununiform solidification shell 

thickness conditions as shown in Table 2. In Case 4-(a), the average solidification shell 

thickness was 52.5mm, the difference of the minimum and maximum solidification shell 

thickness was 5mm, and the ununiform pitch L was 50mm. In Case-4(b) and Case-4(c), the 

average solidification shell thickness was 58.5mm and 68.5mm, respectively, and in both 

cases, the difference of shell thickness was 3mm and ununiform pitch L was 50mm. 

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the solidification shell thickness and displacement of 

the liquid in the casting direction when the solidification shell was ununiform. The roll pitch 

and ferrostatic pressure were constant. With the ununiform solidification shell, the bulging 

amount increased more than with the uniform solidification shell, and displacement of the 

liquid increased at the same shell thickness, as in uniform solidification. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

The cause of unsteady bulging is considered to be as follows: The solidification shell bulges 

between the rolls due to ferrostatic pressure, and the bulging shell climbs over the next roll 

while the bulging shape is maintained by plastic deformation of the shell. When the 

solidification shell is thin and shell rigidity is small, the solidification shell displays plastic 

deformation when ferrostatic pressure exceeding a certain level is applied. The plastic 

deformation shell pushes out under the roll in the thickness direction, and the liquid steel is 

pushed out in the upstream direction of the segment and appears as a mold level fluctuation. 

In a section having the same roll pitch, the bulging portion is pushed out all at once, and mold 

level fluctuation is particularly large due to resonance. 

  In the above Case-1, strain of the solidification shell increased as the shell thickness became 

thinner, and since plastic deformation was likely to occur, displacement of the liquid 

Fig. 5 Relationship of solidification shell thickness and 

displacement of the liquid in casting direction 
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increased. In Case-2 and Case-3, the bulging amount between rolls increased with increased 

roll pitch or increased ferrostatic pressure; in these cases, the amount of molten steel which 

pushed out under the roll increased, and displacement of the liquid increased. In this 

simulation, the bulging amount increased with progress of the analysis step, and negative 

deformation occurred under the roll. The phenomenon in which the solidification shell is 

pushed out under the roll and displays resonance was reproduced by the simulation. This is 

consistent with the past knowledge of bulging. 

 

In Case-4, in which displacement of the liquid increased with the ununiform solidification 

shell in comparison with the case of the uniform shell, the average stress of the shell surface 

increased in comparison with the uniform shell. When the solidification shell is ununiform, 

stress concentrates on the uneven portion of the shell, and deformation of the shell is 

encouraged, so it is considered that the bulging amount and displacement of the liquid also 

increase. Thus, this simulation revealed that unsteady bulging is promoted by the unevenness 

of the solidification shell at the same shell thickness.  

 

  

5. CONCLUSION 

 

1. A simulation of the bulging behavior of the solidification shell in continuous casting 

revealed that the bulging shell pushes out under the roll in the thickness direction, and mold 

level fluctuation is particularly large due to resonance. 

 

2. When the solidification shell is ununiform, stress concentrates on the uneven portion (D1) 

of the shell, so the bulging amount and displacement of the liquid increase. At the same shell 

thickness, unsteady bulging is promoted by the unevenness of the solidification shell. 

 

This simulation can be used as an index for operation to suppress unsteady bulging by 

considering ununiform solidification. 
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NEW APPROACHES FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SOLIDIFICATION 

AND RESULTING STRAINS/STRESSES IN THE STRAND SHELL ALSO FOR 

TRANSIENT CASTING CONDITIONS 

 

Abstract 

Increasing quality requirements on continuous casting products lead to the necessity of 

getting detailed information on all physical phenomena occurring simultaneously in the 

relevant process stages. Measurements in operational plants are – if possible at all - very 

extensive. Numerical simulation is therefore a valuable tool to obtain the required 

information. In continuous casting solidification and resulting strains and stresses can have 

significant influence on product quality e.g. in terms of crack formation. The area of 

investigation in the presented work was the complete strand ranging from the meniscus over 

the secondary cooling zone to final solidification. A numerical approach was further 

developed to handle the simulation of flow conditions and solidification on the one hand side 

and on the other hand side to compute the resulting strains and stresses in the solidified strand 

shell. The work mainly aimed at a more realistic representation of the strand cooling. 

Especially transient conditions were investigated e.g. changes in mould cooling, secondary 

cooling and casting velocity. As an outcome of this work information on the influence of 

casting parameters were obtained. 

 

 

Keywords 

continuous casting; transient conditions; mould cooling; secondary cooling; flying 

tundish; CFD-FEM coupling 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The main purpose of the presented work was the development of a numerical model to 

determine the temperature distribution within the solidifying strand, the shell growth and 

basic information on strain/stress conditions. In continuous casting machines different 

interacting phenomena and processes take place, e.g. deformation of the strand shell 

depending on heat transfer in the mould or in the secondary cooling zone. Therefore a three-

dimensional model was utilised combining CFD methods for the fluid-mechanical and FEM 

methods for the thermo-mechanical examination.  

The investigation of transient conditions was performed based on real conditions in the 

steel plant. The work was focused on three main topics: transient changes in mould cooling, 

transient changes in secondary cooling and transient changes in casting velocity during flying 

tundish operation. Own experience and plant observations led to the assumption that 

asymmetric cooling conditions in the mould as well as in the secondary cooling zone are 

possible reasons for reduced quality, e.g. for surface cracks. Therefore an irregular casting 

flux distribution in the mould and with it the resulting influence on heat flux in the mould was 

considered. 

 

 



2. Numerical Model 

The basic idea of the numerical model is the combination of CFD and FEM methods. 

The link between these parts is an interface developed as python script. The CFD methods 

provide results for steel melt velocity, for temperature and based on the latter results for 

solidification. The FEM methods provide results for strain/stress based on the temperature 

results from the CFD computations in combination with appropriate boundary conditions. 

The numerical grid for the CFD computations covers the entire curved part of the 

strand, i.e. from meniscus level down to unbending, and was generated from approx. 1.3 

million hexahedral cells. 

 

 

2.1 Thermal Boundary conditions 

The thermal boundary conditions in the mould were defined based on heat transfer 

coefficients (HTC). This method provides reasonable results especially aiming at the local 

resolution of heat transfer, e.g. the maximum heat transfer values at the meniscus. The results 

were compared with steel plant records of cooling water mass flux and the respective 

temperature difference between feed and return line. 

Basically heat transfer via spray cooling in the secondary cooling zone depends on the 

mass flowrate of cooling water, the covered area of the spray cone which is a function of 

nozzle type and geometry and the surface temperature. The influence of mass flowrate of 

water and the covered area was combined in the cooling intensity ̇ in units of   (      ). 
The resulting HTC is given in Schwerdtfeger [1]: 

 

  (         ̇).  (1) 

 

The lower limit for the HTC is dominated by radiation and natural convection. A typical 

value that was also used in these computations is          ( 
  ). Eq. (1) was used 

under the assumption of stable film boiling on the strand shell surface in the spray cooling 

area. The HTC values and the geometry of the spray cooling zones were calculated and fixed 

during program runtime. 

 

 

2.2 Modelling strain/stress 

The three-dimensional numerical modelling of stress/strain conditions in the strand is 

based on the temperature results achieved in CFD computations including results for 

temperature and solidification. In the FEM model only the numerical grid cells are considered 

which are regarded as completely solidified, i.e. the average liquid fraction of the grid cell is 

below a value of 0.1. The forces acting on the interior part of the strand shell are then 

substituted by a ferrostatic pressure         . It was evaluated based on the following 

expression: 

 

                          (2) 

 

with the steel density       , the gravity acceleration   and the upright distance to the 

meniscus  . The interaction between strand shell and the mould as well as the machine rolls 

was implemented by the definition of so-called contact pairs, i.e. the contact pairs cannot 

intersect but are able to separate e.g. for a gap development in the mould. Therefore the mould 

and the machine rolls were defined with a so called “encastre” boundary condition, i.e. they 

are fixed and cannot be distorted. 

 



2.4 Material data 

The relevant physical properties for the CFD computations like density, heat capacity as 

well as melting heat and liquidus/solidus temperature were computed with the IDS16 software 

for the considered steel compositions. Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the FEM 

computations were computed with the software Computherm. Basic information with regard 

to the generated database is given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Physical properties for the investigated steel grades 

Steel composition  2568 3985 4075 

Carbon content wt% 0.47 0.15 0.22 

Liquidus temperature °C 1490 1510 1504 

Solidus temperature °C 1391 1446 1430 

Melting heat J/kg 246,000 254,900 253,300 

 

The thermal expansion coefficient      in 1/K is the most important quantity for the 

computation of thermal contraction in the solidified strand shell during the FEM 

computations. It was evaluated based on the density database according to the following 

expression: 

 

       
 ( )    

   (     )
  

√
  
 ( )

 
  

     
      (3) 

 

The quantities with subscript zero in Eq. (3) indicate a reference condition. In the 

presented work the reference conditions were chosen at solidus temperature.  

 

 

3. Results 

The numerical work was performed for the bloom caster with a cross section of 

385x265 mm
2
 of Arcelor Mittal Ruhrort.  

 

 

3.1 Mould cooling 

Fig. 1 shows the time-dependent experimental and numerical results of mould heat flux 

during transient change in mould cooling conditions. The presented mould heat flux was 

summarised from wide face and narrow face heat fluxes. The cooling water mass flux shows 

default values in the sections P1 and P3. In between in P2 the cooling water mass flux was 

reduced by approx. 15%. The transient change in the numerical model was realised by a 

change in HTC values. The results are in good agreement although there a slight differences 

during the transition period between the periods P1, P2 and P3. 



 

Fig. 1: Validation of mould cooling conditions with measured data in the steel plant 

 

Plant observations have shown an asymmetric surface temperature distribution at the 

loose side of the strand. The numerical computations were utilised to figure out if an uneven 

casting flux distribution in the mould and the resulting influence on heat flux can be a 

possible reason for this phenomenon. Therefore an uneven heat flux distribution in the mould 

was induced by the definition of an additional thermal resistance on one half of the mould at 

the loose side. The value for the thermal resistance was chosen as overcritical for the 

operational caster. At mould exit the strand shell in this section is thinned out clearly. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Surface temperature on strand loose side for asymmetric mould cooling 

conditions 

 

Fig. 2 shows the temperature distribution at the loose side of the strand in cooling  

zone 2. At the beginning of this zone a clear asymmetric temperature course with regard to 

y-axis can be detected. It is obvious that this temperature unevenness cannot be removed 

along the shown spray cooling zone. 

 



  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3: Surface temperature perpendicular to casting direction for asymmetric conditions 

(a) Control position 1 (spray cooling zone 2) 

(b) Control position 2 (spray cooling zone 3) 

 

Fig. 3 shows different temperature courses as function of the y-coordinate perpendicular 

to the casting direction in spray cooling zone 2 (Fig. 3 (a)) as well as in spray cooling zone 3 

(Fig. 3 (b)). The asymmetric temperature result is compared with a result coming from a 

homogeneous heat flux distribution in the mould. The detected temperature difference is 

approx. 50°C in cooling zone 2 and 20°C in cooling zone 3, i.e. the influence of asymmetric 

heat flux in the mould is disappearing down the strand length. But it could be shown that an 

uneven casting mould flux distribution can be a reason for the observed asymmetric surface 

temperature. 

 

 

3.2 Secondary cooling 

The boundary conditions were defined 

as HTC values based on Eq. (1). The shapes 

of the cooling zones were evaluated during 

program runtime, i.e. they were not defined 

during grid generation. Fig. 4 shows the 

resulting heat flux on one wide and one 

narrow face of the casting strand in spray 

cooling zone 2 as well as the numerical grid. 

The lowered heat flux at the strand corners is 

caused by the lowered temperature values of 

the strand corners. The heat flux distribution 

shows clearly the circular shape of the spray 

cooling zones. In the upper part of the wide 

face overlapping spray cooling zones are 

shown. Here an increased HTC was defined 

due to the increased mass flux of cooling 

water. With the numerical work three 

different schemes for secondary cooling were 

investigated: soft, medium and hard cooling. 

 

Fig. 4: Heat flux distribution on the 

surface of spray cooling zone 2 



It has to be expected that for hard cooling the shell thickness reaches a maximum value and 

for soft cooling a minimum value. 

Fig. 5 shows on the left hand side the solidification result for hard cooling in the cross-

section of the strand at the transition between spray cooling zone 2 and 3. The physical 

property liquid fraction represents the fraction of liquid volume divided by the entire volume, 

i.e. blue colour indicates the strand shell and red colour represents liquid steel melt. The band 

in between is called the mushy zone. Additionally the change of strand shell shape for the 

comparison between hard/soft cooling is shown on the right hand side of Fig. 5. Here the 

values of liquid fraction for hard cooling were subtracted from the values for soft cooling, i.e. 

blue colour represents an identical result and the remaining colours represent differences up to 

a value of 0.1. Obviously the solidification results are not x*-axially symmetrical. It was 

assumed that this is a fluid-mechanical effect. In the shown cross-section a slight steel melt 

velocity from the fixed side to the loose side of the strand could be observed. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5: Solidification results between spray cooling zone 2 and cooling zone 3 

(a) Liquid fraction for hard cooling conditions 

(b) Difference in liquid fraction between hard and soft cooling conditions 

 

 

3.3 Flying Tundish 

During the numerical investigation of the flying tundish operation two main casting 

parameters were varied: casting velocity as well as the spray cooling conditions which have to 

be adapted in parallel in order to consider the changed casting velocity. 

Fig. 6 shows the casting velocity recorded at the operational caster and the 

corresponding approximation for the numerical model during five periods (P1 to P5) of the 

flying tundish operation. It has to be mentioned that the casting velocity in the numerical 

model cannot be changed continuously as in the operational caster. The reason for this 

behaviour is the withdrawal velocity of the strand shell which has to be defined as starting 

condition in each numerical setup. Therefore the CFD approximation of the casting velocity 

was defined as step function like shown in Fig. 6. Consecutively the periods before strand 

stoppage (P1 to P3) will be indicated by different red shades, periods after strand stoppage 

(P4 and P5) will be indicated by different green shades. 



 

Fig. 6: CFD approximation of casting velocity during flying tundish operation 

 

Fig. 7 shows the results of surface temperature at the centre of the inner radius as 

function of strand length. The mould and the spray cooling zones 1, 2 and 3 are separated by 

dashed lines. The positions of the spray cooling nozzles can be easily detected by a 

consecutive cooling and reheating. The temperature courses during the periods P1, P3 and P5 

show an agreement with the underlying casting velocity, i.e. the temperatures correspond to 

the casting velocity. Period P4 is characterised as time after strand stoppage, i.e. after a clear 

cooling down of the entire strand. Therefore the temperature level is here lower in comparison 

to the other periods. 

 

 

Fig. 7: Surface temperature on strand loose side for different periods of flying tundish 

operation 

 

  



 (a) 

 (b) 

 (c) 

Fig. 8: Surface temperature distribution in spray cooling zone 2 

(a) 270s after restart of casting machine, vc=0.25m/min 

(b) 490s after restart of casting machine, vc=0.80m/min 

(c) 850s after restart of casting machine, vc=0.80m/min  

 

Fig. 8 shows the transient development of surface temperature at the inner radius after 

restart of the casting machine at different times, Fig. 8 (a) is in period P4 with low casting 

velocity and Fig. 8 (b) and (c) are in period P5 with approx. default casting velocity. During 

stoppage of the casting machine the surface temperature has decreased and the strand shell has 

grown. With restart of the casting machine hot steel melt enters the mould and leads to a 

reheating and probably to a local re-melting of the strand shell. The reheating can be detected 

in Fig. 8 (a) where a temperature increase is visible down to a strand length of approx. 1.5m. 

Here the casting velocity is only              . The already reheated area is only slowly 

moving downwards. On the contrary the casting velocity in Fig. 8 (b) and (c) was increased to 

             . Here the hot tip of surface temperature caused by the strand reheating has 

moved clearly downwards. The numerical model is able to reproduce the development of 

surface temperature and the corresponding movement with the casting velocity. 

 

 

3.4 Influence on strain/stress 

Fig. 9 shows the distortion of the strand shell. The mould and the machine rolls are 

coloured in grey. The ferrostatic pressure acting on the inside leads to a deformation of the 

strand shell on the loose side as well as on the visible narrow face. In this and consecutive 

figures the deformation was magnified in order to see clearly the effect of the ferrostatic 

pressure. It is clearly visible that this influence is decreasing with increasing strand length. 

The reason for this is the growing shell thickness and with it the increased stiffness. Here it 

has to be mentioned that the complete removal of the mushy zone has an influence on the 

considered shell thickness as well as on the shell stiffness. 



  

Fig. 9: Influence of ferrostatic pressure and 

rolls on distortion of the strand shell 

Fig. 10: Gap between strand shell and mould 

at mould exit 

 

The FEM computations consider also the shell shrinkage due to the temperature drop in 

the strand shell. This was done based on the thermal expansion coefficient defined in Eq. (3). 

In parallel different forces are acting on the strand shell, e.g. forces resulting from the strand 

guidance by the rolls or forces resulting from the ferrostatic pressure acting at the inside of the 

shell. Fig. 10 shows a magnified view of the shell deformation in one corner at mould exit. 

The mould is coloured in red. It was defined as “encastre”, i.e. it is fixed and cannot move. 

The strand shell is coloured by temperature. It is clearly visible that a gap between the mould 

and the strand shell has developed in the mould corner. The position of the gap corresponds to 

the lowest temperature value. The gap is disappearing towards the centre of the broad and 

narrow face due to the ferrostatic pressure acting at the inner part of the strand shell. 

 

      

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11: S22 component of stress tensor for in a cut at z = -2.365m 

(a) soft spray cooling and default mould cooling 

(b) soft spray cooling and asymmetric mould cooling 

 

The results in Fig. 11 show the S22 component of the stress tensor. The coloring 

provides a change from tensile (red) to compressive stress (blue) stress. The change between 

tensile and compressive stress can be observed as well as the surface due to bulging. It is 

visible that the area with compressive stress is stiff due to the connection to the strand shell at 

the narrow face. The transition from compressive to tensile stress takes place in a very small 

mould wall 

strand shell 

gap 



area. Here the probability for longitudinal cracks is increased. Fig. 11 (b) shows at the loose 

side (x positive) clearly the asymmetric shell thickness and the resulting stronger distortion of 

the strand shell with the connected increase in the shown stress component for the 

investigated asymmetric cooling in the mould. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

- Three-dimensional, time-dependent computation of temperature and solidification 

provides substantial information allowing to analyse transient conditions in detail, 

-  Interaction of FEM code with CFD temperature computations provides reasonable 

results with regard to strand shell shrinkage, distortion and bulging, 

-  Temperature data transfer from CFD to FEM code was successful including the 

removal of the liquid core and the consecutive substitution with ferrostatic pressure, 

e.g. bulging could be detected, 

-  Non-consideration of the mushy zone in the FEM model is thought to influence the 

results on the mechanical behaviour of the strand shell (stiffness), i.e. the results have 

to be verified with additional plant observations including a possible adjustment of 

the combined model, 

-  Future work should be focused on the dynamic behaviour strand/rolls in order to 

investigate the back bending and its influence on stress/strain conditions further. 

 

 

Symbols 

  thermal expansion coefficient   gravity acceleration 

  heat transfer coefficient   distance 

  density   length 

  pressure   temperature 

 ̇ cooling intensity   velocity 

 

 

Indices 

0 reference case fstatic ferrostatic 

exp expansion c casting 
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HIGH TEMPERATURE DEFORMATION BEHAVIOUR OF 

SOLIDIFIED SHELL OF ULTRA LOW CARBON STEEL DURING 

SOLIDIFICATION 

 
Abstract  

 

Cooling curve of sample surface of ultra low carbon steel at initial stage of solidification 

was measured using a new temperature measurement system that consisted of a two-

dimensional optical pyrometer and a chill plate which was made of transparent sapphire glass.   

The presence of recalescence phenomena was observed on the measured cooling curve of ultra 

low carbon steel sample and the recalescence temperature existed in the range of peritectic 

transformation temperature as well as low carbon and middle carbon steel samples.   The 

difference of temperature at each measured point of a sample surface was very small until the 

temperature reached the recalescence temperature, but the difference of temperature became 

larger after recalescence because the thermal deformation of solidifying shell seemed to be 

generated.   From experimental results for tensile strength and density during solidification, 

these values changed depending on the phase and the change of values between δ phase and γ 

phase was large.   As the unevenness of solidified shell was generated by deformation 

accompanying peritectic transformation and the degree of unevenness could be arranged by 

both temperature ranges, there was a difference of tensile strength and difference of density 

during peritectic transformation. 

 

Keywords 

 

ultra low carbon steel ; solidification ; optical measurement ; recalescence ;  

peritectic transformation ; deformation 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Understanding and controlling of the initial stage of solidification found in mold for 

carbon steel are necessary to improve surface quality of continuously cast slabs.   For the 

mechanism of initial stage of solidification of carbon steel, many studies have been carried out 

to investigate experimentally and analytically, and it has become clear the generation 

mechanism of longitudinal surface crack and unevenness of solidified shell growth in what 

determined the surface quality of steel slabs.   Especially, there are many studies [1-5] for the 

solidification mechanism of low and middle carbon steels, and it has become clear that the 

surface cracks of steel slabs was caused by peritectic reaction during solidification.   It is 

shown that the surface defects of steel slabs can be reduced by optimizing the cooling 

conditions in the continuous casting mold from these studies. 

As the required level for surface quality of automotive sheets is being made stricter, the 

avoidance of unevenness of solidified shell, which determines the surface quality of steel 

slabs, is a pressing problem.   Though the research [6-10] for the initial stage of solidification 

of ultra low carbon steel is advanced recently, it seems that the understanding for generation 

mechanism of unevenness of initially solidified shell is not enough.   Moreover, as the 

generation of unevenness of initially solidified shell relates deeply to both formation and 
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growth of the shell, the united interpretation for not only ultra low carbon steel but also low 

and middle carbon steel seems to be hoped for in the future. 

In order to make the interpretation for the initial stage of solidification, it is important to 

evaluate the cooling curve of shell during solidification.   Then, this experimental technique 

[11], which was able to measure the two-dimensional surface temperature at the initial stage 

of solidification, has been devised by the authors.   Though it has been difficult up to now to 

evaluate the generation mechanism of unevenness of solidified shell, the measurement of 

surface temperature at chill plate side is made possible by using this technique.   Moreover, as 

the strength of solidified shell at high temperature in the continuous casting mold is weak, it is 

necessary to evaluate high temperature physical properties in which the behavior of phase 

transformation is reflected.   Then, the authors measured the tensile strength [12-16] and the 

density [17-19] during solidification which represent the high temperature physical properties, 

and examined the relationship between measured values and carbon contents. 

In the present paper, the measurement result of temperature of sample surface, tensile 

strength and density during solidification for ultra low, low and middle carbon steels are 

arranged, and the relationship between generation behavior of unevenness of shell and phase 

transformation is comprehensively examined.   And the generation mechanism of unevenness 

of initially solidified shell for ultra low carbon steel is clarified by the elastic-plastic 

deformation analysis coupled with solidification analysis. 

 

2. Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Cooling Curve at Initial Stage of Solidification 

 

As the temperature of initially solidified shell changes in a short time, the time response of 

thermocouple is not enough to measure the temperature of solidifying shell surface.   

Moreover, to evaluate the unevenness of solidified shell, it is necessary to observe the shape 

of shell and to measure the change of temperature two-dimensionally.   Then, the temperature 

change in the shell surface at initial stage of solidification was measured by using the two-

dimensional optical pyrometer of which the response time was short. 

   Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of experimental apparatus which measures the cooling 

curve of the sample surface at the initial stage of solidification.   The experimental apparatus 

consisted of a two-dimensional optical pyrometer, a chill plate which was made of transparent 

sapphire glass, a cylinder, a movement stage for up and down and a tammann furnace.   As a 

lens of an optical pyrometer was made of germanium and a central transmission wave length 

of the sapphire glass was in the range of that of the germanium lens, there was no reduction in 

the measurement accuracy by the presence of the glass and that accuracy was maintained in 

the range of ±1.0K.   A chill plate was exchanged at each experiment.   Moreover, the output 

voltage of the photocell in the optical pyrometer was recorded directly by a digital memory, 

and then the output voltage was converted to temperature on a computer interfaced to the 

digital memory after the experiment.   In this way, the response time of the measurement 

system for temperature was made in less than 20 milliseconds. 

The chill plate was fixed at the end of the cylinder by a flange and then, this cylinder was 

fixed to an optical pyrometer, therefore the distance between chill plate and optical pyrometer 

was always constant and so the optical pyrometer was always-focused for measuring 

temperature during experiments.   The approximately 2 kg sample was set in an aluminum 

crucible and melted in a tammann furnace under an argon gas atmosphere with the shutter on 

the furnace closed.   The temperature of molten steel was controlled by an R type 

thermocouple and adjusted to (liquidus temperature+20)K.   After opening the shutter, the 

chill plate was moved down and it contacted the molten steel for 2.0s, and then the chill plate 



was moved up.   Each successive operation was carried out automatically by a programmable 

controller. 

A solidified shell was obtained after moving the chill plate up.   An inner surface of a 

flange to fix the chill plate was coated with alumina cement except for about 5×10
-3

m in 

length.   A solidified shell could not be attached to the coated region with alumina cement in 

the flange and was prevented to constrain by the flange because of shrinkage during 

solidification.   The non-coated region in the flange was polished with emery paper to roughen, 

and was attached by a solidified shell.   In this way, it made possible to obtain a solidified 

shell without a constrained force. 

   The chemical compositions of the ultra low, low and middle carbon steel samples are listed 

in Table 1.   The relationship between carbon content and cooling behaviour was examined. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1  Schematic diagram of temperature measurement system. 

 

 

Table 1 Chemical composition of samples for measurement of cooling curve(mass%). 

 Sample C Si Mn P S  

 ULC1 0.0005 0.01 0.12 0.014 0.003  

 ULC2 0.002 0.01 0.11 0.012 0.003  

 LC 0.04 0.04 0.19 0.026 0.006  

 MC 0.14 0.16 0.54 0.016 0.003  

        

 

2.2 Measurement of Tensile Strength during Solidification 

 

In order to predict the deformation behaviour, it is necessary to evaluate the generation 

mechanism of tensile strength during and after solidification, because it is thought that the 

deformation of solidified shell depends on stress state at high temperature.   As the tensile 

strength of initially solidified shell in high temperature state seemed to be minute, it is 

indispensable to measure the tensile strength accurately.   The tensile strength of samples was 
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measured by using the high temperature tensile test apparatus, which had the high frequency 

induction coil made from two copper coil-shape rings during and after solidification.   The 

sample was heated, melted and solidified sequentially according to the control conditions of 

high temperature tensile test.   In order to examine the solidification mode of tensile strength, 

carbon content of samples was varied[12-16]. 

 

2.3 Measurement of Density during Solidification 

 

As the shrinkage or expansion in volume of carbon steel during solidification changes, the 

strain is generated in solidified shell and seems to contribute to the deformation of solidified 

shell.   Solidification modes of carbon steel are complicated and are changed by carbon 

content.   The primary phase during solidification is either δ phase or γ phase, and then 

solidification is completed either as a single phase or as two phases accompanied with the δ/γ 

transformation during or after solidification.   The difference between δ phase and γ phase is 

mainly crystal structure, and the crystal structure of δ phase is body-centered cubic lattice and 

that of γ phase is face-centered cubic lattice.   Then, the density seemed to change according to 

the ratio of δ phase and γ phase.   In order to understand the behaviour of shrinkage of 

solidified shell, it is necessary to predict the ratio of phases and evaluate the density.   Then, as 

well as in the case of measurement of the tensile strength, the density of samples whose 

carbon content was varied to change solidification modes was measured by the sessile drop 

profile method[17-19]. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Measurement Result of Temperature at Initial Stage of Solidification 

 

Figure 2 shows the measurement result of surface temperature of initially solidified shell.   

The starting point of time on the cooling curve was assumed to be the point which the cooling 

curve passed the liquidus line.   After the chill plate came into contact with molten steel, the 

surface temperature of each point decreased linearly with increasing time and cooling rate 

decreased slightly, and then temperature showed a minimum value.   Then, surface 

temperature increased again and reached a maximum value, and decreased again.   In this way, 

the presence of undercooling, which characterized the initial solidification phenomena, was 

observed.   After a heterogeneous nucleation was generated by this undercooling it was 

thought that the solidified shell grew accompanying a rise in surface temperature and the 

solidification near the shell surface was completed at a maximum temperature.   It was 

clarified that the difference of temperature at each measured point on cooling curve became 

larger after recalescence from the measurement result by using the two-dimensional optical 

pyrometer.   It is thought that the difference of surface temperature showed the condition of 

contact between the chill plate and the surface of solidified shell.   When the difference of 

temperature at each point of sample surface was small, it meant that the cooling condition of 

sample surface was uniform.   On the contrary, when the difference of surface temperature 

was large, it meant that the sample was cooled non-uniformly. 

With either case for ultra low, low or middle carbon steel, the difference of temperature at 

the shell surface was small at about 0.5s and the contact condition between chill plate and 

solidified shell was good, and the solidified shell was cooled uniformly.   This time about 0.5s 

showed the recalescence time for solidifying shell through the nucleation phenomena and 

seemed to be solidified completely by this time.   After recalescence, the difference of surface 

temperature increased with increasing time and this tendency did not depend on carbon 



contents.   This was because the non-uniform deformation was generated in the solidified shell 

and the contact condition between chill plate and solidified shell became non-uniform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2   Measured cooling curve of sample surface. 

(a) Sample ULC1, (b) ULC2, (c) LC and (d) MC. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the measurement results for the thickness of solidified shell which was 

measured at room temperature after the experiment.   The thickness in longitudinal cross 

section of solidified shell was measured on a line passing through the center of the round 

sample.   The shell thickness of the low carbon steel sample was the most uniform, and that of 

the ultra low and middle carbon steel samples were non-uniform.   It seemed to be possible to 

examine the generation mechanism at the initial stage of solidification by using this 

experimental technique, because the degree of unevenness of low carbon steel was the 

smallest and that of middle carbon steel was the biggest, which was the same as previous 

studies[1,2,4]. 

Figure 4 shows the relationship between degree of unevenness of the solidified shell and 

carbon content.   The degree of unevenness of solidified shell was defined as the value which 

standard deviation was divided by average value.   The degree of unevenness of solidified 

shell changed with carbon content, and the value of low carbon steel was the smallest and that 

of middle carbon steel was the biggest.   By the way, the solidification mode changed 

depending on carbon content.   The primary phase of both ultra low and low carbon steel were 

a δ phase and a δ single phase was formed when solidification was completed.   In case of 

middle carbon steel, the primary phase was a δ phase and the (liquid+δ+γ) three-phase formed 

during solidification, and then a γ single phase was formed.   In this way, it is thought that the 

generation mechanism of unevenness of solidified shell depends on the solidification mode, 
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because the solidification mode of ultra low, low and middle carbon steel differs from each 

other.   It is necessary to consider the solidification mode in order to examine the deformation 

of solidified shell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3  Thickness of solidified shell. (a) Sample ULC1, (b) ULC2, (c) LC and (d) MC. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4  Relationship between unevenness of solidified shell and carbon content. 
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3.2 Tensile Strength and Density during Solidification 

 

It is necessary that the mechanical behaviour of solidified shell is evaluated to examine the 

deformation of solidified shell, and it is important that the high temperature properties can be 

understood accurately depending on carbon contents.   Then, the measurement results of 

tensile strength and density during solidification, which were studied by authors, were 

arranged and these results were used to predict the stress which acted on the initially solidified 

shell.   The chemical compositions of the carbon steel samples, which are used by the 

measurement of tensile strength and density, are listed in Table 2. 

The measurement results of tensile strength of carbon steels[13,15] and alloy steels[12,14] 

during solidification is shown in Fig.5.   It was found that the tensile strength could be 

arranged by both kinds of phase and fraction of phase, and the tensile strength increased with 

increasing the temperature difference based on the solidus temperature.   The tensile strength 

of γ phase was larger than that of δ phase and the dependency of temperature difference of γ 

phase was larger than that of δ phase.   It meant that the tensile strength of γ phase was more 

sensitive to the temperature change than that of δ phase, and then the change of tensile 

strength of γ phase to temperature change was also larger than of δ phase. 

Figure 6 shows the changes of density for carbon steels[18] and alloy steels[17,19] during 

solidification with temperature difference based on the solidus temperature.   The density 

could be arranged by both kinds of phase and fraction of phase, which was either δ phase or γ 

phase, as well as the case of tensile strength, and the density increased with increasing the 

temperature difference based on the solidus temperature.   The density of γ phase was larger 

than that of δ phase and the temperature dependency of density of γ phase was larger than that 

of δ phase. 

When the primary phase is the δ phase and the peritectic transformation is accompanied 

during solidification, both tensile strength and density is thought to change discontinuously in 

the vicinity of the phase transformation.   Then, the stress is generated in the solidified shell 

under larger temperature gradient and the shell becomes non-uniform. 

 

 

Table 2  Chemical composition of samples for measurement 

of tensile strength and density (mass%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sample C Si Mn P S Fe 

 FE00 0.005 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001  0.001  bal. 

 FE04 0.039 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001  0.001  bal. 

 FE08 0.079 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.001  bal. 

 FE10 0.097 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.001  bal. 

 FE14 0.14 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001 <0.001  bal. 

 FE18 0.18 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001  0.001  bal. 

 FE28 0.28 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001  0.001  bal. 

 FE56 0.56 <0.01 <0.01 <0.001  0.001  bal. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5  Relationship between tensile strength and temperature difference after solidification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6  Relationship between density and temperature difference. (a) δ phase and (b) γ phase. 

 

 

3.3 Generation Factor of Unevenness at Initial Stage of Solidification 

 

As the tensile strength and density change depending on the solidification mode, it is 

necessary to examine these physical properties with carbon content less than 0.09mass% of 

which the primary phase is a δ phase and then the phase becomes a δ single phase just after 

solidification.   Then at this point, peritectic transformation occurs.   When the carbon content 

of a sample increases more than 0.09mass% in the calculated equilibrium phase diagram, the 

(liquid+δ+γ) three-phase appears and the peritectic reaction occurs during solidification, and 

then it is necessary to consider the fraction of phase as a factor, which determines the 

deformation of solidified shell.   In any case, these values changed depending on carbon 

content and increased with increasing carbon content, it was found that the carbon content, the 

temperature range of (δ+γ) coexisting phase, the amount of change of tensile strength and the 
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density were mutually related.   For example, when the temperature gradient in the initially 

solidified shell is constant, the difference of strength and density in the direction of shell 

thickness increases by decreasing the temperature range of (δ+γ) coexisting phase and 

increasing the amount of change of tensile strength and density.   If the solidified shell is put 

under these conditions, it is predicted that the deformation of solidified shell occurs easier 

than the analytical solution for the disc which assumes uniform material.   When the carbon 

content is low as in the case of ultra low carbon steel, the range of temperature of (δ+γ) 

coexisting phase region becomes narrow, it is thought that the difference of tensile strength 

and density in the solidified shell becomes large and the deformation comes to be generated 

easily. 

In this way, as the generation of unevenness of an initially solidified shell was concerned 

with the difference of tensile strength (Δσδ/γ), the difference of density (Δρδ/γ) during peritectic 

transformation and the temperature range of (δ+γ) coexisting phase (ΔTδ/γ), the rate of change 

of strength (Δσδ/γ/ΔTδ/γ) or the rate of change of density (Δρδ/γ/ΔTδ/γ) was defined as an index 

which showed the unevenness of shell, and then the relationship was examined between these 

values and the degree of unevenness of solidified shell. 

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the degree of unevenness of shell and the index 

(Δσδ/γ/ΔTδ/γ) and (Δρδ/γ/ΔTδ/γ).   There appeared to be a good correction between these indices 

with the degree of unevenness, this value increased by increasing these indices.   From this 

relation, it is found that the generation of unevenness of solidified shell is governed by the rate 

of change of strength and density accompanying the peritectic transformation and can be 

arranged by these values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7  Effect of parameter on unevenness of solidified shell. 

(a) Parameter Δσδ/γ/ΔＴδ/γ and (b) Δρδ/γ/ΔＴδ/γ. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

The cooling curve of sample surface at the initial stage of solidification was measured 

using a new temperature measurement system, which consisted of a two-dimensional optical 

pyrometer passing through the transparent chill plate in contact with molten steel, and then the 

deformation mechanism of the initially solidified shell for ultra low carbon was made clear.   

The measurement result of the cooling curve and the strength and the density during 

solidification was arranged collectively, and there was an examination of the relationship 

between temperature and phase transformation.   Moreover, the stress conditions in solidified 
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shell were examined by the thermal-stress analysis coupled with the solidification analysis.   

From these results, the following conclusions were obtained. 

1) The deformation of the initially solidified shell was generated after the surface temperature 

reached the maximum recalescence temperature where the surface layer of the shell solidified 

completely.   This maximum recalescence temperature existed in the temperature range of the 

peritectic transformation. 

2) The change of tensile strength and density during the peritectic transformation was found to 

be large by using the predicted equations of tensile strength and density. 

3) The amount of deformation of solidified shell for ultra low carbon steel was larger than that 

of low carbon steel, and this was suggested from the result of the thermal-stress analysis 

coupled with the solidification analysis. 

4) The degree of unevenness of solidified shell could be arranged by the change of rate of 

strength and density during the peritectic transformation.   When the temperature range of 

peritectic transformation was smaller and the change of rate of the tensile strength and the 

density were larger, the solidified shell became non-uniform easily.   This result was 

equivalent to the generation of deformation for the solidified shell during the peritectic 

reaction, and the rate of change of tensile strength and density were the factors of unevenness 

of solidified shell during both the peritectic reaction and transformation. 
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Abstract 
BCT

®
 - Belt Casting Technology is the new horizon-

tal near-net-shape casting process to produce flat 

steel products. BCT is the revolutionary leap in cast-

ing technology, designed for the production of spe-

cial as well as conventional steel grades. 

Within a partnership between Salzgitter Flachstahl 

GmbH and SMS Siemag AG the worldwide first 

caster is now in operation. SMS Siemag AG (in co-

operation with Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH) has 

erect the first industrial-scale casting machine locat-

ed at Peine steelworks. 

 

The lecture will start with an overview about the 

highlights of the BCT
®
 process with regard to the 

mechanical engineering aspects, while the second 

part will present results from the commissioning. 

 

Since December 2012 the BCT plant is running. 

Features like steel feeding process, the moving 

mould, inertisation and no oscillation are just some 

of the BCT characteristics. 

Never before flat steel was cast in dimensions of 

1000 mm * 15 mm and casting speeds > 14 m/min. 
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I. Introduction 
Unlike many other materials, steel is subject to ever 

increasing requirements. High-tech components 

made of modern steels already offer a variety of ap-

plications. In the future the manufacture of innovative 

products requires the availability of steel grades with 

significantly improved properties. 

 

Steelmakers are therefore faced with the challenge of 

developing new steel alloys that satisfy the specific 

requirements. However, the production, use and 

recycling of steel today must also comply with envi-

ronmental standards. 

Especially high and ultra-high alloy steel concepts for 

use in the manufacture of light-weight automobiles, 

offshore applications or in the chemical industry are 

needed. Where these alloys are used, they combine 

optimal mechanical properties and thus present 

steelmakers and their existing plant and equipment 

with new challenges [1]. 

 

Plant and equipment builders must develop suitable 

plant and processes for their customers. The focus 

here is on the further development of existing pro-

cesses which offer customers a financial benefit. One 

example of this is SMS Siemag's CSP
® 

technology 

which has been existing for more than 20 years. An-

other main area is the development of novel plant 

concepts. 

The newly developed plant concept based on Belt 

Casting Technology (BCT
®
) is now realized by SMS 

Siemag for the first time on an industrial scale. 

 

 
Figure 1: BCT

® 
caster  

 

In a cooperation project with Salzgitter Flachstahl 

GmbH this plant is used to implement the near-net-

shape casting of HSD
®
 steel grades. 

Main technological expertise has been developed 

together with Clausthal University. 

mailto:jochen.wans@sms-siemag.com


The mechanical engineering of SMS Siemag pre-

sents the basis for the commercial launch of this 

forward-looking casting technology. 

SMS Siemag thus will extend its portfolio of custom-

made and energy-efficient casting and rolling installa-

tions. 

 

The revolutionary Belt Casting Technology is another 

technology leap on the way to near-net-shape casting. 

BCT
®
 casters will allow different production rates and 

a large variety of product sizes, depending on the 

desired plant concept. The product line for BCT
®
 

casters will mainly comprise alloys that so far could 

not be continuously cast, as well as crack-critical 

conventional steel grades. 

 

With the present paper the cooperation partner wish 

to highlight the advantages of the technology and the 

commissioning progress of the first industrial-scale 

BCT
®
 caster. 

 

 

HSD
®
 is a registered brand of Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH. 

 
 
 

II. BCT® - The technology leap 
The near-net-shape horizontal belt casting of steel 

opens up new technological possibilities. 

Many of the steel grades which presently entail yield 

losses in conventional plants are expected to be prof-

itably produced in BCT
®
 installations. Steels with 

extraordinary properties can now for the first time be 

produced on an industrial scale: HSD
®
 steel [2] with 

its high contents of manganese, silicon and alumini-

um: light-weight, high strength and at the same time 

easily deformable. 

All is made possible by casting metal onto the moving 

mould without the addition of casting flux, as well as 

stress-free horizontal solidification of the as-cast strip. 

 

The rapid solidification in an inert atmosphere opens 

up a wide range of potential charge materials [3]. The 

caster may be combined both with BOF and electric 

arc furnace melt shops.  

BCT
®
 installations may be specifically tailored to the 

needs of SMS Siemag’s customers. Medium-wide 

strip can be produced just as well as hot wide strip.  

Customers with small production capacities will be 

served by the appropriate installation, as will steel 

producers with medium-to-high annual tonnages. 

The caster will be designed for the necessary metal-

lurgical length and casting speed. 

 

Compact BCT
®
 casting-rolling installations produce 

15 mm as-cast strip - a near-net-shape thickness that 

allows both a sufficient deformation degree to attain 

optimal mechanical properties and saves deformation 

energy, space and eventually cost. 

III. The first industrial-scale BCT® caster 
In May 2010, Salzgitter Flachstahl awarded SMS 

Siemag a contract for the construction of the world's 

first horizontal, industrial-scale BCT
®
 caster. 

 

Utilizing existing infrastructure, a financial first-plant 

concept could be drawn up in cooperation with 

Salzgitter, whose focus is on testing of the casting 

technology. SMS Siemag's wealth of experience in 

the planning, construction and trial operation of the 

pilot plants set up at the MEFOS Research Institute 

in Sweden as well as at the technological compe-

tence of Technical University of Clausthal are essen-

tial factors that contributed to the development and 

design of the new machine. The laboratory strip cast-

er at the Institute of Metallurgy of the Technical Uni-

versity of Clausthal was used to successfully cast the 

novel HSD
®
 steel grades. 

 

The new BCT
®
 caster is installed at Peiner Träger 

GmbH (Salzgitter Group) steelworks (Fig. 2). The 

HSD
®
 steel grades on which the focus is here are 

made using the SMS Siemag-supplied and commis-

sioned units comprising electric arc furnace with 

ARCCESS
®
-technology, twin-type ladle furnace and 

vacuum degasser. The BCT
®
 caster produces 15 mm 

thick and 1,000 mm wide material. Essential parts of 

the plant are already rated for a width of 1,600 mm to 

allow the future extension of the product line.  

At the Salzgitter works, an existing four-high 

mill stand was upgraded to allow the further pro-

cessing of the as-cast strip produced in Peine. 

SMS Siemag supplied the Basic and Detail Engineer-

ing, all mechanical plant components including the 

complete X-Pact
®
 electrical and automation package 

and erected the equipment for the BCT
®
 caster and 

the modernisation of the mill stand. 

Figure 2: Set-up of BCT
®
 caster in Peine 

 

In December 2012, the cooperation partners Salzgit-

ter Flachstahl and SMS Siemag did jointly commis-

sion the facilities in order to implement the benefits of 

this technology on an industrial scale. 
 



Footprint of the machine is approx. 11 m * 4 m, 6 m 

tall. Machine length is owing to the solidification 

range of special steel grades. 
 

 
 
Figure 3: BCT

®
caster, longitudinal section 

 

Protected from reoxidation, the liquid steel is poured 

from a conventional ladle into a covered tundish and 

from there, via the submerged entry nozzle, into the 

preheated feeding system. From this system the steel 

flows onto the moving horizontal mould which con-

sists of the conveyor belt and the internally cooled 

side dams. 

 

The underside of the conveyor belt is intensively 

cooled by water. No oscillating mould is therefore 

needed for initial solidification, no addition of casting 

flux is required. 

 

Above the conveyor belt an inert gas atmosphere 

protects the solidifying steel. At the rear end of the 

caster, a defined gas mixture directly influences the 

solidification structure. 
 

Electro-magnetic units to influence the steel flow as 

well as cooled hoods are arranged above the con-

veyor belt. A transverse stirrer supports the smooth 

and uniform distribution of the liquid steel up to the 

side dams. A longitudinal stirrer synchronizes the 

movement of the conveyor belt with the liquid steel 

flow. This stirring technology is the result of a joint 

development. SMS Elotherm GmbH delivered both 

units. 

 

The as-cast strip leaves the conveyor belt horizontal-

ly. It is guided by a top roller and three pairs of iron-

ing rollers that can influence the flatness of the strip. 

Downstream these rollers both the strip thickness 

and profile are measured. The as-cast strip then en-

ters an enclosed roller table in which the complete 

inertization of the process is ensured up to the end of 

the table. 

The roller table is followed by a combination of two 

pinch-roll stands and a looper arranged in between. 

In addition to the further transport of the as-cast strip, 

it makes sure that influences which downstream units 

have on the as-cast strip are decoupled.  

The second pinch roll unit feeds the strip to a moving 

hydraulic shear. For cutting, the shear is accelerated 

to the as-cast strip speed, cutting it to the desired 

sheet length. 

Figure 4: Shear and roller table 

 

A roller table accelerates the sheets which here have 

a maximum length of 9 m; towards the end of the 

roller table the sheets are decelerated again. Cross-

pushers place the sheets on a hydraulically operated 

lifting table. The sheets stacked on pallets are loaded 

onto waggons and taken to the rolling mill in Salzgit-

ter. 
 
 
 

IV. Initial experience obtained during the 
BTC plant commissioning 
In December 2012, Salzgitter Flachstahl and SMS 

Siemag started the commissioning of the BCT plant. 

The results achieved up to today are highly promising. 

The process reproducibility and the plant availability 

have been continuously enhanced. 

 
Figure 5: As-cast strip at pinch-roll and shear 

 

Satisfactory answers were obtained on process-

related basic questions concerning wear and service 

life of different machine components of the caster, 



such as the casting nozzle, the conveyor belt and the 

moving side dams. 

 

Thanks to the newly developed inertization - from the 

tundish until the section downstream of the caster - 

there is a minimal content of residual oxygen before 

the start of casting.  

Thus it is a unique mechanical engineering solution. 

 
The maximum steel quantity of approx. 70 tons for 

which this first BCT plant is designed was already 

cast a few weeks later in a reproducible and safe 

manner. It was possible to implement a regular cast-

ing operation. No casting time restraining machine 

parts were identified. 

 
At the start of commissioning, only carbon steel was 

cast, but meanwhile the casting program has been 

enhanced by high-manganese steel grades. 

Moreover, the process know-how for different steel 

grades has undergone further development. 

 
 
 

V. Summary 
The newly developed plant concept based on  

Belt Casting Technology (BCT
®
) is now realised by 

the plant builder SMS Siemag AG for the first time on 

an industrial scale. In a cooperation project with 

Salzgitter Flachstahl GmbH this plant is used to im-

plement the near-net-shape casting and rolling of 

HSD
®
 steel grades. 

 

During the first experiences of the commissioning the 

BCT
®
 caster produces 15 mm thick and 1,000 mm 

wide as-cast strip. The product mix leads from medi-

um carbon grades up to high Manganese steel 

grades with Aluminium and Silicon. The results 

achieved up to today are highly promising. 

 

The Belt Casting Technology enables the production 

of new steel alloys, with horizontal strip casting offer-

ing an opportunity to produce steel grades which in 

conventional installations can be cast to a limited 

extent only. BCT
®
 is characterised by stress-free 

solidification, with no casting flux required for this 

process. Together with Clausthal University the basis 

of the process technology has been developed. 

 

BCT
®
 installations are flexible when it comes to their 

integration in new or existing BOF or electric arc fur-

nace melt shops. The production capacity and prod-

uct dimensions are designed specifically for each 

customer. 
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HIGH-MANGANESE STEELS PRODUCED VIA CONVENTIONAL 

CONTINUOUS CASTING AND STRIP CASTING  
 

 

Abstract 

 

High-manganese TWIP-Steels are characterised by their excellent mechanical 

properties. Their extraordinary combination of high strength with simultaneous high ductility 

enables applications not realisable by other steel grades. ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe 

evaluated the production of these new steel grades via two different production routes, 

conventional continuous casting and strip casting. Several challenges were identified at both 

casting processes. During continuous casting these include the interaction between melt and 

mould powder. Various types of surface defects on the slabs were observed. However, during 

the industrial trials measures were identified and checked. 

Twin-roll strip casting is able to avoid some of these problems. The near-net-shape 

thickness of the product results in reduced bending and lower rolling effort to achieve a thin 

end product. Instead of mould powder a process gas was used. However, an interaction of the 

melt with the process gas was observed leading to detrimental effects on the material 

properties. At Al-alloyed H-Mn steel the quality level of the conventionally produced material 

could ultimately not be achieved. 

 
 

Keywords 

 

high-manganese steel, continuous casting, strip casting, twin-roll, mould powder, process gas 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

In order to meet customer demands the steel industry focuses on the development of 

new, high strength steel grades. The need of the automotive industry to reduce fuel 

consumption of cars can be approached by structural lightweight engineering at BIW-

construction (body-in-white). Applying high strength steels enables the reduction in sheet 

thickness thus leading to lightweight parts. 

At the same time requirements for maintained or even improved crash performance have 

to be fulfilled. To meet these contrary demands one promising approach from ThyssenKrupp 

Steel Europe is the use of high-manganese steels (H-Mn) [1]. These steels combine a very 

high strength with simultaneous high ductility (cf. Fig. 1) which guarantees weight saving and 

improved crash performance at the same time. H-Mn steels can therefore be used for 

applications that cannot be realised by other steel grades.  

                                                           
1
 ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe AG, Duisburg, Technology & Innovation  

2
 Outokumpu Nirosta GmbH, Krefeld 
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Fig. 1: Schematic classification of steel mechanical properties [1]. 

 

The excellent material properties are based on the special material concept. H-Mn steel 

from ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe exhibits a high Mn- (> 15 wt.-%), high Al-content (> 1 wt.-

%), whereas the C-content is below 0.5 wt.-%. This material concept offers an optimum of 

fulfilling the customer requirements such as mechanical properties, in-use properties and low 

susceptibility to hydrogen induced cracking as well as enabling the processability via the 

conventional production process. 

However, the material concept still implies major challenges on the producability 

especially at the casting process [2]. Due to the alloying concept and the material properties it 

seemed likely to evaluate a near-net-shape-casting technique since these are known to have 

characteristic features where a positive impact on the processability of such high-alloyed 

steels is considered [3]. 

Besides, these techniques are also interesting for energy saving and direct production of 

thin strips due to their near-net-shape and in-line character [4].  

 

 

2. Basic considerations on specifications of the two casting processes and on material 

challenges on the processability  

 

ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe evaluated the suitability of two different continuous casting 

techniques to produce H-Mn steels by performing industrial trials at conventional continuous 

casting (CC) machines and the twin-roll strip casting plant (TRC) which is now part of 

Outokumpu Nirosta (former ThyssenKrupp Nirosta). 

If these two casting processes are compared technologically, the following main 

process-related differences can be determined (refer to Table 1). 

 

Table 1: Characteristic process specifications at the two casting processes. 

Casting process 
Casting 

additive 

Thickness  (mm) Solidifi-

cation 

time (s) 

Casting 

speed 

(m/min) 
as-cast as-rolled 

CC – Continuous Casting 

(subsequent hot rolling) Mould 

powder 

200  

– 250 

1.5  

– 15 
1000 

0.6  

– 2.2 

TRC – Twin-Roll Strip Casting 

(in-line hot rolling) Process 

gas 
2 – 5 

1.2  

– 4.5 
< 0.5 

60  

– 100 

 

Generally, the casting additives are of high relevance. In the CC-process a mould 

powder is used which is applied onto the molten steel surface in the mould [5]. After melting 
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and chemical reaction with the molten steel, the mould powder forms a fluid slag layer, the 

mould slag. This slag has several functional tasks. Among others, the most important of them 

are to provide an insulation of the molten steel surface, to absorb ascending non-metallic 

inclusions, to ensure lubrication between the strand shell and the mould walls as well as to 

guarantee thermal and mechanical insulation of the strand shell from the mould walls. The 

disturbance of the functional properties of the slag due to changes in the chemical or 

mineralogical composition can disorder the entire casting process with the emergence of 

various defects on the slab surface like slag inclusions, depressions and surface cracks. 

In contrast to CC, at twin-roll strip casting (TRC) mould powder is not necessary for the 

casting process particularly since there is no relative movement between shell and mould wall 

(here: Roll surface). In this case, a mixture of process gases based on nitrogen is used. The 

main tasks of the process gases are to shield the molten steel from atmospheric oxygen and to 

stabilise the heat transfer between strip shell and casting rolls [6, 7]. 

Furthermore, particularly large differences between these two casting methods can be 

determined in the thickness of the cast product and in the solidification rate in accordance 

with the cooling rate. In CC the steel is usually casted into slabs with a thickness of 200-

250 mm. The thickness of the as-cast strip by TRC is between 2 and 5 mm [6, 8]. Thus, there 

is a difference in the structure of the solidifying steel and in the size of the primary dendrites. 

This leads to differences in the macro- and microstructure, in the distribution of alloying 

elements and inclusions and finally in the formation of the core porosity which is especially 

valid for high-alloyed steels. 

H-Mn steels belong to this category thus representing many challenges on casting 

processes [2]. The extraordinary properties of these steels e.g. high hot strength, low thermal 

conductivity and high content of alloying elements are demanding with respect to the process 

technology. A very strong segregation tendency during casting especially at CC of H-Mn 

steels may be expected. There is also risk of a strong shrinkage of the material during 

crystallisation and formation of core porosity. In contrast, in TRC on the basis of the rapid 

solidification and low casting thickness a much finer cast microstructure can be obtained. 

Simultaneously a finer element distribution can be expected.  

A further aspect of the material concept of the H-Mn steel by ThyssenKrupp Steel 

Europe is the chemical activity of the melt, particularly by a high Al content. From one side a 

high level of non-metallic inclusions in the steel can be expected. On the other side in the CC 

process the strong chemical interaction at the contact surface of mould flux and steel melt can 

lead to improper function of the mould flux which results in poorer steel cleanness and at 

worst to defects on the slab surface like slag inclusions and cracks.  

In strip casting of H-Mn steels the chemical active elements especially Al can react with 

the process gas on the melt pool surface. 

 

a.  b.  

Fig. 2: H-Mn steel high temperature mechanical properties, hot strength (a.) and ductility (b.). 
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The analysis of the high-temperature properties of the H-Mn (refer to Fig. 2) suggests 

that high mechanical demands on the CC-machine and risk of surface cracking in the low 

temperature range under 900 °C can occur. At the strip casting process these material 

properties can lead to a higher level of casting roll loads.  

 

 

3. Practical experience of continuous and strip casting of H-Mn 
 

Industrial-scale trials to test the castability of H-Mn steels and to check the advantages 

and disadvantages of each casting technique were carried out at ThyssenKrupp Steel Europe 

and Outokumpu Nirosta [1, 6]. Risks described above could be confirmed. However, 

problems have been solved or significantly reduced by appropriate measures.  

 

3.1 Interaction with the casting additives 

 

When producing Al-alloyed H-Mn steels by either of the two casting processes 

described here, defects were observed on the surface of the product being cast (cf. Fig. 3). 

These defects can be related to the interaction between the alloying element aluminium and 

the casting additive which is characteristic for the particular casting process.  

 

Casting process H-Mn H-Mn + Al 

CC 

Conventional Continuous Casting 

a.  

Slab width ca. 1200 mm 

b.  

Slab width ca. 1200 mm 

TRC 

Twin Roll Strip Casting 

 
c.  d.  

Fig. 3: Cracks on slab (b.) and strip surface (d.) at H-Mn + Al, as-cast condition. For 

comparison no cracks at Al-free H-Mn steel could be observed (a.+c.).  

 

With the absence of aluminium none of these defects occurred. Although the defects 

observed at both casting processes deal with a similar topic, the cause of them is different with 

respect to the particular process. 

Typical casting powders for CC are developed on the basis of the CaO-SiO2 system. 

During continuous casting of Al-alloyed steel grades, a strong chemical reaction between the 

melt and the casting powder takes place. SiO2 is reduced in the slag mixture by Al and the 

alumina content in the mould flux increases. The alumina pick-up leads to an undesired 

change of mould slag behaviour and thus complicates the casting process [9]. 

Casting powder for Al-alloyed steel grades which is used at ThyssenKrupp Steel 

Europe barely enables casting of an Al-alloyed concept of the H-Mn steel. The casting of 

steels with even higher Al content is technologically no longer reliable because the mould slag 
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during the cast tends to become unstable and to lose the necessary technological properties 

e.g. adequate viscosity, lubrication properties and heat conductivity. Here, it is necessary to 

develop a new casting powder with higher chemical stability.  

Fig. 4 depicts a mould slag sample from a continuous cast of the Al-alloyed H-Mn 

steel after about 50 minutes casting time. The chemical analysis of this sample shows the 

decreasing content of SiO2 in the mould slag. At the bottom in the mould-strand gap area the 

slag still exhibits the required lubricating properties and viscosity. However, at the top of the 

flux pool a slag with higher alumina content is accumulated which is no longer able to 

properly infiltrate into the mould-strand channel. 

 

              
Fig. 4: Mould slag sample from continuous casting of H-Mn steel. 

 

The evolution of the chemical composition leads to formation of various defects on the 

slab surface (cf. Fig. 3b.) and in the worst case to breakout. Optimised mould flux and higher 

mould slag consumption can improve the casting behaviour and the quality. 

At TRC, a fundamental difference to CC is the absence of a casting powder. However, 

with this casting process defects were also observed that could be related to an interaction 

between the steel melt and the particular casting additive which is a process gas in this case. 

For illustrative purposes, this formation mechanism is explained in further detail here. 

Cracks could be observed on the strip surface which were associated to irregular-

shaped “spots”, refer to Fig. 3d. Strip casted Al-free H-Mn steel was without these defects (cf. 

Fig. 3c.). SEM- and EDX-investigations showed that the spots are represented by an 

aluminium-enriched layer located on the strip surface.  

Further investigation of the strip surface revealed that the topography of the aluminium-

rich layer is rather different from the defect-free surrounding surface area (cf. Fig. 5a.). Fig. 

5b. depicts a crack surrounded by the Al-rich layer. Also, a sharp transition between two 

regions with very different topographical appearances is clearly recognisable. The region (“2”) 

in the lower-left part refers to the defect-free matrix surface, whereas the upper-right region 

(“1”) represents the aluminium-rich layer. It appears that the latter is much smoother than the 

surface of the defect-free matrix which is confirmed by measurements of the surface 

roughness profile in each region. 

This suggests a good contact in the defect-free area between solidifying strip shell and 

roll surface, whereas the much lower roughness values of the Al-rich layer indicates poor 

contact during solidification leading to insufficient heat transfer.  
 

Casting 

direction 

Flux pool area 

12 % SiO2, 30 % Al2O3 

Mould/strand gap area 

24 % SiO2, 16 % Al2O3 

Casting 

direction 
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Fig. 5: Sample for the topographical characterisation of the surface structure (a.). 3D-

illustration of the topographical structure, two different structures can be observed, a crack is 

also clearly visible (b., topographical scale in µm).  

 

In metallographic investigations the cross-section microstructure of strip cast samples 

was examined (cf. Fig. 6). The microstructure of the as-cast strips exhibits a pronounced 

dendritic solidification structure (refer to Fig. 6a.). Close to a crack and beneath the Al-rich 

layer the solidification structure appears to be rather different from the “regular case” which 

indicates different solidification behaviour (cf. Fig. 6b.). Adjacent dendrites are oriented in 

parallel direction. By this structure solidification shrinkage cannot as easily be compensated as 

in the other structure which promotes crack formation. Thus, the main reasons for crack 

formation are mechanical stresses induced by solidification and cooling shrinkage which 

cannot be compensated sufficiently. 

 

       

Fig. 6: Cross-section microstructure of as-cast strips, a. “normal” microstructure, b. locally 

altered microstructure beneath the Al-rich layer (marked by arrows). 

 

Furthermore, there are indications that secondary dendrite arm spacings (SDAS) 

measured under the Al-rich layer are larger than the SDAS determined in the defect-free 

matrix leading to the conclusion that the Al-rich layer lowers the cooling rate by decelerating 

the heat extraction.  

Two effects lead to a reduction of the heat transfer associated with the Al-rich layer. The 

small contact area compared with the defect-free matrix (cf. Fig. 5) and the layer material 

itself acting as barrier and thereby lowering the heat transfer reduce the heat flux significantly.  

The mechanism causing the Al-rich layer located on the strip surface and leading 

subsequently to crack formation can be explained as follows (cf. Fig. 7). On the surface of the 

melting pool that is formed between the casting rolls and side dams there is an ongoing 

development of a reaction phase. In the meniscus region the reaction products continuously 

got entrapped between the casting roll surface and the solidifying material and are thus 

a. b. 

a. b. 
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assumed to be the source of the later Al-rich layer located on the strip surface. Most likely the 

standard shielding gas used to protect the steel melt from oxidation led to the reaction 

products. This gas mainly consists of nitrogen which is not completely inert in this case and 

therefore acts as a good reactant to aluminium to form aluminiumnitride (AlN) as the cause of 

the defects. 

 

Fig. 7: Mechanism of surface defect development by entrapment of aluminium-rich reaction 

products in the meniscus region. 

 

To avoid the formation of AlN on the melting pool surface an inert gas was applied as 

an alternative shielding gas since these gases are known to be chemically inert with respect to 

aluminium. Generally, casting trials by using this gas were successful. No reaction products 

were formed. However, the process was not completely reliable since a few, irregular oriented 

microcracks could still be observed on the strip surface (cf. Fig. 8a.). 

 

 

  

Fig. 8: Crack on strip surface (as-cast, a.) and structure of strip surface (b.) when using inert 

gas. Strip surface structure using nitrogen (c.). 

 

Again, investigations of the surface structure of the cast strip led to an explanation for 

the cause of the cracks (refer to Fig. 8).  

Using nitrogen as shielding gas the surface appears rough (Fig. 8c.) compared with the 

case when an inert gas is applied where the surface is smoother (Fig. 8b.). A gas layer 

entrapped between the solidifying shell and the roll surface leads to this effect [10]. While 

being heated by the melt and the crystallisation heat the gas expands and forces the solidifying 

shell to lift off from the roll surface locally which leads to the comparably smooth surface 

structure and in consequence to serious heat transfer problems [11]. Together with the 

mechanical stresses applied on the solidifying shell (comparatively weak in the early stages of 

solidification) due to solidification shrinkage this is a potential reason for crack formation. 

a. b. c. 
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However, when nitrogen is used as shielding gas the solidifying shell does not lift off from the 

casting roll surface which in consequence guarantees a good heat transfer. Nitrogen is 

assumed to be able to diffuse into the solidifying steel matrix thus enabling good contact 

conditions between shell and roll surface [12]. 

 

3.2 Process parameters 

 

As discussed above, a non-optimal selection of the casting additive can cause surface 

defects during casting. Another cause of defects may be non-optimal process parameters or 

material properties. Superheat, casting speed and cooling strategy play a major role in the 

achievement of good surface quality and casting microstructure.  

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the microstructure of the Al-alloyed H-Mn steel produced 

via the two different casting techniques.  

 

CC TRC 

Before optimisation Optimised Before optimisation Optimised 

a.  

slab thickness ca. 240 mm 

b.  

 
c.  d.  

Fig. 9: Comparison of as-cast micro structures at the two different casting processes before 

and after optimisation: Continuous casting, slab (a. + b.) and strip casting, cast strip (c. + d.). 

 

As expected from high-alloy steels, H-Mn steels exhibit a large solidification interval. 

Together with excessive superheat of the melt this may lead to development of coarse 

solidification microstructure, strong core porosity and macro segregation at continuous cast 

slabs (a.). By a selective reduction of the superheat, electromagnetic stirring and softer cooling 

at the CC process the core porosity, inner cracks and macro segregation can be minimised (b.). 

At strip casting the as-cast microstructure also exhibits distinct central porosity (c.). 

Here, in-line rolling leads by homogenisation of the microstructure and densification of the 

pores to the desired hot strip properties (d.). 

 

3.3 Segregation behaviour 

 

Strip casting is assumed to have lower potential for segregation due to the process-

inherent high solidification rates. 

Comparing the cross-section macro- and microsegregation behaviour of the hot strips 

processed via the particular process chain (CC with subsequent hot rolling or TRC with in-

line hot rolling) it is obvious that distinct segregation is still present even in strip cast material 

(refer to Fig. 10). However, completely different characteristics can be determined. 
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a.            b.  

Fig. 10: ESMA-Mappings of hot-strips produced via CC with subsequent hot rolling (a.) and 

strip casting combined with in-line hot rolling (b.). Here, the Mn-distribution is depicted. 

 

In the hot strip produced via the classical production route (before process optimisation, 

a.) distinct segregation behaviour occurs particularly in the strip centre corresponding to the 

well-known centre line segregation in slab casting. The element distribution appears to be 

aligned in rolling direction which results from a high degree of hot rolling and the segregation 

originating from the casting process. However, in the strip casting process (b.) elements 

appear to be more evenly distributed due to the high cooling rates suppressing extended 

segregation, also described in [13]. Owing to the comparably low degree of in-line hot rolling 

the hot strip microstructure matches mainly the as-cast state. 
 

3.4 Mechanical properties of product 
 

The two production routes exhibit completely different characteristics as large 

differences in the solidification behaviour and further processing of the cast product. Slabs are 

typically reheated before rolling, whereas the cast strips are in-line rolled. Also the rolling 

degrees are far different from each other. The near-net-shape casting thickness of the strip 

casting process means also reduced hot rolling effort which is typically about 30 %, whereas 

the hot rolling degree of slabs is more than 90 %. Among other things these different process 

characteristics lead to dissimilar microstructures.  

In spite of the different microstructures, similar mechanical properties in the final 

product (cold strip) were measured in tensile tests. Some of the basic mechanical properties of 

the final product can be found in Table 2.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of representative basic mechanical properties at the cold strip (1.0 mm 

thickness) of the H-Mn produced via the two different casting processes. 

 
Rp0,2 

(N/mm²) 

Rm 

(N/mm²) 

A80 

(%) 

CC 550 940 45 

TRC 540 940 40 

 

The mechanical properties of strip cast material scatter more than the ones of material 

produced via the conventional production route. Also, TRC-material exhibits micro defects 

non-affecting the properties measured in uni-axial tensile tests but leading to failure at 

complex forming operations. To explain the underlying mechanisms is a matter of current 

investigations. Approaches to solve the problem are identified. 
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4. Summary 

 

The production of H-Mn steels put great demands on the process technology. The 

presence of additional aluminium requires even more attention to the production process. 

At the conventional continuous casting process, after optimisation of process parameters 

a sufficient quality level of Al-alloyed H-Mn steels could be achieved. Especially the use of a 

suitable casting powder is essential to avoid defect formation otherwise the quality level 

reduces considerably.  

Strip casting exhibits some characteristic attributes which also affect material properties. 

Interaction of the melt with the process gas led to detrimental effects on the quality. The 

mechanism of defect formation is explained in detail. By adopting suitable countermeasures 

the quality level could be enhanced significantly in order that the basic mechanical properties 

of cold strip were on target and comparable with the properties of the material from the 

conventional continuous casting process. However, micro defects were still present which 

may lead to inadequate reproducibility and problems at complex forming operations. Thus, at 

Al-alloyed H-Mn steel the quality level of the material produced via conventional continuous 

casting could ultimately not be achieved. 
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STRIP CASTING AND INGOT CASTING: COMPARISON OF 

DIFFERENT COOLING CONDITIONS REGARDING THE AS-CAST 

QUALITY 
 

 

Abstract 

 

Twin-roll strip casting is a continuous steelmaking process characterized by high 

cooling rates of up to 1000 K/s. The liquid steel solidifies between the two water-cooled 

casting rolls in less than 0.5 s to thin strip of 1-3 mm thickness. Especially for the production 

of high manganese steels, strip casting offers several advantages for the near-net-shape 

production of these highly alloyed high strength steels. In the work presented, the production 

of a Fe-29Mn-0.3C TWIP steel by means of twin-roll strip casting was investigated with 

regard to the as-cast structure. The material characterization focused on the typical fine as-cast 

microstructure with secondary dendrite arm spacing in the range of 4 to 7.5 µm and short 

wavelength micro-segregations. To compare the microstructural properties with material of a 

conventional casting process, an ingot casting process with considerable lower cooling rates 

was taken into account. Strip casting and ingot casting enable the production of high 

manganese steel with a high cleanliness. Regarding the local element concentration and thus 

the segregation behavior, the material of both casting processes shows similar deviations in 

manganese and carbon content, but significant differences in the wavelength of the micro-

segregations. This is due to the considerably different cooling rates. 

 

 

Keywords  

 

High manganese steel, twin-roll strip casting, ingot casting, continuous casting, as-cast 

structure  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Development of new materials for lightweight design focus on high strength level and 

high work-hardening capacity to fulfil the high safety requirements of modern car design and 

the increasing requirements for reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by decreasing car body 

weight. High-manganese twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) steels fulfil these requirements 

and are promising candidates for next-generation automotive steels, because of their 

extraordinary mechanical properties at room temperature [1, 2]. However, the industrial 
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production of these steel grades obtains several processing challenges. Starting in the casting 

process, reactive slags attacking the refractory material and leading to clogging in the pouring 

system, solidification crystals show a strong tendency to segregate and reactions of aluminium 

oxides with the casting powder in the case of aluminium contents larger than 1.5 wt% are 

main difficulties impeding the widespread use of these extraordinary steels [3, 4]. 

Twin-roll strip casting (TRC) is one attractive alternative for the production of these 

steel grades with high contents of manganese and aluminum [5]. TRC processes are currently 

used for the industrial production of stainless steels [6] and also low carbon steels [7]. Hot 

strip is produced in a linked casting and hot rolling process close to its final dimensions. Thus, 

the process chain can be considerably shortened, which promises a significant effect on the 

production costs [6]. The reduction of process steps can lead to a reduction of the required 

energy of up to 85% and of the green house gas emission of up to 80 % [6, 7]. Especially for 

the production of high manganese steels strip casting could offer several advantages. The high 

tendency to segregate can be lowered by high cooling rates of up to 1000 K/s, resulting in a 

fine as-cast structure with small and finely distributed non-metallic inclusions [8, 9]. 

However, strip casting of high manganese steels leads to other specific serious 

problems. Due to the high reactivity of the melt in contact with the refractory material, 

crucible, casting system and side dam plates are strongly attacked, reducing the process 

stability and the product quality [5]. The produced hot strip is characterized by a dendritic as-

cast structure with an inhomogeneous grain distribution and pronounced micro-

segregations [5].  

The goal of this work was to investigate the production of high manganese TWIP steels 

via twin-roll strip casting with regard to the as-cast structure and to compare the obtained 

microstructural properties of material with considerable lower solidification rates like ingot 

cast steels of the same chemical composition. The investigation focused on the typical 

solidification structure, with short secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) and the occurring 

segregations of the produced material. It is expected that due to the fine as-cast structure 

caused by the rapid solidification, micro-segregations occur on the micron scale. This would 

result in reduced micro-segregations with shorter wavelength which can be dissolved more 

easily. To characterize the microstructure of the cast strip various studies under the light-

optical microscope and the electron probe microanalyzer (EPMA) were carried out. Further 

investigations refer to the cleanliness as a quality criterion for metallic materials. Non-metallic 

inclusions, mainly macro-sized ones, may be responsible for major defects, such as decreasing 

ductility, crack-while-forging or -rolling, surface failures and ‘slag lines’ [9] 

At the Department of Ferrous Metallurgy of RWTH Aachen University (IEHK), the 

ingot casting process is used as reference for an industrial continuous strand casting process, 

too. Using different cooling rates, the cooling conditions in a slab center and near to the slab 

surface can be represented by ingot casting under respecting conditions.  

 

 

2. Experimental work 

 

Material 

A Fe-29Mn-0.3C steel grade was used in this work which is a high manganese steel 

exhibiting TWIP behavior at room temperature due to its stacking fault energy of 27 mJ/m
2
. 

This composition was chosen for investigating the strip casting process and the occurring 

problems at very high manganese contents. The forming behavior during rolling experiments 

and the texture evolution during cold rolling were already analyzed by Wietbrock [10] and 



Haase [11]. The measured chemical compositions of the strip cast and ingot cast material are 

shown in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. The chemical compositions of Fe-29Mn-0.3C steel grade produced by strip 

casting and ingot casting. 

 

Fe-29Mn-0.3C 
Fe  

[wt%] 

Mn  

[wt%] 

C  

[wt%] 

Si  

[wt%] 

S  

[wt%] 

Al  

[wt%] 

Strip casting Bal. 28.71 0.285 0.044 0.006 0.003 

Ingot casting Bal. 28.04 0.288 0.051 < 0.005 0.001 

 

Strip casting 

At the Institute of Metal Forming (IBF) of RWTH Aachen University, a lab-scale strip 

casting system is used for investigating the production of several steel grades, as depicted 

schematically in Fig. 1 a). All parts of industrial strip casting facilities are available in this 

vertical twin-roll casting system to cover the entire process from the melt to the hot rolled 

strip. The main components of the system are a 180 kg induction furnace, the strip caster with 

peripherals and a variable strip post treatment configuration, which optionally allows hot 

rolling and inline strip cooling before coiling. The two water-cooled casting rolls are 150 mm 

wide and have a diameter of approximately 600 mm.  

In recent work, strip casting of high manganese steel has been scientifically investigated 

within the Collaborative Research Center SFB 761 “Stahl – ab initio”. Thus, a stable casting 

process for the production of high manganese steels in the alloy system Fe-Mn-C was 

achieved by investigating the melting strategy, the refractory material used for crucible and 

side dam plates and the selection of process parameters [5]. 

 

 

Low strip thickness

< 2.5 mm

Cooling

zone

Inline rolling pass

εh = 20-30 %

Rapid solidification

> 1000 K/s

Coiler

            
 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the twin-roll strip casting process a) and as-cast and coiled 

strip Fe-29Mn-0.3C b). 

 

First of all, the casting trials started with the preparation of the melt in the medium 

frequency induction furnace in an argon atmosphere. The liquid metal was poured into the 

melt pool between the two water-cooled casting rolls. On the surface of each casting roll 

solidified one strip shell. These two strip shells were then joined together to one strip with a 

thickness of approximately 2 mm, before leaving the casting gap. Cooling rates of up to 

1000 K/s were achieved during the solidification. At the sides, the melt pool was sealed with 

ceramic side dam plates of a pressed and sintered powder mixture of BN and SiO2. These 

plates are suitable for the casting of high manganese steels and were not chemically attacked 

b) a) 



by the reactive melt in the experiments. Thus, the strip edges are characterized by a high 

quality without any cracks or other defects. At the exit of the roll gap, the cast strip had a 

surface temperature of about 1300 °C and the coiling temperature was about 1000 °C. The 

work up to date has led to a stable strip casting process for the production of high manganese 

steels. It was possible to cast the entire melt as a strip with clear edges and free of cracks. 

Strips with 150 mm width and 50-80 m length were produced, depending on the strip 

thickness of 1.5-2.7 mm. 

In this work all investigations on strip cast material were performed using as-cast 

material without any further treatment such as inline hot rolling or subsequent annealing. 

 

Ingot casting 

The ingot casting took place at the Department of Ferrous Metallurgy of RWTH Aachen 

University. Different experimental setups and furnaces with a melt capacity of 0.5 kg to 

500 kg are available to compare different casting methods and parameters; typically the 100 

kg size is chosen. Recent work showed that the best setup for the production of high quality 

high manganese steel with regard to a high cleanliness and homogeneous microstructure is a 

silica-free bottom teeming casting system used in the vacuum furnace cast at low superheat 

[12]. Different casting methods are shown in Fig. 2. In addition, further development of the 

casting process by varying the taper and using a hot-top enables the reduction of the top 

shrinkage cavity as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

   
 

Figure 2. Diagram of the process used in vacuum induction melter (VIM) and cast argon 

atmosphere: Top pouring process a) and bottom teeming process b) [12] and minimization of 

top shrinkage cavity by application of hot top systems and increased mold taper c) [13]. 

 

The investigated material in this work was produced in the top pouring process using a 

pure argon atmosphere with a pressure of 600 mbar. This pressure was determined to be 

suitable for casting high manganese alloys in order to minimize manganese loss through 

vaporization. The mold used for top pouring has a square cross-section with an outer 

dimension of 260x260x830 mm
3
. There is a cut-out at the top of the mold to enable the use of 

hot-top plates for thermal insulation. The mold is tapered by 14 %/m (140 mm at the bottom 

and 156.8 mm at the top) to minimize shrinkage cavity. The nominal dimensions of the top 

poured cast ingots are 140x140 mm² at 650 mm height and a weight of approximately 100 kg. 

In the first step Armco iron (99.8 wt.-% Fe) and pure carbon are melted in the vacuum 

furnace. After degassing the melt at 10
-2

 mbar in the second step, an argon atmosphere with a 

pressure of 600 mbar is set before adding the aimed amount of electrolytic manganese flakes 

to the melt. A sample was taken to determine the chemical composition of the melt 

immediately. As soon as the chemical values match the targeted composition the liquid metal 

c) b) a) 



is poured into the mold. Solidification and cooling to room temperature run under this low 

pressure of argon atmosphere. 

 

Microstructure analysis  

All samples of the strip cast and ingot cast material were investigated by metallographic 

examinations. In this way the solidification structure and the cleanliness can be compared. To 

analyze the microstructure, small pieces of the as-cast strip and ingot cast material were 

embedded, ground, polished and etched. The analysis was carried out using a light-optical 

microscope. In addition to the investigation of the microstructure, the SDAS were measured to 

evaluate the influence of the considerably different cooling rates. For analyzing cleanliness, 

the diameter of each inclusion and the area fraction of all inclusions which were found on the 

polished samples were measured. 

The segregation effects were analyzed by means of electron probe microanalysis 

(EPMA) which measures the local element distribution of the alloying elements. The prepared 

and polished cross-sections of the strip cast and ingot cast samples were analyzed in an 

electron microprobe (CAMEBAX SX 50). To qualitatively describe the segregation effects 

element mappings of an area of 510×510 µm
2
 were carried out using a fixed (static) electron 

beam. An electron beam energy of 15 keV and an electron beam current of 80-100 nA were 

used. For the determination of the element concentration, characteristic X-ray intensities of 

the corresponding elements were acquired and calibrated by using bulk standards of known 

chemical composition. Furthermore, concentration profiles of the main alloying elements Mn 

and C over a distance of 1000 µm with an increment of 5 µm show the segregation behavior 

from the strip surface to the strip center. Thus, the influence of different cooling conditions 

depending on the distance to the strip surface can be characterized. In addition, the chemical 

composition of non-metallic inclusions can be characterized using EPMA. 

 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Microstructure  

The metallographic examination shows the typical dendritic as-cast structure of the strip 

cast material. Fig. 3 a) displays the etched cross-section of the strip which is divided into two 

dendritic strip shells. Depending on the casting parameters, the two strip shells touches each 

other as in Fig. 3 a) or an equiaxed zone is formed in the strip center.  
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Figure 3. Cross-section of the as-cast strip with dendritic solidification structure a), b) and 

EBSD-map of the directionally solidified grain structure c). 

 

a) b) c) 



Regarding an enlarged view, the directed growth of the dendrites and the fine as-cast 

structure are obvious, see Fig. 3 b). This can be measured by the SDAS which has an average 

value of 5 µm. The measured SDAS ranges from 4 µm close to the strip surface, where the 

melt had the first contact with the casting rolls, to 7.5 µm in the strip center with the lowest 

cooling rate.  

In addition, large elongated austenite grains with a length of up to 750 µm characterize 

the cast strip, resulting in an inhomogeneous grain distribution. This can be observed by 

means of EBSD (Fig. 3 c)), the grains were formed according to the heat flux. A small area in 

the strip center shows small equiaxed grains with an average diameter of 40 µm. This small 

area represents the equiaxed center zone which is formed if the strip is not fully solidified 

after leaving the roll gap. Because of the missing rapid cooling, this zone solidifies in an 

equiaxed manner. 

Also the macro etching of the steel ingot shows the typical as-cast structure of the 

square shaped ingots (Fig. 4 a)). The columnar growth of the dendrites from the surface to the 

center is caused by the heat flow through the mold. The equiaxed dendrites in the center 

region solidified at last. Grains forming out of remelted dendrite tips caused by the flow 

conditions during the top filling and due to the undercooling of the melt lead to this found 

structure. Typical for the high manganese alloyed steels are bigger columnar dendrites. The 

length of the dendrites is mainly influenced by the cooling conditions. By using the vacuum 

chamber the cooling rate with 50 K/min is lower than cooling at normal atmosphere 

conditions with about 80 K/min. The as-cast structure was investigated in the ingot center and 

in the halfway zone between center and surface. Fig. 4 b) shows the dendritic structure of both 

areas, which have similar characteristics. SDAS of about 45 µm were measured.  

 

             

1

2

500 μm

500 μm

     
Figure 4. Macro-etching of the cross-section of the as-cast ingot at a height of 170 mm a) and 

microstructure of the ingot in the center line (1) and in the half-way zone (2) b). 

 

Both materials show a dendritic solidification structure of the full austenitic steel. 

Regarding the SDAS as a measure for the characteristics of the microstructure, the strip cast 

material shows a considerable finer as-cast structure, as expected. Due to the high cooling 

rates, the measured SDAS are smaller by a factor 10. 

 

70 mm 

a) b) 

(1) 

(2) 

(1) (2) 



Element distribution   

To investigate the segregation behavior, the local element distribution was measured by 

means of EPMA. In element mappings, the intensity of each alloying element was measured 

and the as-cast structure is visible. Fig. 5 a) shows the manganese distribution in the cast strip. 

In the typical fine dendritic structure, the bright areas represent a high element concentration 

of manganese, whereas the dark areas represent a low element concentration. Thus, it is 

obvious that manganese segregates interdendritically, so the interdendritic areas have an 

increased manganese content compared to the dendrite trunks. The carbon concentration 

behaves similar to the measured concentration of manganese. Fig. 5 b) shows the element 

mapping of oxygen to show the distribution of the non-metallic oxide inclusions in the 

samples.  
 

           
 

Figure 5. Element mapping of manganese a) and oxygen b) of the strip cast specimen. 

 

Element mappings of the manganese content of ingot samples in the case of an 80 mm² 

ingot exhibit a similar result. Increased manganese and carbon contents are measured in the 

interdendritic areas. Due to the lower cooling rates, the as-cast structure of the ingot is coarser 

as in the strip cast material. No significant differences between center line (1) and half-way 

zone (2) were observed concerning the element distribution (Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6. Element mapping of manganese content of the cast ingot in the center (1) and in the 

half-way zone (2). 
 

To characterize micro-segregations quantitatively, line scans with a length of 1000 µm 

and an increment of 5 µm were performed. The measured manganese and carbon 

(1) (2) 

a) b) 

(1) (2) 



concentrations were validated with the results of a chemical analysis (cf. table 1) and depicted 

in Fig. 7. The manganese and carbon concentrations of the strip cast material were measured 

from the strip surface to the strip center. Pronounced micro-segregations are clearly visible 

which increase from the surface to the strip center in terms of deviation and wavelength. Close 

to the strip surface, the micro-segregations are about Δc(Mn) = 2 wt% and Δc(C) = 0.06 wt% 

at a wavelength of approximately 5 μm. The differences in content and wavelength increase 

towards the center to Δc(Mn) = 4 wt% and Δc(C) = 0.12 wt% at a wavelength of about 7.5 

μm, as shown by the black lines in Fig. 7. The wavelength of the micro-segregations 

corresponds with the SDAS and increases according to the measured SDAS from the strip 

surface to the center. 

 
 

Figure 7. EPMA measurement of high-manganese steel Fe-29Mn-0.3C produced by strip 

casting (black lines) and ingot casting (grey lines) [5]. 

 

The ingot material exhibits a similar micro-segregation behavior regarding the 

deviations of the nominal composition. The measured manganese content in the ingot center is 

Δc(Mn) = 28.46 ± 4.7 wt% and the carbon content Δc(C) = 0.35 ± 0.11 wt%. Due to the lower 

cooling rate and the coarse solidification structure, the wavelength of the segregations ranges 

from 50 to 80 µm.  

The produced material of both casting processes shows pronounced micro-segregations 

of the cast Fe-29Mn-0.3C with maximum deviations of up to Δc(Mn) = 4.7 wt% in the cast 

ingot and Δc(Mn) = 2-4 wt% in the as-cast strip. The smallest deviations were measured close 

to the surface of the strip cast material due to the highest cooling rates in direct contact of the 

melt with the water-cooled casting rolls. According to the high cooling rates the wavelength of 

the micro-segregations is much smaller in the strip cast material. Concerning the small 

characteristic wavelength of about 4 µm, the accurate measurement of the boundaries between 

dendrites and interdendritic areas has to be investigated more detailed in future by using 

smaller increments than 5 µm. It is expected that the smaller micro-segregations in the strip 

cast material can be dissolved more easily by homogenization annealing or recrystallization 

annealing after cold rolling. 

 

Cleanliness 

Another criterion for evaluating the steel quality is the cleanliness. This was determined 

by measuring the number, size and area fraction of the non-metallic inclusions under light-



optical microscope. The strip cast material exhibits a high number of non-metallic inclusions 

with main diameters of 0.8 to 1.8 µm which cover an area fraction of 0.29 %. In contrast, the 

ingot cast material shows a significant lower number of non-metallic inclusions with larger 

diameters between 2.73 and 4.14 µm; this result origins from the longer time of solidification 

compared to the strip. Finally, a similar area fraction of non-metallic inclusions in the ingot 

cast material was measured, see Table 2. 

The compositions of the non-metallic inclusions were examined by acquiring 

wavelength dispersive X-ray spectra. These spectra show that the non-metallic inclusions 

consist of a large extent of manganese, silicon, oxygen and sulphur. Furthermore, small 

contents of aluminum and selenium have been detected. The non-metallic inclusions were 

homogeneously distributed over the entire strip, as can be seen in Fig. 5 b). 

 

Table 2. Analysis of the non-metallic inclusions in the strip cast and ingot cast material.  

 

Fe-29Mn-0.3C  

Number of 

particles  

1/µm² 

Average 

diameter  

µm 

Area fraction 

 

% 

Cast strip Surface 8.82 × 10
−3

 0.81 0.21 

Cast strip Center 8.84 × 10
−3

 1.83 0.37 

Ingot Surface 1.53 × 10
−3

 2.73 0.31 

Ingot Center 0.93 × 10
−3

 4.14 0.47 

 

5. Conclusion 
 

To use the extraordinary mechanical properties of high manganese TWIP steels, it is 

necessary to cast these highly alloyed materials in high quality. Besides the conventional 

casting processes like ingot casting or continuous slab casting, twin-roll strip casting can be an 

attractive alternative for the production of high manganese steel. 

In the work performed, a Fe-29-Mn-0.3C TWIP steel was produced by strip casting and 

ingot casting and the as-cast microstructure of both materials was analyzed and compared. The 

following conclusions were drawn: 

   Both processes enable the production of high manganese steel with manganese   

contents of up to 30 wt% in a stable process. The results of the chemical analysis 

show a good correlation with the nominal composition.  

   Due to the high cooling rates of up to 1000 K/s in strip casting, it was expected that 

the strip cast material shows a finer dendritic microstructure. This was confirmed by 

the metallographic analysis and the measured SDAS in the strip cast material are 

smaller by a factor 10. The SDAS in the strip cast material have a length of 4 to 

7.5 µm compared to more than 50 µm in the 100 kg ingots.  

   This fine microstructure has a strong effect on the local element distribution and the 

occurring micro-segregations. The deviation of the element content in the cast 

material of both casting processes show similar values with maximum deviations of 

Δc(Mn) = 4.7 wt%. However, the strip cast material shows considerable lower 

wavelengths of the micro-segregations, according to the SDAS. These short-

wavelength micro-segregations can be dissolved more easily by homogenization 

treatment. On the other hand, the strip cast material with a thickness of 1.5 to 2.5 mm 



has only small potential for influencing the microstructure by means of a 

thermomechanical treatment. 

   Regarding the cleanliness as quality criterion, both materials show a high cleanliness 

with a similar area fraction of non-metallic inclusions. The non-metallic inclusions 

consist mainly of manganese, silicon, oxygen and sulphur. Silicon and oxygen 

originate from the reaction of the melt with applied refractory material, whereas the 

electrolytic manganese contains traces of sulphur. 
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BEHAVIOUR OF AL SEGREGATION IN HIGH-AL AHSS SLABS 
 

 

Abstract 

 

The Advanced High Strength Steels with high Al content are taking an important role in state 

of the art ultra light auto body designs for improved fuel economy and environment impact. 

During casting of this new generation of steels, some new phenomena have been discovered. 

Due to lack of knowledge in the past on these steel alloy systems with higher Al, those 

phenomena cannot be easily understood. In this paper, the negative micro-segregation 

behaviour of Al against all other common alloy elements is investigated. At macro scale, three 

segregation patterns of Al were discovered: negative centreline segregation, positive 

centreline segregation and irregular segregation across the slab thickness. Some discussions 

are made to explain these observations and one hypothesis is proposed that the AlN inclusion 

particles in liquid steel promote equiaxed crystal formation. Depending on the amount of these 

negatively segregated Al crystals, different macro-segregation patterns can be created in slabs. 

Confirmation is needed however whether AlN particles can behave as TiN which is known for 

its ability of promoting heterogeneous nucleation for steel during solidification.   

 

 

Keywords 

 

AHSS, solidification, micro-segregation, macro-segregation, TRIP, high Al content.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

In order to achieve better fuel economy for passenger vehicles and light trucks, 

Advanced High Strength Steels (AHSS) are finding more and more applications in current and 

future automobile designs around the world. ArcelorMittal is making every effort to supply 

quality AHSS products to meet customer demands. In the newly developed AHSS product 

group, High Strength High Formability (HSHF), TRansformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP), 

and TWin Induced Plasticity (TWIP) steel grades with high Al content between 0.5 and 2% 

have demonstrated superb properties among a variety of alloy designs. Currently, 

ArcelorMittal Flat Carbon Americas supplies a number of high Al DP, TRIP and HF grades to 

automobile customers in the US and Canada.  

 

For steelmakers to produce this new generation of steels, a great deal of knowledge gap 

needs to be filled, because for the past 40 years, the integrated steel mills have been dealing 

with steels bearing Al only at 0.05% level. During the production of high Al steels, many new 

phenomena have emerged, and difficulties encountered. Striving to bring the best quality 

products to the market, ArcelorMittal Global R&D East Chicago Centre in the US has made 

great efforts to study and characterize the as-cast slabs in order to better understand the 

fundamentals of these high Al steels.  
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One of the new discovered phenomena will be discussed in the present work is the 

opposite micro segregation of Al against all other common alloy elements. Another one is the 

complex macro-segregation patterns through slab thickness, including negative segregation of 

all common elements except for Al in the centreline of high Al steel slabs, which is in contrast 

to regular Al killed steels. This paper is trying to showcase some of the findings and bring 

them to the attention of the steel research community so that deeper studies can be carried out. 

 

 

2. Micro-segregation of Al and Mn in high Al slabs  

 

As-cast slab surface of a high-Al AHSS grade was sampled and polished. Then, Nital 

etching was applied to reveal the microstructure as shown in Fig.1 under SEM. The image 

demonstrates clear dendritic pattern between the black and white phases. A close-up of the 

image details the structure which is similar to the solidification dendritic structure as primary 

and secondary dendrites co-exist. The measurement of the secondary dendritic arm spacing is 

between 10 to 50 micro meters. All of these facts indicate that the structure revealed by Nital 

etching is indeed the solidification dendritic structure of high Al AHSS steel. The black phase 

is the dendrites and the white phase fills in-between the dendrites.  

  

     

 

Fig.1 Dendritic pattern in high Al AHSS slab surface after Nital etching under SEM. 

 

Highly magnified image of the same sample in Fig.2 shows the mixture of pure black 

area, pure white area and white area mixed with black streaks. Micro-hardness measurement 

was taken on the white, black and mixed areas and the results are given in Fig.3.  
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Fig.2 Characteristics of various areas.             Fig.3 Micro hardness of various areas. 
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The white area has the highest hardness, followed by the mixed area and then the black 

area. It becomes clear that the black phase is ferrite and the white phase is pearlite given that 

the typical laminated eutectic structure in the white phase as shown in Fig.4.  

 

 

 

Fig.4 Eutectic structure of the white area indicating the phase is pearlite. 

 

From the above observations, it can be concluded that the solidification dendritic 

structure consists of ferrite and pearlite, and the ferrite (Black) is the dendrites and the pearlite 

(White) is the solute-enriched liquid that solidifies at later stage. Therefore, the chemistry of 

the two phases must be different due to segregation. Micro-probe EPMA area scan was used 

to quantify the chemistry difference among different areas. Five scans were applied to each 

phase and the average of Al and Mn weight percentage are plotted in Fig.5. It shows that the 

white pearlite has the highest Mn and the lowest Al whereas the black ferrite phase has the 

lowest Mn and highest Al.  
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Fig.5 Micro probe quantitative area analysis on Mn and Al contents. 

 

This result indicates that the micro segregation of Al and Mn happens at the initial 

solidification stage and the two elements behave differently, i.e. the Al segregates negatively 

and the Mn does the opposite. It is known that high Mn promotes the pearlite formation 



whereas Al stabilizes the ferrite. This agrees well with the observed ferrite as the initial 

dendrites and the pearlite as the Mn enriched final solidified liquid.  

 

 

3. Macro-segregation behaviour of Al and Mn  

  

A number of slabs with various Al content from 0.7% to 1.8% were cut under different 

casting conditions and samples were collected at slab centre width location. Chemistry drills 

were made along the thickness of these samples at 10 mm spacing as shown in Fig.6. LECO 

C/S Analyzer was used to get the carbon and sulphur contents. The ICP analyses were carried 

out to obtain all other common elements, including soluble Al data for all drilled samples.  

  

 
 

Fig.6 Schematic diagram for chemistry drill of slab. 

 

After summarizing the chemistry drill results for these slab samples, three different 

macro-segregation patterns are revealed. In all cases, opposite segregation trend between Al 

and all other common elements (represented by Mn hereafter) can be seen.  

 

3.1 Negative Mn centreline segregation 

 

The distributions of Mn and Al contents through the thickness of a typical slab cast 

under steady state conditions are shown in Fig.7 for an example. It becomes clear that the 

macro-segregation behaviour for Mn (and other common elements) and Al is opposite 

throughout the entire thickness, i.e., Al is low at all high Mn points. More importantly, at the 

centreline area Mn has strong negative segregation with the segregation ratio (= any drill/first 

subsurface drill) reaching 0.96. In the meantime, Al showed moderate positive segregation 

with the segregation ratio at 1.015.  

 

It should be mentioned that there is always some discrepancy between the ladle 

chemistry which is analyzed with OES method verses the ICP analysis for chemistry drill. 

Hence, the actual heat chemistry is not used in the present analysis to demonstrate the 

segregation ratio. Traditionally, the chemistry at the quarter thickness location is used to 

represent the heat chemistry for the purpose of segregation analysis. For high Al steels, 

however, this traditional way can hardly be applied because the chemistry at the slab quarter 

thickness various greatly as can be seen in Fig.7. Therefore, the meaningful way is to actually 

plot out the entire thickness chemistry distribution. In the present study, the first subsurface 

drill result is used as the reference point.  
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Fig.7 A pattern with negative segregation profile of Mn in slab centreline area. 

 

3.2 Positive Mn centreline segregation 

 

The second pattern shows strong positive Mn centreline segregation as demonstrated in 

Fig.8. The centreline Mn segregation ratio reaches 1.015. In this case, however, the Al at the 

centreline is arguably showing negative segregation locally. Looking through the entire 

thickness profile, at several points the Al is nearly as negatively segregated as at centreline 

while Mn segregation along the thickness is negligible until reaching the slab centre.  
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Fig.8 A pattern with positive segregation profile of Mn in slab centreline area. 

 

3.3 Irregular segregation profile 

 

In few other cases, irregular segregation profiles for both Al and Mn can be seen in Fig.9 

(A) and (B). Although the Mn has strong negative segregation in the centreline area, the Al 

does not shown clear positive centreline segregation. Rather, the Al content keeps relatively 

constantly high in the bottom half thickness until it drops off near the surface area. In the same 

time, the Mn tends to be slowly climbing up in the bottom half thickness of the slab. This 

irregular profile seems to be repeatable for slabs cast under steady state casting conditions.  
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Fig.9 Irregular segregation profile of Mn and Al in slab thickness. 

 

Longitudinal full thickness high Al TRIP steel slab sample at centre width was etched 

to reveal solidification micro-structure. An example is shown in Fig.10. On the slab top half, 

the columnar dendrites can almost reach to the centreline of the slab, but at the bottom half, 

the columnar dendritic zone only extend to roughly the quarter thickness position. The 

equiaxed zone fills the more than a quarter thickness space in between. It slightly expands to 

the top half of the slab by crossing the physical centre of the slab thickness.  
 

Slab top        CL                 Slab bottom 

 
 

  Columnar dendrite zone   Equiaxed zone        Columnar dendrite zone 
 

Fig.10 Solidification structure of TRIP slab cross section in longitudinal direction. 



This type of solidification structure may affect the macro-segregation profile of the high 

Al steel slabs and generate the irregular segregation pattern as shown in Fig. 9, which will be 

discussed later.  

 

Overall at macro-scale, the opposite segregation of Al to all other common elements is 

made clear as well, which is very similar to the case at micro-scale as discussed in Section 2. 

Since the macro-segregation pattern of high-Al TRIP steels is so complicated and very 

different from the macro-segregation of regular Al-killed steels, it can be speculated that the 

high Al content is to be blamed for the complexity.  

 

 

4. Discussions  

  

Attention to the TRIP steel alloy design with mid-C, high Mn and high Al composition has 

not been paid by the steelmakers until very recently. Hence, limited studies can be found in 

the literature about segregation of Al in this type of steels to the best of the author’s 

knowledge. For integrated steel plants, regular Al-killed steel takes almost 100% of the steel 

production and the Al level in these steels is in between 0.02 to 0.06%. This level of Al does 

not affect the segregation of slabs. In some electrical steels, Al can reach up to 1%. However, 

this type of steels is always associated with ultra low C and very high Si contents. Therefore, 

the high Al TRIP steel is a fairly new territory.   

 

4.1 Micro-segregation behaviour 

 

In literature [1], the Equilibrium Partition Coefficient, Ke, of Al and Mn in steel are 0.96 

and 0.84, respectively, which indicates that both Al and Mn should have the same positive 

segregation during solidification under equilibrium condition.  However, from the micro-

segregation analysis at the dendritic scale as discussed in Section 2, Mn and Al were found to 

have the exact opposite segregation behaviour, i.e., Al depletes whereas Mn enriches in the 

remaining liquid in-between dendrites. By studying the Fe-Al binary phase diagram (Fig.11, 

[2]), the liquidus keeps constant or slightly increase as Al increases up to 5%wt. An internal 

study [3] with DSC measurements on actual TRIP steels with varied Al contents indicated an 

increase of 8 
o
C in liquidus temperature as Al content increased from 0 to 2%. The 

ThermoCalc software package calculated pseudo-binary Fe-Al phase diagram agrees with the 

DSC measurements. This means that the Ke for Al is actually greater than 1, which is different 

from the value in literature. In addition, when considering the element interaction coefficient 

among all elements in high Al TRIP steels, the Scheil Model in the ThermoCalc package 

clearly predicted the opposite segregation behaviour between Al and Mn as shown in Fig.12. 

 

 
 

Fig.11 Fe-Al phase diagram shows constant liquidus at Al below 5%wt. 
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Fig.12 Negative segregation of Al in remaining liquid steel during dendritic solidification. 

 

The Mn in liquid at solidification start is 1.7% and by the time solidification end it 

becomes 3.8%. In the meantime, Al content in remaining liquid decreases from 1.46% to 

0.8% under equilibrium condition as shown in Fig.12. The depletion of Al in remaining liquid 

during steel solidification is due to the fact that the initial solid ferrite phase has higher 

solubility of Al than the liquid phase. This is the fundamental reason that the Al segregates 

differently from all other common elements in steel. Therefore, the initially solidified ferrite 

as the dendrites contains higher Al while the remaining liquid in-between dendrites has higher 

C and Mn which transform into pearlite as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

4.2 Macro-segregation behaviour 

 

In thick slab solidification process, the macro-segregation relies typically on the 

movement of remaining liquid and the accumulation of the equiaxed crystal shower inside the 

mushy zone and in the strand. In regular Al-killed steels, it is almost all the case that under 

normal casting conditions of conventional slabs the elemental enrichment is found in the 

centreline area. This is the reason that great effort has to be made in the past to develop new 

technologies to overcome centreline segregation problem in order to improve product quality. 

For high-Al AHSS steels, however, this is not the case. As shown in Section 3, there are three 

different macro-segregation patterns. Among these three patterns, the best cases will be 

negative segregation of Mn (and other common elements) with somewhat positive segregation 

of Al at the slab centre because it may be beneficial to the final TRIP steel products. 

 

In normal case, high Mn and other elements (C, Mo etc. particularly) in the centreline 

will easily form centreline martensite banding structure in the final products which may affect 

the mechanical properties. If Mn and other elements deplete in the centreline area as the high 

Al TRIP steel case found in this study, the centreline band will not form. Furthermore, high Al 

content in the centreline area will promote more retained austenite along the centreline of the 

final product. The question here is how to obtain consistently the same negative Mn 

segregation pattern in slab centre during casting, or at least eliminate the worst positive Mn 

centreline segregation case shown in Fig.8.  

 



To answer this question, much more detailed study is needed. Here, the author will try to 

take a hypothesis based on one aspect of solidification process: heterogeneous nucleation on 

AlN inclusions in high Al AHSS steels.  

 

For conventional thick slab casting, to achieve negative centreline segregation under no-

stirring condition, there must be a very significant amount of heterogeneous nucleation 

happening during solidification. These solid nuclei with less solute elements then become 

equiaxed crystal shower that settles tightly at the centre of the slab before final solidification 

occurs. As mentioned above, the TRIP steel slab does have a large section of equiaxed 

structure. In the meantime, the initially solidified dendrites contain higher Al and lower Mn. 

Therefore, the equiaxed crystal shower during solidification should contain higher Al and 

lower Mn. When these equiaxed crystals accumulate in the centre of the slab, it will create a 

situation that the slab centre has high Al and low Mn contents as shown in Fig.7. When a large 

amount of equiaxed crystals accumulating at the bottom half of the slab, the Al content there 

will be in general higher than the top half as shown in Fig.9. When there is no equiaxed 

crystal centre or the remaining solute element rich liquid (except for Al) is sucked into the 

centreline due to some reason, e.g., bulging, the centreline of slab will demonstrate the 

characteristics of Fig.8.  

 

By studying the difference between regular steels and high-Al TRIP steels, one can find 

that TRIP steels have large amount of AlN particles in liquid steel with high-Al content [4, 5]. 

It has been pointed out that TiN particles in liquid steel can be the seeds for heterogeneous 

solidification [6]. The hypothesis here is that AlN may play the same role in steel 

solidification as TiN. This may explain the different macro-segregation patterns seen in this 

study as the size and amount of AlN inclusions depends greatly on Al and N contents, casting 

super heat, mold flow patterns, as well as casting speed and caster maintenance status etc. All 

these conditions can change even within a heat or even within a slab in some cases. If this 

hypothesis is true, the amount of equiaxed crystal shower will be determined by the size and 

number of AlN inclusions existed in liquid steel and formed during solidification. However, a 

lot more work needs to be done to prove or disprove this hypothesis so that an adequate 

casting practice can be developed to obtain favoured and consistent slab solidification 

structure.  

 

Unfortunately, high-Al TRIP steels are only the early generation of the entire AHSS 

group. A number of new so-called low density steels with even higher Al ranging from 2% to 

8% are being developed. Consideration of the chemistry segregation issues of these products 

before commercial production with conventional thick slab casting process is necessary 

besides other castability issues. This study is trying to serve as a starting point for 

understanding the phenomenon better in the development of new high-Al steel grades. It is the 

author’s hope that the questions raised in this investigation can be carefully studied and 

addressed by the steel research institutions in both industry and academia.  

 

 

5. Conclusions  

  

(1) Opposite micro-segregation trends can be found between Al and Mn (and all other 

common alloy elements) in high-Al steel at both micro-scale and macro-scale in as-cast 

slabs. At micro-scale, the primarily formed dendritic arms bear higher Al and lower Mn 



while the later solidified areas in-between dendrites have lower Al and higher Mn. 

Current ThermoCalc software can predict this opposite micro-segregation phenomenon.  

(2) At macro-scale in slab, however, three macro-segregation patterns were discovered in 

this study: negative Mn centreline segregation, positive Mn centreline segregation and 

irregular Mn segregation through slab thickness.  Of the three cases, negative Mn 

centreline segregation is highly preferred due to the fact that it can reduce the centreline 

martensite banding structure in final products.  

(3) A hypothesis proposed in this study is that the AlN inclusions in high-Al AHSS steels 

can act as solidification seeds for heterogeneous nucleation, similar to TiN inclusions. 

The size and number of AlN inclusions, which heavily relies on steelmaking and 

casting conditions, controls the amount of equiaxed crystal shower, which in turn 

decides the macro-segregation pattern.   

(4)    Much detailed study, especially from the steel research community, is needed to help 

understand this phenomenon for the development of adequate casting practices for 

favoured and consistent slab solidification structure.  
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ABSTRACT: 

Outokumpu Krefeld has developed new steel grades to be cast in the twin roll strip caster. 

Liquid steel flow behavior inside the twin rolls and particularly the temperature distribution near 

the kissing point influences the quality of the products. The flow inside the refractory nozzle that 

distributes the liquid steel was evaluated by CFD to determine the optimal delivery method. 

There was particular focus on the highly dynamic process using fast rotating rolls coupled with a 

complex heat transfer and solidification models. 

A new refractory distributor has been developed to improve the temperature distribution and to 

limit possible entrainment of floating inclusions into the thin steel shell. 

Due to the complex geometry of the refractory piece, FEA and preheating studies have been 

conducted and a new heating system has been installed.  

Keywords: Thin strip, strip solidification, Flow Control, Refractory flow Distributor,  

 

INTRODUCTION: 

Vertical twin roll casting produces coilable strip of 1mm to 4mm directly from liquid steel. This 

process was invented by Henry Bessemer in 1856 and is based on pouring liquid steel into the 

volume comprised between the two 1500mm diameter cylinders synchronously rotating in 

opposite directions. The metal then solidifies and the two shells are merging near the narrowest 

gap between the rolls called the kissing point to form only one final sheet. It takes approximately 

0.4 seconds from the first solidification onto the copper rolls for the steel shell to reach the 

kissing point. [1]. Producing ready-to-go hot band directly from liquid takes only a few minutes. 

The liquid steel is contained and guided from the tundish into the cavity formed by the twin rolls 

and the lateral ceramic side dams. In this volume, the temperature distribution must be optimal 

and uniform for homogeneous solidification and for stability of the entire process as the steel 

shell thickness must be uniform to prevent excessive roll pressure and to avoid poor strip edge 

quality. 

Based on the results of CFD and validations on water model experiments, the flow and 

temperature distribution produced by the current refractory distributor have been analyzed. A 

new refractory flow distributor was designed and tested. This paper will relate to the development 

process to reach this final design. 

 

 



REFRACTORY DESIGN FLOW BEHAVIOUR OPTIMISATION: 

An Optimization of the current refractory distributor: 

A) Numerical simulation background: 

To reproduce the liquid steel flow inside the pool comprised between the twin rolls and the side 

dams, numerical simulations have been conducted. 

An incompressible steady state Newtonian simple phase with Reynolds averaged mass, 

momentum and energy conservation equations have been used. To simulate the turbulence, the 

two equations Eddy Viscosity model considered was Realizable k-ε. Using the CFD solver 

OpenFOAM 1.6-ext, the temperature boundary conditions are as follow; type = groovyBC, value 

=uniform 1800, valueExpression =1800, gradientExpression = gradT, fractionExpression = 0, 

variables = hcof=3500; Tamb=323.0; rho=7000.0; cp=700.0 and heatFlux=hcof*(Tamb-T); 

gradT=heatFlux/(kappaEff*rho*Cp). The value of heat capacity Cp used in the simulations is 

temperature dependent as described in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Temperature depending Cp 

The liquid fraction is calculated using the following equation: β =T-Tsolidus / Tliquidus-

Tsolidus with β (liquid fraction) and T (actual Temperature). The Enthalpy is extracted from 

ΔH = βL. (L=Latent Heat) 

 

The fluid flow inlet and outlet conditions are as indicated hereafter. The steel is entering in the 

domain from the tundish at corresponding to 60°C of superheat. The heat flux from the rolls is 

equal to 6.5 MW/m
2
. The mass flow rate is set at 1.8T/min or for a 2.8mm thick and 1430 mm 

wide strip. The casting velocity is 62m/min. The free top surface has been considered in the 

simulations as a flat frictionless wall with a surface heat flux of 0.5 kW/m
2
. The side dams are 

also considered as flat vertical frictionless wall with a surface heat flux of 0.1 kW/m
2
. 



 

Figure 2: Schematic of applied casting conditions Figure 3: Mesh with approx. 2 million cells 

The fluid domain was divided into approximately 2 million small hexahedral and tetrahedral cells 

for a total of depending on the refractory distributor design considered. Near the walls the cell 

size is approximately 0.1 mm corresponding to y+=10 for the first cell. 

B) Mold flow analysis for the current refractory distributor: 

For the first part of the project: the objective was to reproduce by numerical simulations the flow 

and thermal performance of the current flow distributor. 

The current flow distributor, see Figure 

4, is supplied by Vesuvius. It comprises 

a head with multiples holes that direct 

the incoming flow towards the cavity. A 

threaded inlet allows the mounting of a 

cylindrical refractory pipe attached to 

the tundish. A stopper is used to 

regulate the flow. 

The different holes are creating jets, see 

Figure 5, that impact along the freshly 

formed steel shell and then are deflected 

upwards and downwards. These 

impingements are generating local 

thinning of the shell and non-uniform 

temperature distribution, see Figure 6. 

Figure 4: 3D view of current flow distributor 

 



Figure 5: Top overview of the jets defined by Iso-Surface of velocity = 0.1 m/s 

The central jets are too strong, creating possible local steel shell remelting. These strong jets are 

deflecting the hot metal along the roll surface and towards the side dams. Consequently the 

temperature is not uniform in the central region particularly below the distributor, the mushy zone 

is then larger in the center as shown in the numerical simulations results, see Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Front central plane showing steel temperature distribution with Solidusline 

The numerical simulations gave results in accordance with the results measured by a laser in the 

steel plant.     

 



 

Figure 7: Steel shell visualization, Iso-Surface of steel at 1700K (interface between steel shell 

and liquid is shown) 

The calculated temperature along the steel width 50 mm below the kissing point correlates with 

the data collected by the Outokumpu Krefeld thin strip casting team, see Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8: Temperature measurements along the steel strip 50 mm below the kissing point and 

CFD predicted temperature distribution at the same strip position. 



C) Optimization of the current refractory distributor: 

The second part of the project was to optimize the refractory distributor design to achieve an 

optimized steady state steel flow with uniform temperature distribution to avoid shell thickness 

variations [2] over the width of the strip and promote inclusion accumulation in the center of the 

pool between the barriers. The meniscus level fluctuations must be kept as small as possible to 

ensure homogeneous steel shell growth along the casting rolls. It is important to direct the large 

inclusions towards the center of the pool to prevent their adhesion to the solidifying steel shell. 

Also these clusters of inclusions, aka scums [3], should not accumulate along the side dams as 

their entrainment will lead to poor strip edge quality and possible edge tears. 

To produce higher quality steel by improving solidified microstructure, the current design has 

been modified with different numbers of holes, their position and angle as well as their shape. In 

addition the inside diffuser piece has been modified to direct more flow towards the side dams. 

 

Figure 9 (above): Optimized design based on 

current refractory distributor supplied by Vesuvius. 

Figure 10 (right): Flow streamlines produced by the 

new distributor shown in Figure 9. 

 

To evaluate the mold flow performance and the inclusion floatation with the optimised refractory 

distributor, Al2O3 inclusions from 0.01 to 1mm (rho=3000 kg/m³) were injected through the 

casting channel connected to the distributor. These particles cannot leave the computational 

domain unless entrapped in the steel shell. These simulations are highlighting the gathering 

location of the injected inclusions. 

Water model experiments were also performed at the RWTH Aachen in modeling conditions 

described in reference [1]. The picture in Figure 12 shows that the inclusions are directed towards 

the region located in between the 2 collecting barriers. 



 

Figure 11 (left): Numerical Results with Lagrangian Particles Figure 12 (right): Top view of 

water model RWTH Aachen test with supernatant particles directed between the 2 barriers 

The central jets are not as strong as produced by the current distributor, see Figure 13. More flow 

is directed towards the region below the refractory piece and towards the side dams. 

 

Figure 13: Top overview of the jets defined by Iso-Surface of velocity = 0.1 m/s 

The temperature calculated at the strip end is more uniform, see Figure 14, particularly in the 

central region. Several pieces were produced for field evaluation in Krefeld. The results 

confirmed the expected improvements in temperature distribution.  

The last part of the project was to completely redesign the distributor to feed and deliver hot 

metal evenly in between the rolls. 

More than 60 different designs were evaluated. Several brainstorming sessions were held to re-

think the distributor.  



 

Figure 14: Front central plane showing steel temperature distribution 

D) New Flow Distributor: In-Between-Roll-Distributor (IBRD): 

Starting from the desired temperature distribution, the optimal geometry distributor has been 

designed. In order to manufacture this design, some modifications have been considered. 

 

Figure 15: 3D partial view of the distributor. Figure 16: Flow streamlines produced by the IBRD 

The new distributor is composed of 4 parts. The first part is a delivery nozzle that supplies liquid 

metal inside a small trough, see Figures 15 and 17. Inclusions will remain in the trough. Steel is 

then flowing towards the guiding part and exits all along the gap between the trough and the 

guiding part, see Figure 18. This complex refractory design has eliminated completely all the 



jets. Due to the flow streamlines bending the incoming momentum has been reduced significantly 

and the flow velocity is below 0.2m/s leading to a uniform delivery of the steel into the pool. The 

guiding part is maintained in position thanks to two refractory “side dams”, see Figure18. 

 

Figure 17: View of the IBRD trough. Figure 18: View of the IBRD assembly made by Vesuvius. 

Handling and fixation of a preheated piece (120 kg) is not possible without the help of special 

devices or robots. Therefore the IBRD has to be preheated between the rolls in casting position. 

But in casting position the use of normal gas burners is not applicable due to condensation on the 

water cooled rolls. The solution was to use an electrical preheating system with Kanthal wires. 

These wires were integrated into the refractory. During preheating and first casting tests, cracks 

appeared. Finite Element Analysis (ABAQUS) experiments conducted to highlight the 

deformation of the gap during the preheating and generation of thermal stresses, see Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Preheating simulations between first generation IBRD (left) and final IBRD design. 



 

Figure 20: Successful casting trial on a safety position in Outokumpu Krefeld on Sept. 3
rd

 2013. 

The final IBRD design was tried on site on September 2013. The liquid steel drained completely 

from the trough and no frozen steel was found inside the piece after the test. The preheating was 

successful and the IBRD showed no cracks. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The current refractory distributor manufactured by Vesuvius and used in Krefeld does not 

produce a uniform temperature distribution along the exiting sheet. Inclusion floatation is not 

optimal and clusters can be entrained along the surface and the edges of the strip. Extensive 

numerical simulations were conducted in Vesuvius Flow Simulation Center in Borken Germany.  

An improved version of the current distributor has been designed and evaluated in real casting 

condition. The temperature distribution was improved but not sufficiently. 

A complete re-thinking of the distributor led to the development of the IBRD. Preheating of such 

a design was a real challenge. A final test was done with success in September 2013 in 

Outokumpu Krefeld before the final closure of the thin strip operation. 
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DECISION TREE APPROACH FOR PLANTS STOPPAGE DECISION 

 PROCESS DUE TO POWER LIMITATION  
CASE STUDY: STEEL COMPANY 

  
   

Abstract   
  

 This paper presents an approach to the design and construction of an innovative 
decision support system (DSS) to help the top management (TM) of multi plants companies 
(MPC) to take the optimum decision in the case of power limitation to choose which plant or 
plants to be stopped with minimum losses.  
  
           A case study is also presented for a steel company that contains a technical study for 
applying the DSS concepts. This case study can be considered as a model for any MPC either 
in steel industries or else, which faces the same problem and needs a DSS to take the optimum 
decision. It describes the system in terms of the nature of the decision problem, discusses 
factors which affect the problem and considers the design goals. 
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1. Introduction 
  

  Over the past few years Egypt has witnessed an increase in the consumption of 
electricity, which leads the generation stations to ask the big companies to reduce their power 
consumption during the high load intervals in order to maintain the frequency value within 
tolerance. The decision of reducing the power consumption in large companies isn’t easy. It 
needs many studies, scheduling and meetings to decide which plant or plants can be stopped 
with the minimum effect on the productivity and the availability of the company. 

 
This research proposes a methodology and a case study of a DSS capable of identifying 

the best alter natives of stopping plants under certain circumstances as will be explained. We 
start by giving an overview of some basic definitions as a theoretical background in section II 
and providing some pointers to related work in section III.   

 
Then we explain problem definition, motivation and the estimated benefits from using 

such system during Sections IV, V, and VI respectively. Section VII presents the proposed 
design methodology which is illustrated through a case study of steel company in section 
VIII. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss the possible future work.  

  
  

2. Theoretical Background 
  

2.1 Decision Support System DSS: 



There are several definitions for DSS but we will adopt that it is a computer 
based information system which can support business or organizational decision making 
activities. It is intended to help decision makers to compile useful information from raw data, 
documents, personal knowledge, and/or business models to identify and solve problems and 
make decisions. DSS helps Decision takers to decide with eyes open.      

The DSS development studies conducted during the last 15 years (e.g. [13, 14]) have 
identified more than 30 different approaches to the design and construction of decision 
support methods and systems [2]. None of these approaches predominate. DSS development 
processes remain very distinct and project-specific.   

  
2.2 Decision Tree: 

A decision tree (DT) is “a graphical presentation of expected value calculation” [7] it is 
“an attempt to explicitly determine the available alternatives, the expected costs, payoffs and 
probability of success associated with each alternative” [15]. It is considered one of the most 
easy to use tools in decision analysis [5]. DT offers simple, readily understandable procedures 
for diagnosing specific ailments. 

 
2.3 Goal-seeking analysis (back-solving): 

In computing, it defines as the ability to calculate backward to obtain an input that 
would result in a given output.  

 
2.4 What-if analysis: 

Stefano Rizzi defined the What-if analysis as a data intensive simulation whose goal is 
to inspect the behaviour of a complex system. In particular, what-if analysis measures how 
changes in a set of independent variables impact a set of dependent variables. 

 
2.5 Sensitivity analysis: 

The study of how the variation in the output of a model can be apportioned, 
qualitatively or quantitatively, to different sources of variation.  

 
3. Literature Review 

  
There are many applications for using DT either in industrial field or academic field. In 

this section we will mention some of them just for focusing on the importance of DSS-DT in 
different fields. 

Claire Cardie used DT to improve the performance of the Case based learning (CBL) 
systems. By creating an attribute weight vector for each concept where the weights are either 
0 or 1. He indicates that decision tree algorithms can be used to improve the performance of 
some CBL systems without reliance potentially expensive expert knowledge. [12] 

Moussa, Ruwanpura and Jergeas introduced an application to DT’s by using a Special 
Purpose Simulation program. The DSS-DT module accepts constant and density distribution 
values and integ-rates with other modules in the DSS template. [5] 

Salzberg’s present an approach uses a decision tree classifier as the primary algorithm 
in order to distinguish between coding and noncoding DNA for sequences as short as 54 base 
pairs. [12]  

A hierarchical computational structure to recognize emotions is proposed in [1] to map 
an input speech noise into one of the multiple emotion classes through subsequent layers of 
binary classifications. DT is used to solve the easiest classification tasks first which allows 
mitigating error propagation. 

From the previous cases, it’s clear that DT algorithm is commonly used for 
classification in different fields. 



 
  

4. Problem Diagnosis 
  

Power systems have to be operated in a stable manner and the power system frequency 
has to fulfil tolerance criteria. But when the load increases on the electrical network and 
because the frequency is inversely proportional to the load, it is reduced less below the 
allowed limits which causes a trip for whole generation station. 

Jügren Schlabbach and Karl- Heinz Rofalski give an example in [3] states that if a drop 
in the frequency, cannot be avoided by load frequency control or if during transition periods 
the frequency remains below certain limit values for a longer time, then load shedding by 
frequency relays has to be applied. In the UCTE system with nominal frequency 50 Hz the 
agreed grading plan is: 

1. Frequency drops to 49.8 Hz: activation of reserves according to a coordinated plan 
2. Frequency drops to 49.0 Hz: instantaneous disconnection of 10 – 15% of the power 
system load 
3. Frequency drops to 48.7 Hz: instantaneous disconnection of a further 10 – 15% of the 
power system load 
4. Frequency drops to 48.4 Hz: third load - shedding stage, a further 15 – 20% of the 
power system load to be switched off 
5. Frequency drops to 47.5 Hz: power stations to disconnect from the power system 
immediately 

 
So the station has to decrease load by getting some loads out of service. On the scope of 

industry, cutting the power may cause disasters. So the electricity generation station must tell 
the industrial companies about the expected time of spikes loads and determine the maximum 
power limitation which is allowed to the company. With the power limitation, it is possible to 
prevent peaks in the power consumption of the heating or limitation of the complete current 
consumption.TM of the company should compromise between the criticality of its plants. 
What plant to be stopped, what to be worked in addition to justify their decision. 

  
  

5. Motivation 
  

The project is principally motivated by the recurrence of the problem due to the 
shortage in electrical power in Egypt nowadays. Decision maker faces difficulties as data 
obtained are from different sources. Some of those data aren’t integrated to others and some 
are collected manually. And every time the process of collecting data and get the most 
suitable decisions is done and presented to TM which lose effort and time.  

The Problem by its nature is a semi structured problem, which enables us to use DSS. 
Under the large number of required changing information and the complexity of the options, 
the manual system will not lead to take the optimum decision; hence there is a need to 
develop DSS due to the fact that the right decision today is not necessarily the right decision 
tomorrow.    

 
  

6. Benefits of Using PLDSS 
  

The System is designed to support managerial decision making in solving the following 
problems: 

 



a)  Decision quality 
By determining all alternatives and their weights, TM will be able to take the optimum 
decision which is appropriate for each situation. 
b) Cost reduction 
All related meetings will be deducted due to use of the system, and all working hours will be 
saved. The optimum decision leads to reduce the cost of stoppage by eliminating its time and 
saving the workers time in production  
c) Increase productivity 
Use of the system leads to minimize the downtime and increase the productivity. 
d) Time savings 
The system helps TM to reduce their meetings to discuss the situation and to get the decision 
making data from concerned sections 
e) Green system 
The system is paperless which minimize the required quantity of paper and ink and help us to 
protect our environment.12pt. 
  
 
7. Design Steps for a PLDSS 

 
         We propose a typical series of design steps for designing such system as the following: 
Step 1: Define the environment of the company  
Step 2:  Determine the main objectives for the system 
Step 3: Identify all effecting factors  
Step 4: Determine the decision analysis process 
Step 5:  Design the suitable DT based on the pre-       defined effecting factors 
Step 6:  Design the system’s flowchart 
Step 7:  Listing the existing system data base engines  
Step 8:  Choose your Deployment Strategy 
All of those steps will be explained in detailed through the case study. 
 
 
8. Illustrative Case Study: Steel Company  

 
          As an illustrative case study, the following section maps the proposed design 
methodology with a steel company step by step starting from comprehension of the company 
environment till system design. 
 
A. Steel Company Environment 
        The case study company is a great leading steel producer in the Middle East, with a 
growing presence in markets around the world. Company’s overall capacity is 5.8 million tons 
per year, including 3.5 million tons of long products and one million tons of hot rolled coil 
(HRC), plus 1.3 million tons of flexible capacity (long products or HRC).  
The company as shown in fig. 1 consists of the following plants: 
 
a) Three direct reduction plants (DRP) from Midrex Technologies inc. with a combined 
output of around 3 million tons/year; this equipment converts iron ore into iron metal with 
low levels of residual elements.  
 
b) Steel Making plants which produce the molten steel by four ultra-high power Electric Arc 
Furnaces (EAF), each with a capacity of 80 tons. These furnaces run with continuous 
charging of direct reduced iron (DRI).  



The molten steel is next transferred to the ladle furnaces using a technique designed to reduce 
slag carry over. The steel is then cast into billets in multi-strand continuous casting machines. 
Billets from the casters pass directly into one of the company’s long-product multi-stand 
rolling mills, producing either bar or rod. The billets are reheated in a furnace before being 
rolled into rods or bars. 
 

 
	   	   Figure	  1	  -‐	  Case	  study	  Steel	  Company 

c) The flat steel plant which produces the molten steel by one ultra-high power EAF with a 
capacity of 160 tons. This furnace runs with continuous charging of direct reduced iron (DRI). 
The molten steel is next transferred to the ladle furnaces. The plant houses the Compact Strip 
Production (CSP) technology producing strip which consists of the thin slab caster to cast into 
slabs in continuous casting manner. And multi-stand hot rolling mills which roll the slabs 
from the caster directly into HRC. 
 
The plant produces one million tonnes of HRC per year with thickness from 1.2 mm to 12.7 
mm and widths from 800 mm to 1,500 mm. 
B. Design Main Objectives 

 
The major objective of this study is to build a DSS in order to: 

1. Supply TM of the steel Company with all possible alternatives to help them in taking 
the optimum decision in order to achieve the power limitation. 

2. Study the expected shut down due to power limitation 
 
C. Effecting Factors  
 
   Basically to enable TM to take the optimum decision, they should be informed with the 
necessary abstracted information which is the most important role of the system. To provide 
such information, the analysis has to include all probable factors; So many meetings and 



surveys are hold to determine the effecting factors for this steel company. The following 
factors are determined: 
 

1. Production plan for each plant. 
2. Actual Consumed power for each plant. 
3. Planned Consumed power for each plant. 
4. Scheduled repair days. 
5. Current stock for each plant. 
6. DRI Metallization. 
7. DRI Carbon.  
8. Currency Exchange ratio. 
9. Target Power Limitation. 

 
A brief for each effecting factor will be explained in the remaining part of this section: 
 
1- Production plan for each plant 
Production plan is one of the main tasks which are executed by planning and control 
department. They prepared four types of plans as follows: 
 
a) Annual production plan 
It explains the plants planned activities during the next year (from Jan. till end of Dec.). It is 
usually issued in Nov. of the previous year. 
 
b) Semi Annual production plan 
It explains the plants planned activities in the second half of the year (from Jul. till end of 
Dec.) in addition to the actual results for the first half of the year. 
 
c) Monthly production plan 
It explains the plants planned activities during a month. Its figures should match the annual 
plan. It depends on sales expectation for this month sent from SD to PCD max by 24th of the 
previous month and considering the planned shut-down schedule.  
It is usually issued at 29th of the previous month.  
 
d) Weekly production plan 
It explains the plants planned activities during a week. It deals with actual contracted quantity 
and considers the priorities which are sent from SD and aiming to keep smooth running for all 
plants.  
 
2- Scheduled repair and shutdown days 
There is a repair schedule for each plant which is planned by maintenance planning and 
control subsection in each plant 
 
3- Net profit of products  
The net profit for the product means its Market price for this product which depends on its 
order type either for export or local market (affected by currency exchange ratio). The 
expected income for the company is calculated by multiplying the planned sales quantity by 
the estimated sales prices. 
 
4- Required Power Limitation  



The system must feed with the required amount of power limit which the electricity 
generation company asks to maintain n each situation. Or by an estimated limit in case of 
planning just for observing the estimated decisions and for study purposes. 
 
5- Consumed Power For Each Plant  
Each plant needs a certain amount of electrical power to work. We will focus on three plants 
DRP, SMP1 and FSP as the dominant plants in consumed power. 
 
6- Stock 
Each plant has its own stock based on its product. We will focus on three types of stock: 
 
a) DRI 
Direct reduction iron (DRI) is the product of direct reduction plant (DR) which is used as an 
input material for other plants’ furnaces. 
 
b) Billets 
Billet is the product of steel making plant no.1 (SMP1) which can be sold or rolled to produce 
the rebar or wire products. The billets stock is stored on billet yard. 
 
c) Coils 
Coil is the product of flat steel plant (FSP). The coils stock is stored on coil yard. 
 
7- DRI quality 
Refer to [1], The DRI quality effects on electric Energy consumption. When talking about the 
influence of DRI quality on electric Energy consumption, we will focus on the metallization 
and carbon concentration in DRI. 
 
a) Effect of Metallization on electric Energy consumption: 
The metallization degree of DRI is defined as the percentage of iron oxide reduced to metallic 
iron thus: 
Met% = (Metallic Fe % / Total Fe %)  x 100 
Where:  Total Fe = Metallic Fe + Fe in Iron Oxide 
 

 



Figure	  2	  -‐	  Energy	  consumption	  vs.	  Metallization	  

By plotting a graph between the actual results of EAF electric energy consumption and DRI 
metallization at the same EAF availability taking into consideration that during study period, 
DRI carbon was 1.8% and DRI ratio was 85%. It is found that the average increase in EAF 
electric Energy consumption due to decreasing 1% DRI metallization is about 12 KWH/TMS 
as shown in fig 5. 
 
b) Effect of Carbon percentage on electric Energy consumption  
By decreasing 1% DRI carbon, Energy consumption will increase by 32KWH/TMS. [2] 
For example: a drop of 0.3% in DRI carbon percentage can be effect on the electrical energy 
consumption by 3.6 KWH/TMS. 
 
D. Decision Analysis Process 

 
   In our model, we won’t use one analysis with all parameters. The used analysis processes 
are as follows: 
 
1. Goal-seeking analysis  
For this problem, the main objective is to set all possible alternatives for stopping plants in 
order to achieve the required power limit. The user must feed the program with the required 
amount of power limitation. So the system estimates all alternatives due to saved power by 
calculate different combinations of the FSD plants, DRD plants required power (DRD1, 
DRD2, and DRD3) and SMP1 plants (SMP11, SMP12, SMP13, and SMP14) In order to 
achieve the required power limitation. 
 
b) What-if analysis 
It can be used with the stock and production plan (Export and import) and the schedule 
shutdown days to determine the effect of each of them on the decision. 
 
c) Sensitivity analysis  
The sensitivity analysis can be used to study relation of the stock amount and type and 
exchange ratio and their effect on the decision. 
 
 
9. Decision Tree 



   The most important step is to determine the DT of your system. In this case study company, 
the DT is as shown in fig.6. 

 
Figure	  3	  -‐	  DT	  for	  Case	  Study	  Steel	  Company 

 
 
10. System Flow Chart 
 
Flow chart is a good tool for stating the general 
system flow. For the case study system the flow 
chart is as shown in fig. 7. First of all it loads all 
required data which represent the effecting 
factors, then it generates all possible alternatives 
through a goal seeking analysis as explained 
earlier. Those alternatives will take weights based 
on the current stock, type of customer and the 
scheduled stoppage. Then they are filtrating with 
respect to their weights to choose the alternatives 
with the most weights which represent the best 
alternatives that TM will decide between.  
 
11. CONCLUSION 

 
   The main contribution of this research is in 
specifying a methodology for designing a 
DSS for power limitation in MPC based on DT algorithm. 

Figure	  4	  -‐	  System	  Flow	  chart 



Such system will support TM with the best alternatives to choose the best decision depends on 
the effecting factors at the decision time. It will be also highly useful in time and effort 
saving. 
For the proof of concept, an empirical study is presented for a steel company showing the 
design procedures mapped to our proposed methodology. 
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ROUND CONTINUOUS CASTING WITH EMS-CFD COUPLED 
 
 

Abstract  
 

 This work is part of a larger project to develop a model of the transport and 
entrapment of inclusions in in a round billet continuous casting machine, equipped with an 
Electro-Magnetic Stirrer (EMS). The work presented here describes the mathematical 
simulation of fluid flow coupled with EMS, to study the effect of the rotating magnetic field 
on the fluid flow pattern and solidification. The transient magnetic flux generated via EMS 
inside the continuous casting mold region is modeled with the Maxwell electromagnetic code 
(ANSYS Electromagnetics [3]) and included in the CFD model using the Fluent MHD 
module [2]. This magnetic field of the stirrer is then validated by comparison with plant 
measurements. The heat flux between the copper mold and the solidified shell is calculated by 
a User Defined Function and applied as a boundary condition calculated iteratively, based on 
a transient solidification-heat-transfer model of the gap and mold using the CON1D [4] 
model. This model takes into account the effect of the mold, the molten mold powder, and air 
gap formation. Preliminary results show the effect of EMS on the fluid flow, superheat 
dissipation and shell thickness growth. This development provides the foundation for future 
work to study the influence of EMS on inclusion transport and entrapment.  

 
 

Keywords  
 

Electro-Magnetic Stirrer (EMS), Continuous Casting, CON1D, Solidification, Fluid flow, 
CFD, Maxwell.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

This work is the first step of a larger project that aims to study the transport and 
entrapment of inclusions in continuous casting of steel billets. The main parameters affecting 
fluid flow in the continuous casting mold are, among others, the casting speed, 
electromagnetic stirring (location, intensity and frequency), SEN location, meniscus level, 
mold sizing and the solidified shell. Understanding how the controllable casting parameters 
affect fluid flow in the strand is an essential first step in optimizing the process. The objective 
of this first step which is presented here is to develop and validate a numerical model able to 
describe all of these phenomena in continuous casting of a round steel billet strand. 

Electromagnetic stirring in continuous casting has a great influence on steel billet 
quality. In recent years, steelmakers have achieved higher productions rates with higher 
quality products with the use of EMS. The stirring generated by the magnetic field in the mold 
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region changes the original flow pattern inside the strand to achieve metallurgical 
improvements. Liquid steel flow in the mold has an important impact on the solidification 
microstructure, steel cleanliness, superheat distribution, segregation and porosity. 

It is almost impossible to measure fluid flow inside the continuous casting mold. A few 
measurements are possible but mainly in the meniscus region. Therefore, physical models and 
especially numerical models are essential tools for understanding flow behaviour with EMS. 

 
 

2. Model description 
 

The computational model has two parts: the electromagnetic field calculation and the 
flow field-solidification model. 

Firstly, a three-dimensional transient distribution of the magnetic field that evolves 
inside the strand is calculated using the electromagnetic finite-element code, ANSYS 
Maxwell [3]. Then, the magnetic field results are imported into the CFD code, ANSYS Fluent 
[1], using the MHD add-on module [2] which solves for turbulent flow field, including the 
coupled effects of the induced forces caused by the moving magnetic field, which are 
calculated using the Magnetic-induction option. Furthermore, heat transfer and solidification 
are also included in the model, so the temperature field and shape of the solid steel shell are 
also output. 

The case under study is a round billet continuous casting machine with dimensions 
given in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. CC Machine Description 

CC Machine parameters 

Caster arc radius 
Round billet diameter 
Copper mold length  

8500 [mm] 
200 [mm] 
1000 [mm] 

 
Electromagnetic model: 
The moving electromagnetic field distributions in the round billet copper mold are 

obtained by solving a low-frequency approximation of Maxwell´s equations. 
 

 (1) 
 
In addition to the stirrer, the copper mold and the steel strand are also included in the 

electromagnetic model. The whole geometry is surrounded by a 2 [m] air cylinder which 
enables calculation of the magnetic field distribution both inside and outside of the stator. The 
EMS stator geometry plus the mold copper modelled to solve the electromagnetic field are 
shown in Fig. 1.  

 



 
Fig. 1. EMS stator geometry used in Maxwell model 

 
The characteristics and location of the EMS stator that generates the EMS field in the 

strand are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. EMS stator parameters 

 

EMS Stirrer 

EMS distance from mold top 
Outside diameter 
Inside diameter 
Height  
Maximum current 
Maximum frequency 
Operating current 
Operating frequency 

1000 [mm] 
833 [mm] 
480 [mm] 
487 [mm] 
325 [A](RMS) 
15 [Hz] 
200 [A] 
2 [Hz] 

 
With the aforementioned operating conditions of the stirrer, the magnetic field obtained 

in the simulation has been compared with data measured at a commercial steel plant. The field 
measurements were made with a Teslameter with air inside the copper mold and with a 
temperature of 25 ºC for the copper mold, with the same EMS operating conditions as used 
during actual casting, in order to validate the model.  

The calculated magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2 in a typical horizontal section. A 
comparison of the predicted magnetic flux density with the measured field strength down the 
vertical axis show an excellent agreement, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 



 
 

Fig. 2. Magnetic field vectors measured inside the EMS stator and surroundings 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Comparison between measured and predicted magnetic field strength 

 
Having validated the magnetic field model in ANSYS Maxwell, a new simulation was 

performed to obtain the magnetic field with steel inside the copper mold (Fig. 4). The Lorentz 
forces with fluid flow interaction are calculated in ANSYS Fluent by the MHD module based 
on the imported magnetic field. In the real caster, the moving conducting fluid has a little 
effect on the applied field, due to the slip between the magnetic flux rotating frequency and 
the fluid rotation speed. 
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field results with steel in the mold (Maxwell) 

Thermal-Flow and Solidification model with EMS: 
To take into account the effect of the EMS on heat transfer and solidification, the 

thermal-fluid flow (CFD) problem is solved with ANSYS Fluent, activating its solidification 
module. Specifically, the Navier-Stokes equations and heat conduction equation are solved 
during the casting process, activating the Magnetohydrodinamics module to import the 
magnetic field obtained in the previous Maxwell simulation. Interaction between the fluid 
flow field and the magnetic field is solved with the magnetic induction approach. The 
realizable k-ε turbulence model with the enhanced wall treatment is used to predict kinetic 
energy and dissipation, needed to calculate turbulent viscosity in the momentum equations. 

This thermal-flow model simulates the mold length plus 1.5 m of the strand below the 
mold, including some length of the secondary cooling area and the SEN. The mesh of the 
model has 538260 hexahedral cells. 

The casting conditions are summarized in Table 3. The steel grade is a typical low 
carbon steel with temperature-dependant properties calculated with the IDS software [5] 
based on its composition. 

 
Table 3. Casting parameters 

 

Casting parameters 

Casting speed 
Super Heat 
Steel grade 
Liquidus Temperature 
Solidus Temperature 
Copper mold thickness 
Primary cooling flow rate 
Primary cooling water Temperature 
ΔT Primary cooling water Temperature 
Mold flux consumption 

2 [m/min] 
44 [ºC] 
Low carbon steel 
1515.97 [ºC] 
1466.59 [ºC] 
16 [mm] 
1351 [l/min] 
32 [ºC] 
11 [ºC] 
0.105 [Kg/m^2] 



For the calculation of the heat flux between the copper mold and the solidified shell, a 
User Defined Functions has been developed. This heat flux is applied as a boundary condition 
that is solved iteratively, based on the results of a transient solidification-heat-transfer model 
of the mold using the CON1D [4] equations implemented into the UDF. This model takes into 
account the effect of the mold, the crystallization properties of the molten mold slag, and air 
gap formation on the hot face and the water temperature and flow rate for the cold face of the 
mold. Also in the UDF, there is module to calculate the pull velocity at each point of the 
strand according to the strand curvature. A schematic of the heat transfer model used to 
account for the mold and interfacial gap is detailed in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Heat transfer description at hot and cold mold walls  

The use of CON1D in the CFD thermal-flow solidification model gives a more realistic 
heat flux than with an empirical formula, because the effect of the superheat turbulent flow on 
the shape of the solidifying shell are taken into account at each point down the caster. 
Solidification in the flow zone is solved by a solidification model in Fluent, where an 
enthalpy-porosity formulation is used to treat the liquid-solid front. A comparison of the heat 
flux calculated empirically and that obtained in the simulation is shown in Fig. 6. 

For the secondary cooling area included in the model, two different heat transfer 
coefficients are imposed 1600 [W/m2K] for the first segment of sprays at mold exit and 800 
[W/m2K] for the others segments of sprays. 

 
Fig. 6. Heat flux at mold wall 

Water 



 The temperature rise of the primary cooling water is not input to the model; only the 
initial water temperature is considered. So, the total heat removed is not specified as an input 
and is calculated by the UDF. The heat removal predicted in the simulation including the 
EMS is almost equal to the measured heat removal. The primary water temperature rise, ΔT, 
was measured in the steel plant to calculate the “measured” heat gain. 
 

 
 It should be noted that the model here predicts that EMS stirring has negligible 
influence on the total heat removal, which agrees with the conclusions of previous studies 
[17]. This is also another indication of the correct performance of the model. 
 Next, the shell thickness simulation results are compared with plant measurements. 
From experience in the steel plant, it is expected that a shell thickness of about 11 [mm] exists 
at the mold exit. The present model predicts 10.5 [mm] of shell thickness at mold exit if a 
liquid fraction of 0.3 is used to define the solidified layer and 11.3 [mm] if a liquid fraction of 
0.4 is used.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Predicted shell thickness growth 

3. Results  
 

To investigate the effect of EMS on fluid flow in the billet caster, the validated model 
system is applied to conduct two simulations for the same casting conditions with and without 
EMS. Electromagnetic stirring effects are clear from observation of the flow streamlines. The 
typical roll pattern without EMS, Fig. 8 a), changes to a strong swirl flow inside the EMS 
stator, Fig. 8 b).  
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Fig. 8. Flow pattern with and without EMS 

This change of the flow pattern indicates a significant change of the velocity 
distribution inside the strand, Fig. 9. It is obvious that the flow is more stirred. Speed is higher 
with EMS in the region of the EMS stator, especially near the solidification front. This 
produces a more uniform temperature distribution in the molten steel, which is intended to 
promote faster removal of superheat, and encourage a more equiaxed microstructure, with less 
center segregation problems. Temperature contours are shown in figure 10. 

 
Fig. 9. Velocity magnitude distributions with and without EMS in m/s 

 

Fig. 100. Temperature distribution (a) without EMS and b) with EMS in Kelvin 

a) No EMS b) EMS 

a) No EMS b) EMS 

(a) (b) 



The tangential velocity component is rather smaller than predicted in other works 
[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15] due the influence of the solidified shell. When the effect of the 
solidified steel shell is not taken into account, higher velocities are reached. The highest 
Lorentz force values occur at the outer radius of the strand as shown in Fig. 12. If this region 
with the highest tangential forces is solidified, then the stirring effect is much smaller and the 
tangential velocity induced by the Lorentz force decreases. This effect is plotted on Fig. 11. 
Thus, when solidification is not considered, tangential velocities are overestimated. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Effect of mushy zone and solidified shell on tangential velocity 

 

 
Fig. 12. Mean values of a) Lorentz Forces (N/m3) and b) tangential velocity, in m/s 

 
4. Conclusions  

 
A model able to study the main parameters that govern flow inside a continuous casting 

strand with EMS has been developed and applied to a round steel billet caster. The rotating 
magnetic field is calculated with the electromagnetic finite-element code, ANSYS Maxwell. 
The calculated magnetic field matches well with measurements. The transient magnetic field 
is imported to ANSYS Fluent which calculates the induced Lorentz forces with the MHD 
add-on module and solves for the coupled turbulent flow velocity field. This model also 
simulates coupled heat transfer and solidification, including a reasonable treatment of the 
mold and interfacial gap. It predicts heat flux and solidified shell thickness, which has also 
been validated.   

a) b) 



The preliminary results here show the importance of the solid shell in diminishing the 
tangential velocities induced by EMS to less than 0.2m/s for the conditions simulated.  This 
work is a starting point for subsequent study of inclusion behavior in billet continuous casting. 
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STRAIN ENERGY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE CONTINUOUS 

CASTING OF HIGH QUALITY NB-TI-V MICROALLOYED STEELS 
 
 
 

Abstract  
 
 Much has been published about the traditional hot ductility trough associated with 
higher carbon equivalent steels with and without microalloy additions of Nb, V and/or Ti. 
Over 300 million tons of high-quality Nb, V and Ti-bearing microalloyed steels were  
produced globally in 2013. Although microalloyed steels are reported to exhibit lower hot 
ductility, it is based upon the measured percent reduction in area (%RA) from a hot tensile 
test. However, despite lower %RA, these steels exhibit sufficient ductility to satisfactorily 
overcome the unbending stress and strain gradients existing in the straightening section of 
most casters. This condition is validated by the high level of slab quality performance 
observed in the slab inspection yard. Therefore, a richer understanding of the slab resistant 
cracking mechanism is advocated. This study introduces the concept of correlation of the 
stress-strain behavior and effective strain energy of different microalloy chemistries as it 
relates to the steelmaking and caster operational parameters and resultant slab quality. This 
global microalloy research study is based upon samples obtained from industrial casting 
operations. The associated steelmaking and caster process parameters are related as well. The 
inter-relationship between steelmaking and caster process metallurgy parameters and resultant 
hot ductility stress-strain behavior and strain energy are presented. 

 
 

Keywords  
 

Caster operational variables, Strain energy, Stress-strain behavior  
 

 
1. Introduction 

 
There are several published papers based upon the relevance of the traditional ductility 

trough associated with higher carbon equivalent steels with and without microalloy additions 
of Nb, V and/or Ti. This extensive research has been performed in an attempt to relate the 
steel chemistry to the hot ductility behavior of low and medium carbon microalloyed steels 
[1,2,3,4]. The focus has primarily studied the chemistry and optimal composition suggested in 
order to increase the percent reduction in area during the unbending of the continuous cast 
slab, thereby raising the ductility trough. Although the emphasis on chemistry has been well 
studied, the steelmaking and process metallurgy parameters of the actural steelmaking 
operations are rarely correlated to the hot ductility behavior and resulltant slab surface quality. 
In addition, most studies involve laboratory produced heats whereas this research is based 
solely upon industrial produced samples with an emphasis on process parameters. This 
___________________________________________________  
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research shows that high carbon equivalent microalloyed steels which exhibit inherently lower 
hot ductility, as measured by percent reduction in area at elevated temperature still 



demonstrate sufficient ductility to satisfactorily meet the unbending stress and strain gradients 
in the caster. Published percent reduction in area (%RA) data significantly overstates the 
minimum ductility required for crack-free casting of Nb-bearing steels by two to threefold.  
The measure of %RA as a correlation to the propensity for cracking during casting is very 
weak. This study shows that the reason for this lack of correlation is due to the relationship 
between the steelmaking and caster operation. Process metallurgy variables are the primary 
driver of the resultant slab quality and its hot ductility behavior. It is proposed and validated 
through this study that the strain energy is a better measure of predicting the hot ductility 
behavior during the continuous casting of slabs rather than the %RA measurment.  
   

 
2. Background  

 
 The sample family in this study includes microalloyed (Nb, V and/or Ti) low carbon 
grades, peritectic grades and medium carbon grades. The selected range of steel chemistries 
represents grades some global steel producers observed occasional surface related defects and 
transverse cracking. In several of the investigated cases for this research, steelmaking, caster 
machine and rolling parameters have been furnished from the steel companies who provided 
samples such that the ductility test conditions will simulate the actual caster conditions.   
 The area of study involves the unbending section of the caster in the temperature range 
of 700 to 950°C. A schematic diagram of this region is shown below in Figure 1.  
 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Detailed Schematic of Thick Slab Continuous Caster [5] 
 

 Since the typical temperature through the unbending section of the caster is between 
700 to 950°C, most of the research has been in this temperature range. The hot tensile tests are 

Unbending or straightening section of thick slab caster at 700-950°C 



performed within this temperature range at strain rates between 0.001 to 0.0001 
mm/mm/second. This strain rate simulates the strain rates induced within the unbending 
section of industrial casters at typical casting speeds for microalloyed steels. Figure 2 
illustrates the %RA at different strain rates for Nb microalloyed steels. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.  Dependence of Ductility on the Strain Rate and Test Temperature for 
the Nb-Low Carbon Steel [6] 

 
Note that the ductility trough in this example is between 750-800°C with approximately 20-
25%RA at strain rates of 0.0001 to 0.001 mm/mm/sec. Most industrial casters operate at 
casting speeds through the straightening section generating a 0.0001 to 0.0001 mm/mm/sec 
strain rate.  

The connection of a minimum % RA based upon the Gleeble test and propensity for 
cracking in the unbending section was introduced by Mintz in a 1996 paper [7]. Extensive 
review of the literature and (private communication in the industry) was performed to 
determine the origin of the 40% minimum RA requirement to prevent transverse cracking in 
Nb-bearing steels. The conclusion clearly links the control of the composition and alteration 
of the precipitation process through the minimization or elimination of those elements that 
deepen or widened the hot ductility trough. Yet, no mechanical engineering derivation of the 
minimum required %RA was presented to avoid transverse cracking.  

Based upon this reported minimum 40%RA for crack-free casting, the implications 
have resulted in some alloy developers reducing or totally eliminating the selection of Nb for 
a new carbon steel development due to this published minimum %RA casting criterion.  Yet 
based upon actual operational experience and this hot ductility study,  %RAs as low as 10% 
will result in crack-free casting of Nb-bearing steels at industrial casters around the world.  

 
  

3. Mechanical Hot Ductility Test Program  
  

Hot tensile tests were performed on a Gleeble 3500 thermomechanical system.  The 
Gleeble 3500 has a fully integrated digital closed loop control thermal and mechanical testing 
system. The equipment is supported by Windows based computer software, combined with a 
processor providing an interface to create, run and analyze data from hot ductility tests and 
physical simulation programs. The industrial steel samples were heated to 1300°C at a heating 
rate of 10°C/sec and held for 5 minutes. to assure that the microalloy precipitates went back 
into solution. The cooling rates are at 60°K/minute which simulate the actual casting 



conditions from the industrial casters who produced the steel samples. Thermocouples on this 
unit provide signals for accurate feedback control of specimen temperatures.  Specimens are 
clamped securely and tightened by hand in the test chamber of the Gleeble 3500 thermo-
mechanical tester. The machined specimens are seated between two water-cooled copper jaws 
located nearby the specimen threads. Test temperatures were between 700 to 950°C to 
simulate straightening (unbending) temperatures at the industrial casters who provided 
samples. Strain rates simulated the actual operational strain rate at the caster (i.e. between 
0.001 and 0.0001 mm/mm/second). All hot tensile tests were performed on a Gleeble 3500 
model. Figure 3 below schematically presents the heating and cooling schedule for a 800°C 
test temperature example. 
 

 
Figure 3. Heating & Cooling Schedule Example for 800°C Test at Two Strain Rates (0.001 

mm/mm/sec and 0.0001mm/mm/sec) 
 

The strain rates for all of the tests simulated the actual operational strain rate at the unbending 
section of the casters’ providing the samples for this study. The two strain rates employed 
were between 0.001 and 0.0001 mm/mm/second.  The raw data output of force, dynamic 
gauge measurements, stress and strain were converted into a stress strain curve for each 
sample. (See Figure 4 as an example.) 
 

 

60°K/minute cooling rate to test temperature 



 
 

Figure 4. Conversion to Stress Strain Curve (sample 1a at 800°C and 0.0001 strain rate) 
 

 
 

Figure 5. % RA versus Test Temperature 
 

Note that Sample 1A and other Nb-only, Nb+V or Nb+V+Ti tested showed no slab cracking. 
Gleeble tests exhibited %RAs as low as 10-15% with no slab cracking. Thus, this study 
identifies clearly that sufficient hot ductility exists in Nb and other Nb-microalloyed steels to 
accommodate the induced strains within the unbending section of casters.  

The measure of %RA to assess the probability of crack formation during casting is   
highly inaccurate. This work suggests that the %RA test as an assessment tool to predict 
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.041% Nb 
.009%V  
.004%Ti 
.004%Mo..
.048%Cr 
.019%Cu 
.046%Ni 
.0003%B 
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.013%P 
.0015%Ca 
.0058%N 

0.001 strain rate 

  No Slab Cracking 



cracking or not is an invalid tool. These crack-free cast slab conclusions are based upon the 
extensive testing and analysis performed in this study and detailed evaluation of the stress-
strain curves. The calculated strain energy is studied as an alternative tool to better capture the 
hot ductility behaviour of these microalloyed crack-free cast steels. 
 

4. Strain Energy Calculations 
The area under the σ-ɛ curve up to a given value of strain is defined as the total 

mechanical energy per unit volume (U*) consumed by a material in the process of straining to 
that given value. This equation is shown by: 

 

                                                                    [1]                                            
 

Strain energy (SE) was calculated for the microalloy compositions tested through the 
integration of the area under the stress strain curves. The calculated strain energy data is listed 
below in Table 1 as well as the %RA for comparison. The associated compositions are shown 
in Table 2. Again, it is extremely important to note that none of these slabs exhibited slab 
cracking. 

Table 1. % Reduction in Area and Strain Energy at 800°C 
Sample* Casting 

Speed 
(m/min) 

SE at 
800°C 
0.001 

SE at 
800°C 
0.0001 

ΔSE %RA  
at 
800°C 
0.001 

%RA  
at 
800°C 
0.0001 

ΔRA 

1A 1.16 19.381 6.663 12.718 27.6 14.5 13.1 

2A 1.16  11.466  43.3 21.4 21.9 

3B 1.22 41.269 22.931 18.338 48.9 33.9 15.0 

4C 1.16 58.142 44.564 13.688 68.1 58.0 10.1 

5D 1.35 46.489   70.7   

6E 1.16 27.291 8.375 18.916 38.0 20.1 17.9 

7F 1.17 21.927 12.742 9.185 46.9 38.5 8.4 

8G 1.16 37.986   85.2   

9H 0.89 38.886   47.9   

10I 1.35 52.427 24.554 27.873 73.5 61.4 12.1 

11J 1.09 40.695 18.760 21.935 59.2 45.1 14.1 

12K 1.16 23.372 8.404 14.968 39.4 24.1 15.3 

13L 1.18 12.270 4.094 8.176 15.0 11.4 3.6 

 

 
Table 2. Sample Compositions 



ID	   C	   Mn	   Si	   Nb	   V	   Ti	   Mo	   Cr	   Cu	   Ni	   Al	   S	   P	   N	  

1A	   .158	   1.45	   .454	   .041	   .009	   .004	   .004	   .048	   .019	   .046	   .033	   .002	   .013	   .0058	  

2A	   .154	   1.45	   .455	   .042	   .009	   .005	   .006	   .053	   .027	   .050	   .033	   .001	   .014	   .0027	  

3B	   .074	   1.55	   .209	   .050	   .073	   .019	   .005	   .046	   .035	   .049	   .035	   .002	   .009	   .0040	  

4C	   .132	   1.57	   .260	   .036	   .079	   .031	   .005	   .046	   .015	   .041	   .035	   .002	   .008	   .0058	  

5D	   .411	   1.68	   .210	   .002	   .090	   .017	   .004	   .053	   .024	   .046	   .033	   .007	   .013	   .0061	  

6E	   .141	   1.39	   .390	   .040	   .078	   .009	   .006	   .047	   .026	   .045	   .029	   .004	   ,011	   .0062	  

7F	   .142	   0.61	   .640	   .002	   .007	   .005	   .497	   1.41	   .016	   .059	   .039	   .001	   .008	   .0083	  

8G	   .253	   1.05	   .503	   .002	   .008	   .028	   .184	   .387	   .016	   .369	   .044	   .002	   .009	   .0052	  

9H	   .072	   1.49	   .250	   .036	   .008	   .015	   .004	   .044	   .142	   .382	   .036	   .002	   .009	   .0056	  

10I	   .081	   0.99	   .205	   .002	   .010	   .028	   .006	   1.05	   .022	   .063	   .036	   .004	   .010	   .0047	  

11J	   .072	   1.41	   .189	   .023	   .010	   .014	   .007	   .053	   .023	   .051	   .035	   .005	   .011	   .0051	  

12K	   .147	   1.40	   .377	   .010	   .009	   .005	   .007	   .067	   .033	   .072	   .039	   .002	   .011	   .0041	  

13L	   .045	   1.90	   .179	   .084	   .013	   .098	   .006	   .042	   .045	   .051	   .026	   .002	   .008	   .0063	  

 
 

 A comprehensive analysis of the stress strain curve data and correlation analysis was 
performed between the strain energy and ultimate tensile strength. A strong R2 0f 0.906 was 
recorded when correlating the strain energy versus the ultimate tensile strength as shown 
below in Figure 6. 
 

 

Figure 6.  Strain Energy versus Ultimate Tensile Strength at 800°C 



A significant result of the correlation analysis shows a very low R2 for the %RA versus the 
strain at the ultimate tensile strength. However, a strong R2 is apparent for the strain energy 
versus strain as shown below in Table 3. 

Table 3.  Correlation Coefficient R2 Comparison of Strain Energy and %RA 
 %Reduction in Area Strain Energy 

Ultimate Tensile Strength .7276 .9060 
Strain at Ultimate Tensile 

Strength 
.1367 .9185 

 

As a result of the higher correlation for both the ultimate tensile strength and the strain, it is 
proposed that the strain energy is a preferred measure of the hot ductility characterization for 
different microalloy compositions. Future researchers are encouraged to report strain energy 
data when performing hot ductility tensile tests at temperature. Hence, a global strain energy 
database should be compiled in order to further expand. Reasons for the poor strain 
correlation with %RA is related to process metallurgical factors. 

 
5. Process Metallurgy Factors 

Four major process metallurgy-physical metallurgy relationships were derived from 
the comprehensive global hot ductility study. Based upon the process metallurgy data 
supplied by the industrial partners, it was determined that the hot ductility and stress strain 
behavior are closely related to; 1) deleterious effect of very high tap temperatures, 2) the 
positive effect of controlled superheat, 3) positive effect of maximization of casting speed  
and 4) deleterious effect of high secondary cool zone temperatures.  A chemistry comparison 
of different combinations of process metallurgy parameters to the hot ductility data and 
propensity for cracking showed it to be more related to the carbon content than the microalloy 
composition. 

The addition of a single- or multi-microalloy chemistry will affect the hot ductility 
behavior in a laboratory test and hence, based on the literature, the perceived crack 
propensity. However, the hot ductility performance in actual practice exhibits a contrary 
result. The hot ductility behavior of these microalloy steels result in excellent surface quality 
at low %RA and crack-free slab quality. The incongruence of the %RA and propensity for 
cracking and poor hot ductility behavior is validated.  
 

6. Conclusions 
  
          The analysis of the stress strain behavior and strain energy and %RA data has been 
related to the steelmaking and continuous casting process metallurgy principals. The hot 
ductility behavior was studied in relation to the chemical composition, process metallurgy 
variables and hot ductility behavior for a variety of microalloyed and non-microalloyed steel 
chemistries. All samples were obtained from industrial operations. Percent RA has been the 
traditional assessment tool to characterize the hot ductility behavior and potential propensity 
for cracking. This study introduces the strain energy as a measure for hot ductility behavior 
assessment and exhibits a stronger correlation coefficient to strain than %RA. 
  The application of laboratory generated heat data does not completely emulate the hot 
ductility behavior of samples obtained from industrial casters. Consequently, this research 
determined that the minimum required %RA for crack-free casting is inaccurate and 



significantly overstates the %RA required for crack-free castability. For example, the 
literature quotes 40% RA minimum for Nb-bearing steels when in fact as low as 10% 
minimum RA is more than sufficient to assure crack-free casting based upon the extensive 
testing and analysis performed in this study. 
  Strain energy has been introduced to evaluate hot ductility behavior. It is concluded 
that strain energy is a better measure of hot ductility behavior than %RA. There is 
considerable value in the evaluation of the hot stress and strain curves, process metallurgy 
parameters and their relationship to slab quality instead of just basing hot ductility on simple 
%RA measurement. 
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TECHNICAL ADVANCES IN LADLE GATE DESIGN 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

 The new Ladle Gate series of Type-S was designed as a high performance Ladle Gate 
system focusing on the refractories and the mechanical system. The advanced refractory 
concept is able to cover a wide range of casting diameters within the same mechanical system, 
leading to a higher efficiency. The refined handling characteristics allow for an easy and safe 
operation. 
 The new development will have a positive impact on the overall operational costs and 
will increase the safety standard during handling and operation. 
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1. LADLE GATE INTERSTOP TYPE-S CONCEPT 
 
 The new mechanical Ladle Gate system INTERSTOP Type-S features an improved 
refractory utilisation using the ideal refractory size and design according to the required mass 
flow of the continuous casting machine. The new concept also allows for optimization of the 
refractory efficiency, resulting in lower operational costs of the Ladle Gate systems. It will be 
possible to cover a larger range of flow rates with the same mechanical system by using 
different refractory plate sizes in the same gate with minor modifications. This allows proper 
sizing of the bore diameter and consequently achieves the necessary throttling for the flow 
control of the steel, resulting in less refractory wear. The ideal overlap of the refractory plates 
is defined according to the required flow rate. The refractory plate geometry and the stroke of 
the mechanical system, together with the optimized plate size, ensure the safe and efficient 
operation of the system.  
 

 
 
   Table 1: INTERSTOP Ladle Gate Type-S sizes 



A further technical advancement in the design of the new Ladle Gate system lies in the system 
tension which is applied automatically with the self-clamping of the refractory plates in order 
to guarantee a stable and safe operation. The user-friendly design of the Ladle Gate reduces 
the weight and complexity of the gate handling components to improve personnel safety and 
reduce human error during the service and preparation of the Ladle Gate at the ladle 
preparation area in the steel plant. 
 

 
 
   Fig. 1: INTERSTOP Ladle Gate Type-S 
 
 
 The automatic system tensioning and self-clamping of the plates ensures that the plate 
is positioned correctly on the plate surface within the mechanical system at all times. With 
this automatic clamping and tensioning system human mounting errors have been eliminated. 
The centering with a mechanical stop, together with the directional forces, have a positive 
performance influence in the wear zone area. 

 
 

Fig. 2: Clamping and centering of new Type-S refractory 



The automatic system tensioning and self-clamping is activated automatically while the slider 
of Ladle Gate system strokes into the ready-for-operation position. No additional devices are 
required; furthermore no manual handling for clamping the refractory plates within the Ladle 
Gate system is necessary. 
 
 

 
 
 
   Fig. 3: Automatic tensioning and self-clamping Tool 
 
 
 The impact of the varying temperatures (cold, warm) onto a mechanical system of a 
Ladle Gate result in plastic deformation, leading to multi-axial stress. The material expands 
while it is exposed to heat and shrinks during cooling. This alternating stress, acting 
continuously over a continuous period of time also affects the behaviour of the refractory 
within the system. 
 Finite Element Analysis (FEM) allowed an optimized design of the housing and the 
slider of the S-Series INTERSTOP Ladle Gate system. The improvement of the thermal 
behaviour is based on a two piece slider design, providing a thermal separation and ensuring a 
maximum stiffness over long lifetime, at the same time the negative influences on the 
behaviour of the refractory parts within the system are minimized. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Fig. 4: Principal stress in housing, two piece slider design INTERSTOP Lade gate Type S 
 



2. REFRACTORIES FOR INTERSTOP LADLE GATE TYPE-S 
 
 The flexible use of refractory sizes for different applications within the same 
mechanical system size allows each Type-S Slide Gate to cover a broad range of flow rates 
and allows lower operational costs due to the optimized plate geometry. The maximized plate 
overlap in open, closed and throttling position due to the plate geometry and minimised plate 
size decreases operating costs without increasing the risk of a system failure. This 
improvement of refractory utilisation is achieved without restrictions concerning safety and 
clean steel production. 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Refractory set up INTERSTOP Lade Gate Type S 
 
 The self-clamping concept allows an optimized plate design and a new plate shape. 
The refractory plate is flat and without grooves or recesses. The compact refractory design 
allows a wider refractory grade portfolio. The inner nozzle has the successful and well proven  
design with a mechanical stop, taken from CS and LC series. The exchangeable nozzle 
follows a zero-joint concept based on the positive experiences with previous INTERSTOP 
Ladle Gate designs. 
 The directional forces provide a positive effect to the refractory performance in the 
wear-zone area. These forces, together with the geometric design of the plate, lead to a 
defined cracking pattern on the plates, resulting in the fact that cracks are directed to non-
critical areas. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 6: Principal stress on a refractory INTERSTOP Lade gate Type S plate 



3. SUMMARY 
 
 The flexible use for different specific applications - each INTERSTOP Type-S Ladle 
Gate covers a broad range of casting performance - allows for optimized operation costs. 
 
 The automatic tensioning and self-clamping of plates lead to directional forces and 
provide a positive effect to the wear zone area. The self-clamping leads to a crack pattern 
within the refractory plates which is directed to non-critical areas. No manual handling is 
necessary anymore for clamping of the refractory plates into the Ladle Gate system and no 
additional devices for tensioning of Ladle Gate system are needed. 
 
 The improvement of the thermal behaviour leads to a new design of the housing, a two 
piece slider design and provides a thermal separation, ensuring a maximum stiffness for a 
long lifetime and a positive influence on the behaviour of the refractory parts within the 
system. 
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Abstract 
It is well known that, quality and properties of many commercial cast steels are strongly 
related to the microstructure developed during solidification and subsequent processing 
stages. With the temperature gradient in the meniscus shell covering a wide range of 
temperature, the resultant situation becomes rather complex. The objective of this research is 
to increase knowledge of solidification behaviour for industrially important steels. The 
microstructural evolution during solidification and subsequent solid-state transformation is 
studied by gradient solidification and quenching methods. Gradient solidification study can 
be a way of optimization of new steel grade production by understanding how multiphase 
microstructures are formed and how they can be controlled via deliberate selection of 
solidification. This research includes sampling by suction with quartz tubes through a syringe 
and solidification studies of three different carbon and peritectic steels.  

The phase transformation in the studied steels is precipitation of primary ferrite dendrite 
followed by peritectic reaction (L+δ→γ) during the gradient solidification and quenching. 
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1. Introduction 
 

It is known that carbon steels particularly peritectic, MC steels (C%=0.085-0.145) are highly 
susceptible to surface cracks during continuous casting. This is due to the volume contraction 
caused by peritectic transformation during solidification. On solidification, the steel forms to 
δ-Fe (ferrite) which is transformed to γ-Fe (austenite) at lower temperatures. Austenite shells 
are stronger but less ductile than ferrite shells; see Fig 1 [1].   

The transition (L+δ→γ) is accompanied by a volume change of (0.4-0.6 %) due to the tighter 
packing in the austenite and there is also a 4% mismatch between the thermal shrinkage 
coefficients of δ-Fe and γ-Fe. This mismatch results in stresses. These stresses are much 
larger in thicker regions of the shell than in the thin and result in a hoop stress around the 
mould. This hoop stress is relieved by longitudinal cracking.	  

	  

Fig 1. Ultimate tensile strength at 1400 °C at high strain rate as functions of % C in the steel [1].  
 

 Experimental study of phase evolution during peritectic solidification in continuous casting 
is difficult because of high cooling rates [2].    

Two main focuses of this study were development of a method for sample preparation for 
gradient solidification experiments as well as a well-function method for gradient 
solidification experiments with different cooling rates. For the gradient solidification 
experiments, a furnace with a fixed chamber and adjustable sample was used. In the designed 
furnace, the upper hot zone was separated by a multi-layered insulation blanket from water-
cooled jacket in the lower part and all casting assemblies were set to support upward gradient 
solidification. An alumina tube containing a bar-shape alloy was dragged down vertically 
along the furnace from hot to the cold zone and quenched in brine at the end of process while 
upper part of the alloy remains in liquid form. Quenching at the end of process causes a very 
fine structure which enables us to distinguish the solidification front and investigate it further.  
Two DC motors with different speeds were used to get a smooth vertical up and downwards 
movement of sample inside the furnace. The hot and cold zones inside the furnace build a 
thermal gradient for sample with smooth and defined downward movements. The rate of 



sample movement has a direct relationship with thermal gradient and was optimized based on 
the desired thermal gradient for the experiment.  

 

2. Background 
2.1 Solidification in carbon steels 
 

The movement of L/S interface during solidification can generate heat if solid enthalpy is 
lower than enthalpy in the liquid and consequently the solute may partition into the liquid if 
its solubility in the solid is less than that in the liquid. Accumulation of the solute and heat 
ahead of the interface can supercool the liquid ahead of the solidification interface, thus an 
unstable front can solidify in a dendritic form. In a dendritic solidification, uneven solubility 
of alloying elements in the metal cause micro-segregation in solidified state and further 
solidification continues on the existing dendrite arms [3].  Solubility of ferrite stabilizing 
elements in austenite is low and the density of these elements in a packed austenite decreases 
due to the slow back diffusion in austenite and consequently carbon content rules micro-
segregation by fraction of both ferrite and austenite during solidification. If the temperature 
of liquid is higher than the freezing temperature, protuberance can not grow on the interface 
which creates a planer interface, see Fig 2.  

By undercooling the liquid, a dendritic protuberance can grow on the interface and latent heat 
of fusion can be removed by increasing the liquid temperature back to the freezing 
temperature, see Fig 3. 

 

 

 
Fig 2. Planer interface [4] Fig 3. Dendritic interface [4]   

 
 



If ρs > ρl, the shrinkage will happen during solidification and during a rapid solidification, the 
microstructure can be on a metastable state and inconsistent with equilibrium 
thermodynamics [5].  

The gradient solidification study is of high importance for steel producers. It is very 
interesting to have a way to optimize products specially those of new grades. Formation of 
surface cracks in as-cast products adds an expensive machining cost while internal cracks 
ends in discarded products. Most of the defects are a consequence of solidification and 
microstructural evolution during the solidification. During gradient solidification, the 
microstructure is controlled by the solidification rate and thermal gradient. In this study 
various thermal gradients and solidification velocities as well as solidification structures are 
investigated by gradient solidification technique. 

 

3. Experimental procedure 
3.1 Sampling technique 
	  

The study was conducted on three commercial grades of steel produced in Swedish steel 
industry. Table 1 lists the composition of these alloys.     

 

Table 1. Composition of alloys 
	  

 
Composition 

(wt %) 

 
Steel C 

 
 

 
Steel B 

 

 
Steel A 

 

C 0.148 0.32 0.38 
Si 0.19 1.1 0.9 

Mn 1.84 0.8 0.5 
P 0.017 --- --- 
S 0.0036 ---  
Al 0.037 0.009 --- 
B --- 0.002 --- 
Cr 0.444 1.35 13.6 
Fe Balance Balance Balance 
Mo --- 0.8 --- 
N 0.0061 --- --- 
Ni 0.046 0.7 --- 
Ti --- 0.012 --- 
V 0.007 0.14 0.3 

Nb 0.015 0.017 --- 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  



For a better understanding of liquidus and solidus temperatures, IDS [6] and Thermocalc 
calculations as well as thermal analysis of the solidification process were conducted at 
Swerea KIMAB [7]. The obtained liquidus and solidus temperatures for the alloys are 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Liquidus and Solidus temperatures for all three alloys 
	  

Alloy TL(°C) TS (°C) 
Steel A 1461 1262 
Steel B 1485 1362 
Steel C 1513 1420 

 

A cylindrical-shape furnace with graphite in the center was designed at KIMAB for sampling. 
The Quartz tube (330 mm in length and 73 mm inner diameter) containing the graphite heater 
(200mm in length, 45mm in diameter) was heated up by induction power to melt the alloys. 
See Fig 4 and Fig 5. For sampling, 120 g cylindrical-shape steel (Diameter/Height = 
25/33mm) was melted by HF induction power under argon atmosphere. The molten alloy was 
kept in super heat temperature (Tm + 40 °C) for around 15-20 minutes ensuring that a 
homogenized melt was obtained. A vacuum force through a syringe was applied to suck the 
melt into the quartz tube. By applying a small vacuum through a syringe, bar-shaped samples 
with 3.9 mm in diameter and 200 mm in length were provided from the melt. 

  
Fig 4. Furnace, 20 KW HF water-cooled 

induction coils 
 

Fig 5. Schematic view of the sampling 
furnace 

 



3.2 Gradient Solidification 
 

The cooling profile during solidification affects microstructural development of solidified 
component. Gradient solidification could simulate microstructural evolution during 
solidification in real casting processes by controlled solidification parameters [8].  

Gradient solidification experiments were conducted to study effect of solidification 
parameters on microstructural evolutions in gradient solidified alloys. The furnace consisted 
of a quartz chamber, water-cooled induction coil, central graphite heater and an insulation 
layer between hot and cold zone.  A Cylindrical- shape furnace was set to support upward 
gradient solidification of alloys. A multi-layered insulation which was layered with graphite 
and alumina separates hot zone at top of furnace from the cold zone in the bottom and 
consequently a smooth thermal gradient from the hot towards cold zone was obtained. A pure 
dense alumina tube containing the alloy sample was fixed on an adjustable seat which is 
coupled to a DC motor with a smooth and constant vertical up and downward movement. 
After positioning the sample inside the chamber, the furnace was heated by HF induction 
power under argon atmosphere (3 lit/min) and the alloy was melted. Schematic view of 
Gradient Solidification apparatus and different consisting parts are shown in Fig 6. The 
sample was positioned at a certain level inside the furnace. The furnace was heated until the 
reference thermocouple (positioned inside the graphite) exhibited the temperature at which 
the furnace was calibrated. After 20 minutes the melting of sample was ensured and the 
alumina tube containing molten sample was drawn downwards with a certain velocity 
controlled by a DC motor. After a certain length of the tube had been withdrawn, a pin 
holding the sample was pulled and the sample fell down vertically inside a brine quench 
media beneath the furnace.  

  
Fig 6. Schematic view of gradient solidification instrument and the components 

 



 

4. Results and Discussion 
Wolf [9] introduced a parameter (the ferrite potential, FP) to describe the amount of peritectic 
reaction taking place in the steel. In this system the maximum reaction occurs at FP=1.0. The 
calculation of ferrite potential for various steels tested in this project are steel A =0.9, steel 
B=0.7 and steel C=0.78.  

The calculation of ferrite potential requires knowledge of other parameters, namely, the 
carbon equivalent for peritectic reaction, CP( Equation 1 ) and for stainless steels the “Ni” 
and “Cr” terms (Equations 2 and 3, respectively); where all contents of elements in steel are 
in mass %. 

Ceq = [%C] + 0.04[%Mn] + 0.1[%Ni] + 0.7 [%N] - 0.14[%Si] – 0.04[%Cr] – 0.1[Mo] – 0.24[%Ti]              (1) 

“Ni” = %Ni + 0.31 Mn + 22 C + 17.5 N                                (2) 

“Cr”= %Cr + 1.5Si + 1.65 Mo + 2Nb + 3Ti                                                                                                       (3) 

Low alloy steel:                              FP = 2.5 (0.5 - CP)                                                                                (4) 

Stainless steel:                                FP= 5.26{0.74 – (“Ni”/”Cr”) }                                                            (5) 

Fig 7 shows the relationship between the ferrite potential and phase formations during 
peritectic reaction in which initially FP >1.05 gives primary ferrite, FP <0 austenite and  
FP=0-1.0 ferrite. The ferrite transforms then to austenite. A Schematic view of peritectic 
solidification is shown in Fig 8. 

 

 

	  
Fig 7. Relationship between tendency to form 

longitudinal and sticker breakouts and  
phase transformation as a function of 
Ferrite potential during peritectic reaction 
[9].  

 

	  
Fig 8. Schematic view of peritectic 

solidification [2].  
 

	  

	  

	  



4.1 Steel A 
 

In this trial the sample was drawn down with CR = 24 °C/min and then quenched in brine 
solution, the quenched sample was cold mounted with Epoxy-Resin and longitudinal section 
of sample was grinded with 180, 320, 600, 1200, 2500 and 4000-grit SiC papers and then 
polished with 3µm, 1 µm and 0.25 µm diamond solutions. The polished sample was etched 
with an etching solution (40 gr FeCl3, 3 gr CuCl3, 40 ml HCl and 500 ml distilled water) at 
room temperature for 60 seconds. This trial has been repeated three times with the same 
results. 

According to IDS[6] calculated results, the steel first solidifies to δ ferrite at ∼1461 °C and 
then γ phase forms at ∼1346 °C and at 1262 °C solidifies completely.  

IDS analysis and longitudinal images from the solidified sample obtained by Leica LOM 
with magnification of 50 X is shown in Fig 9, with 10mm solidification interval. 

 

Fig 9. Microscopic image and IDS calculations for steel A, CR = 24 °C/min 
 
 



4.2 Steel B and Steel C 
 

According to the IDS calculation, data of steel B (to δ ferrite at ∼1485 °C and then γ phase 
forms at ∼1459 °C and at 1357 °C solidifies completely) and steel C (to δ ferrite at ∼1512 °C 
and then γ phase forms at ∼1481 °C and at 1454 °C solidifies completely) differ from  Steel 
A. IDS analysis and Longitudinal images from the solidified sample obtained by Leica LOM 
with magnification of 50 X for both steel B and C are shown in  Fig 10 and Fig 11. 

 

 
Fig 10. Microscopic image and IDS calculations for steel B, CR = 34 °C/min. 



 
Fig 11. Microscopic image and IDS calculations for steel C, CR = 43 °C/min. 

  

In steel B and C, the used etching methods for steel A could not reveal properly the structure 
of these steels. Different etching methods were applied with better results.  

One heat treatment on Steel C following electro polishing has been used for revealing the 
structure. The heat treatment was done as follow: 

Heating to 950°C and holding the temperature for 15min, cooling to 770°C and then 
quenching in water. Reheating to 400°C and holding for 30min. Electro polishing with 
solution of 10% perchloride and 90% acetic acid. 
In Fig 12 and Fig 13, the structures of steel C at the solidification interval and solidification 
front are shown respectively. Secondary dendrite arms measured is about160-190 µm.  
 

  
Fig 12. Heat treated condition  and electro 

polished steel C  at the solidification 
interval 

Fig 13. Heat treated condition  and electro 
polished steel C  at the solidification 
front 



A Scanning electron microscope JEOL 7001F with a field emission gun has been used. The 
microscope was operated at 20kV. For elemental analysis and chemical mapping, an 80mm2 
X-MaxN EDS detector (Oxford Instruments) was used on the same sample (Fig 12 and Fig 
13).  For this purpose, manganese chemical maps are presented. This element is the most 
abundant segregated element when comparing the formed dendrites, see Fig 14. 

It is clear that the etching marks in the secondary electron image coincide with the high Mn 
areas in the chemical map. 

 
Fig 14. EDS analysis, steel C,  d= 

160-190 µm 
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Abstract 
 

United States Steel Corporation (U. S. Steel) produces continuously casts rounds to 
make seamless pipe at its Fairfield Tubular Operations. The hot length to be cut at the caster 
was previously measured using tachometers for the four strands, assuming a constant 
shrinkage factor to obtain final cold length. Laser systems were installed to measure hot 
length in the runout section of the caster. Each laser system tracks the head end of one strand 
from a location which is not in line with the axis of the strand, and the hot length is stored at 
the time that the torch cut begins. Measurements of cold rounds are obtained at Fairfield 
Tubular Operations using two pairs of stationary lasers. A shrinkage model was developed for 
predicting cold length of rounds at the pipe mill from hot length at the caster. Sets of 
regression coefficients were determined independently for the four caster strands and for four 
secondary spray cooling patterns for two strand diameters. The laser measurements are taken 
repeatedly at the caster before the cut is initiated, and the shrinkage model is used to calculate 
the length to cut in an iterative manner based on strand number, cooling pattern, and average 
casting speed. The pipe mill measurements were also used to assess the quality of torch cuts 
since two independent measurements are taken on each round. 
 
 
Keywords 
 
Bloom Casting, Round Blooms, Length Measurement, Thermal Shrinkage, Laser Systems 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

At the Fairfield Works four-strand rounds caster, round blooms are cut by torch 
machines while still hot. The hot length of the round to be cut is determined from the ordered 
(cold) length requested by the pipe mill. A nominal 1.48% shrinkage was previously assumed 
for all rounds after torch cutting, independent of steel grade, cooling curve, or casting speed. 
The measurement of the hot length to be cut was achieved via a tachometer for each of the 
four strands. After cutting, the rounds are loaded on railcars and are sent to the pipe mill. 
When the rounds are processed to make seamless pipe, one of the first steps is the 
measurement of cold length using two pairs of lasers. The two measurements and the average 
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are stored in a database with other information for each round. The ordered lengths of rounds 
range from 20 to 40 feet (6.1 to 12.2 m), and the tolerance on length is -0 to +1.57 inches (4.0 
cm) relative to the ordered length. It was found that off-length rounds were common. 

It was determined upon investigation that the length variation was being caused both by 
measurement errors and inaccurate shrinkage factors. Laser systems were installed in the 
runout section of the caster in 2011 to address the length measurement issue. After installation 
of the lasers, some improvement in the consistency of length measurements was found in 
limited studies at the plant. However, the shrinkage percentage was still assumed to be 
constant, and an improved shrinkage model was needed to make further progress. 
 
 
2. Laser Systems at Fairfield Works Rounds Caster 
 

The type of laser system acquired from Metallurgical Sensors, Inc. is called the Metsen-
ALM Absolute Length Measurement system for continuous casters. With the Metsen-ALM, 
each strand is equipped with a military-grade pan-tilt gimbal and high accuracy distance laser. 
A built-in camera allows the operator to see each strand casting. Heat-proof cabling and 
industrial-grade housings keep the electrical components safe. The features of this system 
include (1) accurate tracking of the emerging length of the round; (2) measurement of the 
exact position of the torch carriage during and after each cut, eliminating mechanical 
variability; (3) integration with the plant PLC network, providing real-time length while 
reading and archiving important data; and (4) storage of synchronized data and video for 
historical analysis. A schematic diagram of the hardware layout is shown in Figure 1. The 
four pan-tilt gimbal and laser systems mounted in the runout area are shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
Fig. 1.  Typical hardware layout for Metsen-ALM system for a four-strand caster. 

 
 

The Metsen-ALM system uses offset-laser measurement to track the face of the head 
end of the emerging round. At the start, the ALM laser automatically locates the face by 
scanning along the axis of the round. As the cast progresses, the ALM Laser tracks the face, 
providing real-time length past the torch carriage (Figure 3 left). After the desired hot length 
is reached and the torch clamps engage, the ALM Laser provides the final hot length for the 
cast product and begins tracking the torch carriage (Figure 3 right). When the torch clamps 
release, the ALM Laser tracks the torch carriage to its home position. Any deviation from 
home position is applied to the next round automatically. Figure 4 shows the four strands with 
laser spots on the previously cut faces during tracking before torch cutting. 



 
Fig. 2.  Four Metsen-ALM pan-tilt gimbal and laser systems mounted in caster runout area. 

 
 

       
Fig. 3.  Laser spots on (Left) face of 12.25-inch round and (Right) torch carriage. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Four 12.25-inch caster strands with laser spots on faces during tracking. 

  



The Metsen-ALM control software is a Windows® application integrating device 
control, charting, video, operator alarms, OPC communication, and data archiving. One 
computer can control, display, and archive up to six strands. The Metsen-ALM includes a 
robust Historical Viewer that can be used to view and analyze any individual cast piece with 
synchronized video, as shown in Figure 5. 
 
 

 
Fig. 5.  Screen snapshot of Historical Viewer, showing data and video for one strand. 

 
 
3. Laser Equipment at Fairfield Works Tubular Operations 
 

Measurements of cold rounds are obtained using two pairs of stationary Class 2 lasers. 
Each instrument is a Laser Measuring Device LLB-60-D, obtained from TR-Electronic 
GmbH. The laser specifications include a wavelength of 620 to 690 nm (red), a pulse duration 
of 0.45 x 10-9 s, a maximum radiant power of 0.95 mW, a measurement range from 0.05 to 
approximately 65 m on natural surfaces, a spot diameter of 4 mm at 5 m and 8 mm at 10 m, a 
measurement time of 0.15 to 4 s, and a measuring accuracy under average conditions of ±1.5 
mm. The smallest display unit is 0.1 mm, although the actual measurements are reported to 
the nearest millimeter. Figure 6 has photographs of five rounds before measurement and of 
the face of one round with two laser measurement spots. 
 



  
Fig. 6.  12.25-inch rounds faces (Left) before and (Right) during laser measurement. 

 
 
4. Data Retrieval 
 

Production data needed for the rounds length study were stored at multiple locations. 
The first task was to identify and retrieve the needed data. Next, methods for associating data 
from different sources with the corresponding individual rounds had to be determined. During 
and after this step, it was necessary to remove any rounds with incomplete or obviously 
inaccurate data. The remaining rounds had to be split into subsets representing different 
strands, cooling curves, and grades. These subsets were used to develop regression equations 
for prediction of shrinkage behavior as a function of casting variables. 

Comparison of the hot length at the caster with the cold length at the pipe mill requires 
laser measurements from both facilities. Caster heat information was retrieved from an Oracle 
database for more than 2,500 heats cast in a six-month time period, with the steel grade and 
cooling curve. The number of rounds produced was nearly 85,000, but this included rounds of 
several diameters cast. Only one diameter was retained in this study since a single diameter of 
rounds is sent to the pipe mill at Fairfield Works, and only those rounds had pipe mill laser 
measurements. In the original study, the pipe mill only received 11.625-inch (295 mm) 
rounds. The torch cut times for the rounds were retrieved from a separate Level 2 database. 
The laser measurements from the four caster strands are stored in an OSIsoft® Plant 
Information (PI) system server. Pipe mill laser lengths are stored in an online report system. 

The data for rounds cast, rounds cut, caster laser lengths, and pipe mill laser lengths had 
to be connected in order to compare the caster and pipe mill laser measurements and to 
examine the effects of strand, cooling curve, and grade. After selecting only one diameter and 
excluding rounds with missing or inaccurate data, approximately 33,000 rounds remained for 
analysis. The four strands had different numbers of rounds retained, ranging from 
approximately 5,100 on one strand to nearly 11,000 on another. Later, the diameter of rounds 
for the Fairfield Works Tubular Operations was changed to 12.25 inches (311 mm), and the 
study was repeated for the new diameter using more than 40,000 rounds. The numbers of 
rounds per strand varied less in the second study. 
 
 
5. Data Treatment 

 
There are two primary choices available for the dependent variable for a regression 

analysis of the rounds length data. One is an expression of the ratio of cold length to hot 
length, which is a shrinkage factor. The second is the measured change in length, which is 
equal to the difference between the measured hot and cold lengths. The latter has the 
advantage of varying over a wider range of values, and it can easily be converted back to a 
shrinkage factor if that is desired. The second option was chosen, and the dependent variable 



will be called the “Length Difference” in the following discussion. The Length Difference 
value was calculated for all of the rounds in the dataset. 

The next decision concerns the casting variables that should be included in a regression 
equation. An obvious one is the ordered length of the round. It is expected that the Length 
Difference between hot and cold rounds will increase with the ordered (or cold) length of the 
rounds. The length of each round measured at the pipe mill by laser was used instead of the 
ordered length, because the actual cold length was already known and this is the most relevant 
value for comparisons. 

The casting speed is another obvious variable to include in a regression. The speed does 
not affect shrinkage directly, but indirectly through its effect on temperature. The secondary 
cooling system in a casting machine is used to control the surface temperature of the steel. 
However, the temperature at the center of the strand is affected more by casting speed than by 
the secondary cooling system. In general, the average temperature increases with casting 
speed and the amount of shrinkage expected therefore also increases with casting speed. The 
casting speed statistic used was the average speed at the middle of the length of the round 
from the caster meniscus to its location at the start of the torch cut for the tail of the round. 

The steel composition affects the shrinkage behavior in several ways. The first is that 
the amounts of various solid phases in the final (cold) round will vary in a systematic way 
with the steel chemistry, and the various phases have different densities and molar volumes. 
The second is that the temperature range over which the phase transformations occur will vary 
with the steel composition. It is difficult to include steel composition directly in a regression 
formula because there are at least half a dozen chemical elements of interest in a typical pipe 
grade. Therefore, no attempt was made to include steel composition in any direct manner in 
the regression. Instead, the secondary spray water cooling curves were assumed to provide 
suitable groupings of grades for the purpose of developing a descriptive model. Since the 
cooling curve is not a casting variable like the casting speed, it was not included in the 
regression formula directly. 

The strand number itself is significant, because the four strands of the caster are largely 
independent. The casting speeds and secondary cooling systems are separately controlled, the 
torch carriages operate independently, and the tachometers and laser systems are individually 
calibrated. As with cooling curve, the strand number is not a casting variable like the casting 
speed, so it was not included in the regression formula directly. 

A shrinkage model was developed for predicting cold length of rounds measured by 
laser at the pipe mill from the laser measurements of hot length at the caster using the 
measured cold length and the average casting speed. Sets of regression coefficients were 
determined independently for the four caster strands and for four secondary spray cooling 
patterns, for a total of sixteen sets of coefficients for one strand diameter. New sets of 
coefficients for the shrinkage model were developed later for a second diameter of rounds 
processed at Fairfield Works Tubular Operations. 

The form of equation used in the regression analyses was as follows: 
 
 Length Difference = Offset + A (Average Speed) + B (Cold Length) (1) 
 
where Offset is a constant and A and B are coefficients multiplied by the independent 
variables, as determined by regression analyses on subsets of the rounds by caster strand and 
cooling curve number. Note that Average Speed and Cold Length are not combined in a 
single term, but are treated as having independent effects. The form of Equation (1) was found 
to give results comparable to those of forms with terms including the product of variables. 

All of the terms were calculated using inches as the length unit. Based on the typical 
magnitudes of the independent variables (20 to 50 inches per minute for Average Speed, 240 



to 480 inches for Cold Length), three decimal places were needed for the coefficient for 
Average Speed, and four decimal places were needed for the coefficient for Cold Length, in 
order to obtain a calculated Length Difference value to two decimal places in inches. 
 
 
6. Results 
 

An example of the results is shown in Figure 7, which is a plot of actual versus predicted 
values of Length Difference for a single steel grade for a particular strand and cooling curve. 
The regression formula for this set of data was: 

 
 
 Length Difference = -6.12 + 0.149 (Average Speed) + 0.0143 (Cold Length) (2) 
 
 

 
Fig. 7.  Actual versus predicted values of Length Difference for a single steel grade for a 

particular strand and cooling curve, including outlying points. 
 
 

There are outlying points in Figure 7 appearing well above the regression line, where the 
actual length difference is larger than the predicted length difference. This can occur when the 
torch cut face is uneven and a new cut is made, which slightly shortens a round. Other sources 
of variability include laser measurement errors (small), effects of steel chemistry variations 
(small), the roughness of the torch cut faces (to be discussed), and temperature differences at 
the time of the caster laser measurements due to casting speed variations that are not 
effectively quantified by the Average Speed variable. 

Outlying points were successively removed by inspection to produce the final dataset for 
determining the regression coefficients in the Length Difference equation. In the case of the 
data in Figure 4, points more than one inch in the vertical direction from the regression line 
were ultimately removed, resulting in the revised plot shown in Figure 8. The final regression 
formula for this set of data was: 
 
 Length Difference = -6.28 + 0.152 (Average Speed) + 0.0144 (Cold Length) (3) 
 
 



 
Fig. 8.  Actual versus predicted values of Length Difference for a single steel grade for a 

particular strand and cooling curve, with outlying points removed. 
 

 
Since the desired length tolerance is tighter than the ±1 inch (±2.5 cm) range of the data 

in Figure 8, the regression coefficients were adjusted to maximize conformance rather than 
merely to achieve the best fit. For the 11.625-inch rounds, the adjusted coefficients fell within 
the ranges shown in Table 1 for the four strands. 

 
 

Table 1.  Ranges of Coefficients for Four Cooling Curves for 11.625-inch Rounds 

  Cooling Curve Offset A B  
  1 -5.12 to -5.05 0.115 to 0.138 0.0125 to 0.0139 
  2 -5.43 to -4.22 0.096 to 0.105 0.0127 to 0.0141 
  3 -5.61 to -4.68 0.113 0.0115 to 0.0130 
  4 -3.43 to -2.32 0.093 to 0.115 0.0050 to 0.0077 
 
 

New sets of coefficients were developed later for a second diameter of rounds processed 
at Fairfield Tubular Operations. These are shown in Table 2. The Offset values are generally 
less negative than in Table 1. No clear pattern of changes is evident for the other coefficients. 
 
 

Table 2.  Ranges of Coefficients for Four Cooling Curves for 12.25-inch Rounds 
  Cooling Curve Offset A B  
  1 -4.26 to -3.39 0.114 to 0.140 0.0131 to 0.0142 
  2 -5.33 to -3.11 0.091 to 0.114 0.0139 to 0.0176 
  3 -3.78 to -2.45 0.120 to 0.157 0.0086 to 0.0097 
  4 -4.32 to -1.92 0.094 to 0.135 0.0095 to 0.0137 
 
 
7. Implementation 
 

The sets of coefficients from the regression analyses were placed in a lookup table in 
Level 2. The appropriate coefficients are sent to Level 1 based on strand and cooling curve for 
the heat being cast. In operations, the laser measurements are taken at the caster repeatedly 



before the cut is initiated, and the Length Difference equation is used to decide the length to 
cut based on strand, cooling pattern, and average casting speed in an iterative manner. The 
percentage of rounds missing the length specification was cut in half after the changes. 
  
 
8. Torch Cut Quality 
 

The pipe mill measurements were also used to assess the quality of torch cuts at the 
rounds caster, due to the fact that two independent measurements are taken on each round. 
The difference between the two laser measurements (called Laser Deviation) was found to be 
always a multiple of 0.03937 inch (1 mm). The distribution of Laser Deviation values for 
more than 60,000 rounds produced over a six-month time period is shown in Figure 9. The 
mean is -0.0760 inch (-1.93 mm) and the standard deviation is 0.1714 inch (4.35 mm). 

 
 

 
Fig. 9.  Distribution of Laser Deviation values for 61,227 rounds. 

 
 

When Laser Deviation was plotted against measured length, it was found that there was 
a relationship between these quantities, as shown in Figure 10. This indicates that there is a 
difference in the calibrations of the two lasers, since the Laser Deviation should not otherwise 
be a function of the measured length. The same pattern was found for each of the six months 
examined, indicating that the lasers continued to have the same behavior and did not drift. 

When the length effect on Laser Deviation was subtracted, it was found that the mean of 
the distribution for each month was close to zero, as shown in Table 3. The roughness of the 
torch cuts is represented by a standard deviation of approximately 0.127 inch (3.2 mm) for the 
combined head and tail cuts, or approximately 0.090 inch (2.3 mm) per cut. These estimates 
include the effects of cuts not being “square,” that is, perpendicular to the axis of the round. It 
should also be mentioned that the laser measurements are made using a laser spot of finite 
size, so that the measurements include some averaging. In addition, the measurement spots 
are located near the center of the round and do not necessarily represent the condition of the 
entire face, especially at the perimeter. These estimates can be used for monitoring purposes 
or for comparison with the torch cut quality produced by a different torch design. 



 
Fig. 10.  Laser Deviation against Laser Length for rounds measured in month 1. 

 
 
Table 3.  Statistics for Corrected Laser Deviation for Six Months of Measurement Data 

 Month Rounds Mean (in) Std. Dev. (in) Std. Dev. One Cut (in) 
  1 11,4960.00077 0.127 0.090 
  2 10,968-0.00016 0.124 0.088 
  3 10,9700.00008 0.131 0.093 
  4 10,8240.00006 0.135 0.096 
  5 11,406-0.00001 0.123 0.087 
  6 5,562-0.00005 0.122 0.086  
 
 
9. Summary 
 

This paper gives details on the laser systems at the rounds caster and the pipe mill and 
the shrinkage model developed from the laser measurements at the two facilities. The model 
describes the length difference between hot and cold rounds as a function of the ordered 
length and the average speed of the round from the mold to torch cutting. 
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Abstract 
 

Strongly increasing demands on product quality and lower-cost production are forcing 
steel producers to continuously seek more economical equipment improvements and more 
efficient casting operations. At a certain point, these modifications – or simply improving 
their process – cannot be performed by the operators themselves in the course of normal 
maintenance, and therefore a comprehensive review has to be considered. 

Siemens VAI provides ideal solutions for the upgrade of long product continuous 
casters. Technological solutions and their implementation in various projects are presented in 
this paper that shows the qualitative and quantitative results that can be achieved. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Siemens VAI MT (SVAI) is known worldwide for supplying high-level technological 

solutions for the steel industry, covering the full range of production in melting, refining, 
casting, and rolling. In the field of continuous casting, SVAI has been an innovative solution 
provider since the late 1960s and one of the world market leaders, with over 30 percent of 
market share including the installation of almost 670 new or replaced and 600 revamped 
billet strands as well as 216 new or replaced and 160 upgraded bloom and/or beam blank 
strands. 

In addition to supplying of new machines, SVAI has considerable experience in 
modernizing all types of CC machines and suppliers. Especially in the area of modernization, 
short downtimes and fast ramp-ups are essential. With the application of technological 
packages that follow modular system architecture and precisely defined and standardized 
interfaces, quick and efficient production ramp-ups can be ensured by following the Simetal 
Connect&Cast® approach. The main benefits of the Simetal Connect&Cast® philosophy are 
full functionality of L2 and technological packages at first heat, the immediate production of 
quality products, increased yield by utilizing of L2 models, increased flexibility in planning, 
and pre-assemblies and integration tests that can be performed right in the workshop. 
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2. Siemens VAI technological packages for the machine head 
 
In the mid ‘90s Siemens VAI had already begun to focus its continuous casting 

development strategy in a direction that allowed it to offer new components for both 
conventional as well as newly installed casters. For the most part, the boundary conditions 
arising from the expected upgrade business were the drivers, for the most modular design of 
mechanical, control, and software components. Later, the mechanical and control components 
of individual modules were combined with mechatronic solutions with clearly defined 
features and operating ranges that covered the entire field of applications. This allowed the 
continuous casting machine to be fully disintegrated into “Technological Packages”. This 
outstanding concept, together with excellent research and development work, resulted in 
numerous new product innovations for the machine head in recent years.  

 
 

2.1 DiaMold mold tubes for high throughput 
 
Another key advantage for billet and small bloom casters, where Siemens VAI has 

achieved the remarkable result of more than 670 new or replaced and almost 600 upgraded 
strands, is the application of DiaMold technology. 

This high-performance mold tube, patented by Siemens VAI, is based on a well-known 
technology that has been in use for several years, and it has already achieved a best-in-class 
performance in several applications, both for ultra-high speed casting as mentioned above and 
for special steel grades (Fig. 1). 

Thanks to the option of applying this technology with different mold lengths and 
dimensions, productivity and quality improvements are immediately available when installed 
on existing casters. 

 

  

Fig. 1: Basics of DiaMold technologies 
 

The basic technological expertise that went into the development of the DiaMold tube 
has been enhanced in recent years with new features, thanks to theoretical calculations and 
mathematical modeling of heat transfer, steel solidification, and shrinkage, coupled with 
experimental data derived from the measurement of mold temperatures obtained using 
thermocouples embedded in copper tubes. The evaluation of these results and the 
identification of new possibilities through experience obtained from hundreds of installed 



 

 

strands gave Siemens VAI the ability to develop an even more specialized and high-
performance generation of DiaMold mold tubes, which are now widely used in a variety of 
applications 

 
 

2.2 Mold Expert for round blooms 
 

The proven and very successful Mold Expert system installed on flat copper plates for 
slab casters is now also available for round bloom casters and allows plant operators to look 
inside the strand. Thermocouples are installed at the circumference of the mold copper plates 
and provide a thermal mapping of the temperature field in the Cu plate. The major objectives 
of Mold Expert are to reduce sticker breakouts to an absolute minimum, provide warnings in 
the event of abnormal casting conditions, and the off-line analysis and therefore improvement 
of the metallurgical expertise of the operators. The entire system is designed to ensure easy 
integration in existing plants. A typical installation of a Mold Expert system can be seen in 
Fig 22. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Mold Expert installation for round blooms 
 
To maintain the flexibility as well as the economics of the solution, Mold Expert can be 

equipped with several different Experts based on client requirements. The Experts available 
are: 

 
• Breakout Expert 

The Breakout Expert combines the functions of a breakout prediction system for sticker 
detection with thermal mapping displays 

• HeatFlux Expert 
The heat removal associated with the primary cooling water system provides key 
information about the process condition in the mold. The online calculation of heat 
removal for all copper plates and coatings provides important information on the 
solidification process inside the mold, immediately indicates cooling problems, and 
compares heat fluxes between different mold faces. 

• Friction Expert 
The evaluation of friction helps provide insights into the effectiveness of casting powders 
as well as indications of the likelihood of breakout due to loss of lubrication. 
 
 



 

 

• Level Expert 
The Level Expert implements the features of stopper/flow supervision as well as 
statistical evaluation. 
 
 

2.3 DynaFlex hydraulic oscillation system 
 

DynaFlex oscillation technology represents the latest generation of oscillation systems. 
The hydraulic oscillation drive system enables the dynamic adjustment of frequency, stroke, 
and wave form during casting for optimized negative strip time. The wear-free leaf-spring 
oscillator guidance system guarantees the highest guidance accuracy, outstanding operational 
safety, and low maintenance costs. 

The quick coupling of all media supplies facilitates mold and oscillator exchanges, and 
the alignment of the mold and oscillator is performed completed automatically. 

The retractable version is a special DynaFlex solution. It allows mold exchange on the 
strand without interrupting the casting process, which even further increases the productivity 
of the caster. 

Another major advantage of this solution is its compact design. This enables the fast 
integration of the oscillator into existing plants. An instance where this was proven with great 
success was the installation of a DynaFlex oscillator at Lechstahlwerke CC1 in Germany 
within six hours. The countdown began with the delivery of the oscillator to the site. The 
oscillator was fully tested in the workshop to minimize the shutdown period and to ensure 
full production immediately upon startup. See Fig. 3.  
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Fig. 3: Installation of DynaFlex oscillator at Lechstahlwerke CC1, Germany in six6 hours 
 
Fig 4 shows the situation before and after the modernization at Lechstahlwerke CC1. In 

this example, the compactness of Siemens VAI can be clearly seen. It was this lever, in 
addition to the highly skilled site personnel, which helped ensure such a fast modernization. 

Based on the excellent performance of the upgrade at CC 1 after five months of 
successful operation, Lechstahlwerke ordered the upgrade of all strands at CC 2 followed by 
the upgrade of all four strands at CC 1.  

 



 

 

Before After

 

Fig 4: Comparison before and after, Lechstahlwerke CC1, Germany 
 
 

3. DynaPhase, Dynacs 3D, and DynaGap Soft Reduction for high-quality blooms and 
billets 

 
Center segregation and porosity in high-quality blooms and billets, such as rail grades 

and tire cord, can cause inconsistent mechanical properties and potential failures in the final 
product. The general practice to overcome this problem is to reduce casting speed. Obviously, 
this affects the overall throughput of the caster. Static soft reduction, provided by fixed 
pinch-roll drive adjustment, has been used to improve the internal quality of continuous cast 
slabs, blooms, and billets – but the location is only optimized for one set of casting 
parameters. This means that the casting operation must be kept as steady as possible. 
Although this is a good condition for continuous casting, the operating window for achieving 
reduced center segregation and porosity becomes very small. In reality, operational events 
make it difficult to maintain a steady state for long periods of time. Delays in the arrival of 
ladles, disruption with the removal of blooms, or even tundish changes may require 
adjustments in casting speed to keep the sequence moving. Therefore, casting parameters 
such as casting speed and superheat can change during sequence casting, and this can shifts 
the solidification range accordingly. 

To eliminate these problems, we must begin with knowing the steel composition 
generated in the melt shop. In addition, a deep understanding of the behavior of the entire 
strand is a prerequisite, and the exact knowledge of the final point of solidification is of 
utmost important in order to enable the application of soft reduction at the right point (Fig. 5). 



 

 

 
Fig. 5: Steps to achieving the highest internal quality 

 
To identify the mixture generated in the steel melt shop, Siemens VAI has developed 

DynaPhase, which can also be explained using a multidimensional iron-carbon diagram.  
This thermodynamic package delivers steel composition figures and determines the 

material properties needed by Dynacs 3D into the algorithm of the Level 2 system of the 
continuous casting machine, which is the input for the online calculation tool Dynacs 3D 
(Fig. 6). 

 
Fig. 6: DynaPhase – Basic principle 

 
In order to have greater operational flexibility while also maintaining good internal 

quality, a dynamic soft reduction system that takes into consideration transient casting 
conditions, solidification processes, and material behavior must be used. The DynaGap Soft 
Reduction® 3D technology, which includes an online 3D thermal tracking system – Dynacs 
3D for the calculation of solid fraction – has been installed on bloom and billet casters to 
provide improved internal quality throughout the casting sequence.  

 



 

 

At one German steel plant, the combination of DynaPhase and DynaGap was 
successfully implemented to the full satisfaction of the client.  

 
 

4. Siemens VAI WinLink®: A winning linkage of advanced technologies  
 
WinLink® is the innovative technology from Siemens Metals Technologies for the 

endless production of long products from liquid steel. Through the direct linkage of a high-
speed/high-productivity billet caster with a rolling mill in a highly compact production line, 
producers benefit from low investment expenditures, reduced transformation costs, 
significant energy savings, reduced CO2 emissions, and the very profitable production of long 
products.  

To ensure optimal utilization of the EAF (electric arc furnace) and continuous casting 
and rolling facilities, the WinLink® solution foresees a high-speed billet caster equipped with 
at least two casting strands. The additional billet strands support full production capacity in 
the steel shop, ensure that the mill is reliably supplied with steel to be rolled with the required 
product mix, and allows billet semis to be separately cast for external sales. This solution 
maximizes plant productivity and throughput while providing a high degree of flexibility in 
generating rolled products – in addition to rebar, small flats, and profiles or billet semis as 
required by the market. A WinLink®-based minimill is capable of producing between 400,000 
t/a and 500,000 t/a of billets, of which 300,000 to 400,000 t/a are directly rolled to rebar and 
100,000 t to billets would be available for external sales. Siemens VAI offers different plant 
configurations and process options to enable a broad range of strand sizes and shapes to be 
cast, including rectangular and round formats. Producers acquire considerable flexibility that 
allows them to produce a wider range of product dimensions and also meet demands for small 
order lots. 

 
 

5. Combi-casters for the production of blooms and beam blanks: An all-in-one solution 
for top production flexibility 

 
The vision for today’s continuous casting machines are maximum productivity, high 

production flexibility, and top product quality.  
This vision requires a casting machine equipped with an optimized combination of 

technological equipment, process technology, and automation packages. These casters are 
able to cast several different casting sections, from small billets in open-stream casting to 
round section and heavy blooms with mold stirring and soft reduction technology. Siemens 
VAI has combined these requirements and designed and launched its combi-casting machines 
with a unique modular design for long products. 

 
The main technological components, including the machine head and strand guide, are 

designed according to a strict modular concept and can be installed according to the 
customer’s requirements. They enable a quick exchange of the casting size units and a wide 
range of different casting sections.  

A typical machine head and strand guide design can be seen below.  
 



 

 

 

Fig. 7: Combi-caster arrangement 
 

The high-performance combi-caster machine head combines the already well-known 
technological packages such as DiaMold, DynaFlex hydraulic oscillator, and LevCon mold 
level control system and the use of curved-plate molds, which guarantee homogeneous water 
cooling over the entire circumference of the bloom and therefore also a constant shell growth. 
The thickness of the copper plates is reduced in order to optimize the mold stirring force of 
the external electromagnetic mold stirrer.  

 

Continuous straightening using a cassette-type design allows operators to later expand 
their casters to add soft reduction functionality. Continuous straightening over a long distance 
ensures minimized surface and internal stress in the cast products. Each pinch-roller cassette 
is equipped with a hydraulic cylinder for independent roller-gap adjustment. 

 

 

Fig. 8: Typical pinch-roller setup for bloom 
 
 

6. Beam-blank casting technology 
 
Siemens VAI has developed a near-net-shape beam-blank caster concept, which lowers 

rolling costs, increases productivity, and reduces energy consumption. Beam-blank casting is 
therefore an excellent alternative to the conventional bloom casting for the production of 
beams and sections. The greatest benefits can be achieved through the direct coupling of the 
caster to the rolling mill. 

Siemens VAI has developed a special mold taper design that has astonished operators 
with its large operation window with respect to casting speed and steel analysis. 



 

 

A thermo-mechanical coupled finite-element analysis calculates the shrinkage and shell 
formation of the beam blank within the mold. Using this tool in combination with practical 
experience, it was possible to optimize the mold taper with respect to section size, steel 
grade, and operation window. Below, Figure 9 shows an example of the finite element 
analysis. Figure 10 shows a photo of a cast beam-blank sample from a Siemens VAI caster. 

 

 
 

Fig. 9: Optimized mold taper with shell growth inside the mold 
 

 

Fig. 10: Macro-etch sample of a near-net-shape beam blank 
 

Below are four examples of the combi-casters with their individual mix of different 
casting sections.  
Jindal Steel & Power LTD (JSPL): India 
Round billet/blooms: 140, 162, 200, 220, 305 mm 
Blooms: 250x250 mm and 285x390 mm 
Beam blank: 355x280x90 mm and 480x420x120 mm 
 
Steel Dynamics Inc: U.S. 
Billet: 178x178 mm and 204x254 mm 
Bloom: 254x355 mm and 152x420 mm 
Beam blank: 430x260x80 mm 
 
 
IISCO Steel Plant; SAIL: India 



 

 

Billet: 235x235 mm 
Bloom: 200x280 mm 
Beam blank: 292x205x85 mm, 430x350x90 mm, and 686x350x90 mm 
 
 
Handan Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.: China 
Bloom: 280x325 mm and 280x380 mm 
Beam blank: 446x260x85 mm, 450x350x90 mm, and 750x370x90 mm 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 

With its ability to supply high-level technological packages and solutions for the 
continuous casting of billets, blooms, and beam blanks, Siemens VAI MT is one of the 
market leaders in supplying machinery for long product continuous casting. 

Packages like Simetal DynaFlex, Simetal DiaMold, Simetal LevCon, and Simetal 
DynaGap Soft Reduction can be applied to new as well as existing machines, and Siemens 
VAI MT’s technological support and process knowledge can help customers develop optimal 
casting parameters that result in high productivity and high-quality cast products. 
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CONDITION MONITORING – SOLUTIONS FOR CONTINUOUS 
CASTING 

 
 

Abstract 
 
Condition monitoring on a continuous caster machine is an essential first step toward 

achieving high-quality performance and products.  
It starts in the maintenance shop with alignment measurements of the segments, 

optimizing the alignment between the segments in the caster, checking spray water, detecting 
wear and incorrect tapering of the mold, and ends with the online measurement of the 
oscillator condition. 

This paper gives an overview of the mechanical parts that are directly related to the 
quality of the steel outcome and the tools that can help create an efficient monitoring system. 

Only a handful of condition monitoring measurement devices are needed to detect the 
need for maintenance and make recommendations for optimizing the caster. 

The benefit for the customer is clear. Knowing the condition of the caster leads not only 
to a high-quality outcome: A well-aligned caster also results in less stress on the mechanical 
components which, we can logically conclude, will increase the lifespan of the wear parts. 

In addition, by optimizing the caster’s condition it is possible to produce higher-steel 
quality without the need for a complete revamp of the machine. 

 
 

Keywords 
 

Condition monitoring, monitoring system, alignment optimization 
 
 

1. Tools for the maintenance shop 
 
First of all, the caster equipment must be checked and adjusted correctly in the 

maintenance shop using tools like OPAL, OsciBoy, and WamBoy. 
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1.1 SIMETAL OPAL – roller alignment tool for slab casters 

 

Fig. 1: SIMETAL Opal 
 
 
The SIMETAL OPAL system serves to measure the deviation of the strand guide rollers 

to a defined specification. Using the result of the measurement, the bearing blocks of the 
rollers can be shimmed so that the rollers within the segments are aligned according to the 
reference geometry of the slab caster.  

 
SIMETAL Opal is based on a high-precision levelling laser (Source) that generates a 

laser plane in three-dimensional space (see figure below, left). It is used as the reference for 
measuring the strand guide components. The first laser receiver is used to check the stability 
of the laser surface. If the laser plane moves out of a defined window, a message is 
automatically generated. After the laser plane is again in the defined window, the 
measurement can be continued. The second receiver (CCD Sensor with integrated 
microcontroller) records the measured values and passes them via wireless transmission to a 
tablet PC. 

 

  
Fig. 2: SIMETAL Opal at segment alignment 

stand 
 

Fig. 3: Measurement at a segment outer 
bow 

 
The system can be integrated in the maintenance of new and existing plants. In existing 

plants, only a few adaptations, including the 



• enlargement of support surfaces of outer bow-alignment stand for measurement with 
inserted outer bow, and 

• installation of support structure for Source and Stabilization at inner and outer bow 
alignment stand 

need to be designed to guarantee an quick and easy installation and finally a precise 
measurement with the SIMETAL Opal system. In Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht 
gefunden werden. an installation of the system at a segment outer bow alignment stand is 
shown. 

 
The advantages of the SIMETAL Opal system are: 

• Simple and robust for use in the steel-works environment 

• Computer-aided maintenance support 

• Integratable in new and existing plants 

• Electronic data management to enable condition monitoring 

• Traceable and reproducible measurements 

• Documented maintenance quality reports 
Together with the Siemens VAI Equipment Expert, it is possible to track the following 

data on the equipment: 
• Status of the equipment (casting, ready for use, defect, repair) 

• Test and measurement protocol 

• Where and when it was tested/maintained/repaired 

• Serial number 

• Lifespan/operation time 
 
SIMETAL OPAL system is the standard measurement systems in Siemens own 

maintenance shops as well as in Stomana and Outokumpu, for example. 
 
 

1.2 OsciBoy 
 
The OsciBoy is the maintenance tool for testing the SIMETAL Dynaflex oscillator and 

features an operation panel with graphic display and function keys (touch sensitive) for local 
operation. OsciBoy controls all movements of the cylinders and checks interlocks for correct 
operation of the hydraulic oscillation cylinders, mechanical assembly tolerances, and the 
automatic operation of oscillator units. OsciBoy communicates with the package tester PC, 
from which the maintenance technician can intervene in the testing process. 

Test and diagnostic routines include single-cylinder testing in standalone mode; 
operation, manual positioning, and automatic oscillating of one or two oscillators; and a 
function check of electrical oscillator equipment. OsciBoy is connected to the cylinders of the 
oscillators. The package tester receives and sends data via Ethernet to OsciBoy, which is 
responsible for the execution of the tests. 

 



 

Fig. 4: Schematic process of interaction 
 
 

1.3 WamBoy 
 
The WamBoy unit is a testing tool that is used in the maintenance area to test the width 

control of the mold (DynaWidth). It offers local operation with a large operation panel. All 
operation modes, even automatic adjustments, are available. These functions, in combination 
with detailed status information about each individual drive, provide a detailed diagnostic 
picture. The package tester, which can be used with the OsciBoy as well as the WamBoy, 
receives from and sends data to the WamBoy via Ethernet and executes the test functions. 

 
 

1.4 Package tester 
 
The package tester tool was designed for suppliers as well as for customers as an add-on 

feature WamBoy, OsciBoy and for segment testing. Predefined test sequences give 
maintenance personnel a quality-assured and reproducible test in the maintenance area. A test 
for electrical connection and function of equipment, a pressure test, a sensor calibration 
function, and operation at various set points are included in the package tester software. 

One of the most important features is its standardized documentation of tests, including 
all protocols of test routines and results. The reports are compiled in a secure PDF file so that 
the test results cannot be altered. 

 
 

2 Tools for measuring the caster 
 
Even with perfect equipment from the maintenance shop, parts can wear or break. 

Therefore, measurements also need to be performed in the caster. 
 
 
 



2.1 Oscillation Checker/OscillationMon 

 

 
Fig. 5: Oscillation Checker 

 
Optimum casting powder and correct oscillation are the most important factors for steel 

quality and the breakout-free operation of a continuous caster. Therefore, the oscillating 
behavior of the mold should be subject to constant surveillance, and it is precisely this task 
that the Oscillation Checker performs to perfection. A deviation of just 0.2mm – which, for 
example, can be caused by maintenance work – can result in a marked reduction in slab 
quality. The Oscillation Checker also provides insights into the condition of the oscillator’s 
mechanics and control systems, and bad guidance, for example, caused by broken springs, can 
be identified early. This prevents standstills or accidents.  

The Oscillation Checker system can be portable, so it can easily be carried from one 
caster to the next. When using it with more than one sensor, a rigid body calculation in the 
evaluation software ensures the correct interpretation of the measurement results. More the 70 
customers all over the world trust on that easy to use and reliable system. 

If alarms should occur as soon as a limit is exceeded, then the fixed installed version, 
the OscillationMon, like installed at Thyssen in Brauchkausen and at Lechstahlwerke is 
needed. Special temperature-compensated sensors with magnet fixing guarantee precise 
readings and easy mounting of the sensors. 

When integrated into Mold Expert (as Oscillation Expert), all mold-related data is 
stored in the system, and the powerful Mold Expert analysis tools can also be used on 
oscillator data. 

 
 
 



2.2 Mold Checker_slab 

 
Fig. 6: Mold Checker_slab 

 
The Mold Checker_slab is used for example in NTKM and JSW to adjust the mold and 

evaluate wear and scratches. Like its equivalent for billet and bloom casters, a laser is 
automatically moved along the mold axis to measure the 3D geometry of the mold around the 
corner region. 

Wear is not only displayed in an intuitive 3D plot that can be rotated like any 3D 
drawing: The operator also has the option of quantifying the deviations and to create a basis 
for the decision to exchange or keep the mold. 
 

 

Fig. 7: 3D drawing 
 
 

Scratches caused by grinding the mold plates 
 
The measurement above shows the unfold mold. Broad face fixed – narrow face left and 

broad face loose on the left side, the other end of broad face loose – narrow face right and 
broad face fixed on the right side. 

Optically the used mold was in good shape, grinded to get a smooth, flat surface and 
ready for inspection. But the Mold Checker showed not only ware of copper plates it also 
documented scratches up to 1 mm that resulted from the portable grinding machine and could  

 



In general wear occurs more on narrow faces, and it reduces the taper. In the worst case 
this can cause breakouts. The same is true for scratches close to the meniscus, where the steel 
shell is still very thin. 

Corner cracks can be formed in the mold by wrong taper and in segments by 
misalignment of rolls. With Mold Checker the alignment between the mold and foot rolls can 
also be detected. 

2.3 Strand Checker 

 
Fig. 8: Strand Checker 

 
 
There are two tools for measuring the strand guidance: 

• A “conventional” Strand Checker that is connected to the dummy bar instead of 
the dummy bar head. It measures roll gap, alignment, roll rotation, and spray-
water nozzles. The Strand Checker uses microphones protected in boxes to 
detect the spray water spraying on the strand. Like standing under a metal roof 
during a rain, the rain can be heard even if the roof is dirty. This principle 
ensures a more robust detection of partly- or non-spraying nozzles. 

• A monitoring system is available as an “intelligent dummy bar”. In this case, 
measurement boxes are installed on the dummy bar. They measure roll gap and, 
for the first time worldwide, roll torque. The latter was the main value for which 
this measurement device was developed. In contrast to conventional devices, 
where only sticking rolls are detected, with roll torque measurement the slow 
increase of the torque is detected and the segment can be exchanged in time so 
that scratches in the slabs are avoided, as is heavier damage from segment rolls. 

The Strand Checker is the device designed to precisely measure the caster for 
calibrating segments, detecting misalignments between segments, and performing spray-water 
testing. 

During the start of casting, water typically should not be sprayed on the dummy bar; 
therefore, the spray-water test is not implemented into the intelligent dummy bar. 

 
 

2.4 Nozzle Expert 

 
On-line detection of changes in spray water can be performed with Nozzle Expert. 
Siemens VAI has developed a Nozzle Expert that continuously monitors the system 

during casting. In casters like Outokumpu Alabama and voestalpine the Nozzle Expert 



reliably detects secondary cooling problems as soon as they occur and reduces maintenance 
times by eliminating unnecessary manual inspections. 

The SIMETAL Nozzle Expert determines whether the spray nozzle system works 
properly or not. It cyclically monitors the actual water flow rate, water pressure and, in case of 
air-mist cooling, the air pressure for all loops. Based on that data, it determines a clogged 
ratio that specifies the percentage of clogged nozzles. Positive clogged ratios indicate a 
leakage or broken hose. Negative clogged ratios indicate clogged nozzles. For each loop, 
different alarm limits for clogged and broken can be defined. If the calculated clogged ratios 
exceed these limits, operator alarms will occur and the state (clogged/broken) is visualized for 
the operators on the HMI. 
 

 
Fig. 9: Visualization on the HMI 

 
The Nozzle Expert HMI shows the clogged ratio and the state (clogged/broken) of each 

loop. The actual values and the theoretical water flows are shown as a tooltip. 
 
For each zone, the relationship between water pressure, air pressure, and water flow that 

describes the proper working condition can be specified and maintained offline using a 
dedicated maintenance system. 

These relationships are typically derived from the caster layout by taking into account 
the height difference between the position of the pressure manometers and the middle of the 
spray zones, the inner pipe diameters and the piping length, and the spray nozzle 
characteristics. If these data are not available and if the spray nozzles are clean, then the 
relationship can be derived from actual spray data.  

Once the model is set up and tuned, the SIMETAL Nozzle Expert continuously 
monitors the spraying system condition during casting and alerts the operator immediately 
whenever an abnormal situation is detected. 

 
 

Manual nozzle checking when caster is in “Maintenance” mode 
The nozzles can also be checked while the casting machine is in “Maintenance” mode in 

order to identify problems before a cast. To use this feature, a simple logic needs to be 
implemented in the basic automation system. 

The operator can start the nozzle check manually from the Nozzle Expert HMI for each 
strand. The Nozzle Expert generates water-flow and air-pressure set points, sends them to the 
basic automation system, and starts checking the nozzles. Different nozzle check programs 
that define the set-point calculation can be predefined. By default, all zones will be checked, 
but the operator can disable individual zones if necessary.  

 



 
Advantages 

 
The Nozzle Expert gives immediate alarms when there are any signs of spray water 

problems by using physical and statistical models. For exact detection of non performing 
nozzles the Strand Checker is used. 

3 Equipment Expert 

The Equipment Expert is the main module of the continuous caster condition monitoring 
system and therefore it is also part of the plant-wide SIMETAL CMS system.  

The Equipment Expert tracks the lifecycles of all components throughout the entire 
plant. It is highly configurable, which means that the plant operator can define equipment, 
assign lifespan criteria, and install and de-install equipment at predefined machine positions. 
Even new equipment types can be added to the system without programming work if the new 
equipment uses one of the existing lifecycle criteria. 

After the initial configuration of the equipment (for example, mold plates and machine 
segments) using the Equipment Expert’s configuration screens, the next step is to set up the 
components that are currently built-in and those that are idle. Wherever possible, automatic 
equipment detection is used to avoid manual input in the event that equipment is replaced. For 
the built-in equipment, the Equipment Expert will track lifecycle information based on one or 
more of the following criteria: 

• Number of heats 

• Ladle pouring time 

• Casting time 

• Casting length 

• Number of casts (sequences) 

• Duration of on time 

• Counting of events (for example, cutting starts) 
The Equipment Expert also supports the definition of limits for these criteria for all 

types of equipment. 
The operators and maintenance staff will be alerted via the Equipment Expert 

human/machine interface if a lifespan counter reaches the allowed maximum lifespan, or if 
the partial-lifespan counters reach the predefined maximum for maintenance. 

 



 

Fig. 10: Equipment Expert HMI 
 

The Equipment Expert HMI provides a clear overview of the components currently 
installed at the plant 

Test protocols and manufacturer documents can be stored in the Equipment Expert and 
made available to the operators at any time. Information on the equipment, including 
installation and idle time, can be reported using a variety of Equipment Expert reports. 

Equipment Expert information can be communicated to other systems, for example, 
maintenance management applications. 

Numerous benefits will result from implementing the SIMETAL Equipment Expert, 
including fewer downtimes and improved product quality.  
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SECONDARY COOLING – TECHNOLOGIES AND DEVELOPMENT 

 
 

Abstract 
 

The key feature needed to meet the requirements for increasing product quality is the 
secondary cooling system. Siemens VAI is the only continuous casting machine supplier able to 
deliver the whole portfolio, from the application-specific DynaJet nozzle up to the Dynacs3D 
online thermal tracking and cooling model, using the performance data of all relevant cooling 
parameters. Internal tools and an optimized engineering process enable a fast, integrated 
workflow from preproject to on-site implementation. 

Siemens VAI has continually improved its cooling expertise over the years, based on its 
experience with customer projects and customers’ increasing demands for products and quality. 
The DynaJet nozzle family has constantly grown to accommodate their specific cooling 
requirements. In addition, the complexity of the online thermal tracking and cooling model was 
raised from two-dimensional (Dynacs) to Dynacs3D, which calculates the three-dimensional 
thermal profile online. The flexibility of the cooling equipment must be enhanced to make use of 
these results and to react quickly on the casting strand. One solution is to separate the cooling 
zones into center and margin areas so as to be able to control the temperature over the cross-
casting direction. To control the corner temperature even if the casting width changes, 3D Sprays 
was developed and successfully installed on more than 15 strands worldwide. 

A great dream of every metallurgist is having the capability to control each nozzle 
separately over the entire machine: determining the water amount and distribution of each roll 
gap dynamically based on the thermal profile of the strand. For the first time, Siemens VAI 
provides insight into the requirements of the Intelligent Cooling Beam, where this dream will 
come true. 
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1. Engineering process 
 

After the customer has decided which steel grades are to be cast and the maximum casting 
speed, Siemens VAI process specialists calculate the water quantities for each cooling zone. The 
engineering for secondary cooling continues with the selection of the adequate nozzles; for 
example, flat spray, wide flat spray, full cone air-mist nozzle (see Fig. 1), for the customer’s 
application (slab, bloom, billet, round, beam blank).  

 

 
Fig. 1: Siemens VAI air-mist nozzles 

 
Siemens VAI offers a wide portfolio of air-mist nozzles to meet these requirements. If the 

nozzle portfolio must be extended, rapid prototyping is used to accelerate the development 
process. The modular system, water inliner, air inliner, and nozzle tip allow fast engineering for 
every secondary cooling system. Testing of the nozzle is performed on the fully automatic nozzle 
test stand (see Fig. 2). The following measurements can be made: 

 Single mode – one nozzle is tested to get the nozzle performance, spray pattern, and 
pressure flow values 

 Double mode – two nozzles are tested to check the overlapping of the spray pattern 
 3D scan – measurement of water distribution over XY area 
 Impact – measurement of forces caused by spray 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Fully automatic nozzle testing 
 

This nozzle test stand can measure all types of nozzles, including those from different 
manufacturers. The stand must cover a wide range of parameters, listed in Table 1. 

 
 
 



 
 

Table 1: Fully automatic nozzle test stand characteristics 
 

Parameter Quantity Unit 
Water pressure 0.3–30 bar 
Water flow (3 control loops) 0.3–200 l/min 
Air pressure 0.5–5 bar 
Air flow (2 control loops) 1–40 Nm³/h 
Width of complete spray register 1800 mm 
Discretization of spray register 25 mm 
Measuring accuracy of fill height ± 1.5 mm 

 
The measurement data is automatically transferred to the cooling design software, where 

all the relevant nozzle data is stored. Using this data, the cooling simulation for the zones is 
performed based on the technological requirements of the customers. 
 

After the nozzles are selected, the following project data is used to set up the SIMETAL 
Dynacs3D. 

• Cooling zone length 
• Maximum / minimum water amount for each cooling zone 
• Nozzle position 
• Nozzle performance 
• Air control curves 

 
This tool offers the capability of executing an offline simulation to calculate the thermal 

profile based on casting parameters such as cooling practice, casting speed, steel grades, slab 
sizes, and different tundish temperatures. 
 

The calculation of the thermal profile based on cooling water amount and spray 
distribution enables easy access to the following information during the engineering process: 

• Temperature field of the entire strand including edges 
• Location of the solidification area 
• Cooling set points for water flow, air pressure, and nozzle position 

 
In fact, this tool is a perfect starting point for discussions among metallurgists, process 

engineers, and quality managers. 
After optimization of the cooling strategy offline, Dynacs3D is used to calculate the 

temperature field based on the actual process data online. Water flow rate set points are 
determined to achieve predefined surface temperature profiles. 

Fig. 3 gives a complete overview of the engineering process. Based on the experience of 
hundreds of startups, this process was optimized to create a fast, integrated workflow from 
preproject to on-site implementation. 

It is a big advantage to the customer that the entire portfolio, from DynaJet nozzles up to 
the Dynacs3D thermal tracking model, is supplied by Siemens VAI. A lot of time can be saved 
and costs can be reduced during engineering and startup. 
 



 
 

 

 
Fig. 3: Secondary cooling design 

 
 
2. Improvement of secondary cooling system 
 

Cooling the strand during continuous casting has always been a challenging task. To bring 
a certain amount of water to the strand surface and to guarantee smooth cooling of the strand, the 
secondary cooling system is split into different zones along the casting direction (see Fig. 4). In 
these cooling zones water and air are controlled separately, which leads to overcooling and 
reheating effects that deviate from the optimum secondary cooling strategy. 

Water-only nozzles are used in the first zone. Here it is possible to vary the flow rate 
within a ratio of 1:3 with a stationary spray pattern. By adding air to the water, the air-mist 
nozzle reaches a turndown ratio of 1:10. Unfortunately, this proportion is limited by the water 
control valves in the water supply lines of the air-mist nozzle. Despite this, a large variety of 
steel grades, different casting thickness, and resulting casting speeds can be covered with these 
nozzles to produce high-quality products. 
 

 



 
 

 
Fig. 4: Separation into cooling zones 

 
If the customer changes the slab width, the temperature distribution over the slab width is 

controlled by splitting the cooling zone into center and margin (see Fig. 5). This requires adding 
additional water and air control valves to the existing cooling setup, an approach that does not 
enable optimal control of the thermal profile at changing slab widths due to the fixed nozzle 
positions. This drawback led to the development of the idea of varying the nozzle position 
depending on casting width to avoid corner cracks and transverse surface cracks. 
 

 

 
Fig. 5: Separation into center / margin 

 
The SIMETAL 3D Sprays solution (see Fig. 6) makes it possible to adjust the spray pattern 

to suit the currently required slab size. Hydraulically adjustable spray nozzles rather than fixed 
nozzles are mounted on the segments. 
 



 
 

 

 
Fig. 6: 3D Sprays 

 
This system ensures a flat temperature profile over the slab width and length and ensures 

high product quality due to elimination of corner cracks. 
 

With the Dynacs3D thermal tracking simulation tool, the optimum position of the movable 
nozzles can be evaluated and set up according to the steel grade, casting speed, and slab width 
(see Fig. 7). 
 

3DSpray is a successfully proven solution in more than 15 strands worldwide. 
 

 

 
Fig. 7: 3D Sprays adaptation of spray pattern 

 
 
  



 
 

3. Intelligent Cooling Beam 
 

The possibility of controlling each nozzle separately over the entire machine and 
determining the water amount and distribution of each roll gap dynamically based on the thermal 
profile of the strand has now become reality. Siemens VAI has worked hard to realize this 
challenging vision and is now introducing the ICB: Intelligent Cooling Beam. 

This new type of cooling system allows for the control of each nozzle along the casting 
direction and over the slab width. Overcooling and reheating effects and corner cracks will be a 
thing of the past, and the slab quality for all types of steel grades will be brought to the next 
level. Customers equipped with this system will be able to offer a large product mix. 

Therefore Siemens VAI defined a list of functional requirements, which have to be 
fulfilled for the new product: 

 
• Robustness – Survive in the harsh environment 
• Availability / Reliability – Use standard components to avoid failure 
• Testability – Testing the equipment off- and online 
• Controllability – Reach a water turn down ratio greater than 1:20 

 
The non-functional requirements are: 
 

• Costs – Rapid Return of invest for the customer 
• Architecture – Modular and compatible components enable easy and fast maintenance 

 
On the basis of the development of the Intelligent Cooling Beam, the important facts 

regarding requirements engineering were utilized. This product shows again that the 
identification of the stakeholders, the documentation of requirements, the check and agreements 
of them and in the end the management of the requirements are indispensable. The right effort of 
requirements engineering leads to less faults in the final product and saves money, which directly 
influences the satisfaction of the customer, when a new product is introduced. 
 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

A larger number of different steel grades, higher productivity, and the pressure of costs 
from the market are driving the ongoing development of secondary cooling systems for 
continuous casting machines. Inventions of Siemens VAI have supported and will support the 
customers in the difficult and challenging environment of the steel market. 

With the Intelligent Cooling Beam, Siemens VAI offers the latest technology for customers 
to remain one step ahead. 
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SPECIAL MOLD SHAPES IN BLOOM AND SLAB CASTING 
 
 
Abstract 
 

Since the very beginning of the continuous casting of steel, the copper mold has been 
the most essential component in primary solidification of the liquid steel. In addition to the 
conventional mold taper, several cross-section shapes have been developed in recent decades 
to meet the specific requirements of these products. One major step forward was the 
development of beam blank molds with cross-sections other than the basic square, 
rectangular, and round profiles. The new shapes match the requirements for near-net-shape 
casting and reduce downstream process costs, including rolling steps. In bloom casting, 
chamfered corners have long been used to enhance the rolling process. Molds for high-speed 
casting are designed with smoothly changing profiles along the longitudinal mold axis. The 
goal here is to ensure good strand contact on the mold wall together with minimized friction 
stresses. New narrow-face shapes for slab casters should help improve the yield of the 
finished products and avoid the appearance of plate or strip edges during/after rolling. In this 
paper, different examples of mold shape trends and existing mold shapes are presented and 
discussed. Siemens VAI’s outstanding and realistic nonlinear numerical modeling 
capabilities, in conjunction with their long-term practical experience in the continuous casting 
of steel, are the basis for their quick and successful development and realization of new mold 
concepts. 
 
 
Keywords 
 
Mold shape, bloom and slab casting, high-speed casting, beam blank molds 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The initial solidification during the continuous casting of steel normally occurs within 
the copper mold. The external cooling of the mold defines the overall heat flux extracted from 
the liquid steel. The amount of heat flux together with the casting speed and process 
parameters like mold lubrication (oil or powder) define the shell growth in the mold. The 
wide variety of individual mold shapes (slab, bloom, billet, beam blank, or round) and the 
shrinking shell influences the product quality created in the mold to a great extent. Quality 
parameters are found in the homogeneity of the solidifying shell, formation of cracks, grain 
size and grain growth, and temperature distribution in the strand. The main goal for the 
solidification in the mold is definitely to ensure precise and safe contact between the strand 
shell and the mold copper plates. There should be only smooth and no sudden contact changes 
between strand shell and mold. If the contact between strand and mold is too strong and tight, 
there is usually stable shell growth but also high friction forces that can have detrimental 
effects on the strand shell (high stresses), particularly at high casting speeds where the shell 
thickness is smaller. This paper demonstrates how to define different mold shapes and 
describes the underlying physical principles and processes. 
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2. Square or rectangular billet molds 
 

It was nearly 20 years ago that a milestone of modern mold design was achieved. The 
design principles for the DIAMOLD shape are legendary because of their simplicity and 
physical attributes. It was copied by many competitors, but none of them have ever attained 
the properties of the unique original. 
 
There two main laws pertinent to the design process (valid for any shape): 
 

1. The natural shrinkage of the strand approximately follows a parabolic curve. 
2. The friction force increases from the meniscus down to the mold exit, where the 

concentration of forces takes place in the corner region. 
 

From these two principles, the design strategy can be developed as following: 
1. Parabolic course of the absolute taper. Because shrinkage of the strand shell is higher 

at the meniscus, the taper must be more acute in that area. If the taper is greater than 
the natural shrinkage, good contact over the entire surface in the mold is ensured, but 
with the disadvantage of higher friction forces in the lower part of the mold that are 
normally concentrated in the corner areas. 

2. In order to avoid the pronounced contact pressure at the corners, the taper begins to 
diminish from the middle of the mold length in the corner area, with continuous extent 
down to the mold exit. See Figure 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1: The design principles of the DIAMOLD shape; the diagram on the right illustrates the 

parabolic taper 
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The DIAMOLD advantages can be summarized as follows: 
• Superior contact on the faces 
• Reduced friction forces at the corners 
• No overcooling of corners 

 
 
3. DIAFACE – analogous solution for narrow faces of slab caster 

 
As noted in the previous section, the DIAMOLD principles can be transferred to the 

narrow face solution of a slab mold for the development of the so-called DIAFACE. 
 

 
Fig. 2: DIAFACE shape features and typical friction forces 

 

 
Fig. 3: Strand shell formation at mold exit without DIAFACE technology 

 

 
Fig. 4: Strand shell appearance with DIAFACE technology 

 
Casting trials were conducted at several steel plants more than a decade ago, with 

excellent results (see Ref [1]). Today the DIAFACE is a standard mold component in all 
Siemens VAI slab casters. 
 



 

 
Round mold design 
 

Within the wide variety of mold shapes, the round section has its own specific position. 
The circular cross-section normally shows no bulging or other local deformations due to 
internal ferrostatic pressure, because the circular geometry creates a stable condition.  

Any mold taper definition of a round section generally has to be tagged with a question 
mark. The machined mold taper works best with a specific steel grade and corresponding 
casting speed. The lubrication conditions (oil, casting powder) also have a strong influence on 
the thermal shrinkage behavior of the strand shell. Peritectic steel grades, for example, are 
well known to exhibit non-uniform shell growth even with the formation of shell pattern 
around the circumference. This behavior can become even worse if an unsuitable casting 
powder is used or a there is poorly defined contact between strand shell and mold. A typical 
appearance of this kind of shell pattern for a peritectic steel grade is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Strand shell of a 230mm round section at mold exit after breakout. The left side of the 
figure shows the result (temperature distribution) of a temperature-stress coupled numerical 

analysis. 
 
If the taper is too extreme, sticking between the strand shell and mold can be observed, 

which leads to high longitudinal stresses in the solidified strand shell. For smaller diameters, 
high casting speeds, and thin strand shells, a sudden rupture of the entire strand is very likely. 

However, defining the degree of taper that works best for a wide range of steel grades 
and casting speeds is a demanding challenge. 

Complex temperature/stress numerical simulations can identify the amount of strand 
shell shrinkage in the mold. This helps define the shape of the mold and the course of the 
parabolic taper. 



 

Fig. 6: Typical radial shrinkage for a peritectic steel grade at different casting speeds with the 
chosen parabolic taper 

 
 

The idea of contact pressure releasing areas in the course of the mold shape design as it 
is used for the DIAMOLD has some promising features. Based on the DIAMOLD concept, a 
mold shape for round sections has been developed and patented. The following graphic 
(Figure 7) shows the specific features of the DIAMOLD-R mold design. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Application of the unique DIAMOLD concept around the circumference of a round 

section 
 

 
Other specific narrow face shapes for slab molds 
 
Alternate narrow face shapes for slab molds are being developed and tested to prevent 

the negative influence of the slab corner and or narrow face of the slab during rolling.  
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The effect of the slab corner can be observed in the final product, especially after rolling 
carbon plates. Figure 8 shows a fine longitudinal line close to the plate edge after hot rolling. 
The original slab corner is suspected to be responsible for the fine line. The defect requires 
seaming of the plate and results in additional losses. 

 

 
Fig. 8: Fine line about 15mm from the 20mm-thick plate located indicating most likely the 

original slab corner 
 

Over recent decades, many different shapes for slab narrow faces have been tested, with 
only modest success. The most common design is the chamfered NF, which is used primarily 
in bloom molds to enhance the subsequent rolling process. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Chamfered narrow face 

 
The chamfered narrow face is not suitable for addressing the above-mentioned 

phenomenon, because it introduces one more edge and therefore can create an additional line 
close to the plate edge. 

More advanced solutions with round narrow face edges result in the risk of longitudinal 
cracking during casting in the radius area, and does not allow for slab width adjustment of the 
mold. 

The transition from the flat to the rounded narrow face must be smooth and tangential, 
which can only be machined for a fixed slab width. 



 

 
Fig. 10: Rounded narrow faces 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Since beginning of industrially exploited continuous casting technology, the mold has 
remained at the heart of the casting machine. A correct initial shell formation is the basis for a 
high-quality finished product. The ongoing tendency for near net shape casting requires stable 
and reliable solidification conditions in the mold for a defect-free strand surface. Special 
attention should be given to the correct definition of the mold taper. Diverging process 
requirements for casting and rolling must be checked for the best common design parameters 
in order to achieve the highest final product quality. 

Complex nonlinear finite element simulations are a useful tool for both mold geometry 
design and process simulation. Virtual reality is not the real thing, but it supports the engineer 
in devising faster and more reliable technical solutions, and it should ultimately lead to 
benefits for Siemens VAI’s clients.  
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Abstract: The slag-steel reaction between high aluminium molten steel and silica based 
mould flux would tend to cause a series of problems and influence the quality of slabs during 
the continuous casting process. In order to solve those slag-steel reaction introduced 
problems, non-reactive lime-alumina based mould flux system has been proposed. In this 
article, the crystallization and heat transfer behaviours of the lime-alumina based mould flux 
has been studied by using the Single/Double Hot Thermocouple Technology (SHTT/DHTT) 
and Infrared Emitter Technique (IET). The results indicated that Na2O in the mould flux play 
different role as it behaved in traditional lime-silica based mould flux, which would tend to 
inhibit general mould flux crystallization through lowering the initial crystallization 
temperature and increasing incubation time, especially at high temperature region. While, the 
MnO could enhance the general heat transfer rate through promoting the melting and 
inhibiting the crystallization of mould flux. The results of this study can further elucidate the 
properties of CaO-Al2O3 slag system, and reinforce the basis for the application of lime-
alumina system mould fluxes for casting high Al steel. 
 
Keywords: Lime-alumina based mould flux; High aluminium steel; Crystallization; heat 
transfer.  
 
1. Introduction 

The research topics about advanced high aluminium steel can always attract eyeballs 
since it represents an important technology in efforts to create vehicles with improved fuel-
efficiency and occupant safety. For example, TRIP (transformation-induced plasticity) steel 
has been gaining popularity in automotive application due to its exhibition of excellent 
combination of high ductility and high strength [1]. 

The typical TRIP steels contain Al about 0.5-3% pct [2-3], partial Al in liquid TRIP steel 
may dissolved in mould flux which will lead to the change in properties of mould flux such as 
viscosity and solidification, and then cause huge impact on quality of shell, consequently 
affect the smoothly operation of continuous casting [4]. There are two basic ways for the Al 
enters into mould flux: 1) Absorption of inclusions contained Al in mould, as the Al is more 
active than Fe which means the oxygen will prior to react with Al to form oxides inclusions 
during the processes of steelmaking, refining and continuous casting[5-6]. 2) Reaction directly 
with SiO2 at the contact interface in mould, which also because that the activation of Al is 
higher than SiO2, and Al will enter into mould flux through oxidation-reduction reaction with 
SiO2, see equation (1) [7-8]. The Al2O3 contained in final mould flux will be higher than 30% 
according to the predecessors’ researches [4]. 

]Si[3)OAl(2)SiO(34[Al] 322 +=+                  T1.107-658200G 1-4 +=Δ         (1)       
In order to solve the problem of properties deterioration due to the transfer of Al from 

liquid steel to mould flux, there are two main ideas were raised to design and develop high 
performance mould flux for high Al steel continuous casting: 1) Reactive mould flux. It is 
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based on the low basicity (CaO/SiO2), low Al2O3 contained CaO-SiO2 system mould flux, 
which can have reaction with Al in liquid steel and increase the Al2O3 contained in final 
mould flux. Although the Al2O3 contained in mould flux will increase gradually through the 
reaction of Al+SiO2, the properties of mould flux will be kept stable through adding different 
kinds and amount of fluxing agents such as Na2O, Li2O, B2O3 etc [7, 9]. 2) Non-reactive mould 
flux. This kind of mould flux is based on the CaO-Al2O3 system, which already contains a lot 
of Al2O3 (even saturation to Al2O3) and only a little bit of SiO2, so, the mould flux is inertia to 
Al. Fluxing agents will be also added into the CaO-Al2O3 system to adjust its properties to 
meet the needs of continuous casting of high Al TRIP steel [10-11]. 

In this paper, the behaviours of crystallization and heat transfer of series of lime-alumina 
based mould fluxes for high aluminium TRIP steel will be investigated by using SHTT/DHTT 
and IET. Results obtained here will provide some fundamental ideas for design and utilization 
of high performance mould flux for high quality TRIP steel continuously casting.  

 
2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedures 
2.1 Materials 

The major chemical compositions of the designed mould slags in this study was based on 
the CaO-Al2O3 system mould fluxes for casting high Al-TRIP steel, see Table I , which were 
prepared by melting pure chemical reagent CaCO3, SiO2, Al2O3, CaF2, Na2CO3, Li2CO3, and 
MnO. The mould flux was melted at 1773K (1500oC) in a graphite crucible placed into a 
silicon-molybdenum electric furnace. After holding 300s to homogenize its chemical 
composition and eliminate bubbles, the mould flux was quenched from its molten state onto a 
stainless steel plate at room temperature, and then it was subjected to crushing and grinding to 
make sample powders for the SHTT and DHTT measurements. 

Table I The Chemical Composition of CaO-Al2O3 based mould fluxes (in Mass Pct) 

 

 
Fig. 1 Photos of mould flux disks with different MnO content 

But for the IET test, a new cylindrical tube-like copper mould with the same diameter as 
the copper substrate in IET tests was used to cast the mould flux before it solidified on the 
steel plate to make a thin mould flux disk. The mould flux disks were then polished to control 
its surface roughness and thickness (all the disks are 4.4mm). The mould flux disks for three 
samples were opaque as shown in Figure 1. 
2.2 Apparatus and Method 

Sample SiO2 CaO MgO Al2O3 Na2O F Li2O MnO 
1  11.26 33.03 10.81 32.07 8.51 10.35 4.78 0 
2 11.26 31.86 8.51 30.94 10.81 10.35 4.78 0 
3 11.26 30.70 10.81 29.80 13.11 10.35 4.78 0 
4 20.29 22.76 1.53 29.17 12.24 11.73 2.28 0 
5 20.29 22.05 1.53 28.28 12.24 11.73 2.28 1.60 
6 20.29 21.44 1.53 27.49 12.24 11.73 2.28 3.00 



Figure 2 shows the schematic illustration of the SHTT and DHTT, and the details of 
DHTT/SHTT apparatus have been described by our previous studies [12]. The crystallization 
property of CaO-Al2O3 based mould fluxes for TRIP steel were studied by using SHTT and 
DHTT. 

The Continuous Cooling Transformation (CCT) and Time Temperature Transformation 
(TTT) diagrams of mould flux were constructed by using SHTT, where the slag sample was 
mounted on one thermocouple and heated directly. The crystalline fraction of mould flux 
could be observed through the CCD microscope, while the temperature was recorded through 
the B type thermocouple. Therefore, the CCT and TTT diagrams were constructed according 
to the relationship between the time, temperature and transformation.  

 
Fig.2 The schematic of (a) single and (b) double hot thermocouples 

 In order to further investigate the crystallization behaviour under the thermal condition 
of meniscus in mould, the DHTT was utilized, as its two thermocouples can be controlled 
separately. The distance between the two thermocouples was set as 2mm, according to 
previous reports [13]. The hot thermocouple (CH-1) was set as 1773K (1500oC) to simulate the 
shell surface temperature, whereas the cold thermocouple (CH-2) was to simulate the cold 
mould flux interface temperature TINT, which is about 1073K (800oC) [14]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig.3 Schematic of the infrared emitter 

A schematic of the infrared emitter technique is shown in Figure 3, which mainly 
included: a power controller, an infrared radiant heater capable of emitting 2.0 MW/m2 heat 
flux, a data acquisition system and a command-and-control unit. The intensity of the incident 
energy could be controlled precisely by changing the voltage applied to the heating elements 
through a silicon-controlled-rectifier (SCR) based power controller. 
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The copper mould was simulated by a one-end water cooled copper cylinder, which 
acted as the radiation target, and four thermocouples were placed at 2, 5, 10, and 18 mm 
below the irradiated surface to measure the temperature. The mould flux disk was first placed 
on the heated surface of the copper mould, and then subjected to the infrared radiation 
according to the heating profile of Figure 4. The applied energy would be transmitted or 
conducted through the disk and into the copper substrate. The real-time responding 
temperatures of the sub-surface thermocouples were recorded for the calculation of the heat 
flux passing through the copper mould. 
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Fig. 4 The heating profile for IET experiment 

Figure 5 (a) and figure 5 (b) show the in-mould response temperatures and heat flux 
when the above heating profile was applied to a bare copper mould system. The 
thermocouples placed at 2, 5, 10, and 18 mm below the irradiated surface were recorded as T1, 
T2, T3, and T4 respectively. The cooling water inlet and outlet temperatures were also 
recorded as Tin and Tout. As the thermal properties are functions of temperature and time, the 
1-Demensional inverse heat conduction developed by Beck [15] was used to calculate the heat 
flux, by utilizing measured transient interior temperatures. 
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                                                 (a)                                                           (b)  

Fig.5 The in-mould responding temperatures (a) and heat flux (b) for bare copper system 

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to identify the phase composition of 
crystalline phase of mould flux. The XRD data were collected by using Cu Kα radiation 
(1.54184 ), in a range of 2θ=10 to 80 deg with a step size of 10 deg/min. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
3.1Crystallization Behaviour of Lime-alumina Based Mould Fluxes 

      Figure 6 (a)-(c) shows the CCT diagrams of Sample 1, 2, 3 with different Na2O 
content. It could be noticed that the critical cooling rate of these three mould fluxes were 
around 16oC/s, the exact values for those are 16oC/s, 15oC/s, 17oC/s respectively, indicating 
that Na2O has little impact on the critical cooling rate within the experimental range. 
However, when comparing the initial crystallization temperature of different mould flux at 
fixed cooling rates, as provided in Figure 6 (d), it could be discovered that Na2O lowered the 
initial crystallization temperature, but when Na2O content was at a relatively high level, this 
effect became weaker. For example when the continuous cooling rate was fixed at 8oC/s, the 



initial crystallization temperature decreased from 1509K (1236oC) to 1437K (1164oC) to 1416 
(1143oC), and the reduced magnitude changed from 72 K to 21 K.  
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Fig. 6 CCT diagrams of mould fluxes 

The TTT diagrams with different Na2O content are shown in Figure 7, which shows that 
the incubation time is very short when isothermally crystallized in the middle temperature 
region, and increased dramatically in both high and low temperature zone. It suggests that the 
crystallization behaviours of the mould fluxes are sensitive to temperature. The combined 
TTT curves of the initial crystallization temperature for the Na2O series was shown in Figure 
7 (d). It could be noted that Na2O additions suppress the crystallization process of mould flux 
by increasing the incubation time in high temperature zone. Yet, with the increase of Na2O 
content this effect became less noticeable. When the temperature was around 1373K 
(1100oC), the incubation times of these three mould fluxes were similar to each other, and 
very short. As the temperature dropped below 1373K (1100oC), Sample 3 with 13.11% Na2O 
shows the shortest incubation time. 
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Fig.7 TTT diagrams of mould fluxes  

The XRD patterns of these three mould fluxes were also shown in Figure 8. It could be 
noticed that the crystal phases are CaF2, Ca2Al2SiO7 and LiAlO2 at high temperature zone. 
However, in the low temperature zone the Ca2Al2SiO7 crystal is substituted by Ca4Si2O7F2. 
When the addition of Na2O was added up to 13.11%, the phase of LiAlO2 was replaced by 
NaxAlySizO4 for Sample 3. It could be concluded that the increase of incubation time with 
the addition of Na2O at the high temperature region may result from that the charge 
compensating function of Na+ made the complex alumina-silicates structure too stable to 
depolymerise, therefore, the particles have difficulty in gathering leading to the longer 
incubation time. Besides, the Na2O also can reduce the liquidus temperature, which making a 
lower undercooling degree and then a smaller driving force. So, it need a longer incubation 
time for crystallization. Whereas in the low temperature region, the extra addition of Na2O 
would promote the formation of new crystal phase NaxAlySizO4, making the incubation time 
shorter than other Samples. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                     (a)                                                                        (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                     (c) 
Fig.8 X-ray diffraction patterns of mould fluxes with different Na2O content. (a) Sample 1: Na2O=8.51 mass%; 

(b) Sample 2: Na2O=10.81 mass%; (c) Sample 3 Na2O=13.11 mass% 
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Similarly, the DHTT images of these three mould fluxes with same holding times were 
compared, as shown in Figure 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the crystallization images of the 
mould flux with same holding time of 15 seconds. The bulk crystals formed in the middle of 
Sample 1, and there is almost no crystal phase in Sample 2. For Sample 3, the fine crystals 
also precipitated in the middle and grow toward the low temperature zone. With the increase 
of Na2O content, the initial crystallization position also slowly moved toward the low 
temperature zone (CH-2), although this movement was not very noticeable, especially for the 
latter two. It suggested that Na2O could decrease the initial crystallization temperature 
slightly, and this is highly consistent with the CCT results obtained above. 

   
(a)                                       (b)                                                 (c) 

Fig.9 The DHTT images when the holding time is 15 seconds. (a) Sample 1: Na2O=8.51 mass%; (b) Sample 2: 
Na2O=10.81 mass%; (c) Sample 3: Na2O=13.11 mass% 

When the holding time was 40 seconds, it is relatively easy to obtain that Na2O tends to 
inhibit crystallization in high temperature zone. In Figure 10, the crystals of Sample 1 nearly 
occupied most party of the high temperature area, while the other two have an amount of 
liquid layer and the thickness of that is fairly close to each other. This phenomenon is 
consistent with the combined TTT results obtained above. It suggested that Na2O has 
influence on suppressing the crystallization process in high temperature zone, and with the 
increase of the content Na2O is even less effective in inhibiting crystallization. 

   
(a)                                       (b)                                                 (c) 

Fig.10 The DHTT images when the holding time is 40 seconds. (a) Sample 1: Na2O=8.51 mass%; (b) 
Sample 2: Na2O=10.81 mass%; (c) Sample 3: Na2O=13.11 mass% 

3.2 The Heat Transfer Behavior of Lime-alumina Based Mould Fluxes 
Three 4.4-mm-thick mould slag disks with different MnO content were placed on the top 

of mould copper individually and subjected to the thermal heating according to Figure 4. A 
digital camcorder was applied for the observation of the crystallization and melting behavior 
of mould fluxes. The responding in-mould heat fluxes were then calculated. 

Figure 11 shows the responding in-mould heat fluxes histories of three samples. As the 
original Sample 4 is a crystallized opaque, the responding heat flux is linearly changing with 
the incident heating profile (Fig. 4) and there is no any phase transformation during the 
heating process as shown in Fig. 11 (a). For Sample 5 and Sample 6, there are six stages 
appearing in the heat flux histories as shown in Figure 11 (b) and (c). Stage I is a period in 
which the heat flux increases linearly with the addition of thermal radiation. Stage II is a 
period in which the heat flux keeps constant with the stabilization of thermal radiation. Stage 
III is a time of the deviation of the heat flux due to the mould flux further crystallization, 



where the crystallization is initiated at the top and developed quickly toward to the bottom as 
shown in Figure 11 (b) and (c). Stage IV is a time of the deviation of the heat flux as a result 
of the mould fluxes melting, where the liquid phase appears clearly at the top of mould flux 
disks as shown in the corresponding digital images. As the melting of mould flux disk would 
enhance the heat transfer rate, the overall transfer rate subsequently increased at the beginning 
of state IV. Stage V is a period in which the heat flux of Sample 5 and 6 is getting slight 
reduced due to the further crystallization behavior. Stage VI is the period of steady stage 
when crystallization and melting is completed and overall heat flux keeps constant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a)                                                                   (b) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   (c) 
Fig.11  The measured heat flux history of flux disks (a) Sample 4; (b) Sample 5; (c) Sample 6 

In order to study the effect of MnO on the heat transfer rate, the measured heat fluxes of 
three samples were combined and given in Figure 12. It could be observed that Sample 6 was 
first got crystallized and then Sample 5 as shown by the deviation of heat flux in stage III. It 
was also found that the melting of Sample 6 disk was initiated firstly and then Sample 5 disk 
as shown in stage IV. In stage VI, where heat fluxes stepped into steady state and liquid and 
crystalline layers of disks were stabilized under the 1.4 MW/m2 incident heating flux. The 
measured steady-state heat fluxes are around 622 KW/m2 for sample 4, 654 KW/m2 for 
sample 5, and 677 KW/m2 for sample 6, respectively. It indicates that the heat fluxes at steady 
state were increased with the addition of the MnO content. Besides, the thicknesses of the 
liquid layer and crystalline layer for each sample have been measured after experiment and 
listed in Table II. It can be found that with the increase of MnO content, the thickness of 
crystalline layer for mould flux at steady state decreased from 4.4 mm to 3.3mm, while the 
thickness of liquid layer increased from 0 to 1.1mm. Those results obtained here suggested 
that MnO could inhibit the crystallization and enhance the melting of CaO-Al2O3 system 
mould flux. 
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Fig.12 The measured heat fluxes histories for mould fluxes and final cross-section views of flux disks 

It was observed that the steady state heat flux increases with the addition of MnO, which 
may attribute to the increase of liquid layer thickness and reduction of solid crystalline layer. 
As the mould slag crystallization would dramatically block heat transfer rate, the inhibited 
crystallization would tend to improve the general heat transfer rate in the mould. Although as 
the transition metal oxide, MnO is able to weaken the radiative heat-transfer rate of mould 
fluxes through improvement of the radiation absorption coefficient of solid mould fluxes. 
While, a thinner crystallization layer and thicker molten layer would result in more energy 
absorbed and conducted to the mould. Consequently, the results of this present study indicated 
that the ability of MnO to promote the total heat flux of CaO-Al2O3 slag system is greater than 
the effect of weakening part. 
 
4. Conclusions 

The crystallization and heat transfer behavior of lime-alumina based mould flux for 
casting high aluminum steels were studied by using SHTT, DHTT, and IET. The conclusions 
are summarized as follows: 

1) The CCT results suggested that Na2O could suppress crystallization of the lime-
alumina based mould flux by lowering initial crystallization temperature, but it nearly has no 
effect on the critical cooling rate. Also, the effect on the crystallization temperature becomes 
weak when the content of Na2O reaches 10%.  

2) The results of TTT tests showed that Na2O tends to inhibit crystallization in high 
temperature region by increasing the incubation time, while in the low temperature region the 
sample with the highest content of Na2O shows best crystallization capability. 

3) XRD analysis indicated that CaF2 crystals were presented in all the Samples. the 
crystalline phases nearly have no changes with the increase of Na2O content, the shorter 
incubation time in the low temperature area of Sample 3 is related to the rapidly formation of 
NaxAlySi2O4 crystals. 

4) The DHTT results extremely consistent with the TTT and CCT curves, which further 
demonstrate the reliability of the research results.  

5) The results of the IET experiments indicated that MnO could enhance the steady-state 
heat fluxes of CaO-Al2O3 system mould fluxes. Although MnO in mould fluxes could reduce 
the radiative heat transfer in solid flux film, the total heat flux was getting higher with the 
addition of MnO, as it could reduce the thickness of crystallization layer and increase the 
thickness of molten layer that results in a larger radiation through the mould flux. 
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ANALYSING THE PERFORMANCE OF MOULD POWDERS FOR 
NICHE STEELS THROUGH ADVANCED NUMERICAL 

MODELLING 

Abstract 
A 2D numerical model for continuous casting based on the commercial CFD code 

ANSYS-FLUENT was applied to different mould powders used during casting of peritectic 
steel grades. The model explicitly includes the interactions between mould powder, 
liquid/solidified steel and heat transfer under transient conditions. The model solves the 
Navier-Stokes equations coupled with an interface tracking technique known as Volume of 
Fluid for a multiple phase system consisting of steel, slag and air. Mould powder performance 
and evaluation of shell growth is possible due to a particularly small size mesh (25 µm) for 
the meniscus curvature and along the mould length. A new User Defined Function related to 
heat transfer through the multi-phase system and non-sinusoidal mould oscillation has been 
developed. These new developments allow exploring the influence of mould powders and 
oscillation settings on casting stability and shell formation during a casting sequence.  

Keywords  
Continuous casting, numerical modelling, oscillation, mould powder, niche steel. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Continuous Casting (CC) is an efficient method to produce semi-finished solid materials 

such as slabs, blooms and billets from molten steel. The process profitability is strongly 
related to quality of the final products, which is mainly affected by casting defects. These 
defects include longitudinal cracks, deep oscillation marks, transverse cracks, … [1-4].  

In recent decades, mould powders with rectified properties and hydraulic machines capable 
of performing sophisticated non-sinusoidal oscillation modes have been introduced to the 
steel industry. These improvements enhance production stability and strand surface quality by 
reducing friction forces between solidifying shell and mould walls[5]. Nevertheless, the 
development of new steel grades and casting of crack sensitive steels (e.g. peritectic grades) 
are still challenging issues in continuous casting. For instance, peritectic steels containing 
0.09-0.16 wt-% C are especially prone to longitudinal cracks and uneven shell growth. The 
underlying cause for castability problems in peritectic steels is the 𝛿-Fe to austenite 
transformation which is known to lead to: i) a significant variation in thermal shrinkage  
coefficient due to the change in the atomic structure from BCC to FCC [6] and ii) the vast 
change in mechanical strength of the shell at the meniscus for different ferrite potential during 
transformation. A steel undergoing peritectic reaction at high ferrite potential (0.85-1.05) 
produces a “strong” shell which shrinks away from the mould wall (gap formation) to contract 
the ferrostatic pressure if the local cooling rate is sufficiently high [7]. The resultant shrinkage 
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leads to uneven shell growth and in the worst case scenario to longitudinal cracks. Therefore, 
it is necessary to regulate the cooling rate of the newly formed shell in order to obtain a 
smooth shell growth (e.g. soft cooling of the mould). This can be achieved by increasing the 
slag-film thickness with a more crystalline slag structure, which is obtained by precipitation 
of  Cuspidine phase (3CaO.2SiO2.CaF2) in the film [8]. Consequently, a thinner shell (e.g. 
less shrinkage) avoids the formation of an air gap and losing contact with the mould.  

The cooling rate is strongly controlled by the horizontal heat transfer through the slag-film. 
It is known that the heat is transferred by radiation conductivity (𝑘!) and lattice or phonon 
conductivity (𝑘!). According to Cho et al.[9], radiative heat transfer contributes less than 10% 
of the total heat transfer whereas the interfacial resistance offers the largest effect. Mills et 
al.[10]  also linked the rise of interfacial resistance with increasing thickness of the slag film 
and crystallinity. Gu et al.[11] observed a rougher surface on the samples of higher basicity 
flux and stated that heat transfer is dominated by the interfacial resistance due to increased 
crystallisation and film contraction. Therefore, crystalline mould powders with high basicity 
(𝐶𝑎𝑂 𝑆𝑖𝑂!>1) are commonly used to reduce the horizontal heat transfer; and consequently, 
to control the unsteady thermal conditions in the mould. 

The intricate interaction between the solidifying steel and mould powder requires 
multi-phase numerical models capable of coupling different physical phenomena such as fluid 
flow, heat transfer and solidification. The advent of cutting-edge computational tools in the 
form of commercial CFD software accompanied with advanced computers have led to an 
enormous progress in the practical applications of such models for continuous casting. The 
prediction of casting defects, mould powder behaviour and defining optimum production 
conditions are major concerns which can be addressed by these models.  

2. NUMERICAL MODEL 

2.1 Methodology and computational domain 
 The present work extends the model of Ramirez et al.[1, 2, 12, 13] used for studying the 

interactions between molten steel, mould powder and involved physical phenomena. The 
model includes the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations coupled with an interface tracking 
technique known as Volume of Fluid (VOF), heat transfer and solidification. Calculation of 
the multiple phases in the continuous casting mould by VOF (e.g. solid/liquid steel, 
solid/liquid slag) makes possible the analysis of slag infiltration and lubrication due to the 
formation of a slag film. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a mould showing the 
solidifying shell, slag film and horizontal thermal resistance 𝑅!"!#$  for fully and interrupted 
lubrication regions, where Equation 1 indicates 𝑅!"!#$ for the fully lubricated area. 

𝑅!"!#$ = 𝑅!"#$% + 𝑅!"#$%&'   + 𝑅!"# +   𝑅!"#$% + 𝑅!"#$"% + 𝑅!!!""  (1) 

The interfacial resistance 𝑅!"#  is linked to the crystalline phase and calculated as a 
function of the mould powder basicity [13]. The most distinguishable differences between the 
fully lubricated and interrupted lubrication regions are: i) the lack of liquid slag (𝑅!"#$"%) and 
ii) creation of an air gap (𝑅!"#  !"#) in the interrupted lubrication region (Figure 1). This 
phenomenon is a consequence of shell shrinkage and inappropriate mould powder 
performance, where the slag film temperature is below the break temperature 𝑇!" ; thus, 
there is no liquid slag to fill in the gap created by shrinkage. In this model, the interrupted 
lubricated region is defined by 𝑇!"  (e.g. absence of liquid slag film) since shell shrinkage is 
not included in the calculations. 
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Fig. 1: A schematic illustration of a continuous casting mould.  

Mould coating (e.g. Cr and/or Ni layers) is implemented by calculating its equivalent 
thermal resistance. This is calculated according to the thickness and thermal conductivity of 
the coating as defined in Equation 2:  

𝑅!"#$%&' =
  !!"#$%&'  (!)

!!"#$%&'    (! !.!
  (2) 

Primary and secondary cooling regions are also considered by assigning the appropriate heat 
transfer coefficient of cooling water. The surface heat transfer coefficient for the primary 
cooling region can be calculated with the Nusselt number 𝑁𝑢  throughout several 
dimensionless numbers such as Hydraulic diameter   𝐷! , Reynolds number   𝑅𝑒  and Prandtl 
number   𝑃𝑟  [14]. The convective heat transfer coefficient (ℎ!"#$%, 𝑊.𝑚!!.𝐾!!) for the 
secondary cooling region as a function of water flow rate in the sprays is defined by 
Equation 3 [15]: 

ℎ!"#$% = 𝐴𝑊!   (3) 

Where A and C are fitting parameters, and 𝑊is the water spray flow-rate   𝑙𝑖𝑡.𝑚!!. 𝑠!! . 
The 2D computational domain covers half of the caster central plane, which contains the 
Submerged Entry Nozzle (SEN), copper mould including cooling water channels and 1m of 
the strand length after the mould exit. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the model 
geometry and the involved phases. Remaining model details and boundary conditions have 
been presented elsewhere [1, 2, 12, 13, 16].  

2.2 Simulation Matrix and Material Properties 

The present work explores the performance of three different mould powders in 
combination with a peritectic steel grade under similar casting speed and non-sinusoidal 
mould oscillation (Table 1).  
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Fig. 2: A schematic illustration of the involved phases, boundary conditions and domain geometry. 

Table 1. Applied simulations matrix 

 Mould Powder Oscillation Parameters 

 Type Viscosity Amplitude (mm) Sinusoidal Factor 

1 𝑃!"# low 7 0.6 

2 𝑃! medium 7 0.6 

3 𝑃! high 7 0.6 

 
The model aims to predict the best and worst steel/powder combinations by analysing the 

powders performance. A comparison of mass flow-rate for slag under sinusoidal and 
non-sinusoidal oscillation modes is also presented. Table 2 and 3 give a short description of 
the mould powders composition and properties used in the simulations, where (𝑃!"#) is the 
reference powder and (𝑃!) and (𝑃!) are the 2 new powder compositions tested.  

Table 2. Mould powder properties 

Powder Thermal 
Conductivity Viscosity (1300 ºC) Basicity Calculated Cuspidine 

Rate, % 

𝑃!"# 𝑘(𝑇) low 1.25 71.1 

𝑃! 𝑘(𝑇) medium 1.15 69.3 

𝑃! 𝑘(𝑇) high 1.16 70.6 

 
The powder’s viscosity 𝜂  at 1300 ºC and break temperature 𝑇!"#$%  change from 𝑃!"# to 

𝑃!. The powders thermal conductivities are temperature dependent, where solid and liquid 
slag films are separated by the powder’s break temperature. The Cuspidine rate is almost kept 
constant for different mould powders in order to investigate the effect of viscosity on the 
lubrication performance; see Table 2. The calculated Cuspidine rate is based on the powders 
chemical composition shown in Table 3 with the assumption that Fe2O3 will react with carbon 
during sintering/melting and form FeO and Fluorine is considered to bind to Ca.   
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Table 3. Mould powders chemical composition  

Compound 𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒇 𝑷𝟏 𝑷𝟐 

SiO2 
32.25 35.47 35.00 

CaO 40.25 40.62 40.46 

MgO 2.50 1.29 0.42 

Al2O3 3.25 3.63 5.83 

Fe2O3 0.80 0.44 0.30 

Na2O + K2O 5.50 4.84 4.86 

F 7.50 7.25 6.93 

Cfree 4.25 3.76 3.53 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
There are diverse methods to extract data from the ANSYS-FLUENT software. The most 

common techniques are representation of results in the form of plots, contours, vectors and 
also employing monitoring points.  

In order to achieve a better insight of the model calculations, two sets of monitoring points 
were located at 100 mm below the metal level 𝑀𝑃!!""  and mould exit 𝑀𝑃!"#$ . Different 
features of interest such as heat flux, slag film and shell thickness were investigated by use of 
these monitoring points. Figure 3 is an example of the acquired data from the designated 
tracking system.  

  
Fig. 3: Oscillation results for different features of interest, obtained from monitoring points. 

3.1 Mould powders Performance 
  The performance of a mould powder in the caster can be characterized by the following:  
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•  Creating a slag bed capable of protecting the steel bath from oxidation, providing 
insulation and allowing inclusion removal[6, 17]. 
•  Forming a liquid slag-film that provides good lubrication efficiency which is 
characterized by the layer thickness 𝑑!"#$"%  and infiltration depth. 
•  Forming a solid slag-film 𝑑!"#$%  which controls the amount of heat extraction and shell 
growth conditions [10]. 

Figure 4a shows the solid and liquid slag film thicknesses at 𝑀𝑃!!""  and corresponding 
heat-flux in the cooling channels for different mould powders. The reference mould powder 
𝑃!"#  forms the thickest slag layer for both solid and liquid films while, 𝑃! provides the 

thinnest slag layer. The minimum heat-flux was predicted for 𝑃!"# due to maximum thermal 
heat resistance (e.g. thickest slag film). The predicted liquid slag infiltration (e.g. lubrication 
depth) is also shown in Figure 4b. The infiltration depth is used to define fully and interrupted 
lubrication regions (where larger infiltration implies better lubrication). Figure 4b shows that 
𝑃!"# produces almost 14-15 % higher infiltration compared to 𝑃! and 𝑃!, respectively. Results 
show that these performance dissimilarities can only originate from different physical 
properties of the powder since all simulations were performed under the same casting 
conditions. A temperature range was defined to explain the large difference in lubrication 
performance indicated by the liquid slag thickness and lubrication depth [12, 16] 
(Equation 4): 

∆𝑇!"##$!!"#$%& = 𝑇!"#$%&' − 𝑇!"#$%  (4) 

 

 
Fig. 4: a) Variation of solid and liquid slag film thicknesses and corresponding channels heat flux 

and b) computed lubrication depth for the different mould powders. 

 
This temperature range can be explained as the driving force for producing the liquid slag 

film. Simply; in the case of 𝑃!"#, a wider temperature range provides a thicker liquid-slag that 
infiltrates deeper into the mould due to lower viscosity at high temperature. This is 
summarized in Equation 5: 

∆𝑇!"##$!!!"# >   ∆𝑇!"##$!!! >   ∆𝑇!"##$!!!  (5) 
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The chemical composition effect of the mould powders is included indirectly in the model 
as physical properties such as thermal conductivity, heat capacity, viscosity and break 
temperature. These have been implemented into the model through an UDF.  

3.2 Shell formation 

Figure 5 illustrates the effect of heat-flux on the shell thickness at 𝑀𝑃!"#$ and hot face 
temperature at 𝑀𝑃!!"" for all cases. The model predicts a marginally thicker shell for 𝑃! 
compared to 𝑃! at 𝑀𝑃!"#$ due to a slightly higher heat-flux. Similarly to the shell thickness, 
the hot face temperature follows the tendency of the heat flux. The calculated temperature and 
heat flux for the reference powder were confirmed experimentally by the plant and is in good 
agreement with recorded data from the caster control system.  

 
Fig. 5: Variations of the shell thickness and mould hot face temperature under influence of channels 

heat flux. 

Figure 6(a-c) shows a schematic illustration of the predicted shell profiles along the mould 
length for different mould powders, where the calculated shell tip position changes slightly in 
different cases. The tip position varies due to oscillation settings and material properties.  

 
Fig. 6: A schematic illustration of the calculated shell profiles along the mould length. 
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These oscillation settings affect the meniscus curvature radius, which itself is defined by 
liquid steel/slag interfacial tension (𝜎) and pressure differences (∆𝑃), (Equation 6). 

𝑅 = 𝜎/∆𝑃  (6) 

Generally, a larger radius (high 𝜎 and/or low ∆𝑃) leads to a lower tip position below the 
meniscus level. This is caused by a thicker slag film and larger thermal resistance to 
horizontal heat transfer; which delays the onset of solidification. Results also show irregular 
shell formation as a consequence of the turbulent and transient nature of the process. These 
irregularities can be explained by heat flux and temperature fluctuations during oscillation 
(Figure 3). The reference powder creates deeper irregularities because of higher lubrication; 
and consequently, higher pressure of liquid slag in the film during upward and downward 
displacement of the mould. Therefore, although the reference powder creates the best 
lubrication conditions for the newly formed shell; it delivers deeper irregularities, which have 
the potential to transform into transverse cracks [4]. On the other hand, 𝑃! creates the thickest 
shell with the lowest irregularities, but provides a lower lubrication efficiency 
(see Figure 4a-b), this case is suspected to suffer from lack of lubrication and stickers. This is 
a result of high friction forces between the mould wall and solidifying shell.  Mills et al.[6] 
described that one of the approaches to decrease the depth of oscillation marks is to form a 
stronger shell through enhanced heat transfer. Therefore, it is expected that powder 𝑃! 
provides the most stable casting conditions, delivering a minimal amount of production 
issues. This is due to thicker shell carrying shallower irregularities accompanied with better 
lubrication conditions compared to 𝑃!"# and 𝑃!. 

3.3 Slag film movement during casting (sinusoidal versus non-sinusoidal) 
According to Araki et al.[18], non-sinusoidal oscillation increases powder consumption 

(better lubrication efficiency) in comparison to a sinusoidal mode. Thus, a series of sinusoidal 
runs with the exact same settings (e.g. amplitude and frequency) as the non-sinusoidal cases 
were tested in the model. Figure 7 (a-d) illustrates the slag mass flow rate (kg/s) under 
sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal oscillation modes at  𝑀𝑃!!"". The mass flow rate of the slag 
film under sinusoidal mode is lower than non-sinusoidal oscillation (Figures 7b and 7d). This 
is caused by a higher downward-stroke velocity in non-sinusoidal mode compared to 
sinusoidal (e.g. almost as double, see Figures 7a and c). It should be noted that a negative 
mass flow rate means that the movement of slag is in the downwards direction (i.e. slag 
flowing into the gap and enhancing lubrication), whereas a positive mass flow rate means no 
lubrication at all. Downwards motion of slag occurs throughout the whole non-sinusoidal 
oscillation cycle, while positive and negative terms coexist in the sinusoidal cycle. Therefore, 
the resultant downwards motion of the slag film is faster in the non-sinusoidal mode than in 
the sinusoidal case. Li et al.[19] investigated the effect of annealing temperature and time on 
the degree of crystallization. They reported that % crystallinity increases gradually with 
increasing annealing temperature. Tang et al.[20] stated that if the slag layer remains attached 
to the mould wall for a longer time, slag recrystallization might occur, which leads to changes 
on slag properties. Stone and Thomas [21] hypothesize that the mould flux properties, 
especially thermal conductivity, might be time dependent. Therefore, it is the authors’ 
contention that the glassy to crystalline phase transformation results in various degrees of 
crystallization for an identical mould powder under different oscillation settings. This 
behaviour may be cause due to differences in slag flow rate, which can be translated into 
residence time.  
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Fig. 7:  Slag mass flow rate and mould velocity for a-b) sinusoidal and c-d) non-sinusoidal 
oscillation modes.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A 2D numerical model based on ANSYS-FLUENT, which includes the interactions 
between mould powder and steel grade was presented. The model was applied to different 
mould powders in combination with a peritectic steel grade under transient conditions. 
Results show that the model is capable of distinguishing differences in performance due to 
slight changes on chemical composition of the powders. The following conclusions can be 
drawn from the calculations: 

•  The reference powder provides the best lubrication conditions for the newly formed shell 
by creating the thickest slag film and the largest lubrication depth. This layer plays an 
important role in controlling the heat transfer which, resulted in the lowest heat flux; and 
consequently, the thinnest solidifying shell at the mould exit. 
•  Although powder 𝑃! produced the thickest solidified shell; it also led to the thinnest slag 
film and smallest infiltration depth; which is detrimental to lubrication conditions in the 
mould. 
•  Powder 𝑃! was identified as the optimum case since it produces shallow irregularities and 
moderate lubrication efficiency. 

The presented model shows a promising potential to be applied as an industrial benchmark 
for the CC process. The model can be used to investigate the effect of mould powders 
behaviour, shell growth and a variety of different casting parameters. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF STROKE CONTROLLED MECHANICAL 

OSCILLATION TABLE 
 
 

Abstract 
 

Continuous casting machine is one of the most important part of the steel production 
process. Continuous casting machine is composed of different parts. Mould is heart of the 
continuous casting machine. In conventional strand casting, the mould is oscillated up-and-
down in a cyclical mode. Mould oscillation provides flow of mould flux between the initial 
strand shell and the mould copper plates and also reduces the friction between the initial shell 
and the mould surface. There are two types of actuation in continuous casting oscillation 
tables. Mechanical actuation is driven by electric motors and an eccentric system gives the 
necessary motion. The limitation of mechanical system is that stroke adjustment is carried out 
only between casts. However, stroke can be changed freely during casting with hydraulic 
actuation. But hydraulic system has high initial and maintenance costs and includes fire risk 
in working conditions. In this study, new developed stroke controlled mechanical oscillation 
table for billet continuous casting was presented. Stroke can be changed freely at almost any 
time during casting in new developed mechanical oscillation table.  
 
 
Keywords 
 
Billet, Continuous casting, Mechanical oscillation table, Stroke Control 
 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Surface quality of semi-finished products in continuous casting process is determined 

by solidification in the water-cooled copper mould. Solidification of liquid steel starts in 
mould surface in continuous casting process. Thin and fragile steel shell is formed in the 
mould during solidification. Prevention of sticking of initial thin shell to the mould surface is 
provided by mould oscillation and lubrication. Mould oscillation provides flow of mould flux 
between the initial strand shell and the copper plates and also reduces the friction between the 
initial shell and the mould surface. The basic parameters in mould oscillation are distance-
time motion profile of the mould, stroke and frequency of oscillation. These parameters are 
interrelated with each other and can not be changed independently. Stroke and frequency are 
selected to provide that mould velocity is faster than strand during the downstroke. This is 
called negative strip time [1-5].  

Surface quality of semi-finished product can be improved by adjusting the stroke of 
oscillation table. Stroke adjustment is different in mechanical and hydraulic actuated systems. 
Mechanical actuation is provided by electric motors. An eccentric system is used in order to 
give the stroke movement in mechanical oscillation table. Stroke adjustment is made only 
between casts in mechanical system; therefore, flexibility of system is limited in achieving the 
required cast parameters. However, hydraulic mould actuation provides easy stroke 
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adjustment during casting. Optimum oscillation table stroke can be determined fastly in this 
way. Frequency and waveform of cyclic mould motion can also be changed as required in 
hydraulic system. Thus optimum negative strip time and mould powder consumption can be 
provided. These advantages bring flexibility to the hydraulic system when compared to the 
mechanical system. However, investment and operating costs of hydraulic oscillation table 
are high and it contains some operational difficulties such as fire risk in working conditions 
[3-5]. 

CVS Technologies has developed stroke controlled mechanical oscillation table which 
combines the operational advantages of the mechanical system and stroke adjustment 
advantage of hydraulic system during casting. New developed oscillation table is designed for 
billet continuous casting.   
 
 
2. Mechanical and Hydraulic Oscillation Table  

 
Mechanical oscillation table which is produced from CVS Technologies is shown in 

Fig.1. Mechanical oscillation table consists of four main parts including electric motor, 
eccentric system, mould support and pneumatic air spring. Electric motor gives main 
actuation to the eccentric system. Rotational motion of eccentric rod provides linear 
reciprocating motion of arms which are connected the eccentric rod. This reciprocating 
motion is transmitted to transmission arm connected to mould support and stroke of the 
oscillation table is provided. Thus mould located within the mould support is oscillated in 
vertical direction by a certain stroke. Stroke can be adjusted by changing the position of the 
eccentric bush which is placed on the eccentric rod. Frequency adjustment is carried out by 
changing the speed of the electric motor in mechanical oscillation tables.  

  
 

 
 

Fig.1. Schematic view of the mechanical oscillation table produced by CVS Technologies. 
 



Hydraulic oscillation table which is produced from CVS Technologies is shown in 
Fig.2. Stroke movement is provided by hydraulic cylinders in hydraulic oscillation table. 
Hydraulic cylinders drive the eccentric system and fixed stroke up-and-down motion of 
transmission arms is provided by eccentric rod. Transmission arms which are connected to 
mould support oscillate the mould with a certain stroke. Stroke adjustment is carried out with 
special valve system. Frequency can be adjusted by changing the flow rate of the hydraulic 
pump. The oscillation stroke, frequency and waveform (sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal) can be 
on-line adjusted in hydraulic oscillation table. Sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal mould motion 
with stroke change during casting by hydraulic mould actuation are applicable.  

The function of the air spring in mechanical and hydraulic systems is to support 
oscillation table. Air springs balance the mould oscillation with forming a countervailing 
force proportional to the force pulling the billet from the mould. 

 
 

 

Fig.2. Schematic view of the hydraulic oscillation table produced by CVS Technologies. 
 
 
3. Stroke Controlled Mechanical Oscillation Table  

   
Stroke controlled mechanical oscillation table has been developed for solution of 

operational and cost problems of hydraulic oscillation table and stroke adjustment problem of 
the mechanical oscillation table. Schematic view of the new developed stroke controlled 
mechanical oscillation table by CVS Technologies is shown in Fig.3. Stroke control 
mechanism of the new developed oscillation table is different than mechanical and hydraulic 
systems. This mechanism is comprised main shaft, moveable moment point adjusting 
apparatus having spherical bearing on the center, two worm gear rods which are connected to 
moveable apparatus and move it back and forth on the main shaft, gear motors which actuate 
worm gear rods and transducers which determine location of moveable apparatus on the main 
shaft.  



Main actuation to eccentric rod is given by electric motor in stroke controlled 
mechanical oscillation table. Rotational motion of eccentric rod provides reciprocating motion 
of arm which is connected the eccentric rod. This linear motion is transmitted to the main 
shaft. Main shaft passes through the center of moveable apparatus and a spherical bearing is 
used in contact area for easy movement of main shaft. Main shaft moves the mould support 
vertically with a certain stroke depending on position of the moveable apparatus on the main 
shaft. Gear motors actuate worm gear rods and change position of moveable apparatus back 
and forth. Two linear transducers determine location of moment point with measuring 
distance of moveable apparatus from the beginning of the main shaft. Total stroke of 
oscillation table can be adjusted with changing the position of moment point on the main 
shaft. 

Stroke length of new developed oscillation table is between 4 and 12 mm. Frequency 
can be changed from 2 to 6 Hz.  
 

 
 
Fig.3. Stroke controlled mechanical oscillation table designed and produced by CVS 
Technologies. 

 
 

4. Conclusions 
 

In this study, stroke controlled mechanical oscillation table for billet continuous casting 
was presented. The development of new concept stroke control mechanism, basic designs and 
detailed engineering studies of oscillation table were carried out in CVS Technologies R&D 
Center. Tests performed after the production of the oscillation table in CVS Technologies 
showed that stroke adjustment without stopping oscillating motion in mechanical system is 
the success of the new developed system.	   Stroke controlled mechanical oscillation table 
combines the simplicity and cost advantage of mechanical system with on-line stroke 



adjusting advantage of hydraulic system. New developed oscillation table can be used as an 
alternative to mechanical and hydraulic systems in billet continuous casting lines. 
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INFLUENCE OF FLOW CONTROL DEVICES ON ALLOY ADDITION 

BEHAVIOUR IN A LIQUID STEEL FLOWED THROUGH ONE 
STRAND SLAB TUNDISH  

 
 

Abstract  
 

A particularly interesting aspect of continuous casting is the fact that during the course 
of the Continuous Steel Casting (CSC) process, part of the steel batch being cast remains in a 
liquid state. Therefore, introducing Micro-additives to the tundish offers a possibility of 
carrying out complementary technological treatments.  

Computer simulations of the liquid steel flow and alloy addition behaviour in turbulent 
motion conditions were done using the Ansys-Fluent®. For the description of turbulent steel 
flow and alloy addition mixing in the tundish, the Realizable k-ε turbulence model were 
adopted.  Due to the complexity of alloy addition dissolution and dispersion in metallurgical 
processes, a decision was made to use the Species Model. In the previous works the species 
model was validated by industrial, physical and numerical trials.  

For description of flow control devices (FCD) influence on alloying process, the time after 
which a 95% steel homogenization degree would be obtained was calculated. The present 
paper reports the results of computer simulation of introducing an alloy addition to liquid steel 
during continuous casting process. In effect of calculations maps of liquid steel flow, maps of 
alloy addition concentration and mixing curve have been obtained.  

 
 

Keywords  
 

Tundish, alloy addition, liquid steel, numerical simulation, physical modeling, industrial 
experiment 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
Continuous steel casting is a predominant technology in producing continuous castings 

for metallurgical departments involved in plastic working of steel. The progressive 
development of technical sciences, especially over the last 30 years, has contributed to the 
implementation of numerous innovative solutions in industrial practice.  Scientific studies of 
an interdisciplinary nature, in particular, provide a source of data enabling the optimization of 
the process parameters that determine the quality of continuous slabs, blooms and billets [1-
4]. One of those devices being the components of the continuous steel casting (CSC) machine 
is the tundish. The main purpose of the tundish is to provide the flow of liquid steel to the 
mould during the replacement of the steelmaking ladle and to distribute the metal among 
individual moulds in the case of several strands being cast at the same time. As the liquid steel 
resides in the tundish for a specific duration, this time could be used for additional refining of 
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the liquid steel. To this end, the tundish is furnished with flow control devices [5-6]. The job 
of the flow control devices is to induce an ascending pattern of liquid steel motion, thus 
allowing the non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) to penetrate the liquid steel-slag interface.  
A factor that additionally limits the refining process is chemical composition of the tundish 
powder [7]. The difficulty in the efficient refining of liquid steel at the tundish stage is also 
evidenced by the NMI size. The author's studies have found that the size of NMIs in the 
tundish normally range from 1 to 5 µm [8]. Such fine non-metallic inclusions are mainly 
carried by the feeding streams to the mould. This paper presents the results of investigation 
into the possibility of microalloying the liquid steel with selected chemical elements or their 
alloys. The process of introducing alloying elements into the liquid steel or NMI modifiers is 
complex and requires time and energy. For this reason, the residence of the liquid steel in the 
tundish provides time, while the stream flowing into the tundish is a carrier of energy. 
Therefore, correction to the chemical composition or NMI modifying are possible to be 
achieved due to the hydrodynamic conditions developing in the tundish.  

 
 

2. Characterization of the test facility  
 

The object of investigation was the tundish being a component of the continuous casting 
machine. Depending on the type of continuous casting being cast, the CSC machine can be 
equipped with a tundish having either one (slab) or three (blooms) outflow nozzles. The 
intensity of steel flow from the tundish to the mould is regulated by the stopper rod system 
(SRS) of steel feed to the mould. To protect the SEN against non-metallic inclusions, argon is 
used. The inert gas is blown in at a rate of 4 Nl/min through a nozzle incorporated in the 
stopper rod. The rated working volume of the tundish is 4 m3. The stopper rod system zone in 
the tundish has a lowered bottom 0.1 m. Before the bottom lowering zone in the tundish, a 
0.12 m-high low dam with two overflow windows is installed. Figure 1 shows a picture of the 
industrial tundish prepared for casting (Fig.1a), physical glass model (Fig.1b), virtual model 
with indicated measurement points and the marked location of introducing the alloy addition 
to the steel (Fig.1c) and a virtual model of tundish with low dam, high dam and weir (fig.1d).  
 
a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
Fig.1. Views of tundish: a) industrial tundish, b) physical model of tundish, c) virtual model 
of tundish with low dam and locations of measurement points, d) virtual tundish with low 
dam, high dam and weir 



The virtual alloy addition was introduced to the tundish in the zone between the ladle 
shroud and the rear side wall of the tundish. Measurement points are positioned at different 
zones in the tundish working space to obtain a complete picture of the alloy addition 
dispersing within the liquid steel. The tundish under examination has been additionally 
furnished with FCDs.  For this purpose, a dam with overflow-window and a weir  have been 
designed, which are situated close to one another and 1 m distant from the pouring zone. The 
dam is 0.45 m in height. While the weir is immersed in the liquid steel to a depth of 0.45 m. 

 
 

3. Research methodology and model validation 
  

Computer simulation of the liquid steel flow and alloy addition behaviour in turbulent 
motion conditions was done using the Ansys-Fluent® computer program. The basic 
mathematical model equations describing the phenomena under examination are as follows:  
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For describing the turbulence motion of liquid steel and nickel alloy, the realizable k-ε 

model was adopted. In the realizable k-ε turbulence model, constants take on the following 
values: C2 = 1.9, σk = 1.0, σε = 1.2 [9]. To reproduce the process of argon blowing through 
the SRS, a discrete phase model as described by Eq. 5 was used. The effects of the chaotic 
behaviour of bubbles in the volume of liquid steel are described by the discrete random walk 
model (equation 6).  
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Due to the complexity of alloy addition dissolution and dispersion in metallurgical 

processes, a decision was made to use the Species Model available within the Ansys-Fluent® 
program.   
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In non-isothermal computation, Bussinesq’s model was employed, which is described 

by relationship 4. By defining the heat losses on respective planes making up the virtual 
model, the non-isothermal conditions existing during the flow of liquid steel through the 
tundish were considered. The temperature of liquid steel flowing to the tundish was identical 
with that measured during the industrial casting sequence. The heat loss flux was -2600 W/m2 
on the tundish walls and bottom and -15000 W/m2 on the free steel table surface. On the ladle 



shroud heat loss flux was -1750 W/m2. The liquid steel properties are as follows: density, 
7010 kg/m3; viscosity, 0.007 Pa⋅s; heat capacity, 750 J⋅kg/K; thermal conductivity, 41 
W/m⋅K; steel thermal expansion coefficient, 0.0001 1/K. It was decided that nickel would be 
batched to the tundish. The liquid nickel properties are as follows: density, 7650 kg/m3; 
viscosity, 0.0047 Pa⋅s; heat capacity, 556 J⋅kg/K; thermal conductivity, 50 W/m⋅K. The mass 
diffusivity of nickel in the steel is 5.35e-09 m2/s [10-11]. Physical quantities of argon were as 
follows: density, 1.62 kg/m3, heat capacity, 520.64 J⋅kg/K and thermal conductivity, 0.0158 
W/m⋅K. The free steel table surface was described using the boundary condition of a wall 
with zero stresses. The virtual object was built of tetrahedral elements. All numerical 
simulations were done by employing a double-precision solver (3ddp) using discretization of 
the second order. For describing the velocity and pressure fields, the Semi-Implicit Method 
for Pressure-Linked Equation-Consistent algorithm was selected. For all industrial 
experiments, numerical simulations were performed.  Computer simulations of alloy addition 
behaviour in the liquid steel, depending on the FCD employed in the tundish, were performed 
for the sequence of casting 1.5 m × 0.225 m slabs at a speed of 0.9 m/min.  

For the validation of the numerical model and verification of the mixing conditions 
occurring in the examined tundish furniture variants, obtained from the computer simulations, 
a physical model of the tundish was employed (Fig.1b). Designed and started up at the 
Department of Metals Extraction and Recirculation, the physical tundish model enables the 
measurement of variations in tracer concentration. The tundish model was made on a scale of 
2:5. The tundish model's nominal capacity is 210 litres. Studies on the water model were 
conducted while satisfying the Froude criterion, which ensured that the similarity between the 
inertial forces and the gravity forces occurring in the physical model and those prevailing in 
the metallurgical plant was maintained. For the describing mixing conditions prevailing in the 
tundish working volume mixing curves was recorded. For the recording of mixing curves, a 
Crison multimeter MM44 complete with titanium conductometric cells enabling the 
measurement of variations in water salinity was used. The conductometric cell was installed 
at the outflow of the tundish physical model and assured a continuous measurement to be 
conducted with a time step of 10 seconds. Variations in water salinity were achieved by 
adding a sodium chloride solution to the water.  

To illustrate the process of liquid steel chemical homogenisation during the course of 
the CSC process, a series of industrial experiments was planned. As the tracer for illustration 
of the process of alloy addition dissolution and spreading within the steel, nickel was chosen.  
Detailed data describing an industrial experiments was given in paper [12]. Figures 2a and 2b 
juxtapose the results of the computer simulation with those of the industrial experiment (non-
isothermal conditions) and physical modelling (isothermal conditions). The presented results 
are characterized by good agreement and indicate the correctness of the results obtained using 
the mathematical model. 

 
a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig.2. Behaviour of alloy addition in the tundish: a) physical modeling, b) industrial 
experiment 



 
4. Results and discussion  

  
In effect of calculations maps of liquid steel flow, maps of alloy addition and mixing 

curve have been obtained. Figure 3 shows maps of steel flow in the central plane intersecting 
the tundish pouring zone and the stopper rod system zone. The flow of steel in the low-dam 
tundish has a descending pattern and takes place in a vertical system (fig.3a). In the tundish 
with low dam the reverse stream is held by the feeding stream in the mid-distance between the 
dam and the pouring zone (fig.3a). In the tundish furnished with the high dam-weir system, a 
strong steel circulation region was observed in the central tundish part in a zone located 
immediately at the tundish bottom, before the high dam, as viewed from the pouring zone side 
(fig.3b). In addition, in the high-dam tundish, a steel motion in a vertical system is seen before 
the dam and the weir on the pouring zone side, while after the high dam towards the stopper 
rod system, the steel motion takes on a horizontal pattern (fig.3b). The flow in the horizontal 
directions relative to the tundish bottom is stimulated by the reverse stream flowing from the 
stopper rod system.  
  
a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig.3. Field of liquid steel flow: a) tundish with low dam, tundish with low dam, high dam 
and weir 
 

Figures 4 and 5 represent numerical simulation results describing the behaviour of the 
alloy addition in the liquid steel with the combined method of feeding the addition (the pulse–
step method), for the 0.05 wt% chemical composition correction achieved with metallic nickel 
[13]. The presented maps illustrate the concentration of nickel in the liquid steel after,  
respectively, 500 and 1500 seconds from the moment of starting feeding nickel to the liquid 
steel. Figures 4a and 5a show results for the tundish being currently in use in industrial 
conditions. After 500 seconds, the highest concentration of the alloy addition was recorded in 
the zone of its feeding to the tundish. Whereas, the lowest alloy addition concentration 
occurred in the central tundish zone (between the pouring and the stopper rod zones), which 
confirms the hydrodynamic pattern and the directions of the flow of the stream feeding the 
tundish. Due to the similar densities of the liquid steel and the alloy addition used, the process 
of the alloy addition spreading within the liquid steel is closely related with the liquid steel 
motion. After 1500 seconds from the introduction of the alloy addition to the liquid steel, the 
nickel concentration in the central part of the tundish starts to equalize. A very favourable 
effect in the form of a uniform nickel concentration field was achieved in the tundish with the 
high dam and the weir. After 1000 second, the nickel concentration isolines are going for 
around a mass fraction of 0.0005.  
 
a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig.4. Concentration of alloy addition in the central plane of tundish after 500 seconds: a) 
tundish with low dam, tundish with low dam, high dam and weir 
 



a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig.5. Concentration of alloy addition in the central plane of tundish after 1500 seconds: a) 
tundish with low dam, tundish with low dam, high dam and weir 
 

In order to quantitatively illustrate the chemical homogenization process with the 
combined pulse–step method of alloy addition feeding to the liquid steel, mixing curves were 
recorded at seven measurement points. Based on the mixing characteristics, the mixing time 
was calculated. A reference level for calculating the mixing time required for achieving a 
chemical homogenization level of 95% was the alloy addition quantity recorded at the tundish 
nozzle at the time of finishing the casting of the heat. The dimensionless concentration of the 
alloy addition for alloy addition input in the liquid steel was calculated from the relationship 
(8) [14-15]:  
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Figures 6 and 7 represent computer simulation results describing variations in nickel 

concentration in both tundish variants considered. 
 
a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
Fig.6. Mixing curve for tundish with low dam: a) tundish pouring zone, b) tundish zone 
between ladle shroud and low dam, c) tundish low dam zone, d) tundish stopper rod system 
zone 

 



The recorded mixing curves and their shift from the axis of ordinates at individual 
measurement points are consistent with the movement of the main liquid steel streams in 
respective tundish equipment variants. The alloy addition fed to the liquid steel digested in 
respective working zones of the tundish. In the tundish variants under consideration, an 
homogenisation level of 95% was achieved in measurement points nos. 2-7. The consistent 
95% liquid steel chemical homogenisation level was not managed to be attained in first 
measurement point of both tundishes. This is due to the fact that measurement point no. 1 is 
situated in the axis of the feeding stream that permanently flows through the region under 
examination. The required 95% chemical homogenisation level was achieved in the examined 
tundishes at the tundish nozzle. Therefore, the steel flowing to the mould was characterized 
by the required chemical composition, allowing for the chemical composition correction. 
Based on the recorded mixing curves, the mixing time required for achieving the 95% 
chemical homogenization level was calculated. For the tundishes under discussion, the mixing 
time amounted to θ=1,74 and θ=1,37, respectively, for the tundish currently used in the 
industry and for the tundish with the low and high dams and the weir.  

 
a) 

 

b) 

 
c) 

 

d) 

 
Fig.7. Mixing curve for tundish with low dam, high dam and weir: a) tundish pouring zone, b) 
tundish zone between ladle shroud and low dam, c) tundish low dam zone, d) tundish stopper 
rod system zone 
 
 
5. Summary 
 

Continuous casting of steel is a dynamic process, in which liquid steel flowing through 
the tundish forms a complex hydrodynamic pattern, which is formed by the feeding stream 
and the flow control device (FCD) employed in the tundish. The energy of the feeding stream 
flowing out from the steelmaking ladle, in combination with FCDs installed in the tundish, 



ensures the efficient digestion of the alloy addition introduced to the tundish. From the 
performed computer simulations it has been found that:  

• the flow control devices (FCDs) proposed to be applied in the tundish working 
space, including the high dam and the weir, modify the steel flow pattern by 
changing the flow behaviour of the main stream feeding the tundish,  

• the use of the pulse–step method for introducing the alloy addition reduces the 
mixing time required for attaining the required level of chemical 
homogenization – on the average, after 1/3 of the steel heat mass has been cast,  

• the flow control devices used in the tundish intensify the process of the alloy 
addition mixing with the liquid steel, thereby reducing the mixing time.  
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Nomenclature 
 
u: liquid steel velocity, m/s 
ρ: liquid steel density, kg/m3 
t: time, s  
p: pressure, Pa 
g: gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
τ : stress tensor, Pa  

effτ : effective stress tensor, Pa  
T: temperature, K 
E: energy, J 
keff: effective thermal conductivity, W/m⋅K 
J: diffusion flux, kg/m2⋅s  
uB: velocity of bubble, m/s 
CD – drag coefficient 
ρB: density of bubble, kg/m3 
Re: Reynolds number  
dB: diameter of bubble, m 
'
Bu : bubble random velocity fluctuation, m/s 

k: kinetic energy of turbulence, m2/s2 
ζ: random number 
Yi: local mass fraction of each species  
Ct - temporary alloy concentration  
C0 - initial alloy concentration  
Cf - final alloy concentration    
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DEPENDENCE OF BILLET LIQUID POOL SHAPE ON VARIOUS 

CONTINUOUS CASTING PARAMETERS 
 
 

Abstract  
 

A mathematical model was developed for simulating the temperature distribution and 
the boundary position of phase changes in the ingot during the casting process using a 
continuous casting machine of Yenakiieve Iron and Steel Works Metinvest Holding (EMZ). 
The model takes into account the temperature dependence of metal's thermal properties and 
heat transfer with moving ingot. The boundary between liquid and solid phases is considered 
as a mushy zone given by the condition of temperature equality and the Stefan condition. A 
finite-difference method was used to solve the problem. The analysis of the qualitative 
behaviour of the phase change interface was held. The results of calculations of the influence 
of variations of the casting speed, secondary cooling water discharge and thermal parameters 
on the depth and shape of the liquid pool are received. The limitations of the possibility of the 
metallurgical length control by the secondary cooling under the changes in casting speed are 
showed. The calculation results can be used in the future to assess the adequacy of the 
mathematical model of temperature field of continuous casting ingot.  
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Continuous casting, temperature field, phase-change boundary, metallurgical length, liquid 
pool shape, mathematical modeling 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

For designing continuous casting machines (CCM), building automatic control systems 
(ACS), and developing new casting technologies — and in turn for developing a 
mathematical model to adequately achieve these three goals, it is necessary to study how one 
of the casting parameters affects others. The availability of such information provides a 
deeper understanding of the technical process and enables the development of mathematical 
models that describe all the important details. It can also serve as a scientific reasoning for 
exclusion from consideration some negligible effects and parameters at process model 
development. 

For instance, if we want to increase the productivity of CCM, we need to increase the 
casting speed. This raises the problem of determining of the metallurgical length. In other 
words, we need to know at what distance from meniscus crystallization is fully completed. 

In this paper we study the reaction of continuous ingot liquid pool depth and shape 
(including a mushy zone) to changes in various parameters of casting processes. 
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2. State of the Art 
 

Control of real systems usually carry out under conditions of uncertainty, due to various 
reasons, such as inaccurate given external perturbation errors in the execution of the program 
management, errors in measurement channel, delay measurement processing, etc. This may 
cause a discrepancy between the mathematical model and the real process, to describe which 
the model serves. 

Creating a model, that describes enough accurately the real object or process, is called 
identification. Adaptation is, as is generally called, the model's ability for self-adjustment of 
the newly incoming data during its operation in parallel with the real process (in real time). 

Various problems, related to the analysis of sensitivity and stability with respect to 
perturbations, arise in the process of model development an adaptation. Such problems are the 
traditional in the automatic control theory [1]. 

Since many studies focus on the problem of control of steel continuous casting in 
particular on the control of the liquid phase depth [2], or control processes that are directly 
dependent on the shape of the liquid pool (e.g. soft reduction), there is a need to study the 
response of these parameters as controlled by various changes of other parameters process.  

There are different studies dedicated such problems in continuous casting. In [3] authors 
show the use of a simplified model for the sensitivity analysis of the crystallization process. 
The parametric sensitivity analysis of the temperature field in relation for the process of 
continuous casting of steel to external influences (temperature and thermal properties of the 
mold and the temperature of melt flowing into the mold) was carried out in [4]. In [5] the 
author explores the degree of influence of changes in the input parameters (cooling water 
discharges in the mold and in each of the secondary cooling sections) to change the surface 
temperature of the ingot. In [6] the influence of external heat transfer coefficient on the 
crystallization process was studied. 

The problem of determining how the different (disturbing and control) parameters of the 
casting process affect the liquid pool depth and shape is still quite complicated to solve. 
However, as has been said, it is necessary for the development of adequate mathematical 
model and design of the CCM, the synthesis of automatic control systems for continuous 
casting of steel, as well as studying the issue of increasing the productivity of CCM.  

Therefore now we want to determine the degree of influence of various parameters of 
the continuous casting of steel in the CCM to form liquid pool in a longitudinal section of 
continuously cast billet. 

 
 

3. The mathematical model 
 

Mathematical model of convective-conductive heat transfer in a continuous billet based 
on the mathematical model proposed in [7]. It accounts for the dependence of the 
thermophysical characteristics of metal on temperature. That's why convective-conductive 
heat transfer in an ingot and heat exchange inside the walls of the mold are described by 
nonlinear unsteady partial differential equations.  

The boundary conditions assigned for the part of the ingot inside the mold correspond to 
the nature of heat transfer under the slag during casting. Also they reflect the fact that a gap 
filled partly with encrusted slag and partly with gas is located between the ingot surface and 
the wall of the mold. 

The coordinate system is tied to the continuous caster (Fig. 1) and has its origin at the 
level of the meniscus. 
 



 
Fig. 1. The coordinate system in the area modelled 

 
 
The equation of convective-conductive heat transfer inside the ingot is 
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where τ is time; T = T(τ, x, y, z) is temperature; v(τ) is the speed of the ingot; c(T) is heat 
capacity; ρ(T) is density; and λ(T) is the thermal conductivity of the metal being cast. 

Unknown boundary position between liquid phase and mushy zone x = l(z) is 
determined from the temperature-equality condition and the Stefan condition  
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where n  is a normal to the phase boundary; lµ  is the latent heat of partially crystallization; 

lT  is the liquidus temperature; )( ll Tρρ = ; and l  is the liquid phase – mushy zone boundary. 
And boundary position between mushy zone and solid phase x = s(z) is determined from 

the analogous conditions 
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where µ is the latent heat of crystallization; sT  is the solidus temperature; )( ss Tρρ = ;  and s  
is the mushy zone – solid phase boundary.  

The boundary conditions in the SCZ account for the complex heat transfer mechanism 
resulting from convection and radiation: 
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where )(τmG , mC , and mAT  are respectively the water discharge, the corrected value of the 
radiation coefficient on the surface of the ingot, and the ambient temperature in the m-th 
section of the SCZ; l is half the thickness of the ingot: x= d is a point on the surface of the 
ingot; and )),(( zGm τα  is the heat-transfer coefficient on the surface of the ingot. We 
assigned initial conditions for the temperature field and the position of the phase boundary. 
The nonlinear boundary-value problem is solved by the finite-differences method. Unknown 
boundary position was calculated by the method described in [8]. 

The proposed mathematical model has been adapted to the conditions which actually 
exist during the casting process on the machine No2 of Yenakiieve Iron and Steel Works 
Metinvest Holding (EMZ). Algorithms were described in [9] for adjusting the parameters of 
the model in accordance with incoming real-time information obtained on ingot surface 
temperature from measuring instruments.  

The model makes it possible to observe the dynamics of the ingot solidification process 
while varying the input parameters. The output information of the model consists of the 
temperature of the metal and the position of the mushy zone boundaries in a longitudinal 
section of the slab at any chosen moment of time. Also, this information can be used to 
calculate temperature gradients, heat removal, and the average temperature of the ingot 
surface at the centre of its broad face in different cross sections. 

The basic regime is: 0.2 m thickness of the slab, an ingot withdrawal speed of 3.5 
m/min. Thermal physical parameters for steel the chemical composition is presented in Table 
1, the temperature of the incoming melt to 1550°C. Mold and secondary cooling modes 
correspond to the technological instructions. The results of phase-change position calculation 
are presented on Fig.2. 
 

Table 1. Steel the chemical composition 
 

C Si Mn Ni S P Cr Cu 
0,36…0,44 0,17…0,37 0,5…0,8 до 0,3 до 0,035 до 0,035 0,8…1,1 до 0,3 

 



 
Fig. 2. The solidus (1) and liquidus (2) at the casting speed 3.5m/min 

 
 

4. The reaction on casting speed changes. 
  

During casting process it is recommended to maintain an ingot withdrawal speed at a 
certain technologically specified level. However, for technical reasons, the speed can be 
varied. For instance it is needed to reduce the normative speed for a short time for the 
necessary technological operations (replacing the submerged entry nozzle, etc.). When casting 
speed changes the depth of the liquid pool changes too. Nowadays researchers made attempts 
to develop algorithms for control the depth of the liquid phase by adjusting the water flow 
rates in the secondary cooling zone [2]. To solve this problem it is need to know how much 
the casting speed effects on the form of solidus phase-change boundary, and how much the 
secondary cooling modes effect on it. 

Fig. 3 is a graph showing the position of the mushy zone at different speeds of the ingot 
withdrawal. The greatest response observed in the point of final solidification, i.e. depth of the 
liquid phase depends significantly on the ingot withdrawal speed. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The solidus (1) and liquidus (2) at the casting speed 4.5m/min and the solidus (3) and 

liquidus (4) at the casting speed 2.5m/min (at the same cooling regime) 
 
 
Since for the productivity increasing the information about solidus position is more 

important, we will pay our attention on the phase-change boundary between mushy zone and 
solid metal below.  

Fig.4. show us how much the casting speed effects on the form of solidus phase-change 
boundary at the same secondary cooling regime.  



 
Fig. 4. The solidus for 2.5m/min (1), 3.0m/min (2), 3.5m/min (3), 4.0m/min (4), and 4.5m/min 

(5) at the same secondary cooling regime 
 
 

5. The reaction on the secondary cooling mode changes.  
  

Control parameters in the secondary cooling system are the discharges of cooling water 
in the various sections. One of the major challenges is to control the depth of the mushy zone 
position at a casting speed changes. Potential possibilities of such control are presented at the 
Fig.5. We can see that the possibility of the metallurgical length control by the secondary 
cooling under the changes in casting speed is rather limited. However, it should be noted that 
at more high casting speeds the final crystallization boundary form and depth adjustment 
available in a wider range. 

 

 
Fig. 5. The solidus at the secondary regime variations from min to max for casting speed 

2.5m/min (1), and 4.5m/min (2) 
 
 

6. The effects of variations in thermal characteristics 
 

To mathematical model could be used in ACS CCM it is needed to guarantee a certain 
precision of the real process displaying. As already mentioned above, it is the tasks of 
identification systems theory. Since most uncertain may have thermal characteristics, it is 
necessary to establish the degree of influence of the errors of their determination of the 
simulation results. 

Fig. 7 shows plots of the deviation liquid pool form when an error in the determination 
of the thermal conductivity of the cast metal component of approximately ± 10%. As can be 
seen, the depth of the liquid phase thus also varies in the range of about ± 9%. 



 
Fig. 6. The solidus at the thermal conductivity variations for casting speed 3.5m/min; from the 

database of steel grades (1), -10% (2), and +10% (3) 
 
Analysing the nature of entering into the heat equation other thermophysical properties 

(density and specific heat), we can conclude that the error in their definition will affect the 
calculations in a similar manner. 

Studies of the effect of temperature changes in coming melt were also carried out. 
Calculations showed that the temperature deviation metal poured into the mold, within ±10°C 
is negligible effect on the depth and shape of the liquid phase. 

 
 

7. Conclusions  
  

The reaction of the controlled parameter - liquid pool continuous casting ingot - to 
change various control and disturbances is studied. The results of calculations of the influence 
of variations of the casting speed, secondary cooling water discharge and thermal parameters 
on the depth and shape of the liquid pool are presented. The limit of the possibility of 
controlling the liquid phase depth at a casting speed changes by secondary cooling is shown. 
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WIRELESS, PASSIVE SAW BASED RFID AND TEMPERATURE 

CONDITION MONITORING IN THE STEEL INDUSTRY  
 
 

Abstract  
 

While CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) transponders clearly take 
the lead in the high volume markets of wireless transponders, SAW (Surface Acoustic Wave) 
transponders continuously develop in niche applications for special industrial needs. Based on 
a completely different physical principle, SAW transponders draw their potential for harsh 
environment applications from their inherent temperature stability, radiation hardness and 
their low energy consumption. Obviously, SAW transponders for harsh environment are no 
low cost solution and are therefore used for tracking of high value industrial goods and 
additional sensor telemetry like temperature sensing. The present work explains aspects of 
SAW transponder design to meet harsh environment specifications. This includes the 
improvement of stability, packaging aspects and robust antenna designs. An overview of 
application examples in steel production is given comprising RFID (radio frequency 
identification) of slag vessels and steel ladles. A development project for the temperature 
monitoring of continuous casting moulds is presented displaying the way from very basic first 
tests to a possible industrial implementation of the monitoring system. 
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1. Introduction 
 

There is a set of unresolved condition monitoring applications in steel industry. The 
main reasons for these still awaited applications are due to various factors, starting with the 
fact the in certain areas instrumentation cables cannot be mounted. Partly cables cannot be 
mounted as the measurement object is moving or partly due the extraordinary cost of cable 
instrumentation. Further reasons for facing difficulties are also the existence of high radiating 
magnetic fields and in the special case of melt level measurement also high gamma radiation. 
All in all the required properties for potential condition monitoring sensor systems can be 
summarized as being remote or wireless and exhibiting good stability in harsh environment 
conditions.  

Active wireless systems make use of an internal power source in most cases a battery. 
Modern approaches also try to establish power harvesting, but depending on the chosen 
harvester principle they often have dynamic bandwidth restrictions due to the limited energy 
budget. The temperatures commonly seen in steel equipment easily reach +150°C, which is 
the thermal limit of the CMOS semiconductor circuits inside the electronic transmitter units. 
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This limits also the use of passive transponders that harvest their operation energy from the 
transmitted interrogation radio signal [1,2]. Finally there are inductively coupled telemetry 
systems, where higher power rates can be transmitted, but the confined transmission range of 
a few centimetres poses a limit to short range applications only.  

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor telemetry systems are based on a piezoelectric 
principle, which offers a much higher thermal stability compared to silicon semiconductor 
principles. Based on the piezocrystal used, the operation temperature can go up to 400°C for 
Lithium Niobate or even up to 900°C in the case of Langasite. Compared to semiconductor 
circuits SAW transponders do not need a threshold voltage to be operated and offer a read 
range of several meters at low equivalent isotropically radiated power of 10mW. Whereas 
advantages can be attributed to the thermal stability some precautions have to be observed in 
the wireless operation of SAW sensors. There are no anti-collision means like frequency 
hopping in WLAN (wireless local area network) standards, thus direct exposition of antennas 
to WLAN spots can cause severe interferers to the sensor read-out. Further metallic 
environment can cause multi-path reflections in the signal path or even resonances. This has 
to be eliminated by either geometric alignment or attenuation means on the affected surfaces.  

The paper first briefly describes the operation principle of SAW transponders and 
temperature sensors. Then two SAW sensor system developments are presented. One 
application is the radio frequency identification (RFID) of ladles and the other a temperature 
monitoring system for continuous casting moulds. 

 
 

2. Operation principle of SAW transponders 
 

A wireless surface acoustic wave based transponder system consists of a reader unit 
emitting and receiving radio waves and a SAW device, attached to an antenna, thus building a 
transponder (Fig. 1). For data acquisition a RF interrogation signal is transmitted by the reader 
unit and picked up by the antenna of the passive SAW transponder. The interdigital transducer 
(IDT) converts the received signal into a surface acoustic wave by the converse piezoelectric 
effect (Fig. 2). The SAW propagates towards reflectors distributed in a characteristic barcode- 

 

 
Fig. 1 SAW sensor system consisting of reader unit, antennas and SAW crystal 

 
like pattern and is partially reflected at each reflector. The acoustic wave packets returning to 
the IDT are reconverted into electrical signals by the IDT and retransmitted to the transceiver 



by the transponder antenna.  This response contains information about the number and 
location of reflectors as well as the propagation and reflection properties of the SAW.  
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Fig. 2 Pulse position code of SAW element 

 
Common transceiver concepts to read out SAW RFID transponder are FMCW 

(frequency modulated continuous wave) or FSCW (frequency step continuous wave) radar 
designs in the open ISM band at 2.4 GHz. The bandwidth of 80 MHz in this band allows for a 
reasonable resolution of the transponder response. The acquired frequency domain data from 
the CW radar are converted in a time domain signal using inverse fast Fourier transformation, 
where the pulses caused by each reflector are further evaluated according to the code design. 
The implemented code design shown in Fig. 2 realises a pulse position code. Each reflector is 
assigned to a time slot in a digit block. Each of the n blocks can contain m different reflector 
positions resulting in mn different codes. The desired code numbers are fixed during 
manufacture and cannot be changed afterwards (read-only transponder). 

The reflectors R1, R2 and R3 are fixed and used for temperature measurement. The 
SAW RFID transponder is processed on YZ-cut LiNbO3 (LN YZ) due to its high electro-
acoustic coupling coefficient and large TCD (temperature coefficient of delay) of -95 ppm/°C 
for temperature telemetry.  

 

 
Fig. 3 Transponder housing TO39, diameter 10 mm x 4 mm 

 
The SAW device needs to be hermetically protected against the environment and the 

sensible surface has to be kept free from contaminants. For this purpose metal housings 
proved very well. The glass feedthroughs are stable up to max. 450°C and the package can be 
sealed very well by resistance welding. Fig. 3 shows a typical TO39 housing. After die and 
wire bonding the cap is welded on top of the socket. After the packaging the sensor can be 
handled observing ESD rules.  

The transponder antenna has to operate in the same working conditions as the 
transponder. For operation temperatures exceeding +250°C full metal antennas were 
designed. The electrical interconnection between transponder and antenna is laser welded, 
providing better temperature stability compared to soldering. Another aspect of the antenna 



design is to protect the transponder from mechanical shock loads and vibrations. This has 
been achieved by the development of a ruggedized slot antenna (Fig. 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4 Ruggedized, stainless steel slot antenna 100 mm x 40 mm x 5 mm 

 
 

3. Implementation Examples  
  

A) Tracking of steel ladles and slag vessels 
 

SAW RFID tags have been installed on the steel coating of steel ladles. The tags are 
positioned with a distance to the steel coating not to be in direct contact with the outer 
temperature of +300°C to +400°C. The tags are protected against slag splashes with refractory 
material on the outside (Fig. 5). The ladle is tracked along 10 different process positions in the 
steel plant. As the ladle moves along the plant the range between installed reader antennas and 
tag varies between 2 m and 5 m. At 5 m range stability problems of the SAW transponder 
read-out were reported. In the ongoing test, SAW RFID tags were long-term stable for several 
months. Through automated ladle tracking, process logistics is optimized, security is 
increased and a better retraceability achieved. 

Subsequent processing of slag coming from the converter and stored in special slag 
ladles strongly depends on the slag composition. A correlation of the casting process and the 
slag ladle is recommended for high quality post-processing of the slag. For an automatic 
transport logistics a SAW transponder for identification was placed directly on the ladle. The 
transponder had to withstand temperatures of up to 350°C and heavy mechanical shocks 
during emptying of the ladle. An exemplary system configuration is shown in Fig. 5. In spite 
of the metallic surrounding and coexisting WLAN, a readout distance of 4 m had been 
achieved. The tags were mounted inside the transport hooks to have more protection against 
slag splashes and collisions with the crane hook. 

 



 
Fig. 5 SAW RFID installation on a steel ladle, left (Georgsmarienhütte, Germany); slag vessel 

tracking at Corus plant in the Netherlands, right 
 
 

B) Case study: Temperature monitoring of continuous casting moulds 
Temperature monitoring on continuous casting moulds has been done in previous 

studies [3, 4] using standard thermocouples. The intention of such instrumentation was to 
acquire knowledge about the main temperature distribution on casting moulds and subsequent 
product optimisations. After measurement the instrumentation was removed from the plant. 
Better control and increased productivity call for a permanent condition monitoring 
application on casting moulds. For this purpose there needs to be a set of requirements met by 
the instrumentation. The most stringent requirement is the avoidance of cabling as much as 
possible. This applies especially to the link between the mould and the casting platform, as the 
mould is exchanged according to the production and maintenance schedule. Due to the high 
temperatures exceeding 200°C, the sensors should ideally be passive, meaning that no 
external wired energy source like a battery or power harvester is needed.  

 
First simple tests 
SAW based temperature monitoring principally meets the set of requirements, but due 

to the harsh environment conditions it was decided to follow a stepwise approach with 
extensive field testing in different stages of development. Thus a first simple resistance test 
was carried out by placing an off the shelf sensor (Fig. 6, left) on top of the mould. The 
antenna was mounted on the outer side of the mould assembly. The whole setup was running 
for two days in routine plant production. Fig. 6, right shows a sample measurement of the 
instrumentation. The measurements basically represent the temperatures of the cooling water. 
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SAW RFID 
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Fig. 6 SAW temperature sensor (left) and wireless temperature recording (right) from the 

mounted sensor on the casing (basically temperature of the cooling water) 
 
Hot test on bloom caster 
In the next step a hot test was carried out on a bloom caster. Four SAW sensors were 

embedded in the mould in a vertical arrangement. For comparison thermocouples were placed 
on the opposite side of the mould in the same manner (Fig. 7, left). The cables from the 
sensors were fed through the mould flange to the outer rim of the mould, where the respective 
sensor antennas were mounted (Fig. 7, right). The reader antennas were placed on the fixed 
mould casing on the casting platform (Fig. 8, left) in order to face the sensor antennas once 
the mould is inserted. Further the reader antennas are connected to the reader electronics, 
which is separated from the hot environment in a switchboard below the casting platform. 
After insertion of the mould in the casing and thereby establishing the antenna link (Fig. 8, 
right) the temperature monitoring was ready for operation.  

From the data recording in Fig. 9 it can be seen that the SAW sensor measurements are 
principally in good agreement with the thermocouple recordings, but also several issues for 
potential improvement became apparent. Although the wireless link does not guarantee a 
100% read rate in the first place, there are still too many readout failures in the measurement. 
This can be seen by the temperature signal drops down to zero in Fig. 9. It was discovered by 
later analysis that the signal drops can be attributed to electromagnetic resonances in the 
cavity, where the reader and sensor antennas are placed. As the condition monitoring system 
shall be sensitive to instant events during casting the thermal response time is an important 
value. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the SAW sensor has a significant inertia compared to the 
thermocouple. The reason for it is simply the thermal mass of the package that was used. The 
sensor itself would be as fast as the thermocouple, but the packaging is slowing down the heat 
transfer to the sensor crystal. During the test several issues with humidity occurred. First, all 
connectors have to be properly sealed, antenna patches protected from moisture, and also the 
sensors have to be properly sealed against 10 bar pressure from the cooling water. From the 
installation point of view it was discovered that there is still too much effort necessary to 
install the sensors in the mould and simplification is needed for the assembly of the mould. 
This applies especially for sealed feedthroughs in the mould flange. To further ease the 
installation the number of antennas shall be limited by further integration means. The 
experiences made in the first hot test lead to a development project, where the described 
issues were addressed accordingly.  

 



  
Fig. 7 Installation of SAW sensors on the copper mould (left) and antenna placement on the 

outer rim of the mould (right) 
 

  
Fig. 8 Installation of reader antennas on the mould casing (left) and insertion of the mould 

(right) 
 

 
Fig. 9 Temperature monitoring of a thermocouple and a SAW sensor for an entire cast 

(above) and an extract of the data at the beginning of the cast (below) 



Developments for performance improvements 
The nature of antenna transmission inside the mould cavity was analysed in a field 

simulation and in an experimental setup. The simulation model of the mould was made by 
approximating the hollow structure by two concentric rings. The gap of the outer ring 
resembles the location where the radiometric sensor for the liquid level measurement is 
placed. One pair of reader and sensor antennas is used inside the hollow cylinder (Fig. 10, 
left) to introduce the electromagnetic field. The FEM simulation reveals that several modes of 
electromagnetic propagation are erected inside the hollow structure as can be seen in Fig. 11, 
left. From this it becomes clear that the signal reflection from the sensor is travelling in a 
multipath manner inside the structure. The multipath reflections are all collected by the reader 
antenna and subsequently distort the original response signal from the sensor. Further 
simulations showed that the propagation modes exist for a variety of diameters for the inner 
ring, so that only by geometric optimisations no improvements could be expected. An elegant 
way to significantly reduce propagation modes is the application of absorber material. The 
magnetic absorber material from ARC Technologies Inc. was applied on both surfaces of the 
ring structure. This configuration is appropriate to effectively attenuate all propagating modes 
as can be seen in Fig. 11, right. Experimental verification in a mock-up and the practical 
implementation in the plant (Fig. 10, right) proved that only a fraction of the total 
circumference needs to be covered with absorber material to achieve significant attenuation.  

 
 

Fig. 10 FEM Analysis of the electromagnetic field inside the antenna cavity (left) and 
implementation of absorber material (MAGRAM UD-12300-4) around the antennas to 

prevent resonances 

 
Fig. 11 Distribution of the electric field without (left) and with (right) absorber material place 

on both sides of the ring surfaces 



The improvement of the thermal dynamics of the SAW sensor was achieved by 
optimisation of the sensor package and encapsulation. In the first tests a transistor TO39 
package was used and a rather bulky carrier for the electrical interconnection. The thermal 
mass of the bulky carrier was the cause for the slow response. An improved packaging was 
developed which was custom designed for the SAW crystal. The advantage of the thermal 
response and the smaller geometric dimensions is in contrast to higher production costs of the 
custom housing. Fig. 12, right shows the achieved results compared to a thermocouple used in 
the field tests. 

      

 
Fig. 12 Sensor housing TO39 diameter 11 mm x 10 mm (left) and optimized Cu-Kovar 

housing diameter 4 mm x 15 mm (middle); Comparison of step response of a thermocouple 
used for reference and the SAW sensors (right) 

 
In the setup in Fig. 7 each SAW sensor is connected to one antenna (1-1). This limits 

the number of applicable sensors in the mould as place is limited on the outer rim of the 
mould. To improve the ratio of sensors per antenna a so called anti-collision scheme was 
derived. From Fig. 2 it can be seen that 3 reflectors are needed on the SAW sensor to derive a 
temperature value. When more than one sensor is interrogated by the reader the response of 
the sensors is superposed and they cannot be separated. By separation of the reflectors in the 
time domain as shown in Fig. 13 more than one sensor can be clearly evaluated. Due to the 
attenuation of surface waves along the crystal propagation the maximum number of sensors is 
limited to 6 sensors. In addition temperatures can vary within the sensors, which limits the 
maximum concurrent readout to 4 sensors per antenna (4-1). In order to achieve a stable setup 
each of the sensors is connected to a power-splitter (Fig. 14, left). The power-splitter splits the 
signals coming from the reader to the sensors and combines the response from 4 sensors to 
one antenna to be transmitted to the reader again. The evaluated signal in the time domain is 
shown in Fig. 14, right, where the resemblance of the signal scheme in Fig. 13 can be noticed.  

From the mechanical point of view the power splitter was designed to make an easy 
self-adjusting signal connection when the top flange is mounted on the mould. All connectors 
are tested against 12 bar water pressure. 
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Fig. 13 Anti-collision scheme for the interrogation of 4 sensors simultaneously 
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Fig. 14 Power-splitter box for up to 16 sensors and RF slide-connectors for automatic electric 
connection during flange/mould assembly (left) and RF signal read-out for 4 sensors (right) 

 
 

4. Discussion and Outlook  
 

From the experience gained in the case study it can be concluded that through 
application specific development of a SAW based temperature sensor system continuous 
monitoring of casting mould temperature is possible in all conditions. The sensors are robust 
and provide at least the lifetime of the equipment. Once installed, the monitoring does not 
need any special operation onsite. The monitoring system can be nicely integrated in the 
existing mechanical structure. Thus the mounting and dismounting operation during standard 
maintenance is basically unchanged. The remaining technical work is on the side of 
engineering as intensive long term testing has to be done in future. A full deployment of the 
monitoring system will also need optimisations of cost especially of disposable components 
like the sensors embedded in the mould.  
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DANIELI SLAB AND THIN SLAB CASTERS 
 
 

Abstract 
 

The Q-Level+, also known as Danieli Advanced Mould Level Control system (AMLC), is 
the tool specifically developed for monitoring the mould level, coupled with both radioactive and 
electromagnetic sensor in order to improve meniscus stability. It is widely know that unstable 
level control may contribute to a number of quality issues affecting both surface and internal 
quality. The AMLC package controls many of the phenomena that can lead to level disturbances, 
including dynamic bulging, flush-through control and standing waves, in addition to the more 
usual aspects of speed change control and width control. Correcting poor mould level can have a 
profound influence on final product. Recent applications show a meniscus level stability with 
fluctuations below 1.5 mm, even in the most extreme applications in ultra-high casting speed for 
thin slab casters (above 7 m/min). 
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1. Introduction 
 
The control of mould level for continuous casting machines is the core of the process. The 

mould cooling system and mould oscillation allow the external shell solidification of liquid steel. 
This action has to be jointly coupled with a quite meniscus, furthermore, no level perturbations 
means less probability to have powder inclusions and consequently sticking and/or breakout for 
mould zone.  

Normally, the controller systems for mould level are PID algorithms, tuned to have a trade 
off performances between steady state regulation and perturbation phenomena. The Q-Level+ 
system improves the steady state condition and counteract to any well known perturbation to 
limit the damages and recovery as much as possible the steady state condition. It is widely know 
that unstable level may contribute to a number of quality issues affecting both surface and 
internal quality. 
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2. Continuous Casting Process 
 
Continuous casting is a relatively new process in historical terms. Although the continuous 

strip casting process was conceived by Bessemer in 1858, the continuous casting of steel did not 
gain widespread use until the 1960s. Earlier attempts suffered from technical difficulties such as 
“breakouts”, where the solidifying steel shell sticks to the mould, tears, and allows molten steel to 
pour out over the bottom of the machine. This problem was overcome by Junghans in 1934 by 
vertically oscillating the mould, utilizing the concept of “negative strip” where the mould travels 
downward faster than the steel shell during some portion of the oscillation cycle to dislodge any 
sticking. Many other developments and innovations have transformed the continuous casting 
process into the sophisticated process currently used to produce over 90% of steel in the world 
today, including plain carbon, alloy and stainless steel grades [1]. 

 
2.1. Process 

Continuous casting is the process whereby molten metal is solidified into a semi finished 
billet, bloom or slab for subsequent rolling in the finishing mills. Prior to the introduction of 
continuous casting in the 1950s, steel was poured into stationary moulds to form ingots. Since 
then, continuous casting has evolved to achieve improved yield, quality, productivity and cost 
efficiency. It allows lower-cost production of metal sections with better quality, due to the 
inherently lower costs of continuous, standardized production of a product, as well as providing 
increased control over the process through automation. This process is used most frequently to 
cast steel (in terms of tonnage cast) [2].  

Accurate process description can be found to dedicated literature or internet sites. 
 

2.2. Mould Level Control 
The mould is the core of the continuous casting process, and the level performances are 

strictly related to final quality of steel. In order to improve the mould level performances is 
requested to keep as quite as possible the mould meniscus from perturbations. The mould friction 
is depending from lubrication at meniscus, and plays a main role for surface quality. Mould level 
fluctuation causes an abnormal powder layer on the mould shell. Poor powder film causes 
missing lubrication, and cracks, sticking or breakout have higher probability to come; Much 
powder film causes excessive lubrication and the risks is to include powder portions under slab 
shell. 

 
 

3. DANIELI Q-Level+ Technological Package 
 
The DANIELI Q-Level+ is the tool specifically developed for monitoring and control of 

mould level, coupled with both radioactive and electromagnetic sensor, in order to improve 
meniscus stability. 

The Q-Level+ system is composed of different modules and sub-modules, where anything 
has a specific and dedicated functionality. The system receives the setup parameters and control 
signals from PCS (Process Control Station), and the Process signals from field sensors. From the 
internal estimated status of the process, after an analysis, the system is able to counteract any 
facing anomalies.  

The package is mainly consisting of three different modules (see next figure): 
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• Supervision and Control Strategies; 
• Filters System; 
• Optimal Controller. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Q-Level+ control block diagram 

 
3.1. Supervision and Control Strategies Module 

The supervision module is always active during casting operations and it decides the best 
strategies to keep the level at the target and fix the anomalies. The module checks the mould level 
anomalies during casting like Bulging, Standing Waves, or Rolls Eccentricity, and for everything 
is able to apply the best strategies like special filtering, or hide specific frequency, or change the 
Optimal Controller setup. 

 
3.2. Filters System Module 

The filters module is composed of special filters to counteract the phenomena like Bulging 
waves, or Rolls Eccentricity waves or Standing Waves. When the Supervision module detects 
some bad condition due to known phenomena, the filters are called in action to contrast the 
perturbation and recovery the normal situation. 

 
3.3. Optimal Controller 

An Optimal Controller is mainly composed of two different parts: 
• LQE:  

The LQE (Linear Quadratic Estimator) is a special module used to estimate the real time 
process data. Inside the LQE there is a matematical model of the mould level process. The 
model has been properly tuned caster by caster and the optimal parameters have been found 
from post processing analysis data. The benefit of the LQE application is to have the 
estimated process variables without noisy and/or delay time due to sensors. The updating time 
for collecting data is a trade off in order to have a good process estimation speed and robust 
control loop. 

• LQR:  
The LQR matrix is a proportional vector from Estimated States to actuator reference. By 
varying the matrix values is possible to change the mode of controller and to increase or 
decrease the speed response. 

 
Next figure shows the Optimal Controller schematic diagram: 
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Fig. 2: Mould level Optimal Controller block diagram 

 
 

4. Process Control System 
 
The Process Control System (PCS) Q-Level+ contains all the information needed to have a 

complete evaluation of mould level performances, quantity and quality. The main page resumes 
all the data to have at glance the situation under control. The most interesting parts are explained 
briefly. 

 
4.1. Mould Level FFT  

The innovative and useful tool is the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of mould level. Thanks 
to this from PCS there is the possibility to evaluate the frequency components of mould level 
through the bar indicators. Additionally, on the upper line there are the arrows indicators for 
frequencies theoretical perturbations like Bulging, Standing Waves and Rolls Eccentricity. 

 
4.2. Trends 

On the main page there are two different trends, one is dedicated to the mould level, and the 
second one is dedicated to the stopper system. The trends are more detailed around the target 
zone to obtain higher sensitive. 
 
4.3. Status and Warnings 

The status information contains the mode, manual or automatic, and the algorithm 
(Optimal, PID, etc.). The warnings information is the anomalies from the process: Bulging, 
Standing Waves, Rolls Eccentricity, Standard Deviation high, etc. 

 
4.4. Mode Selection 

It is the algorithm mode selection: PID or Q-Level+.   
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4.5. Q-Level+ Status 
It is the status indication of the Optimal Controller. 
 

4.6. Stopper Curve 
Every start casting, the Q-Level+ system evaluates the real stopper characteristic curve, 

store the data and represent it to graphic. 
 
4.7. Bulging Rejection System 

It is the detail information page with a setup parameters dedicated to the Bulging Rejection 
System. 

 
4.8. Quality Timers 

Quality timers page collects timers and percents regards mould level deviation from target. 
 

4.9. Standing Waves 
It is the detail information page regarding Standing Waves Suppression System. 
 

4.10. Optimal Controller Setup 
It is the detail information page regarding the Optimal Controller. 
 

4.11. Level Standard Deviation 
It is the detail information page regarding Level Standard Deviation with a trend and 

thresholds. 
 
 

5. Results 
 
The Q-Level+ technological package has been recently implemented in many Danieli 

customers plants, especially on Thin Slab Casters and Conventional Slab Caster where the 
surface meniscus dimension becomes significant. 

Since also for billet and bloom casters it is important the stability of the meniscus level for 
the quality of the final products, this system has been adapted and applied to the technology for 
the production of long products. 

The advantages are many, for any meniscus perturbation the Q-Level+ is capable to detect 
which is the current nature of the anomaly and counteract it. For instance, when the meniscus is 
affected by bulging oscillation, and the system detects the perturbation, the status light warning 
became visible on PCS, and the system applies the best strategies to recovery the steady state 
condition. 

The PCS dedicated pages for Q-Level+ package are really complete, all required 
information are collected and shown. 

The improvements are several: clear and complete supervision system, many collected data 
to post-processing analysis, and mould level performances improvements. The PCS dedicated 
pages offers all the information to understand any kind of situation facing during casting. The 
collecting data is powered with many details information and allows a fulfill post processing 
analysis.  

The most important improvement is the performance of mould level. The Q-Level+ has 
been fine tuned and the optimal parameters have been found.  
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Following are resumed different situations for different slab caster where the mould level 
performances are clearly improved. 

 
5.1. Steady State Improvements 

Steady state conditions are when the meniscus is not affected by any specific perturbation 
(bulging, rolls eccentricity, standing waves, etc.). In this case is possible to see the performance 
of the optimal regulator inside the Q-Level+ without any specific intervention from dedicated 
sub-package.  

 
5.1.1. Fast Thin Slab Caster 

Below it is the trend from Dongbu Steel’s Danieli Thin Slab Caster, South Korea.  
Next figure shows about 30 minutes of casting time from a real casting during high speed 

optimization campaign on 2012, May 18, h.19:36. The mould level is the red trend, the strand 
speed is the blue trend stepping up to 6.0 m/min and the standard deviation is the pink trend. The 
mould level sensor used to achieve the 6.0 m/min of speed is the electromagnetic eddy current, 
suspended type locked over the meniscus area. 

 

 
Fig. 3: fTSC steady state condition of Level performances using EM sensor 

 
Using the mould level standard deviation as evaluation index, the value is always lower 

0.51 mm.  
 

Next figure shows around 3 hours of casting time from a real casting during high speed 
optimization campaign on 2011, November 15, h.16:00. The mould level is the red trend, the 
strand speed is the blue trend stepping up to 6.0 m/min and keeping this value for almost 3 hours, 
the standard deviation is the pink trend. The mould level sensor used in this time to achieve 6.0 
m/min of speed is the radioactive type, mould built in. 

 

Mould Level = 153 ± 1 mm max 

Strand Speed 6.0 m/min 

Stopper rod Position 

Standard Deviation < 0.5 mm 

Strand Speed 5.8 m/min 
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Fig. 4: fTSC steady state condition of Level performances using Radioactive sensor 

 
Using the mould level standard deviation as evaluation index, the value is almost always 

lower 1.0 mm, including the speed ramp up from 5.0 m/min to 6.0 m/m. Considering the 
statistical noisy of the radioactive system this is an excellent result. 

 
5.1.2. Conventional Slab Caster 

Below there is the trend from Arcelor Mittal Tubarao, Brasil, Conventional Slab Caster. 
The trend is from a real casting situation during performances guarantees after Q-Level+ 
commissioning. 

Recorder date 10 September 2012, between h.8:00 to h12:30 on Strand 1. 
 

 
Fig. 5: SC Mould level steady state improvements 

 
Previous figure shows the mould level trend (red color), the strand speed (blue color) and 

the standard deviation (pink color). For the first half figure, on left, the level is controlled by a 
PID algorithm, for the second half, on right, by a Q-Level+. At glance, the level stroke is reduced 
from left to right, and the Q-Level+ improves the meniscus stability.   

Mould Level 

Strand Speed 1.6 m/min 

 < ---------------- PID ------------------->    < -------------- Q-Level+ ---------------> 
 

Standard Deviation 

MAX=1.84 

Mould Level = 155 ± 2 mm max 

Stopper rod Position 

Standard Deviation < 1.0 mm 

Strand Speed 6.0 m/min for 3 hours 

5.0 m/min  

MAX=1.46 

min=1.08 min=0.94 
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Using the mould level standard deviation as evaluation index, for PID zone the Std Dev 
value is 1.51mm, for Q-Level+ zone the Std Dev value is 1.17mm.  

ML Std Dev PID   1.51mm; 
ML Std Dev Q-Level+   1.17mm; 
Mould Level Standard Deviation improvements 29% 
 

5.2. Bulging Rejection System 
During continuous casting process, strands frequently experience bulging beneath the mold 

in the spray zone of a continuous caster, which is caused by internal ferrostatic pressure acting on 
the solidifying strand shell due to the weight of liquid steel and the height from the meniscus. 
Bulging is directly responsible for internal cracks, centerline segregation, and permanent 
deformation, which lead to poor quality of the continuously cast products. It can also cause an 
increase of the load transmitted to the rolls and enhance their rate of wear [3]. 

One of the main sub-packages inside the Q-Level+ is the Bulging Rejection System (BRS). 
This is a dedicated tool capable to evaluate the meniscus oscillation due to instable bulging. 

Following is the trend from Danieli Thin Slab Caster from OMK Steel Group, Russia. The 
recorder is from a real casting situation, date 17 July 2009, h.16:00. 

Next figure shows the mould level trend (red color), the strand speed (blue color) constant 
at 3.2-3.3 m/min, and the feed forward signal (pink color) to stopper rod. Please note that for the 
first half figure the Stopper feed forward is straight, there is no action from Q-Level+. Suddenly, 
from the middle of trend, the Stopper feed forward signal is working, and the level get benefit 
reducing (almost erasing) the oscillations. The Stopper feed forward correction signal is helping 
the controller to contrast the meniscus oscillation due to bulging, and is evident the benefit for the 
level trend where the fluctuation have been reduced. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Mould level bulging rejection 

 
5.3. Rolls Eccentricity Rejection System 

High slab contact pressures, elevated temperatures, plastic deformation of roll surfaces on 
contact with the hot slab, severe abrasive wear by oxides and slag, cyclic thermal and mechanical 
stresses and corrosion, either individually or in combination, contribute towards the deterioration 
of caster rolls in service [4]. 

Mould Level 

Strand Speed 3.2 m/min 

Stopper f.f. correction 

BRS inactive BRS active 
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The dedicated tool capable to evaluate the meniscus oscillation due to a multitude of oval 
rolls is the Rolls Eccentricity Rejection System (RERS), another sub-package inside the Q-
Level+. 

Following there is the trend from Danieli Thin Slab Caster from EZZ Steel Group, Egypt. 
The recorder is from a real casting situation, July 2010. 

Next figure shows the mould level trend (red color) and stopper f.f. action (pink color). 
Please note that for the first half figure the Stopper f.f. is straight, there is no action from Q-
Level+. Suddenly, from the middle of trend, the Stopper f.f. signal is working, and the level get 
benefit. The Stopper f.f. correction signal is helping the controller to contrast the meniscus 
oscillation due to oval rolls, and is evident the benefit for the level trend where the fluctuation 
have been reduced. 

 

Fig. 7: Mould level Rolls Eccentricity Rejection System 
 
Using the mould level standard deviation evaluation index, for the left half page (RERS 

inactive) the Standard Deviation value is 1.74mm, for the right half page the Standard Deviation 
value is 1.01mm.  

ML Std Dev RERS inactive   1.74mm; 
ML Std Dev RERS active   1.01mm; 
Mould Level Standard Deviation improvements 72% 

 
 

6. Summary 
 
There are a number of unique basic principles which underline all the engineering process 

and design of Danieli solutions for continuous casters. Their aim is to achieve enhanced slab 
quality at the required production rates, along with flexible and reliable operation to deliver in 
low operating costs. 

In particular, the features incorporated are: 
- the maximization of operation at steady state casting conditions, since this provide best 

assurance of quality and productivity; 

Mould Level 

Stopper f.f. correction 

RERS active RERS inactive 
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- the enhancement of quality casting during the unavoidable periods of fluctuating casting 
conditions; 

- the minimization of manning requirements. 
The Q-Level+ system contributes actively on the reaching of the best condition of 

production. 
 
 

Q-Level+ Reference Plants 
 
Essar Steel Algoma Inc., Ontario (Canada)   Thin Slab Caster 
Posco Steel, Gwangyang Works, CEM prj. (S. Korea) Thin Slab Caster 
AL EZZ Flat Steel Inc., Ain Sukhna Suez (Egypt)  Thin Slab Caster 
Dongbu Steel Co. Ltd., Dangjin Works (S. Korea)  Thin Slab Caster 
ArcelorMittal Gent, Gent (Belgium)    Conventional Slab Caster 
ArcelorMittal Méditerranée, Fos sur Mer (France)  Conventional Slab Caster 
ArcelorMittal Tubarao, Serra, ES (Brasil)   Conventional Slab Caster 
SeAHBesteel, Gunsan, South Korea    Billet Caster 5 strands 
SeAHBesteel, Gunsan, South Korea    Billet Caster 3 strands 
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RECENT DANIELI EXPERIENCES 
FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC STIRRER OPTIMISATION 

IN ROUND BLOOMS CONTINUOUS CASTING 
 
 
Abstract: Macrosegregation and centre porosity are two of the major quality issues in the 
continuous casting of medium and large round blooms. Mould, strand and final stirrer are 
some of the most used tools to improve the above mentioned aspects. 
This paper describes recent the Danieli experience in the application of the combined 
mould, strand and final stirrer to round blooms. Final stirrer has been optimised 
introducing an innovative dynamic control of current intensity, which optimises different 
quality requirements. 
 
Key words: equiaxed zone, segregation, centre porosity, combined EMS, mushy zone 
 
1   Introduction 
Based on the increasing higher demanding internal quality requirements of carbon and 
special steelgrades on the market, Danieli has designed a series of plants for round 
blooms, aiming at the best results in terms of internal quality, due also to the use of 
Danieli Rotelec electromagnetic stirring technology. 
Significant results have been reached in Plant A in terms of equiaxial zone percentage (≥ 
55%) on a cast size of Φ600mm, thanks to the presence of a SEMS and to an optimized 
set-up of the current intensity and frequency. Furthermore, good results have been 
achieved in terms of carbon segregation and maximum difference of carbon content 
through a round transversal cross section.  
At Plant B the target was the improvement of the segregation index combined with a high 
productivity (up to 40t/h for each strand).  Caster No.2 of Plant B was revamped in 
February 2011 and the final location of the FEMS was established in September 2011, 
showing the impact of the stirrer position on the internal quality.  
Further development in the settings of the FEMS has been applied in Plant C, where the 
production of wheel grades represents about 30% of the Caster No.2 product mix. An 
automation system selects the current intensity, frequency and mode 
(alternate/continuous) in order to reach the best centre porosity without any risk of 
negative segregation due to the white band (WB). 
 
2   Operating Principles of Combined Stirrers 
Due to the enrichment of alloy and carbon content in the remaining liquid steel during the 
solidification, the liquidus temperature decreases. In the absence of stirring, a temperature 
gradient inside the liquid pool is rebuilt between solidification front and the centre of 
                                                
1 a.sgro@danieli.it, Danieli CentroMet, Italy 
2 m.rinaldi@danieli.it, Danieli CentroMet, Italy 
3 s.kunstreich@danieli-rotelec.fr, Danieli Rotelec, France 
4 Danieli Rotelec, France 
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liquid pool. This temperature gradient reaches an important value if the cast size becomes 
larger, because in this case the metallurgical length becomes longer and the time for 
superheat rebuilt is proportionally also longer. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the effect of 
the stirrer on the mushy zone. 
The consequence is that in casters producing large cast sizes with very long solidification 
profile, the application of Strand Stirrer (SEMS) is helpful to sustain the effect of the 
mould stirrer (MEMS). Thanks to it, it will be possible to maintain a large and fine 
equiaxial zone up the end of the solidification and consequently, to decrease the porosity 
level of the as cast product. 
The positioning of the SEMS has to respect the following rule: 

1) Not too low in order to avoid that the columnar-equiaxed transition has already 
taken place; 

2) Not too high, in such case it would not increase the equiaxial zone or it would 
generate a “columnar equiaxial secondary columnar equiaxial” structure.  

The position may also be influenced by the requirements concerning the white band. 
 

 
Fig. 1   Effect of EMS on the mushy zone 

 
In high carbon and high alloy steel, the purpose of the final stirrer (FEMS) is to break the 
progressive build-up of the segregation process in mixing inside the mushy zone the high 
segregated area with the low segregated ones. This is possible only if the mushy zone 
permeability (linked to the solid fraction) is low enough to allow for a "mechanical 
mixing". A typical range of solid fraction on the centre axis where the FEMS is effective 
is 0.1-0.4; over that range, the mushy zone is too dense to allow a significant effect. 
It is therefore very important to be able to predict the real solidification behaviour in the 
engineering phase of the FEMS. A secondary benefit of the FEMS is the chance to verify 
and adjust the solidification pattern thanks to the location of the white band which, in that 
case, is obtained on purpose.  
Practically, for FEMS process efficiency, several conditions are to be fulfilled: 

1) The final stirrer should work on a large area of equiaxial crystals that means 
downstream an efficient mould stirrer. 

2) It should have a correct position compared to solidification profile.  
3) The final stirrer should be powerful enough for ensuring a good mixing of the 

mushy area in the reduced liquid pool, where its position is correct. 
4) The caster should operate according to controlled casting conditions. 

In Figure 2 a representation of the FEMS influence on the steel segregation is shown. 
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Fig. 2  FEMS influence on segregation 
 

Stirrers properly used and positioned improve the internal quality, but if the above 
requirements are not fulfilled, their use may generate a white band effect. 
The wide band is a diminution of carbon and sulphur content caused by the velocity of 
liquid steel created by the stirrer along the solidification front.  
The severity of the white band can be rated as the ratio of minimum carbon content in its 
location on the average content of the specific grade. In case of stirring activity, the 
severity of the WB depends on the Secondary Dendrite Arm Spacing (SDAS) and 
therefore on the chemistry and the solidification rate. It shows the following tendency: 

1) The MEMS may create some subsurface WB despite the fact the solidification rate 
where it operates is very high; 

2) The SEMS may create WB if current settings are too high, also because it operates 
in an area where the solidification rate is low; 

3) The FEMS may create WB if there is still liquid in the bloom centre and current 
settings are too high. 
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3   Plant Engineering  
The most complete plant from stirrer equipment point of view is the Plant A, where 
MEMS, SEMS and FEMS have been installed. It is a 5-strand round caster fitted with 
stirrers located as per sketch here below (Fig. 3): 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 3  MEMS-SEMS-FEMS arrangement 
 
This arrangement was selected according to previous explanations for the following 
reasons: 

1) The SEMS was considered necessary for securing the equiaxial zone in the large cast 
sizes and to also to avoid its off centring in the final round cast size. 

2) The FEMS was selected for two purposes: operating as second strand stirrer in lower 
carbon grades (cast at higher casting speed) and operating as real final stirrer in high 
carbon and high alloy grades cast at lower casting speed to reduce centre segregation. 

The combination of these two stirrers with the MEMS on the same strand was also considered 
important, taking into account the highly demanding quality requirement for wheel steels in 
terms of homogeneity of carbon distribution on the overall round transversal cross section. A 
proper balance had to be found among two opposite factors of heterogeneity: 

1) The natural heterogeneity experienced due to centre segregation and porosity of 
casting without stirrers. 

2) The white band heterogeneity due to excessive stirring force. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

RD380 0.60m/mn 
RD450 0.45m/mn 
RD600 0.26m/mn 
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Below Fig. 4 shows EMS installation at Plant A 
 

 
Fig. 4  EMS at Plant A 

 
 
Below Tab I shows the main features of Plant A CCM stirrers. 
 
 MEMS SEMS FEMS 

Stirrer model KLE1340 KS 770 KF 770 

Max frequency 2 Hz 20Hz 10Hz 

Installed power 270 KVA 120KVA 240 KVA 

 
Tab. I   EMS situation at Plant A 

 
 
4    Quality Enhancement using EMS 
 
Below Tab II shows the main EMS features (excluding MEMS) of the three reference 
plants considered in the analysis performed here below. 
 

 Plant A Plant B Plant C 
Caster main radius (m) 15 12 12 
Cast Sizes (mm) Φ 380 - 600 Φ 270 Φ 385 - 470 
SEMS model KS770 - - 
FEMS model KF770 KF360 KF630 
 

Tab. II   SEMS and FEMS situation  
 
In the Plant A the combination of MEMS, SEMS and FEMS allowed to reach an equiaxial 
zone higher than 55%. This was also obtained thanks also to the fine tuning of 
solidification condition allowed by purposely-done WB. The target of the increased 
equiaxial zone is visible in  
Fig. 5 - Macro results for F 600mm (left), F 450 (right), show an outstanding result for the 
processed steelgrade/cast size. For both round sizes the centre porosity is absent, a 
maximum carbon difference of 0.06% has been reached, avoiding at the same time White 
Band formation. 
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Fig. 5 - Macro results for Φ  600mm (left), Φ  450 (right) 
 
Plant B experienced in January 2011 an extensive revamping, from a vertical-curve 
solution for rectangular blooms to a curved solution for round blooms, with diameter 
ranging from 230 to 270 mm. Due to the presence of only 3 strands, to the high EAF 
productivity (120 t/h) and to the steel grades quality, it was important to optimise the 
efficiency of FEMS, which was finally moved to the most effective position after some 
months from start-up. 
This occurrence allowed to show that FEMS located in the proper position improved 
segregation by 20% (see Fig. 6 here below, showing a macroetch after FEMS relocation); 
on the other side the variability of casting speed (related to the steelgrade and to the 
superheat in the tundish) kept difficult to guarantee absence of White Band with 
segregation/porosity results in every casting condition.  
 

 
 

. 
Fig. 6 – Plant B CC2, grade 40CrS3, Φ  270 mm – C segregation and longitudinal cross section 

 
After Plant B CCM2 experience, it was decided to test an innovative approach for the 
FEMS current regulation at Plant C; the reason was due to the very tight requirements for 
the production of wheel steel grades (100% samples with centre porosity below grade 2, 
reference Russian СОУ МПП 77.040-191:2007). For the complete elimination of the 
white band phenomena on all CCM2 cast sizes (from F 385 to F 470 mm) and grades 
(ranging from 0.06%C to 0.65%C), Danieli implemented for the FEMS a dynamic set up 
both of current/frequency and of rotation mode (continuous or alternate) based on the 
lifetime speed approach as shown in below Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 7 - FEMS current density vs. casting speed at Plant C. 
 
 
In this way it has been possible to act effectively on the cross section centre, when casting 
conditions made it possible, using in the other conditions FEMS as tool to stir the liquid 
pool without generation of WB. Figures 8 show the absence of axial porosity without any 
white band, confirming the optimal internal quality reached by means of the new control 
system. 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8 – Grade 2 (C 0.60%) produced at Plant C 
 
This result was confirmed after rolling, by the achievement by CCM blooms of the same 
wheel microstructure and metallic yield of ingot ones (see Fig. 9). 
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Fig. 9a – Wheel section produced by CCM2. 

 
 
Fig. 9b – Wheel section produced by ingot casting. 

 
 
5    Conclusions 
 
Danieli’s experience in continuous casters of big cast sizes has led to a state-of-the-art 
technology for the location and settings of the MEMS, SEMS and FEMS. The 
dynamically controlled system applied in Plant C proved to be an effective solution to 
avoid white band in all conditions keeping at the same time FEMS advantages in terms of 
segregation. After accurate optimization of the process conditions, the final cast product 
revealed excellent results in terms of centre porosity, macrosegregation and equiaxed 
zone. 
Extensive process technology developments are in progress for the application of the 
novel technology to continuously growing product range; the target is to deliver to the 
customer the technology to adapt the equipment to the always changing market 
conditions. 
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THE EFFECT OF LOCAL COOLING RATES UPON SOLIDIFICATION 

PHENOMENA IN THE CONTINUOUS CASTING OF CARBON 
STEELS 

 
 

Abstract  
 

 From the early times of microsegregation analysis it has been verified that for a 
specific carbon steel grade the solidus temperature is greatly affected by the local cooling rate 
and specifically, the solidus temperature decreases even further as the cooling rate increases. 
On the other hand, intensifying cooling rates may result to adverse phenomena mainly for 
steel grades that are prone to surface and sub-surface cracks. In this way, the complete 
solidification evolves into a dynamic phenomenon with increased solidification times, 
requiring proper metallurgical lengths for the efficient completion in a continuous caster. A 
special computer program [1] has been implemented for the offline appreciation and study of 
solidification phenomena that take place in a bloom caster at the Stomana steelmaking plant 
of the SIDENOR group of companies, in Bulgaria. Apart from the numerical solution of the 
differential equation for heat transfer along the caster, a microsegregation model (as described 
in a previous publication [2]) has been also included in the computations in order to follow-up 
the solid fraction values in the mushy zone in a more efficient manner. In this article, the 
effect of the local cooling rates upon solidification of some selected carbon steel grades will 
be examined and discussed, following the continuous casting of 200 x 200 (mm x mm) 
square-section blooms. Temperature and local cooling-rate distributions inside the sections at 
different distances from the mold-level, along with solid fraction distribution in the mushy 
zone will be the main issues of results presentation and discussion, for the selected steel 
grades.  

 
Keywords  

 
Continuous casting; billet; bloom; shell; cooling rate; solid fraction; solidus temperature; 
carbon steel.  

 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The liquidus and solidus temperatures of most carbon steels can be a-priori calculated 
[3] from the following two equations (1) and (2): 

 
1537 88(% ) 8(% ) 5(% ) 30(% ) 25(% )

       4(% ) 1.5(% ) 5(% ) 2(% ) 2(% ) 18(% )          (1)
LT C Si Mn P S

Ni Cr Cu Mo V Ti
= − − − − −

− − − − − −
 

 
1535 200(% ) 12.3(% ) 6.8(% ) 124.5(% ) 183.9(% )

       4.3(% ) 1.4(% ) 4.1(% )                                                     (2)
ST C Si Mn P S

Ni Cr Al
= − − − − −

− − −
 

 
_________________________ 
1    Director of the group meltshops, SIDENOR SA, Greece. 



Although (1) gives generally good results for the liquidus temperature, the solidus 
temperature seems to be also influenced by the cooling rate of a specific steel grade. In fact, 
the simple micro-segregation model [2] has proven the importance of local cooling rates upon 
solidification phenomena. Table 1 shows the calculated liquidus and solidus temperatures of 
some selected Al-killed steel grades for further analysis. 

 
Table 1- Chemical analysis of selected Al-killed steel grades 

 
Type Name TL(°C) TS(°C) C Si Mn P S Cr V 
HCG 70*-80Cr 1459 1366 0.77 0.28 0.76 0.01 0.02 0.32 0.00 
MHG C45E 1490 1435 0.44 0.23 0.63 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.00 
MLG S355J2 1513 1487 0.17 0.22 1.08 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.03 
MLG 20MnV6 1510 1482 0.18 0.23 1.45 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.08 
MLG 16/20MnCr5 1510 1484 0.17 0.25 1.15 0.01 0.02 1.05 0.01 

 
2. The effect of cooling rates on solidus temperature 

 
Figure 1 shows the solidification curve, that is the solid fraction as a function of 

temperature at different cooling rate values.  
 

 
 
 

12pt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

12pt. 
Fig. 1- Solidification curves for a high carbon grade such as 70*-80Cr at different 

cooling rates (CR): (1) 0.001 °C/s; (2) 0.280 °C/s; (3) 0.853 °C/s; (4) 2.658 °C/s. 
 
What makes particularly interesting the results illustrated in Fig. 1 is on one hand the 

difference in the final solidus temperature, and on the other the difference in the computed 
brittle temperature range, respectively. The brittle temperature range according to [4] can be 
calculated according to the following formula (3):  

 
ΔTB = T(fs=0.90) – T(fs=0.99)                                                      (3) 



Brittle temperature range (ΔTB) plays an important role upon crack formation inside 
products during casting, and it seems that the larger it is the more prone for cracking the 
products are [4]. For the cases presented in Fig. 1, Table 2 presents the values for the 
aforementioned properties. 

 
Table 2- Solidus and brittle temperature range values for the cases presented in Fig. 1 
 
Cooling rate (°C/s) Solidus temperature (°C) Brittle temperature range (K) 

0.001 1316 40.0 
0.280 1305 45.2 
0.853 1302 46.6 
2.658 1298 48.2 

 
It is interesting to note that the higher the cooling rate the lower the solidus temperature, 

and the larger the brittle temperature range get, respectively. Nevertheless, these large 
differences in values are more exaggerated in high carbon grades (HCG) than lower carbon 
ones (i.e., MHC: medium high and MLC: medium low carbon grades). 

 
3. Computational remarks  

  
A computer program capable of solving the heat transfer equation numerically, in 2D, 

and 3D, has been developed and tested in the past in both general purpose fire [5], and 
solidification problems [1]. The implicit scheme [6] for the solution of the differential 
equation of heat transfer has been applied; the 2D temperature distribution is computed in a 
cross-section of the solidifying bloom, and updated as the section moves down along the 
caster from mold level till the oxy-cutters starting position. The core of this program was 
upgraded by incorporating the simple model of micro-segregation [2], and the tremendous 
performance capabilities of the OMP (Open Multi-Processing) routines to speed up results. 
Actually, the Gauss-Seidel iterative method for solving the temperature matrix was proven 
ideal for the development of parallel routines splitting the calculation domain to the number 
of available CPUs. For a 400x400 mesh, the execution time of the parallel code was at least 2 
to 3 times faster than the serial one. The code was developed using Microsoft Visual Studio 
Express C++ 2013 for Desktop, and run in a Dell Latitude E4310, (x64-based PC, processor 
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5 CPU M540 2.53GHz, 2 Cores-4 Logical Processors) , under Windows 7 
Professional operating system. The system invoked 4 CPUs in the parallel threads speeding 
up by at least 4 times the parallel section (and mostly time consuming part) of the code.  

 
4. Results and Discussion  

  
Simulating the Stomana bloom caster for sections 200x200 mm2, computed results were 

mined for the five steel grades presented on Table 1. Shell formation calculations till complete 
solidification (shell thickness equal to 100 mm) were performed considering the a-priori 
calculated solidus temperatures as presented on Table 1. Two sets of data were collected at 
0.55, and 0.20 litres secondary-cooling water per kg steel, respectively, at different values for 
casting speed. Practice has shown that casting at lower speed using lower levels of secondary 
cooling water gives rise to better internal soundness for the product.   Analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was applied to investigate correlations and the results are presented in Fig. 2. 
ANOVA has proven that the linear correlations resulted into F-values with statistical 
significance above 99.5%. Attempts to unite results within high and medium-high grades, 



medium-high and medium-low, and all grades together, were held; they all failed in statistical 
significance.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2- Metallurgical length values for selected steel grades at various casting speeds 

and specific consumptions of secondary cooling water. The position for complete shell 
formation is computed based upon the a-priori calculated solidus temperatures (Table 1); 
SPH=30K. 

 
It is interesting to note that productivity drops in favour to better internal soundness and 

less central porosity, mainly for the medium-high and high carbon steels. Medium low carbon 
steel grades do not seem to be affected a lot by productivity for the Stomana bloom caster; 
weldable rebar steel grades are also included in this category.  

Fig. 3 depicts the local cooling rates within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom 
at an instance along the caster for grade 70*-80Cr. The local cooling rates are mostly 
presented in the region around the solidification front. A short analysis revealed that for the 
data presented in Fig. 3 the CR (cooling rate in °C/s) has the following statistics: average value 
µ = 0.280, standard deviation σ = 0.191, minimum = 0.001, and maximum = 2.658. More than 
99% of the CR population is within µ+3*σ = 0.853. Consequently, only a very small number 
of local cooling rates are situated in the range of 0.853 to 2.658. One may realize why these 
sets of values were selected in order to plot the solidification curves presented in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the temperature distribution in a quarter-section of a bloom for which 
the local cooling rates were presented in Fig. 3. Solid fraction values are also presented at the 
appropriate temperatures. It is interesting to note that the a-priori calculated solidus 
temperature for this grade (1366°C, Table 1) is close to the solidification front but, 
(un)fortunately, not that close. According to Fig. 4, the solid fraction at this temperature value 
is fs=0.89, while complete solidification (fs=1.00) takes place at a lower temperature, 1301°C. 
Considerable errors can be deduced in the prediction of the shell at any position along the 
caster once cooling rates are not taken under consideration. Therefore, the metallurgical  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3- Local cooling rates within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 16.67 m from 
mold level for grade 70*-80Cr (the smaller graph shows the position inside the section). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4- Temperature distribution within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 16.67 m 
from mold level for grade 70*-80Cr. Some solid-fraction values at the appropriate 
temperatures are presented, as well. 



lengths depicted in Fig. 2 are underestimated, decreasing even further the caster productivity 
in order to succeed in internal soundness and zero central porosity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5- Local cooling rates within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 13.33 m from 
mold level for grade C45E (the smaller graph shows the position inside the section). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6- Temperature distribution within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 13.33 m 
from mold level for grade C45E. Some solid-fraction values at the appropriate temperatures 
are presented, as well. 



 Figures 5 and 6 illustrate similar types of results with the ones presented in Figures 3 
and 4, respectively, this time for grade C45E. It is interesting to note again here that the 
prediction of the shell position is overestimated by the use of the a-priori calculated value of 
the solidus temperature 1435°C (Table 1). The local cooling rates should be taken strongly 
under consideration; according to the values presented in Fig. 6, fs=1.00 at 1384°C, that is, at 
lower temperature than the solidus 1435°C which corresponds at 0.875 solid fraction. In this 
way, the metallurgical lengths presented in Fig. 2 for C45E are underestimated for this case 
too, pushing the productivity at even lower figures. 
 Fig. 7 depicts the local cooling rates around the solidification front inside a bloom 
section at 14 m from mold level for grade S355J2. This grade is peritectic [7] in the means 
that there is a solid fraction value at which the crystallization changes from δ to γ phase as 
temperature drops. For the data presented in Fig. 7 the statistical values for CR were found to 
be: µ = 0.359; σ=0.175; min=0.042; max=0.927; µ+3*σ = 0.883 °C/s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7- Local cooling rates within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 14 m from 
mold level for peritectic grade S355J2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fig. 8- Temperature distribution within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 14 m 
from mold level for grade S355J2. Some solid-fraction values at the appropriate temperatures 
are presented, together with the temperature and solid fraction (fs=0.76) values at which δ to 
γ-phase transition takes place. 
 
 Fig. 8 presents not only the temperature distribution inside the section at 14 m below 
mold level but the temperature and solid fraction values (T=1485°C; fs=0.76) at which the 
crystals of the peritectic grade S355J2 suffer δ to γ-phase transition due to local cooling rates 
in addition to the specific chemical analysis. The prediction of the shell size again here seems 
to be influenced by the local cooling rates, albeit at a lesser extent compared to the cases for 
medium-high and high carbon grades. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9- Temperature distribution within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 6 m 
from mold level for grade 20MnV6. Some solid-fraction values at the appropriate 
temperatures are presented, together with the temperature and solid fraction (fs=0.73) values 
at which δ to γ-phase transition takes place. 
 
 Fig. 9 presents the temperature distribution inside a bloom section 6 m from mold 
level for the peritectic grade 20MnV6. Although not presented here, the local cooling rates 
around the solidification front were statistically processed and the population values for CR 
resulted in: µ = 0.154; σ = 0.193; min = 0.001; max = 1.621; µ+3*σ = 0.732 °C/s. For a 
population with this statistics for local cooling rates, the expected temperature at which the 
delta- to gamma-phase transition takes place is 1483°C at a solid fraction value fs = 0.73. The 
temperature for complete solidification (fs=1.00) is around 1449°C, which is a lower 
temperature than the a-priori calculated value for solidus 1482°C (Table 1). Nevertheless, it 
seems that for medium-low-carbon steel grades the shell prediction based on the pre-
calculated solidus temperature gives rise to less error than the one for high carbon grades. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10- Local cooling rates within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 5.2 m from 
mold level for peritectic grade 16/20MnCr5 (C=0.17%). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 11- Temperature distribution within a quarter-section of a 200x200 mm2 bloom at 5.2 m 
from mold level for grade 16/20MnCr5. Some solid-fraction values at the appropriate 
temperatures are presented, together with the temperature and solid fraction (fs=0.80) values 
at which δ to γ-phase transition takes place (peritectic grade at C=0.17%). 



 Fig. 10 shows the cooling rates near the solidification front for a 200x200 mm2 bloom 
section at 5.2 m below the mold level for the peritectic (C=0.17%) grade 16/20MnCr5. The 
local cooling rates population CR near solidification at that instance gave the following 
statistics: µ = 0.344; σ = 0.236; min = 0.046; max = 1.183; µ+3*σ = 1.053 °C/s. Fig. 11 
depicts the temperature distribution inside the section at the instance presented in Fig. 10. Due 
to the peritectic nature of this grade at the aforementioned conditions it seems that at 1479°C 
and solid fraction fs=0.80 a transition of the crystallization from δ to γ phase takes place. At 
1449°C the solid fraction is fs=1.00, defining the shell size. Determining the shell size from 
the a priori calculated solidus temperature 1484°C (Table 1) the error is smaller than for the 
case of medium-high carbon grades, but still appreciable. 

 
5. Conclusions  

  
Based upon computed results for selected high, medium-high, and medium-low steel 

grades it seems that local cooling rates should be taken strongly under consideration in the 
determination of shell size and solid fraction values in the mushy zone. Casting speed affects 
metallurgical length and therefore, productivity should be decided with care in order to avoid 
central porosity and internal defects. Combination of the numerical solution of the heat 
transfer equation with the simple microsegregation model sheds light in the mushy zone 
solidification, and phase transitions especially for the peritectic grades. Parallel computing is 
becoming a valid tool into speeding up laborious metallurgical calculations of this nature. 
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COMPARISON OF RANS AND LES FOR TURBULENT FLOW IN 

THIN SLAB CONTINUOUS CASTING MOLD 
 

Abstract  
Turbulent flow in the thin slab continuous casting mold has been computed using the k-

ε model of Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) and the large eddy simulations (LES) 
respectively. The ultrasonic flaw detections result is used to validate the two mathematical 
models. The results of LES show that the turbulent flow is asymmetric even if the nozzle and 
mold is perfect symmetric in geometry and the vortexes are located at the low velocity side 
adjacent to the nozzle. But the turbulent flow obtained from the RANS method is symmetric. 
Compared with RANS, the LES can capture more random vortex, forecast more accurate 
transient flow field, present better flow details, and understand the essence of turbulence more 
deeply.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The unsteady velocity distribution of molten steel contained within the solidifying shell 
of a continuous casting machine is very influential on the distribution of inclusion particles, 
which is important to the internal cleanliness and quality of the steel[1-2]. Understanding the 
unsteady flow structures in this process is an important step in avoiding failures and 
decreasing defects.  

Turbulent flows are characterized by eddies with a wide range of length and time scales. 
The largest eddies are typically comparable in size to the characteristic length of the mean 
flow. The smallest scales are responsible for the dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy. It is 
possible, in theory, to directly resolve the whole spectrum of turbulent scales using an 
approach known as direct numerical simulation (DNS) [3]. However, DNS is not feasible for 
practical engineering problems involving high Reynolds number flows [4-5]. The cost 
required for DNS to resolve the entire range of scales is prohibitive. The Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS), typically with the two-equation (k−ε) turbulence model, has been 
extensively adopted in previous studies and has produced valuable insight about the flow in 
continuous casting nozzles and molds. However, the approach, limited by its nature, is not 
suited for studying the time evolution of unsteady flow structures triggered by flow 
instabilities [6]. In Large eddy simulation (LES) [7-8], large eddies are resolved directly, 
while small eddies are modeled with the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress model. Large eddy 
simulation (LES) thus falls between DNS and RANS in terms of the fraction of the resolved 
scales. Currently, LES has been well approved in applying to both homogeneous turbulence 
and free shear flow. 

The asymmetrically distribution of defects in the slab has been found in recent flaw 
detection of slab. However, the symmetrical distribution detected in flow field of the mold of 
continuous casting calculated by RANS is failed to explain what has shown in flaw detection 
of slab.  
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B.G. Thomas et al.[9-11] utilized the LES to calculate unsteady turbulence flow in the 
continuous casting mold, and compared with the result of PIV. They found that the two results 
fit each other very well. However, they did no further research to the asymmetric flow field, 
specifically the structure of the flow field of meniscus, whose fluctuate have great impact on 
the inclusion particle movement. B. K. Li et al. [12-13] observed a vortex phenomenon in the 
meniscus through the water model experiment, which produced suction to make inclusions 
move downward into the molten steel, thus, affect the purity of the molten steel. In addition, 
he also found that the distribution of the vortex was asymmetrical in the mold. Z. D. Qian et 
al. [14] simulated the molten steel vortex phenomenon in the mold with the LES, but the mesh 
was relatively coarse. C. Real et al. [15] employed RANS and LES individually to compute 
turbulence flow in the continuous casting mold, and he found that the turbulence flow field 
obtained from LES represented a periodicity variation. 

In recent years, thin slab casting process has achieved worldwide recognition because of 
energy saving, faster, lower capital costs and flexible production modes over conventional 
continuous casting. The purpose of the present study is to numerically analyze transient flow 
in funnel-type thin slab mold with large eddy simulation. 

 
2. Description of Mold Structures 
 

The main characteristic of the mold is the funnel shaped design with an enlarged 
opening in the upper part. As the solidifying shell travels through the “downwardly 
converging funnel-type casting area”, funnel thickness directly diminishes to the extent that it 
disappears before reaching the bottom of the mold. At the exit area of the mold cavity, the 
wide faces of slab are parallel to each other, as seen in Figure 1. 

The three-dimensional entity model of the mold is built with the Pro/E software. The 
geometrical, physical properties and operating conditions used in numerical simulation model 
are shown in Table1. Fig.1 (a) shows the schematic of three-dimensional structure of the mold 
and SEN. and Fig.1 (b) shows the profile of the SEN. The SEN shown in the figure has one 
downward-angled square nozzle ports, with top and bottom edges angled downward at 45 deg. 
Considered the actual continuous casting process (the length of mold is 900mm), the molten 
steel center is still in the molten state after it leaves the mold, so the length of the mold is 
extended to get the full development flow field. 

 
Table 1 Geometrical, physical properties and operating conditions 

Parameters Steel (1560℃) 

Density, kg/m3 7200 

Viscosity, Pa·s 0.0064 

Height of mold, mm 5600 

Width of mold, mm 1530 

Thickness of mold, mm 100 

Diameter of nozzle, mm 80 

Exit angle of nozzle, ( °) 45 

Depth of nozzle, mm 200 

Casting speed, m/min 5.5 



 
Fig.1. Schematic of three-dimensional structure of the mold (a) The mold (b) The profile 

of the nozzle 

 
3.  Mathematical Models 
 
Governing Equations 

The equations for RANS were listed in our previous work, so no longer repeat 
statement here. For the LES model, in order to research the unsteady flow for incompressible 
flow, the basic governing equations for the resolved flow field account for conservation of 
mass and momentum. 
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The symbols P , ρ , ν  and iu in Eqs. (1) and (2) represent the pressure, density and kinematic 
viscosity. The subscripts i  and j represent the three Cartesian directions and repeated 
subscripts imply summation. 

The filtering process effectively filters out the eddies whose scales are smaller than the 
filter width or grid spacing used in the computations. The resulting equations thus govern the 
dynamics of large eddies. A filtered variable is defined by 
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where )( 'xf is the pulsating quantity, D is the fluid domain, andG is the filter function that 
determines the scale of the resolved eddies. The finite-volume discretization itself implicitly 
provides the filtering operation： 
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where V is the volume of a computational cell. The filter function, )( xxG ʹ′− , implied here is 
then 
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Filtering the Navier-Stokes equations, one obtains 
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where p , iu , ju  represent the filter pressure and filter velocity. The sub-grid scale stress 

ijτ defined by  

jijiij uuuu −=τ                                                                                       (7) 
The sub-grid scale stress resulting from the filtering operation is unknown, and require 

modeling. The sub-grid scale turbulence models employ the Boussinesq hypothesis as in the 
RANS models, computing sub-grid scale turbulent stresses from 

ijtijkkij Sµδττ 2
3
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where tµ is the sub-grid scale turbulent viscosity. The isotropic part of the sub-grid scale 
stresses kkτ is not modeled, but added to the filtered static pressure term. ijS is the rate-of-strain 
tensor for the resolved scale defined by 
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The sub-grid scale turbulent viscosity tµ is modeled by the Smagorinsky-Lilly model [16-17].  

SLst
2ρµ =                                                                                          (10) 

where sL is the mixing length for sub-grid scales and ijij SSS 2≡ . sL  is computed using 

),min( 31VCkdL ss =                                                                           (11) 
where k  is the von Kármán constant, 42.0=k , d is the distance to the closest wall, sC is the 
Smagorinsky constant, 1.0=sC . 
 

Boundary Conditions  
The computational domain includes the entire submerged entry nozzle (SEN) and the 

complete mold region. A uniform velocity of 3m/s is prescribed at the inlet opening based on 
the casting speed. And a constant pressure boundary condition (101325Pa) is used at the 
outlet ports in the bottom wall, where the gradients of all the other variables are set to zero. 
The top surface of the molten steel in the mold cavity is modeled as a free-slip plane (z 
velocity and z gradient of all other variables are set to zero). The no-slip boundary condition 
is employed at the wall boundaries. The wall function method is used to calculate the 
turbulent near wall area. The speed of calculation near wall with Van Driest [18] attenuation 
function to reduce the eddy viscosity. 

)]/exp(1[ ++−−Δ= AyCL ss                                                           (12) 
Where +y is the dimensionless distance, Δ is the feature length, a constant values 2.6 for +A . 
 



Solution Methods 

The finite volume method is used to calculate the flow field in the thin slab continuous 
casting mold. The RANS simulation used the same meshes with LES (1.87×106 finite 
volumes). In order to capture enough large eddy structure characteristics to analyze the 
dynamic state distribution of the molten steel in the mold, so the domain is divided to be 
1.87×106 finite volumes. The time-dependent three-dimensional filtered Navier–Stokes 
equations are solved using the SIMPLEC pressure-velocity coupling terms. Second-order 
upwind is used for the momentum and energy discretization terms. The computational domain 
is described using a Cartesian grid consisting of 1.87 million finite volumes. Smaller grid 
spacing (1.0mm) is set at the nozzle outlet port and walls near the narrow face. The time step 
size is 10-4 seconds, and the calculation time is 150 seconds. 
 
4. Model Validation 
 

Flow transients influence transport of inclusion particles and bubble carried by the jets 
into the liquid pool and might be the cause for intermittent and asymmetrical defects observed 
in slab. In order to validate the flow pattern and the mathematical model, many ultrasonic 
flaw detections of slab were done. The results revealed that the ultrasonic flaw detections 
present asymmetric distribution, as shown in Fig.2. And those bright spots are imperfections 
(bubble and inclusion). The long-term research of molten steel flow in the continuous casting 
mold shows that the bubble and inclusion can’t be removed by the slag layer if their ascent 
rate is no faster than casting speed. They would flow together with the molten steel, and 
finally stranded in slab to form slab defects. Two typical transient flow patterns are plotted in 
Fig.3, showing flow at the center plane between wide faces, obtained from the large eddy 
simulation. The flow of molten steel is obviously deviation, and the direction of flow 
deviation is different from time to time. Flow deviation is to the left at 75s, the right at 95s, 
indicating a well agreement with the flaw detections. So the asymmetrical and periodic flow 
of the molten steel in the mold is indirectly confirmed by the ultrasonic flaw detection results.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Photograph of detection defects 

 

Casting direction 



 
Fig. 3. Typical transient flow patterns at the center plane between wide faces, obtained 

from the large eddy simulation (a) 75s and (b) 95s 

 
5. Flow Pattern with RANS and LES Methods 
 

The mechanism of vortices formation on the meniscus of the mold has been 
summarized in our previous work [13]. Vortexing is the result of shearing of the two surface 
flows from the mold narrow faces when they meet adjacent to the SEN. Vortexing flow is 
composed of rotation of molten steel in the horizontal sections and downward flow. Fig.4 
shows the computed vortexing flow on the meniscus for the case where the SEN is located on 
the mold centerline. It can be found that the flow field obtained from the RANS is symmetric, 
and there are four symmetrical small vortexes around the SEN on the meniscus. The results of 
LES show that the turbulent flow and vortexing flow are asymmetric even if the nozzle and 
mold is perfect symmetric in geometry. 

Fig.5 presents the velocity toward the SEN along the meniscus width centerline. All the 
data show a maximum velocity in the middle between the SEN and the narrow face, with a 
value of 0.0035m/s. A significant asymmetry between the left-half and right-half sides is 
found in the LES. The velocity of left-half is obviously stronger than the right-half. This result 
agrees quite well with the results of the vortexing flow on the meniscus in the Fig.4. And the 
vortex is located at the lower velocity side (right-half) adjacent to the SEN. 
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Fig. 4. Vortexing flow on on the meniscus (a) RANS; (b) LES  

 

 
Fig.5. Velocity along meniscus width centerline 

 
Two typical velocity vector plots at the center plane between wide faces obtained from 

RANS and LES are shown in Fig.6. The flow field of RANS is obviously symmetric 
distribution. Flow in the mold region is seen to be a classic “double roll” recirculation zone. 
And there are four symmetrical vortexes near the SEN in the upper recirculation zone. The 
results of LES show asymmetries between the left and right sides of the flow, especially in the 
lower recirculation zone. The computed flow pattern agrees well with measurements obtained 
by ultrasonic flaw detections. Flow in the mold region is a complex flow pattern with multiple 
vortices. These asymmetries, caused by the interaction between two halves of the liquid pool, 
are not present in the RANS. In contract with RANS, the LES can capture more random 
vortexes, forecast more accurate transient flow field, reflect better flow details, and 
understand the essence of turbulence more deeply. And this result obtained from LES agrees 
quite well with the result of detection defects. 
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Fig.6. Typical velocity vector plot at the center plane between wide faces (a) RANS; (b) LES 

 
 
6. Conclusions 
 

Turbulent flow in the thin slab continuous casting mold has been computed using the k-
ε model in Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) and the large eddy simulations (LES) 
respectively. The following results are obtained: 

(1) The results of LES show that the flow of molten steel is obviously deviation, and the 
direction of flow deviation is different from time to time, agrees well with measurements 
obtained by ultrasonic flaw detections. 

(2) Compared with RANS, the turbulent flow obtain from the LES is asymmetric even 
if the nozzle and mold is perfect symmetric in geometry. The turbulent flow is transient and 
random, the obvious characteristic is that the vortex flow is not centre symmetrical. And the 
vortex is located at the lower velocity side adjacent to the SEN. And the LES method can 
capture more random vortex, forecast more accurate transient flow field, reflect better flow 
details, and understand the essence of turbulence more deeply.  
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Abstract  
The transient molten steel flow and the particle transport behaviour in the liquid pool 

inside the continuous casting mold are numerically investigated. The enthalpy-porosity 
approach is presented for the analysis of solidification processes. The transient turbulent flow 
of the molten steel is calculated using the large eddy simulation (LES). The transport of 
particle (bubble and non-metallic inclusion) in the mold is considered according to the 
Lagrangian approach. A criterion for particle entrapment on the solidified shell is developed 
using the user-defined functions (UDF) of FLUENT software, considering force balance 
involving eight different forces acting on a particle near the mushy-zone. The model 
simulations have been compared with the observations of the ultrasonic testing of steel plates, 
and have successfully reproduced many known phenomena and other new predictions, 
including the transient asymmetric flow pattern in liquid pool, the law of solidified shell 
growth, the intermittent and asymmetric distribution of particles on the solidified shell, and 
the entrapment ratios and positions of different particles.  
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1. Introduction 

Defects in steel products are often caused by the captured inclusion clusters, bubbles, 
and other particles [1]. Large particles float toward the meniscus due to the buoyancy and are 
subsequently removed from the mold, while smaller particles are carried deep into the mold. 
These small bubbles and inclusions may be entrapped in the solidified shell to form defects in 
the final product [1-3], such as slivers, “pencil pipe” blister, and other costly defects. 
Controlling particle transport is always a hot issue for clean steel since these defects would 
damage the mechanical properties of steel product. 

Through the LF, RH and tundish refining, most of large non-metallic inclusions have 
been removed, the smaller inclusions transported into the mold are in the range of 5 to 50 µm 
with inclusion size distribution [2,4,5]. Argon gas has been used to prevent nozzle clogging 
and remove inclusions in the mold. In solidified slabs, much smaller bubbles are encountered. 
Miyake et al. [6] have reported that the diameters of the blowholes in slabs are around 200 to 
300µm. Damen et al. [7] found few bubbles of 500µm or larger, while diameters around 
100µm are frequent. Staudt and Tacke [8] have located only bubbles with diameters up to 
about 60µm in slabs.  

Due to the limitations of physical modeling, it is difficult to design an experimental 
study on the entrapment of inclusions and bubbles in the mold. Many mathematical 
simulation studies have focused on the entrapment of inclusions and bubbles to the solidified 
shell of steel during continuous casting. Yuan et al. [9] considered normal and tangential force 
balances involving ten different forces acting on a particle in the boundary layer, and the 
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primary dendrite arm spacing (PDAS) was considered for the particle entrapment. But the 
solidified shell was precalculated via the square root law. Javurek et al. [10] considered the 
entrapment of inclusions to the solidifying shell as a sink source term of the concentration of 
inclusions, and the solidification shell was also precalculated via the square root law. Yuji 
Miki et al. [11]  used a model experiment to study the entrapment conditions and mechanism 
of inclusions and bubbles on the solidified shell using molten steel, they found that the 
entrapment of inclusions was greatly reduced by the existence of a low velocity flow, e.g., 
0.05m/s, at the solid-liquid interface. Zhang et al. [12] developed a three-dimensional 
numerical model to simulate the fluid flow, heat transfer, solidification, and motion of 
inclusions during the steel billet continuous-casting process and to predict the entrapment 
locations of inclusions on the solidified shell.  

The current work develops a mathematical model for investigating the transient 
turbulent flow, solidification, and particle transport and entrapment in the continuous casting 
mold. The entrapped locations of bubbles and inclusions in the entire cross sections of steel 
slab are predicted and compared with the UT results of steel plates. The removal and 
entrapment ratios of different sized particles are also studied using this model. 

 
2. Model formulation 

 
Enthalpy-porosity model 

Instead of tracking the liquid-solid front explicitly, an enthalpy-porosity formulation 
[13] is used to simulate the solidification of steel in a slab continuous casting mold. The 
enthalpy (H ) is computed as the sum of the sensible enthalpy,h , and the latent heat, HΔ : 

HhH Δ+= ,  dTchh
T

T pref
ref
∫+= ,  LH β=Δ                                                 (1) 

where refh is reference enthalpy, refT is reference temperature, pc is specific heat at a constant 
pressure. 

The liquid fraction,β , can be defined as 
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      The latent heat content can vary between 0 (for a solid) and L (for a liquid). 
For solidification/melting problems, the energy equation is written as 

( ) ( ) ( ) el
l STkH
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∂
νρ

ρ                                                                   (3)
 

where lρ is fluid density, ν is fluid velocity, eS is source term of energy. 
  
Large eddy simulation model 

Sinks are added to all of the turbulence equations in the mushy and solidified zones to 
account for the presence of solid matter. 

( )
( ) tmucht AS µ

εβ
β
+

= 3

2-1                                                                                          (4)
 

where tµ represents the turbulence viscosity being solved using the large eddy simulation. 

SLslt ʹ′= 2ρµ  , 
),min( 31VCdL ss κ=
                                                                  (5) 



Here, 
sL
is mixing length, Sʹ′ is strain rate tensor, κ is a constant (=0.42), d is the distance 

from nearest wall, 
sC
is Smagorinsky constant (=0.1), V is volume of cell. 

 
Particle transport model 

Due to the low volume fraction of particles, the Lagrangian approach is used to 
calculate the transport of bubbles and inclusions. The motion of inclusion particles can be 
simulated by integrating the following transport equation for each particle, which considers 
contributions from eight different forces: 

MaMVMLDPBG
P

p FFFFFFFF
dt
dm +++++++=
ν                                      (7)

 

The terms on the right hand side of Eqs. (7) are gravitational force, buoyancy force, 
pressure gradient force, drag force, lift force, virtual mass force, Magnus force and thermal 
Marangoni force. Details can be seen in previous work [14,15]. 

 
Boundary condition and solution method 

The computational domain includes the SEN, entire mold, and part of the secondary 
cooling zone (includes entire vertical section and part of curved section). Each section has 
different cooling conditions. The geometrical schematic and heat transfer boundary conditions 
are given in Fig.1. An uniform velocity for molten steel is prescribed at the inlet based on the 
casting speed, and “No Perturbations” option inlet boundary conditions for the LES model. 
The pull velocities are computed only in the solid region. According to the works of 
Yamazaki et al. [16], in the current study, it is assumed that particles would be captured if the 
liquid fraction at the location of particles is below 0.6. 

The boundary conditions for solidification solution are as follows: (1) a constant 
liquidus temperature as 1786 K is set at the top surface of the mold; (2) heat flux on wide and 
narrow face of the mold is a function of distance down the mold, as shown in Eqs.[8], ψ is 
constant for wide and narrow face which is 0.275 and 0.295 respectively; (3) convection heat 
transfer occurs in the surfaces of the secondary cooling zone of the continuous caster, and the 
average heat transfer coefficient for wide and narrow face is 750 and 650 W/(m·K) 
respectively. Both the initial and inlet temperature of molten steel are 1801 K. 

Cm Vhq /6068.2 ψ−=                                                                       (8) 
where q is heat flux, mh is the distance below the meniscus, CV is the casting speed. 

 
3.  Steel plate UT results and discussions 
 

 In Fig. 2(a), this is a typical investigation of defects distribution (bubbles and 
inclusions) by the ultrasonic testing (UT) method in a steel plate sample from three cross 
sections. There are very few defects inside the steel plate, only some surface defects are found 
near the narrow face of the inner-curved section of the caster, which originate at the meniscus, 
where the solidified shell is very thin. Figure 2(b) shows the results of another typical defects 
distribution in a steel plate sample from three cross sections. As can be observed in the 
images, different regions of high and low particle numbers can be distinguished clearly. High 
particle numbers are found mostly at 1/4 and 1/2 thickness of the steel plate, forming some 
obvious defects bands. However, few particles were found in the regions adjoining the 
surface. And the distribution of these defects is asymmetric with more along the inner-curved 
region. Compared both the results, it can be seen that the defects in the steel plate are 
intermittent, suggesting that they are related to transient flow structures. 



 

 
Fig.1 Schematic of the calculation model and boundary conditions 

 

 

Fig.2 Ultrasonic testing of different steel plates 
 
4. Results and discussion 



  
Growth of solidified shell 

The solidified shell thickness is very important, because it controls the entrapment 
positions of bubbles and inclusions. The exact thickness should vary with casting conditions 
and cooling conditions, as it depends directly on the flow pattern developed in the steel and 
wall heat-flux variables. Figure 3 compares the predicted solidified shell thickness using this 
model and the perfect parabolic law according to the square root law.  The model reasonably 
predicts the trend of liquid flux depth over the entire domain. Considering the crude nature of 
the measuring apparatus and the many modelling assumptions. From the result, it can be seen 
that the solidified shell thicknesses calculated agree well with the simple expression. In this 
figure a remelting phenomenon is observed at 1/4 width of the mold and narrow face about 
0.25 m below the meniscus, this is consequence of the jet flow and the heat transfer in these 
regions. Furthermore, the shell thickness is thicker at the meniscus than other regions located 
close to the meniscus. Therefore, this solidified shell near the meniscus is considered as 
subsurface hooks, although this is overestimated. 

 

 

Fig.3 The growth of solidified shell 
 

Typical instantaneous velocity field 
Three typical instantaneous velocity fields (various planes at an arbitrary time of 100 

seconds) in the liquid pool is shown in Fig. 4 to 5. The development of the solidified shell is 
also shown in these figures. Figure 4 shows the flow pattern in the center-plane parallel to the 
wide face at the vertical part of the calculation domain. This illustrates that the molten steel 
flow is very chaotic in the upper recirculation zone of the mold. Molten steel emerges from 
the SEN port as a jet, diffuses as it traverses across the liquid pool, and splits into two 
recirculation zones after impinging on the narrow face.  

Figure 5(a) to (d) reveals the interior velocity vectors in transverse sections taken at 
four locations down the mold. The shell thickness is increasing with increasing the strand 
length. The figures show that the flow is complex and consisting of a range of multiple 
vortices. Instantaneous vortices are detected at different positions. However, in many previous 
works, due to the employed k-ε turbulence model, it is not possible to observe the complex 
vortices that take place in the entire calculation region. Vortex in the liquid pool is important 
to the transport of particles, because the rotary motion of molten steel can spin the particles.  



 

Fig.4 Transient velocity fields inside the solidified shell(Y-Z center-section) 
 

 

Fig.5 Transient velocity fields inside the solidified shell(X-Z cross-sections) 
 

Removal and entrapment ratios of particles 
Figure 6(a) shows the removal ratio from top surface, entrapment ratio by solidified 

shell, ratio of flowing out from the bottom, and total entrapment ratio of argon bubbles. It can 
be found that the removal ratio increases with increasing bubble diameter. On the contrary, 
the entrapment ratio by the solidified shell decreases with increasing bubble diameter. The 
escape ratio (flow out of the bottom) also decreases with increasing bubble diameter and there 
is no bubble escape from the bottom when the diameter is larger than 200µm. As a result, the 
total entrapment (contain the entrapped by solidified shell and flow out of the bottom) 



decreases with increasing bubble diameter and it decreases less when the diameter is larger 
than 200µm. 

Figure 6(b) shows the removal and entrapment ratios of non-metallic inclusions. The 
removal ratio also increases with increasing inclusion diameter. Abnormality, the entrapment 
ratio by solidified shell increases with increasing inclusion diameter from 5 to 100µm. It can 
be explained that when the diameter is smaller than 100µm, more inclusions escape from the 
bottom, which would be entrapped later. However, the total entrapment ratio of inclusions 
decreases with increasing inclusion diameter. And it also shows that the less-buoyant small 
inclusions (smaller than ~100µm) always experience high entrapment ratio. 

  

 
Fig.6 Removal and entrapment ratios of argon bubble and non-metallic inclusions 

 
Positions of particle removal and entrapment 

The number of entrapped particles and the position of every entrapped particle were 
recorded using the UDF of fluent. Figure 7 shows the final entrapment positions of inclusions 
(5µm) at the solidified shell of actual mold and the vertical part of the secondary cooling zone, 
from the transverse section of the domain, corresponding to the cross section which was 
shown in right of the Fig. 2(b). The result indicates that most of the entrapment inclusions are 
concentrated within 1/5 to 1/4 thickness of the domain. These positions somehow correspond 
to the final entrapment positions of inclusions in the solidified slab. The simulation result 
agrees well with the UT result of the practical steel plate.  

Finally, a few particles flow out of the calculation region bottom with the outflow and 
would be trapped at a deeper position, which would lead to defects in the real steel strand. 
Their final positions of bubbles and inclusions flowing out of the bottom were recorded. 
Figure 8 shows the predicted local distribution of bubbles and inclusions at the bottom of the 
domain, indicating that the escape positions are asymmetric. Along the width direction, more 
particles would escape from the right side of the domain (53.74, 61.65, and 53.46 pct. for 5, 
50µm particles and 50µm bubbles, respectively). Along the thickness direction, more particles 
would escape from the inner-curved region ((62.72, 67.1, and 71.85 pct. for 5, 50µm particles 
and 50µm bubbles, respectively). The results also show that more inclusions would escape 
from the inner-curved section with increasing the inclusion diameter; and for the same 
diameter, more bubbles would escape from the inner-curved section than inclusions. Even 
though it is not clear from the results of Figure 8 on where particles would be entrapped by 
the solidified shell, it provides some information on particles subsequent transport inside the 
domain. 



 

Fig.7 Predicted particle distribution in the solidified shell of vertical part of the domain 
 

 

Fig.8 Predicted particle distribution escape from the bottom of the domain 
 

5. Conclusions 
  

A coupled three-dimensional finite-volume computational model has been developed to 
simulate transient fluid flow, solidification and particle transport processes in a slab 
continuous casting mold. The following conclusion can be drawn: 

1. UT results show that the bubbles and non-metallic inclusions distributions in 
industrial steel plates are intermittent and asymmetric. 

2. Shell growth follows a parabolic growth, and it is dependent on the washing effects 
of molten steel jet streams carrying sensible heat inside the mold. The shell thickness 
increased with the strand length.  

3. Complex instantaneous velocity fields inside the liquid pool are obtained from the 
coupled model. Various small recirculation zones and multiple vortices are found in the whole 
domain. 

4.  The removal positions are not symmetric about the SEN and most particles are at the 
1/4 width of the mold. Most entrapment inclusions are encentrated within 1/5 to 1/4 thickness 
of the slab at the vertical-part of the mold. Many particles flow out of the bottom with the 
outflow and the distribution is not symmetric. More of them would escape from the right side 



of the domain along the width direction, and the inner-curved section of the domain along the 
thickness direction, especially for bubbles. 
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